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CLIPPED WINGS.
By MxVRY Stuart Boyd,

Autlior of Out Stolen SudidicTj jL VersciilLcs Clivisinicis-ticlC) jL J^cfj^ctv who GhosCj <Src.

CHAPTER I.—A COURTESY VISIT.

BURNING suu
;

a hot, blustering

nortil wind—a New Zealand sum-

mer day. In tlie wayside ditches

the pig-lilies drooped despondent

heads
;
their waxen petals and hard

• green leaves hung breathless, suf-

focating, thick-coated with the gray volcanic dust.

An odour of far bush-fires mingled with the

fragrance of pine, drawn from the fir-trees lining

the road.

Behind the* closed eyelids of their jealousl}’-

shut bamboo veranda-curtains- the iaw bungalows

seemed to lie deep in an afternoon siesta. A
quartette of blue-jackets in holiday spirits swayed

past on hired cycles, retaining their balance with

the dexterity of those accustomed to humonr

unstable elements, and evidently enjoying the

laborious exercise with the zest of mariners, to

whom all shore conditions rank as a treat.

A fresh cloud of dust heralded the approach

of the open-sided tram-car from Auckland.

Where the line ended abruptly by the stables

near the entrance to the closed racecourse the

car stopped, and its remaining occupants, three

in number, alighted.

The Maori woman—who had elected to ride

squatted on the rear platform, where she could

smoke her pipe unquestioned—shouldering her

kit of Icumaras, waddled off, her naked feet

leaving their imprint on the soft earth, and the

barbaric red and orange of her dress making a

spot of brilliant colour amid tlie surrounding

grays and browns. The other travellers, two

young naval officers, paused, undecided whicli of

the three roads to pursue. The roads seemed all

alike hot and dusty, and e.^ich was populated

witli sleepy - looking wooden hauses, in whose

gardens luxuriant semi-tropical herbage hung

flaccid in the heat.

The taller of the two men, casting a disgusted
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glance at the already sullied purity of his white

drill suit, and a hopeless look at their sun-baked

environment, peevishly deemed the situation

justified protest.

‘Well, Tommy, now that we've reached this

God-forsaken district, perhaps you '11 find out

where to go next.’

His companion, whistling cheerfully and quite

untunefully, dived into one of the side-pockets

of his blue serge jacket and produced a batch of

crumpled visiting-cards.

‘ Parnell, Remuera, Mount Eden
;
Parnell again,

Symonds Street—we did all these yesterday

;

Albert Park, Parnell again, to-da}^
;

but there

ought to be another. Here it is—the last, thank

goodness !
' he added, exhibiting a narrow slip of

pasteboard.

‘ Only the last till a new lot of aborigines take

a craving for naval society,' gi'umbled Glialloner.

‘Mr Peter Lorimer, Ingarangi, Pipinnitu
;
and

the females of Mr Peter Lorimer’s trilie have

written “Thursdays" in the corner of his card.

It's a mercy this is Tuesday, so probably they

won’t be at home.'

‘Where on earth is Pipirnutu, or whatever you

call it?' grumbled Challoner, sla.shing with his

stick at a hedge of scarlet geraniiinis. ‘Tliese

houses look as if everybody had gone to bed.

It would be like raising a city of the de^id to

hammer at the doors and demand the body of

Peter Lorimer. What evil spirit induces people

to thrust their a'Squaintance upon unwilling

strangers I can't for the life of me tell
;
but if

they expect their calls returned, they might at

least be explicit as to where they hang out,'

‘Have a map of the locality printed on the

rever.se of their visiting-cards,' suggested Tre.sscott,

hailing a Ohinarnan. v.'hose yeUovr .skin and coiled

pigtail were giay vdth dast, as he v,'heeled a

liand-barrow laden vrith vegetables along the

Reserved.] I>EC. 7, 1901.
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thirsty highway. But the Mongolian replied 'No

sabe ’ to the query, without pausing in his labours.

Just as they had reached that point of de-

spondency, when even the sanguine Tresscott

thought of relinquishing the search, and fancy

held tempting visions of baths and fresh linen, a

butcher’s boy, sauntering by on a tall shambling

steed, with a basket of meat perched in front

of him, gave them the needed direction.

'That’s the place over there, under the hill.

You’d best take the short cut across the paddock.’

It was the hottest afternoon hour of a hot day.

The road had been hot
;
but in the parched field

the heat seemed to culminate, radiating upwards

from the burnt turf and scorching their feet,

while the exasperatingly warm wind playfully

buffeted their ears.

' Now, why, in the name of politeness, should

we be forced to undergo all this for the sake of

l^eople that in England we would never dream of

associating with ? ’ Ghalloner demanded querulously.

‘ Buck
,
up, old man

;
we ’re nearly there now,’

Tresscott responded cheerfully. ' A day will come

when we ’re oldsters, and then we ’ll have the fun

of seeing the youngsters set out at each new
station to pay the duty-calls. It’s a joke that

would lose half its point if we hadn’t been

through the mill ourselves. And, after all, there’s

some compensation, for colonial girls are jolly

pretty, and it’s usually the prettiest who send

their male relatives to leave cards on the ship.’

' But to ride in a wretched tram-car, and to

walk in this heat ! If you ’d only agreed to

drive, like a sensible fellow’

Tresscott’s round face took an unwonted

seriousness. 'Look here. Pockets. It’s all very

well for a rich chajD like you to talk of hiring

ill New Zealand
;
but it wouldn’t suit me. The

screw of a " sub ” in Her Majesty’s Navy does

not allow of carriage expenses, in the colonies at

least. It cost us just threepence each to come here

in a car
;
and you ’ll remember what Bailey had

to pay for an afternoon’s hire at Wellington. No.

I know you ’re going to say you would have

paid it all
;
but that ’s not good enough for me.

My independence is my onl}^ luxury, and it ’s

one I couldn’t get on without. By Crumbs ! the

natives are at home,’ he brake off abruptly.

'There’s something in petticoats on the veranda.’

They had reached a wide wooden gate leading

to a sloping lawn. A dog, roused from his nap,

barked drowsily. With a flutter of feminine gar-

ments, somebody who had been reclining in a

deck-chair rose hastily ,and^ vanished into the

house
;

and a matronly figure that had been
seated on the veranda-steps fled ponderously.

'Well, this looks j)romising,’ Ghalloner remarked
sarcastically as the}^ crossed the lawn, which, fol-

lowing the antipodean fashion, was dotted with

-specimen flowering shrubs each set singly in a

round bed. Stunted lemon-trees with hard green

fruit depending heavily from the end of slim

stalks, gaudy lantanas red-and-yellow blossomed,

feathery-branched pepper-trees, and scarlet hibiscus

flamed against a background of gray-green deodar.

In the wide flower-borders flanking the veranda,

amid a wealth of gorgeous tropical bloom, alien

florets wilted in the strong sunshine. A white

duck, that had elected to hide her nest in an
absurdly obvious place under a blue hydrangea,

hissed angrily as they passed.

' Et ht, Brute ! ’ Tommy apostrophised her gaily
;

and even Ghalloner began to regain his temper at

the prospect of rest and shade.

The broad , veranda appeared to be the accepted

living-room of the family. A tray of pickling

walnuts that lay blackening in the sun, and a

half-empty kit of the fruit, showed what the

occupation of the mistress of the house had been.

On the bamboo lounge in the corner, shaded by

a great purple bougainvillea, lay a novel in the

flimsy paper covering of the colonial editions.

The open door revealed a hall lined with native

woods. Tapa in harmonious russets covered the

walls. A mat woven of native grasses lay on the

polished floor. A jar filled with blue hydrangea

stood on the carved side-table.

‘ One of the vanishing ladies has some artistic

taste anyway,’ Ghalloner commented as they

awaited an answer to their summons.

The tinkle that followed their second pull at

the bell was dying away when from the back-

premises came the sound of hurrying feet, which

presently bore to them a flurried maid, whose

arms, bare to the elbow, were sodden and wrinkled

with soap-suds, and who as she advanced wrestled

with the harshly starched strings of a clean apron.

Under her guidance they entered the first

room on the right, and straightway found them-

selves in that gloom beloved of antipodean

drawing-rooms. The room was cool and pleasant.

Glosely drawn Venetian blinds shaded the open

windows without excluding the air
;

from the

veranda without came the perfume of flowers, the

twitter of birds. Groping their way to chairs,

the visitors sat down and possessed their souls in

patience.

Tresscott was fair-haired, blue-eyed, and of

medium size. He had a humorous mouth, and a

slight tip- tilt to his nose that would go far towards

endowing him with j^erpetual youth. Eurther, he

came of an honourable race of keen sailors, but

one that had never achieved either fortune or

title. He was warm-hearted, generous on comj)ara-

tively slender means, and a favourite alike with

superiors and inferiors.

Though lacking his friend’s sterling qualities,

Ghalloner might at first sight be esteemed more

prepossessing than Tresscott. He was handsome,

talented, and attractive—all in a superficial way.

Born a spoilt cMld of fortune, the habits of his

infancy had clung to him. He still demanded

the right of playing with every jDretty thing he

saw
;
and, even in manhood, he retained the baby
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trick of throwing aside each new toy the moment
its novelty had worn off.

Old associations rather than similarity of taste

had drawn the two young officers together. They
had been schoolmates at Pugby, fellow-cadets on

the Britannia; now fate had drifted them to

H.M.S. Akarana^ where Challoner, who was a year

older, was a lieutenant and Tresscott a sub.

‘The natives are putting on their war-paint,’

sneered Challoner, when, after a sj^ace during

which their eyes had become accustomed to the

obscurity, they still found themselves alone.

‘ Soft ! They come,’ warned Tresscott as a

creaking of the hall boards was followed by a

fumbling at the handle, and the door o^^ened to

admit their hostess.

Mrs Lorimer, who wore a nervous smile, had
also, in honour of the occasion, donned her best

silk frock, whose harsh folds uttered a noisy

protest against tlieir hasty adoption—a fact that

was perfectly evident, for even the least observant

of mortals could not fail to notice that, during

tlie precipitancy of dressing, the bodice had been

buttoned awry.

Mrs Lorimer was a lady of affluent build. A
life of comparative ease, passed in a climate con-

ducive to laziness had rounded her angles into

ciirves
;

but Mrs Lorimer’s brain had failed to

develop in proportion to the expansion of her body.

At fifty Mrs Lorimer was just an overgrown girl.

Her emotions were all j)i'iniary. Judging by their

respective ^Dossession of 25enetration, worldly wis-

dom, or tact, she was considerably younger than

her daughters. But, depth of mental cajDacity

ajDart, Mrs Lorimer was a kindly, hos]3itable,

motherly woman, who regarded her domineering

little spouse with awe, and had a vast admiration

for her two jprett}" daughters, whom she honestly

believed sujDerior to all the many charming

maidens of the North Island.

Challoner was suppressing a groan, when from

behind the maternal bulwark ajDjDeared a dainty

figure, the first flutter of whose j)ink muslin robe

•atoned for all the minor miseries of the afternoon.

Challoner, here be it confessed, was of a susceptible

temperament. IVlien a babe, he had fallen in

love with his sister’s Prencli doll ; he had flirted

his way through adolescence
;
even when a mid-

shipman, his embryonic amours' were the amuse-

ment of his messmates, and manhood found him
ready to fall a victim to each enticing face.

Lucie Lorimer’s eyes were gray
;
her comj)lexion,

even Avhen seen by the half-light, was wild-rose.

Her frock was alluringly fluffy in outline and
roseate in tone

; and there breathes not the man
who can resist a ^Dink frock when moulded on

a .slender girlish form. Challoner,' vdthout an

instant’s hesitation, devoted himself to Lucie.

Tommy Tresscott’s portion iil life was the

matrons, whom he accejDted with his customary

genial jhiilosoifliy, jarotesting that he liked them.

•‘Make me think of Aunt Sarah, they do, dear

old souls,’ he would assert, with affectionate

irreverence.

There was a fascinating droo]) about Lucie’s

mouth, a dissatisfied expression in her heavily

fringed eyes, a j^reoccupation in her replies, that

piqued Challoner, and added to her attraction in

the sight of that carpet-knight.

‘Why does she keep watching the door? Why
won’t she look at me ? ’ he grumbled inwardly as

he tried to make conversation. Not being con-

versant with the 2>i’ocedure of colonial menials,

he did not guess that at that moment Lucie

Lorimer’s being was dominated by the fear that

the housemaid, who had been hastily fetched

from the wash-tub to bring in tea, might choose

to take some method of exhibiting before the

guests her dis^fleasure at what she esteemed an

unwarrantable interru2)tion to legitimate labour.

Meanwhile Mrs Lorimer was adding consider-

ably to her daughter’s annoyance by saying all

the things that would have been better left unsaid.

‘ You see, it ’s Thursday that ’s our “ At Home ”

afternoon—not Tuesday. That’s vdiy you found

us in deshabille. Yes, jDa called on the ship
;
the

girls made him do it. He took heaps of ^^ersua-

sion before he ’d go
;
but our Kitty can twist ^Da

round her little finger.’

‘I can easily believe that,’ broke in Challoner,

looking admiringly at the girl beside him.

Mrs Lorimer’s ex2)lanation that this was not

Kitty, but Lucie—that Kitty had gone to a

registry office to try to engage a new cook—was

interru^Dted by a bumj) at the door, as, accom-

2)anied ' by a protesting clatter of tea-cu2>s, the

maid entered, her face hot with resentment, in-

subordination breathing in her every motion.

‘Pay what you like,’ said Mrs Lorimer when
the door had closed noisily behind the irate

female—‘pay what you like—and they tell me
wages here are as high again as in London—you

can’t get well served. Our cook went oft’ this

morning in a tem2)er because the outdoor man
hadn’t XDumped the water ready for her washing.

And she left the clothes in soak
;
and now Ellen,

she ’s in a temper at having to rinse them out
;

and if you only knew the difficulty of getting

somebody in to v^ash, and the ridiculous prices

they charge if you give the things out’-

The i^etty economies of the worthy dame -were

the bane of her daughters’ existence, the one

crumjfled rose-leaf in otherwise soft couches.

Long before the disquisition had drawn to a

close, Lucie’s eyes <jiad ceased to mourn and

begun to flash.

Turning abruptly to Challoner, ‘Did you ever

see fish-hooks made out of human bones?’ she

asked inconsequently ;
and • almost before he had

tune to utter an amazed negative to the gruesome

queiy, she was rummaging in a cabinet near,

showing him ghastly mementoes of the bygone

'period of Maoia cannibalism.

Eor Lucie, Challoner j)ossessed an odd attrac-
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tion. Pie represented a world over-seas that to

her was yet unknown. She liked his unfamiliar

accent, his choice of words, even the cut of

liis clothes. Tlie unaffected ease of his manner

seemed the acme of reffneinent when compared

with the deportment of colonial mankind, who,

to Miss Lorimer’s biassed view, suffered either

from an overweening self-approval, or were. op-

pressed by an excess of modesty that was well-

nigh as hard of endurance. She did not guess

that it was only when flattered that Challoner

was graciously disposed to be agreeable. Were
lie bored, he lacked that kindly -feeling that

prompted Tresscott’s tolerance. Probably if she

had known, it would only have added to her grati-

fication, for Lucie ‘ was as vain and self-absorbed

as an indulgent mother, an idle existence, and a

total absence of serious aims can make a girl.

The visit over, the ladies strolled across the

lawn with the departing guests. Tommy Tres-

scott, who had received Mrs Lorimer’s confidences

—which included a resume of the misdeeds of

the entire domestic staff of her married life

—

with imj^erturbable good-nature, bade his gar-

rulous hostess a fraternal farewell at the gate

;

,and Challoner, standing under the drooping

sprays of the j^^^pper-tree, held Lucie’s hand and

looked deep into the gray eyes whence his

open admiration had chased the almost habitual

discontent.

‘ May I come again ? ’ lie asked the C|uestion

as though an elysium hung on the reply.

The inhosj^itably exclusive white duck, from

her nest under the hydrangea, hissed an angry

refusal
;
but Lucie’s eyes united with her lips in

saying ‘Yes.’
,

THE MOHO-HAIL.
By E. G. Ckaven.

ARLY twenty years ago a Erench

engineer, M. Charles Lartigue, con-

ceived the idea of constructing a

railway the main principle of which

is embodied in the system known
as the mono-rail, now before the

iniblic. The main objects M. Lartigue had in

view were cheapness of equipment and working,

facility in getting over inequalities of ground, and

general safety and immunity from break-down.

The system may be briefly described as the

exact reverse of the one we have so long been

familiar with. Instead of two rails, only one is

used, which is supported at a suitable height .by

means of iron trestles resting on iron sleejoers.

’Phe rolling-stock, being virtually made in halves

throughout, hangs on both sides of the rail like

the panniers on the back of a donkey, to use a

liomely simile. It was, however, reserved for Mr
F. B. Belli- to develop the idea, and finally to

devise so perfect a system that, on 17th July

last, parliamentary powers were granted for the

construction of a high-speed mono-railway between

Manchester and Liverpool. The distance is thirty-

four miles, and the magnitude of the undertaking

may be realised from tlie fact that the estimated

cost of the line, including works, land, and

buildings, is not far short of two millions sterling.

Before attempting to describe in detail the

elaborated and comjilete designs of Mr Behr, it

will be interesting to glance at the pioneer mono-

railways which have been in operation with more

or less success since 1883. The first of these was

laid down in Algeria, its traffic being principally

confined to the carriage of esparto grass used in

the manufacture of paper
;

there was no passenger

traffic, and the tractive power was supplied by

horses or mules. An im2:)Qrtant development

took place in 1888, when M. Lartigue undertook

the construction of a railway ten miles iiii length

between Listowel and Ball}ffiunnion, in the south

of Ireland, which was described in an interesting

and well-illustrated article in the Strand Magazine

for June 1898. In view of the very considerable

traffic in passengers as well as goods between

these towns, some form of mechanical traction

had to be adopted
;
but the application of steam

to a line of this character offered somewhat
peculiar difficulties. The difficulties were, however,

overcome by means of locomotives constructed

with two boilers, fire-boxes, tenders, &c., but

with cylinders common to both boilers. Tlie

driving-wheels resting on the central rail, 'with

their axles and cranks, are sujiported by a

massive frame which forms the connection between

the duplicate portions suspended on the rail. The
carriages and goods wagons are also divided, the

former accommodating twenty-four passengers,

twelve on each side, seated back to back. The
track consists of the single top-rail supported

on A-shaped trestles standing on iron sleejiers.

About twelve inches above the latter, longitudinal

guide-rails are bolted on each side of the trestles.

These serve the double j)T-^iTOse of bracing the

structure rigidly together and acting as a check

to the train. From the inner sides of all the

vehicles broad-faced wheels on vertical axles with

spiral springs press against these guide-rails and

effectually control the oscillation. The work of

constructing the entire system was successfully

accomplished by M. Lartigue
;
and it has been in

operation for more than twelve 3"ears without diffi-

culty of any kind. Th^ speed maintained is from

fifteen to twent\^ miles an hour, and the locomotives

can draw a weight of forty tons iq:) an incline

of 1 in 40, which is the steepest on the line.
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Having before ns tlie general principles of tlie

mono-railway, let ns now briefly consider those

developments of land locomotion A\diicli may

almost be said to have culminated in the scheme

now sanctioned by parliament. In the words of

Sir Lewis MTver, ‘we are experiencing a gallop-

ing evolution of locomotion
;

’ and that this

evolution is being accomplished solely by the aid

of electricity no one can for a moment donbt.

Apart from the extreme facility with which this

power can be generated in one place and ap^died

in another and far-distant one, it possesses in

the highest degree that underlying princixde

which engineers have long recognised as indispens-

able to the attainment of high speed unaccom-

panied by dangerous oscillation.' This principle

is the rotatory ; but the difference between rotatory

movement and that known as reciiorocating must

be understood in order to appreciate the value of

the former in relation to high-speed locomotion.

In an ordinary steam-engine there are essential

parts, frequently of enormous weight, which are

driven idolently to and fro with each revolution

of the crank-shaft
;

in other words, there are

frequent and successive periods during which

these parts are arrested and their direction of

movement reversed. It is easy to conceive that

tliis reciprocating action, however regular its opera-

tion may be, must inevitably produce shock and

consequent vibration. The electric motor differs

as completely from the steam-engine in its action

as the conductor which supplies current to the

former does from the pipe which conveys steam

to the latter. The entire mass of the driving or

power-giving of the machine (armature)

operates from a fixed centre, and there are no

reciprocating parts whatever. As a result, we

have smoothness of running and evenness of

turning movement practically unattainable by other

means. In a previous article (‘ Electric Traction,’

July 1901) the various systems were described
;

therefore recapitulation here is unnecessary. All

these have been in operation to a greater or

less extent for several years past
;

but for

certain reasons the overhead or trolley system

has found most favour in this country, where,

in fact, electric railways may be said to haA^e-

originated. Unfortunately, liOAveA-er, our progress

has been extremely slow
;
nor until noAv has any

attempt been made either to extend the sphere

of those raihvays beyond the requirements of

suburban traffic or to increase the speed. Many
reasons liaA^e been advanced for this national

backAvardness
;
but it is probable that the true

reason is, that legislation has done much to

handicap private enterprise. Be this as it may,

there can be no doubt that the j^i’esent
,
condition

of affairs gh’es promise of* a gigantic effort to

jnake up for lost time.
*

Let us noAV consider the details of Mr Behr’s

express raihvay, for express it is intended to be

in the highest sense of the term. As stated, the

distance between Manchester and Liverpool is

thirty-four miles
;
and as the journey is to be

accomplislied in tAventy minutes, the speed Avill

average one hundred and ten miles per hour.

This is about forty miles an hour faster than the

highest sjDeed attained by our fastest express trains

draAvn by steam locomotAes. To use Mr Behr\s

OA\m ex^^ression, each of his trains Avill consist of

only one vehicle carrying eighty passengers. The

electrical equipment consists of a motor or motors

Avith an equivalent of 2000 horse-poAver. This

pOAver is applied by means of chain-gearing to

tAvo or more of the eight double-flanged Avheels

Avhich rest on the mono-rail, and by AAdiich the

carriage is suspended. The general arrangement

and construction of the track is similar to that

of the Ballybunnion line
;
but instead of a single

guide-rail on both sides of the A-shaped trestles,

there Avill be tAvo guide-rails. This prompted one

of the counsel for the opposition to style the

system a ‘fiA'e-rail mono-rail’ one. There Avill

be no gradients of any importance on the line
;

and as none of the curves,' it is stated, Avill exceed

a radius of seA’en hundred and fifty yards, it is

expected that the trains Avill easily negotiate the

curves Avithout causing any discomfort to- passengers

even at the high speed contemplated. As regards

derailment, the centre of gravity Avill be kept so

loAv that it Avill be an absolute impossibility for

the train to jump the track. At one hundred'

miles per hour, hoAvever, it Avill be readily under-!

stood that the most perfect provision must be

made for checking and stop>ping, both as regards

signalling and braking -poAver. The trains Avill

folloAV each other at intervals of only ten minutes,

the distance separating them being thus about

seA^enteen miles. It is proposed to subdivide the

line into five sections of about seven miles each,

and the danger-signal at each point Avill remain

on until the train has passed the next, ahvays

giAung the following train seA^en miles in Avhich

to pull up should anything have gone Avrong

Avith the preceding train. As regards brake-

poAA^er, it is intended to use a combination of the

Westinghouse and an electric brake, Avhich can

bring the train to a standstill from a s^Deed of

one hundred miles per hour in a distance of

about fiA-e hundred yards. The Avord can is used

aclAusedly, as the effect of such sudden retardation

could imrdly fail to be extremely disagreeable

to passengers
;
and although an emergency brake

is essential, the chance of it being called into

requisition is in ^he highest degree remote. As

regards
^

acceleration, it is claimed that full speed

can be attained in a distance of one and three-

quarter miles from starting-point, as the raiLvay

Avill be free from all SAvitches, points, level-

crossings, and intermediate stations.

As may be supposed, a scheme of such novelty

has not escaped criticism at the hands of the

technical press. It has been remarked that little

or nothing has been made public in regard to
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tlie size and speed of tlie motors to be employed,

of the space in /the train which they must

necessarily occup^^, of the pressure at which the

current is to he supplied, and whether this is to

he continuous or alternating. It may, however,

he taken for granted that every one of these

j)oints has received Mr Behr’s fullest considera-

tion, and that before long the two cities selected

by Stephenson for the first application of the

steam railway will he united by that power

which appears destined to revolutionise locomo-

tion throughout the civilised, world.

BYAN TAUBANC.
By John Einnemore, Author of The Lover Fugitives, &c.

IN FOUR CHAPTERS.—CHAPTER I. : THE SINGER AND THE MILLER.

HE cottage in which Evan Tanhanc

lived fitted a nook in the hillside

as neatly as an acorn fits its cup.

The huge stones with which the

house was built had been quarried

directly from the spot where it

stood, and the dwelling planted in the hollow left

ill the green slope of the mountain. As the

latter rose sheerly behind to the north and west,

it effectually shielded the cottage from the worst

storms
;

but, as a set off to this convenience, the

wind, as it came in from the sea, poured over the

western crest of the hill, and rolling down, fell

plump into the chimney, driving the turf-smoke

in clouds around the single room.

Evan Morris, the owner of the place, was seated

on a stone a few yards from the door, whence

great clouds of smoke were pouring. He was a

tall, bony fellow of two or three and thirty, and,

as he, sat in a listless, dejected attitude, looked

as if the world were going very badly with him.

A tattered broadcloth coat, an old velveteen waist-

coat, and corduroys badly burst at the knee would

have afforded good presumptive evidence else-

where ;
but among the Welsh ^^^asantry of the

Mynydd Bach (‘Little Mountain’), where Evan
wore them, the evidence was discounted by local

surroundings, for in that thrifty spot people wear

clothes just as , long as they will hang together.

To all appearance Morris was gazing over the

noble view stretched before him
;

fields, woods,

a 'wide valley with a shining river, and then hills

beyond hills till they faded into the blue of the

horizon
;

but to . him the view" only meant so

much distance, and his present mental attitude

was one of querulous discontent with- his lot'.

This lot, however, was distinctly of his own
making. He was the owner of the cottage and a

few neighbouring fields—not much, perhaps, but

amply sufficient for the frugal dads to which life is

disposed among that simple peojAe. Unfortunately

for his worldly prosperity, as he was situated,

he was gifted with an admirable voice and a

passion for music. In another sphere his powers

would have brought him fame and fortune. Here

they simply incited him to tramj) miles to teach

a singing-class when he ought to have been at

work, or to borrow money on any terms to attend

a distant Eisteddfod where good music was going.

Among a people so devoted to song as his-

countrymen, ample opportunities were afforded

him to exercise his gifts, and in any direction he

was sure of the warmest welcome when he made
his appearance to train the local choir for a

competition or to bring his fine voice to their aid.

He had been sole master of Tanbanc for five

years ;
and though his father had left it perfectly

unencumbered, and a modest sum tucked awaj’ in

a hole in the chimney, yet by this time he had

mortgaged it to its full value to his cousin, John

Morris, commonly called John y Felin. The word

Eelin means a mill, and his cousin was a miller.'

A great clan of Morrises was scattered over the

Mynydd Bach
;

and, to avoid confusion, each

dropped his surname proper for colloquial
.

pur-

poses and took that of his residence. It was^

thus that the singer was known as Evan Tanbanc.

As Evan sat musing John y Eelin came in sight,,

a great, broad-shouldered giant of a fellow, dusty,

as all millers are, and shouting as he came ;

‘There you are, sitting about as usual, when
you might be looking after your farm. Do you

think the fine weather will last for ever ? You
might be earning a little money to pay your-

debts instead of idling like a lord.’

‘ What do you want ? ’ said the other sullenly.

‘ To talk with you. Let us go into the house.’

He led the why iirside, for the smoke had cleared,,

and Evan followed him. The interior of the

cottage had, a very primitive air. It consisted of

a single apartment, which stretched from gable to-

gable, paved with mud and roofed with thatch,'

the thatch-poles lying in full view and- thickly

festooned with sooty cobwebs. Across one end of

the place some planks laid from wall to wall

formed a rude loft, upon which stood an old-

fashioned box-bed. This loft was gained by a

ladder formed of two young larch-trees con-

nected by strips of wood roughly nailed on. The
turf fire, smoked and blazed beneath a cavernous

chimney so open that in a heavy shower it was

necessary to draw back from the hearth to avoid

the rain which poured down the amide vent.

The miller flung himself almost' at full length

upon the settle, and Evan took a chair opposite.

The former was evidently in good spirits, for he:
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lauglied loudly once or twice, and even attempted

a few notes of ‘Hen wlad fy nhadau’ in a voice

wliicli caused liis companion to set liis teeth.

‘Well/ said John y Eelin, ‘you doAt ask what

I want you for.^

‘I don’t care/ said the other.

‘Don’t you?’ said the miller. ‘I’ll make you
care before I ’ve done with you.’

His companion grunted and pushed back a

fallen piece of turf with the brass-bound toe of

his clog. The miller was now sitting bolt upright,

with his hands firmly planted on his knees, and
staring directly at his cousin, who was looking

carelessly into the fire.

Though they were the sons of brothers, and as

a rule blood comes out strongly in the race, they

were totally unlike each other. The miller was
the elder by a year or two, and he was as dark

as night. His short, curly hair
;
his deep, cunning

eyes
;
his thick beard, hiding the throat, were all of

the same raven blackness. He wore no moustache,

so that the play of his thick, unctuous lips could

be easily observed
;
the corners, in particular, were

scarcely ever still. As he spoke they -played in

and out, and even when he was silent they

moved, shadowing forth a smooth, bland smile.

The Mynydd was a rare place for long heads and
deep heads

;
but the longest and deej)est brought

their utmost skill to bear when they had a

bargain to make with John y Eelin, and often

enough their best was insufficient to save them.

Evan Tanbanc was as tall as his cousin, but

much slighter, and as sandy as the other was
dark. His head and beard were thin and' red,

and his large, fine eyes, the only feature which
he iDOssessed apj^roaching beauty, were blue.

‘Well,’ said the miller, ‘I have sold the fields

below the mill.’

‘You have?’ said his comimnion. ‘And did you
get what you wanted for them?’

‘Yes, and more,’ said John y Eelin, smiling his

lilandest.

‘Then David Eryn must be a fool,’ said Evan.

‘That is his look-out,’ chuckled the miller.

‘ There are other fools in the parish besides

David Bryn. AVhat must we think of a man
who has sung himself into debt? Just think of

that. Hever mind money or living. “ Doh, me,

soil.” ’ The miller had a voice like a screech-

owl, and as he sang, or tried to sing, the familiar

notes his companion shuddered.

‘Ha! ha!’ laughed John. ‘Your grass wants
cutting

; but of course you must go to Trawsnant
to-night and lose three good hours of daylight.’

He struck an imaginary tuning-fork, listened, and
then gave out a raucous ‘ Doh.’ The other looked

on with a dangerous flash in his blue eyes. ‘As
for me,’ continued the miller,* ‘ I thank Heaven I

have no leaning to such trumpeiy. I watch 1115^

business
;

I serve my customers
;

I improve my
land. That is better than any “Doh, me, soh.”’

Hot content with his former 2:)erformance, the

miller tried to finish off the octai^e, but he made
so horrible a noise in his attempt that the other

lost patience.

‘ Silence, idiot !
’ roared Evan.

‘ Silence, certainly,’ said the miller, smiling

wickedly. ‘It would suit you very well if I.

kept a j)erpetual silence about the money you owe-,

me; but unfortunately I cannot afford to do it..

I have come now to speak about it. You must;

X^ay me the money I have advanced on TanbancJ*

‘When?’ said the discomfited Evan.

‘The usual notice,’ said John y Eelin. ‘I shall

lay my hands either on that money or this place

as soon as I can.’

‘All right,’ said the other, making an effort to

ax:)pear unconcerned under the blow. ‘ I must
get some one else to take the mortgage.’

‘Certainly,’ said John in a tone of bantering

politeness. ‘That will be easy enough. Any one

who has money to spare will be eager to advance

it on such a farm.’ Erom the window at hand
almost the whole of Tanbanc could be seen—

a

field or so of thin, sickly corn
;
a meagre jDasture

vdth rock crox)ping out in a dozen places through

the scanty soil
;
and an old pony, a mere bag of

bones, trying to pick a living among the bents

and rushes.

Evan Morris did not attempt any argument.

He knew that it was useless, and that -to make
any x)etition would be to expose himself to open

scorn. Therefore he remained silent while the

other, having delivered his message, tram^Ded out

of the house without another w’ord.

For half-an-hour Evan Tanbanc sat by his fire

Avithout moving, his head hanging dowm in deep

thought. A rattle of stones came to liis ears,

and he glanced through the window^ Twenty
yards away and making straight for the door was

an elderly man, Eees Morgans, Pengarn, a sub-

stantial farmer of the neighbourhood. In a coujile

of bounds Evan cleared the floor, and scaling the

ladder to his loft with the utmost agility, he

began to rummage among a heap of tools stacked

there. In another moment the door opened below

and he looked over the edge of the loft with

admirable surjirise. v

‘Boren da’ (‘Qood-morning’), he 'called out.

The other returned the greeting and unfolded

his errand. He wanted Evan to come over to

Pengarn and assist in cutting a crop of foiwvard,

grass wEich had already been standing too long.

Morris agreed in an instant
;

he gave over

his xiretended search, descended the ladder, siviing

his scythe over his shoulder, and they set off'

together. The unw^onted nimbleness Evan had

disx)la3^ed arose from the fact that Eees Pengarn

had not only an excellent farm, but also a

daughter, Letitia. For some time Evan had been

nursing a grand project wiiich should culminate in

seeing him snugly seated by the Pengarn hearth

as ,son-in-law% and it w'ould have been no assistance

to such a x)lan ' to allow’ the old man, wiio w^orked
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harder than any servant on the farm, to see

Ihin idly seated by the fire on a fine morning.

When he reached Pengarn he went to work
with his utmost vigour, and, taking the head of

the line of mowers, soon began to work away
from them all save the next to him, and this

was another cousin of his, Pryce Howell.

In the last generation the branch of the Morris

clan from which Evan was descended had con-

sisted of three brothers and one sister. Of these,

the eldest brother alone was alive. He was a

shopkeeper in Liverpool, but had been neither

seen nor heard of on the Little Mountain for

many years. Of the second son, John y Eelin

was the sole representative, as was Evan of the

third, and Pryce Howell was the only child of

the daughter, who had been the youngest of the

family.

Pryce was a strapping lad of three-and-twent}^,

tall like his cousins, but better proportioned and

more cleanly built. He was dark, but in a manner
different from the miller. The latter’s blackness

of visage was unrelieved, whereas Pryce’s cheek

was as fresh as a rose, and his smile as cheer-

ful and open as the other’s was sinister. From
his childhood hard work had kept him spare,

and made him tough and sinewy, and he easily

kept equal jDace and stroke with Evan Tanbanc.

The grass fell rapidly before the gleaming scythes

until midday, when a halt was called, and the

workers repaired to the farmhouse.

Evan seated himself at the top of the board,

and looked about him with the satisfaction he had

always felt since his great idea first formed in his

mind. He combined much musical ability with

intense dullness in other directions
;
and, outside

his one accomplishment, his brain was a blank.

He belonged to a type ofdiumanity not uncommon
in isolated places—a type on one side of its nature

purely vegetative. On wet days, when outdoor

work was impossible, or on evenings when he

had no meeting to attend, he would sit by his

fire- hour after hour like a statue. The sense of

utter loneliness
;

the stillness, scarcely broken by

the night wind fingering weirdly at the case-

ment, would have driven nervous persons dis-

tracted. They would have y^anted to shout,

to scream, to knock the settle over, to do some-

thing or anything to break the awful silence

;

but the idea of having nerves had never occurred

to Evan. If anybody came in he was pleased

to see them, and bore his share in the con-

versation bravely
;

but if ^uot he was equally

placid and contented in his loneliness, and re-

clined lazily in his chair or on the settle, per-

fectly satisfied with the ^varmth of the fire and
the sensation of doing nothing.

His thinking powers were so limited that the

idea of making his fortune by marriage had struck

him as freshly and originally as ever it was felt

by the first fortune-hunter. Nor was he so greatly

afraid of its accomplishment. His conceit was as

great as his dullness, and he fondly believed tliat

the neighbourhood regarded him as a genius with

whom it would be an honour to be connected. As
yet he had made no move in the matter, a vast

gulf of irresolution usually intervening between

the inception of an idea and his feeble attempts

at fulfilment.

Thus it was that he even neglected his dinner

for a moment while he gazed with fresh pleasure

round the ample kitchen of Pengarn
;
at the half-

dozen flitches swinging from their hooks in the

huge beams of the ceiling
;

at the large, shining

presses, and the great dresser with its rov*s of

jugs—three rows of twenty in a row—ornaments

dear to the heart of the Mynydd Bach housewife.

At these things he looked, and finally he turned

his eyes to Letitia Pengarn, by the winning of

whom they were to be obtained. There were few

bachelors on the Little Mountain but would
have looked at her first, and with good right,

for one might have searched from the Berwyns
to the sea and not found a better specimen

of the trig, black-eyed, brown-skinned beauty to

Avhich that Celtic blood runs.

That night, when it was too dark to see longer,

and the scythes had been j^ut away in readiness

for the morning, Evan walked homewards with

David Bryn.

Morris began talking about the fields which

David had bought from John y Felin
;
and at

the mention of the miller’s name David Bryn
began to laugh slyly.

‘Did you hear the news that John .has begun

to go courting ? ’ said he.

‘Where?’ said Evan.

‘At Pengarn, I believe,’ said David.
‘ Pengarn !

’ cried Evan.
‘ Of course I am not sure

;
but I heard that

he was seen the other night going uj) the moun-
tain at about eleven o’clock towards Pengarn.’

Evan felt his dreams fading at every word.

He knew, old Rees too well to suppose that a

fine voice would balance a full purse
;

and on

parting from his companion at the door of Tan-

banc, he went in and sat down in the dusk

without attempting to get fire or light. For some
time he remained motionless, thinking in his slow

fashion. As he did so, the dusk deepened into

dark
;
and when at last he rose and went to the

door, the mountain lay black under the soft star-

shine. He stood for an instant, then pulled the

door to with a decisive bang, and started back

towards Pengarn.

Among the curious customs still existing in that

primitive neighbourhood, the method of courtship

is by no means the least curious. The prelimi-

naries to marriage are shrouded in the utmost

secrecy, and betrothed couples meet only by night,

the lover proceeding to his mistress’s house under

cover of darkness. Until the actual day of mar-

riage is close at hand no hint of the affair is

supposed to be made outside the two families
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concerned
;
and should any one be hardy enough to

venture a question on the matter, the only answer

would be point-blank denial, and great ofteiice

would be taken that such a question should be asked.

Arriving within a short distance of Pengarn,

Evan paused to reconnoitre. In another moment
two dogs gave tongue from the farmyard, and

came at full speed in his direction. Pie ke23t

silence, and they, on finding an old acquaintance,

leapt about him once or twice, and then returned

to their post. Pie wanted to make sure that no

one was about •, and after listening for a quarter

of an hour without moving a limb, he crept

gently forward. Moving on under the shelter of

a stunted thorn-hedge, he reached a last 3^ear’s

lia^’^-rick now in cut. He climbed the side,

slipping his body over the upper edge, like a

snake, until he lay fiat in the lee of the uncut

jDortion. Plucking several armfuls awa}^, he bur-

rowed into it, stretching himself, concealed and

snug, in a position which commanded the door

to the farmhouse.

PIere he stayed, hour after hour, eager to test

the truth of the rumour. But the window of

the kitchen became black at the usual bedtime,

and no lingering glow told of a fire kept up for

a nocturnal visitor. Pie stuck to his task reso-

lutely, and not until the stars told two o’clock

did lie slip with equal stealthiness from his

hiding-place and return to his cottage.

The next night he burrowed once more into

the hay and resumed his vigil. Hor was his

watch so empty. It was about ten o’clock

when he climbed into the stack, and the moon
was rising. An hour later a huge form trod

quietly over a field to his right and went up
to the door of the house. By a score of tolcens

the watcher knew the new-comer for his man.

The miller lifted the latch and marched in.

Evan might now have gone away thoroughly

satisfied
;
but having the whim to see how long

John y Felin stopiied, he kept his post.

Nearly another hour passed before the burly

miller reappeared and picked his wa}" softl}^ down
the roughly flagged yard towards the fields. Evan
watched him cross the adjoining meadoAv, and saw
his form stand out against the sky as he climbed

the farther boundar}", and disappear suddenly as

he leapt from the bank into the next field. The
watcher was now about to slip from his hiding-

place, when the click of a latch arrested him.

Tie looked towards the house, and saw by the

continually increasing patch of light that the

door was being slowly o^Dened. Against the lighted

background the figure of Letitia Pengarn became
clearly visible. He settled down among his hay
and watched more intentl}^ still. For a feAV

moments she stood as if ' waiting, and then a

dark figure glided from the shelter of a neigh-

bouring building. It slipped inside the house
'with her, and the door was closed.

Evan whistled softly through his teeth. To

him the affair was no mystery. The girl of the

Myn^Md Bacli steals marches on the powers that

be as easily as girls in other places, and after

she has given an audience to the lover who suits

her parent’s views, she indemnifies herself by
admitting the swain who suits her own. Who
was this 1 Evan lay still for several minutes

tliinking
;
then he resolved to creep up and peep

in at the carelessly ' curtained window.

He half-arose in the hay, but at the same
instant dropped as if struck by lightning. A
stone rattled down as some one climbed over the

loosely built wall behind the rick, and to raise

himself against the starlit sky meant certain dis-

covery. Whoever it was passed directly below

him, and he heard heavy breathing as if the

person had been running. A slight swishing

followed, and his curiosity could no longer be

restrained. Availing himself of a large lock of hay
which hung over the side, he peeped through it.

Below him stood John y FMin, and the sound he

had heard was the swishing of leather through

lace-holes. The miller was taking off his boots.

One, two, the heav}’’ boots were pitched dovui

by the side of the stack, and awa}^ went the

huge figure as silently as a shadow towards the

faintly lighted window. The opportunit}^ offered

was irresistible, and to Evan’s shallow wit the

joke possible seemed something magnificent.

He slipped down the stack and returned at once,

carrying the miller’s boots with him. He had

not much time to spare, for after a single jDeep

John y Felin returned, and as he came his mut-

tered curses were an earnest of what he had seen.

Evan lay exjDecting a double volley when the

miller should find the boots gone, but he was

disajDpointed. The surly giant remained perfectly

silent. Occasionally a young man is accompanied

by a confidential friend, and the miller at once

concluded that some companion of the interlo]Der

within had seen him, and having stolen his boots,

was now hidden near by to enjo}^ his vexation.

These considerations silenced the miller, and he

limped away homewards in his stockings, know-

ing that search was useless, and that to arouse

the ]Dlace would only be to publish himself a fool.

Evan Tanbane enjoyed to the full the glory

of such an achievement, and only regretted that

the surroundings of the event would debar

him from boasting of the feat. When he was

certain that the miller had finally gone, he left^

the rick and made his
.
way round to a cowshed

near the windou'^ He had scarcely gained the

shelter of the wall when the door was opened

and . the second lover came in his direction.

Evan shrank into the deep shadow and held his

breath as the young feUow went by. It was

Piyce HoAvell.

On his wa}^ home Evan passed a deep pool.

He tied the boots together b}- their laces and

slung them to the very middle, where they sank

with a hollow plash.
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CURIOUS FACTS AB
HE- revenue to wliicli reference, is

liere made is that of the United

Kingdom, as levied and raised

during recent 3^ears. When people

think of the revenue it is gener-

ally the income-tax that occurs to

the mind—a tax at which it is possible to enjoy

a good grumble
;

few think of it as the field

wherein some curious things may be found which
should not be regarded as entirely Avithout the

sap of interest, but as yielding refreshment to the

more arid hours. It ma}^ also be added that

Avere a larger share of attention gh’-en to the

subject many practical matters of great moment
Avould be discoA^ered, Avith the result that the

interest aroused Avould be freed from the reproach

of fitness for such souls onl}'- as are cursed Avith

the itch of curiosity. Let us noAV examine the

cmiosities A^dlich pertain to the revenue.

As a Avhole, the reA^enue is said to be His

Majesty’s Revenue by a fiction siir\dving from

days .AAdien the Sovereign received the proceeds of

the taxes, and dispensed them in ways that are

a little dark in these more constitutional times.

The House of Commons grants such-and-such a

tax or impost
;
but to-day it is Avell knoAAui that

the grants are for the public seiudce, and are

received at the Treasury for application accord-

ing to votes passed in Committee of Supply.

The total revenue raised in the year ending March

1900 Avas about £129,850,000 (including all sums

raised by the imperial authorities)
;

this vast sum
being raised in various Avays, yielding amounts

varying from a feAV shillings to millions of pounds.

The folloAving items of revenue, some of Avhich

yield large and some quite small sums, are

selected as examples.

In a former article Ave dealt with, the revenue

set apart for the Civil List, including that derived

from the old royal estates IviiOAvii as the Woods,

Eorests, and Land Revenues of the CroAvn. In the

statement made by the Chancellor of the Exchequer

annuall^^ ajopears an item, CroAAui Lands, which

of late has }delded £450,000 to the Exchequer.

Without any attempt at supjdying data for judg-

ment on Hhe bargain with the CroAvn,^ as it has

been called, it may be stated that last year these

CroAvn estates yielded a gross income of £574,083,

and that by special act one-Mlf of the reA^enue

derh^ed from mines on the CroAvn estate is placed

annually to the capital account. Management and

commission on the CroAvn estate seem to cost

about £77,500 a year, the rest being expended in

maintenance of the estates.

Another reminder of the former practice of

paying revenue directl}^ to the SoA^ereign is found

in the sums still paid into the Exchequer as

Small Branches of the Hereditary ReA^enue. A

OUT THE REYENUE.
sum of £28,268 odd Avas thus paid in last year.

It would be tedious Avere Ave to give each sum,

but the heads of this small revenue are of some
interest. One item is that of the CroAvn’s share

of the CroAvn’s Nominee Eund, Avhich yielded

£10,000, and was derived from the Sovereign’s

right to the personal estate of an intestate.

Similarly, a sum of £15,000 aaus deriA’ed from

the Crown’s share of the Ultimus Hcercs and

Bastardy Eund in Scotland
;
and other items Avere

fines and penalties obtained by .the Receiver of

Hereditary Revenues, by Welsh sheriffs, and from

the surplus CroAvn revenue ' received in Guernsey.

A curious item is the sum of £20, 4s. from the

proceeds of unclaimed Avrecks, as also £2, 15s.

from a royalty or rent-charge due from the Lagan

Navigation Comj)any at Belfast
;

Avhile to most

people £50 from rents and royalties of Guano
(Caroline and Elint) Islands Avill be quite a sur-

prise. A long and minute chapter in past his-

tory would be required properly to elucidate

such items as these.

An item of some interest in the reA^enue is that

derived from the Mint, which last j^ear con-

tributed no less a sum than £815,451, nearly all

profit on the Avork done. The ’net jDrofit on the

Mint’s Avorking is put doAAOi at £789,968 for the

3^ear 1899. It aa^ouM be outside the scope of this

article to examine the accounts
;

but some of

the items of this revenue are such as to 3deld

some curious information. Most of the profit

comes from the seigniorage on silver purchased

for coinage, no less than £782,128 of the gross

revenue having thus accrued. The accounts shoAV

that the profit is enormous. The amount ^is not-

easily ascertained, for the Mint kee23s uj) the

fiction of a Mint-jDrice of silver at 6s. 6d. per-

ounce
;
but it is ^^robably about 50 i)er cenL The

2)rofit on the bronze coinage contributes £102,899

to the gross revenue for the j^ear
;
and here again

the rate of j)rofit is very large, reaching nearly

75 2>er cent. It should be obseiu-ed that there is-

no record of profit on gold
;
the only contribu-

tion from gold is found in the item Gold and

SiHer Saa'cc^), put doAvn as £1240, of AAdiich £879-

came from gold and £361 from silver. The terms-

used suggest the origin of this item in the Avaste

of these j^recious metals in the jDrocess of coining.

An inq:>roA*ed account is noAV kept of the sale of

the ‘sAA'eep’ both of gold and silver, so that a

more exact statement of the rate of Avaste in

coining might be aA^ailable. The AAUste for the

past 3''ear Avas about £245 million in the case

of gold, and £815 per million in that of silver.

During that period no less than 174 tons of gold

bars, ’512 tons of siNer, and more than 100 tons

of bronze bars—OA^'cr 788 tons of metal—AA'ere

melted and remelted for coinage purposes. This,.
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liowever, does not by any means represent the

total work at the . Mint, but may serve to indicate

the origin of curious items of revenue.

The Bank of England is said to have con-

tributed £176,367 to the revenue. This amount

was in two sums—the first, £175,599, and the

second, £768 ;
the first item probably comp>rising

a composition of £60,000 in lieu of stamp-duties

and the profits of issue by the Bank, the second

item being fees on stock certificates which are

payable on issue at the rate of 5 per cent., and on

reissue at half that rate.

There is a considerable source of revenue found

in certain loans and shares held by the British

Government. The 172,826 ordinary shares and

3776 so-called actions de jouissance of that inter-

national concern, the Suez Canal, which comj^rise

the largest asset, were bought from Ismail, for-

merly Khedive of Egypt
;
and as the amount re-

ceived for the past year was £810,818, it is

evident that the holding is very valuable. Other

items of revenue in this class are of a more

obscure and precarious kind—namely, loans. One
is the Sardinian Loan, made to the King of

Sardinia at the time of 'the Crimean war, of

£2,000,000 at 3 per cent.
;

another, the Greek

Loan of 1832
;

another, the grant-in-aid ' to Fiji,

made in the years 1875-78 to aid the local

revenue. The last amounted to £105,000, and is

repayable by an annual instalment of 1 cent.,

which accounts for the £1040 in the revenue

accounts. Scottish readers will find some interest

in a small item of £97, 4s., repayment in part

of dhe advances in aid of the emigration and
colonisation of crofters and cotters of the "Western

Highlands and Islands of Scotland, the British

Government having advanced £18,120 during the

years 1888-93
; £12,403 being yet outstanding.

At the present moment, however, interest will be

keenest in the item representing interest paid by
the Transvaal Government, amounting last year

to £15,093. Since August 1884, at the time of

the London Convention, the Transvaal owed the

Imj)erial Government £250,000, bearing interest at

3 per cent., and repayable by a tAventy-five years’

annuity. The sums thus OAving by the defunct

GoA^ernment of the Transvaal Avill probably be

AATitten off as a bad debt or as a contribution by
the Home GoA^ernment to the iieAv administration

of that territory, and so this annuity' Avill not

apjoear again in our national accounts. While Ave

are touching colonial items, let us note other tAvo

items of revenue reported by the Colonial Office ;

the one, fees received by the British Consul at

Johannesburg amounting to £211 ;
and the other,

fees by the British Consul in SAvaziland—a total

of 2s. 6d. If de minimis non curat leo:^ that cannot

be said of the Colonial Office.' It is likely that

these items also aj^pear in the accounts for the

last time, as Swaziland may also be incorporated

ill our South African territories. Perhaps it is

only by accident that this curious item folloAA'S

almost immediately :
‘ Dundruni Criminal Lunatic

Asylum—sale of old rags, £14, 12s. 4d.’ The
minuteness and care Avith A\diich these things are

recorded is Avonderful
;

it is altogether admirable !

From the Fishery Board of Scotland last year

the revenue derived £4830 from fees for brands on

herring-barrels. Many are the measures recorded

in the statutes dealing Avith this subject, the last

in the year 1892
;
but these fees are fixed by an

act of 1858, Avhich fixes a fee of 4d. for a barrel

and 2d. for a half-barrel to be paid at the time

of branding to the officers of the Board, Avho

account to the public Treasury for the amount.

By an easy computation it is ascertained that

probably about 350,000 barrels Avere branded

during the year.

Another item among these minor ones, AAdiich

appears for £458, Os. 9d., must not be j)assed

OA^er Avithout notice—that is, ‘conscience money.’

Here, surely, it is of importance to note that odd

9d. A little reflection on the significance of this

item stirs the imagination. The frailty of human
nature is seen throughout : a battle-royal betAveen

the desire to economise at the expense of the State,

the temj)orary victory of this subterranean cupi-

dity, the reassertion of poAver on the part of the

oppressed conscience, and the final emergence into

the XDure air of duty leading to the remission of

a cheque to the Chancellor of the Exchequer.

The item, in short, is a condensed note of several

tragedies, embedded here among the nation’s

accounts. These remittances by consciences melted

to tenderness are exceedingly satisfactory to the

Chancellor of the Exchequer, but probably suggest

that for the feAA'
' aaFo thus recover themselves there

are many aaFo persist in Egyptian hardness of heart.

Turning noAv from the byAA^ays of the reA^enue

to some of the main roads by AA^hich it reaches

the Exchequer, Ave find some very curious items

studded by the Avay. Playing-cards pay a tax of

3d. for every pack of playing-cards made for sale

or use in the United Kingdom, and 3s. 9d. per

dozen packs on those imj^orted from abroad.

From home-made cards a sum of £23,109, 18s. 6d.

Avas paid into the Exchequer, and from foreign

cards a sum of £5299. These figures represent

1,849,113 packs and 28,260 dozen packs respec-

tiA^ely, or 2,188,233 x^acks altogether. As the

X)ox)ulation of the United Kingdom is a little

over 40,000,000 probably, this total rex)reseuts

about tAvo packs each taxed as against every forty

XDersons (men, Avomen, and children) in the king-

dom. It is eAudent '4^^hat some of the inhabitants

liaA^e each used a good many packs.

Patent medicines contributed £288,827, 8s. lid.

during the year. IJ'he figures respecting this

curious item of reA^enue at once afford a good

illustration of the many rills which fioAv to the

Exchequer’s ocean, and cast a side-light upon the

life and exj)enditure of the x^eople—many of them,

if not the great majority, of the humblest classes.

Of quantities not above the value of Is. x)fi}dng
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a tax of 1-id., no less than 29,569,576 were

charged
;

of those charged with 3d. there were

5,866,138 ;
charged with 6d. there were 943,080 ;

with Is. tax there were 99,179 ; with 2s. tax

there were 4277 ;
and with 3s. tax no less than

11,180 parcels. The total number of these parcels

charged with a tax during the year Avas 36,493,430,

which sliows that, on an aA^erage, nearly l3A^ery

inhabitant of eA^ery age and condition had de-

manded a parcel of some proprietary medicament

;

but as it is quite certain that a great number
did not make any experiments upon themseh'es

by such means, nor permitted doctors cA^en to

experiment upon them, it is most probable that

others indulged largely in these potions * and
pills Avitli a faith as sublime as their daring

AA^as rash.

Among the miscellaneous items of reA^enue from
taxes is also found that AAdiich accounts for the

penny stamp on receipts, drafts, and other docu-

ments. This does not seem to include the penny
postage-stamp, AAdiich is otherAAUse accounted for.

The number of such penny receipt-stamps for the

year Avas 344,890,279, Avhich, after deducting all

repayments and alloAvances, yielded a revenue

of £1,431,305, 10s. 4d. ‘Mony a little mak’s a

inuckle.’ Nearly a million and a half of soA^ereigns

from a tax by a penn}^ stamp ! AlloAAung for

those Avho probably could not need a receipt-

stamp, not aboA^e 7,000,000 inhabitants used them,

and probably A^'ery many feAver. This Avoiild leaA’’e

an aA^erage of fifty stamps each, say, j^aid for by
this number, Avhich represents a tax of from

4s. 2d. to 4s. 6d. j^er person. The fact, hoAveA^er,

is that averages of this nature are more than

ordinarily fallacious and misleading, since large

quantities are used in houses of business, and

priA^ate indiAuduals use A^ery feAv, comparatively.

But the aA^erage may assist the reader to realise

hoAv large is the number of x^Giiny receipt-stamps

used, and hoAV the burden of the stamp is dis-

tributed among the people.

Dogs and receipt-stamps haA’e not much in

common, saA^e that, given a fair chance, they Avill

both stick to man. During last year 1,433,987

dogs Avere licensed at 7s. 6d. per head, AAdiich

brought in a revenue of £537,801, 12s. 6d. Hoaa^

many curs escape taxation, hoAV many Avere less

than six months old, and hoAV many shepherds

and farmers’ dogs Avere unenumerated because

exempt from taxation, there are no means of

knoAAung. The dogs AAdiich Avere paid for AA^ere

not those of general utility,rbut those AAdiose part

it is to be companion or ^let or object of relief

by expletiA^e, by turns, to dog-loA^er or master, to

old-maid Aidiose ‘ Avay of life is fall’n into the

sear, the yelloAA^ leaf,’ to bouncing boy, or to

gushing girl. It should be noted that this is one

of the taxes not leided in Ireland.

The inhabited-house duty is suggested hy this

last remark, for that tax is imj^osed in Great

Britain only. From this source there aa^ss paid

into the Exchequer last year £1,698,523, of AAdiich

£1,587,916 A\ais draAvn from ' England and Wales,

and £110,607 from Scotland. Broadly speaking,

the dut}^ is imposed on houses of the annual

aMuc of £20 and upAA^ards AAdiich are occupied as

dAvelling-houses, and it is usuall}^ a charge on the

occupier. For the assessment, houses are dn’ided

into tAA^o classes, and the rate is graduated in lioth

classes. For houses used for trading purposes,

including lodging-houses, the scale is 2d., 4d., and

6d. in the £1 for property not exceeding £40,

£60, and exceeding £60 respectively
;

for houses

not used for any trade purpose the scale of charge

is 3d., 6d., and 9d. in the £1. That regulation

sounds comparatwely simple
;
but in administer-

ing the laAA^ and raising the reA'Cnue it iniMves

a complete census of the diA^elling-houses of Great

Britain, including houses AAdiich are not liable as

aaMI as those that are. To enter fully into tlie

subject Avould, lioAveA^er, occupy too much space

;

it must suffice here to gh'e a feAV particulars of

the results for the last year for AAdiich figures are

aAaiilable—the year 1898-99. The net receipt from

the duty in that year AA^as £1,576,878. The annual

aMuc of the houses charged AA^as £78,360,945, of

AAdiich £73,665,338 belonged to England and Wales,

and £4,695,607 to Scotland. There AA^as, hoAvever,

a A-ast mass of house property not charged, AAdiich

brought up the total annual aMuc of dAvelling-

houses in Great Britain to £166,598,589, of AAdiich

£150,413,481 belonged to England and Wales, and

£16,185,108 to Scotland. This sIioaa's that in

England and Wales the A-alue of those not charged

is a little over half the total
;

AAdiile in Scotland

the non-chargeable houses are AMued at nearly

three times the total. The number of houses

bears out this general conclusion : that those

charged are only a fraction of those not charged..

The total number is 7,499,732, of AAdiich 5,946,869

AA^ere not charged, leaAung only 1,552,863 liable to

duty. In Scotland the total AA^as 985,540 ;
but

,,

only 105,431 AA^ere charged AAdth the duty, or less

than one-ninth of the total. Of that 105,431, the

houses charged as trade premises AA-ere 12,271.

In England and Wales, of a total of 6,514,192,

the number charged AA^as 1,447,432, or about tAA^o-

ninths of the total
;

AAdiile of those charged, the

trade premises numbered 423,135. Yet there is

one remarkable exception to the rule : in London

the houses assessed outnumber those not assessed

—the total being 669,021, of Avhich no less than

446,932 Avere assessed, or about tAVO-thirds of the

total. Of course this points to the prevalence of

higher values, and in part also to larger buildings,

bringing a A^ery high percentage of houses Avithin

the scope of the inhabited-house duty. Tlie

number of houses charged as trade premises in

London AA^as 76,168. The houses coming under

the loAver scale of rates Avere shops, AA^arehouses,

hotels, public-houses, coffee-houses, farmhouses

(occupied by tenants), and lodging-houses. All

other dAvelling-houses are subject to the higher ;
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scale of cliarge. It slioiild be observed, however,

that not only are houses whose annual value does

not exceed £20 exeinj^t, but that the exemption

extends to those belonging to the Eoyal Family
j

to those occupied by foreign ambassadors
; to

hospitals, schools, and poorhouses
;

and to all

messuages and' tenements not used as dwellings,

as well as to some other sjDecial cases. These

facts res2:>ecting the houses of Great Britain are

not only curious
;

they afford administrators

knowledge of far-reaching inq^ortance.

In conclusion, let us take another look at the

£129,850,000, the total revenue for 1899-1900.

In the above 2:)aragra2dis Ave have treated of some

branches onl}^ of tliis incom^Darably noble revenue

—

branches AAdiose jn-oportions are more easily com-

X^rehended than such a total. Who that glibly

Avrites or sj)eaks of a total of this magnitude can

adequately realise the meaning of such an arra}^

of figures, of such large sums? Let an exj)ert

bank clerk be set to count a pile of soA^ereigns

of that amount, and hoAV long aauU it take him
to x^erform the task ? At one hundred soA^ereigns

a minute, the energies of such a man Avorking

for eight hours a day Avould be sorely taxed. Hoav,

if he continued steadily to do this for eight hours

eA'ery day his task Avould not be comxdeted until a

little more than 2705 A\’orking da3^s had x^assed ;

in other AA^ords, about seven years and fWe months.

This may give to some an idea of the magnitude of

the revenue raised yearly by the British Govern-

ment. When it is recollected hoA\^ the millions

required for the x^i^^blic seiudce are collected, noAV

in syiall—A-ery small—sums, noAV in very large

sums (so that it has become a matter of boasting

aaFo l^ays the largest sum at a time)
;
how the

money is sought from door to door by an army
of tax-gatherers

;
hoAv, also, so much is x^ractically

collected by x^ublicans, by tea-dealers, by tobacco-

nists, and by other traders from their customers,

this in turn involving the retention of a large

army of Custom-house officials and Excise officers,

one begins to realise, and only begins, hoAV great

a Avork it is in AAdiich those are engaged Avdio are

raising the British revenue of £129,850,000. This

Avork necessarily Avinds itself around the national

life in numerous AA-ays, and it is not surprising

that as one studies it many affairs and facts

of much curious interest are found. This

article, hoAvever, x^rofesses no more than a refer-

ence to a fcAV items of interest on this v'ery Avide

subject.

IN THE LAND OF EA^ANGELINE.
By liev. PwOBERT WilsOj^, Ph.D., St John, N.B., Canada.

OLDLY facing the Atlantic Ocean,

Avith the Avaters of the Bay of

Fundy on the one hand and those

of the Straits of Northumberland

on the other, and connected Avith

NeAV BrunsAvick by the narroAV

isthmus of Chignecto, is the important x^roAunce

of NoA^a Scotia. It is about tAvo hundred and

eighty miles in length, it varies in breadth

from fifty to a hundred miles, and it has a

X^ox^ulation of some four hundred thousand—the

great majority of British origin, Avith a feAv

thousands of French and German descent, and

here and there a rexoresentatwe of the African

and Indian races. The toAvns are

Halifax, Yarmouth, Liverpool, Truro, Amherst,

Pictou, NeAV GlasgoAV, Bigby, and Lunenburg

—

names Avhich, Avith the excex^tion of the last, x)retty

Xilainly indicate that the original settlers came
from the Motherland. It is the best knoAAui of

all the Maritime ProAunces, and has commanded
a larger share of x^i-^hlic attention than any of

the others. . Eeasons for this may be ' found in its

earl}^ settlement, in its having been the scene of

some fierce fights betAveen the . Frank and Saxon,

iq Halifax being a great naval and military

headquarters, and esx^ecially in having furnished

the x^osl LongfelloAv Avith the material Avhich he

Avove into the touching story, Evangeline.

The settlement of Acadia, as it aatis formerly

called, AA^as first attemx^ted in 1598 by the Mar-
quis De La Eoche, a French naval officer

; but

the honour of xhantiiig the first x^ermanent settle-

ment Avithin the boundaries of British North
America belongs to De Monts, avIio in 1604

founded Port Eoyal, noAV Aiinax^olis, and AAdiich

AA^as for some time the x^i'ovincial caxiital. Nine-

years later this settlement Avas utterly destroyed

by Sir Samuel Argali, Governor of Yirginia, Avlio

refused to recognise the right of France to any
of the lands discovered by the Cabots, and
regarded the aaFoIb establishment as an insult to

the British CroAAUi. Tlien, in 1621, Sir William

Alexander and a number of other distinguished

Scotsmen, under letters-xiatent from James the

First, took q^ossession of the country, changed its

name to NoA^a Scotia, x^anted several settlements,

and instituted the order of Knights-Baronets of

NoA-a Scotia. In 1749 some three thousand

seA^en hundred and s'ixty families, under the Hon.

EdAvard CoriiAvallis, laid the foundations of

Halifax
;
and in 1783 large numbers came from

the reA^olted x^i’OAunces rather than take the oath

of allegiance to the neiv, rexiublic. From that

time the proAunce has steadily groAvn in Avealth-

and x^opulation. Before the oiiAvard march of

ciAulisation forests haA^e been felled, large areas

brought under cultivation, and tOAvns and cities-
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built where ouce the wild beast roamed undis-

turbed and the Indian was monarch of aE he
surveyed

;
and to-day ISTova Scotia occupies an

honourable position among the lands o^\med and
occuj)ied by the British race.

Connected with the early history of this in-

teresting region is many a tragic tale, many a

thrilling adventure, and many a deed of daying.

Eor years Britain and Erance were • engaged in

bloody strife, and the colonies then, as now,

afforded the most favourable opportunities for

attack. To-day the- British flag, and to-morrow

the Erench, would wave over them, and in every

treaty they were bought, sold, or ceded. Political

animosities, national antipathies, and religious

hatred embroiled and embittered every heart,

and the people dreaded and detested each other.

E^^ery cove and cliff and cape, every field and
stream, could they but speak, might tell of wild

adventure, risk, and danger
;

of hungry garrisons

besieged by relentless foes
;

of brave chiefs

hurling defiance at each other ; of silent surprises

and nightly attacks
;

and of deadly conflicts,

defeats, and victories
;
and not infrequently was

the red man found smiting down the. unprotected

pale-face and his wife, and carrying away their

children into captivity.

One case out of many will be sufficient: the

Massacre of Grand Pre. Although at that time

Acadia belonged to Britain, the Acadians em-

braced every opportunity to keep the country in

a state
,
of unrest. To 2^ 1‘eserve order a company

of soldiers from Boston was quartered in the vil-

lage
;

and, deceived by the kindly manner of the

natives, they were less cautions' than they should

have been. Abusing the confidence thus reposed

in them, the natives planned a rising, and amid
the darkness and dreariness of a winter’s night

they fell, upon the sleeping soldiers and ruthlessly

butchered them in their beds. All this belongs

to the past. Briton and Frank now live together

on the most friendly terms, and are loyal to the

same flag
;
and the few Indians that remain are

a poor, weak, inoffensive race, who live by

making baskets and moccasins, hunting, and the

charity of the j)i^blic.

While Nova Scotia, like every other land, has

its commonjfiace it is as a "whole a

really beautiful countr}^, ‘ where austerest grandeur

alternates with softest loveliness, and the wilding

piquancy of imtrammelled nature with the rich

peacefulness of well-tilled farms.’ The climate is

genial, the air invigorating, epidemics are un-

knovui, and everything, is fa'\<;urable to long life.

In its numerous streams and along its wave-

washed coasts the fisherman finds an abundance of

cod and mackerel, haddock and lobster. In its

forests the hunter comes upon the bear, the fox,

and the beaver, and various members of the

feathered family. Profitable em^fioyment is fur-

nished in its mines of gold, iron, and coal to

industrioiis thousands
;

and in its fertile vales

' and on its sloping hillsides grain, cereals, and
fruits yield the richest returns. Among its most

profitable products is the apple, which is exten-

sively cultivated, and finds a ready market abroad.

In certain sections, look where you will, and it

is the orchard that will meet your eye, beautiful

in blossom or rich in fruit. It is indeed a

goodly land, full of interest in scenery and in

story, and with much in its present and its past

to awaken ‘ thoughts that breathe ’ and to call

forth ^ words that burn.’

Looked at from a national standpoint, two

jDlaces are especially deserving of attention

—

Louisburg and Halifax—the one for its historic

associations, and the other for its present value

to the Empire. Louisburg is located in what

was once the province of Cape Breton, but which

since 1819 has been politically a part of Nova
Scotia. Under the old French regime

^
it was

one of the strongest fortresses in the world, the

Government of Erance having spent an enormous

sum of money in order to make it Hhe Dunkirk

of America.’ It was surrounded by a wall forty

feet thick at the base and between twenty and

thirty feet high, outside of which was a ditch

eighty feet wide. It mounted nearly two hundred

guns, and was well garrisoned. As it was a rendez-

vous for privateers, and a constant menace to'

British interests, its capture was determined

upon, and a force of four thousand militiamen

from Massachusetts, under Colonel Pepperell, was

sent to reduce it. The siege lasted' from the

29th of April to the 21st of May 1745, when,

deeming that further resistance was useless, the

French commander capitulated. Ten years later,

having in the meantime been given back to

France, it was again besieged by the British

;

and after a severe struggle of seven weeks’

duration, the French again laid down their arms,

and Louisburg ceased to be French. As Halifax

was deemed the better post, all war material was

transferred there, as well as everything else of

value
;
the fortifications were demolished, and the

ditch filled up with the broken stone of the

walls
;

and where once proud navies rode in

triumph, and deeds of daring were performed,

there is nothing to-day but a small fishing-^dllage

and a few mounds of stone and rubbish.

Halifax has been aptly described as a Euro^Dean

city on the western side of the Atlantic. It has

many fine public buildings, industries of various

kinds, and in its capacious harbour may be seen

the flags of every nation. It is especially noted as

the rendezvous of the North American Squadron

and the military headquarters of British America.

The U’ed-coaf and the ‘blue-jacket’ are seen on

every hand, officers in uniform are always in

evidence, and two , regiments of the line are

usually stationed, in its garrisons. The guns of

the citadel command the harbour, and every

crag and islet in and around the entrance

thereto bristles with the deadly ‘dogs of \yar.’
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As to the strength of these fortifications there

can he no two o^DinionSj and it is conceded that no

ship could live for an hour under their fire
; hut

loolved at from a Canadian standpoint, Halifax

has been overestimated. A glance at the map
of Nova Scotia will show that any Power that

could seize and hold the narrow isthmus of

Chignecto could cut off all communication with

Halifax and prevent the forwarding of rein-

iorcements
;
whereas St John, with its ever-open

harbour and two independent railway lines to

Quebec, could always keep the way 'oj)en to

the Upper Provinces. The matter has been

pressed upon the attention of both the Federal

and Imperial authorities, and the probability is

that at no distant day -St John wdll be added to

the long list of fortresses over which waves, in

proud defiance, the flag of Britain.

To many, however, this interesting region

would have remained a terra mcognita had it not

been for the x^en of the x^oet. True, his foot had

never trodden its hills and dales, his eye had

never rested ux:)on the scenes he so vividly

describes, and with the people to whom he so

touchingly refers he claimed no affinity in either

language, race, or religion. But having familiar-

ised himself with the leading facts ux)on which

the story is based, and with the general features

of the locality in which they occurred, the

creative genius of the x^o^t supplied the details

;

and while challenging some of his facts and

dissenting from some of his conclusions, we must
admit that few men have stood nearer to Nature

or so accurately interpreted her language as did

the author of Evangeline.

On ^ the exxDulsion of the Acadians ^ much has

been written, and the conduct of the British

Government in connection therewith denounced

in unmeasured terms. ^ But,’ in the words of

Professor Eoberts, ^ there are a few x^oitits con-

nected with it that should be mentioned. When
Longfellow wrote the story of Evangeline he did

not fully understand all the facts’ It was not a

X^iece of wanton cruelty on the x^art of England.

It was done to satisfy New England, and was

carried out by New Englanders. Terrible as was

the measure, it is hard to see how it could have

been avoided, unless at the cost of Nova Scotia

itself. If Nova Scotia was to remain in English

hands—and New England said this was essential

to her safety—then the Acadians had to be

xemoved. The Acadians had suffered themselves

to be made the tools of French intrigue.

Through them France hoped to retain her hold

uX:)on the peninsula. For forty years the}'' > had
been treated by England with a x^atience that

had long ceased to be a virtue. Every effort had
been made to conciliate them but they refused

to take the oath of allegiance, which they were

legally bound to do, or to be considered as

enemies. Allied with the Indians, and disguised

as Indians, some of their bolder spirits indulged

in bloody raids on the English settlements
;
and

English settlement became imxDOssible in an
English province. At the same time England

—

which then meant the thirteen colonies as well

—was engaged in a life-and-death struggle with

her greatest rival—France—and the Acadians

were her enemies within the gate. . They- were
warned, exhorted, threatened

;
but they obsti-

nately and blindly closed their
,

ears. So it came
that this unhax3py x^sopls were ground between
the upper and nether millstones. They were
removed from their homes with such humanity
as was x^ossible under the piteous circumstances,

and were scattered abroad. As one reads Long-
fellow these facts should be borne in mind—not
to lessen, our admiration for the poet’s genius, or

our resx^onse to the pathos of the . Evangeline

story, but to keex^ our view of history undis-

torted.’ Whether it was or was not a necessity,

and whoever should bear the blame, it must have

been to a peox^le so emotional in their nature

and so domestic in their habits a truly terrible

experience. Time is, however, a great healer

;

and after the lax)se of a century and a half the

bitterness then aroused has long since passed

away, and Frank and Saxon alike rejoice in the

common heritage of the Briton. While the

peox)le have changed but little, change has taken

X^lace in their surroundings. The seasons come
and go as in former times, the huge dikes still

repel the restless waters, Grand Pre is much
the same as in the days gone by, and Bloniidon

still looks down ux^on the scene of the great

tragedy.

Nova Scotia has x^i'o^^ced some remarkable

men—men of whom any people might well be

X^roud—men who have won more than a local

reputation. Judge Haliburton was both a lavT-er

and a x^olitician, and made for himself a name
on both sides of the Atlantic

;
but he is best

knou'ii as the author of Bam Sliclcj the GlochnaJcer

of Sliclcville. The revelations and remarks of the

Yankee x^edlar are not only valuable for their

raciness and drollery, their sarcasms and laugh-

able exaggerations, but also for their shrewdness

and good sense, and the correct knowledge of

human nature they exhibit. As a story-teller he

is inimitable, and the quaint dialect in which

he voices his ideas makes his utterances all the

more telling. As an orator the Hon. Joseph

Howe had no equal in Canada. He began

life as an ax^prentice in a in

Halifax, and closed his career in the same city

as Lieutenant-Govjjrnor of the province. Sir

William Young ranked high as a statesman, and

because of his many x^^blic services was knighted

by his Queen. Sir Charles Tiqoper, so well

loiown in the Motherland as the Canadian High
Commissioner,V has been described as ^ a man of

good presence and genial manner, of fearless

courage and tremendous energy, and an astute,

ready, sarcastic, and overwhelming sx^eaker.’
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Others, natives as well as those Ijorii elsewhere,

luive won distinction in statesmanship, literature,

and religion, and not a few have nobly sus-

tained the lionour of tlie flag on the field of

battle. Nor is there any reason to fear for the

future along these lines, for the outlook is full

of promise.

The Berwick Gamp-Meeting has become one of

tlie institutions of the country, and is usually

held in the early days of August. Gatherings

of this kind have been so often described that

only a few words are here necessar3^ Surrounded

by a region of surpassing loveliness, in which

the products of Nature, are varied and abundant,

is an enclosure sacredl}’’ set apart for religious

purposes. Board and lodging may be had at

reasonable rates, jrolice regulations are strictly

enforced, and the best of order prevails. Thou-

sands come together from the country around,

some for the sake of an outing, some to hear

the great singers and speakers usuall}^ in attend-

ance, and others in the hope of receiving

spiritual benefi t there. Camp-meetings, like every-

thing else, have greatly changed in recent years.

There is less of appeal to ' the emotional and

more to the intellectual, and the story of the

Cross is much more in evidence than the terrors

of, the Law. This is matter for rejoicing, as

there has been much in the past in connection

•with such services that could not be commended,

and not a little of the good accomplished has

been of an evanescent character. Of this Mrs

Stowe gives an illustration. A Avealthy planter,

who had at sundry times and on divers occa-

sions been converted, but who had as frequently

fallen away, Avas at the time referred to again

restored and made very happy. One of his

slaves, a pious old man, at once hurried off to

a retired spot, and, falling on his knees, prayed

someAvhat after this fashion :
‘ Good LaAvd, take

my deah ole massa right home to glory, for if

he lib to go home he be dead suah to fall

aAvay once moah
;
and if he die foah next camp-

meeting, de debil Avill get him after all.^ But

the ‘Great Dismal SAvamp’ is not the only jdace

Avhere such scenes have been Avitnessed. A some-

Avhat similar case occurred under 1113^ OAvn obser-

vation. A revival Avas in progress, much interest

Avas being manifested, and among the converts

A\*as a man A\diose touching and telling testimoii}^

much impressed me. ‘You don’t knoAV him,’ said

a friend. ‘ He has been converted several times

;

but he is Avrecked every TAvelfth of July.’ The

Battle of the Boyne Avas usuMly commemorated

in a convivial st3de, and poor Henry aa'us AA-ont

to aAvake the folloAving morning Avitli both a head-

ache and a heartache. But I am glad to say

the besetment Avas OA^ercome, and he died Avell

at last. ' All coiiA^erts are not, lioAvever, of this

type; and, tested ‘by their^ fruits,’ the genuine-

ness of the change in manA' has been placed

bcA'ond question.

From the Methodists to the Trappists is a long

stride, for Avhile the earnestness and sincerity of

each is aboA^e suspicion, there is A^eiy little in

common betAveen them. Those aaJio can enjo}^

the excitement of a BerAvick Camp-Meeting, and

to Avhom a heart}^ ‘ Amen ’ or ‘ Halleluiah ’ is an

inspiration, are incapable of appreciating the

silent and austere ceremonies of the Trappists of

Tracadie. According to a recognised authority,

‘the}' are forbidden the use of meat, fish, Avine,

and eggs
;

the}^ have no intercourse Avith externs
;

and the AA'hole S}"steni is founded on the principle

of perpetual pra}^ers and entire self-abnegation.

The}^ rise before the daAvn
;

and, Avith brief

intemMs for meals, the Avaking hours are

divided betAA^een devotional exercises and manual

labour. The bed is a hard mattress Avith a coarse

coverlet, and the last scene on earth is made
signal b}^ the dying one being laid on a feAV

handfuls of straAv, that he may, as it Avere, on

the A^eiy brink of the grave, la}^ aside the last

fragment of earthly comfort to AAdiicli till then

the necessities of nature had compelled him to

cling.’ The communit}^ is a small one, and is

likely so to continue.

From AAdiat has been Avritten a fair idea of

the character of the Nova Scotians ma}^ be

formed. In a country so rich in resources

poA^ert}" is rarely met AAuth. The people are
,

sober,

industrious, and enterprising
;
the comforts of life

are common
;
and men of Avealth are not feAV.

The number aaJio entirely abstain from the use

of intoxicants is large, and the strength of the

temperance sentiment ma}^ be inferred from the

fact that in Sej^tember 1900
,
AAhen the Canadian

Government requested an ansAver to the question,

‘Are 3'ou or are 3^11 not in faA^our of the entire,

prohibition of the importation, manufacture, and

sale of intoxicating liquors “? ’ less than one in

seven A^oted in the negative. Educational and

religious matters are Avell cared for
;
and among

the j^roAunces of the Dominion of Canada, one of

the most important is the Land of Evangeline.

FINITE AND INFINITE.

Eackaa'Aiids and forwards, ceaseless ebb and flow,

"Within thy mighty bounds, 0 purple sea !

Eternal change meets changelessness in tliee ;

Thy future as thy past Avill come and go,

And every golden ripple on thy breast

—

Flashing in sunshine, joyous in its life

For a brief moment—sinks into the strife

Of tumbling Avaters
;
restless, seeking rest.

As ripples on Time’s sea Ave come and go,

SAvept on the eternal Avaters to and fro,

SbadoAA'ed by clouds, or jo3'Ous in the sun,

Drops of that infinite ocean, from Avhose heaid

"We sin'ing and thrill, an instant held apart,

Before Ave melt and merge into the One.

Fuancis Annesley.

Printed ^aid Published by W. & 11. CuAarBEns, Limited, 47 Paternoster Roaa', London'
;
and Edinburgh.
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SOME STARS OF THE BRITISH STAGE.
PEKSONAL NOTES.

By Henry W. Lucy.

T is a strange coincidence that

shortly after Mr Beerbohm Tree

established himself as a theatre-

manager in the jDalace at the foot

of the Haymarket, shortly before

Mr Wyndham entered upon charge

of his new house in Charing Cross Eoad, the

doyen of the profession, the prince of jolayers,

withdrew from the proprietorship of the Lyceum
Theatre. Good Americans, we know, when they

die go to Paris. With equally unfailing impulse,

good actors before they shuffle off this mortal

coil lease or own a theatre.

Eor just twenty years Irving ran the Lyceum,

and through long periods must have put much
money in his purse. Unfortunately from a

sordid point of view, splendidly in the way of

character and disposition, his purse was con-

structed on peculiar principles. It necessarily

had a wide mouth to receive the bountiful stream

flowing from the treasury of the L3^ceum during

recurrent runs of popular y)lays. At the other

end there was an aperture equalty large through

which the stream leaked. During his twent}^

years of sole proprietorship at the Lyceum,

Irving drew large revenues. His lavish generosity

was ever equal to its growth. His magnificent

liberality in staging a piece met its reward in

assisting to draw the public. He carried out dis-

bursements on the same scale in all his rela-

tions with his fellow-man.

An actor who has found his way to the front

told me that, playing a minor part in another

London theatre, the height of his ambition was

to join the Lyceum company. Eor the honour

and the opportunit}^ he would have been glad to

be taken on without salary. Approaching Irving

ill this mood, he met with encouraging reception.

^ How much a week are you getting ? ’ Irving

asked. The applicant mentioned the sum, quite

sufficient for his age and merits. ‘Yery well,’

No. 211.—Yol. Y. [All Rights

said Irving, ‘you can join my company and count

}miir salary doubled.’ A shrewd business man
with all his quixotic generosity, Irving knew
very well he might have saved four or five

pounds a week on the transaction and still left

his recruit happy. But that is not his way. '

Under the neAv arrangements at the Lyceum,

made with a special eye to fuller ojijiortunity of

visiting the United States, he, while secure of a

large income, is relieved from all care and respon-

sibility in the matter of financing the concern.

Irving made his first abiding mark on the

London • stage as an actor in comedy. There are

some of his admirers at this day who prefer seeing

him in comedy to seeing him in tragedy. It

was in the part of Digby Grant, in Albery’s Tioo

Roses, that he succeeded in concentrating on him-

self the attention of the London x^ublic. Largely

owing to him, the Two Roses bloomed for three

hundred nights—in those days, sped nearly thirty

3^ears ago, a record run.

Ill the speeches with which he charms dinner

and supper parties Irving occasional!}^ drops into

autobiography, telling of his obscure struggles at

the Sunderland theatre, where, in the autumn
of 1856, he first trod the stage, and of his pil-

grimages through Edinburgh, Glasgow, Liverpool,

and Manchester.

As the heyday of his career is and was closely

connected with Miss Ellen Terry, so its early

morning was graced by the companionship of her

sister Kate. Among the most constant of first-

nighters at the Lyceum Theatre in these later

days is Mrs Arthur Lewis, '7ide Terry, and chris-

tened Kate. I wonder if, as she sits in the stalls

and watches the actor-manager playing the lead-

ing part in his ovui theatre, crowded with the

principal personages in English life, she thinks

of the young man who, thirty-four years ago, at

a Manchester theatre played Eawdon Scudamore

to her Mary Leigh in Boucicaiilt’s Hv/nled Dovm ?

Reserved.'] Dec. 14, 1901.
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His success established at the yaude\dlle, Irving

passed on to the Lyceum, and realised the earlier

ambition of an actor—managership follows in

due course—playing Plamlet. On the eve of the

New Year 1879 he took over from Mrs Bateman
the lease and the management of the Lyceum,
which sjDeedily came into the first rank of Eng-
lisli theatres. One work accomplished by^ him
has been the destruction of the time-honoured

fable about Shakespeare spelling ruin. The runs

of Shakespeare at the Lyceum during the last

quarter of a century have had the natural result

of re-establishing Shakespeare on the English

stage. Irving’s first essay, Hamlet^ was played for

two hundred nights, the longest run on record.

He inaugurated his management by again ^fia}^-

ing Hamlet^ which ran for one hundred nights.

t Macbeth doubled the pace of Hamlet^ running

for two hundred nights.

There are some living playwrights who perceive

a source of weakness in Irving’s fidelity to

Shakespeare. If, the}^ say, he had had a play

mitten for him, up to date, he would never have

found it necessary to readjust the financial arrange-

ments at the Lyceum. As ' a matter of fact,

Irving has in his desk a multitude of pla3’-s, not

only written for him but handsomely paid for.

Occasionally, as in the case of The Medicine Man^
he takes one out, stages it in accustomed magni-

ficent style, and loses time and money.

Off the stage, Irving is as winning in manner
'as on it he is commanding. I suppose there are

few living men who have more personal friends,

ranging from the level of dukes to dressers, from

prime-ministers to programme-sellers. Mr Glad-

stone was a great admirer, and never missed an

opportunity of seeing Irving in one of his great

characters. It chanced that after being present

at the first night of Eavensivoody presented in

SexDtember 1890, I had occasion to post off to

Edinburgh to chronicle the ^proceedings in the

penultimate Midlothian campaign. At dinner on

the night of my arrival I had the good fortune to

find myself seated next to Mr Gladstone. It was

a time of great storm and stress in the j)olitical

world. Mr Gladstone was leading the attack

iqpon the Government which resulted in their

defeat at the General Election two years later.

YTien he heard that I had been at the first

night of Ravenswood all other topics were set

aside. He overwhelmed me with a torrent of

questions as to how Irving had worked out par-

ticular episodes. I remember he was particularly

anxious to know how the fcal scene, where the

hat of the drowned Ravenswood is found forlorn

on the sands, was staged. He told me that of

all Scott’s novels he most admired The Bride of

Lammermoor.

Miss Ellen Terry has been so long, so in-

timately, and so directly connected with. Irving’s

triumphs at the Lj'ceum that onlj’- very old

playgoers remember a time before the partnership

commenced. They played logetlier for the first

time many years before Irving went over to the

L^^'ceum. When Mr and Mrs Wigan contributed

their effort to make the hapless Queen’s Theatre

a success they placed The Taming of the Shreio

on the stage, with parts for Ellen Terry and

Henry Irving. That was Miss Terry’s first serious

promotion. Like her sister Kate, she was almost

a child when she first trod the stage, and, like

her, made her debut as Arthur in King John,

Mrs Arthur Lewis well remembers going down to

Windsor to play the part before Queen Victoria,

all unknowing she had the honour and permanent

advantage of having Macaulay among the audience.

-The little girl who acted Arthur did wonders,’

Macaulay writes in a letter Sir George Tre-

veUan preserved for all time in his biogra^phy of

his uncle. Mt is almost worth vdiile to be past

middle-life to see Miss Kate Terry play thi.s.’

Of Macaulaj^ little Kate Terry knew nothing

;

but to this day she remembers her terror of

’ the Queen. ‘ I had an idea,’ she told me as we

sat together in the stalls at a first night of

the Lyceum, Hhat if I forgot my part or faltered

in m}^ acting, the Queen would order me to be

beheaded.’

Playgoers have had time to forget how, still

running on the same lines as her elder sister,

Ellen Terry on her marriage left the stage. For

seven 3^ears she kept her vow of abstinence, but

was irresistibly drawn back, to enter on a new
farther-reaching march of triumph. Her Ophelia,

which she played to Henry Irving’s Hamlet

when, twenty-one years ago, he opened the

L}' ceura
;

her Portia, her Beatrice, her J uliet,

and her Lady Macbeth, are as familiar and as

highly esteemed in the United States as they

are throughout Great Britain. After more than

twenty-five years’ stage work, Ellen Terry is, she

once told me, as subject to stage-fright as she

was when she first trod the boards. Also, so

purely emotional is her character, so inborn her

gift of losing herself in the character she per-

sonates, that in certain scenes where stage

directions curtl}^ and coldly direct the heroine

to weep, salt tears unbidden course down her

cheeks. Of late Ellen Terry has chanced not

to have allotted to her a part worthy her

genius. She still holds her place in the very

front rank, the Eclipse of Actresses, leaving the

rest nowhere.

At one time Mrs Patrick Campbell seemed in

the running. Her creation of the Second Mrs

Tanqueray took the town by storm and made

the fortune of the piece. Her acting was as full

of subtlety at it was marked by strength. There

seemed no limit to her possibilities. Somehow it

happens that they were marked by the range of

The Second Mns Tanqiierdy. The success then

made gave her what the Jameson Raiders called

‘a good jumping-off jplace.’ She commanded any

opening she pleased. She has hitherto failed

'll

.
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to re^^eat tlie mark made under Mr George

Alexander’s management at tlie St James’s Theatre.

After several clianges of management she set up

in business with that fine actor, Forbes Eobertson.

She tried Juliet, Lady Teazle, O^dielia, and Ladj^

Macbeth. It is rather
2̂ rovoking that peojde who

see lier in tliese x^arts, and want to say some-

thing kind, always hark back to The Second

Mrs Tanqiieray.

Charles Wyndham is almost as familiar in the

United States as is Sir Henry Irving, and his

connection with the country is earlier and more

intimate. Educated for the medical xorofession,

he served as a surgeon through a x^ortion of the

.American Civil War, being attached to the 19th

Army Coi’xds. UxDon occasion he, in the interest of

the side he esx30used, drew a blade more x^ortentous

than the lancet. A man of sunny nature, long

•fioatiug on the tide of x^^osperity, I fancy the

only sour feeling x^reserved in his breast is that

he draws no x^^iision. War-XDensioners, I under-

stand, are not unknoA\m in the United States.

Wliy should C. W. still wait?
‘ Befoh the wah ’ Wyndham x^layed at Washing-

ton in comxDany with John Wilkes Booth, who,

long accustomed to murder on the stage, finally

slew Abraham Lincoln. Keturning to England

after the war, Wyndham, landing at Liverpool,

found an engagement at one of the theatres there,

and in modest fashion began his long career of

success. He carried his newly-made honours

back to America, ax^pearing thirty years ago at

Wallack’s Theatre in his favourite character of

Charles Surface. It was in Brighton^ X^^'O'^Ficed

at the Court Theatre in 1874, that he fiiiall}"

established himself in the favour of the British

playgoer—a favour that has since steadily grown.

His twenty years’ management of the Criterion

was an unbroken success, enabling him to build

and endow the stately new house ox^ened nearl}^

three years ago in the Charing Cross Boad.

With the generosity common to actors, Wynd-
ham devoted the gross proceeds of the ox^ening

night to augmentation of tlie fund for the Trans-

vaal wounded. In that action he did not stand

alone, several others of tlie London managers

setting ax^art a night for the good work. Wherein
Wyndham made his mark was, that he was able

to hand to the fund a checxue for over four thou-

sand x^ounds. That, of coiirse, would have been

imxDOSsilile under ordinary conditions. Wyndham,
as full of resource as he is of energy and viva-

city, devised a scheme—or rather adopted a metliod

not unknown in connection vdth the allotment

of pews in Brooklyn Chapel in Ward Beecher’s

time—of selling seats to the highest bidder. He
Xiersonally went down to the City, got together

a meeting of leading members of the Stock
Exchange, set up a rostrum, and sold boxes

for the first night as high as one hun-
dred pounds each.

^

Apart from his genius as an actor, Wyndham

has a great gift of graceful sx^eechmaking. To an

American the delightful kind of oratory known
as after-dinner speechmaking comes by nature, as

reading and writing did to Dogberry. With oious

autres the gift is rarer, and is prized accordingly.

With some x^retty wide and varied accxuaintance

with after-dinner sx^eakers of ‘ the day, I rank

Charles Wyndham amongst our dozen best.

Mr John Hare is one of the most x^^’^cious

XDOssessions of the English stage, realising for us

what is x^^Hiaps our nearest x^ossilile ax^x^i'cach

to the highest art of the French theatre. Like

all, or most, geniuses, he is modest to the

extent of being doubtful of himself. I hax^pened

to be a fellow-guest with him on the eve of his

departure on a camx:)aign in America. It was at

Tadworth Court, the country-house of the late

Lord Chief-Justice of England, then Sir Charles

Bussell. With one excex^tion the house-x^arty was

comxi'osed of members of the Two Pins Club, an

institution now defunct, of which at no time

were x^^^idiculars to be found in any books of

reference on London clubs. It was a comx^any of

some dozen gentlemen who agreed to ride out

together, generally on Sundays, lunching at some

X3leasant hostelry, and being back in time for even-

ing church service. Among members were the late

Lord Chief-Justice
;

poor Sir Frank Lockwood,

whose early death eclipsed the gaiety of the Law
Courts and the House of Commons

;
Frank

Burnand, editor of Punch; Linley Sambourne

;

Johnny Hare
;
and Willie Mathews, son of the

great Charles. It was called the Two Pins Club

in recognition of the second syllable of the sur-

name of those great horsemen, Dick Turpin and

John Gilx:)in.

It was, as might be suxoposed, a merry com-

X3any, Lord Bosebery coming over to dinner

from his neighbouring Durdans.

The only excex^tion to the hilarity

was Hare. In a few days he was to sail for

America, and had ^ pretty long and
extensive tour. He was sure it would be a

failure. What was .there about him that the

great American x^eox^le should care to x>ay dollars

to see and hear him ? How his gloomy x^^^o"

nostication was discredited is well known. The
United States know a clever man when they see

him. They saw a good deal of Johnny Hare,

who after some months’ absence came back to

London with his x^ocket full of money and his

ear full of genuine and generous ax^x^lause.

Beerbohni Tree—^the tree is grafted on the

family name, which is simx^ly Beerbolim—com-

menced his career on the stage of the Globe

Theatre. Just twenty-two years ago he made
his de'hiit in the character of Grimaldi. His first

hit, oddly enough, was created in a part indissolubly

connected with the name and fame of another

actor. Mr Penley has made a fortune, x^ecuniarily

and x^i’ofessionally, out of The Private Secretary.,

The was created by Beerbohm Tree. He
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abandoned The Private Secretary in order to take

tlie part of Macari in Galled Bade. Since that

day lie lias never gone back, advancing from suc-

cess to success till now lie is lessee and manager

of ivliat is perhaps tlie finest theatre in London.

His first essay in managersliip was at the Comedy
Theatre, where he made a great hit with The

Red Lamjy. He tarried there only a few months,

taking bolder flight to the Hajmiarket, an ancient

historic house whose best days he revived by a

procession of pieces in which the skill of the

manager ivas rivalled by the art of the actor.

Beerbohm Tree is a born player, drifting from

his father’s grain warehouse to the stage as inevi-

tably as a duck takes to ivater. He is also a

profound and ever-nnsatisfied student of his art.

In successive jiieces, from the Russian spy in

The Bed Lamp to the magnificence of Herod, he

bestows as much thought and art on the mere

business of dressing for a character as some

devote to learning, and thinking they under-

stand, their part. Tree’s native ability, his

natural resources, are so great that he could

afford occasionally to be slovenly in his work.

He never is, even in respect of the minutest

detail. No actor I know comes nearer to prove

the truth of the hard saying that genius is the

art of taking pains.

CLIPPED WINGS.
CHAPTER ir.—THE WOMAN WHO DID NOT CARE.

HADOW and sunshine were chasing

each other across the steep, rounded

slope of the old j^Iaori pah that,

half-girdled by the sombre gray of

an olive plantation, rose skywards

behind the Lorimers’ bungalow. In

the market-garden, Hanking the farther side of

the paddock, a Chinaman, v’earing a quaint coni-

cal hat, wrought sedulously among the neat rows

of floiirishiug vegetables.

It was the drowsy noontide of a hot December

day. A feeling of infinite leisure, that the China-

man’s unflagging industry only served to accen-

tuate, pervaded the atmosphere. Even the birds

trilled languidly as though half-asleep.

On the broad veranda, Kitty, her cambric frock

pinned about her waist and a big apron on, was

combing out the flossy coat of their pampered

spaniel after his weekly bath, cajoling him to

patience with interjected endearments the while

she cross-questioned Lucie regarding their visitors

of the previous afternoon.

‘ So the taR one is called Ghalloner. I ’m

certain it was him I saw rowed ashore in the

Ahiranah gig that day I was waiting for the

ferry. Audully good-looking, isn’t he ?—^iUid

did a precious Angel growl at his naughty Kitty

when she pulled his curly locks then?—And
mother says the nice one is called Tresscott.’

‘The “nice” one is called Ghalloner,’ retorted

Lucie. ‘]\Iother’s only conception of a nice man
is one who will listen to her housekeeping

worries. What do men care^about servants’ mis-

deeds ? I know Mr Tresscott was laughing at

her all the time, though he pretended to be so

interested. If you believe me, she told him
about them all—oh ! ever so far back, even to

the Irish girl who was taken to the j^oRce-office

for being drunk when she had me in a “pram.”’

‘Never! Mother never told him that?' Kitty

cried incredulously.

‘ Yes, she did, with all the details ;
didn’t

miss one, I assure you. Oh, it ’s too degrading I

Father’s got lots of money, but it’s no use

trying to raise this family. Mother gives us

aAvay every time. I was simply burning with

shame all the while those officers were here

yesterday because her bodice was buttoned

crooked. Anybody could see she had changed

her dress in a hurry.’

‘ Dear old mumsy ! She ’s always just a wee

bit crooked,’ remarked Kitty, speaking with that

generous toleration shown by an indulgent modern
child towards the shortcomings of its parents.

‘And Ellen was in such a vile temper.

—

Mother,’ raising her voice as Mrs Lorimer ap-

peared from between the double line of fig-trees

that shaded the path leading to the kitchen-

garden, ‘have you given Ellen warning yet?

You know you can’t keep her after the way
she behaved yesterday. It would be ridiculous.’

‘Well, my dear,’ responded Mrs Lorimer, sub-

siding into a basket-chair, which protested against

the intrusion in a series of loud creaks, ‘ all I

can say is, that it’s very easy to talk of sending

girls away. You know quite well that if I

gave Ellen warning she’d just put on her hat

Uiat very minute and walk right out of the

door. It’s easier to lose servants than to pick

them up, I can tell you. And, after all, Ellen ’s

quite a good girl. She was only cross yesterday

because cook had gone and left the v^ashing on her

hands, and things had been upsy-down all day.’

‘And, mother, why did you say you had been

pricking walnuts for pickling ? There was no

need to tell jMr Tresscott that, surely.’

‘But,' my dear, I couldn’t get the stains off

my hands
;

and, besides, they must have seen

the kit of walnuts lying on the stej^s where I

had left it,’ Mrs Lorimer protested feebly.

‘Then there was that dreadful common tea-

pot
;
and Ellen had her sleeves rolled up, and no
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cap on,’ cried Lucie, sliowering lier accumulated

grievances on her mother’s meek head. ‘ Oh !

’

—starting uj? in a passion of impatience and

leaving the veranda— ‘ it ’s ludicrous to think

how wealthy father must he, and yet Ave never

seem to do things as they ought to he done.’

‘ Another inj ustice to Ireland !
’ calmly com-

mented the more equable Kitty.—‘What’s the

good of Lucie putting herself into a tantrum

for nothing 1 Tell me that, Angel,’ addressing

the dog as she refastened his collar.

‘ The drawing-room Avas quite dark anyAA^ay ;

the blinds Avere all down. I reall}^ don’t think

they Avould notice the teapot,’ said Mrs Lorimer

dubiously as she began picking over the lapful

of golden butter-beans that she had been gather-

ing in the kitchen-garden. ‘At least. Lieutenant

Challoner Avouldn’t
;

he Avas at the other end

of the room. But I am sorry about my goAvn

looking untidy. I ’m sure I ’d neA^er been bothered

putting it on if Lucie hadn’t told me to !

’

Lucie had strolled doAvn to the gate, pausing

a moment underneath the pepper-tree to solace

her perturbed soul Avith the remembrance of

Challoner’s parting Avords.

‘ But he doesn’t really mean to come back,’

she assured herself, Avith simulated resignation.

‘And if he does, he’ll meet father, and father’s

Avorse than inotlier !

’

The sound of hoof-beats on the dry turf, and

a Avarning bark from the Angel, AA'ho, his toilet

comi^leted, had returned to his signal-x30st at the

top of the veranda-stejDs, announced the approach

of a visitor.

Bor a moment Lucie’s AAush fathered the

thought that one of the guests of the previous

day might have returned
;

but a second glance

convinced her as to the identity of the rider.

Only one man of her acquaintance rode in that

centaur-like fashion, giving the impression of

man and beast being moulded together
;

and

the presence of that one AAns not desired by the

ultra-fastidious Lucie. SAAuftl}^ crossing the laAvn

by the guava-bushes, she passed behind the trellis,

Avhose lattice-Avork Avas closely entAAdned Avith the

luxuriant foliage and laden Avith the smooth green

eggs of the passion-fruit, and escaped into the

house by a back entrance.

‘ Dear me ! Whoever can that be at this time

in the forenoon?’ Mrs Lorimer had exclaimed,

starting up at the AAnrning bark of the Angel,

guiltily conscious of the floAvered muslin hubbard

and flopping straAv hat that in the seclusion of

her family circle formed her garden AAnar. ‘I

must run aAvay. Lucie AAnuld be crosser than

ever if anybody caught me like this.’

‘ It ’s ' all right, mother. It ’s only David,’

ansAvered Kitty, a faint flush of conscious feeling

tingeing her cheek.

‘ DaAud Straight—that’s nice. He’ll Avait to

lunch, though, and there ’s only cold beef. That ’s

one good thing of David, hoAveA^er,’ she added

comj)lacently :
‘ he never knoAA^s AAdiat he ’s eating

AAdien Lucie’s in the room. I do Avish she’d

change her mind and marry him. I ’m sure he ’s

asked her often enough. Her and me Avould

be so pleased, .and so AA^ould his folks. Mrs

Straight told me so herself. But AAdien Lucie

takes a dislike to a notion, you can’t argue her

int» it. There—he ’s taken his horse round to

the stable. Bun and meet him, Kitty.’

To have seen David Straight first on horseback

AA^as to be disillusionised AAdien one encountered him
afoot. Mounted he sat erect, SAAnying AAutli easy

grace at each motion of the horse. Out of the

saddle he carried his shoulders in the slouching

manner of those AAdio haA^e never experienced the

AAdiolesome discipline of physical drill. Straight

Avas tall and AA^ell built, yet there AA'as a lack of

finish about the modelling of his hands and feet.

VieAved as a AAdiole, he gaA'e the impression of a

fine x^i^ce of sculjiture Aidiose comxiletiiig touches

the artist had lacked time to execute.

Straight AAns a man of sterling jiromise. He
AAns AA'ell educated, and had asx)irations tOAAnrds

the legislature. Already he had formulated ideas

tOAAnrds the advancement of a country AAdiereiii

Ins x>^^trimony entitled him to take a leading

Xilace. All he required AAns assurance. Possibly

the AAnnt of success that had attended • his suit

AAuth Lucie Lorimer had helped to shake his self-

esteem, and so checked his mental development.

What David Straight really needed to turn him
into a valuable citizen AAns an admiring Avife ; one

AAdiose X)Grfect trust in his x^owers Avould insx^ire

and nurture faith in his oaaui abilit}". For the

poAver Avas there, only the courage to use it Avas

lacking.

A man labouring under an unrequited x>assion

is cA’-er at a disadvantage in the vicinity of his

inamorata. His A^ery anxiety to x^ease makes
him nervous and constrained. Even AAdien seated

on the A^eranda beside Mrs Lorimer and Kitty,

both of AAdiom Avere favourably inclined toAA’ards

him. Straight AAns ill at ease, abstracted. His

eyes eagerly Avatched for sign of Lucie’S' appear-

ance
;

his ears Avere alert to every sound lest it

might herald her apxiroach. To Mrs Lorimer’s

Xilatitudes as to Kitty’s x^leasantries he returned

abstracted replies. A bulky jJarcel that had been

strax^x^ed in front of his saddle lay neglected

beside his chair, though from x^ast experience his

hostesses shreAvdly guessed that it contained a'

gift for Lucie AAdiich Straiglit felt too bashful to

refer to.

Lucie Avas Avaiting in the shady dining-room

AA'hen they Avent in to luncheon, and her q^resence

induced a fresh accession of aAAdcAAnrdness on the

Xiart of her miAAnlcome suitor.

‘ Sx)ring-lamb, rabbit, Nebuchadnezzar! Oh,

hoAV I detest you I
’ AAns Lucie’s mental axios-

troxihe as she looked across the table to AAdiere

David, unconscious that a stray blade of cre.ss

lent a A^'erdaiit garnish to his moustache, stolidly
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munched cold beef and salad, and sipped the

tea inevitable at colonial luncheons.

The reasons of her dislike were purely negative.

Straight’s appearance rvas more than tolerable.

He owned all the cardinal virtues
;
he was heir

to a valuable tract of kauri forest and to a vast

stretch of gum-digging land in iSTorthern Wairoa.

Ill all respects Straight was a more desirable

match than often falls to a maiden reared among
the restricted youth of a new country, and Lucie

was perfectly conscious that her objections were

grounded upon frivolous pretexts
; the chief one

being that, having a long neck, he elected to

wear low collars, an idiosyncras}^ which revealed

the exaggerated Adam’s apple working in his

throat as he hurriedly gulped down a mouthful

in order to reply to one of Kitty’s well-inten-

tioned remarks.
‘ If he only had sense enough to wear high

collars and to get his hair cut
;
but even then he

would be intolerable,’ Lucie decided as, scorning

more substantial fare, she lunched daintily on

stewed peaches and cream.

The meal concluded, Mrs Lorimer retired to

doff her ‘ hubbard ’ and attire herself for her

customary afternoon drive. Having been born in

a country where carriage exercise is esteemed a

luxury, and in circumstances that forbade her

indulgence in that pastime, Mrs Lorimex', ixow

that she was the proud possessor of an equipage

of her own, rarely omitted her daily airing. It

was the result of her early training that she felt

more a real lady when seated in her carriage than

at any other time.

So every fine afternoon the outdoor man—who
had passed the morning milking, chopping wood,

gardening, and in making himself useful in

multitudinous ways—having in a sketchy fashion

cleaned the buggy and given the horse a desultory

grooming, would proceed to get himself into

livery to the waist, the visible items of his cos-

tume consisting of a blue coat with brass buttons,

a pair of gloves, and a tall hat that had seen

much service
;

any incongruities of his attire,

such as the absence of buckskin breeches and top-

boots, and the presence of time-worn trousers,

being discreetly veiled by an eiiAvrapping dust-sheet.

Long ago Lucie had rebelled against the tyranny

of an enforced diurnal outing, and the task of

accompanying Mrs Lorimer usually fell to the

lot of the more accommodating Kitty. So it was

a surprise when Lucie, already hatted and para-

soled, appeared just us the buggy was brought

round, and announced her Intention of taking

Kitty’s place.

‘I was just going,’ Straight said, rising hastily

from the uncomfortably low veranda-chair whereon,

knees to nose, he had been lingering in the for-

lorn hope of a iete-d-tete with Lucie after the

departure of the others. ‘I was just going. In

wliat directi(m ai^e you driving ? I ’ni not in a

hurry. I ’ll ride with you.’

‘ Wait a moment, David,’ Kitty cried as Lucie,

consumed with secret rage at the failure of her

scheme for ridding herself of her pertinacious lover,

was entering the buggy wherein j\Irs Lorimer was

already seated. ‘ One moment. You ’ve forgotten

something—a parcel
;

it was lying on the veranda

ffoor under your chair.’

« Oh—ah ! thank you. That was only some hot-

water ferns—Totlium saj^erhim, you know—that I

thought Miss Lucie might like to have. I found

them in the bush, and brought them down
specially,’ Straight hastened to explain shame-

facedly, looking anxiously for a sign of Lucie’s

approval.

There is no earthly cruelty more sharp than

that shown by the woman wlio does not care to

the man of whose devotion she is certain.

‘Thanks
;
but what a pity you bothered ! I’m

sick tired of ferns
;

there are far too many in

Kew Zealand. And I always detested gardening.’

Lucie was perched up beside, her mother as' she

sjxoke, and the last words were spoken casually

over her shoulder.

The despised gift had suddenly assumed that

worthless aspect common to all rejected offerings.

Holding the parcel whose contents he now
marvelled that he had ever deemed acceptable,

Straight was prepariixg to mount, when a gentle

touch on his arm called his attention to Kitt}^

‘ Will you not give them to me, David 1 ’ she

asked. ‘I like ferns.’

And while Lucie, hot and cross, drove over

the dusty roads, with her flouted swain in

exasjxeratingly close attendance, Kitty grubbed in

the jjlot of ground that had been her childhood’s

garden ; and therein, beside the sprouting coco-nut

palm which she had brought back in a little

barrel from a recent trip to Tonga, and undei’

the hedge of blue sweet-peas for whcse seed she

had sent a dollar to a mendacious seedsman in

California, she tenderly slighted

fei-iis.

The fronds of the once-promising coco-nut

palm were brown and shrivelled at the tips
;
the

much-vaunted blue sweet-peas had proved to

belong to the commonest mixed class of their-

species ; the pansies, that she had grown with

special care because they were ‘home’ flowers,,

lacked moisture, and seemed unhappy in their-

exile. Already the hot-water ferns looked ^\'ilted

and disconsolate. Hours of languishing in a

browii-xxaper parcel had not proved conducive to

health, and the mossy fronds had almost • lost

their distinguishing furry feeling, and showed

signs of collapse.

The corners of Kitty’s expressive mouth drooped

a little as she patted the rich brown earth gently

about the roots.

‘ If only David had intended them for me 1

’

she thought A^'istfully
;

‘ but it seems as though

my portion in life were to be the reversion of

Lucie’s leavings !

’
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THE WORLD’S DARKEST ISLAND.
By James Johnston, A.T.S.

^ seems ahiiost incredible that New
Guinea, altliougli the largest island

as a sixth continent—should, until

a very recent date, have been

practically a terra incognita^ un-

noticed, shunned, or neglected by missionary,

trader, traveller, j)irate, and slaver. The island

is fourteen hundred miles in length, five hundred

miles in width at certain points, and has an area

of two hundred thousand, scpiare miles, and a

population of upwards of two millions. It lies

about sixty miles north-east of the Australian con-

tinent, of which it probably at one time formed

a part, but is now separated by Torres Strait.

It has been the hard fortune of New Guinea

to remain a kind of shoal between the great

currents of commerce that have swept past it

north and south for generations, leaving this

immense island the wildest and least explored

region of the globe. The New Guineans, lacking

the elements of inherent development and shut

out from civilising agencies, have meanwhile

made no j)i’Ogress
;
in fact, socially and jDolitically,

they are behind the Polynesian races, and as low

in status as the Veddahs of Ceylon, the Andaman
Islanders, and some of the wild tribes of India.

New Guinea possesses a productive and well-

watered soil, and its considerable rivers provide

adequate channels for inland trade and communi-

cation. The Fly River, flowing into the Pax^uan

Gulf, is navigable by steam-launch for five him-

dred miles, and the Purari River affords like

facilities. Grains of gold are foiuid in the sand

of all the • rivers that meander through the

swam]3s and forest depths, this x)recious deposit

being brought to light by laboriously washing the

gravel and sand of the numberless creeks. By
the ultimate discovery of the gold-bearing reefs

these dejDOsits, it has been surmised, would be

cax)able of much develop)inent and export value.

Excellent specimens of coal and cox)X)er have been

obtained, as also lucrative veins of auriferous

quartz, all of which may eventually be exx)orted

in large quantities.

The scenery of New Guinea is striking and

X)icturesque. Grahd mountain-ranges have been

surveyed, and some of them were grajphically

described by Dr H. 0. Forbes’ after his exj^edition

in 1883. One of the highest mountains attains

an altitude of eighteen thousand feet above sea-

level, and is perpetually crowned with a mantle

of snow. Abounding in luxuriant vegetation, and

adorned with the feathery fronds of the stately

X)alm and walls of green mangrove forests, these

beautiful regions swarm with the varied species

of the bird of ]3aradise, x)arrots, cockatoos, x^igeons.

Ill in the '\\'oi'ld—reckoning Australia

and other bii-ds remarkable for their gorgeous

plumage. The soil readily yields corn, rice,

suga^-cane, coco-nuts, cotton, tea, coffee, sago, and
tobacco

;
and the livers afford good water-caiTiage.

Boundless areas of cultivable land not used or

recxuired by the natives are available by x^archase

from the Crown at a moderate cost. By their

instinct for cultivation, the natives might become
agriculturists or pi’ofitably assist Europeans

;
and

in addition they are exx^erts in fishing for tre-

pang and in di\ing for the x^earl-sheU on the

south-east coast-reefs of the island.

After Cax^tain Moresb^^’s explorations in 1874

disclosed something of the natural, political, and
commercial prospects of the island. Great Britain,

Holland, and Germany severally made annexations
;

though some years before, in 1871, missionary enter-

prise had been inaugurated. British New Guinea,

one of the latest additions to the British colonial

empire, comx^rises ninety thousand five hundred

square miles, in the south-east of the island, and

there the London Missionary Society, the Metho-

dists, and the Anglican Church have missions.

In the Dutch x^ossessions, on the west coast, em-

bracing one hundred and fifty thousand square

miles, are rex)resentatives of the Utrecht missionary

settlements ; and to the north-east, Germany has

territory extending to seventy-one thousand square

miles, where the moral and sj)iritual interests of the

natives are under the care of the Rhenish society.

Broadly sx^eaking, the New Guineans consist of

two divisions.: the Pax^uans, of intensely dark

skin, inhabiting the western regions
;

and the

]\Ialayo-Polynesian famih', of light coppery hue,

related to the Maories, Tahitians, and Samoans,

on the east coast.

MTien British rule was established in 1888, the

peox^le were still in wliat may be termed the

stone age
;

nor was there a single native, says

the British administrator, who x^ossessed so much
authority among his countrymen as to make it

worth while to obtain his assent. The natives,

on the whole, are fairly peaceable, but in some

districts are not to be trusted, their latent in-

clination for bloodshed being strong, and with

difficulty restrained. Among the coast tribes,

which are quite distinct from each other, and

live in a state of distrust or ox^en hostility, the

patriarchal system ^ recognised, or chiefs force

themselves to the front by deeds of chivalrous

prowess. The x^^ople are healthy, cheerful, and

full of vitality
;
and as they are naturally intel-

ligent, willing to learn, easily taught, docile, and

obedient, they make excellent servants. Avarice,

however, is a marked trait of their character.

In appearance the New Guinea aborigines are

handsome and of soldierly bearing, though for the

^1
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most part inide savages, ornamenting tliemselves

witiL garisli nose-sticks, ear-rings, necklaces, and

paint. New Guinea, in fact, may be regarded

as an excellent area for tlie study of primitive

or indigenous forms of decorative art, and

ethnologists have divided the country into five

districts, eacli j^ossessing ornamental features of

its own. Thousands of the natives occuj)y Jake-

dwellings, and skilfull}" use stone tools and im-

plements to manufacture canoes. Sj)ecimens of

these implements fortunately supply us with a

knowledge of prehistoric man otherwise unattain-

able. It has been pointed out that it is difiicult

to distinguish some of the implements from those

of the Neolithic period in Euroj)e ; and when
these stone hatchets are fitted on wooden handles

their actual form for use can easily be seen.

Women in New Guinea are generally graceful

in carriage and of pleasant demeanour, and the

children playful in disposition. In marriage, the

woman takes the initiative by sending for the

man, who, according to custom, makes a payment
to the father for his daughter’s hand. Polygamy,

however, has strong roots, based on the opinion

that the more wives a man has the greater his

comfort. Outside British territor}^ a widow cannot

marry, and consequently is the mere chattel

of her brother-in-law—a barbarous disability

which will probably disapj^ear under British rule.

Female life in New Guinea is above the average

in uncivilised lands, the marriage tie, even in the

absence of a priesthood, being no less sacred than

among Euroi^ean nations. ]\Ianual labour is con-

sidered honourable by the women, and is claimed

as a right
;
and mothers are most affectionate to

their offspring, the children reciprocating by sup-

porting their parents in old age.

T\Tien the missionaries first visited New Guinea

thirty years ago they described the natives as

inexpressibly degraded, destitute of clothing and

property, and reclining on bare 2fianks in their

curious hut-dwellings. Cannibalism has now ceased

in British New Guinea
;
but the skulls of enemies

are 2)reserved as troifiiies of valour. These relics

are j)eculiarly covered by a sort of half-mask re-

presenting a face, which a^Djx^ars to be made of

a resinous wax, adorned with red seeds and shells,

the eyes and nostrils being formed of the shells.

It is quite common to see the tattoo-marks of

glory on a warrior’s limbs denoting the number

of enemies he has slain. The wilder tribes

similarly use a bamboo decapitating knife, says

D’Albertis, the number of notches which the bone-

dagger bears indicating the ^number of heads cut

off. One native had cut off thirty-three heads,

each deca^^itation being reckoned a deed of valour.

On the coast not a few of the barbarous prac-

tices are yielding to the sj^read of civilisation.

The natives superstitiously venerate their dead,

and have 2)reserved them by embalming and

desiccation
;
not always 2)reserving the whole body,

but sometimes only the head. However, the

missionaries rejjort that the natives are gradually

abandoning this custom of keeijing dead and

decomiDOsing bodies, and afterwards interring them

in their conical- shaj^ed huts, especially at the

head of the Pax^uan Gulf, among the Bigo, Sarea,

Gosoru, and Saroaki tribes.

Though an imjDroved condition on the coast-

line is visible in a desire for wearing ajD^jarel, the

consumjDtion of biscuits and rice, and in utilising

hardware, &c., which stimulates the natives to

work for the white man in reclaiming waste

land, New Guinea . is yet an unknown country,

the south-east coast alone being to any extent

touched. Scarcely anything has been ascertained of

the tribes on the Fly River waterway, which was

exjdored five-and-twent}^ years ago
;
and nothing

of im]Dortance is knovm concerning the natives at

the head of the gulf, or of others in central New
Guinea, save that the}^ are terrible savages—

a

link, unites an eminent naturalist, between the

animal and man. In fact, throughout the interior

hundreds of tribes, unknovm to the white man,

stiU exist in a iDiimitive savage condition.

Missionary effort took definite form in 1872 by

the landing of ]\Iurray, Macfarlane, and Gill at

Redscar Bay
;
and in the subsequent years striking

2)rogress has been made. In the district extending

for seven hundred miles from East Cape to Fly

River in the west ninety stations and churches,

with an equal number of village schools, have

been erected
;

three thousand natives attend the

Lord’s Table monthly, most of them with tattoo-

marks on their breasts, shovdng that their sjDears

had been di2:>2)ed in hiunan blood
;

iq^wards of

two thousand five hundred boys and girls are

scholars
;

two coUege institutions have been

opened; and books have been jDrinted in seven

dialects, including the translations of the New
Testament and 'pai't of the Old into Motu, the

S2)eech of the most active trading race to the

south-east of New Guinea. '\^Tien a with

no written language have to acquire both the art

of reading and also to learn that symbols stand for

ideas, the jDower of the j^ress grows slowly ; espe-

cially when, as in New Guinea, there are no less than

twent)’-five dialects and languages s]:)oken within

three hundred miles of the easterly coast-line.

A further evidence that the light is gradually

dawning on the south-east coast of New Guinea

is the fact that j^eace and friendly relations have

been established, unarmed jDarties visiting jdaces

that were a terror to their fathers. ]\Iore sur-

]Drising is it to learn that sixty-four New Guinea

natives are now engaged in the work as x^i'eachers

and teachers
;

their predecessors in the field con-

sisting of evangelists from Lifu, Savage Island,

Raratonga, and the Loyaltj^ groiqj. Man}" of

these South Sea Island i^ioneers have fallen

victims to jDiivation, fever, and treachery in their

attempt to enlighten their remote New Guinea

kinsmen
;
and to the memory of eighty-two of

these mart}TS a church was ojDened at Yatorata
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last year, tlieir names being inscribed on a memo-
rial window.

Exceptional interest has lately been sliown

concerning New Guinea by the tragic death of

James Chalmers, familiarly known as ^ The
Livingstone of New Guinea.' Chalmers arrived

on the island in 1878, after eleven years’ toil at

Earatonga
;

his distinguished colleague Dr G.

Lawes, a type of heroic manhood, having preceded

him by four years. BetAveen these two men an

inseparable friendship existed, and by their efforts

the foundations of New Guinea’s moral and

material transformation have been laid, notably

in the founding of the Port Moresby settlement.

Chalmers’s tremendous energ}^ and enthusiasm

had been splendidly reflected in the promotion of

Christian Missions, in the beginnings of elemen-

tary stages of civilisation, in expeditions on the

coast for thousands of miles, in surveys of the

natural features of the island, in friendly negotia-

tions Avith fierce tribes, in marvellous escapes from

club and spear, and in his acthdty as a true

‘priest of peace.’ It had been finely said of him
that such Avere his sympathy Avitli and loA^e for

the natives, due to a deep and unsurj^assed knoAv-

ledge of their nature, that those natives aaJio had
only heard his name longed to see him, and those

AAdio kneAV him loved him. The name of Chalmers

Avas a passAvord along very nearly the AAdiole of

the southern coast of British NeAv Guinea, and

in many places for some distance into the in-

terior. He loA^ed to be knoAvii among the tribes

by the name of Tamate (teacher)
;

but, as an

English naA^al officer testified, ‘ everyAAffiere

Tamate’s influence is sujDreme’ in calming the

excited fears of the natives, so that the Avord

tamate has come to signify ‘ peace.’

Apart from his missionary and philanthropic

activities, Chalmers Avas AAnrmly recognised in

scientific circles. Until Sir William Macgregor’s

arriAnl he had travelled more in British NeAv

Guinea than any other man, and, Avithout

apparatus, had greatly increased geographical

knoAAdedge of the island. OAAdng to his dislike

of Avriting, his literary contributions respecting the

natives, AAdiom he kneAV so AAnll, Avere feAv
; but

he prepared, in conjunction Avith Dr Wyatt Gill,

Work and. Adventure in Neio Guinea (1885), and

tAvo years later his deeply interesting voliune,

Pioneering in Neio Guinea. Besides these, he con-

tributed several papers to learned societies. He
also sent Avaluable consignments to various Euro-

pean museums.

To his unselfish character Vice-Admiral Bridge

has paid high tribute, Chalmers having accoin-

jDamed the expeditions of 1884 and 1885, and

rendered Anluable help by lending his mission-boat

and entertaining several members of the expedition

—not to mention the extraordinary influence he

exercised over the native savages on behalf of the

objects of the expedition.

Honours for his geographical labours Avere

shoAvered upon him by Germany, Australasia, and
Great Britain, including the Koyal Geographical

Society’s diploma—a distinction A\diich aa^s also

held b}^ his great countryman LiAungstone
;

but

the honour that Chalmers most prized Avas his

enrolment as a ‘free burgess’ of Inveraray in 1896,

in appreciation of ‘ his career as a missionary and
his eminent services in the cause of civilisation

and the spread of the gospel among the heathen.’

By the martyrdom of James Chalmers, says a

AAU'iter, a noble life of self-sacrifice AAns laid doAAm

for the cause of peace
;

for, according to the tele-

gram, he met a glorious death Avhile endeavouring

to stop a tribal fight on the Aird Eiver, a region

AAdiich has not yet come under inissionary influ-

ence, and over AAdiich the Government had no

control. A iiroinising young coadjutor, the Hev.

Oliver PelloAVs Tomkins, aaJio Avas dearly loved

by Chalmers, and tAvelve South Sea eAnngelists,

met the same dejilorable fate.

During his sojournings in the Pacific, Eobert

Louis Stevenson had frequently met Chalmers

and conceded the greatest admiration for him,

even expressing a aausIi to live that he might

Avrite his hero’s biography. In one of his classic

letters the illustrious Avriter describes the great

missionary as ‘ the most attractiA^e, simjile, brave,

interesting man I eA^er met.’ Both lie far aAA^ay

from the land of their birth
;
and although the

graA^e of the heroic missionary pioneer may be

lonely and undiscoA^erable, Eke the iirecious

graA^e at Apia, his memory is imperishably en-

tAvined AAdth the history of Christian conquest

El the islands of Nbav Guinea.
j-;

IP

EYAN TANBAETO.
CHAPTER II. : THE LEGACY. ^

HEEE days later John y Felin AA^as

crossing the free bog, called Esgair

Gors, AAdiere almost aE the j^arish

cut their fuel. It lay in a setting

of reedy moorland like a great

patch of ebony set round AAdth

emeralds, and dotted about its gashed and riven

surface. AA^ere a feAv people busy AAdth their peats.

The nearest to him AA^as a solitary figure

engaged in slicing out the brick-shaped blocks, and
this he recognised as Pryce HoAvell. The miller

AA^as taking a load of flour to a Adllage on the

other side of the mountain
;
but he stopped his

horse instantly, tied it to a gate near at hand,

and strode leisurely toAA^ards the spot AAdiere Pryce

Avas AA^orking. With his oaaui eyes he had seen
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the young man comfortably seated beside Letitia

the other night, and that Piyce ^vas accessory

after the fact to the disappearance of his boots

he felt perfectly assured. Tlierefore he had
resolved to give the meddlesome fellow a lesson.

As the miller came near, Pryce stopped work and

leaned unsuspiciously on the handle of his turf-

iron. Now, a turf-iron, having a keen edge,'* and

being furnished vdth a couple of sharp, halberd-

like spurs, is a very formidable weapon indeed,

and the miller cast about for a method of getting

rid of it.

Accordingly he marched iip without a word
or sign, and with one hand snatched the' tool

from the young ' man’s easy ’ grasp, and with

the other dealt a buffet which sent Pryce head-

long among the brown peat-dust. John y Eelin

turned for a second and whirled the turf-iron

over a neighbouring cutting, then faced again to

his task. But the brief oj^portunity had given

the other a chance to regain his feet, and as the

miller came about he received a blow between

the eyes. Pie had set out to flog a lad for im-

pertinence, and was being paid in his own coin.

Blind with rage, he sprang forward, but found

that his nimble antagonist was out of his reach.

His tremendous arms beat the air like flails, and

his huge fists fell like hammers
;

but he was

heavy and slow, and Pryce dodged him easily.

The younger man could have escaped by flight

;

but his blood was up, and he held his own
without flinching. So they swayed to and fro

over the narrow surface vhich lay between cutting

and cutting.

Forty yards away Jane Eichards, Pantyflynon,

was stacking peats. Jane was a heavily built

woman of fifty. She wore an old felt wideawake

(tied down on her head by a piece of flannel

list, and shading a face grimed out of all recog-

nition by turf-dust), a small plaid shawl on her

shoulders, and a very tattered gown which just

cleared her knees ;
her calves were as massive as

those of Leech’s dustmen, and were encased in

stout worsted stockings, and her foot-coverings

consisted of enormous wooden clogs
;
in the band

of her wideawake was stuck a short black i^ipe,

to wliich Jane was devoted. On the whole, her

aspect struck the note of picturescpie oddity
;
but

those who knew Jane best declared that she was

a trump, and there was one thing certain : that

she feared no man alive. She had seen the

miller approacli, and at the first blow she was

scuttling for the scene of action as fast as her

stout legs could carry her. ’ Nor was she likely

to prove a factor to be lightly regarded. Heavy
labour falls to the lot of women on the Little

Mountain, and among a race of tough-muscled

women Jane’s strength was a wonder. Although

near to the combatants by actual distance, she

was compelled to make a wide detour to reach

them, as a long and water -filled cutting lay

between.

She arrived at a critical moment. Pryce

Howell, in S2)ringing back, had tri^DiDed and fallen

over a heap of drjuiig j)eats, and the miller, who
bothered himself very little concerning ideas of

fair-play, had flung himself pell-mell on his

fallen foe, to take his fill of revenge. At the very

instant he did so, Jane ran up from behind.

Without a word she slipped her fingers inside

the miller’s collar and drove her knuckles into

the back of his neck. As Jane’s fore-arm muscles

were ecpial to those of a first-class oarsman in

good condition, it was not suiprising that the

miller’s face soon began to blacken, his eyes to

start forward, his tongue to hang out on foam-

beslavered lips, and his grip of Pryce Howell to

loosen
;
whereupon Jane put forth her strength

and dragged him aside. He rose to his feet

slowly, looking round him with a dazed air.

Jane took up her position between him and the

younger man, the latter having raised himself on

one hand, the blood pouring from his mouth and

a deep cut on his forehead.

‘Have you gone mad, John y Felin?’ roared

Jane, whose voice, after calling the cows home
for so many years against wind and weather, had

settled into a rough bass. ‘Have you gone mad?
What has the young man done that you should

behave like this ?
’

The miller was silent. As his eye regained its

wonted cunning, he looked blackly on the stout-

hearted protectress whose powerful arms, bare to-

the elbow and purple from the cool wind, were

half-raised
,

as if in readiness for another tussle.

He settled his neck in his collar and swallowed

once or twice, then turned and marched away
towards his cart, having sjDoken no word, good

or bad, since he left it.

One morning Evan Tanbanc had piled up a
great turf-fire and settled himself luxuriously

before it. Outside, it was blowing and pouring

furiously. Dense sheets of drenching rain fled

before the storm-wind, hiding the valley below

and the mountains beyond, and rendering out-

door work impossible. For a wonder Evan had

something to think of. The shoiflceeping uncle

in Liverpool was dead. He had never been mar-

ried, and ’ the three cousins were his nearest

relatives. John y Felin had gone to the funeral,,

and there was general curiosity as to the jDOsition

of the young men under the will. The miller

had gone because he had most cash to S25are for

travelling, and Evan was spending his time in

building air-castles on the basis that the benevo-

lent uncle had left him some mone}^ The morn-

ing wore away, and an hour after he had finished

his frugal dinner the door oi^ened and a neigh-

bour came in. He advanced to the blaze and

spread out his hands to it.

‘Bough weather,’ said Evan.

‘Yes, indeed,’ answered the man.

‘Sit down,’ said the proprietor.
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The new-comer safe down and stretched his feet

to the lire. ‘ Of course you know that John y
Felin came back last night?’ he said.

‘No!’ cried Evan with unwonted animation.

‘Yes,’ said the other. ‘I’ve just been in

Taugareg. He was there tliis morning, taking

Kichard Tangareg’s opinion of the will.’

‘ Has he brought the will with him ? ’ asked

Evan eagerly.

‘Either the will or a cop}".’

‘Do you know what was in it?’

‘I didn’t hear the particulars,’ said the man.

After a while he went, and immediately on his

departure Evan put on his greatcoat, threw a

sack around his shoulders, took his long sheep-

staff in liand, and stejDped outside. It was now
raining less violentl}^ and the clouds apx^eared

somewhat broken. He Bie door to—he

never dreamed of locking it either by night or

day—and started off down the mountain, for

once in his life moving with hasty strides.

Bicliard Tangareg was a famous liedge-lawyer.

It was not that he Iiad received any professional

training, for he was a tailor who liad turned

farmer. But a strong taste for litigation had

engaged him in a long series of lawsuits either

as principal or confidential adviser, and he had

thus picked up many .scraps of legal knowledge.

From far and near people came to get his advice

on disputed points.

He was sitting near the fire in his cottage

when Evan entered, and on seeing his vi.sitor he

pursed his lips in an important fa.shion. He was

a man of over sixty, short, broad-shouldered,' and

square built. He had a mass of venerable white

hair; a long, pendulous nose, broadening towards

the tip
;

wily gray eyes
;

and a cruel mouth.

For the rest, he was as unmindful of his attire

as his neighbours, and had a wooden leg, which

stuck out straight before him as he sat.

‘ Come forward,’ he cried. ‘ Come to the fire.’

Evan did so, and took a seat on the settle.

For some time the conversation turned on in-

different subjects, for when business is to be

done on the Little Mountain it is a 2^t)hit of

honour not to rush into it too hastily and with-

out due formality. At last Evan opened the first

parallel.

‘I hear John y Felin has returned?’ he said.

‘Yes, yes,’ said Kichard Tangareg. ‘John was

here this morning.’

Up to this moment the wife of the hedge-

lawyer had been splashing away at a churn,

cleaning it with much noisy vigour
;

but at

the mention of the miller’s name the bucket
moved quietly and her clogs ceased to rattle on

the uneven stone floor. The old man looked

into the fire with a half-smile on his lij^s, then

glanced up through the window.
‘ Hallo !

’ said he, ‘ it has stopped raining. I

must go and have a look round.’ He I’ose to

his feet with the help of a stick, cla2'>2)ed on a

hat with a hole in the ' side through which hk

white hair stuck out like a ^dume, and stumped

off. Evan, who understood his manoeuvre well

enough, followed in the rear. The hedge-lawyei

led the way through the yard and into the road,

to which the house ju’esented its gable-end. Here

he paused and laughed unpleasantly.

‘The old woman is very anxious to know all

about it,’ he said; ‘but it will do for her to

know later.’

‘Then you have seen the will?’ .said Evan.
‘ I have, and for you it is a very bad one.’

‘How is that?’ said Evan blankly.

‘It is a will like himself, and he was always-

a queer devil. Instead of dividing his money

—

four thousand pounds it is—among you three

ne2)hew.s, he has left it to the children of his

next brother
;
and failing them, to the children

of the next
; and failing them, to the family of

his sister.’

‘Then John y Felin has it all,’ said Evan,,

more blankly still.

‘Every j)einiy,’ said the hedge-lawyer, falling

back a little to enjoy the discomfiture of the

exj^ectant legatee.

Evan stood leaning on his long stick and
gazing into the distance. The rain had ceased,,

and the last heavy clouds were disa^Dpearing in

solid 2>t’oces.sion over the distant Berwyns. The-

cascades pouring down the far-off stee2)s Avere full

to the brim, and streaked the cobalt slopes with

silver. Drenched sweeps of bare rock caught the,

sun and twinkled in points of light. But as he

gazed the view was snatched away in heavy mist

which rolled along the valley, disclosing in its

turn a new beauty as the strong shafts of sun-

light powdered it through and through with

gold. As he stared and stared at these familiar

2)henoniena another aspect of the case occurred to

Evan.

‘Oh, and if John y' Felin died the money
would come to me ?

’

‘Exactly,’ said the old man. ‘To you. That

is, if John never marries. But I wouldn’t give

much for your chance.’

Kichard Tangareg’s smile showed Evan that the-

rumour of the miller’s visits to Pengarn was

spreading fast
;
but he made no answer. A chill

feeling in the air now wrapped them round

and, looking behind,- they saw a heav}" mist

^Douring over the brow of the slope and coming

down on them like a racehorse. The old man,

who suffered from asthma, plied foot, stump, and

stick to regain the chimney-corner, and Evan
slowly followed.

,

-

If the hedge-lawyer’s vdfe had the intense

curiosity which p>revails on the mountain, she had
also its ingrained liospitality, and evening was

closing in before Morris was allowed to depiart.

By this time the clouds had settled down all over

the heights he had to traverse, and he stcqqDed

out into a mist which at once began to hang him.
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about with sliiiiiiig clroi^s, as it bad previously

bung every twig and leaf and cobweb. He bad

said notbing about Ins discxppointment
;

but

Ricbard Tangareg, whose biting tongue never

missed an oixportunity, bad set it befm‘e biin in

so many forms that bis inordinate self-love was

punctured tbrougb and tbrougb.

Four thousand pounds ! It is a respectable sum
anywhere, but on the Mynydd it Avas wealth

abounding. It bad taken Evan some time to

evolve the ^proposition that, John y Felin once

dead, tlie money would be bis
; but having fully

grasped the order of succession, it did not take him
long to determine that be himself would have some-

thing to say in the arranging of that same order.

The idea of killing liis cousin came to him as

easily and naturally, and by precisely the same

line of reasoning, as that which prompts one dog

to rob another of the bone he is carrying. Evan
felt no scruples on the ^point. His moral ^^erspec-

tiA^e Avas a complete blank
; and, Avithout in the

least seeing the dreadful nature of his intention,

his imagination, if such it could be called, sloAvly

trundled on until he had arranged the majority

of the needed details. His knoAvledge of the

miller’s habits Avas perfect, and he fixed on the

night Avhen John a’ Felin Avould return from

the monthly market at Abernant to carry out his

purpose. Although a temiperate man during the

rest of the month, John y Felin rarely returned

from market sober. Flis condition Auried. Some-

times his potations Avere light, sometimes so

heavy that he Avould fall from his jnare, to get

up after a Avhile and Avander in A^arious directions

until a glimmer of returning sense led him
homewards. His neighbours took care to aA’oid

him on the return journey, for his naturally

evil temper greAr worse after the licpior began

to take effect, and almost invariably he rode

home alone. The path Avhicli he must folloAv to

reach the mill Avas the one Avhich Evan Avas

treading nopv, and at about a mile from Tanbanc

the latter paused at a sjpot Avhere he had

resolved to place his ambush.

The road at this point ran across the open

mountain, and Avas crossed by a little river Avhich

Avas a noted Avatering-place. Near the single

plank Avhich had been throAvn across for the con-

venience of foot-passengers lay tAvo or three huge

boulders, and here he Avould lie in Avait. Three

hundred yards to the right of the track Avas

a steep precipice, rendered still deeper and more
dangerous by the bottom having been Avorked as

a quarry.

^ He Avill fall ofi‘ his horse someAvhere about

Brynyreithin [the Hill of the Gorse] here, and
stumble over the quarry. That Avill do A^ery Avell,’

ruminated Evan, Avho Avas thinking Iioav the

tragedy Avould arrange itself in the minds of his

neighbours. He stood for an instant beside the

stream, then tramped across the tiny bridge and

pushed on homewards. The soft, moist turf

sucked a little under his heavy tread, but his

progress Avas almost noiseless oA’er the crisp,

mossy surface of the moor. Thus it Avas that

after a Avhile a light pit-pat came to his ear.

For a time he Avas too absorbed to notice it

;

then, on crossing a harder spot Avhere the Avet

lay in x^ools, a light plash sounded directl}^ be-

hind him, and he looked over his shoulder.

Immediately at his back stalked a ghastly

figure, hideous as a spectre in a dream. It

Avas a man, remarkably tall, and so thin that

his great height seemed greater still
;

he Avas

clad in a mass of rags held together Avith j)ins

and pieces of string
;
barefooted and bareheaded

;

his thin red hair and scanty beard matted and

dripping Avith the deAv of the drenching mist

;

his features extremely small and colourless
;

his

mouth AA'ide open, shoAving his gums and gleaming

teeth
;
his eyes Avidely staring, and of the lightest

blue. Under one arm he carried a bundle of

three or four huge sticks, and the other arm AA*as

held rigidly doAvn by his side. On beholding this

apparition Ea^xii Tanbanc stopined, and his shadoAv

did likeAvise, the latter opening his mouth more

Avidely still for a burst of silent laughter. Then
EA^an turned again and plodded on, the AA*ild

figure Avith the sticks folloAving closely at his

heels.

Evan felt no alarm, for to him the sight Avas

familiar enough. This Avas an idiot Avho lived

at a house on the mountain not far from Tanbanc.

His relatives Avere poor peoifie ;
and as it Avas

impossible to make him useful, they gave him a

little food and passed on to him the rags of the

family. He Avas called John Goch (Red John),

and he had tAvo pursuits : one Avas the cutting of

such sticks as he iioav carried under his arm, but

the other AA’as scarcely so innocent. He had a

great passion Avhen he saAv any one on a road to

AA'atch an opportunity of slipping behind them
unobserved. Tlien, being barefooted, he Avould

march in the rear like a shadoAv until he AA’as

found out, AA’hen he Avould laugh Avith a silent

glee proportioned to the distance he had been

able to accomplish before discoA'ery. If, lioAA'eA'er,

he had not been discoA’ered by the time he in-

tended to strike aAvay in another direction, he

Avould turn off Avith a loud scream, and this Avas

the only occasion on AA'hich he AA’as ever heard to

utter the slightest sound. He never spoke or

laughed aloud, and he traversed the mountain

Avith his noiseless step and his sticks under arm

at all hours of the day and night. Indeed, in

distant A’illages L'ing in the plain AA'hich stretched

from the Little Mountain to the sea, he had

giA'en the inountain an uncanny reputation, for

it AA'as a gruesome thing AA'hen the belated traveller

turned his head to see tliis AA’eird figure pursuing

him Avith silent stride or A'anisliing Avith eldritch

scream.
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WITH THE GIHGER-GRHBBEPx.S OP
OEHTRAL AAIEPvIOA.

By Rowland W. Cater.

ORE than three centuries have gone

by since the j)lant whose so-called

root we know as ginger was intro-

duced into America by Erancesco

de Mendoza, who brought it from

the East Indies, where it had been

known and used from a very early period.

Nowadays, of course, ginger is universally made
use of both medicinally and in the kitchen, and

its cultivation is comparatively widespread within

the limits of the tropics.

Examples are not far to seek, as well among
animals as among plants, of an artificial change

of abode causing an increase of vitality : the

plant flourishes and the beast j)rospers in its new
abode more than on its native soil and in its

native air. Ginger may be looked upon as one of

these 23lant-emigrants, and in its own vegetable

way shares in the honours given to those who
have made a prosperous home for themselves in

the New World. It is even found wild there,

and has thus practically become indigenous.

Botanically the plant is known as Zingiber

officinale^ or ‘ Ginger the usefid ; ' for it is but

one of a large family several members of which,

so to speak, have turned out well. It is a

herbaceous perennial
;

for, although reaching

three or four feet in height, it makes no wood,

and apparently dies down each season and springs

up again the next.

Jamaica, whose very name suggests first rum
and then ginger, has been, perhaps, the most

successful of those countries that have taken up

the cultivation of the plant on a commercial

scale
;
and in Mexico and many of the Central

American States it is widely grown. In the

latter states, however, its cidtivation is restricted

to experiments, made here and there on a small

scale by native planters, whose mainstay consists

of some other and, to them, better-known crop.

For instance, one will occasionally come across an

Indian planter—the possessor of fifty or sixty

manzanas of land mostly planted with cocoa,

bananas, or other crops—who has set apart an

acre or two for experiments with ginger.

Nevertheless, as it has long since been proved

that the raising of ginger in a large way can be

conducted there with considerable profit to the

grower, it is difficult to comprehend why the

production of that article has not been more
generally taken up.

I have seen the plant growing wild in many
parts of Central America, and have come across

more than one Jiuerta (a small farm dedicated to

raising various agricultural products on too small

a scale to entitle it to the name of a plantation)

where ginger was one of the crops its ownei

harvested.

Once, when idsiting the port of Livingston—

merely a congeries of huts inhabited by a handfu]

of curious polygamous Carib fisliermen, and built

on the shore of the Gulf of Amatique, on the

east coast of Guatemala, just to the south ol

our little colony of British Honduras—I resolved

to employ the few days I had to spare in roam-

ing, gun in hand, through the bush. Accordingly

I struck a bargain with a Carib, the possessor ol

one of the high-sounding classical names which
are prevalent amongst the blacks, who agreed tc

paddle me up the Rio Dulce in the direction oi

Lake Izabal in his clorey, or ‘ dug-out,* and tc

pilot me through the bush when we should take

to land.

I7e could have done the journey in the little

steamer which leaves LiHngston periodically—oi

perhaps I had better say occasionally—for the

town of Izabal,' on the lake ; but I had learned

long before that trains and steamers in Centra;

America are very uncertain, those in command
of them having an unliappy knack of defying

published itineraries and varying time-tables

without previous warning ;
whereas by travelling

in a ^ dug-out ^ I could bid the dusky skippei

touch where I liked, and could start and

return at will. Naturally, I decided for the

more unusual method of transport, and chartered

my ‘special.*

Thus five o'clock the next morning found me
seated, as comfortably as circumstances would

permit, in a craft eighteen feet long, with a

native in front and the Carib skipper (whose

horribly bad Spanish and ecpially picturescpie

English furnished much amusement throughout

the trip) behind. The scenery, while travelling

up the short river which connects the lake with

the sea, was lavishly beautiful. We would pass

on one side a row of pretty palms standing as

if on sentry-duty along the bank, while behind

them rose huge trees with their lower limbs fes-

tooned with vines and creepers forming natural

arches and doorways of many shades of green,

and their upper branches jewelled with innumerable

birds of the gayest of coloured plumage. Then a

glance at the other ^ide would disclose, amongst

the foliage, an occasional boulder or rock, with

divers figures and signs, as fantastical cind grotescpie

as they were ancient, engraved upon one or more

of its many surfaces. Nor did we lack music :

for although the birds in those regions are

generally supposed to be songiess, the sweetest

notes would echo continually through the forest,

interrupted only by the occasional splash of an
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iguana falling from an overlianging bougli into

the riverj or by the grunting of a submerged alli-

gator
;
these sounds being harmonised at intervals

by a fev^ random bass notec from a co7igo monkey
or howler.

All this was very enjoyable—so enjoyable,

indeed, that it insjDired me with a desire to be

amongst it. Therefore, early in the afternoon,

when we reached a clearing and a hut on the

right-hand bank with a little hiierta attached,

this desire, coupled with a wish to stretch my
legs, which were almost numbed from sitting so

long in one cramped iDOsition, prompted me to

suggest to the skipper that we should disembark.

This we accordingly did.

Gathering from the native owner of the Imerta

that there was a track through the bush leading

from his domain back to Livingston, that there

was abundance of game to be found on the way,

and that we could do the journe}^ in a few hours,

we decided to spend the night with him and

start OA^erland on our return journey to Livingston

•earl}' in the morning.

Having sent our ^ dug-out^ back to Livingston

by one of his sons, our host showed ns over his

little property
;
and when we had seen all, at my

suggestion he took us for a walk through the

bush to view that of a neighbour who had a small

nrea under ginger cultivation—a fact which he

had made known to me in previous conver-

sation on learning that I was interested in that

article. The man we now visited had many
names for the plant

;
one of them was raiz

ardiente (red-hot root). It was because he had

occasionally come across a species of ginger

growing wild in the forests around him that

he first thought of making experiments in its

systematic culture, which he had since found

very profitable.

The details of cultivation, as he described them
to me, were just the same as those of ^lexico and

of other Central American regions. The first

step in the selection of a site for a j)lantation

is a thorough examination of the soil. This

should be of a rich vegetable comjDosition, loose

and moist, yet well drained. Sandy or heavy

clay soils should be avoided. As to climate,

there is little restriction, for the plant will

thrive as well either on the lowlands and coasts

or up in the regions which lie three or four

thousand feet above the sea
;
but it is advisable

to select what are known as the temperate

regions of the tropics, where the rainfall is

more or less abundant.

The site is usually entirely cleared, the larger

trees, felled in the ordinary way, being removed

and disposed of as the planter thinks best ;

then the weeds, underbrush, and smaller branches

of the large trees, cut up rather finely, are

mixed u^d with the soil. The soil, when well

loosened either by means of hoes or ploughs,

and after the ground has been furrowed, is

banlced up in ridges on both sides of the

furrows, about three feet apart
;
and along the

summits of these ridges small holes are made
about three inches in depth and one foot apart.

Then healthy, mature rhizomes are selected

—

rhizomes being the term applied by botanists

to such plant stems as, like ginger, run entirely

underground, giving off shoots along their whole

length after the manner of a common bracken-

fern—and carefully divided into short lengths,

each fragment having at least one shoot attached
;

and next one of these j^ieces is placed in each

hole and covered up with fine earth containing

as -much decayed vegetable matter or manure as

possible. This operation is generally performed

in the spring, and after its conclusion the planta-

tion is occasionally weeded.

Some three or four months after jfianting, the

plants will commence to bloom. The flowers

—

which are borne on short stems, separate from

those bearing the leaves—are contained in small

cones comj)osed of blunt overlapping leaves, each

of which encloses a small sessile or close-seated

flower. Towards the end of the year both the

flower-bearing and the leaf-bearing stems begin

to fade, and shortly afterwards they wither

:

the exact time cannot be given, as, naturally,

the period varies with the climate and locality.

However, it may be said to range from five to

eight months from the time of planting, or when
the leaf-stems are about two feet liiglf.

When the stems have all withered, the rhizomes

may be harvested, being carefully forked up

and extracted from the soil in much the same

manner as potatoes. The jneces, called ^races’

or ‘ hands, ^ must be carefully handled, and any

injury to them either with forks when digging

them up or by undue bumping while fresh

must be avoided. The ^ races,^ when all the

small fibrous roots attached to them have been

removed, are then freed from earth and made
up without delay for the market as what is

commercially known as ‘ coated ’ or as ^ uncoated ’

ginger. The former, also known as ^ black ^

ginger, consists of pieces of rhizomes varying

from one to four inches in length, which have

been merely plunged into boiling water for a

short time in order to devitalise them, and

afterwards thoroughly dried. The drying is

usually effected b}" S2:)reading out on absorbent

mats and exposing to the sun
;
and during the

process the ginger must be occasionall}^ turned,

while, it is advisable to take it in every evening

just as the sun sets because of its tendency to

mildew.

For ‘uncoated’ or ‘white’ ginger, the rhizomes

are well washed, scraped or peeled, and then

put to dry from five to ten days in the sun

;

being sometimes bleached in a weak solution

of chloride of lime or subjected to the influence

of sulphur fumes. Pro^dded that they are kept

from the sun, the rhizomes may, if necessary, be
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kept fur two or three days after digging "before

being peeled
;
but it is preferable to jDeel without

delay. In some regions the ginger, after drying,

is j)tit into baskets and undergoes a ‘bumping’
or ‘bruising’ operation for two or three hours

daily for a few days, which is believed to facili-

tate its ‘keeping’ projDerties
;

but this process

is not usual. The iDeeling and washing—in fact,

the entire ojDeration of curing—is effected usually

by women and children, who work for a very

low wage.

The produce is now ready to be shipped
;
and

on reaching the market, if of a good quality,

with prices ranging from £3 to £5 per cwt.,

the planter could realise an easy 9d. per lb.

The yield per acre varies considerably, and may
be said to dej)end almost entirely on the nature

of the soil, although the seasons and the methods
of planting affect it to no small extent. Under
favourable conditions, however, an acre of land

can be made to yield 2000 lb. of dried ginger,

each of which costs 2d. to produce, harvest, and
cure. Thus from one acre the planter harvests

a crop worth no less a sum than £75, of which

£58 is clear profit
;
and even when all charges

in the shape of packing, freight, interest, planter’s

expenses, and commissions have been deducted,

he would derive from a single acre a clear

profit or annual income of £40—that is, nearly

240 per cent, on his .outlay. These figures are

more than supported by a recent Foreign Office

report on the cultivation of ginger in Mexico,

which asserts that a one-acre crop, under favour-

able conditions, should reach even 4000 lb., and
that ‘ a man having a ten-acre patch would
have an annual income of 5000 to 7000 dollars

(Mexican currency, equal to say £540 to £760).’

Having seen everything of interest in the

vicinity, we set out overland next morning on

our return journey to Li\dngston— the Carib

skipper, the native youth, and m^^self—all three

armed and keen on sjDort of some kind.

As we trudged along the swampy track I

questioned the native youth as to the kind of

sport we might expect, and learned that we
were likel}^ to see big game in the shape of

a puma, a jaguar, or a herd of javails (wild-

boars)
;

and that smaller game such as guatusos,

armadillos^ and guardatmajas were also abundant.

We ran across several snakes during the journey,

and on one occasion I was within an ace of

being bitten by a coral snake, the largest of

its kind I have ever seen.

Although we had started at sunrise, it was
not until about one o’clock that we sighted our
first important quarry. It was a good-sized

guardatinaja (the local name for the Ccelogeriys

2xica), and it was fully half-an-hour before we
succeeded in ousting him from the hollow of

a fallen tree-trunk where he had taken refuge.

He was a very large specimen, broad-headed, and
with a blunt, rat-like muzzle : and his thin, dark-

tan coat was j)rettily marked with rows of light-

coloured spots arranged dongitudinally along his

back from his neck to the place where his tail

ought to have been—for he lacked an^^ pretence

to such an appendage.

Shortly afterwards we "came uj^on a fresh

javali track, and decided to follow it up
;
but

although we managed to sight the herd for a

moment after something like two hours’ chase,

we failed to get a shot at them, so we resolved

to return to our trail and continue the journey.

Just as we emerged from an unusually thick

j)art of the forest we heard a sudden snort.

This was followed immediately by a shrill

whistle and a raj^id crackling of underbrush, as

though some huge beast had taken to flight.

‘ Quick, quick, sah ! Quick 1 ’ yelled the Carib

as he started in pursuit
;

‘ him big mountain-cow,

sah 1

’

Ho further bidding was necessary. We rushed

madly through the bush at a brealc-neck pace,-

feeling neither bruise nor scratch, and reckless of

both snakes and swamps. T was more excited

than the others. I had often seen a mountain-

cow (danta^ or American tapir), but this was the

first time I had been at close quarters with one.

After nearly an hour’s chase, the Carib, who
had outrun the native and myself, uttered an

unearthly yell which we took to indicate that

our quarry was in sight
;

so we immediately

lifted our eyes from the ground, abandoning the

animal’s spoor altogether, and by redoubling the

pace soon came up with the skipper.

‘ Bar him is, sah ! Him too tired to run more,’

said he
;
and a glance in the indicated direction

disclosed, sure enough, a huge danta, a female,

squatting in a thicket and jDanting like a hunter

at the close of a chase. By her side lay a

young one, not more than a couple of months

old, even more exhausted than the mother. As
a rule these animals are very difficult to dis-

cover
;

they are nocturnal in their habits, and
therefore seldom seen abroad during the day. I

did not mean to lose this one, for it was a

chance rarely offered
;
and I was determined, if

possible, to take the calf alive.

I told the Carib what I proposed doing, and

ordered him to creep up as close as he dared

to the little one, and then rush forward and

secure it. He objected, prompted by fear of

the parent, and assuring me that it would

surely kill him while he was engaged with the

calf. I promised to shoot the mother immedi-

ately should she really attack him
;

but he

would not be persuaded. Instead, he went one

better
;
and, tugging at the thin stem of a \dne

or creeper hanging from an adjacent cedar, he

secured it
;
then making a noose, he converted it

into a primitive lasso. A couple of unsuccessful

throws followed ; but at the third the noose fell

accurately and securely over the young tapir’s

neck.
I
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Seohig this, I raised iiiy ritle and pi'eparod to

shoot the larger aniuiah which was now evidently

meditating an attack
;
but just as I was taking

aim the Grrib hailed me,

‘Xo : you no shoot him, sah. Let liim take

lasso,' he shouted, indicating the native youth,

Lind me kill de monntaimcow wid knife. Me
;

not afraid when me is ready.* -
j

Xot unwilling to witness what promised to be
[

an interesting encounter, I agived, and lower-
j

ing my AVinchester, laid it on the ground and
i

bade the Girib do as he would, AVhen the
|

young native had taken hold of the lasso, ‘

my plucky skipper, stripped to the waist, his
^

swarthy skin shining in the dim light of the i

forest, and his tiery eyes peering into the still

dimmer thicket where the tapir lay, giaspcd his

hunting-knife and crept stealthily forwai\i, inch
;

by inch, towaixls the animal.

Tapirs are usually very timid : but when
corneivd or with their young they display con-

'

siderable tieiveness and courage, and will attack .

their persecutoi's and often make matters very ;

unpleasant. So it uus with this one. Our priae ;

stood with its h.ead turned, glaring tixedly over

its sliouldcr at tlie giudually appivachiug Carib.
;

As he neaivd it the animal swiftly turned, up ;

went its bristly mane, and Rick went its poiiue^i
!

eats, Tlieu, suddenly rearing on its liind-legs,

it bore savagely down on the Girib : and as it

tnust have weighed over three hundredweight,

small wonder is it that the skipper could not

resist tlie charge, and was knocked down in an

instant, uvlliug upon his hack. The Carib had

scarcely fallen on the ground udien the infuriated .

(hnifa was upon him. With an occasional whistle^

succecdcvl by a savage grunt, the brute commenced

tramnling and biting its milen foe, and must

have succeeded in treading the life out of him

had not tlie imtive ruslieu to tlie rescue, L:.<e

a tiash the youth had snatAied up the fallen

knife and sunk it deep into the tapirs thick

hide, Vn fortunately, however, the brute swung

round before he had time to Jerk the hlaue free

aitain i so tliat, with tlie kune sttLc bnrieov tn

its shoulder, and absolutely frantic with pain, >

it turned on the woiud-be rescuer. The latter

dose to tne grouuu .lixe a wim-ooar, it- caugnt :

him uuawares ano, tnrC'W mm viown on ms vac.it .

Girio ne aivpoeo, ttie Lasso wtneci seeurem tne

rounn just' in time to see tne aae/t'a-s see-enn mc-,.. o.-.

danta steak : for the ilesli of this terrestrial hip-

popotamus makes a very dainty dish, and we
indulged largely that evening. The. hide of the

tapir was once extensively used, after being ivmsred

in the suiy. as shields by the famous Toltecs

;

and even to this day it is laigely employed

tlux^nghont Central America for the making of

reins and harness.

AA'e reached Livingston the next morning, after

spending the night in the bush—an experience

whieli made us thoroughly appreciate the slender

comforts which tlie towm affoixled : and although

we were snoeessful in getting the young do'Uu

there alive, all our plans for its future were

frustrated by its death on the third day after

our arrival.

HOW LITTLE IT COSTS,

How litilo it if we give it thoitghu

To r.'ake baroy >o’.r.e heart each o.ay :

As we go or oar liaiLy way.

Perchaace a ;cok wilt s\::hce to e'ear

A sorrowh:! lear elLace,

AU weary :a :he shaae:

It oo^is j^o Lillie ! I w'oaaer why

W::at laagic wiih iheia is wroagh: L—AxoxYvorSw

THEOUY AXr> PRACTICE.

(axswxs re xsevr,}
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Author of With the Bed Cross at Kassala, Christmas on the Afghan Frontier, &c.

0 those versed in Oriental affairs the

north-west frontier of oiu- Indian

Eaipire, together with the lands

adjacent thereto, has ever been a

topic of steadily increasing interest.

The continuous onward movement

of Bussian influence and sovereignty eastward and

southward across the gi'eat plains of Turkestan to

the slopes of the Hindu Kush has been to the

Briton for many ye<irs a constant source of irrita-

tion. and occasionally iilso of alarm. Betokening

as it does the ine^’itable desii'e to one day reach

tlie Indian Ocean, it constitutes a menace to our

Indian possessions : hence our absorbing interest

in the. ‘buffer-state* of Afghanistan and all that

pertains to it. internally and externally, and our

desire to see in its Ameer a strong ruler, a friend

and ally of Great Britain. For were the Ameer
of Afghanistan imable to assert his authority in

the wild a.nd turbulent moimtainous regions over

wliich he. nominally at all events, holds sway,

tlie Eiissians now on his northern border would

indubitably And excuse for still further en-

croachments under pretence of quelling the dis-

turbances which would ineYirably arise,

Wliile Abd-er-Bahman Khan held the reins of

povrer the mind of the avemge Briton was compara-

tively at ea.se, so far as Afghanistan proper and

its relations with Bussia were concerned. The late

Ameer ruled his people vcisely iind well according

to the requirements of such a people : and what-

ever his faults and failings—and they doubtless

were many—^he secured peace in his o'^vn time

once he became established on his throne, hlore-

over. he was, on the whole, on good terms with

the Indian anthorities, which meant a great deal

from a political and military point of view. His

death, not wholly tmexpected, and the snceession

of his son Hahihnllah Kltan, has naturally re- .

kindled British interest in this part of the globe,

where troubles of succession have so frequently

Ko. 21*2.—VoL. Y. lAll Bights

involved us in costly and bloody strife, A few

notes, therefore,, on the frontier of our Indian

Empire, more particularly on that border which

abuts on Afghanistan, and which has - undergone

so many vicissitudes within recent^ y^rs, may
prove of more than passing interest. ' v

The north-west frontier of Hindustan is that

border of the vast peninsula which extends from

die Karakoram and Hindu Kush ranges of the

central Asian mountain-helt southwards and west-

wards to the Indian Ocean. It is the frontier of

oiu’ Indian Empire of great importance ; and its

importamce lies in the fact, that it is the only

side upon which India, as we now know it, ever

has been or ever can he invaded by a hostile

force on land. The whole northern border of the

triangular peninsula is protected by the Himalaya

mountain-chain, which forms an impassable

barrier, its peaks reaching to a height of over

twenty-eight thousand feet above the level of the

sea, and its long ridges hundreds of miles in

extent perpetually covered with snow and ice.

Tlie name itself sigiiiiies *the Mountains oi the

Snow.' Through this natural harrier no force

could ever penetrate : no passes intersect it which

require defence hy man. Xapoleon and Hannibal

cohId lead their legions across the Alps and

Pyrenees : here we have the height of Alps and

Pyrenees eomhined, and no army conld ever

traverse the slopes of the Himalayas,

From the extreme east, where the Brahmaputra

curves round it towards the this mountam-

chain stretehes in a nbrih-westerly direction, with

a great bend towards the north. It is continued

by a series of ranges across central Asia to the

southern shores of the Caspian Sea, and beyond

that hy the Cancasns range to the Black Sea

and Europe, There is, tberefore, as a gJance at

the map wiU illustrate, a broad belt of land in

the north-west comer of the peninsula which is

bounded on its northern side hy the mountain-

Bescr-redA Esc. 2^, 1901.
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cliaiu rcrevfod (o, and on tlie scnitli by tbe Ai*abiau

Sea : a belt some Inuulreds ot* miles in ^^’idtb

from iiorlli to sootb, in wbicb are situated

tbe territories of tbe Ameer of Afgbauistan

and still fartber M'estward tlie laud of tbe Sbab.

Tins broad belt of eouutry is destined, probably

in tbe near future, to play a most important

part, in tbe development of Asia.

From tbe western border of (be Himalayas, and

in tbe great bend above referred to, a series of

rivers take tbeir rise
;

and, tlowing soutbwards

and westwards towards tbe Indian Oeean, tbey

unite to form tbe niigbty river Indus, from wbieb

not oTdy tbe peninsula itself but a vast ]n\'port.ion

of its millions of people take tbeir name. Tbe
]dains watered by tbe great tributaries of tbe

Indus, and tbe valleys of tbe run jab (tbe distriet

of tbe Mive rivers'), togetber with tbe territory

stretebing eastward from tbem, wbieb is watered

by tbe multit.ude of tributaries of tbe saered

Ganges, fontis perba]is tbe most valuable portion

of tbe whole Asiatic continent. It is to tins

fertile land, with its incalcidable natural wealtb,

that tbe invading bordcs from *tbe more barren

lands to tbe west have always turned tbeir steps.

To tbe norlb is tbe central Asian ]dateau,

with its mountain-peaks, its scnidy, arid ]>lains,

its numerous s^dt-lakes, and its vast sbiftiug

steppes practically devoid of vegetation. To tbe

east is tbe Himalaya range, and beyond its looming

barrier are ibe com]xu'a lively unknown regions of

Tibet. To tbe west lies tbe mountainous country

Afghanistan, forming tbe butfer-state between

ibis fertile granaiw and ibe barren lands wbieb

liavo now become the central Asian provinces of

the' Great 'White Czar. Gradually from the shores

of the Black and Caspian Seas tbe lAissians have

extended tbeir immense but valueless dominions

tbrougb Turkestan and Tartary to the mountain
walls of Bersia and Afghanistan. Gra.dually, to

iueet this Bussian advance, fraught with so many
possibilities, tbe British Hidian frontier has been

moved forward, Belucbistau has been absorbed,

and tbe lauds of tbe independent native tribes

brought, under tlie administration and }'‘rotection

of tbe Indian Government. From vague spheres

of iutluence, territories have become ]n‘otect orates,

and protectorates have been absorbed into spheres

of administration and control ; and now, at tbe

dawn of a new century, tbe north-west frontier of

British India abuts ott that mountain-chain which

stretches from tbe Pamirs and ibe Hindu Kush
southward across tbe belt of land to tbe great

military strougbold of Qrmtta and its outposts,

and from thence to the shores of the Arabian

Sea; marching with tbe Ameer's territory on its

east and soiubern boivle.rs, and separated only by

it from tbe Bussian provinces on the north.

It is this coutinuons advancing of tbe. actual

fivntier-line towards this mountain wall, and tbe

gradual absorption of the independent warlike

tribes lonuerlv s^uidw idled in a Xo Plan’s Land

between Afghanistan and India, constituting a

perpetiuil menace to the peace of both, wbieb

has been termed tbe ‘forward policy;' it is the

development of this forward policy, and tbe

contact with the unruly tribesiuen wbicb has

occasioned tbe numerous petty wars and punitive

expeditions against tbe bill-tribes, wbicb have

made this frontier famous or tbe reverse during

recout years—expeditious into almost every part

of this tribal territory, from Iluuza and Nagar

in tbe extreme north to tbe operations on the

shores of the Persian Gulf. It is this forward

]udicy wbieb frequently disturbed the peace of

mind of tbe late Ameer Abd-er-Babman, who
viewed tbe paring of bis own claws with misgiving

;

and it is ibis extension, with tbe consequent

developments, tlnancial and military, attendant

in its train, wbicb is attacked by a section of

our ])oUticians as ruinous to our Indian Empire.

Tbe political exigencies and military considera-

tions wliicb have necessitated this acquisition of

new territory, and materially altered tbe aspect

of onr north-west frontier and put a heavy drain

upon tbe resources of tbe Indian Treasury, are

beyond our province to discuss here. Tbe majority

of Indian aulborities approve of tbe movement
to wbieb the country is now committed, and

wbieb has by a chain of civeumstanoes been

more or less forced upon tbe authorities. That

tbe strategic value of tbe frontier posts has been

greatly enbaneed from the military point of

view is beyond all doubt, whatever q'loliticiaiis

and tinaneiers may decide as to tbe necessity for

or expense of tbe move.

The broad ebaracteristies of tbe presenr soieiuitic

frontier consists of a range of mount.;uns extend-

ing from tbe upper ^^aters of the Indus and tbe

central Asian watershed almost to tbe shore, of

tbe Indian Ocean, pierced by numerous passes or

detilos, wbieli form the liigbways for trade and

eommeive between the countries on both sides in

time of }K'aee ;
and tbrougb these passes tbe

invading forces must come in time of war.

Behind this immense mountain barrier are the

j

military outposts, with tbeir sentinel staiions in

1
tbe vicinity of and beyond the passes ; and beliiiid

these the great railway network of eouinumiea-

tions extending from all points of the frontier

towards eeiuml India. Sometimes ibo bolt of

mountain is eomiximiively iiari'ow : at other qdaces

it is over a buudivd miles in width between tbe

! salient- points of Briiisb and Afghan territory,

I
of wbieb it forms the nuircb. Tlie valleys iuter-

j
veiling between ]xind'Lel ridges are peopled by

I
ra.iban tribes, wild and se.mi-nonuul, wlio exist

[

upon tbe fruits of tbe soil, but in many cases

j
mainly by raiding tbeir more prosperous neigb-

I
boui-s on both sides of tbe boundary, and by

:
plundering t Hiding camvans insimieieiuly pi'orected

i by escorts when tiavei-siug the inouniaiu deiiles,

I
Those tribesmen aiv born iiglitei's and marauders.

^ whoso baud is aminst evevv man, even lo tbeir
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own kith and kin. They are lawless, treacherous

in the extreme, cunning and unscrupulous, always

ready for war of any kind, and so under the

control of the muUahj or priest, that a jihad, or

religious war, appeals to them strongly at any

time and on the sliglitest pretext. To this has

been attributable most of our border warfare

during the past decade, particularly during the i

Moslem revival consequent on the victory of

Turkey over Greece. These men cannot be judged

by the same standards as the civilised growth

of centuries, and years of whip and bridle are

necess^uy to keep them from proving disastrous I

to their neig-ihours. Like the savages of the
'

African continent, their allegiance is given only ;

to those who can command it, and who can instil

a wholesome fear of inevitable retribution as a
^

consequence of misbehaviour. Hence the frequency

of the small punitive expeditions necessitated on

the frontier—expeditions which, though appear-

ing like vengeance, are but an insurance against ,

incessant turmoil. For until these tribesman are

thoroughly brought under control by years of a

arm but beueiicent aaministiution, no sign of too .

gentle dealing can ever be stifely displayed.

The scieutihc frontier may be divided for con-

venience of description into four main sections :

two in the Punjab diistricb and two under the

Bombay command.
The tirsr section is that of the extreme north,

and is formed by the native states. Cashmere, and
^

the upper Indus Yallew In this we include the

latest additions on the border of Kadrlstan, the

Swat Ihuley, the famous Malakand Pass, Ciiitral,

and Dir. The most northerly points are in the

Pamir region, where three empires meet—India,

Eussia, and China : and the districts of Htmra,

is agar; and Gilghit there are memorable by reason ;

borderland but a few years ago. The principal :
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confines the country of the Airiclis, the Orakzais

of Tirah fame, and the Mohinauds to the north
;

and to the south, the lYaziris of the Tochi Yalley,

where operations were necessitated in 1897-98.

The third section of the scientific frontier com-

mands the southern approaches to Afghanistan,

and is under the administration of the Bombay
authorities. Although of perhaps greater import-

ance, it has not credited the Siime lively interest

of late years. It has also a double objective in

Afghan territory in the posts of Kelat-i-Ghilzai

and Ivandahar. This section formerly extended

parallel to the river Indus from Dera Ismail

Khan to Jacobabad, a distance of three hundred
and fifty miles, and it was Hanked on its western

side by the Sulaiman I'aiige, topped by the Takht-
i-SrJaimaii. The Eussian war-scare consequent

upon the Peiijdeh incident in 1865 caused an
extension of this part of the frontier into Beluchi-

stan amd the absorption of this latter country in

uv:-:e:so. The Sulaiman passes could not be suin-

ciently protected against a hostile force advancing

from Kandahar, and the frontier-line was moved
forward to the Amran range, extending from the

Gomiu Elver to the Khojak Pass leading to

Kandahar, and including the Gomiil and Zhob
'^Alleys and the whole district north-east of

Quetta and PLshin. Quetta, now the most im-

portant of our frontier stations, is five thousand

six hundred feet above sea-level, and was made
over to the British Government by the Khan of

Kelat in 1663. To the north and north-east of

Quetta is the Pishin district, incorporated in 1SS7

and connecn^d with Quetta and Sibi by the Sind-

Ptsntn Eatiway. Xnere is now a Ic-op-iine irom
Sibi Harnai to Quetta and Pishin, which
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to all iuteuta and puvposoH uiiknowa. Attempts

vnadti at survey liad always been futile, owing

t.o tlie turl)uleuee of the southern Waziri tribes.

In 1889, however, the whole Zhob Ahilley was
traversed by Sir Ivobert Saudeauau, with a picked

escort of native cavalry, and as a result ho sub-

mitted a proposal to establish a protectorate over

the Avhole region to tVie Amran slopes. A j>oliti-

cal mission arranged this protectorate with the

native tribes, particularly with the I^fando and
Alusa Khel branches of the Ivakars. Subsecpient

treachery on tlie part of the Bulaiman Khels

necessitared the despatch of the Zhob Field

Force under Sir George AYhite in 1890, and

since that time surveys have been made from

Haruai, Loralai, and Fort Sandeman, the principal

military stations of tlie Zhob district. A railway

is ju'oposed which will traverse the Zhob Valley,

connecting Pish in with the Gomul Pass and the

Punjab lines at Dera Ismail Khan ; and suthcieut

plant to carry the line from Chaman on to

Kandahar, in case of emergency, is stored at Pishin.

The fourth section of the frontier extends from
Quetla to the coast, and in the meantime has

but little political im
2
:)ortance. It certainly is

unim
2
)ortant for our ju’csent purpose, having no

direct bearing upon the Afghan cpiestion.

Pailways are also projected from Peshawar to

Gilghit., thus connecting the u])])^' frontier posts

with the Punjab network
;

and extensions are

also under consideration up the Kh}'ber Pass to

Lundi Kotal, and from Kushalgarh to Koliat

and Bannu, with branches to the more important

posts in this vicinity. These projects will take

practical shape eventually, when the now disturbed

areas are under better control, for their import-

ance to a realisation of the complete scientific

frontier cannot be gainsaid. Financial considera-

tions as well as political have hitherto hindered

them, but they are bound to come in the end.

C L I P P E P W I PT G S.

CHAFrKU HI.—MKS LOIUMKU KKCKIVKS.

K the occasion of his courtesy-^'isit to

Ingaraugi, Lieutenant the Honour-

able Victor A. E. ChallonePs route

liad been marked by wailing and

lamentation :
}>rotests against the

over-salubrity of the Antipodean

December temperature, and plaint that an unjust

fate permitted senior officers to depute to their

juniors the execution of such social duties as

were found distasteful. But though extreme

reluctance, as revealed by lagging steps and

redundant expostulation, had signalised his pro-

gress thither, it must be confessed that he quitted

the hospitable mansion of Mr Peter Lorimer with

the avowed intention of a speedy return.

During their journey shipwards Tresscottb

long-suffering ears hearkened to rhapsodies wherein

Lucie’s charms Avere lauded to the skies.

‘ D’ ye knoAv I got the impression she Avas bad-

teinjrered,’ Tommy had remarked bluntly when,

in a burst of poesy, Challoner referred to Lucie’s

eyes as Avells of sadness. ‘Got the idea the old

lady Avas afraid of her ;
that Mi.ss Lucie Arould

keep her nia up to the mark. Ea'cs seemed more

cross than sad, if you ask my opinion.’

But Challoner in a romantic mood Avas not to

be quelled, and recked not hoAvever greatly the

opinions of others might diixer from his oavu. It

is doubtful if he even heard Tresscott’s very

plain hint. He raved on about Lucie’s lovely

Anutinous’ month, and Avent into ecstasies over

the unusual delicacy of her complexion..

‘ It ’s like cream and roses.. AVhere Avill you

tiud another colonial girl Avith a skin like hers?.

Why, they ’re all as tanned as your boots.’

^ There ’s a tiresome reiteration al)Out your

transports, Pockets, my boy,’ retorted the

philosophic Tresscott
; ‘a sort of fimeral-baked-

meats, tAvice-told-tale atmosphere that fails to be

convincing. There Avas that HaAvaiian girl at

Honolulu last September. Have you’
‘ Oh, that Avas —the merest Challoner

interposed hastily.

‘ Vou used to say then that a Avarm copper-colour

Avas the only adorable tint on earth,’ pursued the

relentless mentor. ‘Have you forgotten hoAv you

came on board, Avhen we sailed, Avith gixrlands of

floAvers round your neck, sAvearing that Avhen you

got leave you Avould go hack and marry her ?
’

‘Oh, shut up, Tommy!’ The Honourable

Victor’s reply Avas curt, for no man cares to hear

even his most intimate friend catalogue his follies.

‘And that rector’s daughter at Plymouth that

you xised to maunder about. Her skin Avas milk

and roses too—Avasn’t it ? And she Avrites to you
still—doesn’t she ?

’

But the volatile Challoner A-ouchsaied no reply.

He Avas gifted Avith a pretty turn for minor verse,

and Avas already composing a metrical tribute

to Lucie Lorimer, Avhereof the first line ran :

‘Glorious eyes Avith anguish laden:’ and past

experience of Challoner’s mutability in affairs of

the heart had taught Tresscott the futility of

further protest.

A casual encounter Avith the Lorimer girls in

Queen Street, Avhere Lucie, free: from all anxiety

regarding household discrepancies, smiled radiantly

under a cbitfon parasol, nurtured the embryonic-

infatuation ;
and the folloAvmg Thursday afternoon,

Avhen Challoner Avas assured that Mm Lorimer

received, Avitnessed him bowling Higarangi-Avarels

in a beet hansom.
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The jmddock that stretched its width between

the white gate at the foot of the lawn and the

highway bore evidence that Mrs Lorimer was

indeed ‘at home.’ Half-a-dozen carriages of sorts

—phaetons, wagonettes, and dog-carts of those

nondescript varieties that seem to have a spon-

taneous generation in the colonies—were clustered

on the grass without the gate. Only one boasted

a coachman ;
the others had been driven by

their owners, during whose absence indoors the

Lorimers’ outdoor man kept an eye on their

equipages and gossiped fraternally with the

solitary coachman. A ramshackle basket-carriage

of antique design, wherein a young lady sat

patiently crocheting, was drawn up apart.

Lea^dng the hansom to await his pleasure,

Challoner opened the white gate, and found him-

self face to face with Kitty, who carried a little

tray laden with tea and cakes.

‘They’re for that poor thing,’ she explained in

an undertone, by a motion of the head indicating

the soberly-clad figure sitting forlorn in the rickety

basket-carriage, ‘ Her aunt always makes poor

Millie sit in the phaeton while she’s calling on

any one. She won’t trust her old pony to any-

body else. She says she ’s afraid he ’ll run away.

Bim 1 It ’s as much as he can do to walk !’

Challoner left Kitty to pursue her errand of

mercy, and crossed the sunburnt lawn tovrards

the house. The Angel’s post was vacant, that

seraphic animal being engaged in the drawing-

room recei\*ing feminine adulation and assimi-

lating sponge-cake and cream.

Ellen,. in the prescribed magpie uniform,

opened the door of the room where olrs Lorimer

sat in state, and, mumbling a- wholly unintel-

ligible rendering of his name, ushered the visitor

into the presence of a bevy of women.
Tongues had been busy. Through the open

windows the murmur of voices amd the clatter

of tea-cups had reached him as he traversed the

lawn : but with his entrance the babel ceased

abruptly. Colonial males do not anect afternoon

receptions, and the appearance at a tea-party of

so exceptional a being as a man momentarily

struck the company dumb.

A sailor is rarely nonplussed. Before seventy

seconds had elapsed Challoner’ had paid his re-

spects to his hostess, and, seated in a snug comer

by an open window, voas devoting himself excln-

througlioiit her acquaintance as the ‘ Pipumubu

Gazette.’ She owned a house and orchard, and

eked out her narrow income by cultivating peaches

and grapes for market. Her one recreation was

gossip
;
and every afternoon, drawn by her gray-

haired old pony, and attended hy her down-trodden

orphan niece, she set forth to collect and to dis-

seminate news. Miss Santhem’s gift of innuendo,

combined with her faculty for raising seemingly

substantial edifices upon the most flimsy founda-

tions, aroused and kept alive a wholesome fear

of her powers. Her wide circle of acquaintance

dreaded to offend her
; consequently doors that

the owners’ inclination vrould gladly liave kept

rigorously closed against her flew open at the tapj

of her bony knuckles.

Her niece, the tints of whose guay life had
been carefully selected by her aunt, was known
to the ribald as lyliss Santhem’s White Skve.

Fifteen years earlier, Fiery, the pony, then in

the exuberance of his youth, had nearly run away
—Miss Santhem still shuddered to tbiink of the

occasion : and his mistress, oljlimous of the sub-

duing infiuence exercised by the passing of fifteen

years upon even the most mettlesome of quad-

rupeds, still deemed Fiery too high-spfirired to be

entrusted to the casual custody of a hired mam
Yisiting was the sole recreation of the worthy

maiden’s life, and she did not scarnpr it. iliss

Santhem was not one of those restless creatures

who pay hali-a-dozen calls in an aftemcom She was

ever the first guest to arrive
;
and as yet no one

had the endurance and temerity to outstay her.

So on this sunny December evenirig Kitty

escorted the last batch or guests to their buggies,

leaving Miss Santhem leisurely sipping her fourth

lips pursed up with righteous disapT>roTaL she

unfolded her sheaf of gleanings bemre her in-

are not averse to shaking their’ cap-ribbons over

the frailties o: others.

sively to Lucie. So pronouncea, indeed, were

his attentions that they caused the compamy to

diversify their tea and t;.ilk by casting askance

glances at the p;?.ir : and when the assorted buggies

departed, leaving the hansom still waiting in the

paddock, they bore far and near the news that

Lucie Lorimer had at last found a man whom
she considered worth talkinir to.

The company had gone, save only Challoiier

and dliss Santhem, the bkickest among the

fastidious Lucie’s manv
Miss Santhem spins LOW secretiv

Sra.n ri rr-, c Tviiere tiie urea

royal, background for Lucie

it must be cijniesseci tiu:

the yo’uthfui Eeutenanu pr re mm

.•ncL a teJLiing coup* lei

from an EJizabetlian poet.

mi'l !,o

nip-

A
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kiio’^v tliat. Her desultory course of reading liad

been strictly confined to tlie pleasant paths of

contemporary fiction. She had no liking for

verse. In her secret heart she had almost felt

inclined to despise tliose who found pleasure in

metre, and her familiar acrjuaintance vdth poesy

was limited to the half-dozen ballads that a

music-master cursed with a sensitive ear had
painfully taught her to sing. But a poem with

her own charms for text could not fail to interest

even the least romantic of maidens. Lucie was

amazed that she had ever thought poetry stupid,

and felt as though she could go on reading it

for ever. Her eyes were humid with gratified

vanity when she raised them from the perusal

of the manuscript to the proud author.
‘ Like ’em ? ’ Challoner asked, complacent!}'

stroking his shaven chin. H wrote these verses

the first day I saw you. Comj^osed half of them
before I got back to the ship.’

'They’re simply beautiful. Anci how clever of

you to do them so quickly, too!’

'Oh, it’s nothing really. I could always VTite

verse as easilj' as I could write prose.’

A raucous voice broke harshly upon their

serenity. Miss Santheiii was at length departing.

'Do let us hide. If she gets hold of us she’ll

wait another hour,’ Lucie whispered, slipping

quicldy behind the trellis as the crunch of Miss

Santhem’s prunella boots on the gravelled path

joined with her discordant voice in heralding her

aj)proach.

Snug in their sanctuary, they could, by j^eep-

ing through the thick foliage, see the angular

contours of the spinster, and hear her "acid words,

as, escorted by Mrs Lorimer, she passed slowly

by on -the other side of the trellis.

'iSever met him until last week! M^ell, if

you take my advice, you’ll look after Lucie and

that— Challoner, didn’t you call him? These

naval men are all alike. As fair as fivepence to

your face, and forget all about you the moment
there ’s blue water between you. A wife in every

port, as the old saying has it,’ she went on,

raising her voice to drovn an attempted protest

from Mrs Lorimer, ‘and in my opinion you can

do worse than pay attention to old sayings. If

you take my advice you’ll give Lucie a word,

and put her on her guard’

'Lucie^ can look after herself,’ Mrs Lorimer

interrupted a trifie hotly. ‘Her head won’t be

easily turned, I can assure you. Though she’s

only twenty, Lucie’s had plenty of chances. She

might have been married over and over again

if she had liked. It’s all her own fault. She

don’t know her own mind. That ’s what I

always say to her. “ I don’t know what you ’re

waiting for,” I tell her. “ You can’t go on say-

ing 'No, thank you,’ for ever, or some fine

day you’ll find yourself an old maid, and you

wouldn’t like that. If you would only make
up your mind,” I tell her, “your would come

dovv'n handsome.” But as for Lieutenant Chal-

loner, he’s only a passing visitor, and I’m sure

Lucie would never be so foolish as to think

anything of any attention’

'Maybe you’ll remember Jennie Rowlands?’

cpieried Miss Santhem, cutting short her hostess’s

speech unceremoniously.

Mrs Lorimer’s head nodded mysteriously in

affirmative reply to the question.

'Well, that was a naval officer— fair-spoken

and good-looking., Just such another as this

Challoner. Ah, poor girl !
’ shaking her head dole-

fully
;

‘ that was a scandal. After his ship sailed

she never held up her head. They did everything

—bought her new frocks, and took her to the

Hot Lakes to try to raise her spirits
;
but ’-

Challoner craned his neck in his anxiety to

gather the sequel to' the sad story of Jennie

Rowlands and the perfidious mariner
;

but, the

ladies having already passed out of earshot, their

voices became inarticulate and faded in the

distance.

His eyes twinlvling with amusement, Challoner

turned to Lucie, who, affecting not to have

heard, was idly playing with the shining green

ovals of the passion-fruit that depended from the

trellis.

‘Tell me where you keep the scalps that, for

the safety of fallible men, ought to hang as a

warning from your waist-belt ? ’ he asked lightly.

‘A wife in every port,’ responded Lucie, carry-

ing the war into her enemy’s country.

LITERARY
By

RELICS OF YALIJE.
Harold Magfarlake.

ill some particular in-

stances prices have ruled high, as a

general rule the relic which one

would naturally expect, in the case

of an author, to be the most eagerly

sought after by his admirers

—

namely, his pen—commands but a modest figure
;

as witness Sir Walter Scott’s pen, which was sold

at the Dalliousie sale a couple of years ago for

eight and a half guineas, or about two-ninths of

the sum paid a year last March for the lYizard

of the North’s walking-stick, a stout ash-plant

culled from the woods of Abbotsford, but twice

as much as a lock of the novelist’s hair enclosed

in a morocco case fetched. Why, by the way,

should Scott’s lock sell for oidy four guineas,

whilst a strand of Oliver Goldsmith’s hair realised

ten ? Can it be because in the latter instance the
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author’s coffin was specially opened to obtain it, or

because bis bead-covering was more scanty ?

The silver taper-stand wbicb Sir Walter Scott

bought with bis first fee as an advocate—£5, 5s.

—and gave to bis mother, wbicb realised £72
the other day, bad one advantage over a Dickens

relic that was sold in December 1899 : it was de-

cidedly less cumbrous. The relic in question was
originally one of the stone balustrades of old

Kocbester Bridge, and was afterwards converted by
^ Boz ’ into a sundial. Wlien, on the death of the

author, the dial came into the possession of Mr
Crigbton of Eocbester, be inscribed it with the

words :
‘ These relics of Gadsbill Place and old

Eocbester Bridge are placed here in sincere regard

for Charles Dickens.’ This souvenir of the great

author was eventually knocked dovm for £50, lOs.

What becomes of the original manuscripts of the

countless books published year by year by compara-

tively unknown authors we are unable to say. We
have a strong suspicion that they are sold by the

pound avoirdupois to the papermaker, or reappear

as papierinache tea-trays
;

if particularly hea'sy,

perhaps as raEway-carriage wheels. In that case,

there are doubtless some of these useful articles

extant that Avould, if they could but be restored

to their original form, be worth their weight in

gold, or, as in the case of Keats’s manuscrq^ts,

considerably more. These manuscripts were sold

rather over three years ago for £695 and £305
respectively. The former sum was given for the

manuscript of Endijniion^ which averaged out at

£3, 16s. 9d. per j^age
;

whilst the Lamia was

written on leaves that were eventually more valu-

able than if they had been £10 Bank of England

notes, for the manuscript fetched £11, 14s. 7d. for

each of its twenty-six images.

Manuscripts written by Burns command prices

that .very few authors of to-day could afford to

refuse for the production of original work
;

‘ Scots, wha hae,’ for instance, sold in May 1890

for £70, and three years ago last June his

‘ Common-place Book ’ fetched a sum equal to

£9, 12s. per page, or probably over a shilling a

word—a rate which most authors would find

very acceptable. Those collectors who aspire to

possess Scott manuscripts must at the same time

be prepared to dip somewhat deeply into their

pockets. Certainly £62 purchased an introductory

essay in his own handwriting some little time ago
;

but eight hundred and forty square inches of £5
Bank of England note-paper, or £106, was required

for a portion only of Tales of a Gixmdfatlier—

a

sum which was only £14 less than was paid for

a seat used by Shakespeare. Eor the manuscript

of Old Mortality, which was sold on the first occa-

sion for a column of sovereigns only two inches

high, or £33, ten and a quarter pounds avoirdupois

of gold, or £600, was given recently. What it will

fetch in a few years’ time one dare not conjecture.

We are afraid thg-t certain of our readers would

prefer £12, 10s. per quarter even more than the

manuscript of The Lady of the LaJce,, which

realised, when last sold, the ' sum of £1290, an

amount that could be easily invested so as to

insure that income
; and some, p>erhaps, there

are who would rather have four' and a quarter

ounces of sovereigns, or £13, than the chair used

by the author of The Last Lays of Pomyeii,

MTien, in 1859, Wilkie Collins penned the

pages of The Woman in JVhite he undoubtedly

recognised that he had finished a very notable

work
; but he can never have imagined that one

year after his death the manuscript alone would

fetch, when put up to auction, £320 ;
but such was

j

the case. This sum, by the way, was £9 more
than was given two years ago for a couple of manu-
scripts written by Gilbert White of Selborne.

One can hardly conceive a more consummate
irony of fate than for a young author to sell the

copyright of a book for a sum which years later

collectors of manuscripts were willing to multiply,

by nineteen in order to become' the owners of

the mere writing and paper. The instance we
have in mind is reported to have been the fate

of Lord Tennyson, who is said to have sold the

copyright of llie Poems of Two Brothers to a '

Louth bookseller for £25 ;
the original manuscript 1;

was sold by auction years afterwards for £480.

It is said that an American gentleman who
j

purchased the original manuscript of Trilby, <

written in a series of little copy-books, after-

wards refused an offer of fourteen feet seven
j

inches of sovereigns, or £200, for his bargain i

during the height of the ‘boom.’ Perhaps he j:

had particular reasons for valuing the manuscript ii

of the work at a higher price
;

otherwise one :1

would imagine that he would lose through not |i

taking advantage of the great popularity enjoyed !:

by the book on its first appearance. We close

with a glance at some of the results of the sales f
of 1901, which show not a few startling i^rices. if:

For example, Bunyan’s Pilcjrmds Progress, first

edition, first part only, and the only copy known [i.

to have come to auction, brought £1475. An
illuminated manuscript, the Evangelia Quatuor, fu

which once belonged to the Abbey of Lindau, !!'

changed hands for £10,000. The covers were j;-

studded with precious stones, however. An
edition of Dante’s Corn-media of the fourteenth i.

century brought £630, and Tikes Andronicus "•/

£620. A first folio of Shakespeare was sold in

1899 for £1700, and another in 1901 for £1720.

Milton’s Bible (1588), with autographs of himself

and his third wife, was sold, for £225. A first

edition of Gray’s Odes, with manuscript notes,

brought £370, and the Poems £195. Thackeray’s

Vanity Fair, in the original parts, sold for £46.

Shelley’s Alastor, first edition, went for £66 ;

Meredith’s Poems, first edition, £16; Alice in

Wonderland, first edition, £8 ;
Du Maurier’s Trilby, -w

with fifty-eight pages of the original manuscript,
jp

£14 ;
while two letters of Tennyson were sold,

j

the one for £21, 10s., and the other for £31.
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' EVAN* TANBANO.
CHAPTER III.—ON THE HILL OP THE GORSE.

the night of the next monthly

market, Evan Tanbanc left his

house about an hour before the

time at which John y Eelin was

accustomed .to pass over Bryny-

reithin. He skulked to the place

behind liedges and inequalities of the ground, and

on reaching the little bridge, crept into the shadow
of one of the huge boulders near by, dragging a

heavy crowbar after him. He had been crouching

in his ambush for some time when two neigh-

bours came up in a cart. The horse stopped at

the ford, and as it sucked its fill the two men
conversed about the price of cows and what
money casks of butter had fetched that day.

Then they moved on, and all was silent again.

The minutes slipped by, and Evan lay there,

thinking of nothing but how cold his feet were

getting, when the rattle of hoofs on a stony piece

below the hill aroused him to instant attention.

He peered forth eagerly, and by the light of a

young moon saw that it was his man. He
gathered himself up and took a convenient grip

of his weapon. The mare slowed dowm as she

approached the river, and, walking with deliberate

gait past the rock, stopped to drink. The miller,

dazed with liquor, was leaning forward in the

saddle, and seemed half-asleep. His hat had

fallen or been pulled over his eyes, and the back

of his head (his thick black hair showing clearly

above his light clothes) was in full view.

A couple of strides over the velvety turf and

Evan poised his weighty bar. Then he struck

full and fair. The dull thud frightened the mare,

who had a temper of her own, and she lashed

out with both heels, barely missing Morris, and

pitching the swaying rider clean out of the saddle.

Then she dashed at full speed through the ford and

along the mountain, dragging the gigantic figure

trailing at tlie stirrup. Evan had not allowed

for this
;

and, flinging down his bar, he followed

in hot pursuit. Before the mare had gone a

hundred yards some twist of the stirrup-leather

allowed the foot to slip out and left her free.

As Evan came up the swift hoof-beats faded in

the distance as the flying mare fled faster still.

Without an instant's delay he gripped the fallen

miller under the armpits, and hastened to

drag the lifeless form frcCn the public road

and towards the precipice. To the edge of the

latter there was nothing to cross but firm, short'

herbage which would leave no trace but such as

a passing shower might easily destroy
;
and as he

took the greater part of the weight, the trailing

heels ran lightly over the dewy turf. He did

not pause until he was well awa}'' from the track,

and as the moon had not yet risen high enough

to shine on this portion of his path,, the shadow
was impenetrable. He stood still for an instant

to take a firmer grip, and Avent on again. As
he passed a tall rock a portion of its blackness

seemed to become detached and steal after him.

Eor a moment his heart stood still
;
then with a

revulsion of relief he recognised the idiot. For

the latter to be in such a place at such a time

was a very ordinary matter, and Evan tugged on,

though his heart still beat thickly from the tre-

mendous burst of fear which had overwhelmed him.

The idiot came up with his usual long, noise-

less step and peered into Morris’s face until

he recognised who it was. Then he stared into

the face of the dead man, taking hold of the beard

to pull it into better view. He Avas reputed to

be able to see in the dark like a cat, and after

his scrutiny he appeared satisfied, and adopted

his usual tactics of marching behind. TAvice or

thrice he trod on the dragging, feet, almost jerk-

ing the burden from Tanbanc’s arms as the latter

moA'-ed backwards. At last the idiot, flinging his

sticks away, picked up John y Felin’s feet and

SAVung them one over each shoulder. Heavy as

Avas the miller, it Avas play to the idiot, Avhose

strength was extraordinary. With the raising of

the loAver part of the burden the head of the dead

man, Avhich had been hanging foiuvard, Avas noAv

flung back, and, turning oh one cheek, it lay on

Evan’s arm in an attitude of easy sleep. In this

manner they reached the brink of the precipice,

and here Evan had the utmost difficulty in getting

John Goch to loose his grip of the load. At last

the latter did as his acquaintance Avished, and.Avith

a tremendous push Evan sent the miller’s body

flying into the blackness AAdiich yaAvned beloAV.

This pleased the idiot mightily, and he ex-

ploded into guffaAV after guffaAAq if so they may
be termed Avhen the laughter Avas noiseless, and

peered intently into the depths Avhere the pale

moonlight touched projecting corners of rock. So

eagerly did he peer, and so far did he stretch

his long form over the chasm, that Evan Tanbanc

thought the other Avould fall before his very eyes,

and he dreAV John Goch back by the arm. As he

did so the idiot raised one hand as if to feel for

his beloved sticks. Finding nothing, he stood per-

fectly still for an instant, then turned and darted

aAA^ay at full speed as if to search for them.

Evan’s first thought Avas of Tanbanc
;
his second,

of the croAA^bar. For a moment he scarcel}^ recol-

lected Avhat had become of the latter
;
then. remem-

bering Avhere he had left it, he ran at a pace

scarcely inferior to the idiot’s toAvards the ford.

Arriving there, he could fix to a trifle the spot

at Avhich he threAV it doAvn
;
but it Avas gone.

He flung himself on hands and knees and beat
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the ground over inch by inch, but still no bar.

Then, hearing voices in the distance, he slid

himself full length under the shadow of the huge

rock. Two men on foot came by, and he heard

one—a near neighbour—announce his intention of

calling at Tanbanc on his road home. After that

it was impossible to pursue an extended search,

and when the passers-by were beyond earshot he
rose and ran swiftly back on the circuitous track

by which he had come. When the neighbour

lifted the latch of Tanbanc the owner was sitting

comfortably by the fire, and on the new-comer
begging the loan of a bill-liook for hedge-trim-

ming, Evan reached the implement down and
handed it over cordially.

THE LOVERS.

Four days later Jane Pantyffynon’s clogs

rattled on the flagged causeway which ran up to

the door of the Pengarn homestead. She marched
into the kitchen, where Letitia, with her sleeves

rolled up above her dimpled elbows, was busy

with a batch of bread.

Jane looked about, and seeing that the place

was othervdse empty, gave a grunt of satisfaction

and sat dovm by the fire.

‘ There were two policemen up here this

morning,^ she said.

‘ Policemen !
’ cried Letitia, for from year’s end

to year’s end a policeman was never seen in that

part of the mountain. ‘ What for ?
’

^ It ’s something about John y Felin. The doctor

says he had a great knock on the head before he

went over the quarr3^’

^Do they think somebody about here did it?’

‘They have taken away Pryce Howell.’

Letitia’s pretty face turned as white as wood-

ashes. Then a meaning suddenly flashed into her

big, dark eyes, and Jane nodded as if she had
spoken.

‘I can trust you, Jane,’ she said slowly.

‘ There is no need to trust me. I know,’ said

Jane. Letitia blushed fiery red.

‘ Did you know he was with me that night

until father came home from market ?
’

Jane nodded again, laughed, and snapped her

fiingers as bidding her never mind.
‘ I was coming over here when I saw you two

walking dovm Caenewydd’—a lonely field wdiere

the lovers had thought themselves safe— ‘ and then

I turned back and waited till the -next day. My
boy Jenkin was with me too.’

‘Do you think Jenkin has told anybody?’
asked Letitia.

‘Not he. I’d break every bone he o’wns,’ said

Jane composedly. ‘But I doubt whether you can

keep it a secret now.’
‘ What do the police want Pryce for?’
‘ They have heard about John y Felin fighting

with him on Esgair Gors,’ replied Jane, ‘and they

suspect him.’

‘How can he get free again?’

Jane was silent for a moment. ‘ There’s

nothing for it but proving where he was,’ she

said at last.

Letitia was now white again to the lips.

‘ Is there anybody here who saw him that

night besides yourself ? Does Getta know ? ’ Getta

was the maid-servant at Pengarn.

Letitia nodded.

‘All the better,’ said Jane. ‘She vdll be

another witness. As soon as I heard about it I

started across here at once to see you and to

persuade your father to take it quietly.’

‘Oh, you must tell him, Jane—you must tell

him !
’ cried Letitia.

‘ To be sure ‘ I will,’ said Jane. ‘ And don’t

you bother yourself about the matter. He will

make a bit of noise, that’s certain, but it will

soon blow over. There he is now',’ she continued

looking through the wdndow. ‘ I ’ll go and meet
him.’ She bustled out, and Letitia sank down' on

the settle.

When Pees Pengarn heard the story which

Jane had to tell his anger w^as unbounded. He
came stamping and shrieking into the kitchen

like a fury. The small, tactiturn old man was

metamorphosed. His fiery blood boiled up like

lava through the thin crust of habit, and he

screamed denunciation and unsparing invective

against his daughter and Pryce Howell. In his

rage he w^ent so far as to snatch from its hook
a trim ash stick wdiich served him as a riding-

.

wdiip, and advanced as if to lace Letitia’s jDretty

shoulders. But through her tears Letitia’s eyes

began to burn, and the stout serving-maid, wdiose

eye and ear had been alternately at the .keyhole,

flung back the kitchen door and stood boldly in

the entrance, her ten fingers crooked in a fashion

unequivocal. As nothing w^ould have prevented

Getta from striking in as one of the combatants,

the old man’s courage cooled rapidly, and he

retreated again to the fields to digest as best he

could the sore affront wLich his daughter had put

on the dignity of Pengarn by rambling out wdth

a lover in the fields—a 'most improper and un-

heard-of proceeding.

THE IDIOT REMEMBERS.

Tw^o days after Pryce How^ell’s release, and

while the wdiole neighbourhood was buzzing with

the chatter and the surmising and the delightful

gossip wdiich the matter afforded, Evan Tanbanc

went to Tangareg to see the hedge-law- yer. For a

time after the murder-.Evan had been profoundly

uncomfortable. TiTiere w^ould that crowLar turn

uj) ? But the days slipped on and nothing w’^as

heard of it, and he hit on the idea that the idiot

had carried it off and hidden it in some safe

place. With the acceptance of this comforting

theory his last uneasiness vanished, and his mind

regained its wonted dull serenity.' It w^as true

that a few inquiries had been ^Drojected in his

direction
;
but the tale of the man who had
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Then he came to the '\vindo\r near which Evan
!

steodj and peered in. The idiot's face was pallid
|

beyond pallor in his fury. His scanty red beard
j

we.s tiecked with foainj down one cheek ran a
|

slender thread of blood, and on the forehead the
|

line had been nndened into a broad stain by a ^

hasty sweep of the hand. Th.e window was so
;

smHl that even liad rhe space been empty he
j

conid not have forced his shoulders through : i

and Evan, in his gladness tliereat. foi'got the
;

many rimes he had cursed the gloom of the
I

place. In a moment the face vanished. There
[

was another window of equal dimensions in the ^

farther g:-ble, and to that the idiot liad gone. *

Then lie renewed liis attack on the door, but [

vdth no success. Thus the night wore on. The
moon went down, and the quiet stars brightened

and hung steadily above the mountain, yet ever

and anon the tiny casements were blackened by

the silent, peering shadow, and the tluiiider of

the rock fragments ag'ainst the door tilled the

besieged man's soul with terror.

It vcas not until the sky was paling nnrh the

dawn that the idiot gave np the assault and

strode away across the bog as tirmly and steadily

as if lie Iiad just risen fiv'm slumber. Eor an

hour longer Evan kept watch
;
then he climbed to

his loft and determined to lie down for a while.

Ill an instant lie was asleep
;
nor did he waken

until the day was well advanced.

ABOI^T THE HHTTED STATES STEEL TEHST.

Li

HE immense capital of the United

States Steel Trust, as well as t'he

enormous operations of this, tlie

most powerful tiiiancial and indus-

trial institution ever known, lias

suuiciently impressed the public

mind : but exact information as to its rise and

coiisriturioii is not so generally diffused. Two
}xipei*s in ITcCunrs dEigarf/''; for October and

November IdOl, by Eay Stannard Eiker. furnish

us with tlie necessary iiiiormation concerning them.

That Xapoleon of finance, Hr J. Pierpont Horgan
—who orgniised the Steel Trust, who bought the

Leyland Line of steamers, and who is said to

contixT more money and money interests tlian

any other man in the world—vcas born, ITtli

April 1S37, in HartfoA Coiinecticur, and was

educated there and at Boston, whither his fariier

ivmoved in 1S51. Hei-e lie attended the English

High Sc'uool, and in youth showed sturdiness anci

independence of cliaraerer. was nor p'articularly

social, and. only distinguished luinseli in mathe-

matics. -bfrer two years spent at the Univei'siry

of Gottingen, he begin liis career as a banker

nnth Duncan, Sherman, k Co., Xew York. He
attained a tlioivugh knowledge of foreign exchange

in banking, through liis father's world-wide con-

nections, IhilIi in America and London. In ISGO
he became American agent for G, Peabody Oc Co.

;

four years later he lielped to organise the firm

of Dabney, Morgan, & Co. ; in 1371 the Drexels

of Philadelphia joined it, and the firm became
Drexel, iMoigan, k Co. Mr Baker says: An
1S95 Drexel, Morgan, vk Co. became L P. Morgan
and Co. Mr Morgaiik father having died in 1590,

the London house of J. S. Morgiii k Co., and tlie

Paris bixiiich of Morgan, Harjes, k Co.., with all

their connections the world over, fell under tlie

sole dictatorship of L P. Moigan : and to-dav

J. P. Moigan is the supi-eme director of all this

great financial machined J. Pieruont Morgan's
attitude 111 larire or small concerns is that of

absolute dictatorship : and the business is a

partnership of eleven, besides the head who
vitalises and controls the wliole. The business

is purely a banking one, the firm acting as agents

for rich clients in the investment of money. * He
loans, borrows, transmits money abroad, issues

letters of credit, and buys and sells seciiriries

wirich are the evidences of money.' Tiie testi-

luonies of men in TTall Stive: as to liis business

inetiiods are that Gie does exactly as he agrees

to do;' ‘he keeps his word.' Mr Morgtn is

a director in twenty-one inilix'ad companies, and

is connected with electric and other corporations.

His office is on rhe fiivt fioor of a large, old-

fas'hioiied building at the corner of TTall and

Bivad Streets, Xew York City. OIr Morgan,'

says Mr Baker, ‘impresses one as a laige man.,

thick of chest, with a big head set close down on

burly shouldeiv, features large, an extraordinarily

prominent nose, keen gray eyes deep-set under

hea\y brows, a higli., fine forehead, a square

buil-dog chin. His hair is iron-gmy., and his

moustache is close-cropped. Eor a man of his

age and sire he seems unusually active, moving

about with almost nervous alertness. He is a

man of few words, always sharply and shortly

spoken. ITlien a man comes to Mr Morgan., he

looks at him keenly, waiting for liim to speak

fiivt. and his decision follows quickly.' Tlie

United States Steel Corporation was ‘squeezed

into existence :
' a number of mighty concerns on

the brink of war were brouglit together 'oecanse

they dared not remain independent. The iciea

of a gigantic combiiiatioii of the steel interests of

America occurred to Mr Morgin after liearing an

address by Mr Schwab on the steel ana iron

industries. Andrew Carnegie, the man of all men
who was most responsi'ble for the Steel Corpora-

tion, had no desire to see it organised. The

secret of Mr Andrew Carnegie's great profits ann

success consisted in being self-contained and in-

dependent of outside help : by buying iron and
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coal mines, railroads and steamslii23 lines, until

every step in steel-making was controlled by tlie

firm. Other firms began to imitate this system,

and so became equally self-contained and indepen-

dent. Mr Morgan was interested in the Federal

Steel Company and two other steel corporations;

and so, in order to prevent fighting and a lowering

of prices, the Carnegie Company was purchased,

and that and nine other corporaUons form the

United States Steel Corporation. The total cost

of the steel plant, mines, steamshijDS, and railroads

was about thirteen hundred million dollars. For

the first three months this vast concern wa^

yielding a profit which would work out at about

10 per cent, on its capitalisation. Mt receives

and expends,’ says Mr Baker, ‘ more money every

year than any but the very greatest of the

world’s national governments
;

its debt is larger

than that of many of the lesser nations of

Eurojie
;

it absolutely controls the destinies of a

population nearly as large as that of ^Maryland

or Nebraska, and indirectly influences twice that

number. Its possessions are scattered over half-

a-dozen states. ... It ovms or controls one

hundred and fifteen fine steamships on the great

lakes, and six important railroad lines and

scores of smaller ones.’ It controls about

two-thirds of- the steel industry of the coimtry,

and produces more steel than either C4reat

Britain or Germany. There are twenty-four

members on the board, Mr Morgan, Mr Kocke-

feller, and Mr Field representing its financial

side, and such men as Mr Schwab the side of

the 2)i^^ctical
steel-maker. The largest single

ovmer of bonds is believed to be Mr Andrew

Carnegie, who is rej^resented on the board

by Mr Schwab, its president, and Mr James

H. Reed.

BY ‘THE DEVIL’S ELBOW’ POOL.
By Harold Bixdloss.

T was a balmy summer evening, and

James Minshull should have been

content with his lot as he lay

in a basket-chair under the cedar

branches on the lawn of The
Knowe, one of the prettiest villas

in the land of Galloway. A river, which came

down amber-coloured from the bare mosses where

the troopers of Claverhouse and the grim Cove-

nanters once stalked each other, flowed past the

foot of the lawn
;
and, across the stream, climbing

meadows ridged with scented hay ran uj) to the

line of firs silliouetted blackl}' against the pale

green glimmer of the afterglow. It was all

Minshull’s by right of purchase, with the rabbits

on the hillside and the trout in the 2)ool ;
and

he had won it manfully, working long hours and

living plainly that his mill might be furnished

with tlie best of modern machinery, until, when
his cottons were knovm from Cairo to Singapore,

he turned it over to a limited company and

retired to enjoy a well-earned ease.

Still, there was a fly in the ointment, for

Minshull had been a person of consequence in

Lancashire, and it was not jileasant to find him-

self regarded as a mere new-comer, who must

prove his right to be looked up to by the

Caledonians
;

while the big trout in the pool,

being no respecters of persons, mocked at his

choicest flies and even the brandling worms he

tried surre]3titiously on the Stewart tackle. That,

however, was not the worst ; for a stream of

soft light shone out between the roses from the

long French window, and Minshull could see his

niece Jessy sitting at the piano, vith the dark

figure of a young man standing beside her. The
glimmer from the shaded sconces, lighting u]3 her

winsome face, sparkled in her hair, and he was

proud of Jessy, as he had cause to be
;
but when

her conq^anion bent his head towards her as he

turned over the music, Minshull flung dovni his

cigar, saying, ‘Confound him!’ This man, he.

knew, was Henry Stewart, who had the misfortune

to be the son of Stewart of Orchardton, whom he

regarded with feelings of hostility. The Orchard-

ton jn’operty adjoined his own, and there was a

path through it which Minshull had generally used

because it shortened the distance to the high-road

considerably, until one morning, after his neigh-

bour’s return, he found liis way barred by a light

elm rail. Minshull could easily have climbed

over
;
but instead he kicked it down, for he was

somewhat short in temper as well as portly, and

did not believe in climbing. Then, later, when
he found it replaced by barbed wire, which no

middle-aged gentleman could get through or over,

he had consulted his lawyer.

Presently a man in knickerbockers came clat-

tering over the loose shingle of the walk, whichy

though trying to tender feet, is usual in that

land
;
and Minshull looked up sharply when he

said, ‘It’s Mr Stewart’s compliments, sir, an’

would ye mind me patrollin’ your pairt o’ the

Deil’s Elbow whiles at nicht? He would tak’ it

as neighbourly ;
an’ we ’ve word that some o’ the

Craig quarrymen ha’e been nettiii’ an’ settin’

lines, A trout or twa ’s no serious ; but they ’ve

been sendin’ them oot by rail in boxes.’

‘Wliy does Mr Stewart want to protect my
part of the river?’ asked Minshull.'

The man answered, ‘^'^Tien Mr Livingston had

The Knowe they jist fished each side o’ the

waiter as they were mindin’
;

an’ Orchardton

turned a guid mony young Lochlevens doom
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Porby, as they’re drainin’ the snia’ loch, there’s

a wheen twa-pounders cornin’ up, an’ it would

be a peety if the quarrymen got them.’

Perhaps MinshuU’s dinner had not agreed with

him, or the sight of Henry Stewart turning over

his niece’s music had embittered him
;

for, dis-

daining the chance of making peace, he answered,
‘ My compliments to Mr Stewart, and I am
willing to discuss any arrangements here with

him personally.... Otherwise, I’ll prosecute any of

his peojDle I find trespassing. Understand that

plainly.’

‘ I ’ll tell him, sir,’ replied the man
;
but his

remarks were uncomjilimentary when he was

beyond hearing-distance.

Peeling somewhat pleased with himself, Min-

shull walked towards the open window, where

his wife met him. ‘Is that fellow never going,

Hannah?’ he asked.

‘You vjould eat too much of that ^lie, and it

always spoils your temper, James,’ said the lady.

‘ He is pleasant company, a young man of high

principles, and sings delightfully. You must

really let me give you a 2iiU.’ Mrs MinshuU
had a weakness for dosing her household.

‘ Pills be confounded !
’ MinshuU commenced

wrathfuUy. Then he added, when his spouse

lifted a warning hand, ‘It’s hard I can’t ask a

cml question without being experimented on
with amateur medicine. Instead, you can give

Henry Stewart one
;
and I feel tolerably certain

you ’ll never see him again. His father has

behaved most uncmUy, I may state.’

‘ That is not Harry’s fault ; and you are so

unreasonable,’ said Mrs MinshuU.

jMrs MinshuU retired very indignantly, and her

lord stroUed towards the river, feeUng that he

had routed two partisans of the enemy. A half-

moon saUed slowly above the dark ridge of firs

;

and, save where it lay black as ebony in the shadow
of the beeches, the deep j)Ool "'vas touched by a

steely glitter. YTiite mist streaked the bald crest

of the moor above, dew gemmed the grasses, and
the air was fiUed with the scent of hay and wUd
roses. MinshuU, who had been born with a love

of nature, for the most part of his life ungrati-

fied, found the stillness and low gurgle of water

soothing. So he presently seated himseU on a

stone detached from a ruined waU low do\m at

the watePs edge. The stream glanced in spark-

Ung ripples past the roots of an alder. He was
observant, and on noticing something thin and
rigid athwart the slide of current, he crawled

over a moss-covered boulder to discover what it

was. He experienced a thriU when his fingers

closed on the end of a quivering Une, and
felt almost a boy again

;
for, before mills and

bleachworks fouled the water, he had caught

small troutlet among the bleak hiUs of eastern

Lancashire
;

so now he knew there was certainly

something on the other end of the line. Yard
by yard he haided it in, and landed, with a

gesture of disgust, a great slimy eel knotted

round the gut dropper, with the hook hidden

deeply in its anatomy
;
and then he chuckled as

he dragged out two big trout safely hooked near

the sinker, which liad lain in a swifter current.

One was over a pound-weiglit, he guessed
;
and

as he laid the victims on the moss, he lighted a

cigar and sat down to consider the matter and
inspect tliem lovingly. If the boundary-wall had
been intact the line would have ended in the

water of the Orchardton estate
;

as it was, the

stones were scattered over several yards radius.

HaMng fished long and stubbornly with very

small success, the gleam of silvery scales was

aUuring
;

so, before the cigar was half-finished,

MinshuU, yielding to temptation, wrapped the

trout in bracken and deposited them in a rabbit-

burrow. After that he returned complacently to

The Knowe.
At noon the foUowing day—a breathless summer

day—Henry Stewart stood beside Jessy MinshuU
on the lawn of The Knowe. He was bathed in

23erspiration, and there were grimy smears on his

face
;

for, being an authority on many subjects,

he had offered his assistance in investigating the

cause of a distressful groaning in the interior of

Jessy’s bicycle. Much of the said bicycle now
lay strewn across that 2:)ortion of the lawn, and

Jessy regarded the scattered pieces somewhat

ruefuUy, for she was beginning to doubt whether

her coni2mnion was equal to the task of reas-

sembling them. Her aunt watched the couple

appro^dngly from the shade. These two were

good to look at : the sun-bronzed and athletic

man, with the look of perj^lexity upon his open

face, and the fresh-cheeked girl.

Being perha^DS desirous of saMng the remnant

of her property, Jessy said, ‘I am afraid you

will get sunstroke if you stoop down any more,

and you really look fatigued. Don’t you think

you would get on better if you rested a while

and then started afresh ?
’

‘ I don’t like to be beaten by a bicycle
;
but

the shade looks inviting,’ replied the young man,

dropping his sjoanner 'wiUingly. ‘It really does

make one dizzy to crawl under a bicycle with

the sun on one’s forehead.’

Mrs MinshuU, seeing her opportunity, broke

in : ‘It is very unvdse, and you look flushed,

Mr Stewart. You must let me give you a few

drops of my special hot-weather tincture.’

The girl laughed softly, turning her head away ;

and though Stewart made haste to answer, '1

never felt better in-, my Ufe, madam,’ the old

lady, who intended to make siue of her '^ictinu

said, ‘ It will be most beneficial after working in

the sim.—^You know where to find the bottle,

Jessy?’

.Jessy was either mischievous or desirous ot

pleasing her aunt, for she presently returned

with a phial, at which Stewart glanced appre-

hensively, and then with the air of a martyr
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watched his hostess count a goodly number of

drops into a wine-glass. Jessy, knowing the taste

of that tincture by experience, retreated stealthily.

J It is a certain specific against sunstroke,^ said

Mrs Minsk ull.

Thereupon Stewart, restraining his feelings,

bravely drained the glass
;

and there Avas a

smothered peal of laughter from the shrubbery

as, being a quick-Avitted young man, he said Avith

the best grace he could, ‘ I feel better already
;

and if it Avould not be robbing you, I should

almost like to take the bottle home.^

The old lady beamed upon him, and invited

him to lunch. When the girl rejoined him she

laughed again as she said, ‘You acted heroically,

and you have made aunty a friend for life.'

‘Then it Avas Avorth it, though I shall taste

that stuff for Aveeks,’ said SteAvart, Avith a grimace

of disgust. ‘Still, I Avould empty the bottle to

secure your uncle’s goodAvill. Unfortunately, after

that diflhrence Avith my father, he doesn’t seem

to like me. Yet, being not 'unlike in disposi-

tion, the tAvo ought to get on nicely if either

Avould make a beginning. Ah, I see Mr Minshull

coming.’

Jessy looked slightly a232)rehenswe AAdien, Avith

bramble-torn garments and one leg drqq^ing

AA^ater, her uncle crossed the laAvn carrying a fish-

ing-rod
;

but he smiled iq^on them as he 02)ened

his creel, and displayed, Avith assumed humility,

tAVO fine trout and one that AA^as undersized,

AAdiereat SteAvart stared Avith some astonishment.

‘What fly did you get them AAuth, sir?’ he

asked.

Mr Minshull, a23parently misunderstanding,

replied, ‘ I got them in the Devil’s ElboAA',’ and

passed on.

The young man looked doAvn at the glancing

Avater, through AA'hich every stone shoAved clear

in the sherry-coloured depths
;

there Avas no

AAund to make a ripple
;

sunlight beat

doAvn iq^on the silky circling at the head of the

2DOol. When, shortly aftei-AA^ards, SteAA^art lifted

the largest trout from the moss on Avhich it lay

• displayed in the hall, he said, ‘Your uncle is

.a better angler than I am to get them in this

Aveather
;

but doesn’t it strike you they don’t

seem remarkably fresh ?
’

Minshull aa^s cordial at lunch
;
and the bic3^cle

AA'as afterAvards, Avith some difficult}^, 2)ut together,

though it groaned even Avorse than before
;
but

SteAA^art said this could be remedied by judicious

oiling, and if not, he AA^ould have great 2^1easure

in inspecting it again. He, also examined, un-

observed, the ^ flies his host had used, and said

nothing, though an irate quarryman AAdio had
AvaUced five miles to haul the lines said much
AAdien he found only eels on one of his lines, and
upon the boulder evidences that trout had been

killed there. ^ Still, in S23ite of caution, either he

or his comrades, aaJio came Avith a net, left the

print of heavy boots in the mould behind
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the iris, besides enlarging a .ga23 in the hedge.

Orchard ton’s retainers noted these indications,

and made arrangements to ca23ture the offenders.

Cloudy AA^eather folloAved, AAuth Avarm AAdnd and
rain, and the Avater darkened in colour. Then
Minshull actually hooked and landed one or tAvo

half-2iound trout
;
but the breeze turned cold, and

after tAvo AAdioll}^ unsuccessful days he remembered

the beauties on the night-line in the DcauI’s

ElboAV 2^ool- His Avife and even his niece liad

2ilied him all evening Avith the threadbare jokes

the disappointed angler finds it hard to bear

2ihilosophicall}g and AAdien they retired Minshull

again listened to the voice of the tem23ter. A
breath of cool air Avould help him to slee2i, he

said, and there Avould be no harm in seeing if

anybody had reset the line. It Avas even 2^ossible

he might catch the 23oacher.

He glanced outside, and could dimly discern the

loom of dark beeches rustling in the breeze

;

nodding roses struck the AvindoAV-2ianes, and there

Avas a chill, dam2i smell of earth and dri232hng

leaves. A backAvard glance shoAved the snug,

lam23-lit room, Avith its soft caiqiet and red cur-

tains, and his cigar-box iqion the table
;
but he re-

membered hoAV lie had once tramped ten miles in

Lancashire to catch a feAv small fish during the

CA^ening rise, forgetting for a moment that the

Aviiy stripling could do many things highly

injudicious for a successful business man past'

the 2)idnie of life. So, slq^ping on a soft hat,

he Avent out noiselessly, and straightAvay fell

into a holly-bush before his eyes greAV accustomed

to the gloom
;

then, after he had trqot^ed iqi

several times among the drenched bracken, he

leaned against the last beech-trunk, feeling sorry

he had come.

Dim cloud-Avis2)s AAdiirled along the slo2ie of

the lofty moor, and beloAV the ridge of firs all

Avas lost in gloom save Avhere the dark S2)ruce-

branches rose sharp and hard against the sky-line

across one end of the A'alley
;

for it is rarely

altogether dark in that region in summer. The
moaning of the Avind came doAvn the holloAv Avith

the intermittent roar of a distant linn, and there

Avas neither blink of light nor sign of life on all

the SAvee23 of the black hillside. The river Avas

coming doAvn in increased Aminine from the mist-

Avra2)ped mosses
;
Minshull could hear it S2>lashing

about the boulders .lining the Devil’s ElboAv AAdien

the sound of the linn greAV fainter and the birch-

leaAms pattered less rapidly. Here and there an

angiy AAdiite ri2i2)liiig or streaky lines broke the

dim surface of the 2^ool.

As the shrill AA'ail of a curleAV came ringing

doAvn the Avind, he reflected that it Avas most

uriAvise for him to stand still on Avet moss in

patent-leather shoes, and struggled through the

bramble-thickets, AAdiich ri2i2ied his clothes. He
found the alder

;
but, because the river had risen,

it AA^as less easy to discover the set-line. Minshull,

AAdio Avas a pertinacious man, had to grope elboAV-
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deep before be readied it. Tben, as be baiiled it

in, a dark object rose iip from tbe other side

of tbe alder, and a low voice said, ‘I bn tbinkin’

yeVe made a mistake, Jock.*

Minsk all let tbe last fatbom drop into tbe water,

and slipped off tbe boulder in bis surprise. He
liad found one of tbe poachers, and almost wished

be bad not, for there Avas nobody Avitbin bail, and
be stood knee-deep in tlie river, caught red-banded

misappropriating that maiks possessions.

‘Are ye deaf or bab ye been at tbe A\diisky?’

continued tbe man
;
and Minsliull, determining

to make tbe best of an eAul case, ansAvered boldly,
‘ What do you mean by stealing fish here ?

^

Tbe poacher, Avbo carried a lieaAy stick, moved
forAA-ard a little, and j\Iinsbull did not moA^e

back, partly because be did not knoAv Iioav deep

tbe, AA^ater AA^as. Tbe stranger laughed harshly as

be said, ‘ Stealin’ fish ! That ’s a guid yin. Then
there’s tAA^a o’ us, for tbe trout are 0rebardtoii’s.

Come oot, an’ lat me see ye.’

Minsliull AA’as not deficient in nerve, but be
bad sense as AA'ell, and kneAV that a business man
of bis years could hardly ex^Dect to bold bis oaaui

in a scufiie AAdtli an athletic quarryman. Ea'cii

that be might have clianced, for be AA^as of

combative
. disposition ;

but be reflected that re-

cognition might lead to perennial blackmail.

‘You bad better make off AAJiile tbe coast’s clear.

I’ll stop AAdiere I am,’ be said.

‘Weel, sae long as ye’re bapj^y, tbougb tbe

Avater’s gey cauld for the legs,’ said tbe other,

AAutb a guftaAA'. ‘Ye’re surely gey modest—a-

veesitor o’ tbe daft Englishman AAdia’s friebtit

bauf the guid trout oot o’ tbe Be’il’s ElboAV

maybe; but that’s no my business, an’ ye’ll no
AAun clear under ten shillin’. It AA^ould be AA^eel

spent money, for I’ll baud my tongue fast, an’

they’re no fond o’ fisb-poacbers liereaAA^a’.’

Minsliull fumed impotently. He felt that a

glimpse of bis face AA^ould jA^^ce him at tbe

mercy of an impudent rascal A\dienever tbe latter

Avanted money, and this alone iioav hindered him
from charging ashore. It AA^as a most unxfieasant

position for any respectable elderly gentleman

in thin shoes and evening attire
;
but it ended

abruptly, for a cry came out of tbe darkness

:

‘ Straight in for yon alder, Willie.—Head iq^-

stream, sir, AAdiile I run doAAUi.’

Three sbadoAA^y figures ax:)peared across tbe

meadoAV, a lantern blinked, and tbe night-liner,

stooping behind tbe alder AAdiicb OA^erbung a

deeper eddy, slipj)ed into tbe black AA^ater like an
otter. It closed about him, and Minsliull AA^as

left alone. A man carrying a lantern ran bis

hardest toAA^ards tbe alder, and tAA'o others spread

out to cut off retreat. They AA^ere doubtless in tbe

Orebardtons’ service, and tbe one called ‘sir’ AA^as

probably SteAA^art himself. Minsliull remembered
even then that, as only tbe poacher stood up
beside tbe alder, AAdiile be AAais bidden by tbe

bank beloAV, apj)earances were sadly against him

noAV tbe latter bad gone. Besides, AA^ben tbe tale

of boAV be AA’as baled up to Orcliardton like a

malefactor leaked out be AA^ould become tbe butt

of tbe country-side, be thought
;
and it AA’ould be

unutterabl}^ galling to try to explain tbe circum-

stances to bis incredulous adversary.

HoAA^eA^er, be bad been a good SAAdmmer in bis

youth, and tbe poacher bad giA'en him a bint
;

so,

AAuding breast-deep in tbe chilly flood, be struck

out for tbe farther side. Then somebody shouted

from tbe bank, ‘Ta’en to tbe AA^ater. Bin yer

hardest roond by tbe Boultrie stanes before be

AAuns across.’

Minsliull only beard part of this, for a strong

stream sAA'irled along that side of tbe pool,

dashing bis knees AAdtli violence against sundry

boulders, and burling angry ripples into bis face

;

so be SAAUing bis left arm forAA^ard, burying bis

bead AAdtli tbe lust}' stroke in a fierce eftbrt to

gain the slacker centre. It aa'us years since be

bad tried tbe side-stroke, and be Avas almost

surprised Iioav tbe * SAving of tbe crooked elboAV

and sculling SAveep of tbe legs came back to him ;

but be Avas also cumbered by bis clothes, and tbe

Avater AA’as icy cold. So bis breath came shorter,

and Avben be could see anything at all tbe black

trees on tbe other bank reeled before him. Then,

turning on bis chest, be lifted bis bead and beard

a groAvl of timibling Avater groAving louder, A\diile

boulder and pine flitted by because, for each

yard be Avon sboreAA^ards, tbe current SAvept him
three yards doAVUAvards. A cold fear began to

grip him.

Then there AA'as a shout, ‘Stand by^Avitb the

gaff, Rob
;
be ’ll Avasb out Avitli tbe tail. Head up-

stream a little. I’m coming in to help you.’ A
floundering commenced ahead, and tbe half-seen

shape of a man, Avitb sboidders just clear of tbe

AA'ater, moved toAvards him. Minsbull stroA^e to

reach tbe outstretched band, clutched it, then a

boil of current dragged him under
;
and balf-

droAAUied SAvimnier and Avould-be rescuer rolled

together doAvn tbe SAvift rapid out of tbe Devil’s

Pool, AAdiile somebody roared, ‘Eor ony sake rin

in an’ kep them, Rob !

’

Tbe end of a steel gaff droA^e through tbe

slack of Minsbull’s jacket, just grazing bis ribs,

and fortunately tbe fabric held
;

so that, after a

breathless struggle, be and bis rescuer Avere

dragged out on tbe shingle, AAdiere Minsbull sat

up gasping as a man flashed a lantern into bis

dazzled eyes. ‘He’s no Jock Allen, onyAvay,

sir,’ be said. ‘ Must be tbe ither Avba Avent efter

him. SaA^e us, it’s MivMinsbull ! An’ it’s a stout

heart be has to sAvim tbe De’il’s ElboAv efter a

poacher.—^Are ye ony tbe AA^aur o’ it, sir?’

‘ ‘Not much,’ said Henry SteAAurt, AAdio stood

rcA^ealed under tbe lifted lantern, shaking tbe

Avater from himself. ‘ I must congratulate you,

Mr Minsbull, on your plucky venture. Lost your

man in tbe rWer—eb?’
‘ Lost biiii almost before I left tbe bank,’
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gasped Minsliull, recognising 'svitli relief tliat lie

was only credited witli a determined eflbrt to

capture tlie poacher. ^ j\Iight have lost my life

as well hut for your assistance. Believe me, Ihn
grateful.’

The man with the lantern called to his com-

rade who had moved farther up the bank, ‘See

ye aught o’ Jock?’

They formed a tempting target in the circle of

flickering light, and somebody laughed harshl}’-

on the opposite bank, and a great lump of

shingle came hurtling across the stream, followed

by a cry from the blackness, ‘ Here ’s till 3*e !

’

Henry Stewart leapt aside as it crashed into

the pebbles at his feet, then said, ‘You two

ma}’ as well go round and follow, though you ’ll

hardly catch him now.—You’re wet and shaky,

Mr Minshull
;
and as we ’ve had enough of the

water for one night, and the bridge is a long

wa}^ round, 3^011 must come up to Orchardton and

change. Let me help 3^011 ; I insist upon it.’

Minshull, whose teeth chattered, and who felt

decidedl3^ shak3', was glad to agree. YTien attired

in diy garments he was ushered into the master

of Orchardton’s sanctum, where a newl3^-lighted

fire blazed on the hearth, and there was steaming

toddy upon the table.

‘I am glad to see you, and hope 3'Ou have

not suffered from 3’our dip,’ said Mr Stewart. ‘ I

can recommend this prescription.—Fill it up to

the brim, Hariy
;
he ’s needing it.—To our better

acquaintance in future, Mr Minshull, and con-

fusion to the poacher.’

Minshull, who emptied Ins glass, felt thankful

for it, and after some desultoiy conversation,

during which he emptied another, said, ‘I regret

we have not been better friends hitherto, and

feel that on one or two occasions I ma3’ perhaps

have acted inconsideratel3'. That path across the

meadow was, however, almost a right-of-wa3', and

I couldn’t help resenting the slightH arbitrary

manner in which 3mu stopped it.’

‘ iSTever meant to be arbitrary I
’ said the other.

‘There are stile-stones in the dr3'-storre dike

—

wh3" don’t 3^011 pass that way? It’s a trifle sore

on the temper to have one’s fences kicked down.

For the future just cross the meadow an3^ wa3^

that’s handiest. As it’s late I’ll offer the use of

m3' dogcart, or—and it would please nre better

—

I’ll send word to The Krrowe I’rn keeping 3^oir

all night.’

Minshull chose the latter, and sat uj) a great

part of the night chatting Avith his host. YTren

he Avent home next rnorrring he gave a someAvhat

one-sided account of his adventure. He said,

‘ Young StcAvart is not onl3" a courageous felloAv,

but much more sensible tharr I fancied him. In

a measure he saA^ed me from droAvniiig. His father

has also apologised most hairdsomeh' for j)utting

up that wretched AAdre
;
and I ’A^e asked them both

to dinner to-morrow.—You will .sing some of those

Jacobite songs to please Mr Stewart, Jess3'.’

The girl’s colour heightened a little, though

she could hardl3' repress a smile as she pro-

mised to do her best to entertain the visitors.

Peace liaAdng thus been formall3^ declared, Heniy
SteAAnrt Ausited The KnoAve constantl3' to advise

its OAvner in the choice of trout-flies—so he said.

Minshull also proA^ed an a^^t pupil, and the onl3'

reference Hariy eA-er made to the affair at the

pool hapjiened Avhen, under his coaching, j\Iinshull

had hooked a big sea-trout. Then the 3'ounger

man, standing in the sweep of current, swung

the captiA^e ashore in the net-pocket, saying, ‘ This

is considerabl3^ more exciting than night-lining,

sir.’ There Ains a shreAvd tAvinkle in his e3'es,

and for a moment the other stared hard at him
;

then his face relaxed as he ansAvered, ‘ It is.’

It Avas some time later, Avhen Heniy SteAvart

and Jess3" Minshull stood beside the alder, that

the 3miing man said, ‘ This is Avhere 3'our uncle

caught the poacher, or at least tried to. It Avas

a most momentous night for me, Jess3'.’

The girl, Avho blushed as she glanced at the ring

on her Anger, replied, ‘And cost me 1113" libert3'.

Well, I am not sony, Hariy
;
but I can’t help

fanc3dng something I did not hear of happened

then. You know Ave are inquisitive creatures, and,

in strict confidence, 3mu Avill tell me?’
‘No,’ said Henr3^ Stewart. ‘It Avouldn’t be

fair ; but,’ and he bent his head lower tOAvards

the face under the broad straAv hat, ‘there is

one person it is not right to keep an3^ secrets

from. Have patience, Jess3'
;

I Avill tell my Avife

•the AAdiole thing some da3
^’

WHAT SHALL I ASK?
WiiAT shall I ask to fill my cup of life

Till it run o’er,,

And I can sa}', ‘Euough, my soul;

Ko more ’ ?

What shall I ask ? Ah ! surely more than these

Terrestrial years

—

So bright, so brief, so sorely marred

With tears.

Ah ! surely more. My wish is vast and bold,

Yet cannot bate

Its deathless daring. Here my crave

Of fate.

The fullness of the earth that it be mine ;

Then, forth and far.

Into the outer glittering mystery

Of star on star.

Throughout th’ illimitable wonderment

That I may go
;

Nor rest till, at the centre by God’s throne,

I stand and know,

And see the circling glory—wide and deep,

Perfect and beautiful—around me sweep

;

All that jarred here

Sounding at last melodious

And clear,

T. P. Johnston.
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A COLD DECEMBER.
By ‘Sansterre.’

each fanner was allowed to hire his own at a

reasonable rental.

The estate was not a large one, and, with the

exception of a few outlying farms, my friend’s

father held the whole of it, some tn^elve or

fourteen hundred acres. ISL assisted his father

in the management
;

and—partly for greater

convenience in overlooking the work on the land,

and from a desire to be near an extensive

estuary that bounded the estate on the side

farthest from the Manor House, wlierc the old

y)eople lived—IL had a very comfortable set of

rooms fitted up and furnished for him in one of

the farmhouses included in his father’s holding.

Here he lived en (jargon—and lived very com-

fortably, as I can testify from experience, for I

frecpiently stayed a few days with him when

I could get away from my work.

Never shall I forget the drive to M.’s abode on

that December night. For three or four days

previously a strong north-east wind had been

blowing. A little rain came witli it at first,

then a little sleet ;
but as the wind increased in

force' the rain and sleet stopped and there was

nothing but blow, blow, blow. Tlie train (on a

branch line) duly brought me and my belongings

to the station only half-an-hour late
;
and by the

flickering lamps sparsely dotted about the plat-

form I saw a stalwart figure wearing an ulster

which came right down to his heels, and vigor-

ously puffing at a short black j^ipe. Putting my
head out of the carriage window, I gave a

stentorian shout as I passed him
;

but owing

to the creaking of the brakes, the rumbling ot

tb.e slackening train, ^ and the roaring of the

wind, I could not catch wliat he said in reply.

Once on the platform our greetings were soon

over
;

and, hurrying to the guard’s van, we soon

had my modest luggage, gun-case, carta’idge-

magazine, and an old and privileged retriever.

Jet by name, on the platform by my side.

Although this was the last train, I was the

only passenger to alight, and in response to the

RescrvecL] Deg. 28, 1901.

T this time of the year the sports-

man has two things to take into

consideration : the weather and the

locality. If both of these are

favourable,
.

and if the shooter him-

self is hardy and strong, there is

no need for him to put away his gun into its

case and wait for another season before enjoying

the sport he loves so well. It is true, both

pheasant and partridge shooting will now be

pretty well finished
;

but there remains our

ubiquitous aiid universal friend ‘ Brer Babbit,’

and—if the locality is suitable as well as the

weather—wildfowl-shooting should be at its best.

Besides, there are the wood-pigeons which fre-

quently make their appearance in immense flocks

at this time, and for a while afford excellent

sport. Also, ah occasional day’s partridge-driving

may be had if the birds have not been shot

down too bare in the earlier part of the season.

Too many cock-pheasants must not be left in the

coverts, so that various means have to be adopted

to thin them down to a proper proportion. This

can be done either by organising a day or two

for cocks only, or by frequently pottering round

the hedgerows and small spinneys on bright days.

Of course, the bags will not compare numerically

with those made earlier in the season
;
but he

is a small specimen of the genns sportsman who

thinks only of the size of the bag.

A good many years ago, in the early part of

December, I received an invitation to spend what

is called ‘ the inside of a week ’ with my friend

M., who lived not far from the east coast. An
account of the sport we enjoyed will amply

illustrate my statement that although the season
'

is rapidly drawing to a close when the last

month of the year arrives, yet all shooting is not

necessarily finished. M.’s father was tenant of a

very large farm, or rather of several farms in

one holding under trustees who were managing

the property during a long minority. Instead of

letting the shooting as a whole to strangers.

No. 213.—Yol. Y. [All Rights
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guarcVs shrill whistle the engine hoarsely snorted

once or twice, and then slowly the train moved
off into the darkness. The solitary porter helped

to carry the baggage to j\L’s cart, which was
waiting for us under the lee of the station wall,

and in a few more minutes we were off again.

Jet cosily coiled \ip behind our feet in the

bottom of the cart.

Once more let me say I shall never forget that

drive 1 The wind by this time had increased to

almost a hurricane, and on a long stretch of road

bordering the marshes we caught the full force of

it. The polled willows by the side of the road

hardl}’ broke the force of the wind at all. Several

times the mare half stopped with a shudder as if

she could not get aii}^ farther. When a turn in

the road brought the wind fairly across us, I

thought more than once we should have been

blown over. Conversation was out of the question.

In the wind our pipes were soon finished, and

neither of us cared for the trouble and difficult}^

of relighting them. In addition, there was a

keen wind-frost, and our faces—the only exposed

IDart of our persons—were numb with the cold.

It was a bare half-hour’s drive from the station

to M.’s house, but that night we were nearly an

hour doing the journey. It was quite a relief

—

to me at all events—when the lighted-up windows

came into view and we were safely inside. A
roaring fire and a hearty meal soon made us feel

more comfortable and, drawing up our chairs

round the hearth in M.’s cosy den, we began to

discuss the arrangements that had been made for

my benefit. It was his intention, M. told me, to

have a turn with the rabbits on the morrow.

He knew of several sheltered banks where there

were plenty of bunnies. They had not 3^et been

ferreted, and we ought to have good sport.

, During the night, however, the wind dropped

very considerably^ aiid shifted farther towards the

north. When I looked out over the country soon

after I awoke next morning, to my astonishment

the ground was deeply covered with snow. ^Ro
ferreting for us to-dayq’ I said to myself as I

dressed, for I knew from past experience that the

rabbits would not start directly after a
.
fall of

snow until they were used to their new surround-

ings. At breakfast M. told me with great glee

that the snow was just what he wanted. On a

certain part of the land were several covey^s of

red-legged or Erench jDartridges, and these, after

vainly^ trydng to run in the soft snow, would

take to the fences, where we could have some

fun with them.

Mf you have no pockets big enough in your

shooting-coat, I will lend y^ou a game-bag which

y^ou can sling over y^our shoulders : this will be

better than taking a man,’ said M. to me just

before we started.- Accordingly^ I borrowed the

game-bag, and laughingly^ asked him if I was

expected to fill it before we returned.

‘ Probably^
;

and more than once, if we have

any'- luck in finding the birds
;
you cannot well

miss them as they^ buzz out of the hedge,’ -was

M.’s reply.

Sometimes we took separate fences, meeting at

tlie corner of the field, and some fences winch

were high as well as thick we doubled, M. with

liis -dog on one side, I with Jet on the other.

The birds did veiy well—from our point of view
;

and by^ the middle of the day^ M.’s pockets were

very bulky in ax^pearance, while my^ game-bag

was quite heavy^ enough to be a comfortable load.

Both dogs were old and ex^Derienced, and hunted

siowly^ : the birds mostly flew out singlyq and we
made good j^ractice at them. While we were

getting a hasty^ lunch, M. suggested that we
should leave the ‘Erenchmen’ alone for a bit

and make for the estuary, where we niiglit fall

in with some ducks at flight-time. We could

tiy a -pit or two for a cock-pheasant on our Avay,

which would helj) to x)ass the time until dark-

ness began to set in. In this way^ we had each of

us a coiyfie of shots before we reached the mud,
and therefore we had no fear about having to

return home emx)ty-handed if the ducks proved

too wary for us. M. knew the tides and the

usual track of the fowl’ as they^ came in to feed,

and he took me to the end of a kind, of promon-

toiy covered with rough grass and jutting far out

into the mud. Here there was a big tub sunk to

the ground, with a rough kind of seat made in it

and some straw at the bottom. Pulling off the

boards which covered the top, I was soon seated

inside, with Jet coiled up at my- feet. Although

the tub was a large one, there was hardly room

enough for us to be quite comfortable.

M shall be in a similar x>lace about a quarter

of a mile away^,’ said M. as he was leaving me.
‘ Duclv, as ymu know, ffy^ head to wind when
X^ossible,’ he added, ‘ so you will know on which

side to keep the sharpest look-out
;
and ymu had

better wait here until I come for y'ou.’

This I certainly intended to do, for although

I had been there with M. on more than one

occasion, I did not feel quite sure of my way in

the dark, and I had no fancy'' for floundering

about in the mud or in the water when the

tide rose. On each side of me was a wide creek,

and beyond these creeks, on both sides, stretching

away^ for- hundreds of yards, was dark mud,

looking almost black when contrasted with the

snow on the grass and on the fields in the

distance. Glancing at my^ watch, I found it was

not much more than half-X)ast three, and M.

had told me that I need not exj)ect to have a

shot before four o’clock. Thinking that I should

have time for a smoke before the business of

the evening began, I put down my^ gun, filled

my x^ipe, and was just feeling for a match with

which to light it when I was startled by- hear-

ing a loud courlieu, courlieu, just over my^ head. ^

Drox^x^ii'^g match-box, T snatched up my^ gun

;

and, looking iqD, I spied three curlew passing

r
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within easy range overhead. Pulling first one

trigger and tlien the other, I found, to my dis-

appointment, that I had put my gun at half-cock

when I began to fill my pipe, and had forgotten

that I had done so. Consequently those curlew

went on their way unmolested, for by the time

I liad cocked my gun they were out of shot,

and I did not hre. I consoled myself with the

tliought that they were going M.^s way, and that

possibly he might rectify my mistake. However, no

sound of a shot reached me
;
and as the light was

already beginning to wane, I put away my j)ipe,

cocked my gun, and sat in hojDeful expectation.

I had not long to wait for a shot. A whistling

of pinions to my left-hand side caused me to

look in the direction from which the sound

came, and in a second I espied five dark sj)ecks

rapidly drawing nearer and nearer, intending to

pass almost over my head. Keeping perfectly

still, I waited until they reached me
;

then,

quickly raising my gun, I fired, first at the

leader and then at one of the others as they

dashed asunder at my shot. As I was raising

my gun to lire I felt something brush against

my legs, and after hearing one bird—the first

I fired at—fall with a dull splash on the mud, I

was mortified -'to see the other one fly off, but

evidently liard hit. The something that brushed

against my legs was Jet, who, by j)i-itting his

paws on the edge of the tub, could see over the

top. The dog whined and looked at me as if

expecting to be sent off to retrieve the sjDoil.

‘Go on. Jet,’ I said, at the same time helping

him out of the tub. To my astonishment, instead

of going at once for the dead bird, the clever

old dog, having watched the second bird fall

after I had lost sight of it, started off to retrieve

that one first. For a moment T was inclined to

think that Jet had intended to fetch the dead

bird I shot first, but had mistaken the direction

;

and then it occurred to me to let the dog finish

matters in his own way. To swim the creek did

not take long, and Jet soon disappeared from my
sight, galloping with difficulty over the soft mud.

In a short time I heard liim coming back again

;

and, giving the bird into my hands, he promptly

went straight for the other one, having marked

them both down. These were the only shots

I had. Three times the sound of M.’s gun
reached me : two barrels quickly one after the

other, and then, after a considerable interval, the

third shot. I heard many more ducks flying

overhead
; but as the wind had dropped they

flew high, and were evidently bound for a

feeding-ground at some distance from wliere I

was. Once I caught sight of a dark spot moving
at a rapid rate past me, but before I could

raise my gun it had disappeared in the gloom.

On the whole I was not sorry when I heard

a loud whistle some way off, and presently

M.’s figure appeared out of the darkness and
stood by the side of the tub. ‘Come along,’ he

said
;

‘ the flight is over
;
and even if it were not,

the ducks are flying too high for us to-night.’

Carefully rejfiacing the boards on the top of

my tub to keep out the snow, we started off

in Indian file, M. leading the way. As we
walked he told me that he too had a couple

of ducks. Two single ones came over him within

range, and the first required two barrels to settle

it completely. j\I. did not see ' the curlew, and

he said that if he had seen them he should not

have been too anxious for a shot, as, although

the
'

young birds are nice enough in August, by
this time they would be fishy and strong in

flavour, and it would hardly be worth while to

disturb the ground by useless firing.

The next day M. had to be away from

home on business, and he advised me to make
an attack on the wood-pigeons, which he knew
would be getting what he called ‘sharp’ by this

time. ‘There are huts made in a thick ditch

near a couple of swede-fields, and if you take

some lunch with you, you will be able to go

from hide to hide according as the pigeons work.’

I followed his advice, and had some fine sport,

.killing thirty-five . birds. I took as many home
in the game-bag as I cared to carry, and sent a

man for the others on my return.
,

‘ How many
shots do you think you fired ? ’ M. asked when
he came back, cold and hungry, in the evening.

‘About fifty, I fancy,’ was my reply. ‘And very

good shooting, too, for wood-pigeons take a lot of

killing,’ he rejoined
;
‘and in all probability several

of the birds you thought you missed were in

reality hit, and may or may not get over it.’

I could only stay two more da3^s with M.
;

and after due deliberation he decided to occupy

one of these in ferreting rabbits, with another

turn at flight in the afternoon
;

while the other

day was to be devoted to a scramble through

his biggest covert and one or two smaller ones,

killing cock-pheasants and rabbits. ‘ Perhaps we
shall find a ’cock or two as well,’ M. added.

‘ I can easily make sure of five or six more guns,

as I invited three the day I was away from

home, and told each of them to bring a friend

if he could.’

The weather had set in fine and frosty by this

time, and our sport with the bunnies in the

morning was fast and furious. Two of M.’s men
came with us to work the ferrets, which were

as fine a lot as ever I saw. Most of them were

white, these being more readily noticed among
the bushes round the burrows, and therefore less

likel}" to be shot by mistake. Woiking the first

clump of earths when ferreting is alwaj-s an

exciting time, for if the rabbits bolt well at

first, in all probability they will continue to

do so during the day. It would be tedious to

describe our sport in detail. In a word this

is what happened : The ferrets went in
;

the

rabbits came out, and were either killed or

missed. We were both of us experienced at this

A
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work, and did not miss many fair shots. The
rabbits bolted well, most of them for the last

time. Our exjDerience at flight in the afternoon

w-as not altogether a repetition of our pre\dous

expedition, although we went to the same spots.

]\Iany more ducks came, and each of us had ten

or a dozen shots while the flight lasted.

Now for the last day. At half-past nine the

beaters, a motley crew, began to assemble.

Presentl}^ ]\I.^s friends— each bringing a com-

panion—arrived, and by ten o’clock we were

ready. M.’s instructions to the men were short

and to the point :
^ Use 3mur sticks, and not

your ‘tongues.’ To his guns the directions were

e/iually laconic :
‘ Half-a-crown fine for killing a

hen-pheasant or missing a woodcock.’

Eight merrily went the sport. No contretemps

occurred to mar our enjoyment; and when we
counted our bag on leaving off after a short day,

we found thirty-seven pheasants, twenty-three

hares, ninety-six rabbits, and four woodcock.

Ciuiously enough all the ’cock were killed by the

same man, the youngest of the party, and by no
means the best shot. As no hen-pheasant ap-

peared amongst the slain, the other fines—Avhich

were somewliat numerous—were remitted, and we
separated mutually satisfied with oursehx‘s, the

sj)ort we had enjoyed, and the world at large.

Over our pipes that evening M. and I revived

many a half-forgotten incident that had occurred

to one or the other of us in days gone by ;
and

then to bed to dream probabl}^ od ducks, pheasants,

rabbits, and pigeons that were swarming around

while our guns absolutely refused to go off.

The drive to the station next morning was

pleasant enough in the clear frosty air, and once

more the rumbling, shaking, and snorting branch-

line train had me for an unwilling passenger,

my luggage increased by a substantial hamper
of game, and my heart cheered by M.’s parting

words :

^ Good-bye, old chap
;
you must try to come

again for a day or two before the end of the

season.’

CLIPPED WINGS.
CHAPTER IV.— MIDSUMMER FROST.

SULTEY midsummer evening— a

hot dining-room whose decoration of

flaming piolmtuJcaiua blossom seemed

a travesty of holly—a meal whose

chief items were the incongruous

elements of roast turkey, sirloin,

plum-pudding, and strawberries — a Christmas

dinner-party in New Zealand.

Greatly against the inclination of the master

of the house, the two young naval officers had

been invited to share the Christmas dinner at

Ingarangi. So decided, indeed, had been Mr
Peter .Lorimer’s objections that it required all the

massed batteries of the feminine artillery to

overcome them. Mr Lorimer’s leaving cards on

the ship had been the result of persevering and

subtle tactics on the part of his womenfolk

;

and it must be admitted that when the deed

was done he regretted his complacency.

Still, a Scotsman is j^roverbially hosj)itable : a

few pathetic references to the loneEness of aliens

who have the misfortune to be stranded on a

foreign shore during the festive season left him
wavering

;
while a casual but insidious reference

to the fact that on Lieutenant Challoner’s last

visit he had mentioned that, as some of the

other officers were engaged to dine out on
Christmas Day, Tommy Tresscott and he would
probably be condemned to a melancholy duet in

the wardroom mess,' succeeded in so far working
upon Mr Lorimer’s sociable feelings .that he gave

a grudging consent bo their j)resence at his board.

During the fortnight that elapsed between their

first call and Christmas Day, Tresscott had been

an occasional and Challoner a frequent visitor

at Ingarangi. Their visits having been paid

during the hours that Mr Lorimer was engaged

in town, neither of them had had the pleasure

of making his host’s acquaintance
;

and as a

result the atmosphere was charged with a restraint

that had not been noticeable on the occasions

when the ladies of the family were the sole

entertainers.

Straight’s jDresence at the feast was wholly

unexpected. He had chanced to call
;
and Mrs

Lorimer, whose inclinations, regardless of times

and seasons, were ever hospitable, had warmly
welcomed him, and urged him to remain. More-

over, he had come laden with gifts
;

and even

the most callous of beings cannot be discourteous

to a guest who, acting upon the advice of the

ancient philosopher, when he visits his friend

takes a gift in his hand.

Straight’s nature was generous to a degree.

Unfortunately his conception of what tributes

were likely to prove acceptable was almost in-

variably erroneous, the articles he selected being

more notable for their total incongruity Avith the

tastes of the recipient than for any other quality.

The chief of his offerings on this occasion A^'as

a sunshade designed for Lucie’s use. It Avas

an elaborately befrilled and obtrusively expensive

article, but of bright-green silk and Avith a flagrant

cockatoo handle.

‘A green parasol,’ Kitty had said, draAving her

sister beyond reach of the donor’s hearing for a

moment. ‘ Grass-green, Avith a cockatoo handle

!

Noav, Lucie, I tell you plainly, up till noAV I
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have meekly endured the reversion of David’s

love-tokens. I h^e fed the pet animals he bestowed

on you
;

I have uncomplainingly watered the

plants you left to wither
;
hut I give you solemn

warning that I absolutely refuse to use a green

parasol Avith a cockatoo handle !

’

Dinner passed off nearly as Avell as a meal
could that was distinguished by a menu utterly

incompatible with the weather. Ellen’s sense of

politeness caused her to say ^ Thank you’ Avhen-

ever a guest, in accepting anything at her hands,

murmured a Avord of thanks. She and the neAA^

cook Avere eAudently blest AA’ith a large circle of

acquaintance, for eVery time the dining-room

door opened the sound of hilarious couA^erse in

the back premises became disconcertingly audible

to the comj)any at dinner.

It AA^as A^ery hot. The Awarded odours of the

steaming food mingled A\dth the magnolia fragrance

that entered by the open AvindoAA^s.

Mrs Lorimer, perspiring in her best, and con-

sequently closest-fitting, gOA\m, sat at the head of

i
the table, her husband opposite. On her right

I

AA^ere Challoner and Lucie
;
on the left, Tresscott,

Kitty, and David Straight.

In honour of the little festivity, Mrs Lorimer

had permitted her daughters to coax her into

j

abandoning her customary plain style of hair-

dressing, and tAAusting her front tresses in curling-

pins. The result AA^as an oasis of crimps set in

an expanse of absolutely smooth hair ;
‘ for all

;

the AAmrld,’ as the irreverent Tommy described

it afterAA^ards, ‘ like the surf beating on the

hidden reef in Manukau harbour on a calm day.’

The conversation flagged. EA^en in his most

!
garrulous moments, Mr Peter Lorimer had never

been a brilliant talker. To-day the presence of

the tAAm visitors, Avith AAdiom he had not an idea in

common, rendered him taciturn to a degree. His

AA^orthy spouse AA^as too busily engaged in minister-

ing to the material AA^ants of her guests to heed

aught else. Challoner, aaIio sat next to Lucie,

selfishly confined his attentions to her. Straight,

AAdio AA^as enduring agonies of jealousy, AA^as silent
;

and but for the A^aliant efforts of Kitty and

Tresscott the cpnA^ersation AA^ould haA^e resoHed

j

itself into d succession of blanks.

There Avas something radically Avrong—a AA^ant

of spontaneity in the chat—a lack of the sparkle

that ought to be present at a Christmas dinner.

The vague feeling of constraint that had ahvays

haunted the girls during home-parties seemed to

dominate the little company.
Like a sudden inspiration, the solution flashed

u]Aon Lucie, and she AA^ondered that the stultifying

influences of use and Avont had obscured her

vision so that she had failed to see it before. It

AA^as because they Avere total abstainers that their

parties AA^ere ahvays dull. That, of course, AA^as

the reason. Naturally, men going to a house to

dine Avould expect Avine
; but especially on

' Christmas Day, and in such- exhausting Aveather.

Lucie’s iiiAA^ard communing ended Avith the cus-

tomary plaint, ^Oh, AAdiy can AA^e never do things

like anybody else 1
’

The courses of the festiA^e meal Avore AA^earily

on. The straAAberries and cream that so incon-

gruously folloAA^ed the plum-pudding and mince-

jDies had in turn been replaced by dishes of scarlet

Christmas plums and of orange-tinted Cape goose-

berries. Tresscott’s praiseAA^orthy attempts to dis-

cover his host’s special toj^ic, Avith the intent of

luring him on to the discussion thereof, had

proved fruitless, and silence threatened to engulf

the little company.

Matters had reached this state of deadlock

AA^hen David Straight, revealing the possession of

hitherto unsusxDected tact, threAA^ himself boldly

into the breach and prevented the situation

from becoming more strained.

‘ It seems a pity to spend such a lovely evening

indoors. Suppose AA^e go out to the garden.—I’d

like to have a look at that horse you AA^ere saying

you thought spaAdned,’ he added, turning to his host.

Leaving Mrs Lorimer to pack aAA^ay the sih-er

consecrated to special occasions, the young people

23assed out to the veranda, and then, after
,

a little

desultory AA^andering among the floAA^er-beds, found

their AA’ay across the stone AA^all that diAdded the

pine-bordered paddock from the olive-plantation.

Straight Avas not AAdth them. He had fallen a

Adctim on the altar of • friendship. Mr Lorimer had

seized upon him as the only man worth talking to

in the trio
;

and, the consultation regarding the

condition of the horse having ended hojDefuUy, the

hinges of Mr Lorimer’s tongue became loosened,

and over a pipe he propounded deep problems

respecting the Avelfare of NeAV Zealand.

From his seat on the veranda. Straight caught

a glimpse of the girls’ AA^hite frocks as they passed

from the darkness of the pines into the gray-

green of the oliA^e-trees that girdled the loAA’er

slope of the hill. He Avould fain haA^e folio AA^ed

them
;

but his unconscious host, glad of this

opportunity of airing his vieAA's to an intelligent

listener, prosed on and on in AA^hat to his unfor-

tunate auditor seemed an interminable fashion,

concerning himself chiefly AAdth the ^possibilities

of the northern goldfields, the probabilities of

the near extinction of the kauri-forests, and

the future of ostrich-farming. Then, Avdien Mrs

Lorimer, having solaced herself and recovered

her composure by Adsiting her fowl-houses and

gathering the eggs—a daily task in the per-

formance of AAdiich she delighted—joined them on

the veranda, Straight felt as though the possi-

bility of making his escape AA^as quite gone.
‘ ^t^eAV ! Hoav hot it is still, though it ’s near

sunset !
’ she said, sitting doAAm and fanning

lierseK with a iieAA^sjoaiDer. ‘I must say I feel at

home AAdth you, DaAdd, sitting here and smoking

your pipe AAdth papa, quite friendly-like. It ’s

natural enough for the girls to like neAv faces,

but old friends are the friends for me.’
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Straight’s rej^ly Avas politely apxn-eciative of her

kind sentiments regarding him
;
but his thoughts

Avere AA^andering under the oliA’e-trees AAuth the

obdurate Lucie.

MeaiiAvhile the other young folks had started

A^dth the intention of reaching the summit of the

hill in time to vieAv the sunset.

Kitty and Tresscott, being endoAved A\dth diges-

tions that recked not the adAUsability of XAhysical

repose after a solid meal on a hot midsummer
eA'ening, climbed steadily ux)Avards. The others

lingered in the leafy ^dantation on the x>i'etext of

XAicking a cluster of the tall yelloAv-blossomed

four -o’ -clocks, AAdiich Challoner declared AA’ere

traA^esties of the English foxgloA^es.

Under the soothing influences of the cooler air

and change of scene, Lucie had forgotten her

irritation, and for the moment Avas content
;
and

Challoner, too, AA^as happy. He AA’as blest AAdth

that amorous teinx^erament A\diose OAAurer knoAVS all

the enchantments of budding affection, the trans-

X)ort of aAAMcening deA^otion, and the intoxication

of reciprocated loA^e half-a-dozen times a year. His

AA^as not a Aucious disposition. He had merely a

suscex)tible heart, a nature full of superficial fer-

Amur. His emotions AA'ere easily aroused. The
cui'A^e of a cheek or the turn of an eyelash held

glamour enough to excite his imagination and set

him dreaming into an infatuation that for the

time at least AA^as real.

Ha]DX)y Challoner ! From each of his fleeting

fancies he gleaned AA^ell-nigh as great a store of

rax^ture as a deeper nature could reax^ from the

one deAmuring x^assion of a lifetime. He AA^as the

richer, too, in that AAdieii a more x^i’ofound entity

Avould be x)hmged in an ocean of desx^air at x^arting

AAdth a loA'ed one, Challoner, his tender fareAA’’ells

OA^er, AA’ould liaA’-e already relegated the ex^isode to

an honoured x^lace among his pleasant memories,

and be hot in x^Airsuit of a fresh Dulcinea.

Lucie, hoAA^ever, did not knoAA’ that, and, had

she been told, AA^ould not haA^e belieA^ed it. From
their first meeting she had felt attracted by

Challoner. The airy spontaneity of his bearing

fascinated her. He AA^as so unlike the colonial

youth, AAdiose inanners Lucie, aaLo had had little

exx^erience of any other, chose to consider boorish.

‘They neA’er really groAA^ .ux^. Tliey go on xflay-

ing at games all their liA^es
;

only after they

leaA^e school they x^^^7 yachting

instead of at football and tennis,’ she de-

clared x^etulantl}^ AAflien Challoner sx)oke of the

Auckland men, ‘Look at DaAdd Straight. He
AA^as at school till he AA^as six feet high. He
AA*as cxuite nicely brought up, and he’ll inherit a

large fortune, yet if you sx^eak to him he blushes

and is dumb.’

‘If you sx^eak to him, you mean,’ Challoner re-

torted laughingly. ‘When I sx^eak to him I find

him a very sensible felloAV, aaLo knoAA'S a jolly

lot more than most folks about colonial gOA^’ern-

ment. Why doesn’t he go into Parliament?’

‘His father AAUshes him to. I sux:)X50se he’ll

stand at the first ox^x^oi't^i-idty.’

‘And you aauII lielx^ him to canvass, and giA^e

him 3'our A^ote
;
and AAdien he returns Auctorious

you AAull smile on him. Lucky Da\dd ! And I

shall be aAvay on the other side of the AA'orld,

and cxuite forgotten.’

‘AAAuy—AAdiat do you mean?’ A sudden dread

laid the chill finger that the transitory

nature of all earthly things upon Lucie’s heart.

‘ I thouglit—they said the AJcarana AA^as to remain

here for months ?
’

‘Yes, she is. But I have got leave and am
going home.’

Lucie x^aled, then flushed, then x^a-Rd again at

this confirmation of her fear. She stood sx3eech-

less, unconsciously clutching the four-o’-clocks

;

and Challoner, connoisseur in emotions, silently

AA^atched her, glorying in the signs of her regret.

‘When

—

aaMI you ever return?’ she, said at

last in a disx^irited AA^ay.

‘Some day, perhaps. Tell me, are you really

sorry, Lucie ? ’ he asked tenderly, taking the hand

that held the crushed four-o’-clocks.

‘ Sorry I ’ Lucie’s tone told all that convention

forbade her exx^ressing in AA^ords.

‘I AA^oiddn’t go to England iioaa^ if I AA^asn’t

obliged to. LaAA^ business, you knoAA^—my grand-

father’s death,’ he exxflained soothingly, for the

moment being cxuite obliA’ious of the fact that for

months he had been clamorous against the Ad-

miralty because of his delayed leave of absence.

‘I shall iieA’er see you again. You AAdll forget

Auckland and—everybody.’

‘No. I’ll come back and find yon married to

Straight, and you’ll ask my name’ he AA’as

beginning lightly.

‘ I shall never marry David Straight,’ Lucie said,

looking up at him AAuth eyes that kexDt no secret

iinrevealed. Behind her slender figure the sky

AA'as x^^^pif^tiug in the thraldom of a glorious

roseate sunset, but the sadness of the gray-green

olives encomx^assed them.

There is no man, hoAA^ever x^fiRgmatic, AAdiose

pulse does not beat more cxuickly at the discovery

that a x^retty girl loves him, and sensibility Avas

CA-er Challoner’s most vulnerable point. ‘Lucie,

AAull you really be sorry?’ he murmured, slipphig'

his arm around her. ‘Tell me, dear. Will you?’

A rustle in the long grass, a querulous bark from

the Angel, aaAio had x>i'eferred tarrying beside the

loiterers to dragging his x^lethoric bulk up the steep

2mhj and Straight axipeared, carrying a light shaAAd.

‘ Mvs Lorimer asked me to bring you this

AA’rax). The cIcaa- is beginning to fall, and she is

afraid you aauII catch' cold.’

With an iiiAA^ard malediction on the untimely

interruption, Challoner turned a.AA^ay and lit a

cigarette
;

and, Avith a large item added to the

already heaA^y score opposite David

Straight’s name in her black books, Lucie un-

graciously receWed tlie scarf.
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Tormented by tlie ultra-delicacy of a sensitive

man wlio is in love. Straight stood irresolute, not

knoAving the right course to pursue. Should he

return alone, Mrs Lorimer would blame him for

not haAung executed her mission
;
for her instruc-

tions had been to bring back the girls, as she

did not like them being aAvay beyond their OAvn

grounds Avitli men they scarcely kneAv. On the

other hand, intuition told him that he had inter-

A^ened upon a tender scene, and that he Avas occu-

pying the thankless position of an intruder. He
paused irresolute, undecided AAdiether to go or stay.

^ Oh, I hate him ! I hate him !
’ Lucie Avas

saying iiiAvardly as she stood, her lips pressed

together, aAA^aiting his next action.

The happ3^ thought of leaving them and ascend-

ing the hill on the j)retext of seeking Kitt)^ and

Tresscott had just occurred to him AA'hen these

tAA'ain ap23eared.

‘ The sunset Avas sim^)!}^ magnificent from

the summit—all blood-red and crimson and

golden. I never saAv a finer. And all 3^011

]az3^ 23eo2)le missed it b3" sta3dng doAAui here.

It Avill never come back again,’ cried Kitt3^,

a note of mock sentiment in her clear 3"oung

A'oice.

‘Don’t let Miss Kitt3' discourage you. The
future holds others quite as good,’ jiroj^hesied the

sanguine Tommy.
{To he contiimed.)

THE GREAT CANALS OF THE ‘WORLD.
By George A. Axgus.

HE excesswe freight-rates leAued b3
^

the railAva3
^ companies are causing

commercial men to turn their at-

tention to the canal as a means of

transport
;
and it nia3^ be that in

the near future x^i’osperity Avill

return to our neglected AA’aterAva3'S.

At a time Avhen Holland had coinjAeted its

magnificent S3^stem of AA'ater communication, and

A\dien Germany, Prance, and Bussia had 02)ened

up lines of inland communication, England had

not cut a single canal

!

True, the earliest canals in England Avere con-

structed by the Eomans, in Lincolnshire, one of

them, the Poss Dyke, still being naAdgable
;
but

as a recognised means of transit Ave must look

to the enteiqDrise of the Duke of BridgeAA^ater,

AAdio initiated the construction of the canal named
after him. The difficulties of commerce in this

countiy at that time are aptl3^ stated
,
b3^ Green

the historian :
‘ The neAV lines of trade la3

'’ often

along mere countr3" lanes AAdiich had never been

more than horse-tracks
;
much of the Avoollen

trade, therefore, had to be carried on by means

of long trains of i^ack-hprses, heavier goods, such

as ( coal, being imiDracticable.’

The canal solved the difficulty. The energy

of BridgeAvater, combined AAuth the genius of

Brindle3^ the engineer, gave an impetus to canal-

making in the country. In 1767 Manchester Avas

joined to LiA^erjoool b3^ a canal AAdiich crossed the

Irwell on a loft3
^ aqueLict. The coal and iron in-

dustries greAv Avith enormous ra^iidity, and A^ery

soon three thousand miles of canals AA^ere established.

Canal transit has fallen into disuse noAA^ada3^s,

3^et it might still have been an imjiortant factor

in the carr3dng of goods had it not been for

faults in the early construction of AA^aterAA^a3^s.

Instead of being Availed, according to modern

methods, nearl3^ all the old canals AA^ere made

AA'ith the sides sloping toAvards the middle. Thus,

from London to LiA^erpool vid the Shropshire

Union Canal, the maximiun load carried is tAvent
3
^-

five tons, AAdiereas if the canal Avere in good condi-

tion an additional fiA’e-ton load could be carried.

Another great hindrance is the lack of inter-

communication, due to the AAnnt of a common
gauge. In England and Wales scarcel3^ tAVO canals

corresiDond in this res^^ect.

Some old Canal Acts gave the companies the

right to construct railAA^a3"S (for horse-traction) as

feeders to the canals for goods and minerals.

The Trent and Merse3^ Navigation Compan3', in

17‘76, built one from Proghall to Caldon in Staf-

fordshire. The Grand Junction Com
2
Dan3

’ and the

Monmouthshire Canal Compan3
^ exercised similar

2)OAvers. Thus the disasters AAdiich befell many
comjianies arose from the means of transjiort

AAdiich they Ayere the first to ado^it b3^ statute.

The total mileage of canals in England is three

thousand and fift3^, in Scotland one hundred and

fift3^-four, and in Ireland six hundred and nine.

As a rule, the English canals are narroAA" and the

Irish broad..

The Manchester Ship -Canal is one of the

greatest engineering feats of modern times. In

all it is thirt3^-fiA^e and a half miles long, and its

total cost AA'US £15,000,000. It starts at Eastham,

on the left bank of the Merse3', and terminates

at Trafford Bridge, Manchester. Along its course

are seA'eral SAAung and fixed bridges. At Barton

there is a SAving aqueduct, along AAdiicli the

BridgeAA^ater Canal is carried, a hydraulic lift

affording communication betAveen the tAA^o canals.

Imjirovements recent^'' completed in the rh^er

Weaver navigation at a cost of £70,000 have

made that river one of the finest AvateiuAnys in

the kingdom—in fact, second in importance to

the Manchester Canal. Tavo neAV SAving bridges

erected at NortliAAdch, at ah outlay of £25,000,

are the first in the countiy to be Avorked b3^

electricit3^ As a result of the improA^ements,
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vessels of four liimdred tons vdll be able to navi-

gate the river direct to Liverpool or Maiioliester.

It is worthy of note that the ITeaver navigittion

has always successfully competed with the rail-

ways for heavy goods traffic.

In France there are already three thousand

miles of canals, Many of these are free ; and
the cost of construction, improvement, and main-

tenance is paid by the State. By a law of 1879,

uniformity of depth will ultimately be secured

throtighout the main waterways of the Eepublic,

enabling boats of three hundred tons, with a six-

feet draughtj to navigate them.

The canals of Belgium and Holland were

introduced in the twelfth century, and are, as in

France; owned by the State. In striking contrast

to the narrowness of English waterways, those in

Belgium; notably one from Ostend to Bruges,

are magnificent for the spaciousness of their pro-

portions. Amsterdam and Eotterdam are inter-

sected by canals. The Amsterdam Ship- Canal

was constructed in ten years, at a cost of

£-8,600;000, and is sixteen and a half miles long.

A splendid outlet to the North Sea is thus afforded

to the trade of the town, sea-going vessels of large

tonnage being able to navig-ate with ease. The
material dredged from the lakes was utilised in

constructing the banks of the canal, a considerable

portion of land being reclaimed.

The canal across the Isthmus of Corinth, though

but four miles in length, took over ten years to con-

struct, and cost between £1,000,000 and £2,000,000.

It has a depth of twenty-six and a quarter feet,

and at both ends jetties have been biiUt out into

the sea for protection. A canal across the isthmus

was actually commenced in the time of Nero, of

which traces are stid to be foimd.

Tlie Bffitic Canal is sixty miles long, twenty-

eight feet deep, and has locks at both ‘ends.

It starts from Holtenau on the Baltic, near

Kiel, and, using a portion of the Eider, joins

the Elbe at Brunsbuttel. This undertaking cost

£S;000;000.

The Eussians have connected the Tolga and Neva
by canal, admitting vessels of one thousand tons.

An \mdertaking in the near future is the connec-

tion of the Tolga and the Don, by means of Avhich

the Black Sea would be opened. The canal would

be about thirty-five miles long, and its estimated

cost £4,000,000. Sea-going vessels can reach St

Petersburg by the St Petersburg and Cx'oustadt

Ship-Canal, about twenty miles in length.

A scheme is projected in Austria whereby over

a thousand miles of navigable waterways are to

be constructed by the State, with the co-opera-

tion of the produces and towns, in particular

Yienna and Prague, which are to provide j^i'opor-

tionate contributions. A total sum of £30,000,000

will be spent on the undertaking.

The mention of Yenice, the Water City, is

ever associated with its Grand Canal and the

numerous tributary waterways. These side canals

are gloomy and sombre in the extreme. ‘The
wails echo as you pass with all sorts of ghostly

whisperings. They drip with damp, and a noisome
smell rises from the festering water : and the

splash of the oar creates hollow reverberations

in the black, dismal cavities that yawn on either

side.' The gondolier will take you anywhere,

in his onm leisurely fashion. Everybody is at

leisure in Yenice, except the tourist. Even the

heavily laden market-boats drift lazily along, and

the black barge with silver fringes, carrying its

dead to San Michele, passes along as silently

as its lifeless burden, save perhaps for the low,

monotonous tones of the attendants chanting in

prayer. The Grand Canal is a famous subject

with artists and poets. One of Turners Yenetian

masterpieces, now in the possession of the Yander-

bdtS; is valued at £20,000.

The Panama Canal was commenced, under the

auspices of M. de Lesseps, with the intention of

cutting across the Isthmus of Panama, and thus

connecting the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans, its

projected length being forty-seven miles. A deadly

climate, immense natural difficulties, scandal and

bribery, and a sum of not less than 12,000,000

francs already lost in the enterprise involved the

concern in ruin. Disused cranes and engines,

uninhabited huts, and nameless graves have for

a long time marked the site of the Panama
Canal. The completion of the scheme may, how-

ever, be but a question of time.

The Americans have warmly championed a riviil

scheme, by a canal through Nicaragua, one hun-

dred and seventy miles long. This, though nearly

four times longer than Panama Canal, has natural

advantages in an inland lake and the utilisation of

the San Juan Eiver. The most serious difficulties

in the way of this undertaking are the extraordi-

I

nary rainfall in the country traversed by the canal

I and the character of the rock through which some

I
parts of the cutting will have to be carried. On
the Caribbean coast the annual rainfall averages

more than twenty-two feet, and on the Pacific side

about six and a half feet. In I8S9 the work was

commenced
;
but it has been stopped more than

once through lack of funds. Its completion is a

subject of much interest both in the States and

in this country
;
the signing of the Hay-Paunce-

forte Treaty, and the placing of the report of tim

Isthmian Canal Commission in the hands of Presi-

dent Eoosevelt in November 1901, reffived fresh

interest in this great undertaking.

The latest route for an isthmus canal suggested

by our American cousins is that between Cale-

donia Bay and the Gulf of San Miguel, south-east

of Panama. The distance is only thirty-seven

miles, and there are good harbours at both ends.

The physical condition of the district is con-

sidered suitable, though danger is feared from

malarial swamps.

The Erie Canal connects Lake Erie ndth the

Hudson Eiver, and is part of a great system of
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Avater^vaySj over six luindred’ and forty miles

long, owned by the State of Hew York.

Canada lias for ten years been en^acred in a biir
•- o o O

canal scheme. Tlie canals onnied by the Govern-

ment were not available for vessels of more than
nine-feet draught

;
but now the completion of the

scheme has opened an immense waterway between
the Great Lakes, the St Lawrence, and Montreal,

admitting ships of fourteen-feet draught. The
establishment of the immense steel-making j^Hnt

of at least two companies—the Dominion Iron

and Steel Company and the Hova Scotia Steel

Company (the capital of which is held by British

investors)—will enable them to become formidable

rivals to American firms, with whom Canada has

been a large customer. The Dominion Coal Com-
pany each season ships two million tons of coal.

The enlargement of Canada’s canal will thus be a

great factor in the distribution of ore and coal

;

and S^Miiey (Cape Breton) gives promise of shortly

ranking among the great shipping ports of the

world. A Canadian writer gives it as the gene-

rally accepted opinion that Sydney will soon be

heard of in the British iron and steel market.

Canada as yet cannot take all the steel that

will be produced by these two gre<it concerns on
Sydney Harbour. The tariff of the United States

will prevent the steel from going there
; so that

much of the product of the furnaces and rolling-

mills must eventually find its wa^* from Sydney
to Great Britain, and to the British colonies in

Africa and Australasia. For export trade, the

Sydney plants should be able to comjDete with

Pittsburgh. The coal is as near to Sydney as to

Pittsburgh, and Sydne}" has a great advantage in

a short all-water route for the ore. Sydney has

long waited for the tmde for which its sjffendid

harbour is so admirably adapted. At last it is

about to obtain that trade, and Sydney will soon

have a great shipping industry peculiarly its own,
due to its prominence as a coal and iron port.

The canal will likewise have an important bearing

on the shipbuilding industry of the Dominion.
Hitherto the Toronto shipyards have been handi-

capped in the building of steel ships for coasting

trade, fishing patrol services, &c., British yards

haMng supplied the necessary vessels. Canada can
now build her own commercial fleet.

The Suez Caucil, ninety-five miles in length, is

one of the best—certainly one of the most useful

—waterways. The Egyptians were celebrated for

their great works, wliich included canal-making.

Baineses II., in 1300 B.c., is said to have started

the first canal connecting the Mediterranean with
the Bed Sea. Six hundred years later Hechos
undertook the work, wasting one hundred and
twenty thousand lives in the project. At various

periods the Pharaohs, the Bomans, and the

Caliphs shared in the enterprise. Ha23oleon, when
in Egyjh in 179S, unearthed some remains of the

old canal of the Pharaohs.

The modern Suez Canal was opened on 17th

November 1869. Tlie task was one fraught with

great disadvantages to the 2)romoters of the scheme.

1701^51102)5 and machinery had to be set U2) in

the desert. Enormous dredgers were used, one

hundred and ten feet in length, twenty-seven feet

beam, having seventy-five horse-2)Ower, and costing

£d0,000 each. These machines carried off from
two thousand to three thousand cubic metres of

earth a day. The sixty machines at work ex-

tracted two million cubic metres monthly.

About a year after the 02)ening of the canal

the com2)any was seriously
2^i'essed for money.

On 23rd November 1875 the Khedive announced
his willingness to dis2)ose of his shares (numbering

176,602) to the English Government for £4,000,000.

Two days after the agreement was signed, and
an arrangement made with Messrs Bothschild to

find £1,000,000 sterling hj 1st December and the

remaming millions in January and February. On
1st January 1876 four zinc cases containing the

shares were de2)Osited in the Bank of England, ‘ to

the orders of the Chancellor of the Exchequer and
Baron Bothschild,’ and thus the English nation be-

came shareholders. Subsequent events have 2̂ i’oved

the wisdom of Lord Beaconsfield’s purchase.

Owing to the increased tomiage of 2̂ i'esent-day

liners, the de2)th of the Suez Canal channel is

to be increased to thirty feet, the installation of

electric light
2^ermitting of night traffic on the

canal. About two years ago the Kliedive, with

great ceremony, unveiled a monument to Ferdinand

de Lesse2)s at Port Said, in the presence of the

di2)lomatic agents, Egy2)tian Ministers, and officials,

besides hundreds of guests of all nationalities.

English, French, American, Italian, Austrian,

and Danish warships were in 2̂ ort. The Khedive
delivered a speech eulogising the work of the

founder of the canal, and saying how greatly

Eg}q)t had benefited therefrom.

The Imperial Canal of China is one thousand

miles in length. That curious empire, vutli its

antiquated customs and its re2)udiation of Western
ideas, is de2)endent, save for a very few miles of

railway on the seaboard, on the wheelbarrow and
the waterway for its means of locomotion. Life in

a Chinese house-boat is not devoid of mterest or

even of excitement, but it can scarcely be deemed
comfortable. Your boat will 25robabh’ contain two

rooms, about eight feet square and six feet high,

com2)rising bedroom, dining-room, and storage : the

coA*ering being made of 25laited bamboo, and var-

nished. Progress is very slow, the boatmen resting

at will and evincing no desire to hasten matters.

The locks on the canal are a source of considerable

annoyance and danger to the traveller. The bcxits

are dratvn through by means of bamboo ro2'*es

worked by a windlass. Frequently the boat is

found to be too heavily laden, necessitating 2>arrial

unloading before the passage of the lock can be

effected. Some twenty men will then try to 2''till

the boat through, whilst others stand on the

banks beating gongs to drive away evil spirits !

X

\
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Witli ca strong, rusliii^g current the rope will

sonietimes snap, and the boat plunge, sjDeedily fill,

and go to the bottom. If you escape you will

doubtless feel disj)osed to accejjt wdth complacency

the loss of personal belongings.

Several canal schemes, some j)ractical, others

fanciful, have from time to time been suggested.

One of the most novel is that from the Atlantic

in the Bay of Biscay to the Mediterranean Sea. A
few years ago a French engineer iDublished a state-

ment of estimates, from which we gather that the

projected canal would be three hundred and twenty
iniles long, one hundred and forty-four to two
hundred and fifteen feet broad, and from twenty-

eight to thirty-three feet deep. It would contain

twenty-two locks, and the cost of making it would

be £27,000,000. This means practicallj" the en-

largement of the canal constructed in France in

1666-81, having a depth of only six and a half feet.

A suggestion has been' made for shortening the

route to the east coast of India by three hundred

and fifty miles, by cutting through the island of

Banieswaram, and making a channel through the

Gulf of Manaar and Palk Strait, not at j)resent

navigable.

A projjosal which will probably be carried out

is that for a canal through the Isthmus of

Perekop, thus connecting the Black Sea with the

Sea of Azov, on the landward side of the Crimea.

Another (impracticable) scheme proposes to con-

vert the Sahara Desert, or a ^^art of it, into an inland

sea, by cutting a canal from the Mediterranean.

EVAN T A N B A N 0.

CHAPTER IV.—THE HEDGE-LAWYER.

BOUT nine o’clock on the same

morning, and while Evan was

piecing out his broken rest, the

hedge-lawyer jogged out of the

gate of Tangareg, and turned his

horse dorni the mountain. Desjjite

his lost limb, the old man was an excellent rider,

and with the point of his 'wooden leg tucked into

a small leathern bucket b}^ way of stirrup, he

could trot and canter with the best. A mile

from his own door he ' descended a very steeji

slope, at the foot of which lay the mill. The
next farm was the Bryn, and as he passed the

gate. David Bryn was standing at the door of the

house. The hedge-lawyer pulled up to pass the

time of day, and David, on seeing who hailed

him, started forward, with a gesture of mingled

resolve and relief.

‘ I was just thinking of you,’ he said. ‘ I Avas

coming to see you this afternoon. Are you in a

hurry ?
’

‘ Not
^

particularly,’ said the hedge - laAvyer.

‘ What is the matter ?
’

‘ We Avill not s|)eak of it here,’ said David, open-

ing his gate and leading the pony into the farmyard.

As the wooden leg was a difficulty in the

matter of remounting. Bichard Tangareg did not

attempt to quit the saddle, and David led the

animal into a large barn Avhere they Avould be in

private. He fetched the pony an armful of hay,

and the hedge-lawyer, knoAving by this attention

that his best offices Avere required, assumed a

look of profound gravity and sat up on his

saddle Avith a judicial air.

David Bryn Avas an undersized, elderly man,
Avith a A^eiy Avrinkled countenance. His small,

shifty gmy eye had jjlenty of cunning in it

;

and though he had been Avorsted in the bargain

Avith John y Felin OA^er the fields, still it had
been a case of Greek meeting Greek, Avith the

r

proAuso that the miller had been a very Achilles

aniong them.

‘Listen to me,’ said David, laying his hand on

the pony’s shoulder and looking up toAvards his

adviser. ‘ On the night John y Felin Avent over

the quarry I Avas coming across Brynyreithin.

Just by the river' I kicked something, and

found it Avas a croAvbar l}dng on the road. It

Avas impossible to find Avhose it Avas at that

time of night’—the liedge-laAvyer smiled dryly
—‘and I brought it home on my shoulder. I

carried it straight into the barn here, pitched

it up on that shelf, and forgot all about it.

Yesterday I Avanted a bar to break \rp a stone

in the hay-field, and I remembered about it, and

got it doAvn. I Avill shoAV you Avhat Avas on it.’

He marched over to the shelf and began

tugging at the heavy bar, Avhile the hedge-

laAvyer carefully fitted on a pair of spectacles

Avith broad german-silver rims. In an instant

David Bryn returned Avith the piece of iron

and held it up before the other.

‘It is hair, Avith dried blood sticking to it,’

said the hedge-laAvyer.

‘So I thought,’ said DaAud.
'

‘ The croAvbar Avas mine until a year ago,.

AAffien I sold it to EAnn Tanbanc.’

‘So I thought,’ said David again.

The old man stared through his big, round

spectacles Avith a fixed, meditative gaze. His

Avits Avere sharp, his brain quick, and he had not

folloAved hundreds of trials, ciAul and criminal, for-

nothing. He pieced together rapidly circumstance

after, circumstance, and saAV a damning coil Avind-

ing itself about the OAvner of Tanbanc.
‘ Tliat bar,’ said he, holding up his finger

after the manner of a famous counsel Avhom

he admired, ‘avIII hang a man yet. David Bryn,

I charge you keep it safely and let no person,

tamper Avitli it.’
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David shrank under this impressive warning,

and i^romised faithfully to obey. ‘And what/

said he, ‘are we to do?^

‘You are to do nothing,’ said the hedge-

lawyer. ‘I will manage the affair. Do nothing

and say nothing, except as I tell you, or you
will land j^ourself in a very crooked place.’

David, who would have tliought little of the

opinion of the most eminent jurist living

against that of Eicliard Tangareg, again promised

obedience, and the latter, without enlightening

his client any furtlier, took his departure and

jogged on towards tlie town. The piece of work
in hand was exactly to his mind. He had had

his fill of advising in quarrels over leases,

mortgages, rights-of-way, water rights, trespasses,

and the other forms wliich litigation takes on

the Little Mountain
;

but to be an important

person in a criminal trial of the first consequence

was a new and delightful extension of his experi-

ence. He saw himself, with his knowledge of the

case, from first to last the princi2)al figure, save

the prisoner, of the trial
;
he saw himself in the

witness-box, smart in his ' best blue coat, answer-

ing with the utmost clearness and precision the

questions of counsel
;

he saw himself battling

successfully, amid the admiration of a crowded

court, with the opposing lawyer, who would tiy

to pick holes in his testimony
;
he saw the judge

looking upon him with the grateful smile which

a wearied judge always bestows on a well-

in formed and exact witness. The old hedge-

lawyer saw all this as he gazed between the ears

of his shambling pony, and upon the spot he fell

to comiDOsing keen retorts for possible attempts

to shake him in his evidence.

It was not that he had any ill-feeling towards

Evan Tanbanc. On the contrary, they had always

been good friends, and he liked Evan much
better than he had ever liked the miller. But
he would have cheerfully sacrificed his dearest

friend to his favourite foible, and he burned to

have Morris under lock and key in order that

his pleasing fancies might be consummated.

THE SHEEP-RUNNING.

It was nearly midday when Evan Tanbanc

awoke, and the unwonted illumination of the

cottage aroused him at once. Hot only was the

daylight pouring in by its accustomed channels,

but a flood of light streamed also from the dark

corner where the door was placed. He saw the

ladder flung hastily along near the foot of his

bed, and eveiything rushed back to his memory.
He sprang to his feet and glanced fearfully

around the cottage.

It was empty enough, save for himself, and

looked strangely unfamiliar with the furniture,

which had never before been moved in his life-

time, pulled hastil}^ from its place and piled

against the shattered door, through whose broken

planks the sunshine was falling.

He hauled the ladder again into position, and

descended. The ash with which the fire had
been banked up overnight was raked away, and
he flung some dry peats on tlie glowing remnants.

-A cheerful blaze sprang up almost at once, and
he held his hands over it. In a moment he

recollected that he was huijgry. and fetching a

loaf from a small cupboard, he cut off a hunch
with his knife and devoured the dry bread as he

stood.

Suddenly the loud, joyous barking of a dog
broke u2:)on his ears. From the casement at

hand he ^^eeped out, and saw three men crossing

his land with their dogs at their heels. He
remembered that there was to be a sheep-dog

tidal that afternoon on the open mountain below
Biynyreithin, and doubtless these people were

on their way to the gathering. He would have

joined them, but they were too far away,

and he feared that the idiot might be lying

in ambush to cut him off. Twenty minutes

later two brothers came along, men of great

stature and strength, and Evan resolved to make
an attempt. Pulling the barricade away, he

opened the door, leapt over the stones littering

the entrance, and ran towards them, treading

lightly on the soft turf. He looked round him
as he ran

;
but there was no sign of his foe, and

he fell into a walk before he hailed the brothers.

Among the crowd which had gathered to see

the sport the tragedy which had occurred on

the spot was a general topic, and there ,was a

constant stream of sightseers both to the brink

and the foot of the precipice. For a couple of

hours Evan and his companions strolled about

among the throng
;

then the younger brother

2)roposed that they should have a look at the

familial” place which the recent event had

invested with a fresh interest. They set off

accordingly, and Evan accom|)anied them with

the easiest conscience in the world. At the top

they stood for a time to gaze over the scene

below : the course mai^ped out clearly at their

feet
;

the timid shee^) flying before the swift,

silent dog
;

the sombre crowd, dressed in dark

shades of homespun, and, to a man, lounging

heavily on long sticks.

On the farther side of the course a narrow

strij) of white road ran along the dark surface of

the mountain, leading away down to the valley

and farms below. Up this road trotted the

hedge-lawyer, and behind him came a vehicle with

three men in it. Two of the latter got down

and strolled in the rear of Eichard Tangareg as

he pushed his ’'pony through the groups of

wondering natives. He worlced his way through .

the throng, then lifted his head and looked

farther afield. The figures on the hill were in

clear view against the sky, and he rode briskly

in their direction. All this time Evan Tanbanc

was staring vdth as much innocent surpuase as

his neighbours, and when Eichard hailed him

'$1
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ho vepliocl che-ovfiilly. At tlie same iiislaut he

felt a hot breath on his neck, and turned to

see. the idiot's grinning face at liis ear. Instant

(light was his only thought, and he made a few

tremendous strides down the hill. The police-

olhcers rushed to cut him otf

;

but John Coch
caught him up in a score of yards, and tripping

him, sent liiin headlong on his face, half-stunned

by the fall. The idiot bent down, fixed his grip

in the collar of the fallen man, and imtting forth

his great strength, trailed i\Iorris along the grass

as easily as one draws a light sledge over snow,

llefore any one could realise his purpose or in-

terpose a hand to stay his course he was at the

edge of the dill’, Evan beginning to struggle

feebly as returning consciousness showed to him
his dreadful situation

;
but his struggles were

inellectual. The idiot stooped lower still, caught

E\-an by the knee with the disengaged hand,

swung him in the air, and held him for a second

suspended over the abyss. Then, with his wild

scream of triumph, John Coch opened wide his

hands, and Evan Tanbanc fell like a plummet
into the depths below.

The first to recover themselves. from the horror

of the thing were the police-otlicers, who flung

themselves pell-mell on the idiot. He oilered no

ojjposition, and when they slipped the handcuffs

on his wrists, jingled and clashed them together,

pleased with the sound. The vehicle was brought

some distance up the slope, and when he under-

stood that he was to enter it, he mounted gaily.

Just as it was about to move away he went to

leap down, but on one of the officers seizing his

arm he sank back submissively, making inarticu-

late moans and pointing towards an outcropj^ing

rock a short distance away. One of his old

acquaintances, dmning the source of his uneasi-

ness, ran thither, and found three freshly-cut

sticks. Eeturning, the man put one foot on the

wheel, swung himself up, and slipped the sticks

down by the side of the idiot, who put his

pinioned arms around them and hugged them to

him in perfect content.

Ivichard Tangareg had surveyed all this from

the Ixick of his pony, a bitterly disappointed

man. A bystander who had been round to the

foot of the i^i’ccipice now returned panting.

‘He is quite dead,’ said the man breathlessly.

‘What will be done ‘with John Coch?’

For once in his life the hedge-lawyer felt no

inclination to exhibit his knowledge. He turned

and rode away homewards without a word. Half

a mile above Tangareg he met Pryce Howell,

and drew rein as they neared each other. Pryce

stopped also and looked up.

‘You are a lucky young dog,’ said the hedge-

lawyer—‘a lucky young dog indeed. I wouldn’t

have given a farthing for your chance a couple

of weeks ago.’ Then he rode on. Pryce stared

after him, Avondering Avhat this speech meant.

He did not attach any great importance to the

words, for the hedge-lawyer drank like a fish

Nvhenever he went to the town, and in a moment
the young man turned and continued his journey.

He was going home, but he intended to call first

at Pengarn to deliver a message Avhich had been

entrusted to him. He Avould haA*e declined the

errand if there had been any fear of meeting

Eees himself ; but he knew that the old man
Avould be at the running, and that he might call

in safety. Thus it Avas' that he lifted the latch

boldly and stepped into the kitchen to come face

to face Avith Eees Pengarn, Avho Avas relating to

his open-mouthed household the scene he liad

just Avitnessed. For a second Pryce stood fumbling

Avith the latch Avhile the old man paused in full

current, his linger uplifted and his head upraised.

But there Avas no one on the mountain Avho

could put tAvo and tAvo together quicker than

Eees Pengarn.

‘ Come forward, Mr HoAvell,’ he cried hospi-

tably, every line in his face beaming Avith

cheery Avelcome. ‘Come and sit doAvn.’

Then Pryce, stumbling forward in blind amaze-

ment, saAv that the old man aaus Avaving liiin to

the big arm-chair, the seat of honour, and saAv

also Letitia looking upon liim AA*ith shining eyes

and cheeks rosy red in gayest trhunph.

THE EXD.

THE MOHTH: SOIEHGE AHD ARTS.

THE HAUK COXTIXEXT.'

T the opening of the session of the

Eoyal Geographical Society, Sir

Harry Johnston gave an interest-

ing discourse on the subject of

his ivcent explorations in Central

Africa, dealing more particularly

with the Uganda Protectorate, EuAvenzori, and

the Semliki Forest. The lecture Avas abundantly

illustrated by lantern pictures, and a novelty

was provided in the form of demonstrations by

gramophone of the language of the natives, as

Avell as of their musical abilities. At the north-

east of the Victoria Xyanza lies the Xandi

plateau, an area as large as Belgium. AA-ith an

altitude lunging from iiA'e thous^uid to ten

thousand feet. This place, although almost

directly under the equator, is most healthful

and beautiful, the scenery constantly reminding

the traA'eller of England, Scotland, and Wales.

It is, in the lecturers opinion, admuubly litted

to be the home of a European population. The

snoAv-peaks and glaciers of the EuAvenzori range.

0
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—which is about twenty thousand feet high

—

are directly under the equator, and yet show

the greatest amount of snow and glaciation to be

found in Africa at the present time. Sir Harry
reached an altitude of fourteen thousand eight

hundred feet, and estimated that the summit of

the range was quite six thousand feet higher.

In the Semliki Forest were found the ' ape-like

pygmies, and the curious new mammal the

okapi, whose skin was sent forward to the

British Museum some months ago. Several skins

of animals new to science were obtained in the

same district, and it is believed that when a

more thorough exploration is made some hitherto

unknown mammalia will be discovered there.

At the close of the lecture. Sir H. M. Stanley

strongly insisted upon the desirability of such a

complete and scientific examination of this

interesting country.

OILED RAILROADS.

For some years it has been the practice in

America to sprinkle the railroads with crude

petroleimi for the purpose of holding down the

dust and binding the ballast into a permanent

mass. So general has the custom become that

there are now a thousand miles of oiled track

on the various railroads of the United States.

The oil is discharged from a special form of

sprinkling-car, and the ctuantity used is about

two thousand gallons per mile.
^
It is a crude

non-inflammable oil, and although some odour is

discernible immediately after application, it dis-

apj^ears in a day or two. The first application

costs about eight iDounds per mile of road

treated, but subsequent sprinklings cost less than

half that sum. In order that the oiling may be

confined to the road-bed only, the rails are kept

free from spraying by guards on the sprinkling-

car. The advantages claimed for the system are

many. The ballast is preserved, it is rendered

quite free from all vegetable growth, and there-

fore the expenses of maintenance are greatly

reduced. The oil forms a waterj^roof surface,

so that water does not percolate through the

ballast : tliis means preservation of the wooden
cross-ties between the rails. The same treatment

has recently been ajiplied to certain highways in

southern California, much to the delight of all

those who use the roads, especially the drivers of

horseless vehicles.

LUMINOUS FUNGI.

In the Frocccdiiigs of the Liimcean Society of

X-jic Soitih Wales, Professor McAIpine describes

seveml species of fungus which are luminous,

five of them being peculiar to Australia. He
has found that the light is not due to phos-

phorescent bacteria, but is a kind of .slow

combustion dependent upon oxygen. The light

is quite unaneeted by moisture, but a suffi-

ciently high remperatui'e is required before the

phenomenon is visible. He states it as his

02:)inion that this luminous 2:)ro2)erty of certain

fungi is useful to them in attracting insects,

which helj) in the dissemination of the syiores.

DEPLETION OF OUR FISHERIES.

It is SO much the custom to attribute scarcity

in the harvest of the sea to the action of the

steam-trawler that it is somewhat refreshing to

note that Mr Donnison, the Eastern Sea-Fisheries

Ins^oector, attributes the famine to c^uite a dif-

ferent cause. In his half-yearly rej^ort he states

that the Wash—which has always been a great

fish-nursery—is frequented by hundreds of seals

and tens, if not hundreds, of thousands of gulls.

These creatures all live on fish, and, in addition

to them, there are the cormorants, which are

credited with each disposing of seven i)ounds of

fish daily. The victims are chiefly small fish, which

would under more favourable conditions live to

become of marketable size. In the case of shell-

fish, we have it, on the authority of the same

ins2)ector, that the gulls consume far more fish

in the fry stage than are taken in an adult

state by fishermen. There is a very commend-
able and widesjDread feeling against the wanton

destruction of bird-life, which some years ago

found expression in the passing of the Wild
Birds Protection Act

;
but if Mr Donnison’s

conclusions are correct, it would seem that the

act in question may, so far as certain districts

are concerned, require amendment. The subject

is of sufficient importance to justify most careful

inquiry on the part of the j^roj^er authorities.

SIGNALLING AT SEA.

Any one who has been at sea during a fog will

understand what anxiety the captain of the shij)

must undergo as the vessel creej)S along at half-

speed, with its whistle booming out at frequent

intervals. Answering whistles come from the void

around ; but it is difficult indeed to determine

whether or not they are warnings of immediate

2:)eril. Captain Brinkworth, of Gloucester, lias

invented a new kind of compass-card by which,

it is to be hoped, some of these dangers to fog-

bound vessels may be avoided. This card has a

list of soimd-signals to correspond with various

p>oints of the comj^ass, so that a ship in a fog

can bellow out on its fog-horn or vliistle a

distinct intimation of the course it is steering,

and a vessel in its neighbourhood can give timely

warning of the same character. The invennon

would seem to be a very promising one, anu ve

trust that it will receive careful attention at tne

hands of all maritime authorities.

A TIN CAFHSTER.

A recent issue of the French scientific joiimal

La Nature contains an account of the Ciucnagne

system of constructing military rafts and bridges.

The foundation of the invention is a merai

\
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cylinder twelve indies long and six indies

in diameter, wliicli a soldier can easily carry

beneath his knapsack. This cylinder opens like

a canister, and will hold a spare coat, or the two

halves can be employed as buckets, &c., when

the man is in camp ;
but the chief feature of the

cylinder is its buoyanc}^ A couple of them

attached to a gymnasium belt will make an

excellent support for a man in the water, and

thus equipped he could cross a river although

unable to swim. He could also sustain two

drowning men without any risk of being carried

under by their struggles. It is when these

canisters are fitted together, as they can be by
special couplings, that thc}^ offer the best aid to

the militar}^ A highl}^ buoyant bridge or raft

can be quickly and easily constructed by tlieir

help, and these structures will bear the weight

of several men. The article referred to is illus-

trated by 2^^^otographs, which iDlainly show to

how many different purposes these simple cylin-

ders can be aj^plied, and how from their light

character they add little to the impedimenta

of a moving column.

BURGLARY AXI) SCIENCE.

A well-known humorist has written a little

story in which a father discusses with his son

the choice of a profession, and after gravely con-

sidering the advantages of the Church, Law, and

Physic, they come to the conclusion that the

business of a burglar offers greater attractions

than any other. Much quaint humour is shown

in the consideration of burglary as a profession

carried on by the help of clerks and books of

account, as in occupations of a more reputable

kind. Hardly overdrawn does this amusing little

fiction seem when compared with hard fact as

gathered from the daily newspapers. These

reports seem to show that the ranks of the

burgling profession are recruited from men of

far higher stamp than that of Sikes, Pagan, and

others made familiar to us by novelists. Mdiether

this be the case or not, it is certain that they

are quick to adopt in their nefarious work all

modern scientific aids. The oxy-hydrogen blow-

pipe is employed for burning through the steel

walls of a safe which defies the drill
;
and the

electric arc, fed from the current found ready on

the Auctim’s premises, has been used for the same

purpose. In Paris burglars have taken to the

motor-car as a coiwenient means of speeding to

and from the scene of their depredations ;
and

quite recently a gang of French poachers nearly

cleared an estate of its game by attracting the

birds by means of a brilliant light to the nets

spread round about their automobile.

TURBINE STEAMERS.

It is an unfortunate circumstance that the tAvo

first vessels built for the British Government on

the turbine principle, the Viper and the Cobra,

should both have been lost, the first-named

running on the rocks, and the second breaking

her back in a lieaA^^ sea. These disasters have,

of course, nothing to do Avith the method by

Avhich the A^essels Avere propelled, and ay ill in no

Avay affect the prospects of the turbine system.

Indeed, a company has recently been formed to

construct and operate fast ocean A^essels driven

by turbine engines for service on the broad

Atlantic. The line decided upon Avill be from

Harragansett Ba}’" to West Cork, and suitable

railwa}^ connections form part of the scheme. It

is estimated that the neAV Amssels, whose engines

Avill be driAmn by oil fuel kept in ballast-tanks,

Avill coA^er the passage in ninety hours (three and

three-quarter days), and, as at jn'esent arranged,

there Avill be a tAvice-Aveekly seiudce. This in-

formation comes from the inanager of the Cork

and South-West of Ireland Eaihvay, Avho has

recently returned from a stay in NeAv York.

THE IDEAL CITY THOROUGHFARE.

The constantly increasing traffic in the streets

of our cities, especially in London, presents

problems Avhich are extremely difficult of solu-

tion. The possibility of rapid and comfort-

able transit by means of electric Hube’ rail-

Avays seems to be the most hopeful Ava}^ out of

the difficulty, albeit the tAVO ' underground rail-

AATiys of this description already opened in the

Metropolis have made no sensible diminution in

the passenger traffic aboveground. The ideal city

thoroughfare is one Avith a spacious subAvay cap-

able of accommodating tAvo lines for electric trams,

besides finding room for Avater and gas pipes,

together Avith telegraph and telephone Avires. At

Boston, in NeAv York, and other foreign cities,

shalloAV underground traniAvays are already in use

or under construction, and Ave understand that

the London County Council are prepared Avith a

similar scheme for the Metropolis. The' saving

AAdiich Avould accrue from the non-disturbance of

the roads by the various companies Avho are

empoAvered to cut into tlie streets at their oaaui

SAA'eet Avill Avould be enormous. In the meantime

Ave might suggest that in the paving of neAV

streets the authorities should be compelled to run

from each house a small subAvay—an earthenAA^are

drain-pipe Avould do—so that gas and Avater pipes

or electric leads could be thrust through Avithout

disturbing the surface flags or asphalt, as the

case might be. The saving in labour alone

Avould be considerable.

PORCELAIN VIOLINS.

A Avell-knoAAm manufacturer of musical instru-

ments in Germany~Max Preyer—has introduced

a process for maldng Auolins from clay. These

fiddles are of the ordinary imttern, but are cast

in moulds, so that each instrument is an exact

counterpart of its felloAV. It is said—but it is

somcAvhat hard to belieAm— that the porcelain
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body acts as a l3etter resonator than one of Avood,

and that the tone of the instrument is therefore

singularly pure and full. The same iiwentor is

also making mandolines of china clay, and it

seems thcat they are much appreciated in southern

countries Avhere this instrument is regarded more
seriously than it is in Britain. The ohAuous dis-

advantage of a musical instrument being made
of china clay is the brittleness of that material,

as Avell as its Aveight, but both these draAvbacks

seem t6 have been forgotten. Eor some time Ave

haA'e heard rumours of most excellent violins

being made of aluminium, and this metal, from
its extreme lightness and otlier qualities, Avould

seem to be admirably adapted to such a purpose.

ANTARCTIC ICEBERGS.

A correspondent of Knowledge gh^es a A^ery

Auvid account of the manner in Avhich, last

August, the ship in Avhich he Avas returning to

England from Hcav Zealand {nid Cape Horn) fell

among icebergs. This occurred Avhen the steamer

Avas six days out from Wellington, and Avhen ice-

bergs Avere quite unexpected. In the course of

two and a half days no feAver than seven hun-
dred and seven really large bergs Avere actually

sighted. Some of these Avere one, tAvo, and three

miles in length, and one monstrous one had a
length of fiA-e miles. In height they Avaried from
fifty to four hundred and fifty feet, and one had
a peak much higher. It is calculated that only

one-seventh of a floating mass of ice is Ausible

above Avater, Avhich means that a berg Avliich,

measured b}^ the sextant, has a height of four

hundred feet must haA’e a submerged body tAvo

thousand four hundred feet deep. These Ant-
arctic icebergs are described as being extremely

beautiful to look upon, and of every shape

from the magnificent to the grotesque. ‘ Some
sail along laden Avith snoAv, glistening in the

sunshine
;

others are iridescent Avith all the

colours of the rainboAv.’ Their presence in such

'uiiAvonted numbers is attributed to some A'olcanic

disturbance in the Antarctic regions—jDOssibly an
eru2:)tion of the two mountains known as Erebus
and Terror.

MOSQUITOES AND MUSICAL NOTES.

Mr Hiram S. ^laxim has recently contributed

to the Times a very interesting letter concerning

'the effect of musical notes upon mosquitoes.

Eeferring first to an observation by a resident

in Jamaica, that Avhen he made a continuous

Avliooj) or hum swarms of the insects Avould

gather round his head, i\Ir Maxim details some
of his OAvn experiences. He tells us that in

1878 he had under his charge a number of electric

arc lamj)s Avhich illuminated the grounds of an
hotel in Hew York. One of these lamps gaA^e

out a distinct musical note, and it Avas found
that eAmrything in its Aucinity Avas coA^ered Avitli

small insects, Avhich jDroved to be mosquitoes.

and Avhat is more, all male mosquitoes. This

.led to an ex^ieriment. On sounding a tuning-

fork of about the same j^itch as the hum of a
female mosquito, he noted that if there Avas a

male insect Avithin twenty feet of the fork it

Avould literally Mace the music’ and erect the

tAvo little feathers on its head, something after

the manner of a cockatoo. Mr Maxim’s theory

to account for this behaAdour on the of the

male mosquito is, that the Hittle feathers’ act as

ears, that they Aubrate in unison Avith the tuning-

fork, and that the insect mistakes the soimd for

the buzzing of Ms consort.

STANDARDISATION.

In a recent address to the engineering school

of the Goldsmiths’ Institute, at Hewcross, London,
Sir J. Wolfe Barry took for his text the dis-

adA'antages under Avhich British manufacturers

fight their European and American com^Detitors.

After a brief allusion to the restrictions im^DOsed

by trades unions, he directed his attention to the

imjDortance of standardisation in engineering Avork,

by Avhich is meant the ado2)tion of standard sizes,

shapes, lengths, and Avidths in the manufacture of

metals, and of standard com2)onent parts and
combinations in structure and machines. He
pointed out how, by the application of this

23rinci2>le to bridge-Avork, shipbuilding, electric

machinery, (Src., British manufacturers Avould be

able to com2:)ete on far more equal terms than at

l^resent Avith their riA^als in other countries. At
X^resent useless complications and chaos of un-

necessary shajies and sizes meant dearness and
delay, Avhile simplicity and standardisation meant
cheapness and raj^idity of supply. At the

instance of the leading societies and institutes,

the subject of standardisation had been taken

seriously in hand during the last few months,

and strong joint-committees had been a^Di^ointed,

on Avhich both engineers and manufacturers Avere

sitting to investigate its claims. Four sub-com-

mittees Avere also at AVork dealing res2)ectiA'ely

Avith bridges, raihvay rolling stock, shijDS, and

raihvays, and these Avere making prej^arations for

standardising the A^arious sections used in their

jiarticular branches of engineering. A great work is

thus being quietly inaugurated, and Avlien it is done

Ave may be sure that one imjDortant stej^ Avill have

been taken to j)Teuent orders for engineering Avork

from going abroad because English firms cannot

undertake to deliA'er the Avork cpiickly enough.

STONEHENGE.

That Avonderful relic of ancient days knoAvn as

Stonehenge, Avhich stands on Salisbury Plain, has

recently come 2
)rominently before the i^ublic on

account of the necessary steps Avhich are being

taken to arrest the gradual destruction of the

monster stones Avhich time Avas surely accomplish-

ing. To preA^ent one of the monoliths from falling,

it had been arranged to clear out its base and to
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furuisli it with a concrete foiindation, and in the

course of the work the stone was raised to an up-

right position. It was then that a most interest-

ing discovery was made. It was found that the

ancient workers had made a rough bed of chipped

stones for this monolith—stones which had been

used as implements in shaping it, and thrown aside

when too much worn to do the work properly. It

is therefore evident that Stonehenge was built up

before the use of metals—that is, previous to the

bronze age, which would fix its date previous to

1500 B.C. This would make it about two thousand

years older than many antiquaries have supposed

it to be. Sir Norman Lockyer and Mr F, C.

Penrose give the approximate date as 16S0 B.c.

COINS' DEGORATIOX.

Mr Andrew J. G. Tait, gas manager, of Stow,

Midlothian, has discovered a novel method of

using and displaying old coins, instead of hiding

them away in drawer's or in a cabinet, which is

worthy the attention of those interested in numis-

matics. His first attempt was an inkstand made

of Lesmahagow gas-coal, which of course could not

be stained with ink ;
this he ornamented with

one himdred and forty-five old coins stuck over

the surface in regular patterns. This exhibit

received a diploma of merit when shown at the

Glasgow East End Exhibition. At the same

exhibition he showed a rustic chair of bent and

twisted branches of trees. Being in possession of

about one thousand coins of aU countries, with

tokens and medallions of public and private

interest, he fastened them all over a small centre-

table ;
and when completed the table presented a

wonderful and interesting appearance. Mr Tait

has been a pioneer in this method of using and

displaying coins : but he believes that other

collectors are now using their treasures to inlay

glove-boxes, tea-trays, *kc. He must have spent

many happy hours over the work in which he

has shown so much originality. Mr Tait has also

in process of manufacture a chair made of old

guns and swords all of which have a history.

COilPLETIOX OF THE SIBERIAN RAILWAY.

By the recent completion of the Manchurian

section of the great Siberian railway, that vast-

enterprise has been completed, although as yet in

a superficial way, within ten years since the Czar

cut the fii-st sod at Vladivostok. In the words

of - the Czar, it is one of the gi’eatest railway

imdertakings in the world. Mitli the Manchurian

and other branches, its total length is five thou-

sand five hundred and forty-two miles, and it

has cost something like eighty million pounds.

It may be possible two years hence, when per-

manent regular traffic is established and transport

at Trans-Baikal is perfected, to travel from Moscow

to Vladivostok or Port Arthur in ten days, at

the cost of twelve pounds for first-class car

accommodation. From London to Shanghai, which

by sea route takes thirty-five days at a cost of

ninety pounds, may be done over the Siberian

railway in sixteen days at a cost of thirty-two

pounds. Miss Annette M. B. Meakin, who has

published A Ribbon of Iron, through Constable,

describes the excellence of the Siberian express

which starts from Moscow every week. It seemed

‘Liberty Hall,' as the door could be closed, and

the passengers eat, sleep, smoke, or play cards as

they felt inclined. Electric bells on each side

of the door summon the attendants. Besides

the ordinary electric light, there is an electric

reading-lamp. Time passes pleasantly ;
there is

abundance of leisure to view and enjoy the

scenery, and with piano, bookcase, and agree-

able company, such a journey is rendered more

than tolerable,

GRAPHITE A^1> MICA FROM SOUTHA3IPTOX ISLA^O).

Samples brought home by the whaler Adivo a

couple of years ago were the means of first directing

attention to the mineral wealth of Southampton

Island, a Hudson Straits settlement : and for

the puipose of further investigation, Mr VTilliam

Kinnes, manager of the Tay Whaling Company,

accompanied the vessel to the Arctic seas last

summer. It was then discovered that the rocky

hillocks with which the country abounds were

peculiarly rich in graphite and mica. As a result

the company acquired the island for a fishing

centre, presumably with the intention of working

the minerals. Owing to the fact that the gi'eater

part of this season was spent in a fruitless search

for the missing winder Problem, the time devoted

by the Adive to the work of excavation was

ncK'essarily limited. Her cargo included
^

six or

seven casW of mineral specimens of graphite and

mica. One of the two men left behind by the

Adive on that occasion was a quarrier to trade,

who was to continue excavations.

NEV-YEAK.

AniSE ! arise I the wild winds urgent cry

;

Arise I arise 1 the leafless woods reply.

From out- the midnight sky, the starlight chili

Calls the same clarion o'er the sleeping hill.

Behold ! another year from sable night

Is horn unto us, robed in pallid light.

Creeps on once more the eternal mystic birth

Upon the waiting, hoary-headed earth.

Awake I awake ! behold the coming day.

And from the spheres the echoes seem to say :

The hour, the times, demand another strain.

Gird up your strength to conquer and i-etaiu.

The dead of winter wakes to days of spring,

Life comes again with flowei-s and birfls that sing ;

Acain the psalm of life re-echoes strong,

Harmonious, sweet, through all the ages long.

Violet Tweep.vlk.

PAited .uul Published by i E. Chambers, I.imiied, 47 Puternosier Eovr, Loxdox ;
.und Edinburgh.
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^ I X T H ^ E F^I e: S

C A II M E L I T A ; A TALE OF P E E U.

Bv K. Balfoue-Muephv.

-IX THREE PARTS.— PART I.

fatlier ^vas a distiiiguislied officer ’sffise I left for ever my parental roof witliout regret

in tlie Gliilian army ; my motlier I or vitlioiit being regretted.

never knew. YBien I sa^v tlie light The journey which I was to take was a long

world she left it: and my one. The home of Seuora de Blanca was at

father, instead of taking me to Ai-equipa, in Peru. On hearing of my father's

his heart and gnTiig me a double death she had set off, and had travelled five days

portion of love, seemed to resent my very exist- in order to rescue the orphan baby : and now,

ence. I never had a day's illness and my grovirh without making a pause, she was prepared to spend

was satisfactory, yet my father quite ignored me. another five on the retmn journey. Her mission

He spent his life and all his energies on was accomplished, and there appeai'ed to be no

his duties in the field. A prolonged war udth object in remaining longer than was necesAiry in

a neighbouring country kept him incessantly at a hostile country.

work ;
he appeared to delight in leading the From the day of my arrival in Ai'equipa I

most difficult and dangerous expeditions. Once threw off my nationality, and as the adopted

only I remember seeing him : but his austere daughter of the weidthy widow, Senora de Blanca,

face and stern voice terrified me, and I fled to I was identified with Peru.

my nume in tears. One day she tied a black l[y former surroundings seemed primitive in

Sitsh around my waist and told me that* my comparison with those at Ai’equipa. To the wealth,

father was dead. In later years I learned the entertainments, and the lavish expenditure

that as he had lived so he had died : devoted there appeared to be no end. Every three months

to his country, he had fallen in action. Up boxes and bales arrived from Paris bringing the

to the time of his death I had lived entirely newest stuff's and choicest goods for my foster-

amoncrst servants. Without training, vith no mother. Shoes, fura, flowers, and a thousand other

more attention than was absolutely necessary,

I strucrttled through babvhood, and was three

luxtu'ies came with regularity at the beginning oi

each season. Her carriages, horses, and serrants

years of age when the above-recorded event took were the emy of every one who knew her, Avhilst

place. her house and its appointments reminded one

One morning after breakfast I was piaffing of the ancient splendour oi the Incas in days

near the house when a carriage stopped before gone by.

the door, and from it a lady dressed entirely in

black alighted. She looked hesitatingly at me
for a moment ; then advancing, she threw her

arms around me, saying, ' Carmelita, poor baby 1

'

I had lio objection to her kisses, so I suppose that

I returned her caresses with warmth. At all

In childhood every wish I had was fulfilled.

Being, however, natmally quick, I was not very

old before I realised that I could lay down

laws and live up to them. Hy education was

nil, Neither persuasion nor punishment had ttie

slitrhtest effect on me. I refused to learn, or even

events she kept me still in her arms and walked to make a pretence of doing so. Wy raasoning

into the house. My nuise at once recognised the

visitor as my mother's dearest friend : and wflien

Seuora de Blanca aimounced her intention of taking

me to her own home she met with no opposition.

My nurse wept a little at parting from me : other-

was logical if not enlightened. Wliv should i

be mewed up trying to decipher hierogl)*phics •

Surely w*e were rich enough to pay a scribe, to

write our lettera ; and books were intended for

learned men, not for girls. I absolutely refusea

No. ‘Jlk—VoL. Y. [Aff Big/its ^Reserved.] Jax. 4, 190-2.
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to acquire even tlie rudiments of tlie simplest

education, and at last, in desperation, I was left

alone. I could strum on a guitar an accompaniment

to my songs. ]\Iy voice, tliougli untutored, was

bird-like and sweet. I could dance a fandango

and a tarantella so liglitly that I seemed to move
on air, and I never wearied. Last, tliouglx not

least, I could ride anything that possessed four

legs ! '\Miat need had I for more education ?

Our home was beautiful. It was built in a

quadrangiilar form, with an inner court
;
and in

the centre of it was a large marble basin, and a

fountain sending up jets of silvery water which

fell back like diamonds against its polished sides.

Ah me ! The years have sped, and to-day,

alone and far from Arequipa, my hair bleached

with sorrow and my loved ones gone, I think I

hear the plash of that fountain in the quiet of

the summer evening, I seem to hear the cooing

of the pigeons which flocked around it to drink

and to be fed. I hear voices, and the swish of

silken skirts trailing along the floors
;
and, above

all, I see the form of my benefactress. Gone !

—

all gone ! I alone remain, with only a memory
for companion.

To most people I must have been a sore trial,

for I was self-willed to a terrible degree. My
foster-mother, however, bore her cross with equa-

nimity, and appeared satisfied. MTien I arrived

at the age of fourteen slie began to take great

23ride in my appearance, and vainly tried to imbue

me with a sense of decoriun. The effects of her

advice and remonstrances were, however, very

transitory, for I generally rewarded myself for

listening by an extra outburst of hoydenism.

My fifteenth birthday was drawing near, and

on that day I was doomed to receive the first

shock in my life. In honour of my fete I received

a beautiful silk dress, in which I was duly

attired, the frock being made witln a train, as

was then fashionable. I felt unreasonably im-

patient at the unnecessary amount of stuff hang-

ing around me
;
but I determined to make the

best of things. I stood on the corridor of the

upjDer floor, looking down at the birds bathing,

and thinking of the long ride and dance at a

neighboixr’s to which I was going in the evening.

Our friends lived about ten miles distant
; but

distance was no hindrance. A ride before a ball

and back again when it was over was in those

days a mere bagatelle. I was quite used to that

style of visiting.

All at once my attention was drawn to two

great cats sitting peacefully on the roof opjDOsite

to where I stood. The roofs in Arequipa were

all fiat, and many of them had elaborate gardens

laid out on them
;
among the choicest ours took

pre-eminence. All my life long I hated cats

;

the very sight of them seemed metaiffiorically to

make me bristle. I hunted them high and low,

and chased them with the pertinacity of a fox-

terrier. So, at the sight of my enemies, I made a

dash for the roof
; and, all-forgetful of my silicon

train, I was soon bounding along over and into

flower-beds like a greyhound. The chase con-

tinued
;

for, having vanquished one cat, I soon

unearthed another, and raced and hunted until I

was exhausted. I had been fully half-an-hour

absent from the house when a servant breath-

les.sly approached ine.

‘ Ah, Seiiorita Carmelita, how you look ! Make
haste, and be quick and come downstairs to the

sehora. I have been looking everywhere for 3^011,

and she bade me hurry. There is a sefior in the

drawing-room—ah, so handsome !

^

The girl approached me and smoothed my
hair

;
but at the same time she gave a scream

of horror at the sight of my dress. I had heard

an ominous sound some time before, but my
attention being fully engaged with the cat, I had

forgotten it.

‘ Hurry, seiiorita,^ urged the woman
;

and,

knowing my mother’s objection to be kept

waiting, I descended just as I was.

I entered the drawing-room sedately and quietly,

intending to keep at a distance, not desirous of

courting observation. The look in my mother’s

face was not reassuring, so I stood near the

entrance, waiting for encouragement to . advance.

Imperiously addressing me, she asked wh}^ I had

delayed obejdng her summons.

My rejpl}^ must necessarily incriminate me, so I

hesitated.

‘Come here, Carmelita,’ she said, beckoning to

me with her hand. Slowly, almost anxiously,

with hands behind ni}^ back clutching at the torn

garment, I approached her.

My mother reclined gracefully on a low chair,

her hands loosely locked together on her lap.

Her face was dignified and somewhat haughty.

She was proud of her lineage, and her whole

bearing showed it. As I stood before her, for a

moment regret at the difference between us filled

my heart
;
but the next moment I was iny old

self, an obstinate, wilful hoyden.

Hear to her was a tall man, who at my
entrance had risen and still remained standing.

Beneath his glance m3" e3"es fell and m3" cheeks

crimsoned. I did not venture to look a second

time at him
;
but involuntarily I seemed to feel

that I was being insjDected. M3" hands tightened

on m3" torn skirt as 1113" mother commenced
speaking.

‘Carmelita,’ she said, ‘this gentleman is Senor

Jose Pedro from Aquilla. He has ridden thirty

miles in order to ask m3" sanction to his becom-

ing a suitor for 3"our hand. In other words’

—

seeing a puzzled look on my face—‘he does you

the veiy great honour of wishing to make you

his wife.’

She paused, looking from me to the man at

her side.

The gentleman was tall and well built, carefuUy

groomed, faultlessly dressed. Curled and scented,
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iny suitor stood before me watcliiiig every move-

ment I made. He was a stranger to Senora de

Blanca
;

but, armed witli a warm introduction

from a mutual friend, lie obtained a bearing.

Fifteen years of age may not be considered

very mature or even a desirable period for matri-

mony
;

but in that sunny climate of South

America the buds rapidly develop, and I was
considered eligible. I was not in my mother’s

confidence, otherwise I should have known that

she had made other plans, and that the farce I

went through was merely a polite form of dis-

missing an unwelcome suitor.

‘I believe that I have exjDressed your inten-

tions, senor,’ she began, ‘ in acquainting my
daughter with the object of your visit. Is it not

soV
He bowed and smiled in acquiescence.

‘ I jii’esume that you seek a bride who is edu-

cated and will do honour to your choice?’

‘Most certainly, senora,’ he rejilied.

‘One who can sew her dresses or cook a little,

if necessary ?
’

‘I do not presume that it will be necessary for

her to perform menial work
;
but it would have

an additional charm for me to possess a domesti-

cated wife.’

My mother nodded, looking reflectively before

her into space.

‘To write invitations and entertain her guests

would also be desirable?’ she continued,
‘ Oh, of course

;
but I am certain that the

senorita is j^erfect in whatever capacity she

chooses to exert herself.’

j\Iy eyes were averted. I still studied the

pattern on the carpet.

My mother smiled in response to Sehor Pedro’s

last remark
;

then, addressing me, she asked,

‘ Carmelita, are you well educated ?
’

‘No,’ I responded briefly.

‘Can you sew and write?’

‘No,’ I replied in a lower tone.

‘Could you cook, or discuss tojhcs of the day

with your husband or his guests ?
’

‘No,’ I again admitted.

‘ What can you do ? ’ she continued mercilessly.

‘ Nothing at all 1—Sehor, before you, you see a

hoyden, an ignorant tomboy, who refuses to learn

anything which causes her trouble. Is she the

sort of wife you are seeking?’

Without waiting for his reply, she addressed

me :
‘ What are you hiding, Carmelita ? What

have you behind your back?’ Then taking me
by the arm, she turned me completely round.

At the sudden movement my hands relaxed their

hold on the skirt, and it fell from my grasj), and
I stood with my rent garment exposed to public

view.

Not at all disconcerted, my mother ejaculated,

‘ Ah ! where have you been, and what doing ?

Your frock v'as new on an hour ago.’

I. was now furious at being ridiculed. I

wanted no lovers. I had not the slightest desire

to marry and change my surroundings
;

but as

the man had chosen to come, surely he might

have been sent away without making a laughing-

stock of me. My temper was roused, and a dare-

devil, don’t-care mood came over me. ^ Defiantly

I looked my mother straight in the eyes as I

answered, ‘I was on the roof hunting cats. My
frock was too long, and it got caught somewhere.

I could not help it
;
the faidt was not mine.’

Not. one word of reproach escaped her lips.

She raised her eyes to Don Pedro, and, with a

slight shrug of her shoulders, said, ‘ Are you
satisfied, sehor? Is this the sort of young lady

to make a desirable wife ?
’

Involuntarily a smile had crossed his face at

the sight of my dress and the confession of my
misdemeanours. In the one glance which I took

at him before I cj^uitted the room, the look of

amusement I saw reflected in his eyes brought

my blood to boiling-point
;
and, bluntly turning to

my mother, I requested her iiermission to retire.

Interest in the stranger I had none, but

nevertheless I was mortified when I heard him
Sixjy ‘Wo lo qiciera DioSy gracias senoraJ

In the hour of my degradation the scales fell

from my eyes. I saw myself as an unattractive,

useless tomboy, so unattractive that even a

stranger was disgusted at my want of cultivation.

The shock was severe, and probably my mother

would have rejoiced ; but I wrapped my anger iii'

the mantle of silence and held my peace. A
change, however, involuntarily came over me.

Childhood had fled
;
the dawn of womanhood was

at hand. I was too ignorant to realise—to gras])

—the enormity of my own ignorance. The rebuff

which I had received at the hands of the

stranger was purely psychological, not moral.

After a week spent in indignation at his

insolence in spurning what never was offered

him, my feelings quieted down, and I dismissed

Sehor Don Pedro from my thoughts.

Still, I realised that I was changed. I was

sobered. Old pursuits had no longer charm for

me. The cats were left in peace to serenade us

or to lie among our favourite flowers. I never

hunted one again. Bareback-gallops on my pony

with my hair flying in the wind were things of

the past. Something had come into my life • but

something had gone out of it. My mother

watched me in silence, waiting for some sign on

my part. Instead, however, of gi^ung her my
confidence, I rej^aid her by counter-watching.

Her visits to the became more frequent

;

indeed, she seemed to confess every day.

My time was spent j^Hncipally on horseback,

covering the distance which lay between our

house and that of in}" most intimate friend

Rosita. To her sympathetic ears I carried the

story of my first offer, and also the conviction

I 'was under that my mother was arranging some

plan with the y)ddre on my behalf. .
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‘Look, out, Carmelita,’ slie said. ‘The first

tiling you will know will be that, as a refractory

girl, you are banded over to some convent,’

‘ All !
’ I almost screamed. My breath came fast

;

my bosom heaved. I was inca^Dable of speech.

‘ What a little fool you are, Carmelita ! If you

are banished it will be your own fault. You
have refused to learn anything, even to read or

write, and ladies nowadays can all do that. In

IMania Mercedes’ position she is obliged to present

her adopted daughter to the world as a highly

accomplished girl. Of course she will be able to

choose your husband from among the noblest in

the land, for she is immensely rich. I know
nothing beyond what you tell me, but these

constant confabs with the imdre seem to be

suspicious.’

‘I will never go into a convent and be hidden

away amongst nuns,’ I exclaimed passionately.

‘My mother even could not force me to it.’

Rosita shrugged her shoulders and toyed with

the fan she held in her hand. ‘Watch, my dear,

and hold yourself ready against surprises.’

Together Ave went doAvnstairs to join the family

circle. One guest after another, unexj)ected and
uninvited, swelled the numbers, and before long

the rooms Avere full. Previous to starting I had
obtained permission to spend the night Avith my
friend

;
so, undisturbed Avith thoughts of the

return journe}', I joined the group of young
folks and Avandered out into the moonlight. The
eA^ening dee23ened, and in congenial society, amidst

laughter and song, all recollection of my con-

versation Avith Rosita passed from me.

ASTROITOMIOAL PROBLEMS, S OLYED AND IJNSOLYED.
By Alexais^dee, W. Roberts, D.Sc., F.R.A.S., F.R.S.E., of Lovedale College, South Africa.

Avriter has rashly said that all

scientific books more than ten

years old should be burned. Hoav

much AA’ould the Avorld

be if this Avere done ! Hoav many
old friends Avould Ave sorely miss !

Ray, I think in many Avays some of our old

scientific Avorks are exceedingly delightful
;

and

there are feAV more interesting or more 2)rofit-

able hours than those spent in their comiDany.

They haA^e an interest no neAA^er Avork can eA^er

claim : they haA^e the charm of age. They take

us back a long Avay over the journey that AA^e

liaA'e come, and they are—or should be to the

thoughtful man—a ]Dromise of the 2)rogi'ess that

lies before us
;
for as the scientific treatise of the

year 1800 is to the reader of to-day, so Avill our

neAvest text-book be to the scientific Avorkers of

the year 2000.

The other day I chanced to light uj)on an

astronomical AA^ork exactly one hundred years old,

and the reading of it left a strange impression

u2Don me. Was it ]Dossible that one hmidred

years hence our boasted discoA’eries of to-day

Avould seem so meagre, so unimportant, as some

of those made one hundred years ago ap2oear

noAV ? Hoav jnany neAV aA^enues of research Avould

be 02)ened up during the coining century? Hoav

much more of the curtain that A^eils the great

secrets of Rature—such secrets as the extent,

groAvth, and duration of the uniAverse—Avill man
be jiermitted to lift? During the 2)ast hundred

years the trend of discoA^^ery has been in this A^ery

direction. Just as in Africa and in Asia man has

puished farther and fartlier his surA^eying lines into

the A-ery heart of unknoAvn lands, so sloAAdy from

this earth of ours has the great measuring-line

of stellar distances been extended into space by
the skill, |)atience, and ingenuity of astronomers.

Then consider hoAV much is knoAvn hoav of the

eA^olution of stars and systems of stars.

Some time ago Professor DarAvin of Cambridge

X3ointed out that if a star reA^olved on its axis

Avith a certain A^elocity, that of a feAv hours, the

star Avould tend to divide into tAVO, and the

form it AA^ould take before comxilete separation

Avould be that of a dumb-bell, or rather of tAvo

2)ears joined to^) to top. This deduction Avas

23urely theoretical. During the 2)ast tAvo years an

examination of the light-changes of some recentlj"

discoA^ered Available stars reveals this A^er}^ condition

of things. For exanqDle, one star in the southern

sky goes through a certain regular series of light-

changes in seven hours; and an examination of

these light-changes indicates that the star is a

tAAUii s^'stem, the tAVO bodies com^DOsing it being

in contact. This dumb-bell system reA^olves round

their common centre in seA^en hours, the most

absolute confirmation of the theoretical conclu-

sions. Then there is another A’^ariable star in the

southern sky the light-changes of Avhich shoAv

that the tAvo stars comiiosing the system are no

longer in contact, se^oaration has just taken place,

the nexus betAveen them is broken, and tAA'o

Avorlds, full-born, have started on that outAvard

sjiiral AAdiich in the course of ages aauII carry them
far remote from one another.

The s]Dectrosco2)e indicates dual systems yet

more AAudely se2)arate, Avhile the telescope reveals

great binary stars billions of miles ajiart. Thus

Ave can trace the birth, groAvth, and manhood of

those great stellar systems like Al^iha Centauri,

Sirius, and Castor, and even our OAvn solar

system. Photograph}^ has also enabled astronomers

to j)eer far into the de2)ths of sjDace
;

nay, eA^en

perha^is to haA^e glim^^ses of that hinterland that

lies beyond the uniA^erse of stars. Wlien A^’ery-

long-exjDosure ^photographs of the sky are taken

—
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say of twenty to thirty hours, taken of course

on different nights—they do not reveal a vast

background of stars, as we would exjoect. Indeed,

they do not rcA-eal many more stars than j)hoto-

graphs of shorter exposure
;
but they reveal a

background apjDarently of wisjos and streamers and
whorls of nebulous matter. Is it possible that we
are seeing beyond the stars into that lumber-

room where world-stuff is stored ? At the Eoyal

Observatory, Capetown, this long-exposure photog-

raphy has been carried to a point of success

undreamt of twenty years ago
; and, considering

how marvellously distinct every detail is on the

plates of twenty-five hours’ exposure, there is no
reason why we should not expect, in the near

future, photographs of certain portions of the sky

taken after an exposure of twenty-five days.

Now, to return to the century-old text-book

:

of all this there is not even the shadow of an
impression that such things could be. Men then

knew the distance of the sun and the moon and
the planets

;
but be3'’ond that their penetration

ended. Just as across Africa map-makers wrote

a century ago the word Linknown,’ so a century

ago our text-book says of the distance of the

stars, ‘ unfathomed.’ Indeed, three decades of the

century had come and gone before Henderson, the

Astronomer-Eoyal for Scotland, and Bessel, the

famous German mathematician and astronomer,

were able to assure the scientific world that at

last the problem was solved, and the distance

that lay between us and the nearest outjDosts of

the fixed stars was measured. Henderson found

that the distance between us and Alpha Centauri,

the brighter star of the two pointers, was twenty-

two million million miles
;
and Bessel found that

a space equal to fifty-six billion miles se^Darated

us from one of the stars in the Swan. The
noble discoveries of Henderson and Bessell gave

an impulse to this line of research ; new instru-

ments were constructed, new methods of research

invented, and the increasing importunity of

astronomers brought more and more stars within

the sweep of their surveying net. To-day the

distance of about one hundred stars is known
roughUj aaid the distance of about twenty with

considerable accuracy. Astronomers feel, however,

that a limit has come to their discoveries in this

direction, as their instruments will no longer

respond to the calls made upon them. Jf our

measuring lines are to be carried any farther into

the heart of the stellar universe, new instruments

and new methods of research will have to be

discovered.

To the astronomical writer one hundred years

ago the spectroscope was unknown—utterly un-

known
;
and so what he had to say about the

stars was scant enough. They might be suns,

possibly were
; but they might also be golden

nails in the dome of heaven. They might be

larger than the sun, or veiy much smaller; ‘in

this direction our knowledge is for ever sealed.’

Mark Twain says somewhere that the most

marvellous thing to him in astronomy is, that

men should be able to know the names of the

stars. One hundred years ago this is about all

astronomers did know concerning them.

To-day in a dozen great observatories the

spectra of the stars are being jDhotographed night

after night
;
and thus mammoth albums can be

constructed in which there is faithfully repro-

duced, in no uncertain characters, the spectroscopic

features of each star. This special set of lines

in the spectrum of Sirius indicates certain metals

at a high temperature this photograph of Anteres

points to hydrogen
;

another photograph reveals

carbon in the star’s outer shell ; and so on, we
can run through the long series.

Then we also know the size and weight of

many of the stars. For example, the double

star Alj)ha Centauri, the nearest star to us, is

exactly twice the sun’s weight—that is, each one

of the companion stars is the same weight as

the sun. The peerless Sirius is nearly four times

heavier than our sun. One of the stars in

Cassiopeia’s Chair is slightly heavier than the

sun.

Such stars as we are able to weigh do not

differ much in mass from that of our sun
; indeed,

the comparative values which often find j)Lce

in astronomical literature are considerably over-

estimated. It is more than probable that our

ovm sun is an excellent type, as regards size and

brightness, of the great bulk of the stars.

Besides determinations of the weight of certain

stars, a series of determinations of the density of

some stars has resulted in a most remarkable

confirmation of a theory of the universe set forth

by Laplace. One hundred years ago Laplace in

his Nebular Hypothesis held that alb stars were

evolved from some great central gaseous orb. As
this orb rotated it threw off jDortions of its mass,

which afterwards became systems. He apjffied his

hyj^othesis especially to the genesis of the solar

system.

Not only does the light-changes of certain

variable stars enable us to determine their shape.

These light-changes also yield data from which

we can determine the size, density, and motion

of the two stars whicli form the system. During

the ]Dast ten years this important investigation

has been carried on by many astronomers, and

their conclusions are in the most complete accord.

All double stars, in which the component stars

are nearly in contact, are of very light density,

ten times lighter than that of the sun—that is,

they are highly gaseous
;
and thus they are in

that A’-ery condition of mass Avhen other bodies

can be readily formed from them by separation.

The cohesion betAveen the particles is almost

non-existent
;

indeed, it is possible that there

may be repulsion—a repulsion only balanced

by the graAuty of the aaEoL star. Thus the

conditions of things in close double stars are
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all favouraMo to tlie fonuatiou of soparato bodies.

This siroii^- testimony to tb.e tvuih of Laplace's

general isc\ lion is exceedingly remarkable.

Besides the recent discoveries as to the wighr
and densities of many of the stars, there has been

steadily treasnred np during the past ten years

a great store of information as to the actual

movements through space of the stars. At present

material is being collected : but before the new
century runs its course this material, this mass

of information, will be dealt with thoroughly,

and then we shall know exactly whet'o each star

is goi'ug. AVe are like sctilors out in a great sea.

Bound us ships are moving hither and tluther

in all directions, some itear, some far otl' on

the horiron : some swiftly passing, otb.ers slowly

forging on. liour by hour we take the bearings

of each ship, till at lettgih we have taken the

bearings agun and again of every vessel in sight.

These observations in tlie hands of a cunninc

given out by a candle one mile otY could be

measured easily by means of it. The jmrpose of

the instrument, however, is to measure the heat

of the stars, and already rve are assured it has

been possible to determine how much heat

reaches us from Sirius and one or two of the

brighter stars. If it is possible to guard so

sensitive an instrument from irregular heat-rays,

say from the body of tlie observer, and to make
certain that the measures secured are entirely

due to the heat of the star under examination,

then it will be possible in the near future to

compare the heat of each star, and thus to form

a rough estimate of its age. The discovery, in-

deed, opens up a wide field of research.

Of the unsolved problems of the century, un-

solved at the close of the eighteenth and cpiite as

uracil a mystery at the beginning of the twentieth,

may be mentioned tlie cause of the sun-spots and

tlie cause of long-period variation. Both these

navigator will tell the coui'se each ship is sailing

on, her speed, and her distance from us. In tb.e

great ocean of space, suns and systems are but

ships
;
and although it seems a vast undertaking,

still I believe it is rac astronomical work of tiie

twentieth century to deteriuino where these ships

of space are, wliither tliey are sailing and how
fast. As stated, a vast store of observation has

already been githoivd in agiinsr tiie day when
the greatest eosmical problem in astronomy comes

to be determined.

The observations already obtained are sudioient

to determine the direction in space in which our

own sun and liis family of planets, moons, comets,

and meteors are travelling Every second of

time sees our solar system eleven miles farther on

that journey whicli one daN% in lar-ori ages or time,

will carry it into other regions or space, A'hat

is wanted, however, is to iiave the same informa-

tion concerning every star in the tiriuamenc.

phenomena are intimately connected, and the

explanation of one will be found to be also a

ivasonable explanation of the otlier.

To th.e popular mind, all astixmomical research

ouglit of necessity to be concerned with the im-

portant qpaestious wheclier th.ere are men in the

moon and inlrabitants in Mars, To rlie hrst of

tliose astronomy returns a decided negative

:

th.ere is no life on the moon ; and probably no

life, ei tiler vegetable or animal. existed at any

period of hiiiuau Id'Story. To the second the

answer is, we cannot: tell. T’nere may be men
in Ala rs and there mav not. The conditions

of life there do not preclude the existence of

iiuman beings, AVe have in AJ-rs rain and snow,

sunshine and gloom, summer and winter, as on

our earth.

Ferhai^s the closing years of the twentieth

century will see astronomers armed witli a

telescope powerful enougli to reveal towns and

cities in A^Lars, Should ever such a discovery be

made, I could conceive of none greater in the

whole range of time, none more upsetting or

di<:oncerting To the ordinary astronomer nn-

tronbled bp* such hopes, the lucure Enes of

Twinkle, i:wh:kle, licde scar,

Hovr I wenhcr v-'In-n von iire,

En above the wedd te high.

This was the problem oetore our friend who
wrote on astronomy one hundred years ago :

this will be the Torobiem be-iore astronomers a

imndred years hence,

A\Ae have only lifted a corner of the fringe of

the %‘eil that still hides so much from ns. It is

true w^ do seem to know something of the stars :

of their distance, their size, their composition.

do we xmow reveals.verv
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it is estimated, twenty-five million stars, and we I write this last sentence that I may return to

know the distance of about a hundred of these, my hundred-year-old treatise in a humble spirit,

the weight of ten, the composition of about three One is apt to get inflated with the idea of what
hundred, the size of five, and the absolute move- great things are being done in our day

;
but the

inents of twent^^' twenty-five million stars has a sobering eflect.

CLIPPED WIUGS.
By M.vp.y Stu.vrt Boyd.

CHAPTER Y.—A STORMY DAY.

STEOEG southerl}- gale was blovung

round Mr Peter Lorimer’s bun-

galow at Pipimutu, shaking the

windows and wailing in the chim-

neys. Heaw rain—the first that

had fallen for weeks—struck with

sharp staccato patter on the corrugated-iron roof

and fell noisily on the brovui, parched turf. The
cabbage - palms that stood sentinel before the

veranda stejDS bent dishevelled heads imder the

onslaught of the wind. Beneath the plumbago-

tree the grass was strewn with battered blue florets.

The overblown blossoms of the magnolia had fallen

at the first rough touch of the blast, and the

still fragrant pietals in bruised heaps littered the

ground. In the borders the flowers hung their

drenched heads despondently, as though conscious

that the tenure of their sliort lives would be

ended before the sun again shone. Kitty's sweet-

peas had succumbed to the vehemence of the

storm, and lay supine, their deceitful blooms

humbled to the earth. Across the paddock the

horses and cow had huddled together in the

shelter of the j^ine-trees ;
and the bamboo loimges

were crowded in a melancholy heajD in the only

corner of the veranda unlashed by the rain.

The white duck alone seemed to glory in the

downpour, as, leaving her nest mider the blue

hydrangea, she waddled, quacking triiunphantly

the while, over the wet grass in search of imwiiry

slugs that the hiunidity might have tempted to

venture out.

MTthin, the dwelling was a jDicture of comfort.

In the morning-room a little wood-fire had been

kindled, and iMrs Lorimer sat before it, her feet,

in eiisy bedroom slip^pers, resting snugly on the

fender. The family Avork-basket stood on a little

table by her side, and the good lady was busily

engaged sevdiig a strip of thick flannel inside

the leather lining of an old silk hat of her

husbands, the better to adapt it to the lesser

proportions of their neAv outdoor-mans head.

Squatted on a cushion on the hearthrug, Kitty

Avas occupied, in desultory fashion, cobbling a

rent in her Avhite muslin frock, the result of the

moimtain climb of the preAuous evening.

Lucie, standing by the windoAA*, gazed through

the drenched pines AAdth wide-open eyes that

s;iw nothing of the AAdnd-SAvepr, rain-lashed scene

before her. She did not eA’en hear the discus-

sion that AA’as in progress behind her concerning

the usefulness or the futility of Mrs Lorimerk
occupation.

‘I'm certain that hat AA*ill neA^er fit Charles,

mother, CA'en though you put in a yard of flannel,'*

Kitty AA'as sa}dng. ‘Just think hoAv small his

head is.’

‘It fitted Sam all right,’ replied Mrs Lorimer,

holding the article in question at arm’s-length,

and eyeing it dubiously. ‘And Charles is taller

than Sam Ains—much taller. The coat is quite

short for him, and it Avas alAvays too long for

Sam.’

‘Yes; but you must remember, mother, that

Sam Avas a short, thick man, Avith a roimd, fat

head, and Charles is a tall, lanky boy, AAdth a

sloping forehead. He’ll never look anything but

ridiculous in that hat. Mother, I do AA'ish you’d

get him a complete neAv outfit, and let us driA'e

out AAdth a nspectably-clad coachman for once.’

‘ My dear, I Avonder to hear you !
’ Mrs Lorimer

spoke with as much seA'erit}' as her complacent

nature was capable of. ‘Just think AAhat a new
tall hat costs. It would be folly to buy one

AA'hen Ave have your pa’s to use up. Besides, that

coat AA*as made specially for the man we had
before Sam, or the one before him at the very

furthest. It’s not nearly worn out yet.’

Ml'S Peter Lorimer aaus one of that large body
of estimable peKons who, haidug risen from small

beginnings, neA'er quite succeed in adapting

themseh-es to their altered circumstcinces. ]Mr

Lorimer’s income Avas largely in excess of his

expenditure : his position AA'as considered good in

a country AA'here prosperity AA'as the rule, poA'erty

the exception. His AA'ife was a AA’arm-hearted

Avoman, and charitably disposed. Ko applicant,

hoAVcA'er improbable his tale of woe, found her

refuse substantial aid. The disbursement of coni-

pamtAely large sums gaA'e her no pang. Yet petty

economies Avere as marrow to her souL She

neA'er hesitated about expending a goodly sum in

the purchase of a rich silk gown, though she

turned and renovated her less valuable garments

before she could reconcile herseK to discarding

as worn out the most Avorthless among them

:

and she would rather endure the discomfort of

wearing thickly-darned hose than reject them as

i. iSi'H

m
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past use. Thoiigli quite willing to indulge in

tlie luxury of fires, did the slightest change in

the weather render them desirable, she woidd

lament the waste of a handful of cinders with a

sincerity worthy a deeper grief.

The expense incurred by providing suitable

livery for his outdoor-man would not have

brought Mr Lorimer to ruin
; while the relief of

not being obliged to present themselves before

the public eye attired in ill-fitting, reach-me-

dovTi vesture might have had a beneficial effect

in rendering his servitors’ terms of office less

fleeting. Unfortunately, Mrs Lorimer’s imder-

standing on the subject of economies was too

limited to enable her to grasp these facts.

^ But, you see, my dear,’ she continued, with the

dogged persistence of a narrow-minded woman,
Hhese men don’t stay. They only take a situa-

tion like this till they can save up enough money
to take them to the gold-mines, or buy them a

gum-digging outfit, or something else. It would

be a foolish extravagance to get a man measured

for a brand-new livery, and then have him throw

•up the place in a month because he happened

to hear of something he thought he would Kke
better. It would just be nonsense—wouldn’t it,

Lucie 1’ she added, appealing to the silent figure

at the window.
‘ Mother !

’ Lucie cried, turning sharply from her

post by the rain-washed panes, and paying no lieed

to the question—which, indeed, she had not heard
—

‘ I ’ve quite made up my mind. I ’m going home.’

‘Home
‘Yes, home—to England.’
‘ To England ! MTiy, Lucie ?

’

Mrs Lorimer’s pale-gray eyes darkened vith

amazement
; but Kitty’s blue ones, after a moment

of wonder, evinced swift comprehension.
‘ Yes, I ’m going home. I ’ve been thinking of

it—oh ! for ages.’ This last clause hurriedly, in

reply to a quizzical glance from Kitty.

‘ But you never spoke of it,’

‘ Well, that does not prove that I didn’t think

of it often. It’s really shameful that a girl of

my age should have been cooped uj) in New
Zealand all her life, and not have the most

remote idea what home is like.’

‘Well, Lucie, I’m sure I don’t see what reason

you have to cast reflections on your home here,’

her mother answered, bridling a little. ‘ If ever

a girl should have been happy, it was you. I’m
sure your pa has grudged you nothing. Singing

and painting lessons you’ve had ever since you
left school, and anything else you liked to ask

for, and nothing to do from morning till night

but amuse yourself.’ Mrs Lorimer closed her

remarks with an injured snifl'.

Liicie, who was again staring gloomily at the

rain-soaked landscape, did not vouchsafe a reply

;

it was Kitty who spoke in her defence. The
sisters might have their private squabbles, but

mth tacit agreement they banded together when

outside opposition threatened the desires of one

or the other.

‘ Of course, mummy dear, Lucie doesn’t mean
that she isn’t happy here. She just wishes a

little change, and to see what the world is like.

She would be sure to come back thinking more
of Auckland.—Wouldn’t you, Lucie?’

Kitty’s tactful words fulfilled their purpose.

Mrs Lorimer’s next remarks tended towards the

conciliatory.

‘ It ’s maybe only natural that young folks

should feel restless living always in the colonies.

I think if we coaxed your pa he might be

willing to take us all on a nice trip home soon.

Only, you know, Lucie, pa hates travelling
; he

always says it’s just a waste of time. When he

took me home to England on our honeymoon
he was that glad to get back here that he said

he’d never again go farther than to Sydney till

we all went home to settle for good.’

No matter how far afield his years have been

siDeiit, the Briton never altogether relinquishes

the anticipation of at some future time retiring

to his native land to settle. Providence may
have led him by devious ways to a beautiful

country where a prosperity beyond his most

ardent expectations awaited him, yet his desire is

ever towards that crowded, fog-ridden island he

calls ‘home.’ . No matter how cruel his treatment

by the mother-country, or how beneficent that

accorded by the land of his adoption, deep-rooted

in the heart of every settler, be he tradesman,

farmer, or professional man, there lies an ineradi-

cable yearning towards the kingdom of his birth
;

a craving that is transmitted to his children,

who, though born and bred in some remote

corner of the globe, always speak and think of

Britain as home.

But though the one overwhelming desire of the

youthful colonist is to go home, in the interests

of strict veracity it must be admitted that fre-

quently a visit to the fatherland acts a salutary

part in revealing the immense advantages of his

antipodean habitation.

Since leaMng school Lucie Lorimer’s life had
been one round of little festivities—balls, dinners,

progressive-euchre parties, riding-picnics into the

bush, boating-picnics to one or other of the

lovely islets dotting the Hauraki Gulf, tennis-

parties, golf tournaments, and hunting. Lucie

had enjoyed a Austly gayer time than falls to the

lot of any girl of her age and social status in

England. But Lucie did not know that. An
overindulged life had made her blasee. She was

dissatisfied, tired of her enffironment. A vague

desire for change had long dominated her. Now
she knew what she wanted. She was determined

to go to London.
‘ Perhaps sometime, if you ’ll only have jDatience,

your pa will take us all over,’ Mrs Lorimer was

repeating persuasively.

‘ Oh yes ! I know father’s way. He may
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promise, but hell keep putting it off on the

smallest possible pretext till our patience gets

worn out and we don’t care whether we go or

stay,’ replied her obdurate daughter, who had no
intention that the journey Londonwards should

be handicapped by a crowd of relatives. Lucie

would not greatly have objected to the companion-

ship of the discreet Kitty, who knew when to

efface herself
;

but the continued society of her

parents, in her j^resent state of irritation, would,

she felt, be unendurable.
‘ No

;
better let me go alone, mother. You and

father don’t want to leave here, and Kitty will

wait to look after you. I’ll stay with Uncle
Andrew and Cousin Honoria, of course. If I

start soon. I’ll arrive before the English summer,
and I’ll return in October in good time for the

summer here. Do let me go, mother dear.’

lYlien Lucie condescended to wheedling, which
was only when she had some important end in

view, some iceberg of opposition to melt away,

she could be seductive and tender. Mrs Lorimer’s

next words showed that she was already wavering.

^Your cousin Honoria is a good bit older than

you, Lucie. Let me see. She was eleven when
pa and I were home, and that ’s twenty-one years

ago. I remember she had smart frocks and silk

stockings. Her ma said slie would never allow a

clnld of hers to wear anything but silk stockings.

But as I said to pa, it was easy speaking when
she had only the one. Yes, Honoria must be

getting on now. She’s thirty-two at least. But
you couldn’t possibly go alone—that long voyage.

Your pa would never allow .it.’

‘The Y^ardlaw girls went alone last year.’

‘But there were three of them—and they’re

all very plain.’ Mrs Lorimer added the last clause

as though the lack of personal charm carried an
assurance of safety in case of shipwreck.

‘Fanny Thompson travelled under the captain’s

care when she Avent to school at Dresden. I

knoAV
;
she told me herseK.’

‘Fanny Avas only a child, and you’re quite

groAA*n-up, and need more care,’ protested Mrs
Lorimer. YTiereupon Lucy fired her last shot.

‘Mrs LeAuson says she’s going to take Edith
home AA’henever she is eighteen. She says she

regards a trip home as an important part of a

girl’s education.’

Mrs Lorimer’s motherly jealousy aAvoke. ‘I’m

sure the Levisons can’t afford it. Mr LeA-ison

is not nearly so rich as pa.’

‘Wliether or not, they’re going. She talks

about it to eAwybody.’

‘It’s just like her to go round boasting, as

though nobody could give their daughters adA^an-

tages but her,’ Mrs Lorimer retorted indignantly

;

and Kitty seized the oj)portunity afforded by the

fresh sign of capitidation to thrust in a dexterous

A'erbal oar.

‘ YTiat a lot of frocks you ’ll need, Lucie !

’

Like most women AA-ho are absolutely deA^oid

of taste regarding dress, Mrs Lorimer imagined

herself an authorit}’ thereon, and loved to discuss

the subject. Kitty’s skilful suggestion encouraged

her to mount her hobby, and before the luncheon-

gong sounded she had deAused for Lucie’s use

a traAMling outfit reaching the dimensions of a

respectable trousseau. Then Lucie kneAV that half

of the enemy had surrendered
; though the second

half, and that by far the more poAverful, yet

remained to be A*anquished.

lYlien luncheon AA^as OA'er, and Mrs Lorimer

had retired to her room to seek that slumber in

Avhich, AA'hen the conditions of tlie Aveather made
driAung an iniiDOSsibility, she passed the afternoon

hours, Kitty turned an arch glance on her sister.

‘ Oh, you cunning thing !
’ she laughed, admira-

tion jostling disapproA^al in her voice.

‘Why, AA'hat do you mean?’ demanded Lucie

incoherently.

‘ Oh, nothing, of course ! Only Tommy Tress-

cott told me last night that Mr Challoner AA'as

going home on leave A^ery soon. Quite a coin-

cidence—isn’t it'?’

Kitty had left the room AAdthout aAA*aiting a

reply. A moment later she returned and put

her head in at the door. Her expression AA*as

unusually graA’e, and the jesting tone had com-

pletely Annished A\'hen she said, ‘ Lucie, Mr
Tresscott told me that Lieutenant Challoner is

alAAnys in loA'e ; that he falls head OA'er ears into

a neAv passion every tAvo months, and forgets

all about the last one.’ Lucie did not raise her

eyes from the book she affected to study, and she

made no reply. Kitty AA'aited a moment, then

added hesitatingly, ‘ And, Lucie, I think Mr
Tresscott meant me to tell you so.’

S E L A ]N G O R.

YEE the seas, east and Avest, are

countries of AA'hich AA’e haA^e little

information. Globe - trotters and
qffiilatelists may know something

about them, but to the ordinary

man they are luiknoAAm lands. Such
is the state of Selangor, situated about the

middle of the Malay Peninsula, on the Avest

side, betAA^een the adjacent states of 3Ialacca

and Perak. Yet AA-ithin the last tAventy- fi\-e

years these, each with its oaatl sultan, have been

brought into the fold of ciAulisation from a con-

dition of anarchy and piracy, and are outstanding

examples of what progress British ride can effect

in a protectorate. Taa^o or three years ago they

AA'ere all united as the Federated Malay States,
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The area of Selangor is about three thousand

five hundred square mileSj mostly dense jungle.

Kwala Lanipur, the capital of the state and also

of the Confederation and the seat of govern-

mentj is twenty-seven miles from the ]doi4 of

Edangj with which it is connected by a rail-

way. As at Klang the construction of extensive

wharves is now in progress which will accommo-

date ships of large tonnage, this will prob-

ably become the distributing centre for all the

native states. The wharves are built on cylinders,

and it may interest engineers to know that for

depth they hold the record, some being more
than one hundred and twenty feet below rail-

level. There are ninety-three miles of railway in

the state, and railway construction is going on
north and south, so that in a year or two the

railways of the Federated Malay States wdll be

united, and form part of the great trunk-line that

will eventually take the traveller from Singapore

to Penang.

The railway in Selangor has been built entirely

out of revenue
j

so, too, were the fine Govern-

ment offices, the jail, hospitals containing about

a thousand beds, refuse -destructor, waterworks,

and scores of residences for Government officials.

From this it may be concluded that the state is

very rich
;

for its size, it is undoubtedly one of

the richest in the world, and the source of its

wealth is tin-mining. The other native states

owe their j)rosperity to the same industry. It is

calculated that nearly two-thirds of the world’s

yearly output of tin comes from the Federated

Malay States, although the system of mining is

primitive. There is no lode-mining as in Corn-

wall
;

it is all alluvial, and the deposit seems to

be thickly scattered over the countiy, no true

lode having been found. The finding of tin ore

at little dej)th leads to the conclusion that the

deposit is the result of some upheaval or volcanic

eruption in a remote age. When we know how
the dust from Krakatoa fell on shij)s more than

a hundred miles distant from the seat of disturb-

ance, we have only to sup)pose that a similar

disturbance may have occurred in the Malay
Peninsula, the dust being tin ore instead of rock

or pumice, and then the occurrence of the deposit

found throughout the peninsula is explained. The
mines are worked entirely with Chinese labour,

and most of them are owned by Chinese mer-
chants. A Chinaman can adapt himself to any
climate and any work, and if he is j^i’^perly

treated, gi^ns veiy little trouble, and is one of the

best labourers in the world. Mining is always a

speculation—often a mere gamble
;
but as gambling

is the chief vice of the Chinese, it is no wonder
that they

,

practically hold the tin-mines of the

]Deninsula in their hands, and that they are the

only race carrying on the industry successfully in

these regions. The price of tin fluctuates very
much, ranging in twelve months from thirty

dollars to eighty dollars per picul. Cornwall can

only compete with the native states when the

price of tin is high
;

but as it does not pay
to reopen mines unless high prices are steadily

maintained, the Cornish mines are closed down.

Some smelting is done in Selangor
;
but the

Government discourages this industry, which neces-

sitates the cutting down of a large quantity of

the best timber for charcoal. Most of the tin

ore is therefore sent to Singapore, where there

are very large smelting-works.

There are only twelve settlements in Selangor

that may be called towns, and most of these are

mining centres
;

the rest of the country is dense

jungle, where the elephant, bison, tiger, panther,

leoj)ard, rhinoceros, wild pig, and the deer hold

undisputed possession. Snakes are common, the

hamadryas and cobra being the most poisonous
;

crocodiles infest the rivers
;
and there are more

fatalities from the attacks of these reptiles than

from all the other reptiles and animals taken

together. The Government gives rewards for the:

destruction of all noxious creatures.

There are about three hundred Europeans in

Selangor, mostly Government officers. The popu-

lation is i^ut down at one hundred and fifty

thousand, 80 per cent, of this number being

Chinese, the remainder Malays, Eurasians, several

races from India and Ceylon, and Japanese. A
regiment of Sikhs and a large body of jDolice

keej) order, both being officered by Europeans.

The colloquial language of the country is Malay,

but English is the official language in all public

departments. The country is generally healthy,

X^articularly in the larger towns. The diseases

commonly affecting Eurojoeans are malaria and
dysentery

;
and these are most prevalent among;

the men stationed in outlying districts, where

water and food are not of the best quality.

The temj^erature ranges from 72 degrees to 93

degrees in the shade throughout the year, and
the atmosphere is damp. There are two wet

seasons, suj^posed to begin at the change of the

two monsoons in May and October
;

but the

changes of season do not occur so regularly as in

India.

Football is the only British game the natives

have taken up, and a good match between
European teams is sure to bring a large concourse

of people round the ground, and causes as much
excitement as is possible to get out of the

Oriental. Cricket, hockey, or tennis they Avill

not go out of their way to see.

Opium-smoking is very prevalent amongst the

Chinese, and the Malay is also taking to the

drug. If taken in moderation its effects are

not so self-evident. Every mining coolie is

allowed his dole daily, which is given him when
liis work is done. There is a large revenue from
the opium-duty.

Coffee-planting holds out some inducements to

capitalists as an investment
;

but the investor

should be pre^Dared to wait. There are several
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large plantations in Selangor
;

Ijiit the want of

caj)ital to withstand tlae reverses of had seasons

has sent many of them into the market, where

they have been bought ‘for a song/ The price

of coffee has been very low for a long time, and

disease having attacked tJie trees, the x^^^iifers

have had a bad time
;
but with better prices and

the absence of disease, a few years’ crops should

pay for an estate. However, much more capital

must be invested in the i^lantations before this

industry can be productive of revenue to the

state.

The Malay Peninsula is the recognised home
of the jMalay

;
but he is not the man he was :

interinariying with similar races in the Eastern

Archipelago and his acquaintance with Europeans

liaA^e made him in many respects a civilised

person, and with this civilisation has grown up

an aversion to work
;

thus if the development

of the country were left entirely to his energy

it would soon be in a parlous condition. The
Malay, however, takes things as he finds them,

and he is quite contented with British rule,

although the plums do not go into his own pocket.

The j\Ialays are not the aboriginal race of the

peninsula, though for centuries they have lived

on the coast, and are the descendants of the

i\Ialay pirates who terrorised in the Strait of

I>Ialacca. The real aborigines are the Sakis, a

’wild race liMng in small communities far away
from the toAvns on the mountain slopes, and

speaking a language different from the ordinary

Malay. Their huts are erected among the branches

of trees for protection against wild beasts ;
they

are destitute of clothing, and subsist on any x^rey

they can kill with the sim^ntan, or blow-X)ix)e,

and on the forest fruits. A great deal of infor-

mation regarding these x>eox)le has been collected

within the last two or three years by an exploring

X)arty sent out by the University of Cambridge.

There are only two successful colonising nations

in the world, the British and the Butch, and
their modes of governing the natives are dia-

metrically ox)posed. The British rule with a

gentle hand
;
but the Dutch are tyrannical, and

treat the natives as if they were slaves. Both
systems are successful, and it is difficult even

for those who have lived long in the East to say

which system is best.

Much has been said about Britain losing trade

abroad. All goods and material used by every

dex)artment of the Government of Selangor is

obtained direct from England
;
but when we go

into the bazaars and markets we find that the

Germans and Americans are sux)x>lying the goods

to the ordinary trader, and this is general

throughout the East. Every native knows that

an English-made knife is the best in the world.

But to buy one means to him two days’ wages
;

and as he cannot afford it, he looks alDOut for

something cheax)er, and soon finds it, bearing the

legend, ‘ Made in Germany.’ As this ax)plies to

all steel goods, the market for which we once

controlled, the question naturally arises,: If other

nations can make articles of this descrixotion at

a low x^i'ice, for which there is an enormous

demand, why cannot British manufacturers do the

same ?

That Selangor will become better known in

the future there is little doubt. Although its

XU’osperity dex^ends on tin, the - Government will

be able to look for a revenue from other sources

before its last mine is closed
;
but this outlook

will not affect the x^i’esent generation.

DK PETHER^S PARROT.
By Mrs Isabel Smith, Author of The, Bomance of Muthy Wovkhonse, A Benegade^ &c.

I.

B PEBEGEINE PETHEB came
home from a round in the slums

of Middlecot one late autumn
afternoon, and threw himself on

to the one springless easy -chair

which his sitting-room contained.

He was a man of seven or eight and twenty,

tall and well - x:)r6xDortioned ; and, though by
no means handsome, there was something attrac-

tive about his rugged, honest face. At this

moment, however, he looked tired and decidedly

cross. He had had a long, x^rofitless turn in

the fog and mizzling rain
;

his boots were

covered with mud— Dr Pettier often said he had
never seen anything like the Middlecot mud

—

and as he held one foot to the hollow cheer-

fulness of an asbestos grate, he discovered a

hole in the upxier leather. Already one boot had

been x^^^ched, and he trembled for his profes-

sional rexmtation if its fellow had to follow

suit.

Eor six months he had been struggling to make
a x)mctice in this j\Iidland county town

;
but so

far it had proved a fruitless labour. Beyond a

chance x>atient or two, no one but the x^oor had

required his services ,* and, though he might have

gained a little fresh experience, he had gained

nothing else but bad debts. He had rented this

shabby-genteel house in a very unfashionable

quarter, with its equally shabby furniture, set ux:)

a new brass x^^^-te upon the area railings, and

waited—as he wrote to an old college chum now
settled at Glasgow—for his luck to turn. At
X^resent, however, there seemed no x^i'ohability of

such a desideratum.
‘ Another job for the cobbler !

’ he ejaculated,
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tliro'sving tlie dilapidated slioe-leatlier into a far

corner of the room.

‘ Bless mv old boots ’ exclaimed a curious

voice from the semi-gloom.

' Hullo, Polly, old girl 1 Xearly knocked you

over, did I. cage and all I ’ said the doctor. He
got up and vent to a side-table on vhich stood

a large round cage in the same state of decay as

the rest of the furniture, and containing a gray

parrot, which came up to the bars and put her

head do^^m to be stroked.

' Scratch poll, Polly,' said her master cheeringly.

‘ Tilings look pretty bad, Polly ; but I won't sell

you, old lady, not if I were to be ofi'ered hfty

pounds for yoUj and the cage thrown in.'

' Good bov, good boy,' said tlie parrot approv-

ingly. She had been a payment-in-kind from a

gmteful sailor-patient. Dr Pether had grown

quite fond of his companion, and vrould have

missed her prattle, though it was occasionally

couched in language which left something to be

desired-

There was a tap at the door, and an angular,

sour-iooldng woman entered, carrying a lamp.

This was the charwoman who did for Dr Pether

during the day, and did him at night by taking

home with her all she could lay her hands on in

the way of edibles. It must be confessed that

that was not much.

‘Any one been,. Mrs Sloman ?' asked the doctor

in a matter-of-fact tone, slipping his feet into his

carpet-slippers.

‘ Xo, sir : no one/' answered the woman—it

seemed to the doctor's sensitive mind that she

took a malicious satisiaetion in her reply—' nor

a soul.'

‘ It is the bodies I want/ muttered,. Dr Pether

irrita'biy.
—

‘ Be q nick and bring me some tea,

please, Mrs Sloman.'

A few minutes later the tea was on tae table

:

the teapot, kc., half a loan, a.nd a dab oi vriiat

was called butter, syuniietric^Uly arranged on the

stained and torn inulberry-colotired cloth.

‘ You he aunost out of tea, sir,' said Mrs Sloman.

‘ I triought I 'd better remind you.'

‘YThw it was only the other day I bought a

pound,' replied the doctor*

‘YTell, sir, a pound wont last for ever,' said

the woman tartly.

‘Cross old patch, crosit old patch,' smd Poliy.

Mrs Sloman beat a retreat, muttering some-

thing a'boLit vvTiiiging that bird's neck for always

insulting respectable wuiows and strewing rJie

seed aii'i water all over the carpet.

Dr Pether began his frugal meal eagerly,, for

his lunch had been lignt enough tO' suir the most

dyspeptic patient ever a do-ctor had : but. iihe'

the apostle, he knew from experience both ‘to.

be hungry and to siiJIer need.'

He had hnishcd his tea. and haa tnrnea round

to the stove to indulge in what he called ‘a

survey of the case up to now'—wniich gjcneraily

resulted in a determination on his part that, things

being as bad as they were, they must improve

soon—^^vhen he remembered the post-box.

‘ Xothing for me, I expect/' he said, with a sigh,

‘ unless it 's a beastly bilk However, I TL go and

see.'

‘ Dash my buttons.' cried the parrot inap>positely.

Dr Pether came back vrith two or three en-

velopes in his hand.
‘ These can wait/ he said, disposing of the nrst

two. which he vras well aware contained ‘ accounts

rendered.'

‘ HuHo I TThat 's this 1
* he cried, suddenly

pausing before one which l:»ore the pest-mark

Petergate, and was directed in legal handvuiting.

‘ Petergate lYhy. that 's where niy old godfather.

Peregrine Cliiliingworth,, lives he exclaimed in

some excitement. TTliat coula it be 1 TTss his

i
godfather dead, and had he repented of Iiis lifelong

I neglect- of his godson, and left him the fortune

1,
he was siipposcQ. to possess i TTniil now all that

i

Dr Pether had received from his godfather was

I
his Christian name, which had been a source of

I

unending torment to him at scnool anti college

;

I
a christening-mug, whieiL had long ago* gone

; in exchange for much-needed coin of tne realm :

i
and a gift of hve poun^tis when iie p.'isseoi

j
nothing, tiioush so'dstn iiati mc"'lest-ly miormed

; him of the stases or ins subsequent’ c-areer.

Dr Pether tore open the envelope and began to

r-^ad :

/
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A few days after Dr Petlier had become aware

of the extension of his worldly 2^ossessions he

received an answer from Glasgow :

‘ Dear old Pegs, — Congratulations on your

liaving attained the dignity of being a house-

holder ! Of course you would rather have had
money

;
but it ^s not so bad, either, to have a

house and bit of ground. As you are not doing

well where jmu are, why don’t 3^011 go to Peter-

gate and set uj) at The Power? It would be

a healthy place to work in, anyhow—if that is

an advantage—and you might find it easier to

build w'p a ]3i‘^ctice there, where there would
not be so much comiDetition. Think it over, old

fellow, and let me know what jmu decide.—Yours

always, Alex, Ferguson.’

‘Rot a bad idea, Aleck,’ said the doctor
;

‘ eh,

what do you think. Poll}"? Shall we migrate to

the country, you and I ? I ’ve had about enough

of Middlecot.’

‘ Kiss me quick and go, honey,’ said Polly,

chuckling.

‘ All right. Poll
;
go we will,’ cried her master.

‘And the sooner the better.’

Dr Peregrine Petlier was nothing if not im-

pulsive. In an incredibly short space of time he

had made his arrangements, and a few weeks

later saw him and the parrot transferred to Tlie

Bower, Petergate, while the brass inscribed

‘ Peregrine Petlier, M.D.,’ was fixed on to a

varnished oak gate at the bottom of a carriage-

drive.

The Bower was a rambling old house, with

more rooms than its new occupant knew what

to do with, but they were all furnished
;

and,

whatever haj^pened, he would no longer dread

quarter-day and* the rent. It is true he felt

rather aggrieved when he had seen Mr Chilling-

worth’s solicitor and a copy of tlie will, and

foimd that the great bulk of his godfather’s

property had gone to hospitals and institutions,

the rest in legacies. His ovtl share seemed small

by contrast
;

but the fresh air and rural sur-

roundings induced him to take a brighter view

of things, and he quite hoped his luck would

soon take a turn.

The worst of the winter was over when he

wrote to his old friend :
‘ You will be wanting

to know how I am getting on, Aleck, and so

far I cannot report any great success. Xo ricli

old lady has taken a fancy to me, and no lucra-

tive accident has obligingly happened outside my
gate. I have assisted a fev,' little mortals into

this vale of tears
;
but the people about here are

so healthy that they never seem ill : and if they

are, they have more faith in their ov.ii remedies.

What can one expect vrith a peasantry that doses

itself with live .spiders v,Tapped in butter for v.'hat

tliey call the “ yaller-jamders,” and believes in

the ixniailine efficacy of an acorn carried in the

2)ocket as a 2^i’^''Giitivc of cramp, and a cold

l)otato for rheumatism ? However, I shall stick

to it for the 2^1'csent
;
but it Is harder for some

things here—as one has to keej) up ap[)earances.

In a country village one’s ])rivate allairs ai'c a

matter of interest, and I cannot say to

my factotum, as I often used to at i\liddlec(jt,

that I am dining out, and quietly satisfy my
hunger with 2)runes and raisins in the ])arlour.’

One day Dr Petlier came home from an errand

at the other end of the irxrish, and missed Polly’s

cheerful greeting as he entered the dining-room.

He looked to where the cage stood, and found,

to his dismay, that it Avas enqity. As I .said

before, the cage Avas old and .shaliby, and Polly’s

continual jiccking at the liars had so loosened

them that it Avas easy for her to make her

escape, Avhich it ajipeared .she had at last done.

In A"ain her disconsolate OAvner hunted higli and
loAA". There Avas no sign of tlie gray ]iarrot.

He Avent into the garden and cal hid Polly

till he Avas hoarse. As a rule, if Polly Avas

loose—for this Avas not the first time she had

obtained her liberty—she Avould come swoop-

ing through the air at his call, and, perching on.

his Avrist, let him carry her back to captivity

;

but no welcome flutter of Avings cheered the

doctor now. He Avas so cut up that he could

not .sit doAvn to his lunch, but Avent out into

the village and asked every man, woniaji, and

child he met if he or she had seen a gray parrot,,

and his opinion of country intelligence Avas con-

siderably le.ssencd by the answers he received.

More than once his expectations Avere I'aised by

an affirmative reply, only to be dashed to the

ground Avhen, instead of a parrot, a rook, or a

pigeon proA"ed to have been the bird seen.

A couple of days passed, and there was no-

sign of jxoor Polly. Dr Petlier began, to fear he

.should ne\"er .see her again. He had had bills

printed and put in the rural police-station Avindow,

in the general .sliop, and in the bhicksmith’s, but

to no effect.

One afternoon he Avas in the surgery Avhen

Mrs Slornan’s successor, a stolid countrywoman,

came to the door Avith a scared face. ‘ If you

please, sir,’ .she said, ‘there’s such queer noises

in the back Avash’us as ever av;jls 1

’

Dr Petlier followed her forth Avith—tlie e^irly

tAvilight of a AvintePs afternoon over all—and tlie

back Avash-house looked chill and dreary. Tlie

noises—and they Avere .sounds of a A'ery faint .sort

—.seemed to pu'oceed from a chimney at the end

of the apartment (there Avas no grate), and Dr
Petlier Avalked at once to the .spot and ILsteneA

‘ Sounds like summat .scuffling about therv

.said the housekeeper. ‘.Shouldn’t Avonder if it

Avasri’t that there old parrot of yourn/

‘Rot likely, ilrs Peek. Ho'.v could she get

in the chimney?’ asked the doctor : hut he hent

for'.vard and put Ills lieavd a little Avar up the
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[ood her escape
;
while Dr Pether, hastily strikingblack shaft. He could not get it far, for the

brickwork suddenly narrowed
;

but he could sec

a glimpse of gray sky at the top, and on a ledge

half-way down something lighter than the soot

was lodged. Just then Polly's unmistakable and
plaintive peep made itself heard.

‘ Polly !
’ cried the doctor. ^ Pretty Poll 1

^ The
peep came louder this time. Then there was a

quiver of feather-quills, and ‘Poor Polly cold,’

said the parrot.

‘ Oh ! it is the parrot, sure enough !
’ cried the

doctor delightedly : and, regardless of the soot

which encrusted the brickwork of the interior,

he reached up as far as he could, but he was
still a long way off Poll}^

‘ Come down, Polly
; come down,’ he said

coaxingly :
‘ scratch poll, Polly—scratch poll

;

’

but the parrot would not move. She had evidently

been pecking mortar on the outside of the chim-

ney when she overbalanced and fell, alighting

on the projecting ledge above mentioned, from

which she was afraid to ffy either up or down.

Dr Pether remained in his sooty surroundings

for fully a couple of hours, inviting, coaxing,

threatening, but all in vain. Polly’s prep Avas

pitiful
;
but she did not stir. At last a sudden

thouglit struck the doctor, and he sent Mrs Peek

for a butterily-net which hung in the hall.

‘ Row, bring me the cage,’ he said, ‘ and shut

the door.’ It vras by this time quite dusk, and

the housekeeper had put a lighted candle on the

stone ffoor ^of the wash-house, there being no

table.

All being re:idy for the last desperate venture.

Dr Pether armed himself with the butterfly-net

and made a frantic dash for the parrot. It was

a move in the dark, for the candle’s gleam

scarcely penetrated into the chimney, and every

movement sent a shower of soot into the doctor’s

eyes. The next minute there was an unearthly

shriek, a wild llutter of wings, followed by a

jingling sound, and a begrimed Polly flew madly
out of the fireplace-, brushing against her master,

and aiming straight at the candle, Avhich she

speedily extinguished.

i\Irs Peek, joining her scre<.im to the parrot’s

discordant clamour, felt for the door and made

a match, beheld, to Ms astonishment, amid the

soot which lay anlde-deep on the hearth, the

glitter of gold and the frayed edge of an old

cotton stocking.

Oblivious of Polly, who flew round and round

the wash-house uttering piercing cries, he lit the

candle, and groped about on his knees, literally

picking up gold and silver, Avhile tightly wedged

at the bottom of the stocking-foot Avas a plump
roll of Bank of England notes.

'

With sooty fingers that trembled Avith excite-

ment he pulled it out, and the first note that

met his eye Avas inscribed for one thousand

pounds. At this juncture the housekeeper

cautiously put her head in at the door
; but

Dr Pether, in a voice unlike his OAvn, bade her

go away and shut the door, as Polly Avas likely

to be spiteful after her imjDrisonment.

Then he took the candle, and poked about in

the chimney
;
but beyond a few loose guineas he

found nothing else. EAudently the stocking had

rested on the same ledge as Polly, and Avhen she

had been so unceremoniously dislodged she had

brought it Avith her in her tumultuous flight.

For some days afterwards Dr Pether Aveiit

about Avith sooty shadoAVS round his eyes, A’ery

black ej^ebrows and lashes, and hair that repeiited

Avashings failed to restore to its normal bright

hue.

As Mrs Peek observed to a neighbour, ‘When
the doctor came out of that there chimbley he

Avas a mastcrpiec<i for soot
;
and as for the mess

and dirt there Avas all about the place, it aa'es

one person’s Avork to clear up
;

’ and she Avished

—

she did Avitli all her heart—the blessed old parrot

had stopped Avhere she Avas.

Dr Pether, hoAvever, AA'as of. a different opinion

AAdien he Avrote to Aleck Ferguson ;
‘ I can never

thank either you or Polly enough—you for

advising me to set up at The BoAA^er, and Polly

for obligingly tumbling doAvn the Avash-house

chimney. My fortune is made, AA'hether my
godfather intended it or not

;
and I see that,

after all, it is sometimes not such a bad tiling

to be left a residuary legatee.’

ON S A L V A G E.

i ALYAGE,’ says an ancient authority,

‘is that recompense alloAved to a

ship that has saved another from

j

enemies or jurates
;

’ but at the

present day the Avord lijis a slightly

different meaning. The ‘enemies

and pirates’ of the old-time sea-hiAAwer are noAV

chiefly heaAW gales and turbulent AAVives ;
and the

‘ recompense ’ formerly aAA’arded to a ship that

had rescued a sister-A*essel from a foe, or from

one of Shylock’s ‘ water-thieves,’ is to-day the

salA'age-money. This A'aries from tlie feAV shillings

earned by a longshoreman avIio has draAvn a

balk of timber to land out of the surf, up

to the hundreds or CA'en thousands of pounds

aAAwrded to the craft that has toAved a disabled

liner into a place of safety.

It might be imagined by the uninitiated that

the captain of a A'essel in distress Avould accept

help Avithoiit liesitation. Xo : he knoAvs too Avell

/
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tlie liigli 23Lce jDut on such assistance. Eor

instancej it was but recently that a large cargo-

steamer became disabled in the English Channel

owing to a breakdown of her machinery, and

anchored to re^Dair damage in a bay exj^osed on

the south-west. As tlie wind was blowing from

that quarter at the time, and had increased in

force to a gale before the necessary rej^airs were
completed, the anchorage became unsafe, and the

steamer began to drift towards the shore. Eor
some time the danger of her position had been

evident to the ever-watchful longshoremen, and
infonnation had been sent to the nearest

that a steam- tug was wanted. The tug was
S]Deedily on the S2:)ot

;
but the sum demanded for

towing the steamer into a 2)Lce safety was,

in the opinion of the ca]Dtain of the steamer,

exorbitant, and he also foresaw the disj^leasure

of Ills owners on account of the delay that had

already occurred
;

therefore the tug’s first offer

was declined.

Slowl}^ but steadily the anchors dragged, and
slowly but steadily the steamer drifted nearer and

nearer to the shore. Again the tug aj^x^i'oached,

and now her caiDtain, like the sibyl of old, raised

his 2^idee to just double what he had at first

demanded. Again liis offer was refused. Another
interval, during which the steamer’s

2
ioril became

greater, and once more the tug a232ii’oached and
offered help, but at a further advance. By this

time, however, the
2^osition of the steamer liad

become so 2^6rilous that the ca
2
:>tain was com-

pelled to accept the tug’s aid. There was just

room for the latter to manceuvre between the

shore and the disabled vessel, a tovr-ro2:)e was
successfully 23assed on board, and she was forth-

with conducted to a 2̂ bice of safety. The sidvage

claimed by the tug was, it may be mentioned,

dis23uted by the owners of the ste<imer on the

23lea of extortion. The Admiralty Court rejected

the 23lea, and the tug received her due. In this

case, as has been seen, the tug refused her help

except for a certain specified sum. It is more
usual for the salvage to be first effected, and the

23rice to be paid for the service settled afterwards

by the 23arties themselves or by arbitration.

The case of the steam-collier Acliilles—a vessel

that in October 1899, while 23assing thi'ough Yar-

mouth Eoads in broad daylight, got too near the

Scroby Sand and grounded there—is a tA’pical one.

Beachmen from Gorleston and longshoremen from

Caister, as well as two steam-tugs, were quickly

on the S23ot ; but their united efforts on the first

day were im230tent to move her. Dming the

night she jettisoned a 2̂ ortion of her cargo of

coal, and the next day she was floated. At the

suit of the salvors, she was, however, detained

until her ovmers had de230sited a sum sufficient

to cover their claims, the amount of the claim

being settled by the • lawyers of the 2^artie3 in-

terested. On this occasion the Gorleston men,
having both vfind and tide in their favour,

arrived at the scene of action in their beach-

yawl in advance of their Caister brethren, so

their ser^dees as first-comers obtained a larger

share of salvage-money in consec2uence.

The beachmen or longshoremen of a district

frequently form themseh^es into a com23any
;
and

certain members of the com23aiiy are ever on the

watch for vessels in distress. In Kent men of

this class are locally called ‘hovellers.’ Usually

they do salvage-work in their ovti beach-yawl.

The well-known surf-boat the Friend of all Nations

belonged to a com23any of Margate beachmen. Her
record was remarkable on account of the innumer-

able services she had rendered to shi23wrecked

men and A’essels in distress. At last she who
had salved so many others became lierself a subject

for salvage. After doing duty for many years,

she ca23sized while on one of her life-samng

errands in a very heavy storm at Margate, and
several of her crew lost their lives. It was
in Kovember 1898, however, whilst being towed
out to a vessel signalling for hel23 in the

Downs, that her crew 2^orceived that she was
sinking, smothered beneath the enormous waves.

All the men succeeded in getting on board the

tug
; and the waterlogged Friend of all Nations,

relieved of their weight, remained afloat, and was

dragged through the waters she had so often

de23rived of their Then suddenly she dis-

a2323eared, her stem having been torn out by the

stress and strain of the waves. ‘There goes the

last of the Friend of all Nations,^ said one of her

crew as she vanished. He was mistaken. Some
days later she was found floating off" the place

that had given her birth, wandering blindly back

to her first home. The tug United, of Yarmouth
picked her U23 and towed her into her native

port. Here, later on, she was sold for the

benefit of her owners, the Margate beachmen, a

majority of them considering her too old for

further use. The minority, however, like true

sailors, were unwilling to give U23 their old

favourite, so they 2^'^'*-i'chased her. Sent back

to Margate by rail, she was there re23aired, and

reneAved her former career of life-saving and

salvage-earning.

In estimating salvage the risk and trouble are

naturally taken into account, as Avell as the A'alue

of the goods salved. It is not ‘finders, ovmers,’

at sea any more than on land. A few years ago,

Avhen a !Mediterranean fruit-boat Avas run doAvn

off Folkestone, the deck cargo, consisting mainly

of boxes of oranges, dotted the Giannel for many
a rood. The Folkestone fishermen returning to

harbour 2^icked them up by dozens. Boat after

boat came in Avith a double cargo—fruit as well

as fish ;
and, like Edie Ochiltree at Misticot’s

tomb, the fishermen were for saying, ‘Ko haLers

and quarters
;

all of my ain and nane of my
neighbours’.’ HoAA*eA*er, the Custom-House autho-

rities were of a different opinion
;
every bo.x Avas

deposited in their AA'arehouses, and the OAAUiers
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were coimniiiiicat-ed ivitA On ine following day !

tlie oranges were sold, and salTage-money was duly

paid to tlie mnnniuing nsheriolk. ISeedless to

say. oranges were cheap in Polkestone for the

next few days.

Tv reel:ed goods, especially if of a perishable

nature, seldom fetch much. It was in 1898 that

the harpiie GalaUa, laden with a geneial cargo,

stranded on Hammond's Knoll, one of the out-

lying network of sandbanks that protect, as well

as make dangerous, the Norfolk coast. She became
a total ivreck, and goods of all sorts, from toys

to pianos, were salved, principally by hshermem
Some of the pianos fetched but ten shillings

:

others, less damaged, were sold for as many
pounds. Not long since a North Sea trawler

brought to the surface a marvellously heaty case.

Tlie crew gathered round, and expectation rose

high. The case ajjpeared to have been long under

water. Wlien opened it was found to contain ten

tins
;
and when one of these was forced open, a

stick of some unknown yellovr substance w'as dis-

closed to view. It W'as ewdently not good to eat.

TVould it bum ? A light was apjdied, and the

substance burned so fiercely that the crew prudently

sent it, tin and all, into the dej)ths w'hence it

had come. The other nine tins were brought

on shore
;
and their contents, proving to be phos-

phorus, were finally disposed of to a firm of rat-

poison manufacturers, thereby, no doubt, affording

certain rats a fine North Sea flavouring for their

final refection.

Salvage is obviously of a very hap-hazard

character. Like the schoolgirl's notion of the

distance of the moon from the earth, it dej)ends

very much upon the state of the w'eather. One
branch of salvage, until recently a less precarious

employment than the accidental, still remains.

It consists of dredging—or, as it is locally called,

‘sw'ipiug’—for chains and anchors. These have

found a temporary resting-place on the sea-bottom

from various causes : they may have encountered

some obstruction and clung to it, or a link in

the chain may have broken, or they may have

been deliberately cast loose. The spot is usually

marked and dredgers set to work. But in such

w'ell-know'n and frecpiented anchorages as the

Downs or Yarmouth Roads, dredging is conducted

on the chance that the scour of the tide may
have laid bare some fresh treasure of the deep.

Aiichors and chains thus salved are lodged with

the Receiver of Wreck for the district in w'hich

the}^ w'ere foimd, and are paid for at the rate of

two shillings per himdredw'eiglit, exclusive of a

small amount for portage. At periodic intervals

tenders are imuted for these reclauued articles by

the Board of Trade, and thus the Receivers’

wreck-3'ards are cleared of their limiber. The

palmy days of anchor-dredging are on the wnne,

how'ever. The old-time anchor, with its twm

fliikes, shank, and stock, bids fair to lose its

berth in favour of a new' invention. The new'

I

anchor is double-claw'ed, vdihoui a stock, and with

a shank capable of being Qrawn up into the hawse-

hole. This type of anchor is not easily parted

with, and vrhen lost is not, as the dre%ers know,

easily recovered. Doubtless by the time Herr

Zeppelin’s air-ship has become an ordinary loco-

motive, deep-sea anchors will be so jjerfected in

construction as to have destroyed the dredgers’

trade m them entirely
;
and their gaze, hitherto

intent upon the deep, must then be turned sky-

wards in search of the means of gaining a

livelihood.

THE CAPE TO THE AUTHOR OF HONGIXO.’

(See Chamhers' s Journal for 1900, page 60S.)

Tour, song about the ^ green road ’ came o’er the

veldt to me.

In anld langsjne I trod that road, down to the

* happy sea ;

’

But I left Old Scotia’s mountains for this land of

STinny fountains.

For the kopje, sluit, and sheep-kraal gave up moor

and stream and tree.

For the ‘full breath,’ the ‘cool breath,’ the breath

so strong and sweet,

^ly thirsty soul is longing sore, amidst this glare

and heat

;

For the fragrant gorse and heather, in the glorious

autumn weather,

And the caller wind from the ‘ great Eorth Sea
’

which I never more shall meet.

My ‘pure love,’ my ‘sure love’ ! I think of her

each day
;

I left her for a worthless love, an idol of cold clay.

Now, alas ! I ’d give full measure of my dearest

earthly treasure

For one of those glad hours again, so happy and so

gay.

The ‘gay street,’ the ‘gray street’! Alas! it tempts

me too
;

Its witchery is calling me, here in the wide karroo.

Oh ! I hear its turmoil rushing, I see life and passion

flushing

In the ‘gay street,’ the ‘gray street,’ so far beyond

my view.

The ‘green road,’ the ‘clean road’! The town that

calls me too ;

The ‘pure love,’ the ‘sure love,’ so fond and good

and true
;

The ‘gay street’ throbbing, living; the fresh wind, all

life-giving :

To all my thoughts oft wander, while great Orion

yonder

Looks down on Northern Sea and tovm and my hut

in the lone karroo. hi. G.

Printed and Published by W. k R. Chambehs, Limited, 47 Paternoster Pvow, London
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and Edinburgh.
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EADEES of tliat delightful novel,

The JVorld went very well Then^

will remember Mr Brinjes of the

fiery eye and the snake-stick, who

made eveiy negro do his bidding,

and doled out aches and pains

as though he Avere ]Dossessed of a Pandora’s box.

Mr Brinjes Avas a great oheah~mtx\\. Could he

revisit these pale glimpses of the moon he

might perchance make a fortune out here in

the West Indies
;

at least, he Avould find

abundant exercise for his black art, and make

plenty of disciples.

Oheah is the Avitchcraft of the West Indies.

The SAVorn foe of Christianity and civilisation,

it hinders eA^ery effort to uiffift the negro race

;

it is a superstition as degrading as it is Avide-

spread, a standing menace to the social order.

But for the strong hand of the British Govern-

ment, it might at any time incite the mass of

ignorant blacks to massacre the mere handful of

AAdiites thinly scattered amongst them.

The name is derived from Obi, apparently an

eAul deity Avorshipped on the West Coast of Africa

by the ancestors of the present West Indian

negroes before they Avere shipped off as slaves to

the plantations. The Eev. John Radcliffe, a noted

Jamaican scholar, has proA^ed the AA'ord ohi to

mean a snake, and to this day the snake is com-

monly used as a symbol in the baleful rites.

Snake-sticks, such as Mr Brinjes used, form part

of the armoury of most self-respecting obeah-men.

It is curious that nearly every race and every

creed should envisage the serpent as the enemy

of mankind.

In former days the oheah-marL flourished openly,

eA^en in the British colonies
;
but since 1845 he

has had to carry on his eAul practices more or

less ^ under the rose.’ LaAvs have been j^^'^ssed

against him, and Avhen caught he is 23unished

Avith twelve months’ hard labour and the cat-o’-

nine-tails. NeA^ertheless oheah flourishes beneath

the surface, and ‘sIoaaJv rotting iiiAA^ards, moulders

all.’ Far aAvay from Adllages,^dAvelling in a j^alm-

No. 215.
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thatched hut u^aou the trackless mountain-side,

the o&crt/j-man may be found. Fearfully his

negro client creejAS through the clinging lianas

and tangled undergroAAffh, shuddering at (he

shadoAVS cast by the feathery bamboo, and half-

crazy AA*ith dread lest ‘diyApy spring ’pon him.’

The ghostly silence of the tropical night is

broken only by the dismal note of the croaking

lizard. Small AA’onder that the negro reaches the

sorcerer’s den prepared to be impressed by his

heathenish rites, silly though they may appear

to the civilised intelligence. The oica/i-man is

generally a sinister, terrifying figure—aged, do-

crejAit, often diseased, and half-mad
;

but A\-ith

a baleful gleam in his bloodshot eyes that does

not belie his
2
>retended intimacy Avitli the Author

of EauI. He is accommodating : he Avill do

anything for a bottle of rum, a ‘coolie bangle,’

and a feAV shillings. Is his client in love ?

He can concoct a to make the duslcy

beauty kind. Is it an enemy to be avenged

upon? He aauII ^Aut ‘du^Apies’ on him so that

he shall be racked by ghostly terrors, his cattle

die, his yams fail, and his Avife proA^e unfaith-

ful. Has his client committed a crime ? He
Avill go to the court and cast his spells upon

the judge so that he must acquit. Is it poison

that is AA^anted ? Even that can sometimes lie had

at a

In the old slavery days it Avas a common thing

for slaves aaJio had been treated Avith extreme

barbarity to go to an oheah-imui for jAoison

to mix Avith the overseer’s ‘cocktail’ or coffee.

Ground glass aa'us a favourite artiiJe for this

jAUiqAOse. NoAA^adays such cases arc A’ery rare :

during three years’ residence in JauAaica not one

has come under my direct obser\’ation, though

I have heard of them. The native AAdiites say

that to keep a serA^ant aaIio has a grudge against

one is to invite poisoning. I scarcely lAclievc it.

A discharged serA^ant Avill ‘ set oheah ’ on one :

but his animosity ends there. The other day

I Avalked into the house of a friend on a larg('

estate near Moneague, ‘the garden of Jamaica.’

Ecso'vcdi] Jan. 11, 1002.
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Hanging over the doorway was a rusty knife.

That was ohcah. It had been placed there by a

negro whom my friend had discharged, the idea

being that if the latter passed nnderneath the

knife he would soon meet a violent death. Such
curious trilles are constantly met with by white

men in these colonies. It may be a handful of

graveyard earth on one's pillow at night, or a

few sen-sell feathers in one's soup-plate, or some

evil-smelling liquid in one's whisky-bottle, or a

few lizards’ bones in one’s coat-pocket
;
whatever

it is, the object is either revenge or propitiation.

The oZjcrt/j-worker wants either to injure one or

to make one do as he wishes. I have known
coloured schoolmasters scatter these ridiculous

triiles about their schoolrooms with the idea of

compelling the Government inspector to give

them good reports ; and missionaries have told

me that members expelled from their Churches

for evil living commonly work ohcah in order

to be restored to the fold. I^Tien the minister

enters his pulpit, and, opening his Bible to give

out the text, finds a quaint assortment of cats’

claws, feathers, dried leaves, and egg-shells, he is

by no means puzzled as to the meaning of it all.

He knows it expresses ITezekiah Da Costa’s wish

to be received back into Church membership

without abandoning his career as the village Don
Juan. Like other savages, the negro has a curious

knack of grafting Christian teaching on to his

old beliefs. That is, perha^^s, the greatest diffi-

culty a missionary has to contend with.

The vitality of ohcalusm is surprising. Under
British law it perforce assumes forms less dangerous

to the social order than in Hayti and San Domingo
;

but it is serious enough. It must be carefully

kept in check, for there is a danger that at

any moment it may break out into excess and

lead to a ghastly tragedy. Quite recently some

negroes in the British colony of Dominica killed

a child as a sacrifice to that great West African

fetich, Mumbo Jumbo. A man was arrested and
tried for the murder : but he proved an alm\

and was acquitted. The judge and barristers

concerned in the case made some startling re-

marks as to the dangerous prevalence of ohcahism

in Dominica. It is certainly worse in the smaller

islands than in a large and important colony

like Jamaica, where the infiuences of civilisation

are naturally more widely diffused. The negro

republics of Hispaniola, however, stand at the

top of the hierarchy of ohcah. Much as it has

been denied, there can be no doubt in an im-

23artial mind that the lonely groves which serve

as temples for the dreadful raado »,r-worship have

echoed, and still echo now and then, with the

shriek of ‘ the goat without horns,’ and that

ainnibalism sometimes crowns the sacrifice. Sir

Spenser St John has been criticised very severely

for his remarks upon this subject, and the truth

of his revelations has been questioned
;

but

nearly every white man who has lived in Hayti

corroborates him more or less. The hatred edu-

cated Ha3*tians bear towards him is in itself

some evidence of the truth of his exjDosures

:

the galled jade winces. Since his book was

published a native HaA'tian newspaper has been

suppressed for no other reason than that it

published details of human sacrifices and cannibal

feasts. The French colonies of ^Hartinicpie and
Guadeloupe, too, are undoubtedly' more firmly in

the grip of the ohcah suj^erstitions than the islands

belonging to Britain, Their people are more
ignorant and vicious, their laws worse adminis-

tered, their general condition more degraded. It

is chielly in these colonies one finds the curious

old superstition of the loup-garou^ wrongly at-

tached by some novelists to the whole of the

West Indies. The /o?q.)-garoa is a terrible were-

wolf or vampire which is supposed to live on

the blood of way'farers whom it springs upon at

night-time, or of sleepers whom it finds in lonely

huts. The H'olling calf’ is its counterpart in the

British West Indies. This is a quadruped with

blazing eyes and having a clanking chain round

its neck. Like the loup-garouj it prowls at night,

and the man whom it touches dies. The only-

way to escape—so the negroes say—is to stick a

penknife in the ground and turn y'our back on

the monster. Like ]\Iephistopheles held back by

the sign of the Cross, it cannot then advance,

however malevolent it may- be.

Trials for practising ohcah are common in the

criminal courts of the West Indies, and ohcah

enters largely' into trials for other offences. A
celebrated Jamaican judge has said: ‘The oheah

man or woman is one of the great guild or

fraternity- of crime. Hardly a criminal trial

occurs in the colony in which he is not impli-

cated in one way- or another. His infiuence over

the country-people is unboitnded. He is the

prophet, priest, and king of his district. . . . Lender

the style and title of a “bush-doctor,” he wanders

from place to place, exacting coshcnj from his

dupes on all hands : supplied with food by one,

with shelter by another, v-ith money by* a third
;

denied nought from the mysterious terror with

which he is regarded, and refused nothing from

fear of the terrible retribution which might be

the consequence of such a rash act.’

There is something so indescribably- sinister

about an orthodox ohcah-maii's ajDpearance that

he can always be picked out by- anybody- who

has had much to do with negroes. Dirty, ragged,

unkempt, diseased, deformed, there is yet about

him an air of cunning authority. His small,

cruel, piercing eyes peer viciously- on the wit-

nesses arrayed against him in court, for all the

world like those of a cornered rat. Black men

may be seen to turn as gmy- as ashes under the

terror of that baleful gaze, and often it is only-

with the gi'eatest difficulty that incriminating

effidence can be dragged out of them. A
Jamaican poet says that even the ‘John Grow’
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vulture, about the most repulsive creature on

GocVs earth, cannot endure the ok’rt/i-man :

Crouched in a cave I saw thee, and thy beard,

White against black, gleanikl out
;
and thy gaunt hand

Mixed lizards’ skins, rum, parrots’ tongues, and sand,

Found where the sinking tombstone disappeared.

Sleek galley'-wasps looked on thee; grimly peered

Blood-christened John Ci’ows in a hissed demand,

'Who art thou?’ then, like ghouls to a dim land,

Fled
;
for the}' saw thee working, and tlicv feared.

The wizard’s awesome presence, however, does

not ^^ppal an unsentimental Britisli judge. He
orders him Hwelve months’ hard’ and a sound

hogging. Frequently the o6cu/i-man appe^ils against

this sentence to the higher court, and in Jamaica

it is not at all unusual for him to get off

on some technical piouit, owing to the defective

drafting of the law. Of course, lie tells the

ignorant negroes that he procured freedom by

his magical powers, and thus their superstition is

strengthened. Three laws haA'e been passed in

Jamaica against ohcali^ but unfortunately all of

them abound with loopholes for the escape of

the guilty.

A typical ohcah-man was convicted, only the day

before I wrote this article, within a few miles of

Kingston, the metropolis of Jamaica. He is an

old villain well known to the police, and has

previously served several terms of imprisonment

for the same offence. According to the evidence

given at the trial, he overheard a respectable

negro peasant-proprietor say he wished he could

make a lodger leave his house, as he was a

nuisance. The oheah-man volunteered to manage
it at a price. ‘ The peasant must get two white

sen -sell fowls, a white shirt, a pint of white rum,

some black thread, a bundle of wood, two nails,

and a hammer
;

and they would meet at the

peasant’s house at an appointed time to work the

ohcah. Unfortunately for the wizard, the peasant

happened to be an educated, intelligent man,

Avitli a strong contempt for the superstitions of

his race. He pretended to agree, and then went

and told the police. At the appointed time he

concealed two detectives in some coffee-bushes

near the rendezvous, where they could see all

that went on. The oheah-maii kept the appoint-

ment. ^-Hter some weird incantations, he drove

one nail into the front-door of the house, and

the other into the back-door, tying the black

thread from nail to nail. Then he b>i’ocluced a

flask filled with a filthy mixture of oil, rum,

and fowls’ blood, and lubricated the thread with

it, chanting monotonousl}" the while. AHiat re-

mained of the liquid he threw, after many cere-

monies, into the kitchen fire. The next part of

the ceremony was the solemn sacrifice of one of

the sen-seh fowls and the sprinkling of its blood

on the fioor. The obeah-man then demanded liis

fee (seventeen shillings and three silver bangles),

T'emarking to the peasant, H gib dat man one

day fe clear out. If him don’ go, I set ohcah fe

catch liim shadow, and him go dead den fe

true !
’ As soon as the money had changed hands,

the detectives rushed in and arrested him. He
was sentenced to the usual term of twelve months’

imprisonment with hard labour
;

but, in con-

sideration of his advanced age and infirmities,

the flogging was remitted.

It is most difficult to catch and convict an

ohcah-man. Notorious offenders junctise with im-

punity for years because it is imjiossible to secure

sufficient evidence against them. The constabu-

lary is composed of blacks, most of whom are

as superstitious as the rest of their colour. In-

spector Herbert Thomas, a Jamaican police-officer

who has brought many ohcah-men to justice, tells

of a case in which the dr&id of o6tY//i-power ke^^t

closed for three years the mouth of a man who
had seen two persons carry the corpse of a

woman whom they had just brutally murdered
along a lonely path, and deposit it at the door of

a house in which she had been staying with a

relative. This relative and his wife were arrested

on suspicion, but managed to clear themselves.

Three 3*ears later remorse—or more probably the

death of the ohcah-mau—unsealed the man’s lips,

and his evidence contributed mainly to the convic-

tion and hanging of the murderers. Yet a reward

of one hundred pounds had been offered all the

time!—a fortune beyond the dreams of avarice

to a man in his station. Kot one negro in

twenty, rich or poor, educated or uneducated, will

inform against an ohcah-man. This degrading

superstition seems ingrained in the race. A black

man may become a deacon in a church, a school-

master, or even a graduate of an English univer-

sity, and yet at heart believe in ohcah and tremble

before its ju'iest. At Oxford he may have dis-

cussed Comte and Spencer with intelligent appre-

ciation
;
but when he returns to a West Indian

environment he may fall more or less under

the sway of the beliefs he imbibed from his

nana when a child. As the negro proverb

coarsely puts it, ^Monkey pickney neber walk on

ground.’

Some time ago a coloured man in Jamaica,

who was looked up to as a prosperous merchant,

churchwarden, and local politician, was convicted

of practising ohcah and sent to jail. The pontiff

of the cult in this colony of Jamaica is knovui

to the police, but they can never catch him.

The fear he inspires among the black peojffe is

so great that evidence sufficient for conviction

cannot be procured. His name is C : he

resides in Kingston, and was formerly a member
of the City Council. Not long since several de-

tectives, hearing that he was celebrating some

grand ohcah rites, made a raid upon his dwelling.

Timely warning was given to the wizard, and

when they reached the house they were set upon

by half-a-dozen strapping negresses—Khadijahs of

the i^i'ophet—and soundly thrashed. Speaking of

these women, perhaps the worst feature of ohcah
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is tlic scD]:*c. ii gives t.lie ohcah-mim for tlie nn-

I'Tidled e^^ercise of his passions. The. wildest

dehancherv forms part of the ritnah Ir is im-

possible to snllv these jKiges by even hinting at

vrhat connnonly happens, even Ihongh it some-

times forms the snlyeet of open eoin'ersation in

Creole circles,

I heard of a rather cnrions ohcah case recently

in one of the. remoter districts of Jamaicm The
culprit was a coal-blach man, with bloodshot eyes,

woolly nncombed h.air, grayish whiskers, and

that indispensable requisite of all old-fashioned

tdir’i.r.Vmen—an ulcered leg. H.is dtiq^e gave em-

dence in court its follows; ‘I told him there was

a piece of land vchich I wanted to buy, but

another man wanted t-o buy it t-oo. I wanted

the ol'criJi-man to make the owner sell it to me..

He asked me whether I wished to kill the man
who vras opposing me, I said no. He told me
he would give me something to throw on t.he

land, so i.hat when the man went there it would

smell so n:asiy that he would go away and have

nothing to do with it. He then commenced to

make a mixture. He took four differeiit things,

mixed them toget.her, and gave the coucoction to

me. Into this mixture he threw some stiiikiug

powder a.ud some rnm. He. told me to get a

coco-iiut shell half-ftiU of water, put the mixture

into it, a.nd i.hrow it all on the land. Then t.he

other man vcould not be able to buy it.' This

;'l»Cim-]nan escaped punishment hy a legal techni-

cality, with t.he result that his pract.ice has largely

iucreiased, t.he negroes helieving that he got oil hy

‘hxing the eye' of the judge.

Just as I wiis writ.ing^ the following curious

‘duppy' story came under my notice. It is be-

lieved by hundreds of black peoade in the district

of Lambs, Liver, Jamaica : A boy vcho was wanted

to give emdence in a criminal case was missed a

few months ago. It was supposed that he had run

avmy : Imt it is now darkly rumoured that he was

!uurdered by a young woraan, who has ever since

been tormented by his ‘ dnppy.' The ghost stones

h.er every night, Peoqde. say they see the st-ones

h.nrtling tlirough the air, and the bruises on

h.er body : but they never see anybody throve

them. Hundreds of people—^so the story goes

—

follow the luckless young woman about every

night to see where the stones come from, but

it rentains a mystery. The young veoman has

had her head broken by them, and it is feared

that she vrill lose her reason.

In many countries supersi.iiions rites are prac-

tised to bring good luck : but t 'hat is not the

case as a rule vrith cloalu Its root idea is the

worship attd propitiation of the Evil One ; it is

essentially malevolent, A negro usually goes to

the oOc'ih-mau to harm his neighbour, not to do

any good to himself : and that is why the law

regards the matter so seriously. The principal

exception to this rule is the not infrequent case

of the young iiegress who goes for a love-philtre

to make some ‘high gentleman' marry her. The
C}hc.ah~mim is often called upcai to exorcise * dnppies ’

driven into a man or woman hy a brother of the

craft. In former days this used to be the exclu-

sive w'ork of the rnyal-i'iwi. It was the old story

of Avhite' and Hlack' ma,gic. One wizard did

the mischief, and the other supplied the antidote,

Nowadays myaluTii is coiupletely merged into

and the law punishes both equally.

It may sound rather curious, but it is t.he fact

that t.he white planters are among the greatest

olTeuders a,gaiust the cibc-ali laws, though they are

never punished. They Avork oLraJi' every day

t-o save their plautaticns from that great curse

of the 'VTest Indies, ‘predial larceny'—the theft of

growing crops. You may walk through your

friends A-oco-piece' or hauaua plantation and

notice a skull stuck on the top of a stick, a small

bottle full of dead cockroaches tied to a hrauch,

or a miniature black couiu placed on a little

mound. ‘Hullo, old maul' you say; Avorkiug

ohcah—eh? ITl come and see you llogged at the

jail.' He tries to laugh it On shamefacedly, say-

ing there is really no ot.her way to make ‘those

wretched niggers' keep their thieving hands off

the crops. Tliat is true. It is needless, however,

to go to the trouble of placing these things about

the plantation. If some night-j^rowler has stolen

I
your best yams or bananas, all yon need do

i

is to say next morning in the hearing of the

i negroes, Hth all riglit ; I don't care. I he got the

i footprint,’ You will see them whisper amongst

: Themselves in an awe-strickeu way, and presently

: one will come np to you nearly weeping with

I

terror and confess himself the thief. The snper-

! st,ition is, that if you dig out the earth tp^on

!
which t.he robber has impressed his foot and

I
throw it into the hre, he will waste away and

! die unless he gives himself up and takes his

I

punishment. One is reminded of the wax hgure.s

;

which people Tised to make of their enemies in

;
T.he kliddle Ages to stick pins into so that the

I

originals might feel the pangs.

! Ho 'ohcaJi~men believe in chcah / That is a

j

moot point. Probably a few of them do—lialf-

i
cmry old Africans who were, brought to the Y'est

Indiea in slavery days from the Congo or the

Gold Coast ;
but the majority simply practise

upon the credulity of th.eir more ignorant fellows

ill order t^o obtain an easy living, a power in

the Aullage coniinuiiity, and unlimited chances to

gratify their evil p^issions. If you jisk an average

negro wheT.her he believes in ohcaJy he will be

sure to say no, and even laugh the idea to scorn.

He is as.haiued to own the truth to a white man ;

but ask that s;ime negro to chop down a silk-

cotton tree—the recognised abode of all Aluppiead

‘jumluea,’ ‘ diahl esses,’ and ‘ Ztu^ps-grrra?/ ’—and he

will refuse in horror.

This account of i.he witchcraft of the Y'esi

Indies is rather ramhliiig
;
hut iT may be pleaded

ill exteiiualion that there is no coherence or
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re-giilarity in tlie thing itself. Ohcalmm in the

British colonies, although so widespread, is quite

unorganised. This is particularly the case

in Jamaica. During luy residence there I

never came across anything in the nature of

those grand vaudoux ceremonies which sometimes

occur in Hayti and San Domingo. The super-

stition takes less ornate and less dangerous forms.

Its devotees have a wholesome dislike of the cat-

o'-nine-tails. The power of the cult is decreasing,

though ver}' slowly, with the spread of education,

and under British government it is hound to

he uj)rooted in time
;
hut were the Union-jack

hauled down and the blacks left to their own
devices, they would inevitalJy revert to essential

savagery, ornamented with a little gold lace

;

their evil superstitions would have unchecked

sway
;
and the rites of oheah would eventually he

accompanied hy human sacrifices, as they occa-

sionally are in the hlack reiuihlics of Hispaniola.

CLIPPED W I N C S.

CHAPTER VI.—A THANKLESS CHILD.

B PETEE. LOEniER r&tched Ing^i-

rangi after a damp drive through

the hlustering midsummer gale to

fortress undermined hy
feminine subtlety.

Lucie condescended to meet him
in the hall, and to help to remove his wet water-

proof. Kitty had his slippers warming before a

cosy lire. Mrs Lorimer had ordered a specially

tempting dinner. ]Mr Lorimer’s stronghold was

fashioned upon antique principles, and conse-

quently it could only he taken hy the helea-

guerers who followed traditional tactics. But
every man likes to have his castle assailed hy
interested females. It llatters his vanity to

think that they consider him worthy of cajolery.

Consequently Hr Lorimer—who, with hut slender

re^ison, prided himself upon liis astuteness—sjiw

through these transparent wiles ; and, dinner

having ended without any explanation forth-

coming, he glanced at his womenfolks over the

pipe he was Itlling, and bluntly demanded the

meaning of these concerted mameuvres.
‘ What d* ye want now 1 Out with it. New

bonnets again, I suppose d The man of common-
place mind—and none could he more stereotyped

than Hr Peter Lorimers—imagines that an in&iti-

ahle craving for a change of head-gear dominates

the wciiker sex. ‘ Out with it. Don't he afraid.

What 's the figure '?

’

Thus encouraged, iMrs Lorimer explained cir-

cuitously that perhaps he hadnk noticed that

Lucie was looking pale and needed a good

change, and that, for her part, she believed in

the old Siiying that Oiome-keeping folks have

ever homely wits
;

' that nothing was better to

enlarge young people's ideiis than travelling

;

that if Lucie Wiis going home, now was the time

to &iil, so as to enjoy the English summer

;

that the Jiapuem left Auckland in the beginning

of February, and would catch the Omega at

Sydney
;

and that everybody knew that the

Omega Wiis one of the best boats on the line.

It was with extreme difficulty that Lucie

refrained from interrupting her mother’s well-

meaning but somewhat inchoate prolation. ^Oh,

if I only had told him myself !
’ she thought

aggrievedly. ^Now mother’s gone and made a

mess of the whole thing.’

‘ Um ! So it ’s all cut and dried—is it ?

Lucie’s going home on the Omega in February

—

is she '? Evidently all I ’ve got to do in the

matter is to provide the money. She am't go

far without that,’ was IMr Lorimer’s caustic

reply. Kind after Hiss Lucie h<-is got as far as

London on the Omega^ may I ask what she

intends doing next '?

’

‘She’ll stay with her uncle Andrew, Peter,

and her cousin Honoria, of course.’

‘But she has never set eyes on either of them,

and doesn’t know their ways. Besides, how does

she know that they’ll be willing to have her'?’

‘Peter,’ &iid Hrs Lorimer solemnly, ‘blood’s

thicker than water all the world over
;
and if

people don’t welcome their born relatives, whom
will they receive? I’m sure the numbers that

have come here with introductions from people

at home that we scarcely knew—why, I couldn’t

count them
;
and a queer lot most of them were,

I must Siiy. You’ll remember about the man
that called here one day when I was alone, SJiying

he was from your brother in England, and that

he had often spoken of us to him. I wjis as

good to him as I could be, and gave him lunch,

and lent him an umbrella because it was raining

and he said he ’d left his at the hotel. And
when he went away, after borrowing a sovereign

because his purse had been stolen, I found he

had taken a bottle of brandy out of the side-

board and a pair of your new boots. I’m sure

if Uncle Andrew can send people like that to

‘ I was looking at uncle’s last Ghristnuis letter,

father,’ Kitty interposed strategiciilly
;

‘ and in it

he asks if none of us is coming to the old

country, and sjiys how pleased Honoria and he

would be to see any of us. This year they only

sent a card, so I think they may be a little

offended at our never accepting their invitations,’

added the arch-plotter.

‘Um !
’ was ^Ir Lorimer’s laconic reply. ‘ Look

here, my girl \ ’ he continued after a pause.
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addressing Lucicj who sat with drooping head
as though the world were lost, ‘Youh^e got

everything you wish here. There’s nothing you
haven’t got. Y’hy, when I compare your up-

bringing with mine or your mamma’s—every bite

we got we had to work for, and work hard, too.

And now, when you’ve got nothing to do but
curl your hair and drive out. in a carriage like

princesses, you aren’t satisiied, and nothing ’ll

serve you but to leave your parents’ house and
go among strangers that you’ve never seen.’

The sting sharper than a serpent’s tooth had
pierced Mv Lorimer’s most vulnerable part. It is

an exceedingly bitter moment to any lather who
has striven without sparing himself when he
realises that by reason of that very labour under-

taken on their behalf his children have outgrown
him. ]Mr Lorimer was secretly xn'oud of his two
pretty daughters. Kitty, who was blest with a

brighter and more sympathetic nature, had won
the larger share of her father’s ailections by
taking pains to conciliate him, and by showing

him those little attentions that it is a daughter’s

privilege to pay a parent
;

but since leaving

boarding-school Lucie had never tried to 2
^K‘^se

her father, and her petty airs of superiority had

frequently annoyed him. It was as though he

had been expending capital on the education of a

critic, who, thenceforward sharing his domestic

hearth, would take silent notes of all his short-

comings.

^ Tired of Kew Zealand—is she ? Says she

meets the same people again and again,’ growled

!Mr Lorimer, in response to a blundering but

admirably intentioned remark from his spouse.

^ Pretty reasons for a girl of twenty to give.

Lucie’s been too well off all her life—that’s

what’s the matter with her. You take my word

for it, she wouldn’t be a bit more contented in

England. If she can make u}) her mind to settle

down here for a yeiir or two like a sensible girl,

we ’ll see about taking her home
;

but not till

then.’

)tlr Peter Lorimer had issued his ultimatum.

Lucie, her hopes shattered, retired to the morning-

room, there to pore gloomily over the ashes of

the lire, commiserating herself that her parting

with Clialloner must be linal.

However, Mr Lorimer’s ultimatum, like that of

many another potentate, proved to be inconclusive.

At an early hour in the morning, Lucie, who
had tossed sleeplessly till long after midnight,

was aroused by the appearance of her mother’s

ligure framed in the narrow doorway. The light

of the dawn stealing through the venetian-blinds

revealed her ample proiiortions shrouded discreetly

in a scarlet liannel dressing-gown. Her face,

which was encircled by a frilled night-cap, wore

a reassuring smile.

‘Your pa has given in, my dear. I thought

you’d like to know. He was quite set against

vour going till I told him about Mrs Levison and

Edith, and that was enough. He won’t let the

Levisons be before him in anything, since Levi-

son cheated him out of that property at Onehunga.’

Lucie had started up in bed, flushing with

pleasure. ‘Then I can begin preparing at once.

There’s nothing to delay for now.’

‘ There ’s only one thing that may be a ditiiculiy,’

Mrs Lorimer admitted reluctantly. ‘ Pa says that

before he gives his consent we must find an

elderly lady who will be willing to chaperon you

all the way. He &iys there ’s so much foolishness

and Hilling goes on on long voyages that he

won’t let you set foot on board ship without

somebody to look after you.’

‘ Well, father might just as well have said “No”
right out. Surely I ’m not a child that I need

j

to be tied to anybody’s apron-strings all the way,’

cried Lucie liercely, lying down again, and turn-

ing her face to the wall. ‘ I see it ’s no good.

I ’ll just make up my mind to stay at home.’

But the morning post, that ministering angel

of modern da}'s, brought unexpected tidings of a

possible chaperon
;

a duenna, too, of such irre-

proachable standing that not even the captious Mr
Lorimer could raise any feiisible objection against

i
her fitness to act the part of moral policeman

i

to his child.

A black-bordered missive from [Miss Santliem

I

announced that by the recent demise of a great-

I

aunt residing in Shropshire the writer had

1

inherited a small legacy, and that, with the view

I

of wresting it from the hands of the lawyers,

who, she was convinced, were already conspiring

to swindle her, Miss Santliem proposed leaving

her antipodean home to the care of her niece,

and sailing for England earh' in P'ebruary.

Lender any other circumstances Lucie would

have scorned the idea of accepting the services

of [Miss Santliem as sheep-dog
;
but in the face

of Mr Lorimer’s obduracy she rciilised that she

must either endure the guardianship of a woman
she destested or reconcile herself to remaining

at home. Just now Lucie’s whole heart was

determined upon arranging matters so that she

might journey Britainwards on the ship that

carried Challoner. IVhat exjierieiices awaited her

at the close of the voyage she did not trouble

herself to anticipate. Her visions of the future

were bounded by dreams of the weeks at sea,

Vv'herein from morning to nightfall they need

never be apart.

The matter of an escort was soon settled. Miss

Santhem readily promised Lucie the benefit of

her advice and jirotection throughout the voyage,

and as equivalent was graciously pleased to allovr

Mr Lorimer the prhulege of paying a sum
beyond the customary fare, in order to secure a

cabin for her own and Lucie’s exclusive use.

The mail that two days later left Auckland for

London via San Eran cisco carried a long letter

from [Mr Peter Lorimer to his brother, Mr
Andreiv Lorimer, Chancery Lane, London, W.C.,.
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wliereiii lie stated that Lucie would sail for

London in the Omega if he sent a cablegram to

the effect that a visit from her would meet his

approval. The ex^istle added that, as Lucie’s stay

in England would probably extend over several

months, and as her parents desired her to see as

much as possible during her holiday, she would
bring with her a baiilc-draft for four hundred
pounds, the bullc of v^hicli sum the writer trusted

her uncle would take care of and administer for

her use.

The sunshine having returned with Lucie’s

smiles, tlie hobbledehoy coachman in the volu-

minous hat and short coat straightway drove the

ladies into town to open a siege of costumiers and
milliners that was raised only when Lucie’s three

large trunks and her hat-box were finally locked

and strapped ready to be despatched to the

wharf.

During the fortnight that elapsed before

Lieutenant Ghalloner sailed for Sydney, where he

had promised a flying visit to a cousin who was

on the Governor’s staff, his attentions to Miss

Lucie had increased. Both the girls had been

invited to tea on the Ahminaj and his hansom

had frequently tarried b}^ the white gate. With
his departure Lucie felt as though her interest

in New Zealand had completely vanished.

Certain little festivities had been given in her

honour
;

but, to speak truthfully, they bored the

capricious maiden, who, feeling that her real life

was fated to begin when she saw her native

shores fade into the distance, was eager to blot

out the days that intervened before the attain-

ment of her heart’s desire.

The autiunn evening was closing in as the

Rapuera backed x^<^^^^^’0usly from the wliarf

whereon the stay-at-home members of the Lorimer

family, attended b}^ the Angel and David Straight,

stood waving farewells to the departing Lucie,

who, clad in the nattiest of travelling costumes,

leant over the rail waving in return.

M do wish mother wouldn’t cry so/ she said

inwardly, noticing that !Mrs Lorimer, in the grief

incident upon parting with her fii-st-born, had

abandoned all effort at retaining her composure,

and, having in her agitation failed to find her

pocket to get out her handkerchief, was openly

wiping her eyes with the long ends of her bonnet-

striiigsl ^ It ’s so imbecoming. She looks so plain

when her eyes are red and her face blotchy :

besides, it’s unkind to me to make a fuss.' But

even while she grumbled, Lucie felt ashamed

that she had so little compunction at leaving

her kindred for so long a period.

Straight, who had dra’vn a little apart, stood

silent, making no demonstration of sorrow.

Tommy Tresscott, who came up at the last

moment, had seized the opportunity, while the

captain of the Rapuera awaited the arrival of the

ship's jiapers, without which she could not sail, of

sj^ringing on board to utter a few expressions of

goodwill. But Lucie remembered afterwards that

just as the gangway was being withdrawn lie liad

lingered to say, in that shamefaced fashion wherein

ain^ mortal wdio is not a hypocrite tenders good

advice :
‘ I say—I wish you’d look out for Pockets.

He’s—he’s such a fellow to flirt—don’t you know V
Lucie scarcely noticed the words at the time.

Later, the significance of the honest sailor’s warn-

ing became evident to her.

The last moments, during which the distance

between the steamer and the quay slowly widened,

seemed, as is the nature of such moments, intoler-

ably long.

For the third time Mr Lorimer impressed iqion

his daughter the advisability of at once giving

her valuables into the purser’s custody. iMrs

Lorimer had thrown to the winds an incohei’ent

remark connecting chills and flannels. Tresscott

had made Kitty smile tlirough her tears by

affecting to wipe imaginary moisture from the

Angel’s eyes with his long, drooping ears.

The Rapvera curved slowly out, then gaining

impetus with the steady pulsations of her engines,

swiftly encompassed the North Head on her

way towards the open Pacific. Lucie’s heart said

^Quicker, quicker,’ as they steamed past triple-

crowned Piangitoto, and slie thrilled with the

knowledge that her old life was left behind, and

that freedom and adventure lay before her.

A fre.sh breeze was rising, and the passengers

wore the dejected aspect common to those

dominated by the foreboding that their troubles

are about to begin.

Miss Santhem, in a travelling-robe of the most

uncompromising cut, had screamed disjointed in-

structions resj^ecting household arrangements and

economies to her meek niece as long as the

wharf remained within hailing distance. Tlien,

seating herself stifliy upright in her ascetic declt-

chalr, she produced a knitting-bag and inaugurated

that intricate process known as ‘ casting on ’ a

black worsted stocking presumabh' destined to

clothe one of her virgin limbs.

Lingering on deck after dinner watching tl:e

lights of the Little Barrier sink into the distance,

Lucie felt the first stirrings of her immature

soul Something, she knew not ^vhat, began to

strive witliin her. Notliing in her heedless,

indulged life had awakened her latent emotions.

The foolish fancy for Ghalloner was the nearest

approach to imselfish feeling she had yet ex-

perienced.

Sitting under the stars, with the waters of the

greatest ocean in the world surging and throbbing

around her, Lucie let Miss Santhem's strictures

on their fellow-passengers pass unheeded. Her

thoughts were busy Avith the existence she had

heen so eager to relinquish. Some portent, a

shadow' of the events that lay heiore her, cast a

gloom OA’er her communings, for even the certainty

that Challoner Avotild be aAvaiting her arrivd in

I
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Sydney, and tlie. knowledge, rliat he liad taken
j

passc^ge for London in the sc^itie liner as herselfj

failed lo enliven lier innsings.

Of her father and mother Lucie thought almost

lenderly. After all. tltey had ;\cted according

to I heir lights. Their only failings had heen

on the side of over-indulgence. And Kitty had

ever heen a staunch comrade. To David Stinigliu

she rememhered with fainr regret she had for-

gotten even to hid farewell. Por a moment the

memory of the tear-stained faces she had left

behind bedewed her own eyes, T^Tien she rettirned
:

j
all would he different, she promised herself. She
would take pains to conciliate her father, to

humour Iiis likings : no longer seK-engrossed, she

would he gentler, less exacting with her mother,

more thoughtful and aifeetionate,

* He can't possibly he her htishand,' Miss

Santhem's voice, sunk to a low monotone, broke

harshly upon her reverie, ‘ Lucie, do you hear ?

I 've been watching them all evening. They 're

down on the passenger list as Mr and hirs TT. P.

Jones: but I in sure they 're not married. He's

fa,r too attentive, to be her htishand !

'

r E A r D S WITH G- 1 L H E D C 0 I H S.

ROBABLY no coin wis ever so fruit-

ful in tlie production of crime as

the unfortunate ‘Jubilee' sixpence

during the short lime it was in
|

circulation. Tlie designs on both
|

sides of it' were, as our readers i

will remember, fac-similes of those on the half- I

sovereign of the same issue, with the slight ex-
i

cepiion tb.at on the reverse of the sixpence a
|

garter encircled the coat-of-arms. That similarity
|

led to the coins being called in as soon as the fact
j

wa.s brought to the notice of tlie Mint authorities. 1

but not before great numbers had been gilded and
|

passed for their golden twin. PaaY, the ever-
;

faithful recorder of current events, published the ;

following lines on the subject, with an appropriate
j

illustration :

A silver eein. up.'^n the grovaui,

'Whlimn Sikes one morning fonnd.

‘Oh’' he cried, elate wth glee.
*
'VThnt; a slice of rack for me 1

This here Joey, ns I live.
j

I will ynss for half ra ‘‘sldv,'*'
j

So he did ; bur, being caught
|

By n bobby, he was brought I

To the bar of insiice rude,
]

Tourteen years of servirade
i

Sikes will have to undergo I

'Cause he found thar little ‘Joe.' !

Ana tins tnongnt tne lanoy stri.tes— i

‘ \\*hat a slice of luck for Sikes 1

' |

To such an extent was the practice carried
|

that a powder was sold in the streets which, on
;

being rubbed on the sixpences, gave them the i

appearance of gold : and althougli die police did :

all they could to put a stop to this illicit tramck-
;

ing, endless frauds were perpetrated ihrougli its
;

agency, the silver coins themselves nnding leaciy ;

buyers at threeAtnd-sixpence each. The imposition
i

spread even to South Africa, where a man named ?

Henry TVliiie was sentenced to two months' hand ^

labour for palming them oil on die natives of
j

Ihetoria, Of course, a large number of these ;i

sixpences have never foimd their way back to die
I

Mint, nor ever will, being retained by their pos- i

sessors as curios, or with the olject of disposing

of them to collectors at a price far in excess

of their intrinsic value.

One case of gilding two of the five-shilling

pieces and passing them for hve-ponnd pieces

came into the police courts in December 1SS7.

Owing to anotlier lamentable error, the inscription

and design both on the obverse and reverse of

the two coins is identical, the only diiierenoe

being that the ngures of St George amd the

Dragon are very slightly smaMer on the gold

one. Both, too, had origina.lly milled edges bnt

now the crovui-piece bears around its smooth

edge in sharp relief the old legend, Dices d
TE.ruxteu A^Ui-o i?.o.7E?l idth the year of the reign

in which it is minted in Roman numerals

—

which legend \ras first used in the reign of

Charles IT, and then appeared for the nrst time

upon a Victorian piece of money.

It was b.oped that with the issue of a new
coinage there would be am end of all this

; but

in the hurry of business, especially to those not

blessed with good eyesight, there still Inrks con-

siderable danger of being cheated and ontwitted

by the unscrupulous. The commonest form is

gilding the shilling to look like a sovereign

:

the majority of the victims are small trades-

people, principally tobacconists. At one time so

widely was the deception practised in Cambridge-

shire. that a general police notice. \wciS issued

:

yet, in spite of that, the imposture continued to

Nourish.

It has been urged over amd over ag:iin that

the. value should be clearly denoted on all gold

coins, as well as on die silver : but the sugges-

tion bms always been pooh-poohed on the ground

that numismatists hold that a perfect coin should

have no value marked on it. It is true that

the shilling has the Rowil Arms on its reverse,

and die sovereign the St George and Dragon

:

but, in the interesis of the unlearned, who do

not even notice die diferent size of the two

coins, wiiy not siicrinoe the caprices of a few

faddLis and collectors to the stern requirements

of everyday life, hy causing to be impressed on

die latter the woixis ‘one soveraign,' like those
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turned out by the Australian Mint ? Another,

•jind perlnips better, idea is that coins of neiirly

the same size but of diilerent values should be

of diilerent shapes
;

for example, one round, and
tlie other octagonal.

The farthing of 1896 uas also employed as

a swindling medium, and in all its nakedness.

Many instances were communicated to our dailies

by victims. In one a rate-collector stated that

they were frequently tendered to him as gold

pieces, especially in the dark and foggy days of

winter
;
in another a man had two given to him

as half-sovereigns among other change for a live-

pound note, and did not notice the fact till—in

the innocence of his heart, as he expressed it

—he offered one in payment at a newspaper office

next morning.

Thomas James, a seaman with no fixed abode,

was charged at Worship Street with haffiug stolen

ten shillings wortli of postage-stamps, the property

of the Postmaster-General, by means of a trick.

It was proved that the prisoner went to a post-

office in IMiitechapel, and was served, as he asked,

with ten shillings worth of stamps. He put

down a bright farthing, and hurriedly left : but

the clerk gave the alarm, and the prisoner was
pursued and caught. It was stated that exactly a

similar trick was perpetrated three days before

at the Charing Cross branch post-office, and the

prisoner was identified as the man. He entered

the office without a cap, giving the idea that he
came from a neighbouring shop : and, having got

the stamps and thrown down a bright farthing,

he ran out. There was no doubt that he had also

defiauded another bianch post-office by getting

ten shillings worth of post-cards : but he could

not be clearly identified.

Owing to the resemblance between the bright

farthing and a half-sovereign, the Mint in 1897

issued a new 'farthing, dull and dark in ap
2}ear-

ance, M'hich cannot be p>ii^ed off its gold.

The following letters were sent to the editor

of the Standard in February 1897 :

—

Mr Eobt. J. Gaiger, manager, Prescott, Dims-

dale. Cave. Tugwell, Co. (Limited), uuote :

‘In the Standard 1 see that a discussion took

place in the House of Commons with reg-ard to

the similarity between half-sovereigns and far-

rhiiigs. During the last few months I know of

four distinct cases of a new farthing haffing been

taken for a half-sovereign, the peisons who took

them in each c^ise being, of course, the losers. In

two Ciises, quite recently, I have had new farthings

paid into the bank with other gold as hak'-

sovereigns, quite unknown to the clients who
p:iid them in until it was pointed out to them.

The Chancellor of the Exchequer informed Mr
Schunnn that no recent case of farthings haffing

been taken for hak'-sovereigns had been brought

to the knowledge of the Mint : therefore I send

you the above for their information, all being

recent cases, and having occurred in one small

town alone.^

A ‘Bank Manager' also wrote: ‘On turning

to our “Cash Loss Account,** I find two instances

last year where we took across the counter

farthings for half-sovereigns, and I know that

several others were refused. Under the electric

light, if they happen to come Queen‘s-head up,

they are quite difficult to i^ick out. I look

upon the sameness as a constant source of

danger.'

While on the subject of our latest coinage, we
would refer to the recent omission from the bronze

coins of the little ship and lighthouse which
have for about one hundred and thirty years

served to commemorate Smeaton's grand achieve-

ment of completing the Eddystone Lighthouse.

!Many ancient coins preserve delineations of some
of the most beautiful edifices of antiquity not

existing now even in their ruins. Edward the

Elder had Saxon buildings on the reverse of several

of his coins, and on one of Athelstan's is a build-

ing intended for York Minster. Some perpetuate

historic events, among which there is none

prettier than the milkmaid sitting under her cow
represented on the dollars, stivers, &c. coined at

the town of Dordrecht, in Holland. The occa-

sion was as follows :
‘ In the nolde struggle of

the United Provinces for their liberties, the

Spaniards detached a body from the main army,

with the view of surprising Dordrecht. Certain

milkmaids i)erceived, as they were going milk-

ing, some soldiers concealed under the hedges.

They had the presence of mind to pursue their

occupation without any symptoms of alarm. On
their return home they informed their master,

a wealthy farmer, of wliat they had seen. He in

turn give information to the Burgomaster, and

the sluices were ojDened and the water let loose,

by which a great number of the Spaniards were

drowned and the expedition defeated.'

The gilding of inferior coins is no new crime.

A statute was passed in the reign of William

the Fourth enacting that any person found

guilty of so doing should be liable to transporta-

tion for life or any term not less than seven years,

or to imprisonment for any term not exceeding

four years : but the fiaud was knouui more than

a century earlier, for Dryden, in the dedication to

the Earl of Dorset of his translation of the Satires

of Juvenal, published in 1705, when eulogising that

nobleman's writings as being distinguishable from

inferior authors, says: ‘A shilling dipt in the

Bath may go for Gold amongst the Ignorant ; but

the scepters on the Guineas shew the difTerence,'

To ‘the ignoiant' he might liave added ‘the

careless,' for to accept a farthing, with its uninilled

edge, greater diameter, characteristic reverse^ and
the wal'd ‘Farthing' round the held of the

figure Britamiia, for a half-sovereign betokens a

^^ant of very ordinary caution.
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OAPuMELITA: A TALE OF PEEP.
PART II.

N Biy eyes the one defect that iny

friend possessed Avas her tendency

to become a blue-stocking. In

Lima she had been educated in a

• comment school for three years, and
on her return even her own x^eople

were amazed at her accomplishments. Eeadiiig,

geography, beautiful writing, and embroidery, be-

sides playing and singing, had she learned in those

three 3^ears. Now, in addition, she had mastered

a foreign language, and for the first time in my
life I felt jealous. Standing in the moonlight at

the side of a blonde Saxon, Eosita tore the petals

of one rose after another apart, and threw them
to the ground. The man was a stranger to me,

but not to my friend. She was in a listening

attitude, and he was speaking rapidly.

I watched them for a while, then strained my
ears to catch a few sentences of their all-ab-

sorbing conversation. Unnoticed I drew nearer

;

but as their words grew clearer, to iny utter

chagrin I could not understand a syllable. They
were talking in German. Carl Eufer was a

native of Hamburg. He had gone out to the rich

country of Peru, dreaming of rapidly making a

fortune, whether in gold-mining or on the guano

isles he cared not. He had been fortunate as

well as industrious, and before long the silver

which he invested turned to gold. He was rich,

and he was single. At the time we met he Avas

on a visit to Eosita’s father, from Avhoin he sought

adAuce as to the merits of a plantation Avhich Avas

offered for sale, and Avhich he i^rojDosed to buy.

Doubtless Senor de Pronto receu^ed the young

German Avith great Avarmth. The fact that he

himself possessed a pretty and marriageable

daughter formed an additional motive for urging

his guest to prolong his Ausit for a few Aveeks.

HoAvever that may be, Eosita Avas not in love
;

but I Avas. NeA^er before had I met a man Avho

liad power over me against my Avill. Physically

I admired Carl Eufer
;
but besides and beyond

Avas something that seemed to magnetise me. I

Avatched him, listened to him, agreed Avith his

opinions, and Avas fascinated by his Avhole bearing.

Pie spoke fluent Spanish, and later in the evening,

Avh'en Eosita left him and he talked to me, I

felt my oaaui inferiorit}', and Avas miserable. If

he spoke of daily topics or of Avhat Avas going on

in the Avorld, I understood as little as though he
' talked PlebreAV. With tact he turned the con-

versation and introduced plays and spoke of the

ojiera. He asked my preference for Avell-known

siugers of Avhose names I had not even heard, for

novelists Avhose Avorks are immortal, and I stood

before him incapable of giving a reply, feeling

myself outside the pale of civilisation, knowing
nothing more than an Indian.

Tears of mortification filled my eyes. Nature

Avas bound to assert itself and proAude help— for

I felt that either I must cry or tell him the

truth. Hoav Avell I remember that evening ! We
Avere sloAvly Avalking about in the garden, and by

chance Avere almost alone. The moon Avas at its

full, brilliant and light as noonday.

Suddenly turning, and Avithout A\'arning, I

cried, SSeiior, you Avould not have Avasted half-an-

hour talking to me had you kiiOAvn that every-

thing you said Avas as unintelligible as Greek to

me. Wait
;
let me tell you and denounce myself.

I know nothing, can do nothing, and am on that

account the unhappiest girl in the Avoiid.^

He looked Avonderingly at me, as though he

failed to understand the torrent of self-abuse Avith

Avhich I overwhelmed myself.

‘ It is all true, senor,’ I continued
;
and

. then

I told him how I had misspent my young life.

GraA^ely and '2)atiently he listened. When, after

my confession, I 2^‘^^^sed, ex2)ecting to see him
shrug his shoulders in disgust, I saAv his eyes

only filled Avith jnty.

‘ Don’t despair, sehorita,’ he said gently
;
Gt is

never too late to mend. No one has found the

key-note to ‘ your character before, and made you

feel the desire for knoAAdedge and of being in

touch Avith the balance of the A\"orld. If Ave only

knew Avhat happened personally to ourselves, Ave

should indeed live in narroAv surroundings. You
luiA-e neglected yourself; .but to-day you realise

it, and to-niorroAV you Avill take the first steps to

recover lost ground. Let me hel^) you. I am
the guest of Senor de Pronto, and shall be here

for a feAV Aveeks. You are your OA^^l mistress

jiractically
;

let me give you lessons every day.

You Avill learn readEy, and b}" the time I leave

you can Avork by yourseE or Avith your friend.’

Breathless I listened to the p»ro2)Osition. What
unselfishness, ^^^rfect self-abnegation, on the

of my hero ! EA^ery moment he seemed to rise

in my estimation. I readily, almost greedil}",

acce2)ted his offer, and before I left next day I

had received my first lesson in mastering the

al^jhabet and in forming letters on ^^aper.

In the solitude of my bedroom I practised

Avhat I had learned
;
but the compact Ave had

made I kept a ^^I’ofound secret, lest my mother

should A^eto the scheme. Almost every day I

met my teacher. Sometimes I rode to the

Prontos’ house
;
sometimes Ave met half-AA^ay. My

jDi’ogress Avas ra^jid, for I Avas in earnest and

determined to make the most of my opiiortunity.

I .strove to hide my delight at seeing him, and
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to confine myself to tlie details of my lessons

;

but it was tlie hardest task of all to dissemble,

to avoid looking into those clear gra}^ eyes lest

I shoidd betray myself, to bow when we met for

fear that he should notice the tremor of my hand.

When at last he told me that he must leave

in a few days for his new home, I resolved that

he should never know the agony which filled jny

soul. I dared to show mere indifference.

On my return home my mother asked me
to come to her room for a long chat. I felt

intuitively that the moment I dreaded had
arrived, and that I should learn the result of

her many consultations. I followed her with a

quaking heart, curious though fearful.

‘ Carmelita, little one,’ she began in a tender

voice, ‘ you are very dear to me. I am not, it is

true, your real mother
;

but I have tried to

replace her, and have failed. Don’t interrupt

me, Carmelita, but listen. In my love for you I

have neglected your welfare.’

‘No, no, mamita,’ I cried.

She held up her hand to command silence, and

proceeded. ‘I repeat that I have neglected you.

I have not done my duty by you, or you would

not have grown up the wild-flower you are.

You are no longer a child
;
you are a woman,

and must think as such. You are nearly sixteen

years old, an age most suitable for marriage.’

She 2^^'^'^ised a moment, and involuntarily my
thoughts rushed back to Carl Ilufer, and at the

same time I wondered whether my mother had
found another Don Pedro for me, and had made
real arrangements for transferring me from her

own care to his. I was not long left in igno-

rance, for she resumed the conversation.

‘It is undeniable that you are unqualified to

take a iDOsition to which by birth you are

entitled. Your mother was an accomplished lady,

and it would have been her ambition, had she

lived, to make you the same. You have refused

all instruction, and been deaf to my entreaties’

—

‘Was Eosita, then, right in her surmises?’ I thought—
‘ and I have weakly allowed you to grow up

in your own Avay. I clearly see my fault, and

trusting no longer to my OAvn judgment, I have

sought counsel from the AAdio loves you
dearly. He has shown me my duty, and I must
follow his directions. How hard it Avill be for

me, my Carmelita, you cannot knoAv
;
but I must

give you up, I must renounce you for a Avhile,

and place you under the care of others firmer

and Aviser than myself. You are to go to Iquiqui

to the coiiA’ent for tAvo years, and learn A\hat

holy and educated Avomen can teach you
;
and if

after that time you desire to remain still longer

to pursue your studies I Avill deny myself for

another year. After that time I shall expect you

to return, marry, and take your place in society.’

j\Iy mother had spoken ! The fiat had gone

forth !

She looked at me inquiringly, eAudently expect-

ing an outburst on my part. To her astonishment,

there AAns none—neither tears nor opposition.

‘When am I to go?’ Avas all I asked.
‘ In one Aveek from to-day,’ she replied

;
‘ but, Car-

melita, you ask me nothing. You are not angry,

dear?’ slie said anxiouslJ^ ‘ It is for your OAvn good.’

‘ Doubtless,’ I ansAvered, compressing my lips,

anxious to let no remark escape me.

‘Look forward brightly, Carmelita. Tavo years

Avill quicldy pass, and you Avill in after-life see

that I luiA^e done right. Noav go, SAveet one, for

I have much to think of for you.’

She dismissed me Avith a caress, doubtless glad

to liaA’^e escaped the scene AA'hich she imagined

I should make. In the solitude of my room I

threAv myself iq^on my knees in despair. The
thought of being immured behind the Avails of

a convent, my Avhole life ruled l^y the hours of a

I

clock
;
to liaA^e no AA'ill—not eA^en a Avish—of niA^

OAAui
;

to learn, and have to learn, AvhateA^er the

nuns chose to teach me, drove me frantic. I

battled Avith myself, trying to think. I could

not : I felt helpless before a terrible misfortune.

Tears Avould not come
;
but great sobs shook 1113"

frame. Weaiy and exhausted Avith emotion, I

Avent to bed, AAushing that I could slee^) for ever.

On the folloAving morning I saddled 1113" horse

and rode off to the Prontos’ house.’ I sj^ent some
time Avith Eosita, and gained her fullest sym-

pathy
;

but, after all, she said that she thought

1113" mother AAais right. She tried to comfort me,

and bade me look forAvard to 1113" fntiu'e iDOsition.

As Ave talked Carl Eufer entered the room.

My i^ale face and holloAv eyes told their OAvn tale

of trouble. Eosita left us AAuth the books spread

out on the table
;
but lessons Avere impossible for

me that day. I needed comfort for the heart,

not food for the mind.

Direct] 3^ Ave Avere alone Carl laid his hand
over mine, saying, ‘Something has hai)pened

;

3mu are in trouble.’

The floodgates of my heart seemed to open at

these Avords
; and, la3dng ni}’ head doAAoi upon

103^ arms, I sobbed convulsively. He left me
thus for a feAV minutes, then firinl)- and quietL^

begged me to control myself. At the sound of

his voice I AAns soothed
; I seemed to haAn found

a helper in 1113^ need. He listened in silence to

1113^ recital of AAdiat AAns to befall me, but his

hand never relaxed its grasp of mine.

‘Carmelita,’ he said, using 1113^ name for the

first time, ‘ AAdiat you tell me must neA^er be.

Your mother is a noble Avoman, and means Avell

;

but nevertheless she is mistaken in her intentions

and aims concerning you. Had she sent you

aAA"a3' four years ago it AAmuld liaA^e been Avell

;

noAv it is too late. As a child you Avould have

been happ3" at the convent
;
but she forgets that

noAV yon are a Avoman. To seclude 3^011 iioaa"

AAmuld be nothing less than imprisonment, and,

Avith 3mur Avarm, inqAulsive temjierament, you

Avould pine aAvaA'.’

N
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As I listened to these words, it seemed

as though but one person in the world under-

stood me. I could have fallen at his feet and

worshipped him.
‘ I have much to say to-day, Carmelita, and

you much to hear. You have no need to bury

yourself in a convent. Let me continue to be

your teacher. I love you dearl}^, Carmelita, and

want you for my wife. Say but one word, and

I vow that you shall never enter the Avails of

Iquiqui. Sweetheart, ansAver. Can you love me ?
^

Love him ! I felt delirious—mad Avith joy.

Were those real Avords I listened to, or should I

aAvaken in my bed at home and realise that I had

been dreaming My doubts Avere rapidly dis-

pelled, for an arm encircled my Avaist, and I felt

with a delicious thrill a pair of lips meet my
own. In the same breath that I confessed my
loA^e for him I told Carl that my mother Avould

ueA^er sanction our marriage.

‘She is ambitious beyond belief. There is no

one high enougii or Avith a sufficiently long

lineage to satisfy her. Above all, supposing even

that she liked you personally, you are a German,

and she hates all foreigners. Were a prince to

offer himself, and he Avas not a Spaniard, she

Avould refuse.^

CaiTs face darkened. His jaAvs had a square

and determined look, and an expression came

over his features Avhich I had iieA^er seen before.

‘Carmelita,’ he began, ‘listen attentively to

every Avord I say. I love you devotedly, and
offer you all I possess. You may be untutored

and ignorant of the Avorld
;
but your heart is

golden, and you Avould make me the hai^piest man
on earth. As my Avife I Avould undertake your

education. Little by little all difficulties Avould

be overcome, all deficiencies sux^plied, and there

Avould be neither banishment nor soitoav inA^olved.

Can you sufficiently love and trust me to gi\^e

wp all the grand prospects your ,mother has in

store for you in exchange for Avhat I can offer ?
’

He waited for my ansAver, A\diich evidently

.satisfied him, for he Avent on to say, ‘I must see

Sehora de Blanca to-morrow, and formally ask

for her consent. I Avill never giA’^e you up noAV.’

I clung to'my loA^er in fear.

DUTIES AND DANOERS O
OEE than one comic artist has por-

trayed a chemist carefully Aveighiiig

out some deadly poison, and being

censured by tlie jmrchaser, AAffio has

misconstrued his precision as stin-

giness
;

but such ridicule is hot

calculated to make the dispenser of drugs one

Avhit less cautious. He knoAA^s the necessity for

accuracy, and also Avhat may be the consequence

•of the neglect of the necessary precautions. He is

‘No, no, Carl; she must not knoAV. I should

be lost to you for ever. She Avould sooner make me
take the A^eil than give me to a hated foreigner.’

‘With or Avithout her consent I shall marry

you, Carmelita. I hate underhand Avays
;
but after

Avhat you tell me, there appears to be no option

but to take the matter into our OAvn hands. You
must fly Avith me, and Ave Avill be married at once

by the nearest priest. I Avill arrange eA^erything,

and from the church I Avill take you to my home.

The plantation close to Lima, of Avhich I told

you, is noAV mine, and the house is ready for

its mistress. Your mother Avill naturally be angry

at being' tliAA^arted
;
but once Ave are married she

Avill boAv to the inevitable, and forgive you. She

loA'es you too aa'cII to be long angry Avith you.’

My mind Avas in a state of chaos. SorroAV at

the thought of my mother’s anger, hatred for

the banishment Avhich Avas in store for me, and

dread at the prospect of losing the man I loved

caused a perfect tumult in my heart. What to

do I kncAv not. I returned home Avithout having

made any promise, but I realised that I must

decide before Ave met on the morroAv. I passed a

sleepless night in conflict
;
but as the sun rose

my resolve Avas formed—love had conquered.

It Avas no unusual thing for me to S2:)end a

coiqile of days AAuth Eosita, so the first difficulty of

my flight aatis overcome. Within forty-eight hours

after receiving the ^^I'oposal from Carl I met him,

not at my friend’s house, but on strange ground.

The one day Avhich had elapsed Avas sufficient

for completion of his arrangement Avith a priest,

Avhose professed scruples at being involved in

a secret marriage Avere easily overcome by the

liberal sum Avhich Carl left behind him.

Scarcely realising that I AA-as one of the chief

actors in the drama, I entered the church
;
half-an-

hour later I left it Avith my husband. I aatis a

married Avoman ! We hurried north in order to

reach our home as quickly as might be
;
but before

doing so I Avrote to my mother, telling her every-

thing, and im^Dloring her forgiveness. That letter

she neA^er ansAvered. Again and again I reneAved

my attemj)ts at reconciliation. It Avas all in vain
;

my letters Avere returned Avithout comment. T Avas

dead indeed ; she had SAvept me from her heart.

P THE DHHa DISPENSER.
not likely to yield to appeals of ‘Oh, don’t stop

to label it. Give it to me just as it is. I’a^c

got to catch a train. I ’ll mark it “ Poison ” Avhen

I get home
;
you needn’t do it.’ The ifiiarmacist,

although anxious to oblige, and x^erhajis in some

cases just a shade too subservient OAving to the

close com2)etition of the jiresent day, is not usually

disp)osed to risk the chance of a coroner’s inquest

for the sake of saving ten seconds.

In large and Avell-ordered chemists’ shojis.
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where sufficient hands are employed to meet
23ressure, and where the dis^oensing dejoartment is

screened off from public view, 2)^^rchasers are not

likely to he demonstrative. In many 2^1aces it is

still the case, however, that there is one working-

day in the week on which a chemist ma}^ ex2)ect

a far greater number of customers than on any
other : in country towns it is the market-day

;

in the poorer districts it is almost invariably the

Saturday, when wages have been received. It is

then that the sliort-handed
2^1^armacist finds it

is as much as he can do to accommodate his

customers, and it is then that he is frec2uently

asked to stretch a 25oint
;
but usually a2D25eals to a

drug dis
2
Denser to save time by foregoing some

necessary marking and labelling are totally dis-

regarded, and very properly so. His enforced

study^ of the 2^oison regulations of the Pharmacy
Act has made him well aware of the necessity

for observing them in the face of im2Dortunity

and at the risk of loss of custom.

The man whose 23eace and 2>i'operty are disturbed

by the incursion of some destructive rodent may
think it hard that he cannot walk into the

ffrst chemist’s sho2D and obtain without further

2)reliminary the most deadly poison available for

the 2^^u’2)ose of destroying the obnoxious vermin

;

and he sometimes gets angry when res2)ectfully

told that, as he is a stranger, he cannot be

su2D25lied with what he rec2uires without an intro-

duction by some one 2̂ ersonally known to the

vendor. If an im23atient being, 25Grha23S he will

Avalk out of the sho23, muttering that if that

chemist won’t serve him with what he wants for

his money he will go to another who will
; and

he is surprised to ffnd that the next 2>harmacist

a2)2^1ied to is of necessity ec2ually obdurate about

sup23lying a deadly 2^oison to any one totally

unknown to him, and who is not 2^i'0''’IclGd with

a doctor’s order for the article. If the counter-

man always sup23lied the article demanded with-

out inc2uiry as to the intended use, serious results

would often occur. For exam23le, bicarbonate of

230tash is much in favour as a specific for rheuma-

tism
;
but not infreciuently a would-be 2̂ ^11’chaser

will, in mistake, ask for bichromate of 2̂ of^sh.

The 2̂ eculiar local names often given to drugs are

at times 25^^zzling to the chemist who is a stranger

in the district. When asked for ^oil of bricks’

or ^oil of swallows’ he is at a loss to know what
is wanted, though he has elsewhere su2)plied the

desired article under a different name.

No ! Methodical precautions must be observed.

AVhen engaged in dis23ensing, the careful man gives

more than a p^assing glance at the label of each

bottle as he uses it. Seldom does he take down
more than one at a time, as he ordinarily

2
^refers

to do the reaching labour twice over rather tlian

run the risk of 2̂ o^^ring from the wrong bottle.

Usually he has been carefully trained to this.

A regulation veiy strictly enforced in many
2')harmaceutical establishments is, that no two

bottles miLst be taken for dispensing 25nrposes out

of their regular 2>hice at the same time unless it

be absolutely necessaiy.

Zealous novices might be dis2Dosed to smell

or even taste the contents of bottles. To do

the latter would sometimes be to court suicide.

Nevertheless, judging by the letters some chemists

receive, it would almost ap2Dear as if this v^ere

expected of them. A
2
dn^i'iiiacist once ex2)ressed

his o2)inion to the writer that such was the case.

He based it on the advice contained in the fol-

lowing note :

SSiR,

—

^Your 23russic acid is no good. I 250ured

the whole ounce bottle down a terrier’s throat

Avith no effect, exce2)t that he rather seemed to

like it. I recommend you to try and examine

Avhat you have left of it.’

It turned out that the fault lay with the

manufacturers, Avho, bj^ using an im2oerfect sto232:)er

in their A^essel, had caused such ex23osure of the

acid to the air as to de2)rive it of the 25i’023er

strength
;
but the retailer seemed decidedly of

023inion that his customer inferred in his note

that he had better taste the 25oison for himself.

In the bigoted, unenlightened ages, A\die]i Avomen

Avere tried for sorcery and into Avater,

they had the consolation that if they failed to

float they AA^ould not be considered guilt}^ of

Avitchcraft. The 2̂ ^i^™^cist, hoAvever, did not

on this occasion consider that it Avould be

satisfactory Avere he to j^i’ove that his 23russic acid

Avas efficacious by dying from the efifects of a

dose of it. Smelling, too, Avould often be risky.

Let the sce23tic A’enture upon a vigorous sniff of

the contents of a large bottle of strong liquid

ammonia, and if it does not floor him or send

him reeling he Avill prove that he is not con-

stituted as is the aA^erage man.

It is the exce23tion to meet Avith a chemist

Avho does not make eA^ery effort in his 2^0Aver to

kee23 his 2̂ oisons a23art from his non-dangerous

stock. It becomes a second nature to do this,

exon though he be much restricted for space.

Those Avho deal in drugs and chemicals have to

exercise care as to the 230sition they occiq^y, not

only because inadA^ertence may result in ex23losion

and S23ontaneous combustion, but also to ensure

the 25i'023er 23reserA^ation of their 23i'operties, Avhich

may otheinvise be seriously damaged by 23roximity.

Cam23hor, for instance, Avill discolour and impreg-

nate Avith its odour many other A^egetable 2^i'0-

ducts if 2>l^^ced in close contact Avith them, and

some oils are S23oilt in a few hours if ex230sed

to some 250^''Grful 2)erfume, as the scent of the

latter becomes 23ermanently retained by them.

An admirable 2^1'ecautionary measure ado23ted

in some dis23ensing establishments—Avith a AueAv

to coiiA^enience and safety, thereby diminishing

the chance of accident and OA^erdose—is the use

of' bottles having a neck made in a screAV form,

so that the out23our is limited to a minute

quantity at a time.
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Not only lias a dispenser of poisons to observe filling tliein. Thus a novice might cause loss to

strict regulations touching the sale of those to be his employer by putting a quantity of an article

taken internally
;

for since 31st January 1899 into a bottle which is not strong enough to bear

there has been a Privy Council enactment in the weight. It must be remembered that the phar-

force tliat poisonous liniments must be sent out, macist sells many things much heavier than water,

in bottles of such form as to be distinguishable In a large dispensary a prescription not infre-

by touch from ordinary medicine-bottles. This queiith’ passes through half-a-dozen hands, so

regulation is of obvious benefit as a safeguard. elaborate is the check, entry, and execution

A xDatient with medicine-bottles at his elbow is system. The dispenser also acts as a check on

thereby guarded in a dim light or even in dark- the medical practitioner. Some people erroneously

ness from drinking the contents of the liniment- believe that a 2̂ i'GScription cannot be altered

bottle by mistake—a catastrophe that has often without the consent of the doctor who wrote it,

occurred with fatal result. even though the dispenser may detect an error.

The dangers connected with the trade of the This is not the case. Every effort is ordinarily

retail chemist and druggist are more numerous made to communicate with the doctor
;

but if

than are generally imagined. Loss of life or he cannot be got at betimes, a skilled dispenser

serious bodily injuiy as well as loss of property will on occasion take the responsibility of correct-

may ensue from the placing of some inflammable ing a palpable slip, subsequently informing the

article too near an exposed light. Many a de- medical man that he has done so. Eortunately

structive fire has occurred through the escaping of for all concerned, slips are more the exception

the vapour from an imperfectly stop]Dered bottle than the rule.

of ether left inadvertently too near a gas-jet. - The public would be far less apprehensive of

Defective stoj^pers and bad corks are the bane of mistakes were the fact more generally known
drug dispensers. MHiether hurried by importunate that prescriptions, although enigmatical to those

customers or in the event of an accident occurring, unversed in pharmacy, are with few exceptions

it behoves a pharmacist to keej) his head. Never- cpiite p)lain to the skilled disjDenser. Certainly he

theless, that man must have his nerves well under sees trouble ahead when he receives a prescription

control who can keep quite cool when something containing some new therapeutic agent just intro-

catches fire close to him, and he knows that he duced to the medical fraternity, accompanied by

is surrounded by inflammable articles. Many in an intimation that it is wanted to be made up

such circumstances get totally confused for the immediately. The difficulty does not ordinarily

moment. Eor instance, a chemist was rashly lie in the comprehension of what is required, but

heating a preparation in a pan on an open fire in obtaining the drug at such short notice. The
in his back-shop. As he took it off he tilted the doctor who prescribed it may have seen some

pan b}' accident, and the contents ignited. Doubt of its efficacy in the Lancet or the

it who will, it is a fact that the man, in his British Medical Journal^ and included it without

anxiety to keep the flames* from s^Dreading, tried consideration of tlie chemist’s difficulty. So

to sit in the ^^iid thereby burnt himself numerous, and frequently only short-lived, are

severely. However, this hap)p)ened in the middle the new remedies introduced, that the pharmacist

of the last century. Doubtless the exj)eriences must of necessity stock them only in very

of later years, which have brought improved small quantities sufficient to meet his immediate

apxmratus to the x>harmacist, have also inculcated requirements, as otherwise the x^rejDarations might
lessons of prudence. - lie on his shelves unused for years. There need be

Phosx)horus is sometimes a cause of injuiy to no ap^Drehension that the trained disx)enser will

chemists as well as to match-makers. A chemist indulge in guesses at the meaning of the x^rescrix^-

who was chopping up some x^^‘‘^osx3horus noticed tion he receives, though some people are extremel}"

that a small chqD had jumx^ed ux) and disaxq^eared. scex)tical of that fact. How frecxuently does the

Shortly afterwards he felt a burning x^ain in' his recqDient of medicine thus comment susx^iciously

arm : and examination showed that the missing and discontentedly :
^ This bottle doesn’t look a bit

piece of x^lic>sx)horus had got up his coat-sleeve like the last I had ; the colour is different, and
and burnt a hole through to his skin, badly the mixture looks much thicker. I expect that

blistering his arm. something different lias been put into it. I shall

There are some medical x^i’^parations which not send there again.’ Now, in nine cases out of

have a tendency to exx^ansion under various cir- ten, any material difference in the axq:)earance

cumstances ;
and no A^essel used to contain a of the mixture or coinx^ound is owing to natural

portion of one of these should be filled full and causes. Eor instance, the ax^pearance of many
fastened down tightly, or it may burst with medicinal ingredients is materially affected by
disastrous consequences. Damage may also be temx^erature. Several oils used in

sustained from the contents of a bottle broken congeal at a much higher temx^erature than the

by accident. Only those who have had exx)erience freezing-x)oint of water, and x^resent a very different

of pharmacy know how necessary it is to submit appearance Avhen the weather changes from warm
bottles and jars to a searching examination before to cold. Then, again, the difference between the
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shades of foliage in early spring and in niidsummer

is apparent even to the casual observer
;
therefore

many medicinal plants and herbs also vary in

shade, and so to some extent will 'preparations

made from them. Nor is the yield of the

efficacious property from these plants and herbs

uniform
;

so that in one case a larger amount
must be dealt with to produce the desired result

than in another. This is the case, for instance,

in the pre^^aration of belladonna liniment, so

much in demand. The allvaloidal value of the

root varies considerably, and so the resulting

liniments vary ver}^ much in colour, although xme-

p)ared strictly in accordance with the latest edition

of the Pharmaco^Doeia. A patient, therefore, should

not jump to the conclusion that he is being sup-

plied witli articles of variable strength because of

a lack of precise uniformity in shade of colour.

The recipient of the suspected potion or salve

should certainly inake an investigation, civilly,

before finding fault with the compounder
;
and

the compounder, if mterrogated, should, in turn,

be careful not to disi^lay any of that half-veiled

supercilious contempt for the ignorance of Ids

questioner which youthful ^fiiarmacists in particu-

lar are sometimes justly accused of manifesting.

These men have had to exert themselves most

strenuoufsly to cpalify. Reference to the columns

of the Pharmaceuticcd Joicrncd of 12th October

1901 affords evidence that at the commencement
of that month, although one hundred and eighty-

nine candidates joresented themselves before the

examiners in London for the ^ Minor ’ examination,

only forty-eight succeeded in passing, and thereby

acquired the right to carry on the trade of a

chemist and druggist or serve as a qualified

assistant. The examination standard has been

considerably raised. This has partly been caused

by legislation, further regulations affecting the

sale of poisons having been enacted
;

and no

candidate dis^^laying ignorance of the Poison

Scliedules can expect to be successful, however
brilliantly he may figure in other respects. The
safeguard of the public is the primary considera-

tion of the Pharmacy Act, and for this they

should be very grateful. Consequently, when candi-

dates have come through the ordeal— after

more than one unsuccessful attempt—some of the

successful men, when they preside at the counter

with new-blown honours fresh upon them, are

not overburdened with modesty. However, time

does wonders, and the pharmacist who seemed at

first to have persuaded himself that he knew
everjqhing—or at any rate everything connected

with his trade that was worth knowing—may
find all too soon that he does not know enough
to enable him to live and pay his wa}^ without

close a^Dplication to business and studied ciGlity

to customers.

To be fair to the chemist, it must be admitted
that a wrongful accusation made through igno-

rance is rather irritating. Sometimes a lady

customer will enter the shop with a grievance.

She has seen a beautifjdng recipe in some journal

for ladies, and has, with economical purpose, pur-

chased the specified ingredients and endeavoured

to compound them herself, with an unsatisfactory

result. She will say, ‘ Really, Mr A., I am sure

that some of the things you sold me were inferior

in quality. I can’t account for it otherwise.

The stuff that I made from them won’t do at

all. Mrs B. showed me what she had .made

for her from the same recipe, and I tried it,

and it answered beautifully. She gets her things

from Mr C., and I thought that yours would be

as good, if not better, as you have always told

me that you kept the best qualities that you

could get. I assure you, I feel very annoyed.’

‘Madam,’ replies the chemist, ‘are jmu certain that

you were correot in weighing your quantities'?’

‘ Oh yes ! I had this table of the apothecaries’

weight before me. I cut it off the cover of my
child’s copy-book. It is printed on the outside

of all her exercise-books.’ The chemist groans

inwardly, and then has to enter into explanations

which, are perhaps incredulously received. For,

thanks to the persistency with which publishers

vjill go on reprinting obsolete tables of weights, so

that these get drummed into children’s heads to

no purpo.se, the world at large is not acquainted

with the fact that the apothecaries’ pound-weight

of twelve ounces has been obsolete for many
yeans, and that the avoirdupois ounce long

adoj^ted in xfiiarmacy is not the equivalent of

eight drachms of sixty grains each, but of four

hundred and thirty-seven and a half grains only.

Nor must he be surprised if the customer, after

hearing what he has to say, asks liim to take the

unsucce.ssful comx:)osition off her hands, saying,

‘It’s no use to me, and you as a chemist must

be able to do something with it
;

and if you

make me a fair allowance, you may make xxp

the right article for me.’

Some chemists certainly have been convicted

of x^ersuading those who have brought them

XU’escriptions to allow .them to substitute some-

thing for one of the specified ingredients with

a view to lessening the cost of the mixture.

One of them, known to the writer, some twenty

years ago’ had a shop in a working-class centre.

He said that the peo])le who came to him with

X3rescrix:)tions could not afford to pay high prices,

so when they were ordered a mixture containing

some form of quinine, he always told them he

had another ‘ bitter ’ which would do as well, and

make tlie x^i'i^e less to thein
;

and thereiqiou

substituted quassia, which he could buy at the

time for less than one-fiftieth of the price of

the quinine. Still, even this man did not venture

on substitution Avithout some form of intima-

tion
;
and those who are disposed to it know that

they are liable to detection, censure, and perhaps

prosecution.

The work of the Pharmaceutical Society of
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Great Britain goes on steadily iDrecluding the

chances of any hut experienced men retailing

dangerous drills and chemicals. It is true thatO O
under the Pharmacy Act prosecutions are not

conducted against the qualified chemist who
employs an unqualified assistant if mischief

arise through leaving the latter in charge of the

business. It is the assistant who is iDrosecuted
;

but the employer suffers in reputation, and can

be sued in a civil court for damages caused by
the act of his assistant.

The following extract from the Pharmaceutical

Journal of 3rd May 1890 is of great importance.

It is from a report of the judgment of Mr
Justice Hawkins, on 29th April 1890, concerning

an action brought under the Pharmacy Act to

recover a penalty for the sale of a scheduled

poison by an unqualified x^^^'son :
‘ As regards

the appeal made to us on behalf of the smaller

chemists, we can only say that those who cannot

afford to keep qualified assistants must, if they

desire to absent themselves from their shops for

gi’eater or less periods of time, take such pre-

cautions as are within their power, either by

locking up their poisons or by other means, to

prevent any sale of them during their absence.

It has been urged that it is hard to the

servant for that which he has done in ignorance

of the law and in the interests of his master.

This, however, is no answer to the action
;
we

have only to deal with the law as it exists. "We

need hardly say that if mischief arose by reason

of a master negligently leaving an unqualified

person in charge of his business, no punishment

of the assistant under Section 15 of the Pharmacy

Act would exonerate the master from his civil

liability to any p)erson injured
;

nor, if death

ensued through such negligence that the jury

found it to be of a criminal and culpable char-

acter, would he be exonerated from liability to

a charge of manslaughter.'

Keference to the advertisements for assistants

wanted inserted in pharmaceutical trade-journals

affords evidence that at the present day there

is an increased demand for qualified assistants.

This is largely the outcome of further legal

enactments for the protection of the public
;

and,

since protective regulations have been enforced,

it behoves the communit}' to assist rather than

hinder the drug dispenser in his endeavour to

observe them carefully. He undoubtedly runs

heavy risks and incurs serious responsibilities.

He is to some extent a j^ublic benefactor. His

skilled knowledge is indispensable, and yet it fre-

quentl}^ does not fetch its fair market value.

Close com23etition has brought things to such a

^htch that all over the country there are hard-

working chemists and druggists who have a

struggle to live and maintain a respectable

appearance
;

and it is to be hopied that their

efforts to do so will excite the sym2)athy and

consideration which they well deserve.

Meanwhile Government has been moving in the

direction of further safeguarding the jjublic. The
Duke of Devonshire, as President of the Privy

Council, has aiD^Jointed a Dejiartmental Committee

called the Poisons Schedule Committee, of which

Sir Herbert Maxwell, M.P., is chairman, to con-

sider the first schedule aiDjiended to the Pharmacy

Act, 1868, and to report to his Grace alterations

therein which they may deem exjjedient
;

also to

consider and report whether a third subdivision

might not jii’oxDerly be added to the schedule con-

taining jjoisons which, whether sold by pharma-

ceutical chemists or not, should be labelled or

otherwise distinguished. The inquiry has sjDecial

reference to the manner in which sheej) and

cattle medicines, weed-killers, and insect destroyers

are now sold by persons other than j^harmaceu-

tical chemists, by the latter of whom alone, how-

ever, can they be legally retailed if they contain

any of the scheduled jDoisons, as most of them do.

Some of these poisonous agricultural drugs are

now, it is alktged, disjjensed by oilmen, seedsmen,

and ironmongers in some country towns and

villages, but always under some risk of jirosecu-

tion. Many extremely dangerous substances, such

as the mineral acids used in arts, have not yet

been officially recognised as 2>oisons, but it is now
thought their distribution should be restricted as

much as is jjossible without undue interference

with trade. The greatest danger for criminal and

suicidal purposes arises, as coroners j^ohit out,

from the ease and readiness with which certain

p)oisons can still be jjrocured in the open shops of

tradesmen who are not chemists. Dr G. Danford

Thomas, the coroner for Central London, has

repeatedly called attention to this danger, and

urged the necessity of further 2>recautions. Accord-

ing to the last official returns, three thousand

suicides occurred in 1899 in England and Wales,

a large proportion of which are regarded as due

to the facility with Avhich ^^oisons can still be had

by the jjublic. In tlie same year there were six

hundred and thirty-six deaths by misadventure,

the result of poison.

A PATHLESS WAY.
You will not love me for a da}",

Y'et I liave loved you all tlie year

;

Y'our heart is deaf to all I say,

And never knows when I am near.

We meet as we have met before,

And, touching hands, are far apart

;

Though love can bring me to your door,

I know no way to reach your heart.

But, tossed on trackless seas, the barque

Gan find a way across the foam
j

The bird will cleave the untrodden dark,

Hor miss the path that leads to home.

And if I love you blindly yet,

And dearer as the days go past.

My heart may all its pain forget,

And find the way to youns at last.

A. St John Adcock.

Printed and Publi.shed by W. k R. Chambeks, Limited, 47 Paternoster Bow, London
;
and Edinbuugh.



A CURE FOR GREYER PEOPLE. I

fg^s^pjlHOSE who have read Eobert Louis The great idiysiologist Huxley had a conviction
!)

Stevenson’s beautiful little story that a man’s best start in life is a sound stomach.
;j|

r/ie TreasiLVG of Francliarcl will re- With apologies for mentioning this necessary
j|

member the words of comfort organ, we wish to state clearly that this is our J|

spoken by that dear creature opinion also. The commissariat of the body
Ijl

Anastasie to the reclaimed acrobat- depends on the headquarters of the digestion.
ij

boy, Jean-Marie. ‘Do not mind,’ she would This should be manned by steady and efficient

say. ‘I, too, am not at all clever, and I workers; for the distant outposts of even the
|

can assure you that it makes no difference in most hi^ily cultured brain wait keenly expectant
|

life.’ for their share in the last square meal. It is

Mffis Anastasie right? At first blush it would well known that the more highly developed the |
appear not. It seems a good thing to be clever. organ the sooner does it become exhausted in the

Undoubtedly a quick brain soon gets the hang exercise of its function. The clever brain, then,
Jiji

of things. In this work-a-day world, when each needs a haven where it may refit. Sleep and
j;

is trying to ‘ get on ’—to get the better of food are the natural revivers, or perhaps it would
|

his average neiglibour—cleverness should surely be better to say sleep and a good digestion
;

: |
spy the way; but there are many thought- for food without a good digestion is ^ coal and •

ful men to-day who are not at all clear upon no means of making a fire
;

undigested food |

the fooint. Experience has taught them to be cannot keep alight the furnace of the human f

doubtful. From the places which they have body,
'

' i

made for themselves in the world they look The fact that highly imaginative work has been If

about them, and with voices of surprised inquiry, done by a brain working at the expense of tlie
;j

ask, ‘Where are our clever schoolfellows?’ Ay, body may seem to contradict this. The body |l

where ? Where are the brilliant young rising and the soul of man !—beautiful pictures from
j i

stars whom the gods seemed so much to love ? the hand of a perishing artist
;
heavenly har-

,

They have not all died early; but where have monies touched by a sweet musician’s wasting

they arrived ? fingers
;
magic words from a pen dipped in the

There comes into our mind a clever drawing- failing fountains of the heart—history is tear-
;

room sketch by Du Manner. We do not re- ful with pathetic instances. '

member the exact dialogue, but will endeavour However, we are speaking of clever peojde. •

to bring out the point. A delicate little boy They are by no means rare
;
and for the most j’

has been making the running and winning ladies’ part they live a rough-and-tumble life, like the

smiles by means of an exhibition of his clever rest of us. They, like us, are parts of the j;

‘parlour tricks.’ To him across the rich carpet machinery of everyday existence—the ‘butchers t

comes a burly baby John Bull of aggressive mien. or bakers or candlestick-makers’ —-.and, like us, 1

‘Look here,’ says he. ‘I can’t speak French, I they must bear a share of its jolts and jars.
|

can’t play the fiddle, and I can’t crochet—but I Here, to our thinking, is precisely where the}* J

can punch your head I ’ This single scene from fail. The clever boy is not as a rule a sturdy
f

i

Punch gives us in a flash the reverse of the boy. At games he may be brilliant and ‘ showy
;

> (?

medal often worn by clever boys. The side which but in an ujffiill fight he ‘loses his hair.’ Under
p

they shoAV to the world is cleverness, brilliancy, stress and difficulty he becomes irritable. If the
;

youthful promise—call it what you will; and the strain be prolonged he either backs out or breaks
;

side they ' wear next their hearts is too often dovm. A clever boy is unsatisfactory when it J

IDhysical defect. .

' comes to his turn at the trenches.
:

c
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If there is one field in wliicli clash is more

likely to tell than in any other, it would seem

to he that afforded by the varied chances of the

fox-hunt. Yet any hunting-man will tell us that

it is the rider who keeps steadily pounding aAvay

Avho gets there at the death. Steady pounding,

grit, dogged grip, quiet perseverance, sustained

effort—different names for nearly the same thing

—are strangers to the clever hoy. He cannot

keep on trying. To he sure, his cleverness often

enables him to do' quickly what it takes his less

impetuous hrethren longer - to accomj)lish ; hut

take the clever hoy as a whole and we are apt

to find his efforts fragmentary, his course zigzag,

and his goal uncertain.

How common a thing it is to hear a parent

say of a son, ‘Yes, he could do almost anything

if he would only work
;
hut the fact is, he is

inclined to he idle^ ! There are two questions

N which Ave i3ut to ourselves Avhen Ave hear a state-

ment of this kind : Could the hoy in very truth

do almost anything if he Avould Avork ? Is- he in

reality inclined to he idle ?
'

A clever hoy may indeed learn in two hours

as much as an aA^erage hoy in three hours
;
hut

is it not possible that at the end of tAvo hours

the clever hoy has cised himself up as much as

the- average hoy in three ? The brain of a clever

hoy may he more receptive—it certainly is ;
hut,

on the other hand, it probably becomes more

rapidly exhausted. Cleverness is not, as a rule,

associated in the same individual Avitli that

strengtli of q)ersonality Avhich enables a man to

dominate liis felloAvs by the force of his bodily

presence. EA^eryhody is familiar Avith that peculiar

feeling experienced on first shaking hands Avitli a

possible antagonist over a ticklish piece of business.

When A.^s hand grips B.^s, and A. looks into B.’s

eyes, if A. he the man of stronger personality that

single look tells him that all is Avell, B. may he

the cleverer, hut A. has only to sit tight and

keep face to face Avith B., and the chances are

that the gods Avill he favourable to A. in the end.

Because, as B. Avould exj)lain it, ‘ A, is such an

overhearing felloAAA
;

’ and, as A. Avould explain it,

‘ I just kept hammering aAvay, and AvouldnT let

him go till it Avas settled. I kneAv that directly

my hack Avas turned he Avould Avrite a letter and

cry off? A clever man, as a rule, Avould prefer to

do his fighting by letter. In the privacy of his

OAvn room he may he able to argue in a manner

disastrous to his ojqDonent ;
hut Avith the steady

eye of a sIoaa^ man upon him his periods are apt

to halt.

The truth of the time-Avorn dictum, ‘Life is a

battle,’ is Avhat makes things difficidt for cleA^er

people. For instance, if a clever man he a grocer,

there is sure to he another grocer near at hand.

The clever grocer may dress his AvindoAV to better

adA-antage
;
he inaA' he keenly alive to the uses

of advertisement
;
hut the chances are that his

more ordinary rival over the Avay Avill he more

in touch Avith his customers. He Avill mix AvitL.

folk. ‘ I like Mr So-and-so ;
he ’s ahcays the sameJ

This is not often said of a clever man. CleA^er

people are apt to he ‘ moody.’

It is an unpleasant cliarge-sheet that Ave have

draAvn up against clever people. The items on

it are Avant of staying-poAver, irritability, and

Aveakness Avhen in a tight place, uncertainty of

temper, a certain aloofness from their felloAVS

(Avhich is had for any man), and a tendency to

slyness and shiftiness AA'hen occupjdng a respon-

sible 230sition.

If these things are true, Avhat is the reason?

To ansAver intelligibly Ave must go hack almost to

the nursery. We believe that at a very early age

a clever child learns to pit his Avit against the

muscle of other children. Physically he is not so

strong as they, and he is aAvare of this instinc-

tively
;

hut he has one thing Avliich they have

not : an imx^ressionahle nervous system. He is

quick at assimilating facts, and sIoav to lose impres-

sions. He learns to read character. He AA^atches

the other children’s faces. He becomes an adept

at i^itting one child against another, and is 2)leased

to find himself able to scheme an advantage Avhen

he could not Avin it in o^Den fight. At school a

strong hoy Avill take him for his chum. The
clever hoy Avill 2>rovide the ornamental side of

the cluAinshij)
;

the strong hoy Avill- j>i’otect him
Avhen necessary. In all ^probability the clever hoy

Avill do Avell in the matter of Avhat is called

education. His brain being quick, eager, and

irritable, he Avill suck xip knoAAdedge like a s^Donge.

Things are so delightfully simjfie at school.

There is the exact amount of Avork ‘ to he done,

and he Avho does it best Avins. At school the

clever hoy stands on velvet
;
hut out in the Avorld

it is a different matter. The battle of life has to

he fought single-handed. The Avay to prosperity

along AAdiich each Avould go must he cut through

Adrgin forest by himself. There is no one to say,

‘ Play up !
’ No one Avill tell him AALether he is

doing Avell. No one Avill help him here on the

larger field Avhich is the ultimate test of a man’s

true Avorth. For, in point of fact, there is this

thing to he accomplished by one and all at some

time in the drama of life : a hitter fight. The

buttons are off the foils once in the life of every

one of us. CleA^erness here aA’ails nothing. We
may shift, cajole, and air our ornamental graces

;

hut Fate has at last crossed SAvords Avith us in

earnest, and his unsAverving point is hare. We
haA*e got to fight it out—to shoAV our cleA*erness^?

No, there has been enough of that
;

this fight is

to decide our grit. It comes to just this : in the

battle of life it is grit that AAuns. Then is it a

fact that clever people, as a class, being deficient

in grit, cannot hope to succeed in life ? By no

means. We have endeaA'Oured to bring into relief

the AA'eak ]points of the quick-witted Avith the

AueAV to suggest a reasonable remedy.

Noaa^, if an aA’erage clever person Avere shoAA-n a
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pair of tliree-pound dumb-bells, and asked bow
many times be could put them up over bis bead,

be would probably estimate bis capiabilities at

about double tbeir worth. If be were actually

able to put the dumb-bells up forty times, be

would think that be could certainly put them up

eighty times at the least
; and if be were pre-

vailed upon to put bis physical capacity to the

test, be would go at it like a bull at a gatepost

;

be would begin by putting the dumb-bells up
eighteen to the dozen—and bis strength would
quickly fail him. Physical exercise soon shows a

man bis physical level.

Yet there is no reason why a clever person

should not become ^Aysically as strong as one

who is not clever
; because a naturally delicate

constitution may be hardened and rendered fit

by projDer training. The trouble is, that the

clever child has most commonly begun by being

physically rather inferior to his fellows, and has

instinctively sought compensation by a special

exercise of his wits
;

and this has gone on all

through his rise to manhood. A nimble wit and

a sluggish body : this is the organisation of the

average clever person.

The remedy is obvious. If any reader of this

article can say to himself, ‘I did well at school.

There are lots of men now doing better than I

;

and yet, in the matter of brains, I know I could

whip their heads off. Oh, how I want to succeed !

But

—

yes, it is true
;

I admit it—I get fits of

the blues
:
people bother me. If only somebody

would tell me exactly what to do to get on in

life, by Jove, I^d very quickly set about it!^

If any reader seated quietly by his own fireside

can admit this to himself, then let him make
himself a solemn promise

;
and let the words of

the promise be, ‘I vdll begin at once to train

my bod}Y

A pair of three-poimd dumb-bells, a good

book on the use of them, and a bath—these are

che whole outfit. Ten minutes daily is all the

time that need be occupied. We are aware that

to do the whole of the exercises set down in the

best books woidd take nearly an hour daily ; but

they may be done two or three at a time for

ten minutes daily till all have been gone through,

and then began again. A cold bath should

be taken before dressing every morning all the

year round. Cold baths vary in temperature from

60 degrees to SO degrees Pahrenheit. The bather

will quickly find out what temperature best suits

his constitution. When he enters the bath the

water should feel cold ;
then in a few seconds it

should cease to feel cold. The bather should now
leave the bath, and ’immediately a warm glow

should sufi'use the whole skin of his body. This

glow should last. At no time should a feeling of

chilliness supervene after the bath.
.
If it does,

the water has been too cold. Let the bather

raise the temperature by tlie addition of a little

warm water, mitil by daily experiment with a

thermometer he has found what degree gives him

a warm, comfortable feeling after he has dressed.

The morning bath should be taken colder and

colder as the bather becomes stronger, tiU, even

in the coldest weather, warm water is not neces-

sary, The dumb-bell exercises may be done

after the bath, or at any time during the day

;

but the earlier the better, because the body, re-

freshed by the night’s sleep, is best able to endure

during the fore-part of the day. The weight of

the dmnb-bells need never be increased. Daily

open-air exercise should be taken. Meals must
be served at regular hours, and should include

some green vegetable once every day.

All this may fail or be neutralised unless the

clever i^erson is careful to guard against excess in

other directions. Experience will help to guide

liiin in regard to diet. Some people err in eating

too much animal food, others in drinking too

much tea. Temperance and moderation will help

this all-round development. To overload the

stomach makes a man sluggish, and spend over-

much of the vital force in the digestive processes.

Athletics carried also to the verge of exhaustion

defeat their end. The delicate clever man
may not become a centenarian by adopting the

above-mentioned treatment, but he vill certainly

gain in nerve force and take more out of life,

and do more for himself and for his fellow-men.

Let the seeker after physical strength there-

fore persist in this regimen and he will giadu-

ally become strong. Too much must not be

expected at once ; but at the end of a year

the progress made since the beginning will be

pleasantly obMous.

The clever man will now be on the way to

become a strong man also. The development of

his body will not rob his mind of its cleverness

;

but it will relieve it of its irritability. Stability

of character wid come vith strength of muscle.

Physical fitness vfill beget a desire to cultivate

friends, wHl engender a feeling of self-confidence,

and will induce a control of temper acceptable to

the world at large.

A delicate clever man has it in his own hands,

then, to become a clever strong man ; and a

clever strong man who wishes to succeed in life

is very likely to attain his desire. His daily

physical exercises vill tend to make him stead}'

;

liis gi'oudng physical strength vill render him
confident ; and liis clever brain, relieved of its

irritability and fits of depression, will become

calm and forceful. With a clever head and a

strong body, a man ought to do weU.
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CLIPPED WINGS.
CHAPTER yil.—BETWEEN TWO FIRES.

HE R.i\LS. Omega steamed her way
through the Indian Ocean, and

for the hrst time in her life Lncie

Lorimer was ideally happy. Thus

far her most sanguine anticipations

regarding Lieutenant Challoner had

been realised. On the arrival of the Bainiera in

S^'dney harbour he was waiting on the wharf to

welcome her. During the few days that elapsed

before the sailing of the Omega^ Lucie and her

guardian stayed at the Hotel Metropole
;
and

Challoner called each morning to learn their

arrangements for the day, with the intention of

fitting them in with his own engagements as far

as possible.

Unfortunately Miss Santhem had proved a

stumbling-block to the success of Challoner’s

schemes. Her one idea of the duties of chaperon-

age was ajD^Darently the determination to object

to everything that was proposed— a hazardous

characteristic in a guardian, and one likely to

force her ward into the practice of deception.

MTien Challoner had suggested escorting the two

ladies to a tlieatre, Miss Santhem—who had never

j^atronised any more lively frolic than a penny-

reading or a church anniversary tea-meeting

—

gasped with horror, and rejected the notion as

absolutely untenable.

M must humour her until we’re actually on

the way to England,’ Lucie had said confidingly

to Challoner during a momentary absence of her

tyrant, Mf I don’t, she ’ll cable to father to

recall me. Once we have really left Australia I

can set her at defiance. Luckily she is a

wretched sailor. The smallest blow knocks her

over, so I’m certain of a little freedom during

the voyage.’

The first few days after sailing from Sydney
were rather disappointing. The ocean proved

unwontedly peaceful, and Miss Santhem, with the

duties of shee^D-dog fresh upon her, was aggravat-

ingl}^ vigilant. Her knitting-needles clicked an

accomj)animent to the beat of the engines ever

after in Lucie’s memories of those wasted days.

Clialloner had succeeded in having liis place set

next Lucie’s at table
;
but Miss Santhem’s sharp

ears were on the alert to catch their lightest

word, and her ever-ready tongue to join in their

most intimate converse.

]\Iiss Santhem’s energ}' was boundless. In vain

did Challoner resolve to walk her briskly up and

down the promenade-deck until she succumbed

to exhaustion, in which event he hoped to get

a turn alone with Lucie
;
but the ^Yiry frame of

tlie chaperon was inured to fatigue, and after he

was tired out she was as fresli as ever. To tell

the truth, ]\Iiss Santhem, though possessed of a

forbidding exterior and an aggressive manner,

was not above feminine weakness
;

it flattered

her vanity to have a handsome man of good

family pay her attention, so she was quite ready

to accept his companionship and to flaunt it in

the eyes of their fellow-passengers.

‘ If only the weather would change !
’ Challoner

murmured under cover of the clatter of knives

and forks at dinner, while Miss Santhem lectured

her table-steward on his iniquity in having

served her with a leg of a fowl. Mt’s a glorious

moonlight night, and she’s sure to persist in

dogging our ste^^s on deck, and to force you to

go to bed at ten o’clock.’

‘ If only the weather would change !
’ echoed

Lucie, sighing. ‘But there’s not the slightest

prospect of it. I’ve been tapping the barometer

all day, and it will keej) at “Set Eair.”’

Their day at Melbourne proved to be another

disappointment. Challoner was claimed by a

friend, who, coming on board the moment the

Omega was berthed at Port Phillip, insisted on

taking bodily possession of him, and only ceased

to engross his attention with lavish hosi^itality

when the time of de^^arture had arrived. Left

alone, Lucie and her guardian spent a day of

chastened joy between the Zoological Gardens

and the Art Gallery, with an interval for

economical refreshment at a tea-shoj).

It had been a dreary time for Lucie, whose

only gleam of consolation was that the barometer

was falling, the wind had risen, and the sky

was overcast.

Lucie’s hopeful prognostications were justified.

The threatened storm sjDeedily overtook them.

Their brief stay at Adelaide was passed in such

a deluge of rain and whirl of wind that even

the most daring spirit amongst the voyagers did

not venture to land. With the crossing of the

Great Australian Bight began a blissful time

for Lucie, for the playful motion of its turbulent

billows kept J\Iiss Santhem recumbent in her

berth, an india-rubber hot-water bag to her feet,

a handkerchief soaked in eau de Cologne round

her forehead, and Lucie revelled in the freedom

of her ovni will.

The run ashore during the Omega'‘s stay at

Albany atoned to the two young people for

previous disappointments. J\liss Santhem, on

essaying to rise from her berth, exiierienced even

in the tranquil watei’S of the anchorage such a

sensation of giddiness, accomj^anied with shakiness

in the nether limbs, that she was perforce driven

back to her couch, and her post as chaperon was

again rendered vacant.

Having gone on shore in the fussy little tender,

Challoner and Lucie strolled wp the wide street.
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‘ It is quite like Eew Zealand, Avitli tlie

verandas, and tlie flowers, and the pig-lilies in

the ditches,’ Lucie said disappointedly, as the

glint of the sun on the tin roofs made her head

ache. While she spoke they were passing a

Chinaman Avorking in the garden surrounding

a tiny box-like Mongolian home that Avas almost

identical Avith the one across the paddock from

Ingarangi. * Though I We been tra\"elling for

over a fortnight, I feel as though I had never

left Auckland. Surely the Avorld can’t all be

like iSTeAv Zealand?’
‘ You are still in the colonies,’ Challoner

reminded her, ^Wait till you reach Ceylon.’

They lingered on land, sitting in a quiet

nook of the shell-streA^^l beach until the time

for re-embarking came, AAdien they reached the

Omega to find Miss Santhem so far recovered as

to be higlily indignant at the lack of sympathy

Lucie had shoAvn by her desertion. The irate

lady had purj)osed shoAving her disapproA^al by
an emphasised frigidity of manner. But obserA^ing

that the delinquent paid no regard to her chilly

demeanour—AAdiich, indeed, Lucie Avas too busy

Avith her oaati ha^Dpy thoughts to notice—Miss

Santhem could no longer contain her indigna-

tion, and AAdiile they Avere together in their state-

room dressing for dinner she opened the Auals of

lier displeasure ti^Don her charge’s careless head.

Lucie’s felicity, hoAvever, Avas greater than could

be influenced by Miss Santhem’s rebuke
;
turning

deaf ears to the tirade, she centred her interest

in an attempt to smooth out the packing-crushed

trimmings of a new evening-frock that ChaUoner
had not yet seen.

Pacing the j^romenade-deck after dinner, the

tAvo young people kept as far as the limits

of the circumscribed sj^ace permitted from the

chair amidships AAdiich they kneAV Miss Santhem
AAUS still too uncertain of herself to relinquish,

even in the exercise of duty.

The night AA^as moonless, and the purple-black

sky Avas studded AAutli myriads of stars. From
the open AvindoAvs of the music-room came the

soft refrain of a love-sick ditty, AAdiich mingled

harmoniously Avith the steady beat of the engines

and the surge of the sea. Leaning oA^er the side,

they Avatched the phosphorus tinselling AAdth gold

the long lacy scarfs of AAdiite foam.

‘Your hag looks askance at me already,’

Challoner observed lightl}^ ‘ I thought I had
succeeded in mollifying her. Didn’t I carry her

cushions and rugs on deck, and didn’t I bribe

the quarterdeck-man to place her chair right in

the midst of a thicket of matrons, AAEere she

could gossip to her heart’s content?’
‘ She ’s a horror,’ responded Lucie

;
‘ but I really

don’t mind her a bit. lYliile Ave AA’ere dressing

for dinner to-night she began a sermon liaAung

my utter depraAuty in going on shore Avith you
as text

;
but I paid no attention.’

‘•That Avas right. Don’t let us pay attention to

anybody but ourseWes, Lucie.’ Since the Christ-

mas cA^ening in the oliA"e-2ilantation Challoner had,

unrebuked, fallen into the AA^ay of thus address-

ing her. ‘ WJiat a happy chance this voyage is

!

At least a month still before us, and nobody Ave

knoAv or care for on board, exce^ot each other.

You do care a little for me, dear—don’t you?’

he asked, loAvering his A^oice.

‘Yes,’ Lucie ansAA^ered simply. A Avoman aaLo

is in love is never coquettish. Then, if at no

other time in her life, is she absolutely sincere.

‘ Yes ; I do—care.’

So for once AA^as the Avilful Miss Lorimer con-

tent
;
and, indeed, she had am^fie reason. She had

the 2)leasant assurance that the Omega carried no
prettier or more tastefully dressed girl than her-

self
;
and Challoner, AA^ho Avas indisputably the

best-bred man on board, deA^oted himself exclu-

sh-ely to her.

Yet the moment AAdierein Lucie realised that at

last Avere her desires satisfied brought also her

first pang of fear, as Lieutenant Trescott’s warn-

ing, like some skeleton at a feast, recurred to her

memory. Ghalloner’s tenderest AAdiispering held

no hint of a future. Could she hope to retain

his interest even to the end of the voyage?

Lying aAA-ake in the night, the question troubled

her
\
but AAutli a mental revieAV of their felloAv-

2}assengers, Lucie’s confidence in her oaaui x^O'^^'er

of attraction returned. In Challoner’s oxDenl}^ ex-

ju’essed. oj)inion, AAdiich entirely coincided AAdtli

her oAAUi, there was nobody Avorth considering on

the Omega—no one aaEo could compete Aidth her

either in looks or charm.

The j)assenger-list AA^as made up, of the usual

items. There were one or tAvo genuine iiiA^alids

going to England to undergo special treatment,

and the customary number of malades imaginaireSy

aaIio, haAung exhausted the patience of the colonial

physicians, Avere journeying Londonwards, there

to pass some engrossing Aveeks consulting one

S2)ecialist after another in quest of an ojiinion as

to the graAuty of their fancied ailments AAdiich

Avould confirm their fears.. Several family grouxis,

the fathers and mothers taking their children

home to exhibit to fond grand2)arents, heljied to

SAA^ell the ]iassenger-list, AAdiich comprised also a

score of returning tourists, some commercial men,

and a trio of mining experts all alike blatant of

speech and OA-er-affluent in x^ersonal adornment.

One fellow-traA-eller AAdio, by reason of his oddity,

seemed to stand out from among the others Avas

Mr Thomas James Muter, a man of middle-age,

and he chanced to occnjiy a place at table directly

oxiposite Lucie. To the casual eye, Mr Muter’s

leading characteristics were a feeble flaxen beard,

a xiainfully nerA^ous manner, spectacles of abnormal

diameter, and a liking for Avhite socks Avith Ioaa"

shoes. An unfortunate 2)reference for Avearing

garments that AA'ere too large even for his lank

form gave him an unwarranted air of secrecy,

AAdiich his habitual silence helped to nurture. Mr
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Mliter was popularly reported to be connected

with science, and was returning to London after

a visit to Australia undertaken in connection witli

certain colonial museums. Among the marriage-

able maidens on board there was none whom

Lucie Lorimer could regard as a possible rival

;

and, as the ^^rocession moved slowly across her

drowsy brain, she fell asleep, and slumbered peace-

fully in the belief that the voyagers numbered
no one who could give her cause for jealousy.

P FROM S L A Y E R Y/
By K. P. Chopper, M.A.

OOKER TALIAFERRO WASHIHG-
TOH, M.A., Principal of the Tuske-

gee Normal and Industrial Institute,

Alabama, the subject of this article,

has not the jDedigree of a race-

horse. He always calls himself a

negro, a term of wide significance in the States

;

but he had ‘heard reports’ that his father was

a white man who lived on one of the near-by

plantations. Date and place of birth are haz^^

and Washington jocularly suspects that he must

have been born somewhere and at some time.

This is in advance of Mrs Beecher Stowe’s Topsy,

who never was born, and ‘ I ’spect I growed ’

was the only explanation she could give of her

existence. Circumstances requiring that Washing-

ton should have a birthday, he fixed on Easter-

day, which has the advantage, if one is needed,

of affording him a movable feast
;

the year was

1858 or 1859, and the state Virginia. When he

says he was ‘born almost out of doors,’ he con-

veys the impression that the cabin in which his

little slaveship first saw the light was excessively

ventilated. r,

Washington’s log-cabin was not only the shelter

for his slave-mother and the other children, but

the kitchen for the whole population of the

plantation, whites and slaves alike. The bare

earth was the sleeping-place of all the famil}^

and the children were fed on scraps of food in

such quantities, of such qualities, and at such

times as the overworked slave-mother could find.

They had sometimes to go in search of a break-

fast to the places where the cows and pigs w'ere

fed, and pick up some boiled corn. One little

delight is recorded : Washington remembers that

on Sundays he got a coujDle of spoonfuls of

molasses in his plate. Swaying the plate from

side to side, he made the little look much. Was
it any wonder that the little fellow wished

Sunday would come every day ? From his earliest

boyhood he was made
.
to drudge, and never knew

the joy of sport or iDlay. But that a little bright

spot blazed on the horizon occasionally, Booker’s

sky would have been black indeed. Such spots

were the sight of his young mistresses and lady

visitors eating ginger-cakes, which begat a resolve

to do the same, as the height of his ambition,

when he became free
;
and when he carried the

schoolbooks of one of his young mistresses, and
sa^v dozens of boys and girls engaged in stud^q

he thought the getting into such a school would
be q)aradise.

VTiile still a child, the Civil War being over

and the slaves set free, Booker went with his

mother and the other children to his stej^father

in Western Virginia, where at Malden he com-

menced life’s free labour at one of the salt-

furnaces. Here he often began to work at four

o’clock in the morning. He was already yearning

after book-learning
;
and his mother having

cured him a spelling-book, he taught himself tlie

alphabet and some simple syllables. Then a

teacher turned up who gave him some night-

lessons, at which he laboured so zealously that

he made more progress than the children who
attended the day-school. So began Booker Wash-
ington’s literary career. His ultimate success is

attested by this excellent autobiography, Ui) from
Slavery.

From the salt-furnaces Booker proceeded to

coal-mines. Here he heard the miners talking

of a school for coloured people, at which poor

students could work out all or part of the cost

of their board, and at the same time learn

a trade or industry. This was the Hampton
Institute in East Virginia. The boy’s mind was

made up at once. To Hampton he would go,

though as ignorant of its whereabouts and dis-

tance as was Abram when he set out from

Haran. In reality, this Hampton was in the

extreme east of East Virginia, five hundred miles

from Malden. As soon as possible he set out for

what was to him a new heaven and a ne^v earth,

with little money and less clothing. After many
hardships he reached Richmond, about eighty-two

miles from Hamx>ton. Here he spent some time,

sleeping at night under a high board-sidewalk of

a street, with his small bundle of clothes for a

pillow, and hearing the tramp of feet overhead.

During the day he worked on board a ship dis-

charging cargo till he had earned enough to

pay his way to Hampton, which he reached with

half-a-dollar in his pocket. This was in 1872,

when he was about fourteen years old. When
he applied for admission to the institution, he

received the almost military command :
‘ The ad-

joining recitation-room needs sweeping. Take the

broom and sweep it.’ Booker says this was the

best college examination he ever passed
;
and he

did the sweeping so satisfactorily that he was at

once admitted, with the words, ‘I guess you will
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do to enter tliis institution.’ He was, fortliwitli

engaged as janitor. His duties were hard, and

occupied him from, four o’clock in the morning

till late at night
;
but thus he . earned nearly all

the cost of; his board, and soon he was told that

his work did; him so much credits that it sufficed

for the whole of his board. The cost of his

tuition was defrayed by a friend secured for him
by General Armstrong, and some of his . clothes

came from the Horth, where left-ofF suits were

collected for the poor of the institute. Booker

had had little i; acquaintance with a bed and ;a

sheet
;
and when he came to Hampton his bed

had two sheets, and he did not know what to . do

with them. The first night he slept, under both

sheets, the second night on top of both, and
next night . he solved; the ptizzle by ^ watching

what the other students did.

In 1875 Washington completed the three years’

curriculum , at Hampton; but as his purse was

empty he was obliged to accept a situation as

waiter at an hotel. When at last he got back to

Malden, he fortunately obtained the mastership

of a coloured school, at a small salary. To this

he added a night-school, at wdiich some of the

scholars were men and women over fifty years

of age. Next he started a reading-room and a

debating society, and conducted two Sunday-schools

several miles apart. He remained at Malden two

years, then went to the, Wayland , Seminary

at Washington, -where he spent eight months

in studies and in making the accLuaintance of

Atrong men and women.’ Leaving .Washington,

he returned to Hampton for a year to instruct

Indian boys.
:
This was in 1879. He was to be. a

‘ house-father ’ to the Indians, living with them,

and teaching and disciplining them into civilisation.

A year afterwards he undertook the charge of a

night-school at Hampton. The conditions of the

school were that the students should work ten

hours a day, and attend school two hours at night.

For their work they were paid rather more than

the cost of: their board. This school started with

twelve students, and now (1901) numbers between

three and four hundred. Experience has shovai

that the efforts made by the students through the

industries to help themselves is of immense value

in ' ‘ character- building.’ Washington carried on
this work as well as his personal studies till 1881,

when, the training for his life-work being com-

pleted, he entered upon his brilliant, career at

the age of twenty-two or twenty-three years.

The equipments of Booker T. Washington for

the great work before him were good health

and a sterling mother who knew that character

was all in all to a man, and laid for him the

foundations of honesty and all. the best
.

qualities

that build up character. It was by inheritance

and insjoiration from her more than from all

the other influences that he became what he was.

The hardships of his life from the tenderest years,

and the still .harder struggles and tougher ex-

periences of boyhood and youth, had taught him
self-reliance; and his manifold successes in over-

coming obstacles had made it a fixed belief with

him that he should , succeed in all he undertook.

The effacement of himself was a hard task. He
could not at first understand how a man could be

happy ill working for others ;‘ blit when once he
grasped the idea and; saw that those were happiest

who:;did most for others, this altruism became an
instinct, and was woven into the' very texture

of his
.
being. Even at a very early age he had

shown no bitterness against those who ill-treated

him for his guilt of colour. Like the Emj)eror

Sigismund, he destroyed his i enemies by making
them

;
his friends. This grew into a fixed principle

and developed more and more into higher excellence

after he came into contact with his great exem-
plar, General Armstrong (who had fought on the

Federal side), until he became as happy in sermng
the white man as the black. General Armstrong
was a powerful magnet, drawing with irresistible

force all those who came within range of his in-

fluence. The; students at Hampton respected him,

loved him, ‘ worshipped him,’ says Washington.

Intercourse with him was education of the highest

order
;

ancl it was the greatest delight of the

students to ido whatever the General was knoivn

to wish. When Washington entered on his work
he exercised the. same infiuence. i

Washington’s special book-studies for eight

months at Wayland Seminary, cajDping his

assiduity and painstaking devotion by night at

Hampton and elsewhere, had made him a fairly

‘ full ’ man, equipped and ready for the intel-

lectual duties before :him
;
and his keen obser--

vation of how unexpected difficulties and obstacles

were overcome by, the use of most unlikely means
had put him on his -mettle never to be daunted
by any event or circumstance. To him ‘ impos-

sible ’ was a blockhead of a word
; and his

broad, enlightened, wholesome, and practical com-

mon-sense ever kept, him within reasonable bounds.

Hever extravagantly elated by success nor unduly
dexpressed by failure, his well-balanced mind gave

him patient endurance till success crowned his

effort. It may be remarked here that in the

greatest ceremonies in which h^ took part in

later years, Washington never thought of himself,

but only of his work. Hence his self-possession,

calmness, modesty..

The legislature of Alabama had granted two
thousand dollars a year for the payment of the

salaries of the teachers of a Hormal School in

Tuskegee, a small town of two ;thousand inhabi-

tants, in the east of the state. Half of the

peoj)le Avere of the coloured race. Washington

Avas,appointed to start this institution, and arrWed

at Tuskegee on .1st June 1881, .exx)ecting to find

buildings and ’all ax^iJiances for , the Avork. He
found in Tuskegee neither house nor ax)paratus

for a school, but there Avere a number of jDeople

eager to be taught, and this gaA^e him courage.
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He did not fold liis arms and complain of

tlie want of a building. He had learned a

better lesson than that at Hampton, and he

looked about for some erection that might

be converted into a schoolliouse. He found

an almost ruinous building that had once been

occupied by the Methodists as a church, but was
now abandoned, and a dilapidated shanty near

it. These were kindly lent. Witk the willing

assistance of the iDeo^Dle, some rej)airs were doiie,

but not enough to prevent a possible picturesque

photograph of a student, during a shower, holding

an umbrella over the teacher while he conducted

a class. Here on the 4th of July the Hormal
Scliool was opened with one teacher and thirty

students. Before the end of the year the number
of students had reached more than a hundred,

many coming from neighbouring towns, and the

teaching staff had doubled.

Washington spent the month that passed

between his arrival at Tuskegee and the opening

of the school in visiting the people in their

homes for miles around. One of the most im-

portant lessons he learned from this tour was
that a boarding department was essential to the

success of the scheme. Hn it the j)eople can be

taught those correct habits which they fail to

get at home. Without this x^art of the training

they go out into the world with trained intellects,

but with their morals and bodies neglected.^

An old plantation with some small buildings a

mile from Tuskegee being offered ' for sale for

five hundred dollars, Washingtohs eyes sparkled

at the idea of purchasing it ; but he had not

one dollar. Nevertheless, the two hundred and
fifty dollars required to be x)aid down he
borrowed from a friend, and by entertainments,

subscrqDtions, and donations he soon obtained

the other two hundred and fifty dollars. Confi-

dence is cax)ital, he began to learn. In a few
weeks, by the labour of the students after school-

hours, a few old houses on the plantation Avere

transformed into school and Avere at

once occu^oied
;

and it Avas not long before

Washington, by the same co-operation of the

students, cleared tAventy acres of land and planted

the first croj), thus at once beginning to reduce

cost of maintenance. Soon there folloAved a large

AA'Ooden building, conij)rising a, cha^Del, a boarding7

hall, some class-rooms, and dormitories for girls.

Then a large brick building for boys’ dormitories

AA^as erected. The jplaatation possessed abundance

of good clay. From this the students made the

iDricks and built their Avails
;
and AAdien the Avood-

Avork Avas completed they painted the building

and made the required furniture, asking for

nothing AAdiich they could provide for themselves.

In this AA^ay x)rogress Avas steadily made toAA^ards

realising Washington’s day-dream, that a building

might be put ixp of any descrix)tion or size

AAuthout going off the ground for a single Avork-

nian. This self-supplying princix)le Avas soon

extended to eA^ery de]Dartment of human industry.

The x)H^^tation, supplied the institution Avith

timber of oak, poplar
;

its saAvmill

X)rex)ared the timber for the caiq^enter
;
and the

carpenter cut it and dressed it for a.ny kind of

AA^oodAA’^ork. From the outset the institute built

its OAvn AA^agons, carts, and buggies
;
and Avhile

the boys attended the engine-room, machine-shoj),

foundry, and electric plant, the girls did the

entire housekeex)ing, including . cooking, Avashing,

ironing, mending clothes, mattress-making, and

other domestic economies. Washington has also

had an excellent coadjutor in each of his three

Avives.

, At this time the desire for education—that

is, book-learning— AA^as almost universal among
the coloured x)Goph—had, in fact, become a craze

eA^en Avith x^eople rising to seA^enty years of age

;

and schools by day and night Avere croAvded.

The idea Avas that education Avould relieve them

from the degradation of manual labour, and that

a smattering of Latin or Greek Avould lift them

far aboA’-e their felloAA^s. Teaching and x>reaching

Avere the goals to Avhich most asx)ired. As an

illustration of this, it may be mentioned that

a church of tAvo hundred members included

eighteen ministers. On the other hand, many of

the AAdiites considered that the education of the

blacks ^AVOuld make them Avorthless. MTien

Booker Washington took his axe in hand and

led the students into the Avoods to fell timber

he disabused their minds about degradation, and

began to teach them the neAV lesson of the

dignity of labour
;
and AAhen, later, he set his

OAvn son at ten years of age to learn the trade

of a mason, he comxheted the curriculum of his

teaching of AAdiat Avas meant by education at

Tuskegee. On the other hand, those aaJio boded

ill of educating the negro soon saAv that the

negro became industrious, capable, and profitable

to himself and others, res^Decting himself and

resx)ected by others.

It Avas a fundamental condition that every

student aaJio came to Tuskegee, no matter how
AA^ell off he might be financially, must learn some

industry. And students had the ox)tion to learn

the trades AAdiich they expected to folloAV for life.

At first many parents objected to their children

being comxielled to learn to AA^ork, and students

themselA^es did not like to learn trades ; but

before long they AAushed to do so, and noAV

industrial Avork is as popular as the academic

branches.

It is not to be suxiposed that Washington set

no value on academical studies and the Avork of

the universities. Far from it. But his mission

Avas not to the few, but to the many
;
not to the

small, refined, and classical aristocracy, but to the

multitudinous untutored common people
;
and to

these, in addition to the big industrial tox^ics, he

had to preach the special ‘gospel of the tooth-

brush, the bath, and the night -shirt.’
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The net results of industrial education, in

Booker ‘Washington’s oavii words, are :
‘ First, that

the student shall he so educated that he shall be

enabled to meet conditions as they exist now in

the
]p
3.rt of the South where he lives : in a word,

that he shall be able to do the thing which the

world wants ;
second, that every student who

graduates from the school shall have enough skill,

coupled with intelligence and moral character, to

enable liiin to make a living for himself and
others

;
third, to send every graduate out feeling

and knowing that labour is dignified and beauti-

ful
;

to make each one love labour instead of

trying to escape it.’

A gentleman once gave two dollars to the

institute, and for a dozen 3^ears he took interest

in it and increased his donations, till shortly

before his death he gave fifty thousand dollars

towards the endowment fund. Mr Andrew
Carnegie gave a donation of twenty thousand

dollars for building a library and reading-room.

Ten years had elapsed since the first apj^lication

had been made to Mr Carnegie
;
but when the

man of millions was convinced that Tuskegee

Institute was worthy of his help, the gift was

sent, accompanied with these hearty and cheering

words :
‘ I am glad of this opxDortunity to show the

interest I have in your noble work.’ Still more
striking was the remark of another generous giver

on presenting his cheque :
‘ I am so grateful to

you, Mr Washington, for giving me the oppor-

tunity to help a good cause. It is a privilege to

have a share in it. We in Boston are constantly

indebted to you for doing owr work.’ The enter-

prise has laid hold of the heads and hearts

of both iSTorth and South, and it would be an
insult to 'the men and women of those great

communities to hint that they could lightly with-

draw from an enterprise which their inmost soul

approves.

In addition to the extensions of Tuskegee, it

must not be overlooked that hundreds of men
trained in the various handicrafts at Tuskegee

are scattered throughout the South, doing good

work and getting good pay everywhere. Migra-

tory Tuskegee is now represented by at least

three thousand men and women at work in

different jDarts of the South, showing by examj)le

how to imj)rove the material, educational, moral,

and religious life. ‘Wherever our graduates go,

the changes which soon begin to appear—in the

buying of land, imx^roving of homes, saving of

money, in education, and in high moral character

—are remarkable. Whole communities are fast

being revolutionised through the instrumentality

of these men and women.’ Tuskegee itself is

gradually becoming self-supporting. The superior

quality of its bricks commands a ready market

in all directions, and last season’s output was

one, million two liundred thousand bricks. Its

reputation for horse-shoeing is such that the

valuable horses of the gentlemen of the sur-

rounding district are. sent to Tuskegee to be

shod. The institute makes its own harness and
saddles for between fifty and one hundred horses

and mules
;

builds its own wagons, carts, and
buggies

;
and does a good business in these trades

in the market. The same may be said of many
other products.

Of the institute itself it may be stated that its

property is worth three hundred thousand dollars,

and its endowment fund amounts to two hundred
and fifteen thousand dollars. Its projDerty in-

cludes two thousand four hundred and eighty-

eight acres of land, six hundred head of live-stock,

and forty-six buildings, nearly all built by the

students.

Washington had annual conferences, and every

week in the chapel on Sunday evening he had a

‘talk’ with, or rather to, the assembled students.

He would not preach a sermon nor deliver an

academic address, but spoke plainly and simply

right into the hearts of his attentive listeners,

as when he said :
‘ The longer I live and the

more exjDerience I have of the world, the more
I am convinced that, after all, the one thing that

is worth living for, and dying for if need be, is

the oiDportiinity of making some one else more
happy and more useful.’

His speech at the opening of the Atlanta

Cotton States and International Exposition was a

splendid effort, interspersed with pithy practical

points, and permeated throughout by the whole-

some common-sense for which the man is specially

distinguished. Speaking of the inter-relation of

the races, he said ;
‘ In all things that are purely

social, w’e can be as separate as the fingers, yet

one as the hand in all things essential to mutual

progress.’ Such hearty congratulations and hand-

shakings greeted him that he could scarcely get

out of the building
; and next day he was so

embarrassed by a repetition of the same felicita-

tions that he had to retire to his lodgings: In

a few days he received a letter from the Hon.

Grover Cleveland, President of the United States,

‘ thanking him with much enthusiasm for the

address.’ This address gave him so much renown

that everywhere the press gave thrilling accounts

of the speech and its deliveiy, and a lecture

bureau offered him fifty thousand dollars, or two

hundred dollars a night, with expenses, if he

would place his services at its disposal for a

given period. His reply was the unchanged and

unchangeable stereotyped one, ‘ that his life’s

work was at Tuskegee, and that when he spoke

it must be in the interest of Tuskegee and his

race.’

In 1896 the Harvard University conferred on

him the honorary degree of Master of Arts. In

December 1898 the Tuskegee Institute had the

honour of a visit from the late President McKinley.

With the President came Mrs McKinley and nearly

all the Cabinet ofiicers, many of them accompanied

by their wives. The Alabama Legislature, which
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was in session at tlie time, adjournedj and went

to Tuskegee, headed by the Governor and State

officials. In his
,

speech the President, referring

to Washington, was j^l^ased to .say: ‘He has

won a worthy reputation as one of the great

leaders of his race, widely known and much
respected at home and abroad as ;an accom-

plished educator, a great orator, . and true

philanthropist.’ ; ,

In the spring of : 1899 friends in Boston, ob-

serving that Washington needed rest, . subscribed

the means of ghdng him a holiday,, and .sent

him off with Mrs Washington for a, tour, on, the

Continent. On his way back he went to London,

and was privileged to see Queen, Victoria at

Windsor, where he and his wife and their part}^

were guests of Pier Majesty at tea. Later Presi-

dent Roosevelt invited him to dine with him, a

23roceeding which scandalised those who draw the

colour line onl}^ too closely.

All through the autobiography, /rom Rtoery

—the !British edition of which is published by

T. Pisher Unwin—Washington, who has been

called the: ‘Negro: Moses,’ ex^Dresses his unchang-

ing assurance of the success of his work; and

among his last words are these: ‘Despite super-

ficial and temporary signs which might lead one

to entertain : a contrary opinion, there mever was

a time when I felt more hopeful for the race

than I do at present.’

0 AHME.LITA: A TALE OF PEEU.
' PART III.

S the years rolled b}", inj^ husband’s

love seemed only to grow
;

and,

but for my one sorrow, I had no

wish which was
.
unfulfilled. Our

plantation every year increased in

value. A new irrigation scheme

was crowned with success. We biiilt new sheds

for the sugar-refinery, and fitted, them up with

all the most modern European machinery. Every-

thing seemed to pros^^er
,

with us. .

Our lives, however, were not destined to be

spent without clouds. The sj^irit of unrest which

pervaded my unhappy land seemed to enter our

home
;
and, filled with anxiety, we watched every

rise and fall of the Government.: My husband,

as a wealthy and infiuential citizen, was in a

prominent
]
30sition. He supported the President

in every possible way, feeling that the man who
was at the helm was both a ruler and a .states-

man. Unfortunately the friction betAveen the

civilians and the military element Avas A^ery great,

and, AAffiat AA^as Avprse, it increased daily. As the

dissatisfaction spread, so regulations and measures

to quell it became seA^erer, and .at last the AAdiole

land lay under military dictatorship.

It Avas noAV the summer of 1866, a year AAdiich

brought disaster and distress to country and
jDeople alike. I haa been married a little over

fiA^e years, and AA^as the mother of .three children,

the youngest only a feAv days old. Often as I

bent over the curly heads of my little ones AAffien

they slept haA^e I trembled for their safety. We
AA^ere living literally as on a volcano, momentarily
expecting an outburst. Each time that I saAV Carl

leave the plantation, though but for a day, I

wondered Avhether I should see him return un-

harmed. The . Government Avas hated, and every

supporter of it shared in the enmity of the dis-

affected.

The AAundoAA^s of my room stood AAude open, as

the July night Avas closing in and the air AA^as

oppressive. I felt as though a storm; Avas impend-

ing, and greAv restless - as a caged bird. A Ioav,

rumbling sound in' the distance attracted our

attention, and AA^e listened in nervous tension,

hardly knoAAdng Avhat Ave expected ; or' Teared, It

AA’^as unlike thunder eA^’en far aAvay^ !My husband’s-

face greAv more and more graA^'e, and he looked

from the darkness outside to the infant AAdiich

lay asleep in my arms, and then at me, but in

silence. The rumbling continued Avithout cessa-

tion
;

it seemed even to increase.

‘ Carl,’ I asked at last, ‘ AAffiat is that noise ?'

Surely not thunder.’

‘You are right, Carmelita. >The noise you hear

is no thunder. • Would to God it AA^ere.! It is the

feet of horses and men. Wliat AA^e hai^e feared

for some days past .has noAv taken place. The
city is in . an uproar. The Government is i)re-

pared, so I fervently hope that ' the reA^olution

Avill not s^iread beyond Lima. Still, AA^e must be

prepared for the AA^orst, and bravely stand by our

colours.’

•The sound of a horse galloping hard along the

road AAdiich led to our house interrupted further

conversation. Loud knocking at . the door an-

nounced the rider’s haste, and he Avas admitted

Avithout delay.

The man Avas breathless and Avild-looking in

his excitement. ;

‘ Sehor,’: he panted, ‘fly Avith your Avife and

children. Don' Carlos, in tAvo hours at latest'

the rebels aaRI reach your home, and you aauII be

murdered. I heard their vdiole plan, and also

AAdiich citizens they Avould first put out of the

AA^ay.i You are hated, senor, by every civilian in

Lima, as a staunch supporter of the Government.

Save yourseh^es Avhile you can. I liaA^e not draAvn

bridle since I started, in order to AA^arn you.’

With these AA^ords he sank back in his chair,

eagerly drinking the contents of the glass AAhich

stood before him.
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Mj husband understood tlie imminent danger

of defying the threats of the revolutionists and

remaining on the plantation. He instantly took

measures for our safety, and within an hour we
had cpiitted our home and were flying before an

infuriated mob. Carefully he gave his instruc-

tions to our major-domo, who was our most

trusty man. Tenderly he took leave of his chil-

dren, and then last of all of myself.

‘ Carl,^ I cried in horror, ^ we will go together.

' Why do you bid me farewell ?
’

‘ My wife, my beloved, it is impossible. To you
I commit the care of our children

; but for a few

weeks we must separate. I should only endanger

you were I to remain, for those madmen will

hunt me dovm if they can. I must fly to the

mountains, and try to hide until the trooi)s gain

the upper hand once more. Courage, my dear

one
; you must obey me. Your horses are ready,

and you and I must take ojDposite roads.

Jos4 knows the way
;
you will cross the moun-

tains, double, and then go south. If all is well

we shall meet at the scpiare in Arequipa"^ three

weeks from to-day at noon.’

There was no time for remonstrance or to

invent any plan by which we could remain to-

gether. I mounted my horse
;
the nurse took the

baby Inez, who was only a week old
;
and two

of our faithful servants each, took a child before

him on his horse, leading a second horse as pack.

Our little cavalcade set out without delay
; and

as I turned in my saddle, my eyes blinded mth
tears, I saw my husband, friendless and alone,

disax^pear in an opposite direction.

Riding entirely on rising ground, it was not

long before we could overlook the city. Here

and there we saw fires, the work of incen-

diaries whose fury and devilry knew no bounds.

On the road from Lima to our ovm lost

home we could discern moving lights, and could

hear the tramp of a crowd. We knew that

they were insurgents bound on their mission of

murder and destruction, and involuntarily we
breathed a j)^3,yer and rode faster. We dared

not force our animals too much, for we had a

long ride before us.

The children slept, and we x^^’^ssed forward

until we reached the summit of a hill, and there

we made a halt for a few minutes before turning

into a wilder part of the mountains. As we
looked around us for the last time we saw a

tongue of flanie dart ux)ward from the spot I

loved so well, and I knew that they had fired

the sheds on the plantation. The fire sx)read with

leaps and bounds, and I found myself wondering

liow long it would be before the house caught

on. I gazed in horror—yet fascinated. I was
rooted to the spot.

‘Senorita Carinelita,’ cried the man at my side,

‘rouse yourself. We must fly. Those devils have

done their worst
; but they now know that the

man they seek has escax^ed, and they will scour

the mountains. Look at your children, and.

remember your husband.’

I shuddered and obeyed. In silence we con-

tinued throughout the night our ride for life.

Excitement and phj^sical weakness caused me
almost to faint

;
but thoughts of my lonely

-

husband came to me, and I forced myself to

continue.

In the early dawn we stopped for breakfast.

Hastily swallowing it, not daring to stop and
rest, we were about to recommence our journey

when an ominous sound struck our ears. The
same dull thud on the ground as on the preced-

ing evening forced the truth on us that we were

being pursued. My heart seemed fairly to cease

beating.

‘ To horse !
’ I cried, and in confusion we left

everything we had used lying where it was, our

only instinct being to save our lives. We rode

as fast as we could
;

but behind us we heard

hoofs which rang out sharxfiy and clearly. Our
pursuers were gaining on us ! We could hear

but could not see them. Every moment’s resx^ite

was a gain
;
but we knew that this could not

last much longer. Encumbered as we were, it

was an unequal match, and we felt that our

end was near. In front of us rode the major-

domo with my three-year-old girl, and I was

next to him. The nurse with • the baby was

immediately behind us, and last of all a second

man with my boy. Less than five minutes later

the insurgents were upon us.

‘ Halt !
’ shouted their leader. ‘ Halt, or you

are a dead man !

’

The servant who brought up the rear, and who
held my Carlos, checked his horse and waited for

his pursuer to come up to him. He evidently

knew that flight was imx:)0ssible, and thought

that by X5arle}dng he might at least saA^e his own
skin. Finding that the felloAV kneAr nothing ‘ of

his master’s movements, the rebel left him and
addressed the nurse. The Avoman, terrified at

coming into close contact Avith the enemy, relaxed

her hold of her charge, and the infant Avas

dashed to the ground and instantaneously tramxfied

to death. I did not Avitness the catastrox^he, or I

Avould liaA^e risked eA^erything to rescue its x^oor

little body. The major-domo saAv everything

;

but, instead of saying a Avord to me, he gave my
horse a terrific bloAv and his OA^^l another, and

Ave galloped madly aAvay. I had no over

the animal, AAdiich, frightened and furious, dashed

onAvards. I blindly held on, expecting that the

others Avere folloAving.

For miles the beasts kept up their headlong

speed, and then, A\dthout an effort on my part,

they stox)ped. Dazed and trembling, I looked

around. I Avas alone A\dth Jose, A\dio held Mer-

cedes in his arms. He assisted me to alight,

and placed the child beside me. There Avas no

sound, not eA^en the cracking of a twig, to dis-

turb the solemn silence of the mountains.
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‘Jose/ I cried out piteously, ‘where are the

others—my boy and my bab}^? What is the

meaning of that mad gallop leaving those helpless

children behind ?
’

The faithful fellow looked sorrowfully at me.

‘May the Holy Virgin help you to bear your

trouble, Seuora Carmelita ! I saw the ruffians

talking with ^^liguel, who had the boy, and the

baby has gone back to the saints.’ Here he

crossed himself. ‘ Tlie boy is probably safe ; but

we could not have helped him by staying, and

they would have killed you had you refused to

betray Sehor Carlos. My master gave you into

my care, and my duty was to save your life,

which I have done, and also that of yonr girl.’

Probably I fainted, for it was late in the day

before I saw my i\Iercedes again, and then her

voice seemed far away. There was nothing to be

done. I should not gain anything by returning,

for it was certain that the mob must have

dispersed, and that, being unsuccessful in one

direction, they were hunting my husband in

another. I must go on, and, though absent, obey

his commands, waiting patiently until the time

appointed for him to rejoin me in Areqnipa.

In perfect destitution I reached the city, every

stone of which was familiar to me. In luxury

and affiuence had I left it
;
as a beggar I returned.

I gave my rings to Jose to sell, and took up my
abode with my little daughter in the cottage of

a poor woman a few miles distant from the town.

I dismissed my man-servant, and he at once set

out for Lima. I was frantic for news of my boy,

and scarce!}^ dared to meet my husband without

him. Josti faithfully promised to tind and bring

him to me, and with his assurance I comforted

myself.

*The days dragged wearily b}^, and the weeks

passed
;
but there was no sign from my husband.

I vainly told myself that the rebellion was still

unquelled, and that Carl could not show himself

ere peace was restored.

Two months elapsed before I received neAvs.

I was sitting at the door of the cottage looking

and watching for my darling, when I saw a man
approaching

;
but it was not the man I sought.

1 struggled to my feet and ran to meet him
;

it

was Jose, my old servant.

‘ boy, Jose,’ I gasped— ‘ wliere is he ? Tell

me, quick, Avhere have you hidden hiniH Then,

without a pause, I continued, ‘ Have you not

met your master, Sehor Carlos, on the road '?

You have been in Lima
;

you must have seen

him. Is he near by '? Ah ! he has sent you
on to prepare me.’

The man stood silent, his eyes fixed on the

ground.

‘Jose,’ I continued impatiently, ‘ how slow

you are ! Tell me everything.’

‘Ah, Sehorita Carmelita, you so young and so

good, and yet you have so much sorrow ! ]\Iy

heart bleeds.’

‘Never mind, good Josci. All my troubles and

sorroAV will be at an end when my husband and

my boy come. I shall remember nothing.’

The man looked strangely at me, and suddenly

a nameless fear clutched at my heart.

‘ 'Where is he *? ’ I asked in an unnatural voice.

‘ Dead ! Shot through the breast.’

‘ Dead !
’ I shrieked, echoing his words. ‘ You

lie !
’ I fastened my ten fingers like the talons of

a Auiltnre into the man’s arm, and shoolc him
violentl^^

‘I will tear you to pieces if your lying tongue

repeats such words.’ I was beside myself, and

kncAv not what I said.

‘ Senorita, what can I say ? ’ said the man
mournfulty. ‘ You will never see your hus-

band again. He is with the Holy v'irgin in

Paradise.’

j\Iy grasp on the man relaxed, my brain reeled,

and I fell like a log to the earth. Weeks passed,

and I Avas AA-atched and tended b}^ the good

Avoman in AAdiose hut I lay. I AA^as fed by charity.

Unconscious of the Avorld and of 1113' oAvn miseiy,

I raved in brain-fever. Release, though, AA'as not

for me—I had to liA'e. Wlien the fever left me,

feeble and useless as a neAV-born babe, they lifted

me gently and placed me in the sunshine. Each
da}^ appeared the same to me. I certainly did

not gain strength, nor did I make aii}^ effort to

do so. 'M}^ child grcAv strong and active in spite

of her scanty fare and ragged garments. Like

the A'eriest street-arab, she played on the’ road in

the dust making mud-pies. I did not take the

trouble to chide her.

One afternoon my child AA-as amiisiz'g herself

as u.sual out of doors, AAdien, heedless zt ail

danger, she crossed the road just as a c'«rriage

draAA*n b}’ a pair of spirited horses turned tlie

corner. As I la}- on the old bed I heaid a

scream, and I kneAv that my ]\Iercedes—my one

treasure on earth—had beeii run over. I

attempted to rise, but fell back again from sheer

AA^eakness. Noise and confusion I heard, but

above all one A^oice AAffiich thrilled me through

and through. I called, but no one came to me

;

eA'er3hody from near and far AA'as grouped around

the carriage. Close to the door of it stood a

lad3' clad in mourning, Avith a tattered child in

her arms.

‘ Are 3'ou hurt, little one 1 ’ she asked gently.

‘HaA"e 3mu pain?’

The child had stojoped crying, and shook her

he<id of golden curls.

‘ YHiose child is she ? ’ inquired the lady.
‘ "Wliat is 3mur name, dear ?

’

‘ Mercedes de Blanca,’ came the answer, in

sweet lisping accents.

‘ Impossible,’ muttered the stranger. ‘ Can it be

accidental, or is the combination intentional ?

I will take 3^11 to 3'our mother
;

shoAv me the

A dozen b3rstanders A'fere noAv read3q indeed
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officiously anxious, to do tlie bidding of tlie

seiiora with tlie fine carriage, and led ber to tlie

but. Bearing tbe cliild in ber arms, tbe lady

entered tbe bouse and neared tbe bed on wliicb

I lay helpless.

‘Mamita,’ cried tbe little one, Hbe borse did

not stand on me ;
^ and, struggling to tbe ground,

sbe ran to my side.

‘Tbis is my mama,’ sbe continued, turning to

tbe stranger
;

‘ but sbe is so sick.’

Tbe lady approached, then stopped, and, raising

my eyes, I beheld my mother.

A look of horror passed over ber noble face.

‘ Carmelita ! my poor child !
’ sbe exclaimed ;

and, sitting down on tbe edge of tbe bed, sbe

wejit.

My thin bands sought hers, and little by little

tbe tale was told. Ro need to ask again for

forgiveness. Her heart, overflowing with love and

pity, granted it ere I spoke one word. Her home

was mine once more. Baby Mercedes was tbe

connecting-link between tbe past and the present.

Long after my reinstalment at Arecpiipa I

learned tbe truth about my boy and all tbe

details of my husband’s death. Tbe child bad

been detained as hostage until tbe whereabouts of

bis father should be disclosed. He lived but a

week with bis captors, for a chill followed by

fever carried him off quickly, and their villainy

availed them nothing. Jose’s information was

scant but true. My husband bad been shot.

I was only twenty-two, but my hair was white

as tbe driven snow. I lived in perfect seclusion

with my mother until ber death, which took

place many years after my widowhood. My
Mercedes is married and in a home of her own

;

and though tbe wealth that was once my mother’s

is now mine, I roam about tbe world, seeking

oblivion and p)eace, but finding none.

THE END.

ELECTRICITY IN
OW often do we bear, in discussions

on tbe uses of electric energy for

industrial purposes, tbe somewhat

hackneyed statement that electricity

is to be tbe power of tbe future

;

and bow often is it realised that

tbe saying, though true, is in a sense misleading

!

Tbe future at this date has given way to tbe

present, and electricity is now employed to an

enormous extent in our factories for many opera-

tions which hitherto have been dependent on

steam, gas, or w^ater-jDOwer. Tbe latter agencies,

however, cannot be entirelj^ superseded, for it

must be remembered that electric energy can

only be obtained through tbe medium of one

or other of them—that is to say, tbe dynamo,

to be capable of generating electricity, has to

be driven mechanically b}^ means of a steam,

gas, water, or other engine.

In tbe case of tbe steam-engine, perhaps tbe

best known of them all, the energy latent in

coal is first converted bito beat in tbe furnace

;

tbe beat is then communicated to tbe water,

converting it into steam
;

tbe energ}^ in the

steam is then applied to driving tbe engine,

where it . appears in the form of mechanical

energy of rotation
;

this is once more apj)lied

directljL to driving the dynamo, and finally is

available as electrical energy, which can be con-

vej^ed through the medium of wires to an}’

point where it may be required for lighting,

beating, or tbe dri^dng of machinery. Tbe fore-

going remarks indicate generally tbe processes

which are gone through in an electricity station

where tbe object is to distribute electrical power
to various places more or less distant from tbe

supply station.

THE WORKSHOP.
A manufacturer ^visbing to employ electricity

in bis factory must establish a generating station

from which j)Ower may be distributed throughout

tbe works
;

or, should these be situated near a

public electricity station, be may obtain tbe re-

quired power by leading wires connected to the

public supply mains into bis factory. For large

establishments requiring a considerable amount
of energy, it may jiossibl}’ be more economical

for tbe factory pro^Drietor to possess his own
generating machinery

;
for moderate-sized factories

and small workshops, or where space is lunited,

it will be found cheaper to take advantage, of

the suj)ply company’s existing arrangements,

especially if, as is frequently the case, the rate

at which electricity for power puiqioses is sold

is moderate.

Before discussing the various conditions under

which electricity may be advantageously em-

ployed, it may
,
not be amiss to describe briefly

the princij)les underlying the action of an electric

motor. If a piece of copper vdre be 2Dlaced

between the poles of a magnet, and a current of

electricity be 2)assed along it, the vdre is at once

subjected to a force which tends to move it in

a certain direction de^iending on the relative

position of the wire and the magnet to one

another. It is also found that the strength with

which the wire is acted on is ]pro]3ortional to the

amount of current wliich is jiassing along the

wire, and also to the strength of the magnet.

The greater the current and the stronger the

magnet, the greater vdll be the jduU on the wire.

The modern electric motor is merely a highly

develojied form of such a combination of current-

carr}T.ng wire and magnet.

In its most common form, the magnet con-
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sists of a steel or iron frame with projecting parts

called the poles. Eoiind these poles are wound
coils of wires through which a current is passed,

with the result that the frame is converted into

a powerful electro-magnet. Between the poles

there is formed a circular sjpace, through the

centre of which passes a steel shaft, j^ivoted at

its ends in ordinary hearings, to allow it to

revolve freely. In the inter-polar space, and

mounted on the shaft, is a cylindrical-shaiDed

drum or ring of iron, on which are wound coils

of wire, called the armature wires. These repre-

sent, on an extensive scale, the single wire of

our elementary example. The armature coils are

again jointed to a number of copper bars, grouped

into the form of a cylinder, and known as the

commutator or collector. On the commutator press

two or more copper or carbon contact brushes

which are connected by wires to the outside’

source of supply. It is by means of these brushes

that current is conducted first to the commutator
and thence to the armature coils. The process to

be gone through, accordingly, to obtain mechanical

power from the motor is, first, to pass a current

round the magnet coils, so as to magnetise the

iron frame
; then to connect the brushes so that

a current passes round the armature coils lying

in the circular space between the poles of the

magnet. The result is that the coils at once are

subjected to a force pulling them in such a

direction that the whole armature and its shaft

begin to revolve rapidly with a force which can

be utilised for driving other kinds of machinery

by means of pulleys and belting or other well-

known methods. In order to sto^D the revolving

sliaft it is simply necessary to disconnect the

armature from the supply vires, and as the

whole process of starting and stopping can be

carried out by the mere turning of a handle, it

is easily seen that the control of the electric

motor is exceedingly simj)le. Indeed, it is to

this ease of control that the motor owes a large

measure of its popularity.

The fact that the electric motor is admirably

adapted for the driving of machinery has been

laiown and taken advantage of for the last

twenty or thirty years, ever since the discovery

that any good dynamo, capable of giving out

electric current when properly set in
.
motion,

is reversible~ that is . to say, is capable of a

rotary motion when' curreht is sup^Eied to it.

But its use in this 'respect was for a long,

time confined to the driving of tram-cars or

of machinery in factories already provided with

geneiating', plant of their owm Within recent

years, however, the introduction of public elec-

tricity stations into ; most towns has relieved the.’

manufacturers lof . the burden of laying down their

own generating plant.; The result has been to
’

make possible the’ use of electric motors, under
conditions which, for cost, compare favourably

with, the older existing methods.

The factory-owner requiring power for the driv-

ing of machinery, and Avhose works are situated

within moderate distance of an electricity station,

has, broadly speaking, the choice of three

methods of obtaining the requisite power

—

namely, steam, gas, or electricity. We neglect

here water-power, which, in this country at

least, is comparatively seldom available. The
question then arises : which of the three methods

is likely to 23rove the most efficient? In other

words, wliich will involve the smallest cajpital

cost to install combined with the smallest exjDense

in actual working, and will at the same time be

best adajDted for driving the factory under such

special conditions as the nature of the industry

may require?

The steam-engine may, generally speaking, prove

the most suitable in large works where the various

machines are grou]3ed com]Dactly together, and are

constantly afc work throughout the day. It is

under such conditions that the steam-engine can

be made to give out a maximimi of useful 2)ower

with a minimum of cost for fuel. It may also

haxDIDen that steam is required for other purposes

of the factory than for driving, as in the case of

chemical-works, laundries, and the like. Here the

one steam plant will with advantage serve the

two 2^nrposes. While under favourable conditions

steam-power may -piowe economical and satisfac-

tory, it has the disadvantage of requiring a com-

paratively large amount of attention, and occu2)ies

a considerable amount of space, a serious matter

in thickly 2)opulated districts where land values

are high. It also involves the cost of erecting

buildings for the accommodation of boilers and

their accessories.

These objections can be obviated by the use

of gas-engines, which, for the com^Dactly grouped

and continuously working machinery, may jDrove

as efficient, or even more so, than the steam-

engine, more es2)ecially if the locality is favoured

with a cheap supply of gas.

On the whole, however, if the machinery is

sjpread over a large area, or is located throughout

several buildings, arid more especially if the use

of the various machines is intermittent, electrical

driving will be found vastly su]perior to steam

or gas. This applies generally to all factories con-

taining a number of. separate pieces of machinery.

Eor smaU workshops requiring power for only

one or two machines the superiority is as great.

To illustrate the difference between the older

and the newer methods, take the common example

of printing-works. Under the old conditions,

the usual arrangement would be to provide one

large engine to drive the whole factory. There

would then be erected in the various machine-

rooms lengths of shafting which, situated it may
be bn different floor-levels or even in sep)arate

buildings, would have to be so arranged as to

allow of their being driven in some way from

the main engine. The
]
3i’ii^ting-machines would
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tlien be placed in suitable positions in j)roximity

to the sliafting, from wliicli tliey would be driven

by means of x^idleys and leather belting. How, in

sucli a factory it is seldom the case that all tlie

macliines are working at one and tlie same time,

for the ’ nature of tbe work necessitates the laying

down of tlie formes of type or stereotyped plates

and tlie making of them ready before tlie actual

work of printing can be proceeded with. This

preparation may occupy as iiiucli time as the

printing itself, and in' the average machine-room

it may be taken for granted that seldom are there

more than half of the machines actually at work

simultaneously,' the other half being in a state

of While • this is the case, yet. the

principle on which the factory is driven involves

the steam-engine, the shafting,: and all its driving-

.
belts being at work continuously and to a large

extent unnecessarily, a constant waste of power

being the obvious result. This waste may be

going on even for the sake of a single machine.

Such a condition frequently occurs should there

be the necessity of working ^ overtime, a contin-

gency of common occurrence in the printing

trade. It is no exaggeration to say that at such

a time an engine may have to be kept at work

driving shafting, at the rate, and consequently

the cost, of from twenty to thirty horse-power, for

the sake of one printing-machine which in itseE

may require only three or four horse-power.

With such an example contrast the electrically-

driven printing-works. Each machine is provided

with a separate electric motor which drives it

directly by toothed gear-wheels. There is also

provided within easy reach of the machine-man

controlling switches for setting it in motion, for

varying the speed, or for stopping it. There has

to be fitted up neither shafting nor belting, both

of which occupy space, interfere with the effective -

lighting of the building, and form distributors

of dust and oil over the work.

As the machines are driven independently of

one anotheL', they may be placed in any con-

venient position, instead of having to be ranged

in line with the driving-shaft. Floor space can

thereby be greatly economised. Lastly, instead of

one large engine being at work, under conditions

the reverse of economical, and absorbing perhaps

twice as much power as is actually necessary, there

will be at work only such electric motors as are

attached , to the printing-machines in use at any

one time. Such a condition is most favourable

to high efficiency, and, as a natural consequence,

to cheapness of working. For overtime no keep-

ing up of steam pressure is required, nor the

wastelul driving of idle shafts ; a mere turning

of a handle and the machine is set in motion

without delay or waste
,

of energy. Again, in the

event of a breakdown the stoppage is limited to

one machine instead of the whole, factory being

at a standstill. Another advantage may be pointed

out—namel^q the ease with which the speed of

a machine can be varied, so that for each class

of work the most effective rate of working can

be employed. The result of this is usually to

increase largely the profit-earning capacity of the

factory. Indirectly there niay be considerable

saving in the first cost of a new building where

electric motors are to be employed. Massive

structures, which would otherwise have to be

provided to ‘withstand the weight and vibration

of engines and shafting, are, on account of the

smoothness of action of the electric motor, to a

large extent rendered unnecessary.
'

The conditions which obtain in printing-worloa

such as just described may be said to be those of

the majority of industrial concerns, and in most

cases the same economies and advantages of elec-'

trical driving can be secured. Wliere very smaE

XDOwer is required to driv(i a single machine-

say from a quarter to one horse-power—the

economies to be derived from fitting a separate

motor to each machine are not so great, because

motors of such small powers have a compara-

tively low efficiency. In such a case the machines .

may be' driven most effectively by grouping a

number of them together, and coupling them to

one shaft which would be driven by a single

larger motor. In machines requiring from two

to three horse-power and upwards, one motor

to one machine will usually be found the most

satisfactory arrangement.

From what has been said it will be realised

that the capacity of the electric motor for the

operating of machinery of every description is

without 'limits, and it is only possible to refer

here to one or two examples.

A noteworthy instance of electrical dri\dng

came • under the writer’s notice in an engineering

workshop some ten or fifteen years ago. Through

the mam body of the factory there ran an over-

head crane, capable of lifting weights of twenty

tons, and the machinery for lifting and for caus-

ing the crane to travel to and fro was worked

by means of an endless rope which extended

from end to end of the building. This rope was

driven from the main shafting of the shop, and

kept in constant motion whether the crane was

actually required or not. When the conversion

to electrical driving was made the rope was done

away Avith, and instead there AA^as proAuded a

dynamo AAdiich Avas driven from the shop shafting.

On the crane Avas mounted a motor of about

tAvelve horse-pOAver, arranged to drh^e the crane

gearing Avhere previously the endless rope had

been attached. Tavo copper cables Avere then led

from the dynamo to the crane, one being attached

to the metal rails on AAffiich the crane travelled,

and the other to a bare copper Avire Avhich Avas

stretched alongside of the crane rails. On this

bare Avire a copper brush mounted on the crane

alAA^ays made rubbing contact, and by its means

current Avas conveyed to the motor, no matter

at Avhat position the crane might be. The
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imiuediiite result of tlie iie\v luetliod of working

was that the. power consuiued in driving the

rope when the crane was idle was entirely saved,

and also that the power necessjiry to work the

crane under ordinary conditions was only half of

what liad previously been required.

The driving of portable machine tools in

engineering factories is another class of work for

which the motor supplied, as it may be, with

]H)wer through ilexible cables is admirably adapted.

AVherc the drilling of small holes and similar

work has to be done in masses of metal weighing

]Kn'haps many tons, it is found much more con-

venient to bring a comparatively light machine
into the neighbourhood of the body to be operated

on than to transport the heavy weight to the

drilling-machine. No system is so adaptable for

such work as electricity, and its use for driving

portable machine tools is spreading to a large

extent in this country, and even more so in

European and American workshops.

Another Held for the electric motor, and one

which is not eontlned to factories, but which
extends to warehouses, clubs, hotels, and even

dw'elling-houses, is the driving of lifts for the

convewvnce of passengers and goods from one

level to another. Here ag^tin great economies may
be cHhcted, and the ejise wdth wdiicli the motor can

be controlled puts the operation of the lift within

the pow'ers of the average unskilled pei'son.

For the driving of fans for ventilating pur-

poses nothing can be more convenient than

electricity, whether for purifying the air of

buildings or for directing a cool draught of air

on fevered bixnvs datring sultry w*eather. For
this latter purpose small fans are obtainable.,

w'hich, placed on a table or tixed on a wall, may
be connected to the oi'dinary lighting wii'cs, and

turned so iis to blow in any desired direction.

As a snbstitule for the primitive punkah in hot

climates, such fans are proving invaluable.

For church w'ork, the chief use of electricity,

apart from that of illumination, is for the driving

of organ -bel low's. These hitherto have been

wavrked manually, by w'ater-engiue supplied from

the tow'u mains, or by gas-engine. But here

again these are being replaced by the new'er

powder. W'hich is far superior in respect of its

steady and economical working, and also on

account of the ease w'ith w'hich it may be con-

trolled from a distance. This I*tst feature enables

the driving-gear to be placed in any convenient

]X'>sit.ion, even although at a considerable distance

from the console from w'hich the motor has to

be slopped and started.

To almost, every profession and business in

W'hich nrachinery of the lightest description is

em])loyed, the electric motor may be of ad\anta.ge.

Indeed, it is ^possible to refer to only a few" of

ilvose. The dentist’s drillin.g-machine, the ex-

perimental machinery of the scientist the amateurs
lailie, tlie honsew'ife’s sew'ing-machine, the grocer's

COtree-grinder, the hairdresser’s brush, the various

inaohiuos of the baker, the wood-worker, aud

the stone-worker, and many other familiar indus-

tries, all oiler themselves as subjects of electrical

working.

While advocating in such wholesale fashion the

consideration of electricity as a driving power,

the w'riter has no intention of implying that

under all circumstances it is the most suitalde

means which may be adopted
;

in fact, be has

already indicated conditions where it would

certainly not be so. His purpose is ratber to

simiTOst that its merits sbould be tborougbly iii-

vestigated by all intending power-users, w'ltli a

view to obtaining the very best and most econo-

mical system of carrying out tbeir work. It is

only by such methods that our industries, and

consequently our national prosperity, can be

maintained in the face of tlie ever-increasing

competition from abroad. The enormous extent

to which electrical power is being used by our

foreign competitors affords a sufficient argument

in this respect
;
and it behoves us to lose no

opportunity of keeping in advance of them by

every means at our disposal. The reduction of

the cost of ]n'oduction by tills or any otlier

method will largely assist us in attaiiiing that

end.

THE FLAG OF A LOST CAUSE.

Thk banners on the gray (Xitliedral walls

—

A sheaf of glory reaped on hard-won fields

—

Lend, with their colours and their tarnished gold,

The touch of pathos only valour yields.

In golden letters of undying fame,

Each fiag records its victories in the past

;

And through the silence of the dusky aisle

The names fall stirring as a trumpet-blast.

But one among the glorious throng there is

Which to the curious passer-by bids pause :

No golden name upon the fading silk

That represents the Flag of a Lost Cause.

One w'ove with patient hands the silken web,

In the far-off and long-forgotten yciirs

;

Worked in with every thread a dre;imer’s hope,

That sometimes glittered through a blur of tears.

One bore it on the well-fought battlefield

Whose life paid forfeit where the red folds tossVl,

I)e:\th lurking stabbed beneath the silken pomp
;

But death meant little when the cause w;rs lost 1

One took it when the hopeless day was done,

In diirkness, tender, as a kindly pall

;

The heart’s blood that had sniined the lilies red,

Won it a place upon the old gray wall.

For this among these ancient fiags it hangs,

Nameless, where each one vaunts its ancestry,

But sacred, for that cause is never lost

For which a man Inis dared to live and die.

AuTHon OF ‘Miss Molly.’
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TEA TASTIE’G AInD BLEEDIEG.
OME thirty years ago a song extol-

ling the virtues of a ‘full and

fragrant cup of tea^ v'as popular

at the universities and elsewhere.

j^3 author compared the cup of

tea to life, intimating that the

world was in hot-water, that men were very often

spoons, and that lovely woman was the sugar.

Although that song has given place to others,

its subject has not retrograded in j)opularity, for

the statistics of the Customs show that during

the last ten years there has been a steadily

recurring annual increase in the ^ amount of tea

on which duty has been paid for consumption

in the United Kingdom. The total amount of

duty XDaid on tea for the twelve months ter-

minating 31st March 1900 exceeded four and

a half million pounds sterling. The Commis-

sioners of Customs in their report for that

period made a statement to the effect that the

increase of consumption was unusually large,

and indicated the prosperous condition of the

population.

A Avriter ^Yho published a work on tea in 1886

states that fffty years j)rior to that date forty

million pounds of tea per annum fully sujDplied

all requirements
;
but that, at the time at which

he was Avriting, one hundred and eighty million

pounds barely sufficed for the home consumption

alone. Were that writer to treat of the ]3resent

day he AA'ould have to augment the quantity

by more than sixty millions. The imports of

tea into London in 1900 exceeded two hundred

and ninety-eight million pounds, whereas no

other port in the United Kingdom received tea-

imports of half a million. Harwich comes next

with under four hundred and eighty-eight thou-

sand pounds, and Liverpool third with not quite

three hundred and forty-seven thousand.

Considering this enormous consumption of tea,

it may naturally be supposed that information

on the processes of tasting and blending, for the
,

purpose of proAuding a mixture that will suit the

palate of the consumer, will be of interest.

No. 217.—Yol. Y. [All Fdgliis

There are public sales of tea in London four

days each week, at AA'hich, by average computa-

tion, from seA'enty-fiA^e to one hundred thousand

packages of tea may be said to be sold. These

are iDUt up for sale in Anrying quantities. Some-

times the packages of similar quality are only

ten or tAveh-e, or they may number one or two

hundred
;

and, where large firms are concerned,

almost the whole of these teas are tasted and

Anlued by expert tea-tasters before the sales

commence.

The method of samq>ling the teas offered at

public auction is as folio aa's : Out of each lot on

offer for sale a number of packages are opened

and submitted to inspection by the trade. Every

day a youthful army issues from the various

tea-dealing establishments. Its members are pro-

A’ided AA'itli bags of tea of qualities approximate

to those AA'hich are to be sampled. Their further

necessary accoutrements consist of a quantity of

small tins, numbered, each of a capacity to hold

about three ounces of tea, and they also carry

catalogues of the teas offered for sale during that

week or the week iolloAving. On arriA'al at the

warehouses they proceed to the packages AA'hich

liaA^e been opened for the purpose, and sample

the contents by taking tAvo or three otmces of

tea from each. The numbered tins are then

brought into requisition. The operator empties

the sample into a tin, and then checks the parcel

of tea on his catalogue and enters on the margin

the number of the tin containing the sample of

that particular parcel.

Any one disposed to jump prematurely to con-

clusions may, on reading these particulars of the

procedure up to tliis stage, be inclined to express

an opinion that such a process of sampling must

lend itself to fraud, as persons haAung no inten-

tion of purchase might come and dishonestly

accumulate samples of tea for the purpose of

s:ile or consumption. HoweA'er, if the reader

Anil have the patience to acquire further infor-

mation on the subject he Avill quickly perceiA'e

that such fraud is impossible. Eor every sample

JlcscrvccL] Jax. 25, 1902.
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witlidrawn from a package an ec|iial c^uaiitity of

approximately similar quality must be returned

by the sampler
;
and this accounts for the bags

of tea, known as ^returns,’ which the sam^ders

who come to the wareliouses bring from the

establishments they represent. These ‘returns’

are not mixed with the bulk of the tea
;

for, if

that were done, any package into which they

were introduced could no longer be relied upon

as fairly representing in quality the rest of the

unopened consignment to which it belonged.

The ‘returns’ are thrown into large paper bags,

and i^^'^cked into the chests which are called

•‘sampled packages,’ and are sold at a somewhat

lower price than the bulk of the parcel.

Sometimes, a firm will announce a specially

valuable tea for sale, with a stipulation that

there shall be ‘ no returns,’ and that samples can

only be seen at their office. They knoAv that if

they did otherwise, and allowed this special lot

of tea to be samj)led at the public Avarehouses,

no quality of approximate A^alue Avould be forth-

coming to serA^e as ‘ returns,’ and that they

Avould consequently be likely to lose materially

instead of incurring the slight loss ordinarily

incurred by accepting the ‘returns.’

The samples obtained from the Avarehouses are

handed over to the tea-tasters of the establish-

ments, and they proceed to taste them Avith a

AueAV to valuation, so that they may ascertain

approximately the figures up to AAdiich it Avill be

Avorth Avhile to bid at the coming auction sales.

In a London Avholesale tea establishment hun-

dreds of samples of tea are tasted Aveekly.

This tasting is no rule-of-thumb operation. It

necessitates accuracy and concentrated attention.

The mode ordinarily adopted is as folloAvs :

Portions of the tea-samx^les to be tasted are care-

fully Aveighed, so that the quantities experimented

upon shall be precisely uniform in Aveight. This

is an absolute necessity for a proper comparison

of results. The tea is next infused for some six

minutes in hot-Avater taken just as it reaches

boiling-point. The liquor is strained off into

cups, and Avhen it becomes lukeAvarm the con-

tents are tasted one after the other in large

teaspoonfuls. The taster is generally desirous

of matching the strength and flavour of some

tea which has been previously purchased, and

has suited the requirements of customers ; so

he ordinarily infuses a similar quantity of that

quality at the same time, and by first tasting

it and then the others he decides Avhich of

them most closely resemble it and should be

bid for. The taster does not SAvalloAv these

spoonfuls. Some tasters, although the practice is

not ixiiiform, make a point of adding milk to

the Anrious cups, and then taste them aneAv.

Water that has been oA^erboiled aauII not

serA^e for the infusions. It ordinarily fails to

bring out the proper flavour of the tea, a point

in Avhich eA^ery skilled manipulator Avith the

•domestic tea-kettle Avill readily acquiesce. It is
^

A’^ery necessary that the merchant, if he Avants

to suit his customers, should haA^e some knoAv-

ledge of the quality of the Avater in the various

districts Avhere he has a business connection
;

for

the results of trying equal portions of a similar

quality of tea in Avater Avhich is decidedly hard

and Avater A\diich has a tendency to softness are

frequently A^ery decidedlj^ different. Therefore, a

London merchant Avill often be at x^ains to ^no-

cure a quantity of the Avater of a locality Avhere

he wishes to extend business.

The apxoearance of a tea is also to some extent a

consideration, for in some districts the inhalxitants

are x^eculiarly addicted to the use of one of large

leaf, and in others the preference is precisely the

reA^erse.

Much has been said and Avritten about the

XDernicious effect on the system of OAnr-indulgence

in tea
;
and therefore, if any such statements be

credited, it may naturally be surmised that the

tea-taster suffers from the effects of his experi-

ments. SeAnral Avriters haA’^e not hesitated to

asseA^'erate that the taster’s occiq^ation is fraught

Avith danger and calculated to induce paralytic

affections. Most experienced tea-traders, hoAvever,

enix)hatically deny that such is the case
;
but many

of them are ready to admit that they think x)ro-

longed tea-tasting has an effect on the nerAmus

system, and that those Avho x^ractise it do become

rather high-strung. Still, in the face of this,

there are x>lenty of tea-tasting exx^erts to be met

AAuth Avho x^resent a robust and healthy ax^pear-

ance, and Avho haA^e folloAved the occupation for

several years.

Both experienced tea-merchants and medical men
who have given sx:)ecial attention to the subject

haA^e for the most part x^ronounced strongly in

faAmur of the use of China tea rather than

of that AAdiich comes from India and Ceylon.

The late Sir AndreAv Clark, Avhen delh’-ering a

lecture to students of the London Hospital on

13th October 1891, thus emx^hasised his x^^efer-

ence :
‘ Tea, to be usefid, should be, first of all,

black China tea. The Indian tea Avhich is being

cultivated has become so powerful in its effects

uxion the nerAmus system that a cuxi of it taken

early in the morning, as many people do, so dis--

orders the nervous system that those Aidio take

it actually get into a state of tea intoxication

;

and it x^^ociuces a form of nerAm disturbance

AAdiich is most painful to Avitness.’

HoAveA'’er, neither merchants nor medical men
have been able to contend against the desire of

the British public to get as much as they can

for their money
;
and as the stronger Indian and

Ceylon teas are loAver-xiriced than those of China,

the consequence is that the imxiortation of Chinese

tea into England is noAV only about one-fifth of

AA^hat it was some thirty years ago.

Formerly, before Indian teas began to take a

firm hold on the market, AAdiich AAns not till well
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after the commencement of the second half of

the last century, tea-blending was comparatively

unknown, as the China teas which were princi-

pally sold at that time were rarely mixed
;
but

wlien once regularly introduced, the process did

not take long to develop extensively. As any

mixing operation is apt to be regarded with

suspicion bj^ those who are imperfectly acquainted

with the reasons for it, the advantages of tea-

blending require some specification.

Tea-blending is a process that affords great

benefit to purchasers, as it enables them to pur-

chase teas which are superior in strength and
flavour in preference to a plain unmixed tea

which would cost quite as much. This is effected

by using strong Indian teas and the flavoury and

less pungent teas of Ceylon, and occasionally those

of China and Java, which are principally used

for cheapening purposes.

It is also ordinarily of material benefit to the

retail trader, as it obviates the necessity of sepa-

rate purchases of those varieties which would be

used in a blend
;
and in outlying country dis-

tricts it is often difficult for a retailer to buy
all that he requires, for there are times when
the market is rather bare of certain qualities.

If, however, he is in the habit of buying blended

teas from a wholesale house of good standing, he

may rely on almost absolute uniformity of quality

and flavour. Nothing damages a tea trade more

than changing the flavour of the tea sold, even

when better qualities are substituted, as people

get used to the tea sold by a particular trader,

and their palates recognise and prefer it to any

other.

Before the retailer could readily purchase

blended teas his outlay was considerable, for he

had to buy stocks and to pay duty, so that he

often held a stock of teas which took him many
months to sell and locked up his ca^Dital

;
but at

:the present time he can satisfy requirements by

making weekly purchases of blended teas from a

wholesale firm. By this means both the average

tea-retailer and the public benefit as a rule
;
the

trader by economising capital, and the pur-

chaser by the chance that he will obtain better

teas. The teas blended by the wholesale house

are kept with extreme care in a dry warehouse,

so that they come to the consumer in the best

23ossible condition
;
whereas the retailer often had

to stock his tea in damp rooms and in warehouses

where spices and such articles as sugar and other

groceries were kept
;
and contact with these was

,

calculated to damage the quality of the tea very

materially, as tea, being highly roasted, readily

absorbs the flavour of articles stored in its vicinity.

Consequently, within the last ten years the trade

in blended tea has been much developed
;
and

although some of the country dealers, from a

feeling which, in the majority of cases, seems

somewhat akin to false jDride, prefer to blend

their ovui teas, the purchase of blended teas by

the retailer . from a wholesale house is generally

acknowledged to be advantageous to all parties.

Those Avho interest themselves in reading

reports of prosecutions of venders of adulterated

articles can scarcely fail to note that tea adultera-

tion prosecutions do not ordinarily figure amongst
them. There are various reasons for this for-

tunate state of affairs. All tea Avhich is imported

into Great Britain has to be examined by His

Majesty’s Customs and declared to be pure before

the buyer can clear it—that is, effect the neces-

sary formalities for obtaining possession. In some
of our colonies the regulations are still stricter.

In Canada, for instance, the Government compels

the importer of tea to be furnished Avith a

certificate of its origin and purity. Then, again,

common teas are noAv so loAv-priced that there

is scarcely anything that Avould pass as a sub-

stitute obtainable cheaper. The duty on some,

teas greatly exceeds their actual A^alues
;

in fact,

it more than doubles the price. Concoctions of

sloe-leaA^es under the name of tea exist nowadays

more in fiction than in fact
;
although there is

eA^ery reason to believe that in earlier days, AAdien

tea Avas dearer and Customs regulations less

precise, there AA^as a considerable amount of tea

adulteration.

Nations that are alive to commercial interests

bestir themselA’es actiA^ely to secure all available tea

trade.’ A correspondent writing to the Standard

recently, AA^hile urging the necessity for an exten-

sion of the export tea trade of Great Britain, dreAV

special attention to the strenuous efforts of Eussia

to control the OA^erland China tea trade by means of

the great Siberian Eaihvay, by AAdiich tea brought

by caravans from China AA^as recewed at Irkutsk

and carried to the farthest limits of Eussia.

It is more than a quarter of a century since

Mr John Euskin made a philanthropic effort to

benefit a portion of the London poor by establish-

ing some of his family serA^ants in a tea-shop in

Paddington Street, W. He aimed at enabling the

poorer classes to buy good and pure tea in small

quantities at prices at Avhich it Avas customarily

sold in larger parcels
;
but his Avell-meant endeaAmur

AA^as not a financial success, according to his own
narrative in Fors Glavigera^ Avhich states that- the

business did not pay Avorking expenses. He had

declined to -push, his trade by the aid of illumina-

tion or advertisement, and in a measure attributed

the failure of his enterprise to those reasons,

coupled Avith the fact that he had taken a long

time before he could make up his mind as to a

suitable sign for the shop. Mr Euskin, though

lacking a knoAAdedge of commercial detail, neA^er-

theless Avent the right AA*ay to buy, for he ap-

proached a highly respectable firm of AAdioles^ile

tea-dealers in ToAver Street, and made purchases

of good, sound 'tea, and did not alloAv the

exigencies of foreign traA^el to interfere AAuth the

making of prompt payments. His correspondence,

some of AA^hich is still preserved by the firm,
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indicates that althongh sometimes professing igno-

rance as to the dilference between the invoices

and the statements of account which were for-

warded to him, his commercial inexperience did

not lead him into any betrayal of impatience

when endeavouring to master the details of the

transactions. At the time he sharted the busi-

ness the prices made purchases of good tea far

more proliibitive to the poor tlian they are at

present, and are likely to continue to be unless

some Chancellor of the Exchequer, driven to

extremity, should impose a further tea-duty, a

measure which would be calculated to elicit a

general expression of popular disfavour.

CLIPPED Wines.
CHAPTER YII.-

HE delicious hours of morning before

the sun became a disc of molten

copper were Lucie^s own. During

their course lier irksome trammels

were relaxed ; for Miss Santhem,

wlio had a keen eye for luxuries

that did not entail extra expenditure, elected

to breakfast in her berth, and rarely appeared

on deck until eleven oklock, when beef-tea and

chicken-soup Avere handed round. By next morn-

ing, when Challoner and she Avere sitting on

chairs placed confidentially near under the shadoAv

of the Avide aAvning, Avith the Aust Avaters of the

Indian Ocean rippling and sparkling around them,

Lucie had already let the recollection of Trescott's

Avarning slip from her mind. The near future

seemed to hold so many golden hours in store

thiit she felt it Avere folly to ruffle lier enjoyment

for the sake of hypothetical haj)penings.

Their chairs Avere draAvn a little apart from

the close phalanx of cumbersome bamboo lounges

Avhereon the matrons and spinsters sped the long

hot hours Avith inake-belieA'e Avork and A’ery

genuine gossip. Challoner Avas reading aloud

from a stray A’olume of Adam Lindsay Gordon's

poetry, AAdiich he had picked up in Melbomme.
He read Avell, but nothing is harder than to

fasten one^s mind to serious thought- AA'hen at sea
;

and after the first feAv A’erses Lucie found herself

listening to the melody of his skilfully modulated

voice, and alloAving the tenor of the Avords to

escape her :

‘A little season of love and laughter.

Of light and life and pleasure and pain.

And a horror of outer darkness after.

And dust returneth to dust again.

Then the lesser life shall be as the greater.

And the lover of life shall join the hater;

And the one thing coineth sooner or later,

xVnd no one knoweth the loss or gain.

Hallo 1
^ said Challoner, breaking off abruptly,

‘something's evidently going to happen.’

A valet had bustled up, and Avas arranging

three deck-chairs in a half-moon close to the

mil in front of them, Avhere the occupants Avould

sit facing the sea, Avith their backs turned to the

promenade. Having stationed the seats to his

liking, he retired, and quickly reappeared, bur-

dened Avith a couple of small folding-tables, Avhich

-(coJitmned).

lie pdaced near the chairs. This done, he again

dep)arted, giving place to a smart lady’s-maid

laden Avith Avraj)s and cushions.

The reading had been abandoned. EA'en the

gossip> had ceased, for the smallest sensation

ranks high on board ship, and everybody Avithin

Avatching-distance aAvaited Avith interest the ar-

riA'als anticipated by these preparations.

‘ By the pricking of my thumbs, something

gorgeous this Avay comes. I thought Ave had seen

all the pxissengers. The initials on the chair-

backs are D. G. Do you knoAv of a prince of the

blood-royal Avhose initials are D. G. ?
’

‘ Hush 1
’ counselled Lucie. ‘ They are here.’

The valet Avalked first in the pu’oeessiou,

carrying a footstool. He aa’us closely followed

by the maid, Avho bore a book, a sunshade, and

a fan. Then appeared, progressing Avith dignified

sloAvness, an elderly lady supported on one side

by a doddering old gentleman, and on the other

by a humble companion aa'Iio held a gold-chased

bottle of smelling-salts.

In apipearance the doAvager, the preserA*ation

of AA'hose bodily comfort necessitated such elabo-

rate equipment, Avas distinctly suggestive of an

upper-middle-class dame on her Avay to church.

While all the other travellers Avere in more or

less free-and-easy costume, she AA^as attired in

the rigours of a bepluined bonnet, a black lace

mantle coA’ered her narroAv shoulders, and a A'eil

and gloves put the finishing touches to a toilet

that lacked only a prayer-book to complete it.

‘ Blue-gums and kangaroos !
’ exclaimed Challoner

under his breath. ‘ It ’s the Dickon Gunns I I

AA*as sure I recognised the old boy at table, but

couldn’t place him. Well—of all the disptensa-

tions ’

‘Then you knoAv themi’

‘Oh, in a kind of AA'ay, you knoAv Our places

and theirs are near—as distance goes in the

country. My people dine Avith them tAvice a

year, and v-ice vei'scV

‘ Have they any family ? ’ Lucie asked tenta-

tively.

‘ One girl. Awfully lively girl. Terrific fiirt.

Would carry on AA'ith anybody. Hsed to make
loA'e to me AA'hen I Avas a kid and she AA'as just

out of the schoolroom. She married early. Ban
aAvay Avith a felloAA*—rather a detrimental. But
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tlie old folks came round all riglit, and subsidise

them. Mrs Willie Delphin—Lena is now.'

‘But what are her parents doing out here?

They doirt look the sort of people to be travel-

ling for pleasure.'

‘ Blest if I can tell,' said Challoner. ‘ Out on

a sort of chastened jamboree, I suppose.'

‘ Will they know you ?
' Lucie asked anxiously.

Already her apprehensive heart objected to

Challoner communicating even vith the parents

of tlie fascinating Mrs Delphin.

‘Tisirt likely. Haven't seen them since I was

a middy, and then the old lady didn't quite

ajq^rove of me. Still, I'd better keep out of the

way.'

Leaving Lady Gunn seated imder the shade of

the ^^tirasol that had been raised to shelter her

complexion, in the event of the dual protection

afforded by the veil and awning pro\ing insuffi-

cient, they slq^ped off, and, stepping warily, took

up their station on the farther side of the deck-

house behind immediate danger of recognition.

But peace had abandoned them : the ffigilant

^liss Santhem was already on their track. Just

as they had secured a quiet corner, and Challoner

had opened the book to resume his recital at the

passage where he had relinquished it, she swooped

down, and, sweeping Lucie away, kept her

holding interminable skeins of wool until the

luncheon-gong sounded her release.

Despite his precautions, Challoners identity did

not long remain hidden. By the afternoon Lady
Gunn had so far recovered from her indisposition

as to betray a restricted interest in her fellow-

voyagers. Composing herself, with closed eyelids,

to listen, she instructed her humble companion

to read out the names on the passenger-list.

‘Not that there is the most remote chance of

there being a soul on board that one would care

to speak to,' she remarked charitably. ‘For,

really, a commoner lot of people I never saw. I

only hope no one will insist on trying to make
my acquaintance 1

'

‘ Mr J. A. Adams : Mr and Mrs Bowen, baby,

and nurse
;
Mr William T. Baron ; Lieutenant

the Hon. Victor A. E. Challoner : Mr Dyce : iMcs

Fraser, and thi-ee children'

‘ Stop a moment,' Lady Gunn interrupted.

‘ Challoner—can that be the Victor Challoner we
know ?—Dickon 1

' sharply to her husband, who
was wrestling with the tantalising intricacies

of a game of ‘Dogs Patience,' ‘there is a Lieu-

tenant Challoner on the ship. He must be one

of Lady Beddoes' sons—the third one, Victor,

vou remember. He was in the naw—^^yasn't

lie?'

‘ IJm—ten. knave, queen, king—^Victor Challoner

on board, my dear 1 Quite likely. Navy—^yes,

of course he was. Probably on leave,' Sir Dickon

answered abstractedly. ‘One, two, three, four,'

he continued, placidly dealing out the remainder

of the cards.

However, his wife was not to be balked of her

prey. ‘Dickon, do stop that idiotic game for a

moment. I want you to go and find out if it

is Victor Challoner. Please go at once. Oh,

nobody will touch the cards,' she added testily,

seeing her husband look reluctantly at the table.

‘But, my dear,' Sir Dickon made feeble protest,

‘I really don't'

‘You must ascertain at once,' Lady Gunn in-

sisted. ‘ If it is our Victor Challoner, he is certain

to be suffering dreadfully, with no society but

that of all those shocking people. He used to

be a pretty boy, with nice manners. Wrote
verses, too—didn't he ? We must try to be good

to him. Ehowing we are on board, he is certain

to think it odd we don't speak to him. Go and

fetch him now.'

Thus urged. Sir Dickon unwillingly left his

cards arranged with mathematical precision in

neat rows, a promising little pile of ‘dogs' ar

one side, and went in search of Challoner. He
toddled roimd the deck, short-sightedly peering

at every group, and finally, vithin earshot of

Challoner and Lucie, who were leaning on the rail

watching the butterfly-like flying-fish skimming

the waves, he asked an officer where Lieutenant

Challoner was to be foimd.

Challoner groaned inwardly, casting a plaintive

glance for Lucie's sympathy. Then, putting the

best face on the matter, he stepped forvrard.

and, meeting good Sir Dickon's advances afiably,

permitted himself to be led to Lady Gunn to

receive her commiseration regarding the quite

impossible people they had fallen among.
‘ I went in to luncheon to-day for the first time

—the sea has been so terribly rough since vre

embarked at Adelaide—and really, looking round

I

the saloon, I did not see a soul I 'd care to

associate with. I 'm sure you must feel the same.

Such dreadful women I One creature sat down to

table in a Tam o' Shanter.'

Challoner, who was wise in his day and gene-

ritiou, held his opinion of their fellow-passengers

in abeyance and temporised. ‘ There are many
nice people on boai-d, no doubt,' ne answered

diplomatically. ‘ Of course, coming from such a

mixed community as Australia, one must be

prepared to encounter some rough blades.'

‘Fladgetts told me'— Lady Gunn's voice

dropped confidentially—‘ that one of the Salomon

passengers wears an india-rubber collar and cuifs

which he washes in his eabim She saw tdem

drying as she passed the open door I
'

‘ Probably a millionaire who got into the custom

of economising washing at the mines. It's a sate

rule never to undervalue your shipmate
;
you

never know what he may turn out to be,' Gdal-

loner respionded lightly. ‘ How is Mrs Deiphin I

'

‘Dear Aline is very welL She and her hus-

band have arranged to join the (Jmega at Coiouiuo-,

so that we shall all travel back to London to-

gether. They have been wintering in InMa.'
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‘That’s jolly,’ Challoner said heartily. ‘Mrs

Delphin will liven np the ship a bit. It needs

it.’

Lady Gunn sighed. Her daughter’s liveliness

had been the one thorn in the cluster of roses

life had offered her. ‘Yes, we shall be a nice

little party then. But till we reach Colombo

we must make the best of matters. You are at

the Ccxptain’s table, you sayl have one to

ourselves at the side. Sir Dickon made it a

condition. I would certainU have refused

to sail otherwise. You must join us often at

dinner, and we shall have a game of whist after-

wards.’

Challoner, who saw his evenings with Lucie

endangered, essayed a bold stroke for freedom.

‘ lYhist ? Ah, dear Lady Gunn, I daren’t play

whist now. Doctor’s orders ;
the—the excitement

upsets me, you know. Doctor forbade me even to

look at a card in the trojDics. Said heat and

excitement combined might be fatal—weak heart,

you know. You remember how suddenly my
poor old grandfather died. Inherited it from

him, I’m afraid.’

‘ Ah, the poor dear Earl
;

that was a sudden

loss. Ninety-seven, wasn’t he? Yes, we all

thought he’d live to be a hundred,’ sighed Lady

Gunn sympathetically.

‘lYe’re between two fires,’ Challoner remarked

when he rejoined Lucie, and found that Miss

Santhem was too busily engaged decrying inutual

friends with a lady from Y^ellington to pay any

attention to her ward— ‘We’re between two

fires, Lucie
;
but I flatter myself I ’ve extinguished

one of them !

’

{To he continued.)

SUGOESSFUL KNAYERT.
E are all taught to believe that

‘ honesty is the best j)olioy
;

’ and

exiDcrience would seem to prove

that knavery and knavish ways of

making a living, if long enough

^Dersevered in, are almost certain

to defeat their own ends and bring those who
practise such frauds hopelessly to grief. Yet no

one would care to dispute that instances in

plenty could be cited of guilty persons escaping

scot-free, if only for a time. Were it not so, the

men who make it the business of their lives

to i^rey upon society would not be nearly so

numerous as
,
they are

;
neither would the coiur

inunit}^ have need of so many safeguards to

X^rotect itself from their depredations.

The following instances, the details of which

the writer is in a position to vouch for, go

far towards proving what a large amount of

misapplied cleverness and ingenuity is needed

nowadays for the making of a successful rogue.

About five o’clock one summer morning two

shabbily dressed men made their way to one of

the large City warehouses, o]Dened the doors with

a key which one of them carried, and went

inside. Eive minutes later a dray in charge of

other two men stopped in front of the ware-

house. The doors of one of the upx)er lofts were

then opened, the crane made ready, and in a

very short time three large bales of wool Avere

lowered one after another on to the dray, Avhich

Avas then driven sloAvly aAvay. All this Avas done

in broad daylight, and Avithout apparent hurry,

in sight of several x^assers-by. Shortly after-

Avards the two men AAdio had entered quitted the

Avarehouse, locked the doors after them, and

lounged aAvay in a direction opx^osite to that

taken by the dray. The men em2doyed at the

Avarehouse arrived to their Avork at six o’clock,

and in the course of an hour the theft Avas

discoA^ered
;
but although the case AA^as at once

X3ut into the hands of the police, the thieves

had got clear aAvay, and the avooI Avas never

traced.

Another case, Avhich exhibits an equal amount
of audacity, although offering less chance of

immediate detection, may be thus reported.

Consigned to a Avell - known London factor,

there arrived at one of the Metropolitan Raihvay

stations four hundred quarters of malt, iiiA^oiced

‘ to aAvait orders.’ The malt Avas accordingl}^

Avarehoused, and an adAuce of its arriA^al sent to-

the consignee. A feAv days afterwards three men
in charge of a Avagon presented themselves at the-

station and handed to the Avharf-clerk a Avritten

order, to all appearance signed by the factor,.

Avhose handAvriting Avas not unknoAvn at the

station, authorising the company to deliver to

‘Mr John Blank, or bearer, twenty-fiA^e quarters

of malt, x^cart of the four hundred quarters lying

to my order in your Avarehouse, and . charge

carriage of same to my account.’ The fifty sacks

of malt Avere of course delNered to the men and

taken aAvay
;
and it Avas not till iiearl}’’ a fort-

night later, Avhen the factor sent an order to-

deliA’er the Avhole of the four hundred quarters,

that the fraud Avas discovered. The thicA^es Avere

iieA^er detected.

Both these cases suggest the ox^inion that the

criminal x^^xmlation of London— or a certain

section thereof—must liaA^e sx)ecial facilities for the

storage and subsequent disposal of large quantities

of merchandise, and need not necessarily confine

their operations to AAdiat is commonly knoAAUX as

‘X^ortable x^roperty.’ .

'

Our next instance is of a someAAdiat different

complexion, and disjolays a remarkable combina--

tion of audacity and assurance.
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Tlie liero was a collector for a well-kiiOMoi

City firm, and an old ^ London liand,^ wlio

considered liimself—and was considered liis

emjdoyers—as far too exiDerienced and wide

awake to be taken in by any of the shallow

dodges by means of which the miwary are so

often relieved of their proj)erty. It was the

habit of this man, whenever he had received any

considerable sum in notes or cheques, to carry

it in his trousers-pocket, as being the safest

place in which he could put the money, and for

further security to keej) his left hand constantly in

the j)ocket. This grew into such a habit with

him that if he stopped to shake hands with a

friend, or had to get into a cab, or to make
use of his handkerchief, his left hand never

quitted his pocket. Proceeding thus down Grace-

church Street towards the ofhce one winter

afternoon just as the shoj^s were being lighted

up, with twenty-five pounds in notes, some

cheques for heavy amounts, and one or two

bank-bills in his possession, humming a little

tune—for his day^s collection was over—he all at

once felt, with a thrill which turned him deathly

cold, that his pocket was empty of everything but

his hand. His brain began to swim, the street

and the busy crowd round him seemed for the

moment a wild unreality, and he asked himself

seriously whether he was not in bed and labour-

ing under a hideous nightmare. Then his wits

came back, and he realised the all but incredible

fact that his loss was no imaginary one. Yet,

by what means had the robbery been effected?

That it was the work of a thief he never for

a moment doubted. He felt so confident that

his hand had never for an instant quitted his

pocket since lea^dng the last place at which he

had called a quarter of an hour before that he

would have affirmed that fact on oath. The

more he thought about his loss the more hope-

lessly bewildered and puzzled he became.

A few days later, when the police had reported

that they had discovered no traces of the missing

property, an advertisement apj^eared in the news-

papers offering a reward of ten pounds and ^no

questions asked ^ to any one who would return

the cheques and bank-bills Host' on the evening

of such-a-day in Gracechurch Street, Hhe same

being of no value to any one but the owners.’

Two nights later, between nine and ten o’clock,

a muffled-up individual knocked at the door of

the collector’s private residence, and after some

parleying and several assurances that everything

was ‘on the square,’ produced the cheques and

bills, and had the reward handed over to him.

‘ B^^-the-bye,’ said the collector as the man was

turning away, ‘I am very curious to ascertain

how the robbery was effected, for I am perfectly

convinced that my hand never left iiiy pocket.’

The felloAV grinned
;
then he said, ‘ Do you recol-

lect that as you turned the corner into Grace-

church Street something tickled your left ear?’

‘ I do,’ said the clerk
;

‘ and I now remember
taking my hand out of my ^Docket to rub tlie

ifface. It was only for a second or two, though.’

‘Long enough for my q»al to do what he wanted,’

rejffled the fellow, with another grin. ‘He was

close behind you as you turned the corner, and
he tickled your ear with a feather.’

The following narrative of a theft of ‘ left

luggrxge’ from a railway station is further proof

of the audacity and skill of some members of the

criminal classes.

One afternoon some years ago three jDersons

got into a second - class compartment of the

London train at a little country station. One
was a stout, farmer-looking man, with a loud voice

and a bold, confident manner, and in one of his

comj)anions—who turned out to be a master-

tailor on his way to London to purchase his

S2:>ring goods—^lie evidently recognised an old

friend he had not seen for several years. The
third man in the comiDartment was nieek-looking

and middle-aged, was dressed in shabby black,

and carried an old cotton umbrella
;
and from

the moment he entered the carriage he never

stirred out of the corner in which he had placed

himself, seeming absorbed in the perusal of his

newspaper. Between the burly man, who proved

to be fresh from Australia, and the master-

tailor a brisk conversation was kept up during

the whole journey, v Among other things, the

Australian announced that he was going forward

to Dover by the first train to see a niece who
was living there, and that he should not be back

in London for two days, when, however, he hoj)ed

to see his friend the tailor again. Among his

other luggage, he said, was a small black port-

manteau—then under the carriage seat—^Avliich he

would rather not take forward to Dover, as he

might lose it or be robbed of it. Y’^ould his

friend advise him to leave it in the cloak-room

of the London terminus till his return to town?

The tailor opined that, under the circumstances,

that would be the wisest thing he could do, as,

when the 2^ortmanteau Avas once booked and in

the railway com^Danj^’s hands, they Avould hold

themselves resjDonsible for it till the production

of the ticket Avhich they Avould give him on

taking charge of it.

On alighting at the terminus the Australian

and his friend made their Avay to the cloak-

room, the former hardly less loud-Amiced than

he had been in the train, and apparently

not caring though all the AA^orld should hear

AAffiat he had to say. They Avere folloAved

at a respectful distance b}^ the shabby man
in black, AAdio Avas desirous of depositing his

umbrella Avith the raihvay company. He stood

meekly behind the burly Australian Avhile the

latter handed in his portmanteau to the man in

charge, paid his fee, and received a ticket in

return, the counterfoil of Avhich Avas affixed to

the portmanteau. Then, Avith his mind appa-
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rently relieved of a load, tlie Australian walked

iiway witli his friend in a higher state of jollity

Lhan ever. The man in black now handed in

his umbrella, paid the fee, and received a

voucher in return stamped in one corner with

the number 544, and with the abbreviated words

‘Cttn. umbrla’ written across the face of it.

About two hours later another seedy-looking

person presented himself at the cloak-room with

a somewhat dilapidated black portmanteau, which

he deposited in the usual way, receiving a

voucher for it with the words ‘ Blk. ptmant.^

dashed across its face.

In the course of the forenoon of the following

day a showily dressed young man alighted from

a ciib at the terminus, made his way to the

cloak-room, and producing a ticket numbered

543, had the Australian’s portmanteau handed to

him, which was precisely what he had come for,

and drove away with it in triumph. Among

other things, it contained a considerable quantity

of gold-dust and some valuable jewelleiy. The

ticket x^resented by the young man was of course

a forged one
;

but it was so cleverly executed

that the forgeiy was not discovered till the real

ticket was x)i'0^^^ced by the Australian. The

rogues had rightly argued that the tickets given

to the were numbered in sequence, and

that as 544 was the number for the umbrella,

543 must be the number for the Australian’s

XDortmanteau. The second x^oi'tmanteau, which

was afterwards found to be full of shavings and

firewood, was dex)Osited by a confederate in order

to obtain a correct idea of the abbreviated words

necessary to be filled in on the forged ticket,

which, in effect, were imitated so closely that

the cloak-room jDorter himself, even after the

forgery was discovered, could not distinguish

them from his own scrawl. None of the stolen

X)rox)erty was ever recovered.

('

STOFFEL’S REVENGE.
By H. A. Bryden.

[jTOBFEL the Hottentot had just been

tied up by his master, Andries

Bartness, a Boer farming some way
below the great Augrabies Falls

on the Orange Eiver, and was

about to receive condign

ment. Stoffel was a herdsman, and, as iU-luck

would have it, one of his master’s goats was

missing that evening. The huge, burly Boer had

counted in his ffock as the}^ filed into the thorn

kraal, and the tale was one short. Stoffel could

not account for the animal. All the long, hot

day he had been herding the goats in some wild,

sequestered kloofs and valleys
;
perchance a leopard

had quietly seized a victim. He could not tell.

^Baas! Baas T he cried, trembling, for he had

bitter exx^erience of the sjambok, and feared it

terribly, ‘I will find the goat or make it good.

Give me to-morrow, only to-morrow, and I will

do my best.’

The Boer shook Stoffel rouglily by the scruff',

and, taking a grip with his left hand of a leather

band and some beads encircling the Hottentot’s

yellow neck, raised his hide-whip and prepared

to administer the flogging. Just at that moment
he felt in his grasx) some small, round, hard

substance
;

and, on opening his great fist, there

among the rubbish of beads and leather was a

tiny pouch of skin. The pouch was very old

and very greasy, almost the size of a cob-nut,

and it was neatly sewn \xp with minute, delicate

stitches of fine sinew. The Boer had never

before noticed it.

‘ Maglite I ’ he said in his deep, guttural voice,

^ wliat is this ?
’

‘Oh, my BaasP rexffied the Hottentot, ‘it is

nothing
;

only a bit of medicine to keep me
from sore throat.’

Andries Bartness took his hunting-knife from

its sheath and swiftly severed the little pouch

from the man’s neck. Then dexterously nicking

the leather with the keen edge of the knife, he

extracted a curious octagonal pebble, somewhat

like a x^iece of water-worn glass or a bit of clear

gum-arabic. As the pebble lay in his broad

Xxalm, Bartness knew instantly that a diamond of

great value was in his x^C)Ssession. His eyes

glittered at the sight ; but he judged it wiser

to keex3 his knowledge to himself, and at once

XDOcketed the stone.

‘ So !
’ he said, ‘ if the thing is good for your

throat, it is good for mine, or the children’s.

'\ATiere did you find it, you sclicpsel?^

‘I found it nowhere, Baas,^ said Stoffel. ‘My
father wore it round his neck as long as I can

remember, and when he died I took it and wore

it after him. Give it me back. Baas

!

It is not

white man’s medicine, and is of no use to you.’

For answer the great Dutchman grix>x^ed his

X^uny servant once more and administered five-

and-twenty liea's^^ stripes with the sjambok.

‘ There, you schelm

!

’ he said, as he untied the

unfortunate’s hands and released him from the

wagon -wheel to which he had been fastened,

‘you can go, and if you lose me another goat or

sheep within the next three months you shall

have fifty instead of twenty-five.’

The miserable Hottentot, his back waled and

even bleeding from the cruel hide-whix3, slunk

away, hatred and sux3X)ressed venomous anger

burning in his heart. Seeking the wretched hut

that gave him shelter, he lay down ux:>on his

I

I:
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face—liis back was far too sore to rest upon

—

and, amid a bundle of sacking and old sheepskins,

presently slept.

A few days later Stoffel was desjDatclied with

an iron bucket to get wild honey for the master’s

family, and as he had already ransacked all the

bees’ nests he could discover among the rocks

within a mile or so of the farmhouse, he had now
to go farther afield for the toothsome dainty.

Therefore he made his way out of the flat valley

in which the little square homestead stood towards

a wild and unfrequented part of the Orange Eiver

bank, hereabouts hemmed in by deejD kloofs and

jagged precipices. There, all through the morning
hours, he searched among valleys littered with

stones and boulders, amid wliich the wild pelar-

goniums, heliophilas, irises, and many other

flowers bloomed in a short-lived and unnoticed

splendour.

At length Stoffel obtained the clue he needed.

Ill virtue of his semi-savage Hottentot and Bush-

man parentage, he knew by heart every sign and

secret of the wilderness. His narrow, Mongol-

like eyes had long been watching intently the

wild bees as they hummed and flitted hither and

thither among the grass and flowers
;
now at

last he was able definitely to track them to their

store-chamber. The chase led him away among
yet wilder and dee^ier valleys, then up a sloping

nelc (pass)
;
and presently, in a cavity of the great

brown cliff-wall, he found the honey-nest of

which he was in search. First covering up his

head with a sack-like contrivance of skin which

he had devised for the purpose, Stoffel rifled the

luscious store of what he required, and, at the

expense of a few stings on his hands, for which

he cared not at all, filled his bucket with splendid

honey. Hiding away his plunder under the cool

shelter of a deep mass of pelargoniums, he

devoured a comb of honey, ate a j)iece of dry

bread, took a ]Dinch or two of snuff as a refresher

after his exertions, and proceeded to make further

explorations.

All this rough and remote wilderness of kloof

and mountain was new to the Hottentot, though

he had explored many other wild regions of the

surrounding country. Proceeding farther up the

nek over the mountain-side, at a distance of two

hundred yards he came to a precipice. Lyhig

flat on his stomach, the Hottentot crawled to the

edge and looked over into a deep, well-like,

circular crater, ha'sdug smooth perpendicular walls

and a flat sandy bottom. This strange, empty
cauldron among the rocks seemed to be about a

hundred yards in vddth and j^erhaps two hundred

feet in depth. After a prolonged inspection of

this natural curiosity, the Hottentot rose to his

feet and proceeded on his tour of discovery

;

manifestly he was deeply interested in what he

saw. With some difficulty, climbing over rocks

and boulders and through bush and long grasses,

he made his way round the great pit, when

suddenly he j)erceived a pungent smell
;

to a

white man it would have been vastly unp>leasant,

but to the Hottentot it merely told a tale of

decaying flesh. Within a hundred yards from

the chasm Stoffel came U2Don the origin of the

malodour thus tainting the breeze. Hear the

side of the mountain stood a low tree of wild-

olive, and iqDon the junction of two of its

branches rested of a buck, a kli2)springer
;

on another j^art of the tree were the remains

of a baboon. Stoffel knew at once what this

meant : the tree was a ‘ leopard’s larder,’ and not

far away rested a leo2)ard, or a j^air of them,

2)robably lying asleep in some snug cavern of the

mountain-side hard by. Most up-country colonists

in the mountain districts of South Africa know
of this habit of these fierce fclidce^ *and the

leo2)ard’s larder is familiar to the natives.

Stoffel glanced at these evidences of the near

jDroxiinity of the tyger—as Boers and colonists in

South Africa always call the leopard—and was
moving a^va}', when something in the grass

beneath the tree attracted his attention. He
turned aside, stooped, and i)icked it iip. It was

a 2)iece of black-and-white skin, and the Hotten-

tot’s keen eye and instinct at once told him
where it came from. It was the last remnant

of the unlucky goat for whose loss he had
sustained so severe a flogging two or three days

before. The leopard, then, had had that goat,

and had been the cause of his merciless sjamboking.

Stoffel cursed the brute—in Dutch of course

—

beneath his breath, and moved away again, bent

on ex2)loring that strange, round chasm to the

left. He had no fear of the leopard. He car-

ried an old snider carbine
; and, unless wounded

or cornered, these creatures, savage though they

are, will seldom venture to attack a human
being. A wounded leojDard is, of course, the

very fiend incarnate
;
but that is another matter.

Prowling about round the edges of the great

rock-crater, Stoffel 2)i’^sently made another dis-

covery. He had now circumnavigated the vast

well, and except at one sjDot there was no jDossible

way dovm to the bottom of it
;
but here a deep,

narrow gully or flaAv in the rock formation trended

from the hill above towards the very base of the

wall of rock. Down this little ravine went Stoffel
;

and at the bottom, among a litter of boulders,

big and little, he found that a short tunnel ten

or twelve feet in length gave access to the

interior of the crater. He had no difficulty in

cree2)ing through this, and found himself standing

erect on the smooth sandy flooi\ Looking around

him, he noted several things. First he saw that

the rock walls encircling him were extraordinarily

smooth and sheered from the toj) inwards. Hot
a shrub or a pliant of any kind found a hold

on that level, adamantine surface of dark-brown,

shining rock. Except for a rock-rabbit, or p)erhaps

a lizard or a fly, no living thing, assuredly, could

find exit from that -place—hemmed in as it was
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by two Imiicired feet of circular, inaccessible cliff-

wall—save by the entrance tlirougli wliicli lie

Lad found Lis way.

Stoffel sat down in tlie centre of tliis grini-

looking dungeon of tlie mountain, took snuff

witL intense enjoyment, and again looked about

Lim. Suddenly Lis face wrinkled into a smile,

and a LarsL, dry, sLrill titter issued from Lis

tliroat. Again and yet again lie indulged in that

diabolical cacLinnation, and eacL time it was

ecLoed eerily from tlie walls around. Sitting

tliere in tlie sand, tlie little man, witli Lis yellow,

monkey-like face, broad, Ligli cheek-bones, sharply

narrowing cheeks and chin, flat nose, and broad

lips, looked the very embodiment of evil. He
miglit . Lave been Satan himself—Satan in some

wild and hideous inferno, in African shape,

])lanning mischief against the human race. Pre-

sently he jumped up briskly, and crawled out

of the passage that gave entrance to the crater.

He now tested several big boulders that here

littered the slope. Then, climbing up the little

ravine, he got upon the mountain nelc^ found his

bucket of honey, and marched off at a brisk pace

for Gemsboklaagte, his Boer master’s homestead.

That night the Hottentot did a very odd

thing. A number of biggish mongrel dogs were

maintained at the farm. They were useful guards,

and u^ere occasional!}" employed in hunting leopards,

rooihatsj jackals, and other troublesome carnivora.

Stoffel lured one of the smallest of these dogs

to his hut with a piece of flesh, and after closing

the door he suddenly seized and stabbed the

animal with his long knife. The dying brute

gave a yelj:) or two, but these sounds were

smothered by an old sheepskin Jcaross which the

Hottentot at once threw over its head. A little

later, when all was still, Stoffel stole out in the

starlit night, and having carried the dead dog

to a place half a mile distant, deposited it among
some rocks and bushes.

Next morning, as he had anticipated from

some words his master let fall on the preceding

day, he was told to go out into the mountains

and bring in a head or two of game, klipspringer

or rhebok, or whatever he could come across. This

order ran exactly in line with his own views
;

therefore, with his old carbine slung across his

back, he set forth pretty early on his quest. He
marched straight for the place where he had

concealed the slain dog, and taking up the bur-

den, tramped on through the mountains until he

neared the leopard’s larder discovered on the pre-

vious day. Before approaching the tree whereon

the leopard’s food had been dis2)osed, he fastened

pieces of fresh goatskin over his velsclioens, so

that the taint of his footsteps might not create

alarm. He had carried the dead dog carefully

u"rap2>ed in goatskin for the same reason.

Now approaching the low olive-tree, he was

gratified to find that the wild beast’s larder was

completely empty, all the flesh having disaj^peared.

The leo2)ard, then, would be hungry towards even-

ing ! That was good. He fastened a long raw-

hide riem (halter) round the dead dog’s neck,

made a gash in the creature’s stomach so that

2)art of the entrails and then -pro-

ceeded. to make a trail to attract the leojDard in

the required direction. After first dragging the

carcass about hither and thither, he set off", trailing

it behind him, towards the secret entrance to the

circular chasm. Leoj)ards are extraordinarily fond

of the flesh of dogs, as every up-country hunter

knows, and will do and dare almost anything to

2)ossess themselves of the dainty meal
;
and Stoffel

the Hottentot was well acquainted with this trait

in j)ardine character. Making his way down the

little ravine, he jDassed through the tunnel, and

trailing his lure across to the far side of the

chasm, untied the riem^ and so released the

carcass. Then, returning through the exit, he

climbed the little gully, and edged round to the

rim of the crater, whence he could command the

lure and yet be no great way from the tunnel.

Ensconcing himself comfortably in bush and

grass, he set himself, with the supreme j)^tience

of an African, to await events.

Eor hours the Hottentot lay there, watching,

waiting, with the quietude of a figure of bronze.

At last, towards four o’clock, he was rewarded.

The sun, slanting north-westward, was now off

the floor of the crater, and the j^Hce was in

shadow. There was 2)Grfect stillness
;
the breeze

had dro2)ped, and only a cicada droned shrilly

from a neighbouring thicket. Suddenly some

creature crept stealthily across the smooth

floor. It was the leo2)ard, going, as the Hottentot

had hoj^ed, straight for the carcass of the dog.

With a fierce, trium^fiiant gleam in his bleared

eyes, Stoffel rose softly and crejDt down the little

raAdne that led to the rock tunnel. There was a

risk that the leopard might hear him, and, be-

coming sus2)icious, change his mind and return
;

but the Hottentot took that risk
; he had his

loaded carbine ready, he had courage, and, more-

over, he had a wild thirst for revenge raging

within him. Always that 1

He neared the mouth of the tunnel; a great

boulder stood handy, and, exerting all his

strength, Stoffel heaved and heaved again. The
boulder tojD^fied downwards and fell against the

entrance to the tunnel, com^^letely blocking the

exit. Stoffel sent down another boulder to make
sure. He now had the leopard completely im-

2)risoned, and it was impossible for the animal,

fierce and strong and lithe as it was, to force its

way out, the boulders closing the entrance tunnel

being far too solid and heavy. Stoffel climbed

to the lip of the abyss again, to ascertain if by

any ^possibility the animal could make its esca^^e.

He knelt at the edge of the cliasm and looked

down. The leopard was there, but the noise of
,

the boulders had disturbed it. As the liottentot

showed himself, the beast darted like
, a flash of
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lightning for the tunnel entrance. Failing to

find exit there, it turned, and with beautiful

striding action swejDt round the circular walls of

the chasm. Escape there Avas none. Stoffel laid

himself on the ground, his head peering oyqv the

l^recipice. Again that shrill, crackling laugh came

from his throat
;
and as the echoes round the

rock-Avalls in weird dissonance came back to him,

he cackled again at the laughter that seemed to

mock him. His sides shook Avith enjoyment.

‘Ah, my beautiful tyger^^ he cried, speaking of

course in his habitual tongue. Cape Dutch, ‘so

you are caged—are you 1 That, you schelm^ is for

killing the goat the other day and getting me a

sjamboking. To-morroAv, Icerel^ you shall haA^e

a felloAA^-j)risoner—a nice, big, comfortable felloAA^-

prisoner. If it is cold at night doAvn there,

you and he can snuggle up and keep each

other Avarm. Ah, it Avill be braA^e to see you

together ! You Avill so loA^e one another !
^ At

the thoughts Avhich his fancy thus conjured ujd,

the Hottentot’s yelloAV face crinkled up again,

and his shrill, tittering laughter ran crackling

round the abyss. While he addressed the leopard

it stood crouching on the sand far beloAv, eyeing

him in fierce hate, AAuth teeth bared, and groA\ding

horribly in deep, holloAV chest notes.

The natiA’e AA^as determined to see before he

left aaFether by any possibility the leopard could

escape. He put his carbine oA^er the edge and

fired a shot, sending the bullet, intentionally, a

yard or so Avide of the beast. With the clatter-

ing impact of the missile on the rock near it the

brute noAA^ became thoroughly alarmed. It rushed

hither and thither, striAung frantically to clamber

up the smooth AA^alls
;
but its efforts AA^ere fruit-

less
j
no foothold could it obtain anyAAdiere

;
and

after each spring upAA^ards it fell back upon the

ground baffled and confused,

Stoffel, completely satisfied, noAV Avent doAAUi to

the boulder-sealed . entrance of the j)assage again.

Here, upon the rock-streAAm gully, just above, he

spent the remaining hour or so of daylight in

scraping aAvay the soil supporting certain large

OA^erhanging masses of rock. To one boulder

especially, directly in line AAuth the entrance, he

deAmted the greatest care and attention, clearing

aAA’^ay Avith his short hatchet quantities of soil

from beneath. Then, AAdiistling softly to himself

tliat Avell-knoAAui air, beloA^ed of all good Boers,

‘Trek Ferreira,’ he turned for home. Taa^ hours

after nightfall he reached the farm.

At sunrise the folloAAung morning he AA^as at

the goat-kraal, aiding in letting out the flock for

their day’s pasture. That done, he explained to

his master his doings of the day before. He lied,

of course.

^Bieur!^ he said, ‘I c6uld not kill a buck for

you, but I have got something much better. I

liaA^e Avounded a tyger in a place AA^here it can’t

get aAvay, and if ye Avill so come AAuth me
AA"e can kill him and get his skin. He has a

beautiful coat, Avorth a pound at least. But you

must come AAuth me. I daren’t tackle the sclielm

alone.’

Andries Bartness grumbled and ejected ‘ a

guttural oath or tAvo, but finally, on thinldng

it OA^er, decided to go. A good leopard-skin is

not to be had every day, and at the nearest

store he kneAv he could obtain a sovereign for

it, even from the JeAV trader there. Yes, he

Avould go !

Ten o’clock, then, saAV the big Dutchman
mounted on his sturdy pony, setting off for the

Avelter of AAuld hills that fringed the Orange

River. Within a mile of the crater Bartness

could get no farther on horseback
;

the broken

and chaotic nature of the mountain Avas too

much for him. Familiar as he Avas Avith most

of the countiy near liis farm, he had never yet

found his AAny into these AAuld and inaccessible

solitudes. The average Boer is not fond of

climbing.

Tying up the pony, Stoffel noAV led the AAny

briskly to the leopard’s j^i^ison. Never alloAA'ing

his master a AueAv of the crater from the top

—

AAFich Avould have spoiled everything from his

point of AucAv—the Hottentot guided Bartness

straight doAAUi the gully to the passage, iioav

carefully blocked up by the boulders.

‘It is through here, my Baas!^ he said, point-

ing to the AA^all of rock. ‘HeljD me AAdth these

tAVO Idii^s and you aa^lLL soon haA^e the tyger at

your feet.’

The tAAm men put their shoulders and hands

to the boulders, and Avith some trouble shifted

them ; the entrance was once more free. This

AA^as the most ticklish moment for the Hottentot.

His heart beat thick and fast. Beneath his

broAA's he cast one furtwe glance at the Boer,

another at the passage. It AA^as a toss-up AA’hether

the leopard, caged in that Anst pit all night,

raging no doubt Avith hunger, and mad AAuth fear,

Avould come racing out to liberty, or, hearing, as

it surely did, the noise at the entrance, and

dreading the presence of human enemies, Avould

prefer to aAAnit eA^ents inside its rock-encircled

dungeon. The beast accepted the latter alter-

natiA^e.

‘NoAAq said Stoffel, ‘I aauU first go

through yonder and see that it is all right
;
and

then, AAdien I come back, you Avill look for your-

self, and say AAEether AAdiat I haA^e to shoAv you

AA-as not Avorth the journey.’

So speaking, he crouched doAAm, craAAded through

the ten-foot passage, and, thrusting his head A^ery

cautiously beyond the entrance, glanced roimd.

There to the right, lying close up to the Avail

of rock, eighty yards aAA^ay, aa^s the leopard,.

Stoffel turned AAuth difficulty, crept back, and

emerged.

‘NoAAq he said to his master, ‘do you

creep quietly through and look about you.’

The Boer Avas a big man, and there .AAns-
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none too inncli room for liim in that low,

straitened tunnel. It looked very short, how-

ever ;
he could see daylight beyond, and, with

a grumble, Andries Bartness went down on

hands and knees and crej:)! in. As he did so,

Stoffel ran up to the big boulder hanging there

in the gully ten feet above, and getting behind

it, shoved furiously. He had most carefully pre-

pared his trap, and cut away the soil beneath

;

but the rock was a big and heavy one, and it

seemed for one instant as if it would not budge.

Again the Hottentot shoved, wildly, furiously.

Tlien it gave, it moved, it gathered impetus,

and, rolling down the narrow slope, crashed

against the entrance, all but completely blocking

it. Stoffel dashed like a madman to another

boulder similarly undermined
;

that went too,

then another and another. Now no man could

force the exit from that stone-blocked entrance.

The Hottentot’s wicked task was finished
;

he

had gained the victory over his enemy. In that

moment aU the long years of his hard servitude

under the big Boer—the brutal floggings, the

daily insults, the wretched fare, the scaiit and

mulcted wages—all, all were avenged. Wiping

the sweat from his face, Stoffel advanced to the

closed entrance and listened.

Meanwhile Bartness, peering into the. arena,

had seen and heard enough to induce him to

make his esca23e. He had noted all the features

of the place
;

its cliff-like walls and smooth,

sandy bottom. He had also seen the leoj^ard

lying there, grimly watching, at the right-hand

side. This was not at all the sort of job he had

anticixDated, and he shrank from it. A cornered

leopard, in such a jDlace, was no joke
;

it would

be madness to think of facing it. Stoffel had

deceived him ! He ground his teeth and mut-

tered softly to himself that Stoffel should suffer

for it. Then came the rumbling crash of the

first rock-boulder closing him in. He turned

and crawled hastily for the entrance. Too late :

he was a ^^tisoner. After pushing fruitlessly at

the rock, stri\dng with might and main, he

realised that his des2)ised Hottentot had fairly

entra^D^jed him
;

Atlas himself, thrusting from

that confined loosition, could not have shifted the

im2)ediment. To liberate himself was ho^Deless

;

but no doubt it would be mere matter for nego-

tiation. Still, it was an awkward—nay, a dan-

gerous predicament, to be caged there Avith the

leopard.

Smothering his Avrath, he called to the Hot-

tentot in a mild tone to let him out. There AA^as

.a cranny through Avhich they could hold com-

munication
;
and Stoffel listened, meantime taking

care to keej) out of the line of fire, for the Boer

had his rifle Avith him.
‘ If the Baas Avill give me back the steinje

.[little stone] he took the other day, I AAdll see

Avliat I can do for him,’ he replied, in ansAver to

the Dutchman’s entreaty.

There Avas a lougish pause,

M can’t do it,’ said Bartness. M haA^en’t the

stone here.’

‘ Then,’ answered Stoffel, ‘ I must leave you.

You Avon’t hear of me again, and the tyger is not

a 2)leasant bedfelloAA^ There’s no moon to-night,

Baas I ’

The big Boer groaned. There Avas silence

again.

‘ If I give you back the stone, Stoffel,’ he said

}Dresently, Uioav Avill you get me out?’

‘I shall go to your horse, ride off straight for

home, and bring hel]D,’ answered Stoffel.
‘
’Tis

only a joke, Baas; but I must haAm that steinje.

It carries all my good luck. I Avant the stone

first, before I stir
;
and if I get help, you must

SAvear before God Almighty that you Avon’t be

reAmnged on me, that you Avill treat me Avell, and

for the future my full Avages. I can get

help fast enough, and meaiiAvliile you have your

rifle and can keej) off the tyger ; though, to s^^eak

truth, I belieA^e he is just as frightened as you

are.’

There Avas another pause. Then the Boer’s hand
came to the mouth of the cranny

;
betAveen the

thumb and the first tAvo fingers Avas the diamond.

‘There is the stone, Stoffel. I SAvear before God
Almighty to treat you Avell in future, and that I

Avon’t take any revenge for this trick of yours.

Noaa^, for the Heer God’s sake, go and get heli)

before nightfall, or as soon as ^^ossible.’

The Hottentot took the proffered stone, looked

at it Avell, and pocketed it. His countenance

changed again from expectancy to diabolical,

implacable hate.

‘ I have fairly tricked you again, Andries

Bartness !
’ he said. ‘ I Avill get no help. Is it

likely? You are a liar through and through, and

I Avould not trust you. No, I Avill leaAm you to

die here, you and the tyger. Soon you shall be

tAAm 2)ieces of Avorthless carrion. NeAmr shall you

leaAm that place alive. Verdomned schelm ! I sjDit

upon jou. I mock you. EareAvell !
’ The native

burst into a Avild torrent of Dutch and Hottentot

im]precations, hurled at the head of the unfortu-

nate Boer, and, deaf to all and en-

treaties, turned on his heel and quitted the 2)lace.

Taking Bartness’s horse, Stoffel iioav rode aAvay

AvestAvard. Skirting the river, he crossed next

morning at a drift fifty miles aAvay, and plunged

into the desert to the north, never again to be

seen or heard of south of the Orange Rwer.

Andries Bartness’s family made no search for

him for three days. It Avas quite customary for

him to be absent Avith the Hottentot for a day

or tAVO at a time on hunting-trix^s, and it Avas

imagined that they had folloAved a trek of the

S2)ringbok and slept out for a night
,

or tAvo.

Later, Avhen his Avife became really alarmed, the

entire district Avas roused and search Avas made.

After ten days a Koranna came in Avith neAVS

of a strange discovery. The sons and the
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brother of Bartness rode out with the native, and,

making their way to the chasm in the mountain,

they found there evidences of a dire tragedy.

The bodies of Bartness and the leopard, unseen

and untouched by vultures or wild beastc, lay

near to one another, both much decomposed. The
leopard, with a bullet through its ribs and stabs

from the Boer’s hunting-knife in various parts of

its body, had evidently died hard. The throat,

chest, and stomach of the man had been fright-

fully mangled by the teeth and claws of his

ferocious opponent. Wlien and how they had

joined in that deadly issue—impelled, no doubt,

by hunger and thirst and despair—no man could

say. Nor could any man reveal what had passed

through the soul of the Dutchman during those

awful hours before the end came
;
what, in that

terrible dungeon, had been his agonies during the

dark night-watches, his despairing vigil under

the broad light of hopeless day. His cruelties

and crimes had been many during his lifetime.

Perchance, in the eyes of God, those terrible

hours of suffering, that awful ending, had served

to expiate them.

THE MOHTI-I: SOI

THE MAGNETIC GRIP.

applications of electricity are

dug continually adopted, and it

only natural that this should be

now that the current is ‘laid

l’ to many neighbourhoods, and

the electric main is becoming as

familiar as the water or gas supply-pipe. By
aid of the current so supplied the New York
Shipbuilding Company, at Camden, N.J., have

adopted a novel method of handling the heavy steel

2)lates, &c., of which modern shijDS are built. Each
crane, instead of being furnished with grajDpling-

hooks, has at the end of its chain a 2)0''^'erful

magnet, which can be made active or passive by
the movement of a switch under the control of

the man in charge. Thus, instead of half-a-dozen

labourers working with crowbars to lift a 2)late

and place chains under it previous to hoisting in

the ordinary way, the magnet is brought over the

desired spot, and at the touch of a lever grijDs

the metal, and does not release its hold until the

plate is in 2)osition on the structure of which it

is to form jDart. The magnets in use at the

works named have each a lifting capacity of five

tons
;

but they are seldom taxed to their full

load. In the case of small plates several can be

lifted at one operation, for the magnetism is con-

veyed from one to another, just as with a toy

magnet one can lift \xp three or four clinging

nails. In dealing with large jolates, on the

other hand, two or more magnets are brought

into requisition, both on account of the extra

energy required and also to prevent slij) or

bending of the metal.

PAINTING THE FORTH BRIDGE.

Some interesting and curious iDarticulars con-

nected with the work of j)ainting the mighty
steel structure which crosses the Forth have
recently been published. It is evident that such

an erection must be kept well 2)ainted to prevent

the action of the atmosjDhere ujDon it ; but few
would

^
imagine that the work of painting the

EHOE AND ARTS.
Forth Bridge never ceases, except, of course, on

Sundays. There are thirty-five men continually

em2fioyed on this work. They commence opera-

tions at the south end of the bridge, and proceed

steadily to 2̂ ^^^^ their way northward, their

laborious journey occupying just three years

;

then they begin again. It will thus be seen that

the Forth Bridge, which was 023ened eleven years

ago, is now receiving its fourth coat of paint.

Great ingenuity has been expended in the design

of steam hoists, elevators, &c. necessary to the

carrying out of the work, some of the appliances

being of a fixed character. It is not stated

whether the paint is a23plied splely by brusb, or

whether the s2Dray 2̂ aiiiting-machine is brought

into operation where large unbroken surfaces

have to be covered.

FARMING IN ESSES.

For some years the County Technical Com-
mittee of Essex has been doing valuable work
in showing farmers the best way of making their

land 25rofitable. It has organised excursions to

Denmark in order that the model dairies there

should form object-lessons to dairy-farmers at

home, and they have just concluded a six years’

ex25erimental treatment of 2^3.sture-land, in order

to ascertain the best fertilisers on soils of dif-

ferent kinds. Nine localities were chosen for these

ex23eriments, and it is clearly demonstrated that

the hay cro2D can be enormously increased by
judicious treatment of the soil. An unfertilised

field which produced five hundredweight of grass

23er acre was made to yield eleven and a ' half

hundredweight by natural and fourteen and a half

hundredweight by artificial fertilisation. From
the re23orts which have come to hand it would
appear that nitrate of soda and sul2fiiate of am-

monia have increased the crop nearly one-half,

and that a still better record has been established

b}’ the use of su23er2Dhos23hate and of basic slag.

The cost of su23er23hos2)hate is stated at seven

shillings and sixpence per acre, the 2>i'ofit from

increased value of hay being twenty-three shillings

and three2Dence ^cre. The Essex Committee
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has done further service in establisliing a winter

School of Agriculture at Chelmsford, which is

intended for the benefit of young x^ersons taking

up farming. This school is free to residents in

the count)''
;
and arrangements have been made to

XU’ovide board and lodging at very moderate ex-

X>ense for students coming from a distance.

THE NEEDLE-LOOir.

A new loom for the manufacture of ribbons

and other fabrics of narrow dimensions has

recently been imported into London from the

United States, and we understand that it owes

its origin to a family of Transatlantic weavers.

Its salient feature is the substitution of two

needles, one on each side of the ril)bon under

manufacture, in. x)^^ce of the usual travelling

shuttle. These needles have a horizontal move-

ment, and carry the thread which is to form the

weft of the fabric to and fro, other needles

working vertically from below seizing the looj)

and aiding in the formation of a neat selvedge

on both sides of the ribbon. Each needle has

its own index)endent sux)x>ly of thread, which it

gathers from a fixed cone or spool
;
and herein

lies the chief advantage of the new loom, that

enough thread can be carried on these spools for

several days’ work, so there is no need to stoj)

the machine at frequent intervals to insert

freshly wound shuttles. In this way the sjpeed

of manufacture is enormously increased. It is a

noteworthy feature of the mechanism that it

can be fitted to looms of the old-fashioned

pattern at comparatively small expense. The
new loom is on view at 19 Jewin Crescent,

London, E.C.

THE LIGHTING OF PUBLIC VEHICLES.

The popularity of the new electric tube-railways

is in great measure due to the brilliancy with

which the carriages are lighted, as the passengers

are thus enabled to read their newsx)apers in com-

fort. Possibly the London omnibus comx)anies

have felt bound to follow suit, for they are abolish-

ing their old and evil-smelling oil-lamps in favour

of a gas apx)aratus which gives a really serviceable

light. This is knovTi as the Phos system of

lighting, and the gas emx)loyed is acetylene. The
London County Council require that each public

vehicle shall show a bull’s-eye light on the out-

side, and the Phos lamp is so arranged that it

will perform the double duty of throwing a light

ahead and x)roviding for the needs of the pas-

sengers within. The lamp is of the simple form
familiar to cyclists, the turn of a tap allowing

water to drip on calcium carbide so as to cause a

gradual evolution of gas. The disagreeable, garlic-

like smell of unburnt acetylene is guarded against

by the provision of a chimney for each lamp.

The system appears to be very successful for

omnibus-lighting, and thus ap^died will be a

grand advertisement for acetylene lighting, which

may in time to come be found suitable for

many other ]DHiposes.

CHEAP ELECTRICITY.

The advance of electricity as an illuminating

agent is entirely a question of cost, and the cost

varies very greatly in different towns. In Brad-

ford, .Yorkshire, the people are supx)lied with

current at slightly less than a X)enny farthing

per Board of Trade unit, which is equivalent to

gas at about seven^Dence halfx)enny thousand

feet. Other cities and towns, including Liver-

pool, Halifax, Leeds, Bolton, and Edinburgh, serve

their customers at a slightly higher rate; but

when we get to the south-country we find rates

at x)i'6sent ruling which are often x)i'odibitive.

In a recent address at the Society of Arts, Lon-

don, Sir William Preece told his audience that

the develo]Dment of the electric light had been

X>henomenal, and that it was possible to contem-

Xdate the generation of electricity at one farthing

per unit. Before that hax)py time comes we may
be quite sure that the electric current will be

used largely for domestic purposes other than

heating. Heating and cooking by electricity will

become common, and various labour-saving de-

vices worked by the obedient current will be

found in every household.

LIGHTING BUOYS BY PETROLEUM, AND A NEW
SCINTILLATING LIGHT FOR LIGHTHOUSES.

At the meeting of the British Association

held in Glasgow, Mr John E. Wigham, M.E.I.A.,

of Dublin, read two interesting x)apers, one on a

system of lighting buoys by x)etroleum (already re-

ferred to, j). 348 of Chamberses Journal for 1901), and

the other on a new scintillating lighthouse Jight.

A notable feature of the first is that it describes a

system by which buoys and beacons can be lighted

by x)6troleum in a very simxffe and inexpensive

manner, the lights requiring no attendance what-

ever for a month or longer if necessary, the cost

of petroleum being only about one penny for every

tAventy-four hours. These petroleum-lighted buoys

haA^e been adox)ted in many harbours in Great

Britain, the colonies, and abroad. The most re-

markable x)oint about the scintillating lighthouse

light is, that Avhile it is much more |)OAverful

than an ordinary fixed light, having all the

poAver of the great lenticular reA^olving lights

Avith Avhich Ave are so familiar, it is neA^ertheless

continuously Ausible
;

besides, its peculiar scintil-

lating ax)pearance is so unmistakable that it

most remarkably differentiates itself from all

other lights. Both these points are considered by

sailors of very great adA’antage to navigation. .

FOOD PRESERVATIVES.

The departmental committee Avhich, under the

chairmanship of Sir Herbert MaxAA'ell, M.P., Awas

appointed to inquire into the use of ^DreserA^atwes

and colouring matters in the p)iGX)aration of food
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has made certain recommendations which have

been set forth in the form of a report. It is

recommended that the iise of formalin should be

absolutely prohibited
;

that salicylic acid be not

used in greater prox^ortion than one grain x)er pint

in liquid food or x^er pound in solid food, and
that its x^i’esence be declared

;
that no preserva-

tive or colouring matter in milk be permitted at

all
;

that in the case of cream only boric acid or

mixtures of boric acid and borax be allowed, the

amount not to exceed 0‘25 x^er cent, expressed as

boric acid—and here again the amount of such

preventive must be notified by a label upon the

containing vessel
;
that in all dietetic x:)rexDarations

intended for the use of invalids or infants, chemi-

cal preservatives of all kinds be x^i’obibited ;
and

that copx^er salts for colouring preserved food-

stuffs be forbidden. Such, in brief, are the re-

commendations of the committee, which will, we
suppose, in due course become law. Unfortu-

nately such laws are easily evaded, unless each

householder becomes an analytical chemist.

CATTLE-TROUGHS.

A short time back we referred in these columns

to certain cautions which had been published with

regard to the dangers incurred by horses in drink-

ing from the ordinary trough common to all

comers. It was suggested that every cartel'- should

be furnished with a clean x^ail, so that the horses

should run no risk of infection by drinking from

street troughs. The secretary of the Cattle Trough

Association wrote to us stating that the evil had
been much exaggerated, and that if the x^^il

system were adopted the horses would suffer by
neglect. We have now received x^articulars of a

new form of cattle and horse trough which seems

to meet all difficulties. The trough consists of a

cast-iron longitudinal box, in which are cemented

glazed fire-brick basins, which are always over-

flowing with clear, fresh, and uncontaminated

water. This trough is on the same princixde

as the lavatory basins which have been largely

adox:)ted by school boards and others throughout

the country, and it is worthy of note that the

system can be adapted to existing troughs. The
ax^x^lffiuce is designed by W. Cassels, 9 Allan

Park, Stirling.

^TOUR HAME,’ OHE PEHXT.

A very ingenious machine, actuated on the

familiar x^Giiny-in-the-slot x>'^’iHcix)le, has recently

been seen at certain xdaces of x^^blic resort. Its

X^urpose is to emboss, ux^on a neat label made of

sheet aluminium, a name or word so that the

little tablet may be used to attach to a drawer,

hand-bag, box, or other receptacle. After drox^x^ing

into the slot the necessary x^^nny, the purchaser

sets the pointer of a dial against the several

letters composing his name or any other word

which he wishes to be embossed on the tablet,

Xn'essing it down at each letter, A final thrust

detaches the newly made tablet from the ribbon

of metal from which it is made, and the article

drox^s into the space provided for it. These
tablets will be of great use for many x^urxDoses,

and will be regarded as a boon by collectors.

They would also be of much service to gardeners

as imx^erishable labels for their x^ants. Such a

machine as this woidd be very useful, we should

think, in museums for the rough labelling which
must precede the final exx3lanatory label which is

now haxDpily becoming such an important feature

in these establishments.

CORK-GROWING IN ALGERIA.

In a recent consular report the x^Toduction of

cork in Algeria is commented upon as showing
great promise for the future. The cork-tree does

not become x^rofitable until it has passed through

an initial process called demasclage, which consists

of strixiping it of its first bark. The tree then
grows a fresh skin every year, and it is to the

union of these annual coatings, continued undis-

turbed for ten or twelve years, that the cork of

commerce is due. The virgin cork is not of

much value, and is devoted to such purposes as

floats for fishing-nets, packing for ships’ fenders,

sawdust for paclcing fruit, &c. The better kind

of cork, which is gathered from the tree after

some years’ grovdh, as already explained, is used

in the main for bottling x^urposes, the remainder

being used for covering steam -pipes, making
buoys, &c. ; while the waste from such manu-
factures is ground into powder used in the

manufacture of linoleum. The cork production

of the Algerian forests, which belong to the

State, increased from sixty thousand hundred-

w-eight in 1897 to ninety thousand hundredweight

in 1900. The greatest production was in 1898,

when one hundred thousand hundredweight of

cork was gathered. The decrease noted in

folloA\dng years is due to the call for cork of

greater thickness, and the Government have now
instituted a minimum thickness of twenty-five

millimetres, equal to one inch.

BOOTMAKING MACHINERY.
.

Present-day travellers are much amused when
they look back to the early days of railways in

this country, and note the obstinate opposition

which was raised to the progress of the iron

horse. The railway-stations were relegated to a

distance from several of the towns, the incon-

venience of which mistake is felt to the present

day
;
and there was a widespread belief that the

new method of locomotion meant national ruin.

Possibly fifty years hence people vdll look back

with, similar feelings to the ox^x^osition which is

at x^^Gsent being brought against the introduc-

tion of machinery into certain industries. The
shoe operatives at Northamxiton have been

making a violent protest against certain American

macliines which have recently been introduced
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tanoously tliat a Parisian dentist liad discovered

a process of ‘seeing bv wireA vhioh, sborrlv ex-

plained, means tbat he can -while speaking through

the telephone see his correspondent at the other

end of the. line of oonnnnnieation. Stories of this

kind have cropped np repeatedly in one form

or another ever since electric telegraphy became

possible. Such sensittional rex^orts can always

secure wide xuiblicity before time has been allowed

for the mere, formality of verification.

OKKIS-KOOT.

The beautiful white iris, with its bright-orange

lip (Irfs jlorcntinaX has always been valued in

Italy, and especially at Plorence and Leghorn, for

the Siike of its root, known to us in this country

as orris-root, the foundation of fragrant tooth-

XHtwder. It has many other uses abroad. In

I

Germany and Austria it is sold in gi'anular form

I and coloured, for the purpose of throwing upon

I

fires for the s^tke of the emitted perfume. It is

I

also largely used in the form of chix>5 for chew-

I
ing purposes, to remove the smell of tobacco or

j

g;-irlic from the mouth. There is, however, a

j

much older emx-^loyment for the root. It was

i once widely used in surgery for the production

: of issues, or artificial nlcei's, an incision being

i
made in the arm and a ball of orris-root placed

! in the wound so as to set up infiammation.

Only a few year's ago twenty millions of these

balls were annually exported from Legh.orn. Tire

nrost recent rsse for lire root is found in the

manufacture of artificial ‘conrls* for babies,

IMPEKIAL EAGLAXP,
! Imperial Piwlard ' there are these

ATlae. in the guise of specious anritv,

Would bid th.ee appre'stend c:il:uui:y.

Fear them ; t i'.ev are luore dangerous than foes

:

Heed no: their rumours : every voind that, blows

brings .an assunraoe of thine imntage.

Thou art not Lear, desert-c-vi in thine age.

A\\miting feebly an inglorious olc'se.

Be not dismayed by perils tliey forecast

:

Remember Tigh:-et.pis.ness; which do:h exadt,

Admor.ish th.ee of many a grievous fault,

Champion the right, and then pursue thy vray^

Careless; alike of slander or of piaise.

Los Axotuns, CxuirouxiA.
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THE KING EXPLORES.
By Robert Barr.

I._OFF TO THE WEST HIGHLANDS.

HES Fifth of Scotland -was pleased

witli himself. He had niiished a

poem that 'Wtis admitted by the

Court to excel anything Sir David

Lyndsay ever wrote, and he had

outdistanced James Macdonald, son

of the Laird of Sleat, in a contest for the prefer-

ence of the fairest lady in Stirling, and young

Macdonald was certainly the handsomest s^^rig

about the palace. So the double victory in the arts

of rhythm and of love naturally induced the Hing

to have a great conceit of himself. Poor Davie,

who was as modest a man regarding his ovti

merits as - could be found in the realm, quite

readily and honestly hailed the Ring his superior

in the construction of jingling rhyme, but the

snapping young Highlander, proud as any scion

of the Royal House, took his defeat less

dimdently.

'li the Riug,* he said boldly, ‘was plain Jamie

Stuart, iis I am Jamie Macdonald, we would see

who would ^ vrin the bonniest lass : and if he

obiected to fair-play, IM be very willing to meet

him sword in hand on the heather of the hills,

but not on the stones of Stirling. It is the

crown that has won, and not the face under-

neath ltd

Now, tins was rank treason, for you must never

talk about swords in relation to a king except

thitt they be dniwri in his defence. The inex-

perienced young man made a very poor courtier,

for he spoke as his mind prompted him, a reck-

less habit that has bronght manjr a head to the

block. Althongh Macdonald had a number of

friends who admired the frank if somewhat hot-

headed nature of the youth, his Highland

swagger often earned for him not a few enemies

who would have been glad of his downfall

Besides iliis, there is always about a Court plenty

of sycopliants e.:iger to curry favour with the

ruling xower ; and so it wa,s not long after these

No. 21S,—Yol. Y,

injudicious utterances had been given forth that

the}' w'ere brought, with many exaggerations, to

the ears of the King.

‘You think, then,' ^id His Majesty to one of

the tale-bearers, ‘that if Jamie had the chance

he would run his iron tlirough my royal person ?

'

‘ There is little doubt of it, your Majesty,^

replied the parasite.

‘Ah, well,' commented James, ‘kings must

take their chance like other folk
;
and some day

Jamie and I may meet on the heather with no

other witnesses than the mountains around ns

and the blue sky above ns, and in such case I

shall have to do the best I can. I do not doubt

that Macdonald's position in Stirling is less

pleasant than my own. He is practically a

prisoner, held hostage here for the good conduct

of his father, the hrehrand of Sleat, so we must

not take too seriously the vapouring of a youth

w'hose leg is tied. I was once a captive myself

to the Douglas, and I used words that would

hardly have been pleasant for my jailer to hear

had some kind friend carried them, so I have

ever a soft side for the man in thrall'

To the amazement of the courtiers, who had

sho^vn some inclination to avoid the company of

Macdonald after he had unburdened his soul, the

King continued to rreai the Highlander as anably

as eA'er ;
hut many thought His Majesty w'as

merelv hiding his time, which was indeed the

case. The wiser heads about the Couit strongly

approved of this diplomacy, as before they had

looked askance at the King’s rivaln' with the

hot-headed yonth. They knew that anairs were

not going well in the north, and so loose w'ere

the bonds that restrained Macdonald that at any

moment he might very readily have tiscaped,

ridden to the hills, and there augmented the

almost constant warfare in those moiintainous

regions. Every clan that could be kept quiet

was so much to . the good, for although they

Feb. 1, 1902.J^.oi>crDcd.]
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fouglib mostly among tliemselves, there Avas ever

a. clanger of a combination which might threaten

the throne of Scotland. The King had often a

reckless habit of ollending those Avlioni he should

conciliate
;
but even the Aviseacres Avere compelled

to admit that his jaunty kindness frequently

smoothed out Avhat looked like a dangerous

quarrel. The sage counsellors, lioAveA^er, thought

the King should keep a closer Avatch on those

Highland chieftains Avho Avere practicallj^ hostages

in his Court
;

but to this advice James Avould

never listen. He had been a captive himself not

so A^eiy long before, as he frequently remarked,

and he had an intense sympath}'’ for those in

that condition, eA^en thoAigh he kept them so

through the necessity of internal politics
;
yet lie

ahvays endeaA'oured to make the restraint sit as

lightly as possible on his victims.

Some Aveeks after the ill-considered anti-royal

threats had been made, their promulgator aa’us

one of a group in the courtyard of the castle

Avhen the captain of the guard came forAA’ard and

said the King A\*ished to see him in his prHate

chamber. Macdonald may have been taken aback

by the unexpected summons
; but he carried the

matter off nonchalantly enough, Avith the air of

one AA^ho fears neither potentate nor peasant, and
so accompanied the captain

;
but the gossips

nodded their heads sagely at one another, Avhisper-

ing that it Avould be Avell to take a good vieAV of

Macdonald's back, as they Avere little' likely to see

him soon again. This AA’hisper proA*ed true, for

next day Macdonald had completely disappeared,

no one kneAV AA'hither.

MTien James the laird’s son entered the pre-

sence of James the King, the latter said, as soon

as the captain had left them alone together,

‘Jamie, my man, you understand the Gaelic, so

it is possible you understand those avIio speak it.’

‘If your Majesty means the Highlanders, they

are easily enough understood. They are plain,

simple, honest bodies, Avho speak AA'hat’s on theh
minds, and AA'ho are alAA'aj’s AviUing, in an argu-

ment, to exchange the AA*ag of the tongue for a

SAvoop of the black knife.’

‘I admit,’ said the King, AAuth a smile, ‘that

they are a guileless pastoral people, easy to get on
Avitli if you comprehend them

; but that is AA'here

I ’in at a loss, and I thought yoiu’ head might
supplement my oAAm.’

‘ I am delighted to hear you AAnnt my head for

no other purpose but that of giving adAuce,’

returned the Highlander candidly.

‘Truth to tell, Jamie, your head AA'Ould be

of little use to me Avere it not on your shouldei's.

If the head Avere that of a Avinsome lassie I might

be tempted to take it on my oaaui slioulder, but

otherAvise I am Avell content to let heads remain
AA’here ProAudence places them.’

TVdiether intentionally or not, the King had
touched a sore spot AA'hen he referred to the

laying of a AAunsome lassie’s head on his

shoulder, and Macdonald dreAv himseK up rather

stiffly.

‘In any ploy AAuth the ladies,’ he said, ‘your

Majesty has the Aveight of an ermine cloak in

your favour, and AA^e all knoAV hoAV the lassies like

millinery.’

‘Then, Jamie, in a fair held, you think you
Avould have the advantage of me—as, for example,

if our carpet Avere the heather instead of the

AA'eaA'ing of an Eastern loom?’

‘I just think that,’ said Macdonald stoutl}^

The King threAV back his head and laughed the

generous laugh of the all-conquering man.

‘Egad! Jamie, my lad, aa^c may put that to

the test before long ;
but it is in the high realms

of statesmanshij) I AAmit your advice, and not in

the friA’olous courts of love. You may giA^e that

advice the more freely AA'hen I tell you I have

made up my mind Avhat to do in any case, and

am not likely to be SAA^ayed one AA^ay or other

by the counsel I shall receive.’

‘Then, AAdiy does your Majesty AA’ish my
opinion?’ asked the Higlilander.

‘ I ’ll AA'ant more than your o]3inion before this

is done A\uth
;
but I may tell you at once that

there’s troublesome neAA's from Skye.’

‘Are the Macleods up again?’

‘Ay, the}* ’re up and doAvn. They’re up in

their anger and doAAui on their neighbours. I

cannot fathom the intricacies of their disputes

;

but it may interest you to knoAV that some of

your clan are engaged in it. I suspect that

Alexander Macleod of Dunvegan is behind all this,

although he may not be an active jDarticipant.’

‘ Ah ! that is Allaster Crottach,’ said the young

man, knitting his broAvs.

‘ Allaster—yes ;
but AAfflat does Crottach mean ?

’

asked the King.

‘It means the humpback.’

‘Yes, that’s the man, and a crafty, plausible old

gentlemen he is. He got a charter of all his

lands under the Great Seal from my father, dated

the loth of June 1468. This did not satisfy him,

and AA’hen I came to the throne he asked for a

similar charter from me, AA’hich I signed on the

13th of Eebruary last. Its conditions seemed to

me most advantageous to him, for all that Avas

required from him AA’as that he should keep for

my use a galley of tAventy-six oam, and likeAA’ise

keep the peace. I am not aAA’are AA'hether the

galley has been built or not
;
but there is certainly

A’ery little peace AA’here a Macleod has a claymore

in his hand. Koaa", Jamie, the Macleods are your

neighbours in Sleat, so tell me AA’hat you Avoiild

do Avere the King’s croAATi on your head?’

‘I should AAuthdraAY their charter,’ said Mac-

donald.

‘That Avould seem but just,’ concurred the King
;

‘still, I doubt if our friend the humpback places

A^ery much A^alue on the AATiting of liis august

Sovereign. He knows he holds his lands as he

holds his SAvord : his grip on the one relaxing
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wlieii lie looses liis grip on tlie otlier. We will

suppose, however, the charter withdrawn, and the

Macleod laughing defiance at us. What next,

Macdonald ?
^

‘ Next ! I would raise an army and march
against him, and make him laugh on the other

side of his crooked mouth/
‘ Hump !

^ said the King
;

‘ that would mean
traversing the country of the Grahams, who would
probably let us by

;
then we would meet the

Stewarts, and for my name’s sake perhaps they

would not molest us. We would march out of

their country into the land of the Macnabs, and

the chief is an old friend of mine, so there would

be no disturbance there. After that we would

have to trust ourselves to the tender mercies of

the Campbells, and the outcome would depend

on what they could make by attacking us or by
leaving us alone. Next the Clan Cameron would

confront us, and are more likely than not to dis-

pute our passage. After them the Macdonalds,

and there you would stand my friend. When
at last we reached the Sound of Sleat, how
many of us would be left, and how are we to

get across to Skye with the Macleods on the main-

land to the north of us? I am thinking, Jamie,

there are lions in that

‘The lions are imaginary, your Majesty. The

Grahams, the Stewarts, the Macnabs, would rise

not against you, but for you, delighted to be led

by their King. The Campbells themselves would

join you if your force were large enough to do

without them. Among the Macdonalds alone I

could guarantee you an army. You forget that

the Highlandman is always anxious for warfare.

Leave Stirling with a thousand men and you will

have ten thousand before you are at the shores of

Sleat.’

The King meditated for a few moments
;
then

he looked uj) at his comrade with that engaging

smile of his.

‘ It may all be as you say, Jamie. Perhaps the

Highlands would rise with me instead of against

me ;
but a x>i'i-T-dent comni aider must not ignore

the xDossibility of the rev rse. However, aside

from all this, I am desirous of quelling the mili-

tary ardour of the Highlands, not of augmenting

it. It’s easy enough setting the heather on fire

in dry weather ;
but he is a wise x)i’ophet who

tells where the conflagration ends. I would

rather carry a bucket of water than a sword,

even though it may be heavier.’

‘If your Majesty will tell me what you have

resolved upon, then I shall very blithely give you

my opinion on it. It is always easier to criticise

the plans of another than to put forward sensible

Xplans of one’s own.’

‘You are right in that, Jamie, and the remark

shows I have chosen a wise counsellor. Very

well, then. I have never seen the renowned island

of Skye. They teU me it is even more picturesque

than Stirling itself. I x>i'opose to don a dis-

guise, visit Skye, and find out, if I can, what

the turbulent islanders want. If I am not able

to grant their desire, I can at least deal the

better with them for being acquainted.’

‘Your Majesty doesn’t puiq^ose going alone?’

cried Macdonald in amazement.
' ‘Certainly not. I shall be well guarded.’

‘ Ah 1 that is a different matter, and exactly

what I advised.’

‘You advised an army, which I shall not take

Avitli me. I shall be well guarded by my own
right arm and b}^ the still more potent right arm,

if I may believe his own statement, of my friend,

Jamie Macdonald of Sleat.’

With bent brows Macdonald x>oiidered for a few

moments, then looking iqi, said :

‘ Will your Majesty trust yourself in the wilder-

ness with a prisoner?’

‘There is no question of any 2)risoner. If you

refer to yourself, you have always been at liberty

to come and go as x>leased you. As for trusting,

I trust myself to a good comrade and a Highland

gentleman.’

The King rose as he spoke and extended his

hand, which the other grasped with great

cordiality.

‘You will get yourself out of Stirling to-night,’

continued the King, ‘ as quietly as
.

possible, and

hie you to my castle of Doune, and there wait

until I come, which may be in a day or may be

in a week. I will tell the Court that you have

gone to your own home, which will be true

enough. That will keep the gossips from saying

we have each made away with the other if we
both leave together. You see, Jamie, I must

have some one with me who sj)eaks the Gaelic.’

‘ My advice has been slighted so far,’ said

Macdonald, ‘ yet I must give jmu another x)iece of

it. We are going into a kittlish country. I

advise you to order your fleet into some safe

cove on the west coast. It will do the West

Highlanders good to see what shi'ps you have,

for they think that no one but themselves and

Noah coidd build a boat. When we come up into

my own country we’ll get a gillie or two that

can be depended on to wait on us
;

then, if we
are nix)i)ed, one or other of these gillies can easily

steal a boat and make for the fleet with your

orders to the admiral.’

‘That’s not a bad plan, Jamie,’ said the King,

‘and we will arrange it as you suggest.’

The Court wondered greatly at the sudden

disapxDearance of James Macdonald ;
but none

dared to make inquiry, some thinking he had

escaped to the north, others that a dungeon in

Stirling Castle might reveal his whereabouts.

The King was as genial as ever, and the vdse-

acres surmised from his manner that he meditated

going off on tram|) again. The fleet was ordered

to Loch Torridon, where it could keep a watchful

eye on turbulent Skye. The King spent a busy

three days in settling the affairs of the realm
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which demanded immediate attention, left Sir

Donald Sinclair in temporaxy command, and rode

off to Donne Castle.

From this stronghold there issued next morning
before daylight two young well-mounted men,

who struck in a north-xvesterly direction for the

wild Highland coimtry. Their adventures were

many and various
;
but ^Macdonald's Gaelic and

knowledge of the locality carried them scatheless

to the co^ist, although much of the journe}’ was
done on foot, for before half the wa}' xvas ac-

complished the insurmountable difiiculty of the

passes compelled them to rehnquish their horses.

As it was unadvisable for thenx to enter Skye
iix anything like state, the two travellers con-

tented themselves with an ordinary fishing-boat,

which spread sail Axhen the winds were fair and

depended on the oars of the crew when the sea

was calm. They xvere accompanied by two gillies

who were intended to be useful on any ordinary

occasion and necessary in case of emergency, for

the boat and its crew were to wait in some

harbour of Skye that was determined upon, and

carry news to Loch Torridon if the presence of

the fleet xvere deemed necessary.

[To he continued.)

‘WHAT’S WHAT?’ HAE.HT QUILTEE OH
THIHG-S GEHEEAL.

OR some consideiuble period the

public has had the benefit of a

useful biographical volume, Who's
JJ'lw ? iSoxv, thanks to Harry
Quilter— who has been in turn

artist, author, barrister, art critic,

and lecturer—we have a thick volume issued by
Sonnenschein bearing the title of What's What?
A Guide for To-day to Life as it is and Thmgs as they

are. This volume of over twelve hundred pages,

which is due to the suggestion of ]Mi's Quiltei',

luis taken just a year to pi’oduce, and the editor

has himself written one-third of the two thousand

five hundred ‘paragrams' composing the book.

Critics, and private correspondents, who are

invited to give their opinions, have no doubt told

the editor some very frank home-truths : that

the fii^st half of the alphabet conies oft' best, and
that here and there an article is jiroinised and
the promise is not redeemed. Provincial critics

will say that the author believes London to be

the hub of the universe. The least that any

critic might say is that the production of a

dictionary or work of reference ciinnot be hurried

without injurious results. At the same time iMr

Quilter makes it known that WhaVs What ? does

not claim to be a book of reference in the strict

sense of the term. "Viniat he does claim infei'en-

tially, though not explicitly, is to tell people

something about the nature of things and aft'aii's

—and, in many cases, of things and affairs ex-

cluded from other works of general information.

This, together with the personality of the editor,

makes the book all the brighter and more in-

teresting reading. Edinburgh and Glasgow and

r\Ianchester, for instance, ai'e distinctly impres-

sionist sketches
;

it is the town of Manchester as

it appeared to Harry Quilter when fulfilling

certain lecturing engagements which he is careful

to mention. If in the line of mentioning lectures,

why not allude to John Ruskin's famous Man-
chester lecture, Sesame and Lilies.^ which when
published proved the most popular of all his

works? ‘Money as an Object in Life^ is another

uncommon subject; ‘Bachelorhood or Marriage’

is also a surprise
;
but, alas ! he forgets to redeem

his promise made to give ‘ Spinsterhood.’ "^Yhat

possibilities lie in such an article !

Still, the book is so good in some respects that

one could only have wished that it had been much
better. The author is brilliant, clever, unconven-

tional
; and one cannot open his volume without

finding something useful and entertaining—more

entertaining, in fact, than ninety-ninG out of

every hundred of the novels which drop from

the press in such a steady stream. That useful

volume. Who’s Who ? is strictly biographical
;
this

is general, and has to do with life in all its

multiform interests. How and what to eat and

drink, how to dress and purchase dress, spend

a week in London, chat about novels and novelists,

magazines, pictures, sale-rooms, &c., these make
the book like the Scotsman’s description of a

sheep’s-head :
‘ full o’ fine confused feedin’.’

There is no clue as to how far the lady con-

tributoi's or sub-editor are responsible for the

domestic interest, which is distinctly strong.

Take for instance the following scattered frag-

ments of information we have gleaned, such as

the fact that compax'atively few jxeojxle, and

hax'dly aixy women, take in as much, fresh air as

they ought, and therefore certain j)arts of their

lungs are aj)t to become weak
;

oixly those

jxossessed of reaRy good feet or indifferent to

expense should have boots made to measure.

The editor does not explain why many cookery-

books, like sermons, are so uixpi'actical
;

but

English dinners, we are told, are too long and

too heavy :
‘ Soup or fish, an eixtree, and a

vegetable, are as nxixch as a man waixts who is

dining alone, vdtlx, say, a ixxouthfixl of Roquefort

cheese to wind up with.’ Not oixly our dinnei’S

but our English buxxs are too heavy, aixd there

seexxxs to Mr Qixilter aix opeixiixg for a coixfectioner

who caix ixxvexxt axx ‘ iixtelligexxt axxd digestible

species.’ ‘Abernethy Biscuit’ has the hoixour of
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a paragrain to itself
;
the one on ‘ Biscuits ’ is good.

Chicory, we are told, weakens the digestive

powers
;

coffee aids digestion. Schweitzer’s cocoa-

tina is' one of the editor’s favourite beverages.

He does not say what wine he prefers
;
apjDarently

he lias tried many kinds and found them equally

wanting.' To open our windows day and night

makes a greater difference than a couj)le of hours

more or less out of doors. Parents are warned
against furnishing children with exciting and

expensive amusements. Like Dr Keith, the editor

recommends a very small amount of butcher-

meat for cliildren—only a small slice of lamb or

mutton once or twice a week. Cake, iinless made
by a ‘rational artist,’ is too indigestible. The
case is mentioned of one family of little children

so well brought uj) that to them taking medicine

is a jdeasure
;
but as regards medicine the less

given the better, digestion being best aided by
careful dieting. A tablesiDOonful of pure olive-

oil is better than magnesia, and ordinary colds

subside all the sooner in the open air. The
worse a cough is the less a child should sit over

the fire, the dry heat of which only irritates,

though staying in the same room may be advis-

able. Athletics are not so unintellectual as

some people suppose, for Sandow declares that no

muscular develojDinent is possible by movement
alone without conscious mental effort. Ping-

Pong is said to be rather t}q)ical of the

‘smart set,’ and is noisy, frivolous, and a trifle

childish. '\^^iat of E. T. Reed’s picture of ‘Ping-

Pong in the Stone Age’ in Punch?
Those interested in the sale-room ^yill turn

vdth iDleasure to ‘Agnew’s’ and ‘Christie’s,’ and

probably also to ‘Pictures.’ We learn that the

Agnews were originally Manchester people, there

being three brothers : Samuel, Thomas, and

William
;

the latter was the man of genius of

the family, the London art business founded by
Sir William Agnew being now probably the ‘ most

important in the kingdom.’ Sir William has an

interest in the firm of Bradbury & Evans, the

proprietors of Punch. Since he retired from the

picture trade a few years ago the business has

been carried on by his two sons, a third being a

X^artner in the auctioneering firm of ‘Christie’s.’

The Agnews have always been noted for dealing

in water-colour drawings of fine quality, although

the x)re-Raxdiaelites did not find favour with Sir

William, who j^aid an}^ sum for certain j^ictures

he liked, so that he kex)t them within his own
control. ‘ Christie’s,’ as the noted firm of Christie,

Manson, & Woods is often designated, established

for nearly a centuiy, has a first-class reputation,

being regarded as ‘the first auction- room in

London.’ We learn that Mr Taylor is an

excellent judge of hric-ci-hmc. Mr Woods, the

senior partner, knows a great deal about x)ictures

;

and here any lady may go with safety and enjoy

the humour of the sale-room. It is explained why
the private buyer may come off best in the sale-

room if a dealer is emx)loyed. On the other hand,

the writer under ‘Pictures’ says he has seen five

hundred j^icture-sales at Christie’s, and the most

profitable have been collections formed according

to the inde]Dendent judgment of the seller, or

original owner.

Mr Quilter is quite at home in discoursing upon
‘ Pictures ’ and ‘ Picture-Dealers ’ under these head-

ings. His allied article on the ‘Tate Gallery’ is

mainly a condemnation of the collection (‘ Sir

Henry Tate did not know a good picture from a

bad one’) and a warning to millionaires to get

sound advice before they spend thousands on

questionable subjects. A most interesting jDara-

gram on Charles Eairfax Murray comes with a

sense of freshness and novelty to the ordinary

reader. This self-made Scotsman, the ‘unofficial

counsel to the great picture-dealers,’ is styled one

of the most remarkable men in England. Of

humble birth, with little or no education, he

taught himself to draw while in a City office

;

introduced to Rossetti, he worked for some years

as his assistant, and acted in the same capacity

to Sir Edward Burne-Jones. John Ruskin, who
called him a heaven-born copyist, sent him to

Italy to do work for him in water-colour. He
married a Siennese girl, and settled in Florence

about twenty years ago, although he now spends a

part of the year in London. His knowledge of

Italian art is said to be unrivalled, and he has

made hundreds of cox)ies of famous x^ictures for the

XDurpose of study. He began collecting x^icturcs

and dealing in them, and is said to possess the

best collection of pre-Rax^haelite dravungs, out-

lines, and manuscripts in existence. What De
Quincey said of Wordsworth, in regard to any-

thing the Lake-x^oet might want, is said in another

sense by Mr Quilter about Murray. He would not

like to possess a work of art that i\Iurray wanted,

as he would be certain in the long-run to get it

out of him. This is Mr Quilter’s summing up.

Murray is a bold buyer at Christie’s, has the

courage of his convictions, is ‘furiously inde-

pendent, scrux)ulously a man of his word, touchily

X^roud, a most interesting talker, has a native

sense of humour, and, we should think, never

forgets either friend or enemy. He has one of

the finest heads with which we are acquainted.’

Mr Quilter holds the strong opinion that it is

‘sheer idiocy’ on the x^art of the Government not

to entrust such a man with the directorshix) of

the National Gallery, when in ten years he would

make it the most celebrated collection in Europe.

We cannot too heartily exx^ress our symx^athy

with Mr Quilter’s remarks on modern picture-

dealing. These remarks apx^ly more esx3ecially to

the acquisition of ancient pictures by modem
millionaires hailing in most cases from Hew
York. Referring to the case of the ‘ Gainsborough ’

knovTi as ‘the missing Duchess,’ which Messrs

Agnew the Bond Street picture-dealers bought

for ten thousand pounds and are reported to have
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sold lately to Mr PierjDont Morgan for tliirty

thousand pounds, Mr Quilter says :
* IVhen this

picture disappeared there were doubts as to its

authenticity and genuineness held by several

experts, and since then nothing has haj)pened to

prove these doubts unfounded, so that we have

the extraordinary result of a picture being sold

for an enormous sum ‘disappearing the very

night of its purchase, and when it reappears

fetching three times the amount paid for it. In

truth, sweet are the uses of the American
millionaire. I only wish he could be induced to

buy pictures for himself from living painters,

instead of those by dead men through j)icture-

dealers. lYhen English artists have such a bad

time of it as they have had of late, we thoroughly

grudge these enormous sums to any middleman.

The whole Royal Academy sales this year (1901)

only amounted to twenty-two thousand j)ounds,

an average of two hundred and fifty shillings per

work exhibited. And here it may be noted that

if any American or other traveller wishes to deal

direct with any English artist, there is not the

slightest difficulty in so doing
;
he can go to any

studio whatever, and send in his card, and it’s a

hundred to one he will be received with courtesy

and pleasure.’ This information Mr Quilter

supplies under the heading ‘London : a week in

—M’^ednesday,’ giving at the same time many
interesting anecdotes of Bond Street and its

hric-d-hrac shops. The writer’s advice to those on
the lookout for a suitable portrait-]painter is

equally valuable. ‘Be on your guard,’ says Mr
Quilter, ‘against a painter whose work you have

found looks especially well in the Royal Academy.
Why? Because in all probability your drawing-

room will be unWce the Royal Academy
;

and
what looks especially well in the one is likely to

look especially ill in the other. There is a much
deeper and more vital reason for this than the

one Ave have mentioned ; but Ave prefer to leave

our readers to discover this for themseWes.’ We
are afraid this fine, if someAvhat obscure, j)iece of

satire Avill be unintelligible to many readers.

Under ‘Editor’ Ave are told many of the
‘ secrets of the prison-house

;
’ the last and

twenty-sixth being, ‘Have a Avaste-j)aper basket

like a bucket, a constitution like a horse, a re-

volA’ing arm-chair, and a heart like the nether

millstone.’ Under ‘Journalism’ and ‘Illustrated

Journalism’ Ave are told many plain and interest-

ing facts A\daich those concerned aauII be inclined

to contradict or repudiate. Eresh, piquant, and
entertaining, the Avriter gossips of novels and
novelists

;
but Avhy include BroAAming and omit

Tennyson and also AndreAv Laug ? Mr Hall Caine

Avill not feel flattered at this reference made to

him :
‘ To some men pose is as necessary as

porridge. Certainly, nowadays, the former pro-

cures the latter. In jperson Mr Hall Caine is said

to cultivate a composite likeness to Shakespeare

and the Founder of the Christian religion
; he

Avears his hair long, dons a cloak, rolls his eye of

genius a little wildly, and Avrites for the Neiu

York Herald.^ There are some ifiain remarks

about Mr Shorter, aaJio is certain to say the

circulation of one of his papers is understated.

John Halifax^ hoAvever, is not purely a girls’

stoiy, and Henty, Fenn, and SteA^enson might

haA^e been added to the Avriters for youth, as they

have the gi’eatest vogue, at present. Mr Quilter

says the modern magazine gives a great deal

for the money
;
but he thinks that it does not

seem to matter Avhat the illustrations are ! The
old style of magazine aa^s ‘much more unobjec-

tionable and more friendly.’ The modern magazine

has A’ariety, enterprise, advertisements, and is A^ery

‘suitable for reading in a railway train and tliroAA’-

ing out of a AAundoAv aaRcu done Avith.’ It is A^ery

clear that Mr Quilter had not Chamberses in his

mind AAdien he Avrote this, as it does not figure

in his list, and Ave knoAv that it is saA^ed for a

better fate. Possibly he is perfect^ sound as

regards dictionaries and encyclopoBdias, for he

declares his preference, amongst concise and com-

paratiA'ely cheap etymological dictionaries, for that

of Chambers, and in encyclopaedias ‘ the Chamberds

division of the subject-matter into many separate

paragraphs seems decidedly more practical than

the alternative plan of embodying most details of
,

a large science in one long discourse (as in the

Britannica). To j^ut it in a nutshell, the one

encycloptedia is pre-eminently practical, the other

mainly abstruse.’ Modesty prevents us from

printing the Avhole of the paragraph.

There is nothing better in the Avhole book from

a literary point of vieAv than the sketch of R. H.

Hutton and ToAvnsend of the B2oectatoi\ under

Avhom the Avriter served his journalistic apprentice-

ship. The rcAueAv of the Aveek at the beginning

of that paper has for long been held to be the

best thing in journalism. The Bjoectator was

started in 1828, Avitli a Scottish journalist, Mr
Robert S. Rintoul, as editor, aaJio had secured a

brilliant staff and a firm hold on |)ublic faA^our

ere his death in 1858. The present editor is Mr
St Loe Strachey, and he and his family chiefly oaah

the pax^er. Richard Holt Hutton and Meredith

ToAvnsend Avere prox^rietors as Avell as editors of

the Bpectaior during its brilliant recent x^eriod,

and considered it of more inix:>ortance to exx^ress

their x^ei'sonal opinions ‘than to Avrite Avhat Avas

pleasing to their readers or calculated to increase

the circulation of the The circulation of

the x^^^pcr did continue to increase, hoAvever, be-

tAveen 1870 and 1890. Hutton AA^as a thinker and

metax5hysician ;
AA’hile ToAvnsend, aaJio had l^een

proprietor and editor of a Calcutta x^^P^L is-

termed ‘one of the most brilliant historical and

political leader-AAudters that ever served a weekly

journal.’ The staff included James McDonnell,

Malcolm MacColl, Herman MerhMe, Mrs Cashel

Hoey, and Frances PoAA^er Cobbe ‘the humani-

tarian, kinder to cats than to her felloAV-Chris-
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tians.^ Mr Hutton wrote six or eight articles

himself, and impressed his individualit}’' upon

every part of the paper. John Morley termed

him ‘the best critic in England.’ The Bioectator^

we are further told, has ahvays been religious in

tone, and has a large circulation amongst country

parsons, ‘schoolmasters, and other serious people.’

Hutton was chivalrous, truthful, and sympathetic,

and ruled his contributors and staff well
;
he did

not alter articles; but if one did not please it

was bundled back to the writer. Tovmsend is

described as a ‘ quaint, excitable, and exceedingly

untidy little man, vdth his waistcoat half-un-

buttoned and covered with snuff, which he took

copiously the whole time, and he had a trick of

speaking as if he were furiously angry on the

slightest provocation. It was, however, a mild,

fretful, spluttering sort of anger, quite different

from the great roar of Hutton. . . . Imagine a

thin, elderly lion turned into a short-sighted man,

and set down at a high desk, writing busily

apparently with his nose as well as the pen

;

imagine, I say, this metamorphosed king of beasts

writing at breakneck speed, with grunts and ejacula-

tions, and continual re23lacenient of an eye-glass and

tossings of its gray mane, and sheets of copy flying

aU over the room when finished.’ Mr Quilter is

IDroud to say that for twelve years he served under

these chiefs, ‘ two of the cleverest men in England.’

The editor, under ‘ Hotels,’ speaks eloquently

against certain iniquitous hotel charges, which
must, he thinks, be a puzzle to the foreigner. He
objects to paying one shilling for a plain cup of

tea and also to tip the waiter into the bargain.

In some big hotels the cooking is indifferent, in

others absolutely criiiiinal. This has the, air of

a personal experience :
‘ The mere sight of the

milk-jug allotted to him at breakfast, holding a

tablespoonful of that inestimable fluid, makes his

heart ache
; the half-kipper brought him looks

sad and lonely on the spotless plate
;
the small

teapot,’ and the roll half life-size—all make but an
apology for breakfast. The dearest English hotels

in the season are at Cromer
;
in Devon and Corn-

wall they are nearly the cheapest ;
and he con-

siders Cornwall more beautiful in its coast and sea

than any place on the hither side of the Ei^dera.

The series of paragraphs, ‘A week in London,’’

is of great interest to every one, and might with

advantage be reprinted separately for the sake

of the visitor
; those on London dressmakers gossip

about prices and mention houses which have 50

per cent, profit. The writer also tells of certain

private dressmakers who are almost invariably

incapable, careless, ‘and, wdien convicted of sin,

insolent.’ The case of a worker who sewed

carpets is mentioned as receiving five shillings a

week for eleven hours a day. Dressmakers’ work-
rooms need much amendment

;
to enter some of

them even for a few nninutes, we are told, ensures

a headache. The workers, with sickly, yellowish

faces, are frankly commiserated. Altogether, there

is much healthy humanitarianism Eke this in the

book, which, in spite of all that the reviewers

have said, may j^robably run through many
editions and have a great future before it.

CLIPPED WIUGS.
By Mary Stuart Boyd.

CHAPTER VIII.—NIGHT AND ilORN.

^HE moon was obscured when at

midnight the Omega cast anchor in

Colombo harbour. Save only for

an occasional transitory phos-

phorescent glimmer, the ocean lay

in impenetrable gloom around the

brilliantly lit ship. At the foot of the accom-

modation-ladder clustered native boats, their

owners eagerly competing for the privilege of

conveying passengers ashore. Beyond the circle

of radiance lay an unknown world, dark, silent,

replete with the romantic charm of mystery.

‘Would you like to go on shore,’ Challoner said

suddenly as Lucie and he leant over the rail

watching those of their fellow-travellers whose
voyage ended at Ceylon descending the ladder,

followed by obsequious luggage-bearing, tix3-

expecting stewards.

‘ On shore 1 It sounds delicious
;
but wouldn’t

it be ridiculous at this hour ? It ’s all so dark,’

responded Lucie, desire and dissuasion warring in

her voice.

‘ It ’ll be aE right on land. The shops are

sure to be ojDen when a liner comes in
;
we’re to

leave at nine o’clock to-morrow mornuig, and the

beggars Avon’t lose a chance of making money.

We can haA^e a look round and get back if

there’s nothing doing.’

‘ My cloak Avill do
;
but I AAnuld require a hat,’

Lucie debated, glancing doA\n at the thin white

frock she wore under the long red cloak; ‘and

if I go doAAui, I’m afraid. Miss Santhem’
‘ Try to dodge her,’ counselled ChaUoner.

‘Eun doAvn for yoim hat, and Ave’ll cut aAvay

before she notices.’

Eeturning Avith a hat hidden under her cloak,

Lucie slipped past the open doors of the dining-

saloon, AA'herein her guardian Avas restornig ex-

hausted nature Avitli a ham-sandAvich, on her

Avay to bed. Lucie flattered herself she had

aAnided detection
;
but Miss Santhem’s keen eyes

Avere on the alert. Before her Avard had reached

the top of the steps she discoAnred that Miss

Santhem^ was ascending behind her, and heard
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lier acrid voice demand, ‘AYliere are you hurry-

ing to ?
^

‘ On deck/ was Lucie’s laconic reply.

‘But you’ve got a liat under your cloak and

slioes on. You’re going on sliore, and Avith that

man,’ she whispered fiercely.

‘Well, what if I am?’ Lucie responded de-

fiantly. ‘ We ’re only going to walk about a little

and then come back
;

tlie people say the shops

Avill all be open. It’s my only chance of seeing

anything of Ceylon if we s<Ail so early to-

morrow,’
‘ If A’ou go on shore I ’ll go Avith you. I

promised to look after you during the A*oyage.

When that’s over my duty’s ended. But till

then I Avon’t shirk it,’

They had been ascending as they spoke. With
the last Avords Challoner came in vicAv, Avaiting

impatiently.

‘ Miss Santhein says if I go on shore she ’ll

come too,’ Lucie indignantly appealed to him.
‘ By all means,’ replied Challoner, gallantly

making the best of a tough bargain. ‘I Avas

looking for you, Miss Santhem, to ask you to

come. It Avould be a pity to stay on board Avhen

Ave might have an hour on land. Is that cloak

all right? Then come along,’

Without giving the good lady time to object

to his taking her at her Avord, Challoner hurried

Lucie doAvn the steep accommodation-ladder and

into the nearest boat. Miss Santhem, protesting

that it Avas folly—stark, staring madness—to think

of landing on a foreign shore after midnight,

folloAved at their heels, and speedily found herself

seated Avith Challoner and her charge in the stern

of a boat that, \mder the guidance of Iavo Indian

boatmen, Avas cleaA'ing its Avay through the dark-

ness to the unknoAvn beyond.

Half a cable’s length from the ship impene-

trable blackness encompassed them, and Avith it

came a feeling of UAve that silenced Miss Santhem’s

repinings. Even the faces of the boatmen Avere

unseen ; only the Avhite of their turbans and

floAving draperies Avas dimly visible as, standing

to their Avork, they steadily propelled the boat

ouAvards.

‘ Where are they taking us to ? Are you certain

these men are honest?’ Avhispered Miss Santhem
in a mild frenzy of alarm. ‘They might take us

anvAvhere, and Ave could be robbed and murdered,

and nobody be any the Aviser. Oh 1 Avhy did I

ever alloAv you to persuade me to come on a

fool’s ermnd like this?’

A vagrant light tAvinkled in the distance ; the

moon escaping momentarily from behind an ex-

tinguishing bank of clouds threAv a ghostly radi-

ance over the scene, and shoAved that the boat

Avas approaching the Custom-House steps,

‘Nothing Avill ever induce me to go through
that experience again,’ declared Miss Santhem
Avhen they were safely landed, and the Indians,

after accepting treble their laAvful fee Avith resigned

dignity, had re-entered their boat and instantly

disappeared .into the darkness. ‘I’m certain that

tall man Avas a regular cut-throat. If I hadn’t

Siiid aloud that I had left all my money on board

the Omega they’d have murdered us or kept us

hostages someAvhere. I knoAv they Avould.’

Beyond the portals of the Custom-House the

tOAvn lay hushed in slumber. Every AvindoAv Avas

dark ; even the trees lining the Avide road seemed

somnolent. None bnt the three travellers appeared

to be aAvake.

‘Well, I AA'ish people Avould talk about AAhat

they knoAv. Saying the Avhole toAvn Avould be

alive 1 I suppose Ave had better go back,’ said

Challoner.

‘ I certainly sha’n’t go back till daylight.

Nothing Avould make me endure again AAdiat I

suffered in that dreadful boat,’ exclaimed Miss

Santhem, a hint of Avaspish tears in her voice.

As they turned a corner of the dark road, a build-

ing alive Avith sparkling lights confronted them.

‘There’s a hotel. Suppose Ave sleep there. It’s

nearly one o’clock iioav, and Ave can get up early

and see the native A’illage before Ave join the ship.

They sixy that’s jolly,’ suggested Challoner, cheered

by the prospect of light and shelter.

‘I’mAvilling to sleep there if you’re certain

that it’s quite a respectable hotel. I’d do any-

thing to escape those murdering boatmen,’ Miss

Santhem conceded. ‘But I certainly Avill not go

to the native village in the morning. There Avas

a bill posted up on the ship’s notice-board to

Avarn people that in going there they ran the

risk of catching fever.’

Within the hall of the Grand Oriental Hotel a

sxtave Hindu gentleman received the travellers

blandly, ‘The bar is closed. There can be no

refreshment before morning, sir. Except beds

;

plenty of beds, ladies, at once.’

As they discussed the matter of rooms, a lady

in eA'ening-dress, alighting from an open carriage,

entered the hotel, folIoAved by a gentleman Avho

carried her cloak. As the light fell upon her

naked shoulders the extreme scantiness of her

bodice caused Miss Santhem to gasp.

‘ Lucie I Do you really think this is quite

a respectable hotel ?
’ AA-hispered the OA'er-AA*ary

spinster, assxxiled by nexv fears, ‘Her dress is

simply shocking. No decent person Avould expose

herself like that, I never Avore a bodice that aaus

more than a little square-cut in my life.’

The unconsciously offending lady, pausing to

get some letters from the clerk, chanced to catch

sight of Challoner, Avho Avas leaving the oiiice

Avith the bedroom tickets in his hand. To Lucie’s

surprise and Mi.3s Santhem’s horror, the abandoned

female, after a moment’s scrutiny, hastened for-

AA'ard and effusively greeted him,
‘ Yic Why, you dear old boy, aaEo ever

thought of seeing you at this end of the AA’orld?

Come into our rooms and tell ns hoAv yon came

here.’
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‘Luciej did you hear thafcl Fancy accosting a

gentleman in that free-and-easy way at this

hour of night, and in a strange hotel I She

can’t he all right. If she’d only cover up her

neck ^

But Lucie made no reply, for Glialloner, who
had only escorted his chance friend to the foot

of the staircase, quickly returned.

‘ Do you think this is really a nice hotel ? One
where ladies ^—Miss Santhem emphasised tlie

word—^can safely stayP she inquired in her

iciest tones, eyeing the young man severel}', chin

in air. ^ There are some rather—strange char-

acters ahout.^

‘ Safe 1 Yes, of course. This is the best hotel

in Colombo,^ Challoner answered impatiently,

annoyed at himself for getting into a position

that necessitated the endurance of this intolerable

female.

*^Iiss Santhem doesn't quite approve of your
:

friend's style of dressing,'’ Lucie hinted. ;

Challoner burst out laughing, his good humour
completely restored. ‘ I wish the Dickon Gunns i

could hear you. YTiy, that's their daughter— |

Mrs YTillie Delphin
;
and you know how proper i

her mother is. Miss Santhem. She says they he i

coming on with us to-morrow. I had quite for- !

gotten Lady Gunn told me she and Delphin ;

were going to join the Omega at Ceylon.'
I

To travel to London in company with that i

smart woman with the flippantly aMectionace
j

manner and the bare shoidders I Lucie's heart,
|

assailed by vague jealousies, sank at the prospect.
|

The thought almost destroyed her pleasure in
|

the novelty of their surroundings. She did not
j

share 3Iiss Sauthem's amazement at flnding that I

the custodian of their chamber was a little bearded I

Cingalese who wore a skirt and did his long hair I

up vith combs : and, occupied with her own
Thoughts, she paid little heed to the shock

experienced by that good lady when, on opening

the door to put out her boots, she discovered the

dusky sleeper stretched on a mat placed across

the threshold.

Making such changes in her toilet as were

possible in the absence of luggage, Lucie slipped

between the cool sheets, and was asleep before

Miss Santhem, with her head encased in a

handkerchief knotted at each comer in place

of a night-cap, had wriggled under her mos-

quito-curtains and for the time being was at

peace.

With the first glimmer of dawn Lucie avroke.

Moving noiselessly to avoid awaking her gorgon,

she dressed, then stepped out ou to the bMcouy
ou which the window of their rc-om openeti.

Eaising the matting blinds, she looked out, draw-
ing in the aroma of the balmy air and the beauty
of the scene in one long breath. It was ail so

foreign. The slowly moving figures, with their

elaborately dressed hair, their flowing raiment, their

harmonious movements, seemed in perfect keeping i

with the vivid greens of the tropical herbage,

the glowing sapphire sky, and the humid atmos-

phere. The soft-eyed, gently momng natives ap-

peared to suit their surroundings
;

even as Lucie

had seen a swarthy tattooed Maori woman, clad

in the brilliant reds and yellows dear to her

barbaric fancy, form a fitting adjunct to some

New Zealand bush-scene luxuriant in fz'-tree and

bunga-hunga.

A rustle of the matting curtain that divided

her portion of the balcony from that of the next

room brought Lucie back to actualities, and she

became conscious that Challoner was there, trying

to attract her attention.

^ The hag—is she asleep 1

'

‘Thank Heaven, yes.'’

‘ Suppose we do a bolt. Can you get out

vdthout arousing her?*

Lucie peeped anxiously into the darkened

chamber beyond. ‘I think so—yes.’

‘ Then we 'TL take breakfast in the courtyard

downstairs—there 's a nice place with palms and

flowers—and slip out for a walk before she dis-

covers we have gone.’

They breakfasted in a blossomy nook by a

fountain, ofi’ toast, little silver bananas, and tea

that, unlike the beverage served on ship-board,

had flavour other than that of distilled water.

After the oppressive steamer menus there was

something fairy-like and enticing in the simple

meal, 'with its dainty adjuncts of strangely savoured

preserves.

In the native village every one. was astir. The
inhabitants, surprised at the early appearance of

the travellers, smiled graciously upon them,

several of the linguists essaying cheerful

morningsd The little open-fronted shops were

ready for buyers.

‘ What dear cherubs the chil*iren are !
* Lucie

exclaimed. ‘ Just look at that darling.' She

indicated one who, tuidresscU save tor a., waist-

girdle of interwoven silver cord and beads and a

tiny bangle, on each wrist, sat on the eige of the

teeth with a bit of rag. ‘ Isnk he lovely I Why,^

^ it 's rainins' I

*

‘ Quick, come in here!. You'll he fireneiiea,'

Challoner said, hurr’^dnsr LiUcie into- an open-

fronted shop' on whose makeshift counter, lormei

which they guessed to be native sweetmeats-

rice-dishes, revealed that, the establishment com-

bined the dual oSces of shop, ana housiX The

the place to themselves but tot' uii'e presirnc'e
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in, and stood gravely inspecting them with his

great dark eyes.

‘He isn’t a real baby. He’s only an exquisite

little bronze statuette,’ Lucie was sajung, when,

with a patter of bare feet, the mistress nf the

house appeared under a skeleton black cotton

umbrella, through whose rents the rain had been

dropping on her embroidered chemisette and

salmon-hued skirt.

‘And she is ugly,’ Lucie whispered. ‘Fancy

the mother of that cherub being squat and
hideous.’

Picking up her boy, the mother liad placed

him astride her hip, and, standing in the farther

corner of the circumscribed space, both now re-

garded the interlopers with solemnly inquiring

eyes.

‘I wish I knew what lingo to speak to these

people. I feel as though I ought to apologise

for taking possession of their shanty.—Here,

Tott3q give us some sweets,’ said Challoner, laying

a shilling on the counter and indicating b}^ a

wave of his hand the meagre stock-in-trade.

Her dark eyes astare at the munificence of the

order, which she readily comprehended, the woman
quickly wra^Dped up her entire stock in an untidy

j)arcel, and began to fumble among her draiDeries

in quest of change.

‘Never mind about change; and give this to

the kidd}",’ said Challoner, hastily shoving the

dainties into the infant’s ready hands, which

hands speedil}^ conve3md the sweetmeats in the

direction of his yet readier mouth.

The dovmpour of rain had ceased as suddenly

as it began. Behind the tall sj^ikes of cactus

that rooted in the crevices of the quaint red-tiled

roofs of the low dwellings, the sky was already

brightening
;
and once more picturesque figures

were moving along the narrow street.

‘We must hasten back. If Miss Santhem dis-

covers she will never forgive me,’ said Lucie,

struck with tardy compunction.

For once fortune favoured' the delinquents.

Miss Santliem’s locks were only just released from

the custody of the pocket-handkerchief with the

knots in the corners when Lucie knocked waril}^

at her bedroom door. She had over-slei^t herself,

and was so afraid of losing the boat that, without

delaying to breakfast, she insisted on returning to

the Omega, which b}^ da^dight seemed much nearer

than in the darkness Miss Santhem had fancied.

On the Customs wharf, surrounded by a host

of friends and j^iles of luggage, stood Mrs Willie

Delphin, who hailed Challoner with acclamation,

and promptl}^ enlisted him in her service. ‘ Mr
Challoner is on the Omega. He has promised

to teach me the roj^es,’ she explained to her

satellites.

Challoner promptl}" introduced his companion

to Mrs Delphin, who, having man}’’ claims upon
her attention, accorded her a mere] 3^ 2^^Himctor3'

greeting
; but even under the casual glance of

her e3’’es Lucie felt painfull3^ conscious of her

white evening-frock, whose edges the rain had
bedraggled, and of the flowing red cloak which
was such unsuitable wear for a torrid morning.

She felt ashamed, too, of being seen in Miss

Santhem’s compan3", and annoyed at being forced

to dela3^ their embarkation, and to wait in close

proximit3' to Mrs Delphin’s group wliile her

guardian, who was incongruousl3^ attired in the

skimp}^ black silk that formed her evening-dress,

a tan tippet, and a rakish naA’;)^-blue 3’'achting-

cap, chaffered shrill3^ with a native huckster

regarding the price of certain baubles.

‘I knew better than to allow that man to

cheat me. The3’' alwa3^s ask three times more

mone3^ than the3^ expect to get,’ Miss Santhem

exclaimed complacently when, after ten minutes

of vociferous argument, the bargain was con-

cluded, and she consented to embark, proudly

bearing a little bone elephant that she had

succeeded in securing at half its alleged price.

Lucie, who was sitting with her face buried in

the bouquet of fragrant Buddha blossoms Challoner

had bought her, paid no heed to these self-con-

gratulations. Next moment her attention was

forcibl3^ aroused b3^ Miss Santhem starting up

from her seat in the boat in a sudden accession

of wrath.

‘ Sto^D ! stop ! Go back. That man has cheated

me. He hasn’t given me the eleidiant I bought.

This one is damaged. It has a broken trunk.

Go back instantl3^’

‘ Nonsense. Go on, boatmen,’ commanded Lucie,

now thoroughly awakened from her reverie. ‘Do
you vdsh to be the laughing-stock of the whole

ship?’ she added in a lower tone.

‘But, Lucie, I tell you this is sheer robber3\

I paid a shilling for the elephant
;
the man asked

a florin at first, and he has palmed off a broken

one on me. It ’s downright fraud. I ’ll go back

and complain to the authorities.

The British Consul’s launch bearing the Del-

phins was jDassing abreast of their boat at the

moment of Miss Santhenl’s tragic discover3", and

Lucie had the humiliation of seeing Mrs Delphin

thrust a laughing face from under the gail3^

striped, awning, and regard them with undisguised

amusement, then turn and make some jocular

remark to her companions.

Lucie felt the blood rush to her face. She did

not look at Challoner, who sat beside her, but

b3^ his silence she could guess his anno3mice.

After such an exposure, how could she expect

him to acknowledge her as his one friend? At

that moment her distaste of Miss Santhem reached-

to detestation. She hated her quondam duenna

with an intensity that, had she realised it, would

have surprised that complacent lad3^

‘ I was ‘ mad, mad to allow m3^self to be

handicapped with her,’ Lucie thought, as she gazed

with unseeing e3^es over the expanse of sparkling

water.
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DUCAL MOTTOES.
By James A. Mansok.

OTTOES exist for other things than
‘ lovely crackers/ as Mr W. S.

Gilbert would be the first to admit.

Wliere would Suburbia be without

them ? Nay, more, is it quite clear

that his motto is of less importance

to a duke than his strawberry-leaf ? We have
been led to understand that ‘ kind hearts are more
than coronets, and simple faith than ISTorman

blood.^ If so, surely some of the maxims incul-

cating goodness and belief have a value no
less real. The fact that so many of them are

wrapped up in foreign tongues only proves

how modest their bearers are
;

for when you
reduce some of these mottoes to plain English,

the sense of proprietary rights in graces and
virtues and talents becomes rather strong for the

j)alate.

His Grace of Norfolk, the premier duke, is a

general favourite. Though his dukedom dates

from the 28th of June 1483, he gives himself no
airs, i>uts on no side. Wlien the Sussex Archceo-

logical Society visited Arundel Castle, a little

gentleman in a cutaway coat was seen making
himself very affable on the occasion. He even

held out his hand to a clergyman. ^ Ah !
’ said

the parson in those hard tones we know so well,

as he adjusted his ;pince-ne^.^ *I^m afraid I have

not the pleasure—^have I?’ ‘Oh,’ quoth the, little

gentleman, ‘ I ’m the duke.'* There you have him,

and we feel it to be only proper that the motto
of the chix cliicum should be ^ Sola mrkis invicta^

(Virtue alone is invincible).

On the other hand, the youngest of our dukes
—for the Earl of Eife appears to have received his

dukedom as a wedding-present on the 27th of

July 1889, two days after he married the Princess

Louise of Wales—^lias three mottoes. Over one

crest the legend runs, ‘ Deo juvante ’ (God helping)
;

over the second, ^Deus jiLvaV (God helj)s)
;
and

under the shield, .

‘ Virhite et opera^ (With virtue

and energy). These are all mottoes that a Scots-

man might select. On the other hand, his Grace

is said to own nearly a quarter of a million of

acres, and may be excused, therefore, if at times

he feels the burden almost heavier than he can

bear.

There is a grotesque appositeness in the motto
of the Duke, of Devonshire (created May 12, 1694),

It is also remarkable as being the only ducal

motto that condescends to a play upon words.

His Grace’s family name is Cavendish, and his

motto is ‘ Gavendo tidus ’ (Safe by being cautious).

Throughout his public career his Grace has

religiously lived up to hie motto.

I cannot say as much for the Duke of Buccleuch,

because I do not know
;
but his motto would suit

almost any family. The first duke was created

on the 20th of Ajnil 1663 ;
and when he assumed

‘Amo’ (I love) for his motto he must have
enjoyed many a hearty laugh as he called to

mind the exploits of the Scotts, who were
certainly dauntless in Border warfare, although
neither particularly faithful nor sj)ecially laggard

in love.

Standing next to Norfolk in age but not anti-

cj[uity, for in this respect none of the dukedoms
are remarkable, the Duke of Somerset (created

Eebruary 16, 1547) has the eminently laudable

motto of ‘Eby pour devoir^ (Faith for duty).

Another of the three Victorian dukedoms, that

of Westminster, was created on the 27th of

February 1874. This was the duke who acquired

the beautiful
.

portrait of Mr Gladstone by Sir

J. E. Millais. When the Home Pule Bill was
introduced it was said—I hope untruly, for it

was such an un-Gracelike thing to do—that he
turned the picture with its face to the v;all.

Afterwards he sold it for three thousand pounds

to Sir William Agnew. Then Sir Cliarles Tennant
secured it, and, with admirable judgment and
generosity, jDresented it to the nation. However
this may be, the first duke showed unusual

pawkiness in the choice of a motto. Qua didce,

he was, as we have seen, quite an infant. There-

fore he boldly proclaimed, ‘ Virtue, non stemnuG

(^^irtue, not pedigree), although as a Grosvenor

he needed not to be ashamed of his blood, for no

doubt his remote ancestor came over with the

Conqueror,

Amongst the dukes there are but two Irish

ones, which is manifestly another injustice to

Ireland. The earlier was a FitzGerald, who be-

came Duke of Leinster on November 26, 1766.

Like a true FitzGerald, he sported a battle-cry.

His motto of ‘ Grorn a hoo I ’ (Grom [one of his

castles] to factory !) is the onl}^ Gaelic legend in

these ducal records. The other Irish duke, he of

Abercorn, had the felicity to be the first duke

created by Queen Victoria, his date being August

10, 1868. It speaks volumes for Her Majesty’s

good sense that she had been thirty-one years

on the throne before she made a single duke.

Perha^DS his Grace won the royal favour as a

l)07i7ie bouclie after the disestablishing of the Irish

Church. As a Hamilton, one of his mottoes is

‘ Through
;

’ the other from Juvenal is a trifle

trite, not to say juvenile: ^ Sola nohilitas viidus^

(Virtue is the sole nobility).

Charles II., being a merry monarch, was not

easily abashed, and raised two of his bastard sons

to ducal rank in 1675. One took the title of

Duke of Kichmond (created August 9), vdth the

mottoes, ^En la rose je fleuris^ (I flourish in the
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I'ose) and ‘ Bydand ’ (Biding)
;

tlie other became

Duke of Grafton (September 11), with the motto,

^Et deciis et ]_)retixini recti
^ (Both the ornament

and reward of worth), which, all things con-

sidered, Uakes the cake’ for frank, unblushing

impudence.

During the last half of the seventeenth century-

no fewer than eight dukes were created, and the

same rate of ennoblement was kept up for the

following fifty 3^ears. As there are now only

twenty-seven dukes all told, it will be seen that

a single sjnell of a hundred 3^ears accounts for

sixteen of them, leaving eleven for the whole of

English histor}^ within the ducal period, barring

those that became extinct. With this profuseness

Queen Victoria’s abstinence was in fine contrast.

However, probably the Glorious Revolution and

the support of Hanoverianism had to be rewarded

as well as kingly amours. Beaufort’s dukedom
dates from December 2, 1682, and carries the

motto, ‘ Mutare vel timere sjxerno ’ (I scorn to

change or fear). The Duke of St Albans was

created on the 10th of January 1684, and his

motto is ^ Auspicium onelioris cevi^ (A token of a

better age), thus associating himself with the

good time that was coming in ^a manner peculiarly

peer-like. The Duke of Leeds owns a motto which

may be recommended to the notice of puzzle-

editors, Civil Service Commissioners, and that

large section of the community which holds with

Jack Bunsby that Ghe bearings of this observa-

tion lays in the application of it.’ ‘ Fax in Bello ’

(Peace in war) reads paradoxically at the moment

;

but perhaps on ]\Iay 4, 1694, when the dukedom
was created, the first of the Osbornes to bear the

ducal coronet, sniffing dangers ahead, took time by
' the forelock and preached even in his motto the

virtues of peace.

‘ Glie Sara sara ’ (VTiat will be, will be), the

motto of the Duke of Bedford (created May 11,

1694), is either truism or fatalism. In any case

it is scarcely the inspiring cry that we should like

to link with the Russells, who have rendered such

signal services to Liberalism and the j)eoj)le. That
motto is couched in Italian

;
but John, the first

and greatest Duke of Marlborough (created Decem-
ber 14, 1702), cloaked his sentiments in Spanish,

^ Fiel pero desdichado^ (Faithful though unfortu-

nate) may be good Churchillese, but few students

of past or present will take it seriously. Marl-

borough was the first of Queen Anne’s dukes.

Her second was another Englishman, a Manners,

who became Duke of Rutland on March 29, 1703.

The duke’s motto, ‘ Four y parvenir ’ (To obtain it),

has an odd suggestion of the parvenu about it that

must have been intolerable to his lyric successor

who pleaded so touching^ for the ‘old nobility.’

Anne’s third duke was a Scotsman, one of the

Murrays, whom she created Duke of Atholl on
June 30, 1703. His motto has a fine, frank,

breez}^ swing that R. L. Stevenson would have

loved—‘Furth, Fortune, and fill the Fetters.’ In

these few, strong, gallant words there lies a whole

novel of romance and adventure.

But Atholl was not the first Scottish duke. The
premier place belongs to the Duke of Hamilton,

who was created on April 12, 1643. His Grace

boasts two mottoes. As a Hamilton he claims

‘Through;’ as a Douglas, ^Jamais arriere^ (Never

behind), which may fit the faithful and true

Douglases, but which woi-dd be a bitter satire if

adopted by the South-Eastern and Chatham Rail-

way Company, although it is rather surprising

—

when you come to think of it—that they have

not appropriated it.

‘God bless the Duke of Argyll’ is supposed to

be the standing invocation of the Highlander of

fiction and of anecdote. It is, therefore, interest-

ing to learn that the first Mac Callum More to

become a duke dated his creation from the 23rd

of June 1701. VTiether in accepting his patent

the Campbell conferred an honour upon his ducal

brethren or was himself honoured is an open

question. Probably the former supposition is the

more correct, if we may judge from the senti-

ments which his clansmen ex23ressed when the

j)reseiit duke, then the Marquis of Lome, married

the Princess Louise. ‘ It ’s a j^roud woman,’ they

said, ‘the Queen will be this day.’ His Grace

has two mottoes. One is Ovid’s ‘ Vix ea nostra

voco^ (I scarce call these things ours), which is

thought to have some reference to ancestral

honours, but which may really have been an

unguarded utterance after reviewing the spoils

of a raid in the Lowlands. For at least some of

the Camj^bells were caterans, like their neigh-

bours. The duke’s other motto is ^ Ne ohliviscaris^

(Forget not), which somehow recalls the ghost

of Hamlet’s father. All the same, it appeals to

Highland jDiide, for the Duke of Montrose (created

April 24, 1707) has it too

—

^JSPOuhlieF (Forget

not). Another Scottish duke’s motto points to a

notable characteristic of his countrymen. This

is the ^ Fro GJiristo et Fatria^ (For Christ and

Country) of the Duke of Roxburghe, who was

created on A]3ril 25, 1707. The Duke of Suther-

land (created January 28, 1833) has a motto

that illustrates still another side of the Scottish

character— ^ Frangas non flectes^ (You may break

but you won’t bend me). This dour, stubborn

spirit it is which leads a landholder to clear out

glens and replace his felloAV-creatures with deer

and sheej).

We may all lay to heart the exhortation of the

motto of the Duke of Portland (created July 6,

1716)_« Graignez lionte ’ (Dread shame). His Grace

of Manchester, who dates from April 28, 1719,

brings us back to the earth with his ‘ Fisponendo

me, non Mutando me’ (By disposing of me, not

by changing me), though perhaps it is unfair to

read any hint of office-seeking into it. But a

veiled allusion to matrimony is not so far-fetched,

as one might read ‘By disposing of me {scil, in

marriage).’ The Duke of Newcastle (created
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November 13, 1756) proclaims that ^Loyault^ rCa

lionte ’ (Loyalty has not shame), as if anybody said

it had ! The Percy of Otterburn and Chevy
Chase had one cry, but the Percy who became

Duke of Northumberland (created October 22,

.1766) chose another and a better motto— ^ Esjper-

ance en Dieic^ (Hope in God).

Lastly—and it is astonishing how all things

seem to work round sooner or later to the Iron

Duke—the Duke of Wellington, whose creation

dated from May 11, 1814, selected the singularly

tame, prosaic, and uninspiring sentiment, ^ Virtutis

Fortima Gomes ’ (Fortune is the Companion of

Valour) for his motto. Still, it cannot be gain-

said that Strathfieldsaye and Apsley House were

very substantial comrades.

INCE the landing of William the

VANISHING LONDON: A ROMANCE IN HISTORY.
By William Sidebotham.

history of Fleet Street
;
but nothing really definite

is known except that it derived its name from the

Fleet—a stream which at one time flowed bright

and clear in the immediate vicinity, but which is

now used as a sewer. In the thirteenth century

the thoroughfare obtained an unenviable notoriety

owing to the serious riots which took place there,

and later it became noted for its waxwork exhibi-

tions and processions, its coffee-houses and taverns.

The exploits of Wat Tyler, when he and his men
sacked the Savoy Church and part of the Temple,

afterwards destroying the forges placed by the

Knights-Templars on each side of St Dunstan’s

Church, are well known. Eleanor Cobham, Duchess

of Gloucester, did through Fleet Street

when on her way to St Pauks, where she ‘ offered
’

at the high altar on account of witchcraft practised

against Henry VI. ;
and it may be recalled that

Titus Oates was j)illotded at Temple Gate. Scott

in his Fortunes of Nigel has given a graphic

description of the thoroughfare in the stormy

times of James.

Interesting as are the historical facts comiected

with Fleet Street, its literary associations have a

greater attraction
;
and it is a somewhat strange

coincidence that the thoroughfare—many of the old

buildings in Avhich are being demolished, and

which is now known throughout England as the

place where a number of the London dailies are

produced, where many of the leading provincial

journals have offices, and where several of the pub-

lishing houses have premises—was the very spot

where Pynson, who worked for Caxton, published,

in 1483, his first book
;

so that for a period of

nearly five hundred years the locality has been

identified with the printing trade, which is still

its chief claim to public notoriety. The litterateicr

who more than any one else made the locality

famous was the eccentric Dr Johnson, who for a

considerable period lived in the immediate vicinity.

It was in his walks late at night or early in the

morning, to and from his house in Bolt Court or

Johnson's Court, that he used to put coppers into the

hands of the waifs whom he found sleeping in the

doorways. The great lexicographer, who was never

happy out of London, used to attend worship at

the Church of St Clement Danes, where there is

now a brass tablet recording the fact. Although

Conqueror in this country England

has produced a phalanx of remark-

able men, whose influence in their

res23ective walks of life has, by the

vivicla vis animi they have dis-

played, been felt throughout the world
;
and it is

a soniewliat striking, circumstance that practically

the whole of these master-minds have at some

period of their lives been connected—many of

them intimately—with the Metropolis. It has,

therefore, been truly said that the history of

London is an epitome of the history of England
;

but during the last few years extensive alterations

have been going on in Hhe hub of the universe,'

with the result that many ancient landmarks are

being swept away.

The most extensi^^e improvement which, for

several centuries at least, has been carried out in

London is now in x^rogress—namely, the making of

the new thoroughfare from the Strand to Holborn.

The total cost of this gigantic undertaking will be

close upon, five millions sterling, and the scheme

will take several years to comx)lete. As the neigh-

bourhood is one which has not only played a con-

spicuous part in the historical drama of England,

but is indissolubly connected Avith the lives and

liabits of those Avho during a very long period

have, inter alia, been distinguished in the Avorld

of letters, an account of some of the most note-

worthy incidents Avhich haA^e taken place there

AAull be interesting.

The neAv thoroughfare Avill necessitate the de-

molition of the AAdiole of the buildings on the

north side of the Strand from Wellington Street

to St Clement Danes Church. A crescent AAdll

be formed here, AA^hich is to be bisected in the

centre by the prexposed ncAV avenue to Holborn,

the result being that HolyAvell Street, Clare

Market, and other slums familiar to the readers of

Dickens and other novelists Avill disax^x^ear, thus

giving to the entire locality a dignity AAdiich it

neA’^er before possessed. In this connection it is

interesting to recall some of the historical events

Avhich have taken place in Fleet Street and tlie

Strand, Avhere Dr Johnson in his day found ‘ the

full tide of human existence.'

There are various legends connected AAutli the early
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there can be little doubt that Jolmsoii was, in

the broad sense of the term, a religious man, this

did not in the least prevent him, in accordance

with the custom of the time, from taking part

in festive gatherings at which he Avas ahvays

one of the most prominent figures. It Avas at- the

A^arious gatherings in Fleet Street that he A\-as

ahvays seen at his best, AAdiere his resounding

jDeriods Avere punctuated AAuth laughter and

aj^plause, and AAdiere he had the faithful BosAvell

to record his doings for posterity.

It Avas at the Devil Tavern that ,Johnson gave a

supper to celebrate the appearance of Mrs Lennox’s

first novel. The Life of Harriet Bhiart. About
tAventy guests assembled, including the lady’s

husband, Aidio Avas a tide-Avaiter in the Customs.

The entertainment AA^as as remarkable as the

supper—a gigantic apple-pie, decorated Avith bay-

leaves, Avas one of the chief dishes—for it is on

record that Johnson’s face at five o’clock the next

morning shone Avith meridian splendour though

his drink had only been lemonade
;

but the

major portion of his guests, together AAutli the

Avaiters, Avere sound aslee^i, either on the floor

or on the chairs. He had been talking most of

the night, yet he had to assist the landlord of the

house in aAvaking his guests, aaJio left the premises

at eight o’clock—^^just twelve hours after they had
assembled ! The celebrated Doctor, lioAveA^er, Avas

not alAA^ays so abstemious, for on another occasion'

he and BosAvell met at the ‘Mitre,’ Avhere they

had a good supper and port AAune, ‘ of AAdiich

Johnson then sometimes drank a bottle.’ BosAvell,

Avho recalls this meeting, AA’hich AA^as one of the

earliest he visited in comiDany Avith the dis-

tinguished Avriter, adds, in his inimitable Avay

:

‘ The orthodox High Church sound of the

“Mitre,” the figure and manner of the celebrated

Samuel Johnson, the extraordinary poAver of his

conversation, and the pride of finding myself

admitted as his companion, produced a A-ariety of

sensations, and a pleasing elcA^atidn of mind
beyond AAdiat I had ever before experienced.’

Another famous tavern AA^as the Cock Inn,

AA’hich Avas situated on the spot noAv occupied by
a branch of the Bank of England, close to the

LaAY Courts, but the business of AAdiich AA^as a feAV

years ago transferred to the opposite side of the

street. Manj^ notable gatherings have taken place

Avithin its aaMIs from the sixteenth century doAAm

to the time AA^hen Tennyson, who once had
chambers in Lincoln’s Inn Fields, sang its praises

in verse. Pepys mentions in his Diar]f that he
brought Mrs Ehiip]! the actress here, of AAdiom

the amorous HaA^y clerk’s Avife AA^as very jealous,

and not AAdthout reason, for on one occasion they
‘ drank, ate a lobster, and sang, and mighty merry
till almost midnight.’ Mrs Pepys, hoAvever, de-

termined to put a stop to these meetings, and
one night she Avent to his bedside and threatened

to pinch him AAutli red-hot tongs. What result

this threat had Ave are not informed.

It is curious to read in the old chronicles of

London that the Strand, AAdiich is iioav one of the

main arteries of the Metropolis, Avas in the reign
'

of Henry VIII. described as a thoroughfare ‘full

of and sloughs, very x^erilous and noisome,’

and that the high-road betAveen the Temxile and
‘ the A^illage of Charing ’ AA^as so deexi in mire as to

be almost impassable
;
yet it Avas by tliis route

that Cardinal Wolse}’, AAdien he lived in Chancery

Lane, used to ride in full state to Westminster

Hall. Carriages Avere not then in use
;

the

nobility used to be carried from one x^Hce to

another in sedan-chairs
;

AAdiile the x^oorer classes

had x>erforce to aaMIc. Even so late as 1625 there

Avere only tAvent}^ hackney-coaches in London

;

but the}^ became so x^oxiular that in ten years the

GoA^eriiment took alarm at their general use, and

endeaAmured to limit the number. Their efforts

Avere for a short x^eriod successful
;
but in the

time of the ComnionAvealth these coaches AA^ere

again introduced in A^ery large numbers. One of

the first inhabitants of the Strand of AAdiom Ave

have any authentic record Avas Peter of SaA^oy,

uncle of Henry III. After the thoroughfare had

been deserted by royal personages, the bishops

erected their famous inns there. Selden in his

TaUe-TalJc says that ‘anciently the noblemen lay

AAdthin the city for safety and security
;
but the

bishoxis’ houses AA^ere by the AA^ater-side, because

they Avere held sacred x^'^rsons Avhom nobod 3
^

Avould hurt.’ Graduall}^ ’the great noblemen had

mansions erected there, and their memoiy is still

pei’xietuated b}’- the streets AAdiich are named after

them.

Although there has been at various times

much discussion as to hoAv the Strand received

its name, it is generall}^ conceded to have been

of Saxon origin
;
and in proof of this it is stated

that uxion ‘ the Strand ’ Earl GodAAun and his son

Harold dreAv uxi their land forces in the insurrec-

tion AAdiich the}" led against EdiA'ard the Confessor.

At a later x^^idod the DeA^ereuxs, the Earls of

Essex, the HoAvards, the Cecils, Villiers, the Dulce

of Buckingham, Protector Somerset, and a host

of others AAdio have taken a prominent part in

moulding the destinies of the countiy resided

in this localit}". From the time aaLbii Queen

Elizabeth rode in state from Westminster to St

Paul’s to return thanks for the Adctories over the

Sxianish Armada, the Strand has Avitnessed all

the historic State pageants doAAm to that of Queen

Victoria, AA"ho in 1897 paid a visit to the famous

Cathedral on the occasion of her Diamond Jubilee.

It must not, hoAA"eA"er, be suxiposed that the

Strand has aliA^ays been associated either Avith

Court intrigues or Avith the disxilay of State

ceremonial, for in more peaceful times it has

also resounded AAdth the mirth of the poor

children of the neighbourhood, AA"ho on the spot

noAv occuxiied by the Church of St Maiy-le-Strand

have danced round the famous Ma}"-pole, AAdiich

is thus alluded to in the Dimciad:
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Amidst the area wide they took their stand,

\Yherc the tall May-pole once o’erlook’d the Strand;

But now, as Anne and Piety ordain,

A church collects the saints of Drury Lane.

Holywell Street, wliicli is Letter known as Book-

sellers’ Eow, is now being demolished in con-

nection with the Strand improvement scheme, and

Wych Street, an adjoining thoroughfare, will soon

suffer the same fate. Both these streets, which

are situated between St Mary-le-Strand and St

Clement Danes, have a remarkable history. The
former is built on the site of the famous Holy
Well. It is said that penitents and pilgrims used

to visit this well as early as tlie reign of Ethelred,

and it was well known from time immemorial as

‘St Clement’s Well.’ Bound this well in the

early Christian era newly baptised converts, clad

in wdiite robes, were wont to assemble to com-

memorate Ascension Day and IWiitsuntide ;
and

in later times, after the murder of Thomas k

Becket had made Canterbury the constant resort

of pilgrims from all parts of England, the Holy

WeU of St Clement was a favourite halting-

place of the j)ious cavalcades for rest and refresh-

ment. The street was once described as ‘sweet,

wholesome, and cleere, and much frequented by

schollars and youthe of the city in summer even-

ings, where they walk forth to take aire.’ T\Tiat-

ever might have been the merits either of the

well or the street in bygone times, its only claim

to public notice in the present generation lay in

the fact that it was one of the few remaining

bits of Old London.

The thoroughfai’e in recent years was inhabited

by second-hand booksellers, and it was no

unusual thing to see well-known bibliophiles

endeavouring to discover rare volumes among the

piles of books which were exj)osed for sale. It

is said that Gladstone used to visit these shops

in his earlier years
;
and I myself have repeatedly

seen Lord Halsbury, who has occu]Died the Wool-

sack longer than any Lord Chancellor during the

past hundred years, stop in front of one of

the boxes containing books labelled ‘ sixpence

each.’ As he was short of stature and rather

rotund in figure, few of the regular frequenters

of Holywell Street recognised the ‘ Keeper of

the King’s Conscience.’

Wych Street, leading to Clare Market and to

some of tlie lowest slums in this locality, has an

unenviable notoriety. It was in a narrow court

leading out of tliis thoroughfare that the notorious

Jack Sheppard sensed his apprenticeship as a

carpenter
;
and at the ‘ hostelrie ’ which formerly

stood in '\Yliite Lion Passage this daring highway-

man arranged those adventures with liis confrhres

in crime which caused such a sensation at the

time. It will be remembered that in 1724

Jack Sheppard and a man named Blueskin had

been condemned to death for stealing cloth

from a draper in the Strand. The two were

lodged in Newgate, and with great cleverness

Shepj^ard effected his escape, only to be recap-

tured and hanged at Tyburn. The capture and
hanging of this notorious criminal caused a great

sensation
;

his j)ortrait was painted in prison,

and an opera and farce were composed in his

honour.

Another famous inn in Wych Street was the

‘Angel,’ from which Bishop Hooper was taken in

1554 to Gloucester to be burned at the stake.

This tavern also figured in the following adver-

tisement which apj)eared in the Public Achcrtiser

in March 1769 : ‘To be sold, a Black Girl,

11 years of age
;

extremely handy
;

works at

her needle tolerably, and speaks English well.

Inquire of Mr Owen at the Angel Inn, behind

St Clement’s Church in the Strand.’

According to the confession of Thomas Winter,

it was in one of the houses near to Wych Street

that the Gunpowder Plot was hatched in 1605.

He says :
‘ So we met behind St Clement’s—Mr

Catesby, Mr Percy, and myself
;

and, having

upon a primer given each other the oath of

secrecy, in a chamber where no other body was,

we went after into the next room, and received

the blessed Sacrament upon the same.’

This locality, which is now the home of the

submerged tenth, Avas at one time a very fashion-

able quarter. Drury Lane Avas named after the

great family of tlie Druries, Avho once lived there
;

and Clare Market after Lord Clare. The fame

of Drury Lane is Avorld-Avide, Who has not

heard of the famous j)antomimes at Drury Lane

Theatre, and of the many famous actors and

actresses Avho have played there ? Who has not

read of the Avild exploits of Nell GAvyn the

floAver-girl, AAdio obtained such an ascendency

over the Merrie Monarch ? Pepys calls her

‘ Pretty Nell,’ and records hoAv he saw her in

Drury Lane ‘standing at her lodging’s door in

her smock sleeves and bodice, a mighty pretty

creature.’

Many incidents connected Avith the theatre

—

Avhich has recently obtained a neAV lease of life

OAving to an agreement having been come to AAuth

the ground-landlord, the Duke of Bedford—are of

pathetic interest. Sheridan Avas at one time the

lessee, and the burning of the theatre in 1809

marked the beginning of his doAvnfall. When
the roof fell in and the flames illuminated the

sky for miles around, Sheridan Avas addressing

the House of Commons
;

and when a member

proposed that the House, AA^hich AA^as in a feA^er of

excitement, should adjourn, the great orator, AAuth

the sang-froid AABich at that time characterised

him, replied that AA^hatever might be the extent

of the private calamity, he hoped it Avould not

interfere with the public business of the country.

He then Avalked calmly out of the House. Poor

Sheridan ! In spite of his misfortunes, AAdiich

finally brought him to penury, he struggled on

for a feAV years, until he Avas weighed doAvn by

illness and debt- Many of his friends deserted
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liim
;
and, having lost an election at Stafford, lie

was found in a sponging-house in Tooke’s Court,

Cursitor Street, off Chancery Lane. He, however,

remained sanguine almost to the end. A short

time before the ffnal scene he was invited to

dinner by Rogers, and there met Lord Byron and

Tom I^Ioore. On hearing some days later that

Byron had privately remarked that Sheridan had

written the best comedy, the best operetta, the

best farce, the best address, and delivered the

best oration ever heard in England, the unhapj)y

man burst into tears. Drury Lane is also noted

as being the scene of the great riot which resulted

in the death in Howard Street of Mr Mountfort,

who succeeded in frustrating the efforts of Captain

Hill, who, with Lord ]\Iohun, endeavoured to

kidnap !Mrs Bracegirdle, the beautiful actress,

as she left the theiitre. Captain Hill had fallen

desperately in love with the actress, but she

refused his addresses. It may be remarked m
'pmmni that Lord l\Iohun was afterwards killed

in a duel with the Duke of Hamilton.

When the new street from Holborn to the

Strand is completed several of the houses which

have been immortalised by Dickens will have

been swept away. One of the few old coaching

inns is already doomed—namely, the ‘ Black Bull.*

This famous inn was established over two hundred

and fifty years ago, and for a very long period

the old stage-coaches which journeyed to the eastern

counties before railways were established started

from here punctually at ten o’clock every morning.

The building, however, is better known to readers

of Dickens as being the place where Mrs Gamp
and Betsy Prig nursed Lewsome. The house in

which Dickens’s most famous character is sup-

posed to have lived is also coming down. This

is tlm barber’s sho2
> in Kingsgate Street where

Pecksniff made the acquaintance of Mrs Gamp.
^ Mr Pecksniff had been to the undertaker, and was

now upon his way to another officer in the train of

mourning : a female functionary. . . . Her name,

as Mr Pecksniff gathered from a scrap of writing

in his hand, was Gamp
; her residence in Kings-

gate Street, High Holborn. This was at a bird-

fancier’s next door but one to the celebrated

mutton-pie shop, and directly opposite to the

original cats’-meat warehouse.’ Not far off is

Portugal Street, where stands the Old Curiosity

Shop, which is also doomed, and which is said

to have given the title to that well-known novel.

It is described as ‘one of those receptacles for

old and curious things which seem to crouch

in odd corners of this town, and to hide their

musty treasures from the public eye in jealousy

and distrust. . . . The haggard aspect of the little

old man was wonderfully suited to the place.’

Owing to the striking appearance of the shop,

and to the fact that on the front is painted its

title in large letters, also that It was ‘immortalised

by Charles Dickens,’ it is the most conspicuous

of all the places mentioned by the great novelist.

It is now tenanted by a waste-paper dealer,

who also seUs photographs and drawings of the

building. The burial-ground where poor Jo took
Lady Dedlock to show her where her husband
found his last resting-place disap^^eared some
time ago when the new thoroughfare from
Catherine Street to Drury Lane was made.

Thackera}* in his works refers several times to

this locality, showing that he was perfectly au

fait -with most of its leading features and history.

Hot only does he confirm the account of the

kidna^Dping of Mrs Bracegirdle, but in regard to

Slomen’s sponging-house in Cursitor Street (which

Disraeli in Henrietta Temple has sketched with
remarkable verve), he describes it in Vanity Fair

as the temporary abode of the impecunious

Colonel Crawley.

Allusion has already been made to the two
churches which occupy such a commanding
position in the Strand

;
but it should also be

pointed out that both St Mary’s and St Clement

Danes had a narrow escape of being demolished
;

but by abridging the churchyards of these two
sacred edifices—in the case of St Clement Danes

many bodies had to be removed—it has been

found possible to arrange the new thoroughfare

without destro}ing the harmony of the whole

scheme. These churches are of classic design,

and have an interesting past. Wren built St

Clement Danes and Gibbs built St Mary’s. Both

have graceful steeples and are Italian in design.

A Church of the Innocents existed in the Strand

as early as 1222, since which time several others

have been erected.

In addition to the houses which are to be

demolished, no fewer than four theatres will also

disappear—namely, the Gaiety, the Globe, the

Ol^mipic, and the Opera Comique. The remark-

able growth of the traffic, especiall}- during recent

years, has caused the authorities the greatest

concern
;
and although the cost which the widen-

ing of various thoroughfares entails is stupen-

dous, there is no help for it if London is to

j-jcogress.

SECOND CHILDHOOD.
There is a clnldkood into 'whick ve grow

—

A heart-siniplicitj^ whereby we hold

Love’s sunshine fairer than the glint of gold,

As what we hope for passeth what we know.

Warm memories from the tender ‘ long ago
’

lYhisper their tale
;
and we can ne’er grow old

If now and then life’s shadows, gray and cold,

Are flooded v\nth our childhood’s afterglow.

We are not old till we forget the way

That leads us from the tumult of the street

To memory’s dimly-lighted, still retreat,

Where youth comes back to those who have grown gray.

Where all may find a benison—save they

Whom long forgetfulness hath made unmeet.

Percy G.^llard.
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MANNERS.
is a common habit of social

pessimists to lament the decay of

manners in modern times. Accord-

ing to these prophets of woe,

manners seem to have been steadily

degenerating ever since the days

when hToah noticed vdth pain that his sons only

held out their hands with a grunt to helx^ the

ladies of the family across the plank into the

ark, and did not bow, take off their sheepskin

hats, and say, ‘Allow me, if you please.’ If this

be so, we vail not, like the proverbial lawyer,

try to make the best of a bad case, but join in

the general comx)laint and helj) to swell the

lamentation.

Now, what do we mean by manners? That

the eighteenth century abounded in courtliness

more than the nineteenth few would deny. There

is less formality now both in dress and address

than of yore. Change of manners and habits is

inevitable
;

but it does not necessarily im^dy

deterioration. If to-day we have not so many
Sir Charles Grandisons, surely we have fewer

Squire Westerns. Let any one compare the man-
ners jDrevalent in the middle of the eighteenth

century as mirrored in any of the courtly and

fantastic centres of fashionable society with those

in vogue to-day, and he will have abundant

evidence of the way manners have softened dovTi

into a quiet elegance. Take, for exam^de, Bath

in the Smollett-Sheridan era, vdth its assembly-

rooms, its card-jDarties, its chairs, its crescents,

and its ceremonials. The first thing we notice

about the Bath heroines of that day is the absence

of all delicacy. They do not seem to have

understood that such a feeling could exist. They
are bright and witty and even good-temx)ered

;

but scruples of delicacy never trouble them.

j\Iis3 Linley, after being engaged twice, after

receimng three thousand x)ounds in a comj)romise

for an action for breach of promise, and after

trying to commit siiicide, writes with perfect

sang-froid her long letter exidaining her elopement

with Eichard Sheridan. j\Irs Hannah More, on
No. 219. -Yol. Y. [All Pdghts

visiting the gay city, is shocked to find Lady
Miller holding a ‘Fair of Parnassus’ weekly, at

which a flux of quality contended for poetical

]Drizes and crowns of myrtle, and sprightly dressed

men met to get drunk on claret and plot

abductions. In Miss Austen’s time we discover a

marked imx)rovement both in manners and morals.

Her young ladies never talk Church or Simday-

school, yet there is a se^Darate and distinct

standard of feminine conduct which suggests a

feeling of duty and decorum reaching deeper

than mere convention. Indeed, the excess of a

wtue has become a vice. In Persuasion we read

of Anne Elliott so overcome by delicacy that she

hardly ventures to go to the window of a pastry-

cook’s shop to see if it is raining, even though

the man she likes best in the world is coming

down the street. This ^nogressive refinement can

be traced in the manners of London society

during the same xieriod. So late as the beginning

of the last century the hackney-coachmen on the

Piccadilly stand used to earn a handsome revenue

by letting out the roofs of their vehicles to

amateurs who, from those points of vantage, were

able to take sly peex)s at the orgies going on in

the saloons of Queensberry House. Nor did ‘Old

Q.’ (the notorious millionaire and voluptuary

who used to wear beefsteaks in his nightcajD to

induce a rosy comx)lexion) care for concealment.

Pii grand seigneur^ he was as naughty as ever he

chose, and made an o^Den jiarade of his naughtiness.

He disdained even the dcmi-jour of Yenetian blinds

;

and sometimes, it is said, he woidd sit in his bal-

cony looking down on the stream of Piccadilly,

with a servant and a pony ready saddled to

pursue any i)i'etty maid who charmed him from

below. The half-blind, half-deaf old aristocrat

was by no means the chief of sinners in those

degenerate days. The spectacle of Sheridan sitting

over his bottle at Bellamy’s, or reeling out of

White’s at three in the morning
;

or of Mr Pitt

coming home tipsy, his little, sunken eyes burning

in the dark
;
or of Sir Charles Hanbury Yhlliams

distributing his coarse verses among the habitues

Pesc7'vcd.] Feb. S, 1902.
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of the j\Iall—all these were regarded in those I

good old times as merry and convivial jests for

the town to enjoy and laugh at. Nor is this

very surprising in days when the Tim^s news-

paper was wont to call Cohbett a Mniscreant^ and

a A'uhian bone-grubber’ (the last from his having

brought the remains of Tom Paine from America).

Cobbett was quite capable of language equally

vituperative, and retorted by saying that he should

live to see Baines, the editor of the Time.% exiled,

and to spit upon his grave.

It has frequently been observed that modern

manners are too familiar. Certainly the compaiw

wliich Swift described in his PolUe Comcrsatioii

did hot err on the side of modesty
;
and we may

hope that the free-and-easy badinage of Lady

Smart and Lady Answerall, and the rapid exchange

of raillery between Tom Neverout and Miss

Nohrble, were the outcome of a familiarity which

has long since passed away. So, too, that extreme

type of familiarity knovui as horse-play. This

should be the exclusive amusement of country

bumpkins and gutter-children. To ]3ull a man out

of bed in the middle of the night ; to throw his

bedclothes or the contents of his portmanteau out

of the window
;
to lock up a gentleman and lady

in the billiard-room at one in the morning, and

turn out the lights—these and such-like perform-

ances belong, we ai'c happy to believe, to a form

of polite enjoyment no longer practised in our

country-houses of ancient dignity and modern

notoriety. Still, to end the comparisons between

manners past and present, and to make a kind of

mp])roclieinent between the two periods, let us say

that if the properly-brought-itp damsel of the

eighteenth century would as soon have imagined

herself at the cart’s toil en route for Bridewell

as riding outside any conveyance partaking of the

nature of a modern omnibus, so the properly-

brought-up maid of to-day would as soon think

of flying as of treiiting her lover like Betty

Ashmead, of the ‘Bailey,’ Durham, who took her

suitor by the shoulders and thrust him out of

the kitchen for offering to show her the way to

heaven.

Few people are indifferent to the charm of

good manners, even though they do not possess

them—which is quite another thing
;

for some

j^eojfle like manners as others love music—without

practising it. Even Doctor Johnson describes,

with a sort of envy which does not obscure his

admiration, a manner of perfect address :
‘ I re-

marked with what justice of distribution he divided

his talk to a wide circle
;
with what address he

offered to every man an occasion of indulging

some favourite topic or displaying some particular

attainment
;
the judgment with which he regu-

lated his inquiries after the absent
;
and ... I

soon discovered that he possessed some science of

graciousness and attraction which books had not

taught
;
that he diffused upon his cursory beha^dour

and most trifling actions a gloss of softness and

delicacy- b}^ which every one was dazzled
; and

that, by some occult method of captivation, he

animated the timorous, softened the superstitious,

and opened the reserved. I could not but repine

at the inelegance of my own manners, which left

me no hope but not to oflend, and at the in-

sufliciency of rustic benevolence which gained no

friends but by real service,’ This portrait is useful

in drawing a distinction which lies at the very

portal of our subject
;

there is all the difference

between good manners and what the writer means

to describe as a good manner. Good manners are

the art of always knowing how to behave our-

selves. A good manner sets its possessor off

on all occasions. The one is decorum, the other

grace : the one avoids giving pain, the other im-

parts xiositive pleasure
;
the one guarantees us from

censure and ridicule, the other excites respect and

admiration
;
the one admits to any compaii}-, the

other enables its possessor to take the lead in it

;

the one can be taught and acquired, the other is

a gift of nature, fostered by favourable circum-

stonces. The essence or secret of good manners,

as of goodness in all other things, consists in

suitobleness, or, in other words, of harmony.

MTien we speak of harmony, we necessarily imply

the relation between two things. TTe signify that

the relation between them is what it should be

;

that the just proportion between them has been

observed
;

and that out of this justness of

proportion, this relation as it should be, springs

what is designated by the significant word

propriety.

The conclusion to which one comes after stud}^

ing any of the many writers who have tried to

formulate rules of social procedure, from Epictetus

down to the compiler of the latest manual on

etiquette, is that there exists a nescio quid—

a

spirit intangible, not to be described, but essential

to the sweetness and light of human intercourse—

without which ‘ the rest is all but leather or

prunella.’ [Manner is so impalpable a thing that

there is no crucible in which it can be impounded,

no scales, be they ever so fine, in which it can

be weighed. It has its source far too deep to

be learned by practice and rote
;

it is no use

trnng to learn the trick of putting it on like a

grenadier’s cap to make one of consequence
;

it

must be innate—an intuitive consideration of the

feelings of others and a forgetfulness of self.

Though we do not with Mr Delany rank good

manners with religion and morality, we think

them of great importance. [Manners are, as

Sydney Smith said, ‘the shadows of virtues’

rather than wrtues themselves. They do nor

partake of a moral character. Lord Chesterfield

could kick a man downstairs with more grace

than Doctor Johnson could offer him a chair.

Fine manners are paper money, not sterling coin

;

but they are invaluable as currency, whether they

be convertible into something more solid or not.

Nothing stands in the way of fine, easy manners
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so much as the extreme hiiny and bustle of

modern life. They require calm grace : and calm

grace is not easily preserved amid the hubbub

and anxiety of the existence of to-day. Fine

mannerSj too, require time, and are absolutely

incompatible -with fussiness. This does not mean
that the}^ are inconsistent with exertion or even

with great energy
;

but the exertion must be

equable, the energy must be uniform, not spasmodic

or hysterical. Perhaps, considering the conditions,

good manners never scored a greater triumph

than in the case of the Spanish noble that

Jeremy Taylor tells us about, who on his way to

the scaffold gained the plaudits of an excited

crowd bj' the grace with which he disposed the

folds of his cloak so as not to interfere with the

dignity of liis ascent to the last fatal elevation.

Another serious element which is radically

hostile to the cultivation of good manners is the

method practised by those who wish to win the

respect of others and ^'et betray all want of

self-respect. People are generally valued at the

rate they set on themselves—not, of course, what

they aim at, but what their actions show they

rate themselves at. Let a person come to act as

though anything is good enough so long as nobody

else is the wiser—that he can cut a figure to' the

world and be pitiful in private
;
but let such be

not deceived. The secret will always betray itself

some way or other, sooner or later. Miss Austen's

Emma maintained that she could always tell by

what conveyance !Mr Knightly had come 'to a

dinner-party on the argument that there is always

a look of consciousness or bustle when people

come in a way that they know to be beneath

them. The consciousness that everything about

us will stand inspection, that surprises will not

shame us, that the outside is a true index of

what is within, imparts a grace, ease, self-posses-

sion, and dignity of manner that nothing else

can supply.

U1

Manners change like the fashions—are, in fact

as much the sjDort of fashions as bonnets, skirts,

mantles, or collars
;
but the gulf that separatei

the well-bred from the ill-bred remains as deej

and wide as ever. MTiile the celebrated actress

Mrs Siddons was gimng her readings from Shake-

speare to a brilliant and admiring dravring-room,

one of the servants in the hall below was overheard

to say, ^
'\^Tiat 1 I see the old lady is making a£

much noise as ever !
^ So little is there in common

between the different classes of society, and sc

impossible is it to unite the diversities of custom

and knowledge which lead to such utterances.

The peo^^le with money (and nothing else) who
take a house and have it decorated, and then send

for the society pajDers to describe it, are separated

by an impassable moral gulf from many in humble
life, who—like the wayside flower drawing filth of

the gutter into its veins, and filtering it by its

own mrtue into a beneficent juice—change the

use of adversity or the humiliation of neglect into

a sj)irit that sweetens all their surroundings.

The great danger of our time, due to the

relaxed habits of family life, is that manners

should be left to form themselves : neglected

manners are rarely good manners. Kobody is

born with manners. The most that can be ^id

is that certain people seem born with a facility

for learning the lessons of social intercourse more

quickly and easily than others. Tliis is probably

the reason why little girls have better manners

than boys. Just as they learn to speak and read

more quickly and easily than boys, so they learn

more readily to have good manners : but if

manners are a matter of education, what is

learned must first be taught. The danger to-day

is not of people forgetting their manners, but of

never learning them : and the ideal to be kept

in view is the fine taste of the best man of the

world wedded to the spiritual life—the union

of the sons of Zion with the sons of Greece.

CLIPPED WIXGS.
CHAPTER EX.—^ilRS WILLIS DELPHIX.

EYLOK had sunk, an enchanted

^ msion of heliotrope hills and

pnrple valleys, under the horizon

;

and with the steady progress

of the Om-ega northwards Lucie

gradually began to realise that

the glamour of the previous weeks was fading,

Clnilloner had formally introduced her to the

Dickon Gunns, and for a day or two she was
included in their group

;
but a brief experience

showed Lucie that she was a stranger within

their gates. After an absence of three years,

Challoner was naturally interested in home gossip,

and the names of the mutual friends whereof Mrs
Delphin prattled so glibly were unknown to Lucie.

Mlien Challoner sought to bring her into the

conversation his efforts sewred only to reveal her

ignorance regarding the ways of ihat world whereto

she was speeding. So Lucie gradually drifted out

of their exclusive circle back to her deck-chair and

the society of her chaperon, who had bitterly

resented the temporary defection of her charge.

‘We cant have much of a promenade to-night,

I'm afraid,' Challoner had said as they sipped

their after-dinner coffee the evening after leaving

Colombo, ‘ I Ve been obliged to promise to play

bridge ” ^vith the Gunns and .Mrs Delphin

;

would have been rude to refuse again, yon Itnow,

I wonder what old Gunn will do in heaven 1

Wlien he *s not jdaying cards with other people he
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]>lays “patieuoe” with himself. Told me he knew
lift v-seveu ditlereut wavs of playing “patience." I

hope he was lying, or his poor old brain is sure

to become addled. It s a godsend to him to get

a good game of “ bridge '' or something human.'

Challoner's desertion that night was the first

vague indication of the divided interest to which
Lucie was forced to accustom herself. For a

time every absence was preceded or followed by
an apology. There were still tender moments,
when under the stars in the shadow of some over-

hanging boxit Challoner would whisper soothing

words, and reassure Lucie of his unfaltering

devotion.

‘ Of course you undei-stand. dear, that with

these people on board I can't devote myself to you
as I would like. It doesn't do to be altogether

rudt'j you know ; and when I 'm with them I 'm

longing all the time to be back to you. You
believe that—don't you, Lucie?-

And Lucie believed, hoping ag*ainst hope.

^They are old friends of his family. He can't

treat them rudely/ she would say in answer to

Miss Santhem's insinuations respecting lovers

whose ardour could not outlast a six weeks'

voyage. 'They are old friends. He mustiv't be

discourteous,' she would try to pemuade herself

:

adding always the little bit of consolation that

she hugged to her heart: *At any rate., they

leave the Omega at Marseilles, and after that

we shall have the rest of the journey all to

oui'selves.''

Good old Sir Dickon, it is true, touched one

day by a wistful expression in Lucie's gray eyes

as she scu silently listening to the g-ay talk of

the others, insisted upon teaching her 'patience,'

selecting the rouge et mir game as being a com-

pact ively simple one for a beginner : and ofttimes,

during the long empty days that followed, Lucie

blessed his kind thought, for though her perturbed

spirit refused to be comforted by the solitary

amuseiueut, it lent a semblance of occupation to

some lonely hours.

There was something about Mrs Millie Delphin's

clothes that annoyed Lucie, who up to the morn-

ing of her advent had secretly prided herself upon

having a prettier selection of fi-ocks than anybody

on ' board. A woman can endure much if she

still retains the conviction that she dresses better

than her rival. It was not that Mm Millie

Dolphin dressed elaborately—that, on shipboard,

she would have esteemed bad form. Yet there

^\*as an iudetinable air about even her least pre-

tentious toilet that puzzled Lucie, ‘It's all so

simple, too. Her white serge is just like mine,

only it has less gold braid and fewer gold

buttons. Yet it looks far smarter. I suppose it

must be the cut.'

Another point that surprised the unsopliisticated

colonial girl was the manner of Mi*s Delphin's

evening raiment. Eemembering her lavishly ex-

posed charms when returning from the dinner-

party at Colombo, Lucie by judicious bribery

gjiined unwarranted access to her ‘ wanted on

the voyage' trunk, and taking therefrom her

lowest-cut evening-frock, astonished her fellow-

passengers by appearing therein at dinner the

night after leaving Ceylon. But one glance at

the Dickon Gunns' table revealed Mrs Delpliin

modestly arrayed in a black gown, with her neck

and arms covered by some transparent net that

glittered with iridescent beetles' wings. And
Lucie suddenly realised that, however modish

xdtvaahrolletee robes might be on land, at sea

they were in decidedly bad taste, and, foolishly

imagining all eyes upon her, she coloured over

neck and arms with annoyance.

Often in the succession of hot idle days whose

vapidity was broken only by heart-burnings, Lucie

Lorimer tried dispassionately to analyse the intlu-

ence Mrs Dolphin exercised. '' She is not even

pretty. She has no colour. Her eyes are quite

greenish in the sunshine. She is far too thin.

Her arms are like the Indian famine.' Thus

Lucie catalogued her rival's defects, and wondered

what Challoner could find attmctive in her, as

from time immemorial the slighted heart has

wondered what the defaulting man sees in the

other woman.

I

Mrs Millie Delphin's charm lay in her vivacitw

j

She was never tired. Even the hottest weather

;
could not quell her spirits or reduce her to

i
languor. Tlie attraction for Challoner lay chietly

I

in her power of entertaining. Lucie's afi'ections

j

once secured, her pumuit had ceased to divert

j

the volatile sailor. A woman who is seriously in

I
love ceases to be amusing. To a shallow mind

j

such as Challoner's, the initial stages of love are

I
ever the most engrossing. Mhen love ripens into

I
passion the sincere lover loses all sense of per-

spective ; interest in all excepting the object of

atfection becomes void. For the. time even the

sense of humour dulls. A woman so deeply

in love as to be capable of feeling an interest in

j
but one member of the male sex is an anomaly,

I

a nuisance to the world at laig^e. Even to the

I

recipient of her attachment, except his adora-

tion equals her ovm, she is apt to become a bore.

Major Delphin made an admirable foil to his

wife. As a young man he h.ad been unusually

handsome ; but the leisured life he Iiad led since

leaving the Guards laid told badly up>on his

figure. He was now an overblomi Adonis. He
had never been eneigetic, and as years passed his

tendency to lethargy increased. For him shq)-

life proved an ideal doke far rak-nk, whose peace

was disturbed only by the occasional necessity

of humouring Ms father-in-law's predilection for

games of chance. All his spare hours were, passed

dozing comfortably in a luxurious deck-cliair ^\i^h

his mouth open, and having on his knee a book

I in wliose perusal he never progressed- His wife,

! whose playful shafts quite failed to pierce his tough

i epidermis, was wont to declare that her husband
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was never really awake
;
that he had gone through

life asleep
;
that his soul was not yet alive. Be

that as it may, the fact remained that he made
an admirable consort for his sprightly spouse, in

that he offered no obstacle to her taking all the

liberty her flighty nature demanded.

nVillie makes the most adorable chaperon,^ Mrs
Delphin would siiy. ^ I could sj)oon with a nigger

in front of his nose, and he^d never notice. I

might elope with twenty different men, and if

his meals were served regularly, and nobody drew
his attention to my absence, I could return when
I liked, and I really believe that he'd never dis-

cover that I ^d been away 1

'

That the j)i‘'?5ence of Mrs Willie Delpliin was
an acquisition to the gaiety of the Omega was

;

indisputable. There was no reserve, no affectation

of selectness, about the lively lady. Her one creed

was enjoyment, and anybody or anything that

administered to her craving for excitement was
eagerly welcomed. Prom morning till night her

spirits never flagged. Her vivacious j)ersonality

made even the dull old fogies forget their fancied

ailments, and, leaving their deck-chairs and the

engrossing study of their symptoms, cluster roimd
when she Siing the latest 'coon' songs to the

accompaniment of her banjo. The i^lanJca-planJ:

of that instrimient got upon Lucie's nerves. In
the circumscribed limits of the ship she could

not get beyond its hearing. Throughout the I

long sultry days the twang of its strings troubled
|

her waking hours and haunted her restless

slumbers. Mrs Delphin possessed the merest

thread of a voice, but that little was tuneful

and well trained. She had abundant chic, and a

comprehensive collection of negro melodies.

At an impromptu concert given during the

early days of the cruise, Lucie had taken part,

singing two of the half-dozen diawing-room
ballads so laboriously drilled into her by her

Auckland music-master. Many of the prettiest

birds are songless, and Lucie certainly ha.d no
gift of music : but Mrs Lorinier, to whom a

stingy fate had denied accomplishments, was
determined that her daughter should have all

the advantages she had forgone. So tvice

a week Mr Harpur—an imrecognised genius

whom the chilly colonicJ welcome extended to

the hue arts compelled to earn his livelihood by
teaching—tortiu*ed his melody-loving soul in the

effort to force Miss Lorimers exeeurion of simple,

airs to the pitch of mediocrity.

But to even the most tuneless there comes a

time when the inward harmony ox th.e soul

seeks vent in melody. They say that even

noteless ^'oices cam sing once. Possibly the ship's

concert had been Lucie's time. It occurred in

the di-St iiush of her happiness at Challoners

avowed adoration, amd joy lent a sweetness to

her otliervi'ise dat tones. Lucie was lo-oking her
best : her cheeks were rose-dushed, her gray eyes

sparkling. An attractive appeamance counts for

much, and with an uncritical audience worse

music might have passed. Her song had been

apj)latided, and she had been asked to sing again.

It was a notable occasion for Lucie.

' I bn sure I never thought you could sing

decently,^ Miss Santhem had remarked afterwards

in friendl}^ candour
;

' but really to-night, I must

say, you didn't do so badly.'

Lucie glowed with the agreeable sensation of

ha^dng discovered a new sense. MTien she per-

force listened to the tinkle of Mrs Delphin's

banjo, and heard her warble ditties to her ' Honey
Boy,' or accoimts of how a 'Chinese girl wed a

Coon,' it was a cheering comfort to he able to

hug the thought that she also could sing.

Thus it came about that when, one morning

soon after the Omega had entered the Bed Sea. two

youthful and energetic members of the Entertain-

ment Committee, note-hooks in hand, went about

heating up volimteers for an evening concert,

Lucie felt no hesitation whatever about comply-

ing with their request that she should graciously

consent to enter her name for two songs.

On the night of the concert Lucie suffered

agonies of indecision over her toilet before she

was satisfied with her appearance. She dressed

and redressed her hair to the accompaniment of

sarcastic remarks from Miss Santhem, and even

at the last discarded the frock she had intended

wearing, and put on another.

Challoner was dining at the Dickon Gunns'

table, and the seat- beside Lucie was vacant.

Miss Santhem, who had jiinned a staring knot

of bright mauve ribbon with long ends to the

i bodice of her invariable black silk in honour of

! the festhity, occupied her tisual chair and her

I

accustomed rOU of commentator upon Lucie's

! doings.

'Much good that'll do,' she sniffed, looking

askance at her companion's pretty gown. ' If you

I
imagine he's going to notice you while that

frivolous woman is on board, you think dif-

ferently from everybody else on the ship. How a

woman who i-eads her Bible and says her prayers,

: as I presume Lady Gunn does, ever came to have

a child like that is one of the inscrutable

mysteries of Providence ’

'

;
Challoner had been placed at- table '^virh his

. back towards Lucie : but as he was passing out of

‘ the saloon he caught her wistful gaze, and paused

to whisper a word of approval regarding her

ap^pearance. 'You're going to sing ] Do sing

"Tuun Hearts:" tliat's my favourite. After the

:
"sing-song" there's sure to be a dance. You'll

keep> a waltz for me—^^von't you, dear ?'

TTitli the careless words Lucie's spirits bounded

up. She knevr that this would prove a crucial

night, and Challoners whispered request seemed

a goc-d omen. She would sing—Challoner had

never been more tender than after the last con-

r eerr—then they would dance icg^ether, aitd his

^ fancied coldness would he explained away.
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Butj to Ixer keen dis<ippointment, Cliallonei' was

not in tlie iniisic-rooin wlien the entertainment

beg-an. Laying her innsic on a seat next her

to seeure it for liis vise, Lncie s;it impatiently

watclung tlie door. Her tirst song was tlie second

item in tlie programme, and she got throngh it

in a hall-hearted fashion that had but a poor

result.

The stereotyped concert of an ocean liner

pix^ceeded.

A Xew South AYales damsel on her way to

England with the intention of taking the London
stage by storm was reciting ‘BobsAvith a strenu-

ous colonial accent when the Dickon Gunn party

made a state entrance. Lucie nervously tried to

attract Ghalloner's attention to the seat she had
reserved ; but he was laden with Lli^s Willie

Delphiivs banjo and the amalgamation of satin

and lace she deemed a wrap, and did not even

notice Lucie^s presence.

‘You've \'lped the soldiers load,

And for benefits bestowed.

Bless you, Bobs !

^

concluded the Australian maiden with the fullest

volume of her strident voice, and resinned her

seat vastly pleased with herself.

Then came the turn of Mrs Willie Delphin.

Acting on some freak of her fickle fancy, she had

on this occasion tlirown aside her quiet inode

ot' attire. Her dress was a sheath of orange

velvet, which, clinging closely to her lithe form,

broke into a cascade of diaphanous tlounces over

her little orange-hued slippers. In the front of

her dark hair was perched a black bird, from

whose tail radiated thread-like shafts glittering

with diamonds..

Major Delphin was already sleeping the sleep of

the tiaccid in his deck-chair, so Challoner it was

\ylio carried 31 rs Delphin's banjo to the place

where, directly facing the audience, she had

elected to sit ,* and Challoner it was at Avhoni

she aimed the fetching glances that punctuated

her selection. It must be admitted further that

it was Challoner who, roused into enthusiasm by

the combined intluence of Sir Dickonk wine and

his daughter, led the apjhause, and made whis-

pered requests for certain of his favourite songs

when an encore became inevitable.

Lucie was to perform next, but Challoner

seemed to have forgotten that.

Ht's stutly in here. Let's go on deck,- she

heard 31rs Delphin say : and, just as the prelude

to ^Twiu Hearts,' the song he had specially

asked for, was being played, Lucie had the

mortification of seeing her erstwhile lover leave

the music-saloon.

It was a bad beginning- Lucie's voice faltered

from the first ;
in the third bar it went flat, and

the opening of the second verse found her hope-

lessly tlounderiiig on a wrong key. 3Yith the

knowledge tliat her attempt to sing had proved

a complete fiasco, she stopped at the dose of the

second verse, and sat down amid that perfunctory

applause that is decidedly more condemnatory

than litter silence.

‘ Lncie, wliat a sliocking exhibition 1 3Yliatever

possessed you to make such a fool of yourself E
Miss Santheni said when, at the close of the

concert, she followed Lucie to their cabin. ‘ I

wonder you set yourself np to sing if you

can't do better than that. In niy young days no

girl ever dreamt of performing in public who
couldn't sing as w'ell as a professional can now.

Keally, as I always say, the conceit of the present

generation is amazing. But for goodness' sake,'

she continued, finding Lucie made no reply,

‘don't sit down here sulking, or people wuU say

you made a worse fiasco even than you did.

Come np on deck. There 's going to he a

dance.'

But for one comforting thought, Lucie would

fain have hid her diminished head behind the

brocaded silk curtains of her berth. Challoner

had not witnessed her breakdown ; neither liad

3Irs 33Yllie Delphin. She had, at least, been

spared that humiliation, and Challoner had asked

her for a waltz.

Hastening on deck, she sought her chair, wkich

was on the side of the deck-house farthest from

the dancei-s. Challoner, she knew’, w’ould be

certain to seek her there. She did not require

to sit with the beiw of expectant maidens wiio

were already grouped underneath the gay Chinese-

lanterns suspended from the awTung.

The band began strumming out the opening

bars of a Strauss waltz, and the sibilant sound

of feet moving swiftly over the smooth boards

caught her ear.

She was waiting expectant when Challoner

approached, walking quickly. In the dim light

he would have passed her chair without noticing

its occupant had not Lucie risen with a little

glad cry of ‘Tictorl I am here ready.'

At her voice Challoner stopped with a start

and came townrds her. ‘ Oh yes,' he said

awkwardly. ‘I didn't see you in the darkness.

Our waltz—isn't itk

As they passed roimd the deck-house to the

side of the promenade that had been cleared for

dancing, Lucie, glancing forward, caught a glimpse

of 3Irs Delphin engrossed in animated converse

with the first officer, and experienced a momentary

triiiinx-)h in the thought that Challoner had asked

her and not 3Irs Delphin to dance the first

waltz. But her hajjpiness was short-lived. Before

they began the waltz was already half over ;
and

wiien Chailoner had escorted her back to the

deck-chair where she preferred to sit, he did not

linger by her side.

‘Keep me the next wailtz but one. I've got

a duty dance next, but I'll come back when it

is over,' he said as he hurried ofi'.

At Lucie's side of the promenade-deck all was

: quiet ; the night was still, the sea calm, the skw
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starless. Excej)t in tlie immediate vicinity of

each light all was dark. The steamer chairs, save

for their piles of cushions and rugs, were empty.

In a long haiuhoo lounge Major Delphin slumbered

placidly, occasionally giving vent to a sudden

staccato snore. With a carriage-candle for the

better illumination of their card-table, which was
drawn up in the half-circle of radiance cast by one

of the electric lights. Sir Dickon and Lady Gunn
played cribbage. Prom the door of the smoking-

room farther dovm the deck came a mufhed soimd

of voices and a whiff of tobacco-smoke.

The music wailed on, rose and fell, increased

to vehemence, and then stopped. With its

cessation hope awoke afresh in Lucie's heart.

Challoner, she assmed herseK, would speedily

join her. Of course, after dining with the

Gunns, he had to do a duty dance with Mrs
Delphin

: politeness demanded it. But one dance

succeeded another, and still Lucie sat alone.

The sparkling music of the ‘ San Toy Lancers

'

began. Lancers was a favourite of ChalloneVs.

He and Lucie had danced to these very aii*s.

Perhaps Challoner was searchiog and could not

find her. He might not have remembered to look

in her chair. Hastily acting on the ^dsionary

hope, Lucie started up and went svdftly round

to the farther side of the deck-house where the

band was stationed.

The set was already formed. Challoner, his face

radiant under the roseate glow of the lanterns,

was handing Mrs Delphin to her place. One
glance assured Lucie that there was no fui’ther

use of her attemj^ting to deceive herseK. If that

was Challoner’s bearing during the execution of

a duty dance he must be a consummate actor.

Peeling as though all prospect of happiness

during life had ended, Lucie crept back to her

wicker haven. Taking a novel from its side

pocket, she made a pretence of reading
; but for

the time chaos reigned in her brain. Her eyes

wandered mechanically along the lines, and she

turned the pages at exactly the right moment
without ha\dng the remotest idea what she was
affecting to read.

‘Can you teU me which is Miss Stephens's

chair ? She wants a shawl—a white one. Oh,

here it is, thanlc you 1
' The voice of the fourth

officer, a pleasant, blundering boy, broke in upon
her reverie. ‘ Surely that 's an awfully engrossing

book, Miss Lorimer, if it keeps you away from
the dancing. You used to be a great dancer, too.

But you really ought to have been round on the

other side to-night. Weh'e been having no end
of fun. Mrs Delphin and Challoner have been

doing kitchen lancers. I never laughed so much
in my IKe ! Won't you be tempted to take a

turn? Ho. Well, I must riin;^ and he vanished,

leaffing Lucie with the prick of an added sting

to endure.

SOME LEATES EEOM A MATUEALIST^S
MOTE-BOOKS.

N 1863 a book entitled Natural

History and - Sport in Moray was

published in Edinburgh. It was

founded on certain notes made
by Mr Charles St John, recorded

in regularly-kept journals and in

letters vuitten to intimate friends on the sub-

ject which had engrossed the attention of their

author for the greater part of his active IKe.

Admiral St John has recently reprinted these

notes as they were made, as weK as the

sympathetic Memoir of his father written by the

late Mr Cosmo Innes, and adds some pleasantly

written impressions of his own on revisiting

the scenes of his boyhood after the lapse of

some fifty years. The book is enlivened by a

variety of sketches. There are some artistic

studies of the heads of birds, certain humorous
presentments of bird-Kfe and manners, and the

fly-leaves are adorned with a series of comicaK-

ties, almost Thackerayan in their grotescpieness

and mgour, with which, he tells, us, his father

was wont to amuse his children.

Charles St .John was born in 1809, and at

an early age was sent to school at Midhurst
in Sussex. The observation of the habits of

birds and animals had always a strong attraction

for him, and it was during these early years

of school-lKe that the inclination to zoological

tastes became more marked. He seems to have

had abimdant opportunities for sport and the

observation of animal IKe : school hours doubt-

less were not rigorous, nor the demands upon
his attention too exacting. His expeditions into

the surrounding coimtry vdth a chosen companion

were frecpient, and he returned from them laden

with spoil. His play-box formed a convenient

storehouse for these treasui-es, and became in

time a perfect menagerie : dormice were in one

till, stag-beetles and caterpiKars in the other,

while sometimes a guinea-pig or a sqiurrel or

even a rabbit found uneasy resting-places below

in a cell cunningly constructed out of editions

of the Delphian classics and Ainsworth's Dic-

tionary. He was rarely without live-stock in

his possession : Ki this respect like the famous

Martin in Tom Broicn, whose study was alive

with a variety of insects, birds, and animals
;

or the late Frank Buckland in real IKe, who

was from the same cause a terror to his neigh-

bours in chambers at Winchester.

He left Midhurst in 13*25, and does not appear
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to have entered at a public school. We hear

of him in 1828 as a clerk in the Treasury

;

but it was hardly to be expected that a high-

sjDirited lad, with an ardent love of sport and

natural history, should tamel}^ settle down to the

monotonous drudgery of a clerkship in a public

office. ‘ He chafed like a caged eagle at a

Government desk,’ says Mr Ricketts, a fellow-

clerk
;
and although he was not without talents,

and performed his mechanical task well and

rapidly, his heart was not in his work. We are

not surprised to learn that the attempt to turn

a man who by nature yearned for the freedom

of an open-air life, and the comj)anionship of

birds and beasts, into a Treasury clerk ended

in utter failure. During his periodical holidays,

for several years, he joined a party of friends

who were shooting in Scotland, and for a few

brief weeks each year was able to indulge his

natural inclinations to the full. It was always

with difficulty that he tore himself away back

to his work. At last, like one of his own birds,

he winged his way north for good, and shook the

dust of Downing Street from his pinions for

ever. The Treasur}’- lost an indifferent clerk,

the world gained an excellent sportsman and

naturalist.

For the next twenty years he lived at various

places, chosen either for their beaut}’' of situation

or for the opportunities of observation and siiort

they afforded. Rosehall in Sutherlandshire was

the first of these
;
then Aldourie on Loch Ness,

and others beyond the Moray Firth
;

but it

was not till 1843 or 1844 that he finally settled

in the country that suited him best—the ‘laiglU

of Moray
;

and at Invererne below Forres, at

Nairn, and at the Cottage, Elgin, he spent the

last few years of his active life. This was a
' fertile, well-cultivated country, with dry soil

and bright bracing climate, with wide views of

sea and mountain, within easy reach of mountain

sport, in the midst of the game and wild

animals of a low countr}’, and with a coast

indented with baj's of the sea and studded with

frequent fresh-water lakes, the haunt of all the

common vdldfowl and many of the rarer sorts.

Here he found ha^^piness. He led a secluded

life
;
he was free as air. - There were few of the

social duties which had galled him in London

;

there was no official routine to eat into his sold.

He married, in 1834, a wife who gave herself

up loyally to his tastes and wishes
;

and, as a

family grew u^) around him, he lived in them

and for them, as the best of fathers. He was

always with his boys : when school permitted

they shared in his sport ;
and sometimes even the

schoolmaster was forgotten, when, as some fine

morning the dog-cart came round to the door,

and the loch or the moor was the object of

the day’s expedition, the boys jumped in with

their father and old Rennie the keeper, a

joyous party, eager for the chance of a bag or

of some rare bird before nightfall brought them
homeward again.

It was during these years of an active and

vigorous life that he began the regular and

systematic practice of taking notes iq^on the

various forms of animal life that came within

his observation
;
but as yet he had not thought

of printing them. One day, however, he chanced

to be thrown into the conij^any of Mr Cosmo
limes. Sheriff of Moray, who himself occasionally

contributed articles to the Quarterly Beview on

subjects connected with Scottish sport. Mr
limes, who after this first meeting was often

with him, heard from St John the story of

the ‘Muckle Hart of Ben More.’ It took his

fancy, and by St John’s permission he incorpo-

rated it in an article to the Quarterly. It received

unqualified praise from Lockhart, who was then

editor, and from that time, in addition to Iiis

other occiqDations, he found opjiortunity for a

considerable amount of literary work, and pro-

duced at various times A Tour in Sutherland

and Wild Life and Sport in the Highlands^ besides

laying the foundation of Natural History and

S2yort in Moray^ which was jiublished after his

death.

It was at Elgin that he spent the years from

1849 to 1853, and they were especially happy.

He had’ a convenient and pleasant house, the

society in and around the old town was most

' congenial
;

he found there men of science and

students of nature with whom he speedily became

friends
;
within easy reach there were the Loch

of Sjiynie and the rocks of Covesea for sport

and the study of the habits of animals, and

in the neighbourhood at Altyre lived an intimate

friend and brother-sportsman, Ca^itain Gordon

Gumming, who was indeed a congenial spirit.

It seemed, in all human probability, that he

might have looked forward to many years of

such a life. He was of temj)erate and healthy

habits ;
he was continually in the open air

;
he

was no longer an idle man, and therefore not

exposed to the temptations to which idle men
are most liable

;
he blended judiciously the

activities of outdoor pursuits with preoccupation

in literary work
;

and it was with something

of a shock that his friends heard that, one

morning in December 1853, being just about to

start out for a shooting-party, he was stricken

with paralysis of the whole left side. He
had been afflicted for some time with violent

nervous headaches
;

but there was no suspicion

of the grave cerebral troubles of which they were

the j)reinonitory symptoms. Henceforth his active

life was done—he was
^

permanently crippled
;

and though his general health so far recovered

as to allow of his removal to the south of

England, and there pathetically to indulge in the

hope of some day returning to the country he

loved so well, it was not to be. He died

at Woolston near Southamj)ton, in July 1856.
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Before lie died lie asked tkat tlie skull of liis

old retriever Leo slioiild be placed in the coffin

beside him.

Mr Cosmo limes, to whom we are indebted for

the symjDathetic Memoir of his life which appears

in both these volumes, singles out for imitation

the extreme care and accuracy of his observations,

his guarded and simple statement of the results.

This judgment is amply vindicated in the notes

which appear in Admiral St John’s book. They
are full of interest not only to the naturalist

and sportsman, but to all who take an interest

in animal life. The naturalist is attracted by
the minute and careful observations of the habits

and haunts of wild birds of all kinds, from the

lordly eagle to the humble sand
2
ii2ier ; the S2iorts-

nian by the intimate knowledge dis2ilayed of

game-birds
;

and both b}^ the almost affectionate

interest taken in the lives and fortunes of

all winged creatures. He loves the geese and

swans of the loch and the shore
;
he tells us, in

most syni2oathetic language, all about the gull

family
;

he a2323i’eciates, like an old friend, the

difficulties of Mother Partridge in bringing U23

her brood, and notes with zest her cunning in

concealing her nest, and her ferocity, if her

hiding-2fface is discovered, in repelling the attack

of a much larger and stronger bird
;
he knows

all about the great grouse family, its intimate

affairs, its 2̂ olRics, the diseases which attack it,

and the symptoms which reveal them
; the

2Dheasant a232^ea'ls to him alike by his sociability

and his 23ugiiacity, and he tells almost patheticall}'’

of the method eni23loyed by the 2^oacher to bring

about the bird’s destruction. A 23iieasant loves to

be seen, and has a fatal habit of selecting for

his perch the barest and most transparent tree in

the whole wood. The poacher, entering the wood,

sees the dark bodies of his victims standing out

clearly defined against the sky
;
he has with him

a box to which is attached a long .tube 23ohiting

upwards. There is brimstone in that box ,* he

sets fire to it, and the fumes, rising heavenward

through the tube, stiq^efy the bird, which soon dro23S

senseless to the ground, an easy prey. Poaching

of a less scientific but equally effective kind

snares the grouse in hundreds as they make their

evening meal on the oat-stooks which lie out on

the higher and remote grounds in autumn ;
and

nets the 25ai’tridges in cove^^s on the bare fields,

whither they love as night falls to seek their

rest.

In contrast to these illegitimate methods, Mr
St John describes a day of real S23ort enjoyed

alone. In the early morning he sallied forth,

gun in hand, game-bag on shoulder, with his

coiqffe of trusty dogs. He would fix on some

point in the distance, often the top of a hill

whence a view could be obtained, as the extremity

of his beat, and thither wend his way, shooting

such birds as came in his way, taking the 2:>leasure

of the real sportsman in the working of his dogs.

and caring little for the number of the slain

;

and then, having reached his goal, he would return

by another way and reach home in the evening,

23leasantly tired, with his modest bag.

The whole tribe of wild birds, whether the

wildfowl of the loch-shore or the small birds

which enliven our woods and gardens, were, as we
have seen, es2)ecially attractive to him. He has

some interesting observations on the instinct whicli

guides them, and the keen scent and keener

eyesight which secures their food. A carrier-

2)igeon returns home a distance of many hundred
miles

;
the raven is wont to soar for hours

together, at an immense height, wheeling round
and round seeking the carrion on which he lives

;

the eagle discovers from a gi’eat elevation a

grouse crouching in the heather, and, swoo23ing

down till about thirty yards from the ground,

hovers for a moment, and then darts down iq^on

his prey.

Birds, he notes, a232^ear to have a fairly acute

sense of smell. Once, as he sat 2̂ erfectly motionless

in concealment, he saw wildfowl swimming quietly

towards him a2qDarently without a sus2)icion of his

2n’esence, until, on arriving at a 2)oint where he

was, they immediatel}^ caught the scent and flew oft*

in great alarm. He mentions, too, a subtle system

of communication common among birds. A wild-

duck, having discovered a quantity of corn that

had been thrown down in a 2̂ ^1'ticular S2oot, soon

brought others to the place
;

these in their turn,

as they came, S23read the information, until at

length large flocks collected to feed on vffiat was

originally the 2̂ idze of a single bird. In the

same way signs of alarm and 'warning are com-

municated. Often has a crow passing over his

head as he lurked, preparing for a shot at a flock

of geese or swans, by a timely croak revealed

his hiding

-

2)lace and scattered the frightened

birds
;
and—curious fancy—he was often led to

think, from close observation, that when different

kinds of birds were feeding in the same 2fiace,

the mallards and widgeon were quite careless

of their own safety so long as redshanks or

curlew were near, seeming to be 25erfectly assured

these noisy and vigilant fellows would at the

least sign of danger utter the warning note. Swans
are in the habit of 25osting sentinels, and they, with

neck erect and slee25less eye, kee2) watch over

their slumbering com23anions, who, having all con-

fidence in their 'vngilance, have disposed themselves

to rest * nor is a 23roper sense of justice awaiiting,

for they relieve guard at regular intervals lil^e a

disciplined garrison. One of the sleepers awakens,

advances, gently 25ecks the sentinel, siunmons him
to his well-earned rest, and takes his place.

One of the most interesting questions of modern
biology is the 230wer of environment to 25roduce

variation in various tjqjes of animal life. It is

clearlj" established that a change in the sur-

roundings of an animal vdll cause it to change.

There is the well-knovm exam23le of the gull '^vhich
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was kex^t in close confinement and fed entirely

upon a grain-diet. The effect ^Yas that in time

the stomach of the bird, originally constructed

for a fish-diet, gradually came to resemble the

gizzard of an ordinary granivorous bird like a

pigeon. Mr Wallace tells the story of a parrot

Avhich changes colour from green to red and

yellow when fed Avitli the fat of certain fishes.

Mr St John relates that a common brown trout,

taken alive from its stream and placed in a

white bottle of pure, clean water, itself rapidly

turned white. There is, in fact, generally a

curious adaptation of nearly all animals to their

abodes, especially in the matter of colour. The
polar bear in his coat of white suggests the

dazzling Arctic snows, the ptarmigan becomes

white in winter and in summer turns to the

colour of stone, the partridge matches the fields,

the grouse the brown heather, while the pheasant

resembles the dead leaves of the wood and

cop^Dice.

There is a fine flavour about the story of the

stalking of the ‘ Muckle Hart of Ben More,’ to

wiiich allusion has already been made, and the

observations recorded of the deer family through-

out the book are marked by the usual care and

moderation. The same delightful freshness strikes

us, and we feel that the author is giving us

first-hand information, and that he has watched

and waited for all that he has to tell us. He
is equally happy in dealing with fishing. Of

course he was a fisherman, just as he was a deer-

stalker and shot. He deplores, as men have not

ceased to deplore, the growing scarcity of salmon

in Scotch rivers consequent on the practice of

indiscriminate netting. His point of view is that

of the angler who is content to whip the stream

from morn till eve, and thinks his day a good

one if, at its close, he has grassed one or two

fish of fair size. We feel that we are listening

to a genuine sjDortsman when he expresses his

horror of wholesale destruction of either fowl, flesh,

or fish from motives of profit or for mere pleasure

of killing. As long, however, as there is a large

demand for salmon, and a willingness to pay

high
]
3rices for it, so long will the demand be

supplied in the only way possible—that of taking

large numbers of fish, easily and quickly, by

means of nets. This policy, however, if iDursued

long enough and thoroughly enough will ulti-

mately render itself abortive. The grilse will

not be allowed to pass, and the number of

salmon in any given river will steadily decrease,

so that the goose that lays the golden eggs is

gradually done to death.

The subject is too extensive to be discussed

here. We must be content to register the

objection of the author, and to express a certain

sympathy with the feeling that prompted it. St

John disliked the commercial spirit that was

creeping into sport in his day, and the ostentation

that was already disfiguring it. His whole life

was a protest against both. He lived in his remote

corner of Scotland a kindly, imassuming gentle-

man, amid surroundings that many men would
have found dull, was content to enjoy his modest

s2Dort, to make his observations, and to write notes

in the same sj^irit. Such a life proves that there

need be no dullness in rusticity
;
nay, rather that

a country life may be full of interest and

delight to all who are inclined to live quietly, to

keej) their eyes ojDen, and to seek the wonders

that lie close to them in every field and wood
and moor.

THE KING EXPLORES.
II.—A PEOCLAIvIATION IN SKYE.

T was a beautiful evening, with the

sea as smooth as glass, Avheii the

fishing-boat, with sails folded, pro-

]
3elled by the stalwart arms of the

rowers, entered a landlocked har-

bour guarded by bold headlands.

The name given to the place by Macdonald was

so unpronounceable in Gaelic that it completely

baffled the Saxon tongue of the King
;

but,

although His Majesty was not aware of the fact,

his own 2)r6sence was to remedy that difficulty,

because the ^Dlace was ever afterwards known as

the ‘Haven of the King’—Portree.

The scattered village climbed ujd the steej)

acclivity
; and as the royal party rounded the

headland and came in sight of the place, it

seemed as if the inhabitants knew a distinguished

visitor was about to honour them with his

presence, for the whole po23ulation, cheering and

gesticulating, was gathered along the shore. The
gillie, however, informed his master that the

demonstration was 2>i'obably on the occasion of

the launch of the handsome shijD which they

now saw covered with flags riding i)lacidly on

the surface of the bay. It was evidently new,

for the sides were fresh from the axe, without

stain of either weather or wave.

‘It seems the boat is yours,’ said Macdonald to

the King in English. ‘It is the twenty-six-oared

galley that Allaster Crottach was bound by his

agreement to build for you. My man tells me
that it is to be taken to-morrow to Dunvegan

Castle, so it is likely to be used by Allaster

Crottach himself before your Majesty sets foot

in it
; for if it had been intended only for the

King, it would have been left here so that it

might be convenient to the mainland. It has

been built by Malcolm Macleod, the leader of all
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the j)^ople in these parts. He thinks himself

the most famous boatbuilder in the world, so

Allaster has at least fulfilled one part of his

agreement, and doubtless believes this to be the

finest craft afloat.^

Ht is indeed a beautiful barge, ^ assented the

King, admiring the graceful lines of the shij).

‘ But what is that long-haired, bare-legged cateran

screaming about, with his arms going like a

windmill? The crowd evidently appreciates his

efforts, for they are rapturous in their applause.’

Macdonald held iip his hand, and the oarsmen

paused, while the boat gently glided towards the

shore. In the still air across the water the

impassioned Gaelic words came clearly to the

voyagers.

‘He is saying,’ translated Macdonald after a

few moments’ listening, ‘that the Macleods are

like the eternal rocks of Skye, and their enemies

like the waves of the sea. Their enemies dash

against them and they remain unmoved, while

the wave is shattered into infinitesimal sj)ray. So

does the Macleod defy and scorn all who come

against him.’

The King shrugged his shoulders.

‘The man forgets that the sea also is eternal,

and that it ultimately wears away the cliff. This

appears to be an incitement towards war, then?’

‘Oh, not so,’ replied Macdonald. ‘The man is

one of their poets, and he is reciting an epic

lie has written, probably in praise of Malcolm’s

boatbuilding.’

‘ God save us !
’ cried the King, ‘ Have we,

then, poets in Skye?’

‘The whole of the Highlands is a land of

poetry, your Majesty,’ cried Macdonald, drawing

himself up proudly
;

‘ although the very poor

judges of the art in Stirling may not be aware

of the fact.’

The King laughed heartily at this.

‘I must teH that to Davie Lyndsay,’ he said.

‘ But here we have another follower of the muse

who has taken the place of the first. Surely

nowhere else is the muse served by votaries so

unkempt 1 What is this one saying ?
’

‘He says that beautiful is the western sky

when the sun sinks beneath the wave
;
but more

beautiful still is the cheek of the Eose of Skye,

the daughter of their chieftain.’

‘ Ah ! that is better and more assuring. I

think either of us, Jamie, would rather meet

the smiles of the Eose of Skye than the clay-

mores of her kinsmen.’

By this time the assemblage on shore became

aware that visitors were approaching, and the

declamation ceased. Malcolm Macleod himself

came, forward to the landing to greet the new-

comers. He was a huge man of about fifty, tall

and well-proportioned, with an honest but master-

ful face, all in all a magnificent specimen of the

race, destined by nature to be a leader of men.

He received his visitors with dignified courtesy.
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‘ I am James Macdonald,’ explained that yoimg
man by way of introduction, ‘son of the Laird

of Sleat. We heard you had built a boat for

the King, and so have come to see it. This is

James -Stuart, a friend of mine from the Low-
lands

;
and I have brought him Avith me that he

may learn Avhat boatbuilding really is.’

‘You are very Avelconie,’ said Macleod, ‘and

just in time, for they are taking her round the

headland to Dunvegan to-morrow morning. A}',

she’s a bonnie boat, if I do say it myself, for

no one knows her and what she ’ll do better than

me.’

‘ The King should be proud of her,’ said

Macdonald.

Macleod tossed his shaggy head and said :

‘It’s little the King knows of boats. He
should be playing Avith a shallop in a tub of

AA^ater, and shouldn’t meddle Avith men’s affairs.

Allaster Crottach is our king, and if he graciously

pleases to tickle the lad in Stirling by saying-

he OAAUis the boat. Allaster himself aauII haA^e

the using of her. I Avould not spike a plank

for the King
;
but I ’d build a fleet for Allaster

if he Avanted it. Has your friend the Gaelic ?

If he has, he may tell the King AALat I say

AAdien he goes back to the LoAAdands.’

.
‘ Ko, he has no Gaelic, Malcolm

;
but I ’ll put

into English AAdiatever you Eke to tell him.’

So he gave to the King a free rendition of

Macleod’s remarks, toning them doAvn little

but the King Avas shreAvd enough to suspect, from

the manner of the man of Skye, that he held

his nominal monarch in slight esteem.

Malcolm Macleod took the strangers to his OAAm

house, Avhich AA^as the best in the viEage. Almost

the entire i^opulation of the port had been

AA^orking on the King’s boat, and noAV that it

Avas finished and launched the place had earned

a holiday. Malcolm AA’as deEghted to have visitors

aaJio could bear Avitness to the skill of his

designing, ajDpreciate the genius of the poets,

and listen to the skreigh of the piping. The

strangers Avere most hospitably entertained, and

entered thoroughly into the spirit of the festiAU-

ties. The morning after their arrival they

cheered as lustily as the others AAdien the tAA*enty-

six oars of the King’s barge struck the AA^ater and

the craft moved majestically out of the harbour.

They seemed to have come into a land of good-

Avill toAAwd all mankind, high and Ioav A^ying

AAuth each other to make their stay as xileasant

as j)ossible.

‘Jamie,’ said the King to his friend tAA*o or-

three days after their arrival, ‘ I might Avell

liaAm ignored your advice about the shijis, as I

did your base counsel about the army. I need

no fleet here to protect me in Skye, Avhere every

man is my friend.’

‘ That is A^ery true,’ repEed Macdonald
;

‘ but

you must not forget that no one has any sus-

Xiicion AAdio you are. Every one is a friend of
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James SUiart of tlie Lo^Ylands
;

but I hear

nobody say a good word for the King/
‘ What have they against him ? ^ asked the good

man of Ballengeich, with a frown, for it was

not complimentary to hear that in a part of his

own dominion he was thought little of.

^ It isn’t exactly that they have anything

against the King,'* said Macdonald, j)erhaps not

slow to prick the self-esteem of his comrade

;

‘but they consider him merely a boy, of small

weight in their atlairs one way or another. They
neither fear him nor respect him. The real

monarch of these regions is the humpback in

Dunvegan Castle
;

and even if they knew you
were the King, your sternest command would

have no effect against his slightest wish, unless

you had irresistible force at the back of you.’

‘Ah, Jamie, you are simply trying to justify

the bringing of the fleet round Scotland.’

‘ Indeed and I am not. The only use your

fleet will be is to get you away from here in

case of trouble. As far as its force is concerned,

these islanders would simply take to the hills

and defy it,’

‘ Ah, well,’ said the King, ‘ I ’ll make them
think better of me before I am done with them.’

The week’s festivities were to end with a grand

poetical contest. All the bards of the island

Avere scribbling—at least those Avho could Avidte.

The poets who had not that gift were committing

their verses to memory that they might be pre-

pared to recite them before the judges, three

famous minstrels who Avere chosen from three

districts on the island, thus giving variety and

a chance of fairness to their decisions.

The King resolved to enter this competition,

and he employed Macdonald every evening trans-

lating the poem Avhich had been considered so

good in Stirling into the language of Skye ;
and

Macdonald Avas to recite it for him at the contest.

But this Homeric competition Avas endangered by
disquieting iieAvs brought to the island by the

flshermen. They reported that a poAverful fleet

had been seen rounding the northern coast of

Scotland, and Avas now making toAvards the south.

This unexpected intelligence seemed to change

instantaneously the attitude of the islanders

towards their tAvo guests. Siispicion electrified

the aii\ The neAvs of the sighting of the fleet,

coming "so quickly on the advent of tAvo strangers

Avho apj^arently had no particular business on the

island, caused them to be looked upon as spies,

and for a day or tAvo they Avere in danger of being

treated as such. The King’s alertness of mind
saved the situation. He had brought Avith him
from Stirling, in case of emergencies, seA^eral

sheets of blank jjarchment, each bearing the Great

Seal of Scotland. Once more the useful Mac-

donald Avas his amanuensis. A proclamation in

Gaelic Avas Avritten, and the signature of James

the Fifth inscribed thereon. This docmnent Avas

enclosed Avith a communication giving directions

to the admiral of the fleet, and Macdonald, en-

trusting the packet Avith one of his gillies, gave

orders that sail Avas to be set for Loch Torridon,

and the message given to the officer in command.
Three days later the ferment on the island

AA*as immeasurably increased AN'hen the guard on

the headland reported that a ship of Avar Avas

sailing direct for the harbour. A liorseman Avas

despatched full gallop to Dunvegan Castle to

inform the head of the clan of the mysterious

visit of the two men, folloAved so soon by the

approach of a belligerent A^essel of Avar
; but

before the messenger Avas ten miles on his Avay

the ceremony Avas OA^er and done Avith. The big

ship sailed majestically through the narrows, cast

anchor, and fired a siilute. A Avell-manned boat

Avas lowered and made for the shore. There

stepped from the boat an officer in a splendid

uniform, folloAved by a lieutenant and half-a-dozen

men, one of AA'hom carried the flag of Scotland.

This company marched to the cross, Avhich stood

in the centre of the Aullage, and the croAvd

sullenly folloAved, Avith Malcolm Macleod at their

head, not knoAving AA'hat the action of the naAnl

officer might portend, and, in absence of definite

orders from their chief, hesitating to oppose this

inland march. Many of those on the fleet Avere

Highlanders, and the second in command Avas

one of them. This man mounted the three steps

at the foot of the cross and stood Avith his back

against the upright stone. His chief handed him
a roll of parchment, and the subordinate officer,

in a loud A’oice and in excellent Gaelic, cried

;

‘A proclamation from His Most Excellent

Majesty James Fifth of Scotland ! God save the

King !

’

At this the chief officer raised his SAvord in

salute, and his men sent up a cheer : but the

hurrah Avas not seconded by any of the large

concourse there gathered together. Undaunted

by this frigid reception, the officer unrolled the

manuscript and read its contents in a A’oice that

reached to the farthest outskirts of the croAvd :

‘ I, James of Scotland, laAvfid King of this realm,

do proclaim to all loyal subjects that the safety

and liberty of my land depends on an imcoiiquer-

able fleet, and that the merit of the fleet consists

in stout, Avell-built ships
;

therefore the man
AA'hom I, the King, delight to honour is he Avhose

skill produces the best sea-going craft, so I here

inscribe the name of Malcolm Macleod, master-

shipbuilder, a man aaKo has designed and con-

structed a boat of AA^hich all Scotland has reason

to be proud. The King’s barge of tAventy-six oars,

planned by Malcolm Macleod and built for him

by the jjeople of Skye, AA*ill be used as a model

for all shipbuilders in the Scottish naAW- Signed

by the King’s OAvn hand.

—

Jamies of Scotland.’

The reader noAv looked up from his parch-

ment and gazed over the assemblage.

‘ Is Malcolm Macleod here ? ’ he asked. ‘ Let

him step foi-AA'ard.’
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The giant, somewhat dazed, walking like a

man in a dream, approached the foot of the cross.

The officer rolled the proclamation and presented

it to the shiphnilder, saving :

VFrom the hand of the King to the hand of

Malcolm jMacleod.^

Malcolm accepted it, muttering, half with a

smile, half with a frown

:

‘Egad I the King knows a good boat when he

gets it.^

Then the officer uplifted his sword and cried,

‘ C4od save the King !
^ and now the hills around

re-echoed with the cheering.

The little company, without another word,

retraced their steps to the small boat, and made
for the ship, which was now facing outward,

anchor hoisted and sails spread once more
;

so

the watching Highlanders had a view of a large

vessel superbly managed, as the west wind which

brought her into the harbour now took her

safely out again.

The royal young man had a striking lesson

on the fickleness of the populace. Heretofore,

as Macdonald had truly said, no one had a good

word to say for the King
;
now it was evident

that Janies the Fifth of Scotland was the greatest

and wisest monarch that ever sat on a throne.

Malcolm Macleod had been always so proud

of his skill that this proclamation could hardly

augment his self-esteem
;
but it suddenly changed

his luews regarding his august overlord. In con-

versation ever after it became ‘ Me and the

King,^ and he was almost willing to admit that

James was very nearly as great a man as

Alexander Macleod of Dunvegan.

The enthusiasm was so great that several bards

composed special poems in honour of the King
of Scotland, and next day the efi'usions were

to be heard at the cross, and the prizes awarded.

The first thing done, however, after the departure

of the ship was to send another mounted mes-

senger to Dunvegan Castle, so that the lord of the

island might learn that no invasion was to be

feared from the fieet. The parchment proclama-

was sent on to the chief, ostensibly in explanation

of the ship^s visit, but actually because Malcolm

Avas not loath to let the head of the clan know
Avhat the head of the country thought of his

Avorkmanship.

It Avas early next morning that the reading

and reciting of the poems began, and so lengthy

were these effusions that it was Avell past noon

before the last had been heard. To the chagrin

of James, he found himself fifteenth on the list

AA'hen the honours AA'ere aAA'arded. Macdonald, en-

deaA'ouring to keep a straight face, told the King
of the judges* decision, adding :

‘It AA'ill be as AA*ell not to let Davie LAUidsay

know of this.'

‘ Oh, you may tell AA*hom you please,^ cried the

King. ‘I AA*as sure you AA'ould bungle it in the

Gaelic.'

The King AA'as pacing up and doAAm the room
in no A’ery good humour, so the young Highlander

thought it best not to reply. He was saA’ed,

hoAveA’er, from the embarrassment of silence by
the entrance of Malcolm Macleod.

‘You are in great good fortune,' said Malcolm.

‘The messengers have returned Avith a score of

horsemen at their backs, and DunA’egan himself

inA'ites you to the castle.'

Macdonald seemed in no way jubilant OA’er

what his host considered the greatest honour

Avhich could be bestowed upon two strangers.

‘TThat did he sayl' demanded the King.

‘He says that Macleod of Dunvegan has in-

Auted us to his castle.'

‘TTell, we will go, then. I suppose we can get

horses here, or shall we journey round by boat l*

‘ I understand,' replied Macdonald, ‘ that the

chief has sent horses for us, and furthermore an

escort of a score of men, so I'm thinking aa-b

haA'e A’ery little choice about the matter.'

‘Yery well,'* returned the King, Avith a shrug

of indifierence, ‘let us be off and see our neAv

host. I wonder if he AA'ill be as easily fl.attered

as the one we are leaAring 'F

‘I doubt it,* said Macdonald seriously.

[The next story, ‘King James Drinks,’ relates

some adventures in grim Dunvegan.]

UKDEYELOPED BOLITIA; OE, BETTTEEiN
AED THE

THE AXDES

S the traA’eller bound from Tal-

paraiso to Panama or from Callao

to the south pursues the eA'en

tenor of his AA'ay on board one of

the numerous steamers that furrow

the c|uiet Avaters of the Pacific, he

sees to the east, stretching for hundreds of miles,

a coast barren beyond description, a great sandy

Avaste rarely enliA’ened by a scrap of green

or a drop of water : the Desert of Atacama.

AMAZOK
Day after day there is the same blinding glare

upon the same sterile, sandy shore, backed by
forbidding clifts, bare of vegetation : and, far

behind, the snow-capped summit of some great

mountain deep in the interior, glistening in che

brilliant sunlight like a star on the horizon,

may occasionally be seen

If time and the weather permit a landing at

the little port of Antofagasta, a town mainly

composed of mud, wood, and corrugated iron
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slianties, tlie traveller will see tlie terminus of

one of tlie most curious railwa^^s in existence

—

the connecting-link with the far-away country

beyond the snowy peaks. That line, though it

climbs more than fifteen thousand feet, has no

tunnels and but one big bridge, and runs for

four hundred miles almost without local traffic.

The line was primarily built to serve one great

mine, and later it was extended to bring an
isolated and forgotten nation into touch with the

rest of the world
;
for beyond the desert and the

Andes lies Bolivia, hitherto a decaying survival

of a past age, but now becoming veneered with

a gloss of civilisation. In that state the agitation

and discussion of questions of sanitation, science,

education, morality, and religion—settled for ns

by our grandfathers or their grandfathers before

them—are' only beginning; one religion only is

there officially accepted as true, and no other is

tolerated
;
and there the Roman Catholic Church

reigns su^^reme, making but a miserable show of it

after hundreds of years of occupation, no Protestant

missionary dis]Duting its sway. Yet things could

be said of this peo^^le that would make it appear

advisable for some of the numerous missionary

societies to spend a little money and labour

among them : the 60 per cent, illegitimate birth-

rate and the enormous infant mortality, for in-

stance
;
for the Church, debased beyond the concep-

tion of an enlightened Roman Catholic in more
advanced countries, is hardly redeemed from a

travesty on religion by a few ardent and devout

souls. Temporal needs are almost as much
neglected as moral and spiritual ones. During
only half the year can even the principal cities

of the interior be reached excej)t on mule-back

;

so little has been done in opening up the country

since the Spaniards, with that patient beast of

burden the mule, disjfiaced the llamas of the

Incas. Out in the far interior roads have ceased

to exist, and all communication is carried on by
a fleet of miniature steamers and by canoes.

Yet this country, which in so many respects is

hundreds of years behind the age, is naturally

rich, fair, and healthy
;

it is as large as Germany
and France taken together

;
and its climate varies

from the frigid to the tropical at the different

altitudes. One may live in a perjDetual winter,

with snow constantly falling, or shrouded in

thick fogs, in such cold that barley will not

ripen
;

and yet, instead of being, as might be
supposed, upon the almost inaccessible crest of

some lofty moimtain, the region is an oj^en plain

where llamas and vicunas breed and thrive.

Then, descending three or four thousand feet, a
level is reached where barley and potatoes wall

grow, and even a little wheat in sheltered spots
;

and again descending, at from seven to nine

thousand feet, there are great vaReys in wdiich

all the fruits of the temperate regions grow
abundantly, from the grape to the strawberry

and the apple
;
where wide stretches of wheat.

barley, and maize supply a considerable surplus

for export to less favoured localities
;
and where

the climate can only be described as a i^^rpetual

spring. In fact, from April to November, the

winter season, it would be difficult to imagine a

more ideal climate. At eight thousand feet high

the air is always pure and invigorating. During

the day the sun is brilliant but not overpowering

;

gentle breezes blow from the snow-clad mountains

in the far distance
;
and the nights—with some-

times slight frost—are perfect, cool, clear, and

made for sleep. The distant mountains, besides

cooling the breezes, supj^ly ice more cheaply

than any ice-factory, and also streams of water

for irrigation during the dry, winter season.

Here consumptive patients, even in very advanced

stages, may prolong their lives, sometimes for

many years. In November great masses of clouds,

which for weeks have been banking up on the

north-eastern horizon—formed by the evaporation

from the great forests of the uj)per tributaries of

the Amazon—begin to gather overhead, and for

four months
,

the earth is gently watered, usually

at night, rqDening the strawberries for the picnic

parties in December, and the grapes for the

vintage in April.

It is curious to note the stejDS by which the

harvest ripens in this countr}^ .In some favoured

valleys the wheat is already turning yellow in

January
;
but three or four thousand feet higher

it is still green, and the ear hardly formed
;

higher still the young barley is barely four or

five inches above the ground
;
and, still ascending,

at last we meet the Indian turning the scanty

soil with his wooden plough and yoke of oxen, his

wife or child following with the grain and sowing

it in the furrow behind him. Below these valleys

there is yet another level containing a vegetation,

a climate, a fauna, and a flora as different from

those we have mentioned as Siberia is from

Ceylon.

Penetrating still farther east, at about eight

hundred miles from our starting-point, we reach

the last great mountain-chain that forms the

eastern rampart of the Cordilleras. Here, thirteen

thousand feet above the sea-level, looking towards

the setting sun, we see a confused mass of moun-
tains, dotted here and there with a iDrominent

snowy peak, bare, broken, silent, desolate. Again

turning to the east, there lies, ten thousand feet

below, the last great' division 'of Bolivia, an extent

of tropical forest as large as France, intersected

by great rivers, abounding in animal life and

vegetation, and rich in minerals.

From the borders of the desert to the great

waterways of the far interior, minerals abound.

Gold is found in many districts, in quartz and

in the beds of the streams. There is hardly a

river in the great Beni region but Avill give the

‘ colour ’ in suitable places
;
and in the Chiquitos’

district there are known to exist rich washings

and mines once worked by those pioneers of
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South America, the Jesuits. Iii the province of

Chayanta great areas are gold-hearing
;
and from

the eastern Cordilleras samples are occasionally

brought by Indian shepherds and peones that

would make a company promoter’s mouth water.

Bolivia is alread}^ kno\yn as one of the greatest

silver producers ;
and of tin—of low grade, but

very easy to work—it appears likely to have a

practical monopoly of the world’s supply. Coal

and petroleum discoveries have also been rej)orted

at various times.

As yet the prospecting for any of the metals

has been most inadequate and unsystematic,

being generally conducted by individuals without

resources, and with in many cases a very limited

knowledge of the geological conditions. It is well

within the probabilities to say that but an infini-

tesimal part of the accessible mineral wealth of

Bolivia is yet known
;

and there is no reason

why many mines as rich as Potosi or Huanchaca

should not be discovered. It is the ever-present

difficulty of want of proper means of communica-

tion and of intelligent foreign immigration that

has hitherto prevented development.

Wild animals abound in the forest regions. The
jaguar is hunted for its skin, and some hundreds

are exported every year
;
the cayman is common

in the great rivers
;
the anta, or South American

tapir, haunts the cane-brakes on the banks
;
and

fish of many kinds abound in the waters. Prob-

ably a careful exj^loration would also bring to

light several hitherto unknown species of insects

and butterflies, of which there are vast quantities

in the great forests.

The vegetable products range from barley to

india-rubber, and include all the intermediates.

A few of the principal ones are barley, oats,

wheat, beans, potatoes, maize, and all kinds of

yegetables and fruits upon the uplands
;

and

oranges, pine-a]Dples, bananas, coffee, rice, cocoa,

chocolate, vanilla, sugar-cane, manioc, and rubber

in the forest-covered regions. In fact, it is diffi-

cult to imagine a tree, grain, fruit, or vegetable

that could not be successfully grown in some

one of the various climates of this continent in

miniature. There are others
;

as the qidnua, a

grain indigenous to the mountain region
; the oca,

a kind of potato
;
the cherimoycc, or custard-ajDple

;

the tenihe, a fruit of a species of palm
;

the

guccyava; the granaclilla, the fruit of the j)assion-

flower
;
and many more. The coffee grown upon

the eastern slopes of the Cordilleras is of the

finest flavour
;

the sugar-cane commonl}^ contains

10 per cent, of saccharine matter, and ripens in a

year
; oranges grow as abundantly as in Florida,

and that with no attention. Thus great areas of

the country may be designated huge gardens

;

and there are millions of acres of the finest

timber, watered by na'^dgable rivers.

The population of the country numbers only

about, t\yo millions, from three to four hundred
thousands being whites. This is, approximately,

one white man to two square miles, or, including

Indians and all mixed races, less than four

persons per square mile. The reasons why the

country is entirely undeveloped and only partially

explored may be summed uj^ thus
: (1) The general

prejudice against South America as a field for

emigration, and the opinion that its Governments

do not offer sufficient guarantee of security and

stability
; (2) because of the language and race

of the present occupiers
;
and (3) the geographical

position of the country, without a seaboard and
shut in on every side by alien nations. As
neither the first nor the second reason has pre-

vented a great immigration of Germans into Brazil,

nor a much larger number of Italians into the

Argentine, it may be fair to assume that the

third reason is one of the principal causes of

the absolute dearth of foreign immigration into

Bolivia. It seems 2^i’ol^3.ble that—exclusive of

persons from adjoining countries, who are a

very doubtful acquisition—not more than a score

of foreigners enter Bolivia yearly with the in-

tention of remaining in the country
;

and the

greater number of these are Germans.

There are various routes available for reaching

the country, several of them presenting no
particular difficulties. As we have stated, from

Antofagasta we may travel by railway in three

days to Oruro, a mining and distributing centre,

with a pojDulation of twelve thousand
;
and from

that city other points can be reached by coach
;

or, disembarking at Mollendo, the traveller can

go by rail to Lake Titicaca, cross the lake by
steamer, and reach La Paz by coach in a few

hours more. In a short time this latter part of

the journey mil be made by the railway now in

course of construction. By another- route, with

Buenos Ayres as a starting-^Doint, the train

can be taken as far as Injuy, and from thence

the traveller goes by road to Sucre, the former

capital
;

or from the same city he can go by
steamer to Asuncion and on to Corumba, and

from that point journey by land for about three

hundred miles to Santa Cruz. The last and
most undesirable route, vid Pard and up the

Amazon by steamer, is chiefly used for the

exportation of india-rubber from the Beni.

Apart from its isolation, the country presents

no other objectionable features save those which

are common to other South American republics.

Intolerance of any form of worship except the

State religion, in its present form, exists merely

because no Protestant missionary society has

thought it worth while to claim toleration
;
in

fact, foreigners are not, even now, in any way
molested on the rare occasions when some passing

Bible-reader conducts some simple form of service.

The currency compares favourably with that

of surrounding countries. The basis is silver,

coined in half-bolmanos and subsidiary coins,

and there is no inconvertible note issue. In the

rubber districts the pound sterling is largely used.
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THE RHSSIAHS OH THE CASPIAH SEA.

HOUGH kIl0^^^l to Europeans ever

since tlie time of Herodotus at

least, the Caspian Sea is only in

our own time becoming pf great

importance to tbe civiKsed world.

Altbougb tbe ‘Fatber of History'

gives us a very fair idea of its size, it was not

until tbe time of Peter tbe Great that we learnt

tbe fact that its greatest length was from north

to south and not from east to west At tbe

present time it is ra2Didly becoming—ii it has not

already become—a Russian lake. Its southern

sliores still nominally belong to Persia : but as

that country is to a great extent under Russian

control, and has no vessels of any importance on

tbe Caspian, tbe whole of tbe trade all around

tbe Caspian Sea is in tbe bands of tbe Russians

:

even the Armenian shipowners vrbose vessels sail

tlie sea being Russian subjects. The Caspian affords

10 Russia a means of conveying her troops and

munitions of war from Baku and tbe nioutb of

tbe Volga to tbe northern terminus of tbe Cen-

tral Asiatic Reiilway, which is now sumcienily

advanced to enable a hostile expedition within a

week to advance from tbe birber snores of tbe

Caspian to tbe frontiers of Afghanistan. When
tbe long-threatened attack on India comes, the

Caspian will ulay an inrportant part in the events

that must ensue.

In crossin^^ rnt;: 5^0^ from Enzelli to Ra-Xu

recently, the writer was much inteiested in

dustry has advance-l under Russian direcnom

It is well known that four varieties of sturgeon

abound in the Caspian. At the towns of Asiaiah

Xo- ddo.—Voi. V.

one thousand tons burden, was promded vdtb all

tbe most modem improvements, including tbe

electric light in every cabin. Yet it was intended

for tbe mercantile service rather than for the

passenger trade, and was laden almost exclusively

with barrels of fish prepared for exportation.

On tbe voyage we bad a good opportunity of

observing tbe contrast between tbe past and tbe

present, as re]>resented by tbe Persian and the

Russian portions of the coast, and not least by the

two towns—one Persian, tbe other now Russian

—

each of which bears tbe name of Astarab. In

tbe former all vras Oriental, backward, primitive

in tbe extreme : in the latter, tbe neat churches

(Armenian and Russian), the barracks, tbe well-

laid-Out streets, all bore evidence to tbe progress

which ever accompanies tbe advent of European

inffuence in tbe East. "Ve met many omcers of

tbe garriscm of Lankoran, who accompanied us to

Pirvar and back (for tbe vessel bad to complete

her cargo at Lankoran before continuing her

;

voyage to ^.ku). Pine, strong, soldierly men
they seemed to be, men accustomed to command,

]
and well c-aleulated to impress the Eastern mind

\ with the conviciion of tbe irresistible misnt of

I
tUc Great \\ iiite Czar.

1 The city of Baku is thoroughly European in

1 Persian Bad-kuca, or * wind-smitten ^ dears tesri-
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tldcj except tliat it is irregularj and that the

Gaspian is a tideless sea. On a recent occasion a

vessel from BakUj carrying passengers to Enzelli,

was unable to land them at the latter port, the

storm being too violent to permit the steam-

launch to approach the vessel
;

and she was

obliged to go back to Baku twice, and again and

again to return, before the unhappy travellers

could reach the Persian port in safety.

It is well known that the whole of the

Apsheron promontory upon which Baku stands

abounds in naphtha and petroleum. Ahnost

incredible quantities of petroleum are obtained

from a single well, or rather spring
;

for the

oil, when once tapped, rushes forth with a force

which carries its jet high into the air. Tens of

thousands of g-allons are thus easily collected into

enormons reservoirs, and a very simple process of

purification hts the oil for use. Much of it is

conveyed by rail to the highest point crossed by

the railway which connects' Baku on the Caspian

with the much smaller city of Batoum on the

Black Sea, and it is thence conveyed in tubes

downhill to the latter city. The residuum which

is left' after the petroleum of commerce has been

purified forms a most valuable fuel, and will

probably, when better known, largely take the

place of coal for use in the furnaces of steamers

on the Black and Mediterranean Seas.

However, it is not merely because of its import-

ance from a commercial and military point of view

that the Caspian Sea is worthy of notice. It is

remarkable as representing what may be called

the relics of a great ocean. Careful investigations

have proved that the statements made by
Heeatams, Strabo, and other ancient writers, to

the effect that the Casx^ian was at no yery distant

period connected unth the Black Sea and even

with the Arctic Ocean, are *by no means devoid

of foundation. Enormous tracts of country all

around the sea sliow by theii' saline deposits

that the extent of the Caspian, es^iecially toAvards

the north, Avas once far greater than at present.

Its Avaters are noAV eighty-four feet loAver than

the surface of the Black Sea. This is due to the

gradual drying ux* Avhich seems still to be going

on, though A’ery sloAA'ly, in that region. The
land betAveen the Cas^uan and the Sea of Azoa’

is so loAv that a comx'aratively slight rise of leA'el

Avould unite these seas again. Mere the Caspian

only tAvo hundred and tAventy feet aboA'e its

yu'esent leA'el, its Awiters Avould be connected AA'ith

the basin of the Obi, and Avould thus unite AAith

the ^Vi-ctic Ocean. Before the Bosj)orus aa'us

formed, the Black Sea, the Sea of Azoa', the

Casynan, and Lake Aral (one hundred and fifty-

eight feet above the level of the latter sea) AA'ere

one great central ocean. The A’ery presence of

seals in the Caspian suffices to proA’e this. There

must in the Cretaceous Period liaA*e been a steady

current running from this great inland sea into

the Arctic Ocean, across the Ioav ridge that now

forms the Avaterslied between the lands drained

by the Obi and those Avhicli are drained b}- the

Yolga. The latter river has had a vast effect

upon the Casynan. Until possibly the fifth cen-

tury of our oAvn era it seems to have formed a

tributaiy of the Bon, the ancient TanaiSj floAving

into the Sea of Azoa". Cut off from the Black

Sea and the Sea of Azov y^ossibly at the same

time that the Bosporus Avas formed, the Casy)ian

must have shrunk to a size much smaller than

that Avhich it has at yDresent—an area of about

one hiuidi'ed and eighty thousand square miles.

Y^hen Alexander the Great founded Darband,

the Casynan evidently stood at a far loAver level

than it does iioav, for the foundations of ancient

buildings there stand fifty feet beloAV the y)resent

level of that sea. YHien we remember, too, that

the southern portion of the Casy^ian is seyDarated

from its central portion by a ridge, betAveen the

Ay)sheron y)romontory and the Ballain Peninsula

on the opposite coast, the Avater covering Avhicli

is only about tliirty fathoms in depth, it may
well be that the ofier made by the people of

KhA'arasni (Khiva) to lead Alexander’s army across

to Colchis Avas due to the fact that the ridge Avas

then dry land. YTien the Yolga—a river Avhich

drains a tract of land some fiA^e hundred and

tAventy-seA^en thousand five hundred square miles

in area, and y^ours hardly less water into the

Casy^ian than the Danube and the Don together

do into the Black Sea and the Sea of Azoa-

—

was

deflected into its present course, the result must

liaA'e been to increase the size of the CasyDian

once more. This increase Avas ultimately checked

by the augmented evaporation, so that at the

present time the sea is only A^ery gradually (if at

all) diminishing in size. Such diminution may
be due to the fact that the Amu Darya, Avhich

formerly fioAved into the Balkan Bay, noAV pours

its AA'aters into the Sea of Aial.

Contrary to what one might imagine, the

Avater of the Caspian, instead of being salter, is

much less salt than the ocean. In the shalloAv

northern part of this sea, Avhere the dey^th

is not much more than fifty feet, the Avater is

drinkable for a long distance from the shore,

OAving to the immense A'olume of AA'ater poured

into it by the Yolga. But even in the central

and southern portions of the sea, Avhich are

divided from one another by the ridge already

mentioned, the salt contained in the Avater is

only about one-third of that to be found in the

same A'olume of the Avater of the ocean. This

curious fact is accounted for by the evaporation

that is continuMly going on in the nimierous

shallow lagoons, AA^hich receive a current of Avater

from the Ciispian and deposit the salt at the

bottom. There is a ciUTent floAA-ing from the

Caspian into the Kara Boghaz at a inte Avhich

Aviries betAveen one and a half and three miles

an hour. This, it has been computed, takes no

less than three himdred and fifty thousand tons
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of salt daily from that sea. The lagooiir in

<.|uestioii is therefore growing salter year hy
year. Its hottoin is devoid of vegetationj and

seals no longer visit it. Layers of salt are

already being deposited, and there can he no

doubt that this great inlet will in j^rocess of

time become one- solid mass of salt. The same

process may be observed near Hovoi-Petrovsk,

where in some places are to be found lagoons

below the level of the Caspian. In these the

water is found only in pools wliich are enclosed

below and aroimd with solid deposits of salt. In

other places the water has entirely evaporated,

and the saline > deposit is now hidden beneath

the sand which the wind has caused to drift

over it. Other pools have a pavement of rose-

coloured saline crystals ;
while those which still

receive an influx of water from the sea itself

have formed layers of salt all along the shore.

From the salt lakes in the Apsheron peninsula

over ten thousand tons of salt are exported yearly.

The greatest breadth of the Caspian is four

hrmdred and thirty miles. This is in the north-

east, where the sea is shallowest. Its southern

portion is about three hundred miles wide in

its widest part, where a depth of between three

hundred and five hundred fathoms has been found.

The greatest depth of the central portion of this

sea is only fom hundred fathoms.

The southern shores of the sea are not very

healthy, as, owing to their low level and the

marshiness of the country, there is a good deal

of fever prevalent, especially dining the spring.

The traveller who lands at Eesht at that season

of the year is recommended to take a small

dose of quinine daily, until, on his journey to-

wards Teheran, he reaches the higher land some

fifty miles inland. This tract in spring, with its

grass-covered hills and wooded vales, forms a

striking contrast to the arid plateaus which make
up almost all the rest of Persia. The olive-trees

which grow abundantly without cultivation on this

Casj^iaii sloj)e are already being utilised b}^ a Euro-

pean company, and the Eussians will doubtless

find that j)art of Persia very suitable for colonisa-

tion, if they can secure immunity from fever.

The temperature of the coast-lands of the

Caspian varies very much at different seasons of

the year. In siunmer a temperature of one hun-

dred and ten degrees in the shade has been regis-

tered on the banks of the Oxus, wliile in vdnter

the thermometer sinks to thirty degrees below

zero on the elevated plain between the Caspian

and the Sea of Aral. The northern portion of

the Cas^Dian Sea is generally frozen over in vinter,

while this never happens in the southern. •

The Caspian is a veritable mine of wealth to

the Eussians, and promises to increase in value

year by year. From many different points of

view its possession will assist them very materially

in furthering their designs upon our Indian

Empire.

CLIPPED WIXGS.
[Cop}Tiglit in the United States of America by Mary Stuart Boyd.]

CHAPTER IX.

—

{continued).

HIYALEY is not yet dead, though

in modern days it frequently crops

up in men of unheroic exterior.

The silent man of science, Mr
Thomas James Muter, whose seat

at table was opposite Lucie, but

whose intercourse with her had never advanced

beyond a constrained ‘Good-morning,' was taking

his usual evening constitutional. Twice a day,

-after breakfast and after dinner, Mr Muter was

in the habit of solemnly pacing thiideen times

round the deck. On this occasion, one side of the

promenade being occupied by the dancers, his

walk was perforce confined to that side bearing the

line of deserted chairs. The monotonous sound

of his footsteps advancing, retiring, increasing,

diminishing, began to oppress Lucie's perturbed

soul like the tread of some inexorable fate.

‘ If only he would walk faster or slower ! If

he would stumble, or stop to light a cigarette, or

do anything but walk, walk, walk 1
' slie was

thinking irritably, when, as though in reply to

her imspoken wish, his tread faltered, and, as he

neared her chair, stopped.

‘It is—very pleasant on deck to-night,' he said

hesitatingly,

‘Very pleasant,' Lucie acknowledged.

‘The water is so stiE. I never saw it so calm

before—did youl'

‘Hever,' Lucie agreed curtly.

Mr Muter moved uneasily from one foot to the

other. ‘YTio could endure a man who wears his

coat-sleeves down to his knuckles, and a short

waistcoat?' Lucie was thinking, with the carping

intolerance of youth • but her face did not reveal

her thoughts. It looked pale and wistful in the

dim light, and in a spasm of sympathy Mr
Muter, who had an intuitive suspicion of her

misery, sought to comfort her.

‘You are not dancing to-night. Would you

care to take a turn '^\'ith me? A walk, I mean,

of comse. I do not dance. Or would you Eke

to go doumstairs to have some claret-cup, or

lemonade ? I beheve iced beverages are ready

in the saloon'

‘Ho, thank you,' Lucie answered, with imneces-

sary sharpness. ‘ I 'm not weU. I 've got a head-

ache. AIL I want is quiet.'
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Effectually repulsed, and ^xith. tlie '^varm

syinpatliy frozen in liis diffident heart, Mr
]\I liter muttered an incolierent apology and re-

sumed liis walk. His steps sounded a little

heavier, less assured
;
and Lucie, ashamed of her-

self, and yet longing to fight the wind, deter-

mined to hide her wretchedness in the seclusion

of her cabin.

Passing down the broad staircase, she could see

into the saloon, where the menymakers were

refreshing themselves with ices and innocuous

’beverages. Mrs Willie Delphin was there, the

centre of half-a-dozen men. Challoner, who was

standing behind her chair, chancing to glance up,

caught a glimpse of Lucie as she descended. A
pang of contrition smote him at sight of her woe-

begone face, and darting after, he overtook her

in the corridor.

^You’re surely never going to turn in? Why,
I haven’t had a moment to speak to you. And
I must explain.’ Standing in the tiny passage

leading oft' the corridor to her cabin, he had

slipped an arm round her shoulders, and was

deep in voluble . excuses. ^ I know you ’ll under-

stand ni}^ difficulty and forgive me, dear. You’re

always so sympathetic. I must have seemed to

neglect you to-night
;

but really it wasn’t my
fault. I was obliged to dance with Mrs Belj^hin.

Lady Gunn implored me. She said if I didn’t

monopolise Lena, she was so fond of dancing that

she would dance with anybody who asked her.

And most of these men are such rank outsiders

;

it wouldn’t have done, you know.’

‘You asked me for another dance, and I waited

in my chair till everybody saw that I was neglected,

and came jhtyingly round me.’ Lucie spoke with

a little catch in her voice, but already she was

beginning to soften towards her recalcitrant lover.

YHien a woman loves, she is only too ready to

accept any excuses, however improbable.

‘ Go up again,, dear, and wait in your chair,

and I’ll come to you in a minute or two—as

soon as I can get free.’

And with her fears again allayed, Lucie

reascended. On her way to the deck she passed

the crestfallen Muter. As he drew aside to allow

her to pass, Lucie, acting upon a conciliatory

impulse, jDaused and spoke to him.

‘You didn’t mind my being cross just now,

I hope? My head was aching. I really didn’t

mean to be rude.’

'Muttering something unintelligible, Mr Muter

went down happy, and Lucie passed on to her

seat to await the coming of Challoner.

Time slip^Ded by. The cpiarterdeck-man appeared

and began moving the chairs to pile them in a

heap, where, tarpaulin-covered, they would remain

till morning. The promenade was deserted. One

by one the lights in the flimsy Chinese lanterns

flickered out
;
but still, huddled in her red cloak,

Lucie waited on alone.

At length a thought, tormenting, maddening,

smote her : could Challoner and Mrs Delphin be

flirting under the shadow of her own special boat

where, on nights that now seemed long past,

Challoner and she had been so happy ? At first

she resolutely thrust aside the thought as disloyal

Then, as the impulse to look and satisfy herself

strengthened, she put it away in cowardly fear of

finding her conjecture right.

YTien she believed the idea concpiered it

returned, and drove her, trembling with appre-

hension, along the empty deck towards the boat.

Eor a moment the stillness impressed Lucie with

the idea that her dread had been without foun-

dation. Then the sound of a light laugh held

her ear. She was ahnost near enough to catch

their words, but the beat of the engines and

the clamour of her outraged heart deafened her.

Creeping closer to make assurance doubly sure,

she looked round the end of the overhanging

boat. Challoner’s back was towards her. Lucie

could see the crisy) waves of his hair as he bent

towards his companion. She saw the glittering

tail of the black bird sparkle in the half-light.

She heard Challoner’s voice filled with the tremor

of facile passion, and the murmured half-jesting

reply of tlie practised coquette. Then Lucie fled,

her soul burning and confused within her, to the

sanctuary of her cabin. Time to enable her to

reason with herself, silence wherein to think,

peace to formulate her ideas, was all she craved.

As she turned on the electric, light, the sight of

Miss Santhem, whose very existence, in the per-

turbation of her thoughts, she had forgotten, came

upon her with a fresh jar. Even the cheap con-

solation of being alone with her grief was denied

her. Her mentor, just roused from a doze, was

more shrewish than ever.

‘ Again on deck till this hour ! It ’s perfectl}'

shameless. I’ll write from Port Said and tell

your father that I had no authority over you,

that you flouted me in every possible way, and

that you made a fool of yourself about a, man
who ’

But Miss Santhem’s summary of Challoner’s

characteristics was doomed to remain untold, for

Lucie, who at the best was never patient, goaded

to utter rebellion by her guardian’s taunts, turned

upon that lady, and rent her to shreds.

‘Never dare speak to me in that way again.

Never. Do you hear ? I won’t endure it. I

have enough to bear without your incessant

gibes.’

Lucie’s voice was husky
,

with half-suppressed

wrath
;
and Miss Santhem, for once thoroughly

cowed, .shrinking into the back of her berth,,

mentally decided that in future, however ardently

she might denounce her pu^Dil’s delinquencies

when beyond her hearing, it would certainly be

judicious to keep silence regarding them when in

her presence.
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THE ART OE
By Eustace Miles, M.A.,

EEATHING is one of tlie most im-

portant acts of life, if only iDecause

it is one of the most frequent and
one of the most easily regulated.

Diet and the way we eat are, indeed,

im^Dortant matters
;
hut, at the very

utmost, we do not partake of food oftener .than

five or six times a day—some eat only twice,-

and a few only once a day. Moreover, custom

im2̂ oses certain
.
habits of diet which are hard to

resist. But we can control our breathing without

difficulty or inconvenience, esjiecially in j)rivate.

To change the diet may not he impossible, but

it will i^robably be inconvenient
;

to change the

breathing may be quite feasible. Hot only in

the bedroom but at intervals during the day we
may completely change our habits of in-breathing

and out-breathing
;
and thus we may alter a great

part of our life : our worry, our ill-health, our

hurry, our restlessness, our irritability, and our

iiarsh voices.

The Yogis of India practise breathing as a

special exercise, much as we learn to read and

write. But they practise it particularly as a

preliminary to i^rayer ;
and just before beginning

the breathing exercises they calm themselves by

a benediction, which Yivekananda expressed as

follows :
‘ Sit in a straight posture, and send a

current of holy thought to all creation. Mentally

repeat, “ Let all beings be happ}^
;

let all beings

be peaceful
;

let all beings be blissful,” So do

to the east, south, north, and west.’ Then follow'

the breathing exercises. Such is the care that the

Yogis take before they begin their daily w'ork.

Among the Anglo-Saxons and others there is

absolutely no popular education on the right

ways of breathing. Pneumonia is terribly pre-

valent. In the Sahcrdmj Eveiiing Post for 13th

July 1901, it w^as stated that one out of every

four Hew Yorkers bet-ween the ages of fifteen

and sixty-five dies of consumption. Ho-w, wdiat-

ever may be the sources of the bacilli of con-

sumption, it must be clear that the bacilli can

get no hold upon the body unless they find a

soil ready for them to live upon
;
and a great

deal of this soil comes in -with the bi'eath. If

we can and do constantly take in large quantities

of 2Dure air wdth the full extent of our breathing

apparatus, then the bacilli wuU find no foothold

there. If the nasal passages of all the people in

Hew York w'ere examined, it -would be found that

the persons having both nasal ^^assages freely open

-were most rare exceptions. The left nostril is

especially liable to be closed, partly because of

the habit of holding the handkerchief in the

right hand in -wiping the nose; that method
should, therefore, be reversed. A celebrated doctor

B R E A T I-I I N a
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in Hew York told me that, in sj^ite of my
regular exercise up to that time, my left nostril

would soon be obstructed if I led a sedentary life

in a city.

The result of this closing of the nasal passage

is that people breathe through the mouth. Why
is this objectionable ? It is easy to exaggerate

the effects, but the chief of these is that the cold

air is not -warmed as it
;
w^ould be if it passed

through the nasal passage
;

and, further, the air

inhaled by the mouth is impure, whereas the

nasal passage w'ould stop the impurities on the

w^ay. These impurities include particles of dust,

-which irritate the lungs and become the soil for

the bacilli. The nasal passage would seize and

hold these, very much as mucilage left exposed

to the air seizes and holds particles of dust.

The breath inhaled through the mouth may like-

-svise bring -with it disease-bacilli for this soil.

Various physical exercises, especially games and

athletics, besides their other virtues, are useful as

breathing exercises
;
but they are of little use

unless continued almost up to the last moment
of life. Let us take the case of the ro-wer. He
develops his breathing organs -while he is at school

or at the university. Then he goes into business,

aiid breathes -\vith only a portion of. his lungs, leav-

ing other portions to atrophy in idleness. Athletics

are beneficial, ' however, if some exercise be con-

tinued throughout life
; and special exercises can

take the place of athletics. A few of these exer-

cises hel^i deej) breathing—for example, to raise

the shoulders when in-breathing, and to let dowm
the shoulders -when out-breathing. When dee^)

breathing has become a fixed habit, the shoulder

exercises can be reversed ; and those -vvho can

breathe-in deeply Avhile the shoulders are let

down, and can breathe-out slowly wdiile raising

them, wdll be little likely to breathe -svrongly

under any conditions. The object of this article

is to suggest a few^ hints -which deal w'ith breath-

ing in particular, rather than -with exercise in

general.

It is possible that there should be different

rules for those -who have to live in bad air

;

there the superficial breathing may be j^referable.

Anyho-sAq in all kinds of atmosphere the breath

should only be inhaled through the nose. An
occasional breath of extra-juire air through the

mouth may be good
;
but in cars and in most

offices and rooms nose-breathing is essential. A
second rule is : since so much time is spent in

cars and offices and rooms, in earning a liveli-

hood, and since these j)laces are overheated and

underventilated—the heating and ventilation being

out of the control of most of us—-we must take

in fresh air wlienever possible, in order that we
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may restore tlie balance. The best times to do this

will be early in the morning, when the air is

freshest, and late at night, when deep breathing

will help ns to get sleej). We may breathe

correctly while we are waiting in a street, and
especially where streets meet. We can soon form
an automatic habit of breathing properly on such

occasions.

In addition to the two rules laid down (that we
must breathe through the nose, and that we must
avail ourselves of every opportunity for breathing

XDure air), there is a third rule which is too often

neglected by those who do practise breathing

exercises—namel}^, that it is wrong for most of us

to take many deep breaths in succession. It is

better to take a few such inhalations many times

during the da}^ So, with regard to rmining, it

is better for most of us to run a little and then

walk a little, and repeat the process, than to run

a long distance without stopping. Three times

the amount of
.

ground can be covered by the

former process without any unpleasantness.

A fourth, rule is to exercise all parts of the

breathing apparatus, and not one part only. A
well-knovTi authority would have us exercise

only the top of the chest. Of course this part

should be exercised ; but Delsarte was far wiser

when he recommended that the top part of the

chest, the bulk of the chest, and the abdomen
should all be exercised. In order that each part

may be developed properly, it is a gi’eat helj) to

put the palms of the hands upon the parts in

turn, so as to feel their expansion and contraction.

Delsarte was of opinion that the different places

for breathing were connected with different modes
of thought and emotion ;

thus the idealistic

person would breathe with a higher part of his

apparatus than the practical person. However,

we need to be both idealistic and practical.

Hearly all the authorities are more concerned

mth the inhalation than with the exhalation

;

but the latter seems to me of equal importance,

since it can be made to produce a feeling of

calmness. Many have said that rejDOse is the

highest expression of beauty, and others have

said it is the highest expression of power.

Eepose does not mean slackness and want of

energy. Muscular repose means that the muscles

are relaxed' and the nerve-channels free
; energy

is thus economised, since unnecessary energy is

not used. Our power is concentrated into those

channels of body or mind which we particu-

larly wish to employ. Even in purely physical

matters, it is a great mistake for a person to

clench his left hand while using his right hand,

and the extreme is seen when we wish to fasten

the reluctant collar of a shirt : we use almost

every muscle in our body, whereas we need only

use a few
;
and this is waste of vitalit}^ When

brain-work alone is to be done, there is need for

scarcely any physical energy at all. I suppose this

was why Eousseau had to lie down in the morning

if he wished to think deepl}^
;
otherwise his energy

was dissipated by plij’-sical movements.

This is not mere theory
;

it is a practical fact.

Business-men, before important inteiudews or cor-

resx3ondence, should certainly relax and repose

their muscles. They may sit dovni and let their

arms hang lim.-p, and let the wrinkles go out of

their faces. Then they should take in a deep

breath through their nose. After this inhalation

the}’’ should contract the abdomen, and then

gently exx)and it, letting the breath out slowly,

and meanwhile relaxing every muscle as much
as x^ossible. Their head will slowly fall forward,

and their spine will bend forward too. This is

just one exercise out of many. I only mention

it because it is short and refreshing, and because

it also clears the head for calm thought and

sound judgment. It thus has its financial value.

Miss A. P. Call has a series of exercises which

are esx)ecially valuable late at night, but shoiild

also be used diming the day, x:>articularly when one

is inclined to be hurried or worried or angr}'
;

we know that then a man always breathes super-

ficially and hastily. Wien a man is angry we
sjieak of him as losing control of himself ; we
say that he is . no longer himself while he is in

a x)assion, and while he breathes suxierficially and

shortly. We might conclude that with dee^) and

long breathing a ]nan would be more likely to

keej) control of himself—to be his true self.

Eelaxation and repose are helped by the

breathing more than by any other means
;
and

they in their turn are the best means of ^iro-

moting sleep, though in addition we may for

this XDurpose practise such exercises as the alter-

nate opening and shutting of the eyes, together

with in-breathing and out-breathing,

The Indian sages, however, do not practise their

breathing exercises simxily for the sake of repose

and sleej). During the in-breathing energy is.

increased. These Indians are not the only x)eox)le

who believe that vdth the in-breathing ' of

air there comes something still more vital than

oxygen
;
but the Indians have develox^ed the art

of breathing more than any other x^eoi^le. One of

their favourite exercises is to inhale through the

left nostril, to hold the breath for a time, and

then exhale through the right nostril. Another

of their exercises is to drinlc water through the

nostrils, and after it has been retained for a

short time it is exxielled through the nostrils-

and the mouth. This is said to cool the head.

So far, I have advised x^eox3le to use their will

in order to direct the x^nrely xhiysical movements,

which eventually will become automatic, or rather-

subconscious. He who x^i’actises the above exer-

cises at intervals during the day, whenever the

air is fresh, will find that after a short while

he has lessened his number of breaths in a

single minute b}^ one-haK or more. Each breath

will be deeper. He will find that he has more

physical and mental endurance, and no less
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energy tlian before. There will be about him

less of that noisy as of the engine

before it starts. With the changed breathing-

also will come changed thoughts. ' However,

others start with the changed thoughts. Among
the most prominent of this' second school are

the Mental Scientists. With changed thoughts,

they say, comes the changed breathing. They
have ennobling thoughts, for examj)le, about the

greatest of their fellow-countrymen, about the

divine potentialities of man. The following

assertions 'will serve as examples of the Mental

Science ‘suggestions.’ With them, when they

are made with concentration and exj^ectant faith,

as it were, the breathing is boimd to become

deeper. ‘I am full of life and energy.’ ‘I am
not so cowardly as to do anything mean. I

stand for truth and fair-play.’ Meanwhile the

thoughts may be concentrated, either at the top

of the brain—*the Indians often concentrate them

just above the brain, where the halo of sahits is

sometimes found—or in the chest, not far from

the heart. It is far better to combine the two

—

that is to say, to make the vdll control certain

physical movements and also control certain

thoughts
;

to use the breathing exercises together

vdth the thoughts which help the breathing

exercises. However, the golden rule is to begin

to practise where there is least apparent need,

when one is healthy and fresh and happy, and

under easy conditions—for example, in a 'well-

ventilated bedroom.

A word may be said, in conclusion, as to venti-

lation. As we have seen, it is seldom possible or

feasible for the ordinary person to ventilate his

place of work during the daytime. The chief

care should therefore be to ventilate the bed-

room during the night. Keep the feet quite

warm, either by dipping them in cold water, or

by dipping them alternately in hot and cold

water before going to bed, or else by warm bed-

clothing. The body should be clothed as lightly

as can be borne, and the head should be free.

The windows should be open at top and bottom,

however cold the weather may be. Then, so

much of our life is sj)ent in trains that very

soon it will be necessary to have in every rail-

way carriage g, tube connected with the ojDen air,

the outer end covered with fine gauze to keep

out the dust, &:c. This should have a mouth-
piece or nose-piece which can be fixed or held

near the mouth by any individual wanting fresh

air, who thus supplies himself without ha'^dng to

ojoen the 'windows and thus draw down upon
himself the -wrath of other passengers. There is

no reason why an adjustable air-tube should

not be a partial solution of the ventilation

problem, which at present is certainly one of the

most serious which America has to face. The
necessity is more urgent in America than in

Britain, since it is impossible to get separate

raibvay compartments in America, and the iiidi-

-vudual there has to submit to the conditions

which some forty fellow-passengers choose; and

these are mostly so unhealthy that they prefer

and insist that there shall be no ventilation at

all. I am sure that this would also have its

commercial value
; for the man who can breathe

fresh air will be able to conduct business better

than the man who breathes foul air. Therefore

it might be advantageous to try such an appli-

ance in offices during the winter.

THE KlXa EXPLORES.
[Copyright 1902 by Bobeil; Barr in U.S.A.]

HI.—THE KING DEINKS.

HE two young men mounted the

small shaggy horses that had been

provided for them by the fore-

thought of their future host,

Macleod of Dunvegan. Ap^mrently

the King had forgotten all about

his crushing defeat in the poetical contest of the

day before, for he was blithe and gay, the most

cheerful of those assembled to see him off, ad-

A^'enturing noAv and then the scraps of Gaelic he
had picked up, which contributed • much to the

hilarity of the occasion.

Macdonald, on the other hand, was gloomy and
taciturn, as if already some premonition of the

fate that aAvaited him at Duiwegan cast its

shadow before. The news of the great condescen-

sion of the laird in
,
in-viting two strangers to

his castle had spread through all the land
;
and,

early as Avas the hour, the Avhole x^opi^lation of

the district had gathered to give the travellers a

cordial fareAA^ell. The escort, as the King called

the score of men who were to convey them from

one post to another, or the guard, as Macdonald

termed them, sat on their horses in silence,

aAvaiting the word of command to set forth.

At last this word was giA'en, and the pro-

cession began its march amidst the cheers of the

people and a skirling of the pipes. The distance

AA^as little more than seA^en leagues over a AAdld,

uninAuting country. Macdonald sat his horse

dejected and silent, for the prospect confronting

him was far from alluring. The King Avas incog-

nito, he was not
;

and he had begun to doubt

the Avisdom of haAung giA^’en his actual designation

to the people of Skye, for the relations between

this island and the mainland were at that time

not of the most cordial description.

Dunvegan Castle was a grim stronghold, in

T. -vZ- /
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wlncli the Macleods sat so secure that all the

efforts of all the Macdonalds, even if they were

for once united, could not dislodge them. It was

one of the most remote inhabited places in all

Scotland, its next neighbour to the west being

that new land of America discovered not yet fifty

years. For the son of one Highland chieftain to

come so completely into the power of another,

his own people knomng practically nothing of

his whereabouts, was a situation that did not

commend itself to the young man. Allaster

Crottach was celebrated more for craft than for

violence. He had extended and consolidated his

possessions with the skill of a diplomatist rather

than by the arms of his soldiers, and Macdonald
thought it quite likely that a slice of Sleat might

be the ransom for his release. If through any
incautious remark of his comrade the Crottach

became aware that he held not only Macdonald

of Sleat but also the King of Scotland, the fates

only knew what might happen. The Ehng, how-
ever, appeared to have no forebodings, but trotted

along with great comj)laceiicy, commenting now
and then on the barrenness of the landscape.

The party had accomplished little more than

half the distance when, as they fronted a slight

elevation, there came to them over the hills wild

pipe-music, louder than anything in that line

the King had ever heard.

‘The Macleod is evidently going to welcome us

in state,’ said His Majesty to Macdonald. ‘ He must
have the very monarch of x^ipers in his train.’

‘The Macrimmons,’ admitted Macdonald, ‘are

acknowledged to be the best pipers in all the

Highlands, and they are hereditary musicians to

the Macleod. The sounds we hear indicate that

a number of pipers are x^laying in unison.’

On reaching the brow of the hill they found

this was indeed the case. There were from thirty

to fifty x)ix)ers j
but this was evidently no greet-

ing to the travellers, for the musical party was

marching in the same direction as themselves,

X)laying vigorously as they swung along. At the

instance of the King, Macdonald made inquiries

regarding this extraordinary spectacle. The taci-

turn commander of the guard answered briefly

that it was the College of Pipers. The students

were marching back to Bocraig, on the other side

of Loch Follart, where instruction in piping was

bestowed by the Macrimmons, this excursion over

the hills giving them training in piping and in

tramping at the same time. The musical regi-

ment took 'its way ."straight across the moors,

and was very soon lost sight of by. the two

travellers, who kept to a track which was more

or less of a road.

In due time the cavalcade reached Dunvegan

Castle, and even a man accustomed to so stout a

fortress as that of
,

Stirling could not but be

struck by the size, the strength, and the situation

of this frowning stronghold
;

but, extensive as it

was, its proprietor evidently found it inadequate

for his ambitions, as he was now building a

massive tower which added a further dignity to

the structure.

The King and his companion were received at

the front entrance by an old man, who each at

once knew could not be their host, for his back

had originally been straight enough, though now
slightly stoox)ed through age. He led them
within, and u^) a stair direct to the apartments

reserved for them. Their aged conductor spoke

no English, so the burden of conversation fell on

Macdonald. As soon as the latter x)erceived that

he and his friend were to be se^Darated, one

lodged in one end of the Castle and the other at

the other, he protested against this arrangement,

and insisted on two rooms not so far ajDart. The
old man rex)lied that he was following instructions

given, and if the rooms assigned were not satis-

factory, his master would doubtless change them

on the morrow.

‘But, my good man,’ said Macdonald, ‘we

exx)ect to be leaving the castle to-morrow.’

‘In that case,’ re^Dlied the cicerone, with a

scarcely x)^rceptible shrug of the shoulders, ‘it

makes but little difference for one night.’

The King, inquiring into the purport of the

discussion, quite agreed with the elderly person

that the matter was of small moment.

‘If our genial innkeeper intends to murder us,’

he said, ‘we shall be quite as helpless together as

separate, for he has irresistible force at his com-

mand. If one gets into a trap there is little use

in snarling at the bars. By all accounts, Dunvegan

is a shrewd man, and I can see no object that

he can attain by doing harm to either of us. If

he had a son who was next heir to the position

I hold, I confess I might sleQ-p uneasily to-night

;

but as he must know the King’s fleet is hovering

about his coast, and that his castle would make

a most excellent target for it, as he cannot trans-

XDort his house to the hills if the ships sail up the

loch, I don’t see what he exxDects to gain by mal-

treating two men whom he must suspect of having

some connection with the advent of the fleet.’

‘Oh, I have no thought,’ replied Macdonald,

‘that the Eagle of Dunvegan will fly so high

as you suggest
;
but there are lowlier perches on

which he may like to fix his talons. He has

long cast covetous eyes across the Sound of Sleat

to the mainland ;
and, whatever he knows or

suspects, he is sure of one thing, which is, that

he has the^ son of the Laird of Sleat safely

landed in his own house.’

‘How distrustful you Highlanders are of each

other !
’ cried the ^mung monarch, laughing. ‘ Bless

me, Jamie, no bargain made in durance will hold ;

then yoiV must remember you have me behind

you, and I have .all the power in Scotland

behind me.’

‘ That is very true
;
but the power of nothing

is behind each of us if we cannot get word to the

outside world. Last night, on learning we were
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invited to this place, I searched for my gillies,

but without success. My boat and its crew have

been taken elsewhere. So you see there is at

least a design to cut our communications. I’m
thinking we’ll see more of Loch Pollart from

this windoAV for a while than of the field of

Bannockburn from Stirling towers.’

‘I quite agree with you, Jamie, that we’re

fairly nabbed
;
but the old gentleman who has

us ill thrall can make nothing by ill-using us.

Sooner or later he must divulge his plan, what-

ever it is, before he can benefit from it
;
and when

he does that it will be time enough to consider

what course we are to pursue.’ Then turning

suddenly towards their guide, who had been

standing motionless during this conversation, the

King said shar2Dly in English :

‘Is your master at home?’
The old man made no reply, but looked at

Macdonald as if for translation. The latter

repeated the question in Gaelic, and received an

affirmative answer.

‘ He says the laird is at home. He has no

English.’

‘I wasn’t just sure of that, so I tested it by
an abrupt question, thus locking the door after

the horse was stolen, for we have spoken rather

plainly before him, and so have proved our-

selves in the beginning very poor conspirators.

However, I care little what the next move is so

long as it brings us something to eat. Clear your

gloomy brow, Jamie, and tell them in the most

culinary Gaelic that this is not a fast day with

us, and the ride across the moors was most

appetising.’

Macdonald followed his custodian down the

long corridor, and the King entered the apart-

ment assigned to him.

After sufficient time had elapsed to, allow the

travellers to remove the traces of travel from

their ]persons, they were summoned to a small

room where they found a most welcome and

substantial meal set out for them. A generous

flagon of wine stood by each trencher
;

it was
the first the King had had an opportunity of

tasting since he left his capital, and he seized

upon the measure with some eagerness.

‘ Here ’s to the Macleod !
’ he cried.

‘ I drink to the King, and good luck to him !

’

said Macdonald.
‘ I drink to anything, so long as it ’s good wine,’

rejoined His Majesty, enjoying a deep draught.
‘ Egad, Jamie !

’ he cried, setting the flagon down
again, ‘that’s better claret than we have in

Stirling.’

‘ There is no reason why it shouldn’t be excel-

lent,’ replied Macdonald, ‘ for the laird’s own ships

bring it direct from the coast of Erance to the

coast of Skye, and there ’s little chance of adul-

teration between the Wo.’

When the repast was finished the aged man
who had received them at the door entered and

announced that Macleod of Macleod was ready

to greet them in his study. They followed him,

and were ushered into an oblong ;rooin some-

what larger than the one they had left. The
King was astonished to find the walls lined with

numerous volumes, some of the tomes massive in

heavy binding. As books were not over-plentiful

even in the realms of civilisation, he had not

expected to find them in a corner of the world

so remote.

Allaster the Hunchback sat by the side of a

huge oaken table, and he did not rise from his

chair when his visitors were presented to him,

either because he wished the better to conceal

the deformity which gave him his nickname or

because he did not consider his guests of such

importance as to deserve a more courteous recep-

tion. He addressed them in excellent English,

and the King constituted himself spokesman for

the occasion, Macdonald standing by taciturn, in

spite of the excellence of the wine, which, indeed,

he had consumed somewhat sparingly.

‘ I understand,’ began Macleod, ‘ that j^ou have

honoured my poor rugged island of Skye with

your presence for some days.’

‘The honour, sir, has been ours,’ replied the

King, with an inclination of his head. ‘I was

visiting my friend Macdonald in Sleat, and heard

of the King’s barge, so we came over to see it.’

‘ This is your friend Macdonald of Sleat, then ?
’

‘Yes. May I have the pleasure of jdresenting

Mr James Macdonald to the Macleod?’

The two Highlanders, one sitting, one standing,

bowed somewhat distantly to each other as the

King, with a flourish of his hand, made the

introduction.

‘Perhaps,’ continued Macleod suavely, ‘your

friend from Sleat will do a like obligement for

yourself ? ’
.

‘I shall not put him to that trouble,’ said the

King airily. ‘I am of such small account that

it would be a pity to put upon a Highland chief-

tain the task of pronouncing my name. I am
called the Goodman of Ballengeich, very much
at your service, sir.’

‘Goodman—meaning farmer, of course?’ asked

Dunvegan.

‘Meaning small farmer,’ said the King, with a

graceful inclination of his head.

The tones of the Macleod had not been too

cordial from the first, but they became less so

at this confession of low quality on the j^art of

his visitor.

‘You will forgive my ignorance; but where is

Ballengeich ?
’

‘It is a little steading near Stirling, but of

more value than its size would indicate, for I

am fortunate in possessing the custom of the

Court.’

‘You cater for the Castle, then?’ asked Macleod

frigidly.

‘Yes, in various ways.’

'
...
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Macleod turned from liis loquacious guest as

if lie desired to liold no further converse with

liim
;
and thus, however crafty he might he, he

comdnced the King that the Oastle had no sus-

picion whom it held. Macleod said abruptly to

his other visitor, fastening his piercing eyes upon
him :

‘I heard you were a prisoner at Stirling?’

Prisoner, sir 1
’ cried Macdonald angrily, the .

red colour mounting to the roots of his hair.

But before he could say further his garrulous

companion struck in

:

/What an absurd rumour! Macdonald a pri-

soner 1 I assure you he was no more a prisoner

at Stirling Castle than he is at this moment in

Dunvegan Castle.’

‘ Ah 1
’ said Macleod, turning again to the

farmer, his eyes partially closing, and examining

the other with more severe scrutiny than had

previously been the case. ^He was at liberty

to come and go as he pleased, then?’

‘ As free as air, sir
;

otherwise how could

he have visited my slight holding and thus

become acquainted with me ?
’

‘I thought perhaps he had met you in the

courtyard of Stirling with a sack of corn on

3^our shoulder.’

The King laughed heartily at this.

‘ I said a smcdl farmer, certainly, but I am not

([uite so unimportant as you seem to imply. I

have a better horse to carry my corn than the

one that to-day carried me to Dunvegan.’

The laird ignored this disparagement of his

cattle.

‘ You came to Skye, then, to see the King’s

boat, of which you had heard favourable report?

The news of her seems to have travelled very

quicldy.’

‘Indeed and that’s true,’ said the King com-

placently. ‘Information spreads rapidly in the

Highlands.’

‘ It seems to spread to the Lowlands as well.

You heard the King’s proclamation perhaps?’

‘Yes, we heard the pronouncement.’

‘ It ’s possible you came from the fleet ?
’

‘No. We came overland.’

‘Had you heard of the fame of Malcolm’s boat

before you left Stirling?’

‘I did not say we left Stirling. As a matter

of fact we left the small village of Houne, some

miles to the north of it, and at that time had

heard nothing either of Malcolm or his boat.’

‘Hum 1’ ejaculated the laird, rummaging among

his papers on the table. The King, glancing in

the direction of Macleod’s hands, saw spread out

the charter which he himself had signed, giving

Macleod tenure of his land ;
and beside it, as if

this island magnate had been comparing the sig-

natures, was the recent draft of the proclama-

tion commending Malcolm Macleod’s boat. This

document Dunvegan passed to the Goodman of

Ballengeich.

‘You know the King’s writing perha^DS? Will

you tell me that this is, as I suspect, a forgery ?
’

James wrinkled his brows and examined the

signature with minute care.

‘I have seen the uniting of His Majesty,’ he

said at last
;

‘ but Macdonald here knows it

better than I. YTiat do you think of it, Jamie?’

he continued, passing on the parchment to his

friend. ‘Is this the real Mackay, or is it not?’

‘It is,’ said Macdonald shortly and definitely.

‘You say that is the actual signature of the

King?’ inquired Macleod,

‘I could swear it is as genuine as the one on

your charter,’ replied Macdonald.

‘Well, now,’ said Llacleod, leaning back in his

chair, ‘udll you resolve a mystery for me? How
is it likely that James Fifth ever heard of

Malcolm Macleod’s boat
;
and if he did, do you

consider it probable that an august monarch

would compliment a Highland cateran’s skill with

the axe?’

‘James is a wise body,’ said the King, ‘and

knows more of what is going on in his realm

than folk who think themselves udser might

imagine.’

‘You think, then,’ said Macleod, drawing down

his black brows, ‘that His Majesty may have

s^nes in Skye?’

‘Truth to tell, Laird of Dunvegan, it is more

than lilvely,’ admitted the King, udth an air of

great candour.

The frown on Macleod’s countenance deepened^

and he said harshly:

‘You two gentlemen probably know the fate

of spies- when they are captured. Their fate is a

short shrift and a long rope.’

‘And quite properly so,’ rejoined the King.

‘I am glad that you are so well informed, and

need no instruction from me,’ commented the

Crottach, with menace in his tone.

Suddenly the King’s manner changed, and the

air of authority which was natural to him

asserted itself.

‘Macleod of Skye,’ he cried, ‘this discussion

and beating about the bush is interesting, but

nothing at all to the purpose. You are hinting

that we two are spies, and I tell you there are

no spies, and can be no spies, on this island.’

‘I have only your word to set against my own

doubts,’ said the Macleod.

‘My word and your doubts are both aside

from the purpose. Your mind has become con-

fused. Unless you are at war with James of

Scotland, there can be spies neither in the domain

you hold under his hand nor in the Idngdom

ove’r which he rules. Are you a rebel against

your king, Macleod of Skye?’

‘ That I am not,’ answered Allaster hastlLy, and

with evident discomposure.

‘Very well, then. You see the absurdity of an

argument on espionage. Macdonald and I have

as much right on the island of Skye as you
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have, because it is part of tbe kingdom of Scot-

land, and we are loyal, if bumble, subjects of His

Majesty.’

‘ You are not come bere, then, to report on tbe

condition of Skye ?
’

‘lYe came bere of our own free udll, tbe

messenger of no man, and we are to report to no

man. If tbe King should ask me any question

regarding my visit to Skye, I would answer bini

tbat I bad met witb tbe utmost courtesy, except

from its cbief. I would say tbat Macleod of

Macleod was so ignorant regarding tbe usages of

good society tbat be received us sitting dovm,

and never asked us to be seated, an error in

X^oliteness wbicb I was myself forced to amend.

—Macdonald, jDlant yourself on tbat cbair beside

you. I will take tbis one.’

Macdonald proinj^tly obeyed tbe command, and

{die King seated bimself, throwing one leg over

tbe other and leaning back in comfort.

‘Now, my Lord of Skye,’ be said, ‘have you

any further questions to ask, or any additional

bints to bestow upon your guests, at present in

your sullen x^rGsence upon your ovm inidtation?’

Tbe chieftain regarded tbe King in silence for

a few moments, then said without change of

countenance :

‘By God
!
you may be a smaU farmer, but you

are a brave man. You are tbe first who has

questioned tbe authority of tbe Macleod on bis

own ground. So, tbe case being without pre-

cedent, one has to be made, and tbat will require

some thought. Consequently we vdll postpone tbe

question till later. I trust you will both honour
me vdtb your presence at dinner tbis evening

;

but, if you prefer it, you may sup alone in jmur
ovm a^iartments.’

‘We are sociable travellers,’ said tbe King,

rising, for tbe laird’s words bad in them an
infiection of dismissal, ‘and we shall have great

j)leasure in accexiting a seat at your table.’

Then, witb a bow to
.
tbe man who still re-

mained in bis cbair, tbe Kmg and bis comrade
withdrew. They consulted together for a time in

tbe room of tbe former, but reached no definite

decision. Macdonald urged tbat they should come
to an understanding vdtb their host at once, and
learn whether they were prisoners or free men

;

but tbe King held tbat .Allaster should have tbe

time for thinking over tbe situation wbicb bad
been practically agreed on.

‘There is no burry,’ be said. ‘Both of us are

younger than Allaster, and so there is time to

bide.’

QUEER ACCIDENTS.
NSIJEANCE companies transacting

‘accident’ business have calculated

tbat one out of every ten persons

insured meets witb an accident of

some kind, and receives com];)ensa-

tion therefor, each year. Were tbe

uninsured accidents tabulated it is quite possible

tbat tbe percentage would be much magnified.

Tbe same authorities estunate tbat one accident

out of every hundred terminates fatally.

YTtb these facts before us, it may x)erbaps be

of interest to recall some of tbe more extraordi-

nary accidents of recent years, and allow them to

X)oint their own moral.

Not so veiy long ago a discussion took x)Mce

in one of the daily pa^Ders as to whether

ladies when cycling should assume tbe tradi-

tional skirt or tbe more advanced ‘ rationals.’

Tbe vnater has not, and does not wish to have,

any opinion on tbe subject ;
but tbe newspaj^er

controvers}^ brings back to liis memory a curious

cycle accident wbicb occurred to a lady about

four years ago. Whether tbe lady in question

was in skirts or rationals at tbe time did not

transx)ire ; but tbe fact remains tbat she survived

an accident to wbicb many a knickerbockered

male would have succumbed. Tbe lady, was
riding in County Donegal, and having arrived

somewhat late for a steamer tbat was about to

cross Lough Swilly, she, in her anxietjq lost

control of her machine, witb tbe result tbat

she rode over tbe pier-bead, falling a distance

of over twenty feet into tbe water. Tbe lad}^

was rescued practically unhurt; tbe bicycle was

smashed 1

All almost equally miraculous escape was that

of a cyclist who was riding in tbe suburbs of

London. A stone threw him off bis machine

;

and, as ill-luck would have it, a sharp ]poi^t

entered bis mouth and came out under bis eye.

TbanliS to tbe healthy condition of bis blood, be

was well again in three months. Now, tbis is a

Xioint tbat deserves notice : cyclists, who natu-

rally run greater risks than x)®^Gstrians, are

usually in good condition
;

and it is because

their physique is so robust tbat quick recoveiy

of cyclists from accidents is tbe rule rather than

tbe exception.

YTiat tbe more recent experience of insurance

offices is, now tbat women cyclists are as numer-

ous as men, tbe writer has no means of ascer-

taining. Some years ago, however, lady insurers

—they were not cyclists then—^^vere not encour-

aged to take out accident policies. Tbe manager

of one of tbe largest offices said at tbe time,

‘Women are not very profitable customers. They

are less exposed to danger than men
;
but tbe}^

make claims for very small injuries; and it is a

matter of extreme difficulty to test tbe genuine-

ness of a woman’s claim.’
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^lore tragic than the cycling accidents already

alluded to was that which befell a motor-man in

America. One morning his motor burned out.

Trying to remedy matters, the man, in his con-

fusion, managed to get the controller charged with

electricity
;
and as he unfortunately happened to

be wearing a celluloid collar, and the apparatus

came in contact with it, a blaze round the poor

fellow’s neck was the result. He was carried off

to the hospital in an unconscious condition.

Artificial teeth have been the cause of many
an accident

;
but perhaps the most extraordinaiy

fatality of the kind was the lot of a gentleman

at Southsea some time ago. He was undress-

ing before bathing, and as there was a cold

wind blowing, it is believed that tlie consequent

shivering sent his artificial teeth down his throat,

with fatal results. About the same time an old

lady living at Battersea swallowed a set of seven

artificial teeth during sleep. Death, of course,

was the natural consequence. These instances are

sufficiently startling to induce wearers of artificial

teeth—and who does not nowadays ?—to be much
more careful with them than they usually are,

however accurately the teeth may be fitted.

]\Iany fatalities might be quoted which emphasise

the adidce that, appearances notwithstanding,

artificial teeth should be discarded at bedtime.

Balloon accidents are common occurrences
;
but

an aeronaut’s adventure at Vincennes a year ago

was sufficiently startling to merit notice. Owing
to the state of the weather the balloonist was
unwilling to ascend

;
but, as is usual in such

cases, the uproar made by the disappointed and
unthinking ci'owd overcame his better judgment
and made him take the risk. The experience

was, one would think, sufficient to last a lifetime.

After being knocked about among the houses,

the balloon collided with the telegraph-wires and

took fire. The howling crowd which a few

minutes before had forced the aeronaut to risk

an almost certain death now stampeded, many
being tramified under foot. Ultimately the

balloon exploded
;
but the car had got fixed in

the wires, and before long the aeronaut was

rescued unhurt.

About two years ago a very singular accident

—

singular on account of its complications—happened

to the coachman of Mr H. E. Keaiie}’, !M.P. for

Devonport. The coachman, in making prepara-

tions for a drive, attempted to fill the carriage

lamps with oil while they were still alight and

hot, when an explosion occurred, and the unfortu-

nate coachman was badly burned. Two fellow-

servants at once drove off for a doctor
;

but, the

night being dark, they ran their trap, up a bank,

and a smash was the result. On recovering con-

sciousness they cut the harness in order to free

the horse, when the animal immediately dashed

away. Such a concatenation of disasters would,

we imagine, puzzle the most expert calculator of

accident risks.

A most extraordinary batch of curious accidents

was collected and published by Tlie Tmvcllci^s

Eecorcl in 1899 ;
but as the Tmveller'^s Record hails

from Hartford, U.S.A., readers must use their

own discretion as to the credibility of the list.

Personally, the writer has every faith in its

genuineness. It is the juxtaposition of the

incidents which encourages scepticism. Here are

a few samples :
‘ It was the doctor who smashed

his hand ^vith a hammer vdiile hanging a calen-

dar, and the carpenter vdio was thrown from

his wagon while in search of the doctor.’ ‘ The
electrician ran from the bull, and broke his leg

in a too hasty jump over the fence, which landed

him in the ditch
;
but the farmer worked with

the electric wire and burned his hand.’ ‘ The
clergyman burned his hand kindling a fire

;
and

the plumber fell up the church steps and sprained

his wrist and barked his knee.’ ‘ The hunter is

wounded by a charge from another man’s gun

;

and the lawyer aimed his foot at another man’s

dog and hit his own front door-step.’

It is not at all incredible that such incidents

as the aboA^e may have happened
;
yet the Avay

in A^dlich they are contrasted could only have

originated in the land of Mark Twain and

Arteiniis Ward.
In an American court not very long ago the

presiding judge gave Avhat most people Avill

acknowledge to be a rather novel decision in an

accident insurance case. The deceased, it aj^pears,

Avas Avearing a tight boot, and this caused an

abrasion of the skin of the big-toe, Avhich Avas

folloAved by blood-poisoning and death. The

judge held that death Avas occasioned by ‘ external

violent and accidental means, Avithin the meaning

of the policy.’ The insurance company had to pay.

The present Avriter had, on one occasion, a

disagreeable experience in connection Avith a

blood-poisoning case. He had insured a gentleman

for a large amount—about four thousand pounds.

Within three months the gentleman Avas dead

;

his death, it Avas stated, haAung been caused by

carelessness in cutting a corn.

VTiile speaking of ‘ feet ’ accidents, mention may
be made of a fatality A\diich occurred to a resident

in Steyning, Sussex, a year or tAvo since. Coming

doAAUistairs one morning, he trod on his bootlace.

A fall AA'as the result. It was thought that he

had sustained only trifling injuries
;
but such AA^as

not the case. Withim a Aveek he Avas buried,

and the insurance company paid the claim of five

hundred pounds.

The hat, as Avell as its o^Dposite neighbour the

boot, has often been the cause of accidents of

various descriptions, but usuallj^ of a minor

character. Rot so that which befell a leather

merchant of Northampton. Going into his house

one day, his hat struck the lintel of the doorAvay,

Avith the result that it was forced farther doAvn

on the wearer’s head. The consequence Avas com-

pression of the skull, folloAved by death.
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All extraordinary accident, and one that has a

pathos all its own, hap^^ened to a geiitleinan in

Cardiff some years ago. He took into bed with

him his little three-year-old son, who was suffer-

ing from earache. The child, in his restlessness,

kicked his father in the groin. Death from

phlegmonous erysipelas followed
;

this, as the

medical evidence proved, being the direct result

of the kick. The deceased gentleman had, for-

tunately, taken out an accident policy a few

months before, and the claim for one thousand

pounds was at once paid by the insurance

comj)any.

Eire, rather than water, would, one would
think, be more dangerous to life at what the

1‘eporter dearly loves to call ^a conflagration.^

This is not always the case, for a ffreman in

New Jersey, while holding the nozzle of a hose-

pipe, directing a stream of water on a burning

building, lost control of the pipe, and the rush-

ing water, which struck him on the cheek,

cojnpletely cruslied in one side of his face.

Elowers, again, would hardly be suspected as

one of the probable causes of accident
;

yet at

the ‘ lying in state ’ of the late M. Gambetta

the odour of the flowers surrounding the coffin

was so powerful that one of the watchers was

asphyxiated, and was only restored to conscious-

ness with considerable difficulty.

In the autumn of 1900 a good deal of

IDublic commotion was caused by the disajDpearance

of a Brecon boy among the Welsh mountains.

The poor little lad was afterwards found—

a

corpse. The hilly nature of the PrincijDality has,

unfortunately, been the cause of many a death.

Not the least singular fatality recorded in this

connection was that of a couple of lads who,

one Christmas -time, went carol -singing on the

mountains. They were both frozen to death.

Somnambulism, smoking in bed, football,

lightning, dynamite, and the incautious handling

of firearms—not to mention the now happily

discarded crinoline—have all been active agents

on the accident list
;
but (so easily does freq^uent

occurrence accustom us to tragedy !) they are too

well known to require special comment.

However, the familiarity which breeds contempt

is sometimes rudely encroached upon by the

occurrence of some hitherto unheard-of accident,

whicb acts as a spontaneous detonator to s^Decu-

lation. Some years ago, for example, while a

gentleman was walking from St James's Park to

Pall Mall on a bright afternoon in summer, he

suddenly received a blow on the shoulder which

caused him to stumble, and at the same time he

heard a loud, crackling noise. On recovering he

looked round for his assailant
;

but there was

nobody Msible excej^t a policeman, who was many
yards away. When the gentleman reached home
his shoulder was examined, but no injury could

be found to account for the pain in it. Soon

afterwards the servant, who had taken away his

master’s outdoor coat to brush it, brought back

the garment and pointed out that the nap on the

shoulder was pressed flat as if a hot wire had

been drawn across it. Everything, in fact, pointed

to the probability that the v'earer had been

struck by a meteor. The incident might wMl be

used as a blackboard-lesson for children—ay, and

for some grown-up children too—who imagine

that -shooting stars’ only shoot in the dark.

Elies are generally supposed to be more dirty

than deadly
;

but sometimes their bite is not

quite so innocuous as people imagine.. A girl

in Canterbury found that the sting of a fly

had caused a pimple to form on her face.

Inflammation sx^read to the neck
;
and, in spite of

every medical attention, the girl succumbed
to blood-X)oisoning. On another occasion a leading

insurance comx)any had to pay a thousand xDOunds

for the sting of a fly. The insured, a staid,

middle-aged man, had, it ax>j)ears, become interested

in the vagaries of a bluebottle on the window-

X>ane. Then the boyish instincts returned, and

he tried to catch the fly. The insect, which had
just concluded a suniX)tuous rej^ast of tainted

meat, retaliated with a vicious little sting, and a

death-claim 'was the result. It was the same

comx)any, I think, that was obliged to pay a

thousand xDounds to the heirs of a farmer at

Eeigate who ran a thorn under his nail while

examining a samxffe of oats
;
and that company’s

books also show a x)ayment for damages resulting

from the bite of a sj)ider.

A dog’s bite is— or was before Mr Long’s

regime—more to be dreaded than that of a

sender ;
but it is not often that the faithful

animal’s sx)rinting powers bring about a fatal

mishap. However, on one occasion, in the

neighbourhood of Knightsbridge, a collie dog ran

full tilt between a gentleman’s legs, causing him

to fall heavily on the x)avement. The injured

man was taken to St George’s Hospital, and there

succumbed to a fractured skull.

One of the most mysterious accidents—if, indeed,

it was an accident at all—occurred in Indianapolis

about ten or twelve years ago. A man named Bate-

man went to a livery stable and hired a horse and

conveyance. In the small hours of the following

morning the horse returned to the stable minus

the driver. Eorty minutes after the arrival of

the horse, a railway train ran over and decax>i-

tated a man who lay on the rails at a sj^ot a

cou^ffe of miles distant. On the person • of the

deceased were found an insurance j^olicy for

one thousand together with a note ’in-

structing the finder, in case of an accident, to

send a notification to a certain person, and also

a letter signed by the missing man, Bateman.

Mr Bateman’s brother - in - law, who, curiously

enough, was the engine-driver of the train that

went over the man, was called iq:on to view the

remains, and he at once said that they were not

those of Bateman. Mrs Bateman, the wife or-
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Avidow, AN'liile identifying tlie insurance policy

and letter as lier luisband^s, denied absolutely

that the bod}' Avas his
;

and the ostler at the

liA'ery stables SAA'ore that the dead man AA'as not

the man AA'ho hired the horse and couA'eyance.

There the inquiry ended, and so far as AA'e knoAV

the mystery has neA'er been soh'ed.

The ‘ Port Erin ^Mystery,' as it AA'as called, is not

yet forgotten, but is, perhaps, of too debatable a

character to AA’arrant reference here. An almost

equall}' remarkable case occurred not long before.

The present AA'riter had obtained an insurance

proposal from a gentleman for a small amount
—either one hundred or tAA'o hundred pounds.

Shortly after the insurance AA'as completed the

gentleman and his AA'ife AA*ent to a pox^ular

seaside resort for a holiday. One day, AA'liile

liis AA'ife and he AA'ere standing at the door of

their boarding-house before going for a diuA'c,

the lady, discovering that she had forgotten her
gloA'es, Avent upstairs to get them. She AA'as absent

only a feAA' minutes, but AA'hen she returned her

husband AA'as not to be seen, nor has he been

seen since. Some AA'eeks after a headless and
legless trunk AA'as picked up in the bay : but as

there AA'ere no means of identification, ^ Pound
droAA'ued—person unknoAAn," AA'as the only verdict

possible.

One of the strangest claims ever made AA'as

that AA'hich came to light in an American hiAA'-

court in 1896. A man took put an accident

policy, joayable to his AA'ife, for tAA'o thousand

pounds. HaAnng borroAved money from liis partner

in business, the policy-holder transferred the

policy to the said partner as a sort of col-

lateral security. The partner thereupon employed
a negro, AA'ho, for a fee of three hundred dollars,

murdered the person insured. The negro aa'os

sentenced to imprisonment for life, the insti-

gator of the crime committed suicide in jad,

and the AA'idoAA* of the mtudered man sued the

company for the amount of the policy

!

As a set-olf against the horrible grimness of

the aboA'e case, this article may be concluded by
the quotation of the details of a couple of acci-

dent claims AA'hich AA'ere humorously narrated by

Mr E. K. Munlcittrick in the columns of a Ncaa^

York paper : ^A certain company recently paid

sixty dollars to a merchant AA'ho had sprained his

knee in kicking a dog. The same company paid

seA'enty-fi-A’e dollars to a man AA'ho had missed

a dog he attempted to kick and in so doing

injured his great-toe upon the sofa. It Avill thus

be seen by the lynx-eyed student of afiairs that

it is more profitable to miss the dog and kick

the sofa than to miss the sofa and kick the dog.

It cannot be expected that a man can reach tAA'o

objects at the same time AA'ith one kick
;
and yet,

if AA'e reiilise fifteen dollars more by missing the

dog and kicking the lounge than by kicking the

dog direct, it opens up a neAV Austa of usefulness

for the sofa AA'hich must endear it to all people

AA'ho are frugal, as AA'ell as to those AA'ho are

tainted AA'ith the unseemly lust of gold so preA^a-

lent at tlie present AA'riting. Besides, it must be

much more satisfactory to a sensitive dog to feel

that he has been missed by his OAA-ners foot AA'hen

he realises that the miss has yielded the said

OAA-ner, his heirs, administrators, and assigns for

ever, fifteen dollars of the shekels of the reahm'

THE HESOHHOES OE THE AHSTHALIAH INTERIOR
Br A Bicycling Pkospectob.

HE goldfields of Australia are already

famous throughout the ciA'ilised

AA’orld : but the resoiu'ces of the

vast interior are still unknoAA'n to

aU but the feAV daring prospectors

AA'ho have penetrated its AA'ateiiess

solitudes. It AA'as long supposed that a great

AA'ealth of gold and gems existed in the great

desert beyond the Barling
;
but though no tem-

pestuous seas rolled betAA'een, nor hostile tribes

AA'orthy of the name beset the path, the aAA'ful

monotony of the blistered, gem - shot sand-

stretches proA'ed too much for hmnan endurance,

and the country remained unexplored. Many
intrepid explorers made an attempt, hoAA'CA'er,

to pierce the heart of this ‘ land of mystery,'

and the bleaching bones on the banks of the

far Cooper — the great inland sea of the early

pioneers—bear eloquent testimony to their noble

endeavours.

The history of hoAV the prospector, and then

the squatter, by degrees rolled back the boun-

daries of the settled parts needs Ettle mention

here. Ear-seeing GoA'ernments sent out large and

AA'ell-equipped ex^Deditions, and they constructed

AA'ater-tanks as they progressed. A bonus given

to finders of neAv mineral-bearing districts caused

the hardy x^i'ospector again to add his indiAudual

effort : and it is to such indomitable spirits that

AA'e OAA'e our present knoAA'ledge of the interior

of our island continent. The knowledge itseK

affords but poor satisfaction
;

for although it is

noAV knoAA'n that, imprisoned in this land on

AA'hich Hature neA'er smiles, there exists a AA'ealth

of treasure that fascinates the fortune-seeker, it

seems to be destined to remain there until some

ingenious mortal soh'es the problem of Iioaa' to

AA-rest it from its iron-bound enA'ironment.

The mineral wealth of Queensland is indeed

A'ery great, comprisuig gold, silver, copper, juid

tin, Avhich are found under various conditions

almost eA'er^nA'here, The entire AA'estern diA’ision
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is of an ox^al formation, whicli extends westward

from the Paroo Eiver into the heart of the desert

farther than man has ever been, and in the

central district emeralds, tiircjiioises, and other

gems abound in great profusion.

The mineral, wealth of Hew South Wales is

similar v to that of Queensland
;

but her gold-

fields, being older and nearer the coast, are

already worked out to a great extent. Gems of

all kinds are found in the gullies of the Blue

Hoimtains, Moss Yale on the Southern Eailway

being an especially rich spot ;
and at InvereE in

the Hew England district, on the headwaters .of

tlie Gw3Eer Eiver, diamonds are mined as a

regular industiy. In the ^back blocks^ of Hew
South Yhiles opal is abundant, and ‘gouging^

—

the term given to oiDal-mining—is the chief

pursuit of every man on the western side of

the Darling Eiver
;

and the possibilities of the

country round the famous Silver City of Broken

Hill are as yet onlj’ matters for speculation

Victoria, beyond her goldfields, does not offer

much inducement to the fortime-seeker. It is

perhaps the most fertEe state, and consec^uently

is ah'eady settled and cultivated by the farmer

and fruit-grower. The timber of the magnificent

Gippsland forests and the chances for honest

development of the land are weE worthy of some

consideration.

South Australia has been termed the 4and of

promise
;

^ but the prospector says ^ unfulfilled

promise.^ There have been many ‘ finds ^ in this

state, and there are at present many indications

of others. They wiE probably remain only indi-

cations, however, for lack of suitable means of

transport. The rubies of the Macdonald • Eanges

have been and are yet a powerfiE attraction,

although when the writer ^dsited those isolated

‘ iron mounds ’ he could only find garnets. Eubies

of fine quaEt}' have been found there never-

theless, but the garnets can be picked up in

bucketfuls !

Of the milEon sq^uare niEes of Y^est AustraEan

territory, onl}- the south-west corner—from Albany

on King George's Sound north to Geraldton—is

settled
;
but the migrating population of the gold-

field towns of Coolgardie, KalgoorEe, Menzies, and

Cue comprise at least three-quarters of the entire

population of the colony. The immense forests of

jarrah in the south, the sandalwood of the near

interior, the enormous undeveloped coalfields, and,

of course, the vast gold deposits wEl probably be

the attractions of the future ;
but eastward from

the one hundred and twentieth degree of longitude

little is known of the country.

The miter has had prospecting experiences in

aE the states, and beEeves that Queensland ofiers

most inducement to the adventurous one. This is

not because most minerals have aEeady been found

there—they probably exist to the same extent aE

over Australia—^but because development in the

other states is rendered practicaEy impossible for

want of water, while in the Queensland interior

artesian water is now running in some of the

ancient river - channels, and frequent thunder-

showers also give the prospector an opportunity

to refiE his water-bags.

In the writer’s opinion the ‘bicycle has done

more for systematic prospecting than aE the

camel-equipped expeditions combined ; for only

by means of the bicysle can the long - dry stages
’

of the desert be traversed. Thus it is now a

common though somewhat incongruous sight to

see a haK-naked, leather-skinned bushman career-

ing madly over the plains on the latest model of

the bicycle-biulder’s art, with tools, blanket, and

cooking utensils strapped on aE round him. Ht
doesn’t need no water,’ he wiE teE you mth
some picturesque embeEishments, -an’ it kin go

a durned sight quicker ’n a camel.’ Eifteeii

mEes per day is a loaded camel’s average journey.

The writer has crossed from the Gulf of Car-

pentaria in the north to Spencer’s GuE in the

south, and also penetrated from the coast nito

the central ranges of South Australia, on a

bicycle, and he is quite convinced that by no

other method of locomotion would it be yoossible

to accomplish the journey. In the region of

Cooper’s Creek, whEe on the latter journey, the

writer and his three companions saw literaEy

tons of ojDal lying on the surface. It shone

through every boulder and scintillated in the

quivering sunshine from the many fissures in the

cleft volcanic groimd ;
but, alas ! it only served

to iEustrate forcibly the old proverb as to
,

the

numerous sEps Eable to occur between the cup

and the lip. The blow which shattered the Eon-

stone formation around the opal also crushed into

fragments the more brittle gem vdthin. Truly

Hature was sarcastic in her strange la^dshness

;

the boulders were too heavy to be removed on

our machines, and the opal could only be ex-

tracted in the form of powder 1 There was no

use wastuig time in looking at it, nor in calcu-

lating its enormous value were it a few hundred

ndles nearer to Cunna-MuEa, the western terminus

of the raEway; our stores were very limited,

and we had of necessity to move on either across

to some South Australian settlement or back to

the to'wnships of Hoccundra or ThargomindalL

That opal is stiE there, and wiE remain for some

time to come.

It was popularly supposed among Australians

that no gold existed west of the mountain-

ranges, unless at considerable depth, as the plains

which are now drained by the Warrego, Paroa

BuEoo, and Cooper Eivers were, at a compara-

tively recent date, the bed of a sea ihai con-

nected the GuE with the Great Australian Bignn

Be this as it may, the writer’s qiarty irequenily

found fine gold on the surface hundreds of ndies

from the ranges, and generaEy, when camped for

a day or so, could find traces of gold anywhere

with very Ettle effort. Want of water, oi course.
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l^reveiited s^^stematic working
;
but sometimes the

sand just beneath the surface-layer was so rich in

‘ flour ^ gold that several ounces could easily be

extracted by ^dry-blowing.’ This process consists

of passing the sand through an arrangement of

inclined sieves, which, by reason of ‘ripples’ or

bars of wood fastened transversely across their

surfaces, discard all light material that cannot pass

the various jneshes. The fine sand that passes

through the last sieve is gathered and then care-

fully blown aAvay, generally with the mouth,

until nothing but gold is left, because of its

greater sj^ecific gravity. Usually, however, the

i:)ros2Dector carries only a gold-pan with him.

This he fills with the likely sand, then, hold-

ing it as higli as possible, carefully drojDs its

contents in a fine shower into his indis^Densable

‘ billy.’ The gold drops straight, but much of

the sand is Ijlowii away by the vdnd
;

so,

repeating the process with the smaller quantity,

he continues mitil only the gold and heavier

ironstones are left. These he then separates by

hand.

A someAvhat curious fact is, that a band or belt

of copper extends between the twenty-eighth and

thirtieth parallels from coast to coast, and any-

where near these latitudes large masses of the

green sulphide may be seen outcropj)ing through

the sand.

It ought to be mentioned, perhaps, that the

great Australian desert is not really an irredeem-

able sandy waste, although most peo2)le, even in

Australia, think it so. Its surface is certainly

covered with fine drift-sand and ironstone pebbles

—the deposit of tornadoes or ‘ wiUy-willys ’ that

are perpetually sweeping across that blasted space ;

but underneath is a soil that would gladden the

heart of any farmer. According to the aborigines,

the desert was once a smiling land, with hills

and valleys, lakes and flowing rivers
;

but the

great (jliingi suddenly caused their rivers to dry

uj-)
;
their own sea disaj)peared, and other seas in

which lived many ghingis divided their peojde.

Soon the sand filled all the valleys to the level

of the mountain-tops, except the water-holes in

which the hunyiij (monster) dwelt
;
and now tlie

land is fit only for the snake, the crow, the

deadly centij^ede, and the white gold-seeker. This

is a free translation from the words of an intelli-

gent chief. He said much more, which might be

of interest to members of the Royal Geograpliical

Society and those who love sensationalism
;

but,

in the opinion of the writer, his statements were

much too legendary and picturesque for reproduc-

tion in this record of facts.

There is a prospect that the desert may yet be

reclaimed
;

the fact that the rainfall in West
xUistralia is steadily increasing gives ho^Des that

some climatic change is at hand which, in the

words of a famous explorer and statesman, will,

witlx the help of railways, ‘transform the desert

into a paradise, and caixse its hidden wealth to

be disclosed to Cook’s tourist as well as to the

prosjxector.’ Perhaps he was sarcastic in his

reference to the name of excursion fame
; but he

voiced the prospector’s fears exactly. That gentle-

man readily takes advantage of the Government
conserving-tanks now marking all well-defined

routes
;
but further Government work drives him

away in disgust. ‘ The new chum kin bring his

bed an’ fossick here,’ he ’ll say. ‘ I reckon I is

goin’ out farther west.’

Ill Queensland the people naturally believe in

artesian water as the possible reclaiming influence,

and at the jxresent time the immense Darling

Downs stretching from the Paroo to the Bulloo

are irrigated and cultivated to a marvellous extent

by water from several bores. In the same dis-

trict the township of Thargomindah is lit with

electric light derived from power obtained direct

from a bore, the boiling waters of vdiich shoot

several hundreds of feet into the air with irre-

sistible force.

Slowly but surely the railways of the various

states of the Commonwealth are being j)^ished

out on to the desert
;

and when the transcon-

tinental line from Kanowna in West Australia

to Port Augusta in South Australia is in work-

ing order, unlimited possibilities may be opened

ixp to the hardy sons of our overcrowded cities.

Another proposed line, which is to be one of

the first considerations of the Pederal Parlia-

ment, is to connect the eastern system with

Port Darwin on the north
;

and v'heii this is

completed the once mysterious ‘ Land of the

Never-never,’ with all its tantalising treasure of

gold and gems, will be brought within twenty-

four days of London.

Meanwhile, on that iron-bound, sulphury ex-

panse on the borders of Queensland and South

Australia, on the twenty-seventh south parallel,

lies a wealth of iridescent splendour awaiting

only the advent of him who’ can take it away.

JOY IN ABSENCE.
Her name is like a song to me,

Her memory like flowers,

A tune as sweet as birds repeat

In early summer bow’rs.

A garden doth belong to me
For ev’n my lonely hours.

Because my heart can sing to me,

Because my mind can show

The perfect grace of soul and face

Of her whose faith I know

—

Oh, I can bring the Spring to me
Ere crocuses can blow.

For joy is ever clear to me
Who see with more than sight

;

Not like a star that shines afar,

But like the morning bright

She sends her charm and cheer to me,

And drowns me in delight !

J. J. Bell.

Printed and Published by W. k R. Chambers, Limited, 47 Paternoster Row, London
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and Edinburgh.



THE HEAY LADYSMITH.
By a Natal Jouknalist.

replace tlie piece taken out of its side, and houses

perforated during the siege are carefully preserved

in that condition. It is sacrilege to remove a

single sand-hag from the trenches. To judge by

present indications, Ladysmith speculators Avill

soon be charging a shilling to see Gun Hill, six-

pence for Lombard’s Kop, and so on. Everything

is ready for the second invasion—the im^^asion of

Cook’s ‘personally conducted parties.’ Up to the

present Lord Kitchener’s ukase has rather spoilt

enterprise in this direction
;
but after the war

it is expected the flood will set in in full SAA’ing,

and tourists in cliar-d-bcmcs AA’ill do the battle-

fields as they noAv do Waterloo.

LeaAung Durban by the night mail at six

o’clock, Colenso is reached at five o’clock the

next morning
;
and here tourists generally make

their first stop. On the x>latform is Cook’s guide,

a picturesque figure, AAdio took part in the relief,

and noAv tells .of his battles over again. It is

only a feAV minutes’ Avalk, in the mist}^ morning,

to EdAvards’ Hotel, noAV enlarged specially for

Ausitors yet to come. Bej^ond a feAv coolie

shops, this constitutes the village, AAdiich in itself

is peculiarly uninteresting. The A^eldt around

the hotel for a distance of tAvo miles looks

like a Avidespread cemetery
;

monimients are

dotted everyAA^here, the one erected on the spot

AAdiere Lieutenant Koberts fell occupying a con-

spicuous position. The field Avould appear to

be a. faA^ourite picnic resort, to judge by the

number of empty Avhisky-bottles and sardine-

tins to be seen. Descending towards the river

through knee-deep grass, noAV brightened AAutli

innumerable floAvers, through thickets of mimosa,

and across deep dongas, one reaches the Tiigela,

fioAving sullenly along as broad as the Seine

at the Trocadero. The diligent searcher may still

discoA^er such relics of the fight as empty cartridge-

cases
;
but these' will soon haA^e A-anished.

Ladysmith is reached Pieters. Eour miles

from the tOAvn the raihvay line passes through a

narroAV gorge, notable as being the spot Avhere

Heserved.] Feb. 22, 1902,

ADYSMITPi, bathed in the reflected

glories of the siege, is to-day a

different place from the quiet little

AuUage AAdiich formerly graced the

banks of the Klip Eiver. The

erstAAdiile modest citizen is noAV a

South African Tartarin, albeit he cleA^erly dis-

simulates his pride. Enter into conversation

AAutli a resident, and he Avill hand you a card

printed as folloAvs :

‘Yes, I AA^as through the siege.

‘No, I AA^as not injured by a shell.

‘Yes, I did eat horse-flesh.

‘Yes, of course I AA^as glad AAdien relief came.

‘Yes, you are right. I Avas a mere shadoAv

tOAvards the end, and I shall pine aAA^ay again if

I am asked any more silly questions.

‘ Good-bye.’

This, hoAvever, is more or less bluff. You

laugh and again press your jilea. Then comes

the story— the long-draAAUi-out story— of hoAV

for many Aveeks the guns from UmbulAA^ana and

other Boer health-resorts sent a deadly hail into

the tOAvn. Your informant himself Avas nearly

struck
;

but, thanks to Providence, the shell

burst three yards aAvay. You are shoAAui a piece

of the identical missile as proof, carefully labelled

Avith name and date. The drain on Ladysmith

shells is tremendous. Every visitor feels in duty

bound to carry aAAny a specimen
;
some IcaA’^e AAuth

a liundredAveight. The porters groan under the

Aveight of boxed curios ;
the stationmaster sardoni-

cally charges excess. A large stock of shells are

on vieAV in the shops :
‘ Long Toms,’ pom-poms,

hoAvitzers, Creusots
;

also photographs :
‘ Lady-

smith before the Siege,’ ‘ Ladysmith Besieged,’

‘Ladysmith after the Siege,’ together AAuth all

sorts and sizes of gallant defenders in trenches

repelling Boer attacks, AAuth an eye to effect and

the camera.

The siege has been the making of Ladysmith.

The broken toAver of the ToAAm Hall is such a

A^aluable asset that no attempt has been made to

No. 221. -VoL. V. [All Bigh
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ilie Boei-s attempted to construct tlie dam ^vliicli

was to flood tlio inliabitants out of house and

home. The remains of tiie sand-hags can still he

seen within twenty yards of the train.

Ladysmiih is son^ewliat disappointing at the

tlmt glance. It appears to ho given over to the

Hindu and Arah traders. Every street contains

numerous coolie shops, the turhaned and white-

ivhed proprietors standing at the doorways engaged

in cajoling natives to purchase. Even tlie natives

keep up the chaiucter of the tovm. Clad in every

conceivahle article of military attire, from great-

coats to forage-caps, from parade-jackets to puttees,

they present an appearance more comic than awe-

inspiring, The hotels are a credit to the town,

particularly the * Crown' and the ‘Eoyah' The
‘Crown' is the proud possessor of a real dug-out,

hom'oproof shelter, in which tlie correspondents

took refuge when the shell-firing became too

fiexve : Avhile the ‘Eoyal's' attraction is a big

collection of shells, which were sho^vn to Lord

Milner on his i*ecent visit.

Eour days are required to inspect the sights

i-oimd Ladysmith, including Spion Kop. An
interesting feature of present-day Ladysmith is

Tintown, the Natal clearing-house for Boer

p>risoners, and the junction for Ceylon, India,

Burma, and for Berimida and the TTcst Indies

generally. The surrendered and the captured

prisoners are divided into two camps to avoid

mutual recrimination, and there the men spend

their time in games or with the endless tritiing

stories so beloved of the Boer.

In the matter of amusement Ladysmith is

fortunate for a South Airican town. Since the

place changed its local for an international

importance, theatrical companies have foimd it

worth their while to visit it : and it had the

advantage of seeing Tlu CJiinese Honeinnoon two

months before London had that privilege.

It is also to be hoped that its libraries contain

the stirring Aiiiooicqrajjlw of Sir Karrif SmuJi,

edited by G. C. Moore Smith, after whose wife

the town is named.

CLIPPED WIIIGS.
[Copyright in the TTuited States of America by Mary Stnart Boyd.]

CKAPTE.R X.—^LO^~DO^^

haze— an atinosx:>here dis-

X foreign to the Colonial

Hers—oiled theii* nostri'ls and

as, in an early April gloam-

he Oviega slowly threaded her

way up the Thames.

The siuoke-tinctiu'ed air, the vast array ox

shipping, the boundless expanse of town that

'aiieady encircled them, brought to Lucie Lorimer

a sense of oTxpxession. She who had been accus-

tomed to consider herself a somebody, to have

her trivial coinings and goings paragraphed in the

‘SiK-iety' columns of the. Auckland newspapers,

already felt less than a unit—a mere nothing

—

in this strange land that teemed with humanity,

3Iany of the ptisseiigers had left the steamer

at Plymouth : the remainder clustered on deck,

silent or garrulous as was their wont, under the

mtluence of strong excitement.

To an interested group of Colonials the Cock-

ney wool-buyer was, expatiating loudly, taking the

incredible immensity of his native citv as his text.

‘VvAll, if }'ou don't believe, me, perhaps one of

you gentlemen will kindly say Vv'hat was the entire

populatio.n. of Nevr Zealand at the hist census.

Under seven hundred thousand, wasn't it I MTiy,

sir, in London—in the tov^n alone, sir—at the '91

census there were over- four million inhabitants.

mind. You could people half-a-dozen

New Zeaiands—North Island, Middle Island, and

Stewart Island—out of London alone, and yet

have enough folks over to- stock a p)rovince. he

concluded triumphantlv, happ^r in having achieved

the satisfaction of rendering his hearers painfully

conscious ox their insignificance.

The Omegciy mo’vfing ponderously like a careful

seafaring bull anxious to avoid crushing the

china of the river, was slowlv nearing her berth.

Knots ox people were waiting expectant round

the gangways that lay in readiness on the edge

ox the wharf. Over a seemingly limitless expanse

of sheds hung the heaiy smoke of railway engines.

Ail was so grimy, so painfully unfamiliar, that

Lucie-'s heart sank: : and in her first spasm ox

loneliness her mind busied itself with dismal con-

jecture. Suppose Honoria or IJncle Andrew were

not among those vyuiting the arrival of the Omega I

Suppose something had happened : that they had

forgotten she was on the way 1 It was nearly

two months since she had left Auckland ; much
might have occuiTed since then.

In her mental distress, Lucie longed for some

link, with home to cling to. Even the presence

of the exasperating 3Iiss Santhem would have

been better than nothing ; but that lady had left

the ship at Plymouth, and would doubtless by

this time be in Shropshii-e, secure in the bosom

of her lamilT. "With a spasm ox dreary humour,

Lucie, hoped that the bosom of Miss Santhemh

family might not find that viigin prickly 1

ChaEoner had gone too. Since the night that

had served plainly to reveal the change in his

evanescent affections Lucie had seen Ettle of him.

Several days she spent in her berth, her sense of

suSering dulled, half-comatose, as though in a

dream. ‘A touch of fever, puobably contracted
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during the visit to the Cinghalese village/ con-

jectured the ship’s doctor, whom ^liss Santhem
hastil}^ summoned. The only remedies he could

suggest were rest and soothing drugs
;
and through

the long, hot hours Lucie lay languorous, vaguely

conscious of the sounds of the ship and wonder-
ing if the holiday from which she had antici-

pated so much enjoyment was fated to prove but
a series of disappointments.

Lucie was a proud girl, and pride it was
that, .coming to her aid, cured her of her
foolish fancy. It was without regret that she

found • Challoner had left the Omega at Mar-
seilles in company with the Delphins and the

Dickon Gunns, who were returning home hy
Paris. He had not told her of his intention

;

and as they disembarked early, his visiting-card

brought by a stewardess was her first intimation

that he had gone. ^P. P. C.’ was scribbled in

the corner of the card—^To take leave’—nothing

more. Eemembering Tresscott’s prophecy
.
that

Challoner’s love-a flairs never lasted longer than

two months, she laughed a little bitterly at the

thought that, after all, she had broken the record,

for the volatile lieutenant’s attentions to her had
endured nearly three ! Tearing up the card, she

threw the j^ieces from the open port-hole. Wliat

the future might hold she knew not ; but that

interlude at least had ended.

Mr Muter, attired in his go-ashore garb, which
was, if possible, worse fitting than his travelling

vesture, hovered diffidently near. Interrupting a

casual glance from Lucie, he took courage and
advanced.

M— I— only wished to say that’—he spoke

with the flurried impetuosity of the timid man
who dreads a snub— 'that is, of course, you
won’t require it; but if you should need any
assistance, I shall—I shall be only too glad’

Lucie’s confidence, which had threatened to

desert her, speedily reasserted itself, for nothing

is so restorative to one’s self-reliance as to witness

the embarrassment of another ; and the fact that

Mr Muter should suggest the possibility of her

requiring aid from him wounded her pride.

' Thank you very much,’ she replied coldly.

'But I have come home to visit friends—rela-

tives. They will look after me.’

The Omega cautiously sidled her huge bidk

against the wharf. Eopes were thrown, gangways

quickly bridged the narrow dividing space, and
the assembled crowd hastened to welcome their

arriving friends, with whom they had been ex-

changing signals ever since the Omega got within

hailing distance.

' Don’t know your folks, Miss Lorimer 1 ’ said

the purser clieerfully as he took his stand at the

top or the first-cabin gangway. 'M^ell, just keep

close to me here, and we’ll soon spot them.’

So Lucie, looking especially pretty, with a flush

born of the quick beating of her apprehensive

heart rose-tinging her cheeks, stood beside him

eagerly scanning each strange face. Honoria she

looked particularly for. She was certain Honoria

would come, and her uncle also.

She had just picked out a handsome girl, who,

accompanied by an aristocratic-looking old gentle-

man, was approaching the foot of the gangway,

as her relative, when the familiar sound of her

own name caught her ear.

A clean-shaven man, his hair touched at the

temj>les vdtli gray, but alert in figure, had

reached the gangway and called up to the purser

:

' Miss Lorimer is on board, I think—^Liss

Lucie Lorimer, from Hew Zealand?’

At the mention of her name Lucie hastened to

join him. This, then, was her kinsman. By the

time that the perfunctory kiss of relationship

had been received and the first greetings ex-

changed, Lucie had decided that her uncle

Andrew was totally unlike what she had pictured

him—so unEke, indeed, as to give her a momen-
tary shock. His appearance did not bear even

the faintest resemblance to that of her father

;

and though Mr Peter Lorimer was by no means a

model of manly beauty, somehow Lucie felt dis-

appointed, Hor had his speech any trace of that

Scotch accent which, in spite of many years of anti-

2}odean life, still clung to her father’s
;
and that too

impressed Lucie as disconcertingly unfamiliar.

While in Hew Zealand, Lucie’s fastidious taste

had been offended by certain little idiosyncrasies

in her father’s appearance and manner. How
even the merest suggestion in his brother of any

of those peculiarities would have been welcomed

by Peter LorimePs wayfaring daughter as owning

a delightful homeliness.

The very alacrity of Mr Andrew Lorimers

manner seemed in direct contrast to the leisurely

ways of the colonial men with whom his niece

had associated. Scarcely giving her time to reply

to the affectionate farewells that, in their joy at

the prospect of landing, even fellow-passengers who
have been on the most distant of terms through-

out a long voyage will exchange on parting, he

hurried her off to identify her luggage
; and Lucie

could not help admiring the business-like way
in which he saw her three trunks through the

Customs and secured places in the special train

to the City before certain of the travellers had

succeeded in discovering their belongings.

' Honoria ? Oh yes ! Your cousin meant to

come with me to-day ;
but she had a slight cold,

and I ad\dsed her to remain at home, as she

might have caught a chill waiting on the wharf.

She sent her love.’

Their conversational topics were early ex-

hausted. Mr Lorimer, securing the latest edition

of an evening paper, began reading whenever the

train started ;
and Lucie, who had declined a maga-

zine on the plea of preferring to look out of the

vdndow, gazed with disillusioned eyes upon a dreary-

chaos of smoke-blackened chimney-pots, a melan-

choly waste of soot-encrusted, squalid dwellings.
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The sight of a London so milike her expectations

soon discouraged her
;

and, turning to her uncle,

Lucie found herself trying to read his face.

LIr Andrew Loriiner was clean-shaven and i)ale.

He seemed careworn, as though oppressed by

business worries.

Hie is better-looking than father,’ she thought.

‘ His features are more regular
;
but somehow I

don’t like his face so well.’

AVhile she tried to analyse her opinion, Lucie

encountered her uncle’s e^^es. ‘I suppose he is as

anxious to study me as I am to study him,’ she

told herself. ^But if I’d known how strange I

should find him I would certainly not have come.’

On arrival at the Liverj)ool Street terminus,

Islv Lorimer’s smartness in securing the services

of a porter and a cab again comj)elled his niece’s

admiration. Lucie was already seated in a four-

wheeler, and Mr Loriiner was sux^erintending the

bestowal of her three boxes on the roof, while

many of her former fellow-passengers, luggage-

ridden, were still hurrying hither and thither in

distracted search for their X)rox)erty.

Lucie was watching them with an unconscious

feeling of superiority when her name, murmured

at the farther window of the cab, startled her.

Glancing quickly round, she saw Mr Muter, encum-

bered with a hold-all and a pot containing some

decaying vegetation, trying to attmct her attention.

‘ Miss Loriiner—I hope you won’t be offended

—

but I could not let you go without this address

;

it will always find me, if you should require ’

Breaking off abruptly, he drew back, leaving a

tiny slij) of paper in her hand as Mr Loriiner,

eyeing the intruder suspiciously, appeared at the

ox)x>osite door.

‘Good-bye,’ Lucie responded indifferently, ‘and

thank you.’ The thanks were perfunc-

tory
;

but Mr Muter departed satisfied, to join

in the scrimmage that was waging around the

luggage-vans.

[To he continued.)

WILLIAM SYMIUaTOU AjSTD THE OEHTEHAET
OF STEAM HAVIOATIOK

^HE world smiles on its successful

men, to whom it rears monuments

and memoTials ; but the unsuccess-

ful benefactor who does not do so

well by himself not infrequently

loses credit for what he has really

done. This has been the fate of William

Symington, the jiioneer of steam navigation,

whose successful experiments were made just

one hundred years ago
;
but circumstances were

against him, and the times were scarcely ripe to

take u]! his invention. Fulton in America and

Henry Bell on the Clyde reaped where he had

sown. Along with Symington must be mentioned

the names of his jiatrons : Patrick Miller of Dal-

swinton, a retired Edinburgh banker, who spent

about thirty thousand jio^^i^ds in A^arious ex^ieri-

ments in ordnance and iiaA^al architecture, in-

cluding steam naAdgation
;
and Lord Dundas, of

the Forth and Clyde Canal Comxiany. Patrick

Miller made exxieriments on the Firth of Forth,

on the 2nd of June 1787, Avith his faAmurite

design of a tAvin-hulled vessel, the

being Avorked by manual labour by means of a

capstan and fiA^e bars. After a sj)urt or tAvo the

men became tired of their laborious task. Miller,

Avho had seen William Symington’s model of

his steam road-engine in 1786, v^as therefore quite

prepared to listen to the query, ‘Why do you

not use the steam-engine?’ J. Scott Eussell

gives James Taylor, tutor in ^Miller’s family, the

credit of suggesting the use of the steam-engine.

It Avas in succeeding successful experiments that

Symington, in March 1802, solved the xiroblem of

practical steam navigation, ’

There is a granite column Avith an inscription

to William Symington, engineer, erected at his

native LeadhiUs, Lanarkshire, Avhere he Avas born

in 1763. On this monument he is termed the

‘iiwentor of steam navigation.’ Beneath his bust,

by D. W. Stevenson (1890), in the Edinburgh

Museum of Science and Art, there is this

inscription

:

WILLIAM SYMIL^GTOK,

ENGINEER,

Born at Leadhills, Lanarkshire, 1761;

Died at London, 1831.

In June 1788 he constructed for Patrick Miller, Esq.

of Dalswinton, the first successful experimental steam-

boat; and in 1801-2 designed and built at Grange-

mouth, for Lord Bundas, the first practical steam-

vessel, the Charlotte Dundas.

On the right of the pedestal of the bust is a

rexiresentation of the Gliarlotte Dimdas; on the left,

one of the road-carriages invented by Symington.

It is Avorth noting that both the Dictionary of

National Biogixqdiy and the Leadhills monument

gh-e the date of Symington’s birth as 1763,

not 1764, as under the bust. In the Engineer

and the local neAA^spapers in Falkirk attention has

recently been directed to Symington’s inventions.

His father was a miller aaJio took charge of

the machinery at Wanlockhead colliery. Young

Symington Avas educated at the universities of

Edinburgh and GlasgoAv Avith a ahoav to the

ministry, but adopted the x^^ofession of ciA’il

enmneer. He constructed a Avorking model of a

steam road-engine in 1786, and an improved

steam-engine in the folloAAung year. Patrick

Miller next engaged him to design a steam-
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engine for a twin-linlled pleasure-boat on Dal-

swinton Locli. The engine had cylinders of

4-inch diameter, and was made by a brassfounder

named Wall, in Edinburgh, and tried in 1788.

Experiments were made with Miller’s pleasure-

boat and a larger set of engines constructed by
the Carron Company, and tried on the Forth and
Clyde Canal in November and December 1789,

wlien. a speed of seven miles an hour was attained.

Tlie clumsiness of the chain-and -ratchet-wheel

system was against it, however.

The turning-|)oint came on October 14, 1801,

when Symington took out a second patent for an
engine, which was fitted to the Charlotte Dundas^ at

the instance of Lord Dundas, governor of the Forth

and Clyde Canal Coinjoany, and all her trials

in March 1802 were successful. The piston-rod

and crank attachment to the jDaddle-wheel shaft

v'ere an immense advance on anytliing hitherto

attempted, and have been used ever since
;
and

although Jonathan Hulls is said to have con-

structed a working model before 1737, to Syming-

ton belongs the credit of the first steamboat fitted

for practical use. Unfortunately for Symington,

his i^atrons connected with the Forth and Clyde

Canal believed the banks would be destroyed by
the wash of a steamer

\
and the Duke of Bridge-

water, who had ordered eight steamers after the

pattern of the Charlotte' Dundas^ passed away in

1803, and the order was cancelled. So S3uning-

ton, after a ^^eUod spent in the service of the

Callendar Coal Company, Falkirk, retired to

London a disa
2
Dpointed man, where he died in

1831, and was buried at St Botolifii, in Aldgate.

Robert Fulton and Henry Bell both j)rofited by

Symington’s experiments ;
Fulton, who was on

board the Charlotte Dimdas in 1801, launched his

Clermont on the Hudson in 1807 ;
and Henry Bell’s

Comet was plying on the Clyde in 1812. Thus,

as not infrequently hajDiDens, the x^ioneer never

received the credit and profit he deserved. The
hull of the Charlotte Dundas lay for many years

in a creek of the Forth and Clyde Canal between

Locks Nos. 8 and 9 ;
and when broken ujd, curios

and mementoes were made of her timbers. She

was built in 1801 by Alexander Hart of Grange-

mouth, and her engine was fitted by the Carron

ComjDany. She was fifty-six feet long, eighteen

feet beam, and eight feet deep. There was a

cavity in the stern and in the middle of the

broadest part of the boat, ojoen behind and below,

measuring four feet wide and twelve feet long,

for the 2)addle-wheel. She was steered by two

rudders connected by iron rods, worked in the

l^row by the steering-wheel. The engine was
ten horse-j)ower condensing. Tlie cylinder lay

horizontal on deck, with connecting-rod from
piston-rod to crank on jDaddle-wheel shaft. The
air-pump was vertical, worked by a bell-crank.

Symington took an affidavit before a justice of the

joeace at Woodburn, Stirlingshire, that he alone

wrought out the principle of j)ropulsion for the

Charlotte Dundas^ and the then manager of the

Carron Ironworks bore like testimony. The engine

was built by the Carron Com2:>any at a cost of

three hundred and sixty-three pounds ten shillings

and tenj^ence. A chair was made from the wood
of the stern-post of the steamboat built under

Symington’s direction in 1789, and is now in the

possession of Robert Barr, Esq., Arnotdale, Falkirk.

It is difficult at this time - of day to allocate

the amount of credit due to each of the 2>ioii66rs

of steam navigation. We only suggest what is

warranted by the facts of the case : that Patrick

Miller of Dalswinton paid for the early experi-

ments
;

that James Taylor, tutor in his family,

may have suggested to Miller the use of the steam-

engine
;

but that Symington was the practical

man who ada^ited the engine to a steamboat, and
carried the aiDiilication to a successful issue.

Through the courtesy of Mr John Wight, Glasgow,

son of Mr Robert Wight, Sjmiington’s friend and
adviser in Edinburgh, we have been enabled to

peruse a sheaf of old letters dealing with the

subject. The most interesting document in this

connection, as it clearly sets forth what share

Symington himself considered he had in the

matter, is a memorial drawn wp for him by
Mr Wight, and sent to the trustees for the im-

jiroving of the communication by the ferries of

Kinghorn and Leith. The first half sets forth

Symington’s claims, and the second half is a

descri^ition, illustrated by drawings, of a 4>roposed

vessel in which the oars, worked by a steam-engine,

would projpel the boat from behind. There are

also letters to and from Mr Ferguson of Raith,

Fifeshire, in this connection. The valuable i^oints

in the memorial, which is dated 26th December

1814, are that Symington gives Patrick Miller

of DalsAvinton the credit for the invention of

the ‘wheels’ or paddles (1787), and that he tells

us a j)nblicatipn describing the invention was lodged

with the University Library and the Advocates’

Library, Edinburgh
; copies were also sent to ‘ Mr

Washington,’ then President of the United States,

and to Benjamin Franklin. But Symington is

probably wrong in saying that this accounts for

the steamboat being first used in America. The
memorial further states that Miller a^Dplied to

Symington to ada^^t the steam-engine to his

boats. The Dalswinton exj^eriment is hinted at,

and the more successful one, under Lord Dundas,

on the Forth and Clyde Canal is described.

Like a true engineer, Symington points out how
he had changed the engine to a diagonal posi-

tion, coujfied the i^iston-rod to it by means of a

crank, and ‘reproduced a rotary motion without

the intervention of a lever or beam, ' or the

other apparatus connected thereuntil.’ This was

Symington’s great achievement, and there is some

bitterness in the after-statement that although

he took out a patent at the request of Lord

Dimdas, at a cost of five hundred jiounds, it was

not comprehensive enough, and ‘ so a set of
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tvadesineii in Glasgow liave copied liis boat, and

by making a little variation in tlie steam-engine

are at this moment drawing amongst them up-

wards of ten thousand pounds a yejir of clear

profits, by plying between Glasgow and Greenock,

Avhile the memorialist has not wherewithal to

supply his large family with the necessaries of

life :
’ a reiietition of the old story that all men

will praise you if you do well by yourself !

Justice is done to this pioneer in a brief

Biograpluj of William Symington^ Civil Engineer^

Inventor of Steam Locomotion hy Sea and Land,

by J. and W. jST. Rankine (Falkirk : A. Johnston,

1862). This little book gives a drawing of

Symington's steam-carriage model of 1786, the

original steamboat of 1788, and of the Charlotte

Bimda^s, built in 1801. Dr John Bowie, London,

Symington’s son-in law, published a pamphlet on

his claims in 1833. The inventor is also fully

dealt with in John Scott Russell’s Hature, Pro-

2)erties, and A2)2)lications of Steamy and on Steam

Navigation (1841). Full justice is also done to

S^unington by Professor T. H. Beare in the

Dictionary of National Biogra2)hy

;

but it is hardly

a fair way of stating the matter, under Hem-}'

Bell of the Comet in the same book, to say that

Bell was Hhe introducer of practical steam navi-

gation in England.’ It is now j)tGtty evident

that without Miller and Lord Dundas, who took

the initiative, and Symington as the practical

genius, neither Bell nor Fulton would have come

so early to either fame or success.

THE KING EXPLOEES.
[Copyright 1902 by Robert Barr in U.S.A.]

III. — THE KING DRINKS {Concluded).

N being summoned to the great

dining-hall that night they found a

company awaiting dinner number-

ing perhaps a score, all men. A
2Diper was marching up and down
the room making the timbers ring

with his martial music. The Macleod stood at

the head of his table, a stalwart man whose

massive head seemed sunk rather deep between

his broad shoulders
;

but otherwise, perhaps

because his costume was cunningly arranged,

there was slight indication of the deformity vdth

which he was afllicted. He greeted his guests

with no great show of allability, and indicated

the bench at his right hand as the seat of

Macdonald. The young Highlander hesitated

to take the place of preference, and glanced

uneasily at his comrade,
‘ I am slightly deaf in my right ear,’ said the

King good-naturedly, ‘and as I should be grieved

to miss any observations you may make, I will,

with your j)ormission, occupy the place you would

bestow upon my friend.’

Macleod looked sternly at the speaker for a

moment
;

but, seeing that j\racdonald without

protest moved speedily round to the left, he said :

‘ Settle it as pleases you
;
but I should have

thought a Highland chieftain took precedence of

a Lowland huckster.’

‘Not a huckster exactly,’ explained the King,

with a smile. ‘ i\Iy patrimony of Ballengeich

may be small
;

but, such as it is, I am the

Tindisputed laird of it, while at best. Macdonald

is but the son of a laird
;

so, because of my
deaf ear, and according to your own rules of

precedence, I think I may claim the. j)lace of

honour at your right.’

Then, as the Macleod, with an angry growl,

sat down, the King and Macdonald followed his

example. The others took their places in some

haste; and with more or less of disorder. It Avas

plain that i\Iacleod preferred the silent Highlander

to the more loquacious farmer of Ballengeich,

for during the meal he addressed most of his

I'emarks to the man on his left, although his

advances Avere not so cordially received as perhaps

they might haA^e been. The King shoAved no

resentment at this neglect, but concentrated Iris

attention to the business at hand.

When the eating AA*as done Avith, the servants

2)laced three large flagons before their master and

the tAA'O aaJio sat on either hand of him. These

they fiRed to the brim Avith Avine.

‘ Gentlemen,’ said Macleod, ‘it is a custom in

this castle that our guests, to shoAv they are good

men and true, each empty one of these flagons

at a draught, and Avithout draAving breath. Will

you, then, accompany me to any toast you may
care to name ?

’

‘ The Avine I have already consumed at your

hospitable board,’ said the King, ‘ is the best

that ever ran doAAui a thirst}^ man’s throat
;

but

if I supplement it Avith so generous and instant

an addition I fear my legs Avill refuse their

service, even if my head retain sense enough to

give the command.’
‘ That need not trouble you,’ said Macleod,.

‘ for in the last hundred years no man has

insulted this vintage by leaving the hall on his

OAAm feet. There stond your legs against the

AA*all, Goodman of Ballengeich.’

The King, glancing over his. shoulder, saAV

standing against the AAnll a roAV of braAvny

gillies, each tAvo supporting a stretcher. The

use for these attendants Avas at once apparent.

‘Very Avell,’ cried the King to his host; ‘gHe
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you a suitable toast, Macleod, aud I u*ill enter

Avitli you tlie rosy reabiis of the red ’\^ille.^

Macleod then stood up.

‘ I give you,’ he said, ‘ the King of Scotland.

May he be blest with more wisdom than were

some of his ancestors.’ This he repeated in

Gaelic, and the sentiment was received uproariously,

for the wine was already malcing itself felt in

the great hall.

If ]\Iacleod had any design in giving this

toast, it did not appear on the surface ; and if

he expected a hesitancy on the part of his guests

to do honour to it he was disappointed, for each

}^oung }nan rose with the rest.

‘ Here ’s to the King !
’ cried the one on his

right, ‘ and may he imbibe wisdom as I imbibe

wine.’ Haising the flagon to his lips, he drained

it and set it with a ciasli on the table again.

Macleod and j^Iacdonald drank more slowly,

but the}^ ultimately achieved the same end. Then
all seated themselves once more, and the drinking

continued without the useless intervention of

further talk. One by one the revellers sank

under the table unnoticed by their noisy com-

rades, to be quicldy pounced upon by the watch-

ful stretcher-bearei's, who, with a deftness evidently

the result of much practice, placed the helpless

individual on the carrier and marched ofl’ vith

him. This continuous disajDpearance of the fallen

rapidly thinned the ranl^s of the combatants

struggling with the giant Bacchus.

The King had been reluctant to enter this

contest, fearing the red wine would loosen his

tongue
;

biit as the evening wore on he found

all his resolution concentrated in a determination

to walk to his bed. Macdonald j)i’oved no pro-

tection. Earl}^ in the bout his unaccustomed

head descended gently upon the table, and he

was promptly carried off to rest.

At last Macleod and the King sat alone in the

hall, which looked larger now it was so nearly

empty. James, as a test of what sense remained

to him, set himself to count the torches burning

more and more dimly in the haze of their own
smoke

;
but he gave ujd the attempt when . he

saw that they had increased by hundreds and

thousands, and were engaged in a wild pyroteclmic

dance to the rhythm of the last march that had
been played on the pipes. He swayed over

toward his host and smote him imcertainly on

the shoulder.

‘ Macleod,’ he cried, ‘ I challenge you to stand
;

and if you can. I’ll wager you I’ll walk farther

down the corridor with fewer collisions against

either wall tlian any man in Skye.’

Then with difficulty the King rose to his feet,

and as he did so the stool on which he sat,

because of a lurch against it, fell clattering to

the floor.

‘ The very benches are drunk, Macleod, and

the table sways like a ship at sea. That stool is

as insecure as a throne. Eise up if you can and

see if yours is any better.’

But the Macleod sat helpless, glaring at him
from under his shagg)^ eyebrows. Seeing him
stationary, the King laughed so heaitily that he

nearly unbalanced himself, and was forced to

cling for support to the edge of the table. Then,

straightening himself to excessive rigidity, he

muttered :

‘Good-night, Macleod Sit there and see the

rule of your house broken by your’ If the

next word were ‘ monarch ’ or ‘ king ’ it was never

uttered, for as James made his uncertain way
towards the door, the expert gillies, who knew
their business, came up behind him, swooped the

stretcher against his imreliant legs, and they

failing instantly, he fed baclrward on the stoutly

woven web between the two poles. There was a

guttural laugh from Macleod, and the prone man,

helplessly waving his hands, shouted :

‘ Unfair, hj Saint Andrew
;
unfair 1 Confound

the foe who attacks a man from the rear.’

[The next story will be ‘The King Sails.’]

STEAISTGE AILMEi^TS IE* ODD G 0 E iST E R S.

By C, L. IMcCluer Stevexs.

YEEY one of the many travellers

who of late years have penetrated

the Pamirs—that wild, wind-swex3t

region of Central Asia which has

been appropriately named ‘ The

Eoof of the World ’—has something

to say concerning the ‘Peiijdeh date-mark.’ This

curiously shaped scar is a legacy left by a peculiar

disease which attacks people who live in Penjdeh,

and they alone of all the millions of the earth’s

inhabitants. At first a tiny but malignant sore

appears on the face and neck
;
and this often

increases and multiplies until the whole body is

a fleeted, and not the surface only, but the deeper

tissues, and then recovery is, of course, hopeless :

but even in comj^aratively mild cases it takes

months and sometimes years to effect a cure.

‘Biskra bouton’ is endemic only in the filthy

Algerian city from which it derives its name. It

commences as a small elevated ‘button’ of flesh.

After a week or so this sloughs off, lea^fing a

gangrenous ulcer, very malignant and difficult to

heal. It is said that among the seven or eight

thousand inhabitants of which Biskra boasts, veiw

few indeed are not disfigured by the curious

pitlike scars which this loathsome ailment

invariably leaves behind it,

Tliere are two remarkable diseases, either or
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both of which may attack you if you elect to

reside withiu the Congo basin
;

but you need

have no dread of them if you live in any other

part of the world. One is the sleeping-sickness,

a terrible, m^'Sterious, and invariably fatal malady.

The patient is at first only drowsy, but ends by

sleeping almost continual^, waking only for meals

or when forcibly roused ;
filially the torpor becomes

complete
;
he cannot be roused even to take food,

and dies of starvation. The other disease alluded

to is even more curious, although fortunately not

nearly so deadly, and is known to specialists in

tropical diseases as ainhuiUj from a negro word

meaning a saw—a very apposite name, for the

typical feature of the ailment consists in the slow

amputation of one or more of the victim’s toes

by means of a serrated bony ligature which grows

round the joint of the affected member just

where it joins the foot. As soon as the ligature

is completely formed it begins to contract, and

off comes the toe as effectually, if not quite so

quickly, as if it had been severed by the sur-

geon’s knife.

So familiar has the world become now with

the terrible Asiatic cholera that j)eople are apt to

forget that there is one place on earth, and

strictly speaking only one, where it is endemic.

This cholera-country is a low, marshy district

situated in the delta of the Ganges, immediately

below the city of Calcutta, and knovui locally as

the Sunderbunds, a region which is practically

inaccessible to Europeans, not only because

of the floods and the numerous tigers, but on

account of a deadly fever which attacks every-

body who remains there for even a short time.

One can easily imagine how dense must be the

animal and vegetable matter which is given

up to decomposition in these terrible solitudes

;

and when to the natural noisomeness of the

place is added the refuse brought down and

deposited by the Hugh River from an unusually

thickly populated city, it is not difficult for even

the layman to understand that a quite distinct

flora and fauna of micro-organisms will have

been developed, and amongst them the terrible

cholera bacillus.

When, in 1874, numbers of English nav^des

and engineers consented to go out to Cerro de

Pasco in Peru, to help in building the Trans-

Andean Railway, they little dreamt that many
of them were consigning themselves to a linger-

ing death from a strange malady, of which even

the name was at that time practically unknown

in Europe. The ailment in question is termed

'verrugas (Spanish, a wart), and it occurs only in

certain deep valleys in the highlands of that pro-

vince. There, however, it is endemic and fright-

fully fatal, especially to the unacclimatised white

man. The whole surface of the bod}^, in bad

cases, becomes entirely covered with spongy wart-

like excrescences, varying from the size of a rasp-

berry to that of a pigeon’s egg, and from e^-ery

one of these the patient’s life-blood oozes out

continually until he perishes of inanition.

Lombardy is the one place where loellagra is

always prevalent—that mysterious modern ailment,

due to eating damaged maize, which since 1833,

when it was first noticed, is computed to have

been responsible for the death of more than five

hundred thousand peasants. Mandalay ringworm,

again, is knovai and dreaded throughout Burma

;

but even the most ignorant Burmese is aware

that it cannot be contracted outside the ancient

capital. Similarly, ^Rock’ fever is confined to

Gibraltar ;
although it is probable that the

ailment known as Maltese fever, which can be

contracted only in Malta, and there only in

the spring and autumn, is closely allied to it.

Aleppo evil, too, is unknown in any of the other

cities of Asia Minor
;
just as the Delhi boil, so

dreaded of our soldiery, is confined to Delhi.

Even in England, diseases that are strictly

endemic to particular localities are not un-

known
;

as witness Derbyshire neck, Devon-

shire colic, and Sheffield stomach-ache. The

first, a form of goitre, is generally attributed to

drinking water im^negnated with salts of lime

and magnesia
;

the second is due to lead-con-

taminated cider ; and the third is also in all

probability a lead-induced disease, it having been

conclusively proved that the water of the tovm,

owing to its deficiency in carbonates, is capable of

absorbing the poisonous metal from the pipes to

an altogether unusual extent.

A HERO IN DINGO SCRUBS.
AN AUSTRALIAN SKETCH.

By Henry Lawson.

HIS is a story—about the only one

—

of Job Ealconer, boss of the Tal-

bragar sheep-station up-country in

New South Wales in the early

eighties, when there were still runs

in the Dingo Scrubs out of the

hands of the banks, and yet squatters who lived

on their stations.

Job would never tell the stor}" himself, at least

not complete
;
and as his family grew up he

would become as angry as it was in his easy-

going nature to become if reference were made

to the incident in his presence. But his wife

—

little, plump, bright-eyed Gerty Ealconer—often

told the story with brightening eyes to women-

friends over tea, and always to a new woman-
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friend, but in the mysterious voice which women
use in speaking of private matters amongst them-

selves. On such occasions she would be par-

ticularly tender towards unconscious Job, and

ruffle his thin, sand}^ hair in a way that embar-

rassed him in company—made him look as

sheepish as an old big-horned ram that has

just been shorn and turned amongst the ewes.

Then, on parting, the woman-friend would give

Job’s hand a squeeze that would surjorise him
jnildl}^, and look at him as if she could love

him.

According to a theory of mine. Job, to fit the

story, should have been tall and dark and stern,

or gloomy and quick-tempered
;
but he wasn’t.

He was fairly tall, but he was fresh-complexioned

and sandy— his skin was pink to scarlet in

some weathers, with blotches of umber—and his

eyes were ^Dale-gray
;

his big forehead loomed

babyishl3q his arms were short, and his legs

bowed to the saddle. Altogether, he was an

awkward, unlovely bush-bird— on foot
;

in the

saddle it was different.

The incident was brought about by Job’s

recollection, still strong and vivid, of a certain

occurrence many years before. Job was a boy of

fourteen when he saw his father’s horse come

home riderless, circling and snorting up by the

stockyard, head jerked down whenever the hoof

trod on one of the snapped ends of the bridle-

reins
;

the saddle twisted over the side, with

bruised pommel and knee-pad broken off. Job’s

father wasn’t hurt much
;
but Job’s mother, an

emotional woman, and then in a delicate state of

health, survived the shock for only three months.

‘She wasn’t quite right in her head,’ they said,

‘from the day the horse came home till the last

hour before she died.’ Strange to sajq Job’s

father, from whom Job inherited his seemingly

placid nature, died three months after his wife.

The doctor from the town was of the opinion

that Job’s father must have ‘sustained internal

injuries’ when the horse threw him. Doc. Wild

(eccentric bush-doctor) reckoned that Job’s father

was hurt inside when his wife died, and hurt so

badly that he couldn’t pull round
;
but doctors

differ all over the world.

Well, it came about in this way. Job Falconer

had been married a year, and had lately started

wool-raising on a pastoral lease he had taken up

at Talbragar. It was a new run, with new slab-

and-bark huts on the creek for a homestead, new
shearing-shed, yards— wife and everything new,

and he was expecting a baby. Job felt brand-

new himself at the time, so he said. It was a

lonely place for a young woman
;
but Gerty was a

settler’s daughter. The mewness took away some

of the loneliness, she said, and there was truth

in that. A bush-home in the scrubs looks lonelier

the older it gets, and ghostlier in the twilight, as

the bark and slabs whiten, or rather grow gray,

in fierce summers
;

and there ’s nothing under

God’s sky so weird, so aggressively lonely, as a

deserted old home in the bush.

Job’s wife had a half-caste -gin’ for company
when Job was away on the run, and the nearest

white woman—a hard but honest Lancashire

woman from witliin the kicking radius in Lan-

cashire, wife of a selector—was only seven miles

away. She promised to be at hand, and came

over two or three times a week
;
but Job grew

restless as Gerty’s time grew near, and wished

that he had insisted on sending her to the

nearest town, thirty miles off, as originally pro-

i:)osed. Gerty’s mother, who lived in tovui, was

coming to see her over her trouble
;

Job had
made arrangements with the town doctor

;
but

prompt attendance could hardly be expected of a

doctor who was very busjq who was too fat to

ride, and who lived thirt}^ miles away.

Job, in common with most bushmen and their

families round there, had more faith in Doc.

Wild, a weird American, who made medicine in

a saucepan, and worked more cures on bushmen
than the other three doctors of the district

—

ma3d3e because the bushmen had faith in him,

or he knew the bush and bush constitutions, or

perhaj^s because he ’d do things which no ‘ respect-

able practitioner ’ dared do. I ’ve described him
in another story. Some said he was a quack,

and some said he wasn’t. There are scores of

wrecks and mysteries like him in the bush. He
drank fearfully, and ‘on his own,’ but was seldom

incapable of prescribing or 2)erforming an operation.

Ex23erienced bushmen preferred him three-quarters

drunk
;
when perfectly sober he was apt to be a

bit shaky. He was tall and gaunt, and had a

pointed black moustache, bush}^ eyebrows, and

piercing black eyes. The worst of him was that

his movements were eccentric. He lived where

he haj)pened to be : in a town hotel, in 'the best

room of a homestead, in the skillion of a sly-

grog-shanty, in a shearer’s or digger’s or shep-

herd’s or boundary-rider’s hut, in a surveyor’s

camp, in a black fellow’s camp, or by a log in

the lonely bush when the horrors were on him.

It seemed all one to him. He lost all his

things sometimes, even his clothes
;
but he never

lost a pig-skin bag which contained his surgical

instruments and papers—except once
;

then he

gave the blacks five pounds to find it for him.

His patients included all, from the big squatter

to Black Jimmy
;
and he rode as far and fast

to a squatter’s home as to a swagman’s camp.

When nothing was to be exj)ected from a iDOor

selector or a station-hand, and the doctor was

hard up, he went to the squatter for a few

pounds. He had occasionally been offered cheques

of fifty and a hundred pounds by squatters for

‘ pulling round ’ their wives or children
;
but such

offers always angered him. T^Tien he asked for

five pounds he resented being offered a ten-pound

cheque. He once, under the influence of his

demon, sued a doctor for alleging that he held
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no diploma
;

but tbe magistrates, on reading

certain pa2:>ers, suggested a settlement out of

court, udiich both doctors agreed to, the other

doctor ap)ologising briefly in the local It

was noticed thereafter tliat the magistrate and

town doctors treated Doc. Wild with great

res^Dect—even at his worst. The thing was never

explained, and the case deex^ened the mystery

which surrounded Doc. Wild.

As Job Falconer’s crisis apxn'oached Doc. Wild
was located at a shanty on the main road, about

half-way between Job’s station and the town

:

townshix^ of Gome-by-Chance—exx)ressive name

;

and the shanty was the Dead Dingo Hotel, kex)t

by James Myles, who was known as Poisonous

Jimmy, either as a compliment to or a libel

on the liquor he sold. Job’s brother Mac was

stationed at the Dead Dingo Hotel, with instruc-

tions to hang around on some x>retence, and see

that the doctor didn’t either drink himself into

delirimii tremms or get sober enough to become

restless
;

to prevent his going away, or to follow

Jiim if he did
;
and to bring him to the station

in about a week’s time. Mac — rather more

careless, brighter, and more energetic than his

brother—was carrying out these instructions while

jjretending, with rather great success, to be himself

on the spree at the sliant}'.

One morning early in the s^Decified week Job’s

uneasiness was suddenly increased by certain

synix^toms ;
so he sent the black-boy for the

neighbour’s wife, and decided to ride to Come-

by-Chance to hurry out Gerty’s mother, and see,

by the way, how Doc. Wild and Mac were getting

on. On the arrival of the neighbour’s wife, who
drove over in a sx)riug-cart. Job mounted his

horse, a freshly broken filly, and started.

‘Don’t be anxious, Job,’ said Gerty as he bent

down to kiss her. ‘We’ll be all right. Wait!
you’d better take the gun—you might see those

dingoes again. I’ll get it for you.’

The dingoes (native dogs) were very bad amongst

the sheep, and Job and Gerty had started three

together close to the track the last time they

were out in comx)any—without the gun of course.

Gerty took the loaded gun carefully do^vn from
its strains on the bedroom wall, carried it out,

and handed it up to Job, who bent and kissed

her again
;

she brought the powder and shot

flasks, got another kiss, and then he rode ofll

It was a hot day—the beginning of a long

drought, as Job found to his bitter cost. He
followed the track for five or six miles throu£rh

the thick, monotonous scrub, and then turned off

to make a short-cut to the main road across a

big ring-barked flat. The tall gum-trees had been

ring-barked (a ring of bark taken out round the

butts), or rather ‘sa^Dped’—that is, a ring cut in

through the sap—^in order to kill them, so that

the little strength in the poor soil should not be
drawn out b}" the living roots, and the natural

grass on vEich the Australian’s stock depends

should have a better show. For three or four

miles the hard dead trees raised their barkless

and whitened trunks and leafless branches, and

the gray-and-brown grass stood tall between,

dying in the first breath of the coming drought.

All was becoming gray and ashen here, tlie heat

blazing and dancing across objects, and the x)ale

brassy dome of the sky cloudless over all, the

sun a glaring white disc with its edges almost

melting into the sky. Job held his gun carelessly

ready—it was a double-barrelled muzzle-loader,

one barrel smooth-bore for shot, and the other

rifled—and he kept a lookout for dingoes. He
was saving his horse for a long ride, jogging

along in a careless bush-fashion, hitched a little

to one side
;
and I ’m not sure that he didn’t

have a leg thrown up and across in front of the

pommel of his saddle. He was riding along, and

thinking fatherly thoughts in advance x^erhaps,

when suddenly a great, black, greasy -looking

iguana scuttled off from the side of the track,

amongst the dry tufts of grass and shreds of

dead bark, and started up a sapling. ‘It was a

whoxoper,’ Job said afterwards. ‘Must have been

over six feet, and a foot across the body. It

scared me nearly as much as the filly.’

The filly shied off like a rocket. Job kept his

seat instinctively, as was natural to him
;

but,

before he could more than grab at the rein lying

loosely on the pommel, the filly ‘fetched uj)’

against a dead box-tree, hard as cast-iron
;
and

Job’s left leg was jammed from stirrux) to x^ocket.

‘I felt the blood flare up,’ he said, ‘and I

knowed that that’—Job swore now and then in

an easy-going way— ‘ I knowed that that blanky

leg was broken all right. I threw the gun from

me and freed the left foot from the stirrup with

my hand, and managed to fall to the right, as

the filly started oft* again.’

What follows comes from the statements of

Doc. Wild and Mac Falconer, and Job’s own

‘wanderings in his mind,’ as he called tliem.

‘They took a blanky mean advantage of me,’ he

said, ‘when they had me down and I couldn’t

talk sense.’

The filly circled off a bit, and then stood

staring—as a mob of brumbies (wild horses—shot

to save grass, for horse-hair, and because of the

scrub stallions getting amongst station stock) Avhen

fired at will sometimes stand watching the smoke.

Job’s leg was smashed badly, and the x^ain must

have been terrible
;
but he thought then instan-

taneously, as men do in a fix. Ho doubt the

scene at the lonely bush-house of his boyhood

flashed before him : his father’s horse appeared

riderless, and he saw the look in liis mother’s

eyes

Now, a bushman’s first, best, and quickest chance

in a fix like Job’s is that his horse goes home rider-

less, the alarm is raised, and the horse’s tracks are

followed back to him ;
other^vise he might lie for

days or weeks, till the growing grass buried his
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mouldering bones. The place wliere Job lay was
an old slieep-track across a Hat where few might
have occasion to come for months

;
but he did

not consider this. He crawled to his gun, then

to a log, dragging gun and smashed leg after

him. How he did it he doesn’t know. Half-

lying on one side, he rested the barrel on the

log, took aim at the filly, pulled both triggers,

and then fell over and lay with his head against

the log
;
and the gun-barrel, sliding down, rested

on his neck. He had fainted. The crows were
interested, and the ants- would come by-and-by.

Doc. Wild had inspirations
;

anyway he did

things which seemed, after they were done, to

have been suggested by inspiration, and in no
other j)ossible way. He often turned uj) Avhere

and when he was wanted above all men, and at no
other time. He had gypsy blood, they said

;
but

anyway, being the mystery he was, and having

the face he had, and living the life he lived, and
doing the things he did, it was quite probable

that he was more nearly in touch than we with

that awful, invisible woidd all round and between

us, of which we only see distorted faces and hear

disjointed utterances when we are ‘suffering a

recovery’ or going mad.

On the morning of Job’s accident, and after a

long brooding silence, Doc. Wild suddenly said

to Mac Falconer :

‘Get the bosses, Mac. We’ll go to the station.’

Mac, used to the doctor’s eccentricities, went to

see about the horses.

Then who should drive up but Mrs S^Dencer,

Job’s mother-in-law, on her way from the town

to the station. She stayed to have a cup of tea

and give her horses a feed. She was square-faced,

and was considered a rather hard and practical

woman
;
but she had plenty of solid flesh, good

sympathetic common - sense, and dee|)-set and

luunorous blue eyes. She lived in the toum
comfortably on the interest of some money which

her husband liad left in the bank, and drove

an American wagonette with a good width and

length of ‘ tray ’ behind
;
and on this occasion she

had a pole and two horses. In the trap was a

new mattress and pillows, a generous pair of new
white blankets, and boxes containing necessaries,

delicacies, and luxuries. All round, she was an

excellent mother-in-law for a man to have on

hand at a critical time.

Speaking of the ]nother-in-law, I would like

to ]}\xt in a word for her right here. She is

universally considered a nuisance in times of

peace and comfort
;
but when illness or serious

trouble comes home, then it’s ‘Write to mother!’
‘ Wire for mother I

’
‘ Send some one to fetch

mother 1

’
‘ I ’ll go and. bring mother 1

’ If she

is not near :
‘ Oh,. I -wislr mother was here 1

’

‘If mother were- only near.’ MTien she is on the

spot, hear tlie anxious son-in-law : ‘Don’t yoii, go,

mother! You’ll stay— won’t you, mother— till

we’re all right? I’ll get some one to look after

your house, mother, while you’re here.’ But Job

Falconer was fond of his mother-in-law at all

times.

Mac had some trouble in finding and catching

one of the horses. Mrs Spencer drove on, and
Mac and the doctor caught iq) to her about a

mile before she reached the homestead track,

which turned in through the scrubs at the

corner of the big ring-barked fiat.

Doc. Wild and Mac foUowed the cart-road, and

as they jogged along on the edge of the scrulj

the doctor glanced once or twice across the flat

through the dead, naked branches. Mac looked

that way. The crowds were hopping about the

branches of a tree away out in the middle of the

fiat, flopping dowm from branch to branch to

the grass, then rising hurriedly and circling.

‘ Dead beast there !
’ said Mac, out of his bush-

craft.

‘Ho, dying,’ said Doc. Wild, with less bush

experience but more intellect.

‘There’s some steers of Job’s out there some-

where,’ muttered Mac. Then, suddenly, ‘ It ain’t

drought—it ’s the ploorer at last, or I ’m blanked I

’

Mac feared the advent of that cattle-plague

pleuro-iDiieumonia, wdiich was raging on some

stations, but had hitherto kej^t clear of Job’s

run.

‘ We ’ll go and see if you like,’ suggested Doc.

Wild.

They turned out across the fiat, the horses

picking their way amongst the dried tufts and

fallen branches.

‘There ain’t no sign o’ cattle theer,’ said the

doctor. ‘More likely a ew^e in trouble about her

lamb.’

‘ Or the blanky dingoes at a sheep,’ said Mac.

‘ I wish we had a gun
;
might get a shot at

them.’

Doc. Wild hitched the skirts of a long China

silk coat he wore free of a hip-pocket. He always

carried a revolver.

‘In case I feel obliged to shoot a first person

singular one of these hot days,’ he explained

once—whereat bushmen scratched the backs of

their heads and thought fe.ebly, without result.

‘We’d never, git near enough for a shot,’ the

doctor said
;

then he commenced to hum
fragments from a bush-song about the finding of

a lost bushman in the last stages of death from

thirst

:

* The crows kept flyin’ up, boj’^ !

The crows kept flyin’ up

!

The dog, he seen and whimpered, boys,

Though, he 'was but a pup.’

‘ It must be somethin’ or other,’ muttered hlac.

‘ Look at them blanky crows !

’

‘The lost was found, we brought him round,

And took him from the place,

While- the ants was swarmin’ on the ground,

An' the crows was savin’ grace.’
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' Hilloa 1 what ’s that 1 ’ cried !Mac, Avho Avas

a little ill advance, and rode a tall horse.

It Wi^is Job’s filly lying saddled and bridled,

with a rifle-bullet through shoulder and chest,

as they found on subsequent examination, and

her head full of kangaroo-shot. She Avas feebly

rocking her head against the ground, and marking
the dust Avith her hoof, as if trying to Avrite the

reason there.

The doctor dreA\^ his revolver, took a cartridge

from his Avaistcoat-pocket, and put the filly out

of her niisei\y in a very scientific manner
;
then

something—professional instinct or the something

supernatural about the doctor—led him straight

to the log, hidden in the grass, AAdiere Job la}' as

Ave left him, and about fifty yards from the dead

filly, Avhich must have staggered a feAv yards off

after being shot.

Mac folloAved, shaking viplentl}^ ‘ Oh, my
God !

’ he cried, Avith the Avoman in his A'oice

and his face so pale that his freckles stood out

like buttons, as the doctor said afteiuA'ards. ‘Oh,

my God ! he ’s shot hisself !

’

‘ No, he hasn’t,’ said the doctor, deftly turning

Job into a healthier position, Avith his head from

under the lo^ and his mouth to the air. HeO
ran his eyes and hands over him, and Job moaned.

‘He’s got a broken leg,’ said the doctor. Ea^cii

then he couldn’t resist making a characteristic

remark, half to himself :
‘ A man doesn’t shoot

himself Avlien he’s going to be made a laAvful

father for the first time—unless he can see a

long Avay into the future.’ Then he took out

his Avhisky-flask and said briskly , to Mac, ‘LeaA'e

me your Avater-bag’—Mac carried a caiwas Avater-

bag slung under his horse’s neck—‘and ride back

to the track, stop Mrs Spencer, and bring the

Avagonette here. Tell her it ’s only a broken

leg.’

Mac mounted and rode off at a breakneck pace.

As he Avorked, the doctor muttered, ‘He shot

his horse. That’s AA'hat gits me. The fool might

have lain here for a Aveek. I’d neA^er have sus-

pected spite in that carcass—and I ought to

knoAV men,’

But as Job came round a little Doc. Wild AA^as

enlightened.

‘Where’s the filly ?’ cried Job suddenly, betAA^een

groans,

‘ She ’s all right,’ said the doctor in a tone that

might have been resentfully envious.

‘ Stop her !
’ cried Job struggling to rise. ‘ Stop

her !—0 God ! my leg.’

‘ Keep quiet, you fool !

’

‘Stop her!’ yelled Job.

‘ Why stop her ? ’ asked the doctor. ‘ She Avon’t

go fur,’ he added.

‘She’ll go home to Gerty,’ shouted Job. ‘Sto]D

her ! stop her 1

’

‘ Oh—ho !
’ draAvled the doctor to himself. ‘ I

might have guessed that
;
and I ought to knoAV

men.’

‘Don’t take me home!’ demanded Job in a

semi-sensible intei'AM. ‘ Take me to Poisonous

Jimmy’s, and tell Gerty I’m on the sj^ree.’

When Mac and Mrs Spencer returned Avith the

AA^agonette, Doc. Wild Avas in his shirt-sleeves, his

Chinese silk coat having gone for bandages. The
loAA^er half of Job’s trouser-leg and his elastic-side

boot lay on the ground, neatly cut off, and his

bandaged leg Avas sandAviched betAveen tAA'o strips

of bark, Avith grass stuffed in the holloAvs, and

bound by saddle-straps.

‘That’s all I can do for him for the present.’

Mrs Spencer Avas a strong Avoinan mentally,

but she arrived rather pale and a little shaky
;

nevertheless she called out as soon as she got

Avithin earshot of the doctor :

‘What’s Job been doing 21oav?’ Job, by the

AA'ay, had never been remarkable for doing any-

thing.

‘He’s got his leg broke, and shot his horse,’

replied the doctor. ‘But,’ he added, ‘AAdietlier

he’s been a hero or a fool I dunno. AnyAvay,

it’s a mess all round.’

They unrolled the' bed, blankets, and x^BIoays

in the bottom of the trap, backed it against the

log to have a step, and got Job in. It Avas a

ticklisli job, but they had to manage it
;

Job,

maddened by i)ain and heat, and only kept from

fainting by Avhisky, groaning and raving and

yelling to them to stop his horse.

‘Lucky Ave got him before the ants did,’

muttered the doctor. Then he had an inspira-

tion. ‘You bring him on to the shepherd’s hut

this side the station. We must leave him there.

DriA’e carefully, and pour brandy into him noAv

and then
;
Avhen the brandy ’s done pour Avhisky,

then gin
;

keep the rum till the last.’ The
doctor had put a supply of spirits in the

AA’agonette at Poisonous Jimmy’s. ‘I’ll take

jYac’s horse and ride on and send Peter, the

station-hand, back to the hut to meet you. I’ll

be back myself if I can. This business Avill

hurry up things at the station.’

Which last Avas one of those ap23arently insane

remarks of the doctor’s AAdiich no sane and sober

man could fathom or see a reason for—except

in Doc, Wild’s madness.

The doctor rode off at a gallop. The burden

of Job’s raving, all the Avay, Avas of the dead

filly :

‘ Stoj) her ! She must not go home to

Gerty ! God, help me shoot !—Whoa ! YTioa,

there ! Co2:)e — cope — co2)e ! Steady, Jessie,

old girl.’ Jessie AA^as the filly’s name. ‘Aim

straight— aim straight ! Ali ! I ’ve missed !
—

StojD her !

’

‘I never met a character like that inside a

man that looked like Job on the outside,’ com-

mented the doctor afterAvards. ‘ I ’ve met men
behind revolvers and big moustaches in Cali-

fornia
; but I ’ve met a denied sight more men

behind nothing but a good-natured grin here
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in Australia. These lanky, sawy bushmen will

do things in an easy-going way some day
that’ll make the Old World sit up and think

hard.’

He reached the station in time, and twenty
minutes or half-an-hour later he left the case in

the hands of the Lancashire woman, whom he

saw reason to admire, and rode back to the hut
to help Job, whom they soon fixed up as com-
fortably as possible.

They humbugged Mrs Falconer first with a

yarn of Job’s alleged j)henomenal shyness, and
gradually as she grew stronger and the truth

less important they told it to her
;

and so,

instead of Job being jmshed, scarlet-faced, into

the bedroom to see his first-born, Gerty Falconer

herself took the child down to the hut, and so

presented Uncle Job with my first and favourite

cousin and bush-chum.

Doc. Wild stayed round until he saw Job
comfortably moved to the homestead

;
then he

prex^ared to depart.

‘I’m sorry,’ said Job, who was still weak

—

‘I’m soiT}^ for that there filly. I was breaking

her in to side-saddle for Gerty when she should

get about. I wouldn’t have lost her for twenty

quid.’

‘Hever mind. Job,’ said the doctor. ‘I, too,

once shot an animal I was fond of—and for the

sake of a woman
; but that animal walked on

two legs and wore trousers. Good-bye, Job.’

And he left for Poisonous Jimmy’s.

THE MONTH: SOIENOE AND ARTS.

LIQUID FUEL FOR STEAMERS.

INGE the first steamshix) made her

laborious voyage across the Atlantic,

about eighty years ago, no advance

in the history of steam navigation

has been of greater importance than

that which has recently been

recorded—namely, the successful crossing of the

came ocean by a vessel burning liquid fuel in

lieu of coal. The substitution of one kind of fuel

for another may not, to the casual reader, seem

to imply anything extraordinary
;
but to the en-

gineer it will signify a revolution in the method
of generating steam which has far-reaching pos-

sibilities. It is not only a question of cheaper

fuel, and it is certain that on several trading

routes oil will be cheax3er than coal
;
there is also

a great saving of bunker sx3ace. More important

than all, there will be an immense reduction in

the staff of stokers, and the labour in the im-

X^ortant matter of coaling a vessel will be saved ;

instead of the familiar army of men laden with

sacks, the fuel will be conveyed to a vessel’s

tanks by means of x>ipiiig*

SUBMARINE FOG-SIGNALS.

In some of the old text-books of x^hysics may
be found an account of certain experiments which

took x^lace half a century ago on the Lake of

Geneva, the object being to ascertain the rate at

which sound travelled through water. Two boats

were enix^loyed, sex^arated by about one mile, and

a submerged bell dex^ending from one was clearly

heard by a simx^le form of resonator sunk by the

other boat. We are reminded of these old exxDeri-

ments by some trials of submarine fog-signals

which took x^Fxce in Boston harbour last year,

and which are about to be rex^eated on a more
extended scale on the English coast. Prex^arations

are now being made off the Egg Rock, Lynn, to

susx^end from a buoy in fifty feet of water a

X:)owerful bell, capable of being struck by an
electrically worked hammer from a station on

shore. It is exx^ected that the sound of this bell

will be audible to any one on board sliq^ from

three to five miles distant, provided that he

X^laces an ear against a rod held in contact with

the vessel’s hull. It is evident that, if this

theory be correct, a valuable method of guarding

a shq) from too near an approach to dangerous

shores has been hit iq^on. The system also offers

a method of communication between passing

sliix^s and between shq) and shore
;

for, in con-

nection with a signal code, the submerged bell

would offer a ready means of spelling out

any messages desired.

THE STROH VIOLIN.

The x^i’ototype of the modern violin can be

seen in any good collection of the musical

instruments of savage nations. It consists gener-

ally of a straight branch of hardwood for the

sux^port of the string or strings, and a hollow

gourd beneath to act as a resonator. In the

modern violin the resonator is of the well-known

‘fiddle x^attern,’ and there is no separate sux^port

for the four strings. Mr Stroh has made a nev"

dex^arture in the violin which he has recently

Xnoduced, while at the same time it seems, in a

measure, to hark back to the x^i’otot^qDe. The

familiar Avooden body, upon the exact curves and

size of Avhich the old makers elaborated so much

loving care, is absent, a strong but solid x^ece of

Avood suxDporting the strings, bridge, &c.
;
but the

bridge is connected by a kind of rocking leA^er

with a metal diaphragm Avhich closes the end of

a trumxDet-shaxDed resonator made of aluminium.

The tone is excellent, and has nothing metallic

about it ;
indeed, no expert, unless the performer

were Ausible, Avoidd guess that he Avas not listen-

ing to a Adolin of the old construction. The
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chief advantage claimed for the new instrument

is, that every one made according to the pattern

now perfected can he relied iijDon to equal it in

efficiency and tone.

THE Is^EW POSTAGE-ST^UIPS.

The new postage and revenue stamps, hearing,

for the first time in English history, the present-

ment of a king, were issued on the 1st of Januar}^,

and His Majesty^s lieges were all anxious to

secure some of these tokens of a new reign. The
postage-stamp-collecting hohhy has attained such

huge proportions that the demand for a new
stamp is enormous, Eor this reason certain minor

and impecunious states have found it convenient

to frequently alter the pattern of their stamps.

It is stated that a single London iDhilatelic dealer

presented himself at one of the City post-offices

with a demand for one hundred thousand of the

new stam^^s of various values. These stamps were

intended to meet foreign orders, and will in

course of time drift as specimens into stamp
alhuins all over the world

;
they will certainly

never get into postal circulation. Other large

dealers have had to be satisfied in the same way.

So it will be seen that the Post-Office will un-

intentionall}’’ net a large sum without the necessity

of making any outlay beyond the mere cost of

printing and j)caper.

WATERWORKS AT JERUS^fUliElT.

An annual water-famine has for many centuries

been the condition of things at Jerusalem, for

the inhabitants have been dependent upon such

rain-water as they could catch and store in open
cisterns. The filthy condition of these receptacles

led to the constant outbreak of fever among
those who could not afford to pay for the

spring-water brought to the city by rail. It

was determined last spring, when the water-

famine reached an acute stage, to establish an
aqueduct to remedy this deplorable evil

;
and

operations have since been pushed forward with

such energ}' that an aqueduct three miles long,

with an addition of six miles of iron pij)ing, is

now complete, and has been opened with a

brilliant inaugural ceremony. By this means
the city of Jerusalem is siq^plied from ancient

sources with seventy-five thousand gallons of pure
spring-water daily. The water is free to all, and
vdll prove an inestimable boon.

HELMHOLTZ.

Professor Eleming, in the course of his Christ-

mas Lectures at the Royal Institution, told liis

youthful hearers a j)rGtty story concerning the

great German scientist Helmholtz. An astrono-

mer had three boy-pupils, and upon one occasion

he sent them severally to ascertain the time by
tlie observatory clock at the bottom of his garden.

The first two noted the time, and gave the hour
and minutes in the ordinary way. The third

boy took the trouble to ascertain the exact num-
ber of seconds which he occupied in walking

along the garden, and added these to the observa-

tion. This bo}^ was Helmholtz, who afterwards

won such a name as an accurate observer of

natural phenomena. Of the two other boys it is

inerel}^ recorded that one became a professional

man and the other a Berlin bookseller.

THE SPEED OF STEAMSHIPS.

The descriptive term 'Atlantic greyhound’ has

long since been applied to those huge floating

palaces which have made transit to and from

America so luxurious and so cpiick. But these

fast shijis have spoilt the modern traveller, who
now requires that he shall be wafted across other

seas at the same speed. He is apt to overlook

the difficulties which surround this question. At
the last half-yearly meeting of the Peninsular and

Oriental Company it was stated that the coal-bill

for six months had exceeded in amount the whole

of their current expenses, including salaries of

officials and the cost of feeding their passengers.

A first-class ship like the Kron])rinz Wilhelm

will, it is true, travel at the rate of twenty-

three knots 'pev hour
;
but in order to do this

she requires food in the shape of six hundred

tons of coal per day. There are few coaling-

stations on the way, say, to the Cape
;

so that

a ship steaming there must cany an enormous

weight of fuel, and sacrifice much space to its

accommodation. Transatlantic passengers are con-

tent to pay well for a quick passage
;

and if

projDortionate ^Dayments could be secured from

voyagers travelling in other directions, vessels

would be quickly built to meet the demand.

Possibly the difficulties will in the future be

partly met by the employment of liquid fuel in

turbine-driven ships.

TUBE-RAILWAT DIFFICULTIES.

The engineering difficulties connected vdth

driving tunnels beneath our city thoroughfares

are very great, but are trivial when compared

with those which have to be surmounted in the

case of the tube-railways of Paris. The French

capital opened its first tube about eighteen

months ago, and it has proved to be so successful

that others are in course of construction. Now,

it is well known that the ground upon which

Paris stands is honeycombed with artificial

caverns, some being disused subterranean ceme-

teries, and some ancient stone-quarries. These

chasms in the ground are great obstacles to the

progress of the work, and it is often found neces-

sary to drive a preliminary tunnel thirty feet

below the level at which the tube will ulti-

mately be placed. Classes of masonry have to be

built up on tlie floor of some of these catacombs

to support the weight of the tube above. In

some cases it is found that the soil is so loose

that shafts have to be sunk before a good founda-
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tion can be obtained for the supporting pillars.

It might seem at hrst sight that these ancient

underground workings would aid the modern
engineer in his labours ; but, as will be seen

from the foregoing, this is not the case.

THE DEADLY MOSQUITO.

The discovery that malaria, yellow fever, and
possibly other deadly maladies are propagated

among human beings by the sting of the

mosquito is certainly one of the greatest achieve-

ments of which the science of medicine can boast.

The successful crusade against the insect, which
was regarded up to recent times only in the

light of a tiresome pest, has already met with

marked results. In Cuba both yellow fever and
malaria are fast disappearing under the rigorous

measures which are being taken to destroy the

mosquitoes. Seventy-four deaths from yellow

fever were recorded there in October 1900. In

the following year there were no deaths
;

indeed,

there were no cases. The plan of extirpation

adopted is to attack the mosquitoes supposed to

be infected with the disease at the infected spot.

Thus, a house where a case of fever had occurred

would be fumigated vdth burning x^yrethrum,

contiguous dwellings being treated in the same

manner. Dr Grogas, of the United States army,

writes :
‘ Sanitation is being carried out ener-

getically in Cuba all round, and in a few years

the invasion of the American army into Cuba
will have saved more lives than it cost.^

• SWEDISH MILE-ELOUR.

According to a recent consular report, Dr
Ekenberg of Gothenburg has worked out a method
of reducing milk to the form of x)owder, which

will be of far-reaching importance to the business

of dairy-farming. The aiDparatus b}’' which this

result is brought about is not described
;
but it is

said that the product x>ossesses all the qualities of

milk in concentrated form, excex)t that moisture is

absent, and that it will not get sour or ferment.

The milk-flour is completely soluble in water, and

can easily be trans]ported in tins, barrels, or bags.

The cost of xDroduction is stated to be about one

halfpenny per gallon; and as the flour can be

made from skimmed milk, which is often wasted,

it ought to be possible to put it upon the market

at a very moderate price. At a meeting of the

Academy of Agriculture a samjAe of the desiccated

milk was shown by Dr Ekenberg, and elicited

favourable opinions. It is stated that it is superior

to certain casein x)i’oducts, manufactured by the

aid of chemicals, which have already aj)peared.

Om' readers need hardly be reminded that Plasmou,

described in last year’s Journal^ is also desiccated

milk.

THE CLA^ilOND GAS RADIATOR.

The chief novelty at the Gas Exhibition recently

held at the Crystal Palace, Sydenham, was the

gas-stove for domestic purposes which, under the

above title, was shovm by the Kern Burner Com-
j)any, Southwark, London. The radiator differs

from all the patterns of gas-stoves which have

preceded it in that the atmosx3heric burners are

crowned with perforated clay cylinders, which stand

vertically, like a row of organ-pipes, and are

brought to a cherry-red heat soon after the gas is

lighted. A sx)lendid radiant heat is thus projected

from the stove without any aj)pearance of flame.

The Clamond radiator is the nearest ap]3roach,

both in aj)pearance and efiiciency, to an open coal-

grate which we have yet seen. In the . larger

sizes the connections are so arranged that only

one-half of the tubes need be lighted when the

full caj^acity of the stove is not required. The
gas consumx)tion of these radiators is stated to

be from ten to forty feet per hour, according to

the size of the apparatus used.

HEATING RAILWAY CARRIAGES.

On certain lines of railway it has long been

the x)r^ictice to fill the foot-warmers, not with

water, as is commonly supposed, but with a satu-

rated solution of sodic acetate, a compound which

retains its heat for a longer period. The same

princix)le is retained now that the foot-warmers

are superseded by radiators placed beneath the

seats of the carriages and heated by a steam-pipe

from the engine. Each radiator consists of a

double iron cylinder, the inner one being filled

with the acetate, the annular sx)ace between the

two being in connection vuth the steam-siqDply.

In order that the p)^ssenger3 may have some

control over the amount of heat given out, the

radiators are enclosed in boxes lined with asbestos,

a bad conductor of heat
;
and these boxes can be

opened or closed by operating a handle within

convenient reach of the tinvellers.

THE NILE BARRAGES.

The Khedive, the Sirdar, and many European

and Egyptian notabilities, including Mr Bhodes,

have insj)ected the great Kile dam at Assouan.

The Khedive repeatedly emqDhasised to the Govern-

ment engineers and to Sir John Aird, the con-

tractor, his appreciation of the magnitude of the

work, and also of the ability and foresight which

have been shovm in its completion in so short a

time. The Assouan dam will store up the Kile

water after the flood has passed, and increase the

sux^pl}^ of the river in the summer ;
that at

Assiout will raise the level of the river, and thus

enable an extra water-supi3ly to be passed into

the Ibrahimeh Canal. Irrigation works. Lord

Cromer says, have already raised Egypt from a

condition of bankrux)tcy and poverty to one of

unexampled prosperity. This new siq^ply will

still further enrich Egypt. The dam at Assouan

is one and a quarter miles long, vnth a width at

the top of twenty-three feet and at the bottom

of eighty feet. The reservoir extends for one

hundred and forty miles above the dam, and
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will have immense storage ciipacit}". The dam is

pierced with one hundred and eighty openings,

all Jitted with sluices. During the high Rile,

beginning in July, the sluices will be opened

;

about December the water will be impounded,
and released as wanted up till April, May, or

June, The barrage, which owes its conception to

a French engineer, was taken up in 1886 b}" Sir

Colin Scott-Moncriefi^ and carried to a successful

issue. Another scheme has been proposed—that

of damming up the exits from Albert Ryanza or

Lake Tsana, when the surplus could be devoted

to the Soudan. Lord Cromer and Sir Garstin

think that no great material progress in the

Soudan is possible until the Rile valley and
Red Sea coast are connected by rail, the shortest

route being from Suakin to Berber. Port Said

is also to be connected with the Egy]^)tian rail-

way system. iSLv Rhodes says that witliin two
years telegrams may be sent overland from

Cairo to the Cape,

THE UGANDA RAILWAY.

The completion of the Uganda Railway from

^lombasa to the terminus at Port Florence,

on the head . of a landlocked gulf on Victoria

Ryanza, a distance of five hundred and seventj-

two miles, is a great achievement, fraught with

vast possibilities for that protectorate, as"' well

Its for the whole Rile regions. The Victoria

Ryanza has been found to be studded with a

large number of islands, densely populated. Pre-

parations for the development of the lake traffic

are in progress
;

passengers leaving the train at

Port Florence will step on board twin-screw

steamers, which will call at the various stations.

The government centre of Uganda is at Entebbe,

one hundred and forty-eight miles from Port

Florence. The railway was surveyed in 1892, and

work was begun in 1895. Although the difficul-

ties have been considerable where the road had to

be cut through forests or hewn out of rock, and
although it at one point reaches a height of eight

thousand three hundred feet above sea-level, the

work has been accomplished in four years and a

half, at a cost of about; five millions sterling. The
trade of Uganda, which is increasing, is mainly

in ivory, cattle, coffee, and rubber. The slave-

trade is now doomed- in the Rile regions, and

security given to a
. population of about, four

millions. The announcement that the long-talked-

of railwa}^ for the Shire valley is to go on must

also be good news to the missionaries of the

interior and the coffee-planters of Blantyre.
;

SANDOW'S ADVICE TO BUSINESS MEN. .

There is a saying that at forty a man is either

a fool or a physician. For the sake of those who
are neither the one nor the other, this practical

advice b}^ Sandow ma}' be commended. ‘I would
recommend,’ he says, ^ every ^ one to walk at least

a part of the way to business, during which walk

inost of - the
,

problems of the day can be solved,

thus Jeaving, the mind free for detail work. The
lunch. : should, ' in . my opinion, be light and

nourishing : the ordinary business lunch is heavy

and unwholesome. . In the evening, when, the

day’s labour is over, the day’s woTries should be

completely forgotten. “Easy to' say,” you reply.

Yes, and eas}- to do, if you stick to a; healthy

habit of life and regular - business habits.' Part

of the way home, at least, should be walked.

Dinner should consist of at most three courses.

The greatest mistake of the day lies in the heavy

dinner in vogue. After sitting a while a walk

should be taken, and so to bed.’ But how many,

in tliese days of hurr}- and bustle, ever achieve

this ideal state of life?

PEAT AS FUEL FOR LOCOMOTIVES.

The American consul at Gothenburg reports to

his Government that the directors of the Yislanda-

Bolmen Railway in Sweden recently made an

experiment with pressed and dried peat as fuel,

with an extra train consisting of locomotive,

fifteen loaded freight-cars, and one passenger-car.

The distance was about twenty-two miles, and

the time-table was set for lower speed than the

ordinary
;

but this extra ' train arrived in due

time at the respective stations, and at the final

station fifteen minutes ahead of time. Con-

sidering the fact that the locomotive in use

was built for using coal only, the result of the

trial is regarded as very satisfactory.

SORa-LiaHT.
Is it the night that sends these shadows graj’,

Or do ray own thoughts thus bedira the day ?

Howe’er it be, your lips, dear heart, can wake
The bliss that slumbers at the core of pain :

Ah, let your voice—a happier morning—break
Upon ray night again !

If you but sing, the night will not be long,

For I shall lose my sadness in your song.

I shall forget my life is poor and bare,

And rise beyond the present and the past,

Till, lifted with your voice, without a care,

I am in heaven at last.

Sing I and I shall forget that it is night.

Into the gloom your voice will bring the light,

Or I shall know, if still the listening skies

Be clouded, and no. stars look glimraering through,

That heaven but turns away awhile its eyes

To bend an ear to you.

A. St John Adcock.
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^IXTH ^EF^IES-

THE END OF THE CHASE.
By Charles Edwardes.

IN TWO PARTS.—part I.

gjEEHAPS John Stagg’s sense of rec-

titude had got a little blurred

as one consequence of four years’

residence in the mountains of

Si Sardinia. . He was accustomed to

associate with men who would rob

him one day and grovel comfortably at the

feet of their priests the next. They seemed

little the worse for their peccadilloes, and the

good fathers kept the secrets of the confes-

sional. Besides, now and then there were

livelier goings on : slit throats and that sort of

thing. The ‘judge’ of the little ^dllage was

always so distressed about these graver occurrences

that he tried his best, generally with gratifying

success, to hush them up. Wliy should he make
reports which would bring the district into bad

odour with the authorities in Cagliari 1 In all

probability, too, every man who thus died a

violent death among the cork-woods and wild

oleanders of the country of the rushing Elumen-

dosa deserved thus to die. For in the highlands

of Sardinia the law of ‘ eye for eye ’ and ‘ tooth

for tooth ’ may be conMentl}^ left to execute

itself.

John Stagg did not think at all about these

things as he rode carefully down the mountain-

side. He smoked a cigar, and was agreeably

vacuous, as became a man who had just done for

sixteen hours with the twoscore rascals in his

employ—that is to say, in the employ of Messrs

Perkins, Levett, & Company, whose agent he was

—

and this made all the difference. For if John

Stagg lived at his ease in England, and Messrs

Perkins & Levett (not to, mention the Comj)any)

su23erintended the getting of antimony in Sardinia,

he would have frowned at all evil-doing, like his

neighbours in that happy land.

John Stagg reached the valley and the meadow
by the ford, where the orchids jDurpled the grass.

The river was good to see. So, too, was the
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fine trout, full four pounds, in weight, which, a

man with the face of a Moor—only with more

black hair, well greased, thaii a ' Moor usually

wears on his head—held up to him.

‘Do you desire it, imclroneV the man asked,

vdth a furtive smile that showed his splendid

teeth.

There was a rush thro.ugh its gills. It vas

ready for hanging by the wine-gourd of the

saddle.

John Stagg gave the man a Urn and took the

trout.

‘You must-be careful, ’ Piccelli,’ he said.

‘ Surely,’ replied the man.

After which, with the added weight of the

trout, John Stagg forded the river, brushed

through the j^ale pink of ' the . oleanders, and so

again on to the mountain-side. The sky was

intensely blue overhead, and an eagle could be

seen soaring above the gray pinnacle of the

mountain-top.
.
He knew tliat the fish had been

poached with djmamite' from his own stores,

by one of his own men, too, and in spite of

his rei^eated orders ; but then he was used to

being disobeyed. It seemed to him that life

among tliese mountain Sardes required a certain

amount of demoralisation. Mary would enjoy

the trout after the macaroni, and no one would

really be a centesimo the worse for this condona-

tion of vTCong. He even doubted if life in

Sardinia was possible without much loosening

of principles.

The nightingales sang to him when he got

farther down towards the valley of San ^Tto.

The}^ were in the orange and lemon orchards,

and so full of spirits that, might or da}-, it was

all one to their melodies. And so on amid

flowers and sweet perfumes and tall reeds by

little brooks, with the white houses of the

Aullage momentarily peeping more clearly through

this glorious tangle of greenery. The scarlet

Bcserved.] Mar. 1, 1902.
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gowns of barefooted damsels, witli water-pots on

tlieir beads and eyes like coals, and tbeir pleasant

greetings of ^ Good-evening, signor,’ told him at

length that he was near his home in exile. He
expected to see Mary on the balcony to welcome

him as nsnal
;
but she was not there

;
nor did

even his familiar clatter outside draw her to the

window.

Then John Stagg jumped from his horse, and,

leamng it in the yard, ran upstairs. He was

thirsty. First of all a glass or two of the famous

wine of Ogliastro
;
then he would stretch himself

on the bamboo settee and doze until his wife

returned.

^ Hallo !
’ he exclaimed, though, for he now

heard voices
;

‘ they are in after all.’

The door opened.

‘A msitor, John; an English gentleman—only

think of it 1
’ cried Mrs Stagg, with bright eyes

for her husband.

‘American,’ corrected the visitor himself, coming

forward. ‘Hot that it makes much difference, I

sujDpose.’

A pleasant-looking young fellow, thought John
Stagg

;
but why does he seem so confoundedly

harassed ?

‘Yery glad to see you, sir,’ he said. ‘If it

were not for^ my wife, I should forget how to

talk my native tongue. You have had a warm
ride, wlierever you have come from.’

‘I left Cagliari at ten. There were special

reasons why I should hurry. I—I was telling

Mrs Stagg about them.’

John Stagg was conmnced that something was

wrong with this man
;
and yet he seemed too

young to be an embezzler with detectives at his

heels.

‘Oh yes, John,’ added Mrs Stagg. ‘I’ll go

round and fetch Margery. She is with the

notary’s children
;

and that will give you the

best of opportunities, Mr Dallow, to open your

heart to my husband. We shall expect you to

dine with us, of course.’

Mr Mackenzie Dallow glanced at John Stagg,

who echoed the ‘of course.’

Mrs Stagg disappeared with the sunny smile

that even Sardinia could not spoil, and the

visitor said he should be delighted.

‘Excuse me one moment,’ murmured John
Stagg.

He left the room, and returned with a large

earthenware jar of wine.

‘If you’ve anything to ask my advice about,

Mr Dallow,’ he said gaily, ‘you’ll do it none the

worse for a drop of this. I can help you in the

matter of roads, and perhaps recommendations.

As for game, the law of “help yourself” is good

enough for any sportsman, I expect.’

The young man looked steadily at his host,

and sighed as if. with relief.

‘You’ve no idea, Mr Stagg,’ he declared, ‘what

a comfort it is for me to meet a man like you

here. That guide of mine is well enough
;
but I

can’t talk to him.’

‘YHiat’s his name?’

The other referred to his pocket-book, and re-

plied, ‘ Antonio Massa.’

‘As bad a lot as you could have had,’ said

John Stagg, with a whistle. ‘He’s proscribed

twice over, and it beats me how he dared to

show his face in Cagliari, much more get recom-

mended by the hotel-people or any one else.’

‘I heard of him from a man I met in the

train. He said I couldn’t do better, and did all

the engaging for me himself.’

‘Well,’ said John Stagg, ‘no harm’s done so

far, at any rate. Taste that wine, sir. Good

—

isn’t it?’

‘Nectar—^perfect nectar,’ was Mackenzie Dallow’s

reply as he set his glass down empty.
‘ And now take a weed, and make yourself

quite at home, if you can. I can’t here, though

I try mighty hard.’

‘And I can’t do it anywhere—anywhere.’
‘ Indeed ! I ’m sorry you should have to say

that.’

‘It’s the solemn truth, sir. I must throw

myself on your mercy, Mr Stagg. Somehow, once

I find myself with a lady, I’m always done out

of any reserve I may hajDpen to be practising.

It was your wife’s sympathy that made me say

something about my secret. She asked me if I

was not in trouble, and I couldn’t say “No;”
and then it began to come out. Men are

different. We shun other fellows who don’t look

jolly and self-satisfied. It would be a cursed

uncomfortable world without women.’

‘Yet some of them do their little to make it

a cursedly uncomfortable world for its. Not that

I speak from experience, thank God I

’

The young American had droj^ped his head

between his hands after speaking. He now looked

up with a sinUe that was plainly not from the

heart.

‘ My nerves have got upset,’ he proceeded.

‘ I did not use to be reckoned a coward or a

whimperer either. Let me have my quarrels out

openly, and I’ll enjoy them; but I’m in the

wrong in this, and that lowers a man all round.

It’s lasted pretty nigh a year now. I left New
York in July, and it’s May now; and, if you’ll

believe me, Mr Stagg, I’ve had not an hour’s

peace of mind since. They’d have laughed at

home if you had told them a year ago that

Mackenzie Dallow would get down so soon to the

fainting-point
;
but in Cagliari, eight hours back,

I all but swooned in my tracks in the Ladder

Hotel. I’d just signed my name in the register,

and it was the closest shave that I didn’t turn

away without another look. I happened, how-

ever, to notice that the. name before was still

pale, as if it hadn’t long been written. Then

I saw whose it was. “Wlien did he come?”

I asked the instant I was over the first sick-
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faint feeling. “This very morning, by boat from
Malta,” was the answer. Then I knew that he
had heard from some one—the Eoman police

probably. I
^

scratched my name out so that not

a stroke of it was left, and gave the man some
notes, pretending that I was obliged to be off

back to Koine immediately. The hotel-people

sent my portmanteaus to the station, and there

they are at this moment. As for me, I found
out this fellow Antonio Massa, and persuaded him,

in the usual way, that I had to start for the

mountains, in half-an-hour
;

and here I am—

a

shivering dastard, if ever there was one.’

John Stagg did not know what to make of

this rigmarole. He stared at the young American,
who on his part seemed only concerned to dis-

burthen .his mind.

H really don’t understand,’ said John Stagg, as

the other leaned back in his chair with his hands

in his trouser-pockets and his brows so dejiressed

that they almost hid his eyes.

Mackenzie Dallow pulled himself together, and
again smiled that pitiable, awkward smile.

^ I beg your pardon, Mr Stagg,’ he said. ‘ It ’s

too bad to bore you like this. But the mischief ’s

out now, and I’d better finish. Else perhaps

you’ll be thinking worse of me even than I

deserve.’

‘My wife’s a fair judge of character at sight,’

remarked John Stagg.

‘Thanks for that, anyway. You must know,

Mr Stagg, that in Stanton, Illinois, where I was

raised, the Carter -Johnsons are the big bugs.

They, my father, and two or three more, run the

city
;
but the Carter-Johnsons hold their heads a

foot higher than the rest. The old man is as

.straight as they are made
;

but his two sons,

Ered and Ernest, were just the other way. Well,

about eighteen months ago Ered began to be un-

commonly attentive to my sister Laura, who was

then nearly seventeen, and as pretty a girl

But it’s no sort of use talking of it. Every one

supposed it might turn out a good thing. Laura

told me and others that he had promised to

reform. It was easy seeing they were both about

equally in love with each other. Old Carter-

Johnson talked of it to my father, almost with

tears in his eyes
;
he was so anxious, he said,

to have the good influence of a girl like Laura

brought to bear upon his youngest son. And the

governor and my mother, for all they had their

doubts about him, weren’t so unwilling in the

matter. We’re not all Sunday-school teachers in

Stanton, and Ered had at any rate lots of dollars

nnd land.

‘This went on for some weeks, until a man
told me that Master Ered had married the

daughter of a half-breed at a place some thirty

miles off. I didn’t believe it, though he was
positive enough. I thought he’d never have had
the devilry in him for that

;
but, to make sure,

I went round at once to old Carter-Johnson’s to

find Ered. He wasn’t there, they said : had gone

to Graceville about some beasts. That rather

staggered me, for Graceville was where this wife

of his was supposed to live. Then what must
I do but start off there on my nag straight away,

arriving late in the evening, and catching my
man forgathering with the girl in her father’s

house. His face, when he saw me, betrayed him
in a minute. “ There ’s an explanation I ’d like

to have with you,” I said to him when I’d got

him alone outside. “That woman’s yoim wife.

Wliat do you mean by insulting my sister ndtli

your attentions 1 ”

‘As you may guess, he was ready to be des-

perate; for the matter of that, so was 1. He
said something implying that, whatever he was,

he reckoned himself good enough for Laura. His

first marriage didn’t count, he said. It was plain

some shooting had to be done
;
and done it was.

I’ll do him the credit to say he didn’t try to

raise Graceville on me. We both drew a mile

or two out of the township, I with my horse

ready in case I wanted it. Then we fired a

shot apiece at ten paces, and he dropped. My
shoulder was grazed, hut that was nothing. He
was stone-dead.

‘I rode through that night as best I could,

and got home at dawn. There was a., bad scene

with them during the five liours I thought I

might spare them
;
but my father agreed with

me that I must make myself scarce. So I left

by the morning train for the East, and have

been wandering ever since.

‘The man whose name I told you about in

that Cagliari hotel book is Ernest Carter-Johnson,

Ered’s brother. He managed to get a letter

forwarded to me from home, and in it he swore

to run me down and kill me lilce a dog for

what I had done to his brother. I ’ve heard of

him ill two or three places that I’ve cleared out

of only a day or two before
;
but never till now

has he got so close on to my heels.

‘There, Mr Stagg, you know mj situation now
as well as I know it. YHiat’s to happen God
only knows

;
but I ask you if I deserve to be

hunted through life in this way for standing up

in fair fight as I did ?
’

‘You do not,’ said John Stagg. ‘By Jove!

he must be a determined sort of fellow—that

other Carter-Johnson.’

‘It’s only giving him his due to say that he’ll

never stop until one of us is dead.’

‘Well, Mr DaUow,’ said John Stagg cheerfully,

‘ that gh^es you a chance.’

‘Ho, it does not. It’s bad enough to remember

that I ’in responsible for the death of one man.

If we meet, I know the result. Hot that I

should care a big deal for my own sake; hut

I have others to think of. It would about break

my mother’s heart, and I’m engaged to a girl—

or was. It ’s a bad coil ;
but I must buck up.

Wliat had I better do, Mr Staggl’
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John Stagg thought a while, then he rexDlied,

‘Do you think he’d follow you here?’

‘ I don’t think : I exj^ect to liear his wheels

every instant that I ’m sitting like this with

you.’

‘ Good heavens ! Still, you may be wrong.

A boat’s no good, I’m afraid. Before you could

get across to Calabria he’d be after you in a

steam-launch or something from Cagliari. Really,

Mr Dallow, you can’t do better, I believe, than

get off into the mountains. I’ll see Massa and
talk to him. You might hurry through to Moro,

and then train it to the north, and slij) back

into Rome. If I were you I ’d make for England
afterwards, and obtain X)olice X)rotection.’

‘ I ’d never do that. But thank you very

much. I should be quite satisfied if you
would make my man imderstand that sjDeed ’s

the thing.’

Hardl}^ had they thus settled matters when
Mrs Stagg and her seven-year-old daughter

ax)peared.

Dinner was ready, and they all sat down to it.

The young American did his best to forget his

own troubles in making himself agreeable. He
succeeded very well in this

; so much so, indeed,

that little Margery Stagg -shed cox)ious tears

Avhen she was not allowed to stay \ip afterwards

to see more of the ‘ gentilinan Americano,’ as

she called him.

Then Mrs Stagg played to them on her zither

while they smoked their cigars at the open

window. It was a bright starlight night, with,

a soft air
;

and in the intervals of the music

the}^ could hear the far-away trilling of the

nightingales.

Eor alL young Dallow’s endeavours to be absorbed

in the x^resent, that name in the book of the
‘ Iron Ladder ’ again and again recurred to him

;

and he heard every movement in the narrow
street, and showed that he did so.

At ten o’clock John Stagg crossed with him
to the humble hotel of the x^Hce.

‘ You might almost have x^i-^shed on a few

miles to-night,’ he said, struck by the brilliancy

of the stars.

‘ I could wish that I had
;
only it would have

dexnnved me of the very great x^Lasure—and
more—of meeting you and Mrs Stagg, as I have,’

said the American.

‘Oh, as for that, a visitor like you is a true

godsend to us both. Look here, Mr Dallow ;

I’m going to arrange with Massa for your start

at four. If 3^011 would send us a line to let us

know what luck befalls you, I should be un-

commonl}^ X^Lased.’

‘ Mr Stagg,’ rex^lied the American, holding John
Stagg’s hand, ‘I can’t say more than that I’m
grateful. There ’s this, though : if anything

—

3mu know what—bax^pens to me, break it to

them at home. “ Stanton, Illinois,” will find

them. Tell them they were never out of my
mind— all of them, including her—my mother
will know whom I mean.’

‘I’d do much to save that ])Oov fellow,’ John
Stagg said to himself when he had seen ^mung
Dallow ux:> the uncarx^eted stair.

His interview with the ear-ringed and muscular

Antonio Massa followed. That worthy was drink-

ing deexDlj^ in the kitchen with some others, in-

cluding two comely damsels of San Yito with

white silk kerchiefs and gleaming teeth
;
he did

not care to be disturbed in his ciq^s.

‘Massa,’ said John. Stagg, ‘I’ll give you fifty

lire out of lU}^ own pocket if you get the

American gentleman to Moro in three days.’

‘ Three days, 'per Dio I That is what you call

moving. He is rich, the Ameincan ?
’

‘ I know nothing about that, and I advise you

not to trouble your mind with thoughts of it

either. He wishes to make haste
;

that is all.’

‘ I have understood that he is very rich, signor

;

but it is, as you say, no affair of mine. If he is

rich enough to x^^J fpi’ such devil’s-hurrying, it

suffices. It is not good for horses or guide to

break the wind.’

Wiien he had settled everything with Massa,

John Stagg strolled on ux^ the street a little.

Such nights as this were too common in Sardinia

for him to be x^^^rticulaiiy iinx^ressed by their

beauty.

He was returning when he saw a man in a

mastruca glide from a garden behind one of

the houses and make for the back of the inn.

The man was unusually broad, and slightly bowed

in the legs.

‘Capo Yanin, by all that’s mischievous!’ ejacu-

lated John Stagg.

He made for his own house, and there sat in

the dark in a lower room, the window of which

commanded the exit from the inn x^remises. He
waited full twenty minutes ere the form in the

mastruca reax^x^eared and vanished into the village

as stealthiU it had come. Then he crossed

once more to the inn, called for Massa, took him

outside, and whisx^ered in his eai*, ‘I have seen

the Capo here. Take care, Antonio Massa
;
with

yom own life you shall assuredly answer for the

life of the American gentleman.’

The man began eageiiy to swear by his saints

that the Cax:)o had not come to see him
;

also

that he, Antonio, was entirely to be trusted.

But John Stagg went to bed feeling very uneasy,

for Cax^o Yanin was the most daring outlaw in

the Barbargia district, and had about twice as

much brigandage and twice as many murders on

his soul as any other x^roscribed wanderer in the

cork-woods and rocky defiles of the highlands.
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HAPPY OLD AGE.
E live in sceptical times. Tlie

microscope, the X-rays, and the

many mercilessly prying instru-

ments under the hands of un-

believing scientists have drawn
aside the magic mantle from the

shoulders of many of our most comely traditions

;

and, lo ! beneath the mantle, nothing.

Amid this modern onslaught uj^on old beliefs,

it is not surprising that longevity—the y)Ower of

human beings to reach an extreme old age

—

should be called before an inquisitive tribunal.

And they have their merits, these self-constituted

judges. It will not do to tell them that such-

and-such an one has verily survived to the ripe

age of one hundred and fifty years, and then

merely sujDport your statement by the unanimous

word of his entire native village. ^Wliere is liis

certificate of birth P say the judges; and if it

be not forthcoming, ‘ Ah !
^ they add with a tired

sigh, ‘we thought so.^

,

Threescore years and ten by common consent

has been accepted as the. natural term of maAs
life. Those who lay claim to the possession of

fivescore years must produce their legal docu-

ments. It is not for the judges to disjorove it

;

it is for the claimant to long life to prove his

claim. If he cannot place his evidence open

in black and white for all eyes to see
;

if the

utmost he can do is to stiffen his quavering

testimony by the trembling words of a few old

men of the Adllage, who would declare that they

were boys when he, their patriarch, was already

gray-headed, well—can we blame the judges if

they remain sceptical?

A real difficulty, however, stands in the way.

The people who on attaining to advanced age

would be easily able to produce satisfactory

evidence thereof are the very people who die

comparatively
'

young. Emperors, kings, princes,

nobles, do not live to see the snows of a hundred

winters. It is the baby who was born in a

barn who may become a living wonder in the

eyes of the local lord’s great-great-grandchildren.

Claimants to the crovm of a remarkable old age

ever step forward from the ranks of humble life.

This is what makes it so difficult for them to

substantiate their claim. They were born in

obscurity
;

they have never been famous. Ex-

treme old age is the one single thing that has

made them in any way remarkable. For the

first fifty or sixty years of their lives they passed

among their fellow-men unnoticed, . and now

—

what have they to say for themselves?

Therefore, able inquirers have gone into this

matter with laborious minuteness
;
and the result

has been that many learned authorities do not

believe in any single instance of a man having

reached an extraordinary age. Sir G. Cornewall-

Lewis contends that since the Christian era not

one person of royal or noble descent, whose birth

was authentically recorded, has reached the age.

of one hundred years. Waiford—a great man in

his line—in his EncijclopcecUa of Insurance^ says

that in England the Boyal Exchange Insurance

Company for a period of one hundred and thirty-

five years had insured no life which survived

ninety-six. The London Insurance and the

Equitable show a similar record. However, per-

sonages of royal descent and insured lives have
this vital objection common to them both : they

do not belong to the middle and
,
lower classes.

The middle and lower classes until very recently

did not insure their lives. How it is in these

two classes, if anjnvhere, that centenarians are to

be found. It is a pity that the reliable parish

register was too often monojDolised by the gentry

to the exclusion of their more humble, but in

this relation more important, fellow-countrymen.

So the case for those who do not believe in

the possibility of long human life, though sup-

ported by eminent authorities, is not j^roven.

On the other hand, the evidence in support of

a belief in the possibility of reaching extreme

old age is much more satisfactory. Many of the

greatest scientists allow that the natural term of

the life of any given animal is five times the

period recxuired for its development. If twenty-

one years is the time of maturity in man, then

the natural term of life would be one hundred

and five years. The late Sir Bichard Owen, the

famous anatomist, fixed it at a little over one

hundred and three.

As we go more deeply into the question, the

scepticism of some exjDerts seems well-nigh un-

accountable. Let us leave out of the question

percentages and estimates, and ,deal only with

facts which are capable of absolute proof. In

the British Medical Journal for 1886 there is an

exhaustive analysis of fifty-two cases of cente-

narians
;
a reader of the report could hardly be

left with a doubting mind. From 1886 to 1896

the St Jameds Gazette kept in touch with

378 centenarians, of whom 143 were men and

235 were women. In 1897 there were 508 people

in Iowa, U.S.A., all over ninety years of age.

It is stated that Harry Jenldns, the famous

old man of Yorkshire, actually did live over

one hundred and forty years. He was born in

1501 and died in 1670, at the great age of one

hundred and sixty-nine. It is not certain that

this can be authenticated
;
but existing registers

of the Court of Chancery show beyond the possi-

bility of contradiction that he appeared to give

evidence one hundred and forty years before his

death, and had the oath administered to him.

Heller, who has collected the greatest number

of instances of extreme long life, found

—
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1000 persons wlio lived from 100 to 110

60 n ir II 110 ,1 120

29 If It 11 120 I, 130

15 11 „ II 130 II 140

6 ir It II 140 ,1 150

1 person ti to 169

Frencli writes that from 1881 to 1890, in

Massachusetts, there were 203 deaths of j)ersons

past the age of one hundred. Of these 153 were

women and 50 were men.

It is a striking thing this iDreponderance of

females over males in the matter of long life.

It is also constant. All authorities agree in this,

that many more women than men live to he

very old. The more fragile pitcher is not so soon

broken at the fountain. But why? One would
hardly expect woman, with all the dangers and
worries attending motherhood, to last longer than

lier lord and master. Yet undoubtedly she does.

It is quite clear that the average expectation of

life is better for women than for men.

The reason is not far to seek. Women lead

more sheltered lives. It is the man who has to

fight daily with the world
;
and how hard and

trying the fight often is none but the fighter

himself can tell. Again, it is the man who is

called upon to luidermine his natural bodily

vigour by persistent daily bread-winning at un-

healthy occupations. It is the man who takes

liis life in his hand down the deej^s of the mine,

abroad on the ficlvle waters of the sea, or into

the desperate, delightful chances of the field of

battle. There is another simple reason for the

greater length of life in women which, in sj^ite

of the laugh one sees at the back of it, j)robably

has something in it. A thoughtful observer of

the ways of woman has said that her cajDacity

and love for continually talking about nothing
has helped her materially tOAvard length of days.

He believes that perpetual x^i’Mtle is highly
conducive to an active circulation of the blood,

Avhile the brain and the body remain unfatigued.

It sounds like a sly hit ; but the Avriter belieA^es

the suggestion to be scientifically good.

It has been shoAAm by the already-quoted re-

liable statistics that many men have in sober truth

attained to great age ; and though the folloAAung

instances cannot be so conclush^ely proved to be
true to the letter, yet they are interesting.

This inscription is in a churchyard near Cardiff

:

‘Here lieth the body of William EdAA^ards, of

Garcreg, AAdio departed this life 24th February
Anno Domini 1668, anno astatis suae one hundred
and sixty-eight.’

James Warren of Baldoyle died in 1787, aged
one hundred and sixty-seven. He was called ‘ the

father of fishermen.’ He had folioAved the trade

for ninety-fiA’^e years.

The London Ghromcle for 5th October 1780 records

tlie case of Louisa Truxo, a South American negress,

Avho died at the age of one himdred and seventy-five.

Joseph Surrington died near Bergen, HorAA'ay,

at the age of one hundred and sixty. He had

one liAung son one hmidred and three, and

another only nine years of age. It is not on

record hoAV many times he married.

There Avas a Polish peasant Avho reached one

hundred and fifty-seven, and Avho constantly

laboured up to his one hundred and forty-fifth

year, ahvays lightly clad, eA^en in cold Aveather.

In 1848 there Avas a Avoman living in Moscoav

said to be one hundred and sixty-eight. She had

married fiA^e times, and Avas one hundred and

tAA^enty-one at her last Avedding.

In the chancel of Honington Church, Wiltshire,

is a black marble monument to the memory of

G. Stanley, gent., Avho died in 1719, aged one

himdred and fifty-one. This is a particularly

interesting and almost unique instance of a

gentleman living to a A^ery advanced age.' With
extremely feAv exceptions old persons come from

the humblest ranks of life. The great people of

the earth j)ay for their exalted position by corre-

sponding responsibility, Avith its attendant strain

and AA'orry. It is not surprising, therefore, that

of all the Avorld’s rulers, from the most ancient to

the most modern times, very feAV have reached the

age of eiglity. Among all the Eoman and German

emi:)erors, reckoning from Augustus to William L,

only six reached eighty years. And this age

has been attained by five Popes out of a total

of three hundred.

It is Avorthy of note that just those very prin-

cijfies AAdiich Avere laid doAvn by the Pounder of

the Christian religion as best for the eternal

Avelfare of the soul haA’'e been proved by the

passing years to be best for the body also. It

is not those aaJio are clad in purple and fine

linen and fare smnptuously every day aaJio are

strong enough to climb to the clear heights of

a great age. Neither titles nor Avealth keej) the

feet from Avearying of the uphill path of life.

Those great ones into AAdiose ears are distilled

the subtle flatteries of their euAdous folloAvers-

find the Angel of Death not one AAdiit abashed

in their august presence.

They Avho Avould haA^e their days long in the-

land must honour their great mother Nature.

They must AA^alk in her AAmys. Nature rejoices,

not in sluggards
;

therefore they must Avork.

Nature abhors gluttons and Avine-bibbers
;

there-

fore they must be temperate. Nature sIioaa^s a

stern face to those AA^ho indulge evil passions

;

therefore they must liAm at charity AAdth all men.

We shrink from even the ap23earance of

preaching a sermon. We simifiy state Avell-

proven facts. The instances of longevity already

quoted—only a feAV from a long list—liaAm been

those of simifie, humble j^eople aaJio Avorked AAuth

their hands for their daily bread. They are those

Avho toiled daily in the 02)en luider the changeful

face of the kindly skies. But there are others

:

mighty men of science, great statesmen, poets,

Avarriors, haA^e all lived to a great age. Be it
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observed, however, that these also, though great as

men reckon greatness, were simj)le, natural j)eople.

Hature gave them great powers, and they used

them greatly. They were intellectual giants, and
they did giants’ work. They kept a healthy niind

in a healthy body
;
and if at the last they could

not escape a sj^arkling order or two upon their

simple breasts, their hearts ever beat true to the

traditions of thek childhood.

A person striving after wealth, position, or fame
seems to wear out comj)aratively quickly

;
but one

who does his daily task, not looking to the end,

even though he finds greatness thrust upon him,

comes to no hurt.

Men of thought have always been distinguished

for their age. Solon, Sophocles, Pindar, Anacreon,

and Xenophon were octogenarians. Kant, Buffon,

Goethe, Fontenelle, and Kewton were over eighty.

Michelangelo and Titian were eighty-nine and
ninety-nine respectively. Harvey, the discoverer

of the circulation of the blood, lived to be eighty.

Many men have done excellent work after

they have passed eighty years. Landor wrote his

Imaginary Conversations when eighty-hve. Izaak

Walton wielded a ready pen at ninety. Hahne-
mann married at eighty and was working at

ninety-one. Michelangelo was still j)ainting his

giant canvases at ninety-eight, and Titian at

ninety worked with the vigour of his early years.

Fontenelle was as light-hearted at ninety-eight as

at forty, and Newton at eighty-three v'orked as

hard as he did in middle life. Cornaro was in

far better health at ninety-five than at thirty,

and as ha23p)^ as a sandboy.

At Hanover Dr Du Boisy was still practising

as a jDhysician in 1897, going his daily rounds

at the age of one hundred and three. William

Keynold Salmon, M.E.C.S., of Conbridge, Glamor-

ganshire, died on 11th March 1897, at the age of

one hundred and six. At the time of his death

he was the oldest known individual of indisput-

ably authenticated age, the oldest physician, the

oldest member of the Eoyal College of Surgeons,

England, and the oldest Freemason in the world.

His age is absolutely proved beyond the shadow
of a doubt. He was the son of a practising

j)hysiciari of Wickham Market, Suffolk. There is

in the j)ossession of his two surviving relatives

his mother’s diary containing under the date

Tuesday, March 16, 1790, a j^rayer of thankful-

ness to God that she had passed her ‘tryall,’ and
that a son was born, who, she hoped, ‘ would

2)rosper, be a support to his parents, and make
Mrtue his chief 2)^^rsuit.’ This record has been

verified by both the authorities of the Freemasons

and by the College of Surgeons.

The following quotation is from the National

Popular Revieio

:

‘ These cases all tend to show the

value and benefits to be derived from an actively

cultivated brain in making a long life one of com-

fort and usefulness to its owner. The brain and
spirits need never grow old, even if our bodies

vdll insist on getting rickety and in falling by
the Avayside. But an abstemious life Avill drag

eA^en the old body along to centenarian limits in a

tolerable state of preserA^ation and usefulness. The
foregoing list can be lengthened out Avith an in-

definite number of names
;
but it is sufficiently long

to shoAV AAdiat good spirits and an active brain A^dll

do to lighten iip the Aveight of old age. "When

AA^e contemplate the Doge Dandolo at eighty-three

animating his troops from the deck of his galley,

and the brave old blind King of Bohemia falling

in the thickest of the fray at Crecy, it AA^ould

seem as if there Avas no excuse for either physical,

mental, or moral decrepitude short of the age of

fourscore and ten.’

To those Avho Avould AAush to emulate these

illustrious examj^les, and live to a useful and

happy old age, Ave venture to ofter a Avord of

advice : LiA^e regularly, think kindly, Avork

honestly, play Avhole-heartedly like children
;
and

—^AA^ho knoAVS ?—it may be your lot to add one

other name to the long roll of Avorthies Avho have

2)roA^ed by their Ikes the truth of LongfelloAv’s

Avords, Avritten aaEoii he Avas an old man :

It is not too late

Till the tired heart has ceased to palpitate.

CLIPPED WINGS.
By Mary Stuart Boyd.

[Copyright in the United States of America by Mary Stuart Boi'd.]

CHAPTER X.

—

{concluded).

HEOUGHOUT the long drke home-

Avards Lucie Avas intensel}^ inter-

ested in all she saAv and heard.

The fierce inarticulate roar of the

streets, the never-ceasing succession

of passers-by, the endless procession

of omnibuses and cabs, all seemed to the noAuce

lilce something that could not pjossibly continue

and must stop suddenly. All was neAv and odd

to her : the height of the buildings, the manner

of the shops ;
even the policemen at the crossings

impressed her as huge monuments of dignity.

Perhaps the omnipresent grime Avas, to eyes

accustomed to a newer, cleaner land, the strangest

thing of all.

Part of the AA^ay led through shabby streets

AA^here people clustered around costers’ barroAVS

marketing by the light of flaring parafiin-lainps.
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Judging from lier first glimpse, Lucie was dis-

posed to find London disappointing. In common
with most new-comers, she was inclined to sum
up from what she saw during her first half-hour,

and, like them, to believe that her hasty estimate

reached the sum total. She did not know that

even a long lifetime spent in the giant city

leaves one with but a vague appreciation of its

vastness and of its ever-increasing magnitude.

Lciiving the busy streets, the cab turned

abruptly to the left, and for what seemed a con-

siderable distance their route skirted the side of

a park. From her observation-post at the window,

Lucie was astonished to notice that the many
pairs of lovers who were strolling along the quiet

road were indulging in innocent but o^^en love-

making. Arms encircled waists, heads rested on

shoulders, in full view of the i^ublic, with an

absolute freedom from self-consciousness that

amazed this visitor from a land where sweet-

hearts were ever within reach of seclusion wherein

to do their courting.

The cab turned a corner, then followed a road

leading oft' to the right—a road so quiet as almost

to seem rural after the bustle of town. Lucie,

watching eagerly for every unfamiliar appearance,

noticed that high brick walls overhung with

clustering ivy and topped with high trees en-

circled the houses, which stood a^^art, each among
a thicket of leafiige.

‘Why, I ne^^er thought Queen’s Gate would be

so retired as this !
’ Lucie exclaimed involuntarily.

Her uncle, whose conversation had dwindled away
with the stir of the streets, awoke with a start

from the reverie into which he had fallen, and

replied hastily :

‘Oh, this isn’t South Kensington. We’ve moved
from there. It was too—too relaxing. This is St

John’s Wood.’

‘St John’s Wood!’ cried Lucie delightedly.

‘ How very nice ! Do you know, I always wished

to live there. A\Tiy, half the interesting peo23le

in novels live in St John’s Wood. How delighted

Kitty will be when she knows where I am
staying !

’

But j\Ir Lorimer had little to say regarding the

romantic interest attached to the locality. He
did not re2)ly, and into his silence Lucie read a

regret that he had quitted Queen’s Gate. The
cab lurched suddenly across to the other side of

the road, and drew up in front of a door in a

high wall that was overshadowed by a drooping

ilex-tree.

‘Well, here we are: home at last,’ said Mr
Lorimer, jumping out and 2>Mling the upper of

two bell-handles.

Just as Lucie was wondering how the decrepit

cab-driver would ever manage to convey her big

trunks into the house, there ap]3eared from no-

where a vagrant being, the absolute squalor and

dilapidation of whose raiment was a revelation to

the girl who had never before seen poverty. It

would have added to her wonder had Lucie but
known that the man had run behind the cab a

great x^art of the way from the station on the

chance of earning a meal by hel23mg to carry

in her luggage.

Bej'ond the now open garden door Lucie caught

a gliinx^se of a misty arbour, the wliite silhouette

of a statue, and the vague outlines of a house

through whose drawn blinds light was shining.

Leaving her uncle to siq^erintend the trans-

XDortation of her luggage, Lucie stex^x^ed up the

gravelled x^xth, and ax^x^roached the front entrance,

where against the light from the liall-lamxx Honoria

stood revealed.

To Lucie’s surprise, this cousin whom she had

alwa^'S, though without any conscious reason for

so doing, regarded as a creature of dignified beauty

and statuesque dexxortment, was, even at first sight

—

Lucie felt comxxelled to acknowledge it—common-
looking. Vulgar would have been the more correct

descrqxtion, but in loyalty to her relative Lucie

rejected it.

Honoria’s figure was good, but she laced to a

degree that to Lucie’s fastidious taste was bad

form. Her features did not lack beauty
;
but her

colour was too vivid for nature, her eyebrows were

artificially darkened, and her unnaturally golden

hair elaborately dressed.

Honoria’s costume also was more elaboi'ate than

tasteful, and totally unsuitable for a quiet dinner

in her own house. She wore a x^ink satin gown
lavishly festooned with imitation lace. An aigrette

and a variety of diamond combs decorated her hair,

and a xfi^thora of bracelets and rings and a long

chain with jingling baubles further adorned her

Xxerson.

Even the first glance brought Lucie a- keen

sense of disax^xxointment, which she tried hard to

conceal. As for Honoria, she axxpeared to regard

the advent of her Colonial cousin as a joke, and

rexxressed a giggle as she advanced to welcome
her.

‘ I\Iy gracious ! what a time you ’ve been getting

here 1 If I ’ve looked out once I ’ve looked out a

hundred times. And what the dinner is like after

waiting all these hours I can’t think. Did you

get 3mur luggage all right? Didn’t lose any of

your boxes? But I siqxxxose you’ll be tired and

hungry. You’d better come up to your room

and take your things oft'.’

As they x^assed the stairs leading to the base-

ment kitchen, Lucie caught a glimxxse of a pale

face peering out, and started at its exxxression of

mingled curiosity and cunning. The events of

the x^ast few weeks had unstrung her usually

steady nerves, and involuntarily she uttered an

exclamation of alarm.

‘ What is it ? ’ asked Honoria, who x^receded

Lucie, carrying the small bag and vuraxxs of which

she had good-naturedly insisted on I'elieving her

cousin. ‘ Somebody frightened you looking out of

the darkness ? Oh, that would be Martha, our
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old cook. She just wanted to see what you were

like, I expect. Yes, she does look a bit queer
; but

she^s not a bad old sort.—Martha,^ she added,

pausing in the ascent of the stairs and calling

down, ‘serve up dinner now.^

The bedroom set aj)art for Lucie’s use was large,

and well furnished with good old-fashioned articles.

Yet it had a bare, unused air, which Lucie decided

came from its total lack of the garniture usually

found in guest-chambers. The large duchesse-

table held nothing be^^ond a set of toilet articles

in Bohemian glass. There were no hand-mirrors,

no lace-covered pin-cushions, no dainty articles

in silver and crystal such as those wherewith a

girl loves to deck the chamber of an exjDected

friend.

Before Honoria had finished hanging Lucie’s

cloak in the wardrobe and put away her hat,

Lucie was already convinced that her cousin

was kindly-intentioned though sadly lacking in

taste and refinement. In one way it was a

comfortable idea, and relieved Lucie from the

fear of Honoria’s possible criticism that had

haunted her. But in another sense it was de-

cidedly disappointing, for Lucie, coming from free-

and-easy Colonial surroundings, had looked for-

ward with intense interest to witnessing what she

imagined were the exclusive manners of English

society.

Dinner jDroved an odd meal. Lucie, going

downstairs after making a slight change in her

dress, found Honoria and her father awaiting her

in the dining-room. A hanging lamp cast a circle

of vivid light over the handsome table aj^point-

ments. The daffodils and narcissus that filled the

tall flower-glasses reminded Lucie that at home
they would have autumn leaves, and that the

guava berries on the lavm bushes would be ripe.

Mr Andrew Lprimer, ha-\dng got his niece

safely under his roof, had lost his restraint, and
was smiling and suave, evidently anxious to please

Lucie and make her feel at home. He chatted

about the sights of London, all of which, he said,

Lucie must set about seeing at once. Just at

present, he explained, things were quiet in a social

way, as it was Easter. So for a week or so before

the rush of the season they could fill up with

sights. St John’s Wood, he added, was a capital

centre, as it was near the Zoo, Lord’s Cricket

Ground, and Hampstead Heath.

^ And Madame Tussaud’s,’ his daughter broke

in. ‘ I ’ll take you, Lucie
;

it ’s quite near here.

Just dovm by Baker Street Station. You won’t

see anything like it in Hew Zealand, I can tell

you,’ she added, as Lucie’s expression failed to

denote enthusiasm.

The old cook, whose sudden appearance had so

startled Lucie, was waiting at table.

‘We’ve just lost our housemaid,’ Honoria

remarked apologetically.

‘ A7id our parlourmaid,’ seconded Uncle Andrew,

casting a sharp look at his daughter and speaking

quickly. ‘ Most unfortunate thing. One got

leave for a w’eek to go to a sister’s wedding, and
yesterday the other received a telegram telling of

her mother’s illness, and we could hardly refuse

to let her go. But if you will put up with our

being a little out of order for a day or two,

Lucie, I promise that by the end of the week
matters will be back to their usual,’ he added

kindly.

During her father’s explanation Honoria giggled

in that meaningless fashion which was evi-

dently a habit of hers. While assuring her

uncle that under the circumstances he could not

possibly have acted otherwise, Lucie chanced to

glance at the large mirror over the sideboard.

In accordance with her duty as waitress, the old

cook was standing there cutting bread, and,

catching a glimpse of her reflection in the mirror,

Lucie felt con\dnced that she was laughing in a

silent, toothless way that made her noiseless

mirth the more impleasant. A moment later,

however, the sight of her stolid face as she

resumed her service assured Lucie that she had

been mistaken.

Dinner over, the trio adjourned to the drawing-

room, a handsomely furnished apartment, but to

Lucie’s mind lacking in that profusion of knick-

knacks, that medley of pretty nothings, which so

add to the charm of a woman’s sitting-room.

‘ I ’m sure you must be ready for bed
;
you ’ve

had such a tiring day,’ Mr Lorimer remarked

kindly.

‘ Oh dear, no ! It ’s all so interesting. I want

to hear about everything.—How do you spend

the evening when you are alone? I suppose you

Xffay a great deal ?
’

‘Play?’ Honoria echoed interrogatively, with a

stare of incomprehension.

‘Yes. Play the piano.’

‘ Play the piano ! Hot I,’ cried Honoria, with

another of her disconcerting giggles.

‘ But I thought—I understood ’ Lucie began,

remembering her mother’s account of how
Honoria as a child had performed creditably

on that instrument.

‘ Honoria !
’ said her father in a quiet tone of

warning, but one that for the moment took all

the giggle out of liis flippant daughter.—‘You’ll

get to understand youv cousin soon, Lucie,’ he

added pleasantly. ‘She is too modest about her

accomplishments. I assure you, if you heard her

play you ’d be surprised
;

but she ’s absurdly

nervous about performing before visitors.’

‘Eeally, Honoria is too silly,’ Lucie thought.

‘ And how unlike she is to aU that I imagined

her ! One good thing, she isnT at all stand-

offish.’

Alone in her room, which seemed so unneces-

sarily spacious in contrast vdth the steamer

accommodation, Lucie lay long awake, her mind
full of conjectures regarding the future. Already

a leaven of disappointment seasoned her thoughts.
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Was lier \dsit to England to prove entirely a

failure % Honoria was certainly unlike any one slie

had met before. She did not think she would
ever do more than tolerate her cousin. Then
the fact of her uncle’s kindness, and of his

desire to make her feel at home, and his

readiness to plan for her future amusement,
came to her recollection

; and, comforted thereby,

she fell asleep, wondering why her first impres-

sion of him had been antipathetic.

BONES AND THEIE BT~PEODUGTS.
0 the majority of the dwellers in

our cities the peculiarl}^ intoned

call of the collector of rags, bones,

and other ‘ unconsidered trifles ’ is

familiar. Eew peojDle, however,

give a thought to the ultimate

destination of some of the articles collected with

such perseverance
;
but that the}^ all have some

marketable value is certain. Everybody knows
what becomes of the bottles collected, and what
is the destiny of the rags

;
but only a small

minority have more than a very vague idea of

the many and varied purposes for which the

bones are utilised.

Besides their value in the manufacture of knife-

handles and similar articles, bones are indispens-

able in the great industry of gluemaking
;
and

as the manufacture of glue is an industry with

which the general reader can have, at most, but

a very slight acquaintance, a brief description of

the process as carried on in an English factory

will probably be of some interest.

It was only after I had availed myself of the

kind offer of a friend employed as analytical

chemist in a glue and chemical manufactory to

conduct me over the works that I knew much
more of the materials or the process than we
learned at school—namely, that glue is made of

horses’ hoofs
;

and, being only an average boy, I

had then accepted the information as complete

and accurate, and, later, felt no desire to investi-

gate further for myself.

England up till now has not attained a great

reputation for gluemaking, Scottish glue—that

made from parings of hides, &c., by Messrs Cox of

Edinburgh—ranking first in the market. Much
of the best glue has also come from Russia

;

but it is cheering to know that the finest qualities

the British workman can desire are made in his

own country.

It was a delightful summer evening when we
set forth across the fields to the works, which

are situated at some little distance from a Mid-

land town. A j)leasant walk through the pretty

undulating country brought us into the vicinity

of the high factory chimney, which looked very

much out of place amongst the tall elms standing

out against the clear sky. Notwithstanding the

interest of a visit to such works, I must say

that the pleasure was not without alloy. As Ave

neared the entrance to the yard I became aAvare

of an unpleasant odour, which grew' stronger as

Ave a^pproached, until it Avas quite ovelqpo^yering.

A few steps farther, and the reason for this

appalling, almost tangible, smell Avas apparent,

for before us, under an immense shed, wns an

enormous heaj) of bones. There Avere over five

hundred tons, and the heap included bones of

almost every kind, from the tiny mutton-bone

Avhich is the last of our cho^p to the thigh-bones

and skulls of horses and cattle. These bones

Avere not b}' any means divested of their covering,

but Avere ^Avrapped in fly-bloAvn flesh on Avhich

the maggot feeds,’ to use one of CoAvper’s lines.

I felt no regret on leaAung ‘ these hatched and

these resuscitated Avorms’ and entering the room

Avhere the bones imdergo their preliminary'

treatment.

The first process is that of sorting- for the

purpose of remoAung any pieces of rag, iron, or

other foreign matter. This is done by men wdio,

each armed Avith an iron hook, rake over the

heaiP, raising croAvds of flies at every movement.

These men may, perhaps, have some sense of

smell
;
but the nonchalant manner in Avhich they

go about their task, and their contented and even

cheerful appearance, Avould certainly induce one

to think their olfactory nerves must be absolutely

non-existent.

The bones haAung been carefully sorted, they

are taken to the crusher. This machine in . its

internal mechanism somewNat resembles a giant

mincing-machine. Large steel teeth revolve in

opposite directions, and smash the bones until

they are reduced to a uniform size
;
the larger

bones are broken into several pieces, the smaller

being merely cracked. This uniformity of size is

important, as it enables the Avhole of the A^aluable

contents of the bones to be easily extracted.

From the crusher the bones are taken to the

soaking-tanks,
,
Avhere any dirt or fleshy matter is

removed. These tanks are in some cases built of

Avood
;
but they are oftener square jpits lined Avith

• brick, measuring about ten feet in length by seven

feet in Avidth, Avith a depth of seA^eral feet. Into

these the bones are thrown, and wdien the tanks

are full a quantity of w^ell-diluted sulphuric acid is

poured in until the bones are Avell coA^ered. They

remain in these tanks for a period varying from

tw'o to four days, according to the amount of

flesh to be removed. The acid does its Avork

very rapidly, and softens all matter adhering to

the bones to such an extent that when they are

removed to the Avasher they are cleansed Avithout
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difficulty, and emerge iii a somewliat nicer con-

dition. These washers are large iron drums or

cylinders with joerforated sides and ends. Each
washer is loaded with about half a ton of the

cracked and soaked bones
;
then the cylinder re-

volves and shakes the bones together. Whilst the

cylinder is in motion, water is admitted through

the shaft on which it turns, and finds its way
through the holes in the sides of the cylinder,

taking with it all the dirt and flesh. The
liquid both from the soaking-tanks and washers,

which resembles a thin sludge, is run oft' into

large pits for treatment. It is imperative that

the bones should be thoroughly cleansed, as the

smallest amount of dirt or grease would cause the

glue to ferment and prevent it from becoming set.

Washing lasts some twenty minutes, after which
the cylinders cease to revolve, and the contents

are tumbled down long shutes into the digester-

house.

The bones are now beautifully clean
;
indeed,

they are so bare that one wonders where the

glue is to come from. However, they have

retained one characteristic—that is, their pungent

odour—which still clings to them with the utmost

tenacity.

The digester-house requires a little description.

Down one side is a row of vdiat aj^i^ear to be

enormous vertical engine-boilers. These are the

digesters. Each has a steam-gauge and a bewilder-

ing profusion of pipes, most of which lead to the

boiler of the great steam-engine which stands at

one end of the building. Each digester has a

manhole at the top and another at the bottom.

Perhaps the reader will have a clearer idea of the

nature of these digesters when it is explained that

they are practically large steamers, similar in

principle to the utensil in which the housewife

steams her potatoes.
,

The manhole at the toj) is

o]Dened and each digester is filled with the bones

by means of an elevator, which somewhat resembles

in its action an ordinary river-dredger, and con-

sists of a number of wooden buckets affixed to an

endless band
;
and when this is set in motion the

bones are scooped up, carried to the upper man-

hole of the digester, and dropx^ed through. Each

digester holds from eight to ten tons of bones

;

and when full, the manhole is screwed down.

The contents rest on a perforated iron plate a

short distance from the base, to prevent the steam

and other pipes which lead into the bottom

from becoming choked. YTi'en all is ready the

steam-cock is opened, and steam rushes into and

amongst the bones at a. pressure varying from ten

to twenty-five pounds to the square inch. At the

same time a liquor-pipe at the base of the digester

is opened, and in about ten minutes a liquid

flows away. This liquor is at first a very weak
solution of gelatine or glue, which is run into a

series of wooden tanks, to be returned to the

digester and strengthened at a later period.

After this comes the really valuable liquor—

a

strong solution of glue, which is, of course, run

into separate tanks. Some time having elapsed,

the liquor-cock is closed for a space of three

hours, when it is again opened, and another strong

solution of glue rim oJff. This is repeated every

three or four hours until every particle of grease

and glue has been extracted from the bones, the

process occux)ying about thirty hours. The grease,

being much lighter than the glue, runs out last,

and is diverted to a sejoarate tank.

Wlien the bones vdll 3deld nothing more, steam

is shut off, the manholes are oi^ened, and the

bones are taken out and removed to another

house. The change which has taken place in the

bones is now aj^parent
;
they are no longer hard,

and, except for their shape, do not in any way
resemble bones, but look rather like pieces of

challc.

The glue liquor in the tanks is now evaporated

to a strength of about 45 per cent, of gelatine.

This is accomplished by means of an ingenious

machine, the action of which is to drive the

water out of the gelatine by means of heat

accelerated by a high vacuum. Briefly, the liquid

is sprayed through long, straight tubes from

which the air has been exhausted, surrounded by

steam. In this way there is no possibility of the

glue or gelatine becoming burnt.

The glue is next conveyed to the casting-room,

where it is run on to glass-bottomed, wood-

rimmed frames to the thickness of cake required.

These frames are then placed in racks, with an

air-space between each, in order that the glue

may solidify. The air in the room is kept

circulating by means of electrically driven fans.

Another j)rocess of casting the glue is to run the

liquid into moulds until it solidifies into large

blocks of about the consistency of table-jelly,

when it is placed in a machine which slices it

into cakes of any required thickness. The dis-

advantage of this process is that it cannot be

used with equal facility in all weathers.

YTien the glue in the glass frames has become

hard enough to handle, it is cut out and placed

in frames having wire netting at the bottom

instead of glass. These are stacked on trolleys

and conveyed over miniature railways into the

drying-rooms. These rooms are heated to varying

temperatures according to the stage of hardness

the glue has reached. The first drying-room has

an atmosphere heated to a temperature of about

50 degrees Fahrenheit. After remaining in this

chamber for a considerable time the cakes are

removed to other chambers, the air in which

registers from 80 to 120 degrees. It is, of course,

necessaiw, above all things, to keep the air in the

rooms dry ;
and as the English atmosphere, except

in midsummer, is more or less humid, all moisture

is withdrawn by a very ingenious chemical con-

trivance. The apertures through which the air

is di*avTi are packed with fine coke saturated

with 100 per cent, sulphuric acid. The acid
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lias a strong natural affinity for water, and in

passing tlirougli the coke the moisture of the

air is efiectually extracted before it reaches the

drying-chainbers.

Ill about a month the glue is thoroughly dry

and hard, and it is then removed from the netting

and packed ready for the market. A proportion

of the best glue is refined and converted into

gelatine for cooking and other purposes.

The grease which permeated the bones before

they went to the digester is now all extracted

and run into cooling-tanks and stored for soap-

making. It is used in various ways. In its

crude state it retains some of its unpleasant

odour, and is only fit to be converted into scouring

soaps ; but by a process of refining and admixture

with finer fats and oils it is made into toilet

soaps. Wliatever kind of soap it is intended to

be ultimately, the grease is first conveyed to the

boiling-pan and there acted upon with caustic

soda or potash, the former converting it into hard

and the latter into soft soap. 'Wlieii boiled

sufticieiitly, the spent liquors, which have accumu-

lated on the top as the mixture cools, are run

off, and the soap is dug out of the vat and

placed in moulds until cold, when it is cut into

blocks. This primitive process is, of course, only

gone through in the making of the commonest

scouring soaps. The better qualities are carefully

refined and mixed with vegetable fats and oils.

I^dien quite hard, this fine soap is milled, or cut

into very small shreds, after which it is pressed

in moulds into fancy shapes.

The spent liquors which were run off the

boiling soap are now turned to account. Few
looking at the very dirty mixture would imagine

that anything of value could be obtained from

it
;

but, as many people know, this liquor con-

tains a large proportion of that exceedingly useful

chemical product known as glycerine. The spent

liquors are technically known as ‘nigers,' and

contain, in addition to the glycerine, dirt, salt,

and any excess of caustic there may be. By
means of evaporation, the dirt, salt, and caustic

are extracted. The remaining fiuid is then dis-

tilled, which brings away what is termed aqueous

solution of glycerine. This again is evaporated

in vacuum-pans, which draws off the water, and

nothing now remains but glycerine. All glycerine

is obtained in this manner, and there are few

people who, on recemng the neat little flask of

pure, bright liquid from the chemist, with its

quaint little leather cap over the stopper, know
that it is indirectly the product of the bones so

heedlessly thrown away.

However, the bones are not yet finislied with.

After all the grease and gelatine have been ex-

tracted in the digester, they are soft and easily

crumbled, slightly resembling a white cliarcoal.

They are dug out of the digester and conveyed

to another building, where they remain until

vthey are thoroughly dry. They now consist of

tricalcium phosphate and about 2 per cent, of

nitrogen, so that they possess a distinct manurial

value. At one time farmers were in the habit

of throwing coarsely broken bones on their land
;

but it is obvious that in such a state bones can

have little value as manure. The bones are now
ground into bone-meal and small pieces. To

accomplish this the}^ are j)laced in a machine

which carries out the work very effectively, and

sorts the different sizes by means of an ingenious

meclianism. The bone-meal is readily disposed

of for manure ; but its value • in this respect is

largel}' increased b}' rendering it soluble in water,

which is accomplished by subjecting it to the

action of strong sulphuric acid and heat, which

converts it into what is known as superphosx^hate.

At these works nothing is wasted, nothing

thrown away, and therefore even the fluid from

the soaking-tanks and washing-machines is treated.

This fluid, which resembles sludge or mud, is run

into large brick tanks where all solid matter is

X)recix)itated by means of chemicals, and the clear

effluent run off to be used over agaiii. The

remaining mud is largely composed of tricalcium-

X)hosx)hate, nitrogen up to 4 per cent., and dirt,

&c., so that it is of great value as manure. It is

dim out of the tanks and blended with otherO
chemicals according to the different crops for

which it is to be used or the nature of the soil

in the district to which it is to be sent.

Now we have come to the end of the bones,

and have gone through the whole of these in-

teresting works
;
but we must not forget a very

important ]3art of the concern— the analytical

chemist’s laboratory. It is here, in the comfort-

able, well-appointed room—surrounded by the

shelves with their burden of jars of chemicals

bearing mystic names, the glittering flasks, the

test-tubes filled with coloured liquids, and the

apparatus incidental to his X)i'ofession—that the

chemist tests the quality of the different j)roducts

of the works and experiments with the various

substances to discover possible improvements. I

entered this sanctum with the more pleasure

as for the first time since my visit to the

works I was enabled to remove my handkerchief

from my nose, and enjoy the inhalation of a

deep breath of untainted air. As I looked round

the laboratory and sat puffing a contemplative

pipe with my friend, I wondered how many

people imagined they were indebted to bones for

the glue which holds together their furniture,

helps to bind their books, and veneers their side-

board and piano ;
for the gelatine with which the

cook imparts a greater consistency to her jellies

:

for the soap vdt\i which the busy kitchenniaid

scours the sink
;
for the glycerine which the invalid

finds invaluable ;
and for the manures which go

to enrich the broad acres of ^ Merrie England.’

I could not help a feeling of admiiation for the

industry, patience, and skill which had evolved

so many indispensable articles from a heap of
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refuse. At one end of tlie building was a j^ile

of festering bones
;

at tlie other a store of life’s

necessaries. Here was the real dignity of labour
;

here the reward of well-directed industry. The
deeds of the fighting sons of the Empire must

excite our admiration and inflame our patriotism

;

but let us not forget that it is mainly owing to

the enteri^rise and industry of the workers in

our towns and villages that we owe much of the

greatness and splendour of Old England. A
visit to such w’orks as we have attempted to

describe is, to an intelligent person, an object-

lesson in ingenuity, a study in industry, and a

sermon against waste.

THE KING EXPLORES.
By Robert Barr.

[Copyright 1902 by Bobert Barr in U.S.A.]

lY.-THE KING SAILS.

^^pjHE young men awoke somewhat late

next day with heads reasonably

clear, a very practical testimonial

to the soundness of their previous

night’s vintage.

‘Well, what’s to be doneP
asked the King.

Macdonald proposed that they should rex:)air

instantly to Macleod and demand of him convey-

ance and safe-conduct to the mainland. <

‘ We can scarcely do that,’ demurred the King,

‘until we are sure that detention is intended.

Let us put the matter at once to a practical test,

and see if we are prevented from leaving the

castle. If we are, then is the time for protest.’

Acting on this suggestion, the two went outside

and took the road by which they had come.

They found an agile young gillie at their heels

before they were out of sight of Dunvegan.

‘Wliy are you following usP asked Macdonald

in Gaelic.

‘ I was told to wait on your lordships,’ returned

the man.

‘We need no waiting on. Turn back.’

But the gillie shook his shaggy, uncovered head,

and patiently trod in their footsteps.

‘Let us see how far he wiU follow,’ said the

King as he strode on.

The gillie followed for half-an-hour or more

without making any protest
;
but at last he said to

Macdonald that he thought it was time to return.

‘We are going through to the coast we came

from,’ replied Macdonald, ‘ and do not intend to

return.’

At this the giUie drew from his belt a short

black tube that looked like a practising chanter,

which indeed it was, and on this he blew a few

shrill notes. Up to that moment the way had

been cle<ir
;
but now there appeared over the hill

in front of them a dozen armed men, who ap-

2Droached carelessly as if they had merely haj^pened

to be in the neighbourhood, or were journeying

together towards the castle.

‘I think it is time to go back,’ suggested the

gillie in a dull, uninterested voice.

‘I tliink it is myself,’ re23lied Macdonald.

So the futile excursion came to an end.

Once more in the castle they were confronted

again b}^ the question. What next?

‘I am certain,’ said the King, ‘that if Macleod

is trying to hold us there is no use in apjpealing

to him, and we have small chance of getting word

to the fleet. I 2)ropose, then, to coerce him. He
was alone in his study yesterday, and he may
be alone there now. A sword’s point at a man’s

throat is an irresistible argument.’

‘But vdll he keep his word if he gives it

under distress?’ objected Macdonald.

‘ I think he will
;
but it is better not to put

too strong a temptation on him. If we come on

him alone we will make him sign a j^ass for us.

We will gag and tie him securely, and convey him,

when the way is clear, to this room, where he will

be less likely to be looked for. We wiU then

give him the consolation tliat if his pass proves

useless we will return and finish the business

by sending him into a less troublesome world.’

This advice was no sooner pjromulgated than it

was acted u2)on. The 2)air traversed the corridors

unseen ;
then, slipping out their swords, the}'

quicldy entered the study. The sight which con-

fronted them was so unexpected that each stood

there with drawn sword in hand as if stricken

into stone.

Macleod was not in the room, but in his stead,

beside the wall of books, her hand upraised, taking

down a small vellum-covered volume, was the

most beautiful young girl, of perhaps nineteen or

twenty, that either of them had ever looked

u2)on. She seemed surprised at their abrupt en-

trance, and remained statuesquely in her position,

as motionless as they. The young woman w;is

the first of the three to recover her comx)osure.

Eelinquisliing the book to the shelf, the Iiand

came down to her side, and she said in most

charming, liquid tones, but in broken English :

‘You are looking for my father ^'‘'^Thaj^s
?

’

The King, ever gallant, swept his hat from his

head and bowed low, his alertness of mind skiving

the situation, for he answered quickly :

‘Indeed no, my lady. We thought the room was

empty, so I implore, you to pardon our intrusion.
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We were here yesterday, and my friend and I

have just liad a dispute regarding the size of

these gigantic tomes on the lower shelf
;
my

friend insisting that they exceeded our sword-

blades in length. Pardon me, madam I
^ and

the King stej^ped briskly to the largest book,

laying his sword down its back as if in measure-

ment. ‘ There, Jamie,’ he cried, ‘ I have won the

wager. I knew it was not more than three-

quarters the length of my blade.’

The glance of fear which the young woman had
turned on them departed from her face, and she

smiled slightly at the young man’s eagerness.

^ I gather from your remark,’ he said, ‘ that

you are Miss Macleod of Dunvegan. May I in-

troduce my friend, Janies Macdonald of Sleat ?

My ovm name is James Stuart, and for a time

we are your father’s guests at Dunvegan.’

The young lady with inimitable grace bowed
her queenly head to each of them in turn. The
men slipped their swords quietly back into their

scabbards.

give you good welcome to Dunvegan,’ said

the girl. M regret that I do not sj)eak fair the

English.’

‘Indeed, my lady,’ said the susceptible King,

‘it is the most charming English I ever heard.’

The fair stranger laughed in low and most
melodious cadence, like a distant cathedral’s chime
falling on the evening air.

‘I am thinking you will be flattering me,’ she

said
;

‘ but I know my English is not good, for there

are few in these jiarts that I can si^eak to in it.’

‘ I shall be delighted to be your teacher,’ readied

the King in his most courteous intonation. He
knew from experience that any offer of tutorship

from him had always proved exceedingly accept-

able to the more dainty sex, and the knowledge

gave him unbounded confidence, while it aug-

mented his natural self-esteem.

.‘It is perhaps that you already speak the

Gaelic?’ suggested the young woman.
‘ Alas ! no, madam

;
but I shoidd be overjoyed

to learn, and in that it may be you Avill accept

me in the part of pupil. You will find me a

devoted and most obedient scholar. I am in a

way what you might call a poet, and I am told

on every hand that Gaelic is the j)roper medium
for that art.’

A puzzled expression troubled the face of the

girl as she endeavoured to follow the communi-

cation addressed to her
;

but Macdonald sprang

somewhat eagerly to the rescue, and delivered a

long harangue in her native language. Her delight

was instant, the cloud on her brow disappearing

as if by magic imder the genial influence of the

accustomed converse. The King’s physiognomy

also underwent a change
j
but the transformation

was not so pleasing as that which had illumined

the countenance of the girl. His Majesty dis-

tinctly scowled at the intrepid subject who had

so impetuously intervened
;

but the pair ' paid

slight attention to him, conversing amicably

together, much to their mutual pleasure.

Now, it is nowhere considered to use a

language not understood by some one ]person in

the party. This fact Macdonald knew perfectly

well, and he doubtless would have acted dif-

ferently if he had taken time to think
;
but he

had become so engrossed by the beauty of the

lady that, for the moment, every other considera-

tion seemed to have fled from his mind. Miss

Macleod is to be excused, because she probably

supposed a Stuart to be more or less acquainted

with the language, in spite of his former dis-

claimer, which it is not likely she fully compre-

hended. So she talked fluently and laughed

lightly, while one of her auditors was consumed

by an anger he dared not show.

The tension of the situation was changed rather

than relieved by the silent opening of, the door,

and the pause of Macleod himself on the thresh-

old, gazing dubiously at the group before him.

The animation of the girl fell from her the

moment she beheld her father, and the young

men, turning, were confronted by the gloomy

countenance of the chieftain. The Macleod closed

the door softly, and, without a word, walked to

his chair beside the table. The girl, bowing

slightly, with visible restraint, quitted the room,

and as she did so Macdonald’s alertness again

^Droved his friend, for he tip-toed quickly to the

door before the King—accustomed to be waited

upon rather than waiting—recollected himself, and

held the door open for the lady, making a gallant

sweep with his bonnet as she passed out.

When the supple young man returned to his

place beside the King he said in a whisper :

‘No sword’s-point play with the father of such

a beauty—eh?’

To this remark His Majesty made no repl}^
;
but

he said rather gruffly and abruptly to his host

:

‘ Do you hold us prisoners in this castle, sir ?
’

‘That will depend on tlie answers I get from

you,’ replied the Macleod slowly. ‘Are you two,

or either of you, emissaries of the King?’

‘We are not.’

‘ Does the King know you are here ?
’

‘ Eegarding the King, his knowledge or his

doings, you had better address your inquiries to

him personally. We have no authority to speak

for His Majesty.’

‘You are merely two private gentlemen, then,

come all this distance to satisfy a love of travel

and a taste for scenery?’ '

‘You have stated the case with great accuracy,

sir.’

‘Yesterday you spoke of my lack of manners

in failing to ask you to be seated
;

I shall now

refer to a breach of politeness on your own part.

It is customary when strangers visit a jDrovince

under an acknowledged ruler, that they should

make a formal call upon the ruler before betak-

ing themselves to other portions of his territory.
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You remained for several days in Skye without

taking the trouble to inform me of your arrival.’

^ Sir/ said James haughtily, ^ I dispute your con-

tention entirely. You are not the ruler of Skye.’

^YHio is, then?’
‘ The King of Scotland, of course.’

The Macleod laughed in a fashion that some-

what resembled the snarl of an angry dog.

‘ Of course, as you say. No one disputes that

James is King of all Scotland, and I would be

the last to question his right, because I hold my
lands under charter bearing his signature, carry-

ing the Great Seal of the kingdom
;

nevertheless

the Macleods held Skye long before the present

Koyal Tamily of Scotland were heard of, and I

would have been ]\facleod of Macleod although

James had never put his hand to this parch-

ment. Meanwhile I take the risk of detaining

you until I learn more about you ;
and if the

King makes objection, I shall apologise.’

‘You mill apologise,’ said James sternly.

‘Oh, it is easily" done, and fair words smooth

many a difficulty. I shall write to him, if he

complain, that I asked especially if you were his

men
;

that jmu denied it, and so, both for his

safety and my own, I considered it well to dis-

cover whether or not you were enemies of the

realm. If the father of Macdonald is offended, I

shall' be pleased to meet him either on sea or

land, in anger or in friendship
;
and as for you,

who, talk so glibly of the King, I would warn
you that many things happen in Skye that the

King knows nothing of besides the making of

strong drink.’

The King made him a courtier-like bow for

this long speech, and answered lightly :

‘The cock crows blithely on his own midden.

Your midden is here, while mine is far away

;

therefore the contest in crowing is somewhat
uneven. Nevertheless I indulge in a final flap-

ping of my wings and an effort of the throat

when I say that you will apologise, not by writ-

ing at your ease in Dunvegan Castle, but on

your bended knees at Stirling.’

‘That’s as may be,’ said the Macleod indif-

ferently, and it was quite obvious that he

remained unmoved by the threat.

‘Gentlemen, I have the honour to wish you

good-morning.’
‘ One moment. Are we, then, to consider our-

selves prisoners?’

‘ You may consider yourselves whatever best

pleases you. If you make another attempt like

the one you indulged in this morning, I shall

clap you both in the deepest dungeons I possess.

Some would even go so far as to call that

imiDrisonment
;
but if each gives me his word of

honour that he will make no attempt at escape,

and also that he will not communicate with

Stirling, then you are as free of my house and

my grounds as if you were the most welcome of

guests. But I warn you that if, after you pass

your words, you attempt to tamper with any of

my men, I shall know of it very soon after, and
then comes the dungeon.’

The King hesitated and looked at his friend

;

but Macdonald, who had taken no part in this

conversation, seemed in an absent dream, his

eyes gazing on vacancy, or perhaps beholding a

vision that entranced him.
‘ What do you say, Macdonald ? ’ asked the King

sharply.

Macdonald recovered himself with a start.

‘To wdiat?’ he asked.

‘To the terms projDosed by our jailer.’

‘ I did not hear them. I^at are they ?
’

‘Will you give your word not to escape?’
‘ Oh, willingly.’

‘And not to communicate with Stirling?’

‘I don’t care if I never see Stirling again.’

The King turned to the chief.

‘There is little difficulty, you see,’ he said,

‘with your fellow Highlander. I, however, am
supposed to be a Lowlander, and, therefore,

cautious. I give you my word not to communi-
cate with Stirling. As for the other prowso, I

amend it as follows : I shall not leave this island

without your knowledge and your company. If

that is satisfactory, I pledge my faith.’

‘ Perfectly satisfactory,’ answered the Macleod
;
and

with that the two young men took their departure.

Once more in the King’s room, from which,

earlier in the day, they had set out so con-

fidently, Macdonald flung himself upon a bench

;

but the King paced up and down the apartment.

The former thought the latter was ruminating on

the conditions that had been wrung from him, but

the first words of the King proved his mistake.

‘Jamie, you hardly gave me fair-play, you and
your Gaelic, with that dainty offspring of so

grim a sire.’

‘ Master of Ballengeich,’ replied the High-

lander, ‘a man ^days for his own hand. You
should have learned the Gaelic long ago.’

The King stopped abruptly in his walk.

‘Why do you call me by that name?’
‘Merely to show that in this ploy the royal

prerogative is not brought into jday
;

it already

settled that when I meet the King I am de-

feated. It remains to be seen what luck jdain

James Macdonald has in a contest with plain

James Stuart.’

‘Oh, it’s to be a co2itest, then?’

‘Not unless you wish it so. I am content to

exchange all the fair damsels of Stirling for this

one Highland lassie.’

‘ You ’ll exchange !
’ cried the King. ‘ I make

bold to say she is not yours to exchange.’

‘I intend to make her mine.’

‘Ah, we’ll see about that, Jamie.’

‘We will, Ballengeich,’ said Macdonald, with

confident precision.

So the contest began.

[To he continued,)
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A CAUD-GAME FOR THREE.
By Professor Hoffmakn, Editor of The Booh of Card and Table Games, &c.

F card-games there is do lack
;
but

|

of games for three players there

are singularly feu*. Our readers

may, therefore, be glad to make

the accpiaintance of a really ex-

cellent game, of recent invention,

u'hich comes under this category.

The name of the new game is Ombre. A
game similarly entitled was played in the days

of Queen Anne, and has been celebrated by Pope

in the Eajpe of the Loch; but, save in the fact

that both are for three the modern

game has no resemblance to its predecessor. It

belongs to what Foster terms Hhe whist family,

though it finds as yet no j)lace in his Gom^Me

The full pack of fifty-two cards is used. The

players cut for deal as at whist, the lowest

dealing. The cards are dealt one by one, each

player receiving seventeen. The last card is

turned up by way of trump, but belongs to

neither hand. Each player then disposes his cards

as follows : The eight uppermost he arranges face

downwards, without looking at them, in a double

row before him. The ninth card he places, face

upwards, to the right of the double row, and the

remaining eight cards, also face u]Dwards, one on

each turned-doum card.

Each x^layer has thus nine exposed cards
;
and

these alone, at the outset, are playable. The

player to the left of the dealer leads any card

he pleases, and the other two play to it, as at

whist. Each must follow suit, if he can
;

if not,

he may trump if he is able, but is not obliged

to do so. The three cards constitute a trick.

Unless the trick is trumped, the highest card of

the suit led wins
;

the winner leading to the

next trick, and so on.

As the game ]Di’Oceeds the exposed cards will

gradually be worked oft’, leaving turned-down

cards visible in their places. So soon as a card

is thus uncovered it is at the option of the

owner to turn it up, when it becomes available

for play. He is not, however, bound to do so

while he has any faced card left
;
and much of

the science of the game consists in deciding

whether, at a given stage, to turn up a card or

not.

An example will make this clearer. j\Iidway in

the game, A. lias led, say, a small spade, upon

wliich B. has played the ten. C. has among his

faced cards no spade, and only one trump, a

high one, say an ace or king. Of course he can

secure the trick by playing this trump ; but he

would prefer to win it more cheaply. Turning

up a card or cards may possibly enable him to

do this. If he is lucky, the very first card he

turns up may be a winning spade or a small

trump, either of which will suit his purpose.

On the other hand, he may turn up a small spade

(thereby losing the opportunity of trumping), or

he may turn up in succession two or three cards

of other suits, exposing his hand without gaining

any compensating advantage.

In such a case the skilled player vdll derive

a good deal of guidance from the pre%dous fall of

the cards ; but the safest policy, as a rule, is

to delay turning up concealed cards as long as

reasonably practicable. On the other hand, it is

well to free covered cards, by gettiug rid of those

above them, as soon as possible, so as to have

a larger number of cards available for play if

needed.

Each hand is a game in itself. At the close

each player pays one counter (of any agreed

value) for each trick of which he comes short,

and receives one counter for each by which

he exceeds the number made by either of the

other players. Thus, sui^pose A. to have made

nine tricks, B. five, and C. three only
;

A. will

in such case receive from B. four counters, and

from C. six ;
while C. will also pay two counters

to B. If both A. and B. have made six tricks,

C., having five only, pays one counter to each of

them. If 0. has ten tricks, B. five, and A. two,

B. will pay five counters to C. and receive three

from A., while A. will pay C. eight counters.

Ombre, though a less scientific game than whist,

affords much more scope for play than would at

first sight appear
;
while the element of surprise,

as fresh cards are turned up, keeps the interest

constantly alive, and makes the game, in a mild

way, genuinely exciting.

A PEIHKOSE.
Before the earliest cuckoo calls,

Or swallows build beneath the eaves,

Or children dream of cowslip-balls,

You shine among your crinkled leaves

As if, from yon bright heaven afar,

Some angel hand had dropt a star.

How faint and yet. how sweet your breath,

God’s little messenger of hope !

That tells how life has vanquished death .

In budful wood, on verdant slope :

Tour glistening salver seems to hold

The year’s first gift of sunlight-gold.

A beauteous flower ! to all hearts dear,

Because all hearts wdth gladness thrill

To know that lovelier days are near;

For, though gray Winter lingers still.

His wrath is spent, his storms are few,

And Spring begins her reign with you.

E. Matheson.
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EMPIRE-BUILDINa: ITS
By A. Hofmeyek, B.A., Author of The Story

(

is only since the outbreak of the

South African war that I have

fully understood and appreciated

the actions of that great South

African statesman, Mr Cecil

Ehodes, to whose foresight and

indomitable spirit the British Empire owes a

tremendous debt of gratitude.

Any one looking at the map of South Africa

will see the vast tract of country called Damara-
land, lying to the north-west of the Cape Colony.

Some years ago that territory was to be had

for a mere nothing
j

but there was no Cape

politician at that time shrewd enough to per-

ceive the value of such an acquisition except Mr
Ehodes, and as a member of the Cape Ministry

he tried hard to paint Damaraland
.
red. His

colleagues, however, did not rise to the occasion,

and the German Empire obtained possession.

Fortunately Mr Ehodes put his foot down on a

spot which is the only harbour on that western

shore—Walvisch Bay. He was determined to

retain that port for England
;
and he succeeded.

A look at the map will show the value of the

acquisition : how easy it would have been, during

the present war, for mercenaries, ammunition,

&c. to have been landed there and sent on to

the Transvaal

!

However, Mr Ehodes did more than that.

Between the eastern boundary of Damaraland
and the western boundary of Bechuanaland (a

British protectorate) there lay another practically

unknown region, known as ^Ngamiland, stretching

southwards from Lake ’Ngami, and including the

Chanzis country. To men of foresight like Mr
Ehodes it became evident that German territory

would be extended eastwards to include this

region if British territory were not first extended

westwards. Already German influence was begin-

ning to make itself felt there when Mr Ehodes

obtained for the Chartered Company a concession

from the chief Segkomi of the whole of ’Hgami-

land. It is interesting to contemplate the develop-
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of my Cax>tivity during the Transvaal War, &c.

ments that might have arisen during the present

war had this territory been painted yellow instead

of red. In fact, I must say here that to my
mind Britons all over the world do not value

as highly as they deserve the inestimable services

rendered to the Empire by the great Empire-
builder, Cecil Ehodes. I will never forget the

occasions, now almost ten years ago, when I

heard Mr Ehodes, standing before a large map
of Africa, dilate upon the necessity of land ac-

quisition here and there and everywhere over the

vast continent. He si^oke as only a prophet and

philanthropist and a loyal subject can speak

;

and to me it is a deeply fascinating study to

notice how his prophecies are being verified. To
have been associated with him for several years,

though in a very small way, in this wonderful

work of Empire-building, I will always deem an

honour ;
it has given me intense pleasure and

instruction, and made me the loyal subject I am
not ashamed to say I am to-day. I have been

through the Kalahari in connection with this

work at the time when the 'Ngamiland concession

was granted, and thus obtained much useful and

interesting information. Let me relate here some-

thing about the chief of that country, Segkomi.

This chief lived in his big town called Moremi,

close to Lake ^Kgami, He was known to be a

cruel, degraded, and deceitful man. While on

my way to Chanzis to plant a colony there, con-

sisting of farmers from the Cape, Free State, and

Transvaal, I was greatly interested in a letter I

received from a missionary living north of the

lake, saying amongst other things: ‘Dear Mr H.,

for God’s sake bring up your men as soon as

possible, so that an end may be put to the

wickedness and cruelty of Segkomi.’ This mes-

sage seemed all the more important when I

remembered what another man, whom I hap-

pened to meet at Mafeking, had said to me. I

will not give this gentleman’s name
;

it may, how-

ever, be mentioned that to-day he poses as a red-

hot loj^alist at the Cape
;

but at that time

—

f Rese7'ved.] Mak. 8, 1902.
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broken captive ! But what cared Segkoiiii ? His

black heart knew only treachery. Such was the

native whom my above-mentioned friend would
protect against us white people—marauders and
filibusters ! Ay, such were the practices which

my friend the missionary would have us sup-

press in God’s name, and the black-hearted

villain he would subject to the flag whose very

shadow, as it quivers on the ground, spells

Liberty and Freedom—the flag of the British

Empire !

This was done. Now the widow’s wail, the

orphan’s heart-broken cry, or tlie shriek of

murdered children is heard no more
; nor does

the blood of butchered warriors soak into the

earth. Segkomi dares not—the Union-jack waves
over his head. Yes, Empire-building has its

pleasures, but it has also its tragedies !

CLIPPED WINGS.
[Copyriglit in the United States of America bj’- Maiy Stuart Boyd.]

CHAPTER XL—THE HOUSE OF SURPRISES.

"WAKENING with a start, Lucie lay

for a moment tiying to collect her

senses before she could remember
where she Avas. The large room
after the cramped cabin, the still-

ness after the muffled thunder and

Aubration of the engines to Avhich Aveeks on shij)-

board had accustomed her, for a sjmee confused

her droAvsy brain. It Avas the sight of her cousin

standing before the mirror in the act of trying

on Lucie’s toque of gray veh^et and puiq^le -pan-

sies that, Avith a rush, brought recollection of

her present Avhereabouts.

Honoria, unaAvare that her guest Avas aAvake,

stood complacently simpering to her reflection in

the looking-glass, and turning her head from side

to side in her efforts to obtain a more compre-

liensiA^e vieAV of the effect.

‘ Well, I only hope it didn’t look like that on

me,’ thought Lucie scornfully, as she Avitnessed

her smart hat perched upon Honoria’s stack of

hay-coloured locks. ‘But, if this is a sjoecimen

of London manners, giA^e me Colonial ones !

’

‘What o’clock is it?’ she asked abruptly as

Honoria, haAung taken off the hat, showed signs

of turning her attention to a gray feather-boa

that lay near.

At the sound of her cousin’s voice Honoria

dropx^ed the boa as though it burnt her.

‘ Good gracious me, Lucie ! I didn’t knoAV you

Avere aAvake. I’ve been Avaiting ages for you to

o^Den your eyes. And I Avas trying on your hat

just to pass the time. I hope you aren’t angry?’

‘I’m afraid I’ve slep)t too late. What o’clock

is it?’ Lucie ansAvered, evading the question.

‘Nearly ten.’

‘ Oh, hoAv lazy uncle must think mo 1 I Avish

somebody had roused*me in time for breakfast.’

‘Fatlier said you Avere to have breakfast in

bed AAfflenever you awoke. He ’s gone in to busi-

ness. We ’re to amuse ourselves as Ave like this

morning, and he’ll come back about tAVo and take

you into the City. Suppose Ave go to Madame
Tussaud’s?, It’s quite near.’

‘ That Avould be nice
;
but I think I ought to

nnpack first,’ Lucie—for Avhom a visit to a Avax-

Avork held little attraction—replied dijjlomatically.

‘I Avon’t feel that I ’a^c

'

settled doAA'n properly till

my things are in order
;

and my frocks that

Avere in the hold must be so crushed’

‘Frocks? Oh, I dote on frocks!’ cried Honoria
Avith enthusiasm. ‘Tell you AA’liat—I’ll bring you
up some breakfast, and then aa'c’II have a look

at your things.’

Every girl likes to have her taste appreciated,

and Honoria’s interest in and raptures at the

beauty of Lucie’s belongings soothed that maiden’s

ruffled feelings
;

though she Avould have been

better pleased had Honoria taken feAver liberties

Avith the garments. Ea^cii before Lucie had

finished breakfasting, her cousin AA'as 2)rancing

about the room arrayed in the neat light-gray

traA^elling-suit Avhich Lucie had reserved for her

arriAul. To induce the goAAai to jueet OA^er

Honoria’s more exuberant curves had entailed

considerable straining of the seams. It AA*as a

trying situation for the OAvner
;

but, as best she

could, Lucie concealed her annoyance and the

anxiety she felt lest- some of the overtaxed

fastenings should give AAAay.

‘I do belieA’e your frocks Avould lit me per-

fectly. We’re just the same height. I suppose

our figures arc alike because avc ’re such near

relatives,’ Honoria declared as she paraded tlie

room, Avith her usual giggle—a giggle that seemed

to find an echo in the adjoining dressing-room,

the door of AA’liich stood open,

‘Wliat is that? Is any one in there?’ Lucie

asked nervously, startled by the sound.

Honoria stepped hurriedly into the dressing-

room, and held a Avhispcred but fierce colloquy

Avith an iuA'isible somebody AA'ithin. Then re-

turning, she shut the dividing door Avith a bang.

‘It' AA’as just Martha the cook. She Avas dusting

the room. She’s not a bad old creature : buU

as I AA’as telling her, she’s inclined to be too

familiar. I ’ll have to teach her to keep her ]>laeeJ

Lucie’s tAvo large boxes Avere still doAvustnir.'^.

but her cabin-trunk and hat-box Avere in the

dressing-room
;

and, securing the keys under

pretext of helping to unpack, Uouoria rumuiagvd

among their conleiits to her hearts delight, do
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Lucie'S surprise, her curiosity seemed to end 'there,

for she combated Lucie's desire to have the large

trunks brought upstairs and opened.

‘Let them wait till to-morrow. Your tmcle

will be cross when he comes back if he finds jou
haven't had an outing.'

And Lucie was nothing loath, for outside the

Lw-covered brick walls lay a new and intensely

interesting world.

Honoria's appearance when attired for the

excursion was a little staggering. Her curious

choice in indoor dress Lucie, even after making
all possible allowance for differences in countin’

and in personal taste, had been forced to con-

sider a trifle exaggerated. Honoria's outdoor garb,

she was bound to admit, was simply atrocious.

Somewhat to Lucie's relief, a long drab coat

adorned with a lace collar and large pearl buttons

served to conceal the light-blue velvet blouse

lavishly decorated with gilt braid which Honoria

had thought suitable for morning wear : but her

elaborately betucked fawn skirt was out of tone

vdth the coat, and she had donned a large

picture-hat laden with faded artificial flowers

and feathers, whose discouraged-looking plumes

bespoke past showers.

‘These things were all new at the January

sales : but, what with the rain and the dust,

things do get messed about in London in spring.

Don't last any time. I'm needing a new outfit,'

Honoria announced, surveying her figure in the

long mirror, and Lucie had not the hardihood

to contradict her.

Concluding that Honoria's eccentricity in matters

pertaining to costume must be due to the early

death of her mother, Lucie followed her cousin

downstairs, wondering as she went whether on
such short acquaintance she could venture to call

Honoria's attention to the fact that a portion of

her skirt-braid was trailing imtidily behind her.

*I'm afraid you'll trip, Honoria,' she hinted

diflidently. ‘A bit of your braid has got loose.'

• Oh, bother it I ' ejaculated Honoria, squatting

down on the step. ‘That braid's a nuisance.

It's always among my feet. Stop a minute and
1^11 pin it up.'

Waitiug on the stair while the slovenly Honoria

temporised with the refractory binding, Lucie's

attention was caught by a large portrait in a

heay\’ gilt name that decorated the landing. It

was that of a rubicund old gentleman in a

uniform which, though familiar, Litcie could not

class. A large brass helmet rested on a table

beside him.

‘Whose portrait is this?^ she asked.

Honoria glanced up from her labour of pinning

the braid. ‘ Oh, that ! He an uncle of pa's, a

colonel or something in the army.’

‘ Eeally ? ’ exclaimed Lucie, gintified at the

notion of being able to claim so reputable an
addition to her relatives. ‘Then he must be a

relation of mine too.’

i ‘Did I say pa’s? I meant ma’s. I always
muddle these old people up,’ said Honoria,

hastily correcting her slip. ‘He’s dead long ago,

at any rate.’

‘What regiment was he in?’

‘He was in the dragoons, or the marines, or

something like that,’ Honoria answered impar-

tially. ‘Ask pa. I always muddle them up.’

Honoria having called dov.n the kitchen-stairs

the information that they vrould return at half-

past one to limcheon, the cousins set off, and
Lucie breathed a freer air on the outer side of

the high i\w-clad garden wall.

‘"Who lives on either side of you?’ Lucie

asked, getting a glimpse through an open gate

of a pretty house with scarlet tulips flowering

in the plots. ‘The lady sitting at the 'vrindow

looks nice.’

‘You’d better ask me another,’ Honoria re-

torted crisply. ‘I don’t know the woman from

Adam. Yobody knows who their neighbours are

in London.’

An ‘Atlas’ Tus quickly deposited them at

Baker Street Station, whence a few steps taken

eastwards brought them to the door of the

famous establishment, vrhose fiag-crovned domes

were glittering alluringly in the sunshine.

Honoria had forgotten to bring a purse, so it

was Lucie’s pence that paid their ’bus fares, and

her shillings that gained them admission to the

great entrance-hall, whose magnitude and lansh

ornamentation filled Lucie with amazement that

such expenditure should he devoted to the em-

bellishment of a mere waxwork.

‘Huge? I should say so. We do things on a

large scale in London,’ said Honoria complacently.

‘ If Kitty saw us now,’ Lucie thought in serio-

comic pity for herself, ‘she would assuredly say

we were “ K,” and she ’d be right, too.’ To refer

to any one as ‘K’ was AOss Kitty Lorimer’s

phonetic way of hinting that they were common.

Frustrating Lucie’s vish to remain downstairs

to inspect the historical tableaux, Honoria, whose

sole desire was to revisit the room dedicated to

the memory of crimes, hurried her up the wide

staircase and through the first hall, where a hand

in fancy uniform was performing to inattentive

ears. In the adjoining gillery the figures standing

about the floor seemed unpleasantly lifelike, and

Lucie, to whom an exhibition of the kind was a

novelty, shrank from their proximity. She was

looking 'svith comparative pleasure at au elaborate

gi'oup representing a Presentation at Court when

Honoria, who was eager to reach what for her

Avas the only point of interest in the building,

draped her to the turnstile, where a further

payment of two of Lucie’s sixpences made them

free to feast upon the gruesome.

Lucie would gladly have lingered in the hall

devoted to the authentic relics of the great

Kapoleon ; but Honoria, hungry for sensation,

urged her to descend the dismal stair leading
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to the Chamber of Horrors, which a skilful de-

ficiency of light, a lavish use of iron gratings, and
an amazing collection of revolting detail rendered

worthy its designation.

Lucie’s courage failed as, in the wake of her

voluble cousin, she descended into the noisome

corridor. The x^ath was narrow. Nightmarish

figures in fusty raiment lurked in unexxDected

corners. Staring waxen faces peered from the

gloom. On the dungeon-like walls hung instru-

ments of the Inquisition and j^ictures of tortures

undepictable in wax. Beyond was a large room
crowded with effigies of criminals that, seen in

the, dim light, owned a terrifying actuality.

Close by the guillotine an official was giving a

group of lady-sightseers from the midland counties

a minute account—to a running commentary of

stifled shrieks from his auditors—of the terrible

fiasco attendant upon the first attemx)t at execu-

tion by electricity.

‘Here’s luck,’ whisx)ered Honoria. ‘We’ll

follow that man. He’ll tell us all about every-

body.’

But Lucie had fled. Haunted by a clammy
fear that one of these long-dead malefactors would

put forth a flaccid hand to grasp her as she

passed, she had flown wp the dark staircase, and
only breathed freely' when she found herself once

more among the faded mementoes of the fallen

Na^Doleon. And there Honoria, when she dis-

covered her visitor’s absence, at length found her.

‘What made you run away like that?' Missing

the best of it ! You are a silly!’ was Honoria’s

comment upon Lucie’s squeamishness.

Cold sirloin and cheese were on the dining-

room table when, half-an-liour late for luncheon,

they got home
;
and Uncle Andrew, im23atient at

the delay, awaited their return.

‘ Had you forgotten that your cousin wished

her bank -draft cashed to-day?’ he asked his

daughter sharply. ‘You forget that money matters

are important, and that time is valuable.’

At Mr Lorimer’s rebuke Honoria flushed hotly

beneath her rouge, but she kej)! silence. Lucie’s

conciliatory remark that she didn’t really need

tlie money, but that if he was in a hurry she

was ready to start at once, as she was not hungry,

soothed her uncle
;
and after a curtailed meal

they set off City-wards in a hansom.

When Lucie had cashed her draft and given

the proceeds into her uncle’s keeping, as her

father had arranged, she rejoiced at being quit of

the burden of its custody.

‘I feel it quite a relief to get rid of the re-

sponsibility of that money,’ she said, turning con-

fidentially to her uncle as, the business concluded,

they were driving back to St John’s Wood. ‘It’s

really awfully good of you to take care of it

for me.’

‘Oh, that’s all right,’ Mr Lorimer answered

shortly.

‘ It ’s just like imcle, not to care for' being

thanked for his kindness,’ Lucie thought with
gratitude, and tactfully led tbe conversation to

imx)ersonal subjects.

‘I was looking at that portrait on the landing

to-day. How brave the old gentleman must have
been to gain all these medals !

’ she said.

‘ Oh, the old Chief of the Eire-Brigade ? Yes,

fine old fellow he was’
‘ Eire Brigade ? Oh 1 of course, that explains

the brass helmet. But I thought—surely Honoria
told me he was a colonel in the dragoons’

She stox)ped, a little confused.

Mr Lorimer turned towards her, his manner
changed to one of extreme gravity. ‘ My dear

Lucie, I ought to have confided in you that poor

Honoria lacks the stability of character that I

would Avish her to possess. You may have

noticed that her memory is defective. As a

child she could not remember anything beyond

the sim^fiest lessons
; dates, arithmetic, were impos-

sible to her. We consulted many physicians, and
were led to believe that as she advanced in years

she would grow comx>letely out of it. But’

He broke off the sentence with a hopeless sigh,

and Lucie resolved that never again would she

pay the slightest attention to any discrepancy,

however glaring, in Honoria’s treatment of facts.

Honoria, already dressed for dinner in a yellow

chiffon evening -blouse, 'with a cluster of pink

artificial roses perched on one shoulder, awaited

their return. Her golden fringe was more obtru-

sive than ever
;
and Lucie mentally shuddered to

see that her evening-dress ended at the waist,

for with the gorgeous bodice she wore the tweed

skirt of the morning, the ragged x>iece of braid

broken loose from the confining pins, and again

trailing.

Dinner passed off pleasantly. The disagreeable

old woman was a fair cook, and Mr Lorimer

exerted himself to be attentive to his guest.

When they adjourned to the drawing-room he

X)roduced a chess-board and men, and, challenging

Lucie to a game, j)layed with such skill that she

felt as a child in his
.
hands.

,

Honoria, after yawning over a novelette for

half-an-hour, left the room and e'^ddently descended

to the basement to enter into argument with the

cook, for the sound of wrangling voices became

unxfieasantly audible. At the hint of interual

disturbance, Mr Lorimer fidgeted uneasily in his

chair.

‘Excuse me,’ he said, rising, after a moment of

indecision, and following his daughter. Apparently

he too had descended to the nether regions, for

with ' his departure, though the altercation did

not cease, the tones became lower, the voices

muffled.

To while away the time till her uncle’s return,

Lucie took a voyage of discovery round the room

in quest of something to read. Like the rest of

the house, the drawing-room was well, even taste-

fully, furnished
;
the few ornaments were of some
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value
;
but here also v^as the same lack of those

trifling knick-knacks whose presence goes so far

towards the humanising of a dwelling. The total

absence of books had dismayed Lucie, for at

Ingarangi they were all voracious novel-readers,

and the only literature she had seen since her

arrival on the previous day had been Mr
Lorimer’s newspaper and Honoria’s novelette.

The discovery of a tall old-fashioned bookcase

half-hidden in an alcove at the farther end of

the room promised relief. Tlirough the glass

doors slie could see that it was filled with

ponderous tomes. In Lucie Lorimer’s opinion

even serious reading was better than none
;
but

to her surprise, when she tried to get a volume,

sbe found that the door was locked and the key

absent.

^ How funny ! Uncle must be very proud of

his books if he keeps them locked up,’ she

thought, turning away empty-handed.

A glass case containing the stuffed remains of

a spaniel that bore a distinct resemblance to the

Angel as seen through the wrong end of a

telescope brought a vague reminiscence of home.

Tlie close scrutiny of a tiny ^fiate of tarnished

brass gave her the information that the occu-

pant’s name had been Tlossy, and that she had

died in 1897, aged nine years and three months.
' Lucie had returned to her inspection of the

books, and was wondering which of all the dull

volumes she would select, when Mr Loriiner

.appeared, apologising for his absence.

^Can you give me the key of the bookcase,

uncle ? ’ Lucie asked. ‘ I would like something to

read.’

With her words a fresh shadow fell upon

his careworn face. ‘ I ’m afraid I scarcely know
where the key is to-night. Will to-morrow do?’

he replied hesitatingly.

‘ Of course. To-morrow or any time will do

perfectly,’ Lucie hastened to assure him. ‘ What
a dear little dog this must have been ! I ’m sure

he was a great favourite with you all.’

^ Ah, yes ! Carlo was my poor wife’s dog

—

her constant companion. She was so grieved

when he died that she would never have another

pet.’

Tor a puzzled instant Lucie regarded her uncle

inquiringly, wondering if she had heard aright.

According to the tablet the dog was alive till 1897,

while Mrs Lorimer, she knew, had been dead for

many years. How, then, could Tlossy have been

a pet of hers? And he had called it Carlo, too.

Distrust awoke in Lucie for a brief moment;

but the memory of her uncle’s kindness kept her

loyal even in thought. He looked jaded and

tired, too—years older than he had done on

the previous day
;
and she sincerely pitied him

for having the soulless Honoria as mistress of

liis house. Deciding that her uncle had confused

the two dogs, Lucie set her mind at rest.

‘We won’t finish the game,’ she said, beginning

to put away the chess-men. ‘You have had a

busy day. You are tired.’

‘ And you must be tired too,’ he answered.

‘You can’t have got over the fatigue of the

voyage yet. If you ring your bedroom bell when
jmu’re in bed, Honoria will bring you up some

hot sherry. Ho. I insist upon your taking it.

It vnll do you good.’

Lucie had brushed out her hair before she

discovered that she had left her purse dovmstairs.

Slijoping on a dressing-govm, she decided to go in

search of it. Somehow she felt an unreasonable

distrust of the cook, and thought it safer to

secure her proj^erty before going to sleep. Honoria,

she knew, was a feather-brained creature
;
but in

her uncle, who, after all, was the most impor-

tant member of the household, she had com-

plete confidence.

She was almost certain she had left the purse

on the dining-room mantelpiece ;
so, lighting a

taper, she descended noiselessly to avoid disturbing

the family, and opened the door of that room.

To her amazement, the dining-room, which she

had expected to find dark and vacant, was brightly

lit, and by the fire, in communion with Mr
Lorimer and Miss Lorimer, sat the old cook.

At the unexpected appearance of their guest clad

in a white cambric dressing-gown, the father and

daughter looked up in blank astonishment, and

the cook, quitting her chair, slunk back into the

shadows.
‘ Come in, my dear,’ Mr Lorimer said pleasantly.

His surprise quickly vanished. ‘Poor Martha

has been distracted with toothache all day

—

I’m afraid the basement is rather damp at this

season—so I’ve just been giving her a note to

take to our dentist to-morrow.—There, cook
;
go

as early as possible to-morrow, and Mr Saunders

will soon put you all right.’ Muttering some-

thing that sounded like thanks, the old woman

slq^i^ed out of the room.

‘I left my purse here—I think it was on the

mantelpiece. I only came down to get it,’ Lucie

explained.

‘Yes, we found it. Honoria was going to bring

it up with the sherry Avhen you rang. I ’m afraid

you didn’t sleep well last night, and I wish you

to sleep specially soundly to-night.’

At her father’s words Honoria laughed again

that meaningless giggle which always provoked

Lucie to vT?atb.

‘ Here is your purse, Lucie,’ continued Mr
Lorimer. ‘If you live in London long you will

learn to be more careful of your money. All

places are not so honest as the Antipodes,

remember.’

Lucie was leaving the room with her recovered

purse when her uncle, who had quite regained

his spirits, launched the half-playful warning

;

and as the door closed behind her, Lucie, unless

she was greatly mistaken, heard Honoria laugh

again in the same foolish fashion.
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THE RESOHROES OF HEW G-HIHEA.
By a Pioneer.

HIS world lias' now but few sj)ots

where the foot of the intrepid

Briton has not trod
; for, fired

with the spirit of adventure, he
has forced his way into all the

waste and almost inaccessible parts

of the habitable globe.

Of recent years the famous goldfields of

Queensland and Victoria attracted daring men
from all lands, and were the lodestones of

humanity until the riches of the parched desert

of Western Australia were disclosed. The extra-

ordinary wealth of the Coolgardie and Kalgoorlie

fields held the world spell-bound for a season,

and then strange rumours began to circulate of

an ice-bound El Dorado in the Northern Hemi-
sphere. Soon the gold-craze caught on

;
and

when reports came from the frozen Yukon
Valley of fortunes made by no^dces in so many
minutes, there were but few indeed who were not

affected with the fortune-seeking fascination.

At present, however. New Guinea bids fair to

be the magnet. Of late the mainland and the

surrounding isles have been recei^dng much
attention from the Queensland Government, and

many sons of our great Austral land have already

gone to jDioneer and jDrospect in its dense trojhcal

forests and on its fire-tossing mountain-peaks.

For some time past gold and other minerals

have been found and worked systematically on

the various islands of the Louisiade, Woodlark,

and adjacent groups ; but only lately has the

teri’a incognita of the vast mainland shoum
samples of its golden wealth to the dauntless

Anglo-Saxon. There are several recognised fields

in the north-east of British New Guinea
;

but

the precious metal can be found in more or less

p)aying quantities in every river valley in the

interior. The chief workings at present are

on the head-waters of the Mambari, Giri, and

Kumusi Rivers
;
the tovmship (?) of Tamata being

the Dawson City of the whole. Rich ‘strikes^

have been made in the settlement and within

two days’ journey round about
;
but, owing to the

treachery of the natiA^es, only well-armed parties

of at least six men should prospect farther out.

The mountain-ranges are A*ery inaccessible
;
but

they are believed to contain lodes Avhich, Avhen

discovered, Avill proA^e to be the richest in the

AYorld. That there is good reason for this belief

is eAudent from the large size of the grains of

gold found in the sands of the riA^ers
;
and if

suitable means of Avorking their tremendous area

were adopted, these sources should themselves

increase the Avorld’s supply of gold to a con-

siderable extent. One party of four on the

Kumusi River made an average of five ounces

per day by simply Avashing tlie ‘dirt’ in

ordinary pans. This amount, the Avriter Avas

told, might have been doubled had it not been

that half their number had to be continually on
the AA^atch to prcA^ent surprise by the natiA^es, to

soj nothing of the extremities the
,

j^arty Avere

often reduced to for want of the necessaries of

life. The Avriter’s OAvn experiences on the Giri

and Mambari sands bear out the foregoing
;

and,

from personal knoAvledge of both Klondyke and
Ngav Guinea, he belicA^es that the grimly guarded

and feA^er-infested tro23ical island Avill ultimately

eclipse, as a gold-producing countiy, the great

frozen region Avithin the Arctic Circle.

The discovery of the Yodda Valley find—one

of the most famous ‘ strikes ’—ha2)pened in a

rather peculiar manner. A j)arty of tAventy

prospectors started to cross ovexdand from the

coast at Dyke Bay to the sources of the rivers

Mambari and Kumusi, their intention being to

open up a track Aviiich AA'ould avoid the deadly

feA^er-belt in the loAA^er reaches of these rivers.

The nath-es, hoAvever, seemed determined to pre-

A^ent them from succeeding, and by attacking them
openly in the day and stealing tlicir stores during

the night they generally contrived to giA^e the

adA^enturers a liard time. ]\Iany of the pioneers

gaA^e up the atteinjxt, and returned to the coast

;

AA’hile others fell Auctims to disease and the

treacher}^ of the natNes. At length only three

AA'ere left : Walker, an Australian Scot
;

CroAve,

an Irishman
;
and Stein, a German. They trirsted

entirely to a small compass for guidance, and

carried all their stores upon their backs. Day
by day they cut their Avay tlirough luxuriant

creeping foliage until at length they crossed the

last range and began descending its densely

Avooded slo]3es.

‘ Bhoys,’ said CroAA’e, ‘ if this ain’t the KumiLsi

at the fut, shure an’ our AA^oiA^es are as good as

AAudoAA^s.’

His comixanions agreed
;
but AA'hile Stein Avas

expressing his belief that it A\'as the riA^er

Kumusi, he tripjxed, and, falling foiuvard, dis-

a]3peared among the creepers.

‘Git up, Kaiser,’ said Walker. Receiving no

rei)ly, he began cutting the undergroAVth from

his feet
;

but he suddenly fell through the

brilliantly hued roof of a small gully Avhich Avas

completely coA^ered by an interlacement of foliage.

About tAA^enty feet beloA\^ he landed on another

dense bed of crecjxing A'^egetation that formed an

impenetrable netAA'ork about tAvo feet a1)OA'e the

gi’ound, but apjxarently unconnected Avith the earth.

Myriads of disturbed birds of paradise and gaudy-

plumaged parrots flitted about in the semi-darkness,

filling the air Avith their noisy chatteringB.
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Here A^alker could see no sign of his com-

panion
;

and, while he still endeavoured to gain
|

a firm footing on the springy network, the

Irishman came tumbling down beside him.

Crowe, with the usual Irishman’s luck, alighted

safely, and at once added his stentorian shout to

that of Walker, in the hope that Stein would

hear and respond ;
but the shrill cries of the

birds almost drowned their united efforts. At

length they heard a faint answering hallo, and

after much trouble, found their companion fas-

tened among some coiling creepers. In a manner

characteristic of most of his nationality, he had

fallen head-first, and, having broken through the

wild-vine entanglements, was resting on the sand

below. His feet were tightly entvdned, however,

and his struggles only served to bind him faster.

‘Here, me bhoy, catch hould ov me hand,’

said Crowe as they cut him out. ‘Wan would

think yez had slitruck gold by the way yez are

houldin’ that.’

‘Yell, vat vas it you call dat*?’ said Stein,

opening his hand and disclosing a two -ounce

water-worn nugget.

Walker and Crowe were both speechless mth
amazement, and Stein continued :

‘ I sees it ven

I fell, und could have got away den, but did not

vant to lose de place.’

Quickly recovering themselves, the men ener-

getically began cutting down the undergrowth,

and were rewarded by finding several promising

specimens lying on the surface. Next day, after

taking their bearings as carefully as the cir-

cumstances would permit, they continued their

journey, but made their route the bed of the

delightfully cool, covered waterway. Eventually

the small stream discharged itself into a larger

river
;
and, believing that its waters might con-

nect with the Kumusi, they cut a path through

the arbour and made a course do^vn the valley.

Two days later the writer and another

wlio had crossed overland from the Mambari met

them, and after hearing their story, decided to

go back with them.

The sands of that little stream were literally

golden, and life might have been ]Dleasant imder

that fiowery roof but for the tortures inflicted

by numerous insects and other varieties of pests.

Soon the ‘rush’ set in. How the news was

carried outside no man knows
;
but there was

plenty for all. Many nuggets were found, and

each man made his five ounces daily. At present

' the Yodda is one of the best-known centres in

New Guinea, and every miner in the ‘Adminis-

tration’ knows that there he can at least find

sufficient gold to provide liim with ‘tucker,’ even

although the prices are extraordinary.

Stores are brought to the various fields from

Samarai, the chief port, by coasting-steamer to

the mouths of the rivers, thence by oil-launches

as far as possible, and native carriers complete

the journey. The prices of all commodities at

the recognised centres are the same, ranging,

according to quantities on hand, from one-and-

sixpence to three shillings per pound. If they

have to be transported farther inland, however,

the wages of the native carriers must be added

to the prices given
;
the Warden of the District

seeing that each man employed is paid one

pound per month, with food. The Government

have now begun the construction of an overland

track from the coast ;
and when that is finished

the carriage of stores vdll be greatly facilitated.

At present the miner reaches the fields in the

same manner as the stores—if he is lucky
;
but

as the launches do not necessarily meet the

coasting-steamer, he is sometimes landed on the

beach, and, in preference to camping there, on

the chance of a launch arriving soon, generally

prefers to make his own track.

All old miners in New Guinea are impregnated

with quinine, that being the only safeguard

against the many fevers, &c., that attack all,

more or less. Australians, especially Queens-

landers, suffer less from the malarial climate than

others; but even Colonials only stay in the

country for a short time, and then go back to

their native state for a holiday.

Occasional steamers for Port Moresby and

Samarai connect with the British India Queens-

land fleet at Thursday Island, and a regular

line runs from Cooktovm, in Queensland, direct

to the two ports. The ‘possession’ is thus com-

paratively easy of access.

The natives of New Guinea, unlike the Austra-

lian aborigines, are fierce as well as treacherous,

and in some parts of the island head-hunting is

still carried on as a pastime ! There is an ex-

cellent police force, which somewhat controls the

natives, who have very good reason to fear and

respect the power of the authorities. However,

a party must always be on guard against

surprise and attack
;

but it is only when the

natives a^^pear very friendly that great danger

impends. Some men who have studied the

Papuan character get on well with the natives.

One of these men, a miner, remarked to the

vniter recently, ‘ The “ Paps ” are fairly intelli-

gent, and they never forget anything. That is

why they kill, I suppose ;
for they have many

grievances against the white man in general.’

‘ But how do you get along with them ? ’ the

miner was asked.

‘ Oh, I act square with them, and they do the

same with me.’

Acting ‘on the square’ is advisable at all

times ;
nevertheless the writer’s experience was

that a good rifle was a more reliable x^assport.

Gold is the chief attraction in New Guinea;

but other minerals abound, which may under

im^Droved conditions of transport in the interior

X)rove lucrative to work. Diamonds and rubies

have been found in tlie mountains, and speci-

mens of every known gem have been
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throughout the island by wandering prosjDectors,

who generally thought so little of their find that

they did not even carry the stones away. The

German portion of the island has not yet been

prospected to any extent, and its resources are

therefore i^ractically unknown. At least one

party crossed from the British into the German
territory, desjDite all efforts of the Queensland

police magistrate to sto23 them. Nothing more

was heard of them at Tamata
;
but some time ago

the writer, to his intense surprise, met the leader

of the party in Sydney. In recounting the ex-

periences of the part}^, he told a strange tale

of ironstone-capped lodes in the heart of the

mountains, and of irregular masses of gold found

ill the lava dejiosits of the volcanic interior.

The were then jireparing for a second

expedition, but, for obvious reasons, had to keep

the matter secret. They are jirobably in Kaiser

Wilhelm’s Land noAV !

Germans are numerous in British Hew Guinea,

preferring its free mining-laws to those per-

taining to jirospectors’ rights in their own great

district. The Germans are a fine class of

men, and make excellent comrades. Englishmen,

Scotsmen, and Irishmen, of course, are every-

where
;
but a strange fact is, that almost all the

ivardens and police magistrates in the ^possession’

speak with an accent that instantly suggests the

bonnie banks o’ Loch Lomond.

THE END OF THE CHASE.
PART II.

OHH STAGG could not sleep that

night. Though commonly a phleg-

matic man—forced to be so by cir-

cumstances, he would have said

—

the narrative of the young American

had moved him strongly. He lay

and re-pieced the story, balancing the j)roba-

bilities in favour of Mr Dallow’s escape and

against it.

Then little ^Margery—who always slept in her

parents’ room—must needs have a fit of restless-

ness, which ended in sobs.

‘It’s no use, Mary,’ said John Stagg at length.

‘I’m not in the humour for sleej). I expect the

child has caught it from me. I’ll see what a

cigar will do.’

He was not to be dissuaded, but went into the

lower room and lit the lamp. The stillness every-

where was intense, WrapjDed in his dressing-

govm, he gave himself up to tobacco. Under the

combined influences of this quietude, nicotine,

and his change of position, John Stagg was fast

succumbing to drowsiness when something made
him rouse himself. He undid the window and

opened it. Then he Avas sure. He could dis-

tinctly hear the tread of horses’ feet.

‘ It seems to me,’ he thought, ‘ that I ’m meant

to be the ^^L^ot of some drama.’ He looked uj)

and doAvn the street. Of course no one Avas to

be seen
;
the riders Avere still outside the village.

A cat slunk along betAA^een the Avhite houses.

The stars still domed the land.

' The sound drew nearer. John Stagg took up

a neAA^spaper and lit a fresh cigar. He could not

fail tilus to catch the eye of the travellers, Avho-

ever they might be. The thought came to him

that perhaps young DalloAV also might be aAvake

and listening to the footfalls. His AvindoAV Avas

Ausible, and John Stagg felt quite excited as he

glanced toAvards it noAv and again. HoAveA^'cr, no

light showed in it, and very soon voices pro-

claimed that the neAv-comers Avere in the street.

One of them Avas on a AvKite horse
;

it looked

like a in the gloom of the narroAv

thoroughfare. Then he heard the Avord ‘Iiiglese’

uttered very eagerly, and the other man exclaim,

‘ Ah !
’ eA' en more eagerly.

It occurred to John Stagg that he ought to

make his individuality more evident. As it Avas,

he might be shot at sight under a misconception.

They Avere almost beneath his AvindoAv noAV.

‘ IVlio are you, at such an hour ? ’ he inquired

in Italian, bending over the sill.

‘Are jmu Mr Stagg?’ came back the rejoinder.

‘Oh,’ said John Stagg, ‘you talk Engli.sh—do

you ? Who in the Avorld are you ?
’

The guide broke in :
‘ The signor is mad to find

a com^iatriot Avho has 2)receded him only to-day.’

‘Be so kind as to tell the beggar to hold Ids

tongue, Mr Stagg,’ exclaimed the other, Avith con-

siderable j)eremptoriness.

‘IVliat can I do for you?’ asked John Stagg,

paying no heed to these Avords. The half-

exjAected had already ha^^pened. A match had

just been struck in the young American’s room,

the AvindoAV of Avhich Avas 02)en.

‘ Pray God he does not shoAv his face !
’ thought

John Stagg.

But the neAv-comer AA^as noAV exifiaining matters.

‘ My business is most imiDortant,’ he s<xid. ‘ A j\Ir

Mackenzie DalloAV is supposed to haA^e passed through

this jfiace some time to-day—yesterda}^, I mean.’

‘Ah!’ thought John; ‘that simjfiifies the

situation.’

‘And,’ ]xroceeded the other, ‘it is an affair of

life and death that I catch him iq). Do you

hajxpen to liave seen him?’

‘Oh yes. A slight, dark folloAA’, looking as if

he Avere a bit AA^orricd ?
’

‘That’s the man. Which A\^ay has he gone?’

‘Ballao, I believe his guide said. Who are

you, if I may ask ?
’
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^A relatire of liis witli tlie same name/ was

the reply, without hesitation,

^Lie for lie!’ thought John Stagg.

^I’m afraid,’ he said, ‘I can’t offer to j)ut you
up for the night, and I know for a fact they

can’t do it at the inn either. There’s a festa

to-morrow, and a great crowd null be here.’

‘I’m going to push on at once. It null be

daybreak in a couple of hours. Much obliged

all the same.’

‘ Horses good ?
’

‘The best in Cagliari. They said they would

do sixty miles on end. My cousin has only one

man nuth him—hasn’t he?’

‘Only one, and a queer one at that. You’re

going into a rough country. Here
;

I expect

you’re thirst3^ Take this along with you.’

John Stagg had actually distinguished the

lineaments of 3^oung Dallow at the window.

Onl}' for a moment
; but then a man’s life may

be taken in even less than a moment. For the

American’s sake he slung his wine-gourd, ready

filled, through the window to the traveller
;

said

a brisk word^ or two to the disconsolate guide,

whom the prospect of farther journeying that night

did not please
;
and prepared to shut his window.

‘Must be off to bed,’ he said. ‘Hope you

won’t break 3'Our neck.’

‘Good-night, sir, and man}’ thanks.’

‘Good-night and good luck,’ said John Stagg. •

The horsemen gathered up their reins, and

clattered slowl}’ wj) the street towards the

Flumendosa and the mountains.

John Stagg did not move until the sound

the}^ made was lost in the distance. Then he

descended the stairs just as he was, and went out

into the street. That the American awaited him
he knew from the light still burning in his room.

Save these two, all San Yito continued asleep.

‘ Come down,’ said John Stagg to young Dallow,

whose face responded to a low call
;

‘ we must
talk this over.’

Young Dallow gripped his friend’s hand when
they met.

‘I heard ever^Tliing,’ he whispered. ‘How can

I thank you?’

‘By not thanking me at all. We’re only half-

wa}^ in the yet. You’ve got to stay here

with me a bit, Mr Dallow. It’s any odds those

two fools won’t get to Ballao a minute sooner

than 3'ou would even though you did not start

until four.’

‘Mr Stagg, do ^mu know what I did just

now ? The temptation was so almighty. I

covered Master Ernest with my revolver for the

best part of the time 3’ou were talking. And
yet I never intended to shoot.’

‘So I should hope. That would have been

destruction indeed.’

The two men stayed in John Stagg’s parlour

until half-past three. By then the American had

an inkling of what he too had escaped. His spirits

had revived wonderfully under the knowledge
that his enemy had overshot his mark, and that

he might once again glide free of him.

At half-past three John Stagg made his guest

lie dovm and sleep if he could. He himself

went out and knocked up the inn-folks. These

latter were delighted to be told that the American

gentleman would not, after all, want coffee at four

o’clock. But to Antonio Massa John Stagg had

much to say.

These two strolled up the road in the dawn-

light, with the river-mist thick over the middle

of the valley and the grass and i^rickly-pear

needles all diamonded with dew. Finally they

returned to the village, meeting the early field-

labourers, in blue cottons, with their implements

on their shoulders. Blackbirds were now carolling

gaily, and the red rim of the sun was just lifting

itself from the clouded crimson of the skyline

over the sea.

Five minutes afterwards Massa reappeared with

his horse. He was in so much of a hurry that

he did not even trouble to make a cigarette. He
set his sx^urs to the horse and fairly galloped

into the country.

Only when he had seen the man thus ride out

of the village did John Stagg seem satisfied.

Then he stole upstairs to bed, and was not long

in falling asleep). Mackenzie Dallow he left

slumbering on the sofa in the x)arlour.

The day that followed was an anxious one for

Mackenzie Dallow
;

also for Mr and Mrs Stagg.

But not so for little Margery, who was delighted

to find that the visitor had not run away in the

night, as she had been told he would, and. who
had in the afternoon the solemn pleasure of

watching the Sardes dance by the church door

in all their -braver}’ of coloured silks and tinkling

jewellery.

The young American had hard work to keep

himself from speeding back to Cagliari. He
trusted John Stagg, however, who assured him

that there was not one chance in ten of his

enemy’s sudden return to San Yito.

‘Wait a couple of days and let us see what

hajopens,’ said John Stagg, with a dry smile.

‘One has to become something of a consjurator

ill this dismal countr}^’

To Mackenzie Dallow, under the spell of new

hox)e that had come to him, Sardinia just then

did not axipear at all dismal. San Yito was like

a tuliji-bed as the x^easaiits flocked into it. The

sky was cloudless, and the river sjiarkled merrily

in its broad meadowy bed between the idllage

and the sea. The mountains inland looked lovely,

and the old castle of Chirra to the north, on its

rocky peak, gave yet another touch of romance

to the scene.

‘Ay,’ said John Stagg when the American

said a word or two on this score
;

‘ the more

romance the less comfort. That’s what I find.

But it’s no use growling.’
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Joliii Stagg carried his giiest off with him to

the mine at ten o’clock.

‘There are,’ he said on the way, ‘about a

hundred of these mysterious saints and saintesses

in the Sarde calendar outside Sundays, and the

fellows decline to work on any of such holy

days. I shall be lucky to catch my half-dozen

Italians there. They believe in nothing, and

would, if they dared, make a mock of the local

religion
;
but they ’re sadly outnumbered.’

Mackenzie Dallow enjoyed the ride greatly.

Yet he could not help now and again glancing

up the valley of the Flumendosa in the direc-

tion of Ballao. Ernest Carter-Johnson’s voice

of the 2Dast night inquiring for him still rang in

his ears. Also, he was not quite sure that John

Stagg was right in keeping him where he was.

They spent the whole of the day at the mine

until an hour before sunset. Little was doing

in the galleries ;
but the scenery of the savage

ravine of sheer red rocks, tufted with scrub

and flowers wherever there was a square yard of

grass, with a roaring stream in the hollow, and

the blue sky drawn over the recess like a ceiling,

was worth beholding. Dovm by the water were

three conical huts of tall sticks interwoven with

branches. In one of these they rested at noon,

when the heat was blistering, and ate collops of

wild-boar, bread, hard eggs, and fruit. Of wine

they had plenty, cooled in the stream. Afterwards

they lay on freshly-picked fern, and smoked and

talked, listening to the occasional crash of a pick-

on the iron surface of the hornblende. Once there

was a rustle among the sticks for fuel in front

of the hut, and a radiant snake moved thence

majestically towards a little thicket of asphodels.

‘ They ’d call this idleness in England, I sup-

pose,’ said John Stagg atone time. ‘But working

a concern that doesn’t pay leaves no gaps for

such fun as that.’

‘Then why do you not drop it, Mr Stagg?’

‘Because my Arm requires antimony, and must

have it. I ’m the backwater-man of the concern

—

the necessary evil,’ was the rather bitter reply.

‘If all goes well with me, and you ever come

to try your luck in Illinois,’ said young Dallow,

‘ I ’ll reckon it a real happiness to be of service to

you. It’s a duty besides, but that don’t count

when it’s a pleasure.’

‘Thank you. One never knows what’s going

to happen.’

The chief event that John Stagg waited for

that day in the Brekken, as the chasm was called,

did not happen at any rate. Antonio Massa’s

face came not into the ra^dne. The young

American, however, knew nothing in detail of

his friend’s plans, and he was quite glad when

the time came to ride back to San Vito.

This devout little village was now liappy over

its cups, roasted lambs, and what not. Laughter

echoed in its streets, and swarthy young men
in mournful black velvet (a remarkable contrast

to their resplendent sweethearts and sisters and

mothers) went to and fro twanging mandolines,

and singing gaily of the torments of the love-

stricken heart.

Margery Stagg had had a great time. She was

full of j)rattle about what she had seen in com-

pany with Celestina, the notary’s daughter, and

her mamma.
‘ VBiy did you not come wdth us. Signor

Americano?’ she asked Mackenzie Dallow, in her

pretty half-foreign way.

‘Because he had other fish to fry, my cliild,’

answered her father.

‘ But we, as well, have had fish—is it not so,

mamma?’ responded little Margery.

The American removed the child’s perplexity

vdth a kiss.

The night that followed passed quietly enough

for the Staggs and their guest, but not for San

Vito. Until two o’clock the worthy villagers and

their friends brawled in honour of San Efisio.

The next day the street was littered with bones,

which the village dogs gnawed and fought over

with great unction.

The Staggs were at breakfast when in came

Antonio Massa with a troubled face. He did not,

however, forget to pay his compliments to Mrs

Stagg. Then he set to and rattled off a narrative

that soon engrossed the attention of both John
' Stagg and his wife. Little Margery, too, showed

acute interest until she was sent away and the

door shut upon her. Mackenzie Dallow knew too

little Italian to follow the story ; but Mr and

Mrs Stagg’s ejaculations gradually excited him to

fever-point.

Then at length Massa paused, and with a

‘Many thanks!’ accepted John Stagg’s invitation

to help himself to the wine-flask on the table.

‘ This terrible, terrible coimtry !
’ lamented Mrs

Stagg, with ujDlifted hands.

John Stagg, however, seemed less concerned.

‘I’ll tell you about it when he has cleared

out,’ he said to young Dallow, nodding at the

guide. ‘ How soon would you like to set out

for Cagliari? In an hour?’

‘What do you advise?’

‘The sooner the better, most certainly.’

‘Well, then, Mr Stagg, let it be so, if you please.’

With a few words, Massa was despatched to the

inn stables to get the horses ready. Then Jolm

Stagg held out his hand to the American.

‘My dear boy, I thinlc you may be congratu-

lated. I assure you I had no idea it would

end like this ;
but as you are chief gainer—in

fact, I suppose the only one—I shall shed no

tears.’

‘But what is it aU about?’ asked the other

quite impatiently.

I ‘He is dead—that feUow who was after you.’

‘Dead!’

‘Ay, and buried. They don’t hurry over many

things here, but when a man dies they inter him
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^vitllout loss of time. But you ^11 like the whole

story, and there no time to Avaste.

‘As I suspected from the first when I saw in

what hands you were, there Avas a plot to kidnap

you up in the mountains, and hold jmu to ransom.

Adiat do you think I did? After your story, I

actually egged Massa on to it. It seemed to me
you couldn^t possibly better escape that felloAA"

than under the care of Yanin and his rascals.

And so they Avere to seize you a little short of

Armungia, between six and seA'en o’clock yester-

day morning. Roav a'ou see Avhat has happened.

Mr Carter-Johnson stole a march on you, and fell

A\'ith perfect neatness into the snare that AA'as laid

lor you. The Capo didn’t mind about the other

guide Avho Avas not Massa. He had four felloAvs

Avith liim, and they were all to close round the

two riders simultaneously. As it happened,

though—it being, as you see, merely a put-up

job—Yanin just stepped out by himself, Avith his

gun, Avhich he leA*elled as a mere matter of form

Avhen he cried Airesfate

!

Your coimtiymau,

Mr Dallow, Avas^ plainly a spirited fellow. He’

Avhipped out his revolver and coA^ered Yanin.

The next moment the other rascals came forAvard
;

two shots Avere heard—no one knows Avho fired

first, but of course it Avas Mr Carter-Johnson

—

and Yanin and the stranger both licked the dust.

‘That’s the tale Massa heard Avhen he came

across the rest of the gang, Avho had taken

smartly to their heels after burying their dead.

Yuth them, too, Avent Carter-Johnson’s guide,

afraid of the consequences of confessing such a

tale in Cagliari, I suppose. But our friend

Massa, it seems, AA'as not sure
;
and so he foUoAA'ed

their directions and made his AA'ay to the spot

AA'here the killing took place. The bodies Avere

there, sure enough, put in a rock cleft and hidden

by slabs and lumps of stone. That’s the lot. I

repeat, I congratulate you. No carabinieri were

about
; the eagles and larks Avere the only AAut-

nesses of the meeting, and neither his guide nor

those rascals Avill breathe a Avord about it. Mr
Carter-Johnson has disappeared, and that’s all

about him that can be said.’

‘ Poor chap !
’ said young DalloAA".

‘One thing I can do,’ proceeded John Stagg,

‘and if you like I AAdll do it. I’ll Avrite to his

father at Stanton, and tell him the rumour I

liaA'e heard, strongly advising him, hoAveA^er,

about the uselessness of making inquiries.’

‘For my sake, I reckon, Mr Stagg?’

‘Y’'ell, 3'es.’

‘I’m indebted to 3'ou for life, and there’s no

question about it,’ exclaimed A'oung DalloAA'. ‘ But

I feel like getting home and telling poor old

Carter-Johnson the AAdiole story from beginning

to end. He ’s a man AA'ith a square mind
; and

there ’s this in it—he and Ernest Avere always

quarrelling. AiiA-AAvay, that’s AA'hat I’ll do, for I

do so long to get home. I’ll take my chance. I

shall feel the easier for it, too.’

John Stagg reflected a little, and then said,

‘Perhaps a'ou are right. I’m a reference, 3'ou

knoAv, and can serA'e you as such. By Jove

!

here’s Massa already.’

‘The horses are outside, signor,’ said the guide.

Fh'e minutes later Mackenzie DalloAv gripped

John Stagg’s hand again as he sat in the saddle.

‘I shall neA'er forget you, sir,’ he said, almost

tremulously.

‘Oh,’ replied John Stagg, ‘that’s all right.

One gets so confoundedly roughened in exile like

this. Yush we could haA'e giA^en a'ou a better

time. Good-bA'e, and a pleasant ioiu'ney home to

the States!’

DR FIRSEN'S RED-ROOM CURE.
'jT is the fashion just iioav on the Con-

tinent to accuse us, as a nation, of

falling behind in the race. Neither

Avith our heads nor A'et Avith our

hands do Ave Avork so aa'cII as Ave

used to do, Ave are roundR told

on all occasions. Tfe are all more or less in a state

or decadence, if our foreign critics are to be relied

on : but none of tts liaA’e fallen quite so low, it

seems, as those of us avIio are doctors. RightlA*

or AvronglA’, the oj^inion certainh’ j)reA'ails abroad

that English medical men are not iioaa', as they

Avere in former daA's, the first in the Avorld

;

that theA' are in inanA’ respects inferior not only

to the Frenchman and the German, but eA'en to

the Austrian and the Dane. The English doctors

are openh' scoffed at in Fiunce and Germany for

their unscientific methods and antediluA'ian waA's

;

tlieA' are taunted Avith haA'ing gone to sleep some

twenty or more years ago, and Avith haA'ing neA'er

learnt anA'thing since. And as a proof that this

is the case—one proof among a legion—foreign

medical men point to the fact that, although

more than ten A'ears haA'e noAv elapsed since Dr
Finsen made the discoA'ery on AA'liich his neAv

treatment for smallpox is foimded, that treatment

has neA'er yet had a trial in England. It is eA'en

asserted that the cure for lupus, Avhich Dr Finsen

also discovered, Avould not haA'e been tried in

Britain for many A'ears to come had not Queen

Alexandra taken the initiatiA'e by proA'iding the

London Hos])ital Avith the necessary appamtus.

That the neAv treatment for smallpox should not

yet haA'e been tried in this coimtry is certainly

remarkable, the more so seeing that it has already

been tested in almost eveiy other countrv in

Europe—including Ireland—and alAvays Avith suc-

cess. MoreoA'er, the experiment Avoidd involve an

expenditure of only a feAv shillings, and no risk

AvhateA'er
;
for even those AA'ho haA'e least faith in
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Dr Finseii’s system of treatment admit that, if it

does no good to the patients to whom it is

applied, it cannot possibly do them any harm.

They admit, too—and for women, at any rate,

this is a matter of paramount importance—that

it may and probably does prevent disfigurement.

Then the treatment has another great recom-

mendation : it is so simple that even the ‘ man
in the street^ can understand its why and where-

fore
;
and it can be carried out by any fairly

intelligent person, even though quite untrained

in nursing, providing he or she be willing to

take a certain amount of trouble and do exactly

as ordered. It can be adopted in any little

cottage home just as well as in a great hospital,

in the wilds of Cumberland just as easily as in

London. Thus any countiy practitioner may, if

he chooses, give the red-room cure a trial, and
judge for himself as to its merits or its defects.

If, in a rural district beyond the reach of a

hos^^ital, a doctor should find himself called upon
to cope with a case of smallpox, the first thing

to be done, if he wishes to try the effect of the

Einsen treatment on his patient, would be to

become temporarily an upholsterer. The sick-

room must, without a moment’s delay, be draped

entirely with red. Eed curtains must be hung
before the windows, before the doors,’ before every

little crevice through which a ray of light could

possibly penetrate
;
even the doors and windows

of the passage or corridor into which the door

of the sickroom opens must all have their red

curtains
;
and any lamp or candle brought within

range of the ^Datient must also be covered with

a thick red shade. In fact, the place must be

transformed into a ‘ red room
;

’ and when once

it is red, and the nurse has been made to

realise the importance of keeping it red, the

doctor’s chief work is done so far as the ex-

periment is concerned. All that remains for him
to do is to watch his jDatient, and, as the

necessity arises, to give the remedies usually

prescribed in such cases.

Dr Einsen holds that no ray of light should

ever be allowed to fall on a smallpox patient

unless it has passed through something red ; and

his ‘cure’ consists in confining sufferers from this

disease in rooms from which all light, excepting

red light, is carefully excluded. This is the

beginning and end of the treatment he recom-

mends
;

and it certainly would be difficult to

conceive of anything more simple. Its very sim-

plicity, indeed, is probably one of the reasons

why it has not yet found acceptance among us
;

for we are all more or less Naamans. Still,

simple though it be, its efficacy can no longer be

doubted ;
for in no single case wliere it has been

tried—and it has been tried in hundreds of

cases—-has the patient died
;

in no single case

has the jDatient had the disease severely, nor lias

it disfigured him. This is a point on which

Continental doctors are practically all agreed.

Dr Einsen has scientific reasons for his cure :

it was after years of ceaseless work—hard study,

minute investigations, experiments without end
—that he made the discovery on which it is

founded. Before he turned his attention to the

subject it was already well known that light is

injurious to small^mx patients. Again and again

the fact had been established that in cases of

smallj)Ox light acts as an irritant
;

that it in-

creases the inflammation of the skin and causes

suppuration, thus adding, of course, to the fever

attendant on the disease. The experiment had
also been tried repeatedly of keeping smallpox

patients in dark rooms
;

but this had always

jmoved a failure, as the depression entailed by
being forced to pass, their days in darkness did

more harm to the patients mentally than their

security from the irritating effects of light did

them good physically. What Dr Einsen set him-

self to do, therefore, was to devise some means of

guarding persons having smallpox from the in-

jurious action of light without entirely depriving

them of light. In the course of his investigations

he discovered—and an all-important discovery

it has proved—that the harm done in such cases

is done not by light, but by certain of the rays

that go to make up light
;

that it is not light

itself that acts as an irritant, in fact, but only the

chemical rays in light—that is, the blue, violet, and

ultra-violet rays. By a series of experiments, he

obtained proof that if the chemical rays of light

are intercej)ted, the remaining rays are innocuous,

and that a smallpox patient may be exjmsed to

them the whole day long without evil conse-

quences. Thus, instead of excluding all light

from the room in which the patient is lying,

it is the chemical rays alone that need to be

excluded. If this be done the sufferer is prac-

tically secure from all danger of having the

disease severely. Dr Einsen lost no time in

demonstrating that this can be accomplished quite

easily
;

for, as blue, 'suolet, and iiltra-^dolet rays

of light cannot pass through anything red, they

cannot, of course, enter a red room. Once in a

red room, therefore, the patient is safe from their

pernicious influence.

It is interesting to note that already in

England in the fourteenth century the merits of

the red cure—as we call it—for small2:)0x were

knoAvn. John Gaddesden, a physician, born about

1280, attended a son of Edward I. in the small-

pox, Avrapped him in scarlet cloth, in a bed

and room AA’itli scarlet hangings. The mother of

Lady Pleasance Smith (1773-1877) AA'as treated

for smallpox by being Avtapped in scarlet flannel

and kept in a heated room Avitliout fresh air.

Certain Italian doctors used to prescribe for their

patients precisely the same treatment as Dr
Einsen prescribes for his—the red-room treat-

ment. This is the more curious as it is ex-

tremely improbable that these doctors Avere

acquainted Avith the scientific facte on A\diich
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ii is b:ised. So far as is knov,*!!, indeed; iliev
|
and of working tlieir cures—that they did work

gttve no reason whatever, although no doubt they
|

cures was not denied—by his aid. Even the

had one. for insisting that their patients should
|

Church entered the lists against these triers of

at the hi'st sign of the fell disease betake them-
|

unholy experhnenrs : and at- length tliey saw

selves to red rooms. The consequence was. they
|

themselves forced, under pain of losing then*

were accused of being in league with the devH. 1
patients, to close theii* red rooms.

THE HIXG EXP LOBES.
[Copyright 1CK)2 by Eobert Barr in E.S.A.]

iv._the KIXG
HE girl; who saw few in her fathers

castle to be compared with those

vrhom she snimosed to be mere

TOitors at Dunvegan. was at hrst

equally cha.rming to each. A yo'onger

sister Wiis her almost constamt com-

panion. which was very well at hrst; hut latterly

becaane irksome to both the suitors. Ocea.sionally.

however, one James or the other saw her alone,

and made the most of the opportunity presented :

but the King soon found himself tremendously

handicapped in the matter of language. The

young lady possessed a keen sense of humour,

and this., vrith the ever-present knowledge that

her English was not that of the schools, made
her loath to adventure in that tongue before one

accustomed to its polished tise. This same sense

of humour vras equally embarrassing when the

King madly intricacies and

ambushes oi the GaeEc. His klajesty was

brave enough for anything, and did not hesitate,

its a forlorn hope, to cadi his seamt knowledge

of the Gaelic to his aid : but even he could

see that the result was invariably unhappy,

for although the girl used every endeavoiu' to

reta.in her composure, there were times when
some unfortunate plirase made her slight fnime

quiver with suppressed merriment, and no one

knew better than the bamed King that laughter

banishes sentiment. The serious Brighlauder. not

less manly and ha.ndsome than his competitor;

Yra.s gifted with an immeasurable advantage in

his familiiirity with every jCnase and iniiection

of his native vernacular. In his despair the

King struck np a close friendshij> Avith Donald,

the second son of the Zdacleod, the elder son

being absent on some foray or expedition
; and

His Majesty put forth a fiuntic eiiort to learn

the only speech with vrhich his new comrade

AAVis equipped. But this race agjiinst time g:tve

Macdonald long and uiiinterru2:>ied conferences

nith his inamoiuta, a.nd the King saAv, too late,

the futility of his endeavour. It might have

beeu wiser if he had taken his lessons from the

girl herself instead of from her brother : hut His

Majesty Wiis more proncient- in teaching than in

learning from the fair sex. He had come to the

conclusion that Iris uninteresting rimhles with

Doiuild were not likely to further his quest, aaid

SAILS— [Concl udcd).

was sitting in his room cogitating upon some

neAv method of attack, Avhen Macdonald hurst

into the apartment Avith raMant face. The King

looked vi-p at his A'isitor vriih no great good-

nature, and said sharply :

•MAH. Avhat is itr

‘Your Majesty,' cried Macdonald jiibriantly, M
think I haA'e found a method of escape, and that

AArithout in any way impugning our pledges.'

‘ Oh, is that all
'(

'

said the King, Avirh the

air of snubbing too enthusiastic a coiu’tier. M
thought the house was on nre.*

'And I thought, yo*ar Majesty.' retimied

Macdonald; Ahat this subject Avas eA'er upper-

most in your mind.*

The King rested his closed iist on his hip,

leant ills head a little to one side, and

:
examined his rival critically.

‘TThy have you retuimed so unexpectedly to

the phmse *'youi' Majesty 'A'

'

'Because, youi' Majesty.' answered Macdonald,

I
laughing, 'the jriiirase ‘‘Goodman of Ballengeich

! no longer matters,'

A do not understand you.*

Mr is to make myself understood that I have

come so hurriedly. I beg, then, to inform your

Majesty that Miss Macleod has consented to

become my AAdfe. I haA'e spoken to her father,

AA'ho has someAAmat grudgingly and concdtionally

giA'cii his consent. It occ'orreci to me that if I

Avedded tlie daughter of yo'ar jailer I might haA'e

enottgh inli'aence aa'I'A the family to secrtre yo'ur

Majestws relea.se.'

M haA'e no do'iiDt,' said the King, 'mat this

AA'as yoiu' object from the beginning. And so

you have exchanged a temporary jailer for one

that AA'ill last you all your life E
The Higlriander knit his bro'w c.nid compressed

his lips, as if to hold back some retort Avliieh

later he might regret. There aalis a momenrs

constmined silence ; then the King nung oS* Ms
ilhhumoui’ as if it Avere a oloa.k.

‘PorgiA'e me, Jamie,' lie cTicd. springing to

his feet. 'Eorgive the Avounded A'iiniry of the

A'iUiquished.*

He extended his hand impetuously, AA'hich the

other gr.isped Avith eager coi'diality.

'Jmirie, my lad, you Avere righu The Ctoaa'h

Aveiglis lieaA'T Avlien it is ihrcAvn into the scales

:
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but witli tins lassie I well believe it would have
made not an ounce of difference. Let the best

man win, say I
; and you ’re ’ the victor, so you

have my warmest congratulation. Still, Jamie,

you must admit that the Gaelic is the cursedest

lingo ever a poor Lowland-bred man tried to

get his tongue round. So now, you see, Jamie,
we are even again. You think the Grown de-

feated you at Stirling, and I hold the language
defeated me in Skye

;
thus we are both able to

retain a good opinion of ourselves, which is the

splendid privilege of every Scotchman to hold.

Your bravery deserves success, for it requires

some courage to face your future father-in-law.

"^Yliat did the old curmudgeon say ?
’

‘He gave little indication of pleasure or the

reverse. He offered me my liberty, now that I

had pledged it in another direction
;

but he
refused to release you, so I declined' to accejDt

his clemency.’

‘ Then 2ny proposed rescue must await the

marriage ceremony ?
’

‘ jSTot so. I have a more immediate and

practical remedy. You have not forgotten the

twenty-six-oared barge which the Macleod was to

keep for the King, and which Malcolm Macleod

built for him ?
’

‘It is not very likely, wlien I issued a pro-

clamation commending Malcolm as the greatest

shipbuilder in the world.’

‘ Well, Malcolm has arrived at Dunvegan to

receive into his oyui hands once more that same
proclamation. I asked him, in the Macleod’s own
presence, if the fleet still lingered in Torridon

Bay, and he answered that it did. Macleod

pricked up his' ears at this, and thinking he

was to get some information, now that I pro-

jDOsed myself as a member of his family, inquired

if I knew why it lingered so long. I said I had

a suspicion of the cause. If Malcolm had not

replied to the King’s proclamation it was natural

that the fleet would wait until he did. Old

Alexander and Malcolm seemed surprised that

a response was expected, Malcolm being but a

simple yeoman. However, we wrote out a cour-

teous reply to the King in Gaelic, and Malcolm

is to send it to the fleet as soon as he returns to

the northern coast.’

‘ I don’t see how that is to help us,’ demurred

His Majesty.

‘Here is my proposal. If you will now write

out an order to the admiral to come for

you with the whole fleet to Dunvegaii Castle,

I will ride part of the way home with Malcolm.

I will suggest to him at parting that perhaps

none of the officers of the fleet understand Gaelic,

or at least tliat none can read it, so I will fasten

your letter to the other document, and tell

Malcolm it is a translation of his Gaelic effusion.

Neither Malcolm nor any of his friends at the

port can read English
;
and, as he is a simple-

minded man, it is not likely that he will return

and allow the laird a perusal. So in that way
we may get word to the fleet. Even if the letter

is discovered, you will not have broken your
word, for yow promised only not to communicate
with Stirling.’

The King j)vonounced the device a feasible one,

and set at once to the writiiig of the letter.

Macdonald succeeded in getting the unsuspicious

Malcolm to take charge of the siq>posed English

version of his note, and the King was left to

await the result with whatever i)‘'^tiGnce was
vouchsafed liim. Tlie island had suddenly lost

all interest for him, and he fervently wished
himself safel}^ in Stirling once more. He compli-

mented the girl on the excellent choice she had
made, and she returned his compliment laugh-

ingly in Gaelic, glancing timidly at ]\Iacdonald as

she asked liim to be her inter
2)reter.

Two or three days later there was a commotion
in the castle. The guards on the western head-

lands reported the approach of numerous ships,

and by-and-by from the castle walls itself the

fleet could be seen sailing slowly up Loch Eollart.

For the first time since tliey had known him,

lines of deej) anxiety inarked the frowiiing brov'

of Macleod as he stood gazing at the approaching

vessels. Here were ^dsitors whom, if they proved

not to liis liking, he could not threaten with the

dungeons of Dunvegan.
‘ Y^iat do you make of this, Macdonald ? ’ said

the chieftain, turning to his future son-in-law,

as if already he looked to him for sup23orb and
counsel.

Macdonald shook liis head, in s^^ite of the fact

that his wife who was to be stood very close to him.

‘All negotiations have been carried on by my
friend here, and so to him I must refer you. He
is the leader of our expedition of two.’

During his brief acquaintance Llacleod had but

tliinly veiled his dislike of the Lo^vlander, who
had always ventured to speak with him in a

free-and-easy manner to which he Avas unaccus-

tomed. Instead, then, of addressing his question

to the other, he returned to his occiq^ation of

Avatching the slii2)s manoeuvring in the loch

before him. His air of expectancy seemed to

indicate that he thought the usual glibness ex-

hibited by the man at his right AA^ould bring

forth some sort of explanation
;

but the King

stood as silent as himself, his eyes fixed on ' the

fleet. One by one the shi2)s came to anchor, and

even an amateur in the art of naAM AA^arfare

could see by the 2)rotruding guns that they AA^ere

2)re2)ared for action.

Macleod could restrain his impatience no

longer
;

so, Avithout glancing at his visitor, he said :

‘Perhaps you, sir, can tell me the purport of

all this dis^ffayl’

‘ Assuredly,’ ansAv^ered the King, Avith a trace

of sternness in his tone that had hitherto been

absent in his conAverse AAuth his jailer. ‘ The

fleet comes at the command of the King to take
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away your prisoners n nniiarmel. or to oatter

do^TiL your casile if tney have been molested.'

*1 suppose, tnen, I snoiild be tbankful they

are unnarmed 1
'

•You bave reason,' said the King shortly.

* His Hajesrv- must set great value on your

heads if he sends his vhole Seet to succour you.'

•He does.'

*Hov>’ did he know you were here if you did

not break your parole and communicate with

Stirling 1

'

•The King knows there is more going on in

Skye than the making of strong drink. I did

not break my parole : neither did hlacdonald.’

‘In spite of vrhat you said to me, you must

have told the King before you left Stirling where

you were going.'

‘I did not.'

‘Then word must have been brought to him
from Skye?'

‘It was not.'

‘ In that case, the only conclusion I can come to

is that the King is imaware of your presence here.'

‘He is well aware of it'

‘Yon speak in riddles, my friend. However, I

had no real vdsh to detain you, and you might

liave gone where you pleased any time this fort-

night or more.'

‘ So you say now.'

‘ It 's true enough : and if you wish to go to

the fleet, one of my boats will be ready to carry

you the moment you give the order. I told you

the first day that if you were a friend of the

Kings, or an emissary of' his, you could go on

your way unchecked.—Did I not, ^Macdonald?'

‘You said something of that sort, sir.'

‘You denied being a friend of the King's,' per-

sisted Macleod, ‘and said you were but a small

farmer near Stirling.'

‘I deny yet that I am a friend of the King's.

On the contrary, I don't mind confessing to you
that I am the greatest enemy he has in the

world, and it's well he knows it'

‘You amaze me. Then you do not wish to go

to the fleet?*

‘ On the contrary, I do : and I ask you to

order a suitable boat for me,^

‘ You shall have the best boat in my possession,'

said Macleod, lea^dng them for a moment to give

his orders.

In a short time a large boat vdth ten oarsmen
was waiting at the landing.

‘They are ready for you,' said Hacleod, with
an eftbrt at geniality which gave a most sinister

effect to his face. ‘I am sorry to bid you good-

bye
;
but I hope you bear away ^dth you no ill-

will against D unvegan.'*

‘Sir,^ said the King, ignoring his compliments,

‘that boat will not do for me.'

‘ It is the best I have,* said Macleod, looking at

his truculent guest with new anxiety.

‘ The boat you must bring to the landing

( is the twenty-six-oared barge which Malcolm

I
Macleod 'built so well.'

I

The Macleo-d stepped back two paces.

I
-'That boat is for the King,' he said in a voice

I
scarcely above a whisper.

;

‘ Yes, it is for the King
;

therefore the King

I
demands it. Give the order instantly that it be

i brought to the landing, vrell manned vrith twenty-

i
six rowers.'

i
AR colour left Macleod's face. His next words

I were to Macdonald,

j ‘Is this true?' he said.

‘ Yes,' ansvoered Macdonald ;
‘ it is true.*

The girl, with eyes distended with fear, clutched

the arm of her lover : even she knew this was a

case for the headsman. But Macleod. vrith not a

quiver in his voice, called dov-m to his followers :

‘Bring roimd the Kings barge, and see it is

well manned. I myself will take the rudder.'

The stem face of the King relaxed as he saw

this chieftain stand straighter than ever, ready to

take on his head whatever might befall.

The girl impetuously flung herself at the Kings
feet, and in her excitement forgetting the limita-

tions of his learning, she poured forth a plea for

her father in Gaelic. The King smiled as he

stooped and- raised the suppliant

‘My dear,’ he said, ‘I shall never hear that

language without thinking of you and of inv

o^vn discomfiture. If it were not that Macdonald
stands there with a dour Highland look on his

face, it is I would kneel at your feet. Your
father is to come with me to Stirling, for I have

said he should, and I must keep my word with

myself as weU. as I have kept it vith him. Do
not draw away your hand in spite of Macdonald's

scowls, for I have this to promise you. If you
and he will accompany us to Stirling I pledge to

you the Kings word that I shall grant you what-

ever you ask. So you see you need have no fear

for your father's safety.^

So saying, the King, with that courtly manner
which so well became bim, gave the hand of the

girl into that of Macdonald.

Thus it came about that the Macleod took a

voyage he had not intended, and. came so un-

scathed from it that he long outlived the man
who was the cause of his journey.

THE DEAD BOSE.

Yithix a book of old-time ballads laid :

This dead rose of a summer long gone by
Once glowed its red heart to the morning sky

;

Amid its happy leaves the zephyrs played.

Still in its withered heart it doth enclose

Long dreams of summer in a silence deep,

As in the souls of lovers long asleep

Lie golden thoughts iindimmed by Deatlfls repose.

And here it marks a little song of tears

That some poor lover wept o’er, long ago,

AYliere lies Love’s tender fantasy and woe,
Wrapt in the music of departed years.

SIariox W. Sihpson.
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THE OIL-RIVEHS IN WEST AFEICA.
By Biciiard Tiiiksk.

IN TAVO rARTS.—TAUT 1.

EECENT Avriter has designated

Africa ‘ The Magnetic Continent.’

Africa—eA^en the unhealthy regions

—it may truly he said, more com-

pletely captwates the imagination

of the tiweller and trader than any

other continent
;
and the attraction cannot be ex-

plained aAvay. EA^en in later years a longing is

frequently and quite unexpectedly' experienced to

rcAusit the scenes of youthful sojourn in these

A^ast territories.

If the reader Avill take his map of Africa

and glance doAAm the Avestern seaboard of that

pear-shaped continent, Avith its suggestion of top-

lieaAuness, to Avhere the coast-line,- suddenly di2)ping

eastAvard, forms the Gulf of Guinea, he may be

able to folloAV this article with deeper interest.

Within the guK lie our West African possessions,

uniA^ersally, though inaccurately, designated the

Gold Coast. Eecent troubles and other influences

AAdiich haA^e kept this region prominently before

the inibEc may account for the mistake. As a

matter of fact, German and French territory

seiiarate the Gold Coast from our more iinporbint

possession, Nigeria, Avith its seaboard partly in

the Bight of Benin and partly in the Bight of

Biafra. It is Avith the latter, east of the Niger,

that Ave AAuU deal
;
but by Avay of introduction

Ave noAV briefly refer to

THE GOLD COAST.

This possession is not the El Dorado its name

might imply. Though gold is found in consider-

able quantities, the Gold Coast cannot be coiiij)ar(;d

to the more auriferous lands of the south. The

natwes usually proceed to the favourite gold-

hunting districts soon after the rainy season.

Though occasionally a goodly .sized nugget gladdims

the heart of tlie dusky enthusiasts, they have for

the most part to be content Avith tlie dust which

they recoA^er from the beds of the river.s and

creeks with the old-fusliioued cradle and l>asket.

Euro2)eans have from time to titne made attempis

to extract the gold ))y mining and ci’u.^hlng ; but

the unhealtliy climate ])revont.s any great success

attending their elforLs. A recently formed conu

2)any has Euro[)can workmen now on the ground.

Let it be ho[)ed they will not share the fain of

some Cornish miners who wind- to work w. mine at

Axim : of some si.Kteen or twtmty men, only a few

returned after six montli.s’ residence, in tlui phici',

tlie remainder having succumbed to the ravages

of the deadly malarial-fever. Jksiutiful stones,

called by the natives ‘moonstones,’ which sell for

their Aveight in gold, a.re found in the iMountain.s

of the !M.oon on the hinterland of Ash/niti
;
but

as yet there is littlii or no tr/ule. done, in these.

The e.xport of mahogany and rubber is considerable,

and tlie collecting and prejiaring of it for the

traders forms the staj)le industi'y. In the larger

toAvns, .such as (jape (joast ('asl.le and Accra, the

native goldsmith ma.y In* .seen at work: chasing

signs of the zodiac on ring.s, lu’acelets, and neck-

lace.s, and working designs in liligree in gold

which will comj)are with most Jhtropean ju'oducts.

From this coast traders on the Oiblviviu'S and

on the .south-west coast get their coopers and

carjienters.

'I’he G(dd Coast, though a British colony, is not

quite ‘ Anglici.sed completely.’ I’olyga.my is conn

mon, and the Government oHicials, though ijUite

cognisant of the practice, seldom troulde thmuselves.

In Accra, Avhen a girl arrives at a marriageable

age .she lias to submit herself to a somewhat

curious ceremony. A gaudily (lr(^ssed retinue i>f

old and young women parade her through the

principal streets, then down to the be/ich. Arrived

there, the girl is nudrerwed and wades some little

distance into the AVater. Her atUmdauts pelt lun'

Avith Avet .sand until she is literally covered, and

then one of the older Avomen dips. Iicr lut(» the

sea until all the sand has dis;appearcd. Alte-/
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she has been baptised and her clothing readjusted,

the processionists march her home again ; and

they, ill return for their sendees, are entertained

at her house.

A JOTJEh’EY UP THE OIL-EIYERS.

The consolidation and opening up of Xigeria is

a triumph of private enterprise—a triiunph shared

in common by the promoters who have success-

fully exploited the Oil-Eivers, which in reality

form the south-east corner of Xigeria. Formerly

the outlets of these rivers were the strongholds of

Portuguese and other slavers
;
hence the reason

why it is sometimes spoken of as the Slave

Coast. Xow, however, the only remaining traces

of these adventurers are to be foimd in a few of

the place-names.

As their collective name implies, these rivers

—

the Bonny, the Calabar, the Opobo, &c.—are the

natural highways of the palm-oil trade. So far

they have not been explored to their sources,

and there is doubt as to whether some of them

should be designated as rivers or merely as outlets

forming the Xiger delta. Their waters are of a

dark, muddy colour, due no doubt to the constant

traffic, and to the decayed vegetable matter con-

tinually carried down, which exhales an unbear-

able effluvium as it lies on the mud-banks which

the tides leave high and dry, where the natives,

old and young, delight to disport themselves.

The lower reaches of the rivers are very unhealthy

in consecpience of the mangrove swamps and

impenetrable bush
;
but as the traveller proceeds

higher up, the prospect becomes more and more
fascinating : vegetation becomes more luxuriant

;

wild-dates, pine-apples, oranges, ground-nuts, and
the like grow wHd on the sandy soil

; feathery-

leaved palms and trees of various descriptions line

the banks. From the fact that in many places

these trees are grouped together in rows, some
travellers have exjDressed an opinion that they

liave at one time or other been jdanted by
design

;
but the native footpaths more than any-

thing else may account for the regularity, since

on the approaches to market-places these lines

of trees gradually widen out into natural domed
avenues.

a\iter one has endured the languor of an African
sun, few things are more refreshing than a night-

journey by canoe up one of the niunerous tributaries

or creeks. There is a sense of stately, lonely

grandeur that cannot fail to impress even the

most stolid natme. The weird song of the canoe-

‘boys* echoing from bank to bank until it is lost

among the trees overhead, and the cool land-breeze

rustling among the leaves and wafting the perfume
of the sweet-smelling wood-fires, over which
perchance the natives cook their sui^per, come
like a balm to the sun-scorched traveller, A
chattering monkey’s protest at being disturbed in
his slumber, a quacking bull-frog, or perhaps the
flutter of a frightened bird that sends the fireflies

dancing from the boughs—these alone disturb the

calm, silent repose of the night. It is the night

that voices the poetry of Africa. With the

morning come glimpses of fragrant orchids, among
which rainbow-hued moths palpitate

; troops of

monkeys betake themselves to tlie waters edge,

and from their safe retreat grin at you in passing

;

and flocks of noisy parrots fiy overhead. The
native, singing, paddles his canoe for the night’s

vintage of tumho (palm-wine), or, making for the

nearest market-jfiace with a calabash balanced on

his head, greets you with ‘A die ro I
' Q Good-

morning ! ’). The workaday world is alive again.

OPOBO.

Within the limits of an article it is impossible

to do more than generalise
;
therefore, in order

that the reader may be enabled to follow the

details intelligently, we shall deal only with the

habits, customs, and manners of the peoples

inliabiting the banks of OjDobo Eiver, as it may
be taken for granted that they are in the main
characteristic of the others in the district.

‘WeU, what have you done?’ is the salutation

extended to each new-comer on landing at the tovm

of Opobo. The expectant smile vanishes on his

countenance, and he stares. If he has not already

done ^something’ he begins to wish that he had,

in order the better to qualify for the new society

;

but on recalling the old order of things he sees

the joke, and the smile returns. Long ago, when
the nineteenth century was young, and when
trading was conducted on entirely different lines,

very few ‘ plaster of Paris saints ’ found their way
to that coast. The natives, who have a genius

for seizing on any little weakness in the European,

have preserved the following record of these early

traders :
‘ IWiat kind of bottom ? ’ asked a ship’s

officer who was taking soundings preparatory to

running in his ship. ^All same bottom here, sir,’

interrupted a Krooboy at the oars ;
^ soda-water-

bottle bottom, sir !

’

The town of Opobo, now one of the most

important centres in the Oil-Eivers district, is

of quite recent origin. Its inhabitants formerly

dwelt at Bonny, a town forty miles distant, where,

at the time of their leaving, lived several chiefs

almost as powerful as the king. Constant friction

resulted, and this was brought to a head when
King George of Bonny and the chief Ja-Ja fell

out. The house was dmded against itself, and
hot fighting ensued. Meanwhile Ja-Ja, Avho had

a keen eye on the main chance, had prospected

the ground on which Opobo stands. Thither he

intended to remove, accompanied by a few chiefs

and their domestic slaves. The intention was

discovered
; but, not to be beaten, they fled

during the night, taking with them such goods

and ammunition as in their hurry they could

lay hands on.

Then began in real earnest , the Bonny war,

which lasted, with intervals, for years, until King
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George of Bonny was compelled to come to terms

witli Ja-Ja, who now styled himself King of

Opoho. The agreement settled the distribution

of trading markets, which the astute Ja-Ja took
pains to see were mostly in his own favour. His
wealth and influence began to increase rapidly,

and in a very short time his authority was
respected and feared by the inhabitants for more
than a hundred miles round. A despot on a

small scale, he comj)elled ' the neighbouring towns
to submit to his prices, j^aying out those who
demurred by stoj)ping the sale and starving them
of the article of trade in dispute until they were
only too glad to accept any price.

As may be gathered from the above, a tribal

system is everywhere in vogue. Each town is

complete in itself, acknowledging no king or

headman save its own. Even the languages are

different, so that in many cases, niiless they
have trade intercourse, men belonging to different

tribes or houses, and living only a few miles

apart, cannot converse with each other. Possibly

this system will never be superseded by a united

people. The African is shrewd in looking after

his own interest, and has simply to be taken on
trust, just as we are apt to take most of the

continent. Even in those districts where British

rule—or, more correctly, British might—has to be

winked at, the natives have not changed one jot.

JA-JA.

As the story o£ Ja-Ja is, in miniature, the story

of Opobo, and even of the recent history of his

country, a brief summary of his career will be of

interest. He was undoubtedly one' of the most
interesting characters who crossed the stage in

that theatre of the world
;
and when it is borne

in mind that Ja-Ja was originally a slave, and
had carved his way to the front by sheer force

of character and business instinct, the narrative

is all the more interesting.

When once the war with Bonny was over,

Opobo prospered, and Ja-Ja very soon realised

his ambition, which was to become richer tlian

any other king in gold, wives, slaves, and power.

Yet he was no miser. Mone^'' was freely distri-

buted among deserving slaves who served him,

those Avho gave evidence of business capacity

getting every encouragement, and as they j^roved

themselves fit, being made chiefs or kings. Many
who rose from slavery owe their rank and wealth

to Ja-Ja, and thus tlieir benefactor gathered round

his person an admiring court, thereby strengthening

his position. With all his aggrandisement, how-

ever, the king never forsook his native instincts.

To him the mud-hut was a more suitable habi-

tation than the palatial corrugated-iron house he

erected expressly for the benefit of such Euro-

peans as might visit him, and where, as their

host, he regaled them on the fat of the land,

returning to his mud-hut and his timho imme-

diately they left him.

A shrewd diplomat, of indomitable will, whose
maxim seemed to be, ‘He who does not bend
must break, ^ it was his custom to dole out justice

according to his humour
;

and woe to any who
wilfully offended him. According as the humour
suited, he could be kindness or cruelty personified.

The following are some examples of his methods
of maintaining Opoboan dignity :

During a scuffle that arose out of a trade dis-

pute between the people of Qua-Eboe and Ja-Ja’s

trade ‘ boys,^ a few of the latter were killed. The
Quas knew that punishment would be meted
out to them, and appealed to a trader for pro-

tection. Hojiing to gain a monopoly of the Qua-

Eboe trade, the trader supplied several 6-pounder

and 12-pounder guns. Thus armed, the Quas felt

strong enough to stand on their dignity in sj^ite

of Ja-Ja, and to treat his messengers with con-

tempt
;

so, when an explanation was demanded,

they replied by declaring war. Ja-Ja found

the passage of the creek at a certain point too

difficult for his canoes, and had to send five

hundred men to clear it for a distance of nearly

three miles. Naturally this occujned some con-

siderable time, and the Quas began to congratulate

themselves on a bloodless victory. Imagine their

consternation when suddenly a whole fleet of

canoes, to the accompaniment of war-whoox^ and

song, came sxflashing up to Qua-Eboe. The guns

were turned against them
;

but, being badly

manned, they boomed to no j^urpose, not even

serving to check the wild rush that was made
from the bank. In a very short time the de-

fenders were at the mercy of the invaders, and

—

the rest were better left untold. Ja-Ja 2^ I’evailed.

A friend of the writer who some time later visited

Opobo had literally to pick his stej^s among
human skulls and bones, the relics of the Qua-

Eboe fight.

A trading ‘boy^ belonging to Ja-Ja's house, who
had been successful on a small scale, and who was

therefore, in all 2^1’obability, destined to become a

chief, was entrusted by his master with cargo

enabling him to trade on a much larger scale.

For a time all went weB ;
but, alas for the ‘ boy ^

!

the old Adam is more or less only dormant

in most of us : too susceptible to woman’s wiles,

he fell a victim. He was made a x^^'Loner and

brought down to Ox^obo, where his failings were

hissed at him by the omnix^otent Ja-Ja. Wlien

the ‘boy’ was brought out for x^nnishment, Ja-Ja

turned to the assemblage, and, addressing him-

self to the younger men x^i'^sent, said, ‘Let this

be a warning to you.’ With this he drox^j^ed his

hand as a signal, whereupon the culprit vns

hoisted to the top of a flagstaff seventy feet high.

On a second signal being given the rope was

loosened and tlie victim fell witli a crash. ^ Nama
shiibrV (‘Food for the dogs’), muttered Ja-Ja as

he kicked the corpse.

\Wieu ill 1873 war broke out in Ashanti, Ja-Ja

took advantage of the occasion to prove his loyalty
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to the Cxo^vn. A band of liis experienced bush-

skirmishers accompanied the troops throughout the

campaign, grinning much praise for their pluck

and daring : but in the sequel there is just a

note of warning to oihcers who may at some not

very far distant date be tempted to employ

such aid again. Xo doubt the skirmisliers proved

somewhat troublesome to the officers when there

was nothing more for them to do ; and, in order

10 get quit of them, some waggish official pro-

mised them each a new hat when they got home.

Though they have now given up hopes of ever

seeing it, they neither forget nor forgive. I men-

tioned the subject one day long after to the leader

of the band—the man who was executioner of the

Qua-Eboe chief—and he turned angrily away, re-

marking, ‘Xever again trust I white man on him

word h' Ja-Ja, on the contrary, fared better; he

was made the object of one of the few Colonial

Office jokes, an admirars full-dress uniform being

sent to him. The present pleased him so well

that he sported it on special occasions, to the

evident delight of his subjects : but—tell it only

in whispers—he wore no boots with the gorgeous

suit

!

The redoubtable king is now no more
;
and, sad

to relate, short-sighted official policy, backed up by

supposed trading interests, helped to hasten his

end. His trade was chiefly with the producers,

bringing their goods down to the exporters. The

latter thought to supersede liim and deal direct

;

but as Ja-Ja had opened these markets, he

vigorously opposed the scheme, with the result

that he was banished. These supposed interests

have proved miserable failures, and quite recently

the traders were glad to dispose of them to Bonny

and Opobo men for palm-oil to the value of seven

thousand pounds. When Ja-Ja first settled in

Opobo, his ju-ju, or fetich priest, made known

to him by oracle that if ever he crossed the river-

bar he would not return alive. Therefore, it was

with grave misgivings that he would never again

see his native shores that Ja-Ja sailed away into

exile: and in confirmation of the prophecy it is

to be recorded that he gave up the ghost at

Madeira some years later, after being permitted to

return home in answer to many petitions. Xative

rumour had it that only a counterfeit Ja-Ja was

being sent home, and there was much grimibling

among his people imtil the chiefs were permitted

to mew the body and report. When the steamer

bringing his body arrived, Opobo and the river

presented an animated appearance. Hundreds of

canoes shot out to follow in the vrake of the

canoe bearing the dead king. He lies buried in a

sunk vault covered vith gold, jewellery, coral,

and manillas to the value of several thousand

pounds. Lest his sliunber— or the treasure—
should be disturbed, vigil is kept over the grave

night and day. Each morning and evening the

fetich priests pour palm-'^vine into a cavity in the

sand at the head of the tomb, in order that when

their dead king awakens on the eventful morn-

ing he may not rise thksty 1

CLIPPED WIIIGS.
[Copyright in the XJnited States of America by Mary Stuart. Boyd.]

CHAPTER Xn.— STRAW BEFORE THE WENT).

ROM his perch among the tall trees

of the adjoining gjrrden a benedict

blackbird discoursed on the joys of

matrimony, and a flipj^ant bachelor

sparrow chirped derision. Some-
where a door banged, and Lucie

Lorimer awoke to find a warm April sun shining

through the drawn blinds of her bedroom
window.

Indoors there was no sign of life, and in the

belief that the household was not yet astir,

Lucie remained languidly resting. Her head felt

hea'\w, and for a space she lay in drowsy listless-

ness, more than half-asleep. Then the wild

whoop of a London milkman, soimding from the

road, eflectually aroused her. The cry was so

foreign to Lucie's unaccustomed ears as to be

almost startling.

Stretching out her hand for the watch that

she had placed on the little table beside her bed
before retiring, Lucie was surprised to find that

it was not there. Concluding that she might

have slipped it imder her pillow, she felt there

fruitlessly. Jumping up to ascertain if by any

chance she had left the watch on the toilet-

table, Lucie, to her amazement, discovered that

not only was the watch not msible, but that

her lace-pin and the rings she had, when un-

dressing, himg upon the branches of the little

coral-tree, had vanished. Gone also were her

monogrammed hair-brushes, the glove -box, the

embroidered handkerchief -sachet, and her silver

button-hook. The crocodile-leather purse stamped

with her initials—Ritty^s parting gift—lay on

the dressing-table ; but a rough attempt to open

it had broken the catch, and a glance revealed

the only contents to be three shillings, a scrap

or two of paper, and the used 'bus tickets of the

pre^dous day's excursion.

A vague suspicion of burglars crossed her

thoughts—she had heard so many tales of the'

cleverness and daring of London thieves. Perhaps

one had entered her room while she slept.

Trjdng to combat a slight feeling of giddiness,.
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she iDulled up the blind, threw open the case-

ment, and bathed in the glorious suushine that

flooded the room. With the song of hajii^y, care-

less birds resounding in her ears, Lucie found

even the possibility of crime difficult of belief.

The notion seemed so unfeasible that she sought

for a more probable explanation of the mysteiy,

and soon found one which reassured her, in the

thought that Honoria, entering her room after

she was asleejD, and seeing her jewellery lying

where she liad carelessly left it, had naturally

removed it to a place of safety.

Hastily pulling out the drawers of the duchesse-

table, she found no trace of her property. Then,

determining to lose no time in consulting her

cousin, Lucie flew to the wardrobe to get a

wrajDper
;

but, to her utter amazement, Lucie

found the wardrobe as bare as ^Mother Hubbard’s

ciiy)board ! The pretty evening-frock that she

had worn on the previous night, the smart

travelling-costume Honoria had admired so much,
the pansy tocpie, the ostrich-feather boa—^it was

as though all had evaporated into thin air. How,
even in the perplexity of the moment, Lucie re-

joiced to think that at least her four hundred

IDounds were secure in her uncle’s keeping, and

that, but for his promptitude in relieying her of

their charge, they also might have disap2)eared.

Eunning across the corridor, she knocked 2)eremp-

torily at Honoria’s door, which stood ajar. There

was no response to her summons. Concluding

that Honoria was still asleep, and conscious that

no time should be lost if the thic'^^es were to be

tracked, Lucie entered the room, only to And it

emjDty. A little yi^-'^zzled, but reassuring herself

that in all likelihood Honoria was breakfasting

downstairs, Lucie knocked at Mr Lorimer’s door.

Again silence' was the only rejfly.

Hurrying back to her own room, she rang

the bell. Its tinkle sounded encouragingl}^ from

the lower regions
;
but there was no answer to

its aiDpeal. Dressing quickly, and concealing

the lack of a gown as best she could with the

aid of a bath-towel, Lucie ran downstairs to sur-

2)rise her relatives with her startling revelations.

Words trij)2)ing over her tongue, she burst into

the dining-room, to And it in darkness. The
light streaming in from the hall revealed the

hea^y 'pliish curtains close-drawn as on the night

before. The dead ashes of yesterday’s Are still

Ailed the grate. The little, marble timepiece,

cheerfully ticking away the hours on the mantel-'

shelf, revealed the astounding fact that it was

nearly eleven o’clock.

Ensiling into the hall, battling with a wild

confusion of thoughts, Lucie saw that her uncle’s

coat and hat were not on the rack, and that her

two trunks, which had been left standing in the

haE, had vanished bodily. An opiiressive silence

as of a deserted dwelling seemed to her sharpen-

ing senses to ^lervade the house.

The double drawing-room bore its customary

orderly, unused air. Honoria’s novelette lying on
a couch was the only visible token of its late

occupants. Nerving herself for the effort, Lucie

descended the back -stairs leading to the base-

ment. There she found traces of more recent

habitation. The stove had been kindled, for it

was yet warm. The heel of a loaf, 2>art of a pat

of butter, the bone of a sirloin, and a half-

em2)ty of shrimp-x>aste, the residue of a

hurried meal, littered the kitchen-table. Three

tea-cups had been used. Lucie noticed that in-

stantly
;

and then it was that a susiDicion

—

vague, intangible, but persistently recarring

—

began to lurk in her mind. But she resolutely

refused it encouragement and eagerly cudgelled

her brains to invent x>Lusible reasons for the

absence of her relatives.

‘They must have discovered the robbery, and,

not wishing to alarm me, left me asleep while

they went to warn the x>olice.’

The conjecture that the strange old cook had
been an accomx>lice of the thieves found instant

accejDtance. She had distrusted the woman from

the moment of arrival when she had seen her

X^ale face x^eering from the gloom of the kitchen

stair. Eired with indignation at the ingratitude

shown by a servant to a master who had treated

her with so much consideration, Lucie went

iiX)stairs to complete her toilet. It vns only

when she entered the dressing-room and found

that the cabin-trunk and hat-box left therein

had shared the fate of her other punperty that

the notion of her new-found relatives having

deliberately deserted her took deAnite shax:>e.

Having dressed her hair as best she could in

the absence of brushes, Lucie, impelled thereto

by the imperative law of necessity, put on all

that remained of her carefully chosen outAt—

a

blue delaine frock that, having been worn on

shipboard in the tropics, was faded with sun and

sea-air
;
her long red cloak

;
and a white yachting-

cax)—which garments she found thrown over a

chair in the dressing-room, as though deemed

unworthy of the thieves’ appropriation.

She felt oppressed, helx>les3
,
a straw before the

wind. All the brilliant ex^^ectations she had

formed before coming to England had i^roved

but illusive will-o’-the-wisps. Challoner had

jilted her. Now, within two days of landing, she

was stranded, |Denniless, ill-clad, in a strange

country twelve thousand miles from home.

‘What can I do? lYliat can I do?’ she

kex^t asking herself, but received no coherent

answer. Her head ached with a dull, heavy

throb
;
she 'felt confused and helpless. The sight

of the einx)ty tumbler suggested that some drug

might have been x>^d into the hot sherry, and

the idea brought a simple explanation of her

leaden sleex> and lethargic awakening,

A mad intention of cabling instantly to her

father was promptly frustrated by the recollec-

tion of her almost moneyless condition.



As her brain cleared, the meaning of many

trifling discrepancies fostered the seemingly

absurd opinion that the people who had thus

mysteriously disappeared might actually have

been impostors masquerading as her relatives

;

that somehow they had gained information of

her expected arrival, and for the sake of the

four hundred pounds had impersonated her

friends.

But even while she tried to fathom the mystery,

its depths seemed yet deeper. How could they

have heard of her expected arrival? Only her

uncle had known, and he had cabled a welcome

;

and yet if this man were not her real uncle, hoAv

did he know to be in readiness to welcome her

on the arrival of the Omega ?

Sitting in her sunny room, with a brain yet

dazed, Lucie found it impossible to fit the pieces

of the puzzle together. The very fact of the

people who had received her having a really nice

house was the most disconcerting' fact of all.

Had they taken her to some squalid dwelling

in an unsavoury part of the town she would

instantly have suspected them
;
but the dwelling

in which she found them attested their complete

respectability.

Lucie’s head throbbed in dull bewilderment.

‘I must think ! I must think !’ she found her-

self repeating helplessly. The only solution that

offered itself—that her friends had wilfully

abandoned her—was the one she was unwilling

to accept.

Looking from the window across the trim

lawn where an almond-tree held a sheaf of

pinky-heliotrope blossom against the blue April

sky, she could see the farther side of the road

be3mnd the high brick wall. Stra}" people were

passing up and dovm, message-bo.ys with baskets,

tradesmen’s vans, infrequent hansoms. Before the

gate of the opposite house a doctor’s brougham
was standing. A sudden impulse to run out and

ask the physician’s advice had just crossed her

mind when the owner, appearing, re-entered the

carriage and it drove swiftly away.

Somehow the brightness of the spring sunshine,

the sight of passers-b}^ going unconcernedly about

their everyday avocations, lent Lucie confidence,

and she vus able with some degree of clearness

to understand her situation. Suppose these were

impostors—then her real relatives must still

exist, and her first task must be to seek them
out.

Summoning her wits, she resolved to eat ; then,

after having made herself look as respectable as

was possible with the materials at her disposal,

she decided to go into the City in quest of her

real uncle. His office, she knew, was in Chancery

Lane.

This plan of action resolved upon, Lucie’s

courage rose. Descending to the kitchen, she

ate some bread and butter in order to fortify

herself for the expedition, that lay before

her. For a moment she thought of making

herself a cup of tea
;
but the fire in the stove

had gone out, and, eager not to waste more time,

she contented herself with a glass of water from

the tap in the scullery.

Looking again at the three tea-cups which had

been used at the meal secretly eaten before the

despoilers fled, Lucie felt her doubts as to their

guilt weaken. Honoria and the cook she con-

sidered capable of any deceit
;

, but she found it

diflicult, even in her thoughts, to label the man

a rogue. He had seemed careworn, sad, oppressed

as with some hidden trouble, at those moments

when she caught a glimpse of the real man
beneath the surface cordiality of his manner.

Yet Lucie could not help understanding that it

would take a better-balanced mind than Honoria’s

to plan and carry out this sudden exodus.

Besides, was it not he who had the custody of

the four hundred pounds ?

There was some satisfaction in putting on her

oum boots, even though she was obliged to

button them with a hairpin. ^They wouldn’t

fit Honoria, or they’d have gone too,’ Lucie

thought, with a comforting throb of that attri-

bute wliich survives when fate has vanquished

all else. But the necessity of donning garments

which, however suitable for hot weather at sea,

were flagrantly inappropriate for an April day

in London was not the least of Lucie’s trials.

Hurriedly pulling out the drawers of the’

dressing-table before starting, in the hope of

finding she knew not what, Lucie discovered,

right at the back, where they had escaped ‘ the

marauding eyes of even Honoria and the cook,,

the pair of gvaj kid-gloves that she had worn on

the evening of her arrival.

• /I do wish the silly i^eople who say that a

woman is well dressed if she is nicel}^ gloved and

booted could' only see me now !
’ Lucie thought,

glancing at her reflection in a mirror which gave

undue prominence' to the white yachting-cap and

faded blue skirt, and complacentl}^ ignored the

refining influence of the neat boots and gloves.

In her mental . confusion, Lucie had thought

only of the house of surprises as a place to flee

from. But when she had crossed the lawn,

passed through the door under the overhanging

ilex-tree, and found herself in the road wonder-

ing in which direction to turn, while a playful

zephyr in a fit of boisterous mirth slammed the

garden door behind her, and she discovered that

without a key it could not be opened, Lucie’s

heart sank with an added sense of desolation.

SupjDose she failed to find her real uncle

suppose he were dead, or had left London—so-

many things haj^pen in a few weeks—^what

could she do without a roof to cover her when

night came? If the garden door had been left

open she might have slept in the mould}^ little

summer-house. It would have been at least a

shelter. With the knowledge that even that poor-
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haven was closed against her, Lucie set forth

resolutely on her search.

Instinct told her that somewhere southwards

lay the heart of the City. Across the end of the

road lounged the tall figure of a 2:>oliceman, and
an impulse towards telling him her story drove

Lucie a step quicker in his direction
;
hut her

courage faltered before the ordeal of confiding her

plight, in the public street, to one whose experi-

ence, she feared, would lead him to ridicule her

tale as incredible. Tiding to look upon matters

with the cool understanding of an outsider, the

utter improbability of her own story was borne

in upon her.

‘ Of course people are certain to judge by
appearances. How can I exjDect them to believe

that I fin a lady Avhen I look like a tawdry guy ?
^

she asked herseK bitterly, remembering how, when
in her far-off home she had showed annoyance

at any trifling misadventure, Kitty used laugh-

ingly to remind her of Hans Andersen’s tale of

the Princess and the Pea. ‘You must be- a real

princess, Lucie,’ Kitty would say. ‘ That wouldn’t

MORE RECOLLECTIONS
HE Editor has been favoured with

the following communications, sug-

gested by the paper ‘ Last Links

with Scott’ in the Journal for

October 1901. Mr Hamilton Eussell,

' author of the first contribution,

the son of an architect in Edinburgh, was born

in 1801, and educated for the legal profession.

In 1834 he was admitted a member of the Society

of Writers to the Signet. He married in 1839

Miss Blackburn, the daughter of an English

clergyman, and practised his j^i’ofession in Edin-

burgh until 1849, when he removed to Wick on

being appointed Sheriff-Substitute of Caithness.

Although in his later years much handicapped

by ill-health, he was an efficient sheriff, well

versed in those Acts of Sederunt in which he

found Scott so deficient. He resigned his office

in 1880, and died in 1881.

SCOTT AS CLERK OF THE COURT OF SESSIOK,

BY THE LATE HAMILTO^f BUSSELL.

AN UNPUBLISHED NARRATIVE.

The earliest emotion I can recollect being

excited in me by poetry was from hearing in a

school class the delicious Introduction to the Lay

:

‘Sweet Teviot,’ &c. I must at the time have

been between my eighth and ninth year. After

nearly half a century it is still music to my ears.

About a year afterwards I was charmed beyond

anything I had known by the mysterious, beauti-

ful picture of the Lady of the Lake :
‘ And ne’er

did Grecian chisel,’ &c. In both instances the

melody of the words, with the fascinating descrip-

have troubled an ordinary j^c^i'son like me the

least bit.’

Passing one after another of the smart, , well-

cared for houses, Lucie felt constrained to act as

did the fairy-tale princess, and crave admission.

Surely behind those prettily dressed casements

dwelt some kind hearts. Once she approached

a gate leading to a villa in whose drawing-room

window was a large cage of canaries
;

but even

with her hand on the bell her courage failed and

she hastened onwards.

Painfully conscious of her incongruous raiment^

she shrank close in the shadow of the wall, grate-

ful that the roads were retired, the passers-by

infrecpient.

The words ‘Saint Angel’s Vicarage’ emblazoned

above a hospitable-looking portal brought so vhdd
a ray of ho2ie that Lucie marvelled so simj^le a

way out of her dilemma had not earlier suggested

itself. The resolve to see the clergyman and to

confide her difficulties in him was the matter of

an instant. She felt assured he would certainly

helx) to extricate her from her web of troubles.

OF SIR WALTER SCOTT.
tion, x)roduced sensations of inexiiressible delight

;

and I can conceive no more x)i’ecious, or x)urer,

chambers of imagery to which the mind of a boy

can be introduced. I derived these pleasures

from a similar source to that from which Scott

acquired his first and cherished acquaintance with

the genius of Crabbe : the good old-fashioned

school ‘Collections.’

I heard nothing of Walter Scott or his works,

of which these were my beginnings, till I left

school and was at college, when I got from the

old Edinburgh University Library, in the form

of a bulky quarto, The Lady of the Lake. The
reading of that book was an era in my life. I

shall never forget the enchaining interest and

delight of the strange music of the verse, and

the enchanting descrixitions of the wondrous

scenery, so rich in its antique air, and of men
and • manners of an age unknown to me

;
and,

above all, the throbbing interest, amounting to

jDositive alarm, with which, at the first reading,

I was stai'tled b}^ the revelation to Fitz-James,

that ‘ Saxon, I am Roderick Dhu !
’ The reading

(or devouring) and the constant and intense

dwelling among these magic pictures introduced

and detained in me a new v^orld, to which my
mind reverted for many years.

After the glamour thus cast over me, I was

necessarily anxious to see the Magician Bard who

had wielded the spell
;
and I was taken to The

House to see him. He was seated below the

concave green-cloth-covered bench of the First

Dndsion, at the large leathered table of the

Clerks, and I was exceedingly disappointed by

!j S'l:

!.!

Hi
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V
'i;

what I saw of his ap23earance. I had a j)rofile or

side-^dew of him. A high head of whitish hair,

a fleshy fair cheek nearly covering the space for

the eye, the black stuff-gown covering in a

clumsy manner the upper part of the figure as

he stooped down to the paper on which he vTote,

presented altogether a figure so homely and

farmer-like that it was with a piainful effort I

could believe that could be Walter Scott, and

exceedingly disappointed that it was so. A very

accurate like-

ness of Scott :

in this attitude i

was drawn and I .

etched by a ‘

. .
'

;

dumb artist i \ . .
.

'

_

-

^
/'

, .

of the name
,

. , ;

'

of Ainsworth. !

I remember it :

,

'

many years ago
i

'

.

in Steele’s in i
•

. ,
•/

Princes Street
; ;

.

.
•

. .

but I under- '

. .. .
.

stand that the y/, -

plate and im- -
^

.

pression were ‘

bought up and "d ''

certainly with- ' /'
_

drawn.

I had years

afterwards
daily to see

him, and to

markin several

instances the

peculiar ma-

jesty of his de-
i

meanour when
;

‘V'-A .
•

his tall, manly ’

. .
; ; . . .

figure was seen
; U -

. ;

at its full
L'

^

height
;
but as

seen at the Clerks’ table he did not appear to

advantage
;
and thousands of strangers who only

saw him as a dogged, diligent Clerk, who never

took his eyes off the paper (though what paper

no one ever ventured to guess), must have gone

sullen away, as I did at first, chagrined with his

ajDpearance.

He affected to his unprofessional correspondents

to speak [slightingly?] of his official labours and

duties as a Clerk of the Session. It was a lucrative

office, nearly a sinecure, reserved for advocates and

writers possessing the best unpolitical interest, and

consisted merely of writing out the judgments

of the Court. . . . He certainly knew next to

nothing about the principles and practices of his

office, and was in that respect a great contrast to

Professor (afterwards Lord Baron) Hume, the father

of Scotch Law, and Sir Ro. Da^ddson, an astute

and experienced practitioner, who sat at the

opposite side of the old black table. I recollect,

. 1

r

on coming to Court one day, seeing Sir Walter

terribly posed and betraying his ignorance in' a

very embarrassing manner. In 1825 the judicial

procedure in Scotland was almost entirely changed

by an Act of Parliament, the Judicature Act, and an

Act of Sederunt intended to carry the enactments

of the statute into practice. All parties connected

vdth the profession had the long vacation during

which to study the very precise rules which had

been promulgated by Parliament and the Court for

their guidance.
’

: Scott had ob-

viously never

V looked at them.

He seems on
'

- y that occasion

to have been

engaged on
[one of his

books]. Some
question oc-

curred in a

case as to the

rule applicable

to stealing

notes, and I

heard Lord
President
Hope say, ‘ Sir

Walter, see

what the Act

says.’ Sir
Walter rose

up .with the

little statute
• '

• -
.

ill his hand,

turned over the

; leaves back-

-
. ; ward and for-

ward, fumbled

•. with them,
^ and looked

as much puzzled as any schoolboy to find

out the whereabouts of a book which he had

lost.

I recollect being in the Pirst Division of the

Court on the Saturday on which Scott was to

sail for London [to the Coronation of George lY.].

He was dressed in the unusual costume of a blue

coat below his black gown, with a long silver

chain hanging from his neck. What it had

attached I cannot say. It appears in Raeburn’s

last portrait of him. His appearance at this

time was very striking—tall, stalwart, mth a

countenance of freshness and health. A yoimg

friend of mine, David Rennie, proceeded to

London by the same smack. He described it as

an exceedingly pleasant trip. Scott made the

passengers sit on deck on the fine summer after-

noon, sing songs, and tell stories, and made the

time pass very agreeably.

Lady Scott was a little, made-up sort of

/
/

y
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personage in iny time. Luxuriant,, dark, and I

sliould sav not natural curls, shading a yellow

face, blushing under a real or artificial bloom of

crimson, a very little figure, and a bu^tluuj

demeanour exhibited both a physical and moral

manner in singular contrast to the manly plain-

ness of her illustrious husband.

SIR ^VALTER OA' TT^LR-CRIES.

From the Introduction to Robert Chambers’s

Traditmis of Edinburgh (new edition, 1S69) we
learn that Scott not only supplied the author

with reminiscences of the Old Tovni, but during

the preparation of a subsequent work. The

Popular Bhymcs of Scotland, lie supplied whole

sheets of his recollections, with appropriate ex-

planations. After an interval of nearly eighty

years one of these sheets has been discoverecl,

which, by the courtesy of the ovfiier, we are

enabled to print in fuU. The manuscript is, with

the exception of two footnotes—one by Charles

Kirkpatrick Sharpe, and the other by Robert

Cliambers—entirely in the holograph of Sir Walcer

Scott. This manuscript was lent by the gentle-

man to whom it belongs to his friend Dr John
Brovni of Edinburgh, the genial author of Pab
and his Friends; and along with it we print a

short note from Dr Brown thanking the owner
for the perusal of it.

THE SLOGANS OR WAR-CRIES OF VARIOUS NAMES
OF SCOTLAND.

These were sometimes the cry of the leader’s

name
;

usually, however, the gathering-2)lace or

rendezvous, and sometimes some word or jfiirase

derived from ancient traditions, of many of which

the origin is entirely forgotten :

Glengarry Cmi/ji na FitticJi. Place of Rendezvous.

Mackenzie TuUocli arci. Ditto.

Grant .Stand fast, Ditto.

Craigcllacliie.

MacFarlanes ....Loch Slog. Ditto. A small lake be-

tween Locli Lovel and
Lock Lomond.

Buchanans Clarcinch. Ditto. An island in Loch
Lomond.

Scotts .Bellenden, Ditto, A place on the

banks of Aberlour Loch.

Cranstons Stcmcoodic. A place on the Oxnam Water.

Seton Set-on. A pun on the name.

Clanronald Garnyen Coheriger. Spelled at random.* Gain-

say who dares.

Hepburn .Bide me fair.

Home A Home, a Home.

Gordon Gordon, Goi'don, Bydc and.

Jedburgh Jeddart ’s here.

Hawick Turic Buss and This is still in use; but what

I Turie Odin. language does it belong to?

Darnley Avant. Darnly.

Tynedale Men . .C2£mi!>cr?a?tc?. To it, Tynedale.

Town of Dumfries Loreburn.

Family of Mercer ..The grit Pool.

C. K Sharpe.

* This erroneous orthography proves Sir Walter to be the

author of Waverleg, for he spells the words literally the same

way in that novel.—R. C.

DR JOHN BROWN TO JAMES BURNESS, ESQ., W.S.

‘23 Rutlaxd Stkekt,

Edinburgh, Sth Sept. 187G.

‘My DEAR Mr Burness,

—

]My best thanks for

this literary curiosity. I have shown it to several

men, and last to Professor Jowett—they were all

interested in it.—T'ours ever, J. Brown.’

[Sir Malter would be delighted to know that

‘Tyribiis ye Tyr ye Odin,’ still in use as the

Hawick watchword and gathering-cry, the refrain

of the local patriotic song sung on great occa-

sions, is neither more nor less than a remnant of

an old i^rayer to the heathen gods Thor and

Woden. According to Dr J. A. H. Murray, a

siR'ireme authority, the words are merely a de-

cayed form of Ti/r hevh us, yc Tyr yc Odin, in the

old Northumbrian dialect from which modern

Lowland Scotch is sprung, meaning ‘ Tyr keep ns,

both Tyr and Odin.’]

;
^

^

J

SCOTT AT THE P^UELDVMENT HOUSE.

Extract from- a Letter from- Miss Sutton to Miss

Noble, written- from 36 North Fredcrich Street,

Edinburgh.

^Jidy nth, 1821 .

‘We called on Miss Hume the other day, and

left Mrs O’Beirne’s letter, and on Monday she re-

turned the visit. [Mrs O’Beirne was wife of the

Bishop of Meath.] She is very jileasing, with

easy, unaffected manners
;
got acciuainted with us

directly, invited us to dine with her on the

following Friday (which we acce^Ted), and fixed

the next day for taking us to see the Advocates’

Library and the Court of Session, which is in

the style of our Four Courts. After a pleasant

walk Ave arrived at the Parliament House, and

were met at the door by a friend of the Miss

\
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Humes, Mr Menteitli, a young barrister, in bis

gown and huge wig, who escorted us through a

whole regiment of big-wigs, and up a narrow

winding stair to a gallery above the Civil Court,

whence we could look doAvn unobserved on all

the Lions below. And now, my dear, x^repare to

envj’- me, when I tell you that among these Lions

was Sir AYalter Scott ! ! ! He and Mr Hume, who
are both Advocates, sat at a table in the centre

of the room before the live Judges who x)resided.

We had a very good view of him. He is very

like his x>icture in [Lockhart’s] Feter^s Letters, his

hair of a sand}" colour and very thin, and his

countenance brightening u^d wonderfully when he

smiles. We were in particular good fortune to get

this x)eex) at him, for the very next day he was to

set out for London to attend the Coronation [of

Ehng George lY.]. But for this we should have

had a chance of meeting him at Mr Hume’s on

Friday, where he was asked to meet us ! Think
of that, my dear : Sir Walter Scott asked to meet

XDOor little us !

!

Y^ell, after staring at him as

much as we were able, we were conducted to

another gallery like the former, over the Criminal

Court, and here we heard our Lionizer, Mr Men-

teith, make a short sx)eech with great fluency.

We saw a great many of the celebrated men who
are mentioned b}" Peter,” and were introduced

to his intimate friend. Sir Y^illiam Hamilton,

reckoned one of the cleverest Advocates at the

Scotch Bar. . . . Miss Hume says that no one

here has the least doubt of Walter Scott’s being

the author of all the novels. ... Oh ! dear Maria,

how I wish you had been with us at Constable’s,

the bookseller’s most amusing shoj), where we
saw beautiful prints of almost all Scott’s works,

poems, novels, and all, and were highly enter-

tained for a long time yesterday !

’

A KINDLY INCIDENT.

Mr Robert Thomson, of 45 Fountainhall Road,

Edinburgh, writes :
^ I was sent to a boarding-

school at Selkirk in Sex)tember 1829, and had

the oxoportunity /of frequently seeing Sir Walter

Scott. One lYednesday afternoon—we always had
a half-holiday on Wednesday—a number of us

sallied forth for an afternoon’s fishing. We went

down towards the junction of the Tweed and

Ettrick. When we were getting near that x^oii^it

a carriage -and -pair drove iq) and suddenly

stopped, when I was running without shoes or

stockings, these being slung over my shoulders

in boy-fashion. The carriage contained - Sir W.
Scott and his cousin and Dex^ute-Sheriff, Mr
Scott of Raeburn, who knew me, and told Sir

Walter who I was. He x^atted me on the head

and shook hands with me, and said he hoped I

would be a good boy and a credit to my ancestors.

I was greatly pleased to be noticed by such grand

folks, and when I got home told what had hap-

pened. I was told to remember the event, as it

would be soinetliing to tell when I was an old

man. I may mention that many years after,

when I was in business in South St Andrew
Street, a countryman came in, and after some
talk he said, “ lYhas monument is that ? ” pointing

to the Melville Monument in the Square. I said

that was Lord Melville’s. His reply was, “Odd,

I think that beats the Shirra’s.” I told him
there was no need to ask where he came from.

[Scott was Sheriff (Shirra) of Selkirk.] I think

it must have been the summer of 1830 that the

meeting with Sir Y^alter took place.
’

LETTER ON THE PURCHASE OF ABBOTSFORD.

Messrs Sotheby recently sold an interesting

autograxfli letter written by Sir Y^alter Scott to

Mr Stark the architect, headed ^ Ashestiel of

Selkirk, 3 Sep., 1811.’ It relates to the x^^^rchase

of Abbotsford
;

and, after mentioning a little

ground-xflan of the domain which would assist

the architect, he says :
‘ I have got permission

to make all x>i’^P^'^rations for setting early to

work in sx^ring. ,
The x^^’^sent farmhouse and

offices are new and substantial, and may, with

judicious additions, be converted into excellent

offices. Clearing away the modern' work from

the interior of Melrose Abbey has afforded an

excellent 'pile of building stone (a rare com-

modity in this country), to the purchase of

which I hox^e to be x^^Gf<^i'red. I wish to build

a small and simxfle cottage, a labourer’s (not a

lodge), at the head of the approach.’ The letter was
bought by Mr W. Brown, Edinburgh, for £3, 11s.

SCOTT AS HE LOOKED IN THE COURT OF
SESSION.

It may be news to some to hear that in

the Edinburgh Municipal Museum there are x^re-

served several hundreds of x^ortraits of Old Edin-

burgh characters and eminent x^<^rsonages, sketched

by an eccentric artist, John Sheriff*, who was
nicknamed during his lifetime ‘ Dr Syntax,’

from his ax:)x^arent likeness to Rowlandson’s cari-

cature. Amongst these sketches are ten or a

dozen of Sir Y^alter Scott, from various x^oi^^fs

of view, as he ax^peared in the Court of Session.

Sheriff haunted the city churches and the medical

school at the university : whatever he carried

away /of sermons or lectures will never be known,

but. he generally managed to sketch the preacher

or lecturer. In sketching Dr Chalmers while

preaching, he gives in addition a study of his

eye, which was the eye of a man of genius. In

the case of Scott, besides the x^rofile and front

face, he has a study of his ear and back of the

head ! We rex)roduce two of these x^en-and-ink

sketches, one of which shows Scott as he axDX^eared

in Parliament House in June 1825. This was but

a few months before he realised that his con-

nection with Ballantyne and Constable involved

him in financial ruin, which ennobled, if it

darkened, the close of his life by the stupendous

labours made to retrieve his x>osition.
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THE REVEREND JOHN RHTHERFORD OF YARROW.
AN ANCESTOE OF SIE WALTEE SCOTT.

By Eev. J. Sharpe, Selkirk.

OHN EUTHEEFOED, maternal

great - grandfather of Sir Walter
Scott, Avas minister of the parish

of YarroAv from 1691 to 1710. He
was a lineal descendant of that

Eutherford Avho is knoAvn in Border

history as the ' Cock of Hunthill,^ and Avas related

on his mother’s side to the Hers of Fernieherst,

the ancestors of the Lothian family. He married

Christian, granddaughter of the Eev. John ShaAA^,

minister of the Kirk of Selkirk, by his Avife Anne,
daughter of Sir John Murray of Philiphaugh.

John SliaAV succeeded his father in the benefice of

Selkirk in 1634 ;
and his father, Patrick ShaAv,

Avho Avas the immediate successor of John Welsh,

son-in-laAV of the Eeformer Knox, Avas a grand-

son of the laird of Sauchie, in Stirlingshire, a

family iioaa^ represented by that of ShaAV SteAvart

of Greenock.

Before going to YarroAA'-, Eutherford acted for

some time as schoolmaster in the toAvn of Selkirk
;

and in virtue of his olfice as ^doctor to the

grammar school’ he had the right to officiate,

either by himself or substitute, as precentor and
session-clerk. We gather from the records of the

Presbytery that at the time of the Eevolution he

had passed all his trials as a probationer of the

Church. In 1689, Gvhen the brethren in Selkirk

presbytery resolved to keep their meetings by
themselves (for seA^eral years they had, by reason

of the paucity of their number, joined themselves

in presbyterial meetings A\dth the brethren in

Teviotdale),’ Eutherford Avas appointed Clerk, an

office Avhich he held for at least a couple of years.

His predecessor in the parish of YarroAV Avas a

man named Wyllie, aaFo AA-as ordained ‘at Wheat-

hope’ on 5th February 1690, . the reason being

that the Episcopal incumbent, AAdio had been

deposed by the Presb^'tery but acquitted by the

Priv}^ Council, still remained in possession of kirk

and manse and stipend. W^dlie stayed but a

short time in charge of the meeting-house at

YarroAv, having been translated to Ashkirk iq^on

the death of Eobert Cunningham, one of the

‘outed’ ministers of 1662, Avho returned in 1689.

On 30th September 1691 Eutherford AA^as duly

ordained and inducted as minister of YarroAv;

and amongst the ruling elders Avho Avere present

as members of the Presbytery Avere Sir John

Eiddel of that ilk, and John Scott, laird of Woll

and BortliAvickshiels. It Avould appear that there

Avas an unseemly disturbance in the church

on the occasion of his admission. ‘ Wlien the

moderator and the presbytery’—Ave quote from

the Presbytery records—Gvere going about the

solemn act of ordination, there presented himself

John Murray, brother to the pretendit minister,

and declaxed he had commission to protest against

the admission of John Eutherford to be minister

of YarroAA^ The intruder Avas graA^ely rebuked by

the moderator for not compearing sooner, although

intimation had been made divers times at the

doors of the kirk and at the most public entry to

the kirkyard. Francis Scott in Gilmanscleuch and
James Burnet in Wheathope stood up and audibl}'-

in presence of the congregation did in their oaa'u

name and in name of the y)3'rishioners protest

against the opposition of Mr Murray, and that he

and those aaFo Avere along Avith him should be

made accountable for the interruption they had
gwen in so insolent and impious a manner unto

the presbytery and the congregation.’

‘The pretendit minister,’ as Murray vns called,

A\ns most/ unpopular Avith the people in Ettrick

Forest. He had incurred the hatred of his

parishioners by delating seA’-eral of them to the

Circuit and getting them fined ‘for disorderly

baptisms’ and ‘for irregularity in keeping the

kirk.’ But they found it an extremely difiicult

task to oust him from the living. They craved

the assistance of the Presbytery ‘as to remoAung

the late incumbent
;

’ but the Presbytery could do

nothing more than confirm their preAuous re-

solution, by declaring all j^astoral relation betAveen

him and the YarroAV people to be dissolved. The
result AAns, ‘ that in order to keep Avitli Mr Euther-

ford,’ Avho during the interval had received a call

from Mertoun, ‘ they resolved to contribute toAvards

his maintenance till he had access to the legal

stipend.’ Such, Ave knoAA^, he obtained, together

AAuth entry to the manse, by the demission of Mr
Murray in 1693.

Eutherford AAns greatly beloA^ed as a pastor b}^

the j)eople in YarroAv Anle. His report of them

to the Presbytery AAns, ‘that they Avere most en-

couraging to him in his ministry
;

’ and their report

of him AAns, that ‘ he Avas diligent in preacliing, of

exemplary coiiA'Crsation, and in all respects be-

haA-ed as became a minister of the Gospel.’ His

one request to his brethren of the Presbytery on

the occasion of their visitation of the parish in

1696, AAns ‘that they might commend the elders

to visit, exhort, and pray Avith the sick, in respect

that the paroch is so spacious and he cannot oA^er-

take all the AAnrk of it himself.’ It is ' evident

that there Avas Avithin the bounds of YarroAv parish

a considerable- population in those days. His roll

of Church members aa^s as large as that of Selkirk,

and considerably larger than that of Galashiels.

Such AAns their regard for Mr Eutherford that

he AAns frequently chosen by his brethren as one

of their Commissioners to the General Assembly
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of the Clnirch
;
and in 1700 he was elected one of

a deputation to interview ‘the Zing’s Advocate

in Edinburgh’ mth reference to the niDlifting of

some vacant stipend in the j)arish of Selkirk and

the application of the same towards the rep>air of

church and manse. Both buildings were in a

ruinous condition—so much so that, according to

the statement of the minister of Selkirk, ‘he was

neither able to preach in the one nor live in the

other.'* In those days there was constant friction

between the elders of Selldrk parish and the

Town Council of the burgh
;

and, as the matters

in dispute were generally referred by the session

to the Presbytery, Eutherford was almost invari-

abl}" chosen by his brethren to act the part of

mediator. In the month of October 1696 com-

plaint was made to the Presbytery that the Coimcil

had taken possession of the hand-bell which was

used for summoning the inhabitants to attend the

funeral of the dead. The right of appointing a

man to ring the bell had formerly belonged to the

session
;
but the Coimcil had usurped the right

during the period of the vacancy, and would not

give it up now that a minister had been elected.

Two years later, in consequence of information

which had reached the ears of the Presbytery

‘anent certain disorders and miscarriages com-

mitted in the tovui of Selkirk, it was remitted to

the minister of Yarrow, along with the laird of

Buckholm, ruling elder, to speak to the magis-

trates, ‘so that all abuses of a like nature may
be prevented in time coming.’ The parties unihi-

cated were a number of Border Kers, along with

a pij^er in the town of Selkirk and a dragoon of

the name of Baptie'; and the charge against them
was ‘dancing about in disordered dress upon the

street, drinking healths, tossing about hats and
wigs, and pouring brandy down their horses’

throats.’ Another matter that was referred to the

YarroAV minister for iiwestigation and report ivas

a stand-up hght that had taken jilace in Selkirk

church on a Simday, ‘during the singing of the

jisalm,’ betAveen the minister’s man and two of

Todrig’s serAunts anent the possession of a dis-

puted seat. It is recorded ‘that the noise and

confusion Avas so great that Mr M‘Yicar, aa'Iio AA*as

to preach that afternoon, had to gii^e a sign from

the pulpit in order to silence them.’

Eutherford’s Avorst experience during all the

years of his ministry Avas the treatment he re-

ceiA'ed from the j^eople of Eoberton parish A\dien

he Avent in the month of EoA'ember 1698, by

appointment of the Presbytery, to declare their

kirk vacant. On that occasion, as he reported to

the brethren, ‘he aaus kept from coming at the

kirk or near it by a company of AA'omen Avith

staffs and clubs threatening violence
;
but that he

Xireached in another pairt of the paroch, and left

a copie of the presbytrie’s order.’

ToAAurds the beginning of 1700 there Avere

numerous indications that Mr Eutherford’s health

AAUS giAung AA*ay. In July 1699 he is ‘excused by

the brethren from going to the north by AAuy of

mission on account of his Auletudinarianism and

indisposition of body;’ and in March 1703 he

resigns his appointment as a Commissioner to the

Assembly ‘because of the broken state of his

health.’ He died at YarroAv manse on the Sth of

May 1710, in the sixty-ninth year of his age and

nineteenth of his ministry :
‘ a faithful j^astor, a

beloA’ed brother, a sure friend, a gentle master, a

kind husband and father.’

Thy fated years of life Avell spent,

Thrice blest art thon, my marroAV

;

Thy soul’s beyond the stars, thy fame

Yet gilds the banks of YarroAVt

TOGETHER.
Prisoner, Pising Fortunes, A Princess of Vascovy,By John Oxenham, Author of GocFs

S far as he could make out through

his eyelashes—for he did not dare

to open his eyes—the Eeverend

Eustace Avas AA'alking on clouds,

and the clouds Avere composed of

sand. As far as the eye could

reach there Avas nothing but sand, and most of

it AA’as on the moA’e.

‘ JYhat an aAvful place to Ih'e in !
'* he said to

himself as, crushing his felt hat doAAUi over his

ears, he bent to the Avind and strode on.

He AA’as a genial little soul but lately trans-

ferred from an East End parish to a curacy at

St Michael’s and All Angels, Duiiecester, Avhich

the natives call Dunster : a parish carrying about
as many to the square mile as his former one
had to the square foot. The Eeverend Eustace’s

TieAA'S Avere distinctly High
;
he rather enjoyed

the smell of incense, and would haA'e liked to

experiment AA'ith the confessional. At times he

had strong ideas respecting the celibacy of the

clergA^
;

but his ahcaa’s on this matter varied

according to circumstances, and both the A’iews

and the circimistances Avere open to improA’ement.

In sjhte of these clraAA’backs the curate Avas an

exceedingly good-hearted little fellow. His views

of his duty to the peoiile Avere quite as lofty as

his ideAA’s on other matters, and in the East End
slums he had so nearly worked himself into the

grav’e that the Bishop had bestirred himself on

his behalf, and foimd for him a fresh-air curacy

as the alternatiA’e to reading the burial serAuce

OA'er him.

That AA’as how the Eeverend Eustace happened
to be ploughing through the Dunster sands that

AA’ild November afternoon to Ausit an outlAung
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parishioner who lay somewhat heavily on the

conscience of the rector’s wife. If it had been

his predecessor, now, he avouM haA^e looked at

the smoking flats for exactly ten seconds, and

said, ‘ Not to-day. Baker !
’ or something equally

to the point ; then he Avould have made a bee-

line at once towards one of the many cosy tea-

tables Avhere a curate Avas alwa^^s at a premium.

The Reverend Eustace Avas not built that Avay,

so he Avent on.

‘ The Bishop said it Avould be a change from

Bethnal Green,’ he murmured to, himself once

more
;

‘ and, to be sure, it is. NeA^er saAV any-

thing like it in my life before.’

He stopped now and then to get his bearings

and to scoop handfuls of sand out of the pockets

formed by his rolled-up trousers. After scooping

out tv'elve handfuls in half as many minutes, he

bethought him of his bicycle-clips, Avhich for-,

tiinately Avere in his pocket; and after putting

them on he made better time.

A strong north-easter Avas blowing, and all the

sands of Sahara seemed sweeping towards him

along the level flats. On his right stretched an

interminable line of smoothly rounded, fantas-

tically flung sandhills, Avhite against the gray

November sky. SomeAvhere on his left the sea

Avas crawling unseen among its sandbanks till it

should be time to come racing up over the fiats

again; and, at the call of the north-easter, the

loose sand of the hills and the higher shore had

stirred and Avoke, and Avas sweeping like smoke

over the firm tidal sand on Avhich he Avas Avalk-

ing. The bulk of the drift did not come much

higher than his knees, and Avhenever he stopped

the streaming ppticles tiuaied his clerical black

trousers to yelloAv homespun, and buried liis

square-toed boots out of sight. The upper imrt

of him Avalked, as it Avere, above boiling clouds,

Avhile his feet stumbled along on earth, and

occasionaRy, by Avay of change, soused over boot-

tops in a hidden pool. At such times the

Reverend Eustace bit short exclamations, the

natural humanity of Avhich fuUy made up for any

lack of clerkliness. Nevertheless he pushed on,

and at last through his crusted eyelashes he

caught sight of the cottage, and, Avitli a deA'out

thanksgiAung, tacked up the beach towards it.

Standing in the Avooden porch for a minute, he

turned doAvn his coat-coRar, and rid himseR of

the trouser-clips and of as much sand as he could

get out of his hair and eyes and ears AAUtli his

handkerchief, Avhich smelt refreshingly sweet after

the sandy north-easter. He looked out for a

moment OA^er the swirling desolation of the flats,

and marvelled greatly that any one shoiRd choose

to Rve there
;
then he tapped on the door and

Avent in. It Avas a bare little house, but A’ery

clean, except for the sand Avhich had bloAvn

in under the door and lay about like fine dust.

A bright fire of drift-AVOod biumed on the hearth

Avith many-coloured flames, and the atmosphere

Avas thick Avith sweet-smeRing smoke by reason of

the short chimney and the drmng north-easter.

A gentle-faced old Avoman Avas propped up in a

bed near the seaAv^ard Avindow, so that she could

just see out of it Avithout raising her head from

the pilloAv.

‘ Eh, pa’son 1 I tho’t it Avere my man,’ and

there Avas an accent of disappointment in her

Amice.

‘No, it’s I, Mrs GodAnn. MRiat an aAvful

day it is !

’

‘Ay, th’ sand’s moAun’. I like to see it fleein’.

I used to like to be in it AAdien it Avere like

that
;

’ and the patient eyes glanced longingly

out of the little Avindow.

‘Well, there’s no accounting for tastes. And
hoAV are you to-day?’

‘Just as ushal,’ said the old Avoman.

‘And AAdiere’s Peter?’

‘Out after firin’. We do burn a heap this

Aveather.’

‘ He oughtn’t to be out this Aveather at aR.

He’ll never get rid of that rheumatism if he

doesn’t take more care of himself.’

‘He AAuinnot tak’ care of hisself, pa’son; an’

then, yo’ knoAAq he connot. There’s no one else.’

This gave the Reverend Eustace the opening he

Avanted and for AAJiich he had come.

‘Don’t you really think, Mrs GodAAon, it AAmuld

be AAuse to—to think of—leaA^ing here and going

AAdiere you Avoidd both be properly taken care of ?

It must be terrible here in the Avinter,' and’

‘Yo’ mean th’ House, pa’son?’

‘You ’Am really no idea hoAV comfortable it is,’

he said hastily. M Avas up there the other day,

and it seemed to me that one might be Amry

much AAmrse off. You’d liaAm every attention

and comfort, you knoAA^’

‘ An’ Peter ?
’

‘Peter AA’ould go too, of course. Such nice, big,

warm rooms they have, and good fires, and papers

and books, and plenty to eat—good Avholesome

food—and ’

AR her Rfe’s story of patient toR and endur-

ance Avas Avritten in the furroAvs of the Avrinkled

old face, and across the furroAAm AAmre stamped

later Rues of suffering. The faded cheeks Avere

almost as colourless as the Avhite cap which AAns

tied under her chin. A tiny flush stole into the

Avan cheel^s as he spoke, and something like a

spark gleamed in her eyes. Through aR the

superscriptions of time and toR and trouble the

Reverend Eustace caught a gRmpse of the comeR-

ness that had once been hers.

‘An’ Peter’d be on one’ side th’ nouse an’ me

on th’ other,’ she said, Avith a touch of the flush

and the spark in her voice.

‘I’m afmid that woiRd be so. But you ’Am

reaRy no idea’

‘THien Peter says he Avants to go, pa’son, then

I’ll be readv to go too. But I’d ReAmr die here

i than Rve there.’
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‘You must think of Peter too, Mrs Godwin.

He ’s getting almost 2^ast work, and if that

rheumatism gets worse I doiPt see’

‘Yon stuff you brought him done him a heaiD

o’ good, he says
;

’ but there was a ciuious hoj^e-

ful challenge in her voice, almost as though she

doubted it herself and desired his confirmation.

‘ It will do him good if he takes care of him-

self
;
but nothing will cure him if he’s constantly

out ill the cold and dam^).’

, ‘Ay,’ slie sighed wearily, for how was it

jiossible for a shrim^ier to keej) out of the cold

and dam}! ?

‘You talk it over quietly with him, Mrs

Godwin. Y^e only want to make you both as

comfortable as we can.’

‘Ay, I laiow. Yo’re very kind. But I dunnot

want to leave my man.’

He sat and talked with her for a time, un-

burdened himself, just a trifle awkwardty, of a

snicill jiacket of tea and a smaller one of tobacco,

and finally took his leave.

As he slipjied on his clqis and turned his back

to the wind and his face towards home, he saw

a sturdy, bent figure, cut off aiixiarcntly at the

knees, and 'with its arms full of ragged jiieces of

wood, 2>longhing slowly towards him through the

drift.

The oncomer, head down to the gale, did not

see him till they met, and so unex^iected was

the sight of a visitor that some of his s^iars fell

and were lost in the swirling sand.

‘ Hello, Mr Godwin !
’ cried the Reverend

Eustace, as he came to a stand, j)idled his hat

down into the najoe of his neck, and leaned uj)

against the wind.

‘ Eh ! Y^hy, it ’s i^a’son ;
’ and the old man

turned and stood with his back to the wind also.

‘You shouldn’t be out on a day like this,

man. Hoav ’s the rheumatism ?
’

‘Fair to middlin’, sir. Yon stuff you gev me
•done it a hea^o o’ good. ’Twill be all right soon,

I do think.’

‘Hot unless you take more care of it. I’ve

just been iqD seeing your wife.’

‘ Ay ? That ’s main good o’ you, sir. She don’t

have none too many visitors.’

‘She’s looking very frail, Godwin. I’ve been

advising her—asking her Don’t you really

think, Godwin’—it was not easy—‘don’t you
think it’s time you left this place and went
where both you and she would be better taken

care of

’

‘You mean th’ House, pa’son?’ and the grizzled

face, all crusted with sand, turned more towards
him.

‘You’d have everything’

‘Ho, pa’son, I don’t, an’ I’ll tell you for why.
Y^e?ve never bin parted, Mary an’ me, ’cept yon
time she had th’ rheumatic fever an’ Avent to

th’ hos2:)ital. It nigh killed her—not th’ fever,

but th’ hos]Dital an’ th’ bein’ aAvay from me—^an’

it nigh killed me too. If we go to th’ House

Ave’ve got to part. Y^e’ve lived together all our

lives, pa’son, an’, ^dease God, Ave ’ll die together

;

an’ if it Avas this night I ’d tlianlc Him, so

long’s Ave Avent together.’

‘ I know, I knoAV,’ said the Reverend Eustace

;

‘but 3mu’d have every care there and A^ery much
more comfort.’

‘’Cept one another, jp^^^son, an’ that’s more’n

’em all 2)ut together.’

‘YYll, Avell ! You’re as bad as she is. You
must think of Avhat’s best for one another, you

know.’

‘We’ve bill thinkin’ it for fifty years, pa’son,

an’ Ave know ;
’ and as he stoojDed to y>it^k iq^ his

fallen timbers, Avliich the sand had thoughtfully

covered up out of sight, a spasm of pain twisted

the gnarled face, and the Reverend Eustace saAV

it in spite of the sand-crust. He stooped also,

and the}^ unearthed the jiieces of Avood. He Avas

filling the last one into the old man’s arms Avhen

the merry north-easter twitched off his Avide-

aAvake and Avhirled it aivay along the flats. He
gave a Avhooj) and started after it, and the old

man turned and Avent on to the cottage.

‘I met 2>a’son,’ said the old man as he Avent in

Avith his load of firing.

‘A}q he were here,’ said his Avife.

She did look frail—very frail. His old heart

gave a kick. For her sake, perha^^s, it Avould be

better His earnings Avere very small
;

their

fare Avas of the scantiest
;
and they AAmuld likely

be smaller still and scantier. Hone but himself

kiicAV the agonies he suffered in AAunning even

that small living : the creaking of his rusty

joints, the ceaseless achings in the marroAv of his

bones da}’ and night, but Avorst of all AAhen he

Avas out Avith the net pushing ' through the bitter

shalloAvs after the feAV handfuls of shrimps Avhich

frisked betAA^een them and stai’A^ation. Perhaps

—

after all He looked at the patient AAdiite

face.

‘Lass,’ he said gently, ‘pa’son Avere adAusin’ me
to go into th’ House. What dost a say ? I

conno’ give thee all I Avould’

His A^oice broke. So very bitter a thing is it

for a man to have to confess that he cannot pro-

vide as he AAmuld for one dearer to him than

himself. Though it be not through any fault

of his OAAui, though there be no shame in it, the

bitterness is there, and all the greater from the

fact that a clean and sober life has left him

capable of feeling it so keenly, and offers him
neither palliatives nor reproaches.

He AA^as by her side looking doAvn on her, and

her eyes smiled up at him. He dro^q^ed on his

knees beside her, heedless of the creaking of the

rusty joints, and put his rough, sandy amis roimd

her.

‘Lass I lass !’ he cried, ‘thou’rt all the AAmrld to

me. I conno’ let thee go. I see thee ahvays as

thee AA^ast, Mary, bright an’ shinin’—shinin’ hair
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aiv slr.iiiir oyos^, like ilie suushiue rviuuiir ower
:ne sciiids to meet me. Oh, my lass ! my la&s

!

'

ilie gentle face shone with a great glow as she
iriecl to stroice his hair with her hand—a hand
whicli had become so strangely soft with its

five years ot undesired idleness. In her sudden
exaitoaton of spirit even the agony of movement
was forgotten, and her hand lluttered to and fro

over the grizzled head like a benedictory dove.
• Praise the Pol'd !

' she &\id softly. ‘ He 's kept

ns till now, my man. He'll keep ns to tlf end :‘

and iroin both their hearts went np the silent

prayer, ‘ May it be soon—soon !

'

Peter jailed some of his choicest bits of wood
on the fire, pieces which his experienced eye

told him held 2>risoners the most varieg'ated

fiames. He got ready their evening meal

—

literally meal, for it consisted only of a bowl
of porridge for each of them. But Love stirred

the pan, and Love fed the helpless one on the

bed : and better both for body and soul is such

a bowl of porridge than the repletion of a Lord

Mayors banquet.

They talked long together that night, and

rambled back into the past, while the one sipped

a very small cup of the Beverend Eustace's tea

without any milk, and the other smoked a pipe

of the Beverend Eustace's tobacco. If his advice

was not always to their minds, his little gifts

contained elements of consolation, and they

thought kindly thoughts of him which would

do him no harm. The wild north-easter bellowed

at them down the chimney, and i^utled the sweet

wood-smoke rudely into the room. Outside, the

restless sand whirled ceaselessly along the fiats

and sifted in below the door
;

the Siuidhills

behind got np and crept about in the dark, and

changed places and faces to such an extent that

the very rabbits would hardly know their way
about in the morning.

Inside, there Avas peace 2^^ssing the ordinary

understanding. It was so very good to be to-

gether, and there Avas in them a grateful sense

of peril passed and danger averted
;
and Avhen at

last the old man dreAV out from under his Avife^s

bed the six sacks of dried grass and rushes on

Avhich he ahvays slept on the fioor alongside her,

if their stomachs Avere not overfull their hearts

Avere. If they lacked much, they had one another.

If the problematical comforts of the House Avere

awanting, at all events tliey Avere together.

Six cunningly stufied sacks of dried grass and

rushes, loose-packed, softly elastic, and abound-

ing in hollows for the accommodation of aching

bones, make a bed fit for king or cardinal
;
but in

spite of the softness and adaptability of his couch,

Peter Godwin’s aching bones found lumps Avhere

,
there were none, and sought in Anin the comfort

that lay ahvays on his other side. He turned

himself painfully to and fro, and sighed deep,

silent breaths through his clenched teeth so long

as he kept awake
;
and Avhen he dozed the sighs

Uirnod all unconsciously to moans. His Avifo lay

aAvakc, and her heart bled for him, for she knew
too Avell the dull agony that gnawed his marivw
like a hungry Avorin and gave him no peace.

She wondered if, after all. the curate weiv not

right, and if it Avould not be belter to give up

the struggle and go to the House. ]\'rha]^s it

Avould be better—perhaps MAn\l, that Thou
Avouldst take us this night together I

'

The north-easter had swe^n aws.y ihe clouds

and cobwebs, and the next morning biv»ke crisp

and clear. The sky was like a steel-blue shield,

and the sun Avas the pale gold Ikvss to it. There

Avas not much warmth in ii, but it Avas a

cheer fill reminder of bright days past and still

brighter ones to come. The fiats gleamed ami

sparkled, and the ucav pools Aviuked merrily ; and

aAA'ay behind its banks the sea lay like a narivAAV

band of blue ribbon.

By midday it Avas almost Avarni. It did old

Peter's bones more good than all ‘pa'son's’ em-

brocation ; and in the afternoon, as soon as the

brightness AA*aned sufiiciently, he must needs go

a-shrimping. His face kept a smile as he donned

his big thigh-bools : rather a rigid smile, for the

hungry Avorms in his bones Avere at their Avork

again before his sA\\)llen ankles serajK'd through

into their places, and it only half-deceived his

Avifo ; but he smiled as he kissed her, and her

eyes dAvelt lovingly on him iis he shouldered the

big net and marclied manfully aAvay across the

fiats to the sea, just like his oavu old self—-to

look at—at a distance.

He smiled again Avhen he turned to AvaA'e his

hand to her, but it aaus a smile to make the

angels Aveep and rejoice— the smile of a martyr
;

and his face Avas shut tight as he dragged one

leaden clog of pain after the other, furroAving the.

sand as he Avent.

Arrived at the sea, he turned first toAvards

Dunster and ]fioughed the lloAV in that direction,

then turned and came back past the cottage

toAA'ards AYyverne, Avhich lay gleaming on the

other side of the estuary Avhere the l\i])ple craAvls

doAvn to the sea. From her tiny AA'indoAV his

Avife Avatched the distant figure as it bent and

pushed, and stopped and straightened noAV and

again to sift the net and empty the sparse

takings into the creel at its back. She could see

him very plainly, in spite of the distance, like

a little craAvling figure cut out of black paper

against the reddening Avestern sky.

He Avas aAvay up toAvards WyA^erne aa'Iiou she

saAV him stop suddenly. A find of some kind

jjerhaps. She AA^aited for him to rise. But he

did not rise. She greAV anxious, more anxious,

frightened. She struggled up convulsively on to

her hands, she avIio had not" been able to turn

herself in bed for five years. She could not see

him, though her eyes Avere strained to bursting.

Her heart leapt painfully Avithin her, then

Avrung her AAntli a stab of pain. The red sun
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flaslied ill. lier eyes and touched her face with

sudden fire, and the room behind was filled with

golden light. 'She could not see for the glory

that was about her. She bent towards the

window—towards -

Peter, ploughing painfully along the shallows,

saw the windows in the seaward houses of

Wyverne all ablaze with the level red rays of

the sun. His feet and legs were numb with

pain; his back and arms ached so that he dreaded

the thought of straightening up to empty the

net lest his back should break in pieces. He
would go on and on, and not empty it till he

turned. He ground his teeth in his* agony, and

breathed short and quick through his nose. The

pains had never been so bad before. They got

into his head and turned him sick and dizzy.

But he would go on and on.

Then suddenly the resistance of the net ceased.

He stumbled and fell, tried desperately to recover

himself, and found he coidd not. The water was

up to his waist. He must have stepped into a

hole. The net was floating just beyond him. He
must get it. He tried, but his feet were firmly

held. He made another desperate effort, and felt

himself sinking deeper and deeper.

The water was up to his chest
;

the clinging

sands gripped him tight round the knees. He
knew now where he was. For fifty years he had

gone warily in the neighbourhood of the boiling

sands onl}^ to fall into them at last.

He gave a cry like an angry bellow. He
thrashed the water into sandy spume with his

hands. It was all useless. For fifty years the

.sands had lain in wait for him. How they had
got him they would never let him go.

The water was up to his neck. The slimy
arms below were coiled tight round his waist.

Away across the flats the red sun bathed his

little cottage in a golden glory. A flash broke
from the window behind which his wife sat wait-

ing, and came straight to his eye.

The water was up to his chin.

^ i\Iary ! Mary F ^

His lips were blue, his eyes wild and blood-

shot. A spiteful little wave splashed the sandy
water over his head.

^ Mary ! Mary ! Lord have mercy on her !

^

Hot himself
;

his time was come. His thoughts

were only of her, left desolate.

Then—he saw the door of the cottage open
quickly. A girl came out and sped svdftly across

the wet sands tounrds him—as swiftly as an
April sunbeam sweeps across the flats.

The sandy water was at his lips ; his eyes were
like marbles, standing out of his head.

The girl came towards him, straight and swift

as an arrow, shining as she came.
‘ Go back

!
go back !

^ he shouted ; but the girl

came on without a pause. She was walking on
the water.

‘ Christ 1
^ he gasped at that strange sight.

The water belled and broke in his ears like

thunder.

Her hands were stretched eagerly towards him.

Her face was all alight with the jo}" of their

meeting.

‘ Why, Mary ! Mary !
^ and a low, glad laugh

broke through the water in his throat.

The jo^'ful hands reached out towards him to

welcome him home, as they had welcomed him a

thousand times before. He leapt towards her,

and as his sodden fingers curled upon her soft,

warm hands the sands sucked him down, and

the waters rolled smoothly over the place where

he had been.

Peter’s net was washed ashore almost opposite

his cottage, as though the senseless thing had

known its way home.

Those who found Mary Godwin fallen asleep

hardly knew her, for it seemed as though time

had rolled back for her. Her brow was smooth,

and the sorrow and suffering had gone out of her

face. There was a smile on her lips, and her

hands were extended, palms upward, as thougli

to welcome one she loved.

‘If they had taken my advice and gone to the

House,’ said the Eeverend Eustace impetuously

when he heard of it, ‘ they might have ’

But they had done far better, and they were

as they had wished to be

—

together.

EDIFBUHaH.

A CITY wrapt in mantle of tradition,

Ancient beyond the mind of man to tell

;

Gfrim, as with brooding long o’er deeds unlawful,

(jray as the secrets she has hoarded well.

A city set on high beyond all hiding,

Beautiful with the solemn light of age

;

A volume, to the traveller’s search revealing

Bare gleams of history on every page.

For ever are the fringes of her garment

"Washed by the silver waters of the Forth ;

For ever her to guard the lion couches,

Turning his kingly head towards the north.

For ever from the chilly eastern ocean

Creep up the silent mists and her enfold,

Yelling her like some Oriental beauty

Shining unseen in amethyst and gold.

0 City ! so unkind to outward seeming,

So often sombre, colourless, and gray,

And yet so all beloved, so full to weeping,

Of strange alluring charm for those away .*

Although our path lie distant from thy border,

And far away thy castled splendour be.

Once to have felt the spell of thine enchantment

Is evermore to be in love with thee !

Marie Bayne.

Printed and Published by "SY. & B. Chambers, Limited, 47 Paternoster Bow, London
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THE FIGHT WITH LOTTE E.

By Feaistcis K. O’Neill, Late of the Cape Mounted Bifies.

5 of the

are still keeping ns

^IST the 1st of September last Colonel

Scobell left Cradock in pursuit of

Lotter’s commando. It was only

one of many expeditions against

those wanderini

enemy that

busy in the Cape Colony. These roving bodies

of men, with three or four columns round them,

ill nine cases out of ten succeed in evading their

pursuers, thus reminding us forcibly of a game
called ‘Fox and Geese.’ In this case, liowever,

the game resulted in favour of the ‘ geese
;

’ and
Letter, who was plajdng ‘fox,’ after nearly a

week’s hard pursuit was at last cornered, and
one hundred and fourteen men out of his com-

mando of one hundred and forty were either

killed, wounded, or captured. Our small force

consisted of detachments of the 9tli Lancers, Cape

Mounted Eifies, and Imjierial Yeomanry. The
Yeomanry were left to guard the transport when
the chase across the mountains made it necessary

to leave the guns and all heaiT' baggage.

We had just returned from a wild-goose chase

after a commando when we received news at

Cradock, where we had camped for the night,

that Lotter was again in the water-kloof (a

narrow valley in the mountains) some twenty

miles west of the town. Wearied though we
were by weeks of incessant work in bitter

weather and on short rations, orders were at

once given to prepare for a fresh start
; and at

seven o’clock next morning the column moved
out after the enemy. We rode till six o’clock

that evening along the road to Spitz Kop,

passing the water-kloof some ten miles to our

left. We then ihtched camp for the night.

The next morning orders were given to get as

much rest as possible during the da}^, as there

might be some heavy work to do later
; so the

men were prepared for any sudden move. At

three o’clock in the afternoon we again moved

on, still in the same direction, and camped after

another journey of ten miles. Eo further orders

No. 225.—Yol. Y. [All Flights

were given out till ten o’clock that night. The
men were then warned to march at half-past

eleven, and ordered to pack the mules.

We had had experience of expeditions into the

mountains with pack-mules during the operations

against Scheepers in the Camdeboo, the moun-
tainous district west of Graaff-Eeinet, and knew
well what it meant

;
so it was with no very cheer-

ful feelings that we rolled out of our blankets to

commence an hour’s hard work loading mules,

draudng rations and grain and ammunition, and

packing our tents and kit on the wagons. The
men were then drawn \vp in comjDanies, the roll

was called, and the sounding of the ‘G’ on

the bugle from Colonel Scobell’s quarters gave

the signal to mount. The officers commanding
different regiments then gave the command,

‘Advance in succession by fours from the right

of companies on the leading company;’ and the

column moved off, this time to retrace our steps.

Now we began to see the object of our previous

day’s march, which was evidently a stratagem to

deceive the enemy. This made, we were now to

double back and take them by surprise. After

an hour’s trek the range of mountains on this

side of the Avater-kloof became clearly discernible.

The usual orders during a night march, when the

enemy are close at hand, were issued : ‘No smok-

ing, and make as little noise as possible.’ Every

hour was now bringing us nearer to the wall of

rock Avhich we had to climb. We c^uld already

see, by the light of the rising moch, the long

line of men ahead leading their horses up the

rocky x^^-th ;
in the early tudlight it had the

appearance of a huge snake vdnding in and out

of the steep gorges on the mountain-side.

After a climb of two hours we reached a

narrow pass in the mountains. On the other side

was the water-kloof, where the commando we were

seeking were sux5i:)osed to be concealed. ‘Now,

surely,’ we thought, ‘they will let us have some

indication of their position,’ for the faint light

in the sky showed that the day was breaking.

Rescrvcd.l jSIae. 22, 1902.
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A long hcalt was now made ;
tlie advance-guard

had gone on to the ridge overlooking the valley.

The wind was bitterly cold, and we were nearly

frozen when we received the order to move on.

It was now quite light, and another hour along

the mountain-path led us to the edge of the

valley. There it was, about fifteen hundred feet

below us, with a few farms scattered here and

there on the banks of the river; but still no

sight of the enemy. The 9th Lancers, with the

guns, had blocked the lower entrance to the

valley, and the Cape Mounted Eifles were in

command of the ridges overlooking the farm

which tlie enemy had used as their headquarters.

It was a well-thought-out manoeuvre, well timed

and beautifully carried out
;
but, as had happened

so often before, the Boers had got wind of our

coming, and were now in full retreat some eight

hours in front of us. So ended the first move
against hotter and his men.

The pursuit was continued vigorously for the

whole of the next day, and it was at about

four o’clock in the afternoon, and after a journey

of nearly thirty miles, that we again came in

touch with the Boers. The road now led us into

a narrow cutting in a forest of^cactus, prickly-

pear, and mimosa-bushes which covered the bottom

and sides of the valley and reached to the top of

the steep ridges on each side of the road. It

was evident that the enemy had fancied them-

selves secure after putting such a range of

mountains as we had traversed between them-
selves and their |)nrsuers.

At the entrance to the valley lies a small

farm on the Yogel Eiver. It was on apx)roach-

ing this farm that we received information that

the Boers had taken up positions upon the

ridges on each side of the farm and guarding

the entrance to the kloof. Almost at the same
instant one of our intelligence-men came up with
the news that he had been fired at from the

hills to our left-front, and Colonel Scobell and
his staff came up at a gallop. In an instant

we began to make preparations. A detachment of

Cape j\Iounted Eifles and 9th Lancers dismounted,
fixed bayonets, and advanced along a donga to

the right of the road among the bushes, leading

towards a house supposed to be held by the

enemy. As I was with this party, I will describe

the operations as I saw them.

Charging along the donga, we had to clear

away tu'o barriers of prickly mimosa-branches,
evidently placed there to hinder our progress

;

but when we rushed the house no one was to be
found. Then we extended into line, advanced \xp

the ridge to the right, and- took possession of it;

but we found .this also clear. From this point
we could see our men charging down the road to

the farm. They had just reached it and were
galloping up to the house when we heard the
sharp double report, the ping-inng of the Mausers,
from the ridges behind it.

We could see our men getting their horses

under cover behind the kraal near to the house,

and preparing to charge the ridge. The firing

then stopped ; the main body came up, passed the

farmhouse, and went on dovm the road. Evi-

dentl}'- the enemy were in full retreat, with our

men close at their heels. The Cape Mounted

Eifles held the farm until the Lancers returned

two hours later, having chased the enemy till

darkness stopped the operations.

This was not, however, as we 'imagined, the end

of the pursuit, for at half-past four the next morn-

ing we were turned out to pack up again. It was

raining steadily, and we rode on through a thick

mountain-mist past the two farms we had visited

on the previous day
;
but this time we struck off

in a north-easterly direction. Then began the

worst ascent we had yet had in our many
mountain expeditions. The fearful condition of

the path owing to the heavy rains made the

work terribly hard for both men and horses,

already exhausted by the work we had been

doing. It seemed endless. It was impossible to

see more than fifty yards ahead, and our clothes

were wet through. Hour after hour we dragged

our horses up, and still no sign of the top.

At about twelve o’clock we halted for ‘break-

fast,’ which consisted of ‘bully’ and damp biscuit.

A few of us were lucky enough to find shelter

in a Kaffir hut, and fell asleep instantly, in a

thick atmosphere of smoke from the cow-dung

fire, and regardless of the filthy, condition and

evident signs of life observable within the any-

thing but solid walls of the hut. Then saddle up

again, and more climbing ;
• and it was not till

about four o’clock in the afternoon that we

reached tlie neJc and began to descend towards

Pietersberg, which lay almost directly below us.

At seven o’clock in the evening we camped

about a mile from the Aullage, utterly worn out

;

our blankets were dripping wet, and there ‘was

no shelter to be found nor dry spot on the now
soaking ground. This, however, did not prevent

our sleeping soundly for the four hours we were

left in peace.

At midnight we were to saddle up again, and

at half-past twelve we rode out down the valley

on the Graaff-Eeinet road. After following it for

about eight miles, we made a sudden turn to the

left up a mountain-path near Du Toit’s farm at

Groenldoof
;
and, after another steep climb lasting

nearly two hours, we reached a high, open plateau,

the level plain in front leading towards a higher

ridge still enveloped in mist. How was about to

be played the final move in the game, the last

and most exciting scene.

THE FIGHT OH THE HILL.

It was still dark when we reached the plateau.

A narrow kloof, disappearing in the mist on the

hillside, showed as a darker blot in the blackness

in front.
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The whole force, two hundred and eighty men,

were drawn up in line, and then wheeled off in

squadrons and companies at a gallop, some to

the right of the kloof, some to the left, and a

squadron of Lancers under Captain Lord Douglas

Compton up the centre of the valley.

As the enemy had not been located, a picket

might at any moment give the alarm in time

for them to take up a position and check

the advance
; so no time was to be lost. It

was a fine sight, these lines of mounted men
sweeping off in different directions across the

open veldt in the twilight. The Cape Mounted
Eifles had gained the ridges overlooking the

kloof on the right and the Lance-rs were charging

up the centre when the crack of a Mauser,

followed a minute later by a burst of firing from

the bottom of the kloof, showed that the fight

had begun.

To give an idea of the nature of this engage-

ment, and how our wily antagonist was at last

so completely trapped that only the six men on

j^icket upon the ridge got away, we must briefly

explain that the narrow valley in which the

enemy had made their laager was a small cutting

in the side of a smooth sloping ridge, looking

exactly as if some gigantic wedge had been

driven .half-way through the hillside and then

withdrawn. Therefore, when we had gained

possession of the high land overlooking the

valley on three sides there was no possibility

of escax^e for any man inside it. Up the centre

was a donga, about four feet deep, leading from

a farmhouse at the extremity of the cutting. On
the right-hand side, near the entrance, and some

three hundred yards from the house, was a

cattle-kraal, an enclosure about fifty yards long

.and some thirty broad, covered for one-third of

its length with a corrugated-iron roof supported

by stone walls, which were about six feet in

height. The kraal was entered by a gate on the

.side facing the bottom of the kloof
;
and it was

p)ast this gate that Lord Douglas Compton rode

with his squadron, and within a few yards of it,

never thinking that close upon a hundred of the

•enemy were lying huddled together inside, under

their many-coloured blankets. I was told by one

of the Boers afterwards that the first intimation

they had of our presence was the sound of our

men riding past the gate. It was then that they

took the alarm, and shot, point-blank, a signaller

of the Lancers riding behind the squadron.

This man, with several bullets through his body,

and with his horse shot dead, rolled within a

few feet of the gate of the kraal. In an instant

all was confusion. Some of the Lancers, finding

they were fired at from so short a distance,

threw themselves against the walls, firiiig blindly

over the top into the kraal ; but the muzzles of

the enemy’s rifles were thrust through the spaces

between the stones
;

and, with six of their

jiumber shot dead, the Lancers rushed back to

find cover on the ridge opposite. Our men were
now occupying the hills all round, and pouring
volleys from ever}’’ side through the iron roof of

the enclosure.

IIHaen the Boers opened fire, several of them
wlio had been sleeping in the farmhouse made
a rush into the donga. There was a shout of
‘ There they are !

’ and the firing began in

earnest. The Boer picket, who had taken cover

some distance away, were firing at the ridge

o]Dposite, now swarming with our men. Two of

the Cape Mounted Eifles were killed and three

wounded by these snipers. They kept up the

firing even after their comrades in the laager

had surrendered, but eventually made good their

escaj^e on foot through the mist.

A perfect hailstorm of bullets was now raining

upon the enclosure. Five of the Cape Mounted
Eifles crawled to a point within eighty yards

of the kraal and directly above it, and were

thus able to deliver a jDoint-blank fire into the

enemy through the space between the roof and
the top) of the wall. The scene inside must have

been quite indescribable. Imagine a hundred

men cooped up within this place, with a rain of

bullets searching ever}^ corner of it, and coming

like hailstones through the roof, which was

already so perforated that it presented the ap-

pearance of being comjfietely riddled-

Eor nearly a quarter of an hour the enemy held

out, and did their best to retaliate. It was a

marvel there was a man left alive inside the kraal.

When the situation was becoming impossible for

them, a man thrust his head and shoulders over

the wall, waving a white flag, only to fall riddled

with bullets
;
but this was inevitable, owing to

the heavy fire. The man fell over the wall and

hung there, being hit again and again, as oiir

men only saw his body as a dark mass in the

mist. The only thought now was to surrender

;

six white flags were waved at different palaces

over the walls, and our firing ceased.

I shall never forget the sight that presented

itself when we rushed up), and Letter and his

men, their hands up), came out of the kraal.

Letter himself had been hit in three places,

and men were lying about in all directions dead

and badly wounded. The p)lace looked like

a slaughter-house, and the walls were literally

splashed with blood. Twelve Boers lay dead,

lying as they fell, among the piles of blankets

and saddles, and fifty-four others were hit. One

man was sitting with his head simk on his

chest ;
no resemblance to a face was left, his

jaw having been torn away by a bullet. Another,

lying close by, was rolling on the ground, bury-

ing his face in the thick mud and biting at the

ground in agony. A strong-looking young fellow

had been hit in the thigh. He was lying on the

ground, but seemed as if determined to fight

against death. Again and again he attempted

to struggle to his feet, and on making one
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last convulsive effort to pull himself together

he fell hack dead. These frantic efforts were

terrible to witness. A small boy of fourteen,

who had been fighting with them, had been

wounded in the neck in the confusion. Nearly

every man was covered with mud and bleed-

ing from some wound ;
they presented a

ghastly spectacle. Several %vonnded and three

dead Boers lay in the donga outside the kraal,

the brothers Yorster, two of the best shots in

the colony, being among the dead. A great

many of the prisoners had neither shoes nor

socks, and had been going barefooted in the

thick mud and terrible cold.

Now began the work of collecting the enemy’s

horses, which had been tethered outside the

kraal. Y^e shot all excejDt the best, which we
took away with ns.

Several squadrons of the Lancers were now
detached to scour the country to ascertain if it

were clear of the enemy, and to pursue the

picket
;

the rest of us were busy burying the

dead, burning the enemy’s saddles and equip-

ment, and organising stretcher-parties to go out

and bring in the wounded.

Our casualties for the whole force had been ten

killed and six wounded. Ever since the firing

stopped the doctor had been kept busy hastily

bandaging up the wounds of the sixty men under

h is care. Of the four hundred men engaged, over

eighty had been hit in the short space of the

twenty minutes that the fight lasted, showing how
terrible the fire had been in that narrow valley.

Next we were confronted with a great diffi-

culty, for many of the wounded were unable to

walk, and had to be carried down the precipitous

mountain-path to the Graaff-Reinet road, which

we had ascended on the j)r^vious night. This

path was so narrow and steep that it was with

the greatest difficulty, and after
^

six hours’ hard

work—twelve men being told off to each stretcher

to take the carrying in reliefs—that we at last got

them down to the farm where we were to sta)^ for

the night. The men were now utterly exhausted

and weak from want of food, for there were no
rations left, and the convoy of supplies and ambu-
lance wagons heliographed for from Graaff-Reinet

did not get out to ns untR the foUoAving day.

It was on reaching the town, two days later,

that we fully realised what an impression the

destruction of a whole commando—the first com-

l^lete capture of this kind in the colony—^liad

made on the outside world. Long lines of Cape
carts and wagonettes lined the road. Several had
come for miles to meet ns. The whole popula-

tion of the town had turned out to see the

column come in with the prisoners.

To realise how important a decisive blow on

the enemy was at this time, it must be remem-

bered that the difficulty of getting in touch with

these mobile commandoes, without transport and

therefore indej^endent of the roads, in a wild

mountainous country, was enormous. It was

only by a clever flanking movement, very

quickly carried out, and with the help of a

very efficient intelligence department, that we

were able to do it on this occasion
;

for when

Letter had given us the slip on the Yogel River

he made a wide circuit, doubling back, and thus

putting the high range of mountains which we

crossed—the Tanjesberg—between himself and the

pursuing column. He told us that he thought it

impossible for us to cross over in the way we

did, and fancied also that we had entirely lost

touch with him. He paid a high compliment to

our intelligence department when he said that he

thought they must be a set of bloodhounds. How
completely he was off his guard was shown by

his having left nineteen men scouting on the

route he had taken. He fancied that this was

the only possible way we could follow him. In

reality we came in exactly the opposite direction,

and even the picket effaced by the Boers to

guard their laager was not on the side from

which we advanced. Only one man could pass

along this path at a time
;

therefore half-a-

dozen men placed at the top of the cutting up

which we had to climb to reach the j)lateau would

have stopped the whole column and enabled the

commando to get away. That the Boers made

the resistance they did under the circumstances

is very greatly to their credit.

Although they failed in this instance, the Boers

are at their best in guerilla warfare. The charac-

teristic method they so often employ of breaking

uj) into small parties and disappearing before an

enemy, only to quickly reorganise, has made it

impossible for them to stand against large bodies

of regular trooj^s. At the same time, it is these

tactics which have enabled them to make a pro-

longed resistance. Y^arfare, considered as an art

of doing the greatest possible harm to your enemy

with the least to yourself, has been brought by

the Boers to a high j^itch of perfection. They are

naturally hunters, and fight as they hunt
;
only

the game is changed. They are untrained men,

but men whose power of endurance far exceeds

our own, and whose strength of will and obsti-

nacy of purpose is perhaps unrivalled. YTth the

same weapon in their hands as we have, and

more skilful in its use, these farmers have proved

how great aii effect the increased power of the

modern rifle can make in the fighting-power of

any body of determined men.
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CHiVPTER XIII.—A BROKEN REED.

HE front door of Saint AngePs

Vicarage stood invitingly open,

affording a view of a handsomely

furnished hall, wherein a plump
housemaid in an attitude sugges-

tive of devotion was busily engaged

polishing the parquetry floor. Erom the invisible

kitchen an appetising odour as of savoury baked

meats was wafted upwards. A plethoric dog, his

neck begirt with blue ribbon, waddled slowly

across the. hall. All looked afEuent and yet so

homely, and there was such an air of solid com-

fort in the scene, that on surveying it Lucie

drew a deep sigh of relief, assured that here she

had only to apply for direction and aid to

receive both.

As her shadow fell across the threshold the

plump servant ceased polishing, and, still on her

knees, turned to regard the visitor curiously
;
and

a smart parlour-maid who apx^eared, laden with a

tray of silver and crystal, quickly depositing her

burden on a butler’s tray, came forward to learn

her business.

Full of confidence in the power of the Church

to succour, a trust inherited from generations of

God-fearing ancestors, Lucie advanced boldly.

‘ Is the vicar at home Can I see him 1
^ she

inquired.

The maid’s dubious glance, which travelled from

the crown of the flippant white yachting-cap

down to where the frills of the blue delaine

skirt showed beneath the long red cloak, recalled

the discordance of her appearance, and Lucie

blushed hotly.

H don’t know,’ the girl replied hesitatingly.

‘Wait a moment and I’ll ask.’

Leaving the visitor standing on the doorstep,

the maid entered an apartment on the right, and

made some whispered inquiry of some invisible

presence within.

‘A young person to see your master? Did she

say what she wished? Do you think she is one

of the congregation ? Does she look quite

respectable, Mitchell?’ replied a high-pitched,

domineering voice.

Mitchell, aware that the object of these inquiries

could hear all that was said, purposely replied

in tones that were inaudible to Lucie.

‘ Oh ! Well, ask her what her business is.’

‘ My business ? I shaU tell it to the clergj^man

when I see him,’ was Lucie’s sole answer when

the docile Mitchell transmitted her mistress’s

message.

‘Tell the young woman that your master is

dee2oly engaged, but that he will try to spare her

a moment. She must not detain him longer.’

Such was the ultimatum issued by the vicaress

when Mitchell conveyed to her Lucie’s reply.

‘The vicar’s busy, but he’ll see you a minute;’

thus Mitchell translated her mistress’s grudging

consent
; and with hot indignation swelling in her

breast, Lucie followed her conductress. Evident!}^

the maid did not esteem the guest worthy of

announcing, for, without going through the form

of asking her name, she pushed open the study-

door, and remarking casually, ‘A young person

to see jmu, sir,’ ushered Lucie into the sacred

presence.

The Keverend Everard Poplight, vicar of Saint

Angel’s, was engrossed in his usual morning

occupation of dozing placidly over the news-

papers in the guarded seclusion of his sanctum.

When thus abruptly aroused from his nap, the

clerical gentleman blinked sleepily at the in-

truder
;

then, recovering himself, politely re-

quested her to be seated. Possibly the oddness

of Lucie’s attire did not impress him as it would

a woman, for even in his overfed, 'overslept

brain the sight of the lovely troubled face with

its apprehensive gray eyes awoke a fleeting

interest.

‘You wished to—a—consult me? YTiat can I

do for you?’ he asked suavely, speaking with the

deliberate utterance of one who is accustomed to

having deferential attention paid to his slightest

utterances.

« Yes—there is nobody else I can go to—I am
in a dreadful position.’ Lucie’s explanation

stumbled and halted. Ho one who has true

experiences to tell ever realises how unveracious

these adventures may appear until he or she

begins to relate them in all their bald, unvar-

nished truth to a callously critical stranger. Lucie

sincerely wished that her story had been less

unusual. Had it been utterly commonplace she

felt convinced that it would far more readily

have gained credence.

The study was luxurious. Through the wide

casement the April sunshine streamed warml}^

Among the scarlet blossoms of a Fyrus jcqmica

that wreathed the window-siU a sparrow twittered

merrily. The very brightness of the surroundings

seemed to Lucie to add to the unreality of her

tale of deception and cruelty.

«Yes—in a dreadful position?’ prompted the

vicar reassuringly when she stopped, confronted

by the unsuspected difficulty of making her story

sound true.

‘I’ve just come from the Colonies,’ she began

again, encouraged by her auditor’s purr. ‘ I

only arrived on Tuesday. Father had vwitten

that I was coming, and Uncle Andrew—he is I^Ir
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Andrew Lorimer of Chancery Lane, cabled back

that they would be glad to have me. Well,

when .the shijD got to the docks this man met me
and said he was Uncle Andrew, and, of course, I

believed him. And he seemed very kind till this

morning, when I awoke and found that every-

body had gone—taken all my money, and luggage,

and eA^erything. E Lucie paused, her torrent of

Avords effectually arrested by the exj)ression

of blank incomprehension that had chased the

expression of suave interest from her listener’s

face.

‘ But Avho—I ’m afraid I don’t quite gather ’

Lucie bit her lip impatiently. She had been

Avarned not to detain this man, and the precious

moments Avere passing. Would she ever be able

to make him comprehend?
Wou see, Ave live in ISfeAV Zealand.’

‘Oh! North or South Island?’ inquired the

vicar, avIio in an invertebrate Avay fancied himself

for his knoAvledge of geography.

‘In the North Island—in Auckland.’
‘Ah 1

’ said the Reverend Poplight, considerately

stifling a yaAvn. His transitory interest, Avhich

had arisen from a slight acquaintance Avith a

colonial bishop from Christchurch, had already

eA'ajDorated, Christchurch being in the South
Island.

^

‘So I thought I’d like to come home to

England,’ Lucie Avent on, trying to ignore the

irreleA'-ant interriqDtion.

‘But I understood you to say that your home
Avas in New Zealand?’ interposed the Aucar, Avho,

like many other equally obtuse persons, prided
himself on his jDersjDicacity and acuteness in

picking out the Aveak points of a case.

‘We always spoke of England as “home:”
everybody does,’ Lucie ansAvered, trying to choke
down the irritation that possessed her. ‘IVlien I

left New Zealand I had a bank draft for four
hundred pounds. Father gave it to me, for

travelling expenses here—oh, and presents to take
back, and things, you know

; and Uncle AndreAV
—but of course he Avasn’t really Uncle AndreAv

—

got the draft cashed for me yesterday, and this

morning Avhen I aAvoke eA^ery one had gone,
leaving me alone in the empty house, Avith only
these dreadful clothes to Avear’

‘ And this house Avhere you say they left you

—

A\diere is it?’

‘Oh, quite near here. Just up one road and
across, and along another.’

‘But the address?’

‘I’m afraid—I don’t knoAV the address,’ Lucie
Avas admitting, A\dien the door behind her chair

opened, and the OAvner of the autocratic voice
entered.

‘Everard, I think you have forgotten that
many important matters demand your attention.’

Her tone inqffied reproof to her husband and
disapproval of his visitor’s action in thus AA^asting

his valuable time.

‘Yes, my dear, I knoAV. But this young—a

—

lady has just been telling me a very strange

story—a A^ery strange story indeed.’

A hard cough from the matron hinted that

Avithin the stony Avails of the vicarage many
strange tales had been listened to. Under the

scrutiny of her coldly ajDpraising eyes Lucie again

became painfully conscious of the glaring im-

probability of her OAvn experiences.

It had been difficult to talk to the master of

the house Avhen they Avere alone
;

but in the

antipathetic presence of his sjDouse Lucie felt as

though stricken dumb. The role of applicant

for aid Avas uncongenial
;
and intuition teaching

her the futility of any appeal to this dame,

A\diose thin lips and steely eyes gaA-e the lie

direct to her matronly afiduence of, figure, Lucie

rose to go.

‘What was the young person’s story, Everard?’

inquired the lady, addressing her husband, but

narrowly obserAung Lucie.

‘As far as I gathered, my dear,’ the obedient

Everard responded meekly, ‘she says she landed

in this country from Ncav Zealand—Auckland,

Avasn’t it?—two days ago, and some people Avho

impersonated her relatives liaA^e robbed her of

all her possessions and a large sum of money,
and deserted her this morning.’ Four hundred
jDounds seemed so ridiculous a sum to belong

to the badly dressed girl before him that, out

of a sense of kindness, the vicar left the amount
A^ague.

‘Oh 1
’ remarked the lady Avith caustic emjffiasis:

‘And Avhat, might I ask, made you apply to us

for assistance?’ she added dryly, turning to the

suppliant.

‘I saw the name of the vicarage on the door,

and thought perhaj)s’

‘Yes, that’s ahvays the Avay. If a clergyman
once gets a reputation for generosity he is simply
deluged Avith requests for charity. The thing is-

endless. Where did the people Avho, you say,,

deserted you stay ?
’

‘ I don’t knoAV the address, . but the house is-

quite near here. I’m sure I could find it again.

It had a high Avail, and there Avas a thatched
summer-house in the garden’

‘But surely you knew Avhere you Avere coming;
to ? No respectalffe family Avould j)ermit a young,
girl to travel so far’

‘ Oh, of course Ave knew,’ Lucie interrujDted ;;

‘but the man Avho pretended to be my uncle-

told me that they had left Queen’s Gate and
come to liAm at St John’s Wood, and ’

The impenetrable atmosphere of disbelief that
encompassed her froze the Avords on Lucie’s

lips. She stopped abruptly, conscious of the
futility of her efforts to Avring symjDathy from
a stone. Wliile listening to his Avife’s cross-

examination the reverend gentleman unconsciously
smoothed his beard down AAuth his hand, and
the outline thus rcA^'ealed shoAved that the-.
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disguising beard concealed a weak, vacillating

‘ chin.

think the Charity Organisation might look

into your case. If you go to them they will

make inquiries and report upon it.—That will

be the young person’s best plan—^Avill it not,

Everard ? ’ Mrs Poplight added, appealing to her

submissive spouse for confirmation of her opinion.

!
‘ Um—yes,’ Everard agreed reluctantly.

‘ Or the police-court
:
you could ajDply there.’

Lucie had turned towards the door, her cheeks

flaming.

‘ Thank you. I shall not detain you any

I

longer,’ she said, her voice quivering with sup-

pressed indignation. ^ I am sorry I troubled

you,’

Something in her manner touched a manly
chord in the vicar’s flaccid breast. Springing to

his feet, he opened the door for her exit, and

thrust a coin into her hand.

Lucie, her eyes hot with unshed tears of

mortification, was half-way down the tiled path

leading to the gate before she discovered the

shilling in her palm. Turning instantly on her

heel, and reascending the steps like a whirlwind,
J

’

she surprised Mitchell, who was watching her

retreat through a chink of the door.

‘Give that to your master,’ she said, thrust-

ing the coin upon the maid. ‘ Tell him—tell
;

him—I’m not a beggar !’

‘Yes, readied MitcheU, a new-born respect

in her tone.

Lucie had shaken the dust of the clerical . i

dwelling from her feet and was far down the ip

road before she cooled suificiently to consider in
);

what direction she had walked. Fortunately it

Avas the right one, as she found from inquiry. n.

’Buses moving townwards Avere pointed out to I’i;

her
; but, all eagerness noAV to reach her real ji-

relatives, and uneas}^ under the curious glances '‘j'

elicited by her strange attire—of Avhich she

AA^as momentarily becoming more painfully con-
:jjl

scions—Lucie hailed the first four-Avheeler she i

j[

encountered, and telling the driver to take her
|j:j

to Chancery Lane, hid herself in the interior of : ij

the A^ehicle.
| ;j]

THE PHAOTIOAL SIDE OF COMMEEOIAL
EDHOATIOK

P

i

Ik

y

^^ROM a great deal that is being said

q£ ability and exjjerience

uj)on this subject Ave select a feA7

of the more- practical ideas and

utterances, Avhich may proA’-e stimu-

lating and helpful. One thing upon
Avhich authorities are all agreed is, that the Avorld

Avas never more in need of, or more ready to

Avelcoine, clever brains and nimble fingers. Mr
Schwab, j)resident of the United States Steel Trust,

has expressed his firm belief that the United

States Avill soon control the trade of the Avorld,

and has also said that there never Avas a greater

opportunity for any man—Avorldng-man or manager

—Avho has to use his brains than to-day. Never,

in his ojDinion, has there been such a sccircity of

special men that great manufactmers and capitalists

desire. William Jacks, LL.D., president of the

West of Scotland Iron and Steel Institute, says

that there are more important positions Avaiting

to be filled than there are young men caj)able of

filling them. We are being left behind in the

race for instruction, says Mr Asquith
;

our ele-

mentary education is too ‘booldsh,’ according to

Mr Hanbury
;
Avhile Mr E. Parkes, M.P., president

of the British Iron Trade Association, considers

that the great difference betAveen the young men
of America and those at home is the greater

. desire shown thoroughly to master all the techni-

calities of Avhatever business they may have

adopted. Since the subject Avas treated in GJicnn-

hers^s Journal for 1898 by Mr E. Grant OgiLde,

Dii-ector of the Edinburgh Museum of Science

and Art, the need for its discussion is as great

as eA^er.

‘ This country,’ says the Times, ‘ which has done

a great deal to shake up the AA^orld, in its own
domestic affairs itself needs a great deal of shak-'

ing uxD.’ The late Bishoj) of London, in a remark-

able address XDrejDared for the Midland Institute,

but Avhich he did not live to deliver, entitled ‘A
Plea for KnoAvledge,’ gave it as his opinion that the

great defect of England at j^resent is an inadequate

conception of the value of loiOAAiedge in itself,

and of its importance for the national life. By
this he meant that the aA’erage Englishman thinks

A-ery little of the importance of gaining for iiim-

self as much knowledge as he can for the purpose

of leading his OAvn life efficiently. Originality

of thought and action, according to a school-

master he quotes, is A\diat John Bid! hates. He
Avill not read or recite Avith any attemxit at feeling

or ex^iression simxily because of a dread of inaking

a fool of himself. He Avill not learn to speak

French and German for the same reason. But

the question here, as some one it, is not the

question of learning one jiarticular subject or

another
;

it is the question of educating the

Avhole nation from a technical as Avell as a com-

mercial xDoint of view.

There has been no better recent examxile of

trained alertness of mind than in the case of Mr
Pieiqiont Morgan, the American banker and finan-

cier. lYhile listening to an ‘illuminative address’

by Mr Schwab on the steel and iron industry, he

Avas so impressed that he conceh^ed as in a flash
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the idea of the gigantic combination which took

shape a few months later as the United States

Steel Trustj although millions
,
of money were

concerned.

The London Chamber of Commerce has insti-

tuted junior and senior leaving certificates in

commercial education, while the various Chambers

of Commerce throughout the country have been

bestirring themselves in the matter
;

and in

that of Edinburgh the report,, signed by the

late Mr John Macmillan, states :
^ There is a

consensus of opinion among the business men
who gave evidence that elementary education is

so imperfect that many boys entering offices or

warehouses write in a slovenly way; that their

arithmetic is deficient
;
and that they are unable

to compose a letter properly, and in some cases

even to sp>ell correctly
;

and these witnesses

attribute this to the want of a thorough ground-

ing in elementary education.^ In this connection

the manager of a large business establishment,

with forty years’ experience, informs us that he

has never found a boy fresh from school, and

however well educated, who could add a column

of figures quickly and correctly. This same report

defines commercial education as the whole course of

educational training for a business career, whether

it consists of general education or education of a

specialised nature bearing on commerce. In the

elementary stage there need be no distinction in

the training of a boy destined for business and of

another who may look forward to a professional

or literary calling. There are differences of

opinion, too, as to the value of a university

training in this connection. Dr William Jacks

states that, as far as his experience and
observation go, those who have had the benefit

of Latin and Greek,' and even a brief insight

into the humanities, such as clergymen, lawyers,

and doctors, are in intellectual acumen, in power
of thought, in soundness of judgment, or in any
of the vital attributes of life, in no way superior

to the thoughtful, well-read man who has not

had the advantage of a university education.

Still, he himself thought it Avorth Avhile to become
a thorough linguist within and beyond the bounds
of his business needs, and achieved Avide culture

besides
;

all this Avith feAV early advantages save

the exercise of self-denial, hard Avork, the posses-

sion of excellent native ability, and a sound
constitution, Eor the sake of stimulus and
encouragement Ave have set doAvn a fcAv facts in

the career of Dr Jacks, before giAung his vieAvs

uX^on commercial education, Avhich have the advan-

tage of being an outgroAvth from his OAvn life

and experience. ,Eor the fight in life reminds
him of getting into a popular concert-room or

lecture-hall. The peoxfie are crushing at the door;

but Avhen you get in and a little forAA^ard you
find more and more room, and if provided Avith

a reserved ticket there is usually plenty of room
at the front. He believes that those Avho have

equipped themselves AAuth the reserved ticket of

kiioAvledge Avill find more room than they can

occiq^y.

This is hoAv he Avorked out his OAvn reserved-

seat ticket in the crowded business life of to-day

;

The son of a Border shex^herd, born at Cornhill-

on-Tweed, 18th March 1841, he Avas educated at

SAvinton School, BerAvickshire, and began business-

life in a shix^yard in West Hartlex30ol ; but he

found his AA^ay from the Avorkshox^ to the count-

ing-house, and from the manager’s chair to

the independent business in the iron trade of /

W. Jacks & Co., London, GlasgoAv, and Middles-

brough. There is a clever American story, A
Message to Garcia, AAffiich illustrates the turning-

XDoint in the. career of Dr Jacks. MTien AA'ar

broke out betAveen Sx^ain and the United States,

it Avas A^ery necessary to communicate quickly

Avith the leader of the insurgents, Garcia,

someAAffiere in the mountain fastnesses of Cuba.

It Avas mentioned to President McKinley,
‘ There ’s a felloAv by the name of EoAvan AvUl

find Garcia for you, if anybody can.’ EoAA^an

took the letter AAdthout asking any questions

about Cuba, or suggesting difficulties, and found

Garcia. An Italian firm had ordered a large

cargo of iron goods, the bill of lading for Avhich

had been despatched by the firm Avith Avhich

young Jacks AA^as employed, AAdien it AA^as dis-

covered that the purchasers did not intend to

pay for the goods. ‘The felloAv named Jacks’

Avas sent foi*, and saved the situation. He
arrived at the Italian x^^rt before the A^essel,

managed to obtain x)ossession of the cargo, AAffiich

he sold at a good profit, and . returned haAung

otherAvise extended the connection of the firm.

The fame of this exxfioit led to the offer of a

manager’s situation in the Avest of Scotland,

Avhich in turn paved the AA’-ay for founding an

index^endent business. But the x^oint to be ob-

served in the career of Dr Jacks Avas the achieve-

ment, by strenuous effort, of a knoAvledge of

many modern languages and AAude general culture.

While he represented Leith Burghs and the

county of Stirling in the House of Commons he

Avas diligent and attentive to the duties of x^arlia-

mentary life, and during the Avearisome intein^als

of debate translated Lessing’s Nathan the Wise,

On the hundredth anniversary of the death of

Burns he published a A^'oEime, Eohert Burns in

Other Tongues. Later he published a book on

James Watt, AAffiile a Life of Bismarck brought

him high appreciation from Prince Herbert Bis-

marck, and a letter from the German Einx^eror,

accompanied by the present of tAvo illustrated

A^olumes. At x>i^<3sent he has tackled a study of

the Hohenzollerns, AAffiich his thorough knoAAdedge

of German makes a recreation and a delight. In

acknoAAdedgmeiit of these studies and his many
lectures and addresses, a selection from AA'hich is

to be published, GlasgOAV UniA^ersity conferred

the. degree of LL.D. upon him. Mr Shorthouse
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(a Birniinghani manufacturer) recreated liimself

by writing historical novels, Dr Jacks by the

study of languages and history. In his heroic

days, when his leisure was spent on self-educa-

tion, Dr Jacks’ time-table was something like

this : from six till seven p.:m., German litera-

ture
;

seven till eight, mathematics
; eight till

ten, theology
;

ten tiU eleven, political economy

;

and from eleven till one a.m., languages. He
was up again at five o’clock to begin his business

duties. We fancy this could not be kept up for

long
;

but it helped him forward to the pro-

minent position he occujDies to-day.

Some sentences frora an address on ‘ Commercial
Education ’ to the Educational Institute of Scot-

land bear on the whole subject. We are indebted

to the courtesy of Dr Jacks for permission to

read and make extracts from his paper. In it he
says :

‘ In my office, when I commenced business

first in my own name, I was obliged to have
foreigners, Erencli and German, who served me
perfectly well

;
but I felt that it would be better

to give our own countrymen a chance. The
chief of the German department is an English-

man, the chief of the Erench department is a

Scotsman, and any Spanish that we require is

also done by a Scotsman
;
and I venture to say

that my firm could compare with any of its

kind in the country for properly written letters.’

This is how he learned languages, and also

discovered by cross-examination the weak points

in the education of a youth applying for a

situation :
‘ I remember when I was a yoimgster

I trained my memory, when I was confined to

bed for a time, by learning the Border MinstreUy

and part of the Psalms of David. The mind
should also be educated. The plan that I pursue

when I want to learn a language is this : I

read as to the construction of the language, go

through a good part of the grammar, learn as

many words as possible, and then get a teacher

to teach me the ^pronunciation and practise con-

versation. Then I go through the grammar
thoroughly, and every day without exception get

up three or four lines in prose or poetry by heart.

This is of enormous advantage
;

it not only trains

the memory, but takes away that strangeness

which foreign languages often bear. How, you

hear it often said that it is absolutely necessary

to go abroad to learn a foreign language. Believe

me, it is not so. If you have a fairly good ear,

and above all if you have perseverance, a foreign

language can be easily learned at home. I have

never gone abroad to learn one, and I remem-

ber the first time I went to Germany I felt

perfectly comfortable in speaking the German
language. I have often found lads who have

been in that country for twelve months, and who
have come Back vdthout having as much know-

ledge of the language as one who had studied at

home for eighteen months. The great difficulty

that teachers have to overcome is the want of

ambition in young lads to get on. They may
begin enthusiastically, but soon give it up.

‘ I remember lately, in giving an address to

young men, I took the liberty of saying that

there were more important j)ositions waiting to

be filled than there were young men capable of

filling them. This brought me a few letters from
young men on the subject, and I asked one or

two to call upon me. One who came seemed a

smart enough lad, and said he was anxious to get

on. I asked, “ What can you do?”—“Write and
keep books.” “ Yes

; but can 3^011 write short-

hand?”—“Ho; I learned it a while, but gave it

up a year or two ago.” “Do you know Erench?”—“Yery little, just what I learned at school.”

“German?”—“Ho.” “Then, what can you do to

enable you to take this particular position?” He
had to admit that he could do nothing but what
aii}^ fairl}^-well-educated ^muth could do. He said,

however, that he was captain of a football team,

and held a certain xposition in a cycling club

and various other athletic societies. “Yoq have
ambition

;
you want to get a good position in

life
;
but you are not prepared to pay the price

for it. The chance of your getting the situation

is hopeless. For you the door is shut. lYhat

do you read?”—“Current literature.” “Wiat is

that?”—“Reviews and novels.” “Well,” I said,

“ you had better go back and ‘ buy oil
;

’ there

is no chance for you.” I took the liberty of

saying that, w’hilst no man approved more of

athletics than I did, I only approved of them in

so far as they were necessary to strengthen and
develop the physical frame, so that it might be a,

healthy habitation for a healthy mind, and the

moment a man developed his physical qualities

more than his mental he gave way more to the

animal than to the divine within him. We may
have too much sport as we may of all good

things.’

There is an interesting section in the latest

report of the American Commissioner of Education

upon the German clerk. It is noted that Pro-

fessor Findlay, in an article in the Fortnightly

Eevicio for September 1899, points out that it

has taken about sixt}'- ^-ears to the

German clerk as we know him ; he has not been

made in a day, but is the outcome of tendencies

in the life of the j)sople. The Germans have

develoj)ed a lildng for culture and books, and

their system of education, which is popularly

sux3posed to be the sole agent in creating the

German clerk, is an effect and not a cause.

The boy likes his school, and he gi’ows in daily

familiarit}’' with English and French. The

German is poor and from necessity thrifty, and

is also from training and inclination quite pre-

pared to take advantage of the commercial colleges

and universities which have been established.

Zeal for culture amongst the middle classes of

the country is essential. The boy of fourteen, it

has been pointed out by, another writer, has had
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in tlie g3^miiasiiini five j^ears of Latin, two years

of Greek, five ^^ears of liistory with related geog-

rapli}", four years of national history, with one of

physics, and a continuous course of five years in

German, religion, writing, drawing, singing, and

gymnastics. A Commission of Inquiry, consisting

of some of our well-knomi educational experts,

has been formed in. London, and will begin work
on the Continent next autumn. Foreign methods

and training in industrial and educational effi-

ciency will receive special attention.

Dr Jacks, in the curriculum which he pro-

posed to the Glasgow Chamber of Commerce, set

down writing, arithmetic, book-keeping, shorthand,

English, geography, French, German, Italian, and
S2:)anish. The best age for a boy who wishes

to ado2)t a commercial life to go into an office

is not later than fifteen or sixteen. Personally

Dr Jacks 2)r'eferred them from fourteen to fifteen.

To his mind, they get a better training in a

proj^erly conducted office and in the Sj^lendidly

equi2)2)ed night-schools than they get in ordinary

educational institutions. But there may be a

considerable difference of opinion as to this.

We conclude with a few sentences from Dr
Jacks’ Presidential Address in 1901 to the West
of Scotland Iron and Steel Institute

:

‘ The success of Germany in competing in

the field of commerce with her mightier rival,

England, Consul Winter attributes to several

conditions. German manufactured goods, in the

first jfiace, are cheajDer, and in some cases better,

and German merchants ada2)t themselves entirely

to the wants of their customers. Industrial com-

missions have been sent out to South America,

South Africa, Mexico, Japan, China, and other

countries to study and report upon the conditions

and needs of the people. German travellers are

superior in the technical knowledge of their

branches, and are familiar with more languages

than the re2)resent;j.tives of other nations. Their

efficiency in their lines is due to training in

Sjoecial institutions in Germany.
‘ Mr Harris, the United States Consul at Eiben-

stock, says tliat Germany has led, and is stiU

leading, the world in commercial education. The
various commercial schools annually send forth

large numbers of qualified young men to take up
lucrative and imy)ortant positions in the business

world. These young men are selling in distant

countries j^roducts of the ^German Empire ranging

from a locomotive to a clothes-pin, invariably

having the advantage over their American and
English com^oetitors of being able to speak

fluently the language of the country in which

they attem^Jt to sell their goods. Consul Harris

attributes the efficiency of German commercial

travellers directly to the splendidly conducted

commercial institutes in Germany, and strongly

recommends the establishment of similar colleges

in the United States.’

A few years ago a young man entering

business was not siqDposed to be s^^ecially edu-

cated or examined as to his fitness. Doctors,

lawyers, clergymen. Civil servants, and every

other profession had all to have a sjDecial educa-

tion, or at least have a diploma or certificate of

efficiency. So far as Dr Jacks ,knows, the only

j)rofession that formed an exce2)tion, and to his

mind the most difficult of all j)rofessions, was

that of commercial life. It seemed that the

goods sold themselves—whence he supposed the

want of training
;
and what has been the result ?

The result is this, that now fierce competition

is besetting us from every side, in addition to,

he thinks, superiority—the superiority of the

Americans with their inventive genius. Dr Jacks

points out another difficulty : that whilst these

nations have been pushing on with their indus-

trial apjfiiances almost to perfection, they are

assisted by a body of commercial men who, by

their special education, have been equipiped in a

manner to deal with an organisation of the most

jperfect character for a complete commercial ]pi*o-

p)aganda. What Consul Winter says bears on

this : ‘Germany has built up her foreign

commerce at England’s expense
;
and the United

States, just entering the field, is building up
a great foreign trade at the^ expense of both

England and Germany. In Australia, in Africa,

in South America, and in China the commer-
cial rejDresentatives pf each* nation are fencing

for vantage-ground upon '"which to build safe

markets for bonie industries.’ For the p)ast two
years there have been British commercial agents

in various parts of the world, which is a ste2>

in the right direction.

To bear this out, we find Mr John Foster

Fraser, who has just been over the new Siberian

railway, saying that the American and German
business agent is much in evidence,- and the

British nowhere. Yet this need not scare us,

but only nerve young and old to do their utmost

in the line of life which they have adop>ted. But
we must wake up, and keep awake. One of

the lessons that the Prince of Wales tells us

he has learned from his recent tour round the

world is, that the old country must wake up) if

she intends to maintain her position of p)re-emi-

nence in colonial trade against foreign comp)etition.
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A BEjtTE FACTO E.

By Katherine Tynan.

IN TWO PARTS.—PART I.

HE little liouse was just inside tlie

dock-gates. When Patrick Donovan,
the dock-watchman, had walked
over the dock-side one foggy night,

it had been a grace of the

directors to allow his widow and
children to occupy the cottage which had been

theirs while he lived. There was a pension, too

—a very small jDension
;
but it sufficed, with the

money the widow earned b}^ washing and mending
the clothes of some of Pat’s former comrades in

the dock, to keep the woK from the door.

No one but Susy Donovan knew how grateful

to herself the grace of the dock-directors was.

Night after night she up her simj^le prayers

forr them, the great unapjiroachable gentlemen in

black broadcloth, with gold chains meandering

across their capacious chests, who attended a

board-meeting in a city office once a month or

so, and whose gold grew while they slej^t.

Sometimes, on a rare visit to the dock, taking

friends round perhaps, one of them w’oiild notice

the pretty cottage, and pat a young Donovan’s

curly head benevolently
;
but it is to be doubted

if any one of them knew that it 'was the widow
of the drowned watchman who inhabited the

cottage, or remembered Patrick Donovan and his

fate at all. Some one had brouglit the matter

before them at a board-meeting, and they had

given a benevolent, careless assent, and that w^is

the end of it, so far as they were concerned.

It was not so with Susy Donovan and her

children. "^Yliat it meant to them, or at least to

Susy, only God who heard her prayers knew.

Outside the dock-walls was the great, evil,

j)rowling city. Around the docks was a labyrinth

of wicked streets, given over to such sins as Susy

only vaguely guessed at. At night, when the

dock-gates were shut, beasts of prey roamed under

cover of the darkness. Murder Avas not uncommon.

Screams and foul oaths and bloAvs and evil

language Avent on all night. A A^ery City of the

Plain it seemed to Susy
;
and she AA^as Avont to

Avonder at the clemency of an offended God AAdio

did not purge the place Avith fire.

Within the AA^alls AA^as stillness, saA^e for the

lapping of the AA^ater. All round stood the big

Avarehouses. In the dock-basins loomed here and

there a ghostly ship, Avith only the light at the

masthead alive. Nothing stirred in the darkness

excepting a rat noAV and again ;
but, as Susy

said, the rats Avere God’s creatures, and incapable

of sin. As compared A\dth the human rats of

the seAA'ers outside, AAdio Avould count the little

beasts anything but comfortable and friendly ?

Pat Donovan had been a sailor before ever he

became a dock-AA^atchman, and it AA^as an injury to
his leg AAdien a spar came doAAui in a storm that

had made him take to a landsman’s life. He had
the sailor’s simxile deftness and craftsmanship, and
it AA'as his handiAA^ork about the cottage that drcAV

the directors’ bencA'olent smiles as they AA'^ent by.

The cottage Avas crusted AAdth shellATOrk in

many quaint designs. A mosaic of stones and
sliells made the little garden before the door,

AAdiere nothing tenderer Avould groAV. Sailors

coming back from foreign travel Avould remember
Pat’s tastes, and bring him a feAV curiosities in

the shape of shells or stones or a bit of coral, or

a bird’s egg. All aa^s grist to Pat’s miU. He
decorated his cottage AAdth the cleverness of the

boAver-bird, and it A\^as really something to be
shoAvn to Adsitors to the docks.

Susy’s only dread AA^as that some day Pat niiglit

be forgotten, and the cottage taken from her.

She AA'as as scared of the AA^orld outside as a hare.

The thought that the day might come AAdien the

children Avould be obliged to enter the Avorld

beyond the dock-AA^alls turned her sick ydth fear.

Susy had come from a mountain-glen straight

to the docks. Pat had been for giidng her her

liberty Avhen lie received the injury Avhich crq^pled

him
;
but then for tlie first time Susy had become

the ardent one, and x^leaded for an immediate

marriage. The employment at the docks made it

easy for them to marry. Susy came to Liverpool,

making a terrible A^oyage from the quays of

Sligo, and they Avere married at the tiny church

in the squalid street close to the dock-gates, Avhere

an old Italian jiriest officiated. Except to attend

the church and do a little hasty marketing, Susy

had neA^er left the doclvs since that hour.

She AA^as a x^^'^^tty little Avoman, big-eyed and

broAAm-skinned, and might have had lier choice of

a husband since Pat’s death if she Avould but have

looked at the men in anything but a scared Avay

AA’hen they began to x^^y her attentions at all

lover-like. Those attentions Avould be the end of

the grateful friendliness Aidiich Susy had for every

one A\dio AA^as kind to her or the children.

A more Avoiidly-Avise AA^oman than Susy might

have thought of the adidsability of giAung the

children a stronger pair of arms to AA^ork for

them than her OAAm
;

but to Susy the thought

of breaking that little sacred circle of herself

and the children, AAuth Pat’s empty x^lace ever a

A'^isible presence, by the intrusion of a stranger,

Avould have been profanation inconceivable.

As it AA^as, they made just enough to liA^e on.

The three children in the cool docks ox^ening

on the rwer throve as though they AA’ere among

those moimtain-glens to AA'hich Susy looked back

ji-
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as to Paradise. Thej^ were round-limbed, strong,

Iiealtliy babies, tlie-XDure j)easant-blood showing in

their clear skin and rosy cheeks, the clean and

innocent life within the dock-walls leaving their

eyes without a stain except the blue of heaven as

it is seen in limpid water.

As for the future : well, sure, the children

were coming on iinely. There was little Pat,

nine years old, and already emjDloyed about the

docks on jobs that befitted his j’-ears. Presently

Susy would have to send him to school. She had

no hope to escape that
;
but by taking him to

and from the school herself he would esca^De the

perils of the streets. He would be no dunce

among his fellows, either, for Susy had taught

him what of scholarship she herself possessed, and

he could read the Prayer-book finelj^, and pick

bits of news for his mother out of the Irish

newsjDaper which Susy found the penny to

chase at the church-door on Sundays.

We have all our dreams and our visions, and

Susy had hers—as unattainable they seemed as

anything could well be. There was a certain

very great man, one John Adair, who was to Susy

and her brood so remote and magnificent—oh,

much more remote and magnificent than anybody
seems to us sophisticated folk !—and yet his name
was a household word in the little cottage within

the dock-walls. ' He was the chairman of the dock

company, and a living entity to Susy and her

children, whereas the other directors were some-

thing abstract and not realisable.

Half-a-dozen links had bound the great Mr
Adair to those humble lives, although the gentle-

man himself had not the remotest idea of it. He
was a member of a great English guild which
owned half an Irish countryside. He had not

thought much of his responsibilities in the matter.

Corporations are naturally inhuman. The Irish

tenants of the great city company were trouble-

some folk, for ever com^Dlaining of bad seasons and
the failure of crops

;
for ever unreasonably demand-

ing reductions of rent. Once, when Mr Adair

had had leisure to visit the wild country from
which he drew a negligible amount of his income,

he had brought away an impression of beautiful

solitudes, air more inspiriting than the finest

champagne, purjDle mountains, boglands bronze

and purple, black mountain lakes, and here and
there a white cottage perched amid the boulders.

A clean, honest, industrious folk those tenants

of the city company; and John Adair had
experienced no such awakening of the conscience

as he might have done if poverty had worn a

less winning aspect. He had admired everything

he saw, from the mountains to the straight,

dignified peasants, and had even been vaguely

proud and pleased to find his o^vn remote family

connection with the countryside commemorated in

the beautiful gorge which was called Glen Adair.

Then he had promptly forgotten all about it. His
interests were so inextricably wound up with the

country his fathers had adopted that he had for-

gotten the little drop of Irish blood in his veins,

or remembered it only when it was brought to his

mind by such an accident as Pat Donovan, when
he required employment at the docks, aiox^lying

to the chairman as to a conntiqunan of his own.

Again he had been reminded when poor Pat

had walked over the side of the docks, and the

matter of allowing his wido^v and children the

use of the house had been mentioned at a board-

meeting. It was Mr Adair’s fiat that had settled

the matter so far as his fellow-directors were con-

cerned
;
but the momentary kindliness of feeling

which had prompted his intervention had not

stayed long enough to make any impression on a

memory crowded with more important things.

Not so with Susy Donovan. She had heard of

that merciful word of the chairman, careless as

the kind word one throws to a dog, and had re-

j)aid it by an intense gratitude and many jprayers.

She had taught her children to pray for John

Adair as the foremost of their benefactors
;
and

where all the dock-directors were remembered,

his name had a significance and a prominence

all its own. On that little drop of Irish blood

wandering among many English in John Adair’s

veins, his countrywoman had built up a fabric'

which would have amazed the rich man if he

could have known it. Not only was his careless

kindness to the Donovans ascribed to him as

something deliberate
;
but he was the corner-stone

in that dream-city of Susy’s, rosily magnificent

as the New Jerusalem hea^ied of the stormy

sunset clouds in her native country.

Little Pat was growing very knowledgable by

this time, and a sharer in all his mother’s

thoughts, or in nearly all of them. After the

prayers had been said and the children tucked in

bed, Pat and his mother, sitting over the embers,

were free to build their ‘ castles in Spain.’ Pat

was an imaginative child, and liked to evoke

many situations in which he should render some

enormous service to the great man, such as ex-

tinguishing a fire in the docks, or saving him
from being ‘drownded’ or murdered, or arresting

the flight of his carriage-horses, or something else

equally probable.

‘Then in coorse,’ the little castle-builder would
go on, ‘he’d say to me, “An’ what raycompince

would ye be afther axin’, Pat Donovan, for

the noble deed ye have performed ? ” An’ I ’d •

up an’ say to him, “Mr Adair, sir, ye’re kindly

welcome. More nor that we owe you, sir ;
but

if I might make so bowld to ax it, send me
mother an’ me an’ the childher back to Glen

Adair, an’ give us a bit o’ land an’ a cottage.” An’

thin be sure he ’d say, “ Pat Donovan, me boy, right

you are. ’Tis little enough for savin’ me from

the ass—assin’s knife,” or whatever it might be.’
'

Pat, you see, ' had j^i’ohted by the somewhat
lurid serial literature of his weekly paper.

Then Susy would smile and sigh as she answered
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him :
‘ Sure, it would he grand

;
only, my little

boy^s too little to be doin’ them fine things.’

‘ It might be yerself,’ Pat would say, inventing

further
;

^ it might be gettin’ hurt in the docks

he ’d be, somethin’ slippin’ on his leg most likely,

an’ he havin’ to be carried in to you to be

minded, and you givin’ him the fine nursin’

that the doctor ’ud say, “Mr Adair, sir, ’tis

owin’ your life you are to the fine tratement

you’ve had from the woman there.”’

‘Sure, I’d like to be doin’ it for him, Pat,

without raycompince,’ Susy would say.

Then Pat, who considered himself already quite

a man of the world, would assure his mother
that a little benefaction like that would be ‘no

more nor a flaybite ’ to one of Mr Adair’s

position, and that it would be ‘an aise to his

mind ’ to grant it.

Then Susy would go off at Pat’s request into a

detailed description of Glen Adair, though Pat

knew every word of it by heart, and had only

to look into the embers or to shut his eyes in

order to see it all.

There never was anything more beautiful in

Fairyland than that glen, deep in the mountain-

side, lined with silver birches and alive with

thrushes, a thousand little streams chattering and

singing down its sides till they emptied themselves

into a little river, golden-brown, clear as amber,

stealing round mossy boulders, foaming to a

waterfall on the least provocation, revealing here

and there amid the flecks of foam a silver fin

going down-stream. The singing of thrushes and

the singing of streams in the air all day, and

nothing more hurtful to soul or body than

the blackfaced mountain sheep with their frisk-

ing lambs. The few habitations, white, among
the birches. Far below in the little town to

which the glen made a precipitous descent, the

tiny church, whose ‘Angelus’ bell reminded the

glen- dwellers of God three times daily
;

as

though they needed such reminder 1

After all, when fortune sent Mr Adair their

wa}^ neither Susy nor Pat was there to render
him such service as there was to be rendered.

Terry, a freckled, red -headed, preternaturally

clever child, was the chosen instrument. If Terry
had had any idea that the shabby, moody -faced

gentleman who was making his way to the dock-

gates through a thunderstorm was the great Mr
Adair, he had never dared to speak to him. As it

was, there was nothing in the gentleman’s ajqDear-

ance to daunt Terry, who pulled a red ‘forelock

and invited him to shelter from the storih.

As a matter of fact, Mr Adair’s carriage-and-pair

were just outside the dock-gates
;

but, instead of

hastening on to them, lie pulled up short, looked at

Terry as though he had suddenly been awakened
from a dream, and asked him what he wanted
with him.

‘ Sure, nothin’ at all,’ said Terry, ‘ barrin’ you ’d

like a sate be the fire till the storm goes over.’

Mr Adair looked up at the sky, then back at

Terry, then irresolutely at the little house at the

far end of the quaintly patterned path.

‘ I hadn’t noticed it was thundering,’ he said

;

then he looked back at the great clock over the

biggest of the warehouses, and made up his mind
that he had a few minutes to spare. Something

hungry was in the expression of his eyes as he

looked back again at Terry’s shari^, ruddy face.

‘Sure, you mustn’t have had your wits about

you at all, at all,’ said Terr}'. ‘ Glory be to

goodness, there’s a flash! Come in and don’t be

keej)in’ me liouldin’ the gate open.’

Mr Adair, without another word, preceded the

queer child to the cottage, the door of which,

under its grotto-like porch, stood invitingly open.

LONDON’S GREAT LANDLORDS.
attempt to compile an account of

the owners of the soil throughout

the United Kingdom would be a

less difficult task than to compile

a similar account of London’s

ground-landlords out of the mate-

rials to hand. In 1872, after a discussion in

tlie House of Lords regarding the number of

owners of land, a matter that had been touched

upon in a speech b}^ John Bright, a return was

ordered, and it aiopeared in 1875, signed by

Sir John Lambert, then Secretary of the Local

Government Board. It was a very interesting and

important return, but its details were imperfect,

and even the scheme on which it was based

was misleading. John Bright, for instance, when
speaking of the owners of land, did not stop to

consider the number of small freeholds acquired

for building and similar purposes. The capital

defect of that return, however, was that London

was omitted, though ultimately the rest of

England and Wales, together with Scotland and

Ireland, were embraced in it. That return, by

flux of time, is now becoming obsolete. Yet it

remains as a State paper of considerable import-

ance. London still waits for such a document,

which, as is well known, would afford many

most significant indications of the working of

the hoary-headed land-system.

Events are on the march, however. A private

investigator—Mr John Lloyd, J.P.', a barrister,

and 'at one time a member of the County Council

—^liad commenced the preparation of a map show-

ing the position and extent of the proj^erties in

land on which London stands
;

but some three

years ago the County Council adopted the project
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as its o^ATi, and undertook the preparation of the

plan, which, it is understood, is how well ad-

vanced : three-fourths of the area, which is about

twenty-five square miles, has already been dealt

with. This plan will be an index to the names of

the freeholders, and will locate their property
;

it

will thus be the starting-point for much informa-

tion of importance for economic and other studies,

and will no doubt be found to bear most directly

on some questions engaging the public attention.

So far, information in detail is not yet forth-

coming
;

and it is reported that the county

authority has found in many cases that infor-

mation • is not more freely afforded by pro-

prietors than was the case when IMr Banfield

made inquiries some twelve years ago, which he

published in his crisp little book. A London

morning paper recently gave an account of the

progress made with this ground-plan
;
and though

the progress has been very slow, it has been

sufficient to make those who appreciate the im-

portance of the information await the appearance

of the plan in the not remote future with the

liveliest interest. However, some who have ex-

perienced the dead-weight of certain influences in

London express the opinion that such a ground-

plan will never be completed.

Many are aware of some large estates in the

Metropolis connected with the names of those

who figure among our greatest and wealthiest

British citizens
;
but the information is so im-

perfect that not a few will be surj^rised to find

that in the three-fourths of the area dealt with

by the compilers no less than five thousand eight

hundred freeholders have been discovered. How-
ever, it must be remembered that this number
includes the numerous small freeholders who had
acquired land for building, as the plan must be

prepared by methods practically similar to those

adopted .in making up the return of 1872-75

for the United Kingdom. For the Council, un-

doubtedly, such a plan will be almost invaluable

in dealing with property within the county—for

example, in the carrying out of such improvement
schemes as that now in hand in the Strand and
its vicinity, and even much smaller operations.

It should be remembered that, for administrative

purposes, London is not now situated in the three

counties of Middlesex, Surrey, and Kent, but is

a separate county. It is possible and probable,

therefore, that there may be some cases of over-

lapping with the return of 1872-75, as the county

of London was formed by the Act of 1888,

creating councils throughout England and Wales.

A reference, in fact, to that plan will for the

first time satisfy that peculiar interest attaching to

the rather difficult question, ‘Wlio OAvns London?^
Though surprise at the number of owners dis-

closed by the plan will -not be absent, the belief

that a comparatively small number of wealthy
peers and others hold a lien on London of great

monetary value in consequence of the possession

of much of its soil in fee will be largely justified.

That possession, of course, includes not only the

sites of the buildings, but either actually or

ultimately the erections also. It is to be observed

that even if there were approximately seven

thousand five hundred ground-landlords in Lon-

don, that number is only a small proportion of

the population of four million five hundred and

thirty-six thousand and sixty-three, according to

the census of 1901—rather more than one-tenth

of the population of the United Kingdom.

Further, the terms of the ’ reference should be

regarded closely. In the return of 1872-75, which

gave one million one hundred and seventy-three

thousand seven hundred and twenty-four owners

of seventy-two million one hundred and nineteen

thousand one hundred and sixty-one acres out of the

sevent5’'-seven million seven hundred and sixty-

nine thousand seven hundred and ninety-three

acres of the United Kingdom, a person owning

less than one acre was reckoned equally with the

owner of no less than one hundred and seventy

thousand one hundred and nineteen acres in

Ireland
;
while some owners were returned many

times over, as the Ecclesiastical Commissioners

forty-nine times and the other Church lands

one . hundred and forty-seven times, according as

they were found in various counties. So, too, in

the London ground-plan, the humble owner of

the site of a house may be returned to swell the

number of ovmers, and reckoned equally with

those who enjoy the power and revenues apper-

taining to a lordly estate developed on the

leasehold system. The significance and value of

the ground-ifian will be largely that, at a glance,

the relative importance of the various holdings

can be ascertained. So far as is known already,

this relative importance will be shown as to size

of holding only, and the relative values of estates

will have to be computed by the aid of the

ground-plan, indeed, but from data which will

not be supplied directly by it.

Let us now endeavour to trace some of the

larger estates in the Metropolis.

The Maryon-Wilson Estate is well knonm in

the Hampstead district. The property extends

from the West Heath on the north to Belsize

Road on the south, occup}dng a mile and a half

as the crow flies. In the parish of Marylebone

are some of the finest private estates in the

world, so far as revenue is concerned. The Eyre
Estate adjoins the Maryon-Wilson, and extends in

a south-easterly direction from the Belsize Road
to the Regent’s Canal at the up]Der end of Regent’s

Park. This estate and its value became better

known a few years ago from the arbitration pro-

ceedings when the Great Central Railway Company
comxDulsorily acquired a large jDortion of it, and

was made to pay many thousands of xDounds as

compensation. Reaching almost to this last is the

Portman Estate, the property of Lord Portman,

extending from Boston Street, which abuts on the
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Park Road, Eegenks Park, to Rew Oxford Street,

by the ^Marble Arch, and eastward from tlie

Edgware Road to High Street, Marylebone. Any
one having acquaintance with London’s topog-

raphy knows that such a property is among
the finest in the Metropolis and the most valu-

able outside of the City of London. Adjoining

it, eastward, but probably not reaching to Oxford

Street except at one point, is the Duke of Port-

land’s London Estate. It extends eastward from
High Street, Marjdebone, to Great Portland Street,

about seven-eighths of a mile of most valuable

property. Part of this area, Avhere Uj)p^^' Regent
Street is crossed, belongs to the Grown Eshite, in

the care of the Woods and Forests Department.

However, to complete the reference to that block

of London bounded by Edgware Road, Maryle-

bone Road, Upper Regent Street, and Rew
Oxford Street, it should be noted that it is

understood that from an arch attached to

Pounceby’s tavern in Rew Oxford Street to near

Regent Street, the propert}^ fronting Rew Oxford

Street is not a portion of the Portland, but is

known as the Berners Estate. The Westminster

Estate is in two distinct portions of London, the

one across Rew Oxford Street by the Marble Arch,

opposite to the Portman property, and extends into

Mayfair southward as far as Farm Street, while

eastward it extends irregularly into Rew Bond
Street, an irregular square half a mile in extent

;

the other portion is situate in Belgravia, and

extends southward a mile and a quarter from

St George’s Place, Knightsbridge, to Grosvenor

Road on the side of the Thames, and is about live-

eighths of a mile wide. Touching this by Sloan

Street is the Cadogan Estate, recently almost

wholly rebuilt, comprising some of the most desir-

able tovTi residences of the Metropolis. It is an

irregular triangle in shape, and would be brought

within the figure drawn three-quarters one way
and half a mile the other—that is, from Cadogan

Place across Sloan Street to Walton Street, and

to Gale Street, Chelsea. Another estate in the

w’est quarter, almost adjoining the Cadogan

and the Westminster properties, is the Gunter,

extending from the Cromwell Road south-

ward to Fulham Road for, say, tliree-quarters of

a mile, through a densely populated district,

many of the houses being very valuable. From
the Kensington Road (High Street) to Rotting Hill

Street, or rather to that part of the great London

road to the west which has recently been re-

named Holland Park Avenue, is situate an estate

quite unique among those of London. It is the

Holland Estate, now held by the Earl of Ilchester,

and comprises Holland House, the great resort of

the Whig coteries of the end of the eighteenth

and the opening of the nineteenth centuries.

The park is shorn of some of its glorious expanse

since the days of Fox and Rogers, and even since

Macaulay frequented Holland House ;
but only

with the result of furnishing London with some

of its finest private residences both on the Avenue
side and that on the Kensington Road boundary,
with a very satisfactory result, it cannot be
doubted, on his lordship’s income. It is yet a
lordl}' town-house, with a fine prospect over an
extensive park, which is doubtless a puzzle and
a temptation to local assessment authorities.

'

We pass now to a property which is not quite

so fuU)^ developed, from the house-agent’s point

of view, nor so lordly in character as the last-

mentioned estate, but yet very valuable. From
the Great Western Railway line leaving London
for the west, and at the top of the Kensington
parish to Cambridge Gardens, in a slightly

south-ecisterly direction, is the St Quintin Estate^

five-eighths of a mile across, partly undeveloped

land adjoining Wormwood Scrubs, and partly of

a sound and valuable house-property. The Rorth-

amx^ton Estate lies between St Paul’s Road and
Essex Road, in the neighbourhood of Canonbury.

LeaAung some of the more well-known parts of

the count}' of London, let us look to estates

towards the suburbs. East of the cricket-ground

on the south-eastern extremity of Hampstciid

Heath,' between the Highgate Road and Dart-

mouth Park Hill, lies the Dartmouth Estate,

which is favourably situated near to the Heiith

and also to the delightful Waterlow Park, the

gift of Sir Sydney Waterlow, Bart., to the county.

Right across London to the soutli, of the county

is another estate much more magnificent, and
extending the whole way from Herne Hill to

the Crystal Palace, a distance of over two and a

half miles in a south-easterly direction. Such a

domain, developing accommodation almost daily,

and proving one of the most attractive in the

London district, must be regarded as magnificent.

It is known as the Dulwich Estate. Towards the

south-east extremity of the county of London, in

the former Kentish district, are several estates of

much interest from the fact that they are in

process of development for building purposes.

One is the St Germains Estate, which extends

from Shooter’s Hill to the Quaggy River, a dis-

tance of a mile and a half. Another is the Cator

Estate, between Blackheath and Eltham Road,

three-quarters of a mile long. The Barron Estate

stretches from Kidbrook Green away to the

Eltham Road, a mile in length. The Rorthbrook

Estate is bounded at one end by the High Road,

Lee, and runs along as far as the Bromley Road,

a mile away. The Angerstein Estate, again, is

another property, extending from the Charlton

Road, between Greenwich Park and Blackheath,

right away to Shooter’s Hill, and is an estate

improving almost from week to week. From ih.e

Castle Wood by Shooter’s Hill to the Eltham

Road, a mile and a quarter awjiy, extends the

Bean Estate, where London south of ^Voolwich

merges into the rural parts, but yet of daily in-

creasing importance as a residential district

On our way back to Charing Cross we may call
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at tlie thickly j)opiilated i^art of Dej)tford, and

note the Evelyn Estate, which, in various ways,

has become well known. It extends . roughly

from Wardmill Lane to Edward Street, DejDt-

ford, in one of the busiest and inost-sought-for

situations. A sjDecimen of many of the trustee

and corporation estates in London—where there

are so many, including the Crown Estates—^is that

of the Paddington trustees,- which extends from

Kilburn Park Eoad, near the Paddington Becrea-

tion Ground, to Bayswater Eoad, a distance of

over a mile and a quarter, and consists of one of

the most valuable districts in the ca^Dital. Many
more large estates might be mentioned— for

example, the estates of the Cit}' companies from

Clerkenwell to Bishopsgate ' Street in the City and

elsewhere, the estates held by the Ecclesiastical

Commissioners in various parts of the count}^

(such as in Lambeth), and the estates belonging

to the charities in Southwark
;

but the fore-

going shows clearl}^ that such ‘x^rincely’ estates

are characteristic of London.

Let us now deal with a portion of London
alread}^ touched upon, and group a few con-

tiguous estates. If we take the West ‘ Heath,

Hampstead, as our starting-j)oint, we can go

around a boundary by the West End Lane,

Kilburn Park Eoad, and across to the Marble

Arch, on through Hew Oxford Street to Portland

Place, and find that this immense area, over three

and a half miles in length, and comprising some
of the finest property in London, consists almost

wholly of six of the estates enumerated here:

The London system of leaseholds is aj)plied

to the whole of such properties, and many
are the j)roblems of political, social, and economic

interest presented by the result
;

but these are

so far-reaching that they require separate treat-

ment, and can only be touched upon in this

article. It is estimated that the annual income

of three of the six estates referred to— namely,

the Eyre, the Portman, and the Portland, all

situate in the parish of Marylebone— amounts
to somewhere about £1,200,000 ;

but it is im-

possible to give the exact figures. It is stated

by Mr Banfield that in 1888 about one thousand

seven hundred and eighty-six leases were renewed

on the Portman Estate in and around Baker
Street, and that ]\Ir Hunt, the agent, received

fully £1,250,000 in ‘premiums.’ on the renewals,

besi<Jes fixing a large number of the reserved

rents at an increase of eight times the sum
previousl}^ paid. This, however, is a technical

part of the subject which may be illustrated

on a future occasion. As we write it is an-

nounced that at the Mart, Tokenhouse Yard, some
five hundred and eighty feet of a site in Worm-
wood Street, City, has been sold for £3810 ; while

another, in Eeliance Street, Shoreditch—not exactly

a fashionable quartei', but valuable for business

I)UT]DOses—measuring some five thousand' five hun-
dred and seventy-eight feet, has been sold for

£3250. These facts only very partially indicate

the range of values in London, but they will

assist the reader to understand the problem.

Further illustrations of this j^hase of the land

question will be found in following the process of

demolition of property and transference of busi-

ness caused by such operations as the ‘ grand

imiDrovement scheme ’ of the London County

Council. A bootmaker and outfitter has removed

from the old Hol3nvell Street to a sho}^ and base-

ment on the south side of the Strand opposite.

It is a new building, and the rent is £800, with

local rates in addition. Again, while the last

instance is on the Horfolk Estate, we may get

another in the same thoroughfare on the Salis-

bury property
;

for, the shops on the ground

floor of the Strand entrance -to the Hotel Cecil,

together with the basements, are to let. The

rents required for the corner shops at the en-

trance are £2000 per annum
;
for the others, £800.

When we remember that the rateable value of

London is about £39,169,000, and that no less

than about £18,000,000 of that sum is repre-

sented by the value of the sites, the more pro-

gressive portion of the proj)erty, we shall perceive

the significance of these high rents.

Our interest in this subject is not the result

of a morbid curiosity. In addition to illustrating

some aspects of the system of land tenure, the

existence of these properties involves some of the

most pressing of the social and fiscal problems

of the day, such as the housing of the Avorking

classes and the incidence of taxation. As the

recent Eoyal Commission on Local Taxation, by

a special report of some of its weightiest mem-
bers, has given countenance to the proposal to

le\^^ a special land-value rate on the sites, apart

from buildings, such an inquiiy as sketched here

is of great use. In another article there will be

given some details, from more public sources, of

the value of these properties as an indication of

the amount of the fund to be assessed in the

interest of the public, and to facilitate the comfort

of the people of London.

HYACINTHS.
Oh, was there anglit of loveliness in you

The day we set you in this earthy place,

While rainy winds went wildly to the chase

Of weary clouds across the chilly blue ?

Nay
;
you were harsh to hold and dull to view,

Unshapely, scentless, destitute of grace

As those last leaves that lived to see the face

Of winter frown, a crazy whispering crew.

But now—ah, now !—most exquisite, most sweet

In form and fragrance, purely, glad and bright,

Shedding around the joy that is complete

After a season’s struggling in the night.

In sinless pride among Spring’s courts you shine,

Like human souls through darkness grown divine.

J. J. Bell..
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EMIGRAITTS OF THE AIR.
By Oliver Grey.

certain well-recognised

^ grievances with which Parliament

year hy year is asked to deal.

8 Among them the question of the

k foreign immigrant is a hardy annual

;

but so far Great Britain remains

the dumping-ground for the discards and exiles

of all nations. The pauper immigrant, however,

is not the only visitor to these islands with whom
the Legislature will not, or cannot, interfere. As

sure as the seasons come round, so certainly there

arrives on our coasts a countless horde of anxious,

eager, and active settlers, whose presence is as

welcome as the coming of the spring itself : the

winged uitlanders whom we have unanimously

adopted as the birds of the United Kingdom,

although ill a sense they are no more native to

these islands than the French waiter, the German

clerk, or the enterprising Italian vender of un-

wholesome ices.

In a very short time now the invasion of

immigrant birds will have commenced
;

for

' already, in obedience to the family instinct, the

tide which set eastward and southward in the

autumn has turned, and the migratory species

are once more heading for those northern lands

which best suit the development of their off-

spring. Some there are to whom even the

summer temperature of our islands is distaste-

ful ;
coming from the Equator, they have already

scattered over the Mediterranean coasts. Othe-rs,

as it were, regard our islands merely as a con-

venient halting-place to recoup the fatigues of

the long, long journey before proceeding to the

Ultima Thule of their seeking, whither already

a considerable number of our winter visitants

will have preceded them. An emx^eror may

boast his paltry millions of subjects, and an

emx)ire applaud the spirit and endurance of her

far-venturing sons
;

but the numbering of the

most prolific races, the courage and endurance

of the bravest soldiers, are as nothing comx)ared

to those of the legion birds which, in a single

No. 226.—VoL. V. [All Bights

year, traverse the globe from the utmost south

to the Arctic Circle, construct a dwelling-place,

rear their young, and finally return with them

over continent and ocean to the land whence

they set out.

Only those who watch the stream of migrants

from some favourable station upon the flight-line

—a lighthouse or a sea-girt island—wiU. com-

prehend the true proportion of the movement.

Over Heligoland the torrent quickens, comes to

full tide, and ebbs again. ‘A square mile of

birds,^ swept onward by an irresistible impulse

;

a flock of velvet-pinioned moths, ‘as a dense

snowstorm driven by a light breeze
;

^ and this

not for one day only, but for many in succes-

sion ! How little do we who live in inland

places, or look beyond the sunset of the open

sea, realise that as night falls millions and

millions of fleeting creatures pass over our heads

unseen, sometimes unheard ! As often as not

these migratory hosts travel at a vast height,

far beyond the reach of the eye
;

while, even

when the currents of the air compel them to

the lower steeps, the sound of beating wings is

but as a mnd among the trees. No doubt in

olden days superstition was largely assisted by

the unconscious co-operation of nature. The

night-owks cry might well locate the wandering

‘ banshee,^ the wailing of the myriad birds of

passage establish the reputation of a dozen

haunted granges.

The lines of route can be as accurately marked

upon the ma^) as a railroad ;
they are like the laws

of the Medes and Persians, established and unvary-

ing, transmitted through countless ages to succeeding

bird-generations, and understood of them through

conditions at which we can only guess. Though

it is the old birds which lead the spring caravan,

the young birds, brought uj) in this country and

elsewhere in the North, head the returning pro-

cession. Of most species we know accurately the

end and the beginning of their journey. Some

of the swallow tribe cover the thirty thousand

Beserved.^ Mar. 29, 3902.
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miles from Tilbury to Eew Zealand and back

between our autumn and our spring solstice

;

even tlie most leisurely of all, the cuckoo,

extends liis flight from South Africa to the

North Cape. By February the swallows have

reached the Mediterranean, where four thousand

years ago the children of Ehodes welcomed them

and the spring together with a game and a song

which have outlived a world of principalities and

powers. Perhaps in the last week in March, if

climatic conditions are agreeable, the vanguard

reaches our southern coast. ITowever, they are

by no means the first of the birds which come

to ns for the breeding season. Gilbert White
accepted the wood-lark as the true harbinger of

spring. As a matter of fact, the wheatear and

the cheerful, monotonous chiftchaff are the first

to come as well as the last to go ;
but the

note of that leisurely traveller, the cuckoo, is,

to our way of thinking, the best indication that

real spring weather is at hand. Having no nest

to make, he delays in Southern lands to the last

moment
;
by the third week in May he has

scarcely reached the north of Scotland
;

and

sometimes, even anticipating the saw, ‘In August,

fly he must,’ he has turned back to the meri-

dional, untrammelled by those! family cares which

keep the other birds vdth us until a much later

date. In Eastern lands the voice of the ‘ turtle
’

sounds the opening bars of the spring overture.

Far away in the North the wild swans which

warned our northern coasts of the coming vdnter,

splashing upon the Iceland streams, announce the

termination of the days of darkness. The passage

of sea and land by such strong-winged birds is

not so much a matter of wonder. It is when
the vdllow-wnens and the delicate warblers from
Siberia make their pretty music in sedge and
coppice that the staying powers of the migrant

ap23ear most wonderful. The mortality among the

travellers is, however, upon a colossal scale
; adverse

winds, insufiicient nourishment, the fatigue of day
and night inarches, all swell the number of those

which perish by the wayside, food for fishes or

for the predatory insects of the earth, which are

Nature’s scavengers and sextons combined.

With the motives of migratory birds we are

sufficiently acquainted. The propelling impulse

of our other spring and summer immigrants is

more difficult to determine. As we have already

remarked, moths, butterflies, and many of the

less conspicuous orders of insects take the road

with intrex^id jp^rsistency
;
nor is it possible that

they are simjply the sport of winds or of a way-

ward fancy. In many instances these summer
and autumn tours are ‘ for gentlemen only

;

’

that, at least, must be the case with the common
moth which swarms u]oon the lamx)s of the

London suburbs in October and November, as

the female is wingless. Last year it was obvious

that a great influx of the splendid Convolvulus

Hawk-moth had replenished our native stock

;

while the sporadic ax^pearance of the Swallow-tail

butterfly, ordinarily confined to the fens of Cam-
bridgeshire and Norfolk, suggests that other

species besides those well known to emigrate

occasionally follow some long-dormant instinct,

and seek ‘fresh woods and pastures new’ away
from their customary haunts. The Painted Lady
of the thistle, in columns of two hours’ steady

duration
;

the less gregarious Clouded Yellow

of the clover and lucerne fields
;

and shining

flocks of Cabbage Wliites are perhaps the best-

knovui rovers
;

but, whereas the birds come and

go with clockwork regularity, the immigration of

butterflies is uncertain, and, of all those which

survive the perils of the deep, no single one

returns. Their journeys, moreover, are neces-

sarily less prolonged, although the crossing of

the Channel, and even of the narrow x^ortions of

the North Sea, is safely accomx:)lished by wings

which, compared with those of a bird, are as a

gas-engine to a locomotive. The locust, however,

does not trouble us, although the emigrations of

both birds and insects are not infrequently accom-

X3anied by beetles and strange members of the

bee and wasx^ fraternity. To the field naturalist

their comings and goings are of the deepest

interest
;

the least scientific among us can hardly

be insensible to which indicate more

surely than the calendar itself the ax^proach of

spring and the final banishment of the smnmer.

CLIPPED WIUGS.
[Copyright in the United States of America by Mary Stuart Boyd.]

CHAPTER XrV.—LUCIE IH SEARCH OP AH UNCLE.

TJCIE’S memory had ' not retained

the number of her uncle’s office

;

so, quitting the cab at the Holborn
end of Chancery Lane, she. decided

to begin at the top of the lane

and work her way downwards,
reading carefully as she went the names of the

occupants posted on the sides of the doorways.

Then, after gazing blankly at the rows of letters

which proclaimed that under one number alone

solicitors, x^atent agents, consulting engineers, sur-

veyors, law-stationers, architects, electricians, and

next-of-kin agents all found office-room, Lucie felt

inclined to abandon the unpromising task, which

acquaintance vnth. the uses of the Post-Office

Directory would have lightened.
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‘In ext-of-kin agents!’ she thought ruefully.

wonder if they could help me to find mine?’

In the narrow, crowded street every one seemed

in a frenzy of haste. In and out of the gloomy
buildings jieople were hurrying as though eager

to exact the full value from each fleeting

moment. Had they been less evidently engrossed

with their own affairs Lucie would have asked

some one to direct her; as it was, she hesitated.

Just then a ]Dallid girl entered the doorway
wherein she had taken refuge from the bustle

to rest a moment before resuming the search for

her needle among the hay
;

and, seeing the girl

pause to take breath before ascending the stairs,

Lucie asked if she knew where Mr Andrew
Lorimer’s office was.

‘Andrew Lorimer? I know Jackson & Lorinier.

Might that be his firm?’
‘ Oh, yes, yes 1

’ Lucie responded eagerly, with
.

such a sense of relief as a shipwrecked mariner

may feel on sighting land. ‘ The firm was
Jackson & Lorimer

;
but I think Mr Jackson is

dead. Do you really know it?’

‘That’s it, just over there; that big doorway
at the corner on the farther side. I do t}^3e-

Avriting for them sometimes Avhen they are busy

;

but business is dull eA^eryAvhere just noAv,’ she

added despondently. ‘There’s nothing doing.’

As Lucie thanked her and hastened off, forget-

ful of her fatigue, she Avondered Avhat the t}T3e-

Avriter-girl Avould call busy if she termed this

dull 1

The offices of Jackson & Lorimer proA^ed to be

a first-floor suite of rooms in a handsome
building; and the sight of the familiar name
on the glass panel of the door was balm to the

wayfarer. Unaware of the etiquette of Ausiting

offices, Lucie tapped at the door
;

then, after a

palpitating pause, tapped again. As Avith sinking

heart she awaited a reply to her summons, a

telegraph-boy, -pushing unceremoniously j)ast her,

•entered
;

and, taking courage, she followed, to

find herself standing at a polished oaken counter

confronted by a supercilious clerk, Avliose face,

at her unexpected api^earance, wore an expression

as near surprise as its blank expanse Avas capable

of assuming.

‘Mr Lorimer. Is he here? I wish to see him.’

Lucie’s lips were dry
;
her breath came in little

gasjjs.

‘Mr Lorimer is out of town.’

‘ Out of town ! Oh I

’

‘ LeaA^e a message ? ’ suggested the clerk casually.
'

‘ Where is he ? When Avill he return ?
’

‘ Mr Lorimer won’t be in tovui for some time

;

he is in the Bmera.’

‘Is there nobody I can see—any one Avho takes

his place?’

‘Mr Ellgood, the chief clerk, is not here to-day.

Be here to-morroAv probably, if you call then.’

A discouraging note in the clerk’s A'^oice

suggested that such jiersistent inquiries Avere

impertinent; but Lucie Avas desperate noAv. Tlie

thought of finding her real uncle had upheld
her all day. Hoav that it had vanished she

clutched eagerly at straAvs.

‘But I’m Mr Lorimer’s niece. He kneAv I Avas

coming to London. Pather wrote, and uncle

cabled that they Avould Avelcome me.’

In the preoccupation attendant on her search,

Lucie had become oblivious of her imbecoming
garb

; but it required only a glance ' from the

supercilious youth AAutli the uncomfortably high

collar and the sedulously polished finger-nails

to recall it to her memory. Her pretty clothes

had been her plumage
;

and, noAv that they had
been stolen, Lucie felt like a bird AAuth clipped

AAungs desirous to soar, but compelled to flutter

close to the earth. At her faltering explanation,

that intangible doubt, the suggestion of scepti-

cism from Avhich Lucie’s quick intuition shrank

as from a bloAV, perA^aded the clerk’s manner,

AAdiich before had been merely patronising.

‘Indeed, miss? Very probably.’

‘But Honoria—Miss Lorimer, I mean—^AA^here

is she?’

•‘Miss Lorimer is abroad also.’

The other clerks at the desks were trying to

gather the meaning of the colloquy, and one

made an errand in the direction of the counter

for the purpose of inspecting the pretty girl in

the unseasonable yachting-cap aaJio AA^as so eager

to see their employer. The door behind Lucie

had ojDened and shut. Other clients awaited

notice.

‘If you AATite to Mr' Lorimer your letter Avill

be forAA^arded,’ conclusively remarked the clerk,

turning his attention to a new-comer. ‘ I ’m afraid

I can’t do anything more.’

Then, moving blindly, giddily, Lucie felt her

way downstairs. Seeking to escape from the

confusing bustle of Chancery Lane, she took

an opening to the right, and, stiunbling along

unconscious in AAdiat direction the trend of her

footsteps lay, found herself in a tiny cobble-

paved court, AAdiose old-fashioned houses seemed

to liaA^e grouped themseWes round a great sj^read-

ing sycamore. A Avooden bench encircled the

trunk of the tree, and thereon Lucie sank, her

soul akin to despair. It had taken the feAv coins

that stood betAveen her and absolute poverty to

satisfy the demand of the cabman. NoWj indeed,

AA^as she destitute.

Some subtle influence of spring had j)enetrated

eA^en the dingy court lying within stone-cast of

tAvo great thoroughfares. The valiant sycamore

AA^as again unfolding its leaflets to the smoke-

tinctured air. The jDatches of sky seen through

its branches were of that shade of lavender

known to city-dAvellers as blue, but a hardy

city sparroAV tAvittered among the budding tAAugs,

and from a AAundoAv-box came the odour or

hyacinths. Lucie, who had entered the precincts

hopeless, found her flagging spivit reAuve.
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Bravely refusing to believe that slie was utterly

destitute, slie again searched her pocket on the

chance of finding she knew not what. But in-

spection revealed nothing more valuable than her

rifled purse and a pocket-handkercliief wliicli she

had fortunately put beneatli lier pillow on tlie

previous night. She rummaged through her purse

in the forlorn hope that some stray coin might

have escaped the keen eyes of the marauders and

be lurking in the lining
;
but the closest inspec-

tion failed to reveal anything more valuable than

the ’bus tickets and a few scraps of paper. Two
of these j)roved to be receipts from some Auck-

land haberdashery for small purchases
;

the third

was a fragment evidently torn from a note-book.

Idly smoothing it out, Lucie saw written thereon

in almost microscopic characters :
‘ 35 Lower

Smith Street.’ The caligra^Dhy was as unfamiliar

to her as was the address
;

and Lucie’s brain,

weakened by fatigue and fasting, failed to attach

any meaning to the words.

^ 35 Lower Smith Street
;

35 Lower Smith

Street,’ she kept repeating without discovering the

solution to the mystery.

For the moment she was haunted by the sus-

picion that this might be a fresh trap
;
and she

resolved that, wherever her vagrant stej)s might

lead her, it would not be in the direction of

Lower Smith Street. Further consideration, how-
ever, recalled the galling fact that she had now
nothing to lose.

Setting herself the task to trace back the paper

to its coming into her possession, Lucie remem-
bered that before leaving the Omega she had
taken out this purse, which had lain in her

cabin trunk throughout the voyage, for use on
her arrival in London. Then there flashed to

her the recollection of Mr Muter standing by
the cab-window and apologetically offering his

address, which purely out of p>oliteness she had
accepted and slipped into her purse. At the time

Lucie had received her fellow-voyager’s proffer of

assistance with concealed disdain. Now, eagerly

clutching the scrap of paper, she set off, without

an instant’s hesitation, in search of 35 Lower
Smith Street.

The locality of Mr Muter’s residence proved to

be a melancholy road, situated somewhere at the

rear of the British Museum, its houses principally

let out in furnished a^mrtments. Even in the

late afternoon LoA\^er Smith Street was still in

dishabille. Its inhabitants, so to say, were yet in

curl-papers. Infants nursing younger infants per-

vaded its doorstej)S. Beer-cans decorated its rail-

ings. A coster, blessed with a strident voice,

hawked unsavoury fish. Another furtively re-

freshed his barrow-load of flaccid water-cress with
sprinklings of water from a pail slung behind.

A different style of window-blind on every

floor proclaimed the presence of many j)arties

Under the same roof. No. 35 presented an aspect

-slightly superior to that of its neighbours. Its

doorstep had been whitened within a week
j

its

windows were a shade less grimy than those of

some of the other houses.

With trembling limbs and thumping heart

Lucie approached the door. If this refuge

failed

!

Here, for once, Lucie’s ill-assorted raiment

found an admirer. The youthful maid-of-all-

work who appeared in reply to the tremulous

ring owned, as it chanced, the same taste in

dress as the spurious Cousin Honoria. To her

Lucie was a fashionable lady clad in gay and

attractive garb. Keeping her eyes fixed on the

yachting-cax^, which she esteemed the acme of

sportive elegance, she admitted that Mr Muter

wns at home in a tone of such deference as was

.refreshment to Lucie’s sorely wounded pride.

‘Yes, miss. He’s now come in, miss. I’ve

just took up his tea.’

Preceding the visitor up the uncarpeted steps

of a staircase whose goodly proportions and wood

panelling showed that No. 35 Lower Smith

Street was not first designed to be let in apart-

ments, she paused at the second-floor back
;

then,

throwing the door open, shouted in a triumphant

voice, ‘ Mr Muter ! ’Ere ’s a young lydy come to

see you,’ and waited, like the unsophisticated

child of Nature that she was, to watch their

greeting. To her amazement she saw the gaily

dressed damsel totter to a chair, and, with a

scarce articulate cry of ‘ Mr Muter, help me !

’

burst into a passion of weak sobbing.

At this unheralded interruj^tion to his studies,

Mr Muter—who was seated at a large table piled

with i)apers and books of reference, among which

a space had been cleared to admit of the inser-

tion of a tea-tray—turned a blank, unseeing gaze

upon the intruders. His S2Dectacles lay beside

him, and without their aid his short-sighted eyes

failed to focus his visitor aright. Then, with the

first sound of Lucie’s voice, he sprang to his feet,

his 2)ale eyes astare.

‘ Miss Lorimer—you !

’

‘It’s very soon to need your help—isn’t it?’

Lucie said, half smiling through her tears. ‘You

—you didn’t think I’d be reduced to this in two

da^'s—did you?’

Her voice had risen
;

a spasm of laughter

struggled for supremacy with her sobs. The
tension for the moment relieved, hysterics were

not far distant
;

but Mr Muter, having groj^ed

for and found his spectacles, recovered his vision,

with a stern word sent the gaping maid scud-

ding about her business, and 2)romptly closed

the door.

Apologising for the prevailing untidiness on

the ground that he had not yet had time after

unpacking to put away his belongings, Muter
rummaged about in search of a phial of sal

volatile which he was convinced should have

been among the medley of odds and ends that

littered the mantelpiece.
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‘ I know I put it somewhere/ lie said nervously,

trying to locate it in the most impossible places.

‘It ought to be just at hand/ he added, glancing

along the highest shelves of the bookcase.

‘ Please doiPt trouble about it,^ pleaded Lucie, to

whose weakened nerves the search for the cure

was fast becoming worse than the disease itself.

‘ I couldn’t take it
;

really, I couldn’t.’ Her
eyes were intent on the tea-tray. ‘It isn’t that 1

need at all
;
only I ’m so thirsty !

’

‘When did you lunch P Muter asked, with
reluctant comprehension, and instantly ceased his

flurried movements.

‘Lunch? Oh, I’ve had nothing all day but

a scrap of bread and butter in the morning

;

but I couldn’t take anything now. I’m too

faint.’

Seating his guest in the easy-chair, he brought

her a cup of tea well sugared and milked. It

was coarse Indian tea
;

but with the first sij)

Lucie l:)egan to revive, though vagrant sobs still

caught her breath.

The bread was stale, and the butter inferior

Dorset
;

but, after Lucie bad conquered her sick

distaste to the idea of food, she ate with avidity,

and it was only when nearing the conclusion of

a satisfactory meal that she suddenly became

conscious that she had left her host in ignorance

as to the untoward circumstances that forced her

to claim his protection. Now she hastened to

pour the story of her wrongs into his sympathetic

ears.

Like most quiet men, Mr Muter could be easily

roused to indignation by a tale of injustice
;
and

when the victim was a woman, and one in whom
he felt an interest, his indignation rose to vehe-

ment Avrath. Unconsciously rumpling up his

sandy hair into the semblance of a dishevelled

hayrick, he paced up and down the threadbare

carpet muttering vague threats of vengeance

upon Lucie’s enemies.

‘It Avas a plot, of course. It had all been

planned by some one Avho got hold of your

father’s letter, and kneAv AA^hen to expect your

arrival. The letter mentioned that you Avould

have a bank draft for four hundred pounds, and

that Avould be enough temptation. Mr Lorimer’s

office Avill be closed noAA^ We must get his

address AA^hen it opens to-morroAV and telegraph

to him instantly. But to-night’

‘ But to-night ? ’ Lucie echoed vaguely. She AA^as

glad to sit at rest in ]Mr Muter’s arm-chair, though

its springs AAnre broken and its coA^er faded, and

leaA’^e the AA^rrying about her immediate future

to him. Bodily exhaustion had rendered her care-

less of aught but animal comforts such as Avere

represented by food and shelter. In spite—or

percliance x)artly because of—^lier host’s peculiari-

ties of appearance and manner of life, she kneAv

that he Avas at heart a gentleman, and that her

interests Avere safe iii his hands.

‘I didn’t like him,’ he said abruptly, paiLsing

in his circumscribed Avalk.

‘ Didn’t like Avhom ? Oh, my alleged uncle.’

‘ Yes
;

his eyes Avere too close together. I dis-

trusted him AA^hen I saAV him on the Avdiarf, and
AA^as sorry to find it AAns you he came to meet.

It Avas as AA''ell I gave you this address. I only

AAUsh you had taken a cab and come to me
AvheneA^er you found yourself deserted.’

‘You see, I hoped to find my real luicle, and

did not Avish to bother you,’ Lucie explained

hurriedly. Not for Avorlds Avould she grieve her

champion by admitting on Iioav slender a chance

her coming to him had depended.

Into no more difficult position could a bashful

middle-aged bachelor be placed than to have an

absurdly helpless maiden throAAm AAuthout Avarning

upon his guardianship. Mr Muter had no female

relatives to AAdiom he could entrust the care of

Lucie
;
and, Avithout luggage, no respectable hotel

AA^ould receiA^e her. What could he do? The
problem AAns hard of solution.

Despite his apparent gaucliene, Mr Sluter Avas

not the inan to alloAv himself to be Avorsted by

a so simple. Those AAdio saAv deeper

than his ungainly exterior kneAV him as a man
of brains and an able scientist. His examination

record, though Lucie suspected it not, Avas one

that budding students yet spoke of Avith aAA^e as

something beyond emulation. His position, though

a truly scientific mind rarely lends itself to the

acquirement of money, Avould have easily i^er-

mitted of his liAung in A'-ery different style ;
but

it AA^as to the dingy rooms in LoAver Smith Street

that he had gone as a student, and uoav they

seemed to have so groAvn around him as to

become part of his shell.

Stopj^ing his promenade Avith a jerk that effec-

tually aroused Lucie from the doze into AAfiiich

physical lassitude combined Avith a comfortable

sense of warmth and repletion had almost drifted

her, he announced in a tone of relief that he had

decided AAdiat to do.

‘ Mrs Denman—you may haA^e heard of her ?

She ’s a splendid AAnman : spends all her life in

AAnrking for the good of her sex. I’m sure she’ll

be A^ery Avilling to take care of you for a day

or tAvo, till things are better.’

‘ Will she ? Oh, I ’m so glad !
’ Lucie cried,

starting up. ‘ Hoav nice of you to think of

her !
' Can I go to her noAv ?

’

‘ I ’m afraid she Avon’t be at home so early

in the evening. This is Wednesday, and she’s

pretty sure to be at her club—the Emancipators.

Wednesday is the debate night, and she ’s certain

to be speaking. I’ll go and find her, if you don’t

object to being left alone. It’s no use dragging

you there AAdien you ’re tired out, and she lives in

Haverstock Hill. You might pass the time read-

ing, and I ’ll bring her back as quickly as I can.'

{To be continued.)



THE OIL-RIYERS IF WEST AFRICA.
PART II.

THE EFIG Oil QUA TRIBE.

HAVING tlie town of Opobo and pro-

ceeding a short distance up Opobo

River, we enter tlie country of the

Efic or Qua people. A vast differ-

ence in customs and in caste is at

once apparent
;

but the greatest

difference is in the people themselves. You leave

behind at Opobo a partially civilised, industrious,

thrifty people, and there encounter an idle,

slovenly, subtle, avaricious, degraded himianity.

In the vicinity of Old, Calabar the people are

somewhat improved in .the habits of cleanliness,

thanks to the traders and the mission. Women
bear the greater part of the burden of labour,

while their husbands leisurely regale them-

selves on tumho, an intoxicating beverage which

exudes, from a cut or a slit made in a palm-tree.

In order to continue these debauches, the men
scheme and de\dse all manner of cunning excuses

with which to answer their wives’ reproaches

when the latter plead with them to assist in pre-

paring the ground for yams and corn. Seedtime

and harvest compel the men of necessity to exert

tliemselv^es a little ,* at other times they contrive

to make life one long holiday—and they seem to

enjoy it 1

A QHainan’s one ambition is to enter the

but as this requires money, and therefore neces-

sitates work, a goodly number never trouble them-

selves. Egioo is an ancient form of Freemasonry

on a native scale, a kind of fetich brotherhood

through which the candidate is admitted into the

society of his chiefs. The cost of entry is suited

to the particular localities, averaging about twenty

pounds. The distinctive stages of probation are

made known by the different e(/po rings worn on the

crown of the head, which increase in size as the

candidate advances. At the end of the first twelve

months a jDart of the entry-money must be de-

]iosited
;
when a second twelvemonths’ probation

has been served, and the balance paid over, the

candidate emerges a full-fledged chief. This is the

theory
;

but the honourable brotherhood sticks to

no hard-and-fast rules. Being now reduced to a

matter pf necessity, no one need wait longer than

two minutes, far less two years. Money thus

raised provides for a glorious jambaree; when it

is not forthcoming, the brotherhood contrive to

raise the wind in sjoite of trifles. It is on record

that a European trader was once made <?ppo.

Qua marriage customs are quaint. Usually they

are celebrated after harvest. A few months prior

to the union the favoured one takes up her abode
in the house of her intended lord and master.

This is kno^vn as the Gying-in-oil time,’ from the

fact that oil is rubbed all over the girl- in order

that when she is presented her skin may be

bright and gloss}^ Of ceremony there is little or

none
;
and critical eyes inspect her in much the

same way as a cattle-dealer judges an animal on

sale. Why need it be otherwise ? She - is only

one of several wives, and by-and-by her charms

will be forgotten for those of another wife.

Except in -mission districts, the Qua Sunday, or

its equivalent, falls once every eight days. In

Old Calabar brass rods are the accepted coinage,

which necessitates a sjtiecial receptacle at the

church door for holding them. In other parts

they exchange the manilla^ or horseshoe coin. All

the Quas, male and female, learn to smoke in

infanc}^ No dress is given to the children, nor are

they permitted to wear any until married. Arthur

would find it difficult to imagine his Guinevere

coming .to him wearing only a string of beads

and a smile ! Yet in the matter of morals they

compare favourably with more civilised com-

mimities. According to their laws, adultery means

death. It is with the advent of the white man
that the blot appears on their purity.

THE EBOE TRIBE.

To close without some mention of the Eboe people

would be unfair, since they are naturally far the

most intelligent, industrious, cleanly people in the

protectorate, their disadvantages notwithstanding.

They dwell on the banks of Opobo River, forty

miles above the town of Opobo
;
and it is their

language that is still spoken in one form* or

another as far inland as Europeans have yet

explored—something like two hundred miles from

the waterway. The coming of this tribe intO'

touch with civilisation is quite within recent

memory, yet they had long before learned the

secret of commercial prosperity. Time out of

mind they have been the blacksmiths to the

surrounding tribes. Hoes and all kinds of agricul-

tural implements made by them are eagerly bought

by their less skilled neighbours, and in times of

war they supply the demand for more formidable

weapons. A native cloth wrought by them sells

at a very high price
;

and so much is this cloth

prized that a Bonny or Opobo girl’s marriage

do^vry consists principally of it. Besides, they

have a genius for ivory-carving, skilfully model-

ling ele|)hants, fish, and monkeys so true to nature

that they are exceRed by few even among more

favoured artists.

One characteristic of this and all other tribes

dealing in slaves, and a - trait that can only be

the outcome of the cruel practice, is their indiffer-

ence to human life. It is no uncommon thing

for men accused of some serious offence of which
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they are innocent to commit suicide in order to

23rove tlieir blamelessness. In this connection may
be mentioned tlieir somewhat novel trial for any
serious crime. A 2)iece of a tree called sauce-wood

is mashed into pulj) and soaked in water. This

produces a poisonous liquid, which the accused

are made to drink, the survivor being proclaimed

innocent—a curious ordeal certainl}^, but one

which may have something to commend it. The
innocent, having no fear of death, may readily

drink more than their share, with the result that

they vomit, and after a time recover—a sure sign

that they are guiltless.

Prosperity has made the Eboe people very

proud, a characteristic that in the chiefs and
kings—every little town has its king—is carried

to a delusive extreme. Here is a narrative of

one who had dealings with them :
^ Accompanied

by a friend, I visited a chief much more power-

ful than the nominal king of Ohumbli. This

was my first visit to him, yet I had heard much
about his self-conceit, and made up my mind
to have a little diversion at liis exjDense. After

the customary 2>alaver, he asked me if, from ^re-

23ort, I knew him. I rejilied by stating that I

had never heard of him before. ‘‘ Whsit 1
” he

gasped ;
“ never heard of Ba-Ba 1 and, shaking

his head indicative of 2)ity at my gross ignorance,

remarked that I must have been brought uj) in

some town far in the bush. The Queen, he in-

formed me, had sent to him her compliments

man}’’ a time
;
and before I took my departure

he made me promise to convey to Her Majesty

his warmest greetings 1

^

SLAVERY.

Some superficial authorities speak in glowing

terms of our ^saving the natives from slavery

and from themselves.’ This is a mistake, and

only shows ignorance of facts. Despite the work

accomplished by Wilberforce and his colleagues,

slavery is almost as common in Africa to-day as

it was 23revious to the 2)assing of the Abolition

Act, the only difference being that the slaves

are not exported now
;
but men and women are

bought and sold in open market daily, and that,

too, under the eyes of our Government represen-

tatives. To make it sound less disagreeable, we
term it ‘ household slavery

;

’ and yet, as of old,

the slaveo^vner has of life and death

over his purchase, who is his, body and soul.

Certainly the owner camiot openly abuse or kill

offending slaves
;
but trust native cunning to gain

its o’wn ends. Suspected slave ‘boys’ have been

known to go into the bush to ‘cut sticks,’ and

never return. Few 2)eo]3le out there ever know

rightly what is going on
;
they see a man to-day,

miss him to-morrow : that is all. After reading

the section on cannibalism at the end of thi&

article, the reader will draw his own inferences.

Slaves are originally obtained either by kid-

napping or as prisoners taken in war. A man

out nut-gathering may venture too far away from
his friends, on to the confines of a neighbouring
tribe, . when he is suddenly overpowered and
carried into slavery. Perchance his friends may
go and demand his return

; but usually before

that can be done the kidna^^ped man is sold away
down-country. All prisoners taken in war are

sold to the chiefs and kings ruling in the lower
reaches of the rivers, there to pull canoes or other-

wise work out their days at their master’s
]3
leasure.

Some one may ask why they don’t run home
again, since they are allowed so much liberty, or

why their friends do not take them away. Slave-

traders have thought out and settled the point

long ago. The slave’s friends never get to knov'

where he is, for at least one hostile tribe sej^arates

the poor fellow from his home
; and as toll is

demanded at every town, it simply means that

to forsake one master is to throw himself at the

mercy of another. Slaves while in the hands of

their captors are too near home
; therefore they

are, as a rule, passed on. Their only chance of

ever seeing home again is in the company of a

Euro2)ean ; but usually by the time they get that

opportunity they have become indifferent about

their old home and have a preference for the new.

Wining slaves are presented with a wife, and the

children born to them are in theory free-born.

They may even, if successful traders, become slave-

oumers. Some chiefs OAvn thousands of slaves,

and even aspire to the highest position in the

land—as, foi; examjDle, Ja-Ja, j^reviously mentioned.

IMMOLATIOll.

Dispel inlierent superstitious beliefs and you
root out immolation. No legislation can alter

existing conditions excej)t, 2)erhaps, in the case of

slavery. Our hopes foy the future must rest in

the advancement of ci^dlisation and the
.
fostering

of common-sense—which, by the way, together

with trade, are all that the natives are waiting

for. Already there is a tendency in the right

direction, noted x^a.^’ticularly in Old Calabar and

on the Kroo Coast. Continual petty warfare and

the sacrificing of human beings at the' death of

every cliief in Qualand, Eboeland, and in Eroo

towns the increase of the po2)ulation to

any ];)^i’ce2)tible extent. Some of the younger

men are beginning to see the folly of this
;
and

lately one man who had the courage of his con-

victions boldly expostulated with the king of Fish-

tovm (on the Krop Coast) against this inhimian

2)ractice. Let it be hoped his initiative vdll be

followed.

Here are some instances :
‘ Wliile travelling by

canoe from Opobo to Essene I had a rather

disagreeable experience. On roimding a bend

near to the market-place of Essene I was obliged

to muffle my nose because of the terrible stench

that prevailed. The cause was not far to seek.

Strung to a tree that grew close to the water

was the body of a man siuTOunded by vultures
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greedily devouring tlie flesh. I i^ulled past

this emporium of Oriental odours as quickly

as possible. On returning a week later I

saw some of the bones still dangling from the

bough. This man’s life had been sacrificed to

apiDease the anger of the god of trade. AYhat

particular circumstance had offended the god on

this occasion I never learned
;

but the news

travelled, and very soon every little town had

made its human sacrifice to the same dull deit}’'.

‘I saw a little girl of about twelve years of

age dragged down to the creek and drowned.

The reason for this mode of sacrifice—easier

perhaps to the victim than some others—^is that

these having a superstitious dread of

ghosts and visits of spirits from the other world,

think by doing so they will never be troubled

with bogles or nightmare again.’

Formerly at Opobo a good yam, banana, or

oil season was only secured from the gods at the

expense of human sacrifice. The usual procedure

was to purchase from the Eboes a young and

pretty girl, to whom for a month or so pre^dous

to the sacrifice every door in the town was open.

During this j)^i'iod she was at liberty to do

exactly as she pleased, and to take whatever she

desired, being questioned by no one. Poor girl

!

she had suddenly become the most important

unit in the town, and seemed to enjoy her dis-

tinction, whether conscious or not of the inevitable

fate awaiting her. In all the dancing and revels

she took the lead. Plays, in which she was

the central figure, were performed for her plea-

sure. In short, her happiness knew no bounds

until at last the end came. Decked in gorgeous

robes of silk, trimmed with gold and coral, she

was borne aloft amid the crowd on an elevated

chair. Arrived at the river, she was bound and
placed in a canoe, which sailed away, cheered by
the populace. Eager eyes watched for the return

of the canoe, which at length was paddled to its

mooring. The general rejoicing then reached a

climax, everybody being in the best of hiunour,

and shouting and yelling until hoarse. What
of" the girl—of her who had of late been their

festal queen, the embodiment of mirth and
fun ? Ask the river !

NATIVE SIJPEESTITIONS.

Passing along the native roads—or, to be more
correct, tracks—into the bush, one cannot help

being struck at seeing so many seeming scarecrows

dotted all over the landscape. These are ultimately

discovered not to be exactly what they seem, but
are in reality symbolic of one or other of the

gods to whom the natives pray and make offerings

for the preservation of their crops. Curious gods

they must be, if one can imagine them made
visible in old gin-bottles—empty, of course, for

the African would sooner think of turning white

than place a full bottle of gin in the way of his

inquisitive neighbour. Then there are tin cans,

broken j^ots (all difterent gods), and sometimes a

rag. Anything and everything resembling cloth,

no matter how old, is ^Diit to some use by the

natives, and is therefore generally too good for

the gods !

In spite of all this petitioning and propitiating

of the gods, crops continue to go wrong
;
but no

one of the gods is to be blamed, and these blessed

beings are never brought to book for their mis-

deeds ! There is, besides, another danger over

which the gods have no control, so a law has

been improvised accordingly : niggers have some

notoriety for thieving
;
and to keep them out of

yam or corn fields the law is very exacting, for

death is the punishment. ‘Twice I saw the dire

sentence carried out. On one occasion two little

boys, probably because they were hungry, stole a

yam—equivalent to about half-a-stone of potatoes.

For this they were flogged until I am positively

certain every bone in their bodies must have been

broken
;
then they were hung to a tree and left

till death relieved them. In a week or ten da^^s

only a few bones were left hanging, the vultures

ha^dng accounted for the flesh.’

These 'smltures, according to native superstition,

are charmed against death, the charm being called

ju-ju. They lord it in the market-places, waddling

about at the feet of the natives in much the

same fashion as we here see farmyard fovds ; but

immediately on the appearance of a white man
they disappear, for the very good reason that the}’'

dislike being used as targets !
‘ I remember once

trying to reason out the absurdity of ju-ju with

an enlightened Quaman in the town of Essene.

He would not listen
;
and when I hinted that it

was an easy matter to end the croaking of any

one of the -smltures in sight, he laughed an

incredulous laugh, declaring it imjDossible. I

pointed my rifle at the one nearest to me, and it

rolled over. Another that lay among the sand

sunning itself got the second discharge with a

like result
;

but he would not be convinced.

“That bird,” he maintained, “would never have

been shot had it been awake.” So, like Words-

worth’s “little maid,” I left him to his will.’

The following vulture-peacock yarn will take

some beating, even in Africa. While I was

talking one day with an old chief on the sub-

ject of vultures, he told me this story, which

on Ms authority I give you as true. A white

trader nicknamed Mackie took a beautiful

peacock vdth him to the town of Essene.

Hitherto the natives in those parts had not

even in their wildest dreams imagined such a

bird
;

and, since its pride appealed to them as

a reflection of their own, they enshrined it a god

above the gods. Covetous eyes daily feasted on

it. King Essene being the worst offender, for he

was seized mth a passionate longing to have the

peacock all to himself. Before many days passed,

Mackie, while \dsiting ‘His Majesty,’ was asked to

dash (present) the peacock. This he refused to do,
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whereon the king changed his tone. ‘Yery well/

he said, waving Mackie away, ‘I am for it, and
it will be mine, for I will send my ju-ju bird for

it, and he will bring it to me.’ Next morning

—

so the story goes—the sky above' the trader’s

house was literally darkened by vultures. The
peacock plumed its feathers at them in mockery,

little dreaming of its imj)ending fate. Suddenly
one vulture, presumably the king’s bird, more
daring than the rest, swooj)ed down and drove

the peacock before it into the king’s court3''ard.

Thus say the Africans
;

but I fear—as they,

if they choose, could verify—that that vulture

has yet to grow wings and learn picking as a

means of livelihood. At any rate, Mackie after-

Avards admitted having mysteriously lost a

peacock. The vultures evidently seized their

opportunity Avhile he slept

!

CANNIBALISM.

Just as Avith shwery, so it is Avith cannibalism

—report and rumour require to be taken in tAA^o

Avays. Since Ave cannot proA^e Ave must just take

for granted, and thus Ave liaA^e for long indulged

ourselves in the belief that cannibalism is almost

entirely confined to the South Sea Islanders.

Therefore it comes like a shock to us to be told

that cannibalism, like slavery, is knoAvn to a A^ery

large extent in a British possession. Such is

indeed the case, and officialdom is poAverless. It

is not too much to sa}^ that most natiA'-es on the

Guinea Coast liaA’-e at one time or other inade a

good square meal of human flesh. On a traveller

inquiring of a boy Avhich cut he preferred, he

denied ever haAung tasted it. Not to be beaten,

hoAvever, the questioner A^entured a remark on the

calf of the leg, adding that the boy’s father said

he alAvays preferred that cut Avhen he could get

it. This the little felloAV repudiated, and, AAuth

an air of knoAving decision, declared the gristle

of the chin and AA^rists to be by far the SAveetest

morsels. He preferred to admit his Aveakness

rather than be accounted a bad judge of flesh

!

One of the most gruesome cannibal feasts on

record, AAdiere the hosts ate their guests, is reported

from Andonie, a toAAui . situated at the head of

the creek inidAvay betAveen Bonny and Opobo.

For some years the Andonie men had been at

war Avith their neighbours
;
and as both Avere tired

of it, they mutually agreed to meet and settle

their differences peaceably. The Andonie men
inAuted their foemen to meet them as friends in

the toAvn of Andonie, AAdiere, in honour of the

occasion, it AA^’as arranged to give a big J)lay.

They met as arranged, and for a time all Avent

Avell
;

for it should be stated that the Andonie

men had not premeditated- playing the traitor.

They danced and sang as only Africans can do

;

and they also drank and drank (another feat in

AAdiich they are peerless) until the}^ drank them-

selves drunk. It AA^as then that tAVO of the

reconciled chanced to quarrel. In the tAAunkling

of an eye the hall of merriment became a

]iandemonium. Unmasked knives glistened in

the sunshine, death being dealt Asuth every cut,

AAdiile the fanatical yells and curses of the

murderers rose high above the groans of the

dying. It Avas a scene of saA^’age cruelty defying

human description. Even the children became
excited by this mad passion, and rushed hither

and thither fighting Avith each other in their

eagerness to get at and drink of the victims’

blood. At length, Avhen the butchery AA^as coni-

jilete and the visitors AAdthout one excejition lay

Aveltering in their blood, the fiendish tumult
ceased

;
and AA^ell it might. The scene closed

AAdth the dragging aAvay of the dead and dying

to the homes of the slayers, AAdiere the flesh

AA^ould be cured and feasted on.

At that time the missionaries in the district

suffered rather an anxious time of it, shut up for

some days in a stuffy hut. When once their

blood AAUS roused the Andonie men proved

desperate felloAvs, and designed to rid themselves

of their benefactors, AAdiom they kneAv AA^ould

condemn them for murdering their neighbours.

Happily a messenger contrived to get through
^ to Bonny

;
and Avhen a detachment of Housas

(native soldiers) arrived on the scene, the murderers

fled into the bush. Andonie toAvn AA^as burned,

and a large indemnity AA^as claimed
;
and this so

cripiiled the AA-arriors that peace Avas secured for

a considerable time. Further, in order to prevent

a future outrage, their king Avas politely informed

that on the next offence nothing short of his

OAAm precious head dangling at the end of a

gibbet Avould satisfy justice.

The fact that Emopeans have ' unwittingly at

times partaken of human flesh AA^hen entertained

b}^ native chiefs imparts a certain unpleasant

tone to the subject. Though not altogether so

fastidious about his palate as the Frenchman, the

African chief can at least boast as many in^^ste-

rious dishes on his festal board.

‘I accompanied a gentleman on a Ausit to a

king Avith AAdiom he had opened trade. When
visiting an African blood-roj^al one is expected

to take AAdth him a present

—

das\ as they term

it—the dash the}^ prefer and most frequently

receh^e being gin and tobacco. After palavering,

in AAdiich Ave had to suffer the effects of his

presumed importance, he cordially invited us to

dine AAdth him. Dinner AA^as certainly most

desirable, for AA^e had Avalked a long Avay under

a broiling sim
;
therefore Ave as cordially accepted

his invitation.

‘Lighting our pipes, Ave essayed to haA^e a look

round AAdiile the eatables AA^ere being prepared.

Hung in the courtyard Ave espied a human leg

from AAdiich the “boy” had eAddently just cut a

slice or tAVO. My appetite suddenly A^anished, as

did I from that quarter, thus outraging the laAvs

of hospitality. I had groAAui quite accustomed to

seeing my “ boy ”• polish the plates Avith his greasy
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loiii-clotli, and had even suffered worse things

;

but to risk a slice of that leg ! Anything was

preferable—ay, even a tramp across the continent

with the satisfaction of a certain meal at the

end of it 1

‘ At another time I was invited along with other

Europeans on the beach to one of the biggest

plays that have been seen in Opobo. At the

feast all kinds of fish, fowl, and soup, cooked

after the native fashion, were served. Eveiy

one thoroughly enjoyed the feast until, near to

the finish, the chaser (dessert) was brought in.

This dish they called palm-oil chop. While it

was being served there rolled out of the vessel

what to all appearance was a human skull.

Suddenly all the Euro^Deans turned pale as though

suffering from an acute attack of sea-sickness

;

and the sym^Dtonis they develo^^ed were identical,

for that dinner would not stay do-wn. The chief,

in alarm, inquired what had made his friends so

ill. One of the sufferers, whose eyes protruded

from their sockets, and afraid to trust himself to

speak, placed his handkerchief to his mouth and

jerked' his thumb in the direction of the skull.

The chief grasj^ed the situation, and with un-

affected concern tried to comfort his sick guests

by saying, “ It be all right. He be no man

;

he be monkey 1

” ^

A BENEFACTOR.
PART II.

ITHIH, a bright little fire burned.

A child sat in a basket - chair

placidly nursing a ragged doll.

Her cheeks were a hard, bright

red, like apples that have been

polished on the rosy side, and her

motherly arms were as fat as arms could well be.

Equally well-conditioned were the pair of legs

under the short frock. The visitor looked at her

with the same thoughtful, wistful gaze with

which he had looked at Terry, and a smile like

winter sunshine broke over his dark, harassed

face. The child was so quaintly serious that one

had to smile, no matter how sad one’s thoughts

might be.

Terry had shut the door uj)on the storm, and
now handed Mx Adair a chair, wi^iing it ostenta-

tiously before doing so, as he had seen his

mother do whenever they had had a distinguished

visitor, such as a priest or a doctor.

jMr Adair took the chair and looked with

sudden interest around the little room, wliich

was half-parlour, half-kitchen. Some pots of

musk and of scarlet geraniums were side by
side behind the white curtains of the window.
The dresser was gay with crockery. On the

walls brightly coloured pictures of saints alter-

nated with Irish patriots in the most brilliant

clothing. A little garish altar, with artificial

flowers in cheap vases and candles half-burnt

through, stood in a corner. Mr Adair remem-
bered to have seen such things in those tin}’-

whitewashed cottages in Glen Adair long ago.

Terry had, while the gentleman was making
his observations, taken his seat on a portion of

the other child’s stool. J\Ir Adair’s gaze finally

rested upon the couple
;
and, even while he smiled,

a curious spasm as of pain crossed his face.

‘ What does your mother feed you on, boy ?
’

he asked abruptly.
‘ Stirabout, sir, mostly, an’ ^ve do have potatoes,

an’ sometimes, but not often, a bit o’ mate.’

‘ Ah, stirabout—porridge, I suppose you mean ?
’

‘ They do call it that here, sir. Me mother

says they don’t rightly know how to make it,

not as they do at home.’

‘ At home ?
’

‘ In Glen Adair, sir, in th’ ould counthry.

If ye wor’ thinkin’ o’ tryin’ it, I ’d advise ye

to be atin’ it wid salt, not wid them unnat’ral

conthrivances o’ sugar an’ traycle.’

‘ I shall remember,’ said Mr Adair seriously.

‘ So you come from Glen Adair in Ireland.

Your name is—is ’ He searched in his

memory for a name wliich had slixiped out of

it long ago.

‘ Terry Donovan, sir
;

an’ this is me sister

Hora,’ replied Terry, with another pull at the

ruddy forelock.

‘ Donovan ! Yes, I remember now. So your

mother feeds you on—on—stirabout. Is that

what gives you your rosy cheeks, do you sup-

liose, and makes your sister’s legs so fat?’

‘Maybe, sir. It’s very wholesome atin’. Me
mother does be sayin’ that we’d be a' dale

better at home in Glen Adair.’

‘What does the woman want?’ asked the

visitor, with a curious imjiatience. ‘Aren’t her

children strong enough ?
’

‘Einely, thank you, sir,’ replied Terry politely.

‘’Tis the air she does be talkin’ about, an’ the

fields, an’ the mountain lambs, the crathurs, an’

the bits o’ rivers, an’ the trees. I never seen a

field meself, nor lambs, nor a tree
; but I do

be drainin’ about, them sometimes.’

‘ Ah, well
!

you don’t seem to miss them.

You’re a fine, strong boy.’

‘I get me health very well. ’Tis very healthy

here, though there do be fogs. I hope ye get

yours well, sir.’

The anxiety in Terry’s face as he exj^ressed

this hope made Mr Adair smile again.

‘ I am very well, thank you, my boy,’ he

said. ‘ I was only thinking of—of—some one
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I who wasn’t. "Wliat ’s that for ? ’ indicating the

I
floating light in a little red lamj) on the altar.

He had a, vague memory of having seen such

things somewhere in his travels abroad.

‘ That ’s where we do be sayin’ our j)rayers,’

said Terry, rather scandalised at such ignorance.

^
^What do 3^011 pray for?’

'

‘ Och, a dale o’ things.’ Terry cast about in

his mind for something he might reveal to this

:

possibly misunderstanding stranger. ‘We do jDray

nearly every night that’s in it that we might
I be goin’ back some da}^—Don’t Ave, ISToreen?’ to

jj
the taciturn child.

I

‘ Back where, boy ?
’

‘ To Glen Adair, sir.’

‘ I suppose you Avoiild be happier. You could

hardl}^ be healthier. Hoav could you get back
there ?

’

Terry forgot to be discreet, the topic Avas so

!
absorbing.

!
‘ I do be l^dn’ aAvake o’ nights listenin’ to

i Pat an’ me mother talkin’ over the fire. Pat

—

;
that ’s me brother, sir

;
he ’s Avorkin’ in the

docks an’ earnin’ fine Avages for a bo}^ o’ his

size—does be thinkin’ that if Ave could do

somethin’ great for Mr Adair that he’d never

grudge us a bit o’ a j)lace over yonder in the

glen, an’ ’ud maybe be sendin’ us back on a

ship.’

Mr Adair looked sharjfiy into the sj^eaker’s

j
bright eyes. They Avere limpid as mountain

I

pools, and the face, for all its shreAvdness, Avas

innocence itself. He put aAA^ay the half-formed

suspicion before it had taken more definite

shaj^e.

‘ What do you knoAV of Mr Adair ? ’ he asked.

‘ He ’s the great gentleman at the head o’ the

docks, sir. EoAA^lin’ in goold he is, I’ve heard

tell, an’ the kind heart Avid it.’ Terry AA^as

cj[uoting from his mother. ‘He stood me poor

father’s friend, sir, an’ only for him AA^e’d be in

the streets beyant there iioaa^ The mother’s

terrible afeard o’ the streets. I’d often like to

be travellin’ that AA^ay meself, just to be seein’

Avdiat she’s afeard o’. She says she’d rather

Ave’d be droAAuided in the docks, too, thin be

on the same streets. I Avonder AA^hat they can

be like at all, at all.’

‘Hot as good as Glen Adair’—looking at the

sharp, curious little face. ‘ Better keep aAA^a}^

from them. So 3'Ou thinlc this Mr Adair of

yours a A^ery kind person—do you ?
’

‘ I ’m after tellin’ you,’ said Terry, slightly

offended at AA’hat might be the stranger’s incredu-

lity, ‘he’s the kindest man AA^alkin’ this earth,

an’ the greatest, maybe. I ought to knoAA^, for

Ave do be askin’ God to rcAA^ard him every night

that’s in it.’

‘ Ah, jmu do that ?
’

‘D’ye see that altar there? An’ the candles?

We do light them at night AA^hen Ave do be sayin’

our prayers. The one in the middle is for him.

But sure I do be sayin’ to meself AA^hin I hear
me mother an’ Pat talkin’ that ’tis little the likes j-:

o’ us could be doin’ for the likes o’ him, in [j’

this Avorld anyAvay. He’d liaA^e all he AA-anted— t
AA^ouldn’t he, sir?’ 'i;

‘I’d go on praying for him all the same,’ said

Mr Adair. ‘ There are a great man}’' things a
j

man like liini might AA^ant that a little boy lilce it

you AA'ould know nothing of,’ ij

‘Maybe,’ said Terry reluctantly. ‘Me mother ill

does be sayin’ that I’m too ’cute for me age; I!

that I’d buy an’ sell Pat—an’ Pat is nine.’ ji'

‘ Ah, AA^ell, you are a clever boy
; but still you

‘I

don’t knoAY everything.’
;

:

John Adair AA^as silent for a minute. Then a
|

someAAdiat shamefaced expression came over his -!

'

sad, stern, masterly face
; and as he leant forAAard

'I

'

a little, Terry thought that he looked more cheer- i .

!

ful. As a matter of fact a sudden accession of 'V

colour came to his pallid cheeks and he smiled.
i;!i

‘ If I Avere you, my lad,’ he said, ‘ I ’d go on
; ]

praying for Mr Adair. A very busy man like
ij||

that has often forgotten hoAV to pray for himseH.
,

,1

'

Besides, I knoAv something about this Mr Adair
jl.

j

of yours. He has' a little boy about your age

Avho is neA^er AV'ell. His father gives him eA'ery-
.! j

thing. His nurseries are as big as one of these’
j

;

docks. He has soft carpets to walk on, and floAvers i

'1

in the AAunter, and great fires, and nurses to AA^ait :*

on him, and doctors to do all they can for him.

He has toys and books by the hundred
;
but he

i

'

doesn’t care for any of them. Plis father AA^ould j.i;

gh^e him the heart out of his breast; but it is ;!i

all the same. This little boy is never AA’ell; liv

perhaj)s he never aauII be.’ jiri

The sudden passion of the speech died oflT -4

abruptly
;

and Terry gazed in AA^ondering sym- ,1,^

jmthy at the AA^orking face.
ij;;

‘That’s a bad bearin’,’ he said. ‘But sure God 4
can make him strong if the doctors can’t. I ’ll i-

;

be sayin’ a Avord to me mother, an’ Ave ’ll put liim

in our prayers. I’m obleeged to you for tellin’ hj

'

me, sir,’ j':!

‘Hot at all, my boy,’ said the A^isitor, more /!!

com^oosedly. ‘It aauII be kind to the little boy,
ii;

and to his father, to pray for him. It can’t do- .j;

any harm anyAAny.’ G

The last sentence AAns addressed to himself, not Mi

at all to Terry. He AAns half-ashamed of himself 'I'j

for the comfort the child’s simple talk had ghmi :‘j:j

him. He aa^s a reticent man, and alone had "-'jj

borne the SAA^ord in his heart of his only child’s r ijl

delicacy. He had never imagined it Avould be a 'it

relief to speak of it. Indeed, to a groAAm-up person

it AA'ould haA^e been impossible ;
but AAuth Terry it jifjj

AAns another matter. And those j)rayers iioav !
|| ; j

John Adair had been brought up in a rigid fn\

Loav Church
;
atmosphere. The gentle soul aaJio

; |j!

had borne him AAmuld have looked on such inter- ll!

cession as that of heathendom. Lighting candles, j^‘ij

too : AAdiat abhorred mummery it Avould haA^e been Hj
in her eyes! And indeed to her son, AA^ho had |1!|
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strayed so far from the narrow faith learnt at

her knee, it was a foolish thing. Withal, it com-

forted him
;
and he had a humble feeling that

liis careless kindness had been disproportionately

rewarded. Perhaps he had come to the extremity

of snatching at straws for comfort, he had

suffered so bitterly and so long in his love for

his delicate little son. His lips moved as though

he talked to himself. The storm Avas over now ;

but he had forgotten the storm.

Terry sat Avatching him Avith bright, eager eyes

till he should remember, Terry being too Avell-

mannered to break in on so eAudent an absorp-

tion, though clearly he had something to say.

At last the Ausitor’s thoughts came back to the

boy, and his e^'-es noted the Avords on Terr3^’s lijDS

ready for flight.

‘Well?^ he asked.

‘ AVhy doesn’t he—Mr Adair, sir—I
’d be spakin’

to him about it if I Avas 3^011—send the little

bo3' that’s sick to Glen Adair? The mother

sa3’’s it ’ud bring the dead to life, the air of it

is so strong an’ reviAun’. Let alone about them
nurseries, sir. ’TAvould be terrible lonesome for

a little boy, all be hisself. ’Tis often I AA^ouldn’t

be lookin’ at me oavii bit an’ sup if I hadn’t

the compaii3^ of Nora here to it.’

A Ausion came before John Adair’s e3^es of the

aching loneliness and Aveariness. of the little figure

arid the peaked little face in those magnificent

nurseries
;
and for a second his e3"es AA^ere blurred.

Then he heard again Avhat Teriy Avas pouring out

rapidl3^

^An’ for t03^s, sir—Avould he care to be playin’

wid them all his lone ? He must be terrible

tired 0’ them nurses and doctors, sir. Little

childher, sir, do think a dale 0’ bein’ Avid other

little childher.’

John Adair’s e3^es dilated, and his lijDs began to

move. ‘ “ Out of the mouth of babes and suck-

lings,” dear God !
—“ out of the mouth of babes

and sucklings.” ’ It Avas Avrung from his heart

like the cr3^ of one avIio sees a blinding light.

He had not remembered the God of his fathers

for many 3^ears, or had remembered Him 01113^ as

a vague PoAver to rail upon because his Leonard

had not been as other children.

As he stood up to go he almost staggered Avith

the iieAV hojpe that had broken U230n him.
‘ I Avill come again, m3'' child,’ he said A^er3^

gently to Terry
;

‘ and I thank you much for the

shelter you haA^e given me.’

‘ You ’re kindty Avelcome, sir,’ said Terr3^

politel3^, preceding him to the door, and doAvn the

little path to open the gate for him. He Avas

too far aAva3'' to see the great dock-gates roll open
before the shabby gentleman, and the carriage

AAuth the -champing horses into Avhich he climbed

absentl3^

Terry, needless to say, retailed the visitor’s

talk in his mother’s ear that evening
;
and Sus3'',

sending up a pious thanksgiving because she had

never a moment’s anxiety about her fine healtly

children, agreed to a novena for the sick, child of

the benefactor
;

and, as all the Avorld knoAvs, a

novcna j)iously said is sure to be efficacious so

long as its object is pleasing to Heaven.

She Avas a little disturbed at hearing hoAV much
of their oavii asj^irations Terry had imparted to

the Ausitor, lest Terry should be considered ‘a

terrible boAvld little boy’ for making so free

Avith the names of great people.

However, these misgivings Avere forgotten in the

great event that came to pass, for not ten days

later Susy received a Ausit from Mr Adair’s man
of business, Avho, Avith more important things to

do at the docks, had the arrangement of the

transference of Pat DoiioaWs little family to

Glen Adair.

So Avere the Avildest fairy tales come true
;
and

on a day AAdien Avinter Avas just giving Avay to

spring the little family left the docks Avhere they

had been so long sheltered, and took that journey

to the isle of their dreams Avdiich after tAvo or

three days brought them to Glen Adair.

Terr3^ had by this time been promoted to a

place ill the famil3'' council, Avhich had come to

the conclusion that Terry’s visitor that propitious

afternoon Avas some confidential clerk or other Avho

had the ear of the Donovans’ great man, for Mr
Adair himself never shoAved in the matter at all.

So Susy became a Avorking Avoman in Glen

Adair, Avith one of those spotless cottages for her

A^eiy OAvn, and a bit of land AAdiich Pat Avould

farm presently, and a coujile of black mountain

coAvs, and a little flock of sheep, and a goat or

tAvo. Slie had entered into all this as one might

into Fair3dand, and it Avas a long time before she

could groAv used to it and gh^e up dreaming that

she Avas back in the docks, Avith those terrible

streets Avaiting outside the dock-gates for the

children.

April came, and there Avere signs of uiiAVonted

business not 01113'- among the birds and the streams

and the silver larches, but about the shooting-

lodge at the head of the glen, Avhich A\'as the

landlords’ if the3" chose to use it, though no one

had knoAvn them to choose Avithin the memor3" of

the oldest inhabitant, and that Avas Paddy Farrell3^,

Avho Avas a hundred and nine, God bless us !

The jilace Avas being cleaned up, and rejiapered,

and smartened in ever3'' Ava3'', as 81133^, across the

A''alle3^, could see for herself, and the children for

themselves
;
and then iicav furniture Avas put in,

and three or four servants came, and the long-

cold chimne3^s began to smoke, Avhich Avas all

sufficiently Avonderful, seeing hoAV remote Glen

Adair Avas from the Avorld, and hoAv one reached

it amid the encircling hills much as a fly travels

up a Avail.

Then one morning there stood in the doorway
of Sus3''’s cottage a tall, stooping, dusty-looking

gentleman, Avho led a little boy by the hand ;

and the child Avas pale, as though Avith mucli
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suffering, and wore a warm coat albliougli the day
was so soft.

^ I want to see Terry,’ said the visitor.

Then Terry came forward, pulling a red curl

just as he had done that day at the docks, and
he stared at the gentleman and then at the little

boy, who stared back at him with a curious,

gentle interest.

‘Well, Terry,’ said the gentleman, ‘and do you
think Glen Adair as fine a j)lace as you used to?’

‘Thank you kindly, yes, sir,’ said Terry; ‘and

the mother here’—pulling at Susy’s skirt—‘is

obleeged to you for sayin’ the kind word to Mr
Adair that brought us back.’

‘ I am Mr Adair,’ said the visitor, taking the

chair Susy had given him, and drawing his tired

little boy between his knees.

Well, the end, or rather the happy beginning,

of it was, that the sick child began to grow
well in the life-giving air and amid the simple

surroundings, and, having taken a whimsical

fancy to Susy and the little Donovans, was
allowed to come and go pretty much as he 'would.

In fact, before the summer was over the young
hosjDital-nurse who had come in charge of the

child was permitted to return, and this was
hastened by Mr Adair coming into Susy’s cottage

one day and finding Leonard, who had a headache,

resting his head on Susy’s breast. Unobserved,

he listened a moment or two to the young peasant

woman’s crooning to the child.

‘I understand now,’ he said to himself, ‘what
their system of fosterage meant.’

So Susy, who could refuse Mr Adair nothing,
was presently put in charge of his child in the
shooting-lodge at the head of the glen, and Pat,

who was so sensible, took charge of Terry and
Nora till such time as Master Leonard should
need his nurse no longer. Nor was it a very
painful separation, for the children were much
together, the little sensitive heir of the rich man
having developed for Terry such an affection as

foster-brothers had for each other in the old

days, and the affection was fully returned
; and

as for Susy, she could scarcely tell after a time
if she loved her own children or the foster-

child best.

So in time Leonard grew quite strong enough
for the very easy battle- which life promised to

be to him.

Terry had two unspoken regrets, however. One
was that his visitor had not turned out to be a

supernatural person, a belief he had cherished in

his heart of hearts. It had been St Patrick for

choice. Of course Mr Adair was nearly as good
;

but Terry didn’t like giving up St Patrick
;
and

sure the world knew how many a kind turn the

saint had done. The other was that he would
never, after all, see those streets of which his

mother had had such a mortal terror. Terry

wanted so much to know what it was that could

make his mother so ‘afeard.’

THE MONTH: SCIENCE AND ARTS.

POULTRY AND EGGS.

^3(^^^^jMONG the ‘hardy annuals’ which

come up for discussion as surely as

hands of every farmer, who would find it to his

interest to pay as much attention to the breeding

and care of his fowls as he does to the well-being

of his other live-stock.

S , the springtime comes round to us

I is that of the importation of PRESERVATION OF WILD BIRDS.

poultry and eggs. It has long

been the opinion of many that in-

stead of paying away to foreigners a yearly sum
of nearly seven millions sterling we might raise

at home our own birds and eggs, and the

National Poultry Organisation Society has been

formed to forward that end. One of its objects

is to introduce into this country methods which

have been so successful on the Continent
;

and

the society, whose headquarters are at No. 12

Hanover Square, London, has now established

several branches and collecting depots, working

in rural districts, for the systematic collection of

eggs. Each egg before being ]3acked is carefully

tested and stamj^ed with the trade-mark of the

society as a guarantee of its quality. We may
mention, in connection with this matter, that a

useful book has recently been produced by Mr
Walter Palmer, M.P., entitled Poultry Management

on the Farm. This volume should be in the

We are glad to note that the Humanitarian

League has drafted a bill to check the whole-

sale destruction of birds for the purposes of

ornamentation. It is stated that at a recent sale

in London a single dealer offered for sale four

thousand dead birds, more than half of which were

birds of paradise. It was also recently stated on

good authority that a y)Grson at Bridlington had

entered into a contract with a London niilliner

to su2)ply ten thousand birds, such as kittiwake

gulls and lesser terns, and that the wholesale .

slaughter of these beautiful creatures was in pro-

gress in Bridlington Bay and off Flamborough

Head. As a precedent for legislation on this

subject, the Humanitarian League quotes the law

now ill force in the State of New York. Under

this law no wild birds, other than certain species

named, can be taken or possessed at any time,

dead or alive, except under the authority of a

certificate
;
and no part of the plumage, skin, or
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body of any protected bird can be sold or kept

in possession for the jDurpose of sale.

HARNESSING NIAGARA.

Steps are being taken to utilise some of the

vast power of the Palls of Niagara on the

Canadian side of the river. When first the pro-

ject of ‘harnessing Niagara’ came to be discussed,

little more than twenty years ago, fears were

expressed that our American cousins, in their

eagerness to develop the commercial side of the

enterprise, might be tempted to spoil the wonder-

ful scenery by the interposition of huge water-

wheels below the falls. Such fears are groundless

;

for it is far more economical to lead the waters

from the upper river through a ^Drecipitous

tunnel, in connection with which are. the neces-

saiy turbine-wheels. This has been accomplished

on the American side with an output of energy

valued at five thousand horse-power. The new
enterprise aims at securing two hundred thousand

horse-power
;
and even this is only a small por-

tion of the mighty force available. It is believed

that if the necessary works were established some

miles down the river, where the water rushes in

volume through a narrow gorge, enough energy

could be trapj)ed to supply the entire country

with light and motive~]DOwer.

TYPHOID AND THE ARMY.

‘ Typhoid, the Destroyer of Armies, and its

Abolition’ was the title of an imj)ortant paper

recently read at the Royal United Service Institu-

tion by Dr Leigh Canney. It was pointed out

that the great destroyers of armies, both in peace

and war, were the three diseases, t3"phoid, dysen-

ter}’’, and cholera. These were mainly water-

borne, and could be |)revented if certain measures

were adopted. "We must start with the assump-

tion that all water is contaminated with the

germs of disease, and that the best method of

rendering it harmless is b}' boiling or heat

sterilisation. Dor this operation Dr Canney re-

commended a cylindrical boiler, having large

heating-surface, operated by a petroleum lam^:),

with air-pressure so as to secure rapid and com-
plete combustion. No water should be drunk by
the men from the day of embarkation to the day
of return which had not been sterilised in this

way imder competent authority. In addition to

this precaution, all officers should be trained and
examined in the elements of sanitary science, so

as to enable them to kee]3 the camps clean.

Eour-fifths of the mortality and invaliding of an
arni}^ may be attributed to water-borne disease,

and proper treatment of the water-suiDpty would
secure immunity from it.

HIGH-SPEED RAILWAYS.

An interesting experiment with a high-speed

railway on a new principle is shortly" to be carried

out in the extensive grounds of the Crystal

Palace, Sydenham. This line, which will be about

a mile and a half in length, will be entirely within

the Palace grounds, so that no special j^arlia-

mentary sanction will be necessary. Its practical

use will be to convey visitors from the low-level

station to the main building, and so save the

climbing of many stairs
;
but its primary object

will be to test the capabilities of a new type of

electric line known as the mid-railway system.

Unlike the mono-railway, of which we have heard

so much latel}^, the centre rail is bolted to the

sleepers in the usual wa}^, and guide-rails on both

sides are carried on trestles two or three feet

above, and immediately under the sides of the

vehicle. The opening of this short railway on

such a novel principle will be looked forward to

with much interest.

A PREHISTORIC PICTURE-GALLERY.

The oldest pictures known are those rude en-

gravings upon ivory, slate, &c. which have been

discovered in certain caves in Prance, some of the

drawings being executed with remarkable skill.

A fresh discovery of this nature has recently been

made in the cave of Combarelles, Dordogne
;
but

the drawings, instead of being executed on loose

materials, have been executed upon the hard walls

of the cavern itself. The discovery was made by

MM. Capitan and Breuil. The drawings are more
than a hundred in number, and represent both

Imng and extinct animals. Forty of these strange

mural decorations represent horses
;
and it is note-

worthy that some of the animals are shown with

halters, indicating that the horse was used for

domestic purposes in western Europe at an ex-

tremety remote period. Other pictures are sup-

posed to stand for reindeer, bisons, antelopes, «&:c.,

while there are no fewer than fourteen examples

portraying the mammoth. It ma}^ be remembered
that many ^-ears ago a very perfect prehistoric

drawing of thife extinct creature was found in one

of the French caves, the drawing being incised

upon a piece of mammoth ivory.

THE GAS OP THE FUTURE.

A writer in Cassier'^s Magazine ventures upon a

suggestion with regard to utilising the gas-mains

of our streets when the good time comes that

all lighting will be b}^ electricity. Instead of

abandoning them as so much scrap-iron, he 'pvo-

poses that the gas companies should supplj^ a gas

for heating purposes only. Such a gas, destitute

of illuminating power, can be produced very

cheaply indeed, and would be serviceable for gas-

engines as well as for heating-stoves and gas-

cookers. We might suggest that not much incon-

venience would be felt if the gas companies were
at once to act upon this hint, for incandescent

mantles are independent of the illuminating

quality of the gas supplied to them, and are now
so cheap that they are within the reach of all.

The proposed revolution would go far towards
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I

solving tlie smoke difficulty, and tlie thousands of

{

tons of coal which yearly find their way to the

I
gas retorts would Idc saved for other uses.

i

[
FOOT-AND-MOUTH DISEASE.

I A circular has been issued by the Italian

I
War Office to all veterinary officers of the army

' calling their earnest attention to a new treatment

of foot-and-mouth disease which is said to give

immediate relief and to effect a speedy cure,

j

The remedy consists of an injection of mercuric

. chloride (corrosive sublimate) into one of the

veins of the neck
;

the solution commonly used
being in the joroportion of one part of mercury
in one thousand parts of distilled water, with an
addition of seventy-five parts of common salt. In
the case of certain cattle which had developed

the disease between forty-eight and twent^^-four

hours previously, five injections were given, the

first consisting of thirty cubic centimetres, in-

creasing to one hundred cubic centimetres on the

fifth occasion. The temperature of the animals,

which varied from 106'7 to 104*9 Fahrenheit, soon

became normal, and it is noteworthy that none

of the cattle treated suffered from any of the

usual after-effects of the disease. It is recom-

mended that during and some days after the

cure external sores and the feet should be ban-

daged in cloths soaked in najihthaline.

A PLEA FOR THE WASPS.

A number of letters have recently appeared in

the Standard having reference to the best methods

of destroying was^Ds’ nests
;
and among these we

were glad to find one at least which had a good

word to say for these much-persecuted insects.

The writer points out that were it not for the

wasps the league of flies each summer would- be

terrible. It has been observed that a marked

wasp 110 fewer than ninety-four idsits in

one day to a store of honey, its object being to

obtain food for the grubs in its nest
;
but the

chief food gathered consists of that ‘intrusive,

buzzing, pilfering varlet^ known as a fly, and

we owe our thanks to the maligned wasj)s for

reducing their numbers. Su]Dposing that there

is a nest containing two thousand workers, and

that each in the course of one day disposes of

i ninety-four flies—this will give a total of one

1
hundred and eighty-eight thousand, or for one

i
hundred nests nearl}^ nineteen million flies. With

j
such relief from annoyance we may well ^out

I

up with the risk of a few stings and the

j

,

sacrifice of some fruit.

TURBINE versiis PADDLE.

It will be remembered that the first passenger-

steamer fitted with Parson’s marine turbine, in

lieu of the more ordinary type of engine, was

running on the Clyde estuary all last season.

The King Kdn'ard, as the vessel is named, was

built by Messrs William Denny of Dumbarton,

and her behaviour was so satisfactory that

another turbine vessel has been ordered for

the same service. That the- turbine system was
capable of conferring increased sj)eed upon a

vessel was fully proved in the cases of the

unfortunate destroyers the Vii^er and the Gohra;

but there was some doubt as to the economy of

fuel with this type of vessel. A careful account

has therefore been taken of the actual amount
of coal consumed by the King Edioard; and, as a

means of comparison, similar records have been

kept of a paddle-vessel of the same class, also

running on the Clyde—namely, the Duchess of

Hamilton^ built by the same firm. The figures

work out thus : For each ton of coal consumed
the turbine-driven vessel ran 8*47 miles at a

speed of eighteen and a half knots, while the

paddle-vessel ran 8*87 miles at a speed of sixteen

and a half knots.

A SMOKE SHELL.

The introduction of smokeless powder into war-

fare has j)roved a boon in many ways, and one

of its principal advantages is that the enemy’s

fire is not drawn by the presence of tell-tale

smoke. But when a smokeless explosive is used

for charging shells by an attacking force, the

gunners are, so to sj^eak, ‘hoist with their o^vn

petard,’ for they have no guide to the accuracy

of their hre, as they used to have when a big

puff of smoke marked the ‘billet’ of each projectile

fired. To meet this difficulty the German artil-

lery have been exj^erimenting vdth a new tj^oe

of shell which is said to give splendid results

for long-range duels. This shell is charged vdth

a smokeless- explosive, with the addition of a

cartridge composed of amorphous phosphorus,

which, when the shell bursts, gives out a dense

white smoke. It is even said that, by increasing

the amount of phosxDhorus, it is possible to place

in front of the enemy such a thick screen of

vapour that he can no longer see how to point

his guns. It is obvious, hoAvever, that such an

artificial fog must be altogether de^^endent upon

the strength and direction of the wind.

SPARKS FROM LOCOMOTIVES.

An immense amount of damage has been done

since the establishment of our comj)lex railway

systems by the emission of sparks and live-coal

from the funnels of locomotive engines ;
and

unfortunately farmers, who have been the chief

sufferers, have met vdth little sympathy from the

law courts
;
for it has generally been successfully

argued on the part of the railway companies that

every reasonable precaution has been taken to

prevent such accidents. By *an invention due to

Mr D. Drummond, engineer to the London > and

South-Western Railway Company, it is believed

that sjDark emission from locomotives will be

entirely suppressed. The invention consists of a

number of fan-shaped deflecting against
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whicli the gases from the furnace strike, and any

unconsumed cinders which would otherwise find

their Avay to the open air are thrown back into

the smoke-box. The device can be fitted to any

ordinary railway locomotive without difficulty, and

,Avill in a short time be in use on all the engines

of the South-Western and some other railways.

Indeed, there is every reason to siq^pose that the

adoption of Mr Drummond’s invention will become

universal ; for it not only stops the sj^arks, but

actually economises the consumjition of fuel and

gives a better head of steam. It is calculated

that the saving of coal works out at five j)ounds

per train mile, which Avould mean, sup^^osing that

all locomotives in the United Kingdom were

fitted with the apparatus, a yearly saving of four

hundred thousand pounds sterling—taking the

price of coal at ten shillings per ton.

ECONOMICAL BAILWAT HAULAGE.

. Another most important engineering advance in

connection with locomotives was recently brought

forward, at the annual . dinner of the Leeds

Association of Engineers. It was announced that

Mr J. T. Marshall, a Leeds engineer, has invented

a new form of valve-gear which passes the steam

out of the cylinders in such effective manner that

from 30' to 50 per 'cent, more haulage-power is

provided, with' lower steam pressure than in

modern practice, and less fuel consumption.

With this valve-gear the blast is said to be

peculiarly long-drawn and soft, so that there is

an absence of 'that explosive noise which we are

accustomed to hear from the ordinary locomotive

engine. The Great Northern Railway is now
fitting the apparatus to a number of its express

engines, and it is important to note that the

alterations required are insignificant and can

be effected at small cost. Arrangements are

also in progress to apply the invention to the

engines of a ship belonging to one of the

largest firms in Great Britain.

VACCINATION.

The smallpox scare has aroused the usual con-

troversy with regard to vaccination
;

but the

opponents of Jenner’s famous discovery have been

partly disarmed b}^ the modern practice of

employing calf-lymph instead of operating from

arm to arm. Vaccination has indeed become so

popular in certain districts that there has been

considerable difficulty in supplying the lymph
required. A curious reminder of the origin of

vaccination is found in the common expression,

Hhe dairymaid style of beauty.’ It will be re-

membered that Jenner’s attention was first drawn
to the possibilities ^of vaccination by observing

that dairymaids were never disfigured by the

ravages of smallj)ox. This was at a time when
that disease left its hideous marks on a large

proportion of the population. A good rosy com-

plexion came, therefore, to be associated Avith the

Avork of the dairy; and although noAV, thanks to

Jenners noble Avork, it is the exception to meet
Avith a . seamed face, the tradition still remains

that dairymaids have* certain advantages over

their sisters in the matter of healthy looks.

AVATER IN AUSTRALIA.

All Avho have travelled in Australia know that

the great AA^ant of the country is Avater. During

the past feAv years the successful sinking of

artesian Avells in' Queensland has raised hopes

that, in some districts at least, the terrors of

drought have been banished. At the ' Victoria

Institute lately Dr Logan Jack lectured on this

subject, and explained to an interested ' audience

hoAV. far this sinking of AAnlls had jii'ogressed.

The rains sometimes come in startling volume,

and are quickly folloAved by drought. In 1885,

after a drought had carried off Hundreds of

thousands of cattle. Dr Jack, Government Geolo-

gist, and Mr Henderson Avere commisMpned to

visit one of the stricken districts; Avhen they

tapped the underground supplies of- AA^ater at a

depth of one thousand six hundred and - forty-five

feet, and established a Avell Avhich yielded ' nearly

three hundred thousand gallons j)er day. Many
other AA^ells haA^e since been sunk AAuth similar

success, and it is believed that the system might

be greatly extended. Most of the water re-

covered from subterranean rivers in this AA^ay is

used for the supply of toAvns and for cattle
;
but

it is belieA’'ed that as the system is extended much
more might be done in the Avay of irrigation.

SUNSET IN. PERSIA.

Day swooned to her eclipse, and—passionate

For peace—dark Night came stealing to the Avest,

And all heaven’s myriad stars were manifest.
‘

The soft Avind ceased and poured her drowsy freiglit

Of spices on the slumberous world
;

the late

And sad-faced moon, Night’s wonderful white guest,

Crept up the eastern sky and slowly dressed

The city in a garb incorporate.

Will thus the ending be of our short lives

:

A sweet surrender at the close of day,

A gentle shutting of the eyes for sleep ?

Or Avill we cling unto our earthly gyves.

And find our tired, souls loath to leave their clay

When God still gives them power to live and weep ?

C. Feed. Eenyon.
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THE K IN G WEDS.
By Bobert Barr.

[Copyright 1902 by Eobert Barr in U.S.A.]

IN THREE CHAPTERS.—CHAPTER I.
•

YEN a stranger in Stirling must
have been impressed by the fact

that something Unusual was afoot,

not to be explained by the mere
preparation for ushering in the

New Year. Inquiry soon solved

the problem of the decorations and the rejoicings.

James Eifth, the most popular king Scotland had
possessed since the days of Bruce, was about to be

married, and- most of his subjects thought it high

time, for he had reached the mature age of twenty-

four, and monarchs are expected to take a- mate
somewhat earlier than other folk. As' the King,

with a splendid retinue, was to depart shortly on

a journey to France to claim his bride, the capital

city • hung • its bunting • to the breeze,' and the

inhabitants thereof- pledged each other and tlie

King ill bumpers of exhilarating beverages
;

indeed, all Scotland was following the example

set it by Stirling, for the marriage was ex-

tremely well liked' throughout the land.
.

The King’s father had linked himself to an

English princess, and the Scottish people thought

little of her. The precipitate marriage of this

Queen, only a few months after her husband’s

death, still further lowered her in public esti-

mation. Scotland had but slight regard for

Margaret of England, and was glad when her

son refused the offer of his uncle Henry Eighth

to provide him with a wife. Indeed, James was

at 'that moment the most -sought -after young

man in the world, so far as matrimony' was con-

cerned. 'The Pope, who now addressed him as

‘ Defender of the Faith,’ had a favourite candidate

for his hand. Henry Eighth was anxious that

he should have all England to pick and choose

from. The Emperor Charles Fifth wished him
to marry ' Princess Mary of Portugal; Francis

First of France was eager to supply him with a

well-dowered bride! Never before had any youth

such an embarrassment of choice
;

but James
• '

No. 227. —Yol. Y. [All Flights

himself decided that he would go a-wooing to

France, and his subjects universally applauded his

preference. James’s elderly relative, John Duke
of Albany, had married the heiress of De la

Tour d’Auvergne, and the 'young King resolved to

follow his example. Aside from this, James, in

a manner, was pledged from the time he was
three years of age

;
for Albany, when Regent

of Scotland, had promised France that the young
ruler should seek his consort in that country, so

there had now been chosen for him Mary, daugh-

ter of the Due de Yendome, who was reported

beautiful, and, what was more to the puiqDOse

in a tiirifty nation, was known to be- wealthy.

This coiu'ting by all Europe might have

turned the head of a less sensible young -man

than James
;
but he well knew the reason that

so many distinguished persons desired his alliance.

Henry Eighth was at loggerheads with France
;

the Emperor Charles and Francis First were

engaged in one of their customary desidtory wars,

the advantage, as usual, inclining rather to the

Emperor’s side. Scotland was at peace with itself

and with all the world. The Scots were excellent

fighters in whatever part of the world they en-

countered an enemy
;
and the strong fleet which

James Fourth had built was augmented by his

son, and might prove a powerful factor in Euro-

pean politics. France and Scotland had long

been traditional friends,- and so this new mating

aroused enthusiasm- in both countries. - '

Thus Stirling put on gay attire, and her citizens

went about with smiles on their faces—all except

one, and that one was James himself,’ who
became more and more gloomy as the time for

his departure approached. He had no desire to

take upon himself the trammels of the matri-

monial estate ;
and although his uncle, the

strenuous Henry Eighth, was '

ultiniat'el}" to set

an example before the .world of the ease with

which the r^trictions of marriage could be

Bese7'ved.] April 5, 1902.
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sliufHed off, yet at this time Henry himself was

merely an amateur at the business, engaged in

getting rid of Catharine of Aragon : a business

he had not yet succeeded in accomplishing.

James had postponed and repostponed the fate-

ful journey
;
hut at last he saAV it must be taken,

or a friendly countrj'', one of the proudest on

earth, would be deliberately insulted in the face of

the world. Hot only this
;
his own subjects were

getting restive, and he knew as well as they that

a disputed succession in the event of his early

death might lead to civil war. So, making the

best of the hard bargain which is imj)Osed on

princes where what should be the most endearing

ties of human affection are concerned, James

set his face resolutely towards the south
;

and,

attended by a brilliant escort, sailed for France.

After a stormy voyage—for the month was

January—the royal party landed in France,

and was met by a company of nobles only

less s^Dlendid than itself, in that a King was

one of the visitors, for Francis had remained

at Bodies, to welcome his brother Sovereign at

that great and sinister stronghold, where the

Court of France for the moment held its seat.

Both time and weather seemed unxiropitious for

the joyous occasion. News had arrived at Bodies

that the French army had suffered defeat in its

invasion of the Duke of Savoy^s territoiy, and
these tidings exercised a dejiressing influence on
the welcoming delegation.

As the united escorts of France and Scotland

set out on their journey to Bodies a flurry of

damp snow filled the air, raw from off the

Channel, and the road proved well-nigh im-

passable through depth of mud. The discontented

countenance of the King, who was wont to be the

life of any party of which he was a member,
lowered the spirits of his Scotch followers to the

level of those saddened by military defeat
;
there-

fore the horsemen made their way through the

quagmires of northern France more like a slow
funeral procession than wedding guests.

At the castle where they halted at the end of

the first day’s journey, the King speedily retired

to the apartment assigned him ivithout a word
of cheer even to the most intimate of his com-
rades. The travellers had accomplished only

about twelve leagues from the seacoast on their

first day’s journey. Darkness had set in before

the horsemen clattered through the narrow
streets of a little tovm, and came to the frown-

ing gates of a great castle, whose huge tower,

in the glare of numerous torches, loomed out

white against the black wintry sky.

The chief room of the suite reserved for the

King was the only cheerful object His Majesty

had seen that day. A roaring bonfire of bulky
logs sent a flickering radiance on the tapestry

that hung along the wall, almost giving anima-
tion to the knights pictured thereon sternly

battling against foes in anger or merrily joist-

ing with friends for ]pleasure at some forgotten

tournament.

The King, probabty actuated by the military

instincts of his race urging him to get his bear-

ings, even though he was in the care of a friendly

country, strode to one of the vdndows and looked

out. Dark as was the night and cloudy the sky,

the landscape was nevertheless etched into toler-

able distinctness by the snow that had fallen,

and he saw far beneath him the dej)ths of a pro-

found valley, and what appeared to be a tovm

much lower than the one through which he had

just ridden. The stronghold appeared to stand

on a platform of rock which was at least impreg-

nable from this side. James turned from the

wintry scene outside to the more alluring pros-

pect within the apartment. A stout oaken table

in the centre of the room was weighted with a

sumptuous repast
j
and, with the stalwart appetite

of youth and health augmented by a tiresome jour-

ney in keen air, the King forthwith fell to, and

did ample justice to the providing of his unknown
host. The choicest vintages of France helped to

dispel that depression which had settled do’svn

upon him, and the outside glow of the great fire

supplemented the inward ardour of good wine.

The King drew up his cushioned chair to the

blaze, and while his attendants speedily cleared

the board, a delicious drowsiness stole over him.

He was aroused from this by the entrance of his

poetical friend and confidant. Sir David Byndsay.

‘Your Majesty,’ said the rhymster, ‘the Con-

stable of these towers craves j)Grmission to pay

his respects to yoii, extending a welcome on behalf

of his master, the King of France.’

‘ Bring him in, Da^de,’ cried James, ‘for in truth

he has already given the most cordial of welcomes,

and I desire to thank him for my reception.’

Shortly afterwards Sir David Byndsay ushered

into the room a young man of about the same

age as the King, dressed in that superb and pic-

turesque costume which denoted a high noble of

France, and which added the lustre of fine raiment

to the distinguished Court of Francis First. The

Eling greeted his visitor with that affability which

invariably drew even the most surly towards him,

without relaxing the dignity which is sujDposed

to be the heritage of a monarch.

‘I am delighted to think,’ said the new-comer,
‘ that the King of Scotland has honoured my house

by making it his first halting-^Dlace in that realm

which has ever been the friend of his country.’

‘ Sir,’ replied ' James, ‘ the obligation rests en-

tirely upon me. After a stormy voyage and an

inclement land journey, the hospitality of your

board is one of the most grateful encounters I

have ever met with. I plead an ignorance of

geography which is deplorable, and cannot in the

least guess where I am, beyond the fact that the

boundaries of France encompass me.’

‘ I shall not pretend,’ said the young man, ‘ that

my house is unworthy even of the distinguished
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guest wliicli it now Eolds. Your Majesty stands

witliin historic walls, for in an adjoining a]3art-

ment was born William, the founder of a great

race of English kings. Scotchmen have defended

this castle, and Scotchmen have also assaulted it,

so its very stones are linked with the fortunes

of your country. Brave Henry Eifth of England

captured it, and Erance took it from his successors.

Members of my own family, like the Scotch, have

both stood its guard and have been the foremost

through a breach to sack it. 1 am but now em-

ployed in repairing the ravages of recent turmoil.^

Here the King interrujDted him, as if to mend
the reputation of ignorance he had bestowed uj)on

himself.

‘I take it, then, that I speak to one of the

renowned name of Talbot, and that this fortress is

no other than the Castle of Ealaise ? ’ and the King

impetuously extended his hand to him. ‘We
both come of a stormy line, Talbot. Indeed, we
are even more intimately associated than you have

hinted, for one of your name had the temerity

to invade Scotland in the interests of Edward
Baliol

:
yes, by the Bood ! and successfully too.^

‘Ah, your Majesty, it does not become the

pride of our house to refer to Eichard Talbot,

for three years later the Scots took him prisoner,

and he retired defeated from your country.^

‘Indeed,’ replied the King gaily, ‘if my
memory serves me truly, we valued your valiant

ancestor so highly that we made the King of

England pay two thousand merks for him. We
Scots are a frugal people

;
we weigh many of the

blessings of life against good hard coin.; and, by

Saint Andrew of Scotland, Talbot, I hold myself

to-day no better ' than the rest, for, speaking as

young man to young man, I think it unworthy

of either king or peasant to take a woman to his

bosom for aught save love of her.’

‘In that I cordially agree with yoxiv Majesty,’

said Talbot in a fervour that made the King

glance at him with even more of sympathy than

he had already exhibited. A wave of emotion

seemed to overwhehn the sensitive James and sub-

merge for the moment aE discretion ; he appeared

to forget that he spoke to a stranger, and one

foreign to him
;

yet James rarely mistook his

man, and in this case his intuition was not at

fault. To lay bare the secrets of his heart to one

unknown to him shortly before was an experiment

of risk
;

but, as he had said, he spoke as young

man to young man, and healthy youth is rarely

cynical, no matter to what country it belongs.

The heart knows nothing of nationality, and a

true man is a true man wherever he hails from.

James sprang to his feet and paced the long

room in an access of excitement, a cloud on his

brow and his hands clutching and unclutching as

he walked. Equally with the lowest in his realm

he felt the need of a compassionate confidant. At

last the words poured forth from him in an

•ecstasy of confession.

‘Talbot,’ he cried, ‘I am on a journey that

shames my very manhood. I have lived my
life as others of my age

;
and, whatever of con-

trition I may feel, that rests between my j\Iaker

and myself. I am as He formed me, and if

made imperfect, I may be to blame that I strive

so Ettle to overcome my deficiency ; but, I say

it here, I never bought another nor sold myseK.

How, on the contrary, I go to the loud market-

place
;
now I approach a woman I have never

seen, and who has never seen me, to pledge our

lives together, the consideration for this union

set down on parchment, and a stix^ulated sum
paid over in lands and gold.’

The King stopped suddenly in his perambula-

tion, raised his hands, and said imx)ressively

:

‘I tell you, friend and host, I am no better

than my fellows, and worse than many of them

;

but when the priest mutters the words that bind,

I say the man should have no thought in his

mind but of the woman who stands beside Mm,
and she no thought in hers but of the man in

whose hand she x)laces her own.’

‘ Then why go on with this quest ? ’ cried Talbot,

with an impetuosity equal to that of his guest.

‘Why go on? How can I stop? The fate of

kingdoms depends on my action. My honour is

at stake. My pledged word is given. How can

I withdraw ?
’

‘Your Majesty need not vdthdraw. My master,

Erancis, is the very prince of lovers, and every

word you have uttered wEl awake an echo in his

own heart, although he' is our senior by twenty

years. If I may venture to offer humbly such

advice as occurs to me, you should tell him that

you have come to Erance not to be chosen for,

but to choose. Erance is the flower-garden of the

human race ; here bloom the fairest lilies of

womanhood, fit to grace the proudest throne in

Christendom. Choice is the prerogative of kings.’

‘Indeed, it is not,’ said the King dolefully.

‘It should be so, and can be so, where a

monarch boldly demands the right exercised un-

questioned by the meanest hind.. Whom shall you

offend by stoutly claiming your privilege? Hot

Erance, for you will wed one of her daughters
;

not the King, for he is anxious to bestow ux)on

you whomsoever you may x)refer. YTiom, then?

Merely the Duke of Yendome, whose vaulting

ambition it is to q>lace a crown, upon the head of

his daughter, though its weight may crush her.’

The King looked fixedly at the perturbed

young man, and a faint smile chased away the

sternness of his countenance.

‘ I have never known an instance,’ he said,

‘where the burden of a crovm was urged as an

objection, even by the most romantic of women.’

‘It would be so urged by Mary of Yendome

were she allowed to give utterance to her wishes.’

‘You know her, then?’

‘I am x^roud to claim her as a friend, and to

assert she is the very Pearl of Erance.’
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^ Ha ! You interest me. You liint, tlien, that

I come a bootless wooer. That is turning the

tables indeed, and now you rouse an emulation

which heretofore was absent in me. You think

I cannot win and wear this jewel of the realm?’

^ That you may wear it there is no doubt
;
that

you may win it is another matter. Mary will

place her listless hand in yours, knowing that

thus she pleases the King and her father
;
but it

is rumoured her affections are fixed u]Don another.’

^Sir, you stir me up to competition. Now we
enter the lists. You bring the keen incentive of

rivalry into play.’

‘Such, your Majesty, was far from my inten-

tion. I spoke as a friend of the lady. She has

no more choice in this bargain than you deplored

the lack of a moment since.’

The former gloom again overspread the King’s

face.

‘There is the devil in it,’ he cried imx3atiently.

‘ If I could meet her on even terms, plain

man and woman, then if I loved her I would
win her were all the nobles of France in the

scales against me
; but I come to her chained, a

jingling ca]Dtive, and she axoproaches me alike in

thrall. It is a cursed fate, and I chafe at the

clanking links, though they hold me neverthe-

less
;
and all my life I can never be sure of her,

the chiming metal ever between us. I come in

pomxD and disx3lay, as x^^^blic as the street I walk

on, and the union is as brazen as a slave-market,

despite cathedral bells and archbishop’s blessing.

Ah, well ! there is nothing gained by ranting.

Do you come to Loches with me ?
’

‘I follow your Majesty a day behind, but hope

to overtake you before you are well past Tours.’

‘I am glad of it. Good- night. I see you

stand my friend, and before this comes to a

climax we may have need to consult together.

Good-night, good-night !

’

LIGHTHOUSE O B S E H VAT I O H S.

M the busy whirl of the gorgeous

Ixhibition, its crowded avenues

lied with wondering sightseers,

nd from the seething arteries of

ur ‘second city,’ where life in its

many varied x^hases is hourly por-

trayed, to a point where one is entirely cut off

from all communication with the outer world, is

surely a change with a vengeance. This, to the

sinister mind, may suggest thoughts of such

transference being effected for the good of the

community, and visions of the broad-arrow may
probably arise. Eight and wrong : a prison it

surely is, so far as our environments go
;

and

our motto. In salxdem omnium^ justifies, though in

a different sense, the first suggestion. From the

Bell Eock "Lighthouse, situated twelve miles from

the 'nearest land, with the base of our dwelling

firmly fixed fathoms deep on the rock immor-
talised by Southey in his poem of ‘Ealph the

Eover ’—an incident, by the way, which is without

a scrap of authentic proof—one would scarcely

expect to see much that would interest or amuse.

However, given the observing eye, many interest-

ing phases and forms of life may be witnessed

here with which the city dweller is practically

unacquainted. The usual signs which, to the

landsman’s eye, chronicle the x>assing seasons are

unknown here ; but the movements of the

migratory birds, the habits of the fish, shell-

fish, and marine vegetation with which the rock

abounds, together constitute for us an infallible

calendar. At the time of writing, the sea in our

vicinity teems with the fry of different fishes,

principally herrings, sand-eels, and whitings, and
hundreds of terns or sea-swallows are holding

high carnival amongst them. Incessant war is

being continually waged by these most active

little birds. Almost continually on the wing,

they wheel and dive with wonderful celerity

;

but their prey being surface-swimmers, a dive of

only a few inches is necessary. The young birds,

of which there is a goodly sprinkling, have not

yet acquired the forked tail nor the pronounced

plumage of the old birds, though almost as big

;

and, as they are still awanting in dexterity, they

are frequently fed by their x^arents. As a rule

,the birds settle on the water to receive the

succulent tit-bit; but occasionally the transference

is cleverly effected in mid-air. It is most amusing

to witness the chagrin of a youngster when, as

will sometimes liax^pen, an old one mistakes it

for its own offspring, and only discovers its

error when about to drop the glistening prize

into the gaping mouth. As they flit through

the noisy crowd, uttering their discordant note,

suggestive of a rusty hinge, it is amazing how
the legitimate recix^ient is ultimately found.

The birds are not the sole participants in the

banquet. Watch this particular shoal of fry

swimming with the current past our door, and

notice the orderliness, as of a disciplined army,

which prevails amongst them. From below, the

poddlies (year-old coalfish or saith) have sighted

them, and swift as light they are amongst them

with a deadly rush. Completely disorganised, the

fry scatter in every direction : some seek shelter

beneath the glassy domes of the passing jelly-

fish ;
others, twisting and doubling like hares

coursed by hounds, spurt spasmodically along the

surface in their frantic endeavours to escape the

enemies destined by nature for their destruction.

The successful raiders are seen scurrying about

with the glistening booty dangling from their
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mouths, dodgiug the thieving attacks of tlieir

i brethren less successful in the foray. Suddenly
a flasli of bronze in the bright sunsliine betokens

the leap of the lordly lythe, as he in turn seizes

his victim from amongst the attacking force, and
as quickly returns to his lurking-place among

51 the luxuriant tangles. So the war is waged, the

strong preying upon the weak right down the

chain of life till the unaided eye can discern but
the destroyer alone. One is apt to experience a
feeling of revulsion at the tactics pursued by the

;
lythe (or pollack) in thus lurking concealed while

)
his sport above him in blissful ignorance of

his presence. On the other hand, with how little

;

compunction do we ourselves by every available

{ means harry their numbers to supply our table !

I

And a savoury dish they are
;
cooked when just

I

caught they are simply delicious. As an instance

of how hsh of the same kind maj^ differ : there is

a pool on the rock at low-water which we have
jocularly nicknamed Hhe hospital,’ as the poddlies

taken from there are, as a rule, extremely poor
in flesh, often presenting queer abnormalities

;

some are twisted and deformed
;

others have con-

strictions on their bodies where at some period

of their lives they had been almost cut in two
by the snap of some larger fish, probably a lythe

;

I

others again have been taken witli hooks em-
i bedded in their jaws and gills, and though in

the last stages of emaciation, do not apparently

j
profit by their former experience.

’ The full-grown lythe may be truly termed the

i
poor man’s salmon, not from a food point of view

I

—thougli it is not to be despised in that respect

—

I

but as a source of sport. Equipped with a rod

[ such as fishermen use who fish for a living, and

j

having for a lure preferably a fresh-water eel

i
about six or seven inches long, skinned from the

1 busking downwards, one finds in a struggle with

! one of these lusty fish most of the pleasurable

i sensations of the salmon-fisher. PossibU at the

first cast your lure is flipped clean out of the

i water by a vanishing tail, denoting that his lord-

I

ship has not quite made up his mind about jmur
invitation. However, your next cast is almost

sure to be followed by a swift rush, which

,

carries him well out of the water, and your lure

j
is ofi' to the bottom, and possibly your tackle along

^

with it
;

for, despite your triple gut, unless great

care is exercised in the first few mad rushes, there

will be a dissolution of partnership. Easily fagged

as he is once you succeed in getting Ins head
above tlie surface, a little judicious towing will

‘ land your two-foot bronzed beauty at your feet.

Early in May we have an annual visit of the

lumj^sucker {Gijclopterus lumens), better known
on the east coast as the paidle-fish. Tlie ova are

deposited by the Mien-paidle’ in some convenient

angle of the rock, often so ill-judged as to expose

the nest at low-water. They are cemented into a

compact mass, and adhere to the rock by means
of a gelatinous envelope surrounding each egg.

TJiis operation performed, the Gien’ evidently con-
siders her share of the contract as finished, as she
immediately clears out to deep water, leaving the
‘cock’ to mount guard over the nest. This duty
he faithfully performs, as he is always to be seen
with his nose close up to the ova, and never
seems to leave them for a moment. I have fre-

quently taken these paidle-fish away from the nest
and placed them in a different part of the pool

;

but they invariably returned to their post. A
stick or other substance intruded in the vicinity

of the nursery is viciously snapped at. The
ova seem to be considered a desirable dainty by
other fishes, as the stomachs of the cod caught
by us bear indisputable evidence of the ‘cock’s’

inefficiency as guardian of his embryonic progeny.

The ‘hen’ is about eighteen inches long, and of

a somewhat repulsive appearance. The ‘cock’ is

about half this size, and more attractive, being
brilliantly coloured, combining various shades of

blue, purple, and rich orange. A broad sucking-

disc situated between the pectoral fins enables

the fish to moor itself to the rock and maintain

an upright position. The dorsal ridge somewhat
resembles a cock’s comb, and is probably the

origin of the name ‘paidle-cock.’

The white whelk {Purioura lapillus\ whose
numbers here are legion, make their appearance

early in April, issuing from their winter quarters,

where in sheltered nooks and crannies they have
successfully resisted the winter’s gales. Unlike
some of their species which subsist solely, on
marine plants, they are not vegetarians

j
but,

spreading themselves over the rock like a devas-

tating army, they devour all animal matter they

come across. Armed with a strong muscular

proboscis—containing within itself the necessary

boring apparatus, consisting of a cylindrical im-

plement, the extremity of which forms the mouth
of the animal, and is surrounded by two strong

muscular lips enclosing a tongue armed with

spines—they are able by the joint action of

tongue and lips to perforate the hardest shells.

Fixing itself on the defenceless mussel, the whelk
carries on the boring operation through the furrow

on the ,one side of the rim of its own shell, and

a neat cylindrical orifice no bigger than a pinhole

is eventually made in the mussel-shell, through

which the tongue is thrust and the contents

gradually extracted. Two years ago the rock

was literally covered with patches of immature

mussels, but has now been completely denuded by
these raj)acious hordes. Some seasons the mussel

-

spawn is pretty much in evidence here, but it

never comes to maturity
;

the white whelk takes

care of that. However, apart from that cause, it

is doubtful if the mussel-spawn could manage to

subsist in such a boisterous situation. The work-

men, while employed here in the erection of the

lighthouse, in order occasionally to regale them-

selves with a fresh diet, made the experiment of

transplanting mussels from the shore, but without
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success. The Avhite whelks were evidently con-

sidered the cliief offenders, as barrels of them were

collected and destroyed without an}’* appreciable

diniinution of their numbers. The attempt was

ultimately abandoned in disgust.

^ All is not gold that glitters ;
* neither does

every whelk-shell enclose its legitimate owner.

Pick up that one you see moving witli such un-

usual speed through this shallow pool, and you

will find a pair of lobster-like claws dangling

from its mouth. Gently crack the shell—for you

will find it almost impossible to extract the occu-

25ant alive otherwise— and you will see what
you may be jDardoned for supposing a miniature

lobster, but which in reality belongs to another

distinct species—namely, the hermit-crab {Paguriis

bamliardAis). Whether he has obtained occupancy

by force of arms or merely through decease of

the original tenant is a moot point * but the first

supposition is highly probable, as he is a most

belligerent little customer. An amusing scene

may be witnessed by placing several hermit-crabs,

deprived of their shells, in an ordinary soup-

plate, with a little sea-water and some empty
shells—fewer shells tlian crabs. The fighting

and struggling to secure houses is ludicrous in

the extreme. One / may be seen almost successful

in mooring himself within a shell—which, by the

wa}^, is effected by means of the shelly plates at

the extremity of his soft and twisted tail—when
another seizes him b}^ the nape of the neck, as

it were, and he is dragged reluctantly forth.

The evicter still holds him struggling at claws’-

length, and not until he himself is safely

ensconced does he relinquish his grasp. Others-

again may be seen prospecting the interior of a.

shell. Extended at full length on the top of

the shell, with the claws groping within, such

a prospecter forcibly reminds one of a 2}erson

‘guddling’ for trout. Should there be any por-

tion of the original whelk remaining in the shell,

this, after rey)eated tuggings, is cleared out. The
tail is then inserted, and the whole body drawn
into the shell, provided it is large enough

;
if

not, the invader stands a bad chance of being

evicted by the next pugnacious house-hunter.

CLIPPED WINGS.
By Mahy Stuabt Boyd.

[Copyright in the United States of America by Mary Stuart Boyd.]

CHAPTER XV.—AXY PORT IN A STORM

EFT to her ovm devices, Lucie had
ainifie leisure to read herself to

sleep with Notes and Queries, that

being the lightest literature in her

host^s 2)ossession. She had time

also to wake, and yet more time

wherein to grow uneasy at Mrs Denman’s non-

arrival. Unfamiliar sounds encomjiassed and
alarmed her. From the floor beneath came the

muffled grunts and squeaks of a gramoxfiione.

Outside, voices brawled. Some one clattered at

the door and entered. It was the mistress of the

house—^her curiosity aroused by the news of this

unwonted guest to her most staid lodger, Avho

during all the years of his tenantship rarely had
a man visitor, never a female one—come, by way
of excuse, to remove the tea-tray. She sought to

inveigle Lucie into confidence, but, her intention

frustrated by that young lady’s laconic rexilies,

was obliged to retreat discomfited.

Rendered apprehensive b}^ her host’s prolonged

absence, Lucie became restless, and to while away
the time took a survey of the bachelor chambers.

The sitting-room looked to the back over a
prospect yet more dismal than would have been
afforded by the street view. Its walls were covered
by a prehistoric flock-paper of dull crimson. The
paint of the woodwork was scarred and bare. The
many shelves were covered with books of unin-
\dting exterior. On the table, , the sofa, even on

the floor, volumes were piled. A batch of notes^

in Mr Muter’s minute handwriting lay beside the

ink-bottle.

The door into the adjoining chamber stood

ajar
;

and, j)eeping in, Lucie had a glim^Dse of

an austere interior wherein a narrow camxD-bed

and the tortuous buUc of a portable Turkish

bath formed the greater 2)oi'tion of the furniture.

Even there was the tyranny of the tome evident,

for a small table, book-laden and toj)ped with a

tin candlestick, stood close to the head of the bed.

Just as Lucie, beset by strange fears, was-

beginning to speculate uxion what she would do-

in the event of her host not returning, footste^DS

echoed on the uncarj^eted stair, and Mr Muter,,

accompanied by a woman of oddly masculine

ap>pearance, entered uxDon her- loneliness.

With the first sight of her benefactress Lucie’s-

heart sank. She had the tendencj^ of the inex-

perienced to judge new acquaintances by their-

clothes ; and Mrs Denman’s, having been bought

solely with a view to utility, were hardly pre-

possessing. With a plain black felt-hat she wore-

a snuff-coloured coat and skirt of waterproof

cloth. The skirt, which was short, had the dual

disadvantages of detracting from her height and
of rendering unnecessarily evident her square-

toed ‘sensible’ boots. An ugly spotted tie care-

lessly knotted round her neck, steel knife and
watch chains, and a steel-bound satchel depending;
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from lier waist-belt were her only concessions to

the merely ornamental. But after a moment’s
dismay Lucie’s heart lightened, for she saw that,

though Mrs Denman’s chin was determined in

outline, and her gray hair croiDjoed short, man-
fashion, she had a kindly smile and the luminous
eyes of an enthusiast.

There was no need for an introduction. Than
her sex, no woman recpired other claim on Mrs
Denman’s sympathy. Many years of her life had
been devoted to the aid of measures that were
intended to benefit women, and much of a hand-
some fortune had been squandered in attempts
towards the furthering of unpractical schemes for

ameliorating the condition of womankind.
Warmly embracing Lucie, she heaped com-

miseration upon her.

‘My child ! Mr Muter has told me.
What a mercy you are free from the clutches

of that wicked man ! What a blessing you
chanced to have our- friend’s address ! I have
told him I would never have forgiven him if

he hadn’t come to me, and I’m going to take

you home with me at once. I was so sorry

Mr Muter had to wait till the dose of the

meeting
;
but I had to speak last, and could not

possibly get away before the end of the debate.

Put on your hat. We’ll go at once.’

The wind blew coldly from the north-east as

the hansom drove through the crowded length of

Tottenham Court Eoacl and up the scarcely less

busy Hampstead Koad towards Haverstock Hill; but
Lucie was so engrossed in pouring forth her jdaint,

and Mrs Denman so interested in demanding de-

tails and in denouncing tlie malefactor—the fatuous

Honoria and the sly Mrs Jones she accounted mere
tools in the hand of a designing man—that to

neither of them did the way seem long.

‘But how could people like those be living in

a nice house, for it really was a very nice house ?
’

Lucie asked as they discussed the question. ‘ That
is the thing that puzzles me most

;
and why

should they run away and leave the house and
all the nice furniture?’

‘Nice house! It’s easy enough for anybody to

hire a nice house with aii}^ amount of nice fur-

niture in London if he ’s willing to pay a month’s

rent in advance. I suppose that’s wliat your

bogus relatives did
;
and if for an ex2)enditure of

fifteen or twenty j^ounds they succeeded in haul-

ing in four hundred i^ounds in money and a lot

of projDerty, it was a capital investment for tliem,’

answered Mrs Denman.
Kemembering the absence of jDersonal belong-

ings, and her deceivers’ odd ignorance of their

surroundings, as evinced by the episodes of the

portrait, the locked bookcase, and the stuffed dog,

^ Lucie felt convinced that the astute dame’s con-

jecture was the correct one.

Before they reached Mannington Boad, Mrs
Denman had suggested half-a-dozen original if

somewhat unfeasible schemes for bringing the

criminals to justice. One of her ideas was that
Lucie should sit concealed in a cab at Piccadilly
Circus, so that on catching sight of any one of

the trio she might readily give chase. ‘Por,’ she

argued, ‘if, as they say, you are certain to meet
every one j^ou know if you wait at Piccadilly

Circus, when there are three of them 3^011 surely

wouldn’t require to wait long before catching one.’
‘ But the 2>olice : would it not be better to con-

sult them?’ hinted Lucie, to whose unsojfiiisticated

mind the notion seemed exj^ensive and futile, not

to say ridiculous.

At the mention of the police Mrs Denman gave
a little snort indicative of contempt.

‘The police! M}”- dear child, when you have
had a tenth of my, experience of their silly, pon-

derous, muddling ways, you will realise that the

police are the last people—the very last people

—

to consult in a case requiring subtlet3L’

‘I thought the London police were a picked

lot of men !
’ answered Lucie innocentl3^

‘The London police! Just let us consider what
they are.’ Much platform oratory had led Mrs
Denman into the habit of speaking, even in private

life, as though she Avere addressing an audience.
‘ A set of clodho2)pers, of muddle-headed noboclies,

Avho before the country clay has dried on their

boots imagine themselves Solomons !

’

The hansom had drawn up before a house in a

respectable road. Jumping out and assisting Lucie

to alight, Mrs Denman opened the business-like

reticule that Avas by her side, and extracting a

coin and a card, she handed both to the driver.

‘ There,’ she said, ‘ that is your correct fare, and

that is my name and address. If you Avish to

summon me, do so
;

but no bad language, or I

shall instantly give you in charge.’

Having thus effectivel3^ routed an3^ possible in-

subordination, Mrs Denman ascended the front steps,

and, opening the door Avith a latch-key, entered.

B3^ the flickering light of the lamp Lucie

gained a disquieting sense of discomfort. The

hall Avas roomy and the staircase AAude, but even

the vestibule of Mrs Denman’s home bore Avitness

to the fact that mere household matters played a

subordinate ^Dart in the estimation of its mistress.

The rugs and stair- caiqDets Avere of good qualit3'
;

but the brass stair-rods and door-plates were

tarnished, and the stained-glass lamp-globe Avas

cracked and smok3^

In the dining-room, beside the cold hearth,

which still held the ashes of former fires, a weaiy-

looking elderl3^ man sat reading a three-volume

noA^el. There also the handsome fiumiture re-

vealed unmistakable signs of neglect. The paint

and Avall-paper required renewal, the ceiling

badl3
’' lacked fresh whiteAA\ash, and dust lurked

among the folds of the rich damask window-

curtains. The dingy nature of London dAvell-

ings as exemplified by Mr Mater’s bachelor

chambers had unfaAmurabl3^ impressed Lucie ;
an

impression that Avas confirmed by Mrs Denman's

ij:
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cliuiiig-rooiii, wliich, she promptly decided, had

not been thoroughly cleaned for months.

The carelessly spread centre-table held the frag-

mentary remains of an untempting meal in the

shape of half of a wheaten loaf, a large sticky

pot of apricot jam, a plate of wilted watercress,

and a paper bag of tomatoes. Dishes of oranges

and bananas stood on the sideboard.

‘Well, William, you see I’ve brought a guest

home.—Miss Lorimer, my husband.—She has been

shamefully treated, William, and will stay under

my protection until I see her righted.’

Mr Denman- acknowledged the introduction by

glancing up from his novel at Lucie, but evinced

no interest further than that indicated by a nod

and a perfunctory ‘ Ah 1
’ Possibly so many dis-

tressed damsels had, in the course of his wife’s

crusade against abuses, been presented to him that

the recital of their woes had ceased to call forth

his compassion.

Mrs Denman, after a disdainful glance at the

travesty of a repast that littered her hospitable

board, advanced with a stride to the mantelpiece

and pulled the left bell-handle. No answering

jingle rewarded the motion. The wire was broken,

and the handle turned in her hand. Seizing the

other, she jerked it impatientl3^ A clamour of

bells aroused the echoes in the basement.

‘ That isn’t any good, Marion,’ said Mr Denman
quietly, raising his dispirited eyes from the book

he held. ‘There’s nobody to. answer the bell.’

‘ Why,' didn’t the new maid come? Wlien I

engaged her- she promised faithfully to come at

seyen o’clock to-night.’

‘ She did come. I let her in. But half-an-hour

afterwards she came upstairs and said she couldn’t

stay, as the place wouldn’t suit her,’ responded

Mr Denman, speaking as though the matter

awakened no surprise in him. ‘I asked her to

wait. till you returned; but she just got a cab,

and took her box and went off.’

‘ There !
’ said his wife, addressing Lucie as

though clencliing a previous argument. ‘There

—

you see. That is a specimen of what a woman
who keeps house has to endure. Half my leisure is

.spent in registry offices. That servant is the third

I have engaged this month. She had a good per-

sonal character, and I had great hopes of her.

Yet you see what she does : goes to a situation,

takes a look round, says the place won’t suit, and
clears out before she even sees her mistress.’

Mr Denman shrugged his shoulders, resignedl3^

Lucie, who secretly sympathised with the recal-

citrant domestic, murmured condolence.

‘Charwomen are worse. I can get them in

plenty
; but they demand extra pay because we

are vegetarians, and extra pay because we refuse to

encourage drinking. After all, what do they do?
Simply muddle round till the time they call a

day is up, then collect their wages and go. But
you must be hungry. Draw in a chair to the

table and have some milk and bread and butter.’

‘The butter was linished at breakfast, Marion,’

interposed Mr Denman
;
‘and when I came home

I found the cat had spilt the milk.’

‘Bread and jam it must be, then,’ decreed Mrs
Denman, who had a soul above the petty pleasures

of the table
;

‘ or would you like a shred tomato

and vinegar with jmur bread ? That is nice, and

very nourishing.

The proffered food was unappetising, and Lucie

was too tired to eat. She listened wearily while

her hostess, between mouthfuls of bread and

tomato, spoke in somewhat muffled accents of

those carking cares that drag a woman down to

the earth
;

petty toils that, hanging like leaden

weights, keep her from noble thoughts.

‘No woman has a chance of achieving great-

ness when her time and strength are frittered

away over trifling but incessant worries. There

is something radically wrong in our present

domestic system. The existing scheme of life is

on an entirely false basis. A woman ouglit to be

as free to pursue her real work as is a man.

Yet what woman has enough strength of mind

to refuse to jDermit her precious hours to be cut

into snippets over silly little home duties ? There

will be no real progress in England until amal-

gamated housekeeping is universal.’

‘Her wings are clipped too,’ Lucie thought,

half-amusedly, as Mrs Denman prosed on ;
‘ and

her poor husband’s— they must be shorn com-

jDletely off!’ She was overpowered by sleep.

During tlie greater portion of her hostess’s dis-

course upon her pet theme she had difficulty in

keeping lap her drowsy eyelids, and Mrs
Denman’s theory made but little impression on

her consciousness. She had a vague notion that

that lady advocated the erection of barracks,

with a central kitchen and a general dining-

room ; that the houses of the future would be

places dedicated entirely to thought and rest.

With the preliminary canter of his wife’s

hobby-horse, Mr Denman had slipped quietly

from the room; but, without heeding his absence,

Mrs Denman, her felt-hat thrown on the sofa,

lier feet in the sensible boots supported, on a

chair before her, talked on, rejoicing in an

auditor to whom these views were new, until,

an interrogatory pause meeting with no response,

she discovered that from sheer exhaustion Lucie

had succumbed to sleep.

‘I know you won’t mind sleeping in blankets

for a night. I forgot to look out the linen,’ Mrs
Denman had said when she escorted her guest

to a room
;

but any bed, be it ever so comfort-

less, was heaven to Lucie’s tired limbs.

Without even noticing that the ill - made
mattress was lumpy and the pillows flabb}", she

fell into a heav}^ sleep that towards morning
lightened to a dream. She thought she was

standing with her mother in a kitchen whose

shelves in place of culinary utensils bore count-

less treatises on social reform, all written by Mrs
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Denman. ‘But, my dear, how can it be a kit-

chen 1 There are no pots and pans,’ Mrs Lorimer

was saying, when the whir of an alarm-clock

overhead broke the silence
;
and, with the familiar

tones of her mother’s voice sounding in her ears

like music from some far-off sphere, Lucie awoke.

The raucous clamour of the alarm had ceased,

])ut the floor above creaked under the tread of a

stealthy foot. Por a moment Lucie found it

difficult to locate herself. Then she remembered
Mrs Denman’s prompt hospitality, and, knowing
that her hostess occupied the room next to her

own, concluded that tlie early riser overhead

must be the nominal master of the house.

She thought of breakfast with relish, then

with dismay when-she remembered the servant-

less state of the establishment and the uninviting

fragmentary sujpper of the night before.

Save for the sounds above, the house was

quiet. Mrs Denman evidently was yet asleep.

Footsteps descending the attic stairs went past

her door and on towards the ground - floor.

Listening, Lucie could hear them descending

lower still, and the welcoming mew of a cat.

She wondered what she should do. Should slie

go down to the kitchen and help her host to

prepare breakfast? In an establishment con-

ducted upon normal lines she would not liave

hesitated
;

but, feeling hardly able to cope with

the intricacies of Mrs Denman’s household

management, Lucie wisely decided to remain in

bed until she was officially aroused, lest an un-

timely appearance might cause embarrassment.

Mrs Denman was not an early bird. A clock

in a neighbouring church had struck nine when
Lucie, tired of the restrictions of her room, and

eager to resume the search for her relatives,

proceeded to make what toilet she could with

the aid of the slightly murky water in her ewer.

Through the grimy window-panes she looked

out upon the Mannington Eoad. From the neat

houses on either side issued tall-hatted men all

hurrying Citywards on business intent. Under

other circumstances the scene, so foreign to her

unaccustomed eyes, would have been re|)lete witlr

interest
;
but hunger was Lucie’s one dominant

sensation, and she found it impossible to fix her

thoughts upon anything except food. To the

refugee it ajDpeared one of life’s little ironies

that even under the roof and patronage of the

charitable dame she was still half-famished.

Eesolved at length to wait no longer, she went

downstairs as noisily as possible, with the in-

tention of arousing her hostess. Evidently her

subterfuge proved successful, for she speedily had

the satisfaction of hearing sounds that betokened

that lady’s uprising.

Lucie wandered into the dining-room, where

the remnants of previous scrappy meals still

cumbered the table. The peculiar odour of the

exhausted air— an odour unfamiliar to Lucie,

who had not yet learned to associate it with

the use of gas-stoves—affected her unjjleasantly.

Drawing up the blind as far as a broken cord

would permit, she raised the window.
Gratitude towards the hospitably inclined owner

of the room suggested an attempt at tidying up ;

but the task was beyond Lucie’s powers, and she

quickly abandoned the idea as hopeless. Passing

through the folding-doors into the drawing-room,

she found herself in a chamber whose appoint-

ments bore at least the stamp of novelty.

There was no carpet. Waxcloth of a flam-

boyant pattern covered the boards. In the centre

of the floor stood a long office-table strewn with

a jumble of paper, pens, ink-bottles, and little

heaps of cigarette-ash. Here also, in spite of her

new-born desire to be of use, Lucie felt how
hopeless would be any of her efforts to reduce

matters to order.

She had raised the blind and was looking dis-

consolately around at the fresh signs of neglect

revealed by the daylight, when Mrs Denman
appeared, garbed as on the previous night.

‘Good-morning. So you’ve found your way
into the committee-room,’ she exclaimed, glancing

round proudly. ‘ But tell me, how did you sleep ?

I ’m afi’aid you had no hot water. But you know
how awkwardly we are placed just now.’

‘Hot water!’ thought the guest, the while she

made the retort courteous. ‘ Hot I I would have

been glad to have had plenty of .clean cold water !’

The aspect of the basement premises, to wliich

the ladies descended, spoke eloquently of i:)ast

insubordination. Lucie, accustomed to the sunny

kitchen and enamelled culinary utensils of her

Colonial home, shuddered a little on entering this

underground dungeon with its armoury of smoke-

blackened saucepans.

Such petty considerations, however, did not

affect a woman of Mrs Denman’s strength of

mind. Quickly lighting the gas-stove, she filled

a kettle at the scullery tap and placed it over

the jet; then she looked around for food. On the

table, where an empty cup and a cocoa-tin showed

trace of an early breakfaster, was a loaf, a pat of

butter, and a paper bag with eggs. A love-story

which lay on the dresser, with a marker inserted

at the fifteenth chapter, suggested that while con-

suming his solitary breakfast the master of the

house had probably consoled himself with his

favourite literature.

Mrs Denman had a soul above convention.

She did not go through the formula of inquiring

whether her visitor objected to eating downstairs
;

but, putting two cups and plates on the slightly

crumpled tablecloth, cut some bread, and boiled

eggs in a little pan. The knives had not been

cleaned, and the handsome silver spoons sadly

needed polishing. As Lucie munched the plain

fare, she remembered her dreams of England. Of

a certainty her wildest imaginings had never

held the possibility of breakfasting gladly on

charity fare in a grubby underground kitchen.
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^Bufc 'wlien your time is so mucli engrossed

by philanthropy, would it not be better to engage

a housekeeper who would relieve you of house-

hold duties
?E she said, answering her own

thoughts rather than any spoken words.

On this point also Mrs Denman had a righteous

grievance.

^Yes, you would suppose that in a city like

London there are plenty of women who for a

comfortable home and a liberal salary would be

willing to relieve one of the burden of house-

keeping. Well—I
’ve tried several. One, who

wept for joy when I engaged her, left because

my principles forbade bacon for breakfast.

Another, who might have done admirably,

objected to our not haying regular hours for

meals. That awful convention of eating so many
times a day at exactly the same hour, no matter

what significant matters await attention 1 Yes,

this idiotic, stereotyped mode of living is the

curse of women. It grinds them body and soul

down to the menial level.E

Looking at Mrs DenmanEs sensible boots, which,

carefully brushed, stood read}^ for her use on the

fender, and guessing that Mr Denman had pro-

bably cleaned them and slijDped out to purchase

the butter and eggs for breakfast before setting

off to his day’s work, Lucie wondered whether it

was on the mistress or on the master that the

cares of that household weighed the more heavily.

'Now, the first thing to be done is to find out

your uncle’s address and to telegraph to him.’

'But they wouldn’t give it to me yesterday.’

'They won’t refuse it if I ask,’ retorted Mrs
Denman with conviction, rising from the table as

she spoke, and shaking the crumbs off her snuff-

coloured lap preparatory to drawdug on the

sensible boots,

'Shouldn’t we put things a little in order here

first ^ ’ hinted Lucie, indicating their deranged

surroundings, and remembering the confusion that

reigned upstairs.

' My poor child,’ the enlightened Mrs Denman
replied pityingly, ' I see you are like all otlier

women : always ready to set the imperative

matters of life aside for the merely temporaiy.

Now, does the washing-up of half-a-dozen cups

and saucers compare with the importance of find-

ing your relatives, and bringing the thieves to

justice, that you should set one aside for the

sake of the other?’,

There was something so convincing about her

hostess’s arguments that, with her former beliefs

tottering on their foundations, Lucie hastened off

to prepare for the journey to the City. She had

resolved to ask Mrs Denman for the loan of an

old hat to wear in place of the flippant yachting-

cap ; but in the face of that lady’s exalted views

of the higher uses of life, she hesitated about

bringing so trivial a matter under her considera-

tion. It was only when Lucie witnessed Mrs
Denman putting the finishing touch to her dress-

ing by curling her forelock with tongs, and

realised that, despite her advanced thought, Mrs

Denman was but a weak woman, that she sum-

moned up courage to do so.

So it came about that, crowned with a time-

worn but unobtrusive felt-hat belonging to her

hostess, Lucie again set out in quest of her uncle.

' And Mr Denman ’—she could not refrain

from asking as they walked to the end of Man-

nington Road to get the City omnibus—'when

will he return ?
’

'He dines in town. My husband is not a.

vegetarian, I am sorry to say,’ confessed his

spouse, a shade of asperity in her tone, ' though

when at home he conforms to m}^ wishes in that

res^Dect. He has his latch-key, and returns when
he likes. His office closes at five o’clock, I believe \

but I don’t think he hurries home.’

Remembering the untidy dining-room, the ink-

stained and tobacco-scented drawing-room, and

the dungeon kitchen, Lucie told herself that she

would have been amazed if he did !

THE HAEYEST OF THE LOHDOH POOR
By Bessie

OT the harvest of the golden autumn
;

not gleaners in the brown stubbles ;

not blackberrying in country lanes,

sweet with honeysuckle and gay

with the flowers of summer
;

not

nutting in the hazel copses, nor

searching for bilberries on the uplands among the

purple heather
;
not Ashing in the silent river that

flows past meadows, woods, and corn-fields
; not

where the thrush sings, nor where the robin pipes

his melancholy note
;
not in fresh air, nor under

blue skies. Rather is it in the murky and prosaic

streets of London, under the glare of gas-lamps

and electric lights, within sound of the roar of

Hatton.

traffic all day long and the hubbub of countless

voices
;
in fog and winter weather, with glimpses

of sunny .da-ys in the height of the season, it is

true, but splashed with the mud of chariot-

wheels.

Dependants, though not existing on mere

charity, these harvesters mostly pa}^ for their

gleanings. There are exceptions, and very sad

ones. Our gleaners are children of the slums

and the gutter, and women striving for the bare

necessaries of life
;
women struggling to 'keQ'p a

roof over their heads, while endeavouring to grasp

firmly their little bit of self-resjDect, which con-

stantly threatens to escape them ;
women fighting
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hourly to hold their homes together. What
though these homes are only miserable attics

approached by ill-smelling passages and dismal

stairways, yet are they consecrated by many a

holy tie, many a sweet memory, just as sacred

to their humble inmates as is the palace of the

king to the king himself. Flocking to this

harvest of the poor are women hampered by
invalided or drunken husbands

;
women with

husbands out of work or with husbands who
are tradesmen for whom there is emj)loyment

only at certain seasons of the year, such as

house-painters, dockers, river-porters, and the

like. Some of these husbands are blessed with

wives who can make a garret almost a paradise,

compared mth the efforts of too many of their

slovenly and inept sisters. The Hew Woman is

ajDt to sneer at Solomon’s ideal woman
;

yet she

was perfect in all the attributes of her sex :
' a

splendid manager, an indefatigable worker. She

did not write books or make s]3eeclies
; but ‘ in

her tongue is the law of kindness.’ This is the

sumnmni honum of her character : kind in word
and in deed—that kindness which we find so

strikingly illustrated among the poor ;
for they

are ever ready to help each other, though the

helj)ers are perha23S as much in distress as those

they endeavour to succour.

It is 2)Ossible every night, in London, for the

industrious housewife with a few pence to pro-

vide a su2)per and the next day’s meals, and some-

times to have quite a menu in the way of fish

and confectionery, notwithstanding all that is

done for its relief, there is bitter, grinding, hope-

less j^o'^’^erty in the MetroiDolis—a poverty which

asserts itself all the more ^pathetically; when the

winter draws near. Winter, which to the rich

brings only a change of pleasures and a change

of garments, comes laden with suffering to the

poor
;

but the thrifty poor, the poor who fight

Fate with clenched fists and untiring industr}'-,

have many privileges.

What I call ‘ the Harvest of the Poor ’ is an

institution carried on by many great food-2)roviders

in the various districts of London. Every night

what are called ^ food remainders ’ are sold : fish-

mongers, who make it a rule never to keej) certain

classes of fish over night
;

butchers, more par-

ticularly pork-butchers, who sell pork-rinds, trim-

mings, and scrajDS
]

confectioners, who clear out

buns and stale pastry
;

while some restaurateurs

begin the early morning with these clearances.

The average price asked by the pork-butcher

for a quantity of scraps is twopence. Among
these scraps there are occasional pieces of sausage

and rinds of tongue
;

all of which, if decently

and intelligently treated, will furnish many a

tasty dish. Given, to anj^ woman in

France, she would, with the addition of a little

garlic and vegetable, concoct a stew or soiip that

would satisfy a gourmet. But, alas! if we' ever

^possessed culinary genius in England, we have lost

it. As a rule our cooking is a disgrace. An
ordinary English household rarely gets beyond
boiled mutton, a cabbage, an apple-dumjpling

;

while a French bo7ine will dine well off what our

British general servant throws away.

At our London harvest of the poor a poulterer’s

odds and ends are more highly priced than either

the fishmonger’s or the j)ork-butcher’s
; they con-

sist mainly of giblets, and fourpence vdll purchase

enough to provide one or two families with soup.

Fishmongers sell for twopence what are termed

trimmings, among which are bits of cod and other

large fish, and in the herring season some of this

poor man’s fish. Summer being a difficult time

for fishmongers to keep their goods, the harvesters

get a better variety than during the vdnter
;
but

there are always scraps to be bought for stews

and soups. However, ‘first come, first served,’

is a law that holds good with both buyers and
sellers, and those who arrive late at the sale are

often obliged to return with empty bags to their

expectant friends. If all our poor women fought

^poverty as some women do—making it a rule to

have a clean room and as good cooking as circum-

stances vdll allow—there would be fewer drimken

husbands.

The cost of fuel is, of course, a most serious

matter for the poor ; in this requisite there is

no ‘ harvest ’ for them. They are obliged to

s]pend their money in the dearest market, paying

double the price charged to the rich, because

they can only buy coal in meagre quantities.

Outside these supplies of cheap food to the

poorest, London has many charities
;

but I am
dealing with the poor who are- too self-respecting

to beg. I have before me a little groiqp of chil-

dren who came, vdth basket, bag, and coppers,

to the gleaning. The scene is Bond Street, which

is aglow with thousands of electric lights
;

its

great sho^PS, with their untold wealth of gems

and gold and silver, bric-a-brac, costly furs, laces,

and embroideries, fruits and flowers, will soon be

closing their shutters. The stately ladies who

have thronged the street aU day are no doubt

changing their elaborate walking-costumes for still

more elaborate dinner-toilets. Bulky omnibuses

from the City are carrying to their suburban

homes the ever-grovdng army of toilers ;
and the

little harvesters are waiting patiently near the

fish-shoj), with its fennel-garnished fish, its gleam-

ing mackerel, its pravms and lobsters and weird

john-dory, and its huge block of ice that looks

like a fairy palace.

However calculated the picture is to attract

sympathy, there is no apjparent desire on the part

of the children to solicit it. Across the road,

some thirty youngsters lare waiting outside the

poulterer’s for giblets. I notice a little group of

three, who leave their feUows, and suddenly, after a

brief consultation, hurry away. I intercept them.

One little chap, of about ten, is a tAqpical waif

and stray. He is scantily dressed
;
an ajpology
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for a cap is drawn tightly over his forehead.

Evidence of hunger and miserj^ is plainl}'' written

upon his smalij whimsical face
;
hut his mouth

has a humorous turn about it ; he takes life

as he finds it, and does not grumble. The other

two are brother and sister. The sister is perhaps

six years old. She is warmly dressed, and wears

a large black shawl, and when she forgets to lift

it up the end trails upon the pavement.

‘l\niy are you going away before the giblets

are given out?^ I ask them.

The little waif explains that they have come

too late, as not more than twelve of the children,

and those the first arrivals, will be served at all.

‘Wliere have you come from?^
‘ From Chelsea,^ says the waif, who seems to have

constituted himself the spokesman of the i)arty.

‘We have run all the way,’ joins in the little

girl
;
not complainingly, but in a tone of delight.

The night is dry, the air keen, the wind high
; and

a dance along the streets of London, between rows

of gaily lighted shops, is e^ddently a treat to her.

‘We comes ivery noight— least nearly ivery

noight,’ volunteers the waif.

‘ But this little girl does not come all that long

way so often, surely V
'

‘No;, this is Beryl’s first toime.’

‘And I ain’t got nuffink,’ says Beryl discon-

solately, ojoening her bag, into Avliich I drop

some pennies.

‘And what do you get at the pork-butcher’s?’

I ask.

‘Pork-rinds mostly.’

‘Pork-rinds—and bits of tongue and sausage?’

I suggest ; but all three strenuously deny the

tongue and the sausage. ‘ Wliat do you do
with the pork-rinds?’

‘Maikes ’em inter collards ’ead an’ souj).’

‘Is it good?’ I ask, having a very vague idea

of the ingredients used for ‘collards ’ead,’ yet

knowing enough to be sure that pork-rinds would
not suffice.

‘ Oi should rawer fink it was noice !
’ rej)lies

the waif with enthusiasm.

Wishing them ‘ good-night,’ I give them a little

present, and watch them down the brilliant

street. Each boy seizes a hand of the little girl,

and they run away with her, all three laughing

and full of merriment. Wondrous little stoics

!

indifferent to the present and to the future,

their feet pressing the thorny path as if it were
bestrewn with flowers.

Being anxious to ascertain what difference

there might be between the little gleaners of

the West End and those of an artistic neigh-

bourhood, I visited a well-known confectioner’s,

situated in a region of studios, near the north-

west district of London. It was a handsome
shop, its mndows filled with dressed tongues,

croquets of veal-and-ham, many varieties of cakes
and biscuits, boxes of sweets, and flat tins of

caramels newly cooked.

The children waited in a small yard adjoining

the shoj) ; and here I found them on a damp
winter evening. They were nearly all warmly
dressed, and seemed well and strong, judging

from the noise they were making, and from the

assiduity with which they j^nrsued certain games

of hop-scotch and ^Ditch-and-toss. Many of the

girls had brought skij^ping-ropes ;
and for the

time being the usually sedate-looking little yard

was transformed into a Board-school playground.

Meanwhile sundry ^Dale, thin little ones were

closely herded together upon a few square yards

of pavement, which, notwithstanding the humidity

of the night, was dry, being situated just above

the bakehouse.

I made several attempts at conversation, but

the children were not to be drawn. They were

very independent, and not too grateful for the

nightly gleanings, for which they paid threepence
;

and which, on inquiry in the shop, I found to

be no mere ‘gleanings,’ but an abundant harvest,

‘You must not take much notice of what the

children say,’ said the genial lady manager, a

gracious young woman, who was anxious to give

me all the information she could. ‘ They are

notoriously ungrateful
;

if we gave them a sack

of scraps they would not consider it enough.’

‘And what do you give them?’

‘Three large loaves of bread and some stale

buns and pastry
;

and when, as is frequently

the case, we have an extra amount of confec-

tionery, we absolutely give it away.’

‘Are the children who come very poor?’

‘Some of them. There was a little girl here

last month with a bag nearly as big as herself,

and a hat that required seeing before one could

believe there could be such a hat. It was of

straw that had become limp through incessant

wear and many wettings. I could not see her

face
;

it was entirely buried in the hat, from

which the rain dripped in disconsolate splashes.

On ni}^ taking hold of it, in order to place it

more comfortably on the little one’s head, the

hat literally fell to pieces in my haind. The next

morning I bought her a cloth cap, which she is

now wearing with great x>ride.

‘ Rather a pathetic incident came under my
notice some years ago,’ the lady manager said

when I pressed for some further revelations. ‘ In

a studio near here there lived a young artist.

I knew him fairly well, because during his early

days in the neighbourhood he used to come in

every day to luncheon, which is served hot

from one o’clock. His gentle manners soon made
him welcome to everybody, and there was a great

deal of competition as to who should wait on

him
;
which always amused me, as the service

entirely depends upon which table the customer

selects. After a while he came less frequently,

and then not at all
;
though we often saw him

pass our window and go into an artists’ colour-

shop some doors dovui. One day I met him in
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the street, and was quite startled at his haggard

appearance. He stopped to speak to me, and
rememloered to ask how our new premises, which
had just been opened in town, were prospering.

I said we were sorry we never saw him at

luncheon now
;

at which he smiled, and said he
took his meals at the studio of late. On jparting

he asked me to go and see his j)ictures. I did

so
;
and then I realised that he was poor. The

furniture was cheap and scant}^, and there was no
hre in the stove, though the weather was extremely

cold. I noticed a small boy washing paint-brushes,

and recognised him as a caller at the shop every

evening for scraps. That night I watched him
closely. Wlien he had drawn the strings of his

bag he hurried out of our place into the butcher’s

next door, where he bought twopennyworth of

‘‘block ornaments.” I waylaid him at the corner

of the street, and he confessed, with tears in his

eyes, that his master had lived on such fare for

three months. Binding him to secrecy, I added
half-a-pint of soup to his gleanings. After this

discovery I never allowed an evening to pass

without putting something more solid than bread

and pastry into the little one’s wallet. The
remembrance that I helped the painter to tide

over a painful crisis in his career often cheers

me. He is an A.R.A. now, and is married to a

very pretty girl
;
our firm had the order for the

wedding-breakfast. He occasionally comes in here

with his little boy, and he always has a kindly

word and smile for me. But he never knew

!

‘ Oh yes
;

there is a great deal of poverty and

suffering
;
but the poor don’t take advantage of

all the opportunities of relief which are offered

them. Eor example, about eight years ago the

Army and Havy Stores commenced to give away

soup to the poor, who had only to carry it away

with them. This charitable scheme was discon-

tinued because the authorities could not get the

soup taken away.’

This last piece of information reminded me of

an incident in my own experience. A wealthy

young lady, whose life was devoted to good works,

conceived the idea of making soup for the poor,

very much as the philanthropic managers of the

Army and Navy Stores no doubt, only that her

plans, not being on so large a scale, probably

enabled her to give soup of a better quality.

Be that as it may, the concoction was delicious,

flavoured and cooked with the same care as if

it had been destined for the mistress’s ovoi table.

It was served in tin cans provided at her expense,

and each portion was accompanied by a goodly

slice of white bread. My friend’s charity was

discontinued owing to the constant complaints

of the gardener, whose time was taken up in

picking the bread out of the bushes, where it had

been throum by the ‘grateful recipients.’

Among the busiest gleaners of the great city

are the Little Sisters of the Poor. It is a common

thing to see them on their excursions of charity

with their cart, which is often driven by an old

cripj)le from their Home. I visited one of their

havens for the destitute, and found some two
hundred and twenty old men and women happy
and well cared for under their patient direction.

The Reverend Mother herself showed me over
the Home. Her face bore the impress of that

exceeding peace of which we worldlings can form
no idea. It was one o’clock, and the aged house-

hold was eating dinner in the several refectories.

‘ The food nearly all comes from the big hotels,’

said the Reverend Mother. ‘Sometimes we have
forty carcasses of chickens at a time.’

The stew which the old people were eating

smelt delicious
;

it was made out of odds and
ends from the restaurants. An enormous pan of

Brussels-sj)routs, cooked in a special way unknown,
I fancy, to English methods, had just been taken

from the oven and was still sputtering. These
had been brought that morning from Covent
Garden, where the Little Sisters had been to

fetch them in the early hours. In the infirmary

the blind and the lame, the sick and the para-

lysed were dining off chicken-broth, calves’-feet

jelly, and lemon custard, all daintily served and

looking excellent.

‘I wish you would send us a cook,’ I said

jestingly to my escort.

‘Our cooks are all French Sisters,’ she replied.

‘They understand the art of making the food

tempting, and unless it were nicely prepared

many of our poor old people would have no

appetite for it.’

I had thought that pan of Brussels-sprouts and

the odour of the stew quite un-English. Though
the gleanings were of the best, still they w’ere

only gleanings
;
and it required a master-hand to

manipulate them into the present dainty dishes.

So far as I can ascertain, only Mr Gardner, of

Red Lion Court, Fleet Street, has adopted the

custom of giving away the pieces left upon the

plates after his clients have lunched. He prac-

tised this charity for sixteen years at his old

restaurant in Fetter Lane, and now continues it

at Red Lion Court, utterly disclaiming meanwhile

to accept any credit to himself for the transaction.

He is a kindly, sympathetic man. I believe that

his old restaurant in Fetter Lane was a very

interesting one
;

he had the quaint idea of

christening each compartment with the name of

a statesman.

‘Do you know anything about these poor crea-

tures who come for the food ? ’ I ask him.

‘ Nothing whatever. We don’t know where they

come from, nor where they go to. We ask no

questions, and they volunteer no information.

Of one thing alone we are certain : they are the

poorest of the poor. It occasionally happens that

a customer lays down some silver, with the re-

quest that their daily fare shall be supplemented.

The other day a gentleman slipped five shillings

into my hand, saying, “ Spend this on these poor
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creatures ; not all at once ;
lay it out over a few

days.” But come and see tliem, miss.^

I did go. Nine miserable wretches were wait-

ing at the end of the court. They were all men
except three

;
and the asjpect of these three

women was even sadder than that of the men.

Their clothes were threadbare and filthy, and
their mud-bedraggled skirts made a more pitiful

imj^ression than even bare feet would have done.

Here was sordid, blinding, degrading x)overty.

Men and women in want of food, bereft of

everything that life^ .can give. What struck one

most was their look of utter hoiDelessness ; and
of all things in the world this is the most
sorrowful asj)ect to encounter. Hojdc is the beacon

of the soul
;
and, once quenched, it is as if the

soul were dead. In any case, there was no trace

of good in the faces of those who flocked to this

feast of Lazarus. Bor the most part their counte-

nances were terrible : bloated and coarse, pre-

maturely lined vdth hardship and suffering,

mouths with swollen and cracked lips, eyes that

were never lifted to the sky. Years of unutter-

able agony had silenced their voices. These grim

outcasts neither spoke nor looked at each other

;

they stood watching the extreme end of the
court, where the restaurant stood. Indifferent to

all that passed around them, each one seemed
to be fulfilling a self-imposed duty. They might
have been under the spell of some strict disci-

pline, so motionless did they stand, with betrayal

of neither eagerness nor impatience.

Presently a boy, holding a tray upon which
were about a dozen packages neatly folded in a

piece of newspaper, appeared Tipon the steps of

Mr Gardner’s hotel. On the instant the waiting

pensioners tramped down the court, each receiving

a portion, and passing out into Pleet Street.

‘Only noine ter-day,’ remarked a red-cheeked
youngster leaning against a doorway opposite,

picking his teeth after a cheap but satisfying

dinner; ‘gi’e us a bit of the overplush. I ’ain’t

’ad my dessert yet.’

‘’Ope 3^011 ’n get it' one day,’ said the youth
with the tra}^ who did not regard this feast of

the hopeless in a humorous light.

Such is the ‘Harvest of the London Poor,’

tendered in mercy, reaped in' thankfulness.

HARMONY IN OOLOHRS.
By Sarah Wilson.

Lide that our fore-elders

intricate thoughts about

the}^ have left us word,

parlance, that blue is

is forsaken and foolish,

yeUow is jealous, and white innocent

;

giving us to understand, in a fanciful way, that
particular colours indicate special qualities or attri-

butes. We may be sure, too, that they went much
farther than this in some departments of things,
because we know, for instance, that the colours of
the robes of some of the sacred figures represented
in stained glass give accurate information as to the
precise period in the lives of the personages in-
tended to be illustrated. However, the real laws
afiectiug colour treat of contrasts and harmonies
rather than of such arbitrary meanings; and the
more we look into these laws the more satisfaction
we find in them. Physiologically, the primary
colours are now recognised to be red, green, and
blue

;
but we can conveniently get all the colours

by mixing
^

red, blue, and yellow, formerly called
the primaries

;
and to make a perfect contrast to

any one of these we must combine the other two.
In other words, if we want a contrast for red we
must mix blue and yellow together, which mil
make green

; or if a contrast to blue be desired,
a mixture of .red and yellow will give it; or if
for yellow, the red and blue mixed together will
produce the necessary violet. But there is much
more to be learnt concerning them. Light—or
God’s eldest daughter, as it has been called—has

to be taken into consideration from the beginning.
There are luminous colours, sombre colours, warm
and cold colours, and tertiary colours, besides
those named, and we can see none of them mthout
light. Some said there were . but two colours,
black and white, light and darkness, good and
evil, and from these all others were derived.
There are authorities who say colour has three

languages: divine, consecrated, and profane. In
the first, in old times, there was hidden as well

^ apparent meaning, as in the case of the rainboAv
;

in the second, heraldic colouring takes its place
(there are five heraldic colours)

; and the third is

that which is still in use among us. .Prom another
point of view red represents self-existence, blue
designates manifestation of life, and green in-
dicates actions resulting from it. It has also been
advanced that colours had the same meaning to
all the nations of antiquity. Be that as it may,
in Prance to-day blue is the symbol of fidelity,

yellow of jealous}^, white of innocence, and black
of mourning, as with us

; but there green is the
emblem of hope. Bed, according to a Prench
author, denotes in coats-of-arms ardent love of
God and one’s neighbour, valour and energy,
wrath and carnage. Of the four elements, red ^
represents fire

; in the complexions of men it
indicates the choleric

; and in precious stones it
is represented in the rub}^ It also indicates the
Day of Judgment. Blue and yellow are of equally
wide and manifold significance. In short, there
IS scarcely an end to the symbolism of colours or

E may conch

had many
colours, for

in popular

true, green
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to tlie cliains of associations with wliicli it is

embellished, or to the far-sought lore brought

to bear upon it. Asiatic nations are as deeply

imbued with these fanciful thoughts as are those

of Europe. India has great accumulations of

traditions in this matter, as also have China,

Persia, and Arabia. The purple mantles of kings,

the Avhite vestments of priests, the green robes of

pashas, the yellow jackets of special rank in

China, have all their deep meaning.

It was the Erench scientist Mons. E. Chevreul,

in charge of the dyeing department in the royal

manufactory of Gobelins tajDestry about sixty

or seventy years ago, who first entered into

the minute researches requisite to discover and
disclose the principles of the law of simultaneous

contrast of colours. He foimd that the \dgour of

some of the dyes used in the factory was much
modified by being placed in contact with others,

and he saw the im^Dortance of ascertaining the

•extent to which this modification occui'red. A
jDiece. of red material cut up into five strips and
placed in juxtaposition with different colours

becomes to all ajDpearance five different kinds of

red, though in reality it is identically the same.

Placed against blue, it appears yellower than it

is
;

against yellow it appears bluer
;

against its

real complement, green, it appears purer and
brighter. The same red placed against black will

look dull, and against white or gray will be bright.

A black which placed on white is intense in its

hue lacks that intensity when laid upon blue.

Seeing this to be the case, it becomes of imjDortance

to look into the law governing the fact. Various

Oontinental writers treated of colour, and our own
painters. Sir Joshua Eeynolds and Benjamin West,

discoursed upon it
;
but M. Chevreul went further,

and found the law of simultaneous contrast.

It must be borne in mind that the source of

colour is light. A ray of light passed through a

glass prism and thrown on to a white screen will

be seen to consist of six colours, three of wliich

are the primaries and three the secondaries, or

those made from the mixture of the first in-j)airs.

To these belong tones, tints, hues, and shades, all

the result of increasing or diminishing the quantity

•of one colour in a mixture of two or more. Besides

the primaries and secondaries, there are the pure

grays, produced by the mixture of black and white,

and the coloured grays, produced by the addition

•of a primary or secondary colour to a pure gray

in various proportions. Tertiary colours, or those

'of the third formation, often have gray for a base,

inasmuch as russet is but red-gray, olive but

blue-gray, and citron only yellow-gray. A tone

in the language of colours is the modification

brought about by the addition of black or white

;

u hue is the result of a pure colour added to

another. A scale of colour is a collection of all

the tones of a given colour.

To return to M. ChevreuPs investigations. He
.says there are three kinds of contrast : simul-

taneous, successive, and mixed. In the first he
includes all the phenomena of modification that

coloured objects appear to undergo when seen

simultaneously
;
in the second, all the phenomena

which are observed when the eyes, having looked

at certain coloured objects for some time, perceive

their complementary colour
;
and the third, the

result that ensues when the eye, having seen a

certain colour for some time, acquires an aptitude

to see for another period not only the comple-

mentary colour, but another one presented to it by
an exterior object. He considers that there are six

harmonies of colours, the first t^ree being the har-

monies of scale, of hues, and of a dominant coloured

light
;
and the others the contrast of scale and

hues and the harmony of the contrast of colours

produced by the simultaneous view of colours

belonging to scales very far asunder, assorted

according to the law of contrast. He applies all

this minute investigation to the art of the tapestry-

weaver, and asserts that it is based on the principle

of mixing colours and that of their simultaneous

contrast. He tells us that a crimson ground to be

ornamented with flowers requires that they should

be blue, yellow, and white for the most part. A
greenish ground requires red and pink flowers to

predominate. Should the ground be dead-leaves,

blue, violet, white, and pink flowers may light it

up. He also applies the principles he lays down
to paj)erhangings, buildings such as theatres, uni-

forms, and the dress of woman. In his methodical

way he divides women into three kinds : white,

red, and black, or the Caucasian, the American

Indian, and the Hegro, -with whom he throws in

the Papuans and Malays, who have black or olive

skins. Then he subdivides the white into two

types, the fair and dark. In the fair portion he

considers the harmonies of analogy preponderate

over the harmonies of contrast, and in the case

of dark people the harmonies of contrast prevail

over those of analogy. Light hair is but a mixture

of red, yellow, and brovm, and must be accepted

as a pale orange-brown, and sky-blue is the

complementary colour for it. Yellow and orange-

red are the colours that fulfil the requirements

of dark beauties. To choose a bonnet under his

scientific instruction is a task fraught with much
gravity, as the wrong com^^lements make the

wearers look green and blue or of an orange-

colour, according to the working out of the prin-

ciples he has ascertained. We gather from him

that a black bonnet with white feathers, or with

white, rose, or red flowers, suits a fair comjDlexion
;

a light-blue one ornamented with white or yellow

flowers also answers for light-haired ladies, as does

a green one ; but a pink bonnet must not come

too close to the skin
;
and yellow or orange-coloured

bonnets must be carefully avoided. Should a

dark-haired lady venture on a black bonnet, it

must have accessories that are either white, red,

rose, orange, or yellow. Far better it woidd be to

choose a pink, red, or yellow bonnet, and take care
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to interpose the dark hair between the skin and

the colour. To both blondes and brunettes violet

is always unsuitable. It is perhaps fortunate that

North American Indian sq^uaws do not wear bonnets

as a rule, as there is no option for them but to

choose colours that heighten their red tone, which

are white and a blue strongly inclining towards

green. The black ladies can wear with propriety

white, red, orange, and yellow. If, their blackness

incline towards an olive tint they should choose

red ;
if towards a bluish tone, let them take orange-

colour ;
if to a violet-black, let them take yellow

for their equipment. Three bonnets on three white

j)laster-casts yielded much information to our

scientist. In the more serious business of dressing

correctly to appear to the most advantage in a

portrait, there are various facts to be taken into

consideration. Sufficient for the present purpose

it will be if it is pointed out that a delicate

green costume would contrast favourably with a

fair complexion ; a darker green would suit those

with more red in them
;
yellow drapery makes a

fair skin take on violet tints
;
and violet drapery

makes a fair complexion look a greenish-yellow.

YeUow, on the other hand, suits brunettes
;
but

they must avoid blue and violet.

Paperhangings also receive the same modifications

from contrast. A gray pattern on a rose ground

appears greenish
;
on an orange ground, bluish

;

on a yellow ground, violet ; on green it appears

pink
;
on blue, orange-gray ;

on violet, orange.

Borders should be darker than the paper, and of

tints that conform to the law of contrast. For

writing-x^aper, the supreme contrast of tone be-

tween black and white provides the most favourable

condition for distinct vision without fatigue. Gray

paper diminishes this contrast, and makes reading

more difficult. After white, black characters are

most easily read upon light-yellow or light-yellow-

gi’een paper. The most trying ground for black

letters is deep violet. The woodwork of chairs

and sofas should contrast with the stuffs used with

it. Yellow wood, such as niax)le or satinwood,

should be contrasted with blue or violet stuffs,

and when of an extra light tone, that of the stuffs

should be also very light
;
mahogany or red woods

go best with green stuffs
;
ebony may be used

with intense colours, such as scarlet or flame-colour.

A single colour is best for a background on which

to hang pictures, or two tones of the same scale.

For engravings or lithographs, a pearl-gray back-

ground or wall should be chosen. Pictures of

landscapes with grass and blue sky do well on

yellow walls. Thus throughout the household a

source of beauty is waiting to be accepted.

Our gardens are another field for the adoption

of a systematic contrast of colour. Roses contrast

with their ovm leaves. Blue flowers and orange

flowers contrast harmoniously, as do those that

are yeUow and violet. White ones accord with

the blue and orange, and with rose or red, but

not so well with the yellow and violet, though

they are not altogether objectionable in that com-

radeship
;
and they suit deep-red with deep-blue,

orange with violet, greenish-yellow with red, and

yellow with blue tolerably well. The associations to

be 'avoided are x)hBv and scarlet or crimson, orange

and orange-yellow, yellow and greenish-yellow, and

blue and violet-blue, red and orange, and p)ink and

violet. If yvQ are dealing with dahlias, for in-

stance, lines of them should be in such a rotation

of contrast as white, scarlet, either white again or

dark-green-purple, rose-lilac, yellow, violet, orange,

and white again. Or, if Ave are arranging a line of

chrysanthemums, they should be alternately Avhite,

red, Avhite, pink, yelloAv, blue, orange, and white

in rotation, subject to the length of space at com-

mand. With room for eleven clusters, it is Avell

to begin and end Avith red. Trees of ' different

coloured foliage come under the same laAA", and

open out possibilities that are full of pleasure

to contemxflate to all aaRo may have a potato-

patch to call their OAvn. It brings a Avaft of

spring to think of alternations of violet, lilac,

and syringa doAAm one side of a kitchen-garden

(to conceal it), and almond, laurel, lilac, and

laburnum doAvn another
;

but the subject is

too elaborate and large to be more than slightly

indicated here. HcAA^eA^’er, A\ffiether Ave are looking

at a fioAA^er-garden or pleasure-grounds, or at a

piece of tapestry or paperhangings, not to say

bonnets, or at a picture or a stained-glass AAundoAv,

it is good to knoAv hoAv much meaning their colours

have had, and still have, all over the Avorld, quite

apart from their forms. We must feel Ave are

still linked AAdth the mysteries of antiquity in

man}^ AA^ays. Take, for example, our acceptance of

the symbolism of the colours carried by our soldiers,

consecrated, honoured, and saluted, and regarded

AAutli ever-increasing reverence and affection.

IF I WERE YOU.
Ip I Avere you, I Avhispered to the sun,

I’d throw a few more sunbeams on the grass;

For know you not that ere the day is done

My lady down the meadow-land will pass.

And, seeing that you reign aloft alone,

There are so many things that you might do :

Shake myriads of sunbeams from your throne,

Or SAveep the hazy sky from gray to blue.

If I were you, I murmured to the stream

That Avound its twisted way to find the sea,

I’d leave in every nook a tinted dream

That one who passed might stay awhile with me.

Oh, River, Sunlight, Summer Shadows, Trees,

There are so many things that I would do,

Such songs I’d utter to the morning breeze.

If I were you—if only I were you !

But were I you, I said to my Desire,

I’d borrow from the da-wn a frame of dew,

And in the sunrise "write, in words of fire,

Thank Grod that I am I, since you are you !

Naomi Saunders.
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A ROUND OF FEASTS.
By Harold Macfarlane.

HY man wlio desired to enter on a

quest of free dinners—x^remising lie

ivas of sufficient importance to be

a welcome guest, and that lie had

the digestion of an ostrich—could

almost disx^ense with a cook and

the troubles of housekeeping, especially from the

end of September to the beginning of November,

by going round the country assisting at mayoral

and other feasts. He might perliax^s have some

difficulty in obtaining a ticket to admit him to

the quarterdeck of the craft that bears His

Majesty’s judges to Greenwich on the occasion of

their annual whitebait dinner, held in June
;
but

towards the end of September the Mayor and the

Corporation of Plymouth would doubtless hold out

the right hand of friendship to him, and at the

same time an invitation card to that picturesque

ceremony which has been observed for uxiwards of

three centuries, yclept ^ Ye Fyshynge Feaste.’ Pre-

mising that his star was in the ascendant and the

Xiostman left an invitation to the function at his

domicile, he would on this occasion drive out to

the head-weir on the moor, and, from a handsome

golden goblet provided for the purpose in the six-

teenth century, drink water Ho the pious memory

of Sir Francis Drake,’ who proidded the neighbour-

ing townships with water, and afterwards

wine to the toast, ‘May the descendants of him

who gave us water never want wine.’ The same

day he would doubtless lunch and dine with the

Mayor ;
in that case he would have- an opportu-

nity of gazing upon the stained-glass window in

the Guildhall which portrays His Majesty wearing

a tall silk hat, amongst other garments.

From Plymouth to Barnstaple is but a short

step ;
and, on the occasion of the Great Fair

being proclaimed, the Mayor would gladly extend

a welcome to ‘ the man in quest of the free

dinner,’ for is not a huge gloved and garlanded

hand, the symbol of welcome, displayed over the

Guildhall door at this time? Here he would see

the various items filling the civic x)late-chest for

No. 228.—VoL. V. [All Bights

which BarnstaxHe is famous, amongst other things

being the silver loving-cup, standing eighteen

inches high and weighing two hundred ounces,

presented by the ‘Barumites’ in London a few

years ago, and the punch-bowl given by Thomas

Benson, once M.P. for Barnstaxde, who finally fled

the country for cheating the Government by dis-

embarking convicts on Lundy Isle instead of in

the colonies; also the ladle to the same bowl,

inscribed, ‘He who gave the bowl gave the ladle,’

the ladle being forgotten when the first gift was

made. Mulled ale, toast, and cheese are the

orthodox concomitants at this festival.

Proceeding eastwards, the feaster-out would

arrive at Andover in time for the buck-feast that

annually takes x^l^ce at the end of September,

and has done so for a century. The host on

this occasion would be the Earl of Portsmouth,

in \dew of the fact that the noble Earl provides

the necessary venison. Doubtless the feast would

be found somewhat quiet nowadays, for, whereas

some hundreds of guests used to be present, on

a recent occasion there were only twenty
;

but, on

the other hand, it would be select, which might

not always be the case at the other feasts

attended, and there would be a better chance of

getting a tit-bit of the buck.

Early in October the ‘man of some importance’

would follow the Mayor and Corporation of Peter-

borough in x^i'ocession to the bridge sx^anning the

river Nen, where the town-crier would declare

the Bridge Fair open, ‘to be held as well in

Northamx)tonshire as in Huntingdonshire,’ as is

prescribed in the original charter, which dates from

the reign of Henry YIII. Moreover, the x^eox^le

attending the same would be urged to behave

themselves ‘orderly and soberly, and to x^a^y their

just dues and demands ;’ but this would not

appl}’' to ‘ the man of some inix)ortance,’ for he

would be a guest. Ha^dng performed this little

ceremony, the Mayor, Corporation, and honoured

visitor would, according to custom, repair to. an

adjacent hotel, and sit dovm to their famous

Beserved.] April 12, 1902.
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sausage and ' cliamxDagne lunclieon, wliicli we lio^oe

would agree witli them. It is just ^Dossible that

Hhe important inanE might find himself in some-

what of a quandary that day, for the Mayor

and Corporation of Windsor would probably be

holding their annual venison banquet at the White

Hart Hotel the same evening
;
and, of course, he

would be bound to be present to partake of the

fat buck His Majesty always contributes to this

feast. A fast train to town would doubtless allow

of the diner-out getting down to Windsor in time

—but would the sausages and champagne?

As Weyhill Fair no longer holds out such

inducements to visitors as wife-selling for a pot

of beer and a shilling or less, as in its unre-

generate days, and since free feeds are the ex-

ception and not the rule, probably our friend

would elect -to visit the ancient Mo^^ or Statute

Fair at Stratford-on-Avon, which has been in

existence for several hundred years, and is held

about the same time as the Weyhill Fair
;
for here,

at all events, he would have a chance of securing

something to eat. The festival is sometimes

known as the ^ox-roast,’ six oxen and fourteen

pigs ha'^dng been roasted whole at the last cele-

bration on spits at fireplaces erected in the streets.

He might perhaps be called ux^on to X)ay one

shilling for his plate of beef and XDotatoes ; but

he would find the experience cheap at the x^Hce.

Originally the fair was held for the x^i^rpose of

hiring servants, both domestic and agricultural

;

but excursions now run thither from all x^arts of

England, and very little business is transacted.

After a short period of rest from his gastrono-

mic labours, during which he could cultivate an
appetite and obtain an invitation for his next
function, we should find ‘the man of sufficient

importance’ sitting down in the Corn Exchange,

in a company of three or four hundred, devouring

oysters at the Colchester Oyster Feast. There were
at the time of the last feast some four million

oysters, valued at about thirty-six thousand pounds,
asleep in their ‘beds’ in the Colne

;
but in view of

the fact that for the purpose of the feast twelve
thousand of their number were called upon to

suffer martyrdom, the share of ‘the man of im-
portance ’ would appear to be about two dozen and
a half. Very talented indhdduals have, however,
been known to eat many more, the present record
at this particular feast being, we believe, ninety-
nine. Should our searcher for free feeds be a
connoisseur of the luscious bivalves, he will

indeed be in clover; for, in accordance with
ancient custom, the Mayor and the members of

the Fishery Board having sampled the year’s suxDX^ly

some time before the feast, none but the best

oysters are served. The income derived from the
oyster-beds, which are situated off Pyefleet, ranges
betAveen three thousand and five thousand pounds
per annum, and the freemen of the Corporation
receiA^e from fifteen pounds to forty x>ounds each
from this source.

These preliminary feeds, together with the

Cutlers’ Feast at Sheffield—on Avliich occasion,

in days of yore, such loyal toasts Avere drunk as

‘ May Yorkshire Avives be like Sheffield knives

:

highly polished and Avell tempered and ‘Eternal

destruction to all false marks on Sheffield goods’

—Avould gradually lead up to the feast of feasts,

the Lord Majmr’s banquet on 9th Hovember, at

Avhich he would be so x^i'ofoundly imx^ressed that

Ave doubt Avhether he Avould have the energy to

run doAvn to Leamington and join the heads of

the x^arishes in the Hundred of KnightloAV, aaLo

at daybreak on 11th HoA^ember of each year

X3roceed to KnightloAV Hill, six miles from the

afore-mentioned toAvn, and at sunrise pay to the

rex^resentatwes of the Duke of Buccleuch a certain

sum in sih^er, called ‘AAToth money,’ Avdiich is

throAvn in the holloAv of a Saxon cross.

HoAveA^er, if he did go—after the ceremony was

oA’-er, and the steAvard had discovered that no

X^arish had omitted to x^^-y tribute, and con-

sequently no one had to 'pBjy a fine amounting to

tAventy times the sum due, ‘ together Avith a Avhite

bull AAuth a red nose’—he could rex^air Avith the

others to a local hostelry, and x^artake Avith them
of the excellent breakfast the Duke proAudes for

the delectation of his faithful subjects.

To enjoy the delights of x)icking the succulent

Avinkle from its shell Avith the tAvo-inch

provided for the ptirp^se at the Shelliish Dinner,

held in November, our diner-out Avould have to

join or be iiiAuted to the NeAv Thames Yacht

Club
;

Avhilst to partake of the HardAvicke Dinner,

held about the same time, aA' ould be matter of

eA^en greater difficulty. It is on this occasion

that the Bar treats its guests .from the Bench to

a disxday of humorous disxoaragement, a custom

that has been the great characteristic of the

HardAAUcke gathering for many years.

About the middle of December, thanks to tAvo

energetic gentlemen AAdio inaugurated the feast in

1898, our hero—by this time he Avould almost be

qualified for the V.C.—Avould find himself at

Great Yarmouth x^rexjared to do unto the nathm

sx)rat AAdiat he had already done to the Colchester

natWe—namely, digest the same. There, he aa'OuM

enjoy AAffiite sx^rats, boiled sprats, cured sprats,

baked sprats, fried sprats, and grilled sxnats

;

sprats Avith mashed and chipped x>otatoes ; sprats

with toasted muffins, and sprats AAuth broAAm-bread

and butter
;

sxorats with tea or coffee, and sprats

Avith beer
;

but toujoiirs sxDrats, even though at

times they bear the similitude though not the

proxDortion of the herring that is associated Avith

the toAAm of the feast.

Should he still hanker after eleemosynary

meals, Ave would strongly adAuse him to take a

house in the vicinity of Winchester, and rexoair

daily to the Hospital of St Cross, Avhere he could

obtain a glass of ale and a hunch of bread AAdien-

CA^'er he felt so ‘ dispoged,’ or until the dispenser

of the same refused to serve him.
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CHAPTER XVI.—UNCLE ANDREW.

T the entrance to No. 77 Chancery

Lane Mrs Denman and Lucie

Lorimer found Mr Muter awaiting

them. He wore a time-worn silk

hat and carried a pair of glaringly

new tan gloves. Evidently the

recluse had paid especial heed to his appearance
;

but Lucie was now too perturbed to notice the

attempted improvement. In truth, she felt annoyed

at being obliged to prosecute her quest accom-

panied by what, with a touch of her old wilful-

ness, she mentally dubbed ^a procession.'

On this occasion there was no hesitating

entrance. Mrs Denman, taking the leadership of

the trio, ascended the wide staircase with the air

of an advancing army, and throwing open the

office door, walked boldly up to the counter, and

in a voice that did not falter, demanded Mr
Andrew Lorimer,

A different atmosphere from the easy non-

chalance of the previous day pervaded the office.

The clerks were all hard at work as though

making up for lost time. Even the supercilious

young man had an inkspot on one of his im-

maculate cuffs, and a suggestion of flurry had

ousted the languor from his manner.

‘Mr Andrew Lorimer,' again demanded Mrs

Denman, in the manner of one requesting that

gentleman’s head to be served on a charger.

‘Mr Lorimer is at present abroad, madam,'

replied the clerk, casting a glance of recognition

at Lucie, who was shrinking in the rear of her

champion. ‘ Can I be of any service 1

'

‘No, you can’t,' Mrs Denman answered bluntly,

‘ except to give me Mr Lorimer’s address. I must

communicate Avith him instantly. This young

lady is his niece. She arrived from New Zealand

only a feAv days ago. Word had been sent to

Mr Lorimer as to her intention of coming to

England, 'and a reply received by telegram'

‘C^degram,' murmured Lucie.

‘ Cablegram,’ amended Mrs Denman, accepting

the correction. ‘On Miss Lorimer’s arrival here

slie. was met by a villain who impersonated

her uncle, took alj her money, and left her

destitute.'

Mrs Denman's platform manner and her pene-

trating voice drew the attention of the entire

staff, as though magnetised, towards the group at

the counter. Lucie, humiliated by the lack of

reserve evinced by her champion, tugged im-

patiently at her sleeve. ‘ Hush 1 I don't wish

•everybody to hear,' she Avhispered warningly.

‘ Mr Lorimer returns to town to-morrow,

madam. He is on his way now. We had a

telegram an hour ago,' said the clerk, who, seeing

a possibility of Lucie's title proving a true one,

had already begun to hedge.

‘ To-morrow !
' cried Lucie gladly. ‘ Oh, that is

good news ! But I do wish you had told me
yesterday,' she added reproachfully.

‘It Avas only this morning, miss, that Ave kneAv

Mr Lorimer had decided to return earlier than

AA^e expected.'

‘ I shall leave a letter explaining the matter
;

and Mr Lorimer must have it the instant he

arriA’-es. At Avhat hour do you expect him?'
‘We have no instructions as to AAdiicli of the

trains he Avill travel by
;
but I shall take special

care of your communication, madam, and Avill see

that he recewes it Avithout loss of time. If Mr
Lorimer arriA^es in the morning he Avill probably

look in here in the afternoon,' ansAvered the

clerk, noAv deference itself. ‘Will you kindly

step into Mr Lorimer’s private room to Avrite the

letter ?

'

A note stating briefly the facts of the case, and

adding that until Mr Lorimer sent to claim his

niece she Avould remain under Mrs Denman’s

protection, Avas soon compiled ; and, Lucie having

written a note to her cousin Honoria, the little

party AA^’ere obsequiously boAved out, and descended

to the outer world Avith a comfortable sense that

so far their purpose Avas accomplished.

Lucie, Avho felt as might a slaA^e at the near

prospect of freedom, tried not to appear too

jubilant lest, she should seem to undervalue the

kindness of her friends in need. Mr Muter, Avho

had been all eagerness to aid Avhile help was

required, had relapsed into his customary aAAdv-

wardness, noAV that his assistance Avas no longer

needed. Throughout the intervieAV in Mr Lorimer’s

office he had remained silent. Once or tAvice he

had appeared to be on the point of speech
;
but

in each instance, as his mouth opened, the sound

of Mrs Denman's Amice had extinguished his'

Avords. With a halting phrase of congratulation,

he hurried off to his Avork at the Museum.

‘Yes,' said Mrs Denman, receiving Lucie’s

thanks with hearty self-approval, ‘I kneAv Avhen

I took the matter in hand that it Avould soon

come right. Now for luncheon.’

There is no lack of restaurants in Holborn,

and the sight of their enticing Avindows made

Lucie, Avho had been for a complete da}’’ on short

commons, AA'ax hungrier and hungrier ;
but, living

on the charit}’’ of her hostess, Lucie Avas bound

to follow meekly in her footsteps, and those steps

led up a narroAV stair to a first-floor room AAhich,

to the dismay of the ravenous Lucie, who had

forgotten the tenets held by her hostess, proAmd

to be a vegetarian restaurant.
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Mrs Denman began with oatmeal porridge and

prunes ; a course which she followed with cheese-

fritters eaten with mashed potatoes, marmalade

pudding, and coffee. Lucie, whose healthy young

appetite craved fleshpots, selected lentil and egg

cutlet because there was a suggestion of meat in

the name. The resemblance proved to be con-

fined to the name
;
and as she glanced round the

room, whose long tables were furnished mainly

with sugar-bowls and cruet-stands, her thoughts

flew across seas to the cosy, flower-scented dining-

room at Pipimutu. She was lecturing her mother

and Kitty lunching alone, perhaps talking of her,

when she remembered that at that hour Kew
Zealand would be shrouded in night : a fact which

had the effect of making her feel farther away
from home than ever.

‘And this is London,’ Lucie thought drearily

as she looked around at the pallid men and

anaemic work-girls lunching meagrely off the fruits

of the earth. ‘Well, I would never have be-

lieved it.’

Lucie, fluttering with clipped wings about the

stony streets of the City, was yet to realise that

there are more Londons than there are days in

the year. The London Lucie had dreamt of was

that bounded on the north by Oxford Street, on

the east by the theatres, on the west by Hyde
Park, and on the south by Buckingham Palace.

She did not know that the London of millions

is that bounded on the south by a squalid

lodging, on the east by a sweater’s den, on the

west by some tavern gorgeous in gilding and

plate-glass, and on the north by the workhouse

and a pauper’s grave.

Luncheon over, Lucie was eager to hasten back

to Haverstock Hill to wait there on the chance

of her relatives arriving earlier than expected

;

but Mrs Denman, wisely pooh-poohing the notion

of their reaching London before the next

evening, carried her victim from the restaurant

to a debate on vegetarianism conducted under

the auspices of a society whereof she was a

member.

At the meeting, greatly to her surprise, Lucie

discovered that by zealous vegetarians her hostess

was scarcely deemed worthy of the name, as she

avowedly ate eggs ! She further learned that in

the estimation of the lecturer nuts formed the

one perfect food for mankind, and that the

sincere conviction of a lady-speaker was that in

uncooked grain alone could be found the ideal

sustenance for both body and soul. Listening

to the varied creeds that were so antagonistic to

her training, Lucie felt as though she had
strayed into some topsy-turvy world wherein the

discomfiting surprise awaited her of finding all

her accustomed ideas discredited. It would have
been like a comic opera, she thought, only there

was no miisic, and it wasn’t at all funny

!

The recurrence of the unexpected had tried

Lucie’s nerves. Throughout the greater part of

the meeting she was worrying lest she should

miss her friends. She knew they were not due

in London before next morning. Still, as the ’bus

slowly jolted them back towards Haverstock

Hill, she experienced an agony of impatience lest,

by some chance arriving a day earlier than was
anticipated, they had sought her in vain.

The dusk of the morrow closing in found

Lucie yet waiting, her ears intent on every

sound that might betoken an arrival. She had

tried in vain to while away the weary hours by

reading one of the romances that formed the

solace of her host’s colourless existence. Mr
Denman had not yet returned, and Mrs Denman
was in the office-drawing-room, so engrossed in a

pile of correspondence that she had forgotten that

the customary tea-time had passed two hours ago.

Lucie was sitting alone in the dim light, a discon-

solate, tealess little figure, beset by fears that her

real relatives might have repudiated her, when
Mrs Denman, her writing finished, entered.

‘ What ! worrying because nobody has come

yet? Why, they may not be able to come before

to-morrow. My work is done at last, and I ’m

starving. SujDpose we go downstairs and make
a real nice supper?’

Glad of any distraction, Lucie followed her

hostess to the kitchen, and had a lesson in

rough-and-ready cookery. Setting a saucepan on

the gas-stove,
,
Mrs Denman threw therein a lump

of butter, and when the butter had melted, added

thereto half the contents of a tin of tomatoes

and four eggs. The recipe, as Mrs Denman
proudly informed her guest, was her own inven-

tion
;
and Lucie, who was dying for a cup of

tea, was trying to conceive a way whereby she

could escape the ordeal of eating the conglomera-

tion without seriously offending her benefactress,

when a loud rat4at, awaking the eclioes of the

hall above, sounded her release.

The discovery tliat the smell of Mrs Denman’s

special delicacy, floating upwards, had filled the

hall with a weird odour annoyed Lucie as she

flew to open the door to her rescuers
;

but, to

her mingled relief and disappointment, the figure

silhouetted against the light from the brougliam

that waited at the gate proved to be that of the

once supercilious clerk.

‘Miss Lorimer?’ he said deferentially. ‘Mr
Lorimer requested me to tell you that he regrets

not being able to come for you himself
;
but he

has sent you the carriage, and hopes you will

accept my escort to Queen’s Gate.’
‘

To Lucie’s astonishment, the once high and

mighty clerk had shrunk into a very humble

person indeed. After assisting her to enter the

carriage, and seeing that she was carefully

wrapped in a fur rug, and that the ventilation

was arranged to her liking, he humbly took his

seat beside the coachman. As the night was

chilly, Lucie suggested that he miglat ride

inside
;

but, with many expressions of grati-
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tude, he refused to take advantage of her

consideration. On arriving, Lucie found her uncle

Andrew waiting alone to receive her. Honoria,

tired by the journey from the Eiviera and a

rough Channel crossing, and possibly a little

disgusted with the prospect of chaperoning a

Colonial cousin, had already gone to bed
;

but

Mr Lorimer’s welcome, though perhaps a trifle

pompous, was kindness itself.

It cheered Lucie to discover in her uncle

—

though their appearance was entirely dissimilar—

a

family resemblance to her father. It was merely

a vague suggestion—one of those impalpable like-

nesses that def}^ analysis. Trying to puzzle out the

matter when alone, Lucie found it impossible to

say wherein the resemblance lay. She thought it'

must consist in a certain vibration of the voice,

some illusive trace of the accent the brothers

had shared as boys when running barefoot about

their native braes, a home-echo that was still

clearly discernible, though one brother had passed

the greater part of his life among the tree-ferns

and ti-tree scrub of a far-off land, and the other

had lived forty years in London trying the while

to rid himself of what he foolishly deemed the

taint of a Scottish accent.

Andrew Seton Lorimer’s story had been that

of many a fellow-countryman. He had travelled

south with no other advantages to aid him than

those of a muscular porridge-nourished frame, a

sound education, a good ajDpearance, and a dour

determination to succeed. He had started life

with the belief that it is an easier thing for a

penniless lad to make a fortune in England than

in Scotland
; and as to a young Scotsman

England means London, it was to London he

had come on chance. At the close of a week

spent in resolutely tramping about from one

dingy Cit}’’ thoroughfare to another in a fruit-

less quest for work, fate or fortune brought him

to the office of a Scottish wholesale merchant, in

whose ears jmung Lorimer’s tones sounded as

sweet music. Nothing would have astonished

Andrew Lorimer more than to learn that it was

his accent—that northern accent the conscious-

ness of whose possession made him blush every

time he heard himself speak—that gained him
his first situation.

THE GAME OF BRIDGE.
By Professor Hoffmann.

IME was, and not many years ago,

when any endeavour to imjDrove

the ‘good old game of whist’

would have been resented as a sort

of sacrilege ;
but ‘ eternal progress

is eternal change,’ and whist itself

is but an outgrowth of still older games. As far

back as the reign of Henry the Eighth a game

called ‘ trump ’ was played, which may be regarded

as the progenitor of modern whist. A somewhat

later version was known as ‘ ruff and honours ’

or ‘slam,’ the name ‘whist,’ or ‘whisk,’ not

having been applied to the game until the early

part of the seventeenth century. At a still later

period it was kno'wm as ‘whisk and swabbers,’

each change of name being associated vdth some

new departure.

Until well into the eighteenth century the

game was played nine up, and forty-eight cards

only were dealt to the players, the reniaining

four forming a kind of ‘miss.’ About 1730 the

points were raised to ten, and the whole fifty-two

cards were distributed, the ‘odd trick’ becoming,

for the first time, an essential feature of the

game. At about the same time whist found its

way from a lower stratum of society into aristo-

cratic circles, and the writings of Edmond Hoyle,

whose ' Short Treatise was first published in

1742, further increased its popularity. <

The game of Hoyle’s day was still the now
obsolete ‘ long whist,’ ten up. The change to

the five-point game, which originated about 1800,

was the result of an accident. Lord Peterborough,

playing whist for considerable stakes, had been

a heaA’y loser. To give him a chance of more

quickly recouping himself, it was proposed to

play five up only. The players, being gentlemen

more economical of time than money, found the

innovation so much to their liking that they

adopted it permanently. The new fashion spread

in other quarters, and short whist gradually super-

seded the older game.

It would appear that short whist is itself now

destined to be displaced by a stilL later version

known as ‘bridge,’ which in a very few years

has established itself as the card game of the

period. As, in spite of its wide popularity, a

large proportion of our readers are probably im-

familiar with it, a brief description of the game

may not be unwelcome.

Bridge is stiU. whist, but whist played after a

totally new fashion. The elements of novelty may

be summarised under the following heads
: (1) A

new mode of deciding the trump suit; (2) vary-

ing values assigned to tricks and honours, accord-

ing to the suit selected for trump
; (3) jDermission

to the players to double and redouble the value

of tricks
; (4) the playing of the third hand as

a dummy, notmthstanding that there are four

players
; (5) a new total of points for ‘ game ’

—namely, thirty up, made by tricks only;

(6) the addition of a fifth honour.

The four players cut for partners and for deal.

The cards are shuffled, cut, and dealt as at whist,
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save, that there is no turn-up. The players look

at their cards, and the dealer names as trump

whichever suit he pleases, or he may declare that

tlie game shall be played sa7is atout—in iDlam

English, without trumps. In deciding on a suit

he has two points to consider : the chance of

making tricks and their value, for this varies in

arithmetical progression according to the suit

selected. When spades are made trumps, each

trick (above six) is worth two points
;
when

clubs, four
;

when diamonds, six
;

and when

hearts, eight. If the hand is j)layed without

trumps, each trick is valued at twelve points.

If the dealer has a very poor hand, or if his

strength lies in one of the less valuable suits, he

may transfer the choice of the trumj) suit to his

partner.

We will suppose that a suit has been named.

It now rests with the player to the left of the

dealer to say whether he will double. This

applies, by the way, to the value of tricks only,

and does not affect any other part of the score.

If the dealer does not feel justified in doubling,

he passes the option to his j)artner, generally by
asking ‘ Shall I 'pla.j ?

^ or using some other words

to the same effect. If the answer is in the

affirmative, he leads a card, and the game pro-

ceeds
;
but if either the elder hand or his partner

doubles, the dealer (or his jDartner) has the right

to redouble, and this process may be continued

until a prearranged limit is reached.

As soon as the elder hand has led to the first

trick, the dealer’s partner exposes his cards,

which are ^^Hyed by the dealer as a dummy
hand, the nominal holder taking no part in the

matter.

At the close of the hand the tricks are coimted

up, only those above six being reckoned on either

side, and being scored two, four, six, eight, or

twelve each (or their values as enhanced by doub-

ling or redoubling) according to the scale above

mentioned. Tricks alone count towards game
;
but

honours have an important effect on the value of

the rubber. These score as follows, the ten being

regarded as a fifth honour.

If j^artners between them hold three honours,

they score in respect of them twice the normal
value of one trick in the suit declared as triunp.

If they hold four honours, they score four times

the value of the trick
; and if they hold five

(three in one hand, two in the other), five times

the value of the trick. One player holding four

honours scores eight times the value of the trick

;

should his ^^artner hold the fifth honour, they

score nine times the value of the trick. Should
one player hold all five honours, the score is

ten times the value of the trick.

If the hand is played without trumps there

can be no honours proper
; but a special value ds

in such case attributed to the holding of three or
more aces. Three aces, divided between partners,

score thirty points
;

four aces, divided, forty

points
;
while four aces in the same hand coimt

one hundred points.

When a suit is declared, should a player chance

to hold no trumps at all, he scores chicane^

reckoned as twice the value of a trick in the

declared suit. This may be scored although his

partner in the same round scores honours.

If partners are fortunate enough to win twelve

tricks, they are said to make a ‘little slam,’

which counts twenty points. In the still rarer

case of their making all thirteen tricks, they are

credited with a ‘grand slam,’ value forty points.

These points are independent of the scoring value

of the tricks as such, and only count (as also do

those for chicane) towards the value of the rubber.

Thirty points constitute game. The rubber

consists of two out of three games, and adds

one hundred points to the score
;

but . this is

no criterion of the net result, which will vary

according as the winners have been fortiuiate or

unfortunate in the holding of honours or in

the making of special scores.

To keep the scores, a card is ruled in two-

columns, and these are headed with the names of

the partners—say, A. and B. in the first column,

C. and D. in the second. A horizontal line is.

drawn across the centre of the card, the honours

and special scores being ^daced above the hori-

zontal line, the tricks below the line. Scoring-

blocks, properly ruled, are supplied by the leading'

playing-card manufacturers.

To illustrate the working of the plan, we will

suppose that in the first round the dealer, A., on

the strength of holding four aces, has declared

to play without trumps ; but his partner being

unable to second him, C. and D. have scored

three tricks, the value of which,^2aider such cir-

cumstances is thirty-six, giving them the first

game. This number is accordingly entered under-

their names in the lower half of the card, and a

stroke is made below the figures to indicate a

completed game. A. and B., for their four aces,

are entitled to one hundred, which they score-

just above the horizontal line.

In the next round diamonds are made trumps..

C. and D. again score three tricks, value in

diamonds eighteen, and three honours value-

twelve. These are credited to 0. and D. respec-

tively below and above their former entry.

B. having . held no trumps, A. and B. score-

twelve for chicane immediately above the one-

hundred previously scored.

In the third hand hearts are made trumps.

C. and D. score two tricks, value sixteen (which,

added to their previous eighteen, gives them the

game and the rubber), and again three honours,

value also sixteen. The whole of each column is

now cast up. The total score of A. and B. is.

one hundred and twelve, and that of C. and D..

(with one hundred added for value of rubber)

,
one hundred and ninety-eight. The difference,

eighty-six (or, in practice, the nearest multiple of.'
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ten, in this case ninety), is the number of points-

to be paid for.

Such figures exhibit a curious contrast to the

eight which represent a ‘bumper' at

ordinary whist. It is not to be supposed, by the

way, that such* a score is by any means excep-

tional
;

indeed, much higher figures are of fre-

ouent occurrence. This fact leads appropriately

to the sole ‘hint for play' which space permits
us to give. If you j)lay bridge at all, let the

value of the points be extremely small, or at

the close of the evening you may find yourself

confronted with a trul}^ formidable .reckoning.

Threepenny points at whist are reckoned a very
modest stake

;
but threepenny points at bridge

would to many people represent small fortunes.

THE KING WEDS.
[Coi^yriglit 1902 by Bobert Barr in IJ.S.A.]

CHAPTER II.

EXT morning- early the itinerants

were on horseback again, facing

southward. The day was wild and
stormy, and so was the next that

followed it
;
but after leaving Tours

they seemed to have entered an

enchanted land, for the clouds were dispersed and

the warm sun came forth, endowing the travellers

with a genial climate like late springtime in

Scotland. As they approached Loches even the

King was amazed by the striking sight of the

castle, a i)lace formidable in its strength, and in

extent resembling a small city.

The gay and gallant Francis received his fellow-

jnonarch with a cordiality that left no doubt of

its genuine character. The French King had the

geniality to meet James in the courtyard, and

'embraced him at the very gates as soon as James

had dismounted. Notmthstanding his twenty

years of seniority, Francis seemed as young as the

Scotch King.

‘ By Saint Denis, James 1
' he cried, ‘ you are

a ^dsitor of good omen, for you have brought

fine weatlier with you and the breath of spring.

All this winter we have endured the climate of

Hades itself, without its warmth.'

The two rulers stood together in the courtyard

entirely alone, for' no man dared frequent their im-

mediate neighbourhood
;
but, in a circle some dis-

tance removed from their centre, the Scotch and

the French fraternised together, a distinguished

assemblage running to a thousand or more, and

from the balconies beautiful ladies looked dovm

on the inspiring scene.

The gates were stiU open and the drawbridge

down when a horseman came clattering over the

causeway, and, heedless of the important audience,

which he scattered to right and left, amid curses

on his clumsiness, drew up his foaming horse in

the very i)resence of Boyalty itself.

Francis cried out angrily at this interruption

:

‘ Unmannerly varlet ! How dare you come

dashing through this throng like a drunken

ploughman?'

The rider flung liimself off the panting horse

and knelt before his enraged master.

‘Sire,' he said, ‘my news may perhaps plead

for me. The army of the Emperor Charles, in

Provence, is broken and in flight. Spain has

met a crushing defeat, and no foe insults the

soil of France except by lying dead upon it.'

‘Now, my good fellow,' cried the King, with

dancing eyes, ‘you are forgiven if you had ridden

doAvn half of my nobility.’

The joyous news spread like wildfire, and cheer

upon cheer rose to heaven like vocal flame to

mark its advance.

‘Brother,' cried the great King to his newly

arrived guest, placing an arm lo^dngly over his

shoulder, his voice with a suspicion of tremulous-

ness in it, ‘you stalwart Scots have always

brought luck to our fair land of France. This

glad news is the more welcome to me that you

are here w’hen I receive it.'

So the two, like aftectionate kinsmen, walked

together into the castle which, although James

did not then know it, was to be his home for

many months.

There was a dinner of state that evening, so

gay and on a scale so .grand that James had

little time or oiDportunity for reflection on his

mission. Here indeed, as Talbot had truly said,

was the flower-garden of the human race, and

the Scottish King saw many a proud lady to

whom probably he would not have been reluctant

to bend the knee
;
but his bride was not among

the number. The Duchess of Vendome exj)lained

to the King that her daughter was suffering from

a slight illness, and, aside from this, was anxious

not to meet for the first time the man she was to

marry in presence of so many curious eyes. This

was certainly reason enough, and the important

meeting took place the following afternoon.

Mary of Yendome might trul}^ be called the

Pearl of France if whiteness of visage gave claim

to that title. The' King found himself confronted

by a drooping young woman, whose stem mother

gave her a support which was certainly needed.

Her. face was of the pallor of wax, and never

once during that fateful interview did she raise

her heavy lids from her eyes. That she had

once been beautiful was undoubted ;
but now her

face was almost gaunt in its excessive thinness.

The deathlike hue of her delicate skin, the fact
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that she seemed scarce to breathe, and that she

never ventured to siDeak, gave her suitor the

impression that she more resembled one pre-

paring for the tomb than a young girl antici-

pating her bridal. She made her curtsey like

one in a trance ;
but the keen eyes of the King

saw the tightening of her mother’s firm hand on

her wrist while she made the obeisance which

etiquette demanded. Short as was their formal

greeting, it was too long for this anaemic creature,

who would have sunk to the floor were it not

for the clutch in which her determined mother

lield her. Even the King, self-contained as he

usually was, found little to say beyond empty

expressions of concern regarding her recent ill-

ness, ending with a brief remark to the effect

that he hoped she would soon recover from her

indisposition ;
but, once the ordeal was over,

James was filled with a frenzy to be alone,

tortured as he was by an agony of mind which

made any encounter with his fellows intolerable.

He strode through the seemingly interminable

corridors of the great castle, paying slight heed

to his direction. All doors opened before his

path, and sentinels saluted as he passed. He
wandered at last, not knowing where he was or

how to get outside. He said to one of the

human statues that held a pike

:

^ Tell me, good fellow, the quickest way to the

outer air
;

some spot where I can be entirely

alone ?
’

The guard, bomug low, called a page, whis-

pered a. word to him, and the boy led the King
to a door which gave access to a secluded garden,

enclosed on every side by high battlements, yet

nevertheless filled with great trees, under which
were walks both straight and mnding. Beside

one wall lay the longest path of this little park,

and up and domi this gravelled way, his hands
clasped behind him, the young King strode im
more disturbance of mind than had ever before

been the case with him.
‘ Oh, God save me ! God save me !

’ he cried.

‘Am I to be wedded to a ghost? That woman
is not even alive, to say whether she is willing

or no. Have I come to France to act the ghoul
and rob the grave of its due? Saints in heaven,

hel]) me ! What am I to do ? I cannot insult

France, yet I cannot chain my living body to

that dead woman. Why is not Talbot here?
He said he would overtake me at Tours, and yet
is he not come. The Pearl of France, said he

;

the jewel of a toad’s head, say I. My honour
staked, and to that unbreathing image of tallow

!

Is this my punishment? Do the sins of our
youth thus overtake us, and in such ghastly
form ? Bones of my ancestors ! I will not wed
the grave, though war and slaughter come of

it
; and yet, my faith is plighted—blindly, un-

knoAvingly plighted. Why does not Talbot come?
He knew what my emotions would be on seeing
that denizen of another world, and so warned me.’

These muttered meditations were suddenly

interrupted by a clear, sweet voice from above

:

‘ ficossais ! Scottish knight ! Please rescue for

me my handkerchief, which I have, alas ! let fall.

Wrap a stone
,
in it and throw it hither, I beg

of you.’

The startled King looked up, and saw, peer-

ing over at him from the battlements above, one

of the most piquant and pretty laughing faces

he had ever beheld. Innocent mischief sparkled

in the lustrous dark eyes, which regarded him

from her seemingly inaccessible perch. A wealth

of dark tousled hair made a midnight frame

for a lovely countenance in the first flush of

maidenly youth. Hothing could be more marked

than the difference between the reality which

thus came unexpectedly into view and his

sombre vision of another. There also sifted

down to him from aloft whisperings that were

evidently protests from persons unseen
;
but the

minx who was the cause of them merrily bade

her counsellors be quiet. She must get her

handkerchief, she said, and the Scot was the

only one to recover it. Fluttering white from

one of the lower branches was a dainty bit

of filmy lace, much too fragile a covering

for the stone she had suggested. The despair

which enveloped the King was dispelled as the

mist vanishes before the beaming sun. He
whqDped out his thin rapier, and deftly dis-

entangling the light burden from the detaining

branch, it fluttered to his hand and was raised

gallantly to his lips, at which the girl laughed

most joyfully, as if this action were intensely

humorous. Other faces peeped momentarily over

the balustrade, to be as quickly withdrawn when
they saw the stranger was looking up at them

;

but the hussy herself, whoever she was, seemed
troubled by no such timorousness, as she rested

her amis upon the stone balustrade, with her chin

above them, her inviting eyes gazing mockingly
on the man below. The King placed the hand-

kerchief in the bosom of his doublet, thrust

home the rapier in its scabbard, then grasj)ed the

lower branch of the tree and swung himself up
on it with the agility of an acrobat. How the

insolence of those eyes was chased away by a

look of alarm.

‘Ho, no,’ she cried; ‘stay where you are. You
are too bold, Scottish knight.’

However, she had to reckon with a ready

wall-climber, either up or down, and many times

his expertness in descent had saved him from the

consequences of too ambitious climbing. The
young man ans\yered not a word, but made his

way speedily up among the branches until he
stood at a level with the parapet. Across the

chasm which divided him from the wall he saw
a broad platform, railed round with a stone
balustrade, this elevated floor forming an ample
promenade that was nevertheless secluded because
of the higher castle walls on every side—walls
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that were unpierced by any window. A door at

the farther end of the platform gave access to

the interior of the palace. Standing now some

distance back from the balustrade were a group of

some half-dozen very frightened women ; but the

first cause of all this commotion remained in the

forefront of the assemblage, angry and defiant.

‘How dare you, sir?’ she cried. ‘Go back, I

command you.’ Then, seeing he made no motion

to obey her, but was measuring with his keen

eye the distance between the bending limb on
which he held his precarious j)Osition and the

parapet, something more of supplication came
into her voice, and she continued :

‘ My good fellow, j)lace the handkerchief on

the point of your sword, and one of my women
will reach for it. Be careful, I beg of you ; that

bough will break under your weight if you

venture farther. The outstretched arm and the

sword will span the distance.’

‘Madam,’ said the King, ‘the sword’s point is

for my enemy. On bended knee must a lady

receive that which belongs to her.’ With this,

before further expostulations were possible, the

young man made his perilous leap, clutched the

parapet with his arm, hung suspended for one

breathless moment, then flung his right leg, a

most shapely member, over the balustrade, and

next instant was kneeling at her feet, offering the

gossamer token. In the moment of crisis the

young lady had given utterance to a little shriek,

which she instantly suppressed, glancing ner-

vously over her shoulder. One of her women
ran towards the door, but the girl peremptorily

ordered her to return.
’ ‘The Scot will not eat you,’ she cried im-

patiently, ‘even if he is a savage.’

‘ Madam, your handkerchief,’ explained the

savage, still offering it.

‘I shall not accept it,’ she exclaimed, her eyes

blazing with resentment at his presumption.

The King sprang to his feet and swept off his

plumed hat with the air of an Italian.

‘ Ten thousand thanks, madam, for your

cherished gift,’ he said, and thrust the slight

web back into his doublet again.

‘ ’Tis not a gift. Bender it to me at once,

sir,’ she demanded, with feminine inconsistency.

She extended her hand; but the King, instead

of returning the article in disj^ute, grasped

her fingers unaware and raised them to his lips.

She drew away her hand with an expression of

the utmost contempt, but nevertheless stood her

ground in spite of the evident anxiety to be

elsewhere of the bevy behind her.

‘Sir, you are unmannerly. No one has ever

ventured to treat me thus.’

‘Then I am delighted to be the first to intro-

duce to yoii so amiable a custom. Unmannerly?

Not so. We savages learn our manners from the

charming land of France
;
and I have been told

that in one or two instances this country has

known not only the fingers but the lips to be
kissed.’

‘I implore you, sir, to desist, and take your
departure the way you came

;
further, I warn

you that danger threatens.’

‘ I need no such warning, my lady. The
danger has already encompassed me, and my
heart shall never free itself from its presence

while remembrance of the lightning of those eyes

abides with me.’

The girl laughed with a trace of nervousness,

and the rich colour mounted to her cheeks.

‘ Sir, you are learning your lesson well in

France.’

‘ My lady, the lowest hind in my country

could not do otherwise under such tutelage.’

‘You shoidd turn your gifts to the service of

jmur master. Go, woo for him poor Mary of

Vendome, and see if you can cure her who is

dying of love for young Talbot of Falaise.’

For a moment the King stood as if struck

by the lightning he had just referred to, then

staggering back a step, rested his hand on the

parapet and steadied himself.

‘ Good heavens !
’ he muttered in low tones, ‘ is

that true?’

All coquetry disappeared from the girl as she

saw the dramatic effect her words had produced.

She moved lightly forward, then held back again,

anxiety on her brow.

‘Sir, what is the matter with you? Are you

ill? Are you a friend of Talbot’s?’

•‘Yes, I am a friend of his.’

‘And did you not know this? I thought every

one knew it. Does not the King of Scotland

know? What will he do when he learns, think

you
;

or will it make a difference ?
’

‘The King of Scotland is a blind fool, a con-

ceited coxcomb, who thinks every woman that

sees him must fall in love with him.’

‘Sir, you amaze me. Are you not a subject of

his? You would not speak so in his hearing.’

‘ Indeed and that I would, vdthout hesitation
;

and he knows it.’

‘ Is he as handsome as they say. Alas ! I am
thought too young to engage in Court festivities,

and in spite of my pleadings I was not allowed

even to see his arrival.’

The King had now recovered his composure,

and there was a return of his air of gaUantry.

‘Madam, tell me your name, and I shall in-

tercede that so rigid a rule for one so fair may

be relaxed.’

‘Ah, now your impudence reasserts itself! My
name is not for you. How can a humble Scottish

knight hope to soften a rule promidgated by the

King of France himself?’

‘Madam, you forget that we are guests of

France, and in this courteous coimtry nothing is

denied us. We meet with no refusals except

from proud ladies like yourself. I shall ask my
Captain

;
he shall pass my request to the General,
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who will spccili to tho King of Scotltiiid.
j

tind. tlio

King, when he knows how beautiful you are,

will beg the favour from Francis himself.'

She clasped her hands with exuberant delight.

‘I wonder if it is possible/ slie said, leaning

towards the gay cavalier as if he were now her

dearest friend, for indeed it was quite evident

that she thought much of him in spite of his

irregular approach. She was too young to feel

the rules of etiquette otherwise than, annoying

bonds, and, like an imprisoned vdld-bird, was

willing to take any course that promised liberty.

‘Your name, then, madam?'

‘My name is Madeleine.'

‘I need not ask if you are noble.'

‘I ani at least as noble as Mary of Yendome,

whom yoiu* King . is to marry, if he is cruel

enough.'

At this point one of the women, who had

stkioned herself near the door, came running

toward the group and warned them that, some-

body ’was approaching. The attendants, who had

hitherto remained passive, probably with some

womanly curiosity regarding the strange inter-

view, now became wild with excitement, and joined

their mistress in begging the stranger to depart.

‘ Kot until I have whispered in your ear,' he

said stoutly.

‘I cannot permit it; I cannot permit it. Go

—go at once, I implore you.'

‘ Then I escort you vdthin the hall to meet

whoever comes.' >

‘Sir, you are importunate. Well, it doesn't

matter
;
whisper.'

He bent towards her and said :

‘Madeleine, you must meet me here alone at

this time to-morrow.'

‘Never, nevei',' she cried resolutely.

‘ Yery well, then ;
here I stay until you

consent.'

‘ You are cruel,' she said, tears springing in her

eyes
;
then appealingly, as a knock sounded against

the door, she added, ‘I promise. Go at once.'

The young man precipitated himself over the

parapet into the tree. The fortune which attends

lovers and drunkards favoured him, and the last

bending branch lowered him as gently to the

gravel of the ^valk as if he were a son of the

forest. He glanced upward, and saw that the

luminous face, in its diaphanous emdronment of

dark hair, was again bent over the parapet, the

lips apart and stiU, sapng nothing, but the

eloquent eyes questioning
;

indeed, he fancied

he saw in them some slight solicitude for his

safety. He doffed his hat, kissed the tips of

his fingers and wafted the salutation, toward her,

while a glow of satisfaction filled his breast as

he actually saw a similar movement on the part

of her own fair fingers, which was quickly

translated into a gesture pointing to the garden

door, and then she placed her finger-tips to her

lijDs, a mute injunction for silence. He knew when

to obey as well as when to disobey, and vanished

quicldy through the door. He retreated in no

such despairing phase of mind as he had ad-

vanced, but now paid some attention to the

geography of the place, that he might return

unquestioning to his tryst of the next day.

JEWISH ANECDOTES.
By B. B. Falk.

ANY clever and witty anecdotes

are credited to the Jewish people,

. from which it would appear that

they possess in a remarkable de-

gree the quality of humour and

subtlety in narrative, generally of

a biting or droll nature.

Heine the great German poet was the Jewish

arch-’v\dt. As he had in his younger days become

converted to the
.
Protestant faith, a friend asked

him the reason for the cliange. ‘I was afraid,'

,

;
. was the rejoinder, ‘that the Eothschilds would

, become too familiar with me.' It was Heine

who bade all men beware whom they had for

their godfathers ! .

"

Disraeli dearly loved a joke at the expense of

others. An author wlio-diad sent his latest effort

^ in fiction to him received the following com-
plimentary acknowledgment: ‘I thank you for

the book you sent me, and wiU lose no time in

reading it.' ‘I wonder what makes my eyes , so

weak?' a fierce Eadical once .said to Disraeli.

‘ It is because they are in a weak place,' was the

reply. An incident in the life of the late Lord

Eosslyn shows how acute was the sense of humour
in Disraeli. ‘ YTaat can we do with Eosslyn ?

' he

asked of a colleague. ‘Make him Master of the

Buckhounds, as his father was,' suggested the

latter. ‘No/ rejplied the Premier; ‘he swears

far too much for that. We will make him High

Commissioner to the Church of Scotland.'

Many interesting stories are told of the

Eothschilds. A young foj) who paid one of the

celebrated Jewish bankers a visit was so proud

of his set of malachite sleeve-buttons that lie

foolishly insisted^ on exhibiting them to his host.

The latter looked at them, and then remarked,

‘ Yes, it is a pretty stone
;

I have always liked

it. In the next room I have a mantelpiece made

of it,'

The grandfather of the present Lord Eothschild

made a practice of employing a certain cabby to

drive him round on his business calls, paying

the man liberally but not lavishly. That gentle-
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man’s son also occasionally employed tlie same
driver, and lie invariably gave a substantial

gratuity in addition to tlie fare. This difference

puzzled the cabman for a time, till eventually he
plucked iqi sufficient courage to ask the elder

Eothschild to explain why his son always paid
more than he did. ‘ My good man,’ Eothschild

replied, ‘my son has the good fortune to have a

rich father
;

I haven’t.’

The wife of one of the Eothschilds lived to be
ninety-eight. On her deathbed she said to her
medical attendant, ‘ Oh dear, doctor, can you do
nothing for me?’ ‘Hothing, madam,’ he rexilied.

‘I cannot make you young again.’ ‘No,’ she

added; ‘I do not want that. I should like to

live to grow old.’

The late M. Adoljihe D’Ennery, the French
dramatist, possessed a ready and pungent wit

which frequently discomfited his enemies. A
rival once remarked, ‘This D’Ennery is a true

Jew
; that is why he never produces a play

without interest.’ ‘ Ah,’ answered D’Ennery,
‘ what a good Christian you are 1

’

Zangwill, the famous Jewish writer, tells some
funny anecdotes of himself. It is related that

one day a lady, in conversation,
, inquired his

‘Christian’ name. ‘I have none,’ was the bland

response
;

‘ my first name is Israel.’ Zangwill is

likewise the authority for a story about a man
who clung all night to the edge of a precipice,

not daring to let himself fall, and who when
the davm came found that the precipice was only

two feet in detDth.

A Jew, meeting a hunchback on board an

Italian steamer, discussed the Jewish question

with him on several occasions without men-
tioning that he was a Jew. After a while, how-

ever, the Jew grew friendly, and said, ‘And now
I will tell you something: I am a Jew.’ ‘Con-

fidence for confidence,’ replied the man
;

‘ I will

also tell you something : I am a hunchback.’

Fromental Haffivy—his opera La Juive (‘The

Jewess’) has long outlived him—was originally a

pux^il of Cherubini, whose surEness often caused

him considerable pain. Once, throughout the

entire x^^rformance of a new ox^era by Halevy,

the famous composer remained obstinately mute.

‘Hav^e joi\ nothing to sa}^ to me, master?’ cried

the young man in despair. ‘I say nothing to

you because you say nothing to me,’ was the

.witty and at the same time scathing reply.

A cax^ital story is associated with the name of

Dr Lueger, the notorious anti-Semite Burgomaster

of Vienna. Three soldiers once waited upon him

as a deputation, and before dismissing them he

said to one, ‘What would you do if the Emperor

ordered you to shoot the Burgomaster of Vienna?’

‘I would shoot the Burgomaster,’ was the stolid

reply. ‘Oh!’ said Dr Lueger, ‘and what is

your religion?’ ‘I am a Protestant.’ ‘In that

ease I am only slightly surprised at you,’ said

the Burgomaster. Turning to another soldier, he

rex)eated the question. ‘If the Euix^eror bade me
shoot the Burgomaster I would obey,’ replied
the man. ‘And what is jmur religion?’ ‘I am
a Eoman Catholic.’ ‘ In that case I am exceed-
ingly surprised at you.’ The third soldier,

when addressed, replied, ‘I would not shoot
the Burgomaster.’ ‘Ah!’ said the Burgomaster,
highly pleased

;
‘ and why not, my friend ?

What is your religion?’ ‘I am a Jew,’ ‘What !’

shrieked Lueger. ‘Do you know that I am the

greatest anti-Semite in all Austria and Hungary,
and you would not shoot me ? ’ ‘I haven’t a

rifle,’ replied the man. ‘ I am a drummer.’
Tableau

!

A famous rabbi, who had many opponents, had a

banquet given him in honour of his installation in

office, to which several noted divines were incited.

The rabbi, feeling uncomfortable in his chair,

moved it, whereux^on some one in the comx^any
in a sarcastic tone asked, ‘Is the chair too high
for the rabbi?’ Quick came the retort, ‘No;
the table is too low.’

The Jewish beggar rejoices in the euphonious
title of sclinorrer. One of the fraternity, having
saved a little money by dint of industriously

pursuing his vocation, and feeling in need of a

rest, decided to revisit his native land, Eussia.

There he met a relative, ydio was looking very

much ‘down in the mouth,’ and who, noticing

the x^rosperous condition of the erstwhile wanderer,

eagerly besought his assistance. The latter agreed

to help liim for a consideration. The sclinorrer,

handing him a book in which were vuitten down
the names and addresses of the peox3le he had

called ux^on when in England, together with the

amounts received from each, explained to the tyro

the modns operandi of the profession. "Wlien the •

latter arrived in England he sought out the first

address in the book
;
and, acting as he had been

advised to do, he received the specified sum.

His second, third, and fourth calls were likewise

satisfactory
;

but at the next house, to his sur-

X)rise, he was offered only half the amount set

down in the book. ‘What is the matter?’ he

immediately asked. ‘Well,’ rexfiied the master,

‘I’ve just been married, and consequently cannot

sx^are as much.’ ‘How dare you get married at

my expense?’ was the indignant rejoinder.

A Jew noted equally for his generosity and

unorthodoxy used to keex^ his xfiace of business ox^en

on the Jewish Sabbath, much to the disgust of

his co-religionists, who scrupulously observed the

Day of Eest. Naturally, in the absence of com-

petition, the man did a flourishing trade, and felt

no qualms. Eegularly he x^^iJ subscrix^tioii

to the Jewish charities, gkdng on many occasions

tvdce as much as the rest. Noticing that their

businesses were falling off, the others at length

disregarded their scruples so much as to keep

open shop on' the Sabbath too. Then there was

an immediate reduction in the ‘generous’ man’s

subscriptions ;
and on being asked the reason for
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this, lie replied, ‘ While the rest kept shut on the

Sahhcath I did all the trade and could afford to

give away a substantial amount. Now that they

remain open my business has decreased, and I am
not able to give as much.’

The widow of a rabbi was very ill, and the

pious women of the village came to say prayers

with her. They noticed that under the pillow

lay a Jewish prayer-book and a crucifix. ‘What

do you mean?’ the women asked, pointing to the

cross. ‘I don’t feel, very clear as to which is

right,’ the invalid replied, ‘so I have got them

both.’

A Jew who had asked a rabbi whether it was

permissible to shave one’s beard during a certain

festival, and had received a negative reply, met

the same cleric a little later, and noticed that his

beard had been newly trimmed. ‘I thought you

said we weren’t allowed to shave,’ he gasped out

in astonishment. ‘Oh,’ was the remarkable re-

sponse, ‘ you asked
;

I didn’t.’

A Jew had a friend who sent him a birthday

present of a peacock. The orthodox Hebrew,

being rather doubtful as to whether it would

be right for him to eat the bird, went to the

local rabbi. ‘You must by no means eat it,’

was the latter’s decision, and the peacock was

forthwith confiscated. Next day the poor Jew
learned, to his great surprise, that at an evening

party which the rabbi had given the night before,

roast-peacock had formed the i^rincipal dish. In

indignation he sought out the rabbi again. ‘My
dear ‘ sir,’ was the explanation, ‘ after you had
gone I appealed to my learned father for his

opinion on the matter, and it differed from mine.

Naturally, I consider him a greater rabbi than I.’

Here are two choice anecdotes of Jewish

children. A teacher asked, ‘Who reigned after

Saul?’ ‘David,’ readied the bright scholar. ‘And
who came after David?’ ‘Solomon.’ And who
came after Solomon ?

’
‘ The Queen of Sheba !

’

This was the patriarch Abraham’s biograj)liy,

according to an examination-paper :
‘ He was the

father of Lot, and had two wives ; one was called

Ishmael and the other Hagar. He kept one at

home and he turned the other into the desert,

where she became a pillar of salt in the daytime

and a pillar of fire by night.’

Coleridge, meeting a Jewish old-clothesman who
cried as usual, ‘ 01’ do’ I ol’ do’ !

’ stoj^ped and

asked him why he persisted in saying ‘ 01’ do’ !

’

instead of ‘Old clothes.’ The Jew looked at his

questioner earnestly for a moment or two, and

then replied dryly, ‘If your honour had to say

it five hundred times a day you’d say “01’

do’ !
” too.’.

Neither smoking nor riding is allowed on the

Jewish Sabbath
;

but a rich Jew was constantly

noticed on the tojD of a tramcar on the sacred

day. A co-religionist remonstrated with him on

the indecorum of his conduct, and wound up

with the remark, ‘Well, if you will ride on the

Sabbath, at least go inside, so that others may
not see you.’ ‘I am afraid that is impossible,’

exclaimed the man addressed. ‘Why?’ ‘Because

they don’t allow smoking inside.’

Two Jews, wishing to become Catholics, called

at the house of a 2̂ dest, and finding he was not

in, decided to wait. As the day advanced and
the iDriest did not return, one of the men became

restless. ‘Come away,’ he said to his companion,

‘or we slibll be late for the synagogue.’

PART
By J. J

I

R MONITOR laid down the sheaf

of closely figured documents which
he had been reading aloud, and
stared across the double desk at

his partner. ‘Well?’ he said after

a lengthy pause.

Mr Merrimac jmrsed his lips, pushed forward
his shaven chin, and slowly shook his bald head.

The other, a large, tliin-li]pped, gray-headed
man, made an impatient movement. ‘Wiat are

your objections?’ he demanded.

‘Surely you can guess, Duncan,’ was the quiet

reply.

‘I should like to hear them, Donald.’

‘Very well. Your plan is altogether speculative,

and it seems to me that in some points it is—not
quite straight.’

‘Bah! We must take some risks; further, we

N E R S.

‘. Bell.

must fight our opponents with their own weapons.

You know as well as I do that business has gone

back these last two years.’

‘It will come again, Duncan.’
‘ Yes

;
if we make use of our opportunities.

Now, I’ve thought the matter out very fully and
carefully ’

‘ I can perceive that.’

‘And the scheme I. have just proposed to you
is certain—yes, certain—to bring about the result

we both desire : an increase of business, and

probably a more than relative increase of

We shall practically corner the market, Donald

—

think of that 1—corner the market !

’

Mr Merrimac shook his head again. ‘I’m sorry

I can’t approve of your scheme. Let us be

content to wait. You can hardly complain that

we are losing money at present.’
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‘No, I can't. But tlie time will come,’ said Mr
Monitor, raising his voice, ‘when we shall lose

money unless we decide to step out of the old-

fashioned rut we Ve been running in for—for

dear knows how long.’

‘ Thirty-two years, Duncan,’ murmured his

partner, senior in age only, for the twain Avere

equall}^ interested in the business. ‘ And I ’m
afraid I’m too old to change my methods now.

Give up this idea, Duncan,’ he continued ear-

nestly. ‘We’ve both more than enough money
to carry us to the—the end of the journey

;
and

we’ve no folks dependent on us. I’m as keen on
the business as ever I was

;
but I want to work

away in j)eace.’

‘But, don’t you see’

‘No; I don’t see with your eyes, Duncan;
and sooner than fall in Avith your proposal I’d

retire—yes, retire 1

’

‘ Nonsense, man ! But I ’ve given in to you,

Donald, all my life, and I want to have my OAvn

Avay this time. If you had agreed to some of

my proposals in the past the business Avould haAm

been twice the size it is to-day.’

‘Yes; quite true,’ the other softly replied.

‘But if I had agreed to other of your proposals

in the past the business Avould liaA^e been out of

existence long before to-day. No, no, Duncan

;

let well alone.’

Mr Monitor, Avho had held back his rising

temper until noAv, leapt to his feet in a rage, a

proceeding Avhich caused the old glass door of the

private room to rattle violentl}^ and set the

clerks in the outer office, listening anxiously
; but

they heard nothing, for Mr ]\Ionitor’s rage reduced

his voice to a hoarse Avhisper.

‘I’ve had patience long enough Avith your sIoav,

antiquated Avaj^s, and I’m confounded if I’m

going to play second-fiddle for ever !

’

Both men’s faces Avere white, and their hands

trembled. Mr Merrimac rose and faced his

partner.

‘Thirty-tAvo years,’ he began in a shaky Amice.

‘ Fudge 1
’ interrupted Monitor saA^agely. ‘ All

the more reason for ceasing to be a pig-headed

fool !

’

Merrimac clenched his hands. ‘ Pig-headed

fool ! YHiy, sir, if I hadn’t been a pig-headed

fool, as you have . the impudence to call me,

you'’d have been a bankrupt begging in the

gutter thirty years ago.’
'

‘You’re losing your temper,’ sneered Mr
Monitor. ‘Ha! ha I You’ve some spirit in you

after all.’

Mr Merrimac’s usually placid countenance was

contorted with passion, and it Avas nearly a

minute ere he could speak. ‘ I retire I
’ he

gasped. ‘I leaAm you to AAumck the business AAuth

your infernal Yankee notions. Don’t dare to

communicate Avith me unless through Jabber and

Jones, Queen Street. I’ll tell Jabber to settle my
affiiirs here !

’ He snatched his shiny hat from

the peg, grabbed his umbrella from the stand,

and marched unsteadily from the room and out
of the office.

Mr Monitor stood gaping at the door. After a

little he Avent forAvard and shut it carefully.

Then he returned to his seat at the desk, and
picked up the documents which had fallen to the

floor.

‘Good gracious,’ he muttered, ‘AAdiat an aAvful

rage he Avas in I Bah! he’ll be back in the

afternoon. Not that I’m going to give in. I’ll

shoAv him AAdiat can be made of this business by
a man AAuth spirit. Yes, yes; he’ll be back after

lunch. I suppose I OAve him an apology. Funny
thing to apologise to old Donald. Ha ! ha ! Ah,
Avell ! Thirty-tAAm years.’

But Mr Merrimac did not come back after

dinner.

II.

Although the deed of copartnery contained a

clause providing a reasonable time for the repay-

ment of caj)ital to either partner who should

retire from the business, Mr jMonitor, a feAv

days after the quarrel, informed Mr Merrimac’s

laAvyers, through his oaaui, that he Avould be pre-

pared to hand over the amount due—and it Avas

a moderate fortune— in less than a month.

This neAA’S AA’as a severe bloAv to Mr Merrimac.

‘What does it mean?’ he asked Mr Jabber, of

Messrs Jabber & Jones, Aidiile closeted AAdth that

intelligent gentleman at his office in Queen

Street. ‘The business cannot be worked on half

the old capital.’

‘ My dear sir,’ returned Mr Jabber blandly,

‘your late partner is the last man in the AAmiid

not to knoAv that. I presume the reason of his

readiness to repay, your share in the concern is

simply that he has taken a neAv partner AAutli

caxiital to replace yours.’

‘A neAv j)artner!’ gasped Mr Merrimac. ‘I

never thought of such a thing—after thirty-tAvo

years,’ he added to himself.

‘ Mr Monitor has acted Avisely
;

and, I may

say, Avith dignity
;

AAffiile I am sure his readi-

ness to get matters settled must haA^e saved you

considerable—ahem !—pain, or at any rate em-

barrassment,’ observed Mr Jabber, fixing a

beady, genial eye on his client. ‘It is a pity

to haA^e such old connections seA^ered ;
but of

course, my dear Mr Merrimac, you could not

haA^e conscientiously retained your interest in

the firm.’

‘I~doubt I Avas. hasty,’ said the other sloAAdy.

‘But the thing’s done, and if he comes to regret

it he need not blame me.’

‘Certainly not, certainly not,’ said Mr Jabber

soothinglA' ;
and then brightly, ‘And so you’re

going to remoA^e to the country, my dear sir. I

congratulate you and eiiA'^’' you. At our time of

life, the quiet of the country is—ahem !—in-

deed exceedingly—ah !—pleasant. We shall trouble
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you with correspondence no more than is abso-

lutely necessary, and’
‘ I wish,’ said Mr Merrimac interrupting, that

you would Iceex^ me posted in my—er—^late

jDartner’s movements, should you happen at any

time to have knowledge of them. That is, I

should be glad to hear of any large public con-

tracts he may enter into, or any—ahem ! ahem !

—speculative transactions, and so on, that you

may be aware of. You see. Jabber,’ concluded

the old gentleman in something like an ax)61o-

getic tone, ‘although I would not cross the man’s

doorstep under any circumstances, I ’ve still a

feeling for the business that was half my ovm
for—for thirtj^-two 3"ears.’

‘Your wishes shall always have our best atten-

tion, my dear Mr Merrimac,’ said Mr Jabber,

who was more touched than he would have

cared to ovm by the request of his old friend

and client.

For the first few weeks of his retiral to the

country, Donald Merrimac was fairl}’- successful in

keeping Duncan Monitor out of his thoughts.

The laying out of an extensive garden and the

building of a spacious conservatory were in pro-

gress, and his days were jiretty fully occupied

in watching the work and discussing it with

gardeners and tradesmen
;

but ere long a time

came when, while inspecting plans and estimates

and talking thereof, he found his mind wander-
ing away to the dingy, shabby little private room
in the City, v'ith the huge, clumsy double-desk on
the faded and worn carpet, the out-of-date maps
and commercial diagrams on the grimy walls. Ah,
yes ! Though he would not confess it to himself,

his heart was still there, and deplorably jealous

of the man, whoever he was, who filled his place.

‘ MTiat a pity Duncan lost his temper that day !

’

he would sometimes say to himself
; and as the

weeks went past he would add, ‘ If he had only

made some advances I might have forgiven him.’

Ajj he would have forgiven Duncan almost at

once if the latter had not been in such a hurry
to pay out the .money—or, rather, to take a
new partner. It was the thought of the new
partner that rankled sorest and most deeply.

How and then Mr Jabber at the end of a busi-

ness letter would drop some liint about ‘Monitor’s
affairs. The new partner was apparently a ‘ sleep-

ing’ one, for he had never been seen at business,

and no name had been substituted for that of

Merrimac on the old brass plate at the door.

(Monitor had intended to have the name removed,
but somehow it was allowed to remain.) Then
Mr Jabber informed his client that great changes
had taken place in the office. The staff had been
considerably augmented, and the furnishings had
been wholly renewed. Mr Merrimac shuddered
when he read this. He had hideous dreams for

nights after of telephones and typewriters and
electric lights, ringing and ticking and blazing in
the dear old premises which, until his departure,

had remained as they were at the middle of the

nineteenth century. Many other items concern-

ing his late partner came to disturb him during

the first six months of residence in the country
;

but he learnt nothing to cause him anything like

real alarm till about a }^ear after his retiral

thither. Then Mr Jabber wrote :
‘ I happened

to be dining with a friend at the Regent’s Glul)

last night, when Mr Monitor came in. I regret

to inform you that he looked very ill, and quite

ten years older. My friend, whose name I am
not at liberty to mention, informed me that he

understood that Mr Monitor was largely interested

in whale-fin oil, which you may have seen from

the papers had a severe slump yesterday, after

reaching the highest price on record. Should

I hear anything further I shall let you know
without dela3

^’

Mr Merrimac dropped the letter and grabbed

the morning’s newspaper, which informed him that

on the ]Drevious day whale-fm oil had dropped

sixty-three shillings a ton.

‘ Good heavens !
’ he groaned. ‘ What did the

fool touch oil for—the least important part of his

business ? ’ He left his breakfast and hurried

along to the village post-office.

‘Send me this morning’s price of fin-oil,’ he

telegraphed to a broker of his acquaintance.

About noon, after a miserable period of

suspense, he received a rejdy :
‘ Offered at sixteen

pounds. Ho buyers. Enormous cargoes arriving

from Faroes.’

Merrimac stamped the floor in his wrath. ‘A
drop of other fifty shillings at least 1 Oh, the

madman 1

’

Half-an-hour later he caught a train to town.

It was late in the afternoon when he arrived at

the door with the brass plate engraved ‘ Merrimac

and Monitor,’ and thrice he placed his foot on the

step and drew back ere he could compose himself

sufficiently to enter. A smart young clerk came

forward to the counter, but was shoved aside

by an older and less dressy individual who
had recognised his old principal. His voice was

husky as he said, ‘Glad to see you again, sir.

Hope you’re keeping well.’

‘All right, thank you, Brown,’ returned Mr
Merrimac hastily. ‘Is—is he alone?’

‘Yes, sir. I’ll tell him’

‘Ho, no, Brown. I’ll just step in.’ Hardly

noticing the brilliant and freshly decorated office,

the ex-partner made his way along the short

passage, turned the handle of the door marked
‘ Private,’ and entered the room. A glance showed

him that no change had taken j)lace there, unless

it was in the appearance of the occupant, who at

first did not look up from his desk. Jabber had

been right. Duncan Monitor was looking both

ill and aged. ,

*

‘ I ’m not ready yet with that statement,’ he

said, evidently under the impression that a clerk

had approached him.
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‘Duncan/ said Mr Merrimac softly.

‘ Good !
^ cried Mr Monitor, springing to

liis feet.

They stared at each other, and shook hands in

a feeble, shamefaced fashion.

‘ May I sit do^vn ? ^ asked the visitor.

‘ Of course—of course. Sit there.’

Mr Merrimac found himself sitting in his old

chair, with kis old blotting-pad, ink-pot, pens,

and paper-cutter in front of him. He noticed

that the ink had dried up, and that the nibs

were rusty
; also that a reflection, as it were, of

liis signature was plainly visible on the blotting-

paper. At the sight of these things a warmth
of gratitude possessed him.

‘ Duncan, this was good of you,’ he said gently,

raising his eyes to those of his late partner, who
smiled rather foolishly.

‘I hope you have been well, Donald,’ said

Monitor aAvkwardly.

‘ Oh yes, well enough. But you—you ’ve been
overdoing it, surely. You—you’ But words
failed him, and he sat silent, looking across the

desk, with a world of pity in his eyes.

The other shrugged his shoulders. ‘ There has

been a good number of things to attend to since

—since you retired. We’—the pronoun came
quite naturally—‘have been doing a lot of extra

business this year.’

‘The beggar’s trying to hide his trouble,’

thought Donald.

‘We have done several big things in oil,’ went
on Duncan, playing nervously with a pencil

—

‘whale-fin oil in particular. The market for it

has broadened tremendously of late, and the price

was booming till the other day,’

‘Ah ! but it ’s a dangerous thing to handle,’

remarked the older man,

‘It is,’ said Monitor shortly, and bit his lip.

Donald repressed a sigh, and wondered how he

could best introduce his offer of assistance. A
silence fell between the two men. It had been a

year of regrets for both “of them.

At last Duncan spoke, prefacing his words

.

with a bashful cough. ‘ I—I ’m glad to see

you again, Donald. I—I’ve always been sorry

for that day.’

‘So have I, Duncan.’ Then without warning

he burst out, ‘Tell me the worst, man.’

‘ The worst 1 ’

‘Ay, the worst. Ho; teU me everything, if

you can bear it. You can trust me. Tell me
who your—your partner is.’

‘Partner? I never had a partner but you,

Donald.’

‘Eh? What? And how—^liow did you pay

me out my money? Man, I was angry at the

way you threw it after me. But never mind

that now. You couldn’t have drawn it out of

the business in so short a time. I know you

couldn’t.’

‘Well, I’ll allow it was a bit of a struggle

;

but I was so angry with you that I didn’t care

what I did. Like the man in the Scriptures, I
sold all that I had—outside the business—and
borrowed a good lump, and paid you, Donald;
and for six months after I never had five pounds
of ready money in my possession.’

‘ Oh, Duncan, Duncan !

’

‘But no new partner for me, Donald.’

Another silence fell between them.
Mr Merrimac was the one who broke it. He

gave a gulp, leant forward,^ and said, ‘ A—about
the oil, Duncan?’

‘Oh, the oil. Well, at one time we held a
goodish bit over two thousand tons.’

Donald fell back in his chair, liis face blanched.

‘Oh, you fool, you fool!’ he whispered. ‘What
made you do it ?

’

‘Well, I knew it was a speculation, and’

Mr Monitor' stopped, choked, and bent liis

head.

‘Duncan, I’m not here to blame you. I’m
sorry for all you’ve gone through. Look here,

man—take back the money you paid me. You
can have it to-morrow, and if you need more to

carry on with I’ll raise it. I can’t see you sink,

Duncan
; I can’t see you sink. Thirty-two years

we’ve sat here together, and—and’

Monitor bounded from his chair and wrung
his old partner’s hand. ‘And you’ll come and sit

here again, Donald ?
’

‘Ho, no. I can’t give you my conscience,

Duncan ;
but you ’re welcome to my purse.

What—what was the net result of that oil

deal?’ he asked abruptly.

‘Close on eleven thousand pounds.’

Donald shivered. ‘ An awful sum 1
’ he mut-

tered. ‘But, of course, it won’t beat me,’ he

added. ‘Ho wonder you’re not looking weU,

Duncan.’

‘It was fairly exciting, but’

‘ Exciting ? Losing eleven ’

‘Losing? Ho; making! Ylhat are you dream-

ing about, Donald ? I sold out at the best prices,

you know.’

He might have struck his old partner between

the eyes with his great fist. It was a fidl

minute ere the latter recovered from the mental

blow.

‘So—so you don’t need my help, Duncan,' he

said feebly, and almost sadly, after sundry ques-

tions had been asked and answered.

‘Hot your money, though I couldn’t for the

life of me stop you when you offered it ; but I

want your help here in every way but that.

I’ve been lucky this time; but’ 'He broke

off with a laugh. It was a subtle compliment to

Mr Merrimac.

The older man shook liis head. ‘We might

quarrel again,’ he sighed.

‘Then I’ll retire too,’ said Mr Monitor.

A light flashed into the other's eyes. ‘Are you

in earnest, Duncan?’
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‘Well, to tell tlie truth, Ihn a l3 it wearied of it

all. I could enjoy some of your peace, Donald.’

Donald rose to his feet, smiling at the hapx^y

idea which his friend’s words had awakened.

‘Man,’ he said gaily, ‘I’ve got a nice little

place down at Dovedale
;
but it—it’s too big for

one. What do you say, Duncan'?’

The firm of Merrimac & Monitor has disap-

peared
;
but the twain are still Partners !

CANNIBAL PLANTS AND FLOWERS.
By C. L. McClueu Stevens.

OST carnivorous plants are of com-

paratively small size. The species

recently discovered by Dunstan

on the shores of Lake Nicaragua,

I however, is not so. As this natu-

ralist was walking mth his dog he

was attracted by its cries of pain and terror, and

hastening to the rescue, found the animal held

by three black sticky bands, which had chafed

the skin to bleeding. These bands were the

branches of a newly -found carnivorous

which has been named by Dunstan the ‘ land

octopus.’ The branches are described as being

flexible, polished black, without leaves, secreting a

viscid fluid, and furnished with a great number of

suckers by which they attach themselves to their

victims
;

it might, in fact, be almost believed,

without any great effort of the imagination, to be

an octopus transformed into a plant. This un-

canny product of the vegetable kingdom is known
to the natives as ‘ the devil’s noose.’

The moth-catching plant (Aratigia alhens) is a

native of Central Africa. It was introduced into

Australia quite accidentally some eight or nine

years ago, and has since been extensively pro-

pagated there, it having been found that its white

and sweet-smelling flowers attract and destroy vast

quantities of moths. The action of this truly

remarkable plant has been found by experiment

to be purely mechanical. The calyx of the flower

is rather deep, and the receptacle for its sweet

juices is placed at its base. Attracted by the

powerful scent and the prosj)ect of honey, the

moth 'dives down into the calyx and protrudes its

proboscis to reach the tempting food. Before it

can accomplish its purpose, however, the proboscis

is nipped between two strong, hard, black pincers

which guard the passage. Once caught, there is

no escajDe
;

the insect invariably, perishes miser-

ably. It is a somewhat singular fact, however,
that in New Zealand, where the plant has been
cultivated for the exjDress purpose of destroying

the detested codlin-moth, it has been a failure,

chiefly because that wily insect declines to enter

the trap.

The story of the upas-tree of Java is well
known. Up till cpiite recently it was supposed
to be a myth pure and simple

;
the letter from

a ‘ Dutch physician ’ published in the Lo^idon
Magazine of 1783 hoaxed Erasmus Darwin and
the world, but was merely one of the fabrications

of the ingenious George Steevens. M. Becarr

the French ex^^lorer has, however, discovered

in Sumatra a plant which actually does give

forth poisonous exhalations. Its existence had

long been asserted by the natives
;

and, after

diligent search, the intrejoid Frenchman came

across several specimens buried deep in the path-

less forests of the far interior. It resembled, as

his guides had foretold, a gigantic lily. The
spadix was over six feet high, the spiked leaves

were from ten to twelve feet long, and the entire

evil-smelling growth covered an area of over sixty

square feet. The poisonous fumes were found to

be strongest at sundovui and for about an hour

before sunrise. So virulent were they that a goat,

a dog, and sundry other small animals tethered

at night in its immediate vicinity were found

quite dead and cold in the morning
;

while

M. Becari himself was rendered violently sick by
a mere cursory examination of the plant and

its surroundings. , In the loathsome depths of

its bell-shaped flowers were found the decaying

bodies of innumerable bats, small birds, &c.

Just as this vulture among the lily tribe gave

rise to the upas-tree legend, so probably has the

old story of the sea-serpent been derived from

the presence in certain waters of a gigantic

snake - like seaweed — the Macromjstis ])yrifera.

This Titan among alg£e attains its greatest size

in the neighbourhood of Kerguelen’s Land, where
specimens have been found which measure seven

hundred feet in length, and as thick as a man’s

body.

PEESCIENCE.

The roses failed in the lover’s bower :

One by one in the autumn tide

They ceased to brighten ’neath sun and shower,

And cast their glory and dropped their pride.

The lady gathered them one by one,

And laid their leaves in a dainty bowl

;

And many a time as the year ran done

The fragrant memory soothed her souL

Her lover laughed at her care
;
but she

Looked into his eyes in a wistful way :

‘Dead flow’rs are dearer than buds to be.’ . . .

And her words were his when he mourned in May.

,J. J. Bell.
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PART I.

will be a liiuidred years on

lOfcli October tliis year since Hiigb

Miller, tlie son of tbe master of

a trading-sloop lost in tbe Moray

Eirtli ill 1807, saw tbe light in

Cromarty. Afterwards he rose to

be one of the most famous self-tanght journalists

and geologists that Scotland has produced ;
and

his career, which culminated in a tragedy at

fifty-four, was thus divided : childhood and

youth, fifteen years
;

neither at work nor school

for two years
;

in the quarry and hewing-shed

fifteen years
;

as bank accountant five years ;
and

as editor of the JVitnesSj the champion of the

Free Church of Scotland, for seventeen years.

Miller may have lacked pliability, but he im-

pressed all who met him by his massiveness

and strength
;
according to Dr Chalmers, as a

journalist he took a long time to load, but was

a great gun when he did go off. He was gifted

with a strong will and a idvid imagination, seen

in every page of his prose writings. His early

struggles are recorded in his very interesting

autobiograxffiy, ilfi/ Schools and Schoolmasters, the

most popular of all his Avorks. As Sir Archibald

Geikie Avell says; ‘Ho man of his time had

done so much to spread an interest in geology

and in science generally among English-speaking

people all over the Avorld. The story of his life,

as told by himself, Avas one of the classics in

our literature, both for the admirable lessons it

conveyed and for the consummate mastery of our

language AAdiich it displayed.’

It may not be generally knoAAm that the lady

Avhom Hugh Miller married, Lydia Ealconer Eraser

(1811-76), kept a prwate journal, AAdiich contains

recollections of her boarding-school days, her first

meeting Avith and impressions of Hugh Miller,

and early married life and AA^ays in Cromarty,

until the removal of her husband to Edinburgh

paper. It is this diary that is given here, edited

by her granddaughter, Lydia Miller Mackay,

author of the fine poem, ‘ Lament for Moraig,’ in

Ghamhers^s for 1900 (p. 640). The greater part of

this narrative is here printed for the first time.

On the eA^e of coming to Edinburgh, Hugh
Miller Avrote a series of articles for this journal

:

the first on ‘George Eoss,’ a remarkable north-

country laird and a benefactor to Cromarty
;
the

others AA^ere ‘The Mermaid,’ ‘Dropping Cave,’

three entitled ‘Walks out of ToAim’ (1839),

and tAA"o on ‘ Gropings of a Working-Man in

Geology’ (1838). These last contain the germ

of his OAvn autobiography ;
in the first, pictur-

ing himself leaving his mother’s cottage before

sunrise to make his first acquaintance Avitli

a life of labour and restraint, he says :
‘ I AA'as

a slim, loose -jointed boy at the time, fond

of the pretty intangibilities of romance, and

dreaming Avhen broad aAvake. I AA^as noAV going

to Avork as a mason’s apprentice in one of the

Cromarty quarries.’ It AA^as in these quarries

that Hugh Miller had his first practical lessons

in geolog3^ In a footnote to this article the

conductors of Chamberses say that the fact that

Hugh ]\Iiller only by rare chance saAV a book

that had not been fifty years in print Avas a

proof of the rarity of copyright books among the

peo^fie. Eobert Chambers, from AAEom a remark-

able autobiographical letter is printed in the

biography of Miller by Peter Bayne (18/1), AAns

one of the first to remark the singidar interest

attaching to all that Miller Avrote. Bayne says

of Miller’s neAvspaper leaders that, ‘as complete

journalistic essays, symmetrical in plan, finished^ in

execution, and of sustained and splendid abilitj^

the articles are unriA^'aHed.’ Dr Buckland said

he Avould giA’^e his left hand for such powers

of description as were possessed by this man.

Hugh Miller attained his Avonderful journalistic

stAdb by AALat E. L. Stevenson used to call

April 19, 1902.to take up the editorship of the Witness neAA^s-

Ho. 229. Y. \.^ll Rights Reserved.']
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‘elbow-grease/ The MS. was severely corrected.

In the revised xn'oof whole sentences were re-

written
;
there was a second, then a third ^e^dse,

and sometimes a fourth, on all of which there

were still corrections. ‘The exquisitely turned

sentences,’ says Mr Croal in his Eccollections

of a Journalist^ ‘which so provoked the en%^

of his literary and scientific contemporaries, were

finally subjected to a viva voce reading by the

editor, who, if then satisfied that all was well,

at length j)^™itted them to go forth to the

world.’ The editorial rooms of the JVitness, in

front of the Edinburgh Council Chambers, on

the west side, have been removed in connection

with city improvements.

It was natural—and the feeling is reflected in

the journal that follows—that Mrs Fraser should

object at first to her daughter marrying a work-

ing-man, whose career was yet to make, however

wise and wonderful he might be at the time.

She gave way, however, and Hugh Miller, now
a bank-accoimtant, on 7th January 1837 married

Lydia Falconer Fraser, a great-granddaughter of

Mackenzie of Eedcastle, head of one of the most

ancient families in the north of Scotland. Her
father had been a merchant in Inverness, who
had lost the greater x^art of his fortune.

Hugh Miller’s first home in Edinburgh was at

Sjdvan Place, on the j\Ieadows
;
next at Stuart’s

Street, half-way between Edinburgh and Porto-

bello
;

then at Shrub Mount, Portobello. Mrs
Miner was delicate, suffering from what later

became confirmed spine complaint, aiid never

fully recovered from the shock she received when
her husband in a moment of madness put an
end to

,

his life
;
her health was shattered and her

nerves gone. She died at her son-in-law’s manse
at Lochinver, Sutherlandshire, 11th March 1876,

and is buried beside her husband in the Grange
Cemetery, Edinburgh.

There is no reason to doubt, although she made
blunders at first, that Mrs Miller was an excel-

lent housekeeper, and that they were very happy
together. She was author of several books for

young people, including one on animals, and
of an anonymous novel. Passages in the Life of
an E7iglish Heiress; or, Recollections of Disruj^tion

Scotland (1847). She also assisted her husband at

times by writing for the Witness, Harriet, her
eldest daughter, who married the Eev. John
Davidson, and died at Adelaide in 1883, had
distinct literary gifts. In early days the fair,

azure-eyed Httle girl with golden curls had a

strong natural gift of improvisation both in

prose and poetry, and afterwards x^^^hlished an
Australian story. The Hamiltons, in this journal.

vShe was, besides, the author of two stories entitled

Isohel Jardinds History and ' Christian Oshorne^s

Friends. The eldest son, WiEiam, a strong, ad-

venturous youth, who became Lieutenant-Colonel
and Commandant of the 17th Madras Infantry,

died at fifty-one, and is buried beside his father.

Hugh, his brother, became a member of the

Scottish Geological Survey, and died in 1896.

The article on his father in the Dictionary of

National Biogra])hy is from his pen.

As the result of a meeting held in Cromarty,

a x^TOX^osal has been set afoot to secure funds to

erect a building in his native place, to be called

The Hugh Miller Institute, which might serve as

a library and a resting-x^lace for relics of Hugh
Miller. In this connection. Sir Archibald Geikie,

who knew Hugh Lliller, has said that he well

deserves that the centenary of his birth should be

fittingly celebrated.

EARLY RECOLLECTIONS OF NOTABLE EDINBURGH

PEOPLE—OLD CROMARTY DAYS AND HUGH MILLER.

Hearly seventy years ago, when last century

was still 3mung ;
when William lY. was king and

Earl Gre}^ Prime-Minister
;
when railways were

almost unknovm and people, still travelled in

old-fashioned stage-coaches ;
when life was undis-

turbed by and telegrams and was

quieter and less eventful than it is now
;
when the

burning cxuestions in the x^olitical world were the

X)assing of the Eeform Bill and the emancix)ation

of the slaves—in these old-fashioned daj^s a lady

living in the quaint little tovm of Cromarty was

suffering some disquietude of mind on account of

the growing friendship between her x^i’etty and

accomxDlished young daughter and a certain Hugh
Miller, who, although a man of undoubted genius,

was as yet little known beyond his natfk^

and when all was said and done was but a poet-

mason chiselling gravestones in the old church-

yard of St Eegulus.

A manuscript note-book by the late Mrs Hugh
Miller recently came into the hands of the writer.

It is somewhat fragmentary and incomxfiete, yet

its contents may not be without interest to the

general reader, containing as it does some account

of these early days in Cromarty, as well as re-

miniscences of personages who are not yet wholly

forgotten though they left the world many years

ago. The little sketch of life in Cromarty is

prefaced by a few pages of still earher recollec-

tions concerning Edinburgh and Edinburgh x^eople

in the early twenties, when Mrs Miller, then Miss

Lydia Fraser, was a very young girl.

‘ Soon after I had entered my teens,’ she writes,

‘I was sent for educational purxooses to Edin-

burgh, and entered as a boarder the family of

George Thomson, the correspondent of Burns.

Mr Thomson was clerk in the Trustees’ office,

of which Sir Thomas Dick Lauder was, I think,

manager. He had a salary of from four hundred

to five hundred pounds a year
;
but as the old

gentleman was musical and fond of society, he

chose to increase his income by having a few

young ladies to attend classes, as was then a

good deal the custom, and on the whole a very

good custom, too. A very hax^x^y home [at

42 York Place in 1828-31] old George Thomson’s
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was, and liow well I remember Llie iirst evening

I entered it ! There Avas a musical party. When
I Avent into the draAving-room before the company

came the grand piano Avas open, the stands all

set for music, and the dear old man himself Avas

seated reading the j)aper near a blazing fire, Avliicli

AAuth abundant light made mirrors and marble

consoles and the croAvded picture-frames sparkle

AAuth Avarmtli and radiance. I have been in many
bigger and grander draAAung-rooms, but never in

one Avhich so combined elegance, taste, and com-

fort. Mr Thomson rose A\dien I entered, and

placed a chair Avith the same consideration as

though I AAnre a princess.

‘ He AA’as a handsome, gentlemanly old man, Avitli

sihnr hair, and Avearing gold spectacles. I Avas a

little thing—I suppose small for my age, as they

sometimes called me “little Lydia.^^ That was a

sort of pet-name not quite en rhgle^ for we Avere, of

course, ahvays formally “missed.” The people of

that first musical party—they Avere Anry frequent—

were, of course, on that first evening all strange

to me; but there must haAn been a mixture of

those Avho most frequently made up part of the

guests. Mr Hogarth, Mr Thomson’s son-in-law,

Avas alAvays there : a splendid violoncellist, Avell

knoAvn then and afteiuvards in the musical AAnrld,

Avhose daughter afterAAnrds became Mrs Charles

Dickens. His sister, Mrs James Ballantyne, Avas

alive then, and Avith her husband Avas seldom

missing. Old Mr Ballantyne was no musician

properly so called, nor Avas he, of course, so con-

sidered in this circle. He sang a rough song after

supper; it Avas usually “Eeel of Tullochgorum
;

”

but he and his Avife AAnre ahvaj^s bright, amiable,

and kindly. His brother Alexander Avas, hoAvever,

an exquisite violin-player, and he and one or

more members of his family Avere frequent guests.

He was a dark little man, full of fun, a perfect

contrast to his brother James in manner. On

the stage the latter would haAm made choice

-of the high, the former of the Ioaa^, life parts.

Lockhart’s Life of Scott was not then AAwitten;

but it did strike a youngster that James abounded

in pompous high-floAvn speeches. I remember

his Avalking across the room to compliment Miss

Thomson on a great topaz brooch AAdiich sparkled on

the breast of a dark silk goA\m, proclaiming aloud

that it Avas “like a star on the bosom of night.”

Yet, although his manner impressed one AAuth a

certain pomposity, he was iiwariably full of kind-

liness and good humour. Poor man ! these AA^ere

in some respects to him the days of sunshine ;
in

others the sun had gone doA^m, for the failure

had taken place. I'Avas told as a great secret

by some one of the household that Sir Walter

iScott used sometimes to be at those parties, but

ncAnr came noAV. But Mrs Ballantyne Avas there

•then, sunshiny, happy, much beloAnd. The quar-

tettes, quintettes, and trios of Mozart, Beethoven,

-and the like were sometimes relieved by solos

on the pianoforte or the singing of either songs or

glees. Mr Thomson’s second daughter generally

took the ]3iano in the pieces, and as she had a

mellow and powerful Amice, often gave a Scotch

song, out of her father’s edition, Avith great effect.

‘Though music and musicians usually predomi-

nated, all artists of note and literar}^ people were

Avelcome. The Eev. Mr Thomson of Duddingston

(the celebrated painter) and his Avife Avere familiar

guests. So A\ns Mrs Grant of Laggan, a very dear

old lady as she seemed to me. I remember being

pleased AAuth a little compliment, as coming from

her lips
;
but these Avere the days of compli-

ments, and no one ever seemed to lose the oppor-

tunity of turning one gracefully. Mrs Grant

Avas one eAmning looking at some of Joanna

Baillie’s poetry, about AAdiich she Avas conversing.

She had a book on her knee, but did not see

Avell. I rose, and taking a A\nx-candle, stood till

she had found what she wanted. She looked up

at Mr Thomson, saying, Avith her peculiarly SAveet

smile, “ Poetry lighted by one of the Graces !
” It

might as Avel], I fancy, haAm been any one else,

but that AAns the style then.

‘ I met there, also, Tennant, author of the poem

“Anster Fair.” He was a very large, red-faced

man, Avho Avent on crutches. He was full of quiet,

suppressed fun, so that one did not quite know

AAdiether he was joking or in earnest. I once sat

beside him on a sofa for a good part of an evening.

I had not read “Anster Fair,” though I knew he

had Avritten a poem of^ that name, and whether

it contained fine sentiment, high tragedy, or

Avhat, I did not know. So I felt someAiLat

bamboozled Aidth his style of remark. Yet he

seemed Amry good-humoured. Wliether it were

the peculiar good humour of that charmed circle

or his OAvn I cannot tell. I think the latter.

‘Mrs Stuart (the wife of Mr Stuart of Dun-

earn, Avho shot Sir Alexander BosAveU in a duel)

came there occasionally. She looked comfort-

able and happy, a rosy, good-looking, middle-

aged woman, well dressed. But I must stoxD

these recoEections of indmduals or I shall never

get done. I
.
cannot quite have done Avith Mr

Thomson yet, lioAAnAnr, for he Anry much en-

deared himself to all the boarders by his imfail-

ing cheerfulness, the politeness and attention of

his manners, and the graceful kindness of his

conversation at our social meals. He AAns as

great a lover of painting as of music. The

dining-room was hung with prints of the best

masterpieces of art ;
the draAAung-room contained

many gems of painting—among the rest a lovely

Ettle example of Wilkie’s “Auld Eobin Gray

and Hasmyth’s original portrait of Burns. If

Mr Thomson had any objects of idolatry in the

world, they were these.

‘About a year and, a half after I became an

inmate of the household, a temporary gloom was

throvm over us by the death of Mrs James

BaEantyne. Her husband, as is aa^E knoAAm,

went nearly distracted. I well remember the
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first day lie came up to dinner, looking very pale

and in deep mourning. A sad and unusual

silence prevailed. At length, making a forced

attempt to lireak it in his usual vein, ke asked,

“ Wliich of you young ladies will ask me to drink

wine with her “? ” Bashfulness kept the most of us

silent. At length the youngest of the Misses limes

of Hermiston, a fine, spirited girl, said cheerfully,

“I will, sir.” He made her a how and a little

speech, in which he said he well knew how to

appreciate her motives, &c. Let me record her

name—a strange one for a girl. It was Gordon-

Gordon limes. She was my dearly beloved

friend, and my room-companion for a long time.

Full of spirit and energy and gaiety, she yet

would often of a night xioint to a mark on her

breast, which she said she knew would be fatal.

She assured us it was the seal of consumption.

Her brother had borne that mark
;
her brother

had died of consumption. We tried to reason

and to laugh her out of this idea. Yet it came

true. A year or two after her return home,

while in the bloom of early womanhood, and

while making preparations for the Duchess of

Sutherland’s ball, she sickened and died. She

desired my letters to be buried with her : so I

heard. Alas ! alas ! I fear there was little in

them but what was frivolous. May God grant

that she and I, in the resurrection day, having

been washed and made white in the atoning

blood of the Saidour, may not find that corre-

spondence witness against us ! There was in it

no harm, but an absence of seriousness. 'Wliich

of us would like our letters buried with our

friend if they contained no healing balm

—

nothing to point to the Cross ?
’

On leaving Edinburgh, Miss Fraser went to

Surrey. There she spent two or three years with

relatives who owned a property in that county,

and in whose beautifid home she enjoyed much
happiness and many social advantages. Then, her

father, who had been in business in Inverness,

died, leaving his affairs in quite a hopeless state

of confusion. He was a generous and unsus-

picious man, and was ruined by the dishonesty

of a clerk and the im]portunities of a relative.

His widow had happily a little property of her
own, and with the income derived from it she

decided to take a house in Cromarty, where she

might still live quietly in comparative comfort.

Friends procured a nomination to Christ’s Hospital

for her only son
;
and Miss Lydia Fraser, now a

very pretty and charming girl of nearly nineteen,

came back from Surrey to cheer her mother’s

loneliness. Some time before her arrival, how-
ever, her mother gave her in a letter a descrip-

tion of the place and surroundings in which she
now found herself. One sentence is interesting

with the interest that always clings round the
beginnings of things—giving often to the most
prosaic lives a sense of mystery and providence.

‘ You may guess what [Cromarty’s] literar}" pre-

tensions are,’ she writes, ‘when I tell you that

from my window at this moment I see a stone-

mason engaged in building a wall. He has just

published a volume of j)oems.’

On her arrival in Cromarty, Miss Fraser made
up her mind to add to the income of the little

household by taking a few pupils. She was a

born teacher, and her girls adored her
; while

she on her part threw herself into her work and

into the life and society of the little town with

great interest and enjoyment, and apparently

without a regret for the easier and more

luxurious life she had left behind.

Miss Fraser does not appear to have seen Hugh
Miller for some little time after she came to

Cromarty. She heard of him, however, on all

sides, for the townsjDeoxfie both loved and

admired him
;
and ‘ Isn’t Hugh ]\Iiller a wonder-

ful man?’' and ‘Isn’t he humble?’ were not

uncommon questions to be put to strangers visit-

ing the place. At length, however, she did see

him, and in quite unromantic circumstances. It

was ‘in a school taught after the Hormal fashion,’

she writes, ‘which I think had been but recently

opened upon what was called the Braehead of

Cromarty. This sort of school was then a

novelty. The school was good after its kind, and

my mother and myself stepjDed in to see what

the boys were doing. We seated ourselves on

chairs by the front window, some little way
ajDart from the class which was then being

examined. Scon after a man came in, in what

looked like the Sunday dress of a working-man,

and seated himself upon a form which stood

opx^osite, hard by the door. He fixed his gaze in

the direction of the class, and a^Dpeared to listen

with great attention. My mother whispered to

me that that was the Cromarty poet. I was

greatly struck by the thoughtful look of his

countenance, especially of the eye, which was

indeed remarkable not only for exx^ression but in

form and colour. It was a sort of family eye,

which I have never seen in any one not con-

nected with him. The chiselling was fine, the

colouring a deex)-blue tinged with sax^xfi^ire. I

find the latter expressed in a portrait painted by

Bonnar by a circle of blue outwards and one of

red or x^ii^k next the x^i-^l^ih Biit what struck me
most at that time was its earnest and d^ex^ly

XDensive cast. He seemed to listen attentively

and to be lost in deexoly abstracted thought. I

am sure now that he was comxDaring the new
system of easily acquired knowledge with that

of the old parish school in which he had been

brought up. YTien results could be compared

his leanings were in favour of the latter. But I

never heard tlie history of his thoughts on that

morning from himself, because the circumstances

passed from his memory, and me he never even

observed.’
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newspapers, and for your peoj)le at home also.

Honoria is specially desirous that you sliould

relinquish all intention of making a police-court

case about such a trifling sum.'

‘But it was four hundred -pounds, and some

more money I had in my purse, and all my new

frocks, and trunks, and jewellery, and everything,'

interposed Lucie, astounded.

‘Yes, yes; but it would make a nasty scandal,

particularly as it comes so soon after the big

robbery. But perhaps you liave not heard of

thaf? No; it must have taken place while you

were at sea. Well, just at the end of Januaiy

a very large sum in bank-notes and a lot of

valuable securities went amissing from the office.

It is unusual to have a sum of any importance in

the office
;
but these had come in when it was too

late to pay them into the bank. Elgood packed

them into the safe under my eyes. I kept the

key. Next morning the money and securities

were gone. By the merest chance I had gone in

unusually early to the office, and discovered the

robbery. We had the numbers, and stopped the

notes installtl3^ The thief had made a miscal-

culation regarding the securities, for, being in

registered stock, they were not negotiable.'

‘And have they not found him yet?'
‘ No

;
the detectives have done their utmost,

and I offered a reward of a thousand pounds
;
but

there is no clue yet. The idea now is that, find-

ing himself crippled for lack of funds, he is still

in London biding his time till the matter is

forgotten : then he will turn the notes into

money and be off.'

‘ How strange ! Is nobod}^ even suspected ?
’

Mr Lorimer shook his head. ‘No one at all.

Everybod}^ in the office has been there for some
time, and all have spotless reputations. The
affair has aged Elgood

;
for, though he is in no

way to blame, he seems to feel that the responsi-

bility rests on him. That is probably the cause

of his present illness.’

‘And have the detectives never had a clue?'
‘ Only a sliglit one

; but it convinces them that

the thief is still in London. Last month a man
tried to change a twenty-pound note at one of

the City post-offices. The clerk who received it

turned away from the desk to compare the

niimbeiv with those of the proscribed notes, and
found that it was one of them

; but by that time
the man had disappeared. It was a bus}’- hour,

and the clerk had no recollection of the appear-
ance of the man except that he belonged to the

ordinary type of City man—tall hat, overcoat-
no distinctive features to go by. The occurrence
made quite a sensation. So, as you will under-
stand, if we have a fresh hue-and-cry over this

other robbery it will scarcely be to the credit

of the firm. And for your sake socially it

would be better not to proceed in the matter.
Honoria,' added Mr Lorimer, as though Honoria's
word were law, ‘ as I told you, is specially

anxious that no steps should be taken to make
the matter public.'

‘Well — of course, uncle, if you wish it.'

Reluctance weighted Lucie's grudging assent.

Revenge is sweet, and she was keenly anxious

that the transgressors should be brouglit to

justice. ‘But, even to satisfy my curiosity, I

should like to find out how those hateful people

knew I was coming to England.'

‘Ah! a letter that comes so far passes through

many strange hands, and has countless ways of

miscarrying. You have no conception how aggra-

vatingly tedious the methods of the police are.

Unless you wish to lose all the pleasure of

your visit, take my advice and try to forget all

about that unfortunate episode. Think of it

only as a bad dream.'

Though Lucie aj^parently acquiesced in her

uncle's decision, within her secret heart she

determined to use every individual effort to

bring the bogus Honoria and her father to

justice. She was a stranger, and London was a

vast wilderness * yet, with the dauntless courage

of youth, Lucie promised herself that before she

left England she would make the j^eople whO'

had done her so cruel a wrong plead for mercy

at her hands.

The first discovery Lucie made about her new-

found relatives was that in process of removal

from the reputable suburb of Norwood to

Queen's Gate their name from plain Lorimer

had developed into Seton- Lorimer, with a

hyphen. The change had long been the am-

bition of Mr Lorimer’s fashionable daughter

;

and, as the improvement was quite in accordance

with her father’s desire for what he esteemed

‘style,’ they were known among their new
friends as the Seton-Lorimers.

Lucie did not see her cousin until next, morning..

The Channel passage having been rough, she-

had gone to bed immediately on arriving, and

when Miss Seton-Lorimer retired to her chamber
she was invisible to all eyes, save those of the-

discreet parlour-maid who waited upon her, until

she issued therefrom. Sundry little secrets of

the toilet—mysteries too subtle to be betrayed

to unsympathetic eyes—shared her seclusion.

Honoria being a capable housekeeper—though-

with well-trained servants and an ample allow-

ance housekeeping is an easy matter—from the

moment of Lucie's arrival at Queen's Gate nothing-

that could add to her comfort was lacking. True,,

the tiny proportions of her bedroom surprisedt

her at first sight. Delicately tinted and elabo-

rately fitted up though it was, the room was

only about one-third the size of her untidy, ill-

appointed apartment in Mannington Road.

Eor a moment the impression that her uncle-

might not be so wealthy as she had supposed

occurred to her
;

but a glance at the plethora

of silver-mounted toilet articles, the rose-hued

satin quilt, the lace -bedecked linen, p>rovedi
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speedily reassuring. Having lived in a land
where poverty squats on one floor and pros-

perity rears its dwelling higli, Lucie had yet
to learn of the modern craze for herding in

flats
;
that species of costly mania which induces

otherwise sensible families to quit commodious
detached houses wherein they have space to

move and air to breathe, and to cram as many
as possible of their worldly possessions into a
suite of tiny, ill- ventilated rooms, for which
privilege they pay a sum out of all proportion
to their advantages.

Mr Seton-Lorimer’s flat at Queen’s Gate
resembled its species in having its apartments

constructed on a descending scale, Avhich ranged
from moderately sized sitting-rooms to mere cup-
boards wherein tlie servants slept. Still, it was
all so dainty and charming that Lucie drew a
long breath of relief as she surveyed the pretty
nest that had been prepared for her. After her
cramped upper berth on the Omega, the troubled
nights spent in the house of mysteiy, and the
odd hours passed under the roof of the chari-
table Mrs Denman, it seemed as though she
had reached a haven of rest.

‘It feels like home at last,’ she thought joy-
fully. ‘ I know I shall love Honoria.’
But in this Lucie reckoned without her hostess.

YANILLA-GROWING.
By A. M‘Farlane, of Moorea, Society Islands.

article on ‘ VaniHa-Gathering in

Central America,’ by Mr Eowland
W. Cater, in Ghamhers^s (for 1901,

p. 278) interested me greatly, as I

have l3een for years a cultwator

and direr of vanilla.

The white planter in the tropics, after he has
been for some years subjected to the enervating

effects of the climate, becomes averse to any-
thing in the shape of labour more than is

absolutely necessary for conducting whatever par-

ticular avocation his may be. So that residents

of a Northern clime have to depend iq^on the

kind services of the ‘globe-trotters’ for their in-

formation upon the various cultures
; and, oudng

jDartly to the short time which they are enabled

to devote to acquiring information, and often

to misleading statements made by planters in-

tentionally, sometimes this information is very
incorrect. This stricture, however, does not refer

to the article by Mr Cater, and I must comj)li-

ment him upon the care which he has evidently

displayed in his study of the vanilla. He has,

however, made a few mistakes
; and I thought

it might perhaps interest your readers were I

to correct them, and also Ascribe the methods
employed by us . here in the South Sea

,

Islands.

Although Tahiti is one of the largest vanilla-

producing countries, ranking second or third,

annually yielding nearly one hundred tons of the

dried XDroduct, ours is nearly the worst vanilla

that reaches the European markets, command-
ing only about half the price which is paid

for vanilla x)i’o^ii-^ced in K4union or Seychelles,

or one-quarter of that paid for the best

Mexican. However, to offset this disadvantage,

we have the advantage of the finest tropical

climate in the world—no hurricanes (Tahiti

being outside of the ‘hurricane belt,’ which only

reaches the Earatonga or Cook Islands, six hun-

dred miles to the west), no malaria or fevers,.

no poisonous serpents, and but few noxious insects—and have a gentle, friendly race of natives to
live among.

We have here in cultivation two varieties of

vanilla : F. ])lanifolia, groivn only in very limited

quantities, as owing to the tendency of the bean
to split when nearing maturity upon the vine, and
afterwards during the process of curing, it does

not aiDpeal to the native grower
; and the variety

in common cultivation, which is that known in

Mexico as gymrv^ona. Both varieties were originally

brought here from Mexico. F. ])lanifoUcv x)roduces

the true vanilla, while ^gomjiona yields what is

knoivn in Mexico as vanillon and in the London
market as vanillos. F. loomjpona, although jdeld-

ing such an inferior quality of fruit, has advan-
tages which endear it to the Taliitian. The bean
does not sx)lit ; it can be cured by .simxffy exposing

it to the sun, not requiriug to be dq^ped in hot

water or subjected to a process of baking, as do

the others ; and it always gives two and some-

times three or four crops of flowers during the

year, while iilanifolia gives but one, and that of

short duration.

Most of the Tahiti vanilla is planted so as to

climb upon the guava, which is about the worst

tree that could j)ossibly be obtained for the x)ur-

X)ose, as the bark constantly x)eeling oft causes the

tendrils of the vanilla to lose their hold with it,

and the vines have to be hung over any convenient

branch to keej) them from falling to the ground.

The guava is an imj^orted tree, but it has taken

possession of large tracts of land
;
and to make a

vanilla xfiantation requires the minimimi of labour,

usually only the cuttiug out of a few guavas vdiere

they may be grooving too thickly, and the j)lant-

ing of vanilla-'sdnes at the roots of the remainhig

ones. Upon hillsides where the (a sxDe'cies

of Broussonetia) grows, the vanilla is at home.

In fact, it is a mistake to x)Hnt it ux)on level

land, as, although the vine revels in moisture,

the roots are very impatient of water lying
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stagnant about them. Tbe ^%irax) is, liowever, a

rapid-growing tree, and considerable labour is

required in pruning in order to keep it witbin

bounds and prevent it from oversbading tbe

vanilla, too mucb shade being even worse than

too little.

Tbe best situation for a vanilla plantation is

on a hillside, preferably in a valley, not too near

tbe sea
;
and tbe best system of planting, for one

who can afford to wait, is to clear off all tbe

trees which may be growing upon it, and to

plant at regular intervals young trees or posts,

of varieties which will grow from cuttings. In

my experience tbe best is a small tree known
locally as pfm, a species of Baubinia, and which

will grow in two years to a height of from twelve

to fifteen feet. The usual distance apart for the

posts is six by eight feet. When these posts are

in place, the vines are planted as Mr Cater says

;

only that we usually use cuttings of ten or twelve

feet in length. When cuttings of this length

are used a crop of beans is secured nine months

or a year sooner than when short lengths are

planted. We reckon on a small croj) of cured

beans eighteen months after planting, and a full

crop in two years and a half.

The flowers, which last but one day, open about

7 A.M. and close about 3 p.m., and have to be

pollinated by hand during that time—that is, all

those which open upon one day must be j)olli-

nated the same day. We use small, pointed sticks

for this purpose
;

the pollen, which is a small

compact mass, being transferred more rapidly by
these than by any other method that has been

tried. A very expert worker can pollinate three

thousand flowers in one day, but most are satisfied

with from fifteen hundred to two thousand.

About nine months after the flowers appear, the

beans become mature. This stage is known by
their changing in colour from a dark to a light-

yellowish green, or by their becoming brown at

the lower or flower end, when they must be picked
and taken to the house to undergo the process of

curing, which should occupy about three months.
They can be cured in a shorter time, but always
at a sacrifice of quality. This is the most im-
portant work of the vanilla-planter, and entails

constant care, as a few days’ neglect may spoil

the whole crop. This, I think, partly explains

why Tahiti vanilla has such a bad name in the

markets of the world. Most of the native planters

cure their o^vn crop, but they will not give the

necessary attention to this work. There is no
secret about the method of curing, although some
pretend that there is. It consists in alternate

exposures to the sun, always under dark-coloured

blankets, and sweating in the house in tight tins

or boxes. Experience is the only teacher as to

when the bean has arrived at the proper stage
of dryness.

I have to differ from Mr Cater regarding a few
of his statements. Eor one thing, the vanilla is

essentially a terrestrial orchid, and derives a large

part of its sustenance from the soil. In proof of

this, in any old, neglected x^lantation ^^la-iits may
be found which have been uprooted or broken off.

When this happens, the part of the vine which

is left at once takes on a sickly yellow hue and

sends down long roots—I have seen some of these

over thirty feet long—which on reaching the soil

take root, and the vine at once recovers. The
small tendrils do not feed upon the trees to which

they cling, these being simply used as anchors

for the vine. This refers to live trees
;
when

the tendrils come upon a decayed branch, or

when the tree upon which the vanilla is trained

dies, they then change their character, becoming

elongated and entering into the decayed places as

projDer roots, and evidently feed upon it.

In his estimate of the possible crop and prob-

able profit I cannot agree with Mr Cater. First,

an estimate of four beans to a vine is ridiculously

small. If a vine has only one bunch of flowers,

that ought to give from eight to twenty flowers

—^^ve usually ,ha;Ve eight to ten beans to a

bunch ; but it is a very poor vine which does

not give in the year over ten bunches of flowers.

However, to be safely within the mark, let us

say that each vine averages five bunches of

flowers, gmng six beans to the bunch, or thirty

beans to the vine. This will give three thou-

sand beans to the hundred vines. Taking these

at a hundred and fifty beans to the pound, the

usual average, we have twenty pounds as the

crop. This at our average price of six shillings

gives six poimds sterling, or at the price men-

tioned by him—twenty shillings—twenty pounds.

Where he is wrong is in the weight. One
thousand beans—and they must be the best—will

weigh fifty x^ounds, but only when they are green ;

and in the x^i’ocess of curing they lose at least

three-quarters of their weight. Figures, howevei^

are sometimes misleading, and I cannot do better

than give as an example the results from a

small plantation in which I am interested. A
careful account of the expenditure and receix3t

has been kept. At the end of three years and

a half from the time of planting the vines we
have x^Q-id back all that has been exx^ended upon
them, and have a small balance in hand. A man
here with three or four acres of vanilla has a

competence
;
with ten or more he is rich

;
and for

one who likes to potter around among flowers in

the temperature of a greenhouse I cannot imagine

a life more attractive.

By the way, although the fruit of the vanilla

is in no sense a bean, it is invariably called by
that name.

Our vanilla is one of the most sx)eculative crops,

rivalling hops in that respect. I have known it to

sell for two shillings a pound—that was ten years

ago, and it has never gone below four, shillings

since—and again for sixteen shillings. The
average price, however, is six shillings

;
and as we
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estimate that it costs two shillings per pound to

grow and cure, a fair margin of profit is left for

the grower.

I will conclude with a little information for

brother-planters. Vanilla possesses two irritant

poisons, which, like some otlier vegetable poisons,

act differently upon different individuals. To a

few they are innocuous. The juice of the vine,

or even the rain or dew from off the leaves,

produces in some an itching sensation somewhat
resembling ‘prickly heat.^ The dry or x>artially

dry beans produce small blisters on the hands of

some of those constantly handling them, and in ex-

treme cases sores upon the arms and body, which
all itch incessantly. I have suffered slightly for

years from these, and have only lately found
what seems to be a cure

; in my case it

has j)roved a specific. This is carbolic acid. I
use a mixture of equal parts of carbolic acid,

glycerine, and rose-water, rubbed on upon going
to bed. I have tried the same remedy ujDon a
number of natives, and have cured them all.

Washing with Calvert’s 20 per cent, carbolic soap
after handling the beans acts as a preventive.

THE KING WEDS.
[Copyright 1902 by Eobert Barr in U.S.A.]

CHAPTER III.

RBIVUSTG at the more j)Rhlic corri-

dors of the palace, the King’s first

encounter was with the Constable of

Falaise. Talbot’s dress was travel-

stained, and his youthful face wore

almost the haggardness of age.

He looked like a man who had ridden hard

and slept little, finding now small comfort at

the end of a toilsome journey. The King,

with a cry of pleasure at the meeting, smote his

two hands down on the shoulders of the other,

Avho seemed unconsciously to shrink from the

boisterous touch.

‘Talbot,’ he cried, ‘you promised to overtake

me at Touts
;
but you did not.’

‘ It is not given to eveiy man to overtake your

Majesty,’ said Talbot hoarsely.

‘ Constable of Falaise, you were not honest with

me that night in your castle. I spoke to you

freely from the bottom of my heart
;
you answered

me from your lips outward.’

‘ I do not understand your Majesty,’ replied

the young man grimly.

‘Yes you do. You love Mary of Vendome.

VTiy did you not tell me so ?
’

‘To what purpose should I have made such a

confession, even if it were the fact?’

‘To the purpose of truth, if for nothing else.

Why, man ! is it thus you love in France ?

Cold Scotland can be in that your tutor. In

your place, there had been a quick divorce

between my sword and scabbard. Were my rival

- twenty times a king, I ’d face him out and say,

“ By Cupid’s bard, return, or fight !

” ’

‘ What ! this in your castle to your guest ?
’

exclaimed Talbot.

‘No, perhaps not. You are in the right, Con-

stable
;
you are in the right. I had forgotten

your situation for the moment. I should have

been polite to him within my own walls ;
but I

should have followed him across my marches

and slit his gullet on the king’s highway.’

Notwithstanding his distraction of mind, the

new-comer smiled somewhat wanly at tlie impetu-
osity of the other.

‘ You must remember that while your foot

presses French soil you are still the guest of

all true Frenchmen
;

nevertheless your Majesty’s

words have somehow put new life into my
veins. Have you seen Mary of Yendome ?

’

‘Yes; and there is not three months’ life left

to her unless she draws vitality from your

presence. Man, man I why stand you here idling ?

Climb walls, force bolts, kidnap the girl, and
marry her in spite of all the world.’

‘Alas ! there is not a priest in all France would
dare to marry us, knowing her to be pledged to

your Majesty.’

‘ Priests of France ! I have priests in my ovti

train who will at a word from me link you
tighter than these stones are cemented together.

God’s will, Talbot ! these obstacles but lend

interest to the chase.’

‘Is it possible that you, having opportunity,

care not to marry Mary of Yendome ? ’ cried the

amazed young man, who could not comprehend

that where his preference fell another might be

indifferent
;
for she was, as he had said, the Pearl

of France to him, and it seemed absurd to imagine

that she might not be so to all the world.

‘ United Europe, vuth Francis and the Emperor

Charles for once united at its head, could not

force me to marry where I did not love. I failed

to understand this when I left Scotland
;
but I

have grovm in wisdom since then.’

‘Wlio is she?’ asked the Constable, with eager

interest.

‘Hark ye, Talbot,’ said the King, lowering his

voice and placing an arm affectionately over the

shoulder of the other
;

‘ you shall be my guide.

Who is the Lady Madeleine of this Court?’

‘The Lady Madeleine? There are several.’

‘ No, there is but one : the youngest, the most

beautiful, the most witty, the most charming.

Wlio is she?’

The Constable wrinkled his brows in thought.
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‘That must be Madeleine de Montmorency.

She is the youngest of her name, and is by

many accoimted beautiful. I never heard that she

^A'as esteemed Avitty until your Majesty said so.

Rather reserved and proud. Is that the lady?’

‘Proud—yes. Reserved—um, yes—that is, per-

haps not Avhen she meets a man who knows

hoAV to appreciate her. However, I shall speedily

solve the riddle, and must remember that you do

not see the lady through a lover’s eyes. But I

A\all not further keep you, A change of costume

may piwe to jmur adA^antage, and I doubt not

an untroubled night’s sleep aa^IU further it.’

‘Your Majest}^ OA^erAAdielms me A\dth kindness,^

murmured the young lover, Avarmly grasping the

hand extended to him. ‘Have I your permis-

sion to tell Mary of Yendome?’
‘You liaA^e my permission to tell her anything;

but you AAdU bring her no neAA^s, for I am noAV

on my AA^ay to see her,’

The King gaily marched on, his head held

high, a man not to be denied
;
and as he passed

along aR bowed at his coining, for CA^ery one in

the Court admired him. There aaus something

unexpectedly Erench in the dash of this young

Scotchman. He strode across the court and up
the stej)s AA'hich led into the Palace Yendome.
Tlie Duchess herself met him Avith that hard

smile on her thin lips AAdiich Avas customary to

her.

‘ Madam,’ he said brusquely, ,

‘ I AA^’orild see

your daughter alone.’

The grim Duchess hesitated.

‘Mary is so shy,’ she said at last.

The King interrupted her :

‘I have a cure for that. Shyness flees in my
presence. I Avould see your daughter alone,

madam ; send her to me.’

There being no remedy AARen a king com-

mands, the lady made the best of a dubious

proceeding.

James Avas pacing up and doAAm the splendid

draAAdng-room AARen, from the farther door, the

drooping girl appeared, stiR AAuth doAAmcast eyes,

nunlike in her meek obedience. She came for-

Avard perhaps a third the length of the room,
faltered, and stood.

‘Mary,’ said the King, ‘they told me you Avere

beautiful
; but I come to announce to you that

such is not my opinion. You are ambitious, it

AAmuld seem, so I teR you frankly you aa^'R! never

be Queen of Scotland.’

Eor the first . time in his t)resence the girl

uncoA^ered her eyes and looked up at him.

‘Yes,’ said the King, ‘your eyes are fine. I

am constrained to concede that much * and if I

do not AA^ed you myself, it is but right I should
nominate a candidate for your hand. There is a
friend of mine for AARom I shall use my influence

Avith Francis and your father that they may per-

suade you to marry him. He is young Talbot,

Constable of Falaise, a demented striialing aaRo
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calls you the Pearl of France. Ah, noAv the

colour comes to yom cheeks ! I Avould not have

believed it. All this demureness, then’ But
the girl liad sunk at his feet

;
she grasped his

hand and pressed it to her lii)s.

‘ Tut, tut I
’ he cried hastily, ‘ that is the reversal

of the order of nature. Rise, and aaRcu I send

young Talbot to you, see that you Avelcome him.

Noaa^, good-day to 3'OU.’

As he j)^ssed through the outer room the

Duchess lay in AA^ait for him and began murmur-
ing apologies for her daughter’s diffidence.

‘ Wq haA^e arranged aR about the Avedding,

madam,’ said the King reassuringly as he left

the palace.

The next day, at the same hour as the King
had met Madeleine for the first time, he threaded

his AA*ay eagerly through the mazes of the old

castle until he came to the door that led him
out into the elysian garden. The Aveather still

befriended Mm, being of an almost summer mild-

ness. For several minutes he paced impatiently

up and doAAUi the gravel AA^alk
;
but no laughing

face greeted him from . the battlements aboA^e. At
last, SAvearing a good round Scottish oath, he said,

‘I’R soMe the mystery of that balcony.’ Then,

seizing the loAver branch of the tree, he Avas about

to climb as he had done before, AARen a tantaRs-

ing sRvery laugh brought his arms doAAui to his

sides again. It seemed to come from an arbour

at the farther end of the grounds
;
but aaRou he

reached there the place proA^ed empt}^ He pre-

tended to search among the bushes, but iieA-er-

theless kept an eye on the arbour, aaRcu his

sharp ear caught a rustling of siRv from behind

the summer-house. He made a dash toAvards it,

then reversed his direction, speeding Rke the

Avind, and next instant this elusMe s]3ecimen of

Gallic Avomanliood ran plump into his arms, not

seeing Avliere she AA^as going, her head averted to

AA^atch the danger that threatened from another

quarter. Before she could gMe utterance to more
than one exclamatory ‘ Oh !

’ he had kissed her

thrice on the Rp)s. She struggled in his arms
Rke a frightened bird, nobly indignant, with

shame-crimsoned cheeks, smiting hun AAUth her

]DOAverless Rttle snoAARake of a hand. Her royal

lover laughed.

‘ Ha, m}^ Madeleine ! this is the second stage

of the game. The hand AA^'as paradise on earth

;

the lips are the seA^enth heaA^en itseR.’

‘ Release me, you Scottish clown !
’ cried Made-

leine, her black eyes snapping fire. ‘ I avRI

haA^e you AARipped from the Court for your

insolence.’

‘My dear, you could not be so cruel. Remember
that poor Cupid’s back is naked, and he w’ould

quiver under every stroke.’

‘ I ’d never have condescended to meet you did

I dream of your acting so. ’Tis intolerable the

forAA^ardness of you beggarly Scots !

’

‘Nay, neA^er beggarly, my dear, except where
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a woman is concerned, and then we beg for

favours.’

‘You little suspect who I am or you would

not venture to misuse me thus, and be so free

with your “my dears.”’

‘ Indeed, lass, in that you are mistaken. I

not only found you in the garden, but I found

your name as well. You are Madeleine de

Montmorency.’

She ceased to struggle, and actual!}^ laughed a

little.

‘ How clever you are to have discovered so

much in such a short time 1 Now let me go,

and I will thank you. Nay, more
;

I promise

that if you ask the Duke of Montmorency for

his permission, and he grants it, I will see you

as often as you please.’

‘Now, Madeleine, I hold you to that, and I

will seek an introduction to the Duke at once.’

She stepped back from him panting, and sank

into a deep curtsey that seemed to be charac-

terised more by ridicule than politeness.

‘ Oh ! thank you, sir,’ she said. ‘ I should

dearly love to be an eavesdropper at your

conference.’

Before -he could reply, the door by which he

had entered the park opened.

‘ In the fiend’s name—the King I
’ muttered

James, in no manner pleased by the imwelcome

interruption. ^

All colour left the girl’s face, and she hastily

endeavoured to arrange in some measure the

disordered masses of her hair, somewhat tangled

in the struggle. As Erancis advanced up the

wallv the genial smile froze on his lij^s and an

expression of deep displeasure overshadowed his

countenance, a look of stern resentment coming

into his eyes that would have made any man in

his realm quail before liini. The girl was the

first to break the. embarrassing silence, saying

breathlessly :

‘Your Majesty must not blame this Scottish

knight. It is all my fault, for I lured him

hither.’

‘ Peace, child !
’ exclaimed Erancis in a voice

of cold anger. ‘You know not what you say.

YHiat do you here alone with the King of

Scotland V .

‘ The King of Scotland 1
’ echoed Madeleine, in

surprise, her eyes opening wide with renewed

interest as she gazed upon him. Then she

laughed. ‘They told me the King of Scotland

was a handsome man 1

’

James smiled at this imputation on his aj^pear-

ance, and even the rigour of the Lord of Erance

relaxed a trifle, and a gleam of affection for the

wayward girl that was not to be concealed rose

in his eyes.

‘Sire,’ said James slowly, ‘we are neither of

us to blame. ’Twas the accident that brought us

together must bear the brunt of consequence. I

cannot marry Mary of Vendome, and indeed

I was about to beg your Majesty to issue your

command that she may wed your Constable of

Ealaise. If there is to be tmion between Erance

and Scotland other than now exists, this lady,

and this lady alone, must say yes or no to it.

Premising her free consent, I ask her hand in

marriage.’

‘She is but a child,’ objected Erancis, with a

sigh, which had, however, something of relief in it.

‘I am fully seventeen,’ expostulated Madeleine,

vdth a promptness that made both men laugh.

‘Sire, Youth is a fault, which, alas 1 travels

continually with Time, its antidote,’ said James.

‘If I have your good wishes in this project, on

which, I confess, my heart is set,. I shall at once

approach the Duke of Montmorency and solicit

his consent.’

The face of Erancis had cleared as if a ray of

sunshine had fallen upon it.

‘ The Duke of Montmorency !
’ he cried in

astonishment. ‘ What has he to do with the

marriage of my daughter?’

James murmured sometliing that luay have

been a prayer, but sounded otherwise, as he

turned to the girl, vhose delight at thus mysti-

fying the great of earth -was only too evident.

‘I told him he Little suspected who I was,’

said Madeleine, with what might have been

termed a giggle in one less highly p>laced
;

‘ but

these confident Scots think they know every-

thing. Indeed, it is all your own fault, father,
_
,

in keeping me practically a prisoner when the 'j

iji.j'

whole castle is throbbing vitli joy and festiMty.’ ii||

Then the irrepressible Princess buried her flushed
i U

face in her hands, and laughed and laughed, as h
if this were the most irresistible comedy in the

i

jj;:

world, instead of a grave aflair of State, until at
;;

ji^

last the two monarchs were forced to laugh in
^

sympathy.
j

•!
.

h'

‘ I could not wish her a braver husband,’ said
j

'•

|:

Erancis at last. ‘ I see she has bewitched you as
|

:i,
j*

is her habit with all of us.’ i

:j
v.

And thus it came about that James Eifth of i
r|

i Scotland married the fair Madeleine of Erance.
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SOAIE SBKSATIONS IN THE AET WORLD.
By A. Wallis Myers.

OTTETEEN iiomids per square incli

!

Such was the price paid by the

Trustees of the National Gallery

for Ydiat has been universally de-

scribed as one of the most perfect

pictures in the world— Eaphael’s

^Ansidei Madonna.’ Before it passed to the most

honourable apotheosis it could enjoy, the

‘Ansidei’ had adorned the palatial gallery at

Blenheim Palace
;

and it was sold under Mr
Christie’s hammer on 23rd July 1886. In one

way the treasure was a tragedy : it gave silent

testimony to the impoverishment of a ducal palace.

'\^Tien the late Duke of Marlborough’s affairs

came before the Court of Chancery, certain of

the finest portraits—twenty-five in all—were put

together and valued. They were estimated as

worth four hundred thousand pounds, and were

offered to the National Gallery. Of these, eleven

were tentativel}^ selected by the Director of the

Gallery, Sir Frederick Burton. He valued them

at three hundred and fifty thousand j)ounds, and

recommended the Government to buy them for

the nation
;

but the Government were staggered

at the 25idce, and gracefully declined. However,

the Eaphael ‘Ansidei’ was bought for seventy

thousand pounds (more than three times the

price ever paid for a work of art), and also the

grand Yandyck equestrian 2>ortrait of Charles I.

Baron Aliihonse de Eothschild j)aid fifty-five thou-

sand 2)0unds for two superb 2)ortraits of Eubens
and his wife and child, painted by himself.

The disposal of the Marlborough collection, by
which the nation gained its choicest and costliest

masterpiece, occupied the sole attention of the

whole art world for weeks
;
and it was estimated

that nearly half-a-million pounds was realised.

The late Mr Beckett-Denison little thought

when he bought ^Daniel in the Lions’ Den’ that

he would live only a very short time to enjoy its

possession, and that it would then go back to its

•original owner for only half the amount x^^-id bj^

him. The ‘Daniel,’ eleven feet long and eight

feet high, was exhibited in 1873 by the Duke of

Hamilton. The description then accomjpanying

Eubens’s great work was : ‘The pr02)het is repre-

. sen ted sitting naked in the middle of the den,

his hands clasped, and his countenance directed

iqiwards with ex^Dression of earnest jDrayer. Nine
lions are prowling round him.’ The picture,

which was included in the Hamilton collection,

formed the central object of interest for

thousands at Christie’s
;

copies of the catalogue

.sold at a guinea each
;
and the work was un-

covered amidst a^iplause. The picture was 2)Rt

up by the auctioneer at a thousand guineas
;

a
bid of two thousand immediately followed

;
then

the 2^1'ice advanced by five-hundred-guinea leaps

to four thousand guineas, and gradually to four

thousand nine hundred guineas, for which sum
it was secured by Mr Beckett-Denison.

Mr Beckett - Denison, though a j^^ssionate

collector, was not a connoisseur
;

and death

struck him down at the very zenith of his

career. He came to London with am^de fortune,

and set about surrounding himself with the

rarest objects upon which he could lay his

hands: the ‘Daniel’ was one. Attending sales

almost daily, he bought with reckless courage.

Generally he bid for himself, but now and then

employed an agent
;

yet in neither case, so long

as he secured his 2>icture, did he care what ^irice

he paid. He built himself a fine mansion near

Hyde Park, and just when it was finished there

occurred the famous Hamilton sale, at which the

collector spent nearly two hundred and fifty

thousand pounds, and bought fully a quarter of

the pictures 'pwt wp for sale. When Mr Beckett-

Denison died his splendid collection came under

the hammer
;

and the Duke of Hamilton had

the pleasure of restoring to his ancestral home
one of its most glorious decorations.

There have been many curious picture-finds,

among which the wholesale discovery at Welbeck

Abbey must rank as sensational. Sliortly after

the succession . of the fifth Duke of Portland in

1854, his Grace caused an inventory to be care-

fully made of all the pictimes at the Abbey.

Three years later no less than one hundred and

ninety-six jiictures were found stowed away in

the loft and wardrobe, a large storeroom over

the coach-houses, and in a room adjoining the

steward’s office. It was evident they had lain in

obscurity for years
;

and when the Duke had

had most of them relined and framed, a sjilendid

addition to his gallery was the result. The
collection at Welbeck Abbey, by the waj", covers

the entire range of portrait-iiainters in England

from the time of Holbein to the’ beginning of

last century, all the best-known artists being

rexDresented.

The Vanderbilt mansion in New York, so new
compared with Welbeck Abbey and yet so stately

in its grandeur, also ]possesses some of the finest

jiictures brush has ever jiainted
;

and one of

these has a 2)eculiar claim for attention. It is

called ‘General Desaix and the Peasant.’ Eecall-

ing the famous retreat of the Army of the Ehine
through Bavaria, it depicts Desaix questioning

the Bavarian peasantry as to the 2)osition of the

two Austrian forces, by which he arranged that

masterly march which had all the success of

victory. The artist who painted this fine 2>icture,

in 1867, was J. L. E. Meissonier, of whose works
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Mr Vanderbilt has now the finest group in the

world. The ^Desaix’ was neatly secured. Mr
Vanderbilt beguiled the artist to tell him im-

partially which he considered the most perfect

j)icture he had ever painted. Meissonier men-
tioned the ‘Desaix,’ and added the name of the

ovmer. Mr Vanderbilt instantly went out, tele-

graphed to Dresden, where the owner lived, and
acquired the treasure, completely surprising the

famous artist by bringing it into his studio on
the following morning. It was the beginning of

a close friendship. Meissonier afterwards 2^9'inted

a ver}^ lifelike portrait of the great millionaire,

which has been placed beside the ‘Desaix^ in the

famous gallery, also containing a clever bronze

statuette of the artist by Signor Genito, an
Italian sculptor.

The recovery of the late Sidney Cooper’s

‘Monarch of the Meadows’ was almost as sen-

sational as the reca^Dture of the famous Gains-

borough ‘ Duchess.’ This 2>i(iture, painted in 1872,

was exhibited at the Eoyal Academy in the fol-

lowing year, and attracted considerable attention.

When it was subsequently offered for sale,

Mr Alcroft outbid the Agnews by five hundred
230unds, The purchaser 2)kced the picture in a

disused room during some building 02)erations. A
fire broke out

;
and afterwards it was discovered

that Cooper’s canvas had been c\it away from

the frame in 2)recisely the same manner as the

‘Duchess.’ iSTo clue came the way of the 2)blice,

and the 2)ublic had almost forgotten the audacious

theft when Mr Alcroft received a letter from

the self-confessed jDlunderer, in which he ex-

plained that he had been one of the decorators

emjDloyed in the house, and had been offered

a large sum to effect the robbery
;

but, as the

mone}’ liad not been forthcoming, the man offered

to return the treasure for five hundred 2)ounds

and ‘no questions.’ The police were again 2>ut on

the scent, but without any tangible success
;
and

then a year afterwards two men were ca2)tured,

on information received from a confederate, and

the stolen work was discovered in their 2)osses-

sion. The ]Drincipal in the crime got seven years.

‘ The Countess of Derby,’ by Sir Joshua Key-

nolds, remains undiscovered to this day. It

disa]3peared mysteriously and Yevy suddenly after

it had been painted. Keward followed reward
;

but in vain. Then it became whispered that the

Earl of Derby, who had quarrelled with his wife,

had destroyed it
;

but in su2)port of this theory

there is no definite evidence available.

The year 1875 will ever be memorable in the

annals of art sales, for in the spring of that

year the Manley Hall collection came under the

liammer at Christie’s, and some sensational bids

were recorded. Samuel Mendel, to whom the

collection belonged, was a textile merchant of

Manchester, who made no 2>retence at being a

connoisseur, gave no commissions to 2)ainter3, and

did not attend the sales. He invariably con-

sulted the Agnews, who may thus be said to have
created the Manley Hall collection

;
• small wonder,

then, that the Agnews bought back most of

the pictures when the collection came into the
market. Of the ]Manley Hall treasures, two stand
out. Eor Turner’s ‘View on the Grand Canal,

Venice,’ Messrs Agnew paid the highest price

ever obtained at an auction for a Turner—seven
thousand guineas. It is curious to note that,

as in the case of the famous Gainsborough, the

‘runner up’ in the bidding was Lord Dudley, to

whom the picture was subsequently sold at a
figure 10 ]per cent, in advance of his own price.

This sale was also distinguished by the dis2)0sal

of Frith’s ‘Dinner Party at Boswell’s Lodgings’
for four thousand five hundred and sixty-seven

pounds, the highest sum ever paid at an auction

for a picture during the lifetime of the painter.

This naturally reminds one of the astonishing

history of one of Frith’s own portraits painted by
himself. The celebrated E.A. had entirely for-

gotten its existence until a friend entered his

studio one morning and asserted that a capital

picture of himself was on view in a small shop

in Great Portland Street. ‘It’s not a bit like

what you are now,’ observed the friend, ‘but it

may have resembled you some years ago. Go
and look at it.’ Mr Frith went, and found his

own image after an estrangement of forty-five

years. He determined to buy it, though he had

not the faintest recollection of having painted it.

‘ Ah, a portrait !
’ said Frith to the woman in

charge of the shop, after he had pretended to

examine several otlier worlcs. ‘ "Wliose likeness

is that?’ ‘That,’ said the lady, ‘is a portrait of

the celebrated artist. Frith, i^^^ii'^ted by himself.’

‘Wliy, he must be an elderly man,’ j^ut in the

artist. The woman remarked that he was young

once. ‘ Hum2)h ! ’ quotli the genial 'W. P. F.
;

‘not much of a j^icture.’ To this the woman
demurred, and asked twenty for the

canvas. It was Frith’s turn to aj)pear sur-

jn’ised. ‘Well,’ replied the sho2)kee2)er without

moving a muscle, ‘it cost us nearly as much;

we shall make a very small profit. You see, it

is very valuable because the artist is diseasecV !

‘ Deceased,’ exclaimed the astonished j)ainter.

‘Dead, do you mean?’ ‘Yes, sir; died of

drink. My husband attended the funeral.’ Frith

bought the picture, but did not revh^e for some

time.

Eeynolds also forgot the existence of one of

his 2>ictures. Burke once obtained a very early

work and called on the great artist, submitting

the work as that of a young student who sought

advice from the master. Eeynolds had a long

look, and then asked, ‘Is tlie painter a friend of

yours?’ Burke rexDlied in the aifirmative. ‘Well,’

rexDlied the great man, ‘I really don’t feel able

to give an opinion. It ’s a cleverish thing
;
but

whether it is of sufficient promise to justify the

young man in adopting art as a profession I
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cannot, say.
E Sir Joslina had entirely forgotten

his own work.

Perhaps no picture of D. G. Rossetti ever

created so much of a stir as his ^Ecce Ancilla

Domini/ after RaiDhael, which the National

Gallery purchased for the large sum of eight

hundred guineas. It measures twenty-eight and

a half inches by seventeen inches, and strikingly

represents the Annunciation, depicting the Angel

Gabriel, draped in white vestments, standing in

llaineSj holding a lily
;

while the Virgin is rising

from her couch, near which is an embroidery-

frame. This beautiful early work of Rossetti

—

whom experts describe as the ‘ head of the

romantic movement in modern English poetry,

and of the pre-Raphaelite movement in English

painting
E—was, remarkable to state, rejected by

the Royal Academy !

A FATAL EXPERIMEISTT WITH A SHBMARHSTE BOAT.
By an English Naval Officek.

HERE was war on the coasts of

Ohili and Peru. It was not one

of the frequent revolutions which

periodically convulse those unhappy

states, nor j^et an internecine war

between the two great re]3ublics of

the western shore of South America, but a war

in which the two, for once linked together as

brethren, strove to hold their own against their

common parent, Spain.

Weak though the sea-power of Spain then was

compared with what it had been when first her

great South American colonies were created, it

was an overwhelming force when contrasted "with

that of the two republics
;

for the fleet with

which she proposed to reduce her quondam
children to submission consisted of two powerful

ironclads, five fine wooden steam-frigates, and
two despatch-vessels, mounting in all some two
hundred and fifty guns, and carrying nearly four

thousand men. Peru could bring against these

one old steam-frigate, one or two gunboats, an
ancient mail-steamer armed with a few light guns,

a sailing-brig, and two nondescript home-made
ironclads—one an old steam-corvette, the Doa,

cut down and saddled with a weight of armour
which reduced her to solemn but menacing in-

competence
;

the other a creation of their own,
resembling a tin toy turret-ship, carrying one
gun, and fitfully propelled, at a speed variously

estimated by us at from one-half to three-quarters

of a knot, by a locomotive engine which had
previously done duty on the Lima railway ! Yet,

pitiful as the Peruvian navy was, it was truly

colossal when compared with that of Chili, which
consisted of but one old—very old—wooden cor-

vette, the Esmeralda. A Yankee naval officer

casuaRy remarked that, on going into the engine-

room of that vessel while her boilers were under
repair, he could see the light of the workmenEs
candles thi’ough her boiler-plates I

As ever in such circumstances, the supporters,
of the weaker side, recognising the imj)ossibility

. of meeting the foe in open combat, sought to

equalise the balance of pOAver by craft, and to

deal a paralysing bloAV from an unexpected
quarter. The idea Avas apparently not natwe

;
at

any rate, the man A\dio deAused it and carried out

the details AA^as a ' foreigner. A German of the

name of Elach, living at Valparaiso, the great port

of Chili, designed and built a submarine boat for

the purpose of making an insidious attack upon

the Spanish squadron, then strictly blockading

Valparaiso. The boat AA^as similar in general out-

line to many of those employed by the Southern

Confederacy in the great civil AA^ar, but differed

from them considerably in detail. She was built

of sheet-iron, Avas cylindrical in shape, and

tapered to a point at both ends
;

length about

forty feet, diameter eight feet. She Avas pro-

pelled by two screAvs worked by hand, Avhich at

most could only gh^e her from three to four

knots. Four large iron cylinders filled Avith com-

pressed air, connected Avith an air-immp, Avere

carried, and also a smaller cylinder charged Avith

oxygen, for the purpose of purifying the vitiated

air. Her Aveights AA^ere so adjusted as to give but

a slight margin of buoyancy, and her power of

diving beneath the AA^ater depended on the action

of fins or inclined planes along her sides, Avhich

were adjusted from Avithin as required. In order

to guard against accident, or in case the boat

should fail to rise to the surface AAdien required, a

massh^'e iron keel in fourteen sections was attached,

AAdiich could be dropped in portions, or entirely,

at the Avill of those on board. Lastly, her offen-

siYQ power consisted of a short breechloading gun.

This Avas not separate and distinct from the boat,

as is generally the case
;

it AA^as sj)ecially cast ' to

fit into the frameAvork of the boAA^, and Avas

actually part of the hull. Thus the Avhole hull

of the boat Avould take the recoil AAffien the gun

AA'-as fired, the charge being a forty-pound sheR

loaded Avith gun-cotton
;

the cap over the muzzle,

for excluding the Avater, Avas, like the screws and

fins, manipulated from inside. On deck, under

an airtight cover, AA^as a smaR rifled gun for

defence if pursued Avhen on the surface. Entrance

to the interior Avas by a smaR manhole Avith a

loAv coaming, Avhich Avas closed and screAved doAvn

AAdien she dived.

As Ave passed this submarine boat at her moor-

ings day after day A\^e thought her a very mi-

trustAvorthy and undesirable craft, AAdth her snoiit
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pulled down and her stern cocked up by the

excessive weight of the gun in her bows, and
with the water splashing over her low turtle-,

back and the cover of her tiny hatch. However,
in spite of her repulsive and treacherous appear-

ance, Elach found volunteers to go out with him
for trials in the bay

;
and the fact that she came

back again seemed to prove that she, in some
measure at any rate, fulfilled his expectations

;

Init it was ominously reported that no man had
ever volunteered for a second cruise. Yet, such

as she was, she seemed to be the only oj^ponent

that could sally out to the attack of the Spanish

squadron with any chance of success.

Long ere the submarine boat had reached this

stage, and while she was yet in the workshop, a
blow had been struck, the impudence and audacity

of which fairly staggered the haughty Dons.

Actually within hearing and almost within sight

of the great blockading fleet, the j)oor old rattle-

trap Esmeralda^ with her • worn-out hull, her

groaning engines, and her transparent boilers,

clanked up from her hiding-place among the

Chilo4 Islands, where she had taken refuge at

the beginning of the war, swooped down upon
the smart little gun-vessel Govadonga as she was
steaming dovui from Panama with important

despatches for the Spanish admiral, and carried

her off as a prize to her haunt among the islands.

This occurred so near that we, lying inside the

blockading fleet, heard the muflled report of the

guns, and thought it to be the roar of the surf

outside the harbour or the distant sound of

thunder. For many days afterwards did the

Spanish admiral patiently await the arrival of

his despatch-vessel and his despatches
;
but when

at last he heard the truth accidentally from the

ximerican consul, who was paying him a visit of

ceremony, he was so unmanned by the shock that

he retired to his cabin, dressed himself in full

uniform, with all his orders and decorations, and
—blew his brains out

!

Now, such an insult to Spanish pride had to

be "wiped out at once
;
and on the arrival of the

ill-fated admiral’s successor, the honour of the

gold-and-crimsoii flag was vindicated by the bom-

bardment of all the public buildings in the

defenceless city of Yal]Daraiso, in presence of a

British and American squadron. Loud were the

cries of indignation from British and American

residents of the city that such an outrage should

be permitted
;

for though the united squadrons

of Great Britain and the States did not compare

in size and number of guns with that of Spain,

yet their superiority in discipline and gunnery,

as well as their experience, was deemed to fully

make up for their ostensible lack of power. Of

ironclads to match the great JSfumcmcia of seven

thousand two hundred tons and thirty-four guns,

which flaunted the flag of Spain—the other

Spanish ironclad, Almanm, had not then arrived

—the British squadron had none
;
but the ‘ Stars-

and-stripes’ floated above the almost submerged
hull of a great double-turreted monitor,’ the
Monadnoclc^ whose officers confidently affirmed
that, as soon as she opened fire with her four
huge five hundred pounders, the plates of the
Spanish ironclad would ‘ come flying off like tiles

off the roof of a house.’ Moreover, as if to

encourage the hope that the bombardment would
not be permitted, a fantastic-looking Yankee gun-
boat—‘our little Tuscaroora^ sir’—raked up all her
spare chain-cables from below, and slinging them
in all their native rust along her sides, after the

manner of the Kearsarge in her fight with the

Alctbama, steamed around the bay, defiant, as if

‘suffering for a fight.’ But none the less the out-

rage was unopposed, after which the great armada
steamed northward, with intent to repeat upon
the armed forts and iron towers of Callao the

punishment so easily and safely inflicted upon
the helpless Chilian port.

Then was the time that .Flach’s submarine boat

was completed
;

too late to take any action

during the bombardment, indeed, but the Spanish

fleet might return at any moment, and in the

meantime valuable experience would be gained in

manceuvring her without risk of interference from

the enemy.

- At last, so satisfied was her inventor with her

behaviour, and so confident of her safety, that on

the 3rd of May 1866 he arranged for a public

display of her powers. She was to start from

her moorings with a select party of friends and

admirers, to cross the breadth of the bay (a

distance of some four or five miles) under water,

to rise to the surface at the other side and fire

her guns b}' way of signal, and then to return

ujDon the surface of the water with her hatcli

uncovered. The 3rd of May was a bright day,

with a brisk breeze stirring the waters of the

bay into little sharp, busy wavelets, which lapped

ceaselessly and fretfully over the gleaming turtle-

back of the ill-fated machine. Presently boats

came off from the shore—a little fleet of boats,

filled with the curious and inquisitive. Among
them was one bearing Flach himself, his young

son, and six companions. We saw them draw

alongside
;

the hatchway-cover was raised, and

one by one they climbed down, slowly disappear-

ing into the interior of the craft, after exchanging

smiling greetings and chaff with those around

them. Just as Flach himself was about to

descend he noticed with anger that a lead-line

had been made fast to the stern of his vessel *

and, rushing aft, he indignantly and hastily cut

it adrift. A whaling skipper, whose confidence

in the' weird-looking craft was not equal to that

of the inventor, at the last moment had quietly

made fast the line, in order, as he said, ‘just to

let us know how she’s getting on.’ Now, Flacli’s

bod}^ slowly sank through the hatch
;

but he

lingered for a moment, his head above the coam-

ing, for a last look round. Then he too dis-
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appeareclj and the hatchway-cover silently closed.

After a moment or two of inaction, a swirl of

water at the stern indicated that her screws were

in motion
;
and then moving sluggishly forward

for a few yards, and gradually getting lower and

lower in the water, she silently sank, and we saw

her no more. A few of us lingered on deck,

gazing stupidly at the spot where she had dis-

appeared and on the water immediately around

it, thinking that by chance she might pop up

again and take us by surprise-'; but she gave no

sign, nor could her course be traced. So we were

forced to content ourselves with the anticij)ation

that she would eventually, but after a long in-

terval, owing to her slow progress, turn up again

at the opposite side of the bay. We went down

to dinner at noon, and many times during the

afternoon turned our glasses upon the opposite

shore, hoping to descry her
;
but we reluctantly

admitted that, the distance being very great and

the object very small, it was more than x>i’obable

that we should fail in our search.

Our misgivings proved well founded. There

was no sign of her
;
but after the evening closed

in it was rumoured that she had come uj) all

right, had fired her gun as arranged, and was

then making her way back slowly to her moor-

ings. The next morning was fated to rudely and

painfully dispel the illusion. In the first place,

her moorings were unoccupied. That, however,

might be easily accounted for in many ways
;
but

during the forenoon curiosity was excited by the

ajopearance of a constant stream of bubbles coming

up from below not far from the place where the

boat had started on its fateful cruise. It was

impossible not to connect this phenomenon with

the unfortunate vessel, and the terrible truth was

gradually forced upon us that she could barely

have gone fifty yards beneath the surface when
she plunged headlong to the bottom and there

remained
;
and that, while we had been eagerly

expecting her reappearance some miles off, her

unhappy crew were still close to us, face to face

with an appalling and inevitable doom.

The horror of those hours in that clammy iron

shroud—when j)robably every expedient had failed,

every frantic effort had proved of no avail, and

when slow, hideous, certain death stared them in

the face—is beyond the compass of the most

vivid imagination. '\Yliat did they do when the

full extent of their calamity burst upon them?
Wliy did they not cast off the heavy iron keel

specially provided for such an emergency? Did
they do so, and did the safeguard fail them in their

supreme need? again, did they not, as a

last wild, despairing resource, load and fire their

bow-gun in the hope of starting the machine from
the bottom or at least of calling instant attention

to their desperate situation? Did they leave any
record of the calamity which had overtaken them,

as calm, brave men might have done, since their

supply of air and oxygen was calculated to last

for nine hours? We shall never know. All that

we can be certain of is, that eight human beings

in health and vigour found themselves by their

own act immured in an iron shroud awaiting

the coming of a sure and dreadful death. Long

before the bubbles betrayed their position they

must all have succumbed.

At once our divers were ordered away to try

and find the boat, and this they easily succeeded

ill doing
;
but the great depth at which she lay

—

twenty-seven fathoms—made the work extremely

difficult and dangerous. Again and again the

divers came up Iffeeding at nose and ears and

utterly exhausted by the intense pressure. Twice

they managed to place hawsers round her, and

twice these parted when we hove on them, unable

to sustain the immense weight. Before we could

make another attempt peremptory orders were re-

ceived to leave at once for Callao, where fighting

was going on, and where the Spaniards learned,

to their disgust, that an attack upon batteries

armed with heavy guns is a very different matter

from the bombardment of a defenceless town.

At our departure all hope of raising the ill-

fated vessel was abandoned
;
and there, doubtless,

she lay, or perchance still lies, with her dead

within her, grimly guarding the mystery of their

fate, till her iron sides shall sullenly rust away,

and her frame crumble to pieces in the slow

passage of the years. Possibly, in some far future

day, her gun may be dredged up from its muddy
bed, or hurled shorewards by one of the frequent

volcanic spasms of that troubled coast, to cause

an outburst of wondering surprise and conjecture

as to the purpose for which so fantastic a weapon

could have been constructed.

VIOLETS.
Spring’s tiny heralds, shy and sweet,

With half-shut eyes of dusky hlue,

I, loitering here with idle feet,

Must needs stoop low and gather you ;

For wliere wet mosses cling and creep,

And sunbeams never come to stay.

Awaking from a winter’s sleep,

You give your perfume to the day.

Lough winds, that fret the silver rills.

Caress you gently as they pass

To shake the nodding daffodils

And laugh amid the growing grass.

They find the daisy on the lea,

The primrose in the sunny glade

;

You only grow where few can see

Your grace and beauty—in the shade.

And while my heart your fragrance hives

—

Such subtle essence, rich and rare

—

I can but learn that lowly lives

May sometimes be supremely fair.

Spring’s tiny heralds, shy and sweet,

With half-shut eyes of dusky blue,

I, loitering here with idle feet,

Am glad to stoop and gather you.

E. Matheson.
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By William Sidebotham.

I

HE coronation of King Edward in

Westminster Abbey next June will

possess several features of excep-

tional interest. In the first place,

a coronation is the only royal

ceremony which now takes place

in that Valhalla of England’s illustrious dead.

Erom the time of Harold every English Sovereign

has been crowned in the Abbey ;
and com-

mencing at the same period, thirteen kings

—

George II. being the last—and fourteen queens

have found resting-j>laces within its sacred walls.

In the next place, owing to the long and glorious

reign of Queen Victoria,\ it is sixty-four years

since a Sovereign was crowned in the ancient

period which is unparalleled in his-

tory ;
and it is somewhat remarkable that after

the death of George III. in 1820 there were

three coronations in less than twenty years

:

George IV., WiUiam IV., and Victoria. Lastly,

the forthcoming ceremonial will be held at a

time when the city of Westminster is under-

going a complete transformation. As improve-

ments there have hitherto been only carried oiit

gradually, this part of the subject vdll be speci-

ally dealt with later.

The enthronement of a Sovereign in this

country is distinctly a religious ceremonial. It

is not recognised in law, and carries with it

no legal status
;

and, although the fact is not

generally known, the non-observance of the cere-

mony . would impose no ,
disability either upon

the Sovereign or his successors. Nevertheless

the ceremonial is more splendid, emblematic, and

elaborate in- this country than in any other.

There are very, few people now living who

witnessed the crowning of the late Queen. The

Duke of Cambridge, however, was present at the

last coronation ;
and as Prince George, when

twelve years old, he witnessed that of William IV.

Thus he has the unique distinction of being the

only peer of the realm who was .a spectator of

these two historic functions. Another illustrious
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personage who, unless something unforeseen occurs,

will be present at the forthcoming coronation is

the Marquis of Salisbury. One of his ancestors

was the chief Minister to Elizabeth at the time

of her death, and also held the same responsible

position when James I. succeeded to the throne

;

so that the present Premier, after three centuries,

is not only the lineal descendant of the most

trusted adviser of the greatest Sovereign, this

country had had up to that time, but was Prime-

Minister under Queen Victoria, who is universally

acknowledged to have been England’s most illus-

trious ruler. It is also worthy of notice that

Earl Nelson—the third earl, and grandnephew of

the Hero of Trafalgar—is the only peer who

holds the same title as he did at the coronation

of Queen Victoria.

The arrangements for coronations are made by

a committee of the Privy Council, sitting as a

Court of Claims. The costs in connection with,

these ceremonies were formerly very great. The

highest sum recorded, two hundred and forty

thousand pounds, was incurred at the enthrone-

ment of George IV. From the time of Harold

down to the reign of the last of the Georges,

everything was carried out regardless of expense,

and curious customs, now fallen into desuetude,

were observed. The banquets formerly held in

Westminster Hall contributed largely to the

enormous cost. It is on record that the cere-

mony in the Abbey alone was so protracted in

1377 that Eichard II. became exhausted, and that

at its conclusion he had to be carried out of the

sacred edifice on a litter !

Westminster Hall links us almost as closely

and as touchingly as does the Abbey itself vith

the past. According to the memorable descrip-

tion of Macaulay, it has resounded with acclama-

tions at the inauguration of the second Norman

king and tliirty of his successors.

The English mind, especially the governmental

and official mind, delights in precedents—the un-

written laws that regulate all State ceremonials ,

Reserved.^ APRIL 26, 1902.
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tlierefore it is desmable to ascertain wliat took

place at tlie three coronations of the last centiuy.

It was on 19th July 1821, after a reign which

had np to that time been unprecedented in

length, that George lY. was cro^^^led. Great had

been the splendour of the coronation ceremonies

of his two immediate predecessors; but the King

determined to eclipse in magnificence every pre-

vious ceremonial. Contemporary writers give a

vivid idea of the grandeur of the scene in the

Abbey when, according to one of them, the King

entered Ginder a canopy of cloth-of-gold, himself

clothed in gold from head to foot, with a train

of superb crimson A^elvet embroidered all over in

masses of gold, and so long and hea'v^^ that the

pages had to bear it on their shoulders.’ There

was, as is customary on these occasions, great

enthusiasm both inside and outside the Abbey

;

but a pathetic incident occurred just before the

coronation ceremony took place. George’s . unfor-

tunate Queen—Caroline of Brunswick—^presented

herself for admission to the Abbey in order to be

crovmed as Queen Consort
;

but she was rudely

repulsed from the doors. So keenly did Her

Majesty feel this gross affront that she died a

fortnight, later at Brandenburg House of a broken

heart. In this connection it may be mentioned

that at the coronation of George III. in 1761,

Queen Charlotte, after the enthronement of His

Majesty, was anointed, and 'then invested with

the ring and crowned.

The coronation of George lY. was the last

which took place with the full ceremonial ob-

served in the previous reigns. It included both

the service in the Abbey and the great banquet

in Y^estminster Hall. At the latter function the

King’s Chamioion, Mr Dymoke of Scrivelsby,

mounted on a charger and clad in com|)lete

armour, entered Westminster Hall and ‘chal-

lenged’ any one to say that His Majesty was not

the rightful heir to the imperial crown. This

part of the ceremony was also extremely gorgeous

;

and, although some critics condemned the great

expense it entailed. Sir Y^alter Scott, wdio Avas

present, was most favourably impressed with the

scene, holding that ‘ it operated as a tax on wealth
and consideration for the benefit of poverty and
industry.’ As the King left the Hall of Eufus,

His Majesty’s Herb-woman and her maids scattered

flowers along the route
;
and as an example of

the lavish way in which everything was done, it

may be pointed out that the charge of Messrs
Bundle & Bridge for the loan of jew^els w^as six-

teen thousand pounds—an amount Avhich w^'as

supposed to be interest on their value.

The old Latin maxim, Te7n]?ora mutantur, nos et

mntamuT in illis, was never more strikingly verified

than at the coronation of William lY. and Queen
Adelaide in 1831. Both the King and the Queen
w’ere anxious that little expense should be incurred

;

indeed, His Majesty went so far as to suggest that
there should be no coronation ceremony. The pro-

posal w^as debated in the House of Lords
; and

it 'was eventually decided that the service should

take place. Ho'wever, the ceremonial w^as much
curtailed, everything being abandoned but the

service in the Abbey. It 'was generally believed

that the expenses incurred amounted to no more
than thirty thousand pounds ; but wLen the

Bight Hon. A. J. BaKour was questioned on the

point during the last session of Parliament he

stated that it cost forty-tw'o thousand x>o^^iids.

The Queen 'svas so anxious that no money should

be sjDent unnecessarily that she would not, says

Baikes in his Journal^ jDermit either the purchase

or the hire of a crown from Bundle & Bridge’s

for herself, but ordered that it should be com-

posed of her owui je^vels. The ceremony, wdiich

took place on 8th September, was, from a popular

point of view^, a gigantic success, despite the fact

that at the time London 'was seething wdth

discontent owung to the action of the House of

Lords in throwing out the Beform Bill wdiich

had passed the House of Commons.
On the accession of Queen Yictoria it w^as con-

sidered desirable by many people that all the

ancient forms should be revived in connection

with the coronation
;
but it w^as decided to follow

the precedent set by William lY.—a precedent

also to be followed in the case of King Edw^ard

—and only the State jirocession from Buckingham
Palace and the service in the Abbey 'were held.

The cost, how^ever, w^as much higher—sixty-nine

thousand four hundred and twenty-one pounds.

The coronation, as is w^ell knowm, took place on

28th June 1838, and it excited unbounded de-

monstrations of loyal aftection. The youth, the

personal attractions, and the unblemished fame

of the fair young Sovereign of a mighty Empire

threw" into it a degree of fascination w"hich w"as

wanting in the case of William. Although the

route of the procession from Buckingham Palace

to the Abbey w"as only a little over tw"0 miles

in length, it w"as estimated that tw"o hundred

thousand pounds had been paid for seats
;
and

Greville in his Memoirs observes :
‘ It is said that

a million have had a sight of the show in one

w"ay or another. These numbers are probably

exaggerated
;
but they really were prodigious.’

The scene in the Abbey w"as one of great

splendour. It is very rare, however, that full

State functions are concluded without some hitch,

and this was no exception to the rule. The
Queen was made to leave her chair and enter

St Edw"ard’s Chapel before the j)i’ayers were con-

cluded, much to the discomfiture of the arch-

bishop
;

and another unfortunate circumstance

was that the ruby ring w"as made for her little

finger instead of the fourth, on which the rubric

prescribes it should be ]pl3.ced. The ring w"as

forced on the fourth finger
;

but the sw^elling

became so great that as soon as ]DOSsible Her
Majesty -was compelled to bathe the finger in

iced w"ater in order to get the ring off. Despite
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the pain she ^Yas siifFering, she received the

homage of various important personages. Lord

Eolle, who was between eighty and ninety years

of age, stumbled in ascending the stet)s to do

homage, whereupon the Queen immediately rose

and advanced to meet him. The act, as kindly

as it was spontaneous, was greatly appreciated,

and the illustrious throng gave vent to a

tremendous outburst of cheering.

The most ancient of the coronation-chairs was

made to enclose the ‘Stone of Destiny,’ which

is traditionally reported to have been Jacob’s

pillow, and which was brought, with the regalia,

from Scotland by Edward I., and offered at the

shrine of St Edward in 1297, after he had over-

come John Baliol, King of the Scots, in several

battles. In this chair all the reigning sovereigns

have been crowned since the time of Edward I.

The Abbey, which is officially knovui as the

Collegiate Church of St Peter, may also be

regarded as the birthplace of democracy, for the

chapter-house was for three centuries used as the

meeting-place of the House of Commons, and was

thus the cradle of representative government and I

the scene of the chief acts which laid the founda-

tion of civil and religious liberty in England.

Historically and architecturally the whole city

of Westminster, of which the venerable Abbey

is the chief feature of interest, is indissolubly

connected with England’s greatness. As has

been stated, the changes wliich have taken place

there during the last thousand years have been

gradual
;
but a great improvement scheme, which

• when completed wiU have cost nearly a million

and a half sterling, is now in progress, and in a

short time several important links with the past

wiU be severed. Brief!}'', the scheme is as follows

:

It is intended to embank the river for some dis-

tance ;
to lay out the land between j\Iillbank

Street and the river, in addition to the Victoria

Tower Gardens
;

to widen Millbank Street and

other thoroughfares up to St John’s Church,

including a portion of Horseferry Eoad ;
and to

provide accommodation for the poor people of

the neighbourhood who have been displaced.

It is interesting to recall the fact that at this

spot, from the time of King Canute the Dane

down to the reign of Henry YIII., the various

monarchs held ' court in the ancient palace j

but in 1512 the magnificent building was

practically destroyed by fire, and His Majesty,

after Wolsey’s fall, removed his coint to White-

hall. A short distance from here—a thorough-

fare now known as Eomney Street, but previously

called Vine Street—was situated in early times

the vinery from which the wine came for the

religious services in the Abbey and for the

abbot’s private use. The space in front of the

House of Commons, now Parliament Square (with

numerous statues of distinguished politicians),

was at one time a market-place. The market

was established in 1353 by Edward III., who

imposed certain duties on the commodities sold

in order to obtain money for the repairing of

the highway along the Strand. Adjoining this

market was the Sanctuary, where criminals fled for

refuge. Others besides criminals evidently avaEed

themselves of this holy place, for among the dis-

tinguished persons who sought shelter there was

Elizabeth Woodville, the Queen of Edward IV.,

who, in 1471, escaped from the Tower and regis-

tered herself and her attendants as ‘Sanctuary

women.’ Here, in great penury, she gave bhth

to Edward V. She was induced by the Duke of

Buckingham and the Archbishop of York to sur-

render her son to his uncle Eichard, who carried

him to the Tower, where he was murdered.

In connection with almost every monastery

and abbey in the country a school for the

education of the young was established, and

Westminster School, which is still flourishing,

was buEt in the Middle Ages. In this institu-

tion liave been educated many of England’s

most distinguished men in the world of poEtics,

letters, law, and theology.

Although the Court was for very many centu-

ries either at the old palace or at WhitehaE, it

seems somewhat curious that the whole district

was honeycombed with dens of infamy ; and even

Dick Turpin the highwayman lodged in a court

near where the Boyal Aquarium now stands,

and used to start from there on his sensational

expeditions.

In the south-east corner of the Old Palace

Yard, at the end of Abingdon Street (which

under the improvement scheme is to be widened),

was the house formerly occupied as the Ordnance

Office. This buEding was hired by Percy and

his confederates in the GunpoAvder Plot; and

in the vaults under the House of Lords they

secreted their barrels of gunpowder, intending

to bloAV up the buildings on the arrival of the

Sovereign. Owing to the discoA^ery of the plot,

it has since been the practice at the opening

of every session of ParEanient for a company of

‘beefeaters’ to search the ceEars beneath the

House of Lords.

Many other historic events liaA^e taken place in

the Old Palace Yard ;
but it aauU oiEy be possible

to glance at one or tAvo of these. One of the

most noteAvorthy Avas the execution of Sir Walter

Ealeigh in 1618. The remarkable fortitude he

displayed on the occasion is recorded ;
but it is

not so Avidely knoAm Avhat became of his body.

According to Cayley, ‘the head after being shown

on either side of the scaffold aa^s put into a

leather bag, over AAdEch Sir T7alter s goas ii aa as

thrown, and the whole conveyed aAAny in a

mourning coach by Lady Ealeigh. It aaus pre-

served by her in a case during the tAA^enty-iime

years AAdnch she surviA'ed her husband, and after-

AA^ards Avith no less piety by their affectionate

son CareAV, Avith whom it is supposed to liave

been buried at West Horsley, in Surrey. The
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body was interred in tlie cliancel near the altar

of St Margaret's, M^estminster.' Coming, pe?-

saltim^ to later times, another remarkable incident

occurred. Cromwell's body, which had been in-

terred at Tyburn, was dug up, and his head, along

with those of the regicides Ireton and Bradshaw,

was fixed on a pole, and placed on Westminster

Hall, where it remained for many years. After

the lapse of nearly two hundred and fifty

years an heroic statue, the cost of which is be-

lieved to have been borne by Lord Rosebery, has

been erected in honour of the Lord Protector

within a few yards of the place where his head

was ignominiously displayed to public view-

Such is the irony of fate

!

At the end of Millbank Street, which will be

considerably widened, is Horseferry Road. Here

uj? to the time when Westminster Biidge was

opened to the public was a horse-ferry, which

was formerly under the control of the Archbishop

of Canterbury. Lambeth Palace, the town resi-

dence of the archbishojis for centuries, is on the

other side of the river. His Grace held the ferry

under a patent, and when it was abolished he re-

ceived compensation. Lambeth Suspension Bridge

now, crosses the river at the place where the

ferry used to be. As this was the only horse-

ferry in London, the revenue received from it

by the archbishop must at one time have been

considerable, as, for example, the rate charged for

a man and horse was two shillings, for a horse

and chaise one shilling, and for a laden cart two
shillings and sixpence.

During the Revolution of 1688 the consort

of James II. escajoed to Prance. One cold

winter night she left Whitehall with her infant

son and several ladies and gentlemen-in-waiting,

and drove to the horse-ferry, where a boat con-

veyed her to the other side. ^ The night was

wet and stormy, and so dark,' says St Victor

in his Narrative of the Esca]}e of the Queen of

England, ^that when we got into the boat we
could not see each other, though we were closely

seated, for the boat was very small.' After de-

scribing the extreme peril of the journey across

the river owing to the violence of the wind and

the heavy rain, the writer relates how, on arriv-

ing at the other side, he ran to fetch the coach

which was in waiting, while the Queen and those

who accompanied her sheltered under the walls

of Lambeth Old Church. They were then driven

to Gravesend, where a yacht conveyed them to

Prance. A few days later King James also

escaped.

There are many other historic associations

which cluster round this ancient city
;

but

enough has been told to show that here have

occurred many of the conspicuous events which

have moulded the destinies of the Empire, and

that its memorable and stirring scenes will be

for ever recorded in the annals of fame. It may
safely be predicted that the ceremony connected

with the forthcoming coronation of King Edward,

in the most renowned Abbey in Christendom,

will, from a spectacular point of view, be one of

the most gorgeous that have yet taken place.

CLIPPED WINGS.
[Copyright in the United States of America by Mary Stuart Boyd.]

CHAPTER XVII.—THE REAL HONORIA.

jISS SETON-LORIMER cast a coldly

calculating eye over her Colonial

cousin as they sat together the

morning after Lucie's arrival at

Queen's Gate.

In point of feature the cousins

strongly resembled each other. Looking at the

fresh young curves, at that wealth of natural

charin which no dishevelled raiment, be it ever

so shabby, could Avholly disguise, Honoria saw
in Lucie something that a dozen years earlier she

herself might have been
; saw herself, indeed, as

she had been before many years of a wholly arti-

ficial life passed in a ^dtiated atmosphere had
made her what she was.

Though she did not recognise it, Lucie saw in

Honoria the manner of woman into which she
herself might develop through years of unruffled

prosperity, of curbed impulses, of tight corsets,

of pinched shoes, of cosmetics, of lack of healthy

exercise. In her cousin, Lucie did not realise

that she viewed a specimen of atrop)hied humanity

:

a being whose wings had not expanded because

she had never experienced any of those bracing

winds of adversity that alone can strengthen the

pinions. Honoria's one emotion was vanity
;

her

one dread a fear of falling short in some petty

social observance.

While from under her languidly uplifted eye-

lids Honoria mentally criticised her new-found,

and it must be confessed unwelcome, relative,

Lucie was anxiously watching her cousin for any

sign that would proclaim their kindred spirits.

With a solicitude foreign to her wilful nature,

Lucie was nervously desirous to please
;
but from

the moment they met she had found her

cousin's manner, though perfectly polite, un-

pleasantly discouraging. The confidences she

longed to outpour froze on her lips at -^the

sound of Honoria's drawling interjections of
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‘Oil, or at tlie still more disconcerting

reiteration of ^ How ghastly

!

’ as sole comment
upon Lucie’s recital of misfortunes.

The expression of sweet resignation whereinto
Miss Seton-Lorimer’s features were moulded con-

tradicted the worn discontent of her eyes, the

bored droop of her eyelids. Her existence as the

only child of fairly prosperous parents had been
a pampered one. A leaning towards any one of

the arts would have saved her soul from vapidity
;

but Honoria was void of any gift, or even any
inclination towards the artistic. Her only craving

was for social culture. The ambition that had
influenced her father’s career had been inherited

by his daughter
; but in her it attained dimen-

sions that ceased to be laudable, and became an
infirmity. She longed to be in the smart set,

and to have her doings chronicled in the society

papers. Her acquaintance was, to her disgust,

confined entirely to City folks. At Norwood
they had known the best peo^fie

;
but the best

people were in Honoria’s eyes mere nobodies,

because unconnected with that circle which is

neither wholly wealthy nor wholly distinguished,

but only smart.

It had taken years of insinuation and per-

suasion to induce Mr Lorimer to leave the

suburban home wherein he had lived so long,

and to move right into town
;

but Honoria’s

arguments that Norwood was a ghastly hole;

that she was sick to death of every one they

knew there
;

that London would be cheaper,

because they would have no grounds to keep

up
;

that a flat would be the acme of comfort,

because of its convenience, and of economjq

because the rent included taxes : these had at

length overcome his scrujDles. Perhaps, also, the

ambition that influenced his early years was not

yet apx^eased. Be the reason what it may, Mr
Lorimer agreed to move, and speedilj'- found

himself cribbed in a flat of half-a-dozen rooms,

for whose scant accommodation he paid nearly

four hundred pounds a year, and in whose con-

fined limits he had room to stow less than half

the furniture of the Norwood house, where for a

rent of one hundred and fifty pounds he had a

lawn, a shrubbery, hothouses, and a kitchen-

garden. Under the altered conditions even his

dog had to be boarded out. Miss Setoii-Lorimer

ha^dng decreed that ]Dets, save only lapdogs, had

no place in a flat.

However, after eighteen months of residence

in Queen’s Gate, Miss Seton-Lorimer would have

been forced to confess—could anything have

induced so well-bred a lady to voice the naked

truth—that so far she had failed even to touch

the fringe of society’s garment. Her position

remained exactly what it had been, except that,

having in her first flush of pride in an altered

locality turned a chilly shoulder towards her

Norwood friends, these friends were in turn

shunning her, and making distance their excuse

for delay in returning the visits she now paid
them.

Having failed to enter the set to which she
aspired, Miss Seton-Lorimer paid her court to

the next best. She gave dinner-parties, and
found her new friends ready to come, but not
so ready to entertain in return. She took tickets

for subscription dances, and supported all the

benevolent schemes that bore the cachet of

fashion, but still found herself an outsider. Thus
it came about that Honoria’s days were passed in
a state of vapidity whose flavourless insipidity she
did not realise.

In earlier years she had had attention paid
her; but the suitors had lacked the one thing
that, in Honoria’s eyes, was needful—wealth

;

and her passions were so perfectly tutored that,

while they were ready to burst into something
that would pass for warmth at the approach of a

lover ready to make what she esteemed suitable

settlements, the advances of ' a poor man left

them tepid. In truth, a nature such as Honoria’s

is destitute of the magnetic attraction that is

needed to light the flame of love. Man is tinder,

woman the spark that kindles. Honoria lacked

the divine fire, and without it a man’s desire for

her could never be wholly disinterested.

That Lucie had chanced to enter her cousin’s

life at a particularly inauspicious moment did not

add to Honoria’s gratification in receiving her.

During the past three months Mr Paul Eudden-

heim, a widowed stockbroker whose mansion in

Pembridge Square awaited a mistress, had made the

acquaintance of the Seton-Lorimers. As he came

at a time when those imps of brooding, morbid

monitors that haimt our hours of waking, had

begun to whisper the possibility of Honoria’s

spending her life in single blessedness, she had

smiled her sweetest upon Mr Euddenheim. When,

during their recent stay in Nice, that gentleman

had paid the Eiviera a flying visit, Miss Seton-

Lorimer had smiled still more. Nothing had

been said ; but there could be no doubt that a

little further acquaintance would see Mr Eudden-

lieim her declared lover. Of a certainty it was a

cruel fate that dropped, without even a ‘by your

leave,’ this pretty cousin right into the midst of

Honoria’s nicely arranged schemes.

‘Shall I ever be like that?’ Lucie, her efforts
,

to interest her hostess having failed, was wonder-

ing, when Honoria, whose gaze had been resting

critically upon Lucie’s sun-faded blue frock, re-

vealed the tenor of her thoughts by saying vdth

languid emphasis, ‘ I supi)Ose in New Zealand

you don’t consider dress?’

At the innuendo conveyed in her remark, Lucie’s

insurgent self flashed out.

‘Wliy, of course we do. We’re not barbarians.

We dress beautifully there,’ she answered hotly.

Then, catching a glimpse of herself in a mirror,

she faltered, and added in half-apologetic tones,

‘Surely you don’t think we go about like this?’
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indicating her obnoxious raiment. ‘You forget

—all my other clothes are stolen. I have no

°^Honoria politely stifled a yami and glanced at

a, timepiece. ‘I sent a note to Eredoline askr.’c.

her to send round some costumes and hats, and a

good fitter, before luncheon. I have an afternoon

reception to go to, so perhaps you will amuse

yourself with a book till I return. There are

some new ones from Mudie’s.’

Tlioiigli at home Lucie had been a voracious

novel-reader, in London, where to her unaccus-

tomed eyes each scene was a fresh one, every

man and woman a new type to he studied, the

prospect of wasting precious hours over printed

words held no temptation.

‘Can’t I go somewhere by myself while you

are out^ she asked. ‘Staying indoors is so tire-

some. I could go alone quite easily.’

‘It’s quite impossible. You can’t possibly leave

the house until you are properly clothed. Just

fancy if any one saw you. It would simply be

fatal 1

’

‘Uncle told me the South Kensington Museum
|

is quite near. Surely I could slip in there vdth-

out being noticed. Nobody knows me,’ Lucie

pleaded. She was feverishly eager to begin the

quest of her despoilers. How she was going to

set about it she had not the faintest notion ;
but

every moment spent indoors seemed' to detract

from her chance of success.

‘People know us if they don’t know you.’

Honoria’s usually limpid tones were clouded.

‘You can have no idea how shocking you look.

Just think how dreadful it would be if any of

our neighbours saw you. Even the lift-man or

the hall-porter. Oh, the idea is too ghastly 1’
^

.

A heated reply was trembling on Lucie’s lips,

when the announcement of a de]putation from

Eredoline’s, consisting of a porter laden vdth huge

cardboard boxes, a young lady in black satin to

pose as model, and an experienced fitter, diverted

the conversation into less troublous waters.

A tete-a-tete luncheon' followed the departure of

the Eredoline troupe. The fare was temptingly

unlike the scramble meals wherewith Lucie’s stay

at Mrs Denman’s had acquainted her; but the

presence of Honoria already proved a damper to

her enjoyment. That lady’s features had been

carefuUy trained to retain -an expression of un-

varying sweetness. To behold Honoria seated

. opposite one at table was almost as inspiriting as

to look at a clock whose works had run down,

or at a barometer whose hands remained ever at

‘set fair’ no matter what the weather. Not that

Honoria’s disposition was either sweet or sunny

;

it .was her expression only which time and usage

had moulded into a simper that presented the

irritating immutability of a mask. The fact, too,

that Honoria’s hair, by being elaborately dressed

according to the prevailing mode over cushions

that altogether distorted the shape of her head.

presented the iinnatural outlines of a wig
;

that

the tint of her original complexion was obscured

by powder; that her eyebrows were delicately

pencilled, all added to the artificiality of hei

appearance.

Left alone, Lucie yawned herself through the

afternoon until her uncle’s entrance at tea-time

made a welcome diversion. Probably Lucie’s

unaffected pleasure at his return, and her interest

in his concerns, gratified Mr Seton-Lorimer, for

he beamed pleasantly over his gold-rimmed

glasses at the bright young face opposite him as

he drank his tea and answered her questions.

There was still no clue to the great robbery,

and Mr Seton-Lorimer, in an unusual burst of

confidence, hinted that the tying up of so much

ready money slightly crippled him in business;

but Mr Elgood was reported to be much better,

and intended returning to his duties next day.

Nothing had been heard of Lucie’s kidnappers.

‘It’s my pretty frocks I miss most. I can’t

bear the idea of that horrid giggling woman

wearing them,’ Lucie was saying when Honoria

returned.

She had left home in a bad temper, and

returned ruffled to a degree that made the re-

tention of her habitual simper difficult. The At

Home’ had been dull, crowded, noisy. She had

seen no one she cared to speak to, and the

clatter made her head ache. Some one had trod

upon her gown and nearly wrenched it
^

away

from the waist-belt. Through the open window

of the brougham the delicate silk of her costume

had sustained a mud-stain from a passing hansom.

Worst of all, a surreptitious glance at a mirror

had revealed the unsuspected presence of a

wrinkle in the set of her bodice.

The oppressive atmosphere that one person in

an ill-humour has power to diffuse had begun to

influence the others, when Mr Seton-Lorimer

chanced to remark that he had met Mr Eudden-

heim in the City, that Mr Euddenheiin had

been surprised and pleased to learn of their un-

expected return to London, and that he proposed

calling that evening.

With this announcement, unimportant though

it seemed, the black cloud vanished. Honoria

rang for fresh tea, and condescended to affect an

interest in her guest’s affairs : feared that she

must have been bored, and promised her plenty

of gaiety when Eredoline sent home her new

outfit.

Having gulped dovm her second cup of tea,

Honoria retired to her room. An hour later,

when the dinner-gong sounded, she appeared clad

in a gown so elegant that Lucie gasped out an

involuntary ‘Oh! are you going to a party?’

a solecism for, which she felt instantly ashamed.

‘No,’ Honoria responded coldly, raising her

eyebrows in astonishment at the other’s igno-

rance of the usages of ]Dolite society. ‘ I always

dress for dinner, of course. Every one does.’
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Lucie, sitting in tlie faded blue delaine frock

that was ber only wear, felt aggrieved that

lier cousin bad not offered ber tbe use of a

part of ber voluminous wardrobe. Sbe knew
that bad Honoria come to them in like forlorn

condition tbe best of ber own or Kitty’s

raiment would instantly bave been jffaced at ber

disposal.

Dinner j)assed smoothly. Honoria was gracious-

ness itself. Tbe girls bad retired to tbe

drawing-room, leaving Mr Seton-Lorimer to bis

cigar, and Lucie, wbo anticipated pleasure in tbe

advent of a visitor, was drawing mental j)ictures

of tbe manner of man wbom Honoria would
deem worthy so elaborate a toilet, when that

young lady, turning from tbe mirror by whose
aid sbe bad been touching up her left eyebrow,

said sweetly, know you must wish to retire,

dear. Don’t let me keep you up.’

‘ But I ’m not a bit tired !
’ exclaimed Lucie

bluntl}^ ‘Why should I go to bed at this hour?

I’ve been idling all day.’

Her cousin sank into a chair and disjDOsed ber

draperies gracefully before replying.

‘ You force me to speak jffainly
; but we expect

a guest, and your frock is—well, scarcely’

Lucie ffusbed hotly. Por a moment sbe thought

of walking out of tbe room in dudgeon, then

bravely mastered the impulse.

‘ I know my appearance is disginceful
;

but

I’m tired of biding,’ sbe answered, as lightly as

possible. ‘It’s only nine o’clock. Could you not

lend me a tea-gown or anything for an hour?’

Lucie felt as though sbe bad been guilty of

some grave impertinence when Honoria’s eye-

brows—^ber only expressive feature—slowly raised

themselves in amazement at this request.

‘I’m afraid I’ve nothing suitable,’ sbe drawled.

‘Besides, my things wouldn’t fit you.’

Then Lucie, as tbe thrill of an electric bell

heralded tbe arrival of tbe expected guest, slijDped

off to ber room, and locked tbe door in a state

of revolt that found vent in a few binning tears.

(To he continued.)

OOLOUIAL SEORETAEIES I HAVE KNOWN.
By T. H.

EALLY, this old ale is one of

tbe very few English institutions

which we can conscientiously

approve.’ Such was tbe verdict

of tbe Boer delegates wbo msited

England on Transvaal business

in 1874, during their entertainment at Highclere

Castle, Hampshire, by tbe then Colonial Secretary,

tbe fourteenth Lord Carnarvon. This was not

tbe occasion of tbe fii’st British trip of President

Kruger; that- took place in 1875. Tbe present

witer was a guest at Highclere at tbe same

time as tbe Boer deputation ;
but be can recall

only one or two other not very notable utter-

ances made by these visitors. Between Hewbury

railway station and Highclere Castle, some half-

dozen miles, tbe road is intersected frequently by

little brooks, through which tbe carriage passes.

Tbe Transvaalers bad smoked their pipes ,in

sullen silence till tbe conveyance brought them

to tbe first of these streams
;

then tbe

liminary gleam of a smile began to light ujd

tbe motionless features of their broad faces. ‘It

reminds us of tbe Transvaal,’ they said; and, in

a weU-meant effort to say sometbuig j)Lasant,

‘ ^Vliy should it not ? ’ cheerily asked Lord Car-

narvon’s private secretary, then Lord Donougb-

more. They • said nothing more ;
but on tbe

evening of tbe same day, when tbe butler bad

conducted them over tbe cellars, and refreshed

them with tbe beverage brewed, according to tbe

custom of tbe bouse, at tbe birth of each eldest

son, and not opened till bis coming of age, they

were pleased to express approval in tbe words

S. Escott.

already quoted. ‘Can it be true that aU these

books were written by members of your family

Tbe Dutch guest wbo made this inquiry of bis

host was seated by tbe side of a bookcase, one

of whose shelves bad been allotted to works

of authors of tbe Herbert name. Tbe table at

which tbe Boer querist sat and looked up

incredulously to bis host bad a history of its

own : it was that at which tbe first Hapoleon

signed bis abdication. ‘Do Queen Yictoria’s

dominions contain many more pieces of furniture

of like associations?’ ‘Well,’ gently rexfiied the

master of tbe bouse, ‘at Tip Ottery Park, m
South Devon, Lord Sidmoutb still possesses tbe

piece of mahogany whereon, tbe cloth being

removed after dinner. Lord Kelson, with tbe

moistened end of bis serviette, on an imaginary

chart of tbe Mediterranean, indicated Trafalgar

Cape as tbe exact spot off which be expected to

overthrow tbe united fleets of Erance and Spain.

Then there is tbe table at which, beneath tbe

famous tree on the lavm of Holwood, Kent,

Wilberforce and tbe younger Pitt discussed tbe

legislative steps to be taken for tbe abolition

of tbe slave-trade ;
and that piece of furniture

may still be seen under Lord Stanhope’s roof at

Ohevening Park.’

This conversational fragment gives a fair idea

of tbe habitual talk in private life of tbe most

sympathetic and typically representative among

nineteenth century Colonial Ministers. It was

always easy, simple, and instructive, a happy

mean between didacticism and uianity. In tbe

Highclere dramng-room, m tbe bookcase just below .
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Sir JoslaimEs portrait of two gentlemen—a former

Lord Carnarvon and liis relative, an ancestor of

tlie late Sir Thomas Acland, who was one of the

founders of C4rillion’s Club in 1812—are the book-

shelves whose contents at once epitomised Lord

Carnarvon's literary taste and indicated the chief

influences of his spiritual and intellectual culture.

The Highclere hospitalities of those days repro-

duced as closely as in the nineteenth century

was possible the gatherings, immortalised by

Clarendon, of which EalldandEs house at Great

Tew in Oxfordshire had been the scene during

the Civil War period
;

the Hampshire castle

during those years might, indeed, by a pardon-

able hyperbole have been called a social centre

of the Empire. No Colonial visitor who had

left his card in Downing Street ever finished his

stay in the old country without an invitation

thither. Among those whom he woidd have been

sure to meet were the first men of the day

in every department of thought, endeavour, or

renovm. Among the country neighbours, the

Chaplain-General of the British Army, the Rev.

G. E. Gleig, who had worn a sword at Waterloo

—a battle of which he had written x^^^haps the

best description for civilian readers, in a strain

as little as possible one of egotism—would recall

his Peninsular experiences in the days of the Duke.

He was then living in his rectory-house. Winch-
field, nearly next door to Strathfieldsaye, the

residence of the son of his old chief. Erom Evers-

ley, in the north of the county, often came the

tall, sinewy figure of Charles Kingsley, whose

most popular novel of Westward Ho! glorified

the spirit of adventure which founded so many
parts of the Greater Britain beyond sea. Another

Devonian by birth, the p^rose-laureate of the same
Elizabethan enterprise, the Tudor x^anegyrist, J.

A. Fronde, was seldom absent on these occa-

sions. Fronde’s intellectual subtlety was piquantly

flavoured by a personal blend, combining the lati-

tudinarian temxDer with that ecclesiastical manner
which, long after he had left the Church, he
retained to the last. In 1875 Fronde, x^^ostrated

by overwork and the loss of his Avife, meditated

a long A^oyage on the high seas. South Africa

had alAAnys interested him esx3ecially, as it did

Lord Carnarvon himself. The Colonial Minister

cherished hox^es of accomx3lishing the same x>olicy

of confederation there Avhich recently had been,

effected in Canada. Wherever books AA^ere read

on the ‘Dark Continent,’ Fronde’s Avritings had

stirred a x>ersonal interest and admiration. Why
should not this prose artist and acute pbserA’-er of

life make a trip to the Cape, travel up-country,

examine the federal possibilities of the regions

through Avhich he passed, and return to talk

matters over Avith the Secretary of Stated Such
Avas the origin of the Fronde mission to South

• Africa. With a little more of statesman-like

patience it might not have miscarried. Local

feelings in favour of a South African dominion

on the Canadian model already existed ; they

needed development and organisation. The pro-

ject Avas legislatively launched before there had

arisen a Avind of public opinion sufficiently

strong to carry it forward
;
and the ambition

of local politicians the assurance of

X^OAver in a A'-estry-like assembly to the x^ossibility

of fame in an imperial senate. The measure at

first lagged, and Avas then dAvarfed into a mere

enabling Bill, from, sheer Avant of the motive-

poAA^er surely and strongly to convert it into a

parliamentary Act. Most of Avhat has happened

since testifies to the Avisdom of this Minister’s

original conception, and seems to sIioav that South

Africa, to be pacified and prosperous, must, like

Canada, enter upon the federal stage of its

national career.

Many Avere the talks on this subject Avithin the

Highclere Avails. Anthony Trollope, in the course

of AAdiat Fronde pleasantly called his banging

about the Avorld during recent years, had in-

cluded South Africa in his recent journeys, and

of course in his recent books. Together Avith

his Winchester contemporary, Robert LoAve (Lord

Sherbrooke), Trollope, like the poet Browning

and J. R. Green the . historian, Avas a frecxuent

visitor at Highclere. Philosox^hically and very

instructively discussing the theme, one night in

the Highclere smoking-room, Avere LoAA^e, Avho

kneAv thoroughly all parts of the colonies
;
Fronde,

AAdio Avas in his Avay an exxoert
;

Laurence

Oliphant, half mystic, half freethinker, Avho had

thought out all these matters; and Sir Louis

Mallet of the India Office, Avho had recently

brought all his official experience to bear upon

tlie subject. There Avere a feAv other men, seldom

absent from these gatherings, Avhose opinion Lord

Carnarvon exceptionally A^alued. In clearness of

political Ausion and in serenity of mind, his

kinsman Sir Robert G. W. Herbert, then Per-

manent Colonial Under-Secretary, Avas and is

unaxDX^roachable. If, it used to be said, at his

office in the morning, Herbert heard that the

Canadas Avere in full revolt, he might admit it

to be serious, but Avould add that Avorrying never

yet cxuenched rebellion
;

if, Avhen dropping into

the Athenasum for lunch, a despatch had told

him of all our Australian settlements haAung x^ro-

claimed their index)endence, he might admit the

situation to be serious, but not desperate enough

to interfere Avith lunch. Lord Carnarvon’s other

Highclere Ausitors Avere General Sir Henry Norman,

Avhose Indian frontier vieAvs Avere adox)ted by his.

host, and Avho, a little later, Avas to receiA^e

from Mr Gladstone, and to refuse, the Indian

viceroyship that Lord Elgin accepted
;
and Thomas

Chenery, then editor of the Times. The patrician,

intellectual x^i’^sence of Arthur Stanley, Dean of

Westminster
;
and the tall, dark, kindling figure

of Henry Parry Liddon, of St Paul’s Cathedral,

Avere Colonial councillors in ecclesiastical x^oli<^3'-

Sir Henry Holland (Viscount Knutsford), also a
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regular guest, then legal adviser at the Colonial

Office, subsequently as Colonial Secretary himself

was to continue the administration of the Empire
in the spirit of his predecessor and friend, and
was, by his tactful courage, statesmanship, and
universal courtesy, to retain and deepen the

world-wide affection which Lord Carnarvon’s

sympathetic government had won.

Peox3le have often asked me about the inner

meaning of Lothair, though they profess to be

too knowing to want a key to its characters, as

they did for Coningsby. I should have thought

my idea in writing the book was plain enough,

and that every one would have seen in my hero

England, like Buridan’s ass between the two
bundles of hay, halting at equidistant points from
Eomanism on the one hand and Protestantism on
the other.’ That idea of symbolising in the hero

of romance the temper of a nation or an age did

not originate with the future Lord Beaconsfield.

In the Derby-Disraeli Government of 1858-59,

another novelist, seven years later to become

Lord Lytton the first, was Colonial Secretary.

The possibilities of that portfolio had, about a

decade before this, keenly interested his imagina-

tion. When seated on his smoking-sofa in the

great drawing-room of Knebworth, with a single

guest present, Lytton would dreamily repeat

between the whiffs of his pipe Canning’s remark

that he had called the New World into existence

to redress the balance of the Old. The idea un-

derlying these words had found its dramatic and

narrative expression in The Gaxtons. Pisistratus

goes to the Antipodes to retrieve the family

fortunes, brought to the point of ruin by Uncle

Dick’s, speculative extravagance; in Australia he

prospers greatly, and returns a wealthy man
to the old home. So Britain, excluded by her

modern policy of non-intervention from the place

she once filled in the councils of Europe as the

possessor of the greatest and most varied Empire

ever knovm, has indemnified herself for losses in

the Old World by becoming the ruling power of

the New, Among the personal influences which

made the fourteenth Lord Carnarvon the most

successful Colonial Secretary of our day, must be

reckoned the example of Bulwer Lytton, whose

Colonial Under-Secretary he was. Lytton’s policy

of calling into existence British Columbia and

Queensland fired the imagination of Carnarvon.

‘ Many of my Colonial ideas,’ he more than once

said to the present writer, ‘ were perhaps the

result of the long talks Lord Lytton used to hold

with me when I was the only guest at Kneb-

worth, and when he found in me at least a

sympathetic listener that he liked.’

‘The ablest Colonial statesman I ever knew.’

The subject of that estimate—volimteered to me

by an amiable and shrewd expert in politics and

in statesmen, the late Lord Carlingford, formerly

Mr Chichester Eortescue—was till quite recently

among the best-knoAvn figures of the Upper

House : a short, slightly humpbacked, remark-
ably thick-set gentleman of an imcertain age,

with an extraordinarily resolute mouth and chin,

and a rather awkward, studiously abrupt, old-

world manner, which covered a certain quality

that sometimes apj>roached to kindliness. This
was the late Lord Grey, the Eeformer’s son. He
had been Lord John Eussell’s Colonial Minister in

1847. When I was i^resented to him some forty

years later, his manner, in talking of the British

Empire generally, was that of one who seemed
rather to resent the survival by the Colonies of

his own connection with them. The one personal

friend in his own Chamber possessed by Lord
Grey, the fifteenth Lord Derby, had also served

as Colonial Secretary. Lord Derby’s demeanour
was guarded and rather cool

;
but it was effusive-

ness itself in comparison with Lord Grey’s. To
the latter statesman, however, I am indebted for

some instructive talk on the rotation of crops in

the Northumbrian region, as well as for an in-

teresting reminiscence of the family life at

Hovdck in his own early years.

‘Sjunpathy with new forms of polity under

every sun, skill and boldness to carry them out,

the friend of liberty because the enemy of con-

fusion.’ In these exact words, as nearly as I can

remember, both Lord Derby and Lord Grey

pointed to Mr Joseph Chamberlain as par excel-

lence the Colonial statesman of the future
;

both,

after their separation from Mr Gladstone, had, it

may almost be said, served under the Birmingham

statesman as Liberal-Unionist leader. Lord Car-

narvon’s cosmopolitan hospitalities at his home
were a feature in the tenure of his office. Mr
Chamberlain—to begin with, at his pretty house,

where I first visited him, in St Augustine’s

Eoad, Birmingham
;
then in his newly built High-

bury, whose lawn looks over the busy town which

he formerly ruled, as well as some part of the two

or three Midland counties vdierein its different

districts lie—comes next on the list of imperial

Amphitryons.
‘ Upon my word, Chamberlain, you are develop-

ing the worst vices of the Tory squire.’ So, to

his host, said one of the guests upon that lavm,

after a visit to the acres of orchid glasshouses

was being followed by an inspection of some

trees recently planted by the then Eadical host.

The speaker was Sir William Harcourt, between

whom and the future Minister there existed in

those distant days the closest friendship) in private

life
;
thus—at that time he had only a inecl-a-

terre in Wilton Place, Mr Chamberlain’s London

headquarters—when they were not at Sir Charles

Dilke’s house in Sloane Street they might have

been found beneath Sir William Harcourt’s roof

in Mayfair. The present writer has seen Mr
Chamberlain at home, and very much at home,

in the close atmosphere of a little upper room of

an inn chiefly used by artisans, presiding at a

Trades’ Council dinner, and smoking a short black
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clay pipe, whose jet-black colouring provoked

almost as much admiration from the company as

did his then political principles and the singularly

telling way in which he has always been able to

adapt the delivery of his ideas to any given

I
audience. As a host, whether in his Birmingham

or in his Princes’ Gardens London house, this

Colonial Secretary has, on rather different lines

indeed, achieved a success comparable vdtli that

of his Conservative predecessor. T\Tiat Charles

Kingsley was sometimes at the Highclere parties,

the Congregationalist divine and scholar, the late

R. W. Dale, used to be at the table of the

magnate of the Midlands. Instead of the Eton

masters one used to meet at the Hampshire

castle, secondary education was rei)resented at

the Highbury gatherings by Mr Yardy, the

head of King Edward the Sixth’s School—the

school which educated a Primate in Archbishop

Benson, the founder of an artistic school in

Sir E. Burne-Jones, and which, under Mr Yard5^’s

predecessor, had a comx^osition - master for the

upper boys, J. Y. Sargent, whose name is

synonymous with the finest teaching and iDer-

formance in the way of Latin |)i’ose known to

nineteenth-century England, and who has prob-

ably done more than any man living to create

in his intelligent pupils a taste for the Latin

and Greek classics as literature. Parson Dale,

the most regular of Mr Chamberlain’s Birmingham

guests, as mighty a smoker as Kingsley himself,

and like him secreting tobacco-]pipes and proof-

sheets in curiously odd corners, had been his

host’s chief ally in resisting, as maldng for Con-

servatism, the religious-teaching clauses in Mr W.
E. Eorster’s Education Bill. The shrewd and

genial Mr Jesse Collings has for years been to

Mr Chamberlain much what Dundas used to be

to the younger Pitt
;

he, of course, belonged to

this little circle, perpetually amusing it vdth

quaint stories, sometimes even rather at his own
expense—as, for instance, the Sunday-school child

who, asked as to the parentage of David, readied,

‘ Please, sir, the son of Jesse Collings.’ Since Mr
Chamberlain’s recantation of his Radical heresies,

I rmderstand the details of his environment
at Highbury have not undergone any great

change. He always took the same interest as his

friend Randolph . Churchill, as his chief Lord
Salisbury, or as Charles the Second, who first

made physics fashionable, in the latest adaptation

of scientific discovery to domestic use. The fire,

at first sight, of coal blazing merrily in his

library grate, and lighting uj) the shelves con-

taining long roAVS of the Erench novels dear to

this statesman, is really of gas. The electric light

may to-day be suspended from the ceiling
;

in

other respects, the place -is unaltered since, in

the first year after the building of Highbury,,

together with the late A. J. Mundella, Mr-

John Morley, and Mr- Henry Calcraft, as the

representatives of London letters and fashion,

the present writer was the Minister’s frequent

guest.

^You Radicals,’ used pleasantly to remark Mr-

Newdegate, that typical Tory squire in the House

of Commons, ^ seem to think my Birniingham

friend belongs to you. Ho such thing. Some of

the Birmingham district is'” in 1113^ county con-

stituency. He is, in a sense, my colleague, and I

,

ought to know. There lives not a stouter Tory
of the feudal school in England than he whom
you call the people’s Joe.’ Mr Newdegate based

his then ax^parent x^aradox on the fact that Mr
Chamberlain, as Ma^^or of Birmingham, had lately

welcomed to his city, with an old-world courtli-

ness recalling Sir Walter Raleigh, the Prince

and Princess of Y^ales. To the same effect had

exx)ressed himself the future Lord Beaconsfield

when he said, ‘ That man a Gladstonian

!

Wli}’’, he ’s born to be Salisbury’s colleague.’'

Disraeli had not forgotten what he had been told

by the late Lady Molesworth, who heard it from

Tom Hood the younger, the Birmingham states-

man’s contemporary at Universit}’- College School

:

this was to the effect that as a boy the future

Colonial Secretary x^rided himself on his ancestors,,

who wrote their name ^ Chamberlayne,’ and who,,

like the pox^ular Josexfii himself, were descended

from a Welsh Nonconformist di^dne who suffered

many things under the Stuarts. Hence the more

recent connection of the Birmingham branch

with the Nonjurors of 1689.

To one who has, during as many years as the

X^resent writer, x^ossessed something ax)proaching

to intimacy with Mr Chamberlain, and has really

known something about the true intellectual,

spiritual, and x^olitical ethos of the man, it

cannot but sound strange to hear the charges

of inconsistency sometimes brought against him.

A Nonconformist by birth, and also perhax^s by
association, he has alwaj^s belonged to the Crom-
wellian variety of the Dissenter. The politics of

Xoatriotisin have alwa^^s come before the class

infiuences of religious sectarianism ; and his

temper is, as it has ever been, essentially com-

bative. Once he had overcome the dislike, with

which he started, to the modish militarism of

smart society, it was inevitable that the present

Colonial Secretary should lead the van of martial

imx)erialism, the twentieth century’s most charac-

teristic product.
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A PUFF OF WHSTD.
T had been an unfortunate session

for Miss Peek, the principal and
proprietrix of the Seminary for

Young Ladies at ISTo. 39 Blank-

view Terrace. About a year pre-

viously, in the fond expectation of

receiving a large number of advanced pupils.

Miss Peek had engaged several extra assistants

capable of teaching advanced subjects at advanced

salaries
;
but at the beginning of the session, in

spite of diligent advertising and delivering of

pink-covered prospectuses, her anticipations had
been but meagrely realised.

Now, at the close of the last term, she had
leisure to brood over the deplorable fact that she

had 23aid more to her assistants than she had re-

ceived from her pupils, and to wonder whether

she could venture to carry on her establishment

for another year. No one had any idea that she

was in difficulties, for she had managed to scrape

enough sovereigns together to settle with her

assistants and to entertain the parents and friends

of her pupils on the prize-gmng day in such a

fashion as to convince them that the school was

in a most flourishing condition
;
and, while the

parents and friends and the emancipated scholars

gobbled up the ices and tea and buns provided

for them in the music-room, they little dreamed

of the months of starvation which those dainties

had cost Miss Peek, who at the moment was

rushing about smiling and talking to everybody

in the brightest manner imaginable. Even the

housekeeper was ignorant of the true state of

affairs; for Miss Peek early in the session had

led her to believe that the wretched diet she

indulged in was according to ^doctor’s orders.’

It was not until the house was quiet and empty

that Miss Peek, as has been said, came to con-

sider the net results of the dismal farce in which

she had played the principal part for nearly ten

months. The afternoon following the break-up

she sat at the desk in her little parlour, poring

over a ledger, every page of which bore some

depressing detail. The window was open, for it

was a blazing day in the end of June, and now

and then a puff of warm wind stirred ^j^Iie fading

hair on her temiDles and played flipfj'antly vdth

a sheaf of impaid bills that lay o^6ne side of

the desk.

‘ Quite—quite hopeless !
’ sighed Miss Peek after

three hours’ wrestling with figures. ‘All gone in

two years ! I should never have tried the school

on my own account.
,

It was better slaving away

as an assistant. And then that awful letter this

morning from Curie & Coyle ! I never thought

I should have lived to receive such a letter.’

She picked up a document which lay among the

unpaid bills, and regarded it with terror and

disgust. ‘If I could onlj'* settle that, I think I

could get the other people to wait till the begin-
ning of next session—if I have a next session.

But where oil earth am I to get twenty-five
pounds? And I once dreamed of helping them
at h—home.’ Miss Peek laid the letter aside, and
bowed her head on the ledger.

Two tears trickled down the pounds and pence
columns, and others would have followed had not
a knock at the parlour door caused Miss Peek to

arrest them ere they dropped. The unhappy lady
sat up and blew her nose.

‘ Come in,’ she said, and blew her nose again.
‘ Professor Bumpus,’ said the housekeeper, usher-

ing in the gentleman who had taught advanced

mathematics to one advanced young lixdj during

the past session. The professor taught in several

ladies’ schools, and had a few private pupils,

whereby he earned a moderately imcomfortable

income, the greater portion of which he spent on

old books of alchemy and astrology. He had no

one dependent on his exertions, and his few

acquaintances were the proprietors of second-hand

book shops. He was forty-five, and looked ten

years older; his face was clean-shaven and

wrinlded
;
he was tall and thin

; and he ^vas the

possessor of an immense head, destitute of hair

and of a peculiar knobby appearance. Altogether

he was far from being prepossessing, yet he

had kindly eyes, and his smile, when he gave it

libert}^ was wonderfully genial.

He entered Miss Peek’s parlour somewhat bash-

fulty, and when the lady blew her nose for the

fourth time he stammered something about hoping

she had not contracted a summer cold, and begged

leave to shut the window.

‘Pray leave it open, professor,’ said Miss Peek,

recovering herself, and closing the ledger vith

one hand while she gave him the other. ‘The

weather is suffocating.’

‘ True,’ returned the professor
;

‘ but you should

be careful of chills. However, I suppose it’s

none of my business.’

Miss Peek smiled in sjute of her misery; the

professor employed the latter phrase so often.

‘I thought you were going oft' on holiday to-

day,’ she remarked.

‘I leave to-night,’ he replied. ‘I—I merely

called for a book I was careless enough to leave

—a book on conic sections—^in my class-room. I

wouldn’t have troubled you, but the maid in-

formed me that everything had been cleared from

the school; and’

‘Yes. But I know where your book is. If

you wait a moment I ’ll bring it to you. You

are going to London, I sujDpose ?
’

The professor bowed, and replied in the affir-

mative. London, or rather the British Museum,

had been the scene .of his annual holiday for

years. By careful saving during the session he
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usually contrived to accumulate enougli money pupils yesterday, I^m inclined to believe—no, I^m

to keep him there for a month
;
but this summer, certain, Miss Peek—that you will have many new

by great fortune, he was the possessor of funds pupils next session. Indeed, I—I—I’ But

sufficient to sustain him for nearly double that Professor Bumpus was not a practised liar, and

period, and he was looking forward to a glorious his attempt at invention suddenly collaj)sed.

spell of hard research among certain literary ‘ Thank you,’ said Miss Peek, turning to look

treasures of the Museum, When Miss Peek had out of the window. ^It’s good of you to try to

left the room to procure the volume on conic cheer me up, professor. To tell you the truth,

sections, he smiled to himself and rubbed the it hasn’t been a very b—brilliant session.’

left breast of his shabby frock-coat, within which ‘Ah, well, you must look forward, and hope

reposed his pocket-book. He was going to have for better things. Good-bye,’ he said abruptly,

such a holiday ! Miss Peek escorted her visitor to the front door,

He seated himself near the door and relapsed where they parted with a commonplace exchange

into pleasant meditation. Ere a minute had of wishes for a pleasant vacation. Then the

passed, however, he was disturbed, not by the schoolmistress returned to mourn over her ledger,

entrance of Miss Peek, but by a piece of j)aper and the professor hastened to his humble lodgings

which a puff of wind blew across the room to to attend to some correspondence and to prepare

his large, clumsily shod feet. He stooped to pick his modest belongings for the journey to London,

it up
;
but before he touched it his eye caught At half-past eight his portmanteau was packed

the following words in t3^pewritten characters : and strapped, and a few minutes later his land-

‘. . . immediate payment, failing which we shall lady entered the sitting-room to inform him that

reluctantly be compelled’ . lier boy was ready to assist him with his baggage
‘ What—^^vhat 1 ’ murmured Professor Bumpus

; to the station,

and, grabbing the letter, he proceeded to read it The professor took a final pull at his old pipe,

from beginning to end. It was an exceedingly knocked the ashes out of the bowl, and slipped

peremptory demand for the payment of twenty- it into his pocket. Then he sighed, and took

five pounds ten shillings and threepence sterling, out a worn purse.

due, or rather overdue, to Messrs Curie & Coyle ‘Give your boy this sixpence, Mrs Stewart,’

the well-known money-lenders. he said, looking past his landlady. ‘I—I find I

‘ Dear me !
’ said the professor to himself. can’t go to London.’

‘What a pity! However, I suppose it’s none ‘Well, of aU. the queer folk!’ muttered Mrs
of my business.’ He stepped softly across the Stewart when she reached the kitchen. ‘Not
room, deposited the letter on the desk, and that I ’m wanting him away, poor man !

’ she

returned to his seat near the door. ‘I shouldn’t added more gently,

have read it
;

but, somehow, I wasn’t thinking!

Never dreamed of her getting into debt, poor By the post of the following afternoon Miss
thing ! Knew she wasn’t making miich

;
but— Peek received two letters.

well, well! I suppose it’s none of my business. The first, which she opened with trembling
Tut, what a fool I am ! She was crying when fingers and j)erused with misty eyes, began,

I came in. That was why she blew her nose. ‘Dearest Maggie,—Success at last!’ and ended,

Bless me! but it’s rough on a woman. I ‘I’m afraid you’ve been having a hard fight,

wish’ though you’ve never said much about it. But
The flow of his thoughts was interrupted by I’ll put that right as soon as you’ll let me. In

the return of Miss Peek, who handed him the. other words, when will you marry me? My
book he had inquired for, and smiled brightly train arrives in the morning, and I ’ll come for

as she did so. your answer soon after you receive this.—John.’
‘ She ’s been washing her face, poor thing !

’
‘ Oh, what a long ten years it has been !

’ sighed
thought the professor.—‘Many thanks,’ he said the schoolmistress, after which she dissolved in

aloud, flushing because of the feeling of guilt tears of joy.

that possessed him. ‘Now, I—I won’t intrude • It was fully an hour before she remembered
further. You—you’ll let me know about -next the other letter; but when she opened it a slip

session, please, when it suits you.’ of blue paper fell on to her lap, and she read
‘Oh yes; I shaU inform you in good time,’ that ‘Messrs Curie & Coyle had great pleasure

returned Miss Peek bravely. ‘ And I hope you in returning her promissory note, with their best
will have a larger class than you had this last thanks and compliments.’
session, Professor Bumpus,’ she added, trying to Shame and gratitude and love struggled in her
laugh. heart, and under her breath she cried, ‘HoAvever
‘Ha! ha! It can’t be much smaller, anyhow! did John find out? And how can I face him?’

But I shouldn’t wonder if you have a very full Yet when John, her sweetheart—all the way
school in the autumn. Miss Peek. I really from Queensland—did arrive, she managed to face
shouldn t be the least surprised. In fact, from him tolerably well, and the evening passed with-
conversations I had with the parents of your ' out mention of such unsentimental and sordid
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tilings as debts and promissory notes
;
and tliougli

the following niglit she plucked up courage, and,
witli averted eyes, attempted to thank him, lie

stopped her at the first word and refused to hear
a second. The fact was that John, having spent
the morning in tidying up the financial affairs of

his future father-in-law, naturally thought Maggie
was trying to thank him on that score; where-
fore, for the sake of her pride and his own, he
begged her to consider the matter over and done
with. So, when he had gone, Maggie burned the
slip of blue paper and Messrs Curie & Coyle’s

correspondence, and thanked God for sending
John home to her, and prayed to be made
worthy of his love.

One evening,' about the end of August, Pro-

fessor Bumpus, who was in an unusually restless

mood, left his lodgings and his beloved books,

and strolled west in . the direction of Blankview
Terrace. He had received no word about the

reopening of the school
;

and, while he had no
intention of calling at Ho. 39, he was curious to

learn if Miss Peek was in tovm. He hoped she

had been able to go away somewhere for a holi-

day, though, as he reflected, Gt was no business’
of his.

It was dusk when he passed the house
; but

something about it struck him as being un-
familiar. A few yards beyond the gate he halted
and looked back. Then he jDerceived that the
once bare windows were adorned with curtains
and flower-boxes, and that the big brass plate
which used to shine on the door had disappeared.

‘Poor thing!’ sighed Professor Bumj)us, ‘she’s
had to give up. Bless me ! I might have sold
some of my books and ’

At that moment the door opened and his late

principal came down the steps on the arm of a
handsome middle-aged man. They did not notice

the solitary figure standing in the dusk as they
turned out of the gate in the opposite direction.

M^en they had disappeared round the corner

the professor seemed to waken from a dream.
He looked at the house for half-a-minute, then
took out his old pipe, filled and lit it, and
walked slowly homewards.

‘T wonder who he is,’ he said to himself. ‘ I ’m

thankful she never found out about the bill. Still,

if However, I suppose it ’s none of my business.’
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MORE ABOUT THE WEALTH OF PERU AND BOLIVIA.

N an article in the Journal for

March 1901, a well-informed VTiter

called attention to the possibilities

of ‘ Undeveloped Bolivia.’ In a

little pamjflilet by W. C. Agle,

published by the Homer M. Hill

Publishing Company, Seattle, Washington, en-

titled Eastern Peru, and Bolivia, we have more

information by a pioneer, who wishes to draw

attention to that wealthy but unexjfloited region

of South America. The writer quotes as his

motto a sentence by G. E. Church to the effect

that ‘Eastern Peru and Bolivia contain natural

wealth enough to 'paj the national debt of the

world, and they are as little known to the world

as darkest Africa.’ We know a good deal to-day

about ‘darkest Africa,’ and probably Peru and

Bolivia will have their turn soon. Mr Agle is

represented as a man who ‘ prospected and worked

gold-mines all the way from Alaska to Bolivia,^

and he dedicates his pamphlet to President

Pando of Boli\da, whose companion he was during

his exile. Mr Agle writes for those of his country-

men who wish to go to South America to make

money. He writes favourably of the Indian tribes

he has met, and more favourably of the resources

of the country, where he has seen sixty-five

different kinds of valuable wood in the forests,

one of which yields the carbons Mr Edison

requires for electric lights. It is a tempting

picture he sketches for the enterprising pioneer

and capitalist of a vast country, watered by

noble rivers navigable all the year round, in

which the forests are virgin, and in which

the use of saw and grindstone is unknown,

where the air is pure, the climate not oppres-

sively hot, and healthy. Eubber is j)rocured

by the wasteful method which kills the goose

that laid the golden egg. According to Mr
Agle, the women do not hate the foreigner, as

he quotes this sentiment from the lips of a

native: ‘We want you and your countrymen

here, so that you will set mines and factories

going
;
then you will stay here and either marrj^

us or give us a chance to earn a living for-

ourselves.’ An account is given of the few

gold-mines at present being worked, such as

at Tambopata and Suches. The Tipuani, first

worked by the Incas, he calls the richest and'

most easily available, although nobody at present

seems to have a definite claim to the field.

Under a recent settlement, we learn from the-
'

Times, a large area of territory has been trans-

ferred from Brazil to Bolivia. The High Com-

missioner of Bolivia recently reported to the-

U.S. Consul at Para that the Government of'

Bolivia grants large tracts of imcultivated land

to capitalists who intend to colonise its terri-

tories
;
admits free of duty and other taxes all

machiner}^, factories, tools, and agricultural im-

iflements; and protects and guarantees the per-

sonaP safety, work, and property of all foreigners..
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In tlie liigli region, or ratlier tlie x^lateau of the

Andes inoiuitains, there are rich mineral deposits.

In the middle region wheat is cnltivated, and

also the best Indian corn, potatoes, grapes, &c.

On the great eastern and north-western plains

coffee, cocoa, sugar-cane, and many other tropical

products are cultivated, and rubber, vanilla, &c.

are extracted. There are also many gold-mines

and placers of incalculable richness. The rivers

which the treaty with Brazil now incorporates

into Bolivia are the Acre and Yacu with their

affluents, the Upper Purus and Upper Jurua

and their affluents. The rubber exported from

the Acre and its affluents alone reaches three

thousand five hundred tons per annum. The

total export of rubber from the other rivers just

named amounts to another five thousand tons j)er

annum, and is increasing yearly. I am told that

many rubber-planters from the Acre wish to sell

their plantations. The Government of Bolivia has

decided to establish and subsidise a line of foreign

steamers to ply between European ports and Para.

There is no contract yet for this project, and the

Bolivian Government is^ disposed to accept the best

proposal which may be presented.

TO INDIA IN EIGHT DAYS.

Since we published the article, ‘The Quest for

India : the World’s Hew German Highway,' in

the Jo'urnal for 1900 (page 311), further informa-

tion has transpired* as to the route of the Bagdad

Railway. The route now decided ujpon is an

amalgamation of the English proposal with the

original German route. It passes from Konia to

the neighbourhood of Aleppo, and thence through

Mosul, on the Tigris, and Bagdad to Koweit.

"Y^Hieii the line is complete it will be necessary

to link up Koweit with Kurrachee, either by a

railway or a fast line of steamers plying in the

Persian Gulf. The journey to India will then

be accomplished in about eight days instead of

fourteen as at present : London to Constantinople,

seventy -two hours; Constantinople to Konia,

twenty hours
;
Konia to Koweit, thirty-five hours ;

Koweit to Kurrachee, sixty hours.

THAI^IES SALMON.

Great hopes have been aroused with respect to

the possibility of restoring the ‘Silver Thames'
to its old position of a salmon river, and thou-

sands of young fish have been turned into the

stream in the belief that they will grow and

multix^ljL Such a scheme would have been

vain a- few years ago, when the water was
so polluted with the sewage of a big city

;

but now this has been so far remedied that the

loAver reaches of the Thames are fairly pure.

That the fish are thriving is shown by the

circumstance that, early in March an angler at

Teddington, fishing with worm for bait, caught
an undoubted young salmon. He tried to keep
it alive with a view to returning it to the water

after verification by the Thames Conservancy

officials, but failed. A smolt which measured

eight inches in length was also caught, during

the same month, at Richmond, and was carefully

returned to the river. ‘It is tolerably safe to

assume,' says the Field, ‘that these fish are mem-
bers of the batch turned into the Thames in the

middle of February by the association, and that

they are the first salmon caught mth rod and line

in that river for close upon a hundred years.'

SOUND-SIGNALS.

Under the auspices of the Trinity House, a

number of experiments were carried out last year

at the fog-signal station on St Catherine's Point,

Isle of Wight, with a view to ascertain the best

form of signal with which to warn vessels at

sea. Ho fewer than four thousand six hundred

observations were made and recorded, and some

of the results were given in a paper recently

read at the Society of Arts by Mr E. Price-

Edwards. A sound-signal in foggy weather has

the great advantage over one conveyed by means

of wireless telegraj)hy in that the receiver can

tell ax)proximately the direction from which it

emanates, and can thus keep his ship away from

danger. A siren giving a low-pitched note was

heard in fine clear weather at a distance of

twenty miles,,' while higher-pitched, notes were

lost at ten miles
;
but on another occasibn, when

the wind was high and the sea rough, the low

note was inaudible at a mile and a quarter. It

was proved to be important to use trumpets the

proper notes of which were in unison with the

sound-producers, whether sirens or reeds. In

certain states of the atmosx)here there was a

silent area, the sounds dying away comx)letely at

a mile and recovering their strength at three

miles. It may be remembered that the same

X)henomenon was noted in the case of the

minute-guns fired at Portsmouth on the occasion

of the late Eoj^al funeral.

ACID RAIN.

According to a recent consular rejport a re-

markable phenomenon occurred last year in

Na^ffes, and in the neighbourhood generally of

Vesuvius. This took the form of rain which was

charged so heavily with hydrochloric acid that

considerable damage to vegetation was the result.

The volcano is always ^Douring out from its

siunmit a cloud of steam, and it is known that

this vapour is charged with acid exhalations

;

but there seems to be no previous record of this

acid contaminating the rainfall. The phenomenon
lasted for about a month in the sjDring of last

year, and during this short period the leaves

and buds of the sprouting vines were caused

to shrivel up, and had the a^Dpearance of being

burnt. The cereals grown in the villages adjacent

to the mountain also ' suffered severely from the

acid rain, and the mischief reached as far as
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Palma, near Nola, wliere liazel-niits are gro^^^l in

large quantities for exjoort. These nut-plants were
practically ruined, all the young shoots being

‘destroyed. By an old law sufferers from volcanic

^action can get a remission of jj^rt or even the

whole of the land-tax, and there are many appli-

‘Cants for relief on account of this acid rain.

ELECTRICITY VCTSUS STEAYC.

In an interesting article in Oassiei^s Magazine
•on ‘The Growing Use of Electric Power in'

American Cotton-MiUs,’ the author, Mr Whaley,
has some convincing arguments as to the supe-

riority of .that method of driving machinery as

•compared with steam. The power is conveyed
from floor to floor, in any direction, by means
of wires

;
thus there is not only the absence of

pulleys and belts, but also of friction -clutches

and other devices for disconnecting continuous

lines of shafting. Then there is no weight

in transmission due to belting, shafting, head-

;gearing, &c., which means that there is decreased

consumption of power due to friction. Dust and
dirt of various kinds are eliminated, so that the

bearings are kept clean and do not become hot.

There is no necessity for belt-guards or safety

devices. The motors take up no floor-space, for

they are fixed overhead and quite out of reach

;

the risk of injury to workmen is therefore

reduced to a minimum. If for any purpose

temporary power is required at any point of the

• factoiy, a portable motor is employed which can

be quickl}^ coupled up to the nearest wires. The
^saving in friction alone in an electrically worked

•factory is no less than 20 X3er cent. Lastly, no

.-special lighting machinery is required for such a

building, as the vdres may be ta^Dped for lamps

.as easily as for motors.

THE AURORA.

In the discussion of a paper read at the Camera

'Club, London, by Dr Lockyer, which dealt, largely

with meteorological photography, it was stated

that the aurora borealis, which has hitherto

•eluded capture by the camera, had at last been

jphotograx^hed. In spite of travellers' tales as to

the wondrous light given out by this phenomenon,

it has been shovm that the radiance is very feeble

with regard to chemical action. Soi^hus Trom-

holt, who went to Lapland eighteen years ago

with the express object of making a study of the

aurora, failed altogether in photographing it, and

gave the matter up as an impossibility. With.

the advances which have been made in photo-

grapliic methods, the difficulties seem to have

been surmounted. The Antarctic Expedition now

on its way southwards carries a supply of special

photograjfliic jDlates with the hope of securing

some records of the aurora australis. There are

few subjects which have successfully defied the

camera-worker, and the aurora has been one of

the last to yield. The feeble displays of the

aurora seen in these latitudes would certainly

never tempt an ex]3erienced photographer to point
his camera northwards

;
but doubtless many en-

thusiastic beginners have done so.

SENSIBILITY TO PAIN.

The recent prosecution of a dealer for keeping
fish in a tank so small that they were deprived

of the necessary supply of oxygen has raised the

question as to the susceptibility of these cold-

blooded creatures to pain. A corresjDondent of

the Daily Telegraph relates a:n experience which
is worth recording. He was fishing for pike, and
had left out at night a large float, with a dead
bait on a double hook. The next morning he

found the line broken and the bait gone ; but

shortly afterwards he caught a pike, which turned

out to have the missing hook embedded in its

eye, and about six yards of line trailing from it.

He pertinently asks if there is any warm-blooded

animal which would be on the alert for food with

a sharp hook freshly embedded in the most sensi-

tive part of the body ?

POISONOUS CONFETTI.

A house surgeon in one of the Paris hosj^itals

has raised a scare with regard to paper confetti,

which, it is said, were first used in the streets

on Mid-Lenten Thursday in 1892. According

to this authority, the confetti bring with them

influenza, pneumonia, oj^hthalmia, and various

other ailments affecting the throat, nose, eyes,

and lungs ; and the season when they are

most used is invariably followed by a tenfold

increase of such- diseases. These alarming asser-

tions led to experiments, and it was found that

eight guinea -j^igs which were made to swallow

or were inoculated with a decoction of confetti

picked up on the Place de POpera on Shrove

Tuesday (the exact mode of administration is not

stated) expired in a few hours. A long list of

the different kinds of pathogenic microbes found in

confetti winds up a statement which is calculated

to strike terror into the -hearts of the Parisians.

The reason why bits of coloured paper should

have the property of absorbing and nourishing

the germs of all these formidable diseases is not

given; but if the indictment be true, the dwellers

in all modern towns and cities must be subject

to the same risks without any indulgence in

confetti; for bits of posters, scraps of newspapers,

tramway and omnibus tickets, handbills, and frag-

ments of paper of all kinds are too commonly

seen disfiguring our thorouglifares,

OXYGEN REGENERATOR.

An apparatus named as above has recently

been invented by M. Degres, a professor of the

Faculty of Medicine of Paris, in partnership

with M. Balthazard, a house-surgeon in one of

the hospitals of the same city. . Possibly the term

‘air regenerator' would have been a better one,
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as will be seen from tlie sliort description of

tlie apparatus wbicli follows. It ' consists of an

alnminiiun box connected by two breatliing-tiibes

with a kind of . diver’s helmet. This box is

charged with sodium peroxide, which is made to

drop at regular intervals and in small lumps

into a vessel containing water. Now, this chemical

has the property when wetted of absorbing car-

bonic acid gas, while at the same time it gives

off oxygen. In this way the expired air from

the lungs of the man wearing the apparatus is

cleansed of its noxious properties, while the

oxygen which has been absorbed by the blood

is replaced.. Thus the same air is breathed oA^er

and over again until, say in an hour’s time, the

chemical contents of the box have become ex-

hausted. The ajDparatus Avill be invaluable for

life-saving purposes in such places as coal-mines

filled Avith choke-damp, AA^here the atmosphere

has become ' irrespifable. It may be mentioned

that the method- seems to bear a close resem-

blance to . that - of Eleuss, invented in England

about twenty years ago
;
but

,
Mr Fleuss employed

caustic soda for the absorption of the carbonic

acid, and compressed oxygeii to supply the loss

of that consumed b}" the lungs.

FOG DISPERSAT..

At a recent lecture in the Royal Institution

Lord Rayleigh shoAved an experiment Avhich

demonstrated the effect of a brush-discharge of

electricity ujoon smoke. A large glass globe AA^as

first of all filled Avith the dense AAdiite smoke
from burning jfiiosifiiorus. Within this globe Avas

the necessary apparatus . for causing a brush-dis-

charge Avhen connected Avith a Wimshurst machine.

Directly the, machine Avas set in motion the dis-

charge took
•
place, and- the smoke at once began

to disappear, the explanation being that the

discharge caused the tiny particles of matter

constituting the . smoke to cohere, and to be

deposited • in : a solid form on the sides of the

glass globe.' The • experiment is not a iieAv one,

but it AA^as presented in a ' .very conAuncing form.

It at once raises the question ’ AA^hether fog, on
the AAdiolesale scale Avhich London and some other

of our big cities periodically enjoy, cannot be

dispersed in like manner by the employment of

electricity. With the gigantic dynamo machines

noAV in use, it should be possible to produce a

discharge AAdiicli Avould be powerful enough to

dissipate the fog in a large room, and the experi-

ment AAmuld be AAmrth trial.

LIQUID FUEL FOR SHIPS.

At the recent meeting of the Institution of

NaA^al Architects a pajoer Avas read by • Sir F.

Flannel-}^, • M.P., upon the important question of

liquid fuel- for ships. . For a long time difficulties

of supply stood in the Avay of the common
adoption of this fuel

; but noAV that' oil had
been discovered in Borneo and Burma, and more

recently in Texas and California, the conditions

had changed. There AA^ere 'iioAV tAventy A^essels

under the Britisli flag running regularly -under

liquid fuel, and many more AAm’e on the stocks.

The Admiralty AA^ere giving the neiAV system most

exhausthm tests, both on destroyers and battle-

ships. There Avere noAV about forty ports AAdiere

storage and supply of oil had been established,

and similar arrangements Avere projected at A^arious

South African and South American ports. The

saving of space, the extra rapidity of raising

steam, and the ease Avith Avhich a ship could be

supplied Avith oil-fuel, as compared AAdth coal,

Avere some of the chief advantages claimed for the

neAV system.
•

‘the sliding headline copy-book.’

Every teacher is' aAA^are of the tendency of the

pupil, AAdien Avriting in an ordinary copy-book,

to copy' his OAvn penmanship rather than the

model - set before him. He' thus unconsciously

imitates his OAvn mistakes, Avith' the natural

result that- the quality of the Avriting ste'adil}^

deteriorates as the bottom of the page is ap-

proached. The - inventor of The Sliding Headline

Goinj-Booh^ Mr G. L. Hodges, believes that he has

OA^ercome this difficulty. By a simple yet in-

genious contrivance, the headline is moA^able,

and is so arranged as to cover the line last

AAHtten by the pupil, AAdio is thus com23elled to

keep the model constantly before his ej^es. The

series, AAdiich consists of eight numbers, is pub-

lished by W. & R. Chambers, Limited. It should

be added that AAffiile the cover and headlines

are permanent, the copy-books themseh’-es are

reneAvable, thus leading to economy of ex-

penditure.

THE SILENT LOYER.

Nodark am I, but just a crooning dove;

No mighty river
:

just a babbling stream.

Though bold enough to try to . sing of love,

I have not Avit sufficient for the theme
;

Yet, if the unsung song may sweetest be, '

My gift of silence let me bring to thee.

Nor would I move thee by the power of sighs.

Though I could sigh for ever and a day ;

With the mute passion of imploring eyes

Eor thy dear favour I Avould humbly pray.

Till, as the needle thrills towards the pole,

Turning thou ’It hear the music of my soul.

M. Hedderwick Browne.
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A COM.EDY OF PEARLS.
A STOEY IN FOUE CHAPTEES.

By A. H. Norway.

CHAPTER I.—HOW THE PEARLS CAME.

NE August evening not very long

agOj three people were sitting on

tlie terrace at Holy Well sipping

their coffee. The air was warm
and sultry

;
indeed, the sun had

been so hot all day that the dark

shadows on the terrace were very grateful.

Far away, at the foot of a long, wooded hollow,

lay the sea, bearing one or two little gleaming

lights from fishing-boats , at anchor, while at

slow, steady intervals the red flash of tlie light-

house on the point struck clear and sharp across

the darkness.. On the • left of the broad terrace

rose a hill .behind which the moon was climbing.

Every moment the silver brightness on the ridge

grew stronger j
and the fir-trees standing out

against the pale sky turned soft, impalpable,

swimming in a magic light.

Eosamund Curtis, who had been
,

watching

silently the growing ,
strength of

.
the illumination,

jumped up with an . impatient cry, upsetting her

cup in moving. The china rattled on the gravel.

Eosamund stood looking down at it a moment,

and then turned to the hill again.

‘It will be up before he comes,’ she said

pettishly; ‘I know it will. And I did so want

the place to be looking pretty.’

‘My dear Eosamund,’ said the old lady sitting

near her, ‘if your father were not coming home

to-night I should really speak severely to you.

He can’t j)ossibly be pleased to find you in this

state of excitement. Look at me. He is my

only brother, and I haven’t seen him for five

years. Yet I don’t go about in a fever of agita-

tion, upsetting coffee-cups, and quarrelling with

the moon because it comes up too fast.’

‘ No, Aunt Catherine, you certainly do not,’

said Eosamund fretfully. ‘ In fact, I noticed that

you were asleep.’

‘Well, my dear,’ was the drowsy answer, ‘you

can wake me when he comes.’

No. 231.—Yol. V.

‘I shall do no such thing,’ cried Eosamund

vehemently. ‘ I shall let ^ you go on sleeping

there hour after hour. You’ve no natural feel-

ing, Aunt Catherine
;

and I don’t believe you

care a bit about father’s coming home.’

She waited for a disavowal of this charge
;
but

the old lady had dined well, and her only answer

was a drowsy chuckle. A young man who liad

stood a silent spectator of the scene came forward

and picked up the cup. . .

‘It is not broken,’ he said consolingly
;

on

hearing which remark Eosamund turned irritably

towards him. '
’

‘What do I care whether it is broken or not?’

she cried. ‘Do I keep a- china-shop, Charles?

You are as. bad as Aunt ' Catherine, every bit.

Neither one of you has' the feelings- of a jackdaw.

Can’t you see I am thinking about father?’

Charles .
slipped his arm confidentially through

hers and drew. her. out along the terrace.

‘I am not sure what a -jackdaw would feel

upon a similar occasion,’ he said modestly
;

‘but

if I were Colonel Curtis, and were coming home

after five years’ absence, .it .would not be of

moons or terraces or views or sisters that my

head would be full.’

‘What in the world would it be full of, then?’

demanded Eosamund, pausing midway in the

terrace walk. . Charles stopped too, looked at .her

fresh round cheek and the brown hair coiling

prettily about it, and then laughed a little.

‘ It would be full of Eosamund,’ he said rather

low, ‘and nothing else in the wide world would

matter one copper button,’

‘ Don’t be silly,’ was Eosamund’s only answer

;

but she was smiling too
;
and she did not move

on at once, but stood with parted lips, watching

the flood of silver light filling all the meadow

dip which ran • down to the sea. The moon
^

had

not yet climbed above the hill, but her shining

had flooded the whole valley, and one could see

May 3, 1902.
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that slie must sliortl}^ win „the summit. The

shadows of the coppice stood out sharp and

black. One or two stars hung large and golden

in the sky.

‘You seem very confident/ said Charles after a

little pause. There was in his voice an undertone

of surprise which Eosamund detected at once.

‘ Of course I am confident,^ she answered.

‘You will credit me with knowing what my

own father is likely to approve or disapprove.

‘YTth all my heart/ he said, ‘in any ordinary

matter. But if you and Colonel Curtis see eye

to eye in affairs of this sort you wall be the first

father and daughter who ever did so since time

began.’

‘ He wall be content wdtli my choice/ Eosamund

broke in rather hurriedl}", as if she w^anted to

restore her confidence by positive assertion. ‘And

then/ she added rather inconsequently, ‘wdiat is

there that he can possibly object to?’

‘Poverty/ w^as the brief answ^er. ‘Greenbank

is heavily embarrassed. I count my income by

hundreds, and by few of those.’

‘Y^ell, I know thatl’ answered Eosamund >

impatiently. ‘ Of course father know-s it too.

But what can that matter ? If you haven’t much,

I shall have plenty
;
and if Greenbank is embar-

rassed, this house is not. We couldn’t in any

case use two houses so close together.’

‘A speech wdiich must appeal to any prudent

father !
’ the young man answ^ered bitterly. ‘ And

then I am afraid Colonel Curtis has heard stories

to my discredit. Oh 1 don’t shake your head and

purse your mouth up in that scornful w^ay.

There w^ere such stories circulating, even before

he w^ent out to India
;
and I ’m not going to say

there mayn’t have been some basis for them.’

‘ How^ dare you say so ? ’ demanded Eosamund,

turning on him wdth eyes flashing brightly in the

moonlight, and lips that trembled wdth indigna-

tion. ‘ There w^asn’t as much basis for those

stories as you could cover with a threepenny-bit.

How" dare you depreciate yourself to me? All

those stories w^ere wdld exaggerations of quite

harmless things. I know^ it.’ She stamx^ed her

foot. ‘ Admit it 1
’ she cried. ‘ Admit it at once I

’

Charles shrugged his shoulders.

‘What is the use of trying to prove too

much?’ he asked. ‘You claim far more for me
than I should for myself. I did play heavily,

and lost. I don’t now, and I never shall again.

That’s the wdiole truth.’

‘ And if you did, it waas years and years ago !

’

said Eosamund, trembling on the verge of tears.

‘Nobody shall thrown that up against you before

me. Where is there a man who has never done a

foolish thing?’

Charles shrugged his shoulders again.

‘ These are among the things that prudent

fathers recollect,’ he said. ‘ The coolness of

Colonel Curtis’s letter did not surprise me in the

least.’

There w^as silence again for a few^ minuteSc

The headland of wdiite limestone wdiere the light-

house stood had just caught the silvery moon-

shine, and gleamed with a curious impalpable

radiance, almost like a w^eb of gossamer.

‘I don’t think that letter waas meant to be cool

at all/ said Eosamund, speaking very low^ ‘It

is father’s w^ay never to show^ any feeling. He.

hates anything like emotion. That’s wdiy he-

wmuldn’t let me meet him at the station. But

he’s the very kindest and the best of daddies.’

She w^as silent again for a moment, and then

added in a still lower voice, ‘ I do so wash he ’d

come !

’

The air was very still. In the heavy shadow

of the shrubbery some night-bird emitted from

time to time, a low^ twdtter. Across the hollow^

they could see the drive winding wdiite and

silvery towuards the lodge. Nothing w\as in sight.

‘I know^ he won’t be unkind,’ wdiispered Eosa-

mund, spreading her arms on the top of the low

fence
;
and her companion, seeing that she turned

to him for confirmation of the hope,’ smiled and

nodded cheerfully, though in his heart he held a

different conception of the Colonel, and felt no

security that the gallant officer might not elect

to be very unkind. .

So these two culprits stood in silence aw^aiting

the arrival of their judge, the guilt}^ feeling

deepening in both their hearts wdth every moment

that he tarried. Somehow^ the heads of their de-

fence seemed to neither quite so strong as they had

appeared an hour earlier. Confidence w’’as giving

w^ay to a wild hope that the Court W'Ould be

merciful i not b}’’ any means the best attitude for

successful defence. Eosamund w^as in the better

case ;
for her wmman’s heart told her constantly

that in the last resort she commanded resources

wdiich w^ere not those of argument; but both

stood with knocking hearts, and the silence grew

oppressive. On the terrace they could see Aunt

Catherine sleeping peacefully.

‘ Say something—do !
’ cried Eosamund fretfully.

Charles started. ‘ I think—I think his train

must be late/ he stammered.

‘You owl!’ said Eosamund, turning her back

on him, ‘is that the best thing you can find to

say ?
’

Before Charles could collect his wdts sufiiciently

to discover some more comforting remark. Aunt

Catherine’s voice w’^as heard calling from the

terrace.

‘ Eosamund, Eosamund/ she cried, ‘ I hear

wdieels 1

’

The old lady was sitting up, fumbling for her

glasses. The cord was tangled—it always was in

moments of emergency. ‘There is a dogcart

turning into the drive I
’ she exclaimed in an

agitated, helpless voice. ‘It must be your father,

and I can’t get my glasses out. Eun and get me

another pair, Eosamund. No'; cut the cord

!

Wliat 1 not hear the wheels, wdien the noise
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•\voke np an old woman like me ^ But there,

jou children think of nothing.—Oh, thank yon,

Mr Henderson I I always said yon had very

clever fingers. And Ihn sure I hope Colonel

•Curtis will be pleased to see yon
;

else I don’t

know what any of ns will do.’

‘Why, I hope so too,’ answered Charles, help-

,
ing the old lady to get up, and giving her his

^arm
;

‘ and, in fact, I rely a great deal on your
tact and judgment to remove any little dissatis-

faction there may be lying in his mind.’
‘ Oh, my dear boy !

’ replied the tactful aunt,

not without nervousness, ‘if there’s dissatisfaction

in his mind, depend upon it we shall all be made
•uncomfortable. Where’s Kosamnnd?’
Eosamnnd was fl3dng along the terrace towards

the little wicket, her white dress gleaming in the

moonlight.

‘ I can see the dogcart,’ she cried, in high

excitement. ‘ He ’s almost here 1

’

‘Don’t go that way, Eosamnncl,’ shouted

Charles
;

‘ jmu ’ll startle the Iiorse.’

‘ Come back, come back ! ’ piped Aunt Catherine.

But Eosamund was at the gate already, fumbling

with the latch. The heavy plodding of the

horse’s hoofs was close at hand, and peering over

the gate, Eosamund could make out the small,

witliered figure of her father on the box, un-

clianged since last she saw him, very upright and
impassive, his trim gray moustache just catching

the moonlight. The latch stuck ; the dogcart

came on steadily,
‘

‘Daddy, daddy, I’m here!’ shouted Eosamund,

waving lier arms franticall3^

Colonel Curtis had seen her, though he ap-

peared to be looking neither to the right nor to

the left. The dogcart drew, up suddenly ; he

lossed the reins to the man who sat beside him,

and jumped out lightly
; and as the dogcart

moved on Eosamund burst the gate open and

.threw herself into his arms, crying out

:

‘Oh dadd}^, daddy, don’t ever go away any

more !

’

Charles stopped dead in the shadow of the

trees, and then turned and led Aunt Catherine

back upon the terrace.

‘ I think we ’ll wait a bit,’ he said, ‘ See I the

moon is up at last.’

Hardly five minutes passed before Colonel

Curtis came out upon the terrace, cool and im-

perturbable
;
and with him Eosamund clinging to

his arm.

‘Well, Catherine, here I am again,’ he said

•cheerfullj^ ‘Bless my soul! it seems only yester-

day tlnxt'I went away. You’re not a bit changed,

notwithstanding all the trouble this wild girl has

given you.’

‘I feel a great deal older, I assure you,’ said

.Aunt Catherine plaintively. ‘Hobody but myself

knows.’

‘I shan’t forget it. You won’t find me un-

.grateful,’ broke in the Colonel rather hastily,

embracing his sister as he spoke. But Eosamund
had slipped away, and now brought up her lover,

who had been hanging about uneasily at a little

distance.

‘Daddy, here is Charles,’ she said, with a

ring of triumph in her voice. The Colonel made
two steps forward and held out his hand.

‘ All, Henderson !
’ he said, not without a trace

of stiffness, ‘ I am glad you took the earliest

opportunity of coming up to see me. We shall

have much to talk about.’

‘Very much,’ Charles answered. ‘Many things

have changed since we met last. Colonel Curtis ;

and mostly for the better.’

‘I am only too anxious to be assured of it,’

was the dry answer, given with a little bow
which was irreproacliable in manner but dis-

tinctly formal.

‘The assurances are at your service, Colonel,’

said Charles, with even temper
; and Eosamund,

wlio still held him by the hand, looked up at

her father appealingly.

‘I can’t tell you how good he is. You’ll like

him awfully,’ she said.

‘Wliy, cliild, I knew him years before you
did,’ said lier father testily

;
‘you mustn’t think

we’re strangers to each other. But what a

woman you ’ve grovrn into, child 1 When I went

away you were still young enough to search my
pockets for chocolate sometimes. I suppose you

wouldn’t dream of such a thing now—eli?’

‘Oil, what have you brought me, daddy?’

cried Eosamund, all eagerness directly.

‘Something much more valuable than chocolate,’

said the Colonel, feeling in his breast-pocket; ‘so

valuable that I dared not trust it in my bag, but

carried it myself all the way home.’

He brought out a long, flat case of leather,

curiously stamped. Eosamund caught it out of

his hands and opened it with a cry of delight.

There lay, upon a bed of crimson velvet, a

double string of pearls of considerable size and

purity, ending in a pendant.
‘ There,’ said the Colonel

;
‘ I doubt if there ’s

another necklace so fine as that in all the

county. The Maharanee wanted it, and was so

furious because I forestalled her that she tried to

poison me. But I kept it tight, and here it is.’

He turned the pearls over with his. finger as

he spoke. ‘Of course the pendant is the most

valuable part,’ he said. ‘ Those black pearls

of themselves are worth a lot of money.’

‘ Oh dadd}’’, daddy 1 Did you really run all

that risk for me ? ’ cried Eosamund reproachfully,

‘ Oh, how could you ? And what should I have

cared for the pearls if Oh daddy 1
you don’t

think she’ll try again, do you?’

‘Pooh, pooh, child!’ said the Colonel; ‘it all

happened three years ago. She gave it up as

a bad job long since, and transferred her affec-

tions to a ruby peacock which came into the

market in the nick of time. Now I’m going. in
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to have some supper, for I see Elliot hovering

about, trying to catch my eye.—When I’ve done,

Mr Henderson, we’ll have our chat, and get all

our business over.— Take care of the pearls,

Rosamund, for nobody’ll buy you such another

set if you lose these.’

As her father went off towards the house,

Rosamund drew the necklace from its case and

held it up in the light of the moon.

H think it’s the loveliest thing I ever saw in

my life,’ she said ecstatically.

^Almost too fine for a poor man’s wife,’ said

Charles veiy low
;
but Rosamund looked up at

him and laughed.

‘But I like your presents best,’ she said,

‘though they don’t cost so much as this.’ And
with that they strolled away together, and the

terrace was left empt}".

THE PHRGHASIHG OE AFTIQUES.
London thirty j^ears ago there

were many ‘ curiosity shops,’ ‘ curio

dealers,’ and ‘old furniture shops,’

mostl}’' clustered together in Han-

way Passage and Wardour Street

;

and delightful, dusty, dirty old

places they were to rummage for bargains, in that

haj^py time when such things were still to be

obtained. The true dealers or experts in antiques,

however, were then as few in number as now
;
and

these, with one or two exceptions, were located in

the West End.

At the present daj^ it is customary for small

furniture brokers and others to style themselves

either antique dealers or antiquaries
;

but it is

hard to give a reason for this change of desig-

nation. Perhaps the twentieth-century trader is

unaware that the term ‘antique’ ajDplies only to

productions prior to 1700, or, knowing this, has

merely followed the lead of those large drapery

and furnishing houses which boast of ‘antique de-

partments’ and ‘season sales’ of their ‘old’ wares.

Possibly the great increase of buyers with some

artistic taste, and the many young couples start-

ing life in their suburban ^dllas with what they

call their Sheraton dining-room and Louis Seize

drawing-room, may, by their indiscriminate appre-

ciation of doubtful relics of the past, have created

a demand which commercial enterprise has elected

to fill and dignify by a better title than ‘old

furniture.’

It must not, from the foregoing, be supposed

that it is impossible for a man in a small way to

be expert in this business
;
but the inexperienced

amateur, when purchasing goods assumed to be

old and of value, would do well to consider, aj)art

from his own knowledge and judgment, the

reputation of the vender, and whether that

person has enjoyed opportunities of acquiring

even a general knowledge of a business which, if

properly understood, attains the dignity of a

profession.

Still, it is not the purport of this article to

disparage a / hard-working and useful class of

men who, taken as a body, are as honest and
straightforward as any other

;
but the unfortu-

nate fact remains that, to safeguard the amateur

collector, honesty in the seller is not infallible

unless accompanied by knowledge and judgment,

it being equally dangerous to the pocket to j)ur-

chase from a vender totally ignorant of what he

is selling as from one who possesses a superficial

knowledge only.

The practice that now obtains in the daily

press and other publications of noting j^i'ices

realised at the leading auction-rooms is a doubtful

boon to either the amateur or small dealer. Like

most things, it is far from new, auction prices

ha^dng been chronicled, more or less, during and

since the eighteenth century
;

isolated instances

occurring earlier, as in the case of the dispersal

of the collection of Charles the Eirst. Until

recently these records of prices rarely interested

any but those persons able to understand and

appreciate their value
;
and it should be remem-

bered by all who attach importance to such

notices that it is impossible to determine authen-

ticity or value from description only or by learn-

ing the price articles to all appearance similar

realised at sales by auction. Books of reference,

reports, and current prices of antiques are useful

to a person having the opportunity of seeing and

handling the goods, and who is prepared to take

up the subject seriously
;
but otherwise they are

of extremely doubtful value, excepting in the case

of books.

Two recent examples of this haphazard acquire-

ment of the knowledge of prices being wrongly

ajDplied were related to the writer by a dealer

from his own exj)erience during a run through

the provinces. This dealer, who is a good all-

round expert, and sells to the ‘trade’ onl}", had

been in the habit of calling every four months

upon a broker located in Birmingham, a person

from whom he occasionally purchased a late

bronze and now and again a few pieces, of china,

but more often quite ordinary trade goods, such

as ‘ tail-boy ’ chests of drawers, wardrobes, and such

pieces as, when ‘beautified’ with inlaid lines and

banding, would find a resting-place in those shops

where it is always possible to acquire ‘Sheraton’

bedroom and other furniture.

However, to come to the tale. The dealer

noticed, on calling at the shop referred to, that the
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broker evinced a decided disinclination to show his

stock, and when he grudgingly did so, the prices

of articles similar to those purchased on previous

occasions were found to be doubled. Upon an
explanation being demanded, the broker stated

that he ‘wasn't going to be done any more,' and
also intimated that ‘you chaps up in London
must have made fortunes out of poor people
like me'! ‘\Yhatever do you mean?' was the

astonished query. ‘Mean? Look here, mister,'

replied the other, getting angry. ‘The last time
you called, you bought a cup and saucer for two
pounds, and the same things, or things like

them, sell in London for twenty' ! To prove
his assertion he produced a list of current

auction prices. Now, the cup and saucer in

question were a Coalport imitation, and the lot

the paper referred to had consisted of old

Sevres. The dealer could not explain the

difference to the man, as he was too angry at

what he termed being ‘ done ;
' neither did the

former attempt to do so, as he thought it

was not his province to teach others their

own business. So the broker, through a little

knowledge but no experience, imagining himself

a very injured man, insulted and lost a good
customer.

However, the evil does not end here. Early

Coalport and French imitations of Sevres are

continually turning up
;
and it is possible that

broker may acquire, another piece perhaps at

an enhanced price, aiid, aided by the evidence

in black and white, sell it to an amateur for

considerably over its value. Then, should this

perfectly honest mistake be discovered after some

time has elapsed, how is the purchaser to extract

his fifteen or twenty pounds from a man in a

small way ?

The other case occurred in a to^vn farther north.

In a small curiosity shop presided over by a lady

the dealer noticed a pair of Chelsea-Derby figures

in more or less damaged condition, asked the

price, and was requested to name the amount he

would give. This he declined to do, as he could

hardly be expected to act the parts of buyer and

seller. The owner then frankly stated that she

had read of the high prices Lord Thynne's china

realised at ‘Christie's,' and as her figures were

‘real old Chelsea,' she did not know what to ask,

being afraid of selling them too cheaply. Noav,

as some of the pieces of Chelsea china referred

to ran into four figures, one can understand

how an inexperienced person is misled into

rating quite ordinary specimens above their value.

The writer’s friend attempted to explain that her

pieces Avere not Chelsea, but Chelsea-Derby, and

the difference betAveen them and the pieces sold

;

but, as usual in such cases, his explanations AA^ere

met Avith thinly A^eiled disbelief. Eventually a

firm offer of four pounds AA^as made, and receded

Avith contempt
;

and, jDrompted by a desire to

see to Avhat lengths ignorance and ciipidity would

go, he produced gold and notes, and gradually
rose to ten, tAventy, until actually the sum of one
hundred and tAventy poimds AA^as offered and re-

fused. ‘ No,' said the good lady
;

‘ if you aauII give
that, they are Avorth more.' Then she declared
her intention of taking them to London the next
time there AA^as an excursion, and comparing them
Avith those exhibited in South Kensington Museum.
The AArriter does not agree AAuth his friend's

method in this matter. Although to meet AAutli

this sort of experience is certainly anno}dng, it

does one no good to bolster up exjDectations

of value that may eventually cause a great deal

of harm. Many misguided enthusiasts stupidly

set their hearts upon some object possessed by
persons in humble circumstances, Avho, not Avish-

ing to part AAuth their household god, refuse

perhaps a liberal offer, AA^hich, as a tempting
bait, is increased and increased beyond alL reason,

and still refused
;

then, when an eAul ' day comes

and the money is really AA^anted, the treasure

looked upon as ahvays worth so much cash is

found to be unsaleable, and vexation and heart-

burning and family quarrels result, for in the

majority of such cases it is the Avoman Avho

loA’-es the family treasures, and has

their dispersal.

Tavo years ago the Avriter noted an instance

of this kind of folly Avhilst strolling through a

village in Cumberland. Calling at the j)rin-cipal

inn, and being inAuted to sit in the parlour, he

saAV hanging upon the wall three mezzotint

engraAungs. They were dirty, damaged, and had

been ‘cut doAAm,' but it properly cleaned and

framed, AA^ould be worth some tAvelve

Beferring to the i^rints in conversation, the land-

lord said that a neighbouring squire had offered

as much as eighty poimds for them
;

and upon

inquiry this statement AA^as found to be true, one

.

of the gentleman’s daughters AAdth a taste for old

things having persuaded her father that they

Avere AA^orth that amount. Unfortunately for the

landlord's heirs, the old man declared that they

should never be sold during his lifetime, eAudently

thinking they Avould ahvays be worth the amount

named. Let us hope that they aauII not be left

as a nest-egg for one of his OAvn pretty daughters.

In cases of this sort one should not attempt to

purchase, for it is quite hopeless to combat the

ignorance and prejudice of some of the people

Avho hold these old goods
;

their ideas have been

fostered by tourists and others as ignorant of

values as themseh^es.

Occasionally one hears of an apparently honest

countryman aaIio plants sham antique oak in inns,

farmhouses, and cottages, to ensnare the unAvary

;

and then the prices that are obtained, after the

reluctant consent of the family to part AAutli the

treasure ‘that belonged to grandmother,' or ‘came

from the big house,' would gladden the heart of

many a poor struggling broker who is trying to

earn an honest livelihood.
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One of our leading artists told the writer that

he had been 'had' by a man dealing in pigs in

X.j a small village three miles from any railway,

a very quiet place, and certainly one where the

victim did not expect to find guile. This country-

man would have dower-chests made from old oak,

taking care that parts showing rottenness and age

could be pointed out as a proof of genuineness, a

place having been cut out for one of the large old

locks ' and then partly filled up, a small lock some

forty years old fitted, and half-broken old hinges

added to secure the lid. These pieces would then

be exposed in the yard leading to the sty as though

of no value in their owner's eyes, and the action

of the weather, mud, and filth soon completed

the artistic eftect. Now, oak chests with quaint

carving are always desirable pieces to possess, and

when the artist, who was in the neighbourhood

sketching, casually asked a resident if he knew of

any old oak, he was told that the pig-dealer had

a rare old chest in his yard, which no doubt

could be bought cheaplj’- enough.

Away went our connoisseur of oak, and found

what purported to be a fine old chest decorated with

most unusual carving, and having, moreover, linen-

pattern panels. Erom the position it occupied, he

imagined he could buy it for a sovereign ;
but

the owner; used to dealing vntli men in various

markets, chaffed tlie artist in bluff, honest fashion,

and told him plainly he had thought nothing of

it, but he was a dealer—a pig-dealer—and sharp as

any one, and Icnew an artist chap wouldn't want

to buy an old thing like that if it wasn't worth

more than he knew
;
and so on, until eventually

he extracted twelve pounds for the trouvaille;

and, after an attempt to extract another five

shillings for cartage, delivered it to the railway

company, who forwarded it to the artist's address

in London. T^Tien, in the privacy of the studio,

it was thoroughly washed and cleaned, it. stood

revealed a ' fake ; ' and a dealer, who eventually

purchased it from its disgusted owner for three

pounds, candidly observed that he had given a

very good price, as such things cost from the

maker when new, and in proj)er condition for

sale, four pounds ten shillings.

If intending collectors, before purchasing, were

either to pay for expert advice and judgment, or

deal only with established firms of reputation,

such sales of spurious rubbish (especially imita-

tions of the various old china factories) would be

greatly restricted. Eor trade purposes, a piece of

china may be more saleable if it bears a factory

mark
;
but a dealer does not attach undue im-

portance to this, being aware that genuine pieces

are what is called ' marked all over,' and therefore

unmistakable. In view, however, of the many
persons who take all marked pieces to be genuine,

it is as well to point out that it is quite within

the law to add to reproductions the marks of

extinct factories, such as Chelsea, Bow, &c.
;
and

this, of course, can be done but with one intent,

and that to deceive. On the other hand, it has-

been decided that it is illegal to sell or expose

imitations of Worcester china which bear any of

the marks of that factory. The poor reproduc-

tions of old Staffordshire so much in evidence in

country shops hail from France; but, as these

rarely sell for more than a few shillings, little

harm is done by them except the slight annoy-

ance experienced on finding that one has been

taken in.

As with many other things, the Flowery Land

may claim to have been first in the field with

spurious goods, for imitations of antique porcelain

were common amongst the Chinese at quite an

earl}" period. Marryat mentions two artists in

particular, Tsoui-Kong (1522-72) and Tcheou

(1567-1619). The latter, he says, was ' an original

character, and delighted in carrying his coun-

terfeit ware to antiquaries, whose passion for

collecting he weB knew, and the cleverest con-

noisseurs were often du^^ed in their purchases.'

The manufacture of various spurious works of

art flourished also in other countries at a fairly

early period
;
but it was not until the seventeenth,

and eighteenth centuries, when it V"as the fashion

for the sons of wealthy men to make the 'grand

tour,' that the English market was much affected

by foreign imitations. Many references may be-

found in old books of that time to these frauds,,

principally in pictures, ]5rints, and bronzes
;
and

Horace Walpole mentions in his chatty manner

not a few .of the actual perj^etrators. Two of

them will serve as illustrations.

John Pieters, a Flemish painter, died in

England about 1727. He was employed by Sir

Godfrey Kneller to paint the draperies of his

pictures
;
but his chief business was in mending

drawings and old pictures. He excelled in copying

Eubens, and even passed ofi' several prints, which

he had washed, for original drawings of that

master. The Sage of Strawberry Hill then caus-

tically observes: 'This cheat is not so great a

proof of Pieters' abilities as of the ignorance of

our collectors, who are still imposed upon by such

gross frauds.'

Another sinner was Pope, who had an original

picture of Bishop Atterbury, painted by Kneller.

Of this picture he used to employ AVorsdale the

painter to make copies for three or four 'guineas,

and whenever he wanted to pay a particular-

compliment to one of his friends he gave him

an ' original
'

picture of Atterbury. Of these-

‘originals' Worsdale had x^^i^^ted five or six.

From another somce we learn that about 1789

a Mr Parsons, an ingenious x^icture - cleaner-

(originally intended for the Church), ' copied a vast

nimiber of Sir Peter Lely's pictures, which have

deceived connoisseurs and have been taken for

originals.'

With regard to our own x^eriod and the works

of art now being x^roduced, it is interesting to

note that pessimism has always been common.-
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The late eighteenth century writer who compared
the productions of former years with those of his

own time thus :

Yet sure one more distinction may be told:

Those once were new, but these will ne’er be old

!

and Madame de Stael—who says :
‘ This passion for

antiquity is no idle prejudice
; we live in an age

when self-interest seems the ruling princijDle of
all men : what sympathy, what enthusiasm can
ever be its results ?

’—belong to the same t}q)e of

connoisseurs that decry and contemptuously pass
by all the j)roductions of the present day, many
of which, no doubt, will eventually be sought
after as eagerly as those of former centuries.

CLIPPED WINGS.
By Mahy Stuaht Boyd.

[Copyright in the United States of America by Mary Stuaid; Boyd.]

CHAPTER XVIII.—MR PAUL RUDDEXHEBI.

E EUDDENHEIM belonged to a

type common enough in cosmopoli-

tan London. His foreign descent

was so remote as to be unnotice-

able save when revealed in a

certain Continental sprightliness of

demeanour, a buoyancy of deportment infrequent

in the more stolid Englishman. His Jewish

origin lent him a slender advantage in business

without hampering him in matters of creed

;

religion, according to Mr Euddenheim, being a

good servant but a bad master.

The opinion thus bluntly expressed would
assuredly have shocked Mr Seton-Lorimer, who,

without putting the thought into words, had
successfully acted upon Mr Euddenheim’s maxim.

Eor with the removal to Queen’s Gate he had

left the Congregational chapel at Norwood
wherein he had been a leading member, and

had joined a fashionable church in the vicinity,

where Mr Euddenheim was a churchwarden.

It was during service at St Theodosius’s on

the first Sunday morning after the close of the

Christmas vacation that the happy thought of

making iliss Seton-Lorimer mistress of his man-

sion in Pembridge Square first occurred to Mr
Euddenheim. His boys had just returned to

boarding-school, and—his home once again de-

serted by all but himself—Mr Euddenheim felt

sentimentally inclined to bewail his loneliness.

His pew was within easy view of the Seton-

Lorimers’, and his gaze falling upon the correct

outline of Honoria’s profile, and his alert mind

noting the comxileteness and depth of her Eoyal

mourning and the unvarying serenity of her

deportment, the thought flashed to him that the

second Mrs Euddenheim might not be hard to

find.

The time that should have been devoted to

prayer and humiliation was given up to a close

scrutiny of Miss Seton-Lorimer’s attractions,

among which, it must be confessed, Mr Eudden-

heim catalogued the details of her admirably

appointed dress.

As she passed out of church, the swish of her

silken-lined skirts and the subtle odour of Molets

that attended her presence pleased him. More

fastidious folks might have told him that society

had elected to abjure silk linings as vulgar and
noisy, and that the best people had condemned
the use of perfumes as in vile taste. But Mr
Euddenheim knew vLat he admired, and had the

courage of his opinions.

Mr Euddenheim was not the man to allow

grass to grow imder his feet. ‘Shouldn’t have
been where I am now if I had,’ he used to say.

At a church gathering he had already made Mr
Seton-Lorimer’s acquaintance; thus, to accost

him in the porch and secure an introduction

to Honoria was a matter of five minutes.

In the course of the succeeding week a second

church meeting brought the gentlemen together,

and Mr Euddenheim, having escorted Mr Seton-

Lorimer to the portal leading to his Queen’s

Gate flat, artfully opened a topic of special

interest at the moment of parting—a piece of

diplomacy which, as he had rightly calculated,

gained him an inflation to finish the discussion

over a cigar in Mr Seton-Lorimer’s house.

The fact that, though Honoria was alone, she

was arrayed iu fidl evening-dress, completed the

conquest of Mr Euddenlieim, who had suffered

from the tendency of his late spouse towards

reserving her gorgeous apparel for company, and

for home-life attiring her affluent proportions in

dowdy raiment.

Learning that Mr and Miss Seton-Lorimer

intended sj)encling a few weeks on the Eiviera,

Mr Euddenheim announced it as a .
wonderful

coincidence that he piirjiosed going to the south

of Erance about the same time, and would j)ro-

bably run against them somewhere : a jiromise

which he fulfilled far beyond the letter, for not

only did he run against them at Hymes, but he

bumx^ed them at Cannes and rigidly adhered to

their company at Nice.

So, the culminating point of the wooing having

been reached, it was small mar^^el that, until the

critical question had been asked and answered,

Honoria should deem it wiser to keep her

attractive young cousin out of the way.

Two more tedious days had passed, and the

autocratic Eredoline, for once condescending to

act with amazing celerity, had sent home the
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pioneer of the new gowns. It was afternoon, and

Lucie was in her room happily engaged with the

aid of a sympathetic maid in trying it on.

Mr Euddenheim had dropped in to pay a call

;

and Hoiioria was closeted in the drawing-room

with her visitor, who, having done good business

that morning, and indulged in a little champagne

at luncheon, was viewing life through rose-

coloured glasses. He felt affectionately inclined

towards his hostess, who was looking her best in

delicate half-mourning worn in memory of her

late Queen. The transparent yoke and sleeves

gave a liint of a white skin beneath, and her

manner was sweetly seductive.

Miss Seton-Lorimer was so certain that Mr
Euddenheim must be exhausted with the fatigue

of that ghastly City that she suggested a brandy

and soda to precede tea
;
and when Mr Eudden-

heim declined the liquor, she ordered tea and

iced coffee to be brought at once. Under the

pleasing influence of her solicitude for his com-

fort, Mr Euddenheim^s feelings, already warm,

became distinctly amorous. Even a novice would

have guessed that he was on the verge of a

declaration : an avowal that Honoria—who awaited

it in a carefully studied attitude, leaning grace-

fully back in her low chair, her head resting on

a pink satin cushion, her expensively shod feet

supported on a plush footstool—was graciously

prepared to accept.

Mr Euddenheim had just cleared his throat,

for even the most self-possessed of men can’t

avoid feeling a little nervous on such occasions,

and was wiiDing his moustache with a handker-

chief heavy with the scent he loved, when,

without warning, the door flew open and Lucie

burst impetuously into the room.
‘ See, Honoria ! isn’t it lovely ? Isn’t FredoHne

a dear 1 ’ she exclaimed
;

then, catching sight of

tile visitor, stopped, covered with confusion.

Meeting Honoria’s disajij^roving glance, Lucie,

murmuring apologies, would have retreated in

2irecij)itate confusion, but that Mr Euddenheim,
jumping to his feet, insisted upon her remain-

ing. It takes a very ardent lover to face the

ordeal of a proposal vdth equanimity, and Mr
Euddenheim was by no means an ardent lover.

So the entrance of Lucie filled him with a sense

of sudden relief.

‘ Don’t let me frighten you away, Miss Lucie.

—

It is Miss Lucie from New Zealand—isn’t it?

—

You see, I know you better than you know me.
Do sit down in this nice chair, and let us

admire that pretty frock.’ The tea-tray chancing

to be brought in at that moment gave Lucie,

who was all eagerness to have her bravery appre-

ciated, a second excuse for remaining.

The swift alteration in her swain’s mood imper-
ceptibly communicated itself to Honoria, rendering
her manner towards Lucie distinctly condemna-
tory. But it failed in its effect, for already
Lucie was accustomed to her cousin ivith the

chill on ;
and, having never been indulged with

those honeyed smiles and encouraging words

wherewith that lady greeted a few favourites,

Lucie took Honoria’s coldness as a matter of

course. Unconcernedly sipping her tea, she re-

joiced in Mr Euddenheim’s commendations of

her frock.

She was on the point of risking Honoria’s

extreme disiDleasure by offering to fetch a hat

for the friendly critic’s approbation, when the

door opened and Mr Muter, looking as awkward
and iU at ease as mortal cotild, was shown in.

Lucie, who was laughing at some playful sally of

Mr Euddenheim’s, had not heard him announced,

and did not know of his presence until Honoria,

in a tone that seemed to have come straight from

a refrigerator, said, ‘Lucie, I think this—gentle-

man—must have come to see you.^

Lucie, turning sharply, saw her friend standing

in the middle of the room blinking behind his

spectacles in a passion of self-consciousness. For

a moment she felt disconcerted ,* then, welcoming

Mr Muter as warmly as possible, she introduced

him to her cousin, who responded with a frigid

bow.

‘I took the Eberty of calling. I was at the

Natural History Museum ;
and, knowing you

were living near, I took the liberty of calling,’

he stammered at length, in tardy explanation of

his visit.

Had Lucie guessed the actual pain this incur-

sion into unknovm lands had entaded on, one of

his ultra-sensitive disposition, she would have

sympathised with him even more deeply than she

did. As it was, Honoria’s rudeness annoyed her

to the exclusion of all other sensations. She was

anxious to show her ajDpreciation of Mr Muter’s

kindness
;

but his presence was distinctly in-

opportune.

‘ I wish he would go,’ she kept thinking

when, having asked for his health, given him
messages to Mrs Denman, and spoken of the

weather, her subjects of converse were exhausted.

Her conscience rebuked her for disloyalty to one

who had been a refuge in her time of trouble
;

but the matter that affected her most was the

studied insolence of Honoria, who, beyond her

icy recognition, affected not to see Mr Muter.

She did not offer him tea, an omission that made
Lucie hot with anger. ‘ If she had been our

guest and somebody had caUed for her we would
have treated him diflerently,’ she thought, and
hated her cousin accordingly.

‘ My dear Lucie, what a dreadful creature !

’

Honoria exclaimed languidly when Mr Muter, in

a fresh access of shyness that made him drop

both gloves and a small parcel in succession, had

achieved his departure. ‘ Where did you pick

him up?’

‘We met on the ship coming to England. He
was a fellow-passenger.’

‘He is aboriginal, then? He looks it. If they
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are all like that out there I pity you, for he is

simply too ghastly for words.^

Lucie flushed scarlet. ^Mr Muter is a Lon-
doner. He rescued me when I was penniless.

But for him I should have been homeless. You
don’t know,’ she began, turning to Mr Eudden-
heim, ‘that when I arrived in London I was
robbed of all my money and things’

‘ Pray spare us.’ Miss Seton-Loriiner’s tone

skilfully succeeded in conveying a command to

Lucie and sympathetic commiseration with Mr
Euddenheim. ‘I’m sure we have all heard
enough of that matter, and the chivalry of your
friend’s nature neither excuses his choice of a

tailor nor mitigates his ignorance of the laws of

ordinary politeness.’

‘ Mr Muter is a gentleman. I don’t care

what his social shortcomings may be. Wlien
I needed help he did not laugh at me because I

was not dressed in the latest fashion. He treated

me as though’

‘I think you forget that you were trying on

dresses just now,’ Honoria’s most arctic notes
interrupted Lucie’s protest. ‘I am sure Mr
Euddenheim will excuse your leaving us.’

When Lucie, crestfallen, reached the door Mr
Euddenheim stood ready to open it for her.

‘Miss Seton-Lorimer and your uncle are coming
to dine with me at the Welcome Club at Earl’s

Court Exhibition next Saturday, and you must
come too. Miss Lucie. I’ll take no denial, and
you must wear that pretty frock. It’s lovel3^’

The hand wherewith Mr Euddenheim grasped

Lucie’s might be short and podgy, but its

pressure was warm, and suggested a sincere and
comforting sympathy with the vanquished alien.

Honoria had resumed her interrupted smiles,

her most seductive key
;

but after the natural

spontaneity of Lucie’s manner and her fresh

colouring. Miss Seton-Lorimer’s artificial attrac-

tions palled upon the widowed stockbroker, and
his attitude remained far from that tender point

whereat the advent of the luckless Lucie had
surprised him.

TWO LITTLE-KNOWN STATES OP SOUTH MEXICO^
By W. H. Eundall, A.M.LC.E.

)0 has progressed so rapidly

ing the last twenty years

—

nlvs to the long period of peace

L freedom from revolutions en-

ed under the firm rule of

President Porfirio Diaz—that the

tourist, who nowadays travels in a magnificent

Pullman-car through the northern states of the

republic, meeting everywhere with the luxuries

and comforts of civilisation, obtains but a poor

idea of the country and its inhabitants as it was

twenty years ago, and as one stiU finds them in

the more remote states, where the shriek of the

locomotive and the glare of the electric light are

as yet unknown.

The two southern states of Tabasco and

Chiapas—situate just to the east of the Isthmus

of Tehuantepec, and embracing a wide stretch of

country from the Gulf of Mexico on the north

to the Pacific Ocean on the south—remain as yet

untouched by the wave of progress which has

spread so rapidly over the northern states. The

traveller, therefore, who would take a trip

through this part of the republic must be ime-

pared to accept the cayuco (native dug-out canoe)

and the mule as his only means of locomotion,

and must make up his mind to put up with very

bad accommodation and peculiarly cooked food.

The state of Tabasco is low-lying, extremely

well watered, and has a hot, moist, and not too

healthy climate. Its principal port is Erontera,

and its cajntal the town of San Juan Bautista.

It is a wealthy state, its wealth being derived

from the exportation of mahogany and logwood.

and the cultivation of cofiee, cacao, sugar-cane,

&c. Its productiveness is, however, limited by
the want of labour

;
and many of the hacendados

(j)lanters) have but small portions of their land

under cultivation for this reason.

The conditions under which the ])eon (labourer)

works for the hacendado are reaUy not very far

removed from slavery. The latter advances to

the a small sum of money—say twenty

dollars—which the contracts to repay by

labour, for which he is to receive, say, five

dollars a month and his keep. He then becomes

the mozo (servant) of the hacendado^ and is com-

pelled to work for him until the debt is paid.

This the hacendado takes care to make impossible

by suj)plying him with clothing and rum, prin-

cipally the latter, to a greater value than his

earnings will x^ay for, thus continually increasing

Ms indebtedness and making it more and more

iinj)Ossible for him to obtain his freedom by

liquidating the debt. As the mozo is almost in-

variably utterly ignorant, and unable to read,

write, or sum, in a short time he finds that Ms

debt amounts to one or two himdred dollars,

vuthout ha'^dng handled a coin since the small

preliminary loan ; and he cannot calculate if he

has received the equivalent of this, for him,

considerable sum of mone}’’ in clothing or other

commodities. If married, Ms wife and also his

children, if big enough to be of any use, are

compelled to work in return for the increased

ration which he will be allowed for the mainten-

ance of his fam%. The law protects Iiim to this

extent : should he be dissatisfied with his master,
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lie may claim a period of eight days every year

in which to look for some one else willing to pay

his debt and take him over
;
and the hacendaclo

is compelled, should lie be offered the full amount

of the debt in cash, to accept payment, and the

debtor then becomes the mozo of the man who

pays up his debt.

Should a mozo at any time attempt to run

away, he v^ould be hunted like a criminal, brought

back, have at least ten dollars added to his debt

for ‘ expenses,^ and probably soundly thrashed into

tlie bargain.

When estates change hands the mozos are usually

sold with the estate ; thus on a fair-sized estate,

with forty or fifty mozos^ these alone will repre-

sent a capital of seven or eight thousand dollars.

It used to be the custom to make the debt

hereditary
;

but this is now illegal, and the son

of a raozo on reaching manhood becomes a free

man, and can only become a mozo by contracting

a debt on his oum account.

The system, although apparently iniquitous

according to our British ideas of freedom and

justice, has its good points, considered from the

standpoint of the country and the x^eople—

a

people naturally so indolent that, unless com-

jpelled, they would not work at all, or onl}’" just

enough to satisfy the barest necessities of life.

Of course, a dishonest and unscrupulous liacendado

will often swindle and maltreat his mozos; but as

a general rule they are sufficiently fed and fairly

well treated. The system also differs widely from

slavery in respect that there is no forcible separa-

tion of 2:)arents from children or husband from wife,

which caused so much indignation against slavery

as i^ractised in the Southern United States.

Brontera is a 2)ort of call for the Mexican

National Line steamers rimning weekly from

Yera Cruz to all the Gidf j^orts south of Tam2)ico,

and also for a light-draught steamer which makes
connection at Camjoeche with the Few York and
Cuba mail steamers from Few York and Havana.

Brom Brontera a few hours’ steaming up the

river Grijalva brings one to San Juan Bautista.

This is a town of some inq^ortance commercially,

being the distributing centre for 2)mctically the

whole of Tabasco and also the northern dejDart-

ments of the state of ChlajDas. It is hot, with

the humid, enervating heat of the Gulf coast

;

and, like all old Mexican towns, it is quite des-

titute of drainage or sanitation, such matters

being exclusively attended to by that hideous

but most useful scavenger, the black-hooded zaiM~

lote (vulture).

Owing to the constant rain and the low-lying,

'Swampy nature of the coiintry, the roads in

Tabasco are bad, except during the months of

April and !May, at the close of the dry season.

The best—it may be said the only—mode of

travelling in the northermnost portions of the state

during the rainy months is by river in a cayuco,

propelled by 2)ole or 2)addle. Owing, however, to

the heat of the sun by day and the plague of mos-

quitoes by night, a few days of this mode of

locomotion are quite sufficient to wear out the

patience and try the temper of the sweetest dis-

jDosition
;
and the feeling of relief is great on

changing the cayuco for the saddle, even though

the roads be knee-dee^D in slush and your mount

a spiritless but ^Jlodding mule.

The uninitiated foreigner, riding for the first

time through a 2)lantation of cacao, and with his

attention riveted on the great deep-red pods hang-

ing in 2)rofusion from the trees, may feel a quiver

of dismay, if not of actual alarm, on looking

u^) amd 2)^i’ceiving a gang of half-a-dozen men
a232)roaching, each armed with an ugly-looking

sword or cutlass
;
but their innocent and unmenac-

ing demeanour \\dll soon convince him that he

has nothing to fear. They are, in fact, a gang of

mozos carrying the machetes with which they mow
down and clear away the soft, sappy undergrowth

and scrub which, in this moist, hot climate, springs

xxp and covers the ground in a few weelcs.

In the small imeblos or villages the houses are

not built of stone or of the adole (sun-dried

brick) so universal on the high plateaus of the

northern states, but of ceto, a S2)ecies of reed some-

what resembling the bamboo in appearance. These

reeds are closely laced together, vertically, on the

stout wooden framework that supports the roof,

the latter being a very thick thatch made of the

lolatanillo leaf, a long, broad leaf, almost exactly

resembling that of the banana-tree. The thick

thatch keej^s off’ the heat of the sun, and the free

access 2)ermitted by the construction of the sides

of the structure to any breeze that may be moving

makes these houses delightfully cool even at mid-

day. Of course, at night, with darkness outside

and a light Avithin, there is as little privacy in

these houses as in a room Avith unclosed Yenetiaii

blinds
;

but, as the natives usually retire soon

after sunset and get u]d at daAvn, such considera-

tions do not trouble them at all.

On arriving at one of these the traAnller,

if he intends to camp there for the night, inquires

AAdiere they give 2^osada— that is, lodging and

food. This is usually the 2>i'i^cipal house in the

Adllage, Avith a small tienda or shoj) attached to

it. The contents of the shoj) are generally several

huge glass garrafones cased in AAdckeinvork and

containing aguardiente (rum), a feAV. tins of very

inferior sardines, and a roll or tAvo of unbleached

calico.

HaAdng given your mozo money to ]pi^^i’chase

maize and grass for the mules, and taken good

care to see that they get it, and that the money
has not been ^^ocketed instead, you SAAdng in a

hammock or sit on a stool, usually surrounded by

an open-eyed grouj> of small fr}^ Your host,

having cross-questioned the onozo, and found out

as much as possible" about you, then comes in and

2)roceeds to roll cigarettes and chat familiarly.

HaAdng sjDotted you for a foreigner, he Avill ask
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your nationality, -svliat your country is lilvc, liow

mucli it costs to get there, how long the journey

takes, what kind of crops are groTO, and so

on ad infinitum. In return you will learn some-
thing about the locality and its products, inter-

larded with a good deal of local gossij), wliich

to an outsider is most uninteresting, hut is in-

tended to convince you that your host is by far

the richest and in every way the most unportant
and influential individual in the place.

Shortly after dusk you will be informed that

your supper is ready. Tliere may or may not be
a table to eat it at, and there may or may not
be a knife and fork to eat it mth

;
but there

-will certainly not be a tablecloth. The meal will

consist of tAVo or three earthen bowls containing,

severally, eggs fried or made into an omelette,

meat steAved or fried, black beans first steAA^ed and
then fried, and a piled-up dish of tortillas (thin

round cakes of maize-flour), AAdiich take the place

of bread throughout the country. The first thing

to do is to send the tortillas^ AA^hich are usually

served just lulceAvarm and flabby, back to be

toasted until quite cris^D
;

they then taste like

biscuits, and are A^ery nice.

To the uninitiated it AA^ill appear akin to im-

possible to eat fried eggs Avithout a knife, fork,

or spoon ;
but AA^hen you knoAV Iioaa'’, it is easy

enough. The secret is this : break off a piece of

a flabby, untoasted tortilla, and double it over to

form a scoop or spoon
;
and, Avith another piece

in the left hand to act as a fork, the eggs can

be conveyed to their destination AAuthout so much
as soiling the fingers. The same method AA^ill

successfully dispose of the beans
;
but the meat,

unless chopjDed up> small, has to be tackled AAuth the

fingers. As, hoAvever, the meat has usually been

preserved by being cut into long strips, salted,

and hung up to dry in the sun, it is usually

about the consistency of shoe-leather
;
and, espe-

cially at night, it is better left seA^'erely alone.

After supper there is nothing to do but to

retire to bed, and after a long day^s ride one is

usually only too glad to do so. The bed aauU

consist of a rectangular frame, strung crossAvays

and from end to end Avith rope or thongs of raAV-

hide
;
and over this is laid a rush-mat, or

as it is called. Nothing in the AA’-ay of bedding

is eA^er supplied
;
you ahvays carry your OAAm

blanket strapped behind the saddle. Such por-

tions of clothing as you remove before retiring aa^lLI,

when folded up, serve as a pilloAV
;

or, better

still, an air-pilloAV can easily be carried AAuth the

feAV other necessary articles in the saddle-bags.

One great adA^antage of this simple form of

bed is that there is nothing to harbour vermin.

Where mosquitoes aboimd the bed is usually pro-

•yided AAuth a mosquito-curtain, suspended from

the roof or carried on a light frameAA^ork attached

to the bed. The supper, lodging, and a boAAd of

coffee in the morning Avill usually cost from

three to foiu' reals (ninepence to one shilling at

the present rate of exchange). Podder and corn for

a couj)le of mules Avill cost the same, or a trifle

more
; and you AAdll alloAv your servant about

three reals a day to purchase food for himself.

Taking the most direct route' from San Juan
Bautista to San Christobal, the caj^ital of the

state of Chiapas, one enters the latter state

shortly after passing through the little toAvn of

Teapa, a very old and someAvhat dilapidated

toAATiship, picturesquely situated at the foot of

the rugged mountain-ranges AAdiich, rising from the

flat, SAvampy alluvium of Tabasco, stretch right

across to the Pacific coast.

The road now becomes a series of A^'ery steep

ascents and descents, and the scenery extremely

grand, the limestone hills rising peak upon peak
to heights of from tAVO to three thousand feet

above the riA^er, a tributary of the Grijalva, AA^hich

the road more or less folloAvs. Sometimes one is

in the river-bed, then again flve or six himdred
feet above it, Avhere the road crosses a main spur

to avoid some huge curve in the river.

The AAdiole country is thickly clothed AAuth dense

trox:)ical bush
;
and only the summits of the hills,

AAdiich often culminate in sheer Avails of AA^hite

limestone rock some hundreds of feet in height,

rise bare and magnificent amid the mass of

foliage. CultiA^ation there is none, except AAdiere

an occasional clearing, often far up the mountain-

side, stands out a brighter green than its sur-

roundings by reason of the young maize’ shoots

shoAAung up against the dark background of the

hillside and the fallen timber ; the latter lying

AAdiere it AA’as felled, the. constant rain and lieuA^y

deAA^ making proper burning-off an impossibility.

Ill other pjlaces, at a bend in the river, an

alluvial flat has been formed AA^hich has been

cleared, fenced, and turned into a pofrero for run-

ning a feAV head of stock.

In the midst of these everlasting hiUs, some

tAA^enty-fi-A^e miles from Teapa, British enterprise

has established a mining company. The Santa

Fe Mine, the property of the Chiapas Mining

Company, has been AYorking Avith some measure

of success for the last ten years, and here is to

be found a considerable camp and quite a little

British colony. As you listen to the roar of the

stamps and gaze at the maze of belts and AAdiirl-

ing AA''heels, or look at the piles of concentrates

containing copper, gold, and siWer being sacked-

up ready for their long A^oyage by pack-mule,

riA'’er, and ocean steamer to the SAvansea smelters,

you feel that here is an example of that patient

industry, grit, and perseverance Avhich in other

lands has so greatly helped to build up the

splendid Empire of AAdiich AA^e are all so proud.

The road, AAdiich at the Santa Ee Mine has

attained an altitude of fifteen himdred feet aboA-e

sea-level, noAV begins to ascend A^ery rapidly and

becomes in many places so steexi that only a

mule could tackle it. The great superiority of

the mule over the horse for a steep or rocky
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road lies in the fact that a mule, which never

becomes excited, picks his way with the greatest

care, his small hoofs seeming to give him a

foothold where a horse would invariably slip

;

whereas a horse, if urged up a steep place,

always tries to rush it, and this over slij)pery

rocks generally leads to mishap.

A striking feature of these roads is the iiiunber

of human ^beasts of burden^ you meet. The

roads are so bad that there is very considerable

risk in conveying goods of any kind—risk both

to the goods and the pac]?:-mule that carries

them ;
consequently large numbers of Indians

make a living by carrying. The Mexican Indian

carries his load on his back, slung by a broad

leather belt across the forehead. Thus all his

limbs are perfectly free, and he carries a long,

light stick, like an alpenstock, to steady him-

self in going do^vn steep places or in crossing

streams. These men will in good weather carry

a load of from one hundred to one hundred and

fifty pounds, over the worst of roads, for a dis-

tance of twenty to twenty-five miles a day. They
wear no clothing except a pair of cotton breeches

rolled half-way up the thighs and a pair of

leather sandals on the feet
;

and each man
carries a blanket to roll himself up in at night.

They eat no meat, their only food being posoZ

(boiled maize ground and mixed with sugar, then

rolled into a ball and carried moist). This they

break into a bowl of water, mix up well to the

consistency of thin gruel, and drink
;
and their

only food consists of this poso^ and tortillas. The
power, of endurance disj^layed by these carriers is

wonderful. What would a British Tommy say if

he were asked to march twenty-five miles a day,

even on a good level road, with one hundred

pounds on his back, and a ration of ])osol and
tortillas for his sole food?

Shortly after passing the ^alIage of San Bartolo,

and at a distance of about one hxuidred and ten

miles due south from San Juan Bautista, one

crosses the highest point of the main range

•separating the plains of Tabasco from the high

interior ^Dlateau of Chiapas. The point Avhere the

road crosses must be at least five thousand feet

above sea-level
;

and the sudden change in the

whole appearance of the country on crossing

from' the north to the south side of the range is

most striking. The dense tropical bush, huge
forest trees, thick undergrowth, and tangled

masses of creepers give place to pine and oak of

somewhat stunted growth, and the dry, porous

•soil is covered with bracken and short grass.

The dense foliage on the north side of the range

seems to condense and catch all the moisture

, from the saturated air brought up by the prevail-

ing northerly winds from the Gulf ; and this,

combined with the change from limestone to

porous volcanic ash and tufa, causes a complete
change in the vegetation and in the whole aspect

-of the country. The scenery now becomes grand.

almost awe-inspiring. One loolcs down ujDon what

must have been in bygone ages the scene of the

wildest convulsions of nature, gigantic masses of

scorije and volcanic conglomerate forming hills

and peaks of a ruggedness that bafiies description.

The sweet scent of the pine, the dry clear air

feeling cool and even sharp after the hot, moist

air of the northern slope, the ring of the mules’

hoofs on the dry hard soil—these combine to

produce a feeling of intense ]pleasure and exhila-

ration ;
and when you suddenly catch sight of

a bush laden with ripening blackberries, j^ou can

almost imagine—but for the mountainous nature

of the country—that you have been suddenly

spirited into the south of England.

After another two days’ journey through

some very lovely country, in places almost park-

like in appearance and an almost ideal region

for raising cattle and stock, one reaches San

Christobal, the capital town of the State, though

not the seat' of Government, the latter having

been removed during recent years to Tuxtla

Gutierrez.

San Christobal—a very old toxvn, having been

one of the earliest settlements formed by the

Spaniards—is situated in the midst of an exten-

sive, undulating plateau at an elevation of over

seven thousand feet. The population is estimated

at about eighteen thousand. It is a clean, well-

kept little town, and has a very nice ^laza^ two
sides of which are taken up by the Cathedral and
the Palacio (Government buildings) respectively,

and the other two by the xisual shops and can-

tinas. The whole of the centre of the lolaza is

laid out as a fiower-garden, with an elaborate

band-stand in the centre. On a Sunday after-

noon it is the resort of quite a well-dressed

crowd, and is rendered picturesque by the young-

bloods, got up in full Mexican cliarro costume,

riding their prancing little horses, with Mexican
saddles and handsome trapj^ings. A trio which
greatly took the xvriter’s fancy consisted of a

young fellow in full Mexican rig and riding a

very handsome horse
;

another dressed in im-

maculate riding-breeches, gaiters, and a bowler

hat, and mounted on a big raw-boned steed, with

an English saddle and bridle
;
and between them

a young fellow on a bicycle !

A considerable tract of country in the neigh-

bourhood of San Christobal is occupied by the

Chemula Indians, an industrious and peaceful

tribe, sjDeaking their ovm language, and under-

standing little or no Spanish. They are
.

all

dressed, men and women, in a sort of woollen

blanketing, coarse and black, woven by them-

selves
;

their curious hats, low -crowned, and

broad-brimmed, which they also make, are plaited

from strips of the leaf of a species of palm, and

adorned with five little bunches of ribbons of

various colours, one in the centre of the .crown

and. the other four arranged symmetrically round

the brim. They oxvn numerous shee^D
;
and on
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their little farms, which are models of neatness,

they grow all kinds of vegetables, as well as

maize and wheat.

The main road into San Christobal during the

early hours of the morning is a sight worth seeing.

Imagine a broad and well-kept highway without a

single wheeled vehicle of any description in sight,

but with a constant stream of trotting, chattering

Indians, men, women, and children, their heads

down and arms swinging, each bearing a load of

some kind on their backs—bundles of firewood,

huge bundles of maize-straw, crates filled with
vegetables, pots and bowls of baked clay, sacks of

corn, and crates containing cocks and hens alive and
crowing vigorously—all going to the daily market.

The climate of San Christobal, owing to its

great altitude, is quite cool and bracing
;
and the

abundance and variety of fresh vegetables and the

good quality of the meat render the food quite

excellent in comparison -with that obtainable in

tierra caliente. Curiously enough, the money in

circulation is not Mexican, but Guatemalan,

Chilian, Peruvian, &c. Mexican silver or paper is

at a premium. This is accounted for by the fact

that the bulk of the trade is mth Guatemala.

The two towns Chiapas and Tuxtla Gutierrez

rank next in importance to San Christobal in the

state of Chiapas. From a business point of view

Tuxtla Gutierrez is the most important of the

three, as being nearest to the port of Tonala on

the Pacific coast.’ It does a big business as a

distributing centre for all classes of goods, and

since it has become the seat of Government, has

almost come to be considered as the caj^ital of

the state, though in point of size and situation it

is very inferior to San Christobal.

A camino carretero (coach-road) has been recently

completed all the way from San Christobal to

Chiapas. It is in some respects a very fine piece

of work
;
but the late Governor of the state, who

personally directed the work, started with the

idea that if he stuck to a grade not exceeding

2 per cent., or 1 in 50, the road could at any

time be converted into a railway. As there is a
fall of some five thousand feet in a distance, as

the crow flies, of about thirty miles, and as the
road has to cross some deep ravines, this policy
has led to the construction of a very roundabout,
lengthy road, with many sharp curves, so that it

would be impracticable for a railway and is most
unnecessarily long for a cart-road. In conse-

quence the new road is almost unused, and
people stick to the old mule-trail, which makes
the distance fourteen leagues instead of twenty-
two by the new road.

Chiapas is on the south bank of the Mesca-
la^m, a river of considerable size, having its source

on the Guatemalan boundary. It is parallel vdth

the Pacific coast for about one hmidred and
fifty miles

;
then, turning north, it skirts the

mountainous country of the central portion

of Chiapas and flows through Tabasco into the

Gulf. Tuxtla Gutierrez is situate north of the

river, and about three leagues distant from

Chiapas. The climate of this locality is hot, but

not so humid as that of Tabasco. Mangoes,

bananas, and tropical fruits are grown, and in

the hilly country separating the plains from the

Pacific coast considerable areas have been planted

vdth coffee. Most of the people in these two

tovms are quite white-skinned, owing probably to

their being originally of Spanish stock, which

had not intermarried much with the Indians.

There are very few foreigners in the state of

Chiapas
;
but of late years several Germans have

taken up the cultivation of coftee with consider-

able success. The writer was much impressed

-with the splendid pasture -land of the high

plateau, and is inclined to the belief that

there is a good opening for the employment of

ca]3ital. By the importation of some really good

stock to improve the breed, and by starting graz-

ing farms, numbers of cattle as well as horses

and mules could be raised, for which Guatemala,

Cuba, and Yucatan afford a high-priced and

never-failing market.

E EMIN I S 0 E N G E S OF AN INDIAN MILITAET
POLICE OFFICER

By ^JuNGUL Wallah.’

L—A SBCCESSPUL CHASE.

JETEE the capture of Lucknow,

military police battalions were

raised to perform a large j)3,rt of

the duties entrusted to the native

army before the Mutiny. I had

been serving with the brigades of

Havelock and Outram, as a volunteer in Have-

lock’s cavalry, better known as Barrow’s Horse

;

and for my services had been rewarded with an

• adjutancy of the military police, an

which in those days was considered one of the

plums of the service. On joining the head-

quarters at Chuckmuckpur, I found that the corps

consisted of over a thousand infantry and five

hundred cavalry, with a fair number of native

officers ;
besides the commandant, a full colonel,

and a second in command ranking as major.

As adjutant, I held the rank of captain.

Our duties were to guard the treasury, jail, and

all the Government offices, and to hunt down the

ii •
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numerous mutinous native soldiers and gangs of

noted dacoits or liigliway robbers who were

creating great havoc all over the district, which

was a very extensive one. It took us a good

part of the year 1858 as well as the whole of

1859 and 1860 to clear the country of these

scoundrels.

Having described our formation, duties, &c., I

now proceed to give a brief account of our

doings and the life we led for over two years.

It is to be hoped that Baden-Powells military

police in South Africa will not have such a

rough time as we had.

In September 1858, a month after I had joined,

information was brought in to us by a native spy

that a noted leader of rebel cavalry, named Feroze

Shah (our Indian De Wet), had crossed the Ganges

the previous night, and was making for Gwalior

to join the native general, Tantia Topee.

Peroze Shah had got across at a ford some

four miles above Futtygurh, having the previous

day met Sir Colin Campbell’s forces at Shahja-

hanpur in Rohilkhand, and received a good

drubbing for his pains. So he had made up his

mind to make a dash for it, and reinforce Tantia

Topee. To effect this he had to cross two large

rivers, the Ganges and the Jumna, which were

about a hundred miles apart
;
but the country he

had to traverse was perfectly flat, and this was in

his favour. He had some five hundred men with

him, all of them mounted, and was putting on the

pace as much as his horses and men could stand,,

doing thirty or forty miles a day ; so it stood to

reason that if we were to come \\p to him we
must be pretty sharjo. We therefore decided not

to take any infantry with us, and within half-

an-hour from the time that we received our

information we were off.

Our commanding officer judged that our only

chance of closing with the enemy was to cut him
off from the ford he was making for. This ford

on the Jumna was some thirty miles from
Chuckmuckpiir. After getting over the first

sixteen miles at a steady trot, we arrived at a

village where we had a strong military outpost,

and halted for the first time
;
but within an hour

we were on our way again, having given our men
a light .refreshment of parched j)eas and sugar-

balls, and the horses a good feed of grain.

Before starting we made the native officer in

charge of the outpost fully understand that Feroze
Shah was in the neighbourhood, and that it would
be as well for him to be on the alert. After we
had got about eight miles from the outpost, we
came across the main road that runs from Cavm-
pore to Agra, when we observed that some three

or four hundred natives had collected about six

hundred yards dovm the road towards Canmpore.
A halt was sounded, and a couple of scouts sent

to find out whether any of the men seemed to be
armed. In a very short time the scouts returned
and reported that the men were xmarmed * that, in

fact, they had collected round two stage-coaches

without horses, and that somebody had been

killed. After receiving this information we pro-

ceeded ;
but I accompanied the commanding officer

at a trot ahead of the regiment, and quickly got

amongst the crowd, which we found were collected

around two dale gharries (stage-coaches). To our

horror, we saxv the bodies of two British officers

and sex^eral men of the native rebel cavalry lying

near the coaches.

The headman of the village came up at once,

and said, ‘This is the work of Feroze Shah and

his i^arty, who came doxvn the road about half-

an-hour ago from the Futtygurh direction, and

overtook these officers, shooting both of them

and a driver. The party went straight towards

the Jumna.’ He added that the deceased officers

had made a desperate resistance, having shot

no less than eight of Feroze Shah’s followers

and three horses. These were all lying dead

on the road. We found out later that the

officers xvere travelling from Cawnpore to Delhi

to join their regiment, and that they had been

warned by the civil authorities at Cawnpore that

the road xvas not safe, as rebel cax^aliy were

prowling about
;

but the keenness of the poor

fellows to get to their regiment, which was on

active service, was so great that the}^ made up

their minds to take their chance. Alas, such is

fate

!

We xvere not long in starting after Feroze

Shah, and the pace had to be made pretty fast

if xve xvere to overtake and cut off the rebels

before they reached the Jumna ; in fact, we rode

as if for our ver}^ lix^es. Instead of going by
the usual direct route we took one across country,

ho^Ding thereby to get first to tlie ford. This

we did not actually succeed in doing
; but we

overtook the enemy crossing the ford. Then
such a melee took place as I had nex^er seen

before, though I had been through a good deal

of severe fighting xvith Havelock’s force at the

relief of Lucknoxv and at the final capture of

that city under Outram.

The rwer was only four feet deep at the ford i

but here and there deeper pools had been formed

by the current, and in these many men and

horses on both sides were droxvned. The enemy
dashed into the rix’er at a gallop, and we folloxved

close at the same pace. In a few minutes

there xvas a mass of glittering swords, men
slashing at each other, horses neighing, troopers

shouting, surroiuided by xvounded, dead, and
riderless horses

;
in short, it xxns a scene quite

beyond my j)Oxvers of descilption. The rebels

were principally on the defence, we on the attack
;

and right xvell did oxir men do their dxxty, though

in the rebel ranks xx-ere many of their blood-

relations. Feroze Shah xvas exxt down by one of

oxxr native troopers named Azeeni Khan, xvho did

not get off scot-free,, as he
.
had his sword-arm

disabled by a bxxllet
;

bxxt that had no effect on
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the brave fellow, as he still rode on cheering his

comrades to follow him. I am glad to say that

he was awarded the Order of Merit (First Class)—.

the Indian Victoria Cross.

The enemy suffered severely, and so did we.

Amongst our losses was our beloved second in

command, who was cut dovm by Feroze Shah
just before Azeem Ehan got up to him. How-
ever, I will not enter into a detailed account
of the casualties, for the list would be hea^^

;

but this brilliant affair put a stop to any of

those who escaped ever assembling again against

the British Government.
^

Having ridden over thirty-two miles in three
hours, and fought a hard battle against great

odds, our commanding officer decided that we
should bivouac for the night on the banks of

the river, and accept of the kind hosj)itality

offered by the inhabitants of the surrounding
villages

:
grain for our horses, and flour, rice,

milk, and fowls for ourselves. We certainly

enjoyed what we could get, and after refreshing

the inner man we lit our pipes, and talked

over the camp-fires of the events of the day,

as soldiers always do, until midnight, when we
wrapped our ‘martial cloaks around us’ and slept

the sleep of the just.

The next da}^ we started back to headquarters
;

but we took three days to get there, as our men
and horses had had enough of rapid marching.

En route we had some good shooting at black-

buck, snipe, hares, joartridges, &c. On arrival at

Chuckmuckpur, we found some more work before

ns — namely, the cai^ture of a noted dacoit, a

Dick Turpin sort of chaj), and the breaking iip

of his gang
;
but I reserve my account of that

affair for a future occasion.

II.—THE HIDDVH JUDGE AHD HIS LEOPAKD.

MUST relate an amusing event that

happened in our lines the day after

our return. I was sitting in my tent

smoking a pipe when I saw an orderly

running as hard as he could towards me, vdth

uplifted arms, no turban on his head, and horror

depicted on his face, shouting out as he came

along, ‘Sahib, sahib, juldee
;

cheetah!’ (‘Master,

master, quick
;

leopard 1 ’). I rushed out of the

tent, and asked him what was the matter. His

reply was simple and straightforward. A wild

leopard, he said, ha\dng got into the cavalry lines,

had sprung on a horse’s neck and killed it, and

half of the horses of the regiment had broken

awaj from their heel and head ropes, and were

scampering across country, with a number of

troopers after them.

In a very short time I got into uniform and

•started for the lines to investigate. On arriving

I found over a hundred men surrounding what

turned out on inspection to be a dead leopard. I

got in amongst them, and saw six or seven men

standing over the animal with draum swords

;

but I observed at once that only one man’s
sword' had blood on it. The other men now
rushed up to me, and each of them swore he was
a hero, and goodness knows what feats he had
performed in killing the leopard. Then the man
with the bloody sword walked up quietly and
resipectfully, and said, ‘I am the man wlio killed

the leopard single-handed, as it slew my horse.,

The others who claim to have done so came after

it was all over. Your honour will be pleased to

make a strict inquiry into my statement.’

The reason why so many claimants came for-

ward was that the Government of India granted

rewards for all wild beasts killed, and each of

them wanted to get his name put dovm for a

share of the reward. Of course I made full,

inquiry, and told them that the commanding
officer would be informed of the result of my
investigation, and that he would most probably

visit the lines the next morning and give his

decision as to who was entitled to the reward.

Red-tape prevented me from telling them who
I thought deserved the reward.

After this I returned to my tent, dressed, and

proceeded to dinner at our judge’s, where I had

been invited as a guest. My commanding officer

had also been invited, so I briefly reported to

him what had haj^pened in the lines. The

judge evidently overheard me, as he came up to

113 and said, ‘By Jove! I believe that’s my sport-

ing leopard uhich escaped from my place early

this morning.’ ‘Well,’ said the commanding

officer, ‘I have to go doum to the lines in the

morning to investigate the case, and you had

better come as well.’ So it was decided that we

should go. •

It may be explained here that a sporting

leopard is one trained to run down void black-

buck. It is taken out hooded on a cart, and

when within a hundred yards of a buck the

hood is slipped over the back of the leopard’s

head, and it is then let loose. As a rule the

leopard nei^er misses a buck
;
and as soon as one

is caught the leopard sits down to suck the blood

from its captive’s throat. While it is thus engaged

the keeper creeps up from behind and replaces the

hood
;
and the fierce animal, being conqiletely

blindfolded, lets go its hold, and is easily led

back to the cart.

Well, to proceed with the story. The next

morning the colonel, the judge, and I went

to the lines to settle who was entitled to

the Government reward for killing the leopard.

Of course the whole regiment was drawn up

in line on foot. Ho sooner did the judge see

the leopard than he exclaimed, ‘ That 's mine.

Examine its mouth, and you will see that it has

one of its molar teeth broken.’ This was done,

and all doubts as to o^niership were cleared up,

as one of its teeth was awanting aiid another

broken. Several of the judge’s servants also
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recognised it as tlieir master’s leopard. After

this the judge, in a very angry tone, said to the

colonel (in Hindustani), ‘Please order the men
who killed the animal to fall out.’ The colonel

then directed me, as adjutant, to produce the

men
;

but it will hardly be credited that the

only man who responded to my order to fall out

and come to the front was the man I had

spotted the day before with his sword marked

with blood
;

all the rest were in too great a

funk, when they heard that the leopard was the

judge’s, to persevere with the false claims they

had made the day before.

The judge said, ‘Are you the man who killed

my leopard?’ ‘Yes,’ rej)lied the man, ‘I am ;

but let me explain how it hapioened. The
leopard came into the lines, leapt on my horse’s

back, and began tearing its throat open. I drew

my sword and went for it’—^here he showed his

sword still deeply marked with blood—‘and cut

it down with one blow. My horse died last night.

and I am now a beggar, having no money to p>ur-

chase another horse, which would cost me three

hundred rupees,’, a sum that in those days

amounted to about thirty-five iDOunds. In aU
native cavalry regiments each' trooper provides

his own mount, so the horse did not belong to

the State, as in British cavalry regiments.

To the astonishment of all of us, our dear

old judge said, ‘Well done, my man! Come up

to my house and I will make you a present of

the amount you will need to buy another horse.

I will do this because I consider you to be a

brave and truthful man.’ It is easy to imagine

how popular our judge became with the regiment

after this kind act.

I am glad to state that at the next battle in

which we were engaged, the ‘ Leopard Slayer,’ as he

was nicknamed—his proper name was Hazara Sing

—displayed such bravery that he was promoted to

the rank of a native ofiicer, and held that rank

until we were disbanded at the end of I860.

OOOASIOMAL NOTE.

PRINCE AND STEWART OP SCOTLAND.

R W. MOIR BRYCE, whose experi-

ence in searching records is second

to none in the Scottish capital,

lately furnished the Bcotsman with

an excellent article on ‘The Prince

and Stewart oL Scotland and his

Principality.’ The accession of King Edward YII.

and the elevation of the Duke of York to the

dignity of Prince of Scotland recalls, he said, one

of the few links which connect the present Ro3^al

House with the ancient royalty of Scotland. The
formation of the principality, we are told, was
a device of the Stewart kings, with the view
of providing their eldest sons, as Princes

and Stewards of Scotland, with the means of

supporting the dignity of their position as the

second persons of the realm. Certain territories

were assigned to them as long as they retained

the position of eldest surviving sons of the king.

The present King was followed by his son, the

Duke of York, now Prince of Wales, as Prince

and Stewart
;

but the income from lands is

merely nominal. The seal was, returned to

London upon the King’s accession
; it is made

of silver, weighs fourteen pounds, and cost over'

one hundred pounds. It was made in London
in 1863, and shows the Prince on horseback,

dressed in Highland costume, a claymore at his

side, and his plaid flying over his shoulders. On
the right front is a peep of Hol^^rood Palace, and
in the background there is a view of Arthur
Seat. On the counter seal the Anns of Scot-

land and Great Britain are displa^^ed, with the

Scottish Lion on the right and the Prince of

Wales’s Leathers on the left. The old seal used

by George IV. when Prince of Scotland has been

adapted for the present Prince George. Mr Bryce

j)oints out that it has the incongruity of con-

taining the Pleur-de-Lis of Prance, dropped from

the Royal Arms in 1801, and the VTiite Horse

of Hanover which fell from the British Crown
on the accession of Queen Victoria in 1837.

The j)^'oceeds of the princiiDality are annually

transmitted to the Prince’s Secretary of the

Duchy of Cornwall in London. The feu-duties

now amount to little more than sixty pounds a

3’-ear. The only feu-duty exacted in the city of

Edinburgh consists of a pair of gloves, now
commuted to five shillings sterling, paid by the

proprietors of the Grange Cemetery. The casual-

ties, however, sometimes amount to a few hun-

dreds per annum.

THE CUCKOO’S VOICE.

Sweet southern winds made all the branches thrill

;

And, standing rapt beneath the boughs of thorn,

Afar I cast my gaze where fresh young corn

Rose glinting in the beam, so fair, so still

!

When, hark ! from o’er the rising flower-sprent hill,

A startled voice, of hope, of love, of fear.

That seemed to fill the spirit’s atmosifiiere,

Again, again, repeated quick and shrill

!

0 God, within that tone what thoughts uprose !

What kindly morns, of aspirations fair !

'What musings dead, what vistas of despair

—

Old youth, old longing, and delights’ repose !

The cuckoo’s voice tells summer’s glory nigh,

Yet in its pulse love’s tear bedims the eye !

W. J. Gallagher.

Printed and Published by 'W. & R. Chaiibers, Limited, 47 Paternoster Row, London
;
and Edinburgh.



ETYMOLOGY I Y CARPET SLIPPERS.
E was a sane critic wlio first said

'

that Shakespeare wrote A Mid-

summer - NigMs Dream in carpet

slijipers : in the poet’s brain there

existed a plot worked out to a

fitting conclusion
;

hut after writ-

ing the first part Shakespeare donned his carpet

slippers and turned out such admirable nonsense

that many people wish he had produced more,

iliich in the same way learned etymologists relieve

the tedium of a hard day’s work by a relajise

into the carpet-slipper side of their science,

though some start on that side and never get

beyond it, a long time usually elapsing before the

fact is discovered. Philology and etymology have

given valuable information to various historians

in determining, for instance, to what state of

civilisation some obscure tribe had attained be-

fore migrating to fresh soil and intermarrying

with the tribes already established there
;

yet, on
!

the whole, they are dry sciences, engaged for the
I

most part in digging over the arid Hindu-Aryan *

desert, and, though gold is occasionally found,
|

dividends are the exception and not the rule.

The man on the omnibus is responsible for

most of the problems connected with language.

A word is invented
;

the man on the omnibus

mispronounces it, slurs it, shortens it, alters it

beyond recognition, and occasionally gives it a

fresh meaning
;
sometimes he leaves it as he first

found it. Thus cabriolet has become cab, and

omnibus has been shortened to bus
;

but, as has

been observed, the conductor of the latter vehicle

has never in the course of his profession been

called a ‘duck.’ The word villain has altered in

meaning; and though an idiot was originally a

man who did not undertake his civic and im-

perial duties, it is now used only to designate a

class of persons the greater part of which is

confined in lunatic asylums—the suggestion,

emanating from Scotland, that the rest should be

captured and confined in a country house five

miles from the London market-place not yet

having been put into practice.

No. 232.—Yol. Y.

This popular government of words is the excuse

of the ingenious etymologist when attacked for

his sins. In most countries the people alter the

words according to their own sweet wills
;

but
in model Germany the process is performed for

them. In ‘learned, indefatigable, deep-thinking’

—we might add automatic—Germany, a year

ahead of all creation, such things are managed
by the police. A word is muzzled there in the

same way that our Board of Agriculture treats

a dog ; and you discover that on and after

1st April next such-and-such an expression will be

incorrect, and you shaU say so-and-so : By Order.

Probably the proprietor of the Daily Universal

Register would have gladly welcomed some police

regulation whereby to stop the liberties which the

public took vdth the title of his paper ; in fact,

he felt so strongly on the subject that on the

first day of the year 1788 his paper appeared as

the TimeSy which, he announced in his indigna-

tion, ‘being a monosyllable, bids defiance to the

corruptors and mutilators of our language.’

The old monks were adepts at carpet-slipper

derh^ation. Unfortunately most of these deriva-

tions only appeal to the professor with a dull

lecture to enliven
;

and, therefore, out of these

vdde fields of fancy only one flower is culled.

The Greek word for deacon is diako7ios, derived

according to the present authorities from a word

meaning to pursue or to go after. The monks,

however, derived it from the Greek dia, through,

and Jco7iis, the dust
;

because, as they said, the

deacons in the course of their administration had

to go ‘through the dust.’ Though this derivation

would not apiieal to the working world of to-day,

it does not require a great eflbrt to imagine how

forcibly it would strike the more leisured ordem

of the monks leading their cloistered lives. Some-

times a word has two derivations found for it,

which entirely contradict one another. Thus the

Ayrshire Irvine, according to some, is so named

from the Celtic arav, gentle
;

whilst others assert

that the people who christened the river named

it after the Sanscrit verb arvy to destroy.

May 10, 1902.[All Rights Reserved.]
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Tliere existed a certain similarity between the

two old churches of Bulham and Putney. This

similarity was accounted for b}’ an old legend

which said that the churches were built by two

sisters of gigantic stature, which was only equalled

by their imprudence, for they had only provided

thnmselves with one hammer. This hammer was

tossed across the river from one sister to the

other as occasion required ;
but the record is

not recognised by the present athletic authorities.

One of these lad3^-builders, whenever she required

the hammer, shouted across to her sister, ‘Put it

nigh ’—whence Putney
;

while the other always

asked for the hammer to be sent ‘ full home '

—

whence Pulliam. One day the hammer broke,

and the sisters, or the one on the Pulliam side,

took the pieces to a smith who lived higher up
the river. The smith mended the hammer

; but

it was such an arduous task that he was ever

afterwards called the Hammer-smith, which was
the name subsequently given to the surrounding

district.

It seems almost incredible that such' derivations

could have been i)tit forward except as a joke

;

but we are told that at one time the}^ were

accepted by the inhabitants of the districts in all

seriousness, until a book was written which de-

voted several pages to the solemn refutation of

these erroneous o2Dinions. Hammersmith is more
soberly derived from the Saxon ham, a to-wn or

dwelling—whence home ;
and liytlie, a harbour.

Therefore ‘ liam-hythe signifies a tovm with a

harbour, which here connects the river with the

centre of the tow, and forms a convenient quay
for the landing of merchandise.’ If this harbour

ever existed, it is gone now
;
but it is a signifi-

cant fact that the business 2)art of this suburb,

together with the principal roads, is to this day
situated at a considerable distance from the river,

the road to the bridge being com]paratively a by-

road. It is difiicult, however, to see how liam-

hythe was changed to Hammersmith. Saint

Botolx^h’s Tow, we know, has got shortened to

Boston
; and few Londoners would recognise the

place called Cantelow’s Town though they might
-pass through Kentish Tovm every da}^ of their lives.

But these changes are fairly intelligible
; and one

would imagine that ham-liythe would have become
IMythe or j\Iyth rather than Hammersmith. With
regard to Pulham and Putney, Horden, following

Camden, says Pulham signifies ‘the habitacle of

birds, or the ifiace of fowles. Pullon and fuglas

in the Saxon toong doe signifie fowles.’ Another
etymologist, Somner, tlie author of a Saxon dic-

tionary, gives a very different derivation : Pullan-
hain or Pulham, says he, as if Poidham,' from the
dirtiness of the place. In Doomsday Book Putney
is called Putelei

; in subsequent records dovm to

the sixteenth century it is spelt Pfittenheth or
Pottenheth. Putney Heath is still one of the
02)en spaces on the road between London and
Kingston.

According to an old account, the Thames was
crossed at Windsor by means of a ferry-boat

worked by an endless rope and crank from the

Eton side
;

this was when there were only two
bridges over the Thames—London Bridge and,

Kingston Bridge. The rope was fastened to the

boat, went across the river, romid a grooved

wheel, and back again to the crank. Any one on

the Windsor side wishing to cross the river would
get into the boat and shout out as loud as he

could, ‘Wind us o’er.’ ‘And hence the name of

the town,’ says the etymologist, j)utting his

slq^pered feet on the fender
;
whilst the unima-

ginative jperson, not necessarily a millionaire, in

which role he is too often represented nowadays,

2)oints out that the Saxon name of the tovni was

Windlesora.

It is 2)erha2:)S worth noting how etymologists

connect the various 2)3'^ts of England. To the

Horse god Odin

—

wuotan, or movement—we owe
first our Wednesday

;
then the names of the

tovms Wednesbury, Wanstead, and Wandsworth.

Carlyle was thankful that we have in these

names some memorials of the earnest Horse :

‘ Odin grew into England too
;

these are still

leaves from that root.’ From the Welsh taman,

to expand, etymologists derive the Ta^^ the Dee,

the Tay, the Teign, and the Thames. The

Thames, or Tamesis, finds another derivation in

the wedding of the Thame mth the Isis
;
but

we are asked not to ]pi-i-rsue the derivation of the

former of the two imited rivers any further. In

the same way, through a Gaelic word, the Learn at

Leamington, the Dorsetshire Lyme, the Devonshire

Leman, and the Kentish Limen are all connected

by high-road or iow-road with the Scottish Loch

Lomond. The Sanscrit ri, to flow, is responsible

for the German Rhine, the Worcestershire Rea,

'the Devonshire Wray, and the Irish R^’-e ; appa-

rently the fact that these rivers actually flowed

was considered worthy of commemoration in their

names. There is in England a very sluggish

stream knovm to many of its frequenters by the

endearing name of ‘ the Ditch.’ Geogra2)hers know
it as the Cam, ‘so called,’ once said an under-

graduate who came from a Scottish universit}^,

gained honours, and went back again, as most

of them do, ‘ because at some remote period

it came to the tovm and has not j^et got far

bejmnd it.’ The name of this tortuous stream,

however, is connected with the GaeRc cam, to

bend.

In most of the evening news|)a2)ers, so called

because they begin to a^Dpear in the morning,

there is a column headed ‘Latest Hews,’ which is

either empty or contains the result of some horse-

race. In the old days the t}qDe to print the news

in this column, if any, was fixed into the plates

with great difficulty when the paper was already

in the press. The result looked like the work
done by a typewriter vdth loose or bent levers,

and the critical printers were so dissatisfied that
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they called this class of work fudging. It is now
done hy means of a box, into which the type is

fixed with greater accuracy and expedition
;
hut

the box is known as the fudge-box, or more

generally as the fudge. In a pamplilet of the

date 1700, entitled Eemarlcs on the Navy, the word

fudge is traced to the name of a commander in

the merchant service who lived in the writer’s

time. Captain Pudge, Glow ill fraught soever his

ship was, always brought home his owners a good

stock of lies
;
so much so that now aboard ships

the sailors, when they hear a good lie told, cry

out, “You fudge it!”^ The Welsh for a lie is

ffiig, and some derive fudge from it
;

but the

word is now usually considered to be connected

with the provincial Prench fuche^ an exclamation

of contempt ecpivalent to our Pish 1 or Bah

!

Rome is connected with the number seven,

Galway with fourteen, and Lochleven with the

mystic eleven
;
in fact, we are told that the loch

is named from its connection with that figure.

There are said to be eleven hills around it, it is

eleven miles round, fed by eleven streams, studded

vdtli eleven isles, and peopled, or originaRy

peopled, with eleven kinds of fish. Wliether the

etymology was made to fit the facts or the facts

to fit the etymology is a moot point.

The filbert is named after St Pliilibert, whose

day fell in the nutting season
;

at least tliis is

the derivation usually accepted now. The Ger-

mans call the nut St Lambert’s nut, the only

name, I think, they possess for it. The old

derivation was different, and was trotted out as

the stock example to show how a v^ord changed

in the course of time. The filbert, it was said,

came from AbeUa, a town in Campania : it was

called mix AbeUana, or AbeUana nut; this be-

came avellana-nut, then avel-nut, vel-nut, fil-nut,

fil-but, and finally filbert. A much simpler

change, yet bringing with it an entirely new

signification, is to be found in the name of one

of the streets of Kingston-on-Thames. This street

in olden times formed one of the boundaries of

the Jews’ quarter, and was generously named

Heathen Street. Changed by municipal order or

popular will, it is now’ called Eden Street, and

has in it a Congregational chapel, a Priends’

meeting-house, a .branch of the Young Men’s

Christian Association, and a brewery. Heathen,

by the way, means a countryman, a heath-dweller ;

though some find the derivation in the idolatrous

Danes who came from Hoedreland. Pagan, too,

means a coimtryman, a villager, as opposed to a

townsman.

The word cotton was in use long before the

arrival of the vegetable product now knovoi by

that name. In the fourteenth century a colony

of Germans was brought over from the Continent

by Edward III. and established at the village of

Manchester, in the midst of a ^dld and barren

tract of country, to spin and weave woollen

stuffs, which we are told were known for two

himdred years after as cottons
; but I remember

reading of a case where a man was hanged for

wearing cotton instead of woollen clothes. How-
ever, the words cot, cottage, the English coast,

the Prench cotcy and cotton all mean things laid

alongside of each other, like the fibres in cotton

and the sea and land at the coast. The primitive

cottage of the daub-and-wattle period was built

of rough-hewn timber, brushwood, and clay. Just

as the metal framework of an. American sky-

scraper is first erected, and the masonry put in

at a later date, so the corner-posts, roof-tree, and

main timbers of the primitive cottage were first

put into position, and the spaces filled in with

twigs or wattles, ‘laid alongside of one another,’

and covered, or daubed, with clay. There are

modern examples of this style of architecture

at East Ruston, Dilham, and other villages in

Norfolk. Possibly one has been lately built in

some Norfolk village
; and in Paris, by the

substitution of metal-work for wood and tvdgs,

the buildings of the 1900 Exposition were run

up on exactty the same principle. To ,retiirn

to etymology : it is needless to say that
.

aU

the above-mentioned words have had different

derivations assigned to them. The botanical

name of the cotton-plant is gossijjommy from

which some derive the word gossamer. Professor

Skeat, however, thinlcs it is a corruption of

goose-summer, or summer-goose ; and he believes

it is so called from the dovmy appearance of the

film. The Germans have several expressions for

tliis j)henomenon besides the prosaic ‘ thin-gauze
;

’

some of these names are ‘ summer-threads,’ ‘ maiden-

summer,’ and ‘ Mary-threads.’ The connection of

Mary with one of the German names attracted

the attention of an etymologist
;
and after con-

siderable exercise of his ingenuity he suggested

that the English word was derived from the

expression ‘gauze o’ Mary.’ I do not know if

any one has suggested ‘gauze of summer.’

Pacetious etymology has centred round the fair

sex. Many of these derivations were collected

by a gentleman who once, in replying for ‘the

Ladies,’ ended his speech vith the following

words: ‘Woman is the morning star of our

youth, the midday sun of our manhood, and the

evening star of our old age—and may she always

remain at telescopic distance.’ He said that the

proper derivation of the word virgin was from

the Latin vir, a man, and the English giuy a

trap ;
but if this was not accepted he had several

other caustic etymologies to faR back upon.
,
The

origin of girl is uncertain : some take it from

the Latin garndaj talkative ;
the more serious

from the low German gory a child, with the

diminutive -Z; as botte-1, or bottle. Others say

it is connected with gerulay Low Latin for a young

member of what ‘inexperienced bachelors call the

gentler cex’—to quote the above-mentioned gentle-

man, whose mind, I fancy, is rather reproductive

than creative.
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Tliere is a certain mystery about a lad and a

lass, even in etymology. The word lad may be

connected with the Irish lath, a champion, or the

German lode, a yoimg shoot; or it may mean

a child under the leading of his iDareiits, or a

youth under the leading of a lord. Lass may be

a shortened form of laddess, or it may have

something to do vdth the Scandinavian lashv,

unmarried.

Etymologists unite with lawyers in worshipping

the verb ^ I thinh,E just as sub-editors bow dovm

before ‘it is aUeged.’ On the whole, however,

etymologists are harmless members of society

;

but on occasions they can bite. A certain

Barnabas Lemon proposed to publish an English

Derivative Dictionary by subscription, at that time

the usual method. Amongst the various persons

approached was a corpulent alderman of Norwich,

whose name was Beseley. Tliis gentleman refused

to give any help to the publication at all.

Either Lemon expected a great deal from Beseley

or the latter’s refusal must have been couched in

strong language, for when the book eventually

appeared the last of several derivations of ‘ obesity ’

was ‘ ... or, oh, beastly ! a natural exclamation

when we see old Beseley.’ On one occasion

Jowett, who could be very satirical, had been

listening to some prosy remarks from Jex B
.

'V\nren B had at length finished, Jowett

relieved his impatience by saying, ‘I have long

known that “law” comes from lex, but I never

knew before that “jaw” comes from JexJ

CLIPPED WINGS.
[Copyright in tlie United States of America by Mary Stuart Boyd.]

CHAPTER XIX.—DREARY GAIETY.

E surprise of Lucie’s first weeks in

Queen’s Gate was the discovery that

her life, as the Seton - Lorimers’

guest, even in the height of the

London season, was an infinitely

quieter and duller existence than

that she had abandoned in New Zealand. Auck-

land society had been free from the paralysing

influences of an aristocracy. There had been no

Upper Ten, no smart set whose presence de-

tracted from the importance of lesser folks.

There social selection resolved itself into a ques-

tion of liking, liberality, or locality. Lucie had

imagined that life in London meant a succession

of lively functions. She did not guess that in

London a girl whose relatives are connected "with

trade—except it be trade on so large a scale as

to form some huge monopoly— has no more

likelihood of being in the swim than might a

Hottentot. Probably she has less, for many

society dames there are who assuredly prefer to

receive a picturesque savage than an eminently

reputable but commonplace City lady.

Had her uncle continued to reside at Norwood,

Lucie would have found the position completely

changed, for each London suburb has an aristoc-

racy of its ovm—a nobility whose standing ranlcs

principally upon the size of its dwellings, the num-

ber of its servitors, and the supposed magnitude

of its invested funds. At Norwood, Lucie’s appear-

ance would speedily have been followed by invita-

tions to join in all the local festivities, where the

advent of a new and charming girl would have

been welcomed. Had she even come to a family

occupying a similar position in a large provincial

town, Liicie would have had no cause for com-

plaint. As it was, Honoria, on whose good offices

she was entirely dependent, passed her time

adorning her person, ordering her household, and

in keeping up an affectation of gaiety when in

reality she was deadly dull.

There is plenty of entertainment in London

for those who pay for it
;
but these stereotyped

amusements were not the kind that Lucie craved.

Honoria made a point of seeing all the plays that

public opinion deemed successful. Her reading

was confined to the new novels that were talked

about. Every afternoon during Jhe season, from

five till half-past six, she drove in the Park,

having out the victoria in bright weather, the

brougham were it chilly or damp.

It was the height of the London season
;

yet

Lucie, peeping into the engagement-book which

Honoria sedulously kept, found that her only

prospective gaieties were a morning concert at the

house of a Duchess, for which she had taken

guinea tickets, a dinner-party at Hampstead, an

afternoon rece^^tion with tennis at Norwood,

another with music at Bayswater, and Mr Rud-

denheim’s little dinner at the Welcome Club.

‘You must point out all the people you know,’

Lucie had said, as, clad in one of Eredoline’s new

frocks, she drove to the Park with her cousin

;

but on their return it was with a little shock

that she remarked that Honoria had not appeared

to see anybody she knew.

Wlien they were blocked twice before reaching

the Park gates, Lucie was rapt with pleasure.

How wonderful it seemed !—the constant succes-

sion of handsome equipages, the costly robes, the

kaleidoscopic effects of the ever-moving crowds,

the far-reaching Park with its masses of flowers

and the blue haze of distance suggesting that all

the world beyond was park, though the intoxicat-

ing murmur of London encompassed them. The

murmur that had seemed to Lucie so harsh and

menacing a roar during the hours when she was

an outcast upon its stony bosom seemed to have
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softened to a purr now that her circumstances
had changed.

Lucie tried to model her deportment upon
Honoria’s air of languid satiety as being the
correct thing, hut found it difficult to refrain

from voicing her delight. The gorgeous harmony
of the azalea-beds drew an involuntary cry of

pleasure.

^ Oh, how beautiful ! Just look at those flowers,

Honoria. Did you ever see anything more
exquisite ?

’

‘Yes, very pretty,’ drawled Miss Seton-Lorimer.
‘Don’t go into such transports, unless you wish
everybody to think you a country cousin,’ she
added in a sharp undertone.

With a swift flush of mortification, Lucie sank
back into her seat. The carriage had gone once
round the drive, then, at Honoria’s command,
pulled up by the railings of the spot where for

the nonce the smart world had agreed to prome-
nade. Lucie soon forgot her annoyance at the

snub in amusedly watching the flirtations that

the radiant beings who occupied the green-

painted chairs were carrying on under the noses

of their chaperons.

With a tiny heart-tvdnge she caught sight of

some one who for the moment vividly recalled

Challoner
;
but a second glance told that it was

not he, and before the evening was over she had
discovered half-a-dozen fac-similes of the volatile

lieutenant. ‘ And I believed him unique !
’ she

thought, with the self-contempt a maiden feels

wlien she discovers that her erstwhile idol is cast

in no original mould and has manj^ dujflicates.

Lucie wondered sarcastically if all ChaUoner’s

counterparts shared his gift of poesy, and if they

required the soothing of feminine influences to the

extent that that gallant officer had done. Judging

from the way these male butterflies fluttered from

flower to flower as they did, from the depths of

her ignorance Lucie summed them all up as mind-

less beings whose sole aim in life was frivolity.

She did not guess that one beardless boy had

succeeded in cramming into the half-score years

that elapsed since he quitted the hands of his

tutors a brilliant career as a parliamentarian

and diplomatist, or that the youth who was

miserable because his necktie showed a restive

tendency to curve towards his left ear had lately

won the Yictoria Cross for a deed of daring that

would be the boast of his descendants to aU

time.

Suddenly some subtle influence moved the

assemblage. There was a rustle through the

crowd, a quick uprising of the occupants of the

green-x^ainted chairs.

‘What is it? AYhat is going to happen?’ Lucie

asked breathlessly, feeling the swift contagion of

the excitement : a lifting of hats, the whisper of

a refined cheer, the flash past of a carriage con-

taining two sable-garbed and graciously bovdng

figures.

‘ Oh, only the King and Queen,’ Honoria replied
with calm indifference.

Only the King and Queen ! Their x>i’esence

might be an everyday sight to Honoria
;
but to

Lucie it meant an aspiration fulfilled. ‘If only
mother and Kitty had been here !

’ she thought
wistfully. ‘ How delighted mother would have
been ! How we should all have enjoyed it !

’

Exx)erience was teaching Lucie the preciousness

of that family sympathy which, having always
possessed it, she did not value until it became
unattainable. Had she only wished it, they would
all have journeyed to England together

; and the

knowledge that had they been in company her
bitter lessons would yet have been unlearnt stung
Lucie, as she remembered her selfish desire to

arrive in London free from what she foolishly

imagined the cramping influences of her own
XDeople.

Looking round the company, Lucie felt con-

vinced that any attempt to search for her fictitious

relatives among that gay crowd would be useless.

She was just thinking that to look for anybody
in London would prove a hopeless task, when
Mrs Willie Delxfliin, driving a pair of spanking

greys in a stanhope-phaeton, flashed past. That
the man with her was not Challoner Lucie

quickly noted, with a little thrill of triumph.
‘ Perhaps Mrs Delphin’s little loves last only six

weeks,’ she thought.

‘Do wait. Don’t go so soon,’ Lucie ifleaded, as

Honoria, finding that the hands of the carriage-

clock pointed to half-jDast six, prodded her coach-

man in the back with her i}arasol and said,

‘ Home.’ But Honoria’s laws were irrevocable

:

they dined at a quarter to eight, and no power

on earth would have induced Miss Seton-Lorimer

to devote less time than an hour to dressing for

that function.

Although the first evening in the Park had

ax^peared to Lucie like a fairy dream, she found

the second merely a repetition of the first
;
and

with the third the glamour had fled, and the

routine had become almost boring. To sit silent

and unnoticed amidst a throng of x^eoxfle who

were evidently on more or less intimate terms

with one another seemed to Lucie almost intrusive.

She felt like an interloper at a party to which

she had not been invited.

Had Honoria x>roved a congenial companion, all

would have been different : the}’' would have been

hax^x^y ii^ discussing their surroundings, and in

comparing notes of impressions ;
but, apart from

resemblance of feature, the cousins had nothing

in common. Honoria had no emotions. Her soul

was as small as human soul could be without

reaching the vanishing-x)oint. The cut of a sleeve

was more to her than a monarch’s death. She had

no imx^ulses. Lucie’s impetuous way of rush-

ing to conclusions and acting thereon irritated

her, just as Lucie’s fresh young charms seemed

to mock her fading beauty. She was absolutely
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devoid of humour. The fact that, when rendering

an account, Eredoline had described a govm sent

her as a ^ walking-costume ’ rankled in her mind

for days.

^Walking Miss Seton-Lorimer had indignantly

exclaimed on reading the bill. ^A walking-

costume ! How absurd ! Surely Fredoline ought

to know that we keep a carriage !

’

As they were driving homewards along Knights-

bridge Road from their third evening in the Park,

a broken-down motor-car retarded their progress

;

and in one of two men who anxiously consulted

together over the vagaries of the hissing, insurgent

machine Lucie recognised Lieutenant Challoner.

Chancing to glance up as their carriage passed

on, he caught Lucie’s eyes, and, flushing a little

through his bronze, bowed with all em2oressement.

‘ Did that man bow to you ? ’ Honoria demanded
sharply. ‘Who is he?’

‘ An old friend of mine. His name is Challoner,’

was Lucie’s nonchalant reply.

‘I don’t think father would approve of your

recognising strange men in the street. Who are

his j)eople? Are they quite respectable?’

‘ I really can’t tell whether uncle would con-

sider them respectable or not,’ Liicie answered

demurely. ‘jMr Challoner’s father is the Earl of

Beddoes.’—‘I know I’m a little snob,’ she told

herself as she witnessed Honoria’s discomfiture

;

‘but I think that counts one to me.’

The days passed slowly. The cousins shopped

a little ill the mornings, paid calls, and drove in

the Park in the evenings. Once, under Mr Seton-

Lorimer’s care, they attended the theatre that

chanced to be most fashionable, and because it

was fashionable sat out a dreary problem-play.

They attended a Charity Concert held in a

ducal mansion, where they made two items

in the mob that had cheerfully paid a guinea

a head for the gratification of being able to

talk familiarly of the Duke of Acrefield’s home.

Heither of the entertainments had proved amusing

to Lucie, whose heart burned within her to think

that all this time her bogus relatives were enjoying

their ill-gotten gains, and laughing—she could

hear the woman’s giggle yet—to think how easily

they had duped her.

Her uncle and Honoria, but especially Honoria,

remained resolute in their determination to take

no ste^DS towards a j)^iblic outcry
;
and any private

attempts to trace them had ended in failure.

Mr Elgood on his return to business had shown
some energy in making inquiries at the Post-

Office, and in j)ersonally visiting the firm of

Lorimer & Wisdom, kauri-gum importers, also

domiciled in Chancery Lane, with the idea that,

from the similarity of name and address, Mr Peter

Lorimer’s letter might have strayed into their

hands
;
but though they acknowledged ha^diig many

dealings with and receiving many communications
from New Zealand, Lorimer & Wisdom j)rofessed

utter ignorance of any letter not intended for.

their firm. Then even the zealous Mr Elgood was

forced to confess that his attempts to trace the

missing letter had proved futile. Lucie felt

sincerely grateful to this man, and hoped that

she would some time have an opportunity of

thanking him personally for taking this thought

and trouble on her behalf.

One day, by special imdtation, she had visited

Mrs Denman at Haverstock Hill, and found that

for once the hospitable establishment was endowed

with its proper staff of servants, though even to

the casual visitor . signs of imminent mutiny were

not lacking. The chief luncheon fare consisted of

a gruesome compound called a vegetable pie, which

Mrs Denman declared tasted exactly like meat and

had richer strengthening qualities. Lucie thought

that there might certainly exist meat that tasted

like the pie
;
but if so, she was thankful she

had never before encountered it. Luncheon over,

Lucie induced her hostess to accompany her to

St John’s Wood to see if she could identify the

house of surprises.

Taking the vicarage of Saint Angels’ as starting-

point, Lucie, after following several false scents,

succeeded in reaching the road she remembered

;

but the house she expected to recognise presented

an entirely difterent appearance from that im-

printed on her memory. It was evidently un-

tenanted ; even the blinds were gone, and the

uncurtained vdndows met her questioning gaze

with a blank, unrecognising stare. A small army

of painters was bus}^ redecorating the exterior,

and a gang of labourers was hard at work

turning the garden into a series of clay embank-

ments.

A' respectable-looking foreman, .when accosted by

Mrs Denman as to the ownership of the house,

was unable to satisfy her on that point, though

he volunteered the information that the property

had been sold lately, and that his master had

got the contract for the installation of electric

light. Baffled on all hands, Lucie turned away

almost persuaded to abandon her hope of tracing,

the offenders whose tracks skill or luck seemed

so completely to have obliterated.

One afternoon in Piccadilly, Lucie caught sight

on the pavement of a man whom she felt con-

vinced was her spurious uncle. The carriage was

in the middle line, and any attempt to alight

would have been dangerous, so she was forced to

satisfy herself with the interrupted glimp>ses she

got of him among the moving crowd. She was

certain there was no mistake. His frock-coat and

tall hat had the formally respectable cut she.

remembered
;
and he walked wearily, as though

exhausted by the summer heat. A moment later

and the carriage would have been abreast of him,

giving Lucie her earnestly craved opj)ortunity of

seeing his face, but at that instant a large white-

gloved hand was upraised within a yard of the

horse’s head. At the policeman’s signal the coach-

man pulled up with a jerk, and that particidar
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hat and coat became iiidisbinguishahle among half-

a-hnndred others, leaving Lucie defeated in her

purpose, hut with a strengthened conviction that

the enemies she sought were within reach, could

she but lay hands upon them.
‘ And suppose it had been the right man

:

what could you have doneP Honoria demanded
when Lucie told her supposition.

‘I would have got hold of him and called for

a policeman,^ declared Lucie valiantly.

Miss Seton-Lorimer laughed sarcastically.’ ‘Pretty

scene it would be—a young lady in the middle of

Piccadilly clutching on to a struggling man and
screaming for help ! Really, I don’t understand

how you can make such a fuss about a paltry

sum. It’s so sordid.^

‘ It isn’t the money ’ Lucie was beginning

;

but she held her peace, knowing the hopelessness

of getting Honoria to understand that it was for

robbing her of her illusions, for blunting her

sense of security and trust in mankind, that she

desired the punishment of her defrauders. A finer

nature might have understood
;
Honoria’s never.

In the days succeeding her casual encounter

with Clialloner, Lucie felt so |)i’oud of her insen-

sibility to his once powerful influence that she

longed for an opportunity of revealing her in-

difference. Her transient admiration, which owed

its origin solely to gratified vanity, had fled, and

she pined for the chance of showing that she had

ceased to be his victim.

The occasion was not long in coming. One

evening, as Miss Seton-Lorimer’s carriage stood by

the Park railings, the volatile sailor approached,

with every expectation of entering into conversa-

tion with its occupants , but his intention was

frustrated by Lucie, who, throvdng him a cheerful

little nod, quickly turned her attention to the

other side of the drive. Piqued by this unexpected

coldness,
,

Challoner, who was unaccustomed to

being slighted, experienced a return of his vagrant

fancy. He took to courting Lucie as ardently as

he had once coldly neglected her. The little

victoria rarely appeared in the Park without

Ohalloner’s making his presence knovm
;

but

Lucie, much to Honoria’s indignation, absolutely

refused to allow her cousin to invite him to

call, and carefully ignored all his hints on that

subject, though she treated his advances with a

friendly nonchalance that successfully kept him

at arm’s-length.

The night of Mr Ruddenheim’s little dinner

at tie Welcome Club arrived, making a break

in vdiat Lucie was already begimiing to feel

the monotony of the days. The ladies, attired

according to the exigencies of the occasion, wore

demi-evening dress and their smartest head-gear.

Honoria, in a becoming picture-hat and with her

very sweetest expression, was affability itself. Mr
Seton-Lorimer was as dignified and comteous as

ever.

The host, beaming plumply—^his extensive shirt-

front already rumpled in the plenitude of his

exertions in preparing for their comfort—awaited
his guests at, the club entrance. The best table

in the most conspicuous part of the veranda was
secured for the use of his party.

' The magnum
of champagne was iced to exactly the proper

temperature, and a head -waiter who did not

possess a soul above bribery had pledged his

marketable honour to allocate to Mr Rudden-
heim’s table all the specially choice tit-bits of

the comx^rehensive menu.

The many-coursed dinner left Lucie a little

bored. Mr Ruddenlieim’s talk was not inspiring.

MTien not criticising the fare, he prattled of

scrip, of stocks and shares, all Greek and Hebrew
to Lucie. A gay boy-_and-girl party under the

care of a ridiculously juvenile chaperon occupied

the adjoining table, and Lucie longed to join

them. She was growing impatient of the society

of her elders. Since coming to England she had

spoken to but few of her own years. She seemed

to have left youth behind.

The lively party had scampered tlirough their

meal in eagerness to exploit the Great MTieel,

the Water Chute, and the minor attractions of

the show. Listening with hungry ears, Lucie

could hear them arranging a programme that

left out nothing—not even the hackneyed joys of

the Switchback Railway. Lucie’s quartette were

already at fish when the last of the others had

rushed up breathless to join the waiting group
;

but Mr Ruddenheim, who thoroughly enjoyed

the pleasures of the table, and would have

thought it a wicked waste of money to neglect

any item of a dinner for which he had paid

a fixed price, was still trifling with cherries and

dessert biscuits when the other party, hastily

finishing their ices, rushed off with a gay clamour

of voices in search of fresh distractions, whither

Lucie would fain haA^e folloAved them.

‘ISToav we shall go out and see something,’ she

thought Avhen only the biH remained to be

served; but Lucie had reckoned in ignorance,

and nothing Avas farther from the intention of

her companions than jostling among a heated

mob for the purpose of A^isitiiig sights that had

long ceased to be considered smart.

Leaving the table with its garniture of floAvers

and scarlet-shrouded lights, they strolled across the

laAATi to the place reserA^ed amidst the phalanx

of bamboo arm-chairs Avhither IMr Ruddenheim

had ordered their coffee and liqueurs to be

brought. Mr Ruddenheim, who was an admir-

able and painstaking host, had seen to it that

their seats Avere placed on the A^erge of the lawn

directly opposite the bandstand. BetAveen their

chairs and the Ioav rustic fence lay a ribbon

of A^eLety turf AUAddly green under the artificial

light ;
to the right was a bed of gay flowers.

Beyond the paling a narroAV space hedged in

by the backs of an unbroken line of, benches

kept the populace a feAV feet farther off, and
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added to the exclusive feeling that was so dear

to Miss Seton-Lorimer’s soul. All around hung

festoons of emerald lights. Red and ^mllow flame

outlined the bandstand. High in air the Great

Wlieel, iDrohled in golden light, swung slowly

round. Higher still stars twinkled unheeded

in a blue-black sky. Above the sound of the

music arose the murmur of countless voices—the

hapj)y, irresponsible racket of a holiday-keeping

throng.

Mr Ruddenheim .was radiant with gratifica-

tion
;

the situation entirely satisfied him. Two
attractive women were his guests ;

their seats

were placed in the full glare of the public

eye. The music was popular
;

and, like many
another who would blush to confess it, Mr
Ruddenheim most enjoyed the familiar tunes of

the pavement, the airs that, whistled in variant

keys or rattled out by piano-organs, had saluted

his untutored ears at every street corner for

months.

Surveying the trio as they sat contentedly

sipping their coffee—Mr Seton-Lorimer beaming

benevolently on the world at large through his

gold-rimmed spectacles
;
their host garrulous, self-

congratulatory
;
Honoria pretentious, egotistic as

ever—Lucie felt her besetting impatience wax
strong within her as she realised that, with a

plethora of new sensations awaiting her just

outside the rustic fence, she was condemned

to sit still all evening listening to sheer

twaddle.

‘ Wliat I always say is,’ Miss Seton-Lorimer

was remarking complacently, ‘ that wherever I

am, and imder whatever circumstances, I am
always myself.’

The selection from San Toy had ended with

a crash, and the band of the Grenadier Guards

was softly accompanying a piccolo solo. With

the opening strains of ‘The Guardian Angel’ a

half-silence had fallen upon the crowd, when,

through the hush, a woman’s laugh smote Lucie’s

ear. To other hearers there was nothing in the

sound
;
but to Lucie, from whose memory the

echo of a foolish giggle would never entirely

fade, it told, that the eagerly-watched-for oj^por-

tunity was at hand. Trying to locate the sound,

she gazed in the direction whence it had seemed

to come. A moment later it was repeated
;
and

within a few yards of her, over the fringe of

lavm and the dividing rustic fence, she saw
the fictitious Honoria. She had been sitting

on a bench in company with a man in a

sailor’s hat
;

but just as Lucie sprang from

her chair and rushed forward to the fence the

bogus cousin stood up as though on the point

of departure.

‘ Honoria ! Honoria !
’ Lucie cried eagerly,

stretching out her hand in a desperate attempt

to prevent her escape.

At the first word the make-believe Honoria

turned round with a start. For one brief

moment her eyes from across the few feet of

intervening space looked right into Lucie’s
;

then,

with a nervous giggle, she turned and vanished

in the crowd.

For one mad moment the idea of lea^Ding the

yard-high fence and rushing off in j^^^i'suit of

her despoiler dominated Lucie
;
then, realising its

impracticability, she took a hurried run to the

right with the intention of getting out through the

club entrance, and of following in the direction

in which the false Honoria had disappeared
;
but

with the second step she crashed into the flower-

border, and would have fallen but for the assist-

ance of Mr Ruddenheim, who, perceiving his

guest bolt off at a tangent, had darted after her.

‘ Hallo, hallo ! MTiat ’s all the hurry about ?
’

he remarked cheerfully,

Lucie was panting. ‘Mr Ruddenheim—don’t

prevent me ! I must go ! I saw her a moment

ago—that woman, you know, who helped to

rob me !

’

‘Most likely it wasn’t she at all. Difficult to

tell in this light,’ judicially replied her host, who
certainly did not wish his party to develop into

a thief-chase.

‘But she was quite close. I spoke to her. I

said “Honoria.” She knew me, and ran away

in that direction.’ Lucie pointed vaguely be3''ond .

the bandstand: ‘ Oh, do let me go ! I ’m sure to

find her.’

‘My dear child, it wouldn’t be a bit of use.

By this time she’s clear of the Exhibition, and

away somewhere by underground railwa}’’. But

we ’ll keep our eyes open ; a better chance is

certain to come.’

He spoke kindly, paternally
;
and looking at

the swaying multitude, Lucie saw the wisdom of

his advice. The solo had ended, and among the

moving crowds progress would have been difficult,

search impossible.

Humiliated that yet another opportunity had

escai)ed her, Lucie returned to her seat. Mr and

Miss Seton-Lorimer, who were exchanging polite

nothings with acquaintances seated near, appeared

to have seen nothing of the little byplay, so

that she was, at least, spared Honoria’s comments.

Still, Lucie suffered acute mortification when she

thought that the moment she had longed for,

dreamt of, pra^^ed for, had come and had passed

simply because she feared to shock her relatives’

sense of decorum by clambering over a yard-high

fence

!
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ABOUT ALUMIlSriUM.
THE FALLS OF FOYERS AND THE PRODUCTION OF ALUMINIUM.

By Professor Andrew Jamieson, M.Inst.C.E., &c.

a meeting of tlie Glasgow Section
of the Institution of Electrical

Engineers in December last, Mr
William Murray Morrison read a
paper on ^ The Production, Pro-

perties, and Uses of Aluminium.’
As he is the general manager and engineer at

•the Falls of Foyers Aluminium Works, there can
he no doubt that his statements are the latest

•and his statistics the most reliable.

It is well known that the Falls of Foyers
are considered the finest in Scotland, and that

the scenery and foliage of the surrounding coim-

try are unsurpassed
; therefore, shortly before

the harnessing of these falls to the work of con-

verting the alumina derived from the raw
bauxite of County Antrim, Ireland, into the pure
white metal of commerce, the imagination of the

public was distressed by the many and dismal

statements of the dire effects that would ensue.

Even quite lately, in Edinburgh, Marie Corelli

drew a highly imaginative picture of the spolia-

tion of these falls
;
but the photographic lantern-

slides which Mr Morrison showed at the lecture,

of the falls, the works, and the foliage when
the process was in full swing, refuted these

apprehensions.

The lecturer stated that the water-power is

derived from the river Foyers, which has a

catchment-area of about a hundred square

miles. To equalise the supply, two lochs have

been joined together by the raising of dams and
embankments, thus making one continuous loch

between five and six miles long and half a mile

broad, containing a sufficient quantity of water

to run the entire plant of the factory for fifty

continuous days and nights. The water from the

river Foyers is passed through a tunnel eight

and a half feet in diameter, cut through the solid

rock to a chamber from which se2:)arate cast-iron

pipes lead it downhill to the turbines in the

factory, situated on the shore of Loch Ness.

These turbines work under a water - pressure

equivalent to a vertical height or ‘head’ of three

hundred and fifty feet of water. Their discharge

is passed directly into Loch Ness by a tail-race

without being contaminated by any foreign matter.

There are seven large Girard turbines driving

seven continuous -current low-pressure djmamos

of seven hundred electrical horse-power each, for

the sole purpose of actuating the electrical fur-

naces. Besides these larger turbines, there are

two small Pelton wheels for driving electric-light

dynamos and small motors throughout the factory.

The whole plant has worked night and day without

trouble in the most satisfactoiy manner, and the

proportion of the work got out of it to its fullest

capabilities was 90 per cent., which ratio has been
termed the ‘load factor.’ It will thus be seen
that fully five thousand horse-power is employed
day and night throughout the year in the pro-
duction of aluminium—the lightest of all metals
knovm to commerce

; further, that these works can
now turn out this metal in ingots at from one
shilling to one shilling and fourpence per pound,
whereas sixteen or seventeen years ago it cost

about twenty shillings per pound by the old

chemical process. Moreover, commercial aluminium
is produced from day to day with a regular

purity of 99-5 2̂ er cent,, having only mere traces

of iron and silicon for the remaining *5 per cent.

Water-power, if skilfully applied, has, up to

the present, proved by far the most economical

means of generating electrical energy for the

aluminium electrolytic furnaces. There caimot

be the slightest doubt that the Falls of Foyers

generate power at less than four pounds per

electrical-horse-power-amium—that is, a year con-

sisting of three hundred and sixty-five days of

twenty-four hours each, or a total of eight thou-

sand seven hundred and sixty hours work, at the

rate of working of one horse-jDOwer passing through

the furnaces. Although we are not informed of

the actual output at the Falls of Foyers works,

it is interesting to note that in 1888, when
Professor Roscoe read a paper before the Royal

Institution describing the Castner chemical pro-

cess for the production of aluminium, he pointed

out that the works were so large as to be

capable of making fifty tons per annum. Now,

the combined production during the year 1901 of

British, American, French, and Swiss almninium

companies is more than five thousand tons, or at

least a hundred times as much as Sir H. Roscoe

considered a phenomenal quantity only thirteen

years ago.

PROPERTIES OF ALUMINIUM.

Undoubtedly the chief characteristic of alumi-

nium is its luiusual lightness. If a certain volume

of water weighs 1 lb. at a certain place and

temperature, then the same volume of- commer-

cially pure cast-aluminium at the same place and

temperature would weigh only 2*6 lb., whilst cast-

iron would weigh 7*4, cast-copper 8*6, and cast-

lead 11*4 lb. It is therefore, bulk for bulk, less

than one-fourth the weight of lead.

In the electrolytic process of producing alumi-

nium by the aid of the Falls of Foyers, nature

seems to ha^m come automatically to the aid of the

electro-metallurgist. For, although the solid cold

aluminium turned out at these works is lighter
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tliaii the Greenland cryolite—that is, the flux

—

or the mixture of cryolite and alumina from

Ireland as put into the furnaces, yet in its fused,

molten state, when in the highly heated electrical

furnace, the aluminium is actually slightly hea\der

than these other ingredients, and thus it falls

gradually through them to the bottom, Avhere it

can be run off into moulds and thus cast into

what are termed ingots.

The tensile strength of pure cast-aluminium

varies from five to eight tons per square inch,

vdth only 2 to 3 per cent, elongation. But when

this same casting has been properly rolled into

plates or drawn into wire it will stand a stress of

seventeen tons per square inch, with 2 to 4 per

cent, elongation, before breaking.

Aluminium melts at 625 degrees centigrade or

1325 degrees' Fahrenheit, and its shrinkage in the

casting is next to that of lead and zinc, amongst

the common useful metals, being practically one-

fifth of an inch for every foot of length of the

casting. It is the third most malleable and the

sixth most ductile of the metals. It can there-

fore be hammered do-svn to the forty-thousandth

of an inch in thickness, and is now fast replacing

silver-leaf ;
whilst wires of it are made less than

one-hundredth of an inch in diameter. It con-

ducts electricity with fully 60 per cent, of the

ease of pure cojDper of the same dimensions.

USES OP ALU3IINIUM.

Aluminium is an excellent substitute for iron

and copper in the case of cooking utensils or for

food plates, from the fact that it readily conducts

heat, is very slightly tarnished or affected by

acids, and its salts are absolutely harmless. The

writer was astonished to find, from inspection,,,

that the greater portion of the pots, kettles, pans,

&c. on one of the great steamships conveying;

our troox^s to South Africa were made of alu-

minium
;

and, further, to learn that the men
would be served with aluminium cooking-utensils-

and x>lates, &c., when in camx) or on the veldt,

just in the same way as our Indian troojDS have,

been and are now being suxDplied.

It is hoped that one of the great uses for-

aluminium will be that of acting as an electrical

aerial conductor. Certainly it is less affected by

dry or damp air at any atmos^fiieric temperature-

than any of the other ordinary metals
;

but,,

with the excex)tion of replacing coxq:)er and iron

for heavy electrical engineering conductors, it has-

not hitherto been very successful, owing to a want

of homogeneity when used for small telegraj)!! or

telex)hone vdres. Manufacturers and electricians

are, however, busy investigating the properties

and beha^dour of several of the aluminium alloys,,

for this and for other kindred apxfiications. One-

of these alloys, composed of 1*29 per cent, nickel,

1*08 per cent, cox^per, and 96*8 per cent, pure

aluminium, with *4 per cent, silicon and T x^^r-

cent, iron, gave the very high breaking load of

45,900 lb. per square inch. Another of the largest

and most useful ax^plications of aluminium is

attained by its addition in very small quantities

to iron, steel, brass, and certain • other metals or

alloys before the}’ are run out into moulds. This

has the extraordinary effect of making these

molten metals much more fluid, of reducing the

blow-holes, and rendering the castings more

ductile, tougher, and more homogeneous and
uniform in every way.

A COMEDY
CHAPTER II.—HOW

T is most odious,’ said Rosamund,

‘to have to wait.’

This was no great discovery of

Rosamund’s
; but she felt it very

keenly at the moment, and her

fingers went on tax^xiing fretfully

on the ledges of the balcony where she sat wait-

ing to hear the issue of the interview between

her father and her lover. It was a pretty spot

—

the summit of the x^orch over the garden entrance

of the house. Rosamund had long since claimed

it for her own, set up glass screens at both ends

to keep the wind off, and made a summer sitting-

room of it. A large myrtle showed its snowy
blossoms close at hand ; and the scent of the

roses climbing up the pillars of the porch was

sweet and poignant. Down below upon the

gravel path was a square patch of light which

issued from the window of the library
; and on

this patch Rosamimd’s whole attention was fixed.*

OF PEARLS.
THE PEARLS WENT.

From time to time she thought she heard low
voices.

‘What in the name of wonder can they be-

about?’ she said irritably. ‘“Will you?” or

“Won’t you?” surely doesn’t take so long to ask

or answer. I supx^ose that question was more

imxiortant to me than to x^a.pa ;
but I answered it

in much less time.’

She x^Eshed her chair back and leant over the

edge of the balcony.

‘I believe they’ve forgotten me, and gone on

to talk of dogs and
,

horses,’ she said in a tone

of despair. ‘ Perhaps they think I shaR be quite

happy playing with my necklace.’

hlie lifted the pearls from her neck and ran

her fingers over them.o
, I .

‘ I wonder whether they will bring me haxipi-

ness, those pearls,’ she mused. ‘ I almost wish

they had come out of a clean English shoxi instead

of from a hot Indian court. I shouldn’t wonder
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if they were steeped in tears and bloodshed

—

they’re so beautiful. Lots' of people must have
coveted them besides the Maharanee who tried

to murder daddy. Suppose’

But at this point Eosamund, like a prudent
girl, stox:)ped supposing, and fell intp a reverie,

from which she was aroused five minutes later

by a step upon the balcony behind her. It was
Charles Henderson.

‘ Well “? ’ she cried, turning round eagerly.

^Well, what did you settle? He agrees? Tell

me, Charley. Don’t keep me waiting.’

‘He agrees,’ said Charles coolly, ‘upon con-

ditions.’

Eosamund’s face fell.

‘ Conditions !
’ she echoed. ‘ And what are

they ?
’

Charles came up to the front of the balcony

and leant hk arms upon the ledge.

‘They are not unreasonable,’ he said in the

same even tone. ‘ He insists that before any
question of our marriage can arise the property

should be cleared to the state in which I in-

herited it.’

‘Would that be quite clear?’

‘By no means.’

‘And how long would it take?’

Charles turned his head and looked into her

eyes.

‘With the closest economy and the best luck,

perhaps two years,’ he answered briefly.

Eosainund gasped, and caught him by the

sleeve.

‘Two jeavs !
’ she said faintly. ‘ But that is

hopeless !

’

‘ Oh no,’ Charles assured her, -with a hard

laugh. ‘To Colonel Curtis two years seems quite

a little interval. It is only to impatient peo^de

Eke you and me, my dear, .that two years seems

an eternity.’

‘ But why—why ? ’ demanded Eosainund. ‘ What
is the reason of it all ? Isn’t there ]ilenty of

money ?
’

‘I could hardly ask him that—could I?’

‘To be sure you could. It’s the whole j)oint,’

retorted Eosainund impatiently. ‘Oh, you men,

with your scruxiles and your hesitations ! If

you cared as much for women’s happiness as you

do for your fancies about honour, how much

they ’d love you in return !

’

‘ Would the}^, Eosamund ? ’ asked Charles wist-

fully. ‘Would you have liked me any better if

I had asked a question which would have lowered

me in your father’s oxhnioii and in my omi?’
‘ Hot if you the matter in that way, of

course. Only, what in the name of common-

sense is there in the question which anybody

could reproach you with? But there—what is

the use of talking about it ? Did you accept the

conditions?’

‘Wliat else could I do?’ asked Charles, with a

shrug. ‘They were not what I hoped’

‘But you disputed them; you protested; you
fought your best for us both?’ she asked so

imxDetuously that Charles looked up in wonder.
‘ Oh yes, little shrew,’ he said, half-laughing

;

‘ I did my best. I ’m not easily abashed
;
and

I’m not afraid of anybody.’
‘ Afraid !

’ echoed Eosamund, ‘ Wasn’t daddy
nice ?

’

‘Nice is such a vague word. He was courtesy

itself.’

‘ Oh, courtesj^ !
’ saM Eosamund, vdth a hope-

less gesture. ‘Was there no good-will?’

Charles laughed again and shook his head.
‘ I ’m not the son-in-law your father would

have chosen,’ he admitted. ‘He doesn’t break

off our engagement, since it has gone on so long.’

‘He couldn’t,’ flashed out Eosamund.
‘But he imposes conditions which make for

delay. He is quite right, dear
;
he wants to know

me better.’

‘ It counts for nothing that I know you !
’ said

Eosamund indignantly
;
and then they both stood

silent for a while.

‘Charley, I don’t want to wait two years,’ said

Eosamund at last.

‘Hor do I’

‘How much money would it take to put the

estate in the condition that father wants?’

‘About three, thousand, or a trifle more.’

‘ Is that all ? Does it aU turn on no more than

that? And he brings me these pearls, winch are

worth, I dare say, nearly all the money, gives

them to me as a mere plaything, and then bids

me wait till I’m gray before I can realise the

happiness of my life.’

She pulled off the necldace as she spoke, and

sming it to and fro in her hand.

‘ Look at them, Charles 1
’ she said, vnth a

curious flush of excitement on her face. ‘There’s

our happiness ! There ’s the last mortgage on

Greenbank ! There ’s papa’s conditions !

’

She swung them towards him, fixing her glitter-

ing eyes on his. Wlien the}^ swung back again

she frowned and stamped her foot.

‘Can’t you take them? Aren’t they mine?’

she whisx^ered angrily. ‘Who else has a right to

them? Must we v^it till we have the capital

twice over? Oh, why do you make me say the

thing so often?’

But Charles’s face grew very hard and cold.

‘Think what you’re saying, Eosamund,’ he

said shaiqffy. ‘You don’t mean it.’

‘Ido-Ido!’
‘Then,’ said Charles, moving a stej) away, ‘you

don’t believe in me one atom more than }our

father. Like him, you, in yoin heart, think me

capable of dirty actions.’

Eosamund dropped the necklace as if it stung

her, looked at him reproachfully, and then burst

into tears.

‘I don’t—I don’t ! How could you say such a

cruel thing?’ she sobbed. ‘I only wanted’
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‘There, dear, that’s all right,’ said Charles, con-

soling her. ‘ I know what you wanted, and I

want the same thing just as much, only I had to

show you that there are ways which no decent

man could take. And now good-night ; for it ’s

very late. I shall come over in the morning,

and we can talk the matter out then. Here,

put the necklace on again. I like to see you

wear it.’

‘ I feel as if it burnt me,’ said Rosamund. ‘ I

hate it !
’ But she let her lover clasp it on her

throat, and bade him good-night tearfull3^

When he had left her she went back to her

position on the balcony, and watched till she

heard his dogcart drive out from the stable-j^ard,

and saw the lights go down the drive till they

turned out on the road, and the sound of wheels

died away in the silence of the night.

‘Two years!’ she said—‘two j^earsi’ and a

large tear splashed down upon the roses. ‘ I

never thought daddy would be so unkind.’

A step sounded on the gravel, and the red

spark of a cigar came round the corner of the

house. The Colonel’s quick eye caught sight

instantly of the white figure leaning out from

the balcoii}^

‘ Wliat, Rosamund 1 not in bed yet ? ’ he said.

‘ Tut, child 1 do j^ou know the time ?
’

‘I am not sleepy,’ said Rosamund. ‘I don’t

want to go to sleep. I want to go away and sell

matches.’

‘You want to do what?’ exclaimed the Colonel,

startled out of his suavity. good girl, are

you sure ^mu are awake ?
’

‘Yes, quite,’ was the fretful answer. ‘I’m too

unhappy not to be awake.’

‘And what, in the name of all that’s absurd,

have you got to be unhappy about?’ snapped the

Colonel. ‘Not that it’s a matter which there’s

any sense in discussing while ^mu are u]d there

and I’m down here. But do just tell me, with-

out any more of that nonsense about going away
and selling matches.’

‘ It isn’t nonsense at all,’ said Rosamund, lean-

ing forward and speaking very positivel}^ ‘ I

want to go away and maintain myself. Then I

5hall be free to act as I please.’

‘ And a confounded mess you ’d make of it I

’

retorted her father unsymj)athetically. ‘ Go to

bed, child
;

go to bed, I understand you now. .

You think I’m a hard-hearted brute, whereas
really But go to bed now, and I’ll talk to

you in the morning.’

He turned on his heel and went away with-

out more words. Rosamund watched him go, and
then turned dismally towards the house. She
hesitated, gave a great yavm, shivered a little,

and finally went indoors.

Rive minutes later she rang her bell violently,

and the maid who hurried in found her stcinding

near the door nervous and excited.
‘ I ’ve left my beautiful pearls upon the balcony,’

she said. ‘Go and get them at once. Stay, I’ll

go myself.’

‘ On the balcony !
’ exclaimed the horrified

Johnson. ‘Oh miss, how could you?’

Rosamund caught up a wrapper and hurried

out. The chairs and table stood just as she had

left them. Of the necklace there was no trace.

‘ They must be here,’ insisted Rosamund, search-

ing everywhere in a fever of agitation. ‘It is

not five minutes since I left the place. Don’t

you see them, Johnson?’

‘Where did you put them down, miss?’ asked

the maid.
‘ Put them down ? Wliy, there ’s only one

place where I could put them down—on the

table, I suppose. Wlio’s been here since I went

to my room?’

‘Only me, Miss Rosamund,’ said the girl, be-

ginning to be frightened in her turn. ‘ I didn’t

see no pearls. I didn’t do no more than just

straighten the chairs. I’ll take my Bible oath

there wasn’t nothing left about. ’Twas all just

so light as day, just like it is now.’

‘ I stood here,’ said Rosamund, speaking thick

and low, not heeding the girl—‘just here—when
he clasped it on my neck ; and here when I said

good-bye. Had I it then ? I can’t remember.’

She stood passing her hand across her forehead

for a moment. ‘ They must be found,’ she broke

out passionately. ‘It is utterly, absolutely impos-

sible that they can be gone in these few minutes.

Yriio could possibly have taken them ? Oh ! it ’s

like a bad dream. I wish I’d never seen them.’

Johnson began to whimper. ‘ It ’s a dreadful

thing for a poor girl like me, miss,’ she said.

‘ Hadn’t I better call the Colonel ?
’

‘ No, no, no !
’ cried Rosamund

;
‘ there ’s no need.

They must be found. Don’t stand whining there 1

Just look about and bestir jmurself. Where did

I go ? What did I do ? Look on the table in

'

the corridor where the candles stand? Did you

give me ni}^ candle ? No
;

I remember I took it

myself. Wliy weren’t you there ? Then you ’d

have seen what I had in my hand. There, don’t

keep on crying, girl. It ’s not your fault. Nobody
blames ^mu. There’s no earthly good in crying.’

She hurried back into the corridor, searched the

ground with candles step by step, went back into

her room, re23eated every action she could re-

member, turned over ever}^ IDiece of furniture,

em2)tied drawers and wardrobe, all to no 2)urpose.

The pearls were nowhere to be found.

‘Go to bed, Johnson,’ said Rosamund at last,

trying to speak cheerfully. ‘ It is 2>ast one o’clock.

We can do nothing more to-night. Ten to one

they’re lying in some quite obAuous 2)lace, where

we shall see them at once when the daylight

comes.’

‘You won’t let the Colonel think I took them,

Miss Rosamund.?’ pleaded the girl, pale with

fright.

‘ No, no, no I
’ was the impatient answer.
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‘Absurd ! Nobody would suspect it. I tell you
we shall find them in the morning.’

But when she was left alone all Rosamund’s
assumed confidence disappeared, and she began to

sob.

‘How shall I tell jDaiDaP she said in a trem-
bling voice. ‘He kept them three years for me,
and I ’ve lost them in an hour. Oh ! I was afraid

of them from the moment I first saw them. It

couldn’t be that some Indian followed him aU

the way home. I’ve heard of such things. Oh,
I ’m frightened ! There may be some one lurlv-
ing about the house. Why didn’t Charley take
them? They’re gone now just as much. Oh,
how lonely it is ! I wish I had somebody to
speak to !

’

She stood trembling and staring about her for
a few minutes

; and then, locking and bolting
her door, she left her candles burning and got
hastily into bed.

LIFE IN A OONYIOT P E I S 0 N.
By an Inmate.

III.—PAKKHURST.
iT was once said of certain people

!

who ‘knew not the law’ that

they were accursed. Doubtless

this solemn declaration was true

enough
; but it is also true that

mere knowledge of the law—any-

how, of the English code—does not always bring

a blessing : as witness the number of legal practi-

tioners who, having been ‘hoist with their own
petard,’ are now lying high and dry upon that

hospitable island in the Solent wherein dwelleth

Royalty and convicts—the alpha and omega of

our social system.

Besides Jabez Balfour of ‘Liberator’ fame, we
had two men who were distinguished above their

fellows, the one for his cubic measurement and
the other for a notable trait of character. I use

the word ‘character’ here in contradistinction to

‘reputation,’ which is too frequently ‘an idle

and unjust imposition, oft got without merit and

lost without deserving.’

D., the first of this brace of worthies, was, and

in fact still is, undergoing seven years of penal

servitude for defrauding a ward in Chancery to

the extent of twenty or thirty thousand pounds
;

such, at least, is the current report. He is a taR

man—the tallest man I have ever clapped eyes

upon outside an exhibition. He was employed

in the printing department—that haven where

all clerical convicts would be
;

and, dressed in

the knickerbocker suit of classic gray, liberally

decorated Avith that badge of infamy the broad

arroAv, he Avas the most conspicuous man in the

prison.

The odd thing about D. is that, although the

penal regimen has already told upon him, and

he is no doubt fully alive to aU that the loss

of caste means to a professional man, his facial

expression clearly indicates that happy frame of

mind Avhich enables a man to grin and bear

his punishment philosophically. I have seen D.

under every possible A^ariety of circumstance at

Parkhurst, and ahvays Avearing that smile Avhich

certain quidnuncs a^&rm is iieA^er seen on the

Ausage of the habitual criminal. But that

One can smile and be a Aollain is an old poetic saw,
Is, moreover, physiologically true;

And the quidnunc’s ipse dixit won’t hold water, as a law,

Since they lie most when they say they never do.

D. is, hoAvever, by no means Aullainous
;
and

it Avas alAA'ays a source of pleasure to note his

beaming countenance. The ‘submerged tenth,’ to

be sure, put their own construction on the matter,

and were loud in their denunciations of the man
Avho AA^as ever ‘grinning all over his bloomin’’

dial.’ As he was a ‘red-star’ prisoner—that is,

convicted for the first time—I could never get.

an opportunity for a gossip Avith him, though I

tried very often. In this connection, I may say

in passing that the regulation afiecting the ‘star’

men is the only attempt made to classify conAucts,

and it does not require very keen perception to.

discoA'-er that, as a moral safeguard, this classifica-

tion is Avorthless, since it is not based on any

moral or intellectual x^nnciple, but upon AAdiat.

may be considered a mere accident.

D. AA^as not approachable for colloquial purposes
;

but it Avas quite otherAAUse AAuth B. This man,,

Avho had been the junior partner of a well-knoAAm

firm of solicitors in Lincoln’s Inn, Avas noAV under-

going the terrible sentence of ten years’ penal

servitude. As the charge against B. Avill probably

be again brought under the consideration of the

Courts, it is not permissible to give details
;

but-

it may be stated that the prisoner stoutly main-

tains that he is innocent.

Of the many thousands of men I have rubbed

shoulders Avitli in a convict prison, I can only

recall the names of three Avho could stand the-

test in comparison as to amiability Avitli B. A
highly educated man, his manners were dis-

tinguished by that ‘repose’ which was said to

stamp the caste of a Yere de Yere. Under the

superAdsion of Y^arder Croft—a humane and

efficient public serA^ant, Avho, by the way, has.

since retired from the profession— B. superin-

tended the AA^ork of No. 23 party, perhaps the

most cross-grained and cantankerous gang in

the Avhole prison. A special ‘light-labour’ party,

No. 23 was mainly composed of cranks and
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imbeciles Avliose sole duties were to mend
stockings and behave themselves ;

but in neither

of these duties did they ever attain to any

degree of proficiency. As one can easily ima-

gine, the task of superintending such unpromis-

ing individuals was very trying ;
but although

badgered, bullied, and sneered at daily, B. never

once during my time allowed liimseK to be

‘ drawn
;

’ his mental balance was never once

upset. Whether this eternal passivity is a virtue

or a defect need not be discussed. The fact

remains that, whatever may have been the pro-

vocation—and the inventive faculty of the pro-

nounced crank is indisputable—not once was this

man’s temper ruffled or disturbed ;
nay, more : it

seemed as if, by kindness and courtes}', he had

laid himself out to i-ip coals of fire on the

heads of his persecutors.

It is painful to have to record the fact that

such a paragon of patience was victimised by an

unscrupulous adventurer who pretended to be

no less a personage than Sir J. M
,
Bart, a

wealthy landed proprietor, and owner of ‘ the

only gold-mine in Britain.’ This so-called

baronet and Klond3^kian fraud seemed to have

gained the entire confidence of B., who was, like

maii}^ other simple-minded folk, unsuspicious of

perhd}^ In short, poor B. fell a victim because

of his own trustfulness or ignorance.

Few things have such a depressing effect on

the man given to meditating upon his environ-

ment as the consciousness of his oum ignorance.

When I look aromid and contemjDlate the host

of XDotential enemies who hem me in on every

side, and realise how many of these wild beasts

I might defy had I but a little knowledge of

their ways and tendencies, I recognise the hope-

lessness of the position which my ignorance daily

causes me to take up, and seem to grasp the full

meaning of that great indictment :
‘ It is a peojffe

who do err in their hearts because the}’’ have not

known.’

The ignorance of the public regarding the

internal economy of our j)risons costs the country

much more than we have any conceiDtion of.

This could not be better exemplified than by
giving the gist of a conversation overheard in a

railway carriage on the Metropolitan line, the

speakers being two respected members of London
society. Jumping into a compartment one day
at Gower Street Station, I found my fellow-

passengers warmly discussing the -psist exploits

and present position of Mr Jabez Balfour. One of

these Hestors read a paragraph from a London
newspaper published that day, in which the

writer stated that the great head of the Balfour
group was then cobbling shoes in the prison at

Portland, and that, owing • to the state of his

health, release from durance could only be delayed
for a very short time. To me, knowing how matters
really stood, the whole conversation furnished an
object-lesson not easily forgotten, and, as Carlyle

would say, was sym^Dtomatic of much. Out of

several propositions advanced not more than two

of them would hold a drop of water !

Of the three statements made not one was

correct. Jabez Balfour was not cobbling shoes,

he was not at Portland, nor was he about to be

released because of ill-health. This may appear

to some a rather trivial objection
;
but that it is

not so trivial will be clear enough to those who
win but reflect

;
for, if misrepresentations are

reported and discussed concerning a convict of

world-wide notoriety, even more erroneous state-

ments may be made regarding the convict prisons

wherein only ordinary prisoners are hidden from

public observation.

While I was talking to a well-known London

editor one day about the noble lord referred to

in my previous article, he said, ‘"iWiat we want

to know is : What are his lordship’s habits and

occupations? When does my lord get up in the

morning? What does he do Avhen he is up?

When does he go to bed at night? What does

he do when he does go to bed?’ Well, as the

same exacting curiosity exists regarding Jabez Bal-

four’s doings in ‘Quad Strasse,’ I shall endeavour

to gratify it as far as the ‘statute of limitations’

will allow ; but one really must draw the line

somewhere. Having brought my ‘hon. member’
to his den o’ nights, given him his siipj^er, put

him to bed, and then turned out the light, I am
afraid I must bid him ‘Good-night’ and leave

liim to enjoy his slumbers undisturbed.

By the way, what a hapless, hopeless state for

any ‘human’ when he can place his hand upon

his heart and honestly declare, in the face of all

men, that, during the best years of his life,

‘the only happy time he has is when he is

asleep ’
1 Yet such is the actual condition of

thousands of our fellow-mortals at this present

moment. My present ]3nrpose, however, is not to

send Jabez BaKour to sleep, but to rouse him
out of it. Therefore, we shall suppose that it

is a fine summer morning, and about 5.10 a.m.

—if you will add twenty or thirty minutes to

this you may fancy that you hear the reveille

during the winter months. The metal monitor

at the front gate now strikes up the overture

to the painful oj)era daily enacted in the ‘Garden

of England.’ Thereupon Jabez Balfour steps

forth to play his part, which, from Monday to

Saturday, and from January to December, never

varies, and is, as nearly as possible, as follows

:

Having donned the khaki suit, he proceeds to

discharge those Httle domestic or cellular duties

so distasteful to a mind given to ‘speculation’

on a large scale, but which are imposed by the

sheer strength of brute necessity. Oh, thou heart-

less t}rrant. Necessity ! Dost thou not know that,

albeit it is excellent to have a giant’s strength,

it is tyrannous to use it like a giant?

Well, ha’^dng made up his bedding (with the ex-

ception of the sheets, which, for some occult reason
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unknown to me, are sux^posed to be held up
*aloft for tlie inspection of the warder who first

unlocks the cell door in the morning), swept the
•cell floor, performed his ablutions, &c., he awaits
the arrival of Cerberus, who, as he trudges along
the corridor, followed by three ‘orderlies^ armed
with a huge tub and a water-can, opens each cell

door and mutters some words, in a tone dearly
loved of janitors, which always sounded to me like
^ Cation ! cation 1 cation !

^ but they are sujix^osed

to be ‘ Ax)xflications ! ax^xAications ! ax^xAications !

^

I may state that every prisoner, unless exempted
by the medical officer, takes his turn as orderly.

Should Jabez desire an interview with the
..governor, doctor, chaplain, or ‘ other sux^erior

•authority,’ now is the time to make his wish
known. His ‘register number’—so thoroughly is

•a convict stripped of all ordinary ‘distinctive

marks and pecidiarities ’ that he has ceased to be
a x^erson, and has dwindled to a mere numeral

—

is taken, duly forwarded to the x^i’op^r dexDart-

ment, and, later on in the day, finds its fruition

in the desired interview.

Placing his -pint mug and tin platter (cup and
•saucer, if you prefer the x>ki’ase) outside on the

door-step, he closes the door and awaits develop-

ments. Presently much shuffling of feet, rattling

•of tin cans, and uiAockmg and slamming of doors

•is heard in the distance, and Jabez is then aware

of the important fact that his breakfast is on
the way. First comes an orderly bearing a large

can filled with the delicious beverage which, if it

were only strong enough, might really cheer and

.not inebriate, but which—more often than not

—

^produces the very opposite effect, and sends you

into a towering rage with the poor cook, who,

it may be, is ‘an absent-minded beggar,’ and has

•forgotten to put the tea in the x^ot. The x^hA

mug is duly filled and laid down again outside

rthe cell door—possibly to cool a little, as hot

liquids are, we all know, detrimental to the

inner , Should there be a sux^erfluity of

‘screws’ (warders) on the sxDot, the bread-basket

now comes along, yom door is opened and the

regulation bun of eight, ten, or twelve ounces of

brown ‘tommy’ is handed in. You xAck ux^ your

pint of tea, close your door, and proceed to dis-

cuss the matutinal meal in peace ere the bell

is tolled at 6 a.w.

Jabez Balfour is, I an educated man.

Anyhow, a certain work—Fenelon’s Tdemaqiie, in

the original— which had come straight from

liis cell, was one day left for me
;

and I take

it that his morning meal is graced with some

literary addenda more ‘grateful and comforting’

than even Ex^ps’s cocoa is said to be.

At 6.45 A.M. the bell again xAays up, the doors

•are once more opened, and, at a given signal

from the princix^al warder in the hall—Jabez

is (or was) located in the largest and best-venti-

lated wing of the x^rison—members of the Estab-

lished Church are marched off, in single file, to

matins (7 to 7.20 a.m.) in the chapel. Jabez
Balfour is a member of the choir, a regular

communicant, and, to his credit be it said, very
devoutly disposed. I wish as much could be said

of the whole congregation (numbering about five

hundred) which assembles there daily.

Except on Sundays—when there are two ser-

vices (10.30 A.M. and 2.30 p.m.) always conducted
by the cliax^lain or his locum tenens—the early

functions are led by one of the schoolmasters,

generally the organist, or, to be more exact, the

‘harmoniumist’ (for I regret to say that the

good people at YTiitehall are not yet aware of

the potentiality of the ‘king of instruments’

as a possible factor in inducing the wicked
man to turn from his wickedness and do the

thing that is lawful and right). Occasionally,

however, the Tuesday and Thursday services are

taken by the honoured and amiable governor,

Lieutenant-Colonel Plummer, who, after a simple

hymn, delivers one of those impressive ‘ addresses
’

which it is impossible for any man with the

least sxDark of spirituality in his composition to

sit and listen to unmoved. Indeed, there are

many in Parkhurst who through the ministra-

tions of tliis Governor have had the difflne

afflatus breathed into them. What is it to me
that some good soul may here ask, ‘ Is SaiA

also amongst the x^roxfliets?’ I am writing his-

tory ; stating facts which cannot be gainsaid or

exx^lained away
;

and, as a faithful chronicler,

necessity is laid upon me to state, in the most

emxAiatic manner, that, important as are the

salaried duties of the Governor, these services for

w’hich he receives neither fee nor reward must

some day be recogmsed as the one single item

in the daily x^rogramme of comdct life at Park-

hurst which x^reserves that penal settlement from

XDutridity. Atomic in a sense, they vitalise the

otherwise dead carcass of the penal regimen

;

and although ‘brute circumstance’ of one kind

or another may at times ax^x^ear to neutralise

or even nullify the influence exercised on x^ar-

ticular individuals by those morning addresses,

the xAtimate results are as certain as the opera-

tions of the law of cause and effect.

Service over, the congregation file out as they

filed in; but, instead of retiuning to their wards,

they pass on to the yards, where the various

working gangs or x^^^’ties form up in double

file. The roll is again taken, and each man is

searched—that is, the warder, vdth one hand be-

hind and the other in front, rubs him down from

top to toe. It may interest the curious to learn

that every comdct is thus overhauled five times

daily, plus the usual fortnightly incxuisition, when

the whole x^arty is marched off' the parade-ground

to the basement cells of theii' respective halls and

subjected to an inspection m puris naturalis^ or

nude—an ordeal xvhich I am glad to be able

to state one has been instriunental in effectually

blocking in more than one prison within the past
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five years. This inane performance over, the

various gangs are marched ofi' to their respective

labours—the chief warder standing at a given

point taking the roll as they pass out.

Jabez Balfour was attached to a tailoring

party, which carried on its operations within the

precincts of the prison, on the top landing of

‘A’ Hall, where he was located; and, instead of

going to work at once, proceeded to take the

first of the two periods of exercise allowed to his

party daily. When he had thus taken the air,

he was marched back to the landing
;
and, having

placed his stool outside his cell door, and seated

himself thereon, his sartorial labours commenced.

As he sat thus pilloried, I have often watched the

ex- Hion. member^ from the lower landings whilst

he was busily plying his needle and thread.

To a man of his calibre such work, although

by no means laborious, must be monotonous

enough, and by 11.20 when the signal is

given for packing up his tra^os and betaking

himself to his den for dinner, he must, one

would think, be heartily glad of the respite.

He seems somewhat stoical
;

but no credence

whatever should be given to the absurd rumours

published some time ago as to his cheerful and

happy-go-lucky acquiescence in his fate
;
he has,

however, apparently become somewhat more ac-

customed to his circumstances and surroundings.

Well, dinner over, Jabez rejoins his jmrty at

1 and is again ‘ rubbed down
;

^ and after

taking another mouthful of fresh air he returns

to the stool of repentance, where he sits perched

till 5.20 P.M., when all convict labour is sup-

posed to cease for the day.

Supper is served at 5.45 ;
and from that hour

until 7.45 P.si., when the cells are finally double-

locked for the night, Jabez Balfour may do

whatever he pleases, except go to bed, which, I

suppose, he often enough wishes to do. But, as

some sententious quack has said, ‘all things come
to him who waits.’ Precisely at 7.45 p.m. the

doors are once more thrown open
; the principal

warder flies lijve a young (or old) man in a hurry

;

and Balfour says ‘All right’—which is the official

way of saying ‘Good-night’—then shuts hjs door,

makes down his hammock or plank bed as the

case may be, tumbles in, and i^ays court to ‘tired

nature’s sweet restorer.’ Wlien the avowed enemy
of all imprisoned flesh and blood strikes 8 p.m.,

the night -guardians take possession, the lights

are extinguished, and the curtain falls upon
the dismal, gloomy, and confused medley of the

convict’s daily life.

Jabez Balfour was not a popular man at Park-

hurst. He was the target at which all sorts and
conditions of men who fancy they can hit the

bull’s-eye—hut who oftener than not can only

hit the clouds—were wont to have ‘a go ; ’ but,

thanks to the armour in which the star-man is

encased, not the slightest impression was made.
So far as I know, Balfour has a ‘ clean sheet ’

—that is to say, he has not run amuck against

the constitution
;
but he managed—or some en-

terprising biped managed it for him—early last

year to get ‘reported’ for some alleged breach

of prison discipline
;
and the last time I saw this

once honoured ‘philanthropist’ and distinguished

financier, he was standing like some refractory

schoolboy, with his face to the wall, outside the

‘adjudication room,’ awaiting his turn to apjoear

before the Governor under rejDort, to answer some

frivolous charge of consjDiracy with a fellow star-

man named Rose. Whether these conspirators

were minded to blow up the Houses of Parlia-

ment or the Hotel Cecil in the Strand I cannot

undertake to say
;
but evidently the trial ended

in the good old Scottish verdict of ‘Not proven,’

as I received a heliographic message that after-

noon to the effect that Balfour was seen perched

on his stool on the top landing, and having the

look of a man who, like the Miller of the Dee,

‘cared for nobody—no not I,’ &c. That he does

care for somebody—and for many—is, I think,

very certain
;
and if one-half of what I heard

about him be true, the day will come when the

victims of the Liberator Company Avill wish he

had been left on that picturesque island to work

out their salvation and his own.

THE SHEPHERD’S WARNING
A SONG OF SUTHERLAND.

DUNROBIN shall hearken ! Dunrobiu shall hear !

Wild Scotia shall quail at the legends of old !

When witches and wizards, like wolves in a lair,

Once haunted her hillsides ; so fable has told.

For luck or for favour, for good or for ill,

The fairies then governed, the pixies held sway;

And shepherd and crofter, on Sutherland’s hill,

Would bow to the magic of elfin or fay.

Oh ! mock not the name, for our forebears held faith

That fairies, who flit through the moonlight or shade.

Ruled over the fate of the crops and the kine,

Could destiny curb, or bring gloom to the glade.

Wee bairnies may scoff
; but in ingle-nook warm,

Where old folk cower close o’er the peat-fire’s red glow,

They name not the pixie, they mock not the sprite,

Else cattle would stray, e’en the bairnies might go !

The moon sails a queen o’er the ocean of heaven,

She shines for the crofter on mountain-side steep

;

But her sweet mystic rays make just ladders for elves,

And shepherds ne’er scoff, for, while mortals all sleep.

They know the wee ‘hill-folk’ are coming and going,

And science but fades ’fore that faith they held dear

;

They mock not the sprites, speak not light of their power.

Else evil will foUow, with sorrow and fear.

Oh, mock not the pixie ! Hush, name not the fay !

O’er Highlander’s homestead their magic holds sway.

Kate A. Simpson.

Printed and Published- by W". & R. Chambers, Limited, 47 Paternoster Row, London ; and Edinburgh.



Edited by her Granddaughter.

PART II.*

|UEING tlie first year of my resi-

dence in Cromarty/ tlie manuscript

continueSj ‘with the exceptions I

have mentioned, I saw nothing of

Hugh Lliller. Our spheres lay

quite apart. I am afraid I loved

as much gaiety as I could get, while he lived in

his old contemplative, philosopliic ideal. Gaiety

seems a strange word to associate with this quiet

little place
;

but occasionally it happened that

war-vessels lay at anchor in the bay, and the

officers were always hospitably entertained by the

inhabitants. That year there were no less than

three such vessels, so that dancing-parties, picnics,

breakfasts, &c. were no uncommon affairs. The

officers were great favourites ashore. One of them

I remember in especial : Benjamin Eox, a fine

young midshipman who had already won several

medals of the Humane Society, and who was

afterwards shot at the first siege of Canton—the

only officer, I believe, killed there. But among

the whole there were none of superior intelli-

gence enough to seek out and converse with Hugh

Miller, save one, whose story has been recorded

in the Tale of the Young Burgeon. Often did he

rehearse to me the conversations he ' had held

with Hugh Miller, and speak of him as a very

remarkable man.

‘I do not know how or why it was that

I never met “The Cromarty Poet,” as he was

called, anywhere that year, for the next I

began to do so occasionally at the houses of

kind friends. Our society was small, but good

in every sense of the word. William C- ,
the

young surgeon already mentioned, was struck

with its superior tone, and the good sense and

great intelligence common to the general con-

versation of the people. His captain (for whom,

by the way, he had a profound contempt),

barians. The surgeon coolly told him that prob-

ably he would find fully as much of every

requisite for good society as he brought vdtli

him. This superiority Ave always ascribed in

great measure to the pulpit ministrations of the

Eev. Alexander Stewart. They constituted Avhat

such seldom do : a mental education for his hearers.
**

They Avere of such poAver that I belicA^e they

AA’^ould have served to mould the thought and

opinions of'men of the first capacities, if such had

been his hearers, and of so great simplicity that

no Sunday-school child or poor fisherman could

come aAvay Avithout haAung some diAune thought or

image impressed on his memory for life. People

looked forAA-ard from Sunday to Sunday for these

sermons, and they formed the topics of couA’^ersa-

tion AAdth high and Ioaa^, even in casual forenoon

visitings.

‘ In person Mr SteAA’'art AA^as tall, and in the

pulpit extremely dignified, animated AAuthout noise,

his gestures rare but emphatic. The conscious dig-

nity of his position as ambassador for Christ over-

poAA’’ered eA^’ery other feeling. Earnestness is not

the Avord that embodies liim : it is too poor. He

was not himself, but another. All personalities

(and he AA’as A^ery singular), all A-anities, all little-

nesses AA^ere not so much forgotten as absorbed.

Thus he hated anything that recalled himself to

himself in the pulpit.

‘Mr SteAA^art AA^as no Ausiting minister in the

modern sense of the term. He AA’Ould sit an hour

or tAvo—three AAdien in a mind to engage in

interesting conA^’ersation ;
but he could not enduie

close places and bad smells, and never tried. His

mission AA^as preaching, and that he fulfilled nobl}

.

Dr Chalmers had long before pronoimced him the

first preacher in the Church of Scotland. But

he had no muscular Christianity—^liad a feeble,

feminine constitution ;
consequently aaus not a

he told me, had expressed a fear on his way

northAA^ards that he Avas coming amongst bar-

No. 233.—You Y,
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model pastor in the presently nnderstood sense.

Yet what a nohle intellect, ever engaged with

(Treat problems and great thoughts! YOiat an

interesting companion !—sometimes, indeed, anius-

iim vou with whims and eccentricities, hut otten

pouring out a wealth of originality. Such was

the man under whose ministry Hugh Miller sat

for years ;
with whom he used to take long walks,

most frequently along the Cromarty shore ;
and

who often, in our married life, sat for hours

tof^etlier at oiir fireside. I love to linger on lus

memory. He was one of tliose bright spirits

about whose brows there seems wreathed even m
this life a garland of iminortal amaranth.’

It will be remembered by those who know the

story of Miller’s life that he confessed himself

more indebted intellectually to Mr Stewart than to

any other man he ever knew, with the sole excep-

tion of Dr Chalmers; yet the one bore ‘a name

known wherever the English language is spoken,’

while of the other it is only remembered, and

by comparatively a few, that the impression did

exist at the time of his death that

A mighty spirit was eclipsed, a power

Had passed from day to darkness, to whose hour

Of light no likeness was bequeathed—no name.

Some one has lately defined genius as the

capacity of becoming a boy again, a definition

which is remarkably applicable to Mr Stewart.

Stories of his extraordinary humour and un-

bounded joyousness and hilarity, his hugely witty

nonsense, are still told among northern ministers.

Once some stern Puritan took him to task on

what he called his unseemly behaviour, though

no fun was ever more innocent. Mr Stewart

turned to him with a sudden sadness. Ah,

Mr ,’ he replied pathetically, ‘if you knew

my hours of depression you would not grudge

me this.’ This minister, I have been told by one

who knew him, was profoundly touched by the

look and tone, and never ceased to regret having

called them forth.

To his old aunt who kept house for him Mr

Stewart was intensely devoted, his grea,test dread

being that she would die before he did. Wlien

on Dr Chalmers’s death Dr Candlish was called

upon to succeed him in the New CoUege,

Mr Stewart was in his turn called to succeed

Dr Candlish in St George’s, Edinburgh; and

although he was prevailed upon, sorely against

his inclination, to acceiit the call, the agitation

and suffering his sensitive spirit endured at

the thought of the onerous duties before him

brought on a fever from which he died. His

aunt—too old and dazed then to understand the

calamity— continually looked and waited for

the return of him whom she always called her

‘boy:’ one of the wisest, most eloquent, yet

most eccentric men the Church in Scotland pro-

duced in the centurjT ijnst past.

‘ Holding a foremost place in oiir little

community,’ Mrs Miller writes,- ‘was Captain

Mackenzie, of the ,
ScatweU family, and his lady,

only daughter of that Mr Forsyth whose memoirs

my husband wrote. “The Captain,” as he was

called, was a loyal, frank, easy gentleman of the

old school, who had served in
^

the navy. He

loved of aU things to have his friends about him,

seeming to dislike nothing so much as a dinner-

table without guests. His lady, although but the

daughter of a man who made his own fortune,

had^the finest manners I ever saw. Of a tall and

commanding figure, reserved and dignified conver-

sation, she had the art—said to be impossible to

those to whom it is not hereditary—of keeping

people in their place by a look or by the gentlest

word Yet she was essentially most kind, and

when a friend a very true one. They possessed

the only carriage in the place, and kept not only

a plentiful but a most elegant table.

‘The only time I had the pleasure of meeting

Miss Dunbar of Boath was there. I had just

written some verses on the departure of my most

beloved friend for another continent : one who

occupied a place in my heart and life which

scarce anything could fill. Miss Dunhar felt some

sympathy for a sister-dabbler in the poetic art,

and requested that I should be invited to dinner

to meet her. Hugh was there, and we passed a

pleasant afternoon. I had known her early friend,

Mrs Grant of Laggan, in her later years, and we

had many other sources of mutual interest. She

was a person verging upon fifty, slight and thin,

with features rather plain than otherwise, but re-

deemed by a great amount of sprightliness and wit.

‘ The Oromart3
T estate was at -that time under

trust, and a law - suit was pending, not, I

believe, to determine the heir, but whether it was

possible for the heir to take possession. This

peculiar state of matters arose from an enormous

debt, which amounted to more than the estate

was worth, and the question was whether the

debt was contracted before or after the entail. If

the -former, the proprietor would be liable after

his accession; in the latter case, he woidd be

free. I d6n’t know what the funds did in the

hands of the lawj'ers ;
but sure enough the land

enjoyed a Sabbath. Fishermen enjoyed the free-

dom of shore, and baited their lines in peace.

Poor people took away burdens of sticks from the

woods unmolested. Cromarty House was then let

to Mrs Colonel Graham, of the family of Graham

of Drinie. She died, and her son. Captain Graham

of the Hanoverian Service, purchased one of the

largest houses in town, while the House was let to

one tenant after another, none of whom remained

in it very long. One of Colonel Grahams

daughters was married to Sir Michael Clare, and

afterwards to Sir Hugh Halkett, Commander of the

Forces in Hanover. There were other mendiers

of the family more stationary, all amiable, ,

kind,

and good, who always added to the charms of our

little societjT. ,, n j-

‘Then there were two delightful old ladies
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aunts of Sir Henry Barclay—tliorouglily of tlie

old school, who possessed a liberal income and
spent it most generously. Their house was like

a dispensary —not of medicine. Their table

groaned with good things
;
and in those days it

was no easy matter to rise from the table of old-

school folks without something very like physical

suffering. Whether there is as much genuine
kindness in the modern let-alone fashion it is not
easy to say

;
but it is vastly more agreeable.

‘ Our good and true friend, Mr Boss the banker,

w\as a prominent member of this circle. Then a

shrewd man of business, he had served in early

life in the navy, was particularly partial to the

service, and had stored his mind in the most
extraordinary way with the history of every naval

engagement that ever took place in the annals of

our country. Possessed of a great share of general

information, he made that his hobby, Hot the

name of a single vessel in any engagement, or

its commander, escaped his memory, and when
he got upon that subject especially he was truly

entertaining.

Hf any of those good people ever entertained a

notion of patronage in asking a working-man to

their tables I know not
;
but certain it w’as that

if there was any condescension at all, it was in

the other direction. Hugh was essentially an

aristocrat of the aristocracy of genius. He was

born so
;
he could not help himself. He lived

by himself among the great men of the j)ast.

Pope, Addison, Swift, Goldsmith, Burns, were his

companions, his real friends. He knew their

histories intimately, and conversed with them

perpetually in their worlds. Working, wallcing,

visiting, he was seldom without some volume in

liis pocket. Wlien dining out or at an evening

party he was usually silent if the conversation

were of a gossiping or personal description
;
but

when an opportunity occurred for him to lead

•conversation in his own way he never failed to

embrace it, and the book in his pocket was often

brought out to illustrate his ideas. His reading

was remarkably pure and distinct, little tainted

with any provincial accent. Except for the

peculiar pronunciation of some of the vowels, it

would have been nearly free from this. It was

•always a treat to hear him read
;

if poetry, one

which the hearers would not readily forget. He

had the faculty in a very singular degree of

bringing the people to whom he spoke U20 for

the time to his own level. His language, like

his writing, was so simple and forcible that it

was not possible to be stolid or impassive while

listening to it. Hevertheless, he had the habit of

regarding men either as in masses or as individuals.

For any man who had the individuality of genius

about him he had an almost exaggerated respect

;

but the result of passing an evening in the society

•of commonplace people was always weariness,

sometimes to ah excessive and painful degree.

I never was so sensible of this, however, in

Cromarty as afterwards in Edinburgh, where the
people were neither intimate friends nor nota-
bilities. These last served to take him out of

himself, to rouse and keep him up. It was
imj)ossible for him to form any intimate friend-

shijD Avhere the intellect did not in a great degree
predominate. Thus I should say his closest

intimacy in Cromarty was Avith the AvidoAv of an
Established minister—a A^enerable lady resident

there after her husband’s death, and descended
by her mother from the old Urquharts of

Cromarty—and her youngest daughter Catherine.

He has mentioned Mrs Allardyce in his Traditions

of Cromarty as the authoress of some A^ery pretty

pieces of poetry. She Avas imbued Avith the

thoroughly literary taste to be found, I think,

.more frequently in the last age than in this, Avith

all its magazines and digests of all manner of

subjects. She kneAv Pope, Addison, and SAvift as

Avell as he did himself, and had a peculiar

elegance of mind derived from long familiarity

Avith the poets and Avriters, especially of the reign

of Queen Anne. Her daughter had a strong loA^e

of natural science, kept aquariums before these

things Avere common, and educated herself AAuth-

out being indebted to any schoolmasters for that

sort of smattering information noAv so generally

imparted. I think she must haA^e folloAved Hugh
in his earlier explorations, and understood them

a great deal better than I did. In the circle of

our acquaintance in these days at Cromarty were

the A^arious members of the minister’s family

Avho preceded Mr SteAA^art. One was married to

the AYorthy doctor of the place, another to the

principal merchant, and so on. The tAvo youngest

daughters AA^ere yet unmarried. Of these tAA^o, the

elder one AA^as AAdiat is called the most suioerior.

She loA-ed the deep things of Calvinism, enjoyed

an argument (the more metaphysical the better),

and AA-as a devoted admirer of Mr SteAvart, of

AAdiose sermons she took copious notes. The

younger, Avho AA^as of my oaaui age, overfloAA^ed

AAuth AAkat, for want of a better word, I must call

human nature. She had warm, sunny affections,

genuine humour, and an uncommon talent for

mimicry AAdiich hurt no one. If she took off her

mother or sister before their faces, they could not

resist the fun. She AA^ould sit up all night AAuth

a sick child if it belonged to the most miserable

creature in the tOAAm. She AA^as my most beloA^ed

companion. Hoav the AA^oods used to echo Avith

our laughter on these long simny afternoons 1

Happy days ! AAdiich come in a lifetime but once.

‘It was not, liOAveA^er, my friend but her sister

who best loA^ed conversations AAdth Hugh. He

worked at tombstones in the churchyard beside

the old parish church, into A\diich the pretty little

secluded dell of the Ladies’ Walk exactly led. It

happened sometimes—not very often—that the

young lady and I used to take a little stroll

together. She AAushed to engage me in deep discus-

sion, AAdiich I, on the other hand, sought to avoid.
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I liked a raid into the metaph^^sical terfitor}^, but

did not care to abide there. When it did so

hai^pen, however, the end of the discussion was

frequently carried on with Hugh as a third party.

Sometimes I broke off from the conference or

became impatient. Once I remember getting up

on a tombstone and taking a private skip, as I

thought unobserved, from one stone to another.

When I drew near once more, Hugh looked up

with a smile on his face, and said very gently,

in a tone that might be meant as half a rebuke,

“Youth, says Bacon, is a natural drunkenness.”

‘It was this Miss Smith who fell into Eathie

Burn on the occasion of some picnic or exploring

part3^ The place was rather deep, the water

reaching about u]d to her waist. I can scarcel}'’

account for Hugh’s behaviour on that occasion,

unless it were from a fit of abstraction. Instead

of helping, he stood with arms folded contem-

plating the lady in the water
;
and when she

had got out by herself he was asked why he

did not assist. He replied that he Avas cal-

culating the force of the current. If it had been

strong enough to carr}^ her aAvay he Avould

instantl}^ have
.

gone to her assistance
; if other-

wise, he thought she could do Avithout him I Of

course he Avas Avell rallied for many a day on

his ungallant philosophy. Miss Dunbar got hold

of the stor}", and did not spare him.’

A fit of abstraction must certainly haA^’e been

the explanation of this amusing story, for Hugh
i\Iiller Avas usually one of the most courteous

of men. In a letter to Miss Dunbar he gives

a soineAvhat different account from Mrs Miller’s

recollection. ‘ Hoav defend my conduct in the

burn?’ he Avrites in a half-humorous vein. ‘Very
easil3^ Never Avas there young lady so Avoefully

in danger of falling a martyr to a classical asso-

ciation. You remember the old mythological

story of Yenus springing from the AAwes of the

sea. On seeing Miss Smith rising out of the

stream, instead of thinking of the best means of

extricating her, I could think of only the story.

And I could not help that, you knoAV ! If Miss

Smith, hoAvever, Avill but favour me by falling into

-the burn a second time, no association, hoAveA’^er

classical, shall come betAveen me and my duty.’

Two other letters of this time, both Avritten

to Miss Dunbar, give us a glimpse of Hugh
Miller’s thouglits. In the first he alludes to

Miss Eraser, and the second Avas probably

prompted by the thought of her. ‘ I had the

ha|)piness a fcAv evenings since,’ he says, ‘of fall-

ing in, during my usual AA^alk, Avith our common
friend Miss Smith, accompanied by another young

lady (by far the most intellectual of her com-

panions), and had a long and very amusing

conversation AAuth them
;

so long, indeed, that

at length the stars began to peejD out at us, as

if Avondering AAdiat Ave Avere about. We differed

and disputed and agreed
;

and then differed

and disputed and agreed again. We of the

rougher sex arrogate to ourseh^es the possession

of minds of a larger size than Ave admit to have

fallen to the share of the members of yours.

True, indeed, Ave have not yet thought proper

to produce the data on AA^hich Ave found the

oj)inion, and are far too strong to be compelled

to it
;
but should Ave once seriously set about it,

Cromarty Avould prove a desperate bad field for

us. By much the greater half of the collective

intellect of the toAAm is vested in the ladies.’

The other extract AA^as Avritten almost at the

same time. ‘Eor my OAvn part,’ it runs, ‘though

no one can surpass me in the esteem I entertain

for the better sex, and though perhaps not

naturally unsusceptible of the softer passion, I

deem myself as much tied doAvn to a life of

celibacy as if I Avere a Bomish priest. A refined

taste and cultivated understanding I have A^ainly

sought for in Avomen of my OAvn sphere
;

and

though I have sometimes found both in those

of another, I cannot seriously think of such as

objects on AAdiich to fix a hope: No one of a

superior station could become my AAufe Avithout

making a sacrifice, AAdiich I could not permit in

the Avoman I loved
;

I could not Avrong her so

much as to make her the Avife of a poor

mechanic. But friendship still remains for me

—

some of the best of my species do not disdain

to be connected to me by this tie
j
and Avith the

lidp of God it is my purpose so to live that

their kindness to me shall be no sacrifice.’

{To he continued,)

OLIPPEDAVIFGS.
[Copyright in the United States of America by Mary Sfcnart Boyd.]

CHAPTER XX.—A BONE OF CONTENTION.

AA’-hereAvith she devoured the scraps of neAA^s that

filled Kitt^^’s epistle : those insignificant items of

home gossip that half a year ago she Avould have

esteemed too paltry for consideration.

Lieutenant Tresscott, so the letter ran, had got

his step and eight Aveeks’ leave, as he had been

four years abroad, and AA^as sailing for England^

in the A^essel that carried the neAvs. He had

UCIE Avas sitting alone in the dusk
one July eA^ening. Honoria and
her uncle AA^ere dining at Gampden
Hill

;
and, her solitary meal over,

Lucie AA’as. re-reading a very long

letter from Kitt}^ AA^hich. had arrwed
that morning by mail.

Significant of Lucie’s heart-hunger AA^as the avidity
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promised them that he would call at once at

Queen’s Gate, and report fully on how he found
Lucie. Miss Santhem’s niece, Kitty was certain

Lucie would he amused to hear, had blossomed
out astonishingly since her aunt’s departure. Last
Thursday she had called for them wearing a
stylish new hat, and looked quite pretty. There
was a rumour that a young lauyer was paying
her attention. Kitty had seen them at the theatre

together. What would Miss Santhem say if she
knewl Kitty wondered; and Lucie shared her
curiosity. David Straight had already been nomi-
nated as a parliamentary candidate for a vacant
seat. Father had taken mother and herself to

one of his meetings, and they were pleased to

find that he made a good appearance on the plat-

form and spoke well. His constituents thought
he had a splendid chance of winning the seat.

' Poor Kitty ! She was always fond of David,’

Lucie thought, with the affectionate pity of the
sister who is chosen for the one that is left.

They all missed Lucie dreadfully, the letter

went on, and were already counting the weeks
that must elapse before her return. Lieutenant

Tresscott would be sure to give Lucie the very
latest news of them. He had often visited

Ingarangi since Lucie and Challoner left, and they
all—even father—^liked him so much. And, by-

the-bye, why had Lucie not mentioned Challoner

in her recent letters?

Mother was not very weU, Kitty reluctantly

admitted in conclusion. She thought it was only

a little cold
;
but the long hot season had been

so relaxing. She sent her dearest love, and she

hoped Lucie would excuse her not writing this

mail
;

she would send a long letter with the

next. And she wished Kitty specially to say that

the house was very dull without Lucie, and that

they missed her all the time.

Sitting alone in the half-light, tender memories

beset Lucie of the home she had been so eager

to leave. Eegret for her selfishness and com-

punction for her scornful treatment of Straight,

whose attentions she had at first heedlessly en-

couraged, assailed her. She tried to comfort

herself with the promise that when again she

had the happiness to share the shelter of the

cosy home nestling at the foot of the old Maori

jpah they would find her changed.

Eecent events had shaken Lucie’s faith in the

stability of things human. The mention of her

mother’s illness filled her with haunting fears.

The thought that Kitty had purposely made light

of any domestic trouble to avoid arousing her

apprehensions tortured her
;
and the dread that

she might never again see that mother laid a

clammy hand uj)on her heart. Twelve thousand

miles of turbulent seas separated her from the

home she had once affected to despise. Suppose

she returned to New Zealand filled vdth new

desires only to find her mother gone

!

Impelled thereto by an unwonted agony of

remorse, Lucie registered a vow that if on her
return to Auckland she found her mother well,
and all as she had left it, she would please her
parents and show her gratitude by making a
burnt-offering of her heart and marrying her
flouted suitor, David Straight.

It was one of those unconsciously impious vows
launched by contrite, apprehensive mortals into
space in the forlorn hope of a Higher Power
hearing and condescending to bargain. But, sitting

alone in the stillness, Lucie pledged herself in
all sincerity

; and the very fact of her voluntary
promise of penance tended towards the lightening
of her heavy heart.

Intensity of feeling had brought unwonted
moisture to her eyes, when Mr Euddenheim was
announced.

‘ Hullo 1 hullo ! hullo ! All alone ? ’ was his

buoyant greeting. ‘Not moping, surely? Eh—
what?’ he added, seeing Lucie’s vdstful expression.

‘A wee bit homesick,’ Lucie confessed, blinking
her wet eyelashes in the attempt to banish the
unshed tears. ‘I’ve just had a home letter, and
it seemed’—she gulped a little—‘to bring every-

thing back, you know.’

‘Um! Been anywhere to-day?’ ",

‘Nowhere,’ Lucie confessed dismally. ‘We
started to go to the Park, but it was so wet that

we came back.’

‘Suppose I take you out a bit? It’s too late

for a play now; but we might do a music-hall

for an hour, and come away whenever we’vfe had

enough.’

‘ Oh, how lovely ! I never was in a music-

hall ;
but wouldn’t Honoria and uncle ’

‘ Not they !
’ retorted Mr Euddenheim cheerfully.

‘Everybody goes to the halls. Last time I was

in one a bishop and his vdfe were sitting next

me.’ Probably the desire to overcome Lucie’s

conscientious scruples rather than strict adherence

to veracity governed the statement
;
but the most

successful arguer is ever he who does not hesi-

tate, when the exigencies of the case necessitate,

to invent his facts. In any case it certainly

proved effective in banishing from Lucie’s mind

any lurking objection she had retained.

Had Lucie been more sophisticated, better versed

in the ‘Thou sbalt nots’ of the polite world, she

would not have accepted Mr Euddenlieim’s in-

vitation. Had he even been younger she would

not have dreamt of doing so ;
but, in the esti-

mation of a girl of twenty, a man of forty-five—

especially if he be j)ortly and bald—attains brevet

rank as a patriarch. Apart from that, Lucie

regarded him solely as Honoria’s property ;
and

the notion of poaching upon her cousin’s preserves

by accepting any attention from Mr Euddenheim

never occurred to her. So, lea'vdng a message in

case she might be late, Lucie threw a mantle

over her simple evening-frock, and set off with

every expectation of enjojunent.

London streets still held a revelation to the
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Colonial-born girl Lucie’s unaffected interest in

tlie ^^assers-by, her naive delight in the stirring

sights and sounds, gratified her comiDanion, who

was pleased to act as her guide and instructor.

Many of the girls he knew had lived all their

lives in London and were already cloyed with

its attractions, and a mere man is never proof

against the unconscious flattery paid by a maiden

who regards him as the possessor of extensive

worldly knowledge.

Speeding along the Knightsbridge Eoad in a

hansom as quickly as the traffic would permit,

Ruddenheim found himself looking with vast

approval, at the slender girl, with the sparkling

gray eyes and cheeks rose-hushed with excitement,

who sat beside him. His only regret was that

her dress was quiet. His taste inclined to the

florid
;

and though her cloak of white lined

with pink, he knew, was in good style, he would

have preferred her to wear something more ornate,

some rich material that glittered with a wealth

of sequins.

‘When she is married,’ he thought, ‘she’ll

dress better.’ And remembering the little store

of diamonds that, locked away on the demise of

his wife, had for the last half-dozen years paid

no interest on the money invested in their pur-^

chase, he tried to picture the necklace round

Lucie’s white throat, the stars in her sunny

brown hair. There had been no doubt as to

their probable suitability for Miss Seton-Lorimer’s

adorning but he could not heliD feeling that pearls

would better enhance Lucie’s girlish beauty.

Within the last few weeks Mr Ruddenheim’s

affections, unknown to himself, had shown indi-

cations of veering round from Honoria to her

guest. Probably this incipient divergence was

owing to the strong facial resemblance between

the cousins, and there also youth gave Lucie the

advantage. It was as though a purchaser, enter-

ing a shop with the intention of procuring an

article that had long been exposed for sale in the

window, saw a duplicate fresh from its enwrap-

pings, and naturally decided to select it instead

of the shojD-worn article.

Lucie was all -unconscious of the trend of

her guardian’s communings. Mr Ruddenheim, in

tempting her to accompany him to the Palace, had
added as an additional inducement the probability

of her there seeing her ‘wicked’ uncle; but a

single glance round that- brilliant, laughter-loving

audience convinced her that it was not there that

he would cross her jDath. The memory of his care-

worn face, of his weary steps when he imagined

himself unnoticed, assured her of that. The garish

daughter might find fitting background in the

smoke-tinctured atmosj)here of the gilded hall

;

not so the sad-eyed father.

‘ Why, how late it is ! After eleven o’clock,’

Lucie observed, with tardy contrition, as they

drove homewards.
,
‘I’m so glad I left. a message.

I do hope uncle won’t be angry. I had forgotten

all about time. I wonder what Honotia will

say?’

When they re-entered the fiat at Queen’s Gate

Lucie was not long kept in doubt as to the tenor

of Honoria’s thoughts.

Miss Seton-Lorinier had not enjoyed the Camp-

den liill dinner-party. The rooms were hot, and

a dilatory guest kejDt dinner waiting nearly half-

an-hour. The absolutely uninteresting man who
took her in had—under the mistaken impression

that she was a matron—persistently addressed her

as ‘ Mrs
;

’ and the after-dinner entertainment

consisted solely of ‘ping-pong’—a muscle-rack-

ing form of amusement detested by the rigidly

corseted Honoria.

Seated in her corner of the brougham as they

journeyed home, Honoria, mentally reviewing Mr-

Ruddeuheim’s suit, from its promising opening

to its present deadlock, traced the apparent

falling off in his attentions to the first appear-

ance of Lucie
;
and her heart waxed hot within

her. against the cousin whose unexpected coming

had checked her glowing anticipations of a speedy

and affluent marriage.

She was still brooding over her grievance when,

on arrival, the information that Lucie had gone

out some hours earlier with Mr Ruddenheim, and

had not yet returned, confronted her, and seemed

to strengthen her conviction of underhand dealing

on Lucie’s part.

They had reached home early, and Honoria had

amifie time to aggravate her wrath by influenc-

ing her father against Lucie’s frivolity before tlie-

culprit-in-chief, still happily excited by the recol-

lection of past enjoyment, and quite unconscious^

of the impending storm, entered, accompanied b}^

her feRow-sinner.

During Mr Ruddenheim’s stay Honoria diplo-

matically preserved an outwardly suave demeanour,

accepted graciously his apologies for taking Lucie

out without her uncle’s knowledge, and bade him

an affable farewell. But the moment the door

had closed upon his exit the corked-up vials of

her indignation were opened
;

and the usually

languid Honoria, abandoning the drawl that she-

considered good form, spoke her mind freely andi

with vehemence.
‘ Ho modest girl would have gone out at that

hour with a man she scarcely knew—and to ai.

music-hall, too. Heither father nor I can under-

stand how you have been brought up.’

‘But, Honoria—uncle—I never thought I was;

doing wrong. If I had I would never have gone.

You believe that—don’t you?’ Lucie, anxious to-

conciliate, pleaded, turning from the adamantine^

.Honoria to her uncle for sympathy.

Mr Seton-Lorimer had been primed by his

daughter, and felt it his duty to lecture Lucie-

upon her shortcoming.

‘Well, Lucie, I regret to say that in my
opinion your cousin’s view of the case is perfectly

correct,’ he began pompously. ‘ Ho—um—mce girl,.
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no girl of proper breeding, would go out alone
with an unmarried man. Your action in so doing
was certainly most indiscreet.’

‘But he is a ^vidower, and, oh 1 ever so old/
Lucie cried. ‘Besides, I never even thought of him
in that way. Why, I might be his daughter !

’

To stand by and hear the marauder depreciate

the spoil she aU-unmttingly had pilfered incensed

375

Honoria beyond bearing. She voiced her anger in
words so sharp that they cut Lucie to the quick.

‘ I shah never speak to Honoria again,’ Lucie
promised herself in a frenzy of indignation when
she reached the shelter of her room. ‘And I
won’t stay a moment longer in this house than
I can help. I ’U get money from uncle, and go
home at once.’

i

}

!

THE ALL-BUITISH CABLE.
By JoHK Munro.

HE great submarine cable to con-

nect England through Canada
with Australasia was promoted by
the well-kno^vn engineer of the

Canadian Pacific Eailway, Sir Sand-

ford Pleming. Even in the seven-

ties, while constructing a telegraph line from
Halifax, Nova Scotia, on the Atlantic, to Victoria,

Vancouver Island, on the Pacific, he was thinking

of its ultimate extension to Australia and New
Zealand. In those daj^s a cable direct through

the Southern Pacific was believed to be im-

practicable
;

therefore the first plan of the pro-

moter was to cross the Northern Pacific, by way
of the Aleutian and Kurile Islands, to Japan,

where the line would meet the Ear Eastern

cables to China, Singapore, and Port Darwin.

Messages between the mother- country and

Australasia were to go through Canada, thus

avoiding the Continent. Later information re-

garding the South Seas was, however, more

favourable to the direct route, and the j^roposal

was discussed at a nmnber of preliminary con-

ferences. At Ottawa, in 1894, it was resolved

that the cable should be free from foreign

control, and a neutral landing-place secured on

one of the Hawaiian Islands ;
but, owing to an

agreement with the United States, the Govern-

ment of Hawaii could not consent.

In 1896 the whole question was referred by

the Imperial Government to a committee, imder

the presidency of the Earl of Selborne, which

met in London and examined a large number of

experts. It was then decided that the cable was

practicable, and that it should be onmed and

.worked by Government, imder the management

of a Board representing the owners—namely,

the United Kingdom, Canada, Australia, and

New Zealand. The alL-British route selected was

from Vancouver almost due south to Panning

Island, and thence in a zigzag south-west to

Eiji, then south-east to Norfolk. Island, from

which it would branch to Australia and New
Zealand.

The total length of the cable, allowing 10 per

cent, of ‘ slack,’ would be about seven thousand

nine hundred and eighty-six nautical miles. The

longest span, between Vancouver and Fanning

Island, is about three thousand five hundred and
sixty-one miles, including slack. The depth of

water on this section is about three thousand
fathoms, or three miles. Much of the bottom is

globigerina ooze, a raw material of chalk, con-

sisting of the shelly cases of minute organisms

wMch flourish at the surface, and on dying sink

to the bottom. The ooze is an excellent bed for

the cable, especially as the lime in it preserves

the iron-wire of the sheath. In the greater

depths of the Pacific the
.
globigerina -cases are

dissolved by carbonic acid before they reach the

bottom, which is covered -with a soft red clay, also

a good bed for a cable. Submarine hills, banks,

and shoals are dangerous, and it is usual to

avoid them. When a cable is laid over the top

of a hill or the edge of a bank it hangs in a

long bight, and is apt to break with the strain

of its own weight either in the laying or after

the sheathing has corroded. An Atlantic cable,

we are told, hung for over twenty years on a

ledge, and eventually was broken. On shoals

and coral reefs, again, a cable is likely to chafe

through, owing to the action of the waves and

tides. Deep holes are troublesome, because it is

difficult and sometimes impossible to lift the

cable from them for repair
;
and great pits five

miles deep have been found to the north-east

of New Zealand. However, such abysses are few

and far between. It is probable that hills and

hollows exist in the Southern Pacific, and a ship

has been surveying the route very carefully, to

mark them on the charts, so that the cable-shij)s

may give them a wide berth when they submerge

the line.

The section from Fanning Island to Fiji is

about two thousand and ninety-three miles long,

including slack, and the depth for a considerable

part of the way is two thousand seven hundred

fathoms, more or less, for the bottom is uneven,

and there has been a good deal of volcanic dis-

turbance towards Fiji. The section from Fiji to

Norfolk Island is about nine hundred and sixty-

one miles, and those from Norfolk Island to

Australia and New Zealand are respectively eight

hundred and tliirty-four and five hundred and

thirty-seven nautical miles, including slack. The

depth on .these latter sections is about two
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thousand six hundred fathoms, and the bottom is

generally soft, being ooze or clay.

Cables are sometimes ruptured by earthquakes

and landslips—for example, in the waters of

Greece and the Eastern Archipelago ;
but there

is little evidence of recent volcanic activity along

the route of this cable. Even in the neighbour-

hood of Eiji it is doubtful whether any inter-

ruptions will arise from this cause.

The cable is, however, liable to damage by the

Teredo navccUs, or shipworm, which abounds in

the shallows, and may be expected in the Pacific.

The mollusc perforates the gutta-percha sheathing

through to the copx^er-wires, thus causing a leak-

age of the current ;
but by winding a brass tape

round the gutta-percha such damage is ^Dre-

vented. Cables are also bitten by some fish with

very powerful jaws, on the coasts of China,

Brazil, and East Africa—for instance, between

Zanzibar and Mozambique, where a .bite was

picked up in four hundred fathoms
;

but ap-

parently the cables on the west coast of South

America and from Australia to New Caledonia

have not been attacked by these unkno^vn pests.

In the early days of Atlantic telegraphy. Lord

Kelvin showed that the time taken by an

electrical signal to travel through a submarine

cable increased not in proportion to the length,

but the square of the length. Thus, when the

length is doubled, the signal takes four times as

long to travel from one end to the other, nine

times as long when the distance is trebled, and

so on. The s2Deed of signals on the longest

section of the Pacific cable, then,. Avill be much
slower than on the shorter sections

;
but for

through-traffic the s];)eed of the longest section

determines the speed of the entire line.

As the local traffic will not be great, the

answer to the question. Will it pay? depends on

the speed of the Vancouver to Fanning section.

For a given length, the time taken by a signal

in 2)assing through a cable increases in proportion

to the total electric resistance and the total

electrostatic cajDacity of the insulated conductor

—

namely, the cop2)er-wire coated with gutta-percha,

technically called the core. A small wire thinly

coated with gutta-percha has a high resistance and
cajDacity, and consequently a signal takes long

to pass—in other words, it gives a comparatively

slow sjoeed
;
but a stout wire thickly coated with

gutta-]percha gives a comparatively high speed.

Therefore, in designing a cable to carry a certain

number of words a minute the weight of the

core per mile has to be calculated. If the core is

too light, the speed will be too slow and 2)erhaps

the gutta-percha too thin for insulating pur-

poses
;

if it is too heavy, the speed may be more
than is wanted, should (as in this case) the cable

be not altogether intended for commercial gain.

A cable unnecessarily heavy would also be too

expensive to make, and too unwieldy to lay and
repair. A core weighing five hundred and fifty-

two pounds of copper and three hundred and

sixty-eight pounds of gutta-percha per mile

would not be too slow and light for the Van-

couver to Fanning section. According to Lord

Kelvin, it would
.

give sixty and possibly eighty

letters a minute. Again, a core like that of the

Anglo-American Atlantic cable of 1894, weighing

six hundred and fifty j)Ounds of co2)per and four

hundred pounds of gutta-percha, would not be

too fast and heavy. According to Dr Alexander

Muirhead, dt would give about ninety-five letters

a minute. The average English word has five

letters
;
but the tendency to ‘ skeletonise ’ and

‘ code ^ telegrams makes the average telegraph-word

of from eight to ten letters. Moreover, a certain

deduction has to be made for signs and short

words used by the operators in sending a message,

so that the actual number of paying words that

such a cable would carry is about eight per

minute. At this rate, working eighteen hours

a day and three hundred days a year, the cable

would carry over two and a half million words

per annum. As the through-traffic expected was

j)ut by the committee at seven hundred and

fifty thousand paying words a year, sucli a cable

is amply sufficient. Unfortunately the Muirhead

duplex system of working, which nearly doubles

the carrying capacity of a cable, was not con-

sidered of much avail on this line for through-

transmission, as there is a difference in time of

ten hours between Great Britain and Australasia,

and hence there are only a few business hours

in the day common to both 2)laces. The duifiex

system, however, will be adopted on the shorter

cables at the southern end of the line. These

cables, of course, not being of the great length

of the Vancouver-Fanning section, require only

lighter cores. On a basis of seven hundred and

fifty thousand words in 1896, with an increase of

10 per cent, per annum, and a through-rate be-

tween England and Australasia of three shillings

and threepence a word, the committee, allowing

for interest on the capital, ex]Dense of working

and maintaining the line, and providing for a

rexdacement of the capital in fifty years, esti-

mated that the scheme would pay from the very

outset.

A Pacific Cable Board was formed, with Sir

Spencer Wal^Dole, K.C.B., as chairman, and in-

cluding Lord Strathcona, as well as other agents

for the colonies interested in the 2)roject. The
specification for the cable was drawn \ip by the

engineers to the Board, Messrs Clark, Forde, and
Taylor, perhaps the oldest considting firm in

the electrical profession. Mr Herbert A. Taylor,

from his wide and varied experience in the

design, testing, and laying of cables, is regarded

as the highest practical authority on the subject

;

and his partners, Mr R. E. Peake and Mr Arthur
Dearlove, are also well 'known for their experi-

ments and cable-work in different seas.

The contract for the manufacture and laying
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of fche cable was given to tbe Telegraph Con-

struction and Maintenance Company of Greenwich,

who supplied the Atlantic cables of 1865 and

1866, laid by the Gi'eat Eastern, and represent the

original firm of Glass, Elliot, & Co,, who made
part of the first Atlantic cable of 1858, sub-

merged by Sir Charles Bright, in a memorable

expedition vividly reported by Mr Nicholas

Woods. Their tender, it has been stated, was
one million eight hundred and eighty-six thou-

sand pounds for the work.

The section between Vancouver and Fanning,

from its great length and depth, is the excep-

tional feature of the cable. It is, we understand,

very like the Anglo-American 1894 Atlantic cable,

already mentioned. The process of making a

submarine cable has been often described, and
is given in much detail by Mr Charles Bright,

F.E.S.E., in Submarine Telegra])lis. The gutta-

percha is repeatedly masticated to purify it
;
then

while it is plastic with heat the copper-wire is

passed through it and the proper thickness of

the coating is given by a die-hole. The core

thus made is cooled in water, and if it is destined

for seas infested with the Teredo navcdis a brass

tape is wound over it. A layer of tanned jute

serves as a bed for the iron or steel mres of the

sheathing wound spirally round it. These "wires

in the deep-sea part of the cable are light and

strong to withstand the great strain on the cable

due to its own weight in laying and repairing.

To keep the water from rusting them, a com-

.

pound containing gutta-percha and a waterproof

tape are employed as a cover. The sheathing

for the shore-ends and intermediate or moderate

depths is of a heavier type to resist anchors,

shocks from boulders, or other disturbances.

All the materials and every part of the cable

are carefully tested from the beginning to the

end of the work, so that any flaw may be dis-

covered and remedied before the cable is laid.

A tiny air-bubble or a delicate fibre in the

gutta-percha is enough to spoil the entire cable,

and the rex^air may cost many thousands of

pounds. The pressure of the sea at great depths,

as in the Pacific, forces the air-bubble into the

gutta-percha, thus tearing a hole in it, which

allows the electricity to leak. The fluff also

causes the current to leak, and as the leakage

gets stronger a hole is burnt in the core by elec-

trical action. Accordingly it is now the practice

to subject the drums of core while in the factory

to a pressure of water equal to or exceeding that

of the greatest depth it is likely to lie in, so as

to burst any air-bubbles in it
;
and also to send

alternating currents of six or seven thousand

volts through the conductor in order to burn out

any fibres or similar flaws in the gutta-percha
before it is passed to the sheathing-machines.

After it is made, the cable is coated with
whitewash and coiled in tanks under water until

it is transferred into the tanks of the cable-ships.

The contractors have built a new cable-ship,

the Golo7im, to help in the work. She is the

largest vessel of the kind, and will submerge the

Vancouver to Fanning section. We are informed
that the Anglia, another of the contractors'

vessels, the next largest cable-ship afloat, began
the laying of the southern sections first. By
March of this year the s.s. Anglia had laid the

two southern branches of this cable—namely, to

New Zealand and Australia—upon which an
exchange of messages took x^ace between the

Postmaster of New Zealand and Mr Chamberlain.

It had touched Fiji in April. The whole is to

be finished by the end of the year.

A provisional landing-place for the northern

shore-end was found at Kelp Bay, about a

hundred miles from Victoria, Vancouver Island,

but may be abandoned for a better. The least

X^romising place to land at is Fanning Island, an

atoll not unlike a pie-dish, with a narrow rim

of land surrounding a lagoon filled with coral.

Suva in Fiji, Norfolk Island, the northern end of

New Zealand, and Southport near Brisbane are, it

ax^pears, favourable for the laying of the shore-ends.

A ^ curb-key ' Avill be used in sending the

signals, at least on the longer sections. This

device, originally suggested by Lord Kehdn,

curbs the sending current so that no more enters

the line than is needed to make a readable signal

on the receiving instrument at the far end,

thus quickening the speed of a message. The

receiving instruments vdll be the ‘mirror' and

‘siphon recorder' of Lord Kelvin. Dr Muir-

head's artificial line will be employed in duplex-

ing the southern sections.

The staff at the isolated stations will live in

quarters and mess together. Many telegraph

clerks are located in queer places. Cocos Island,

on the Eastern Extension Telegraph Company's

new line to Australia, will be x>retty bad, since

the highest point is said not to rise more than

five feet above the sea
;
but Fanning Island, with

its rim of land shaded by coco-nut pahns, will

certainly rival it.

The cable will be maintained in working order

by two repairing -ships. In time of war the

stations will be protected by troops, and fast

cruisers mil doubtless patrol the line in order to

prevent hostile ships from cutting it. As soon as

convenient, a duplicate cable will be laid, either

along the same route or vid Honolulu, unless the

wireless or ether telegraph is taken into service.
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A COMEDY
CHAPTER III.

OSAMUND tossed about unable to

sleep till near dawn, when she fell

into a beaAy slumber just as the

early tliruslies began to sing. At
seven o’clock slie woke up and

rang her bell. Rot till sbe beard

Johnson fumbling with tlie lock did sbe remem-

ber that sbe bad bolted berself in.

‘See if tbe Colonel is awake,’ sbe said as sbe

admitted tbe maid ;
‘ and if so, say I should like

to speak to him.’

‘ He ’ve gone two hours ago to tbe meet of

otter-hounds at Begbie,’ said tbe girl, whose red

eyes testified to a night as restless as her mis-

tress’s. ‘ And oh, Miss Rosamund, have they

pearls turned up*?’

‘I meant to have searched as soon as it was

light,’ said Rosamund, her agitation returning

;

‘ but I overslept. I bad sficb dreams ! Go and

look round tbe balcony, Johnson, while I dress.’

Five, minutes later sbe was bustling out into

tbe corridor, when sbe cannoned into Aunt
Catherine, whose one energetic virtue was tbe

habit of getting up betimes to feed her chickens.

Sbe held in her band a platter of Indian corn

;

her face was anguished.

‘Ob Rosamund, find me my glasses!’ sbe im-

plored. ‘There are nine new little ones, and I

can’t see bow they’re marked.’

‘ But, Aunt Catherine, my pearls are gone 1

’

wailed Rosamund
;
and tbe good-natured, indolent

old lady, caught by tbe fright
,

and distress which

trembled in her niece’s voice, stopped and turned

pale.

‘ Gone 1 How gone ^ ’ sbe gasped. Rosamund
burst into tears.

‘ I don’t know. I can’t think,’ sbe sobbed,

clinging to the kind arm stretched out towards

her. ‘I bad them in my band last night upon
tbe balcony—and Charley clasped them on my
neck before be went—and then I went to bed

and found I hadn’t got them. And I came out

and looked, and Jobnson looked
; and oh. Aunt

Catty, we can’t find them anywhere !

’

‘Wh}’', child, you’ve put them somewhere
safely and forgotten it,’ suggested Aunt Catherine

cheerfully. ‘ Come, come, you mustn’t frighten

yourself like this. That’s just the very way
to forget everything you did. You know they

can’t be gone. YRio could have taken them?’
‘It warn’t me, Mrs Hambledon,’ broke in

Johnson. ‘I take my gospel oath I never see’d

them.’

‘ Hold your tongue, you foolish girl 1
’ said

Aunt Catherine sharply. ‘ If you didn’t suggest

that, nobody would ever think of it.—There,
there, Rosamund 1 cheer up,’ she went on ;

‘ we

OF PEARLS.
-SUSPICIONS.

shall find them right enough. Do you know,
I ’ve got an idea already. You say Mr Henderson
clasped them on your neck’

‘ Yes
; I had them in my hand.’

‘Well, I suspect he didn’t. Probably he saw

they weren’t very safe with you, and took them
away to keej) them safely till the morning.’

‘Do you think so?’ asked Rosamund, catching

at the hope. ‘ But no, he wouldn’t do that,

because ’

‘Because what?’
‘ Because I said something that made him

angry. I can’t tell you what.’

‘Well, it can do no harm to ask. I’m going

to send a note over to him at once. I’ll come
back in a few minutes, and then we’ll search

everywhere together.’

The second search failed like the first
; and

two very gliun-faced ladies sat down to breakfast

that morning, trembling at the knowledge that

the whole story must now- be told to the Colonel.

The meal was scarcely touched by either, and

it was over before Aunt Catherine’s messenger

returned to say that Mr Henderson had gone

into Exeter, and would not be back until the

afternoon.

‘Unlucky!’ observed Aunt Catherine. ‘We
must do our best without him. I think I hear

your father driving up. Courage, child
;

I don’t

see that you’re to blame, and I won’t have you
buRied.’

‘Well, Rosamund! Well, Catherine!’ cried

the ' Colonel, bustling in with high good-humour.

‘I’ve brought back Captain Hicks to breakfast.

We’ve had a splendid morning, and Hicks is

very hungry. By-and-by you must show him
the pearls, for he knew the Maharanee, and has

a story about that very set, which he’ll tell you

when you’ve fed him, I dare say.’

‘ The pearls are gone, daddy !
’ blurted out

Rosamund.

Aunt Catherine broke off in the midst of her

cordial welcome to the Captain. Colonel Curtis

fell back a step and looked from one to the

other with a changing face.

‘ Gone ! What do you mean ? ’ he asked testily.

‘ How frightened you look, child ! S]Deak out.

YTiat is it?’

‘You don’t mean stolen, surely. Miss Curtis?’

demanded Captain Hicks, pressing forward

eagerly.

‘ I don’t know, daddy
;

I don’t really,’ Rosa-

mund protested. Then, as she saw how stern the

Colonel’s face was growing, she broke out, ‘ Oh,

don’t be angry with me ! I meant to take care

of them. I did indeed.’

‘ Gently, James ,* you must be gentle with her,’
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said Aunt Catherine, slipping round to stand
beside the culprit.

‘Pshaw!—nonsense!’ snapped the Colonel. ‘She
.must tell me what has happened.—My good girl,

do you know the value of those pearls? They’re
worth a little fortune. Tell me exactly what you
did with them.—I say, Hicks, what a fool I was
to let her have them !

’

‘ They might have g02ie from you just as easily,’

replied his friend, bristling with excitement.

‘’Pon my soul, I thought those pearls would
make more bother some day. Let me ask Miss
Curtis a few questions. It ’s my business as

Chief Constable. And
,
do send a groom on

your fastest horse for my man Willdnsori.’
‘ I ’ll send for the Archdeacon if you like,’ said

the Colonel, shrugging his shoulders. ‘He’ll be
just as much use. If the pearls are gone, I know
well enough where.’

But he rang the bell and gave the order.

‘How then, my dear Miss Curtis,’ said the

Chief Constable, ‘ don’t be frightened, but just tell

me where you saw the pearls last. Were you
indoors or out?’

‘I was on the balcony,’ Rosamund answered

shortly. She resented the intrusion of this

stranger element into a domestic trouble, and
thought Captain Hicks would have sho^vn good
taste if he had gone away.

‘Yes, yes,’ noted the investigator with eager-

ness
;

‘ out of doors, in sight of the shrubbery.

Just as I expected. There was a full moon

—

a good light—wasn’t there? Ay, ay; and you

were wearing the necklace’

‘ I had it in my hand at first.’

‘ Of course—of course. And then you put it on.’

‘What in the name of wonder is there remark-

able in that?’ demanded the Colonel, who was

strutting up and down, trying to curb his impa-

tience. ‘Why can’t you let the girl say simply

what she did?’

‘Sh! sh!’ said Captain Hicks, far too much
preoccupied to pay the least attention to his

host.

‘My dear Miss Curtis,’ he said, ‘if you’d

known what I know about those pearls, the last

thing you would have thought of doing would

be to show yourself out of doors alone wearing

them.’

‘But I wasn’t alone,’ answered Rosamund crossly;

‘ Mr Henderson was with me. And oh ! if you

know where to look for my necklace, I wish

you’d do it without all these questions.’

‘Then Henderson was there! That’s rather

lucky for you, I susioect. If you’d been alone

theue might have been a worse story to tell.’

‘Pooh !—nonsense !’ broke in the Colonel angrily.

‘ How fanciful you are, Hicks ! I tell you I wasn’t

followed. Do you think I’m a greenhorn in

these anatters ? Should I have given the child

those pearls if there had been an ounce of danger

clinging to them?’

‘I quite believe you thought there was none,’
said the Chief Constable dryly. ‘ You don’t know
those devils at the Maharanee’s Court as I do.

Good heavens ! to think that old tale should
dive uj) after all these years, and here in quiet
Devon !

’

‘ It- hasn’t dived up ! It ’s all decently buried,’

insisted the Colonel in a tone of weary patience.
‘ Rosamund, tell me where you put the pearls
when you went to bed.’

‘I didn’t put them anywhere, daddy. I was
just going to lock them up when I felt for them
and found I hadn’t got them.’

‘ That ’s it
;

that makes it all clear,’ cried Cap-
tain Hicks in high excitement. Aunt Catherine

gazed at him as if he had gone mad. ‘You laid

them dovm on the balcony, Avithout thinking-

Avhat you Avere doing, left them for a fcAv

minutes, and in that short interA^al Jungar
Dass, AAdio had been Avatching from the shrub-

bery ’

‘ Oh, you fantastic felloAV !
’ said the Colonel,,

shrugging his shoulders, ‘you’ve got the truth

imder your eyes and you Avon’t look at it.—Why
in the name of all folly didn’t you call me last

night, child ? There, don’t cry
; I ’m not angry

Avith you. You’re more sinned against than

sinning.’

‘ What do you mean by that ? ’ Rosamund flashed

out, catching some inlcling of Avhat he meant.

‘You can’t think of accusing Charley.’

‘I accuse no one,’ said the Colonel. ‘But I

mean to knoAV Avhere those pearls Avent.’

‘How, you tAvo very cleA^er people,’ said Aunt
Catherine, ‘I think Av^e’U leave you to haA-e

your breakfast and talk this over. Each of you

seems to knoAV quite Avell AALere the jeAvels are

so Rosamund and I may just as AA^ell go and

rest. We don’t AA^ant to talk about it any more-

just noAA", Captain Hicks. I’m sure you aauII

excuse us.’

‘Don’t let any of the serA^ants go out,’ called

the Colonel, AAdiile Captain Hicks opened the-

door and let them j)ass AAuth a feAv Avords of

j)oliteness.

‘Upon my soul,’ he said as he came back, ‘this,

case has brought back my youth.’

‘ It ’s my belief you ’re glad the pearls are gone,’

observed the Colonel, Avatching him sourly.

‘Glad? Infernally glad! So AAmdd you be if

you kncAV the kind of cases I spend my time,

on here.’

‘Well, you’re a nice friendly felloAV ! I gaA’-e

the best part of four thousand poimds for that-

necklace, and you’re glad it’s gone.’

‘Yes, j'-es, because it proA’^es me right. I’m

sorry for your misfortune, of course
;

but you

knoAV I Avrote to you aaLcu I first heard about

the sale, and AA^arned you not to touch them.’

‘I’d buy them again to-morroAv if I could,’'

said the Colonel, setting his jaAV obstinately.

‘Of course you Avould. Because you’re a pig-
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headed old chap who never in the wrong. Now,

if you formed your judgments as carefully as I

do ’

‘ Oh, do eat your breakfast, man !
^ im^Dlored the

Colonel. ‘That’s just the way you used to talk

when I first joined, and I never listened to you.’

‘ That ’s true enough ;
and allow me to remark

that it was not I who suffered by the neglect.’

The Colonel growled. ‘Wliat do you know of

Henderson?’ he asked.

‘ Wliy can’t you stick to one subject ? ’ demanded

his friend. ‘That’s just like you—always wan-

dering from point to point. Wiry, Henderson

is exactly the fine, good-hearted fellow that his

father was, only a long sight more straight and

cautious about money.’

‘You’re full of original views to-day,’ observed

the Colonel sarcastically. ‘You never heard he

was a gambler, I suiDpose?’

‘Now, I do wonder, Curtis,’ said the Chief

Constable, laying dovm his knife and fork—‘ I

d.0 really wonder whether you’ve got into your

thick head the notion that Henderson had any-

thing to do with this aflair.’

‘And if I had, what then—eh?’

‘Why, nothing much,’ spluttered his old com-

rade
;

‘ only it would convict you of an astounding

lack of all power of judging men, and it would

.show that you i^ossess a capacity for stringing

facts together in the wrong way which is nothing

•short of marvellous
;

and I ’in not sure that it

wouldn’t reflect seriously on your heart and your

kindness and your charity. Yes, my good fellow,

•and on your common-sense too
;

I give you my
word for it. But that ’s all ; and if you don’t

•care for that, there’s no reason why I should.’

‘ Now, to me,’ said the Colonel, going on with

his breakfast coolly, ‘that idea—which I don’t say

I hold—seems a good deal less wild than your

•o-wn notion about Jungar Dass. ’

‘AYild or tame, it’s all infernal nonsense,’ said

'Captain Hicks.

‘Well,’ said the Colonel, ‘of all the wrong-

headed, positive people ’ His sentence re-

mained unfinished, for the footman, opening the

'door, announced ‘Mr Charles Henderson.’
‘ Here he is to answer for himself,’ cried the

ruffled guardian of the county’s peace. ‘ My dear

Henderson, you come in the nick of time, and
we’re both delighted to see you.’

‘Yes, delighted,’ echoed the Colonel, getting up
more slowly. He had a little frown upon his

iace. ‘You weren’t at the meet this morning,

Henderson. I thought you were so keen after

•otter.’

‘I had to go into Exeter on business,’ said

Charles shortly, glancing from one man to the

•other, with a consciousness that storm was in the

air. ‘I’m sorry for it, if you had any occasion

for desiring to see me. I found a message from
you waiting for me on my return, and came over

.at once.’

‘ Thanks !
’ said the Colonel

;
‘ but it was from

Mrs Hambledon. No, don’t go to look for her

just yet. I want to tell you that Rosamund has

lost her pearls.’

‘ Lost her pearls ! In this short time ! Im-

possible !
’ cried Charles. ‘ She had them all right

when I went away last night.’

‘ Not impossible at all, my dear boy,’ interposed

Captain Hicks, ‘but all quite simj)le, if you’ll

just listen for a moment to the past history of

those jewels’

‘Be quiet, Hicks,’ said the Colonel, thrusting

him back. ‘Before he hears your theory I want

to know whether he can suggest any other

explanation.’

Hicks turned away with an impatient exclama-

tion. Charles gazed from one to the other in

perplexity.

‘Sit down, Henderson,’ said the Colonel, cool

and courteous as ever. ‘ Take a cigar—those may

be rather mild for you. You see, Rosamund can’t

remember in the least what she did with her pearls

after you left her. She saw no one after you had

gone until she went to her own room and found

she had not got them. Now, you were with her

for some time. Have you anything to tell us

that will help to a solution of the mystery?’

Charles hesitated for a moment. Instantly

there flashed across his mind the memory of

Rosamund, as she leaned towards him on the

balcony, swinging the necklace and offering it to

him. Was it possible that she herself

‘I should like to see Rosamund,’ he said, half-

rising.

‘I should prefer your answering my question

first, if you wiR be so very good,’ said the Colonel,

quite unable to keep out of his voice a slight ring

of suspicion and dislike. Charles caught the in-

tonation, though he did not fully understand the

cause.

‘I am afraid I can tell you nothing that is

likely to be of use,’ he said rather stiffly. ‘I

made her clasp the necklace on her neck before

I went. Of course I never saw it afterwards.’

‘It was rather odd that you should have to

make her do that,’ suggested the Colonel. ‘Why
was she unwilling?’

‘That I can’t tell you.’

‘ But I think you must know, my dear Hender-

son,’ insisted the Colonel, with a deadly courtesy,

‘you really ought not to keep back from us any-

thing that may be important.’

‘I am not at all likely to do so,’ retorted

Charles, not without hauteur. ‘Rosamund was a

little distressed. She was in many moods. I can’t

trace or account for each.’

‘T didn’t ask that. But surely you can tell

me ’

‘My dear Colonel Curtis,’’ said Charles, getting

up and speaking very frigidly, ‘you must forgive

me if I tell you that you are not entitled to

know what passed between Rosamund and myself.
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Moreover, sir, I can^t help feeling that your ques-

tions set towards a certain susj)icion of my own
action in this matter.’

‘Not at all—not at all,’ protested the Colonel,

shocked to hear his half-formed thoughts expressed

so plainly. .

‘If that suspicion is ever formulated,’ Charles

went on, ‘I shall know how to deal with it.

In the meantime I shall prefer to stand aside

altogether.’

‘ My good fellow !—my dear Henderson 1 ’ cried

the Chief Constable, ‘let me assure you that

nobody could possibly suspect’

‘If nobody does, that’s all right,’ rejoined

Charles in his most icy voice. ‘ Meanwhile I

don’t see that I can be of the least use here, and

as I am much occupied this morning, I shall take
the liberty of attending to my ovm affairs.’

With the slightest possible bow he left the
room, leaving behind him two men who gazed
at each other in blank dismay.

‘Well, 5^011 have -made a ghastly mess of it!’

observed the Chief Constable irritably. ‘ I ’m sure
I wish I hadn’t let you say a word. What made
you fly out at an iipright gentleman like that?’

‘I’m sure I never let out what was in my
mind,’ said the Colonel penitently. ‘ I only wanted
to reassure myself.’

‘He’d have been a blind ass if he hadn’t seen

what you meant. But, thanlc Heaven 1 here ’s

Wilkinson. How we’ll examine the servants and
make some progress.’

WITH DIOKEHS IN HATTON GAEDEN.
Y client, Mr James C. Fairfield, of

Chicago, U.S.A., rose to go
;

but

his eye fell upon Gray’s Inn Hall,

and he stood gazing on it out of

my office window as if loath to

depart. He had come to me as a

stranger upon a formal matter of business relating

to his identification at a mercantile house in the

City
;

and, as his credentials were unexception-

able, I had seen the thing through for him.

There was not much of the typical American

in his speech or manner
;
but it must be con-

fessed that he showed a reluctance to disclose his

second Christian name, and he pronounced the

word Chicago in a way that defied the imitative

powers of an Englishman. His countenance,

though remotely suggestive of the Eed Indian

type, was refined and gracious
;

his more than

fifty winters had dried him up rather than aged

him, and his tall form was spare and willowy.

To-day he had asked for my bill of costs

;

and, after glancing at the total, he had paid the

amount. At the same time he had hinted with

perfect taste and manifest good faith that he

feared he had been more trouble to me than he

was worth. Then he had settled himself down

to read the items. They certainly were rather

wordy, and as he waded through them I fancied,

from the expression of his face, that he was still

a little sorry that I had gone through so much

to get so little. As he continued to read he now

and again made a ^^ause as if dwelling iipon a

word or plimse ; and at length he said, as if to

himself, ‘The English law language is very sug-

gestive
;

it reminds one of the Sonnets.’ I knew

that Peacock, my costs-clerk, was an extremely

old-fashioned person, and loved to use words and

phrases only to be met with nowadays in deeds

;

but I felt that, though these might have an

Elizabethan smack about them, a client who

could trace a connection between old Peacocks

entries and the Sonnets of Shakespeare was no
ordinary person.

So it was not without interest that I watched

Mr Fairfield gazing across the placid square upon
the old hall of Gray’s Inn. Hor was it without

sympathy ; for the lack-lustre eye with -which

most of my visitors regarded that prospect had

often chafed me not a little.

‘It’s more than three hundred years old

—

isn’t it?’ he said at length.

‘Yes. It’s more than that since it was “re-

edified ”—whatever that word may mean,’ I

answered.

‘Folks say that Shakespeare once acted in it,’

he continued.

‘Yes, they say he helped to perform the

Comedy of Errors there
;

and certainly Queen

Elizabeth has been there, to say nothing of

Bacon, and scores and scores of other eminent

jDersons. It has, too, been used as a court of

justice. An old clerk of mine remembered Lord

Chancellor Eldon sitting there.’

Mr James C, Fairfield drew a deep breath, and

there was a wistful look in his eyes as he con-

tinued to gaze across the square.

‘The lines have faUen to you, sir, in pleasant

places,’ said he at length, with e\udent sincerity.

After another pause he added abruptly, ‘But

Charles Dickens did not like your Gray’s Inn.

He called it one of the most depressing institu-

tions in brick and mortar known to the children

of men.’

‘ He had reason,’ I answered. ‘ He remembered

it as a place of servitude 1 But it was a pity that

he kept on hating it all his life.’ I spoke with

some feeling, for the Inn holds a warm corner in

my heart, and the unldnd things said about it

in the Uncommercial Traveller are hard to bear.

Mr Fairfield gazed at me with an unmistakable

accession of interest, and, with a shyness of

manner quite new in him, asked me if I had
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ever seen tlie Hatton Garden police-court. ‘I

knov" it has been shut up for many years/ he

added; ‘but I Avant to find it.^

I had heard of the police-court in question,

but I had no notion of its whereabouts, so I

merely shook my head.

‘The truth is,’ said my client, with a sudden

effort, as if he had determined to make a clean

breast of things, ‘some of us in Chicago think a

deal of Dickens. I’m badly bitten myself, and

I ’ve spent a lot of time in your City here

following up his tracks. I’ve covered most of

the ground
;
but I ’ve not located the police-ofhce

where Mr Fang bullied Oliver Twist, and what’s

more, I don’t know anybody who has. Maybe

some of the books on Dickens tell one all about

it
;
but I haven’t come across any such. I ’ve no

doubt all the detail set out in the book was

photographically correct—trust Charles Dickens

for that !—and I want to find the place if it ’s

to be found. But I dare say your clientele doesn’t

bring you near police-courts,’ he added politely,

with a return to his ordinary manner.

‘It must be sixty years since Oliver Twist was

published,’ said I.

‘Dickens wrote it in 1837. He actual!}^ had

both that and Ficlcwich in hand at the same time,

and was not even a week in advance of the

printer with either. Think of that, sir! It’s

plain from Forster’s Life that the court was in

full blast then, for he tells us that Dickens was

smuggled into the place so that he might study

Fang’s ways. The man’s name was recilly Laing,

and Dickens’s description led the authorities to

take an early opportunity of showing him the

door.’

‘Let us go and find the place,’ said I, and I

took up my hat.

I did not make this offer entirely in my client’s

interest
;

for, if a man should speak truly, I am
a bit of a Dickensite myself, and it struck me
almost as a reproach that, though for many years

I had practised within a stone’s-throw of Flatton

Garden, it had never occurred to me to ascertain

where the police-office described in Oliver Twist

used to stand.

Mr James C. Fairfield accepted my offer with

grave politeness, but without any show of enthu-

siasm. I noticed, however, as we turned out of

the Inn into Holborn, a gleam in his eye which

betokened that the hunt was up with him, and

that any trail, however faint, would be foUowed

up to the death. Before starting I had stipu-

lated that I should be allowed to conduct the

chase in my own way
;

and, somewhat to my
companion’s surprise, I headed not towards Hatton

Garden, but in the opposite direction. When,
however, he found that I had conducted him to

the library of the Law Institution in Chancery

Lane, and had entrenched myself behind a ram-
part of old Law Lists and Post-Office London
Directories, his doubts vanished, and, peering

over my shoulder, he followed my quest with

evident eagerness.

It was not long before we found something.

The Directories did not begin until the year

1840, but the Law Lists went back for many

years earlier. I began at 1836, and the Law
List for. that year showed that there was then a

Hatton Garden police-court in existence, and that

three magistrates, one of whom was A. S. Laing,

Esquire, were attached to it ;
but there was no

information as to its exact locality. The Law
Lists for the four succeeding years were no more

exi)licit on this point, though they showed that

between 1836 and 1838 A. S. Laing, Esquire, had

ceased to administer justice in Hatton Garden.

This greatly excited my client.

‘Dickens had smashed him sure enough,’ he

said.

I put the Law Lists aside, and broke new ground

with the Directory for 1840. Here we drew a

blank, for though the police-court was mentioned,

no address was given
;
but the Directory for 1841

made amends for aU. No sooner had I turned to

the page relating to police-offices than my client’s

eye travelled over it with lightning rapidity, and

I heard in my ear an excited whisper, ‘No. 54

Hatton Garden.’

Before long we were in the street, on our way
eastward ;

and the long thin gentleman in the

closely buttoned frock-coat and sharply pointed

patent-leather shoes had regained his composure,

and was outwardly as calm as Fate and as cold

as Charity.

With malice aforethought I led him down
Southampton Buildings and through Staple Inn.

Here he seemed on familiar ground, and as he

drew near No. 10 he put* on a innce-nez and let

the conversation languish. When we got opposite

to it his face lit up
;
and, fixing his eyes on the

tablet over the doorway which bears the inscrip-

tion, ‘P. J. T. 1747,’ he waved a greeting to it.

But he did not stop nor did he say anything.

His thoughts were with Mr Grewgious and the

other characters in Edwin Brood; but he kept

his illusions to himself. I honoured his reticence,

and even felt it a little difficult not to let him

know that I too loved the Master’s unfinished

book, and never passed that old house without a

mental greeting.

We passed under the old gateway of Staple

Inn into the roar of Holborn, and made our way
towards the Circus. My client knew as well as

I did where Hatton -Garden lay
;
and when we

came to the statue of the Prince Consort which is

just in front of it, he said, ‘There are many of

the original houses still left, though they look so

stout that one can hardly believe that they are

the very buildings of which John Evelyn saw the

foundations laid in sixteen-fifty-nine. He said

they were designed for a little town, and that the

place was lately an ample garden.’

i He had culled this fragment of guide-book in-
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1;
formation from a little sEeaf of notes wliicli he

I

had been consulting as we came along. I received

it without protestj but made a mental note to

give him a Boland for his Oliver before I had
done with him.

Hatton Garden lay before us. It was true that

many of the houses were old
;
but some of them

had been modernised almost out of recognition,

and at anything but rare intervals an unmistak-

ably new building showed itself. The shop-fronts

which had taken the jdaces of many of the

original ground-floors, and the trade advertise-

ments which met the eye on every side, to say

nothing of the bustle of the traffic, made the street

as unlike the fashionable thoroughfare of Evelyn’s

day as that thoroughfare was unlike the ample

garden which he remembered and which Shake-

sj)eare knew.*

]\Ir Eairfield was deep in his memoranda. ‘ The
Dodger and Charley Bates,’ said he reflectively,

^

Brownlow’s pocket on Clerkenwell

Green. I have identified that place : the Clerken-

well Sessions House stands there. The police-office

was quite near at hand, and this points to it

being some distance from Holborn.’

As I could see that the numbering of Hatton

Garden began on the east side of the end at

which we were standing, and that the numbers

ran consecutively, there was no disputing the

justice of Mr Eairfield’s conclusion. We pro-

ceeded along the east side of the street, and foimd

that many tokens of its former stateliness still

remained. Some of the elaborately carved and

fluted doorways would have made suitable and

most imposing entrances to family vaults ;
and

here and there, through open doors, we caught

glimpses of tessellated marble pavements and the

hea^^ carved balustrades of ancient staircases.

At the corner of Charles Street I paused to

administer my topographical tit-for-tat.

^That tavern,’ said I, pointing to the Globe

I

Eestaurant on the other side of the way, ffis not

I without historical associations. When Sir George

! Barclay was hatching his -plot to assassinate

I William III., that house was one of the places

: at which he and his fellow-conspirators used to

meet.’

My client regarded the structure with much

interest, and proceeded to add a note to the

.sheaf of memoranda which fluttered in his hand.

\Wien, however, he sought to cross-examine me

for further particidars, I thought it wise to con-

fess that the State Trials was my sole authority,

and that I could add nothing to what I had

.said, and could not even vouch that the tavern

before us was the actual structure in existence in

1696.
.

‘ I vdll look further into the matter,’ he said. ' I

will drop in some evening and question the land-

j
* My Lord of Ely, when I was last in Holborn,

i I saw good strawberries in yonr garden there.

Eichard III., Act iii. sc. 1.

lord; no doubt he will know all the traditions

of his house.’ The promise of this scheme seemed
so fair to my client that I thought it would be

unkind to cast a doubt upon it.

As we drew near the northern end of Hatton

Garden, and the numbers were nearly approach-

ing the fifties, Mr Fairfield showed signs of

severe mental strain. Wlienever we passed a

newly built house he eyed it mournfully
;
and

when we reached Ho. 50, and found it to

be brand-new, and a few liouses ahead saw
another undoubtedly modern structure, his coun-

tenance was wrapped in gloom. Even I was

conscious of a slight feeling of apprehension.

The next three houses W’ere all old. Ho. 52

arrested our progress for a moment, as it bore a

coat-of-arms carved on the pediment of its door-

way, and a little above it the shield was repeated

in miniature on each side of the house-front.

At the next house but one we stopped, and

a sigh of relief burst from my companion. It

was manifestly a very old house, and under the

Sjpacious double fanlight over the entrance were

the figures ' 54. It was a substantial dwelling of

three stories, each one of wdiich showed a line

of three windows warped with age, and on the

ground-floor the space of the third vdndow was

taken up by the doorTvaj^ The door stood open,

and beyond it, at the end of a short entrance-

hall, somewhat poorly panelled, was another door

cro-wned with a fanlight through which could

be seen part of an old-fashioned staircase. The

house was divided from the pavement by a

railed area of no great depth, and the whole of
•

the premises were apparently in' the occupation

of a commercial firm.

^‘It’s the place sure enough,’ said my com-

panion breathlessly. ‘Let us step just inside.’

The hall was by no means impressive
;
but the

door-chain, which was an iron cable of very fair

thickness and of sufficient length to extend across

the fid! width of the entrance, and also certain

emdences which the door itself presented that at

one time it- could be secured from the outside by

an iron bar, spoke eloquently of the fact that in

former days Hatton Garden had for its immediate

neighbour a district seething with crime.

‘I want to trace the progress of events just as

they are set out in the book,’ said. Mr Fairfield,

whose usually placid countenance was flushed

with excitement. ‘My note says that Oliver was

brought through two or three streets and down

a place called Mutton Hill, when he was led

beneath a low archway and up a dirty court

into the police-office by the back way. We’ve

got to find that back way, and I guess it’s round

yonder.’

He pointed northwards, and started off at a

brisk trot. Twenty or thirty yards brought him

to the corner of Hatton Wall, and he turned

down it at a that recalled to my mind poor

Oliver’s dash for freedom. Fortunately no one
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^ after the American citizen

as he disappeared round the corner, his shoes

twinkling in the sunshine and his ample vest-

ment blowing out behind him. By the time I

too had turned the corner he was thirty or forty

yards ahead. In another instant he had come to

a sudden stop, and, regardless of a^Dpearances, was

waving me forward with his hat. "Wlien I got

iip to him I found that he was standing in front

of a tavern, and that under a portion of the

premises there ran an archway giving access to a

narrow j)assage called Hatton Yard, which evi-

dently led to the backs of the houses in Hatton

Garden. At the end of the side-street in which

we were standing, and only a few yards ahead of

us, ran Great Saffron Hill.

We were both through the archway in the

twinkling of an eye, and found that the passage

into which it led was bordered on one side

by stables, and on the other by certain low,

irregular structures which had evidently been

built in recent times over the back-gardens of

the houses in Hatton Garden. It was easy to

see that when that street was a residential

quarter of some pretension the houses were pro-

vided with stabling in the rear, and that the

passage in which we were standing gave access

to it. The x^lace was decidedly unlovely, and

my comx>anioAs face was very downcast as we
examined it

;
for, though it was easy to locate

with tolerable accuracy the back of No. 54, no

trace of an entrance was visible.

‘ Oliver was taken into, a small paved yard

at the back of the police-office, where the cells

were,’ said he, with a melancholy visage; ‘but

it seems clear that we can’t follow him. Some
accursed buildings must have been erected over

the yard, or at all events over the ax)x>roach

to it. The place was open enough when Dickens

saw it, for when Nancy was sent to find out

what had hapx)ened to Oliver at the j)olice-office,

she went in by the back way and ta^Dped with

her keys on the cell doors, and made inquiries

of the occux)ants. It was a nice, free-and-easy

way of keeping prisoners,’ he added.

We made our way back to the main thorough-

fare, and stood once more in front of No. 54.

‘ The x^olice-office,’ said my comx)anion, con-

sulting his notes, ‘was a fi'ont parlour with a

panelled ^vall. Can there be any doubt that the

room before us is the x)arlour in question?’

I ax)X)lied the full force of my mind to this

knotty and at length felt justified in

intimating with proper judicial gravity tliat I

thought the matter admitted of no doubt what-

ever. Mr Bairfield bent himself over the area

railings and peered through one of the windows
of the ground-floor.

‘ The room is panelled,’ he gasped ;
‘ I can see

it distinctly. It is panelled all over. In that

very room, sir, the magistrate sat behind a bar

at the. upper end—that means the end farthest

from us—and on one side of the door—the very

door that gives upon the entrance-hall—was a

sort of wooden x>en in wdiich they put Oliver
;

and standing by the bar was a bluff old fellow

in a strijDed waistcoat. Man alive ! can’t you
picture the whole scene V

1 did not answer this question. Out of sheer

perverseness I x>referred to stir tip the enthusiast

rather than synix)athise with him, so I made a

XDhilistine remark to the effect that the whole

scene was fictitious. But, though the enthusiast

was in a state of considerable exaltation, he 'was

not to be drawn in this fashion. He turned a

quick, suspicious glance upon me
;
and my face

betrayed jne. The wrath in his eyes gave place

to a twinkle, and something not far removed

from a wink fiuttered in one of them. I had

fully expected to be denounced for a soulless hog

;

but he kept silence for a few moments, and then,

clothed again in his wonted placidity, he said,

‘It isn’t so much because Dickens has described

these places that we take an interest in . them.

It’s not so much because he used them . as a

stage for his characters. It ’s because we know that

he went over every inch of the ground ,
himself.

So when we see these j)laces they seem to bring

us near him. 1 feel that way now, sir, for’

—

here he x)la-ced a hand on my arm and x)ointed

to the windows before us—‘Charles Dickens has

been in that room.’ He uttered this with so

much reverence that I felt abashed.

‘ And are you going to knock at the room

door and ask if you may enter it?’ I asked at

length.

‘No, sir, I am not,’ was the Johnsonian answer
;

and after o- added, ‘The Dickens folks

in Chicago will be pleased to hear that I did not

try to force my way inside.’

THE SONG- OF THE CHILDEEN OF RHODES.

A VERSION PROM THE ORIGINAL GREEK.

The s'svallow is here

AVitli the sweet of the year,

The beautiful spring.

Snow-white is his breast,

Dark as night is his crest.

Of your courtesy bring

Out a cake, and explore

Your bountiful store

For a goblet of wine,

A basket of cheese

Too, and ponidge of peas,

With bread kneaded fine.

The swallow requests.

If you grant our behests

Well be good. But say nay.

Then lintel and gate.

Nest and snug little mate,

AYe will carry away.

But if you are kind.

Good luck you shall find.

So, doors open all

To the swallow to-day !

’Tis children at play.

Not grown-ups, who call

!

Oliver Grey.

Printed and Published by W, & R. Chambers, Limited, 47 Paternoster Row, London
;
and Edinburgh.
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THE BHTING OF PICTURES; ITS THEORY,
PRACTICE, AND ROMANCE.

By Harry Quilter.

^jF all tilings wHch are not actually

p necessary to daily life, pictures are

m perhaps those most frequently pur-

fM chased without special knowledge
—-—— and adequate selection. The whole

business is conducted in a hugger-

mugger fashion, without consistent principle or

given plan. The object of this paper is to sug-

gest that such principle is not only desirable but

necessary, and that such plan can be formulated

in simple English and without undue complexity.

The first necessity is to clear our minds of

.cant and our actions of pretence. In other

words, we must decide only to have the pictures

that we like, whether our tastes accord with

those of the majority or not. Otherwise the fine-

art dealer and the well-informed friend have us

at once in their grip. They will insist on our

having such-and-such an example of this or that

popular painter
;
and the picture, when bought,

will consequently mean nothing to us but a con-

viction, somewhat insecurely founded, that we

have bought what we ought to have bought, ere

we ‘coom’d awaay.’

We 'svill not even pretend to ourselves that the

pictures we buy are necessarily the best. Why
assume a good taste to which we cannot live up,

if we possess it not ? I think it probable that

a person will get more good, as well as more

happiness, out of a comparatively indifferent j)ic-

ture which he really likes, than out of a first-

rate one which says nothing to him.

Kemember also this : that pictures are painted,

so to speak, in many languages, and can only be

appreciated by those who know the tongue. This

is to say, that if a picture depends for its beauty

on certain refinements of colour, and we are in-

sensitive to such subtlety, it is not one which

we should wisely purchase. The same, mutatis

mutandis, is true of form, and again the same of

No. 234.—VOL. V. [Ml Bights

chiaroscuro—this last, especially, which gives the

greatest delight to many people, being absolutely

repulsive to others. Without analysing the

various dialects, we may sum up this portion of

the matter by saying that the picture-buyer

should take every lawful advantage to ensure his

future enjoyment. He should look for what
specially interests and pleases him, entirely

neglecting that which pleases and interests others.

Let me be clearly understood. This advice is

not given with the idea of training the aesthetic

faculty. It is simply the common-sense method

of proceeding by which the man in the street

can extract from his picture-purchases the utmost

amount of satisfaction possible to, him. Were I

to deal 'with the question from the point of view

of what is ideally desirable, a very different series

of considerations and principles would have to

be suggested. But I am simply exploding a

fallacy skilfully concocted by shopkeeper and

journalist for the confusion of the vulgar
;

that fallacy being that peojile ought all to buy,

because they ought to like, the same pictures.

They ought to do notliing of the kind. Let us

take an average couple of the upper middle-class,

and see what help can be given them which shall

be, so far as it goes, applicable, without knowing

their personal tastes. Let us, in short, struggle

for two or three first principles in the purchase

of pictures.

Now, to some extent, the same problems will

await all such people. They must determine for

colour or black-and-white ;
for oil-xiainting, water-

colour dravung, or rex)rOduction ;
the questions of

size and shaj)e will come in, and that of ex^Dendi-

ture ;
the number of rooms in their house must

be considered, and whether each chamber is to

have its set of pictures
;
the rank of their friends

and themselves mil also be a factor in choice ,*

and it is only when all these considerations ha\^e

Besei'ved.] May 24, 1902.
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been given tlieir due value that tliose of pei-

sonal idiosjaicrasy will come up for solution.

From tlie above list one point of primary import-

ance lias been omitted—as it is, indeed, usually

omitted by tlie picture-buyer—and that is tlie

question of decoration; but this more in-operly

belongs to the subject of the right hanging and

disposition of pictures in a dwelling-house.

Let us return to the young couple whom we

have kept waiting so long. We will give them

an income of one thousand pounds and a double-

belled house in a desirable locality, and suppose

that they ^ wish to make that house into their

home. Wliat, so far as the purchase of pictures is

concerned, should be their first step ? I suppose it

will sound very Irish to say that they should not

buy any. Certainly such omission will provoke

a howl from prudent relations, and a discreet

smile from aesthetic friends. Yet it is evidently

best to start with none at all. Eeasons ?
^

Oh

yes, plenty of reasons. Till you have lived in a

house a. short time (to take the first), you do

not know what the light is like
;
and till that

knowledge is obtained you do not know what

kind of pictures are the most suitable. Again,

most houses have papers on the walls, or at all

events some colour, distemper, or paint
;
and till

you know this accurately you cannot tell the

picture which will be in or out of harmony with

it. Anyway, it needs some little time to find

out in which room you will live, Eo matter

how many rooms there be, only one will be

lived in. Special things are done in other rooms,

and may, indeed, take up three-quarters of the

time; but life goes on only in one; and

where the life is, there should the pictures be :

^WiQve your treasure is, there will your heart

be also.^
. i i

Then, supposing this to be an open-minded

couple, and one fresh to life, they will have to

deal with the great question, which camiot be

determined absolutely— the question of oil or

water-colour. There is stiU another question left

unconsidered here intentionally namely, the

choice between colour and monochrome work. I

omit it because the object of this papier is to

suggest points concerning the purchase of original

work, not reproduction, however accomplished.

There are far too many thousands of pounds

wasted in the purchase of etchings, engravings,

photogravures, &c., which are frequently bought

ky people who do not appreciate them and are

ignoranjb of the subjects they represent, thinking

that because popular they are safe purchases, and

that no one can' criticise such except favourably.

These buyers are like the foolish women who go

into a linen-draper’s shop and buy a thing because

they are told it is much worn. Indeed, they are

worse, for the woman has this excuse : her fellow-

creatures may criticise her unfavourably for not

having the article in fashion ;
and this would

not happen to the same extent in picture buying

owing to the enormous number of what are

termed ‘stock’ pictures. However, to return to

our non-picture-hung house, which by this time

is beginning to cry aloud for some wall decora-

tion ;
let us imagine that we have decided,

as is on the whole most wise for adequate or

moderate incomes, on having water-colours rather

than oil-paintings. Other questions now follow,

of almost equal importance : Are they to be

figures, or landscapes, or both? Are they to re-

present things of the present or some other day?

Bo we want the utmost amount of variety or

the greatest obtainable harmony ? Is our room

soberly or smartly furnished? For it will not be

a satisfactory result to contradict its taste. How

are we to select pictures we shall not become

tired of? And—since, though we may be one

flesh, we have two sets of sympathies—which is
•

to be the predominant iDartner in the selection of

the work ? Or shall we adopt the mean, and say

six qualities dear to the husband and six to the

wife? But all these are matters which intelli-

gent beings can really determine if they begin

to give them attention ;
and to them must be

added the subsidiary but stiB important question

of what our friends and relations will like, what

they have themselves, and the extent to which

we wish for their approbation.. Are we going to

buy, in fact, for show, to get the utmost social

advantage from our purchase, or shall we be

content to have what will give ourselves pleasure?

Personally, I am of opinion that since the majoiity

of people live a good deal in the prejudices of them

neighbours, it is wise to make concessions to those

prejudices, but in the less important parts of

the house. I don’t think it is worth while to

buy our chief pictures for the sake of friends,

since, after all, they will only see them occasion-

ally, while the purchaser vn]l be worried by them

every day. It is equally certain that no pleasure

we should get from a work of art which was

obnoxious to the majority would make it worth

our while to hang up such a picture where the

majority would see it. For this reason, the whole

range of the nude is unsuitable in the ordinary

I

dwelling-house ;
and so too is the religious picture

once so much in vogue.

You will find by experience that figure subjects

are more attractive and interesting to people in

general than landscapes, yet tbey are far less

easy to obtain of a satisfactory quality.. The

sbortcomings and excesses of an artist are

bound to show in bis figure-work; and tbougb

they exist in bis landscape, they are not nearly

so evident. Besides wliicb, the atmosphere of the

studio does not refine upon nature, and those

who paint habitually in studios do become, on

the whole, less delicate-minded and more blata,nt

than landscape painters. They acquire a definite

manner earlier
;

they are not brought face to

face with a different set of difficulties each time

they set to work
;
they are not kept humble by
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the absolutely infernal difficulties they encounter.

Another point : figure pictures are not only more

difficult to procure of good cpiality, but they are

considerably more expensive
; the di&’erence may

be said to be more than five-and-twenty per cent,

in favour of the landscape purchaser. Lastly,

while an indifferent landscape is almost certain

to possess some points of interest or beauty, to be

at least tolerable, an indifferent figure picture may
very well be the reverse. The result of all this is,

not that the picture-buyer should confine himself

•entirely to the purchase of landscapes, but that

lie should be content to have these predominate.

In a room containing, say, twenty pictures, four

figure subjects as against sixteen landsca]pes would

be quite sufficient to prevent the latter appearing

monotonous
;
and it is a curious fact that while

landscapes rather help one another than not,

figure subjects in juxtaposition frequently in-

j ure one another considerably. Tliis is due to

their more marked individuality and frequent

trickiness.

Proceeding to the question of subject, there is

still some guidance to be obtained from first prin-

ciples. Apart from personal idiosyncrasy, one may

say broadly that subjects of the heroic character,

and historical, religious, or abstruse composi-

tions, especially such as are of a mythological
|

or allegorical nature, are not specially good to

live with. The niind needs to be carefully attuned

to them; they are unsuitable for moments of

relaxation, and, generally speaking, unsympathetic.

On the other hand, there is a range of subjects

of the domestic kind whose very banality and

triviality are even more unendurable than those

just spoken of. Pictures of the ‘Daddy won’t buy

Me a Bow-wow’ type and, generally speaking, in-

cidents of infant and domestic animal life, whether

or not they be given alluring titles, are apt to

pall upon close acquaintance ;
all such are more or

less of the confectionery-box order, and are seldom

based upon the realities of life or concerned with

its deeper feelings. Moreover, they yield up

their secret readily, and it is an exasperatingly

insigniftcant one. This is not to say that connnon-

place occurrences, whether of the house or street,

form essentially bad subjects ;
they do so onl}-

when dressed up for representation. The truth

is, that for ordinary artists’ work, the literary

intention of the picture should seldom be allowed

to override, or indeed greatly to interfere with,

its cesthetic motive. It may be granted, perhaps,

tliat where the two factors obtain in perfect

balance, the highest art results, or at all events

the picture which gives the greatest pleasure to

the greatest number ;
but in ordinary cases the

literary motive may be almost non-existent with-

out loss. This is not to say that the picture

nlay be meaningless, but that its meaning must

be a derivative force, allied to and growing out

of technical excellence. In this way it happens

that, for continuous pleasure, small subjects of

faultless technique are the perfection of excel-

lence; few pictures, for example, are better

to live with than subjects of still life by old

William Hunt.

Again, in choosing drawings for permanent

pleasure, there is much to be said in favour of

purchasing the suggestive rather than the highly

elaborated and completely expository work. A
picture which has to be looked at many times

should be able to lend itseK to several interpreta-

tions, and to none which are demonstrably right.

For this reason, suggestive pictures of sea, stormy

skies, and landscape of evening and morning, or

even night, are to be generally preferred to those

in which the revelation of fuE daylight is com-

plete. The latter have their value as contrasts

and foib to the former
;

but it will be foimd

that a number of them together are compara-

tively uninteresting.

Proceeding to the consideration of the kind of

landscape most suitable for house decoration, I

have noticed that all the worst pictures are those

which are concerned with mountains, and all the

best those vdiich are concerned with plains. Be-

tween these there comes an infinite variety, in

which cottages and palaces, trees and gardens,

scenes of city, suburb, and seacoast, offer them-

selves in endless profusion. If there be a rule,

it is that the more mixed a subject is the less

admirable is the result. The so-called classical

composition was perhaps the worst type of land-

scape the world has ever known
;
though it was

frequently used with transcendent ability by ad-

mirable artists. My experience of pictures tells

me that it is quite possible for an incident in a

landscape to become irritating and ahnost intoler-

able, while the picture itself remains always admir-

able. Turner’s water-colours afford many instances

of this, and there is nothing more conspicuous in

the philosophy of landscape painting than the

extent and mamier in which incident ought to

be used—the human element introduced. The

most perfect example the present writer remem-

bers was in a large picture by the late Henry

Moore, A.E.A., entitled, if I recollect aright,

‘ The Beached Margin to the Shore.’ This was a

great stretch of wet sand and shingle, with the

sea beyond, and a vast sky of cumulus cbuds

through which spread a stormy yellow sunlight

;

in the middle distance, close to the edge of the

waves, there were a cart and horse, and a^ man

gathering seaweed, so perfectly placed and intro-

duced, and so suffused with light and atmosphere,

that though they were in the middle of the

picture, the forms only revealed themselves slowly,

and as it w'ere hesitatingly, after considerable

examination ;
yet the extent to which they im-

proved the work was extraordinary, not only by

criving it scale, but by contrast and significance ;

most^of all, I think, by suggestion of the world

beyond and outside nature, to which the painter

and spectator belonged.
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Choose, therefore, your landscape not so much

for the picturesque portions of the subject-matter

tlie puiqJe mountains, hawthorn-blossom, or

this and that sentimental episode or charming

detail—-but rather for its dealing with the

larger facts of nature : elementary beauties, slues

of ^tender gradation or overspread with clouds

of magnificent form, long sweeps of land or

sea gradated by light, or the contours of the

water and earth beneath ;
mysteries of dawn and

twilight, effects of sunlight and shadow, but

especially those which suggest unexpected quali-

ties of colour and form—not commonplace things.

Similarly, in pictures which deal with cities, do

not seek for a categorical statement of monument,

church, or castle—for panoramic views of park or

boulevard; but for those fortuitous combinations

of nature, personality, and architecture ivhich are

the essence of metropolitan life ; the trivial modern

incident flung, as it were carelessly, in the face

of a building centuries old, the manifestation ot

nature frescoing with light or darkness the works

of men, the indications of human energy in

street or river, the shifting contrasts of poverty

and wealth, youth and age, law and disorder,

which make up the drama of the street : these

are the subject-matter of interesting urban pic-

tures which are good to live with. They need

not be of a didactic kind, need not enforce any

lesson in distinct words or forms. It is enough

that they suggest trains of thought and form a

peg for fanc3^

Consider now, when you are buying, that it

you would get the utmost value for your money

(aisthetic, not pecuniary) yoii must seek in

your whole collection something of the mingled

variety and concentration which you seek in

your life. In other words, that while one mean-

ing runs through and informs the whole, it

should not always be evident, nor always on me

same plan. That ‘ there are many roads to Rome,

and many more to heaven,’ is as true of picture-

buying as of places, only it is also true that some

ways distinctly tend in the opposite
_

direction.

Before any money is spent upon a picture, the

buyer should ask himself why he wishes to

possess it; whether there is any reason which

he can trust to be permanent. Is it only that

something attractive for the moment has tickled

his fancy or pleased his eye, some novel contrast

of colour, some surface ingenuity! Tor such

reasons pictures should never be bought. Still

less should they be bought because of the artist’s

name, or from any fancied idea that because he

has the reputation of being a good artist the

picture is necessarily a good picture.
^

Unhappily,

this b}' no means follows. Even artists are men

like other people ;
and when pressed, or harassed,

or base in any way, frequently fall below the level

of their genius and do work quite unworthy

of their name. Besides which, most painters’

work the amateur buyer has the opportunity of

acquiring has been done more or less to order for

the dealers ;
is that worst species ot pot-boiler—

the pot-boiler which was never intended to do

anything but boil hastily the smallest of pots

;

the least the artist could produce for an exiguous

sum offered him by a .
tradesman. Nor should

one who is buying pictures for his own pleasure

ever purchase them because they are cheap. In

the first place, he will probably be wrong in

fliinkiug so ;
in the second, it is an unworthy

notion, and one which, if once accepted as a

m’ound of acquirement, will end by reducing the

amateur to the morality of the dealer. As a

matter of detaO, good pictures are scarcely ever

to be bought cheap. I would say, as a first

ground for buying, that any picture which

appeals to you as being a specially true repre-

sentation of nature, or a specially significant one

in relation to human intercourse, is worthy oi

consideration. But I will go a step farther and

say that you must then consider whether it will

come into the scheme of your collection ;
whether

you iviU like it in conjunction with what you

possess; whether it will not even be too good, if

it be not too bad for them. Eor it is not desir-

able to disturb the general quality of a collec-

tion, even for the better ;
and it is unfortunately

most true that if you have one very good thing

you are no longer content to give it indifferent

companions. There may be a gain in such dis-

turbance, but only if you are content to

‘throughly purge your floor’— to set up for

yourself a stricter standard. Wlien these con-

siderations have been given their due, then and

not till then ask the price of the picture ;
and

even then do not buy unless you can afford the

price so easily that it will pass from your remem-

brance. I knew an old gentleman once very

estimable he was, too, in many respects—who

used to say, pointing to one or other of his collec-

tion, ‘ It costs me thirty pounds a year to look

at that picture,’ or whatever the sum might be.

He calculated 5 per cent, interest on whatever he

had given ; in fact, I am not sure that he did not

allow a sinking fund, based on the term of his

lirobable life. ‘ That ’s villainous !
’ as Hamlet says.

Many other points there are, in connection

with the purchase of a few water^-colours for a

sitting-room, which might usefully be dealt with;

but this paper is too long already, so I will

sum up the whole matter in a single sentence,

which is ; Buy what you like, what you mean

to keep, what you can easdy afford, and only

think of the value when the picture has ceased

to give you pleasure. Wlien that takes place,

get rid of it at any cost.
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CH^ypTER XX.

—

{cmtiniLed).

ITH the morning came cooler reflec-

tion. Lucie realised that suddenly
cabled news of her return would
alarm and distress her parents.

Besides, all their friends in Auck-
land knew that she had intended

remaining in England until September, and they
would gossip unpleasantly if she quitted London
so soon after her arrival.

Apart from these considerations, Lucie felt

that she would rather endure much than leave

England without first discovering and exposing

her bogus relatives. So, taking all these reasons

into account, she decided to remain and make the

best of things by propitiating Honoria and care-

fully avoiding future offence.

Under her accustomed mask of suavity Honoria
liid a sullen temper and a malice-harbouring

disposition, which made Lucie’s resolution hard

to adhere to. Under the pilea of a headache she

remained in her room all morning, and Lucie

breakfasted alone with her uncle, who, to her grief,

seemed to have accepted his daughter’s opinion of

her behaviour. Perhaps it was only natural that

Mr Seton-Lorimer should endorse Honoria’s esti-

mate of her cousin’s character ;
but to Lucie it

seemed a grave injustice. ‘I wouldn’t have

minded enduring Honoria’s sulks a bit,’ she

thought, Uf only Uncle Andrew had been on

my side.’

Just before luncheon Miss Seton-Lorimer con-

descended to appear
;
and, acting upon her good

intention, Lucie forced herself again to exjiress

regret for her unconscious transgression. How-

ever, there was not an atom of generosity in

Honoria’s nature
;
she received her cousin’s plea

in forbidding silence, and replied only in mono-

syllables to her further attempts at conversation.

The weather was unpleasant. A drizzling rain

fell persistently
;

and, sitting in that atmosphere

of disapproval, looking out at the wet street,

Lucie felt as though the iron bars of some cage

enclosed her.

‘I think I’ll go round to the Hatural History

Museum for a little—that is, if you’ve no ob-

jection, Honoria,’ she added, remembering the

necessity for walking delicately in the presence

of one with so many prejudices ready for unwary

feet to tread on.

Miss Seton-Lorimer, with a look betokening

utter indifference, replied, in a tone that was

meant to be dignified, but only succeeded in-

sounding spiteful, ‘You are your ovm mistress.

You are free to go where you choose.’

So it was a dismal Lucie, clad in a waterproof-

coat and carrying an umbrella;, that, in search

of distraction, went down in the lift. As she

descended the outer steps she encountered some
one ascending.

‘YTiy, Miss Lucie! I say, this is luck! If
I’d been a minute later I should have missed you.’

It was Lieutenant Tresscott
; and to see again

the frank, sunburnt face that for her held only
memories of her far-off home, brought a sudden
lightening of Lucie’s troubles.

‘Oh! I’m so glad— so glad,’ she faltered,

scarcely able in the agitation of the moment to

control her voice. ‘It seems so like a bit of

home to see you here.’

‘But you are a little off colour—aren’t you?’
Tommy was observing her anxiously. ‘You look

thinner, and not quite’

‘Happy?’ Lucie supplied the word he hesi-

tated to use. ‘ Oh ! never mind me. Tell me all

about everybody, and when you sailed, and how
you left mother. I ’m hungry to hear, for Kitty’s

letter said she hadn’t been well.’

‘Mrs Lorimer had been out of sorts,’ Tresscott

admitted
;

‘ but Miss Kitty came down to the

boat to see me off, and she expressly asked me
to tell you that she was ever so much better

—

nearly all right that day. She thought you’d

like to know the latest news.’

Lucie’s nerves were still unstrung, and she found

it hard to speak her relief.

‘But I’m keeping you standing in the rain.

You were going somewhere. Let me take you

there. I can make a formal call on you to-

morrow.’
‘ I was only taking refuge in the Museum

because Honoria—that’s my cousin, you know

—

is in a vile temper to-day, and I can’t live in

the house with her.’

‘Your cousin’s inclined to be a bit crusty,

then?’ queried Tommy.
‘ Oh, Honoria is so perfect that she ’s simply

detestable I
’ Lucie answered hotly. ‘ If you can

imagine a malicious iceberg—that’s Honoria. She

was angry at some stupid thing I did last night,

and set uncle against me. I apologised—though

I really shouldn’t, for I hadn’t been committing

a crime—and did all I could to soothe her, but

she’s in a fit of black sulks. So, in desperation,

I thought I’d go to the Museum, where the

beasts and fishes can’t look disapproving if they

try.’

They had turned as she spoke and were walk-

ing down the street. ‘Suppose we go into the

Museum and have a quiet talk. You can tell

me everything, and we’U see how things can be

put right,’ suggested Tresscott. He had always

thought Kitty the more amiable of the two

sisters ;
but to the sailor’s warm heart any

damsel in distress found an open way.
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‘ There is so much to tell. You don’t know

^^dlat 3' on invite when }^ou say “everything/”

Lucie
,
retorted, feeling more cheerful already

under the influence of his confidence-inspiring

presence. suppose the letter telling of my
arrival had not reached Auckland before you

sailed. So I warn you, if I begin at the begin-

ning, it will take hours.’

Save for the bored custodians, the wide gal-

leries were nearly deserted. Finding an emj)ty

bench in a quiet nook, they sat down, and Lucie

unburdened her soul, opening the recital with

the base treatment by her 'wicked’ uncle, and

ending with the recent contumely thrust upon

her by her 'good’ cousin.

Listening, Tommy glowed with a righteous in-

dignation that was as balm to the forlorn maid.

' This won’t do
;

this won’t do at all,’ he

declared when she ceased. 'Those were

villains, and j^our cousin is a fool. You mustn’t

be left at her mercy another day.’

' That ’s all very well. But where can I go ?
’

Lucie asked. 'I don’t want to go home before

September. It would look so queer. Everybody

would wonder why. You know how people gossip,

and one can’t complain of one’s own relatives.’

'Wait a minute—let me thinlv.’ Pushing back

his straw-hat. Tommy fixed his eyes on his out-

stretched tan-boots, and for the space of two

com]plete minutes frowned darkly. Then the

frown relaxed into a beam as a way out of the

difficulty i^i-’esented itself.

'j\Iy old dad—^you don’t know him, but he’s

a dear old boy—well, he’s got a little place up
the river, on an island. We’re going there to-

morrow, and if ^mu don’t object to living in

a tiny bungalow and sleeping in a bunk, you

might come with us.’

' Mind 1 Oh, I should love, it I
’ cried Lucie, to

whom any shelter other than that which housed

Miss Setoii-Lorimer would have seemed a haven

of rest.

'Suppose we go now and arrange with your

cousin'? From what jmu told me, I imagine

she’ll be jolly glad to get rid of ^mu.’

' But I ’m afraid—don’t think me stupid ; but

Honoria is such an absurd stickler for etiquette

— that if we walked in together she would

pretend to think I had come out to meet you.

And if jmu asked me to go to your father’s,

she ’d be horrified at my accepting a jmung man’s

invitation. Oh ! ^mu ’ve no idea how hateful she

is, or what a narrow, mean mind she has.’

Tresscott, who was never loquacious, considered

before speaking. 'Well, this will make it all

right, I think. The dad’s in town—came up to

meet me. I’ll see you home, then run down
to the club and bring him up in a hansom.

He ’s a dear old chap
;
he ’ll support us like a

brick, and if you pack up some duds and get

ready we’ll go down to the island to-morrow,

and forget ah about this cruel London.’

Even Honoria could not fail to notice a differ-

ence in her cousin’s bearing when, having taken

off her damp coat, Lucie rejoined her in the

drawing-room
; and the knowledge that during

her cousin’s temporary absence her spirits had

mj^steriously brightened added fresh fuel to

Honoria’s displeasure. Her ignoble fancy had

pictured Lucie stealing out to meet Euddenheim,

and the glad elation of her expression, and the

returned lightness of Lucie’s step, she held as

proof that her suspicions were right. She knew
the character of her guest well enough to know
that had she condescended to ask she would have

received a truthful answer
;
but pride prevented

her, and she contented herself with sitting watcli-

ful, ice without, a slumbering volcano within.

Tommy lost no time. Lucie pal2:)itated at the

sudden vibration of the electric-bell, and Honoria’s

steely e^^'es, noting her flush, concluded that she

had merely left the house to send a message to

Euddenheim, and that probably this was he come

in response to her telegram.

To Miss Seton-Lorimer’s surprise, complete

strangers entered the room : two men so much
alike that but for a hint of gray in the ruddy

hair and a few lines on the tanned face of the

elder, she might have imagined them twin-

brothers.

' Commander Tresscott and Lieutenant Tresscott.’

The gallant little Commander had taken upon

himself the task of 'belling the cat.’ The intro-

ductions and preliminary greetings lOver, he, art-

fully addressing himself to the mistress of the

house, mentioned warmly the many kindnesses

shovm by Lucie’s family in Auckland to his

son, and trusted he would be permitted to show

a faint return for their kindness by having Miss

Lucie for some time at his little bungalow up
the river.

'Bravo
!

good old dad,’ Tommy a]Dplauded

mentally. ' She can’t refuse to say yes to that !

’

But unfortunately Miss Seton-Lorimer both

could and did.

'It would indeed be a charming change for

Lucie,’ she acquiesced sweetly. 'May I ask what

ladies there are of your party'?’

With her question the sailors almost owned

themselves defeated. Here, then, was a contin-

gency against which the}^—acting with the .genuine

simplicity of refined natures—^had not provided.

The Commander, who had borne a brave front

before foes both by sea and on land, felt a

cowardly inclination to turn tail and run before

this subtle feminine antagonist, who, at the first

thrust, had pierced the one weak point in his

armour.

Tommy’s lijDS had unconsciously curved into a

noiseless whistle, and for a brief instant Lucie

saw her promised heaven vanish. It was for a

moment only, for Tommy, speeding to the rescue,

lied bravely.

'There will be no other lady except Aunt
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Sarali—my father’s sister. Miss Tresscott, that is.

She asked ns to say she would be delighted to

chaperon Miss Lorimer. She would have called

with ns this afternoon’—he was tempted to add,

finding perjury amazingly easy—‘hut she had

promised to spend the day with a sick friend.’

The Commander drew a deep breath of relief

and furtively cast a glance of pride at his son,

who in the hour of need had so valiantly set

aside all his father’s carefully inculcated beliefs

in the sinfulness of hearing false witness. Mr
Seton-Lorimer chancing to enter at that moment,

and Honoria failing to find further ground for

objection, it was arranged that on the evening

of the next day Lucie would travel to Punter’s

Island to spend a week or two at the Tresscotts’

little riverside bungalow.

‘You managed that capitally. Tommy. I felt

proud of you, my boy,’ confessed the Commander
when they had reached the outer world. ‘But’

—a shade of concern clouded his jubilant tone

—

‘I must say I wonder what Aunt Sarah will say

when she hears about it.’

‘So do II’ said Tommy,

THE TOBACCO WAR
r an edifying spectacle is that

provided by a couxfie of -po^Y&v-

fill trading concerns engaged in

flourishing their long x)urses in

each other’s faces
;

and the un-

dignified dangling of the same

before the eyes of thousands of retailers, with the

object of retaining or gaining their custom, is, to

those of us who take time to think, a matter for

uncomfortable, if not absolutely depressing, reflec-

tion. The writer of this, paper, wherein he wiH

endeavour to set do^vn a simple and general

impression of the present disturbance in the

tobacco trade, has employed the word ‘war’ in

the title, not for the sake of sensation—familiarity

has divested it of that—but rather apologetically

for war, with all its harshness and horror, still

suggests chivalry, generosity, and even unselfish-

ness. In the ‘wars’ between capitalists, however,

one looks in vain for virtues, and encounters the

worst of vices—the vices of cold blood.

To put it quite plainly, we are to-day -wit-

nessing a deliberate attempt on the part of an

American company possessing great resources to

acquire control of the tobacco trade in Great

Britain and Ireland, either by forcing the manu-

facturer here to sell his business, by frightening

him out of it, or by actually rmning him,^ The

company has a huge capital but no conscience;

it desires the British trade, to secure which it is

prepared to spend vast sums of money and to

employ every tactic permitted in modern com-

mercial ‘warfare.’ The invader has not landed

on, the British Isles with samples of tempting

novelties ; ,

he has not come to offer the public

an improved quality of goods, and he does not

pretend he has done so
;
but he has arrived vnth

letters of unlimited credit and a determination to

stay. Already he has established himself in a

house from which for years the late owners pro-

claimed themselves British to the very lab^s on

their threepenny packets of cigarettes. There

never was such a British house; and the

invader had only to jingle his dollars and add a

threat or two, and, behold ! the door flew open.

This was the first move in what promises to be

a long and costly game, and it was made by the

American Tobacco Company of New York in the

purchase of Ogdens Limited, Liverpool, a company

with a capital of £400,000 and £60,000 of deben-

tures. The deal was undoubtedly a surprise to

British manufacturers ;
it had been carried out

both swiftly and secretly. The annual meeting

of the shareholders of Ogdens Limited was held

in Liverpool on 9th August 1901, when a divi-

dend of 10 per cent, on the ordinary shares

was declared, and the vice-chairman concluded his

remarks by stating his firm con-viction that the

directors would have ‘as good, if not a better

report to present to the shareholders next year.’

Within six weeks—on the 17th of September, to be

precise—a circular was issued to the shareholders

submitting the offer of the American Tobacco

Company—^namely, £1, 5s. for each £1 preference

share, £2, 10s. for each £1 ordinary share, and

£111, 10s. for each £100 debenture, provided

75 per cent, of each class of stock could be

purchased; the cash to be paid over within a

fortnight. Three days later, at a specially con-

vened meeting, the offer was formally accepted.

One shareholder ventured patriotic objections, and

these were answered by the officials of the com-

pany, whose utterances were strange mixtures of

worldly wisdom and what the schoolboy baldly

terms ‘funk.’ The chairman spoke of intertwin-

ing the Union-jack with the Stars and Stripe*,

a remark which was greeted with applause ;
and

certainly one of the features of the deal, whereir

the directors made such a good bargain for th£

shareholders, was the arrangement^ whereby tb

officials and employees retained their posts in th.

business. Nevertheless, it would have been a true

if a less happy remark had the chairman substi

tilted ‘entangling’ for ‘intertwining.’ It may b

said, and with perfect justice, that had

Limited kept its door closed some other Britis

manufacturer might have opened one to tt

invader; but the fact remains that Ogdei

Limited did open the door, and sold not only

British business but also a British name to tJ
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capitalists of an American Trust, who under that

l^ritish name are at present working for the

extinction of the British manufacturer and for

their own monopoly.

The next important move by the invader con-

sisted in an outpouring of imposing advertisements,

intimating large reductions in the prices of the

Ogden specialities, and reiterating vdth unwearied

hut rather wearisome fervour the fact that such

goods were made by British labour; also that

certain brands of imported American cigarettes

—

which had their day in this country years ago

—

were on sale , at something like half the old prices.

If the American methods were sadly lacking in

delicacy and dignity, they were certainly not

wanting in energy and assurance. The morality,

liowever, of selling goods under cost price, with

the express object of breaking a rival’s pride or

ruining him financially, cannot be discussed here.

Though not a new question, its ugliness is fortu-

nately, or perhaps unfortunately, not yet properly

appreciated on this side of the Atlantic.

Before proceeding to consider the first efforts

made by British mamifacturers to check or

repulse the invader, some few details of the

American trade in recent years may be given,

and also some points in connection with the

Tobacco Trust itself. The following figures are

the total outputs of the United States for the

fiscal years ending 30th June 1891 and 1901 :

POUNDS OF TOBACCO.

1891 243,505,608

1901 294,101,715

POUNDS OF SNUFF.

1891 10,390,219

1901 16,691,844

NUMBER OF CIGARS.

1891 4,474,892,766

1901 5,770,934,369

NUMBER OF CIGARETTES.

1891 2,864,538,760*

1S97 4,153,m,470

1901 2,277,069,8194:

It will be observed that tobacco, snuff, and

cigars exhibit substantial increases, while cigarettes,

having in 1897 reached the enormous record total

of over four thousand millions, suffered there-

after a severe decline.

Going back for a moment to 1881, we find the

American cigarette business quite a small affair,

the total output for that year being a trifle over

five hundred millions. Cigarettes were then made
entirely by hand, and were subject to an internal

revenue tax of §1'75 per thousand. Two years

later the tax was reduced to 50 cents, and the

consumption began to rise, slowly at first, then

by leaps and bounds. Erom 1885 till nearly the

close of the decade fierce competition raged

between the manufacturers ;
and in 1888 the five

leading firms amalgamated their interests, that of

Mr J. B. Duke being the greatest, and formed

the American Tobacco Company of New York.

Machinery was introduced, and for a few years

* Leaf-covered as -svell as paper-covered cigarettes,

t Includes about two hundred and fifty million leaf-

covered cigarettes.

X Paper-covered cigarettes only.

handsome profits were obtained. The manu-

facturers of cigarettes added plug-making to their

businesses ;
whereupon certain plug manufacturers

added cigarette-making to their businesses. Again

a wild and ruinous competition took place, bring-

ing the cigarette output np to the record total of

1897. Then came somewhat of a lull in hostili-

ties, while the tax was raised to §1 jDer thousand

cigarettes. Next year 50 cents more were added

on account of the war with Spain, and the decline

was started. Another cause for the decline was

undoubtedly the anti-cigarette legislation. The

falling off in exports to this country had begun

earlier—nearly ten years before, when British

manufacturers applied themselves to cigarette-

making in earnest. But the exports to this

country were never of serious importance to the

Americans, while any possible profit was swal-

lowed up in advertising.

The capitals of the American Tobacco Company

and its allied concern, the Continental Tobacco

Company, amount together to about £50,000,000.

A large proportion of the stocks is owned by the

Consolidated Tobacco Company of America, which

was formed last year. During the past few years

the American Tobacco Company has been making

considerable profits in its home trade, and these

profits may be sacrificed in the effort to capture

British trade. The company has already secured

more or less control in Japan and in Australia
;
a

factory has been purchased in Germany, another

in Belgium, and a third in Russia
;
while Canada

has been invaded, and the princixffes of boycotting

have been taught to the retailers there. The

latest report—a very wild one—is to the effect

that an American syndicate with millions upon

millions is to be formed for the purpose of

acquiring control of all the French Govern-

ment factories 1 So it looks as if the American

Trust desired not only the trade of Britain, but

of the world. Yet British manufacturers are not

altogether panic-stricken.

A history of the rise of the American Trust

would, if space permitted, provide some enter-

taining and even sensational reading. The writer

heard a little story lately which may serve to

illustrate at least one of its methods. An unim-

portant personage, to whom, however, existence

was sweet, set himself up in business upon a few

square feet of the land of the free, and made
one kind of cigarette which attained quite a

popularity in the district, and yielded him a

modest recompense. Matters looked bright indeed,

but unfortunately so bright that the watchful eye

of the great Trust was attracted. ‘This will

never do,’ said the Trust to itself, and proceeded

to set up a kiosk hard by the unimportant per-

sonage, from which it gave away its cigarettes for

love. But, after all, the unimportant personage

was not snuffed out. His customers proved faith-

ful, and he made something extra out of the free

cigarettes of the Trust.
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The American Tobacco Company has, in short,

reached its exalted position chiefly by extravagant

advertising, selling goods below cost until weaker
opponents were bought or broken, and then raising

its prices far above the true value of the goods.

Yet it and its ally are not the only tobacco

manufacturing concerns in the States to-day.

There are still firms and companies which have
not succumbed—one of them has lately paid a
dividend of 65 per cent.—and which are quite

capable of holding their own. Eumours have
gone abroad ^that the recently formed British

combination will join forces with the American
Universal Company and others, and carry a ‘ war'
of retaliation into the States

;
but so far nothing

definite can be said on the subject.

Mr J. B. Duke, the president of the American
Tobacco Company, and the ‘general' in the ‘war,'

is a big man in every sense of the word. He
is barely fifty, and his assurance is immense.
With millions of dollars behind him, he has

announced his intention of expending millions to

capture the British trade. Many stories are told

of his inexhaustible resource, or rather ‘bluff,’

shown at different critical points in his career,

from the time when he, with four other cigarette

manufacturers, formed, as has already been stated,

the American Tobacco Company of Hew York.

One of his latest smart coups was the registration

in this country of The British Tobacco Company,
Limited, with a nominal capital of £100 ! Boers

in khaki could hardly be more trying ! Mr Duke
has never been seriously defeated in his ambitions,

and does not expect to be, though an American

newspaper recently anticipated that ‘Napoleon,'

as it sarcastically dubbed him, would find his

Waterloo in Britain, But then Mr Duke in all

his glory is not greatly loved in the land of

his birth; It is characteristic of the man that,

vdieii asked his opinion of the British combination

formed to oppose his company’s invasion, he coolly

remarked that the amalgamation of the thirteen

businesses merely simplified matters, as, instead

of having to ‘take’ them singly, he would be

enabled to ‘take’ them conveniently ‘in the

bunch.’

The tobacco trade of Great Britain and Ireland

is worth having, and the enormous stride made

by it in the last decade must have tempted the

American Trust to our shores. In 1891 the

total quantity of leaf tobacco imported was

practically seventy million pounds
;

in 1901 it

was nearly ninety-seven million pounds. During

that period the production of cigarettes showed

an annual increase which, were the figures avail-

able, would be found to be perfectly startling;

and it is scarcely necessary to suggest that the

Americans, whose output had such a fall from

the record of 1897, should be desirous of recover-

ing that branch of their trade at this country's

expense.

Two months after the American acquisition of

Ogdens Limited, the Imperial Tobacco Company
(of Great Britain and Ireland), Limited, was
formed to carry on business as tobacco manufac-
turers, and for the

2>ur2Dose of acquiring thirteen
English and Scottish coinj>anies and firms at a
total purchase price of £11,957,022, over £7,500,000
being for goodwill. The share capital of the com-
bination was^ fixed at £15,000,000, and the deben-
tures were limited in amount to 50 2)6r cent, of

the cumulative preference share capital for the
time being issued. Three million 5-| per cent,

cumulative preference shares and a million of

first mortgage debenture stock were offered for

public subscription, and were over-subscribed.

The preliminary expenses, including stamp-duties,

amounted to £150,000. The average yearly j^rofits,

calculated from the last three years, were certified

to be slightly over £1,000,000 sterling; and,

after paying the interest on the debenture stock

and the di\ddend on the preference shares, there

would be an estimated surplus of £751,672.

The Imperial Company at the outset proclaimed

itself the champion of British Trade for the

British Peojfle, and intimated its intention of

issuing a bonus scheme for giving to the customers

a direct interest in the prosperity of the com-

pany
;
whereupon patriotic retailers praised the

Im2)erial Company, and looked forward eagerly,

yet patiently, to the issue of its bonus scheme.

It was issued in March 1902. It consisted of a

document of an autocratic nature—so autocratic,

in fact, as to suggest that the Imperial Company,

or the thirteen firms and companies contained

therein, controlled the whole tobacco trade of the

British Isles, instead of less than a half of that

trade. According to the bonus scheme, retailers

who purchased certain goods from the Imj)erial

Company were to participate in one-fifth of the

profits earned by the company, while the amount

to be distributed for the first six months was

guaranteed to be not less than £50,000. But the

retailers, aware that they were exceedingly numer-

ous, were not fascinated by the offer. Nay, they

were disappointed ;
and they were even annoyed

and angered when they read that, to participate in

the bonus, they must qualify themselves by boy-

cotting the goods of the American Tobacco Com-

pany, including those of Ogdens Limited, in the

American Tobacco Company’s own fashion, and

also the goods of any other firms or companies to

which the Imperial Company might have objec-

tion. The retailers were invited to sign an agree-

ment to the foregoing effect. Altogether it was

a sorry directors of the

Imj)erial Com 2>any. The circular, with its Yankee

boycotting clause, was a dejflorable mistake, and

cost them dear. The idea of the cham2)ion of

British Trade for the British People making the

first important move after an American ptattern

!

Within a few hours of the appearance of the

Imperial Company's circulars, Ogdens Limited

was despatching telegrams broadcast through the
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kingdom begging retailers not to sign tlie agree-

ment until they heard what Ogdens Limited had

to offer. Next da}^ the retailers received circulars

from the House of British Labour and American

Capital, offering participation in a bonus of

£200,000, together 'with all the Ogden proffts for

the next four years, 'with freedom of trade into

the bargain
;

the boycotting iDiinciple being

virtuously set aside by the agents of those who
uj)held it in other lands to their own aggrandise-

ment and the obliteration of weaker traders.

The Imperial Company rej)lied with a con-

ciliatory circular, stating that the stocking of

American goods would not interfere with a

retailer’s right to share in the Imperial bonus so

long as they were not sho^vn in the shop-window,

and that the company had no objections to the

goods of other British manufacturers. Other

circulars have since been issued by the rival

companies
;
but it is an unfortunate fact that the

Imperial directors have not yet issued one which
has not been improved upon by the invader. It

is ^a x^ity. The Imx)erial Company’s sense of

dignity and importance has evidently blinded it

to the necessity for delicacy and consideration in

its early operations. Another move which has

further alienated the sympathy of the retailers

from the combination was the acquiring of a

control over the one hundred and forty London
and provincial tobacconist shops belonging to a

well-known company of retail ‘cutters,’ in the

belief that the arrangement would ‘tend largely

to protect the interests’ of its (the Imperial’s)

customers. In answer to this deal, Ogdens Limited

naturally took the opportunity of informing the

retailers that it had and would have no connection

with any retail shops
;
and later it announced to

the Wholesale Tobacconists’ Protection Association

that it was prepared to do better than the Im-
perial Company, no matter what terms the latter

might offer.

Up till now, so far as words are concerned

—

and words are almost better than deeds at the

moment—the invader has had the best of the-

encounters
; and he may well be satisfied. Ee-

garding the actual progress made by the American
Tobacco Compiany, any attempt at estimating it

by an outsider would be foolish
;

but it may
be mentioned that the cigarettes imx)orted from
the States during the first quarter of this year

reached the insigniffcant value of £3677.

After all, the struggle has only begun. What,

the next moves of the rival companies will be it

would be vain to guess. Much maj^ be done, and

much is likely to be done, in the way of under-

selling, and the consumer may find certain cheax)'

tobaccos and cigarettes a trifle cheax)er than here-

tofore. Among the retailers considerable confusion

still exists : few have signed agreements
;
some

are holding aloof from the blandishments of both

conijDanies, unable to decide which to favour, and

waiting for further offers and concessions
;
many

others have decided to favour neither comx)any,

and are inclined to stand by the firms who are

not in the combination, but who rex)resent, not

in numbers but in actual business, nearly two-

thirds of the British manufacturers.

On the existence of the independent manu-

facturers rests the consumer’s chance of being-

able to purchase his tobacco at fair prices in the

future. Should the independent manirfacturers

go under, to put it in the plainest fashion, there-

will remain two huge concerns scrambling for all

the trade and straining to secure it at all costs..

Then, indeed, the consumer may enjo}^ a x)eriod

of low prices
;
but only a brief period. The two-

huge concerns cannot continue giving away their-

wares for next to nothing. One is bound to be-

broken or bought up. And then—a long fare-

well to any consideration for retailer or public.

The survivor will naturally insist ux)on recovering-

his costs—and something more
;
and the consumer-

vdll have to pay, or give up smoking. In the

meantime, however, it does not look as if the

independent manufacturers were in any danger

of going under.

A COMEDY
CHAPTER IV.-

DDY,’ said Eosamund a few days

later, ‘ this hasn’t been a very

happy home-coming.’

There was a certain wistfulness

in her tone which struck the

Colonel. He paused for a moment
in the middle of examining a bad case of blight

on one of his rose-trees, and cast a shrewd glance

at the corner of the terrace where she sat leaning
’

forward watching him, her book open on her
knee.

‘Hasn’t it, child r he said. ‘Well, you know,
things don’t always turn out quite so pleasant as

OF PEARLS.
—CERTAINTY.

one plans; you’ll find that out often enough as

you grow older.’

‘Yes,’ answered Eosamund thoughtfully, as if

this 'vdew of the case were by no means new to

her. ‘But I’ve been thinking that perhaps I

might have been nicer about it all’

‘ Pooh, pooh, don’t be morbid !
’ broke in the

Colonel, dreading a scene.

‘All right, daddy,’, she said, nodding at him

cheerfully. ‘There shan’t be any, ecstatics. But

I do want to teU you that I’ve been thinking it

all over these last few da^^s, and . I do see your

side of it
; and I ’m sorry I said some of the
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tilings I did
;
and I don^t tliinlc yon were un-

kind, tliongh. I do tkink you were a little, little

bit more suspicious than was necessary.’

Slie came sidling up to tlie Colonel, slipped

her arm through his, and pulled Mm away from

his rose-tree.

‘There, let it be !’ she said coaxingly. ‘You’ve

only one child, and the rose-tree doesn’t want

to say it’s sorry.’

‘ The blight is very bad,’ said the Colonel, with

a lingering look. ‘ Oh, well ! it will wait. But

don’t be sorry, child
;
I want you to be glad.’

‘Then I will be,’ declared Bosamund dutifully

—‘as glad as I can be, that is; for until the

necklace is found I can’t be quite happy again.’

‘ I hope you ’re mistaken there,’ said the Colonel,

‘for I never expect to see the pearls an}’- more.’

‘ You haven’t any newsP
‘ Oh yes !

’ laughed the Colonel scornfully ;
‘ I

have a letter from that fantastic fellow Hicks.

He’s wandering about the moor in search of a

troupe of conjurers. Where’s his letter? Oh, I

have it: “Dear Curtis,—Jungar Dass was at

Bovey yesterday, swallowing swords with a troupe

calling itself the Arabian Conjurers. The mans

description is exact, dovui to the sword-slash over

the right eye, which he got on the occasion

we remember.” And so on. Beally, the man s

a monomaniac ! Jungar Dass died, to my know-

ledge, four years ago.’

‘Did you tell Mm so?’

‘A dozen times,’ fumed the Colonel ;
‘ but he

won’t listen. I shouldn’t mind Ms wasting his

ovm time in this wild-goose chase ;
but para-

graphs get into the papers about it. There was

one yesterday in the Exmoutli Gourier. It’s all

so ridiculous 1

’

‘Well, never mind!’ said Bosamund, wheedling

and coaxing him along the walk ;
‘ let him gambol

about after conjurers all the rest of his life.

He shan’t spoil our happiness, daddy ? Don’t you

think we can manage to be a good deal happiei

than we have been these last few days ?

‘Why, it depends on you,’ said the Colonel.

‘Does it?’ answered Bosamund, wistfully as

before. ‘Then I won’t be angry or cross any

more because you don’t like Charley as much

as I do. After all, how should you? And you

don’t forbid our meeting; only Charley stays

away, and won’t tell me why.’

‘I’m afraid he took offence at sometMng I

said,’ remarked the Colonel uneasily.
^ ^ ^

‘If that’s all, couldn’t we tell him it wasnt

meant?’ suggested Bosamund. ‘And then in

time I think—no, I know 1—you’ll find out what

a patient, uphill struggle he has had to clear to

property, and how well managed it is now, mth-

out an agent, and-oh ! lots of things that ^vill

alter your opinion altogether. Because you re not

imjust, or prejudiced-are you, daddy ?-but you

only want to know, and to be sure, so that you

can take proper care of me.

‘Why, child, how did you find all that out?’-

asked the Colonel, pleased and rather touched by

her confidence in him.

‘ I didn’t find it out. I always knew it,’ she

retorted. ‘Only sometimes I am cross, and then

I don’t see things quite so clearly.’

‘Well, you know, I have been hearing things

to Henderson’s credit,’ said her father, pushing

back his cap and rumpling his hair. ‘ How would

you like to drive over with me and call upon

Mm?’
‘I should like it above everything,’ said she

emphatically.

‘Yery well, we’ll go this afternoon. And now

let me finish with my roses
;

for if I don’t do

that before lunch I shall have to begin again

afterwards.’

Bosamund retreated to her seat. The Colonel

moved about among his rose-trees, grumbling and

grunting as he detected sign upon sign of care-

lessness in pruning or neglect in treating the

first indications of blight. ‘James will have to

gol’ he snapped out. ‘It’s easy enough to keep

roses clean
;

a child could do it ;
and the man

has been using his knife like a scythe. Oh, I

must get rid of him 1

’

He gazed from bush to bush and found nothing

good. The climbing roses provoked him especially.

‘I’ll stake my salvation he cut out nothing

last autumn—not a stick ;
not a twig 1 The lazy

brute was afraid of tearing his hands ! Look at

this noisette 1—really, it ’s scandalous.’

The noisette hung down in trails from Bosa-

mimd’s balcony. It was of uncommonly thick

growth, and had clearly been allowed to spread

at will. Underneath the pretty blossoms was a

thicket of dead wood. The Colonel, lithe and

active, svuing himself up on the supports of

the balcony to see more clearly the extent of

his gardener’s neglect, and stood there growling

and muttering beneath his breath, till suddenly

he gave a sharp cry, and thrust Ms hand into

the midst of the thorns.

‘What is it? What have you done?’ caUed

Bosamund from her corner; and the Colonel,

withdrawing his hand hastily and thrusting it •

into his pocket, leapt down on the gravel.

‘Nothing, notMng, child!’ he said hastily.

‘Don’t worry me. I’ve torn my hand upon the

thorns. Nonsense! I don’t want any sticking-

plaster. Let me be, child

!

He hurried off towards the house. Bosamund

gazed after him in astonisliment. ‘It

been a very bad scratch to lyset him like that,

she said. ‘But, those thorns do hurt

'With that she gathered up her book and vor

and went in to lunch.
^

Colonel Curtis as a rule was punctuality itsel ,

but Bosamund waited fnU five mmutes after the

tTon« somided before he appeared. They weie

alone; for Aunt Catherine had gone to Llan-

drindod to nurse her rheumatism.
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The Colonel was ver}^ silent, and appeared to

he thinking dee23ly. From time to time the

ghost of a smile crossed his face, hut it never

settled there
;
and Rosamund, finding her efforts

at conversation falling flat, ate her cutlet in

silence and thought the more.

‘Does your hand hurt you very much?’ she

asked at last.

‘ Pish !
’ said the Colonel impatiently, and

pushed hack his chair.

‘Don’t go yet,’ pleaded Rosamund. ‘There is

the first hlackherry-tart.’

‘Rosamund,’ said her father, walking over to

lier chair, ‘sometimes I think you are nothing

hut a child still, and that a woman’s head is a

thing you still have to wait for, whatever may
he the case with the woman’s heart. That ’s

why I hesitate so much about your marriage.’

‘ But, papa,’ said Rosamund demurely, ‘ a woman
Avhen she marries is not supposed to steer herself.’

‘That’s true,’ the Colonel answered, with a

sigh. ‘ And what will it he like liere in this

house, madcap, when some one else has steered

you to another port?’

‘Will you care very much?’ asked Rosamund,

ruhhing her head against his sleeve. ‘But what

if the other port were very close—say as near as

Greenhank ?
’

‘ Ah, well ! it is the common round with all

of us : first to desert and then to he deserted.

Well, child, I find I can’t go over to Greenhank

this afternoon— now don’t look disappointed

before you hear me out—^hut I have sent over

a note asking Henderson to come here at four

o’clock upon important business. So just tell

Eliot to deny you to any visitors
;

for I ' shall

want you when Henderson arrives.’

Rosamund could get no further information

out of her father, who shut himself u|) in his

study, refusing to see any one. She could not

help feeling that something had occurred of more
importance than the projected reconciliation with

her lover, and she wandered about the house ex-

cited and impatient till her ear caught the sound

of wheels driving rapidly up. She ran to the door

' just in time to see Captain Hicks toss the reins

to his servant and leap out of the little Raleigh

cart which he drove, waving his hand to her

and calling out in excitement :

‘ They ’ve got him ! He ’s in jail ! Great news,

my dear Miss Curtis.’

‘ Got whom ? What do I care who ’s in jail ?
’

she answered, disappointed not to see her lover. ^

‘Who? MTiy, who should it he hut Jungar

Dass himself, the man who stole your necklace,

Miss Curtis ! And a bonny chase he gave us !

’

‘Oh !
’ shrieked Rosamund, ‘ you don’t mean

to say you’ve got my necklace? Give it me,

dear Captain Hicks ! You don’t know how much
it means to me !

’

‘Why, of course it is worth a lot of money,’

chuckled the Chief Constable, in high delight.

But Rosamund stamped her foot impatiently.

‘ It isn’t that ! You don’t understand. If it

was worth a hundred thousand pounds I shouldn’t

care. Oh, give it me ! Don’t keep me waiting,’

‘But I haven’t got it yet,’ said Captain Hicks.

‘ In fact, you know, we may never get it.’

‘ Not got it ? ’ cried Rosamund, in dismay. ‘ Then
what in the name of all that’s wonderful are

you so exultant about ? Oh, you are exas23erat-

ing !
’ She hit her lip, and had much ado to

keep hack a hurst of tears. Cax^tain Hicks looked

at her in 2)er2)lexity, and shook his head.

‘ I never could hit it off with women,’ he

muttered disconsolately. Then, more cheerfully,

he tried again. ‘You understand that we’ve got

the thief, don’t you ?
’

‘ Gracious goodness ! What ’s the comfort of

that?’ demanded Rosamund. ‘I su2)pose you’ll

want to bring the nasty black man here for me
to see. If he hasn’t got my necklace you may
let him go for all I care.’

At that moment the Colonel, hearing the sound

of voices, o]Dened the library door and came out

into the hall.

‘ What is this noise ? ’ he asked

‘There’s no peace. Ah, Hicks, I didn’t recognise

your voice. Come in. I’m glad to see you. In

fact, I should have asked you to come over if

I’d known where you were.’

‘I didn’t waste a moment in coming to you,’

said the Chief Constable consequentially. ‘We’ve

great news, my dear Curtis. We’ve got Jungar

Dass.’

‘ Got the devil !
’ he cried, falling hack a step.

‘Yes, under lock and key at Ashburton.’

‘And had he got the necklace?’ asked the

Colonel, with a grim smile.

‘Pshaw! You and Miss Curtis are just alike.

I tell you we shall have the greatest case of the

century, necklace or no necklace.’

‘And you’ll go down to 2)Osterity as the

cleverest Chief Constable 1
’ said the Colonel, with

something very like a sneer. ‘ Y^ell, I don’t

grudge you your triumph. But come in.—Rosa-

mund, won’t you come and listen ?
’

But Rosamund had run out upon the drive,

and her father, following a few stej^s, was just

in time to see a meeting which perha^Ds he ought

not to have seen, and came hack shrugging his

shoulders.

‘It is Henderson,’ he said. ‘Wait a moment,

Hicks, and we’ll have a larger audience for your

tale.’

In another moment Charles Henderson came

in, courteous hut not more. The Colonel came

to meet him with great friendliness.

‘I am very glad to see you, Henderson,’ he

said. ‘ I believe I owe you some amends. At
all events, I have something i^s^'t'ticular to say.

And here comes Hicks, just in the nick of

time, to tell us how he caught the man who
stole the necklace. Come in, all of you.’
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He led tlie way into the library.

^Now then, Hicks, yon begin,^ he said, with a

curious trace of repressed triumph in his voice.

‘There isn’t much to tell,’ began the Chief

Constable, feeling a trifle damped, he scarce knew

why. ‘I was out all night. The blackguard had

got wind that he was wanted, and left the fellows

he was with
;
but we ran him dovm upon the

moor near Dartmeet, and now he’s safe in jail

at Ashburton. I feel a bit tired, of course,

but that doesn’t matter now.’ He looked round

in the expectation of sjunpathy.

The Colonel chuckled. ‘Wliat are you going to
|

charge the rascal with, Hicks ?
’

‘Why, what a question 1 With stealing the

necklace !’

‘Wouldn’t it be well to find the necklace

first ?
’

‘ Of course it would, if that were possible,’ said

Hicks, with a shrug
;

‘ but I fear the knave has

taken care that we shall not do that.’

‘ Well, I think I can help you,’ said the Colonel,

and with that he lifted a piece of embroidered

siUc that lay upon the table.

‘ It is the necldace 1
’ shouted Charles Henderson.

Captain Hicks ejaculated something which shall

not be recorded
;

but Eosamund, grasping her

father’s arm with a scared face, asked, ‘ Oh

daddy, daddy !
you hadn’t got it all the timeP

‘Well,’ said the Colonel, ‘of all the unreason-

able suggestions ! Ho, you suspicious little spit-

fire, I had not got it all the time. In fact, I’ve

not had it more than three hours ;
and I ’m not

sure that I shall give it to anybody again.’

‘ Put where did you find it, sir ? ’ asked Charles.

‘Come here,’ said the Colonel, ‘and I’U show

you.’

The whole party trooped after him to the foot

'of the balcony.

‘ There,’ said the Colonel. ‘ I found it hanging

in the middle of that tangle of prickly ntems

;

and if any one of you likes to thrust his hand

in at the risk of tearing it as I did mine, he

can find the very place.’

‘ But who could have put it there ? ’ demanded

Eosamund.
‘ YTiy, you, foolish child,’ said her father

;

‘or you and Henderson together, for I believe

you were both in it. No, don’t scowl at me.

Henderson clasped it on your neck. He’s prob-

ably more used to handling cartridges and rods

than ladies’ jewels, and doubtless he didn’t fasten

the clasp properly. Then you got into a tower-

ing rage with me, leant over the balcony to

revile me, and in your indignation let the thing

slip without noticing it. Let it be a warning to

you never to scold your father any more.’

‘I shall make no promises,’ said Eosamund.

‘ I shall see how you behave.’

‘Well, if I’m to be watched,’ said the Colonel,

‘ I may as well begin to amend at once.

—

Henderson, I’m sorry for my unjust suspicion

of you
;
and if you ’ll accept my assurance that

it has left my mind entirely, I see no reason

why we shouldn’t be the best of friends.’

‘There is nothing I desire more,’ said Charles,

and shook hands cordially. ‘Then nothing re-

mains but to apologise to Jungar Dass?’

‘ Pooh 1
’ said the Chief Constable, ‘ you ’ve none

of you the least intelligence in detective work.

I see it all. The rascal was climbing down the

balcony with the necklace in his hand when

Miss Curtis came back and disturbed him. This

explains the only thing that puzzled me. It’s

clear now why he hadn’t got the necldace. Miss

Curtis must see for herself’

But Miss Curtis was at that moment dis-

appearing in the shrubbery, and the Chief Con-

stable found himself taEdng only to the Colonel,

who, instead of replying, burst into a short laugh

and led him back into the house.

‘It shall be as you please, old friend,’ he said.

‘But have a whisky and soda, just to celebrate the

end of all our troubles. And, Hicks, if Jungar

Pass, or the man to whom you give that name,

brings an action for false imprisonment, you may

charge me with the damages.’

THE END.

AROUlSrD WOOLWICH HOTTJNDA
Ernest E. Suffling.By

the very prettiest corner of Wool-

wich Common, nearly hidden by

fine forest trees, and where one

would least expect to find it,

stands a building which is unique

among the public edifices of the

world. It is called the Eotunda
;

but, unlike

other places with similar appellations, it has a

history and a purpose all its own.

In 1814, when peace was proclaimed—premature

peace, as Quatre Bras and Waterloo the foEov-

ing year proved—a grand gathering was held in

London in a gigantic pavilion, many crowned

heads being present, including the Czar of Eussia,

the King of Prussia, and others, together with a

<^alasy of the great men of all nations ;
and there

Wellington and Bliicher stood side by side, sur-

rounded by hundreds of persons entitled to wear

diadem and coronet.

Such a brilliant gathering the world has seldom

seen, and there was little ivonder that the nation

was anxious to preserve the canvas paiulion wdnch.

for a brief hour contained the cream of the regal,

military, diplomatic, and scientific power of Europe.
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Witli that view the xDavilion was erected in a

little si^ace of ground between two wooded glens

in a corner of Woolwich Common.

During his stay in Antwerp the great NaxDoleon,

when gazing upon the wondrous beauty of Ant-

werp Cathedral tower, remarked, It is lacework

in stone! It is too fine a production to stand

bare to the spite and indiscrimination of the

elements. It deserves a glass case.’ With this

in mind, those v^ho wished to preserve the canvas

pavilion, and make it at once useful as well as

ornamental, erected it in a dry s^Dot, and built

over it an outer casing of brick, timber, and

lead
;
and so we see it at the present day

:

canvas walls within brick walls, and a canvas

canopy within a leaden roof of substantial struc-

ture, rising to a cupola and vane over a hundred

feet above the ground.

The outside circumference of the Rotunda is

nearly four hundred feet, and at the back it

has a small annexe. The curator and his two

assistants, all military men, are indefatigable in

explaining to visitors the uses and capabilities

of the hundreds of items mth which the museum
is crammed. As .a military museum it is in no

way inferior in interest to either the collection

at the Tower of London or that in the United

Service Museum in Whitehall.

Before entering the Rotunda itself we will

glance at a few of the many interesting objects

strewn broadcast in the grounds surrounding the

building. Guns, mortars, bombards, howitzers,

shells, armour-plates, and strange wea^oons of all

countries lie around everywhere. We will briefly

mention a few of these.

Here is a cannon or bombard used at the siege

of Constantinople in 1453. It is an immense

Aveapon, being ,17 feet long and about 4 feet

in diameter
;

its calibre is 25 inches, and its

weight 18 tons 13 cAvt. We have guns at the

present day Aveighing upAvards of 100 tons, but

AAuth a bore of only 17 inches. This Turkish

;gun is cast in tAvo pieces, AARich screAV together,

the pieces being left asunder for the ins^^ection

of Ausitors. The gun being almost entirely of

copper, its present value as old metal Avould be

very considerable. Rear it is a pile of the

stone balls Avhich Avere the missiles of the day,

each Aveighing about 600 .lb. Truly, Avhen we
remember that artillery Avas in 1453 only about

a century old, this Avas a very formidable Aveapou.

Taa^o centuries ago the military mind AAns alwe

to the fact that the gunner who could fire tAAuce

Avhile the enemy fired only once had a great advan-

tage
;
and to attain this end Ave percewe in a pair

of beautifully made brass guns the means Avhich

the artillerists of the period adopted. Instead of

the repeating-guns of modern days, a plan was
adopted of casting three barrels in one mould,

so as to form a tri|)licate cannon, each Avith a

.sej)arate vent. Such are the guns AA^e noAv refer

to. Despite the ap^oarent gain, the Aveapon does

not seem to have been adopted by any European

nation, but only by the Chinese, aaRo adhere to

anything curious and likely to strike terror into

the breasts of their adversaries, hoAvever ineffectual

the particular article or Aveapon may be—as, for

example, the hideous faces on their shields and

flags. The pair of triplicate guns before us Avere

captured by the Duke of Marlborough at Malj)laquet

in 1709, and Avere made only five years previously.

Rext Ave have a fine Erench 12-pounder field-

piece taken at Waterloo, and complete AAdth its

limber. It aa^s, for the period, a very fine Aveapon,

strong, mobile, and efficient. One Avonders AAdien

gazing at this gun and at RajDoleoffis j^rivate

field-oven—Avhich stand hard by and are both

coA^ered Avith lead-coloured paint—that tAvo such

valuable curiosities should be alloAved to stand in

the open air, the sport of AAund and Aveather.

Surely curios Avhich cannot be rejplaced should be

kept under cover.

Roav we inspect a 32-pounder gun from the

Victory
j

Avhich helped Relson to Avin the great

naval fight off Trafalgar ;
' and near it, and like

as one pea to another, is a 32-j)0under AAdiich,

after a fighting career on the Orio7i, Avas trans-

ferred to the Reynard, a A^essel AAdiich unfortu-

nately was lost on the Prata shoals in the China

Sea, and found in the Ta-kfl forts AAdien they

Avere caxitured by the allies in 1860. It AAns

smart of the yelloAv men to dredge up our

guns and use them against us !

In 1545 England boasted of a A^ery fine shi])-

of-Avar called the Mary Rose, Avhicli Avas sunk

off Spithead by the Erench admiral Annebant,

carrying Avith her Sir George CarcAV and seven

hundred men. There she still lies
;
but many of

her guns Avere recovered by diA^ers in 1836, and

four of them lie side by side before us, little the

Avorse for being submerged for tAVo hundred and

ninety-one years. One gun has the respectable

length of 11 feet, a bore of 5 ’26 inches, and a

Aveight of 43 CAvt.
;

so Ave see that guns in those

days Avere anything but the toys Ave imagine them

to have been. Rear the Mai'y Rose guns is one

from the Royal George, AAdiich saidc in 1782, also

at Spithead, AAffien Admiral Kempenfelt and eight

hundred men perished. This also Avas recovered

by divers AAffiilst at Avork off Sjiithead in 1836.

Burst guns lie around in all directions, silent

Avitnesses of many a dreadful tragedy. One Ave

notice is a Chinese gun, AAffiich Avas apparently

made in a great hurry, for the component parts

Avere not alloAved sufficient time to fuse and ^melt

into one liquid mass, as half-melted metal edii be

seen in various parts of the fracture. One Avonders

at the haA^oc such a burst must have Avrouglit 1

We come noAv to an historic gun. Up to 1716

the Royal Gun Eoundry had been at Moor-

fields in London
;
but inattention to duty caused

both founders and foundry to be removed. The

story is told that a SAviss founder paid a visit to

the Royal Moorfields Works, and AAdiilst looking
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•on lie noticed tlie careless methods of the work-
men. ‘ Why, friend,^ he said to the foreman, ‘ thy
mould is damp 1 This casting must needs prove
•a failure.^ Heedless of the practical warning, the

casting was carried out
; and it proved a failure,

-as the visitor had predicted, the steam from the

damp mould having forced a hole in the side of

the cannon. That cannon now lies at the Eotunda
for the visitor’s inspection.

Luckily certain persons were present when the

Swiss founder expressed his opinion, and this was
the sequel : the Swiss visitor, Andrew Schalch,

was inter\dewed, and finally, after many inquiries

.as to his abilities, &c., he was made head of the

Eoyal Foundry, mth power to select a site within
ten miles of London for a new foundry. He chose

Woolwich Warren, as it was then called, and
there is situated the Hational Ordnance Foundry
to this day

; but it is now called Woolwich
'Arsenal. Many fine guns made by Schalch

between 1720 and 1740 lie near the burst cannon

of 1716, as memorials of the ability of the

foreigner. He was master-founder for sixty years.

Having for the present seen enough big guns,

we will move forward and enter the Eotunda.

Before entering we notice two huge spheres of

iron flanking the portal on both sides. These

-are 36-inch shells made about the time of the

Crimean war
;
but it was found they were too

large for use. Each shell had a loaded weight of

from 21 to 26 cwt., and requii'ed a mortar weigh-

ing 42 tons.* The conveyance of such weapons

•and shells over rough roads was too arduous for

the force of artillery available. As an experiment,

•one of these shells, weighing 2395 lb. (over a ton),,

was fired with 80 lb. of powder, and traveEed

the respectable distance of 2759 yards before it

buried itself deeply in the earth. Wliat would be

the result of the explosion of such a shell charged

with lyddite one can hardly imagine. Hot many

were cast, and of the number several are dotted

.about Woolwich Common as gate-posts and dumb

sentinels at important doorways, warranted not to

desert their posts on any consideration whatever.

We now enter the great Eotunda; and, face to

face with its vast wealth of curious weapons and

inventions, we pause in wonder as to how we can

inspect everything here in a single afternoon.

Then at the very outset we give iip the hope of

accomplishing so much.

We approach a set of life-size effigies of

warriors of days gone by. There are a dozen of

them, a mounted figure wearing a fine suit of

armour of the fifteenth century being very con-

spicuous. It is the cap-d-p^e armour of a knight,

'and that knight, it is said, was no other than

the great French medieval warrior the Chevalier

de Bayard. Sir Samuel Meyrick, the great

authority on armour, whilst not denying the

accuracy of this statement, points to the fact

that no acknowledged aiUhority can be cited to

prove that this suit once belonged to the chivalrous

Bayard. However, it is a very fine suit, and
undoubtedly of Bayard’s period, if not actually
worn by him.

Another figure in complete fifteenth -century
armour stands by the right side of Bayard’s
charger—which, by the way, is a model of

Wellington’s horse Copenhagen
;
and on the left

is a man of the period of Charles I. in demi-
armour and buff-leather continuations. Perhaps
the two figures that wiU claim most attention are

an artilleryman of the time of Crecy and a long-

bowman of the period of Agincourt. We will

take the latter first. The figure represents a

stalwart bowman accoutred in the actual armour
of the period. On his head is a helmet of some-

what globular form, coming well do’wn over the

neck, and known as a salctde

;

the body is clothed

in pliable leathern jerkin laced up the front, and
with plate-armour covering only the loins and
stomach, leaving the upper part of the body and
arms free to get the necessary puE and swing at

the powerful bow. In modern archery the bow is

only half-round
;
but the true English yew-stave

was quite* round, and measured about four and

a half inches in circumference at the thickest

part. Tight-fitting long -hose and square-toed

laced boots complete the costume. MTien in

action the cloth-yard arrows were either stuck

in the ground at the archer’s right side if the

groimd was soft, or placed on the gi’oimd imder

his left or forward foot if it was hard. Such

was the English bovonan of King Edward’s time,

who could j)robably have held his ovti with the

flintlock men of WelEngton’s army.

We will now look at the first artilleryman

and his gun. His helmet is similar to that of

the archer, but his body is more invulnerable

to sword and arrow by reason of a coat-of-mail

worn over his short tunic of homespun linen.

His neck is guarded vith a leather gorget laced

in front, and his legs, in their coloured long-hose,‘

are guarded by a thick leather apron like that of

a blacl^smith, only longer. In his right hand he

carries an implement for discharging his piece

—

one weE known to modern folks—a red-hot poker

!

The cannon—or, as it was then termed, bom-

bard—which the figure is supposed to be about to

fire, is of the early fifteenth century, probably

about 1410-25, and was brought from Bodiham

Castle, Kent, after being for many years at

Battle Abbey. It is a remarkable weapon, about

3 feet long, and has a bore of some 10 inches

;

but the diameter of the gim suddenly contracts

and runs back into a powder-chamber 14 inches

deep and of 4 inches bore. As the gun is much

decaved, it gives us a capital idea of its manu-

factine. The inner tube is of cast-iron, and out-

side there, are lateral plates of wrought -Eon

to strengthen the gun, with wrought-iron rings

shrimk on roimd these, binding aE closely together,

and making a weapon quite capable of withstand-

ing the force of the poor powder of the period.
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Probably the powder in use was of the coarsest

and worst description, similar to the trading-

powder now sold to barbarians, and gave more

liame, smoke, and soot than propelling j)ower

;

lienee the leathern gorget and apron of the artil-

leryman, and the hand thrown up to protect his

face from the -flame and fumes which flew from -

the large vent at each discharge of the bombard.

Shakespeare in his day, nearly two hundred years

later, refers to powder as ‘ villainous saltpetre
;

^

he may have been present at a ‘review.’

There is another cannon which should not be

overlooked—one of the famous leathern guns of

Gustavus Adolphus, and a very fine, light weapon,

too, for the period when powder was weak. It

is 6*5 feet long, has a calibre of 2T7 inches,

and weighs only 119 lb. The cylinder or lining

is of copper, increasing in substance towards the

breech, and is firmly covered with tough leather,

and tightly bound with hempen cord about as

thick as ordinary blind-cord, the whole being

covered with varnish or some resinous compound
as protection from the weather. Such were the
‘ leathern jacks ’ vdiich frightened the enemies of

Adolphus.

On every side are cannon, many of them
imique and of very great value. For example, a

large Japanese gun, near the centre of the Rotunda,

is made of a composition the chief ingredient of

which is platinum, a metal far above gold in value.

Ask any of your friends the question, ‘When
was tlie system of breechloading for either cannon

or hand-guns invented V Nine out of ten vnll

answer, ‘ I do not quite know ; but it was certainly

within the past forty years.’ A visit to the

Rotunda would show them their error. In racks

beside the central support of the building will

he seen a fine collection of muskets, and among
them a fowling-piece of the time of James II.

which is not only a breechloader, but, mirabile

dictu, its breech mechanism is closed with the

supposed new invention of an ‘ interrupted screw ’

!

In a glass case is a Chinese revolving gun with

four chambers, several centuries old
; and on

every hand we find ancient mechanical contriv-

ances appertaining to weapons which modern
gunsmiths fondly imagine they have invented

during the degenerate years of the nineteenth

century. An upright case contains a Moorish

revolver and a musket of the fifteenth century !

Did Moncrieff invent the system on which he

worked his guns for the purpose of loading and

sighting? Scarcely, for the Rotunda possesses

examples of weapons of the kind which were in

existence many years before he was born

!

]\Iany of us appear to associate the invention

of breechloading cannon with the name of Arm-
strong and his contemporaries

;
but the Rotunda

lias a pair of Venetian brass cannon dating from
the sixteenth century, which were loaded from
the breech

;
while another even older specimen

is shown working on the very same principle,

and made as early as the reign of Edward IV.

(1442-83). The mode adopted was extremely

simple. On the upper portion of the breech a

broad slot was made—that is, a slice was taken,

out of the gun some nine inches long and four

inches broad (the width of the bore), and into

this was dropped the breech-block cast in brass

and in shape and size like a quart pewter-pot,

but of very thick metal. To load, the breech-

block was removed by its handle and filled with

powder by a gunner. At the same time a round-

shot was dropped into the breech and pushed

forward
; then the filled breech-block was dropped

in place, a wedge slipped in behind it, and the

gun was ready for firing, as we have mentioned,

by means of a red-hot poker. Rifled arms date,

not, as is commonly supposed, from the eighteenth

century, but from the sixteenth.

In looking at this vast collection of military

curiosities one cannot help repeating Solomon’s

words that there is ‘nothing new under the sun.’

So it would seem when one’s preconceived notions

are thus upset at every turn.

A case of very handsome petronelles should

command some attention, if only for the. beauty

of their workmanship and the wonderfully fine

ivory inlaying of their stocks. The petroneUe was
the weapon of the fine gentleman of the seven-

teenth century, and was never used by troopers.

It was a cross or link between the musket and
the j)istol, being from two feet to nearly three

feet in length, and was fired from the breast, not

from the shoulder or at arm’s-length.

This article might be prolonged indefinitely in

describing the warlike wonders of the past ages ;

but probably enough has been written to whet the

a23petite of visitors to the Metropolis who are of

an inventive or curious turn of mind
;

if so, they

should certainly not neglect to visit that little-

known museum of military curiosities, Woolwich
Rotunda.

SHADOW IN SUNSHINE.
Oh, Voice of Summer ! chide me not to-day,

Because ray heart is gray

;

Oh, little birds ! I hear your endless raptures,

And know the spell—believe me, know it well

—

The ecstasy that every fibre captures,

Only to see the white bloom on the may,
Only to live to-day.

Oh, psalm of joy ! I too have taken part,

And sung for ease of heart

;

I too have listened by the silver fountain,

And know the song—ah me ! have known it long

—

The cadences flung far from dreaming mountain,

The melodies that in soft twilights start,

And, lingering, fill the heart.

Oh, God of pity ! who Thine own Son gave

All wounded souls to save,

Forgive us if, when in its garb of glory

Thou deck’st the land, we far apart should stand.

Thou step by step hast learnt our bitter story :

How that, at times, we wot of nothing save

The silence of one grave. .

Marie Bayne.

Printed and Published by W. & R. Chambers, Limited, 47 Paternoster Piow, London ; and Edinburgh.
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rescuing from oblivion of these

simple and unstudied passages in

the letters and diary of a dis-

tinguished soldier of the- Delhi

Field Force is primarily due, as

is stated in a brief and modest

Preface, to his widow’s desire that his children

and friends may be able to read them. We
hardly know whether to admire most the

principal editor’s wifely devotion in carrying

her labour of love to a successful conclusion,

or General Sir Henry Norman’s fine spirit of

camaraderie in ‘esteeming it a grateful duty,’ for

the sake of a ‘dear friend,’ who died forty years

ago, to lighten with his graceful pen, and out

of his full stores of knowledge, the editorial

labours of one who is probably not so well

versed as he is in undertakings of this descrip-

tion. The original intention was to print the

records for private circulation only. But gradu-

ally the- view prevailed that, apart altogether

from the Colonel’s children and friends, there

were still many living who had borne an

active part in the brave endeavour to quell the

Mutiny, and restore right and order; and many

others either connected with India or having

friends who were in the country during that

troubled time, who still took a deep interest in

those years of anxiety and suffering, followed

by righteous retribution.’ This wider survey led

naturally to the conclusion that the papers in

question should be not merely printed, but pub-

lished ;
from which, as a matter of course,

^

it

follows that the reviewers are now free to bring

the book up for judgment on its merits. Let

* Delhi—1857 : The Siege, Assault, and Capture, as

given in the Diary and Correspondence of the late

Colonel Keith Young, C.B., Judge^Advocate General,

Bengal Edited by General Sir Henry Wyhe Norman,

G.C.B. G.C.M.G., C.S.I., and Mrs Keith Young. With

a Memoir and Introduction by Sir Henry Wylie Korman.

With Illustrations and Maps. London and Edmburgh:

W. & E. Chambers, Limited, 1902.
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us see for ourselves, then, what is to be said

of it. Does it form a sound and permanent

contribution to literature 1 Or, to borrow a word

of Carlyle’s, is it but ' a ‘ dud,’ notwithstand-

ing aU the external helps of introductory

memoir and appreciation by perhaps the greatest

soldier-statesman that the Sepoy army of Bengal

ever produced.!

First, then, vnth regard to the reason given

for publishing yet another piece of Mutiny

literature : surely the editors of the book before

us take too modest a view. To interest and

please a few of those persons who are not too

respectfully denominated ‘Old Indians’ is, after

all, but a small matter compared with the presen-

tation of a number of new facts and experiences

illustrative of perhaps the chief episode in a

great drama on which, though the curtain went

down more than forty years ago, a final judg-

ment has yet to be pronounced. In truth, it

were hard to find in all the annals of the

Victorian period any event more far-reaching in

its consequences, or, in a word, more epoch-

making, than that great hurly-burly and commo-

tion which cost the East India Company its

dominion. The revolt of the Sepoys formed the

probably inevitable collapse of that military

system under which during more than a himdred

years each fresh territorial acquisition of the

Company had been entrusted, in the mam, to

the keeping of Hindu and Moslem mercenaries.

Inseparably blended with its militery aspects were

the numerous and complex political denouements

which the Mutiny precipitated ;
not to mention

its real or supposed connection with all the

deeper questions of civil administration Thus,

on the whole, it may be said with safety that

the lessons in empire which this whole series

t Some may need reminding that when, during Mr

Gladstone’s last term of office, the Viceroyalty of India

fell vacant, it was offered to General Sir Henry Korman,

whose modesty, however, stood in the way of his accept-

ing this highest possible honour.

Deserved.]
May 31, 1902.
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of events is fitted to teacli concern not. only tlie

Anglo-Indian reader, but every student of buman
history.

Further, and in the same connection, there

is no blinlving the fact that the Alutiny stiU

av^aits its final historian. The period stretching

from 10th Alay 1857 (the date of the outbreak

at Meerut) to 1st November 1858 (when the

Queen’s direct rule was i^roclaimed) has still to

be penetrated into and explained by some one

raised above the general level. We have, it is

true. Sir John Kaye’s elaborate compilation in

three large volumes, coming down to the cax^ture

of Delhi
;
with the late Colonel Alalleson’s con-

tinuation of the same work, also in three volumes,

but under a different title, and with admitted

and characteristic divergences of o^Dinion. But,

apart even from the clumsiness and incongruity

of such a union of labour, it is impossible to assign

a higher place to those two narrators than that

of collectors and rough-hewers of materials on
behalf of the genuine historian who is yet to

come. This being so, we are the more disposed

to welcome the record of his experiences, which
no mere professional bookmaker, but a simple

and veracious man of duty and action, without a

thought of instructing or informing or convincing

any one, save his own vdfe and a few intimate

friends, filing down piecemeal on paper in his

soldier’s tent on the fateful Delhi Eidge.

It is now time to speak more particularly of

Colonel Keith Young and his Mutiny budget.

As a nursery of x^^fadins, or mounted swords-

men and lancers, the Indian Seiudce yields the

palm of precedence to no army in the modern
world

;
but it is not among the knights of fame

in this sense that the author of the latest Mutiny
record is to be mustered. He was not a leader

of Irregulars, like Hodson of ‘Hodson’s Horse’

—

the Claverhouse of the Delhi Field Force. To
him it was not given to win the xDraise which
the first Lord Nax3ier of Magdala once bestowed

on General Sir William Olx^herts—namely, that he
never took his guns into action vdthout earning

over again his Victoria Cross ! A moralist has

said that a deed makes a habit, a habit a

character, and a character a destiny. Thus it

was with Keith Young. By accepting in his

early prime the appointment of Dex)uty Judge-

Advocate General of Division, he transformed

liimself from a man of the squadron and the

sword into one of the paper and the pen. This

destiny deprived him of the oj)portunity of winning
renovm in the battles of the Dalhousie period

;

but by way of compensation it brought him, as

the responsible adviser of four successive Com-
manders-in-Chief on points of military law and
the proceedings of courts-martial, excellent mental

equix)ments for the sifting of evidence, the inter-

j)retation of facts, and the rejection of over-

sensational representations. His letters bespeak
the man of culture. He ivrites 'without falling

into that slipshod jargon, much interlarded with

corruptions of Hindustani words, which in the

pre-Mutiny days even high officials used so freely

in their x)rivate correspondence.

In the spring of 1857 General Anson, the

Commander-in-Chief of the Indian Army, wlien

on his way from Calcutta to Simla, halted for

some time at AmbMi, the great military canton-

ment at the foot of the Himalayas. In attend-

ance on him, as Judge-Advocate General, was

the author of the records now for the first

time printed
;

the very earliest of which, con-

sisting of the foUo'^dng brief entry in his

diary, under date the 24th of February 1857,

strikes the ke3mote of much that follows :

‘ Sepoys at Barrackpore dissatisfied with the

glazed paper used for the Enfield rifle car-

tridges, saying that there ’s pigs’ or cows’ fat

in it.’ A month later the Colonel writes to a

friend in England as follows :
^ What think you

of the mutinous ^proceedings of the native regi-

ments at Berhampore and Barraclqpore ? ... So

far as we know yet, the whole business has been

caused by an idea that got into the men’s heads

that j)igs’ and cows’ fat was used in the x)repara-

tion of the cartridges for the Enfield rifles; and.

I believe that there was some foundation for the

report—hog’s-lard being the proper thing, I fancy,

to use. Of course this was "piit to rights
;
but

their suspicions once roused, the men took to

examining the paper with which the cartridges

are made up, and they found that some of the

X>ax)er was highly glazed, and would not take

ujp water readily when soaked in it. This was

enough : there must be fat of some kind in the

paper
;
and it was found imxpossible to disabuse

the minds of the men of this strange notion

;

and hence the disaffection; which it' remains to

be seen how Government will dis^pose of.’

Thus far there is no theorising • and no specu-

lation, but, rather, a manly reticence and a plain

deduction of opinions from facts. The Judge-

Advocate General of the mutinous army would,

however, have been more than mortal if he had

been altogether proof against the tendency to quit

the firm earth for cloud-land. In a letter to a

friend in London, dated Simla, 2nd May 1857,

after remarking, as well he might, that his ‘ old

chief. Sir Charles Napier, would be the man for

the x^i’^^sent occasion,’ he throws o^pen the door

for ‘surmises,’ and at the same time brings out

and gently exercises a few of his own -pet

hobbies. Here is the passage, or, rather, the

first xportion of it, for it is impossible to make
room for long extracts :

‘There is no doubt of the fact of the Enfield

rifle cartridges having been served out in the

first instance reeking with all kinds of abomin-

able grease stuff that was supplied to the Arsenal

by contractors
; and very much to blame are

Government and all the authorities whose duty

it was to have had tliiims better ordered. These
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cartridges are made the rallying-point on the*

jDart of the disaffected, hut there must he other

causes for the widespread feeling of disaffection

existing in the minds of the Sepoys; hut what
these causes are no one has been able yet to

ascertain froin themselves, and we are left to our

owui surmises on the subject. To my mind, the

one great cause of complaint is the difficulty

there now is for a man, native officer or Sepoy,

getting on the pension establishment; and there

is no chance whatever of his being granted a

pension as long as he can put one foot before

another. So a commanding officer of a regi-

ment, do what he will, cannot get rid of useless,

worn-out men, who are sent back to him by the

invaliding committees, to become a source of

discontent in the corps.’

Wliile fuUy aware of the anxiety felt by the

commanders of ^ crack’ Indian regiments to weed
their ranks of men whose ‘bent backs,’ as the

Persian poet says, ‘ are making salam to Old

Age,’ we never knew till now that a hankering

after the pension-list possessed either the native

officers or the rank and file. When one of the

former calls to congratulate a British officer who
has succeeded to his ‘Colonel’s Allowances,’ or

has been ‘permitted to reside out of India,’ his

compliments are usually paid in the same dubioixs

and half-hearted manner as when he comes to wish

him joy of the birth of a female infant. Indeed,

we had always imagined that every Indian

soldier past the age of fifty dreaded the annual

Invaliding Committee as he did the day of

judgment, and sedulously strove by means of

hair-dyes and othervdse to keep himself on the

effective list. But even supposing this imjn'ession

to be erroneous, how. stands the matter? The

main representation contained in the last-cited

extract may be read in this way. After the war

with Eussia it was decided that the Enfield rifle,

for the loading of which a lubricated cartridge

was essential, should be supj)lied to the Sepoy

regiments of the Bengal army. Of course the

carrying out of this measure devolved on the

Military Department of the Government of

India, acting chiefly through the Ordnance

authorities. When cartridges to suit the new

rifle were being manufactured in Bengal arsenals,

no superior and .responsible officer seems to have

bestowed the smallest thought on the composition

of the mixture which was used for the ‘greasing’

of them. With, the usual insouciance of the

‘upper ten thousand’ in India, this piece of

detail was left to ‘ get itself done somehow ;
’ per-

haps by ‘the contractors,’ and perhaps by the

Arsenal w'orkmen— natives, of course. The net

result, as it unfortunately happened, was the

preparation of a cartridge the use of which meant,

for the Hindu, loss of caste—that is, social extinc-

tion— and for the Moslem self-expulsion from

the great brotherhood of Islam. Yet, as if this

appalling prospect were not of itself sufficient to

create a panic* resembling that which sometimes
sends a flock of silly sheep headlong over the

,

brow of a precipice, there is placed alongside of

it, as has been seen, in one and the same letter,

a reference to a real or supposed ‘difficulty of

getting on the pension establishment,’ as a con-

tributary cause of the ]\Iutiny. It is easy to be
wise after the event

; but if the date of Colonel

Keith Young’s letter had been only a few months
later, the fact would have been before him that

the Sepoys of the pension establishment, not-

withstanding their having all to get and nothing

to suffer from remaining passive, threw them-

selves in large numbers into the Mutiny move-
ment

;
the natural force of hliai-bandi^ or bond

of brotherhood, working in them like barm,

owing to the prevalent delusion that an insidious

scheme had been launched by Goverimient for

the conversion of an army of caste - bound
Brahmans and creed-hampered Moslems into an

army willing to embark on transports and eat

and drink European rations, that every man
engaged in resisting this machination of the devil

was fighting for his din or religion, and that

even the weak-kneed pensioner living peacefully

in his village was under a sacred obligation to

‘beat the drum of endeavour.’ India is not the

only country in the world in which men and

-women have made of themselves ‘martyrs by

mistake.’

The writings before us recall the Munchausen

story of the horn-j^layer in a time of frost, whose

notes were frozen in his instrument, to issue

harmoniously when the thaw came ! Even so do

these fascinating records come out from their long

imprisomnent, in aU their first freshness, with

even the old-fashioned spellings of Indian proper

names left unaltered. Take as an example the

following obituary notice of General Anson, re-

corded on the day (27th May) of his death from

cholera, when, in obedience to the behests of

tlie Governor - General, he was bearing down

from AmbMii on Delhi, at the head of a force

which in his professional judgment was v’holly

inadeqiiate

:

‘Poor General Anson! . . . Chester [Adjutant-

General of the Bengal Army] tells me that he

must have felt himself quite unequal to the

present emergency ;
and anxiety of mind has had

much to do with his fatal illness. He seems

to be popular with very few; and the Native

troops have apparently a great hatred for him,

honestly thinking- that he was commissioned to

convert them.’

Some will remember how Anson, when d3dng,

handed over the Delhi Field Force to Major-

General Sir H. Barnard ;
while the command of

* In the case of the Sepoys, as will be readily under-

stood, the ‘panic’ was not unmingled with a deadly

resentment, born of the delusion that more than a hun-

dred years of faithful service had not saved them from

being ordered to put to their lips a polluting cartridge.
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tlie Bengal army passed by routine to Major-

General Reed, C.B., of tlie ComjDany’s service.

Five marches brought Barnard, and Keith Young
with him, to Alipur, near Delhi. Here a re-

inforcement from Meerut, under Brigadier Arch-

dale Wilson, made up his numbers to about six

hundred horse, two thousand four hundred foot,

twenty-two field-guns, and twenty-four old-

fashioned siege -guns. Barnard was not exactly a

Sandhurst professor, but he had served in the

Crimea. He was of the same m rhgle school as

Anson, holding the tradition— not invariably

verified, by the way, in South Africa— that

‘ Providence favours the heaviest battalions.’

It is easy to imagine him, as his eye ran

over his thin ranks, wondering, like Dugald

Dalgetty among the ‘ Children of the Mist,’

that he had lived to witness such a romantic

style of warfare. But had not the prince of all

those who ‘knew the natives’* 23ronounced the

opinion that ‘no real resistance at Delhi will be

attempted
;

’ and that ‘ on the approach of our

,

troops the mutineers will either disperse, or the

people of the city rise and open their gates ’ ?

Was not the general voice exclaiming, ‘Have at

the black miscreants before the whole of India

rises. Jump over the city walls and hammer
them ! They can burn, destroy, and massacre,

but not fight ’ ? This forecast was strong with

the strength of that masterful spirit which hel^DS

to uphold our Indian Empire
;

but it left out

of view some points of importance. For one

thing, the fiendish murders with which the

Sepoys began the Mutiny were deliberately in-

tended to close against them, both indmdually
and collectively, the door of repentance and for-

giveness
;
and proofs were being given daily that

men over whose heads the noose is dangling will

sometimes court death with the bravest. For

another thing, no possible form of campaigning

suits the Hindustani soldier better than to sit

beside his cooking-pots inside of a fortified city,

go out occasionally for a few hours’ fighting, and

when he has had enough of it retire within his

stronghold
;
and this fact also was becoming every

day more apparent.

But it is impossible within the present limits

to indulge in so slow a pace. The reader must

learn from Keith Young’s own writings how it

fared with the heroic Field Force when, after

repulsing splendidly two onsets, it pitched its

tents on the long and sinuous ridge of rock,

raised about sixty feet above the city, and sepa-

rated from it by an interval of from twelve

hundred yards to two and a half miles, Avhereon

was to be maintained that three months’ conflict

which, notwithstanding its many historians, has

still to find its Homer, Room must here be

made for one or two characteristic notices by
the Judge-Advocate General, who seems to have

* Vii5., Sir John (afterwards Lord) Lawrence, Chief

Commissioner of the Punjdb.

acted from beginning to end of the operations

as an ungazetted aide-de-camp to successive chief

commanders—a role for which he was admirably

fitted by his placid contentment Avith all the

surrounding conditions, the climate not excepted
;

his absolute impenetrability to lying rumours

;

and his immovable assurance that to bring down
the Avails of Delhi patience alone AA^as needed.

YTien, on July 5th, Barnard also AA^as dying of

cholera, the official bulletin of eulogy Avhich

doubtless aAvaited him Avas thus discounted be-

forehand in Keith Young’s daily letter to his

Avife at Simla :
‘ He is the kindest, most amiable

old man that ever Avas, but most utterly useless

as a General, and altogether misplaced in his

present position.’

About a month before Barnard’s death the Pro-

visional Commander-in-Chief had come to Delhi

;

not to grapple personally Avith the situation, but

merely to afford support and counsel. Here is

Keith Young’s account of him : ‘General Reed has

bought Chester’s other horse, . . . but there is very

little chance of his ever riding it. He is still

confined to his tent, and looking A^ery ill. . . .

He is a poor, infirm old man, and seems as if a

puff of Avind Avould carry him aAvay. It Avas

a terrible trip he had doAvn here, and he Avas

sick Avhen he started. I almost AA^onder at his

surAUAdng it.’

If it should be asked Avhat interest noAV attaches

to such personalities, the ansAver may be put in

this form : Is it absolutely certain that in the

little AA^ars of the last ten or fifteen years in India

independent commands liaA^e never been gwen to

men aaJio, from AAJiatever causes, Avere the merest

Avrecks of their former seHes? Be this as it

may, AAdien, after Barnard, General Reed assumed

the leadershij) of the army of lions, the point

of loAvest depression AA’as touched. Nor AA^as the

situation at first much altered AAdien, after a little

time, the infirm commander AA^as, in the elegant

phraseology of medical officers, ‘evacuated’ A\dth

a sick conA^oy. The command then j^^ssed to

that Archdale Wilson Avhose good fortune it

AA^as eventually to deliver the great assault

;

and this selection Keith Young pronounced ‘the

Avisest that could be made.’ Wilson Avas, hoAveA^er,

a man on AAdioin a sense of his responsibilities

Aveighed heavily. Trained in the artillery arm,

he Avas ahvays searching for supposed historical

parallelisms. Even the arrival on the Ridge

(September 4-8) of Sir J. LaAATence’s final suc-

cours, including an adequate siege-train, failed

to satisfy him that all the principles of AA^arfare

AA^ere on the side of forAA^ard action. But Avhen

his Chief Engineer and responsible scientific

adAUser, Colonel Baird Smith, reported to him

that the time for the supreme effort had come

Avith the siege-train, he thought it only in accord-

ance Avith precedent that he should accept his

report and recommendation, and order the breach-

ing batteries to be constructed. And then began
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that most brilliant feat of arms, the bombard-
ment from within grape and musketry range of

the north front of Delhi, culminating in the grand
assault by four columns. At the first view of

Keith Young's letters the thought occurred that,

with every one’s eyes fixed on South Africa,

the time was not the most a23propriate for bring-

ing out details of the war of the Mutiny, even
when derived from original sources

; but, on the
other hand, it is appro2)riate to show the present
generation that the men who defended Ladysmith
and Mafeking are no more than the descendants
of those who held the Kidge and stormed the
towers of Delhi.

CLIPPED WINGS.
[Copyright in the United States of America by Mary Stuart Boyd.]

CH.VPTER XXL—H.M.S. ‘BOMBAST.’

CIE LOEIMEE, experiencing some-

thing of the elation of a released

convict, had travelled under Com-
mander Tresscott’s escort to the

up-river station where Minns, the

only servitor of the bungalow, was
waiting with a wheelbarrow in readiness to convey

her luggage thither.

After a short walk along a quiet road, where
villas lurked behind dusty shrubbery, a path

fianking a potato-field brought them to the river’s

edge, where a clumsy green punt was moored.

Near the farther side of the broad stream lay

the little willow-fringed island whereon, among
half-a-score of others, perched the Commander’s

bungalow.

Each of the dwellings was marked by originality,

but 2)robably the Commander’s was the most eccen-

tric of all. It had been built entirely after his

own design
;
and, in common with most amateur

architecture, the result held much of the unex-

pected. H.M.S. Bombast^ as the Commander had

christened his home after his last ship, had some-

thing vaguely amiDhibious in its aspect. It looked

like a house designed to float, or like a portion

of a ship that had drifted to land. Originally,

the chimneyless rounded wooden erection, perched

on a platform surrounded by an iron rail, had

distinctly resembled a chart-house, though now

that the roses had grown up the resemblance

was not so pronounced. The many-windowed

chart-room facing the river served as parlour.

Behind were two a]partments fitted as cabins

with berths, and further adorned with an

amazing assortment of space-sarag arrangements.

A ladder piercing the white-painted avming,

which gave the effect of a veranda, led uj) to the

flat roof, whereon perched a telescope. The un-

ornamental but ' necessary cooking-shed (referred

to by the Commander as the galley) stood apart

in a corner of the kitchen-garden
;
and the whole

establishment was as dazzlingly brilliant as lavish

gold headings and an unlimited supply of white

paint could render it. YThite paint was the Com-

mander’s one extravagance, and even he would

have been ashamed to confess how large a pro-

portion of his yearly income was dissipated in

the purchase of that alluring pigment.

‘Just a little bachelor establishment. Miss
Lucie,’ the owner had remarked as the green

punt neared the island.

There was no need for apology. To Lucie,

fresh from the restrictions of the Queen’s Gate

flat, the quaint little bungalow, with its feet in

the water and its head rose-wreathed, seemed the

perfection of a summer retreat.

Eor a time the Commander’s nautical traditions

had warred with his love for the Queen of

Flowers. The roses conquered
;

and, revelling in

freedom of growth after the severe prunings to

which for two years they had been subjected,

they rioted in beauty, as roses seem to do only

on the banks of the Thames. Great trails of the

Crimson Eambler climbed the supports of the

awning and essayed to spread over the canvas

roof. The orange-yellow blossoms of 'William'

Allen Eichardson played hide-and-seek about the

ascetic iron rail. Athwart one end-wall the crim-

son of a Cheshunt hybrid had thrown a radiant

flame
;

the seductive lilac rose of La France

draped the other. On the cooking-shed a grand

Gloire de Dijon demonstrated through the open-

ing lips of a hundred blossoms the justification of

its claims to admiration.

H.M.S. Bombast looked like the summer palace

of a river nymph, and Lucie said so
;
though in

her secret heart she could not help marvelling

how so circumscribed a dwelling as the little

white-painted, flat-roofed bungalow was to shelter

so many people.

Certain inventions of the Commander were his

especial pride. The two-berth cabin set apart for

the use of the ladies boasted a cunning arrange-

ment calculated to delude any one not in the

secret into the belief that ivater was laid on. In

a corner of the cabin stood a basin and a tap
;

outside on a little shelf was j^Hced a tiny barrel,

and from the barrel the tap was fed through a

short length of zinc tubing.

‘So simple,’ the Commander said when he

proudly exhibited this contrivance to his guest.

‘Minns just climbs the ladder and empties a pail

or two of water into the barrel every morning,

and there the water is, ready to hand all day

when you want it.’

Another of the ingenuities upon which the
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Gommander j)rided himself was what he termed

his own patent refrigerator. It consisted of a

wooden box sunk into a hole dug in the groimd,

and served the purpose of keeping any perishable

article placed therein deliciously cool. The Com-

mander felt decidedly crestfallen, however, when,

on taking out a plate of butter the better to

demonstrate to his visitor liis claims for the

utility of liis invention, his fingers came in un-

expected contact with a fine plump slug which

was re2Dosing on the under side of the p)late.

He hastily brushed the intruder off
;
and Lucie,

grown tactful, affected not to have noticed.

The Bombast kitchen-garden, which attained the

dimensions of quite a large tablecloth, lay behind

the bungalow, and was divided into vegetable

and fruit departments. The fruit section, con-

sisting mainly of a flourishing strawberry-bed,

was neatly partitioned oft’ with esjoaliers suj)-

porting gooseberry, currant, and raspberry bushes

;

while carefully trained tomatoes and cuciimber-

2)lants made a low hedge round the other portion.

All gross-growing vegetables, such as potatoes,

cabbages, marrows, or greens, the Commander
rigidly excluded. His 'peas and beans were all

dwarf, his beets the Egjqptian turniiD-rooted, his

lettuces Tom Thumb, liis carrots Early Horn,

and his turni2)S Orange Jelly. Measured by
square yards, the Commander’s kitchen-garden

was scarcely worthy of mention
;
but in xDoint of

fniitfidness it was a notable example of the

magic wrought by painstaking culture and the

cunning of a master’s hand.

Lucie and her host had made an exhaustive

tour of the. premises, and were concluding with

an examination of the cooking-shed, wherein, vdth

the aid of an extensive paraffin-stove and a spirit-

lamp, Minns attended to the culinary de2)artment,

when a stentorian ‘ Bombast, ahoy !
’ recalled them

to the river-front. The green 2)unt, pro]pelled by
Tommy, was aj^proaching the lawn. It conveyed

his Aunt Sarah and a multifarious heap of lug-

gage, which included a bird-cage and a wicker-

work erection wherefrom issued j)Hintive mews.
Miss Tresscott firmly grasped the sides of the

boat, in evident oblmon of the fact that even a

submarine explosion combined with a tidal wave
would hardly have succeeded in overturning so

uneinotional a craft as the stolid, flat-bottomed

punt.

Life of late had held so many uncongenial

acquaintances for Lucie that it was with concealed

apprehension she had anticipated Miss Tresscott’s

arrival
;
but one glance was sufficient to reassure

her. Aunt Sarah was a neat little lady, who
passed her uneventful days on a neat little

income, in a neat little cottage, in a neat little

village in Surrey. Her leading characteristics

Were soft brown eyes, abundant gray hair, a ten-

dency to express her thoughts in parenthesis, and
a mania for knitting socks.

Aunt Sarah confided to Lucie, when they were

unpacking in their little two-berth cabin, that

never, in her life had she had such an experience

as that of the ])revious niglit.

‘ Thomas—whom I had not seen for four years

—burst in upon me when I was in the garden

gathering the rose-2)etals— I always make the

2oot-2^ourri myself
; I am quite noted for my poi-

'pourri

;

I have two great jars full—and insisted

—

you know how imp)etuous men are, dear—upon
carrying me off next ‘ day to the island ; and I

assure you—confidentially, of course, my dear,

for I don’t wish my brother or Thomas to guess

it—that there is nothing I dread like water. I

know it seems queer, because all the menfolk in

our family are in the navy
; but I must confess

that to set my foot in a small boat, or in a large

one either for that matter, is to me a torture

that words fail to express. But you must not

hint that to my brother or Thomas, dear. I

wouldn’t for worlds that they sus^oected what I

suffered in crossing the river just now.’

Miss Tresscott had hung away her neat tussore

silk dust-cloak, and was drawing off her green

kid gloves. ‘ I invariably select green kid because

the colour wears better than any other,’ she ex-

2)lained to Lucie as she blew into the glove-

fingers, then smoothed them out before carefully

folding them away in tissue-paper.

‘ How sweet it is here !—how cool and restful

after the heat and bustle of to\vn !
’ Lucie ex-

claimed involuntarily as she looked out at the

great river ri]p2)ling slowly by,

^Yery sweet indeed, dear,’ Aunt Sarah agreed.

Mf only it were not an island. There’s some-

tliing uncanny in being surrounded by water.

Su2)pose another flood came—I read that there

was a great one in America last week—how could

we escape?’

‘ By taking to the boats, of course,’ rejfiied

Lucie, who failed to grasp the gravity of such a

situation.

‘ But if the boats were swept away ?
’

‘ Climb the trees and sit in the branches till

somebody rescued us,’ Lucie suggested gaily.

‘ My dear, I never could climb. I shall cer-

tainly be drowned,’ said Miss Tresscott, with a

sigh of resignation.

When the ladies a2)peared tea was alread}' laid

on the rose-girdled jolatform that, except in the-

worst of weathers, served as family sitting-room.

‘ Minns, tea !
’ shouted the Commander as his

guests a2)peared.

‘ Ay, ay, sir,’ came an answering hail from

the back speedily followed by the

ajDpearance of the Commander’s old naval servant

carrying a huge tea]pot.

‘ It is so nice to see Minns still with you,

Herbert,’ Miss Sarah remarked kindly.

‘Yes, Minns and I are old shipimates.—Aren’t

we, Minns ?
’

‘Which we’ve sailed under the same colours

twenty-two years, if so be as we’re spared till
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the eight of September, sir,' replied Minns,
saluting. ‘Fifteen of ’em by sea, and seven by
land, sir.’

‘ Ay, Minns and I are old comrades,’ repeated

the Commander as they watched the figure of

Minns—a figure whose bulk several years of

comparative ease had tended to increase—descend

the short ladder leading to the lawn. ‘Gunroom
steward Minns was, and I was lieutenant, when
we sailed together in the Ferocious. Then I got

my command, and took him on as my personal

servant. When I retired on my pension,
'Minns

retired on his. The old chap’s in smooth water

like myself now. I spend my summers here,

my winters at my club. Minns spends his

summers here, his winters at his club. The
one club is in Pall Mall, and the other in a

\'illage inn in Dorsetsliire. And we meet here

in May as jolly as boys out on a holiday.

We’re riding at anchor now, and quite happy.’

‘You’ve earned your leisure,’ Lucie said

softly.

‘ Leisure ! Bless you ! there ’s no leisure in a

place like this,’ retorted the Commander briskly.

‘What with fishing, gardening, painting, house-

keej)ing, marketing, and boating—why, bless

you 1 there isn’t an idle moment in the day.’

Having written a duty-letter to Honoria tell-

ing of her safe arrival, and another to her uncle

thanking him for his kindness, and imploring

him to lose no time in communicating with her

should anything transpire regarding her bogus

relatives, Lucie set herself to forgetting all the

annoyances, big and little, that had dogged her

footsteps in England, and began to enjoy the

comical, picnicky existence at the Bombast; and

exceedingly pleasant did she find the free-and-

easy life they led on the island, that was like

a flowery, leafy bower moored in the wide river.

Heart-hunger led Lucie to make the interests

of the little household her ovm. She relieved

the Commander and Minns of the cares of

marketing, and in the cool of the mornings

Tommy and she us&d to paddle up to the

riverside town where they did their shopping,

and return with the stores for the day. It was

a different Lucie from the one who had repined

beneath the grasshopper burdens of her antipodean

life. She watched the growth of the Commander’s

tomatoes as eagerly as did their ovmer ;
and when

the finest cucumber turned sallow and revealed

a lackadaisical inclination to pine on the stem,

her regret was as sincere as the. Commander’s,

her interest in the discussion as to the

bable cause of the decay, and the best means
of insuring against its future recurrence, quite as

genuine.

Several mornings a week the Commander,
attended by the faithful Minns, and supplied
^vith. enticement for the fish in the varied forms
of gentles in a tin, red worms in earth, and
live bait in a pail, and further provided with
human sustenance in the shape of sandvdches

and beer, would set off in the clumsy green

punt. A mile farther down the river lay their

favourite fishing-spot, where, with the punt
securely moored by a pole at either end, they

would spend the tranquil hours smoking and
watching their scarlet floats bobbing serenely on

the surface, of the water.

At such times the Bombast was left in the

unquestioned possession of Tommy, Lucie, and

Aunt Sarah
;

and, Lucie’s Colonial training

coming to her aid, she took pride in cooking

dainty messes for their lunch or in preparing

inviting dishes in readiness for the evening

meal that found the household again united.

The Bombasts boats comprised only the green

punt and a skiff
;
but during the day the punt

of a young City man who ovmed the adjoining

bungalow was at their disposal
;
and on their going

round to the quiet backwater that lay on the

farther side of the island. Tommy taught Lucie

the secrets of pimtmg, a science she readily

mastered ;
though but for the timely aid of the

instructor the first lesson would have left the

pupil clinging to the pole in ' the midst of the

backwater.

As nothing short of strong coercion would

have induced Aunt Sarah to trust herself in

a boat, her position as chaperon was almost a

sinecure. In company mth her cat and her

bird, she sat and knitted socks on the rose-

entudned veranda that overlooked the ever-

changing life of the river. It was her affectionate

boast that she had ^knitted aU the hose her

nejfiiew had worn since his infancy
;

that her

handiwork had followed him to the ends of the

earth. However, Tommy admitted in confidence

to Lucie that his boxes were full of imworn

thick worsted socks woven by his aunt imder the

mistaken belief that if worn in the tropics they

would prove a sure protection against chill.

Time passed tranquilly until one Friday after-

noon a serpent—disguised in boating flannels and

a straw-hat begirt with a cheerful ribbon—in-

truded into their Eden.

{To he continued.)
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THE MiaRATIOH OF BIRDS.
By Harry F. Witherby, F.Z.S.

HE migration of birds at certain

seasons of the year has excited the

notice and the wonder of mankind

for ages. That the hawk is wont

to ‘stretch her wings toward the

south’ was as well kno^vn to the

writer of the Book of Job as it is to the Nile

boat-traveller of to-day. Aristotle quotes the

proverb, ‘ One swallow does not make a summer
;

’

and Homer compares the noisy march of the

Trojans to the clamorous flight of a flock of

cranes, ‘which flee from the coming of winter

and sudden rain.’ The Arabs are said to have

been helped in the compilation of their calendars

by looting the times of arrival and departure

of migratory birds ; and the Eedskin of the far

North-west has received much the same aid from

the birds of another continent.

In sjDite of this ancient and world - Avide

observation, the migration of birds is even yet

a profound mystery
;

in the words of Professor

Newton, ‘perhaps the greatest mystery which

the whole animal kingdom presents.’ Theories

there are by the score, some of them plausible,

many of them improbable, and not one entirely

satisfactory. This result is undoubtedly due to

the want of sufficient knowledge. Since the

days of dear old Gilbert White much advance

has been made
;

but, notwithstanding all the

careful records and the laborious work of orni-

thologists during late years, much more evidence

must be collected before we can hope for a

solution of our difficulties. Even now the

myth that cranes, eagles, and other large birds

transport smaller ones on their backs is almost

as pojpular amongst educated people as it is

amongst the peasants of Eg3q)t. The idea that

swallows and other birds hibernate during the

winter and awake again in the spring has found

in later years supporters as firm as Gilbert

White a century and a half ago
;

but super-

stitions and fables are slowly passing away, and
are now superseded by a desire for facts. The
study of migration, as far as actual observation

goes, is even now almost in its infancy. Kecords

of the movements of migratory birds in the

southern hemispheres are still so meagre that

no general deductions can be dra'svn from them
;

but as regards the northern hemispheres of both
the Old and the New World, a mass of records

by innumerable observers has been gradually

accumulating
;

and it is on these observations

that our present knowledge is based.

Although much good work has been done in

North America, on the continent of Europe,
and even in Asia, the observations have not as

yet been sufficiently continuous to lead to more

than general results
;

while, because of the re-

stricted area in which they were conducted, the

observations made by the late Herr Gatke during

his fifty years’ residence on that famous orni-

thological observatory, the island of Heligoland,

are somewhat inconclusive. However, Gatke’s

observations, both in number and continuity, con-

siderably exceeded any ^Drevious work of the kind.

By far the most important and valuable results

ever achieved in any country have been gained

from the enormous mass of information collected

during eight years by a special committee

appointed by the British Association in 1880.

The committee were greatly indebted to the

keepers of the lighthouses and lightships round

the coasts of the British Isles, these men having

most cheerfully and very intelligently filled in

the schedules sent to them, and in this Vay
no less than one hundred thousand detailed

observations were recorded in the eight years

covered by the inquiry. The originators of the

idea of utilising the services of lighthouse-keepers

for this purpose were undoubtedly the late Mr
John Cordeaux and Mr J. A. Harvie-Brown,

who made a very successful attempt to procure

such information in 1879. Mr W. Eagle Clarke,

a member of the committee, undertook the

formidable task of arrangement
;

and after years

of labour he was able in 1896 to present a

digest of the observations to the British Associa-

tion. This valuable work deals with the history

of the migration of birds in general, as observed

in the British Isles. Later researches, and an

addition of thousands of observations extracted

from published records, have resulted in Mr
Clarke’s latest work on the subject, which is

a complete and authoritative history of the

various migratory movements of four British

birds : the song-thrush, the white wagtail, the

skylark, and the swallow. Mr Clarke is still at

work, and we heartily join with him in the

hope that before long he will have completed the

histories of the migrations of every British bird.

However, the investigations already accomplished

make it now possible to give an accurate survey

of the main facts of the migrations of birds.

It is common knowledge that the swallow, the

cuckoo, and many other birds travel northwards

in the spring and return southwards in the

autumn
;

that they have their nesting-places in

the north and their vdnter quarters in the south.

This is true of all strictly migratory birds

breeding in the northern hemisphere
;

and the

observations so far made prove that individuals

of every species, even the most sedentary, migrate

to some extent at a certain season. It must not

be supposed, however, that all birds perform the
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same migrations, or that all the individuals of

any particular species resort to the same breeding-

grounds and the same winter cpiarters. That
this is not the case will be made clear by a
more extended view of bird-migration than,

owing to our insular position, we are apt to

take. A few examples will serve to show how
varied are the distances traversed during migra-
tion by even one family of birds, the waders.

The woodcock, although essentially a migra-
tory species, affords an example of comparatively

restricted migration. It breeds as far north as

the limit of tree-growth in Europe; but its

migrations in winter barely reach to Africa, or

a distance of at the most two thousand miles.

On the other hand, the jack-snipe, a near relation

to the woodcock, although going as far north

to breed, pushes its migrations in the winter to

Abyssinia. A much more remarkable journey is

performed by the gray plover. This bird breeds

in Siberia and in the barren wastes of arctic

America, nowhere south of about latitude sixty

degrees north, yet in winter it is found as far south

as Madagascar, Guatemala, and even Australia.

We cannot ignore these well-ascertained facts

;

but we do not always fully realise the signifi-

cance of such an occurrence until it has come

under our personal notice. Thus it was not until

I had seen a remarkable, though by no means an

extreme, instance of the long journey performed

by a small and feeble bird that I fully appre-

ciated the wonderful feat. Far to the south, in

the spring, I had often seen birds which I knew
only bred far to the north

;
but, as these were

all birds of strong flight, their long journeys did

not seem very remarkable. However, in the year

1900, on the Wliite Nile, many miles south of

Khartoum, I shot a red-throated pipit—a delicate

little bird, smaller than a lark, a feeble flyer,

and, as far as I could see, quite alone. A year

before I had found the nests of the same species

north of the Arctic Circle, and I knew that the

bird had never been known to breed many miles

south of the land of the midnight sun. Here,

then, was subject for thought
;
and the more I

thought about it and recollected my own journeys

to and from the same points, the more I won-

dered at the bird’s extraordinary power.

The distances covered by birds are often very

difficult to determine accurately, owing to the

extended areas over which many species are dis-

tributed in summer and winter. We cannot say,

for instance, with any certainty that the same

swallow that nests under our eaves winters at

the Cape, for these birds breed all over Europe,

northern Asia, and northern Africa, and winter

all over Africa as well as in India. There is a

theory, supported by a certain amount of evidence,

that among the birds of a particular species those

that winter farthest south breed farthe.st north,

and that the individuals thus performing the

longest journeys are those with the longest and

broadest wing-feathers. Again, taking the swallow
as an example, this would mean that birds win-
tering at the Cape breed near or within the
Arctic Circle, while our swallows would winter
about the middle of Africa; and, to carry the
theory to a logical conclusion, the swallows
breeding in the south of Spain would only need
to cross the Straits of Gibraltar to their winter
quarters. This may be the case with certain

birds
;
but more information regarding tlie times

at which they leave their winter homes is needed
before we can be certain. That some birds—song-
thrushes, for instance—differ in this respect Mr
Clarke has already proved. Many thrushes which
have bred in the British Isles move southward
during September and October to '^vinter in warmer
climes, and their jolaces are taken by numbers of

thrushes from north-western Europe, which invade

the north-east coast of Great Britain and spread

over our islands. The thrushes, therefore, shift

their quarters by replacing each other in an
orderly sort of

.
progression southwards in autumn

and northwards in spring. The skylark and a

number of other birds with a widespread breeding-

range undoubtedly do the same. To ascertain the

exact journeys of individuals of widely ranging

species it would be necessary to adopt some such

plan as that of fixing suitable rings, such as are

often used for carrier-pigeons, to the legs of a

large nuuiber of birds. These rings, which might

be of aluminium, should bear appropriate marks

by which they could be easily identified, and

a great number should be systematically fixed.

This being done, and supposing there were a

sufficient number of interested persons in the

birds’ winter haunts, some of the birds bearing

rings might be shot, and then by publication of

the marks on the ring the journey of the bird

would become known. Most readers will re-

member that Slatin Pasha, when a prisoner in

Omdurman, got into serious trouble about a ring

attached to a crane. The crane was shot by one

of the Dervishes near Dongola, and on its neck

was found a ring containing two small papers,

which were brought to the Khalifa. Slatin was

bidden to translate the writing on the papers.

Luckily his manner and the wording of the trans-

lation allayed the suspicions of the tyrannical

Khalifa, ever suspicious of treachery. The paper

merely said that the crane was bred at Ascania

Nova, in the province of Taurida, South Bussia,

and asked that whoever killed the bird would

communicate with its owner, Mr Falz-Fein. The

Khalifa, after due consideration, remarked, ‘ This

is one of the many de\’ilries of those unbelievers,

who waste their time in such useless nonsense.

Slatin, however, repeated over and over again the

name and address on the paper to imprint them

upon his memory. Soon after his escape and re-

turn to Cairo he remembered the crane and the

message, and communicated full particulars of its

capture to IMr Falz-Fein in the Crimea. Failing
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safficieiit evidence of tins character, we cannot

yet say whether the individuals of widely ranging

birds perform equal journeys or not
;
but in any

case it is clear how varied in extent are the

migrations of different birds, and how
^

diverse

in character can be those of a single species.

On the other hand, it cannot be doubted

that the movements of individual birds are con-

ducted with the greatest regularity, both as

regards time and place. Those least observant of

bird-life must have noticed how punctual is the

return to this country of the swallows, the

cuckoos, the landrails, the night-jars, and other

migratory birds; how regularly they leave us;

and, moreover, how persistent they are in re-

sorting again year after year to some favourite

nesting-site. A most extraordinary instance of

this persistence is referred to by Professor Newton.

A pair of stone-curlews, a migratory species, were

in the habit of breeding for many years in an

extensive and barren rabbit-warren. Gradually

this ground became the centre of a large and

flourishing plantation
;

yet these birds, which

are essentially lovers of open country, continued

to breed there. Such persistence, of wliich many

instances might be given, shows a true lo\e of

home, and undoubtedly proves, that the same

birds return to the same nesting-haunt after a

winter spent, perhaps, thousands of miles away.

So punctual are migratory birds that dates can

be fixed when they are due to arrive or depart,

while in many ^daces one species is heralded as

the certain forerunner of another, and seldom are

these prognostications at fault. This is especially

the case on the north-east coast of Great Britain,

where hosts of birds first strike after crossing

the North Sea from Scandinavia. On the York-

shire coast, for instance, the tiny golden-crested

wren is called the woodcock -pilot, because a

few days after the arrival of these little wan-

derers the woodcock may with certainty be

expected. This idea is firmly implanted, and

with good reason, in many of the inhabitants of

the coast. I well remember tramping all one day

with an old Yorkshire gunner in search of wood-

cock and never seeing one. At the end of the

day the old man put his gun up and deliberately

shot a tiny bird in the hedge. I asked him why

he killed so small a bird. ^Dang kr,' said he,

^’er's a ivoodcock-pilot ;
I’ve shuten ’er for tellin’

lies.’ It was a golden-crested vwen, and the hedges

had been full of them for three days.

Too much stress has been laid by many writers

upon the routes taken by the birds. On the

other hand, it must not be supposed that, in

journeying north and south, birds pass to and

fro without any regard to order of route. The

very facts just mentioned of the regular return

to previous nesting-sites preclude such an idea

;

but as the distances covered by the different

birds, and even by the different individuals of

the same species, are exceedingly varied, so are

the routes taken most diverse and intricate.

Although it is true that ' certain routes are

particularly affected during migration, these

routes only become narrowed down to our idea

of highways at points where a coast-line, a

river valley, or some such' natural feature of

a country forms the only convenient road for

the birds. In such cases a well-defined route

is the result simply because the paths of a

number of birds coincide at the point, and not

from any desire on the part of the birds

to follow one another. That this is a fact is

evident from the way in which birds cross seas

or land where no particular advantage is to be

gained by following a definite line. The birds

which visit us from Scandinavia, for instance,

cross the North Sea in such an extended for-

mation that they strike our eastern seaboard

from Norfolk to the Shetlands. AIL these birds

are going in the same general direction ;
but

other birds, often of the same species, cross

the same sea in other directions ;
and so varied

are these I'outes, and’ so tortuous, although all

leading eventually north and south, that could

we only have an extended view of some sucli

much-used highway as the North Sea, the birds

would be seen flying from many points of the

compass, crossing each other, intricately mixed

and apparently in hopeless confusion.

The study of migration is still further com-

plicated by the manner in which it is conducted.

In some cases the males travel apart from the

females, and in many instances the young make

their first journey to the south alone. Nearly

a century ago Colonel Montagu remarked that

in the spring male nightingales always arrived

in this country before the females
;
and since

that time many observations have confirmed this

statement regarding the nightingale and many

other birds. Herr Giitke has gone beyond this,

and affirms that the forerunners of the spring

migration to the north are invariably old males,

next come the old females, then younger males

and females, and finally only birds of the

pre^dous year. Supposing these birds all start

at about the same time, it is conceivable that

during the long journey they would Hail out,’

and the strongest birds, usually the males,

would gradually obtain a lead.

The usual order of arrival in the spring is

generally reversed in the departure for the

south in the autumn, as far as concerns the

young and the old; while regarding the males

and females there . is little evidence, owing to

want of observers at the southern termination

of their journeys. In many cases of departure

the young leave before the old, and perform the

long journey alone, with ap^Darently no know-

ledge,’ other than that which they have inherited,

of the direction they are to take or the goal

they are to reach. It is easy to understand that

the old birds are often kept back by the cares
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of a second brood wlien the want of food or

some other cause induces the abeady fledged

young of the first family to depart. Many in-

stances have been recorded of martins, swallows,

and other summer visitors to these islands stay-

ing long after the departure of the majority,

to attend to- broods which have been hatched

abnormally late. A remarkable corroboration of

this intimate connection between migration and
the care, of young is afforded by the anomalous
case of the cuckoo. ^Come August, go he must,’

is an old and true saying as far as the adult

cuckoos are concerned
;

but the young are often

scarcely fledged by this time, and do not all

leave until October
;
but, as ever}'- one knows, the

cuckoo takes no trouble in rearing its young,

and is thus free to leave when it will. Besides

the care of the young, there is another reason

for the old birds delaying their dej)arture in

the autumn. Many birds moult part of their

feathers twice a year, the larger quill-feathers

of the wing being only' shed once, and in the

majority of cases this takes place in autumn

before the birds’ long flight to the south. The

young bird, however, does not moult his large

wing-feathers in the first autumn, and is thus

not delayed like liis parents by waiting for the

growth of the quills.

The idea prevails that birds migrate in great

numbers ;
but this is by no means generally the

case. Sometimes they congregate before migra-

tion—the swallows, for instance, occasionally do

so—and leave in vast flocks; but as a rule

birds migrate in ones and twos or in small

flocks. The great ‘rushes’ of migrating birds

often noted in the autumn are caused not by

any preconcerted action on the part of the birds

themselves, but by the weather conditions pre-

vailing at their starting-point. This fact has

been amply proved by Mr Clarke, one of whose

tasks has been to discover, by a comparison of

migration and meteorological phenomena, the

relations existing between the weather and the

movements of the birds. On this point he says

‘During the cyclonic speU a weather barrier

arrests the progress of and dams back, as it

were, the ordinary seasonal migratory stream. . . .

Upon the duration and severity of these pre-

liminary conditions depends, to some extent, the

magnitude of the emigratory movement that

follows. The formation of the anticyclone re-

moves the cyclonic weather barrier, releases the

flood, and j^ro^ddes conditions favourable for migra-

tion, adding also an incentwe in the form of a de-

cided fall in temperature. Thus it is not a matter

of surprise that such a combination of meteorologi-

cal conditions in the north should ]Droduce a rush

southwards of those vast numbers of migrating

birds -wdncli appear during the hours of darkness

on our eastern coasts at the fall of each year.

Weather affects birds to an appreciable extent

only at their starting-point. The weather may be

entirely different and quite unfavourable at the

place of their arrival. Thus birds often arrive

on our east coast immediately after or during
a strong easterly or south-easterly wind, and the

conclusion that ‘ the vdnd has brought them
over’ is at once arrived at. Mr Clarke has

proved, however, that these winds almost in-

variably prevail when the weather is clear and
still to the north-east and east of the British

Islands—that is, at the point from which the

birds start. So that the direction of the wind
in itself has no influence as an incentive to-

migration
; but its force is certainly an impor-

tant factor. Although moderate winds have little

effect, a strong wind may make migration im-

possible, arrest its progress to a greater or lesser

degi’ee, or even blow the birds out of their course.

The ‘ rushes ’ of migrating birds have often

been witnessed on a truly magnificent scale.

Herr Gatke thus describes such a flight witnessed

on Heligoland :
‘ The whole sky is fiUed with a

babel of hundreds of thousands of voices, and

as we approach the lighthouse there presents

itself to the eye a scene which more than ' con-

firms the experience of. the ear. Under the

intense glare of the light, swarros of larks,

starlings, and thrushes career around in ever-

varying density, like showers of brilliant sparks

or large snowflakes driven onwards by a gale,

and continuously replaced as they disappear hy

freshly arriving multitudes. Mingled with these

birds are large numbers of golden plovers, lap-

wings, cindews, and sandpipers.’ During such a

rush no less than fifteen thousand larks were

captured in three hours on Heligoland. It is

impossible to estimate the numbers of birds-

that are seen on such occasions, while of the

multitudes that never come into view at all

we can have no conception. That little indeed

is seen of migration, and that all observations-

are based on the movements of but a fraction

of the migrating hosts, there can be no doubt.

This is especially the case in the spring, when

the procreative impulse is so strong that the

birds huriy on vdtli the briefest delay, especially

in the last stage of their journey, to their-

northern breeding - homes. Hence numbers of

them escape observation. In the autumn matters-

are much easier. The great business of the

year is done, food is abundant, and there is

no particular hurry. Moreover, the number' of

birds is incomparably greater than in the spiing,

when a double journey and the winter have

thinned their ranks. At all times of the year-

migration is usually carried on in the hours of

darkness, and at such a height that we can see

but little of it. From the observations of Herr

Gatke it would seem that only the shorter and

more local journeys are performed in the day-

time, and that on these occasions the voyagers

are at a comparatively low elevation. Herr-

Giitke maintains—and his conclusions are founded
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on personal observation—that although differing

greatly in the height which they attain, the

majority of migratory birds travel at an eleva-

tion which represents the limit of human vision.

The best evidence as to the actual height at

which migrating birds fly has been furnished

by the ingenuity of two American observers,

Messrs W. E. B. Scott and F. M. Chapman,

who have both made observations through astro-

nomical telescopes of birds flying across the face

of the moon. By careful computations Mr
Chapman reckoned that the highest of the

birds he saw were at an elevation of fifteen

thousand one hundred feet, or nearly three miles.

So clear a view of some did he obtain that he

was able to recognise several Carolina rails and a

snipe by their flight.

It is much more difficult to ascertain the time

occupied by migrant birds in performing their

journeys or the pace at which they fly than it

is to determine the height. Indeed, as to their

speed we have scarcely any reliable evidence.

There are several instances reported, supported

by good testimony, of enormous distances being

traversed by birds in a single flight
;

and, did

we know how long birds can exist on the

wing without alighting, we should be able at

all events to estimate approximately the time

occupied in these flights. The American golden

plovers, for example, seem to accomplish at a

single flight the enormous distance of one

thousand seven hundred miles. The birds breed

in the Arctic regions between Alaska and Green-

land, and when autumn comes they pass through

Nova Scotia and strike boldly out to sea on the

way to their winter quarters in the West Indies.

A glance at the map will show that the Ber-

mudas form the only land on which they could

alight; but they are only seen there occasionally

during unfavourable weather, and many witnesses

have declared that they have seen flocks of these

birds flying southwards many hundred miles to

the east of the Bermudas. It seems incontestable,

therefore, that the American golden plover usually

•covers the distance in a single flight.

It appears from Herr Gatke's observations that

the stomach of the birds are empty when they

migrate, and it therefore seems unlikely that

the American golden plover can be long in

.-accomplishing this enormous flight
;
but it would

be unwise to attempt, on that basis, to estimate

•even approximately the bird’s speed. That birds

fly at a greater speed when migrating than, at other

times is quite probable
;
but we have no direct

•evidence that this is so, and at present we can

'Only gauge the speed of birds by the per-

formances of carrier-pigeons and by comparing

the flight of various birds mth the kno^vn pace

•of railway trains. It has been proved that the

normal speed of the best carrier-pigeons is only

some fifty miles an hour. It is a very common
•observation, too, that an express railway train

will generally beat the swallow and the swift,

and that a train travelling at ordinary speed

will completely outstrip partridges and other

birds flying parallel with it
;

but in both these

instances the conditions are so artificial, especially

in the case of the carrier-pigeon, that we must

wait for further evidence on the subject before

we can be at all sure what speed a bird can

attain and maintain. That some birds fly at a

great speed is undoubted, as is proved by the

force with which they strike lighthouse lanterns,

the thick glass of which is sometimes smashed

by such a bird as the duck.

Whatever the speed attained and whatever the

length of the journey, migration undoubtedly

proves a considerable strain on the powers of a

bird, and great mortality results from it. I have

seen little goldcrests and robins, which had just

crossed the North Sea and arrived on our east

coast, so exhausted by their journey that they

could easily be caught with the hand. There are

many cases on record of birds expiring from

exhaustion on the decks of lightships, and the

lightkeepers have often seen the tired travellers

fall into the sea and perish before they were able

to reach the lightship, many miles from land. We
have all heard of birds alighting in an exhausted

state on vessels far out to sea, and on a long

journey over the ocean many must find a watery

gi’ave. However, it is when they encounter gales

or run into thick weather and are blown out of

their course and lose their way when crossing wide

stretches of water that birds suffer most. At

these times the mortality is probably very great,

and there are many instances of dead birds being

washed up in great numbers after heavy gales.

There are other dangers to which great multi-

tudes succumb during their migrations. The

strange attraction of a powerful light causes

thousands to dash themselves against the lanterns

of lighthouses and lightships. It is curious that

a light should have so peculiar a fascination

for birds and insects. The character of the light,

too, is an undoubted factor, since it has been

well proved that fixed lights and white lights

are much more destructive to birds than

revolving ones and red ones. Moreover, Mr

R. M. Barrington, who has lately published an

exhaustive work on the migration of birds

as observed at Irish light-stations, conclusively

shows that at the moon’s brightest phases the

birds that strike the lights are much fewer than

when the moon, in its first and fourth quarter,

gives little light.

Great numbers of migrating birds are also

killed by men who, in many countries, make a

regular harvest by snaring and shooting the tired

birds; and the small birds have enemies even

amongst their own kind. Hawks and owls

have often been observed accompanying the

smaller birds and preying upon them during

their overland journeys, and the larger gulls
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chase and devour them at sea. Erom the obser-

vations of the lighthouse-keejDers, Mr Barrington
comes to the conclusion that ‘the carnivorous
habits of the larger gulls constitute a real peril

to l)irds on passage.’ In support of that state-

ment he quotes, among others, Mr Stapleton, of

the Arklow North Lightship, who says: ‘Several
large seagulls remain about the sliip for the
winter months

;
and by day, when they happen

to notice a small bird such as a blackbird or

lark, worn out after a long flight, they give it

chase, kill it, and eat it, feathers and all.’

Such, briefly reviewed, are the main facts as

far as they are known, connected with the

phenomena of the migration of birds. We have
considered how birds travel soiith in autumn
and north in spring

;
how varied are these

journeys in length and character
;
how intricate

and indirect are the routes taken b}^ birds of

even the same species
;
how individuals return

with the utmost punctuality year after year to

well -kno^vn nesting - places ;
how the different

sexes and the young often travel apart; how
the weather affects migration and often causes

enormous ‘ rushes ’ of birds
;
how little of migra-

tion we see
; how that it is generally conducted

at night and at great altitudes; and, finally,

what mortality it causes.

Erom even a slight consideration of the fore-

going such questions as these at once arise in the

mind : What is the cause of migration ? l^Tiat

first led birds to undertake these journeys?
Why do they continue them? How do they
find their wa}^? As stated, many theories pro-

fessing to answer these questions have been put
forward

;
but the more we study the matter,

and the more we learn, the more difficult does it

become to adopt any of the theories, fascinating

and plausible though many of them are. How- ‘

ever, we can console ourselves with the certain

hope that the collection of information, and the

sifting and organising thereof, which is now going

on, wiU lead us almost imperceptibly towards the

discovery of this mystery of mysteries.

THE MONTH: SCIENCE AND ARTS.

NATIONAL PHYSICAL LABORATORY.

of the most important events of

the Coronation year is the estab-

lishment at Teddington, Surrey, of

a National Physical Laboratory.

The idea is not a new one, for it

was suggested many years back,

and six years ago was made the principal topic of

the presidential address to the British Association

by Sir Douglas Gallon. Owing to this address a

committee was appointed to consider the matter

and to report upon the success attained by a

similar institution in Berlin. It was soon made

apparent that this German institution had paid

its cost over and over again by bringing scientific

research into touch with the various manufactures

of the country. The chemical industries alone

are to-day worth the enormous annual sum of

sixty millions sterling to the Fatherland. As an

instance of German enterprise we may remind

our readers that the discovery of the first coal-tar

colours is due to an English chemist. Dr Perkin

;

yet upon this discovery the Germans have built

up an enormous industry, and furnish the world

with dye-stuffs. Let us hope that the new

laboratory at Teddington will be instrumental

in preventing another such prize from slipi^ing

through the national fingers.

A BIG KITE.

At the recent meeting in Edinburgh of the

Scottish Meteorological Society, a kite fitted with

apj)aratus for taking observations in the higher

parts of tlie atmosphere was exhibited, previous

to being handed over to the Antarctic .Expedition

for use in the regions of the South Pole. Tliis

kite is of the box or Hargreave pattern, and

comprises a bamboo framework covered with cloth,

being about seven feet square and three feet deep.

Its ‘string’ consists of four miles of pianoforte-

wire, which is both light and strong, and this

wire is wound on a drum. The kite carries an

aneroid barometer, a thermometer, an hygrometer,

and a photographic camera with which bird’s-eye

Auews of the landscape can be secured. The three

first-named instruments constitute a meteorograph,

and their variations are continuously recorded on

one drum turned by clockwork. The length of

wire used will give the kite an altitude of fifteen

thousand feet, and in strong winds it vdU be

necessary to employ an oil-engine of two horse-

power to turn the winch which brings it to

earth. Hitherto no observations have been

made concerning the condition of the upper

atmosphere in the polar regions, and this kite

will supply the deficiency.

EXPLORATION BY BALLOON.

A scheme is afoot in France to explore part of

West Africa by means of a balloon
;

and the

noA^'e! part of the scheme is the proposal to send

forAvard a pilot balloon, carrying no passengers,

as a kind of adA^ance agent. This balloon aauII be

of three thousand feet capacity, and Avill be fitted

AAnth A’'arious scientific instruments for different

purposes of automatic registration. It will also-

carry a steel guide or trail rope Aveighing half-a-

ton, and an automatic ballasting apparatus. The

latter takes the form of a tank holding three
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luuidred gallons of water, wMch. is fitted with a

valve which will open whenever the balloon de-

scends to within fifty yards of the ground. It is

intended that this pilot, and the balloon to foUow

it later on, shall travel from Tunisia to the

Niger, thus crossing the least-known portion of

the Sahara. It has been ascertained that during

certain months the wind-direction and its velocity

are constant, and it has thus been calculated that

the journey will occupy five days. The self-

recording instruments in the pilot balloon are

expected to indicate the exact route which it

follows, for the guidance of the aeronauts who

will later on make the same journey. The diffi-

culty which naturally occurs to the miinitiated

is that of catcliing the ^Dilot balloon.

SKIH-GRAFTING.

Of late years many wonderful surgical opera-

tions have been performed, and among the most

interesting are the cases where skin-grafting has

been practised. A stor}^ is told of the colonel of

an American regiment who ordered his men to

contribute portions of their skin to x^a-tch up the

integument of one of their comrades who exhibited

ux^on his body a denuded area. But cases often

occur in civil practice where it is difficult to find

the necessary material to make good a wound, and

the difficulty has been met in America, says the

Philadel])liicv Medical Journal, by treating the skin

as an article of commerce, just as in Russia and

elsewhere girls are persuaded to sell their golden

tresses for filthy lucre. A doctor in America

recently paid five dollars for sufficient living sldn

to heal up a badly scalded limb, and this trans-

action will no doubt establish a precedent with

regard to price. It must not be supposed that the

skin removal involves an operation which can be in

anyway described as 'flaying;' for it is only the

outside layer which is reexuired, and this can be

shaved off by a skilful operator almost bloodlessly.

It is an old saying that every man has his x^rice

;

but the new market for skin will not only regulate

the price, but vdLl collect it in small instalments.

DISPOSAL OF SEWAGE.

It would be interesting to search the news-

papers of the last two or three decades to note

and collect the various processes which have been

brought forward during that time for effectively

dealing with the sewage of large cities. One or

two have been x^riblished which profess to x>oint

out how such refuse could be turned into fuel

;

but, like many other schemes, these have had a

brief advertisement and have never been heard of

again. • Such' a solution of tlie sewage question

would be of inestimable value ;
indeed, one cannot

imagine a better thing than the conversion of a

noxious x^roduct into something commercially valu-

able. According to report, this desirable exchange

has recently been effected by a German chemist

named Erich Springborn, who has succeeded in

X)roducing a block fuel, while at the same time the

effluent or waste water is converted into a liquid

so discharged without offence

or damage into any stream or river. The fuel

is smokeless, devoid of any unxfleasant smell in

burning, and is said to be a quick steam-raiser.

The invention is x^resently to be tried on a large

scale, and hopes are held out that a waste x^^oduct

which has proved a stumbling-block to health and

progress for many generations will be converted

into a harmless substance of considerable value.

SOOT DISTRIBUTION.

An inquiry of an unusual kind has been taken

up by Mr W. Irwin, who recently read a paper

before the Manchester section of the Society of

Chemical Industry, in which he told his hearers

how he had determined the amount of soot which

falls in that smoky city over a given area. He

chose a time when snow had lain on the ground

for a days. Taking a quantity of

this smirched snow, he melted it, and examined

and weighed the residue. Analysis showed that

the grimy mass consisted of nearly half carbon,

while the other half was ash combined with a

large x^i'opo^4ion of hea'S’y oil and grease. This

delectable mixture had been rained upon the city

to the extent of 10*7 lbs. per acre, or three tons

to the square mile. Supposing this condition of

things to prevail for one hundred square miles

round Manchester Tovm Hah, it is evident that

in the ten days a fall of three hundred tons of

soot had been distributed over that area.

IIENDING A TALL CHDINEY.

A clever instance of shaft rex^aration, which

seemed to be almost impossible, is reported

from America. A certain tall building, or 'sky-

scrax^er,’ was furnished with a smoke-stack or

shaft, which, besides acting as a flue, carried

steam, water, and drainage x>ip^s from the top to

the bottom of the edifice. This chimney, three

hundred and twenty -five feet in height,
^

was

built of masonry ;
but it had a steel lining

weighing no less than forty-eight tons, which

unfortunately had been braced to the masonry

too rigidly to admit of exx^ansion. The result

was that the metal tube separated at one of its

lower joints and telescoped over itself, the entire

stack drox^ping about three feet, with much damage

to its contained pixies, &c. In order
^

to lift the

tube to its original position, the engineer placed

a massive iron collar round its tox^, with arms

attached which held it firmly to the masonr3^

Then the fires were dravm, and the tube allowed

to get cold, which resulted in the metal con-

tracting to such an extent that the telescoped

X^ortion was reduced to one-half its forinei’ extent.

The tube was then clamped at the bottom ;
and,

the furnaces being once more lighted, the exxjan-

sion raised the top of the tube to its oiiginal

height. Again the collar there was secured, and
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the process repeated until the telescoping of

the joint was entirely obliterated. New rivets

were then put in to mend the broken joints and
adjustments were fitted to the chimney to allow
of expansion, thus preventing any chance of a
recurrence of the accident.

FLOATING GERMS.

A curious and interesting experiment was con-

ducted recently by Professor McWeeney on the

premises of a Dublin manufacturer, who was
anxious to ascertain whether he ran any risk to

health from the presence on a neighbour’s pre-

mises of a refuse-heap, the intervening distance

being eight hundred feet. Professor McWeeney
first of all took a number of easil}^ recognised

microbes, which were not common to the neigh-

bourhood, and sprayed them into the atmosphere
over the heap of refuse, taking care that the

wind was in the right direction. On the premises

of the manufacturer culture-dishes were exposed

for three hours, and at the end' of that time

examination showed that colonies of the newly

introduced microbes were developed. It is note-

worthy that rain was falling heavily during the

progress of the experiment. We thus learn that

•even under untoward conditions germs can be

conveyed through the air from a distant point,

and that it is quite as necessary to see that the

surroundings of a house are clean as to attend to

its interior sanitary condition. We cannot, how-

over, help thinldng that the experiment would

have been more convincing had pathogenic germs

been recognised in the culture-dishes, when the

wind came from the direction of the refuse-heax),

without any artificial aid to their propagation.

THE FIRST IRON VESSEL IN GREAT BRITAIN.

A writer in the Scientific American draws atten-

tion to the fact that as early as the year 1809

Eobert Dickenson suggested to the Admiralty a

scheme by which the old wooden shix)S of the

Eoyal Nav}^ might be gradually replaced b}’’

vessels built of iron. Twenty-one years after-

wards the Admiralty gave a deliverance that iron

vessels would be practically useless in a line of

.action and unmanageable in a storm. This

theory was sux)ported by Dr Lardner, who said,

moreover, that there was about as much chance

of an iron boat reaching New York as there

was of a voyage to the moon. Thomas Wilson,

a young Scottish boatbuilder, thought different!}^

;

and in 1816 he began to build a boat of iron at

Paskine, Lanarkshire, which he named the Vulcan.

All her plates, rivets, and angle-irons were made

over the anvil by Wilson and his blacksmith.

This iron boat was specially constructed for pas-

;senger service on the Monkland Canal. Wilson was

jeered at for thinking that iron would float ;
but

when the trial day arrived the boatbuilder came

off triumx)hant, and the Vulcan ran for sixty

jears. The Forth and Clyde Company ordered

other vessels of the same material
; and Wilson

accepted a xDost in their service as chief engineer,
wliich he held for fifty years. He died at Grange-
month on 1st November 1873, aged ninety-two.

BURGLAR-PROOP SAFES.

According to a report made by experts to the
American Government, there is no longer any
such thing as a reaUy burglar-proof safe. The
professional cracksman has been known to use
the oxy-hydrogen blowpipe to burn through the
steel walls of a safe, or the electric arc fed by
the current which he finds convenient to his
hand on the victim’s premises. Now he has a
simpler method of procedure in the use of a

pyrotechnical compound which gives off such heat
as to rob the hardest metal of its temxier, thus
enabling the burglar to penetrate it as if it

were pewter. For this reason the American
Government is advised not to expend large sums
of money in constructing so-called burglar-proof

safes in which to store its valuables. It is

recommended that the best precaution against

burglars is to be found in an elaborate system

of electrical alarm-signals, which wiE make the

depredators themselves give notice of their un-

welcome presence.

COMPRESSED SAWDUST.

If sawdust is subjected to hydraulic pressure

its particles will adhere so as to form a solid

mass, heavier than a piece of hardwood of the

same area. This fact has been utEised in

Germany with very promising results in the

manufacture of sawdust briquettes for fuel. The

United States consul, in a recent communication

from Bern, describes these briquettes, or saw'dust

cakes, as being of octagonal form
^
and weighing

each about half-a-pound. No binding ingredient

is used, although in some kinds of sawdust such

an addition might ^Dossibly be required, the saw-

dust being simply dried and x>ressed into shape
;

and, owing to this absence of any tarry or oily

matter, the wood burns without smoke. Formerlj

sawdust was a waste imoduct which could be

obtained for the asking
;
but this new demand

for it has given it a market price, and now it h

necessary to obtain it from distant factories, foi

the local supply is not equal to the demand

Unfortunately the briquette factory has beer

burnt down, and for the present the industr;)

has ceased. It will doubtless be taken up ii

other localities where a supply of the rav

material is plentiful.

DxUIAGE BY LIGHTNING.

The Lightning Eesearch Committee, wliicl

under the joint auspices of the Eoyal Institr

tion and the British Architects’ and Surveyor

Institution, was organised more than twelv

months ago to receive evidence and report ux)0

the effect of lightning upon buildings, is sti
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engaged in its useful labours. No fewer than

two hundred observers throughout the United

Kingdom are in touch with the committee, and

in addition to these it has many correspondents

in our colonies and in foreign countries. So far,

upwards of seventy trustworthy records have been

received. Sixty were tabulated to the end of

last year, and it is a curious circumstance that

out of this small number of disasters to buildings

brought about by lightning, no fewer than twelve

refer to places which were guarded—^^ve can

hardly say j^rotected—by some form of lightning-

conductor, This fact seems to be in accordance

until the opinion which has been expressed that

the system of protection formulated by the

Lightning-Rod Conference of 1882 is not to

be relied upon. It would almost indicate that

some lightning-rods attract the evil which they

are supposed to avert, for one in five is out

of all proportion to the number of lightning-

conductors in general use,

THE AilERICAN BISON.

Of late years much discussion has arisen in

America respecting the supposed almost total

extinction of the bison, an animal which once

roamed the prairies in countless herds. Many
who claimed to be authorities on the subject

have asserted that the popular notion is incorrect,

and that in certain regions the bison is still plen-

tifid. In order to settle this important question

the Secretary of Agriculture was requested by
the United States Senate to reiiort upon the

subject, and this report has recently been pub-
lished. It shows that the bison is on the verge

of extinction, only a very few of the animals

being left, which at one time could be counted

by millions. There are two small herds : one
at Yellowstone Park, consisting of twenty-five

animals
;
and the other at Lost Park, Colorado,

which numbers from eight to ten. There are no
wild buffaloes in Canada ; but a number have
been domesticated and half-domesticated. Of
these there are at least three important herds

known, and the American Government is advised

to get possession of some of them, and place

them on a reservation, under competent manage-
ment, so that they . can be properly protected

and preserved indefinitely.

AN AMERICAN PROFESSOR AND THE BEGINNINGS
OF LIFE.

The editor of the American MoOhire^s Magazine
seems to have the gift of securing suggestive,

interesting, even sensational articles in modern
science and invention. In the March issue the

researches and discoveries of Dr Jacques Loeb, and
his colleague Dr Matthews, of Chicago University,

are discussed. It is impossible in a paragraph to

do more than indicate the scope of what the Avriter

believes Dr Loeb has discovered. For instance,

he brings forAvard evidence that ‘ there is no

comp)iex structure in the germ-cells from Avhich

the loAver animals spring, but that their A^arying

form is simp>ly a reaction betAveen a specific kind

of protoplasm and the physical forces of light,

heat, contact, and chemism, aa^McIi mould it this

AA^ay or that.’ The statement is also made that

the beating of the heart is not due to some
mysterious influence of the nerves, but to the

presence of a minute quantity of certain salts.

The Uons,’ as the electrically charged atoms are

called, act, and cause the heart as a muscle to

contract. The negative charges set them agoing

;

the positive charges stop them. The ultimate cause

of muscular action of all life-processes is said to

be electricity. Examples are gh^en in AA^hich the

Professor started life in eggs Avithout the addition

of sperm-cells, but by chemical means. The main
action of food in the body is the production of

electricity. The body is in some sort a dynamo,

and food is of value according to the electricity

it affords. We have heard something like this

before. But haA^e Ave got any farther into

Nature’s secrets : AAdiat lies behind the play of

physical forces, and Avhat are they?

ONE I KNEW.

Hk never tried to preach or set you right;

He thought all others better far than he

;

And so he shoAved by life, instead of words,

The wondrous beauty of humility.

He did not worry to reform the world.

He kncAv Rod’s ways, though slow, were always sure

;

He only struggled to reform himself

By steadfastness and patience to endure.

He would not prate about the Avant of love,

Nor yet the lack of faith, in human mind

;

He never spoke about these things at all,

Only he never failed in being kind.

One single passion held his heart in sway

:

An earnest craving for the pure and true

;

And though at times Rod’s face felt far away

—

His earth-dimmed eyes so deeply yearned to view

—

Still, in the dark as in the light, he smiled

!

He said the sun was shining all the time

!

And, for the things he could not understand,

He hoped and trusted in a Love sublime.

A. M. Orpen.
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FINDING OP THE WHITE LAMA.
By Lieutenant'Colonel A. F. Mockler-Ferryman.

PART r.

is many years now since the news- them in the evening. This he failed to do
;
but

contained the following late at night a lama from the Basgo monastery
announcement :

^ On the 21st of came into the camp with the news that, from
drovmed in the Upper the upper story of the monastery, he had mt-

Indus Eiver, while on a shooting nessed the accident which , had happened to the
expedition in Ladak, Harold Bay- Englishman ; and ' his shikari. They were crossing

mond Breakspear, Captain Bengal Lancers, only the jliula^ or swinging bridge, which spans the
son of the late Major-General H. A. B. Break- gorge below the • monastery, .the s/tzlan leading;
spear, H.E.I.C. Forces, aged thirty.' and when about the centre 'the Englishman
The circumstances connected with Captain suddenly slipped, his 'whole weight being throvm

Breakspear’s death were made knoum to his on to • one 'of the handrail ropes, which snapped
relatives by the India Office (where full reports beneath the imwonted strain, thus hurling
had been received from the officials in India), the unfortunate man into the seething whirl-

and may be described in a few words : The pool below. Almost at the same instant the

gallant Lancer had obtained six months' leave for shikari met a similar fate, being jerked off

the purpose of shooting in the outer Himalayas; his feet by the violent motion given to the

and his brother-officers had received from time to bridge by the accident that had occurred behind

time letters from him containing details of the ex- him.

cellent sport he was enjoying among the wild yak This evidence the lama repeated before the

and Ovis ammon. Towards the close of his leave court at Leh, and a second lama corroborated

a letter arrived announcing that he . was marching the statement, affirming that he also had been a

towards Leh, and expected to be back with his witness of the accident, and had himself mended

regiment within- a month. His leave, however, the broken rope on the following morning.' It is

expired ;• and, as he. had not returned, a special perhaps needless to say that the bodies were

report was made of his absence. Then came a never recovered, as the immense volume of water

despatch from the British Besident at Srinugger, flo^sving under the bridge and the numerous

forwarding another from the authorities at Leh, rocks in the torrent made it more than probable

in which Captain Breakspear was reported as that the two unfortunate victims were speedily

having been drovmed in a tributary of the dashed to atoms. The court, having fidly con-

Indus near the village of Basgo. A court ; of sidered the evidence, came to the conclusion that

inquiry had been held, and from the evidence there were no grounds for . imagining foul play,'

elicited it appeared that on arriving at Basgo, though, suspicions were aroused when it was

on the way from Leh to Srinugger, a Bhoti known that, two days before the accident, a

shikari had come, to the camp and told the leather-covered containing the Englishman's

Englishman that, by making a slight detour from personal.belongings had been stolen from his tent

the main route on the following day, he could while he was out shooting. Every attempt was

obtain some excellent sjDort with two or three made to discover the thief, and the empty hilta

large herds of ibex. . Accordingly next morning was eventually found lying in a rocky - ravine

;

Breakspear gave orders for. his men to proceed but its contents were never traced, neither was

to the forward camp, while he, going round with it knovTi for certain what it contained. The

the Bhoti shikari to the ibex-ground, would join world accepted the account of Captain Break-
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spear’s unfortimate end. His brotlier - officers

mourned the loss of one who had been a thorough

sportsman and a brave soldier, and two or three

officers, following in his footsteps, visited the

scene of the accident. But in a few years the

whole affair had passed into the region of

tradition.

The Himis Lamasery is well known nowadays to

Englishmen visiting Ladak for its annual festival,

at which usually two or three are present ;
and

they are alwaj^s accorded a hearty welcome by the

priests, who seem to be much gratified at what

they represent as an honour. The summer of

189- was no exception to the' rule, two young

Indian civilians having accepted the invitation

of the Wuzir of Ladak to accompany him to the

festival. These were Keane and Gillmore, both

of the Bengal Civil Service, and they were

quartered in one of the lofty towers of the

(joTfvpa set apart for guests. They had already

been shovTi the -wonders of the interesting

monastery, and had just returned to their

chamber, on this their first, night, from wit-

nessing a grand parade of masked lamas, when
Keane’s Indian servant entered with the an-

nouncement that some one wished to speak to

them. The stranger was immediately admitted,

and proved to be a tall, thin j)Hest, clothed in

.
the red toga-like garment of the Dukpas. Ad-
vancing towards the Englishmen, his expression-

less face telling them nothing, he silently knelt

down and bowed his head to the ground at

their feet
;

then assuming a sitting j)Osition, he

produced from under his clothing a small

bundle wrapped uxo in the same material. Erom
the innermost folds he brought forth a letter,

which he handed to Keane, muttering at the

same time a few incoherent words. The letter

was written on rough brown bark-paper in a

curious un-English-looking hand, but ax3X3arently

by an Englishman. It was addressed, ‘To any
Englishman at the Himis Festival,’ and its con-

tents were mysterious to a degree. Keane read

it aloud to his companion

:

‘I am sending this by a faithful friend. If it

should reach the hands of an Englishman, I beg

that he will grant my request, great though I

know it to be. I am lying, at the point of

death, several days’ journey from Himis, and my
dying wish is to grasp the hand of a fellow-

countryman once more. There is absolutely no
danger in coming to me, and the bearer will be

responsible for the safety of any one who shall

be charitable enough to cheer my last hours. It

is, however, necessary, for reasons which I will

explain afterwards, that only one person shall

accompany my messenger, and he must place him-

self fearlessly and enthely in the hands of his

guide. He shall return safely to Himis within a

week at most.’

The two men looked at each other in silence

;

the lama was staring blankly first at one man’s

face and then at the other’s.

‘ Is that all ? ’ asked Gillmore.

‘Yes,’ replied Keane. ‘What do you make of

itr
‘ Absolutely nothing. Let us go and consult the

Wuzir.’

They motioned to the lama to remain where he
was, and, taking the letter with them, they pro-

ceeded to knock up the WLizir, who had already

gone to bed in the next room. The Wuzir listened

intently to the whole story, then gravely shook

his head. ‘It is extraordinary,’ he said. ‘I sup-

X30se it is a sahib shooting in one of the valleys

;

he has x^robably met with an accident. I will go

and interview the messenger.’

Ten minutes later he returned saying that he
had failed to extract much information from the

lama, who referred him to the abbot of the gonypa.

Late as it was, the Englishmen persuaded the

Wuzir to seek an audience of the abbot, and
endeavour to solve the mystery. The lama ac-

companied him, and after an absence of upwards
of an hour their footsteps were heard ascending

the long rock-cut staircase. The Wuzir’s face

wore a troubled expression, . and to the eager

inquiries he vouchsafed the reply, ‘The mystery
remains as great as ever. I was forced to take

an oath not to reveal all the abbot told me

;

but I am at liberty to say that the reliability of

the lama who brought the letter is unimpeach-

able
;

that an Englishman is dying in a distant

lamasery
;
that he is not a sportsman on a summer

visit, but has been in the country for upwards of

forty years. Of course you can, if you choose,

send back a message by, the lama, or if either of

you will undertake the journey, I myself, know-
ing what I know, will vouch for your safety.’

Keane' and Gillmore sprang to their feet simul-

taneously, each asserting his readiness to accom-

pany the lama
;
but as only one could go they

tossed up, the choice falling on Gillmore. The
result was communicated to the lama, whose
X)archment-like face stiU showed no sign either of

ax^proval or the reverse. He, however, turned

to the Wuzir and addressed him in the Bhoti

language, which the Wuzir interpreted briefly

:

‘He wants to know if you can be ready in half-

an-hour, as he says it is imxoortant that you
should make a start before daybreak. He has

three ponies waiting outside the walls of the

goTwpa^ two for riding and the other for such

light baggage as you want to take
; and you had

better provide yourself with eatables for a few

days, unless you are prepared to live on the food

of the country.’

Gillmore agreed to be ready within the time,

and he and Keane at once busied themselves

with the preparations, packing everything into

two light bags. At 4 a.m. the little party

was standing outside the walls, watching the

lama, by the dim light of an oil lamp, placing
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the baggage on the pack pony
;

five minutes

later Gillmore had shaken hands with Keane

and the Wuzir, and was riding along close behind

his guide, wondering what was the meaning of it

all. Never in his life had he experienced such a

long and darlc hour as the one before dawn on this

morning. The track along which his guide was

conducting him was strewn with large and loose

stones, over which the ponies constantly stumbled
;

the morning was cold, and Gillmore was so sleepy

that it was with the greatest difficulty he was able

to sit in the saddle. At length a glimmer of

light commenced to appear in the heavens ;
then

the country around gradually became visible. The

lama was jogging along, with his left hand on

the reins and his right, assiduously tvdrling a

prayer-wheel, an operation which he alternated

with bead-telling during the greater part of the

journey. The monastery was no longer in sight,

since they had crossed over into a valley to the

southwards, up which they had ridden for two

weary hours.

The scenery of this part of the Himalayas is

dreary and monotonous in the extreme; in all

directions stretch long ranges of brown, rock-

strewn mountains, capped with eternal snow,

and intersected by deep valleys, whose steep

sides, in places almost perpendicular, descend to

the torrent of snow-water which rushes between

the mighty boulders lying in the bottom. It is

all one vast interminable wilderness, uninhabited

save by the small colonies of lamas, who have

for countless ages established themselves in their

alnlost inaccessible monasteries, often several days’

journey apart.

For five continuous hours the three ponies

picked their way over the rough path
;
then a

halt was made for breakfast, while the sturdy

little beasts were allowed to" graze on what scant

herbage cropped up between the rocks. The

lama was not an interesting companion; and

Gillmore was denied even the relief of conver-

sation, the Bhoti knowing no language but his

oivn, which of course was unintelligible to the

Englishman.

How many days this was to continue he could

not conjecture ;
but, as if reading his thoughts,

the lama solemnly opened a bundle and handed

him a letter similar in appearance to the first

one. Its contents were brief ;
‘ This will be given

to you by your guide when he considers that he

has brought you to a spot from which it will be

impossible to find your way back. I thank you

most sincerely for undertaking the journey into

the crreat unknown. Your first guide mU leave

you°at the end of the first day’s march; the

second guide at the end of the second day ;
the

third guide will bring you to me on the third

dav Bo not be afraid of anything they may

order you to do. It wHl be all necessary. The

last two guides will understand Hindustani. I

trust I may be alive when you arrive.’

The receipt of this note was a great consolation

to the traveller
;
he knew now the approximate

length of his journey, and he had the .satisfaction

of knowing also that on the morrow he would at

any rate be able to talk. The guide had so far

done his work well
;
and the various intricacies

of the mountains through which they had been

wandering made it quite certain that Gillmore

could not possibly retrace his steps to Himis

alone. The track was often quite invisible, and

passed now to the eastward, now to the westward,

though the general direction of the day’s march

was south. The same bare country w^as traversed

throughout the day, and by sunset the traveller

estimated that he must have covered nearly fifty

miles
;
but where or when the lama intended to

halt for the night he had no idea. Darkness

came on apace, but still there was no sign of the

end of the tedious ride
;

then, without warning,

the guide set up a weird and loud wailing, which

echoed again and again from side to side of the

deep valley. In time came an answer back out of

the depths of the gloom, and again all was silent,

as the march was continued. Suddenly a sharp

voice rang out like a sentr/s challenge, and the

lama replied ;
then a figure issued from behind a

rock, and a hurried conversation took place be-

tween the new-comer and the guide.

After a while the two men approached Gill-

more, and signed to him to dismount ;
no sooner

had he done so than a twisted fibre rope was

tied round his waist, and the guide gave forth a

long dismal cry resembling the night-caU of the

jackal. The rope tightened, and the astonished

Englishman instinctively raised his hands above

his head and clutched the cord by which he was

now suspended in mid-air. What was about to

happen to him he knew not ;
but he^ felt that he

was being pulled rapidly and steadily upv aids.

The sensation was not altogether un]pleasant,

though the rope was somewhat rough to his

hands and tight round the waist. Towards the

end of this adventurous ascent the motion became

more rapid, and at last, to Gillmore’s intense

relief, he felt himself seized by half-a-dozen

hands, and his half-numbed body was laid on the

floor of a room while the rope was untied.

The chamber in which he found himself was

weU lighted and bright, and he was received by

a Tileasant-looking lama, who told him in Hin-

dustani that this was to be his room for the

nio-ht. Gillmore was delighted at being able to

talk again, and plied his host with numerous

questions. The answers he received were short

but satisfactory, though he was unable to discover

the name of the lamasery at vdiich he had arrived,

who the mysterious Englishman was, or where

he would be found. He was well looked after,

and w^as given a
,
good dinner, wdth a plentiful

supply of cliong, and a comfortable bed for the

night, his new friend w^arning him, on taking his

leave, that he would be aroused before daybreaiv.
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and that the following day’s journey would he a

long one.

The night’s rest was all too short, and it seemed

as if hardly an hour had passed when Gillmore

felt himself shaken gently, and’ the lama, stand-

ing over him, bade him get uj) and dress. With

the rope secured round his waist, he departed

from his strange lodging as he had come, being

slowly lowered down the precix^itous cliff, which

stood out aboA’-e him in the descent bold and

black against the starlit sky. At the bottom

the ponies stood ready saddled. The rope, Avhen

released from his body, passed swiftly up the

cliffside, to come doAvn again immediately Avith

the Hindustani-speaking lama—the guide for the

day’s journey.

As on the previous day, the ride Avas OA^er

rough and stony ground, though the monotony

Avas relieA^ed to some degree b}^ conversation. For

a Tibetan, the lama Avas decidedly loquacious,

and, liaAdng formed one of a party that had been

despatched to India on a religious mission some

feAV years before, Avas in a measure enlightened

and intelligent. He discussed his religion freely

with the Englishman; and, though only belong-

ing to the Avorking or Avorldly class of lama, he

appeared to be Avell versed in matters Avitli Avhich

his spiritual brethren alone concerned themseh’-es.

ToAvards evening the i^atliAvay suddenly descended

into a Avide Anlley Avatered by countless streams

from the mountains ; a rich verdure spread for

several miles, and jjarties of red-clothed lamas Avere

busily engaged in agricultural jDursuits. This, the

guide said, Avas knoAvn as the Golden Yalley, and

belonged to tAvo lamaseries situated at a distance

of several miles. At the far end the’ streams

fell into the lake lying in a basin hemmed in

on all sides by high mountains
;
and beyond this

point there appeared to be no passage.

‘ We leave the ponies here,’ said the lama,

turning to his companion. Won are noAV about

to enter the Stronghold, which no stranger is

alloAved to enter under any pretext AAdiatever. In

your case, liOAveA^er, a special permit has been

granted by the Holy Shooshok, in consideration

of the object of your journey, and you Avill be

passed over the frontier blindfolded and carried

by the guard. Fear nothing. I Avill see that no
harm comes to you.’

The tAvo men then dismomited, and the Bhoti,

draAving tAVO strips of ^mttoo from his saddle-bag,

told Gillmore that his instructions Avere to tie

his hands behind his back, as Avell as to bandage

his eyes. This done, the same Aveird jackal-cry

that he had heard on the previous evening

echoed among the hills, and on the instant a

succession of similar calls, mingled Avitli the loud

barking of dogs, ansAvered from eA^ery direction.

An intei’A^al of seA’eral minutes j^assed
;
then came

the sound of A^oices, folloAved by a number
of questions, to which the lama-guide replied.

EA^'erything Avas apparently satisfactory, and the

Englishman felt himself lifted off the ground by

tAvo or three strong men, to be immediately

carried rapidly along Avhat seemed to be a fairly

leA^el though rough road. In ten minutes or so

he AA^as set doAAm again, and a long discussion took

place betAveen his carriers, resulting in his being

seized by the legs and hoisted aloft to sit on

the shoulders of tAVO men AA’alking side by side.

Y^hat this neAV mode of j)rogression meant it Avas

hard at first to discover
;
but after a AAdiile the

astonished Gillmore learned by the sound that

his bearers Avere Avading in deep AA^ater. Suddenly
the air became chilly and raAA", and the splashing

of the AAnter reverberated in Avhat AA^as un-

doubtedly a subterranean chamber. The air greAV

colder and colder as the journey continued, and
it Avas AAdth no small amount of comfort that,

after rather more than half-an-hour, the traA^eller

found himself standing on dry land in a AA^armer

atmosphere. His troubles AA^ere not yet OA^er,

hoAA^ever, for he Avas again carried up a steep

incline for some considerable distance, and then

doAAm again for almost a similar distance, after

AAdiich he aa^s placed gently on a rock in a sit-

ting position. He heard the sound of his bearers’

footsteps rapidly fading aAAny
;

then, AAdien all AA^as

quiet, the lama-guide spoke to him, and untied

the cloths AA^hich bound his hands and eyes.

PURE AIR AS A HEALTH PRESERVER.
By A Factory Manager.

HAT a good supply of air is an
essential factor in the maintenance

of health is appreciated as yet by
only a limited number of people

;

and they, it is to be feared, fre-

quently experience the difficulty,

sometimes the impossibility, of putting their

knoAAdedge to any practical use. Most j)eox?le,

hoAvever, do not give the subject any con-

sideration AA’hatever
;

consequently it is not sur-

X^rising that progress toAv’ards improA^'ement in

this department of hygiene should x)roA^e exceed-

ingly sloAA". Pioneering has to some extent done
its part, and the method of improving existing

conditions has been clearly pointed out by
medical and scientific men

;
but a connecting-

link seems still to be required, uniting prac-

tice Avith theory, that the inestimable gain of a

pure air-supply may be universally secured, and

also that indiAuduals, may be insjnred AAuth

enthusiasm in utilising the boon.. This subject

.should, therefore, be explained in a ipoxmlar AA^ay
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and without scientific details, yet in a manner
sufficiently convincing to awaken interest enough
to dispel prejudices and induce the adoption of
reforms. Were existing obstacles removed and
means taken to effect the necessary public and
domestic reforms bearing on air-supply, a vast
number of human beings would be emancipated
from conditions of weakness and disease, and,
instead, have secured to them a more cheerfid,

prolonged, and natural existence.

The chemist tells us that pure air is composed
of several gases in certain well-regulated propor-
tions namely, nitrogen, oxygen, argon, carbonic
acid gas, and small traces of other gases; also

moisture in varying amounts. The chief con-

stituents are : nitrogen, 78‘2 parts or volumes

;

oxygen, 20*96
; argon, 0*8

; carbonic acid, 0*04.

The individual properties of each may be thus

briefly stated : nitrogen is neither life-sustaining

nor life-destroying
;

oxygen is life-sustaining

;

carbonic acid is life-destroying
;
but argon, only

recently discovered, appears, like nitrogen, to

have no action on the animal system. It mil
be perceived that nitrogen and argon form
roughly 80 per cent, of the air we breathe.

Both gases, though without action on the system,

are important, and may be regarded as diluents

of the two active agents, oxygen and carbonic

acid, either of which in disproportion' is injurious

to health. Oxygen is the constituent which

sustains animal life,' and also supports com-

bustion, liberating heat
;

but the oxygen is itself

consumed in the process, and requires to be

replenished. Thus a lighted candle j)laced in

a closed box will begin to burn low and be

gradually extinguished as the oxygen is used vUp.

In a similar manner the oxygen of the air acts

on the human body through the respiratory

organs. The tissues of the living body are

slowly consumed by the oxygen, but are con-

stantly renewed by freshly
,

assimilated food
;
and,

as in the case of the candle, a renewal of oxygen

in the form of fresh air is necessary, otherwise

feeble and sickly vitality will result. Scientific

men have been able to analyse and determine

the amount of the life-sustaining properties of

atmospheric air under various conditions and

circumstances; and the easiest way to determine

this is by dealing with the carbonic acid. This

gas is known to exist in the atmosphere in

very small proportion—namely, about 4 volumes

in 10,000 .volumes of air
;
but this proportion is

increased according as the air is vitiated by the

products of respiration or of combustion. In

respiration, oxygen is converted into carbonic

acid—that is, the oxygen in the air diminishes

in amount, whilst the carbonic acid increases.

It must here be observed that while, for

brevity and simplicity, we propose to indicate

impurity of the atmosphere by the amount of

carbonic acid it contains, this by no means covers

the whole ground. From the late Professor

Carnelley’s experiments it was found that, along
with

^

carbonic acid, organic matter, micro-
organisms, bacteria, and moulds existed in vary-
ing amounts, which were, however, closely

proportional to the amount of carbonic acid in
the air at the time. As is customary, we use
the amount of carbonic acid to express the pro-
portion of aU impurities. The following are the
results of investigation by two cqmpetent authori-
ties as to the amount of carbonic acid in air

under various conditions :

—

Dr Angus Smith records in ISTovember 1869 :

In London, in the west and south-west districts,

4T1 per 10,000 volumes
; and in various other

districts, 4*39, 4*44, 4*74. In Scotland, at the

summit of the hills, 3*32; and at the foot of

the hiUs, average of twenty-six analyses, 3*41.

In 1864, in London, Surrey Theatre boxes, at

10 P.M., 11*1
;

same place at 12 p.m., 21*8
;

City

of London Theatre pit, at 11 p.m., 32 ; St

Thomas’s Hospital,* Queen’s Ward, 4.

The late Professor Camelley records : Dundee,
quiet places in town, mean of thirty-two deter-

minations, 3*9 per 10,000 volumes
; suburbs,

mean of five determinations, 2*8 (?) ;
open places,

by day, 3*8
;

open places, at night, 4*1
; close

places, at night, 4*2. Professor Carnelley also

visited, in 1885-86, fifty-nine houses between the

hours of 12.30 and 4.30 A.H., and gave the

foUomng results .* One-roomed houses, 6*3 to

32*1, averaging 11*2
;
two-roomed houses, 7*1 to

13*2, averaging 9*9
;

four rooms and upwards,

4*5 to 11*7, averaging 7*7.

With regard to these figures, note first of all

that the average outside air has a purity repre-

sented by about 4 volumes of carbonic acid per

10,000 of air, and that amongst the samples

examined by Dr Angus Smith are some so pol-

luted as to contain five and even eight times

the normal amount of carbonic acid. Other

examples might be cited, from more recent

investigations, of atmospheres even more highly

polluted. The air becomes unsatisfactory in

quality if the amount of carbonic acid rises

above 6 volumes, which is the limit of impurity

permitted by experts. If the carbonic acid in

an inhabited space be allowed to increase to

about 8 volumes per 10,000 the air becomes

distinctly ‘ stuffy ’ or close ;
with 10 to 12

volumes it becomes very close and unwholesome

;

with a greater amount faintness, languor, and

headache by-and-by develop. Yet in spite of

improvements in ventilation in our schools, halls,

churches, theatres, and public buildings we are

often compelled to breathe, for longer or shorter

periods, air no better than some of the worst

specimens recorded by Dr Angus Smith. Again,

if we consider Professor CarneHey’s valuable

figures relating to the air of houses chiefly

the bedrooms—we see that there must be multi-

tudes of people who in the hours of sleep spend

as much as one-third of their existence in
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atmospheres as bad as those jiist referred to, or

it may be worse
;

and, further, too frequently

they breathe an unwholesome atmosjJiere in

following their daily employment. Debility,

sickness, and many premature deaths must

ultimately result from habitually inhaling breath-

polluted atmospheres
;

on this point we are not

left to conjecture, as the fact has been demon-

strated by statistics and observation. With an

insufficient sujDply of oxygen the fires of the

body burn low, the heart beats feebly, the blood

is slow of circulation and becomes impure, the

body feels colder, and there is a desire for more

clothing or a warmer atmosiffiere ;
and all these

23oint to a low vitality, imj)aired functions of the

body, and susceptibility to disease. To guard

against such debility we must act upon the

adduce now universally given by experts in

regard to the prevention and cure of consump-

tion : adopt habits of cleanliness, live as much as

j)ossible in the sunlight and open air, and have

the windows of bedrooms open night and day.

During the investigations conducted by Pro-

fessor Carnelley in the winter and spring of

1885-86, referred to above, he found the presence

of carbonic acid to the extent of 32T volumes in

a oiie-roomed house in which from six to eight

persons were sleeping, doors and windows being

closed. The two-roomed houses were much better,

the highest being 13-2 volumes
;
and, ndth one

exception, all the houses visited had the -windows

and doors closed. In houses of four rooms and
upwards, a purity ranging from 4*5 to 11-7 was
recorded. As stated, a maximum as low as

6 volumes may reasonably be aimed at, this

being the limit desired by the recent Acts of Par-

liament for mills and factories. What may be
done practically is shown by the following recent

experiment. It was found that in a house of the

last-named class (four rooms and upwards), in an
ordinary-sized bedroom occupied by two jDersons

—

the window closed both day and night excej^t for

about an hour at midday, the door also being

closed during the night—the air in the morning
showed 12 to 13 volumes of carbonic acid

;

whereas with the vdndow drawn down an inch

and a half day and night, and the door open
to the lobby of the house, a purity of from 4*5

to 6 volumes in the morning was recorded,

Avhich is within the specified limit. Professor

Carnelle/s samples, it may be noted, were all

taken between the hours of 12.30 and 4.30 A.M.,

and would have shovui results considerably Avorse

had they been taken three or four hours later.

It is noAv proved beyond a doubt by the feAv

pioneers Avho have for years kept their Avindows
open that no bad effects have folloAved, but
rather that good health and increased Augour of

body is the result. We may here state that the
popular belief that breathing night air is in-

jurious is quite erroneous. At the close of the
Crimean Avar the Avorld-renoAvned Miss Nightin-

gale Avrote a short treatise entitled N'otes on

Nursing, in Avliich she says that ‘ the patient

must breathe fresh air night and day,^ and that

‘night air is the purest.’ Night air is not

alAvays dampest and coldest. Animal life Avas

designed to exist in all seasons of the year, to

liA^e and breathe night and day, and, moreover, to

be able to breathe the air Avhich nature provides,

be it hot or cold, damp or dry, the variation

being conducive to sound health, and serving to

fortify against injury by sudden and extreme

changes. The air in dwelling-houses is as a rule

both Avarmer and drier than the outside air, Avith

comparatively little variation either in tempera-

ture or moisture
;
but it may, as Ave have seen,

be poorer in oxygen and richer in j)olL^tion

consequent on respiration and on the use of gas-

light Avith stinted A^entilation. In the event of

persons subjected for long periods to breathe

such warm and impure air entering a colder

atmosphere, their Aveakened and impaired re-

spirator}^ organs are unable to Avithstand the

altered conditions, and injury in some form is

liable to ensue. Be it noted, hoAveA’-er, that it is

the impure atmosphere that is primarily respon-

sible for the injury done.

Even if enough has been said to conAunce the

reader that the reform indicated is urgently

required, it may be asked, ‘Hoav is this to be

accomplished?’ We reply, in the first place by
remoAung the obstacles, ignorance and thoughtless-

ness, Avhich stand in the Avay. Peoifie need to be

Avakened up to the importance of the reform.

This done, Ave may venture to state the remedies'

of a practical and technical kind, though here

Ave enter on rather delicate ground and encounter-

obstacles involving not a feAV rebufts. Eresh air

must be admitted into our houses, even Avith all

the attendant draAvbacks—dust, smoke, and even

soot—if need be. Eresh air Ave must have, other-

wise Ave shall be refusing the gold ore because of

the refuse attached to it.

We have said that the first obstacle to be
removed is ignorance, the results of Avhich are-

unbelief and inaction ; Avhereas intelligence leads

to activity and progress. Thus it Avill be^ unAvise-

to take only casual notice of discussions by learned

bodies, on, say, the open-air cure for consumption

and similar topics, and forthwith pass the matter-

OA^er as being an affair for medical and .scientific-

men only. Such questions ought to be of per-

sonal importance to everybody.

The reform Ave noAV recommend is not a-',

novelty. TAventy-seA^en years ago Dr MacCormac
of Belfast, in his book Breath Eehreathed, gave

prominence to the importance of fresh air being

freely admitted into bedrooms and elseAvhere, and
also to its use as the preventiA^e and cure of

consumption. BelieAung implicitly in the all-

importance of this recommendation, we make bold

to say that the inhabitants of our cities Avill be
depriving themselves of a God-given blessing if'
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the windows of our inliahited houses are not

more or less open night and day to admit the

free air. In this matter every householder should'

become his own officer of health and experimental

expert, and prove to liis ovm satisfaction the

value of pure air.

The instrument desiderated by Miss Tlorence

Nightingale, by which the purity of air could

be recorded as on a barometer, has not yet

been invented
; but by the energy and skill

of our scientists a comparatively simple process

has been devised by which this is now reliably

obtained
;

and, so soon as the importance of

this subject is sufficient!}’’ appreciated by the

community, these scientists will doubtless be glad

to imp>art the necessary instructions to exj)erts

who may wish to acquire the valuable accomplish-

ment of air-testing. Our sense of smell, however,

is nature’s instrument for this test
;
and if it has

not been destroyed by breathing too long in a

polluted atmosphere, we are able to detect any

disagreeable odours indicating even a small degree

of breath pollution. By the sense of smeU alone

the impurity in the air of a bedroom can be

readily detected on entering it directly after

being some time in the open air.

Of all dwellings, the ordinary two-roomed

house is the easiest to ventilate, having the

advantage of a direct through-draught by the

room and kitchen windows. Thus Professor

Carnelley found in the course of his investiga-

tions that houses of upwards of four rooms were

not quite so well ventilated as some ha'vdng fewer

apartments. As the healthy arrangement of out-

side platforms is now a thing of the ]past, it

is necessary that aU. inside staircases should be

thoroughly ventilated, so that the external air

may have free access into the entrance-door of

every dwelling. It should also be remembered

that with very large rooms more ventilation is

necessary, because of the greater amount of air

to renew, and windows ought therefore to be

opened wider. Through failure to attend to this,

the occupants of some of the better-class houses
have their rooms less efficiently ventilated than
those in houses of fewer apartments.

With a little intelligent supervision the opening

of the ^vindows may be regulated to the seasons

and state of the weather. In summer, as a rule,

the windows camiot be too widely open, for

sometimes we might sleep in the open air with

great advantage
;

but the opening of windows
must be regulated according to the force of the

wind. Less opening is required during winter

;

but even in A^ery cold Aveather bedroom AvindoAvs

should be left open, and a current of fresh air

made to circulate through the room. With suffi-

cient bedclothes the breathing of cold air can do

no harm. With the thermometer thirty degrees

beloAv zero, Nansen and his companion in the

Arctic regions, Avhen they got into Avhat' they

gratefuUy called ‘the dear bag,’ slept soundly

tAventy-four and thirty-six hours at a stretch,

enjoying the best of health. It is well knoAvn

that during the more or less continuously damp

and chilly winter months foUoAAung the shortest

day, AAffien the sun is at its loAvest elevation,

colds become very j)^‘^valent. This is to be

attributed not so much to the actual tempera-

ture, but more probably to the fact that people

suffer from a loAver health-tone of body, induced

by the tendency to secure Avarmth by excluding

the external air
;

forgetting that the breathing

of fresh air fortifies the body and enables it to

resist injury from cold. Therefore, in the period

of limited sunlight, let us breathe the more freely

of the ail* AA^hich is Avafted to us laden Avith the

purifying effect of the sun’s health-giving rays.

We belieA’'e that Ave are only on the threshold

of this subject, and that steady investigation by

experts in sympathy Avith the question, and

especially the AviUing and intelligent co-operation

of the general public, are more than ever

necessary to secure progress.

CLIPPED AVING-S.
By Mary Stuart Boyd.

[Copyright in the United States of America by Mary Stuart Boyd.]

CHAPTER XXI.

—

(coniimied).

^^OMMY had reluctantly torn himself

from the amphibious existence of

the Bombast and run up to toAvn

ostensibly to see his tailor ;
and the

others Aver^ busy. The track of

the insidious green fly had been

discovered among the roses, and the Commander,

Avith the aid of Lucie, who had tied a big apron

over her yelloAV muslin frock, was hard at AAmrk

syringing the bushes AAdth a cunning decoction

of soft-soap, quassia-chips, and boiling Avater.

IJnheeding the passing of the constant succession

of pleasure-boats, they were engi’ossed in their

task, feeling a little moist but very happy, Avhen

'

Lucie, Avho AA^as actively tackling those of the

enemy AAffiich had cunningly entrenched themseNes

among the WiUiam Allen Eichardsons that clam-

bered'' over the rail bordering the river, heard

a voice say, ‘Miss Lucie;’ and, looking out, she

saw Avithin a few feet of her-Mr Euddenheim.
^

‘Ah !
’ she exclaimed, taken by siuprise.^ ‘You 1

’

‘You didn’t expect to see me— did you?’

asked Mr Euddenheim, in a tone Avhich hinted

that he AA^ould be delighted should. she contradict
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liiiiij as lie signed to Ms boatman to bring the

skiff to the Bombast landing-stage.

‘ISTo, I did not/ Lucie replied bluntly, annoyed

at being confronted with this reminder of the

town life she had gladly left behind. M don’t

think there ’s anybody in the world I should have

been more surprised to see.’

‘I had a little business to see about up the

river,’ Mr Euddenheim went on, pluckily preserv-

ing his equanimity, ‘ and hearing from your uncle

that you were here, I called to see if Commander
Tresscott could advise me with regard to hiring

a house-boat. My boys wish me to take one, and

I thought your friends here, knowing the ropes,

would be able to give me some tips.’

Hearing his name mentioned, the Commander
courteously came forward, and, receiving Mr
Euddenheim affably, invited him to land. Com-
mander Tresscott priding himseK

.
on his know-

ledge of things rijiarian, and Mr Euddenheim
receiving his information with flattering deference,

and appearing prepared to act upon his advice,

the two were good friends in five minutes
;
and

in ten the Commander had started with his

visitor to investigate the accommodation offered

by several house-boats that were stationed a

short distance off.

Tommy Tresscott’s return at even to the Bombast

was met by the echo of a strange laugh
;
and

under the gleam of the old shij)’s lantern that

illumined the veranda and the open-air supper-

table, he caught a glimpse of a strange face.

Eecognising Euddenheim from the description

Lucie had given him, he wondered if there had
been more reason for Miss Seton-Lorimer’s anger

than Lucie had led him to believe
;
but a glance

at the girl’s downcast face as she sat silent

assured him that Lucie had had no willing in-

fluence in bringing Mr Euddenheim up the rivei*.

‘ I want a word with you alone—just one
;
but

it’s rather important,’ the interloper whispered

as, supper over, they lingered among the roses.

‘See me to the ferry when I go, or something.

Do, there’s a dear girl,’

Mr Euddenheim looked more portly than ever

in the boating outfit he had assumed for his river

expedition, and the tone which he tried hard to

render seductive unfortunately sounded paternal.

Probably it disarmed Lucie’s suspicions, for she

agreed readily, imagining he might have some
message from her uncle.

‘I’ll take Mr Euddenheim to the ferry,’ she

said when, in token of departure, that gentleman

resumed the boyish straw-hat that at the back

just failed to cover the rubicund baldness of its

wearer. ‘I wish to ask him about Uncle
Andrew.’

To Lucie’s surprise, Mr Euddenheim revealed

no trace of his customary alacrity in disburdening

himself of the promised communication. When
she asked if he had seen Honoria, he confessed

^ tliat he had called at Queen’s Gate and seen that

lady, who told him, in answer to his inquiries,

that Lucie was uj) the river with friends. She

was not certain of the address.

‘But how could Honoria say that? She knew
I was coming here. Besides, I wrote to her,’

cried Lucie, puzzled.

‘ Urn !
’ was the only comment of her comq>anion,

who had a shrewd guess as to the reason o£ Miss

Seton-Lorimer’s reticence. ‘Then I chanced to

see your uncle in the City—I called on him,

indeed—and he told me ^mu were here. So I

came.’

He turned an amorous glance upon Lucie
;
but

she was engrossed in trying to catch the words

of a nigger melody sung to a banjo in d passing

boat, and failed to notice the glance.

‘ I ’m not really in a hurry. Sit down a moment,’

he suggested, and obediently Lucie sat down on the

bank. The scene appealed to Mr Euddenheim’s

somewhat theatrical taste. In his opinion the

water shimmering under the twilight sky, the

drooping willows, the dog-roses asleep on the

bushes, the vigilant marguerites staring mde-eyed

from the long grass, all formed fitting adjuncts

to the question he had to ask. That his portly

figure, rendered even less romantic in flannels and

a startling blazer, did not accord with the slender

girlish form in the foreground of the scene was

a fact whereof he was blissfully unconscious.

A silence had fallen upon the river : a trial of

speed between two eights was impending. Half

a mile down, the boats hung steady in the middle

of the stream waiting for the signal to go. And
in the hush that suggested all nature was sharing

Mr Euddenheim’s anxiety regarding the answer,

Mr Euddenheim put his question.

‘ Oh, no, no 1 I ’m so sorr^q’ Lucie cried, start-

ing to her feet as he showed a disconcerting in-

clination to capture her hand. ‘I’m very sorry,

really ;
but I never thought Why, I always

supposed it was’ She stopped abruptly

before her cousin’s name escaped her lips
;
but

Mr Euddenheim was able to fill the blank.

‘ I won’t say what might have been if you hadn’t

appeared, you little witch,’ he said with a play-

fulness that sat ill upon him. ‘But there’s been

nobody but you ever since the day you ran into

the drawing-room to show off your new frock.’

The race had begun. Through the dusk the

long skiffs flashed past, the crews gleaming white

against the dark water
;

and, as in the twinkling

of an eye, the whole river became vocal. From
everywhere the voices of unseen spectators were

upraised in swift acclamation of the leading boat.

‘ Well done, Middlesex I

’ ‘Go it, Middlesex !

’

Mr Euddenheim, who chanced to be a native

of that county, may have taken the encourage-

ment as personal, for he threw fresh vigour into

his pleading. ‘Let me buy your new frocks,

Lucie. If you marry me you’ll just need to

fancy a thing and you’ll have it. Come, like a

dear girl, say the word. Just one little yes.’
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‘No, no; it’s quite impossible. I couldn’t,

really,’ Lucie cried desperately, finding liis arm
possessed of a determination to encircle lier waist.

The memory of lier vow sprang to her aid. «

I

haven’t told anybody, and you must keep it

secret
;

but there ’s somebody I knew at home
that I’m probably going to marry.’

‘I’ve burned my boats now,’ she thought as,

having left her rejected lover in the care of the
ferryman, she went along the narrow path among
the willows leading to the ' Bombast. ‘ I must
marry David Straight; but I’d ever so much
rather ’

‘Why, Tommy, is that you?’ Her musings

broke off abruptly as Lieutenant Tresscott’s

figure advancing to meet her appeared from the
gloom. ‘ What a start you gave me ! Mr
Euddenheim won’t want the house-boat after all,’

she continued cheerfully. 'He has .come to the
conclusion that the atmosphere of the river is

apt to be a little relaxing, and has decided to

take his boys on a yachting cruise to Norway
instead.’

‘ Isn’t that rather a sudden resolution ? ’ Tommy
asked, trying to interpret aright the meaning of

an unwonted tremor in her expressive voice.

‘Sudden? Yes. But ah resolutions worth
making are,’ replied Lucie.

THE SPELL OF LOCH SEEHE.
By Duncan Phaser, Author of Riverside Rambles of an Edinburgh Angler^ &c.

N this changing world of ours there

still remain some places and some

things that never lose their charm.

This is not a very original reflec-

tion
;
but, hackneyed and common-

place though it be, there is such

potency and inspiration in the remembrance that

such is ' the case that we just let the statement

stand and proceed at once to build upon it.

The glow which pervades the frame of a

veteran mountaineer as he looks at his well-

notched alpenstock was experienced by me in

some degree the other day as I fondly handled a

favourite fishing-rod, and recorded the fact that

this was the eighth time it had swung over the

dark waters of far-famed Loch Skene. Ali me

!

as the sentimental writers were wont to say,

what would the reflections of this favourite trout-

rod be were it persuaded to record them? Well,

I fear its first remark would be somewhat of the

nature of a reflection upon its owner. Had it

only been wielded by more skilful hands, what

a record it would have had by this time ! Or,

had it fallen to its lot to have been ovmed by A.,

or B., or even C., to what places it might have

travelled, and what sport it might have seen 1

Pancy a spring spent at Tayside,/i summer among

the Border streams, and an autumn in Norway

!

lYhy, any trout-rod, even after a brief life spent

in such a manner, might have accepted its pen-

sioner peg on the rod-stand for the rest of its

life without a murmur.

However, trout-rods, like some other things

quite as unlikely, are apt to speak too much

when once they begin
;

so, with the utterance of

the single word ‘Kismet,’ I quietly placed my

trusty friend in its bro^vn cover of many com-

partments, and regretfully laid it on the shelf

until there should be a sound heard once more

among the ‘ siller saughs,’ and a crooning of

reviving life from the wimpling burn. I now set

myself down for a few minutes’ quiet memory

work with special reference to the subject of

wherein lies the ‘Spell of Loch Skene’?

Hid away at the converging points of Dum-
friesshire, Selkirkshire, and Peeblesshire, it is as

difficult of access as the most fastidious of modem
pedestrians can reasonably desire. PersonaEy, I

like to a^DproacIi the loch from the north by way
of Winterhope Burn. In doing so you leave the

Meggat valley at the ‘knowes,’ and after fishing

up-stream for two or three miles, take to the hiU

on your right, a mile or so past the shepherd’s

house, when, after a thirty minutes’ gradual

ascent, you come in sight of the loch. That,

however, is not quite the same as being at the

lochside,. Before you stretches a wide expanse of

peaty moorland rent into dark cliff-like haggs, and

interspersed here and there with swampy bogs

and treacherous ‘weU-e’es.’ Happy for you if,

possessing the sportsman’s instinct, you are able

to ferret out the one safe path, which, winding

among clumps of heather and cliffs of peat, brings

you at length to the firmer ground of the lochside.

Most people, however, avoid the dreary soli-

tudes of Winterhope and seek Loch Skene by

Birkhill, at the head of Moffat Water. Eising

in front of the cottage bearing this name is a

massive hill which stretches north-west luitil it

terminates in the base of the White Coombe.

Were you to follow the hill westward you would

be brought to a standstill by the striking gorge

known as Dobb’s Linn
;
but as the path is pretty

distinct at the beginning of your journey, there is

no excuse for losing the trail just yet. Soon the

track gets lost, or intersected by other tracks, and

you have just to fix your eye upon a distant

peat-cliff or a clump of bracken, and make for

it through every obstacle. This may take you

through a gully hemmed in on both sides by clifis

of peat, or up a sloping bank spread vdth sturdy

heather; but, setting ‘a stout heart to a stey

brae,’ you erelong reach the ridge from whence

you get your first glimpse of Loch Skene.
i
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,
It is a trite saying that the influence of his-

toric scenes u^DOn us depends largely upon the

Imowledge, sympathy, or imagination we bring

to them. Much of our Border scenery requires

to be vie\yed by eyes touched by the magician’s

wand ere it is seen to be enchanted ground

;

and those who expect to find Loch Skene a

miniature Loch Lomond will be mightily disap-

pointed. Viewed from a distance it generall}'"

seems smaller than you expected : a mile long

by a third of a mile broad
;

but if you fish

along the south shore from where the chief out-

flow is, to where the little burn flows in at the

Goombe Craig bay, you will find it a good deal

longer than the proverbial Scotch mile—^Avhich,

as everybody knows, is 'a mile and a bittock.’

In viewing the loch from the distant heights,

you are prevented by intervening hillocks and

an elevated grassy border near the margin of the

moor from catching the chief effect of the scene

—namely, the boulder-strevm. shore, the lonely

barren islets, and the mysteriously dark waters

in which they are set. Then the recesses of the

Cooinbe Craig into which the water flows at the

north end of the loch are so suggestive of a huge
extinct crater that the mind is throvm. in upon
the imagination

;
and this, 'working on the deso-

late aspect of the scene, soon covers the hills and
lake with imagery which can never be separated

from them in your mind as long as you live.

To an angler, the gameness as well as the

beauty of the Loch Skene trout is not the least

of its attractions. The view from the VTiite

Coombe, two thousand seven hundred feet high, is

glorious, and the awe-inspiring crags can never

be forgotten
;

but I confess that these alone

would never have drawn me ‘’mang moors an’

mosses mony, 0,’ for a dozen times at least, had
there not also been the hope of encreeling some
of the dark-spotted beauties that tenant the

mysterious loch. But, oh, they are fickle, fickle

!

Doubtless it is the singular atmospheric condi-

tions, with their sudden and frequent changes,

that cause this fickleness. Happy is the angler

who goes to Loch Skene expecting little, for he is

rarely disappointed.

Last year I took a friend from London over

the Birkhill path to the loch. He Avas very
anxious to see the iflace in one of its dark
moods, and the threatening appearance of the

morning gave full promise that he would not be
disappointed. VTien Ave reached the loch, lo.!

the wind had fallen, the sun shone gloriously in

an unclouded sky, and the placid Avater, instead

of being black, Avas blue ! The A^'ery trout seemed
mocking us as they swam through the calm loch,

Avith their back-fins out of the Avater and their

tails switching now and then in derision at the
flies Ave tempted them Avith in vain. HoAvever,
fine tackle, small flies Avell sunk, and a plentiful
stock of patience and perseverance eA’-entually

accounted for the possession of some nice trout;

although, truly, it Avas a day of small things.

PreAuous to this my friend had remarked that,

instead of being the ‘dark Loch Skene’ of

Sir Walter, it seemed rather a choice spot to

bring ladies to for a picnic
;

Avhen, lo ! against

the sky-line three figures ap>peared, dressed A\dth

sailor-hats, A\diite blouses, and dark cycling skirts.

‘Ladies, by all that’s unexpected!’ ‘Yes, and

with fishing-rods.’ It just needed such a Ausion

to make our expectation of hair-breadth escapes

and stirring adventures among the slime-coA^ered

Avater-holes and treacherous bogs of Loch Skene a

sunlight fiasco.

Very different was the scene that Mr B. of

Kirkstead and I Avitnessed in the second Aveek

of last August. Every one Avill remember Avhat

a glorious summer Ave had : how for Aveeks not a

drop of rain fell in the southern counties, and
how in consequence the Avaters fell far below

their normal level and the pastures became bare

and sickly. Well, it Avas just Avhen these condi-

tions Avere about to change that the day set for

our Ausit to Loch Skene drew near. This outing

had been arranged for at the close of the pre-

vious season, and— as these prospectwe though
far-off pleasures Avill do—had sometimes crossed

our mind even Avhile the dark days of Avinter

ran their Aveary course.

Ah, the solace of memory and the joy of

anticipation during the dark days ! Many an
angler and nature-lover is a A^eritable ‘x>risoner

of Hope’ even Avhile he paces the city streets

busy Avith the aA^ocations of a man diligent in

business. Yet he has a hidden source of joy, for

pictures fill his mind of distant scenes, and before

his vision there rise hill and Anlley, loch and
stream, Avrapped in the glory of alternate sunshine

and shadow. Even the sensations aroused by the

moan of the Avind through the mountain gorge,

or the piping of the A^dld-birds on moor and
hill, thrill him as if they Avere falling on his ear

at the moment, instead of being echoes from the

caves of memory.

Our approach to Loch Skene on the occasion

under consideration Avas by Avay of a fence that

divides Chapelhope from Birkhill; and although

it leads sheer up the face of the hill for a con-

siderable distance, yet the stift’ climb is compen-

sated for by the fact that ^'ou are less likely to

lose your Avay
;
and, further, it has the distinction

of being the route always taken and recommended
by ‘Y\^ullie’ Eichardson, the son of Tibbie Shiels.

As I haA-'e indicated, the Aveather had been saving

uj) for a big break
;
and, as luck Avould haA^e it,

the day of our outing saAv its commencement.
Bad Aveather, lioweA^er, matters little to the

angler, and I truly believe if his holidays Avere

all sunshine and blue sky he Avould be the most
unhappy of mortals.

Picture us, then, leaAung our respective abodes

near St Mary’s Loch, Avith an east Avind charged

Avith drizzling, rain blovdng about nur ears, and
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^vith a dense gray mist drifting over hill and
moor, and now and then closing in overhead and
shutting out every i)rospect hut what lay within
a few hundred yards from our feet.

Had our destination been Ettrick or Talla, or
any other of the desirable streams within easy
reach, doubtless we should have deferred our
visit till a more favourable day; but the spell

of Loch Skene was upon us, and even a return
journey of twenty miles was nothing when our
honour was at stake- to see the day through.

It is always interesting to observe how the
dwellers in the district look upon such erratic

proceedings. The half-tolerant juty in, ‘Ye he no’

gaun to the loch the day ? ’ has its counterpart in

the canny caution of the weather-sage: ‘Oh, it

micht keep up if it disna come waur.’ Well, it

came ‘waur’ with a vengeance; and before we
reached the loch it was quite immaterial whether
we had waterproofs or even waders. The mist

had not settled do^Y^l upon the loch as I once

saw it—the wind and the rain prevented that

;

but the surrounding hills were enshrouded to

within two himdred feet or so of their base,

while the waves kept dashing against the islets

and boulders of the south-west shore in a manner
destructive of the idea of any fly less than a

dragon-fly being seen even by the most keen-eyed

trout. Still, at the east end of the loch the

wind ^vas kept from striking the water with

such violence through its being sheltered by

the Coombe Craig
;

so here we made our first

cast, liaving previously chosen ojoposite sides

and agreed up>on a whistling signal to intimate

when a trout was landed.

Strange to say, at first we met with rare sport

;

and had the conditions of mnd and rain kept

the same, I am confident that a record ‘take’

would have been the result. But— ah ! that

‘but’—the vdn'd fell and the rain almost ceased;

and then the mist—that fell destroyer of an

angler’s hopes, which had only been biding its

time—at length got its innings. It was a memor-

able phenomenon that followed. Gradually the

dull gray vapour crept down the hill and rolled

over loch and moor, bringing darkness and chill

in its progress until the sombre, leaden-coloured

v/ater ceased to break, but simply rose and fell

like a vast lake of molten metal, suggesting

vividly a picture of the time, ages ago, when in

reality the crater near us burst with the surging

lava that seethed and Lubbled at
,
this very spot.

The deejDening gloom made the silence opjpres-

sive, and one felt startled when a stone was

dislodged by some creature up the heights, or

when the eerie cry of a bird came from over the

moor. You felt that, somehow, man had no

place there. This was brought home to me by

the significant behaviour of a weasel that ran out

from some stones in the bank near by, and coolly

took a drink at the place where I was wading.

After refreshing himself at his leisure he returned
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to his den
;
and, facing about, with nothing but

his head and neck protruding from the hole, he
steadily stared me out of countenance with his
bright but wicked eyes.

The horror of thick darkness that was gather-
ing round us made such incidents trivial; and
on lifting my eyes I was spell-bound by the
sight that met them. The great cavity at the
north end of the loch was being slowly banked
up by a dense black mist that crept down from
the heights and covered every object as with a
funeral pall. Had this great formless mass been
suddenly rent by lightning, or had its approach
been heralded by wild thunder-peals, it would
only have seemed that such accessories were
fitting and natural

; but the silence grew more
oppressive, and, singularly enough, there fell on
the ear at long intervals the hoarse croak of a

raven.

Looking back upon the scene thus described,

'svitli the recollection of the great thunder-storm

that visited the south of Scotland four days

later, little imagination is required to fanc}^ that

it was vdthin the awful black curtain which hid

the Coombe Craig that the spirits of the air were

convened to plan the storms which eventually

broke up otrr glorious summer.

Continuing to wade along the lochside, I soon

felt the water grow much colder; but I paid

little heed to that, as my attention was taken up

by the singular antics of the shoals of trout that

swam hither and thither all over the loch. They

seemed under the influence of some unusual

atmos^^heric phenomenon, and, quite regardless of

my presence, would come swimming with back-fin

out of the water almost to my feet. However,

they had no intention of feeding ;
they were too

disturbed for that. So the day wore on, and

sadly few were the whistling signals that hailed

my friend far up the other side of the loch.

I recall one very striking incident that hap-

pened just as the sky lightened away in the west

towards evening. On a hillock where the biun

flows from the loch that eventually makes the

beautiful and picturesque waterfall known as the

Gray Mare’s Tail, the figure of a man suddenly

aj)peared, bold and distinct against the western

sky
;
but he as suddenly disaj^peared, and I saw

him no more.

‘The e’enin’ brings a’ hame;’ and as we

wended our way across the moor I found that

my friend’s experiences that day had been much

the same as my own. Yet, in sj^ite of light

creels and soaking garments, we both agreed that

it were better to live one such day than a

hundred of the common type.

The short days have come again, and the

equinox is in the ascendant : seared leaves rusth

by the roadside, and the birds mope silently oi

bare trees and russet hedgerows. Life in the ciU,

is once more in full swing, and mart and colleg
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axe tlaronged witli earnest men and women ; bnt

in the solitude of dee2:)ening night I give free

play to fancy, and behold a lonely loch set

among gray hills, with wild waves dashing

against giant rocks, and gloomy, mysterious caves.

In fancy I hear the moan of the wind as it

comes over the dark moor, and, anon, its shriek

of triumph as it rushes the gullies of the

White Coombe after having torn the waters of the

deserted loch into clouds of spray. I 2)ity the

birds and beasts cowering in their frail dwellings

on such a night, and I even -pity the red fox

that at this moment issues from his den to

plunder the flocks of Winterhope.

But my dee2)est commiseration is for those who
never felt the spell of Loch Skene.

gtjehilla waufahe on the thdiah FnonTiEH.
By K, T. Halliday, M.B., Author of The North-West Frontier of Indict^ &c.

ODERN guerilla warfare, with all

that apjDertains to it and to the

various means employed for its

supj)ression, has a more than

ordinary interest at the present

juncture in South African affairs.

The tactics adopted by and against armed roAung

bands in Cuba and the Phili^Dpines, in Ageria,

in Poland, in the Hear and Ear East, and even

on the Continent during the Eranco-Prussian war,

have been to2)ical subjects for discussion from all

conceivable points of view. Within the confines

of our own vast Em2)ire, at a spot where distance

does not seem to lend the proverbial enchant-

ment, there has existed for many years an
equally hazardous and chronic condition of

guerilla warfare
;

the district, indeed, has been

aptly termed ‘Yaghistan,’ signifying ‘the land

of the unruly.^ Beyond an occasional succinct

telegram from the Indian authorities at Simla

intimating the result of some more notable raid

or frontier disturbance, this constant warfare is

practically unrecorded at home. Though these

raids are perhaps of no political importance at

the moment, they are none the less interesting

on that account, and the troubles and trials and
dangers to be encountered are none the less real.

A glimpse, therefore, of some of the manifold

difficulties which continually beset our soldiers

-on the far-off Indian frontier may not be

without value at the present time.

One of the most important military j)osts in the

Ehob district of British Beluchistan is that of Eort

Bandeman, situated in the northern half of the

Zhob Yalley, and forming the central station for

those troops which jjolice the frontier of Waziri-

stan ill the vicinity of the famous Gomul Pass.

It is garrisoned under ordinary circumstances by
a cavalry regiment, a native infantry regiment, and
the Zhob levy irregulars, horse and foot

; and the

nutposts which are subsidiary to it are spread

along the Afghan frontier like the circumference

of a fan. The chief of these outiiosts is Eort
Mirali Kliel, fifty miles distant along the river

Ehob, and near the junction of this river with
•the Gomul, which carries its waters to the Indus
and the sea. This fort is garrisoned by detach-
,ments of troops from Eort Sandeman, and is

under the command of a British officer who is

resjDonsible for a very troublous section of the

frontier. The remaining posts on both sides are

held by smaller > detachments under native officers,

and regular cavalry and infantry ^latrols ^lass

between them, under instructions from the

British officer commanding at Mirali Khel.

Among the warlike tribes which inhabit this

most inhospitable region, the Waziris in jiar-

ticular have given infinite trouble to the authori-

ties. They are born marauders, and exist to a

large extent by exacting an illegal tribute from

caravans, and by plundering their more indus-

trious neighbours within the British and Afghan
spheres. Secure in their mountain fastnesses,

they at certain seasons cross the border in gangs

for raiding purposes
;

and, although such raids

have no 2)oBtical significance, they keej) the

frontier guardians in ferment. The wild and

mountainous nature of the country favours their

depredations and defies successful j)^^rsuit
;

and

as rifles and ammunition are essential to their

mode of existence, they attack small j^^trols,

ambush, and plunder convoys, snipe sentries and

2)ostal escorts, and even attempt to rush the out-

lying forts in order to obtain the service rifles

which they eagerly covet and highly j)rize. To
the Waziris a human life is of less value than a

mountain goat. They take no prisoners
;

they

commit the most dastardly and cold-blooded

murders for the paltriest gain ; they accord no
mercy to such villages as offer resistance, de-

sjDoiling them of cattle and grain, and ofttimes in

addition giving their roofs to the fiaines. The
seed of Ishmael, their hands are against every

man, and every man’s hand against them.

The circumstances during the time of which I

write were excejDtional only so far as concerns

the extent of the area of disturbance. The war-

feA^er had sj^read over the Avhole Indian frontier

from the Hunza and Eagar districts in the

extreme north, through Chitral and the SAvat

Yalley, through Tirali and the Kuram Yalley,

through Y^aziristan and the Tochi Yalley, to the

Zhob district and beyond. Punitive exjDeditions

had, after a fashion, exacted reparation in each

case, and the Y^aziris, as old-time distuiLers of

the Pace Britannica^ had been severely dealt Avith
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just a few months i^reviously. Tlie younger
warriors were rendered virtually desperate. There
was no alternative hut work, and honest labour
under the faintest shadow of compulsion was alto-

gether foreign to their most cherished ideas of the
eternal fitness of things. Work was hut for their

women-folk and gray-heards. The punitive expe-

dition which traversed northern Waziristan had
absorbed their crops, sequestered flocks and herds
and other ill-gotten gains, and—unkindest cut of

all—confiscated their weapons to an alarming
extent under threats of still further pains and
penalties. This combination of circumstances, at

a time when the war-spirit was abroad, rendered
the warrior tribesmen bolder and more defiant,

reckless in their choice of a field for operations,

heedless of the counsel tendered by the more
experienced graj^-beards, regardless of possible

dangers in the execution of their plans, and
utterly devoid of fear of the consequences. It

was, indeed, this intrepidity which ensured their

signal success.

When the month of May dawned our line of

outposts had been very considerably strengthened,

in view of anticipated troubles, by an increase in

the detachments of both horse and foot in each

garrison
;
but the Waziri raiders were not to be

overawed even by this significant augmentation

of the frontier guard. Eobber bands had already

trespassed within our confines with such imjDunity

that our j)restige, which means so much in the

East, was tarnished in this region
; and the

tribesmen were gaining a courage and audacity,

born of success, which occasioned no little alarm

at headquarters. ISTor was this feeling of anxiety

confined to our own district. The Tochi garrisons

had all been materially increased in strength,

for practically the whole of Waziristan and the

tribal lands adjoining were in a state of excite-

ment and unrest. Not that these robber gangs

were of importance politically
;

there was for-

tunately a lack of cohesion which militated

against their being so. Although perpetually

engaged in warfare, they were by no means

leagued in war. There was no discipline, no

efficient bond of union, no common interest in

their forays. Though of the same tribe, the

ideal of clanship such as j)revailed among the

Highlanders of Scotland in more ancient days

was wanting. The Waziris plunder each other

as readily as they rob the stranger. Individual

or family gain is the height of their ambition,

and the individual at the expense of the family.

Even in their dealings with each other might is

the only recognised right, and

He may take who has the power,

And he may keep who can.

There was, however, always the possible danger

that the unbroken series of successes of many

plundering bands would ultimately ignite the

highly inflammable material within our settled

territory. Our seeming powerlessness to cope
with the Waziris might prove an opportunity
for tribes with higher aims. One daring mullah
with tactical skill might unite those banditti

against a common foe, and by religious sophistries

bring about a general conflagi'ation among fanatics

always heedful of and ready for a jihad. Such
a calamitous contingency was to be avoided at

all hazards, and hence the desire to curb those

raiding bands. Stringent measures were there-

fore not only desirable, but absolutely essential

for safety, as this glimpse of experiences will

indicate.

One morning a telegram reached Fort Sande-

man from the political officer at Tochi, intimat-

ing that a body of over a hundred well-armed

Waziri tribesmen had left their own district and
proceeded southward in the direction of the river

Zhob. Judging from the unusual strength of the

force, it was expected that an attack on some of

the frontier posts was premeditated. The Waziris

were accompanied by a mullah, and were reported

to be Ghazis—religious fanatics who consider that

to meet death in slajdng infidels secures them a

triumphant entry into Paradise. Simultaneously

news arrived of their initial venture. A richly

laden caravan passing towards the Zarmelan

plain had been attacked in the night by a large

force, a number of the traders and their escort

had been killed and wounded, and all the camels

had been driven off laden with booty. Troops of

cavalry were at once despatched to all the fron-

tier posts, and strong j^atrols were sent along

the border to intercept the freebooters on their

return
;

but the gang got clear away. Wlien

next heard of they had evidently split up into

smaller parties
;
and as each of them was raid-

ing on an extensive scale, they had the whole

section of the frontier more or less in a blaze.

The troops stationed at Mirali Khel had their

fair share of the prevailing excitement. The first

report came in there from Guado, an outpost

about seven miles distant. A body of Wazhis,

about twenty in number, had crossed the border

and had made a raid down the valley in which

this fort is situated. Witliin a few miles of the

fort, and without arousing the susincion of its

guard, they captured and drove oft' a large

number of cattle, the man and boy in charge of

the herd being secured and dropped into a very

deep dry well near by. The raiders had by a

stroke of luck obtained a large booty vdthout in-

curring much danger and without firing a single

shot! When the cattle were missed an alarm

was raised, and a thorough search instituted by the

villagers of the valley. Men scoured the district

even*^ to the passes of the surrounding hills, but

without avail. The Waziris are adepts at cattle-

lifting, and had left, no traces to guide a pinsuit

The herders, who alone could give reliable infor-

mation as to what had occurred, were nowhen

to be found; and, strangely enough, even then
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bodies were not forthcoming. Pathans of all

tribes' are always eager to secure even the dead

bodies of their relatives, so that these maj^ be

interred according to their faith, without that

mutilation bj’' man or beast which they believe

will prevent the sx^iriPs entry into Paradise.

Finally, the herdsmen were discovered accidentally

after they had been two days immured in the

well. The lad when extricated was dead, and

the man, although still living, was in a ^jitiable

condition. Beyond indicating that the assailants

were Waziris, he could give no coherent account

of the outrage; his mind was practically a blank,

and he eventually succumbed.

On receipt of the' news, which was conveyed by

native runners to Mirali Khel, a cavalry troop

immediately set out ; but the expedition was

fruitless. Ere it arrived the freebooters had been

nearly two days gone, through a country C[uite

imj)ossible for cavalry and in a direction un-
known. ISTo doubt they were well on the way to

dispose of the stolen cattle, possibly to our own
troox)s in stations farther north. Infantrjvdetach-

ments scoured the hills in the neighbourhood

and remained at Guado for some time
;
but the

raiders’ deal had e^ddently been sufficiently satis-

factory, • as they did not reappear in that quarter

for some time.

,
Even had our troops been earlier on the scene

of action, it is doubtful if anything could have

been gained by attempting to follow the plun-

derers. Waziri tribesmen on' plunder bent are

always well armed, and unless caught in the act

are difficult to cope, with successfully. Cavalry

pursuit is wholly impracticable owing to the

rugged nature of the country, which consists of

great mountain-chains intersected by wild, and
barren valleys and canons

;
and infantry among

these mountain defiles, where they are hampered
by their military kit and outfit, are sniped at

without being able to retaliate or even locate

their, enemy. Thus the difficulties are, as a rule,

insurmountable should the robbers secure a good

start. The tribesmen know the possibilities for

offence and defence of every cave and gully,

every mountain pass and defile and goat-track,

for miles around their native wilds. They link

in what seem to be almost inaccessible fastnesses

among the cliffs and precipices of the hillside.

They are nimble and unencumbered, and sure of

foot as the mountain goats
; and as a Pathan

in his expeditions can carry in, his wallet a

sufficient reserve of food, in the shape of grain

or dates, to last for several days without reiDlenish-

ing, he has no trouble with a transport base or a
line of communication. Each individual shifts

for himself
;
and as these tribesmen traverse the

mountains by night almost as easily as by day,
our troops are of little avail in a pursuit among
the hills and valleys of the district. One by one
they would be picked off by expert marksmen

;

and as each wounded man of our force would

require several of his comrades to carry him, the

wounding of one provides a better target for the

wily sniper. Neither the wounded nor the dead

can be left, as in civilised warfare, to the tender

mercies of these savages, for the Pathan will even

exhume the body of an enemy to mutilate it

and desecrate its
.
resting-place, thus, in his view,

consigning the soul of his foe to perdition.

The next report came from Kulkhot, a small

fort about ten miles off. An attack had been

made upon it dining the night. The idea was

evidently to surprise and overpower the sentry

and obtain possession of his rifie and ammuni-
tion. This, of course, meant death for the

whole guard. Fortunately the j)lot failed at the

outset. The sentinel on duty was a powerful and

quick-witted Sikh, with the eyes and ears tyx)ical

of that noble warrior-race. He had raised a

timely alarm, had blown the head from one of

his assailants, mortally wounded a second in

the abdomen, and driven his bayonet through

the chest of another with such force that it had

actually jpio-rced the shoulder-blade and emerged

behind. Assistance was immediately forthcoming,

and the remaining thieves decamped. The dark-

ness negatived all chance of pursuit, and as

none of the dead men could be identified, the

village to which they belonged was never located.

No relatives ever came forward to claim the

remains, which was a very discreet neglect. The
bodies were therefore cremated as a warning to

all evil-doers who might learn of the x)rocedure

;

for the desecration of the body of a Pathan by
fire is also considered an effectual barrier to the

joys of Paradise.

Reinforcements of Zhob levies were then

despatched to all the outposts, as other bands

had crossed the frontier at various points, and
several of the forts had been threatened. Datta

Khel, a frontier post on the Tochi section only

fifty miles off, had been attacked in force ; and
although the garrison had succeeded in driving

off their assailants, it was with the loss of several

of our men. All were therefore on the 'alert.

But despite all precautions, distant villages were

plundered, and convoys were threatened, the mail

escort being attacked south of Fort Sandeman,

when the mail-bags and a large amount of public

and x^rivate treasure were carried off, including

quite a collection of officers’ valuables, from a

gold watch to a lady’s case of artificial teetK

Things were rapidly reaching a crisis.

Early in May a remarkable outrage of more than

ordinary magnitude occurred on the Zhob River

section and close to Mirali Ehel. A caravan

which had come up from the Daraban Pass had

halted and encamped for the night within a few

miles of the outpost of Moghal Khot, on its way
to Afghanistan. Once the cold season is over, such

caravans are numerous and frequent along the

ordinary trade-routes from the Gomul and Dara-

ban Passes ; and as the risk in passing unpro-
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teoted throngE the tribal territory on the frontier
can never, even under tlie most favourable cir-

cumstances, be ignored, these caravans are usually
composed of quite a little army of men and
animals, in the belief that in numbers there is

mutual safety. Small traders so arrange their
travels as to combine to form a caravan, and the
greater the dimensions the better for all con-
cerned. A vast quantity of merchandise of a
varied description, amounting at times to quite
a prodigious sum, is therefore carried by each
caravan

;
and native servants or perhaps Afghan

or tribal levies are employed as guards to ac-

company the merchants to overawe the covetous
tribesmen whose territories are traversed. These
latter serve as a deterrent against plundering, and
afford a safeguard against small marauding gangs.

This particular caravan was encamped upon
British territory and within a short distance of a

well-protected and garrisoned fort. It was reason-

able, therefore, for the travellers to suppose that

they were comparatively safe from an organised

attack in force. Wliether or not tliis sense of

security engendered a carelessness on the part of

the guards I cannot pretend to know, but shortly

after dusk had set in the camp was rushed by a

large body of Waziris. Brom the very thorough

manner in which the raid had been effected, it

was evident that the assailants had pre^dously

reconnoitred the whole position and laid their

plans accordingly. The scheme in inception and
accomplishment was astounding in its daring.

For even a large body of armed robbers to

attack a more or less protected caravan close to a

series of border forts was a hazardous enterprise,

fraught with grave possibilities for the assailants

;

but to drive off, laden with a hea^^^ booty, the

baggage-camels and mules, whose rate of progress

made the chances of a successful pursuit so ex-

tremely favourable, was a feat which none but

the boldest spirits would have conceived and the

most reckless desperadoes have carried into effect.

Nevertheless it was accomplished without a hitch.

Guards were clubbed before they could raise the

alarm
;

others were wounded in attempting to

defend themselves or make their escape. The

transport animals were surrounded, and in the

general panic forty camels and half a score of

mules laden with a great part of the treasure

and merchandise w’ere driven off, no one knew

whither. To judge from the selection of pillage,

some one conversant with the interior economy of

the caravan was involved, and it was significant

that a number of the oont-iuallalis (camel-drivers)

were missing. These men are usually the owers

of the animals, and. are hired at so much per

day or journey. While this was happening near

Moghal Khot, a village within four miles of

Mirali Khel was raided and over sixty head of

cattle driven off despite all our precautionary

measures\and the large number of men available

along the frontier.

It is difficult for the average reader, un-
acquainted with the almost impenetrable nature
of these mountain wilds, to appreciate the utter
helplessness of a scattered frontier force under
such circumstances. ' A whole drove of cattle may
be carried off from a village or pasture-ground
almost within sight of a frontier fort "without its

garrison being able to discover by which road or
p»ass the robbers had come or gone. Indeed, in
one case of a robbery of cattle in the district,

subsequent information proved that the thieves,

owing to the likelihood of a close pursuit, had
actually driven their booty farther into the moun-
tains in our own. territory, and therefore nearer
to our base. The force of cavalry and infantiy
which was early upon the scene scoured the
whole of the mountain-side and passes to the

north of the valley by which the raiders could
have effected a retreat homewards, without
coming upon any trace of fugitives. Secure from
observation, the robber scouts were watching the

force from our side of the A^illey, which the

pursuers had not dreamt .of searching
;
and lying

concealed all day, they waited until nightfall,

when the search had been abandoned as hopeless.

The stolen cattle were then driven homewards by
the raiders over the very ground traversed by our

patrol, and through the pass which had been

searched the night before.

Intimation of both outrages was at once con-

veyed to the various forts by fugitives, and as

early as the light permitted all the available

force of cavalry, regular and irregular, was out

along the valleys, while infantry patrols in' force

searched the hills and glens for traces of the

depredators. Every effort was made to cope with

the perpetrators, and an order was issued to shoot

every Waziri found within our territory. On no

accoimt were prisoners to be taken. Under the

circumstances, this
.

was by no means so harsh

an order as might at first sight appear. These

Waziris came within our sphere for no good

j)urpose ; they had no pacific objects to bring

them thither. Every man, therefore, who could

give no satisfactory account of himself was under

the order if he were a Waziri tribesman, and the

promulgation of the order was absolutely neces-

sary powr encoxirager les aiitres.

This time we were not without some little

e^idence of success. A mounted patrol, after

traversing several valleys at a hand-gallop, was

retimiing discomfited to^vards its rendezvous when

a number of tribesmen were espied making off in

a suspicious manner up the mountain-side. The

troopers gave chase, and a section of them dis-

mounted and continued the pursuit on foot over

groimd 'which horsemen could not traverse. Tw'O

of the Waziiis—for such they proved to be—were

shot do-um ;
but the others succeeded in effecting

their escape. The arms of the two men were

secured and identified as seiwice weapons, wiiich

must have been dishonestly obtained.
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A plan was tlieii conceived of patrolling tlie

valleys and passes by niglit, and an arrangement

was made whereby detachments from the various

outposts would spread themselves along the

frontier under cover of the darkness in order to

intercept the raiders. The nights were warm,

and the outing was no hardship. This ulti-

mately met with the anticipated success. A
patrol from Mirali Khel had a brush with a

party of Waziris
;
and though the capture of the

raiders was not effected, the drove of cattle they

liad lifted was secured. The Waziris escaped the

patrol
;
but, not reckoning upon our troox^s being

astir at the time and so far from the base, they

came in touch with another detachment from

Moghal Khot, and were surprised in a body.

Several were shot and the others dis23ersed. In-

formation reached the jemadar in command that

other Waziris were known to have taken refuge

in 'a Icotlii in the same valley. The place was

therefore surrounded, and a capture effected after

a desjDerate struggle in which several of our

troo]ps were wounded. The prisoners were in all

probability part of the gang which had wrought

havoc in the village just beyond Mirali Khel

;

but in any case they were ' Waziris, and could

give no satisfactory account of themselves. So

they were taken outside, placed against the wall,

and shot without any ceremony.

The sequel to this night encounter took efface a

few days later, and x)roved the most im^Dortant

part of the whole affair. Among those who were

liit b}^ the bullets of our men but had esca^Ded

was the chief of this daring gang. He was mor-

tally wounded, and a couple of days afterwards

succumbed to his injuries in the refuge which he

and the remains of his party had sought among
the hills. His followers were naturally desirous

of conveying his body back to their own country

for interment as became the cor|)se of a tribal

chieftain. To accomplish this w^as now a matter

of considerable difficulty and risk, as the whole

district had been aroused by the doings of the

gang, and j)atrols were likely to be out night and

day on the qui vive. Indeed, in addition to the

si])aliis and the Zhob levy, a whole regiment of

native horse was now spread between Mirali Khel
and Moghal Khot ;

and as they marched out

from Port Sandeman, four hundred and eighty

sabres, they were strong enough to cause com-

motion among all the hudmashes vdthin .striking

distance. So the Waziris, in order to lighten

their burden and make escape more practicable,

cut the body of their dead chief in half, each

half being placed in a sej^arate sack. One section

took one route homeward with one of the sacks,

while the remainder with the other sack pro-

ceeded by another route. A patrol by good luck

cax)tured one of the j)arties, fortunately the one
of most importance

;
for on taking the prisoners

to Moghal Khot, where the political agent was
stationed, the head and upper part of the body

of the chief was found in the sack which they

bore. It was immediately recognised by the

agent as a maliJc with whom he had already had
dealings, and was identified later by the Police

Hamidar who had charge of the district. This

resulted in the location'of the village from which

one gang at least had come, and it was accord-

ingly made the subject of a special inquiry with

the best results. The x)risoners were, of course,

summarily dealt with at Moghal Khot. The
entire body of the chief never reached his village,

and what became of the lower x)art was never

known, for a raid on the village by the authori-

ties surj)rised a number of the armed inhabitants,

and in all probability prevented the bearers of

the remainder of the corpse from making an

ax)i3earance. Ill news travels fast and far among
those tribesmen. The ca]Dture of service rifles

effected as a result of the raid on the village

implicated a large number of Waziris, who were

conveyed to the headquarters of the political

agent for trial and condign punishment. Several

of the wounded members of the gangs must have

succumbed to their injuries, or they had per-

manently vacated their native villages in fear of

the stern retributive measures which they well

knew would follow their discovery and capture.

The result of inquiries inclined the local j)olitical

authorities to the latter view.

This haul proved the turn of the tide so far

as that season in the Zhob district was concerned.

Thereafter several smaller bands were ambushed
by the night x>atrols which traversed the valleys

between the various outposts and lay in wait

in the main passes, and gradually the raids on

caravans and attacks on villages ceased. Our.

troox)ers and sifaliis soon became adex)t at play-

ing the enemy’s own game
;

and although we
occasionally had a serious conflict when the

enemy were at bay after a hot chase, and had
consequently a list of casualties to rej^ort, tlie

Waziris were not long in discovering that raiding

on that section of the border was a game not

worth the risk involved. The adoption of similar

night tactics in South Africa has also been pro-

ductive of good results
; and the earlier adoqjtion

of more stringent measures with the raiders

would probably have proved more beneficial in

the end.

WORK.

The bird in the hedgerow builds its nest,

The rose on the wild-briar blooms its best,

The star on the darkness drops its ray,

Kot for praising, and not for pay

;

Thinking nor caring for that or this,

Save of sharing its boon of bliss;

Working its bravest below, above.

Just for beauty and just for love.

W. G-riffiths.
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and Edinburgh.
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THE BHYIHG OF PIOTUEES: ITS THEORY,
PRACTICE, AHD ROMANCE.

By Harry Quilter.

ii.

HE shrinkage of tlie ^vorld lias un-

doubtedly affected x^icture-buying,

lias increased botb the chances and

the excitement of the purchaser

:

the excitement, because there is

far less opportunity for hitting on

anything unknown which is of great value or

interest
;

the chances, because the market value

of good work is now a matter of common under-

standing from Paddington to Pekin. Still, even

yet the chances do occur, and within the present

writer’s remembrance and experience some have

taken place of considerable interest.

It was at Elorence, little more than twenty

years ago, that a friend of mine discovered and

purchased at an incredibly cheap ^irice a fine

specimen of Palma Yecchio, in perfect x)reserva-

tion. He was a poor man in all but knowledge,

and could not raise even the small sum required

for the purchase, so it took him nearly two

years to buy the picture in instalments, trem-

bling hard the while lest some one equal in

discernment
.

and superior in cash should step

in and carry off his prize. Once purchased, the

picture was sold without delay, at a very high

price, to the Berlin Gallery, having been dis-

creetly smuggled out of Italy with the assist-

ance of a friendly railway official. Eor some

years subsequently illicit tmde of this kind

was carried on, and Italy lost dozens, if not

hundreds, of her Old Masters; but to-day the

surveillance is a good deal more strict, and, as

we have seen in the case of a very celebrated

picture— the ‘ Sacred and Profane Love of

Titian— renders the smuggling of masterpieces

]3ractically impossible.

Occasionally, even in London, opportunities

occur which would almost appear to be incredible.

The following happened to myself. A large

collection of Italian pictures had been sent over

237.—VOL. Y. [AllBtffkts

for sale at a well-knovoi auction-room. It had

been formed by a gentleman resident in North

Italy, and contained some very fine specimens,

especially of Elorentine and Sienese masters

;

but the collection was not one of those which

bore an historic name—was not, in the dealer’s

phrase, ‘of first-rate importance,’ and the sale

took place in the off-season. The pictures were

of a kind that attracted me greatly
;

and, in-

specting them with some care, I noticed, on my
second visit to the rooms, that there was hung

up very high above the entrance-door a large

smoke-begrimed panel, with not a vestige of

frame, and on which scarcely any design was

visible. One peculiarity, however, was evident,

as in all early Italian painting, and that was the

high projection of certain portions of the design,

and the suggestion of intricate pattern, either de-

pressed or in relief. \Ylien the pictures were sold

this was the last lot in the sale, and I remember

only one bid was made for it besides my o^m,

On getting it home I cleaned a small portion,

and discovered, to my great delight, that not

only was the gold beneath in perfect preserva-

tion, but that aU the tints were perfectly pure

and clean, and had apparently been preserved

by the smoke which darkened the whole X)anel.

The picture, too, was signed and dated, and in

a very peculiar way, the signature being painted

in the centre of a zigzag label especially de-

signed for its reception.- It was evident that

chance had led me’ to the acquisition of an

imj)ortant work ;
and I entrusted the panel to

the most expert picture-cleaner of my acquaint-

ance, from whose hands' it came out perfect, as

if painted but a few years since, though nearly

six centuries had elapsed since the artist’s

death. Eor this was a Spinello Aretino, a rare

painter of the time immediately succeeding

Giotto, and one who is unrepresented in our

Beserued] 1902.
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Rational Gallery save by, two nniniportant

exam^Dles—which are by somebody else. The

most curious i^art of the matter is to come.

The panel, which . represents an ‘ Enthronement

of the Yirgin,’ had evidently been the centre

one of a triptych
;
and it chanced that the very

triptych in question was described at eonsider-

able length by Yasari in his Lives of the Italian

Painters, By means of this description, and

certain measurements therein given, I was able

to establish this fact beyond all reasonable doubt,

and, further, to discover where some of the

missing portions of the triptych are at the pre-

sent day. I traced the predella to the museum
of Siena, and obtained, by the courtesy of that

gallery, a photograph of the panel
;

but I

could not hnd, for some time, where the wings

of the triptych had gone to. Here pure chance

came to my aid. The Provost of an Oxford

College, passing through London, happened to

come into the Dudley Gallery, where, with some

others of my collection, the Sx^inello was being

exhibited, a short account of its origin and its

original state being given in the catalogue.

What was my delight to receive a letter from

him next day saying that one of the missing

wings was in his possession, and had belonged to

him for many years ! A courteous intimation

that if I liked to visit Oxford he would be

hax^py to show me the picture accompanied the

letter. I went, and found the wing as he stated.

It corresponded in measurement and subject,

and strengthened enormously the identification of

the picture with that of the work described by
Yasari. Moreover, the ProvosPs account of the

purchase informed me that the other vdng had
been sold at the same time. The sale was at

Cologne, but the work had been purchased for

a convent' in Hungary. YTiat convent he did

not remember, and I was never able to find

out. Think for a moment how strange was this

series of coincidences. Fancy a work executed

more than five and a half centuries since, divided

into fragments, disappearing entirely in its in-

dividuality for at least a couj)le of hundred

3^ears, then coming to light again in a London
saleroom, and being identified by a chance de-

scription in Yasari, a photograph from Siena,

and a casual visit by an old Oxford Don to a

private gallery
;
and fancy the main panel being

sold before half the picture-dealers in London,

and nobody caring to give a ten-pound note for

it ! The strangeness is increased because the

picture is not only aiithentic and genuine, but

one of historical importance and very considerable

beauty. There is only one portion of it which

has suffered from time, and this is the Yirgin’s

robe, which appears to have been made the

subject of actual blows with some blunt instrii-

riient, for the gesso is doked and scraped. This

Avould not matter so much had not the cleaner,

with mistaken zeal, thought it necessary to

restore the colour of this portion. I had pledged

him to put no touch of brush upon the faces,

hands, and background ,* but I had unwarily

forgotten to specify the Yirgihs mantle. The
temptation was too strong for him, ajid he put a

nice slab coat of paint practically all over the

dress. I nearly had a fit when I saw it. '\Yhat

could be done—and that was very little— to

reined}’’ this inexcusable proceeding I had done
;

but the fact remains that the original colour is

gone for ever. Fortunately all the most important

portions of the picture remain untouched
;

the

faces, robes, and hands of all the angels are per-

fectly ]pure and brilliant
;

so are the faces and

hands of the Madonna and Saviour, the dress of

the latter, and the inner robe of the former.

Many years before, an incident of extraordinary

good fortune in picture buying came under my
notice. It happened to my father in my early

boyhood. He had but lately begun to collect

water-colours, and owing to the fact of his having

bought one or two works at an important sale,

his name had been published in connection with

water-colour buying. In consequence he received

one day a letter from the country, from an old

maiden lady, telling him that she and her sister

had several hundred drawings which they wished

to dispose of en Hoc. Would he come down and

see them ? There were a hundred chances to one

against my father going, for he was always very

busy, and hated leaving London
;
but he did go,

and returned with the announcement that he had

bought the whole number—if I recollect aright

at about five pounds apiece. Some two hundred

of them were DaAud Coxes., I remember eight

which he had put in two frames selling for

twelve hundred pounds some years later. Such

is luck, when combined with promptitude and

decision I Frankly speaking, I have never felt

quite comfortable about those two maiden ladies;

but it is forty years since, and I always under-

stood they were perfectly satisfied with their

bargain. This opens up a nice question, never

yet decided ; how far it is permissible for the

buyer to use Ms knowledge to take advantage of

the seller’s ignorance. A.: offers B. a thing worth

ten pounds for five pounds—a thing, say, for

which B. would gladly give seven pounds ten

shillings, and think himself lucky to get it. Is

B. bound to tell A. of the value, or to make him
an offer proportionately close thereto? Y^e know
the question is academic, since very certainly, as

long as the world lasts, in nineteen cases out of

twenty B. would do nothing of the sort. But
ought he to do it ? It is arguable that he is

entitled to the benefit of his knowledge and ex-

perience
;

that A. has no right to the result of

these unless he pays for it. May not the inferior

price he receives be considered as in lien of such

payment? Practically, it seems to me, the matter

resolves itself into one of degree; each case re-

quires to be judged on its' merits. To which it
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miisfc be added that in all lourchases of works of
art there is a considerable element of chance

;
to

get anything like the market value is generally
imxDossible save through a dealer. The very
essence of a dealer s dealing with the private

^ person is to give him the lowest possible price
that he can be induced to accept. Let anybody
endeavour to sell a single first-rate picture to a pro-
fessional fine-art agent, and he will discover that
no matter how clear may be the market value—
for instance, that obtained by the jDublic auction
of the work in cjuestion—the dealer will never
offer him within five-and-twenty per cent, thereof.

There are many reasons for this, but they would
lead us too far afield to consider. Certainl}^’

pictures shift marvellously in value. I have
known of a drawing being sold in London by a
firm of high standing to a private buyer for

several hundred pounds, and repurchased by the
same firm from the same 256rson for double the

money within two years
;
and I have seen the

same. p>icture, a few years later, sell at a public

auction for quadruple the original price. This,

be it noted, was not the case of an unknovm
man suddenly rising in reputation, but of a well-

established 2)3,inter, whose work a]ppreciated to

this almost incredible extent during his lifetime

owing to a passing wave of fashion. Ho con-

noisseur can tell, when his collection is sold at

Christie’s, whether the pictures will fetch double

or half their value
;
but generally the result of

the sale is a suiq^rise—though this, of course,

does not ajqfiy so much to the most celebrated

collections.

I was once present at an interview between

a famous ^picture-dealer and an almost equally

famous private connoisseur. Both were shrewd

men of the world
;
and in this case the former was

the buyer, the latter the would-be seller. The

dialogue ^proceeded something after this fashion :

‘ How, Mr So-and-so, let us settle this trifling

matter,’ purred the dealer. ‘Certainly,’ said the

innocent connoisseur ;
‘ I shall be delighted to

do so.’ ‘I have just brought you a cheque in

my pocket ’—producing it— ‘ for thirty thousand

pomids. We need not bother about details;’ and

he stretched the cheque across the table. ‘ I

had valued them at sixty thousand,’ said the

connoisseur, with, if possible, extra geniality.

The smile on the dealer’s face grew faint, and

there was. an accent of sharpness in his voice

:

^You must be joking! Wliy, you will never

have such another offer!’ ‘Then,’ said the con-

noisseur comfortably, ‘ I shall keep the pictures 1

’

So ^])lemLs veteris BaccM, pingidsque ferince'—it

was after lunch—the dealer went his way; and

within three months the collection was sold for

seventy-four thousand pounds. And here lies the

moral ’. that clccdci' bought uiost of tho ‘pictuTCs, This

story is not merely hen irovato; it is a solid his-

torical fact. The dealer is still alive, though the

connoisseur has become one in reality.

One day I was standing in a London auction-
room, scowling at a millionaire who had just
bought the jpf^ture I wanted (as a matter of
detail he came uj) and scolded me for having
'forced him to give’—its value) when I was
tapped on the shoulder by a rather cadaverous
Jew, who has since joined the majority. He had
bought a water-colour cheap, on tlie assertion
that it had once been in a certain collection with
which I was well acquainted

; and he wanted to
knoAV if I would come and tell him by whom
it had been painted, and whether it had really

belonged to the gallery in question. I went with
him, recognised the jiicture, asked him what he
wanted for it, was told so much, and bought it

then and there. ‘But,’ said my Judaic friend,

‘you have not told me who it’s by.’ ‘Oh, I beg
your pardon—David Cox; this is one of the

specially rare works he did after his tour on the

Continent, when he was. trying to rival Cuyp !

’

Those who are behind the scenes in the pic-

ture-world know that there are many points in

connection with the xpurchase of pictures, irrespec-

tive of their artistic value, which have to be con-

sidered. For instance, a very slight observation of

the market will show that there is scarcely any

period at which the works of a certain school

are not unfairly depreciated or unduly exalted.

A golden rule for those who wish to acquire

pictures is never to buy those which are in

fashion at the moment
;

and this ap2)lies not

only to the works of any particular painter, but

to those of the whole scliool to which such

2)ainter belongs. The professional picture-buying

classes, even when not in actual agreement, act in

concert ;
and as between them they command a

good deal of money, they can and do influence

the market very considerably. It is not too

much to say that half-a-dozen men whom I

might name could within a few months, if they

thought it advisable, raise the value of any v^ell-

known artist by at least 25 per cent.—^probably

by much more. Circimistances have doubtless to

be taken into consideration in the formation of

a boom, and several are perhaps attempted for

every one that comes off' ;
but when the boom is

once fully started, it is like a snowball collection,

and increases in volume weekly. Probably in the

origin there is some groimd for its inception;

but this is very quickly lost sight of. The

picture-dealers buy ;
they recommend such works

to their rich clients
;
the papers, knowing nothing

of the matter, publish the inflated prices, and

consequently help to enliance them
;
the influence

descends, through the master whose works it was

originally concerned with, to the pictures of all

Ms contemporaries and pupils, till within a very

few months people who would not have given a

thousand pounds for the finest Gainsborough or

Eeynolds think nothing of spending double that

sum on a Hoj^pner or a Sir Thomas Lawrence.

In the same way it is possible for perfectly good



and genuine painters to drop out of fasliion, means assured, and in the opinion of the best

till you can pick up their works at a discount judges the work had been so repainted as to ])e

of from 60 to 80 per cent, on the original practically valueless as an example of the sup-

prices. Such are frequently j)ainters who should posed artist.

be purchased by the wise collector of moderate There is another reason why the amount ob-

means. For if the ivorJc is really good it never tained in the auction-room requires to be regarded

goes out of fashion^ and if it be in- with much suspicion Avhen advanced as a criterion

different, never remains permanently in it. Take of merit. It is that the price is not seldom

the present time, for example, when late the result of an unforeseen competition between

eighteenth and early to mid-nineteenth century private buyers, both of whom have left indefinite

engravings and mezzotints are bought in at commissions with their agents, never dreaming

famine prices, as much as fifteen hundred that the work in question could fetch any very

pounds being given for a single imjDression ! high price
;

or it may be that the competition is

These prices are simply the result of a skilfully between millionaires and folk of that kind, or a

engineered boom
;

the bubble may burst any day, wealthy amateur and one of the great foreign

and mezzotints will dro^) like the shares in a galleries. I was once witness of a singular inci-

West African goldfield. If the newspapers did cident of this sort, though upon a very small

their duty, if the State cared anything about scale. In a private collection there were two

art and artists, if there were even any real body heads by a second-rate artist, both of pretty

of critical opinion which ex^nessed itself in the women, and both furniture pictures of cabinet

country, such inflation would never have taken size
;

the value of each being, at a liberal esti-

place. The result is almost wholly bad. A few mate, some twenty to thirty pounds. The first,

middlemen are enriched
;

but the real art- slightly the better of the two, was put ujd,

workers of the country do not touch these profits. and knocked down for twenty -seven guineas.

On the contrary, the money which might have The second, after hanging fire a little between

been expended in purchasing their works is thirty and forty yjounds, went on, by bids from

diverted elsewhere. It cannot be too often re- two buyers only, till it reached the astonishing

peated, for it cannot be too clearly understood, sum of six hundred and twenty-four pounds, at

that the most vital interests of the middlemen which it was knocked down to a relation of my
are directly concerned in maintaining these in- ovm. I asked him afterwards what on earth he
flated prices, especially as regards sales by auction

;
wanted the thing for

;
and I found out that he

for not only is a considerable portion of their had told his agent to buy it in at any price, as

profit derived from making purchases on com- his wife had taken a fancy to it, and as he never

mission—in which case, of course, the higher the dreamed of its fetching more than about thirty

price paid by the purchaser, the higher the profit guineas. The other bidder was a broker who
of the broker—but as the picture, if purchased had received an unlimited commission from an
by the dealer himself, is always sold at a per- old maiden lady, who thought the girl had
centage on the price which he has paid for it, it such a sweet face.^ It is fair to say that neither

follows that so long as that price can be main- principal was in the auction-room when the sale

tained the larger will be his profit. Nor is this took place. The successful bidder was very sad

all
;

for, by a well-known though unacknowledged on the subject, and as he was my own father, I

custom, a dealer is generally allowed to charge a had the pleasure of seeing the work in question

higher rate of profit on what are called 4m- for many .subsequent years.

portant works’—that is, those of excessive value Similar accidents are by no means so uncoin-

—than he is on pictures of ordinary quality
;

mon as may be supposed
;

and it is rather

there is a convention that his risks are greater, pleasant to notice that the middlemen themselves

which is by no means necessarily the case, and occasionally lose their lieads in the excitement of

that the sale is less immediate. Experience shows an auction. I once saw one go on bidding

that in the few cases on record where a fine-art against himself five or six times, though I own
agent has given a special price for a picture, and this is a unique case.

been unsuccessful in selling it, the j)rice nlti- As this is intended to be a practical article, a

matcly asked is calculated, not on the value of last word may be said by way of warning to

the work, but on the length of time during those who attend picture-sales. Private buyers
which the capital has been invested. A notable should rarely bid for themselves

;
still more

instance of tliis occurred in the resale of the so- rarely should they employ a broker without pre-

called Gainsborough, known as the ‘Duchess of viously determining the limit to which he is to

Devonshire,’ where a price enormously in advance go. A quiet inspection of the j)icture on the
of that originally given was asked and obtained, previous day, alone, is most desirable

;
then can

purely on the ground of the time during which be asked and answered the following questions :

the picture had remained hidden. Not the least What is this picture worth to me, to look at?
strange part of this matter was, that the authen- Wliat is it likely to sell for? Can I afford to

ticity of part at least of this picture was by no pay so much for the pleasure I shall obtain?
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picturG slioiild 1)6 boiiglit by s-ny ordinary
X^erson unless be can afford to regard tlie x)rice

paid as money gone. True, tbe value may
remain—may even increase

;
but tbe probabilities

are tbe other way
;

besides wbicb, pictures bought
with an idea of selling them again are not really

productive of mucb-xdeasure—at all events of tbe
right kind. On tbe question of value, remember
that a dealer’s is, by tbe very nature of tbe
case, an interested opinion—often a doubly in-

terested opinion, for be has frequently views
concerning tbe special work of art himself, in

addition to those relating to bis commission.

Moreover, a dealer’s opinion, even supposing you
can get at it really, is very rarely a good one as

to tbe sestbetic value of a picture. It may be
sound as to authenticity, and even as to quality;

but on tbe main point of all, wbicb is tbe ques-
tion of beauty, tbe dealer’s intuition is habitually
at fault. To sum up tbe whole matter, tbe pur-
chase of pictures should be conducted on tbe
same x)rinciples which govern tbe ordinary trans-
actions of life. There is nothing really occult in
tbe matter. Purchasers should buy what interests
them, and what the}’’ can afford to j)ay for

;
and

having bought them, should utilise tbe exxoerience
of their practice in subsequent transactions. By
so doing they will gradually come to the know-
ledge that tbe best x)ictures are those of wbicb
tbe appeal is an enduring one, and that tbe en-

durance of such appeal is based u]pon correspond-
ence with natural fact and sincerity of meaning.
Such sincerity may be either intellectual or

emotional
;

it cannot be frivolous or artificial.

CLIPPED WINGS.
[Copyright in the United States of America by Mary Sbnart Boyd.]

CHiVPTER XXII.

—

SUililER TIDES.

|T was the morning after Mr Eud-

denbeim’s visit.

Lucie, a big pink cotton pina-

fore protecting her blue cambric

frock, and her gray eyes shaded

by a straw - bat trimmed with

pox)pies, knelt in tbe strawberry-bed gathering

fruit for breakfast.

M say,’ said Tommy, suddenly apjDearing round

tlie stern of tbe Bombast^ M quite forgot to tell

you, but I saw a friend, of yours in toum yester-

day—Mr Muter.’

^ j\Ir Muter ! Why, where did you run across

him 1 I thought be was an extinct animal : some-

thing that was never seen outside of a museum,

and I’m certain you didn’t go there.’

‘Well, to tell tbe truth, I called on him and

introduced myself.’ Tresscott’s face flushed be-

neath its tan as be made tbe confession. ‘I—
you see, we are all so indebted to ^bim. Don’t

know bow you’d have got out of that mess with-

out bis help. So, as I was in town and bad an

hour to spare, I looked him up and asked bun

to run down here for an afternoon, and be ’s

coming on Sunda3^’

Lucie looked up from tbe Eoyal Sovereign

strawberries that she was arranging among fresh

leaves in tbe little rustic basket.

‘ Tommy, 3^011 ’re a wicked fraud !
’ she said.

‘ I believe went uj) to tovm for that sj)ecial

purpose; and, in spite of your affectation of

indifference, I really think that you are tbe

stupidest, and best, and kindest man I know.’

‘You mustn’t say that,’ Tresscott protested

feebly. ‘It was realty a tailor Johnny I went

up to see.’ Then rapidly changing tbe subject

:

‘I promised Muter that we’d paddle up to meet

him at tbe station. He seemed so wobbly about

trains and things—tbe only time-table be bad was
quite two years old—that I wrote down tbe train-

time and said we would be waiting when be
arrived. I knew he’d get lost if I didn’t,’ be

added
; and, avoiding tbe warm approbation in

her eyes, affected extreme interest in ascertain-

ing—b}’’ tbe simx)le method of squeezing—whether

tbe Industry gooseberries on tlie espalier sm-
rounding tbe strawberr}--bed were ripe.

‘He’d have been sure to wander. He nearly

got left behind at every place we stopped at on

tbe voyage to England. But really. Tommy, it

was very good and—and very like you^ to think

of asking him.’

‘ Stuff and nonsense !
’ retorted Tommy gruffly.

But tbe ‘best-laid schemes 0’ mice an’ men
gang aft agley.’

Tbe Commander, having seen tbe white man-

ropes of everyday use rex)laced by tbe scarlet

sacred to Sunday wear, bad departed to Eicb-

mond, where be bad x)i’oi^^ised to spend tbe day

with an old naval friend ;
and tbe young people,

paying no heed to Aunt Sarah’s prophecy of bad

weather—a prediction based upon a rumble of

distant thunder—bad set off in tbe punt to meet

Mr Muter, leaving tbe lady alone.

Miss Tresscott, who sadly lamented tbe j)revail-

ing state of irreligion as revealed by the enormous

Sunday traffic on tbe river, sought to show her

disa]3]3roval thereof by turning her veranda-chair

with its back to tbe gay scene ;
and trying, a

little’ ineffectually, to close her ears against tbe

sounds of hilarity, read a hymn-book.

Witb the sudden darkening of the sky a bush

bad fallen upon nature, lulling Aunt Sarah into

a gentle dose, from wbicb she was rudely awakened

by a loud crash of thunder accompanied by a

harsh patter of rain upon tbe veranda avming.
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Starting np full of concern for the safety" of

the young folks, she found a - transformation-

scene.

The Thames had changed from a placid pleasure-

stream that on its blue surface duplicated the gay

colours of countless craft and their voyagers, into

a sullen, leaden-liued river. It was as though the

waters had been swe23t clear of life. The boats,

having gladly availed themselves of what modicum
of shelter the overhanging branches of willows

afforded, had vanished from view. And save for

a solitary fisherman, who in S2)ite of the deluge

of rain retained his ^Dost on the oi)i30site bank,

not a creature was in sight.

Snug in the shelter of the veranda awning,

Aunt Sarah was gazing ujD-streain in anxious

quest for her charges, when a boat, bearing a

drenched j)assenger of curiously non - aquatic

aspect, and ]3ro2)elled by a dri232)ing oarsman who
evidently considered that he had a well-grounded

grievance against fate, rowed slowly by, its occu-

pants inquiringly eyeing the Bombast as though

in search of a habitation. Catching sight of Miss

Tresscott on the veranda, the boatman rested on
his oars and demanded to know if a ^Darty by
the name of Tresscott lived there.

^ Commander Tresscott does live here,’ Miss

Tresscott acknowledged, with a stiffness that she

tried hard to render dignified. Then, seeing the

drenched passenger raise his lank length in evi-

dent preparation for invading her territory, she

added, in an accession of shyness that lent unin-

tentional brusqueness to her words :
‘ But there

is no one at home.’

At her curt speech the tall man collapsed de-

spondently on to the moist seat as though ready

to depart without a protest. Something in the

diffidence of his bearing brought the comdction

that this must be the expected guest.

Eor a moment Aunt Sarah hesitated, assailed

by a turmoil of conflicting thoughts. She was all

alone : how could she receive and entertain a

strange man? It would be a most trying exjDeri-

ence
;
and the world was so censorious. Would

it be quite discreet? But in Aunt Sarah’s gentle

heart humanity v^as stronger even than conven-

tionality. In such a dovmpour of rain she would
not have refused to harbour a tramp, and this

vns an invited guest. So, setting aside her
scruples, she faltered, 'Perhaps it is Mr Muter?
Oh, then I hope you will come in. My nej)hew

—Mr Tresscott that is—has just gone to meet
you

;
and the boatman also must get shelter until

the storm passes.

With a closer inspection of the rain-soaked

visitor, who stood in nervous uncertainty on the
trim veranda, the latent mother awoke within
Miss Tresscott’s breast, and her shyness instantly

vanished. Summoning Minns, she bade him find

a dry corner in the back j)remises for the boat-
man, and then lay out in his master’s room
raiment suitable for the guest’s wear.

A glance at Mr Muter’s somewhat caj^acious

feet revealed that his white cotton socks and low

shoes were saturated. With a faint flush on her

smooth cheeks. Aunt Sarah went to her closed

knitting-bag and took therefrom a j^air of socks

completed only on the 2)revious evening.

' Will you oblige me by accejDting these socks ?
’

she said timidly. ' Tliey are my ovoi work.

Minns will see about the other garments.’

Tommy and Lucie, who were returning from a

fruitless Avait at the station Avhen the rain began,

had eluded the downpour by running the punt

into the providentially open door of a private

boathouse, and there had x^^'^ssed the time 2)lea-

santly in Avatching the fall of the great drops

that by their A’^ery Aveight forced a Avay through

the still Avater and rose in fairy bubbles to the

surface.

An hour later, having relinquished the quest of

the missing Muter, they arrived at the Bombast

to find that gentleman—somewliat quaintly attired

in’ A^ery short trousers and a summer oA^ercoat of

the Commander’s, the new socks, and Minus’s

slippers—snugly ensconced on the A^eranda beside

Aunt Sarah. He Avas sipping a tumbler of hot

Aveak grog," and had become almost loquacious

on the A^ery interesting subject of fresh-Avater

Crustacea.

'Waterloo Station?’ Erom behind his round

spectacles Mr Muter blinked his light eyes in-

quiringly at Tommy, Avho Avas trying unsuccess-

fully to discoA^er by Avhat route he had arriA^ed at

the Bombast ' Waterloo ? Should I haA^e started

from Waterloo Station ? You see, I mislaid your

instructions regarding the journey, and I fear I

must haA^e come a someAA’hat roundabout way
AAEich landed me quite a distance farther doAvn

the rwer. But it Avas a A’^ery 2)l6asant roAv

coming up. I quite enjoyed it, in sj)ite of the

rain—I really did !

’

' You dear,’ Lucie said commiseratingl}^

AAdien Aunt Sarah folloAved her to her room to

assure herself that she Avas not damp, ' I 2>ity you.

Wliat a dreary time you must have had !

’

'Dreary, my dear?’ Miss Tresscott Avas aston-

ished. 'Why, I thought Mr Muter charming

company—I only hope he did not find me stupid,

for sometimes I could not, quite folioav his argu-

ments—and so unusually Avell-informed a gentle-

man, too.’

A fcAV eA^enings later the Lieutenant, Avho had

run u]3 to toAAUi in the morning on Admiralty

business and returned at gloaming, AA^as very quiet

during supper. The meal ended, he moA^ed about

the little laAAm for a fcAA" restless moments, then

sur2>rised his aunt by abruptly suggesting an

ascent to the roof to look at the moon through

the telescope fixed there.

'The deAV is falling quite perceptibly, Thomas.
I am afraid it aa^ouM scarcely be judicious,’ Miss

Tresscott demurred
;

as, indeed, her nepheAv kneAA'’

she Avould.
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‘May I come instead, Tommy? I’d like to,’

cried Lucie bHthely.

‘But not witliout putting on a wrap, dear,’

counselled Miss Tresscott. And Lucie, more
malleable now than of yore, obediently threw a
diaphanous scarf of chiffon over her hair before

ascending the steep ladder leading to the flat

roof.

The monarch of the night was holding a state

review of her cohorts of stars
; and Lucie, Imeel-

ing, gazed through the telescope, fascinated, upon
the mountains and valleys of the vast silent land.

TVlien, overpowered by the feeling of awe where-
vdth the nearer sight of the mysterious sphere
ever impressed her, Lucie, rising to her feet,

brought her thoughts back to Mother Earth, she

foimd Tommy leaning against the rail sucking at

his pipe, moodily silent.

Across the river, tiny glowworni-like lights

showed that certain ardent fishermen were pre-

pared to prolong their pursuit into the night.

A skiff rowed swiftly down-stream
;

from an
electric launch came the tinlde of a mandoline
and the music of voices. In the shadow of the

sad-hued willows moths like the ghosts of dead

butterflies fluttered
;

from the garden beneath

arose the fragrance of the roses and the incense

of the Commander’s cigar.

‘Well?’ Lucie, conscious of some unfamiliar

reticence in her companion’s manner, broke the

silence, laughing ^ little apprehensively. ‘What
is it ? MTiat makes you so unlike yourself,

Tommy?’ Then eagerly as the thought struck

her : ‘I’m sure you have something to tell me.

You haven’t heard anything of hiy wicked uncle,

have you?’

‘No,’ Tresscott answered. ‘I haven’t. I wish

I had, and I shall some day
;

.but it isn’t that.’

Pausing, he drew abstractedly at his emj)ty xnpe.

‘It’s about Victor Challoner. I met him at

the club to-day. He’s at Greenwich just now,

doing a short course of pilotage before he joins

his new ship. He vdshes to nm up here for a

day or two. It was an old promise that he would

pay us a ^dsit. Now—would you prefer that he

didn’t?’

Tresscott’s gaze being steadfastly fixed upon the

misty outline of a distant tree, he failed to see

the quick flash that illumined Lucie’s gray eyes

before she answered his question by asking

another :

. ‘Does Mr Challoner know that I am here?’

‘Yes. If you have the slightest objection, of

course ’

‘ Objection—I ? Certainly not. Why should

m}^ being here ’—she sxooke with more warmth

than the occasion and her profession of indiffer-

ence necessitated
—‘stand in the way of your

receiving any guests you wish?’

The very heat of Lucie’s protest defeated her

purpose, and that sweet summer night the

Bombast sheltered two insurgent hearts. Lucie

tossed restlessly in her berth, indignant because
Challoner, whose unworthy presence she had
ignominiously banished from her thoughts,
threatened to intrude his ’ searing influence into
a house wherein she was so happy

; and Tommy,
lying in the hammock he had slung under the
aivning, listening to the never-ceasing murmur
of the river, wondered gloomily whether the
skeleton at his feast was fated to appear disguised
as the handsome, debonair Challoner.

The promised visit was paid, and at its close

Challoner departed leaving Tommy entangled in
a web of doubts as to what was the real state of

affairs between Lucie and him. That she had
quitted Auckland deeply interested in his friend

Tresscott was aware
;
but during this stay at the

Bombast she treated Challoner with a pleasant

neutrality that puzzled the guileless Tommy, who
was ignorant of what had passed between them
on the voyage to England. It gratified him to

notice that Lucie revealed no desire to be alone

with Challoner. When on land Aunt Sarah,

who had been x)Nvately schooled by Lucie, was
always in evidence

;
and without making tire

fact glaringly apparent, Lucie never entered a

boat with Challoner unless the Commander or

Tommy accompanied them. That her attitude

of casual friendship piqued that spoiled brat of

fortune there could be no question, for on the

day before that fixed for his departure he de-

serted the Bombast and joined a lively house-boat

party at Shiplake.

His strategy, failed in its intended effect
;

for,

returning in the expectation of finding a con-

trite and conciliatory Lucie, Challoner found her

absent. Wishing to show his guest something

of English village life, Tommy had hired a light

dogcart, and the twain had set forth together to

spend an ideal day discovering the rustic hamlets

that nestled among the fragrant country lanes.

Challoner had returned unexpectedly early to

the Bombast^ meaning to give Lucie a chance of

making up for her perversity—a perversity which

he was convinced arose solelj^ from mortified

affection and a lingering jealousy of Mrs Wniie

Delphin. Consequently he had the vexation of

being obliged to pass two hours in the company

of Aunt Sarah and of the Commander, who,

having just got home from an exciting day's

sport, confined his conversation to a solo discus-

sion uj)on the rival merits of his favourite baits.

‘Maggots—ugh! Beastly disgusting subject for

a hot night,’ Challoner thought irritably as the

enthusiastic angler insisted upon exhibiting for

his guest’s entertainment a tin of the squirming

dainties.

When the wanderers made a tardy entrance

their, appearance did not tend to soothe the

ruffled plumage of Challoner’s vanity. Both v ere

beaming with enjoyment. Lucie, sunburnt, her

bromi hair untidy, her arms laden ndth the

spoil of cottage gardens, was overflovdng vdth a
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glowing account of adventure in wdiat to her was

foreign territory. Tommy, haj)py in his com-

j)anion’s delight, was proudly corroborative.

His plot thus frustrated, the last morning of

his stay found Challoner obviously impatient.

^Look here, Tommy,’ he burst out petulantly

as the two friends were returning from their

matutinal swim in the backwater, ‘this is a bit

rough on a fellow. I ’ve been here nearly a week,

and I’ve never had a word with her alone

—

always somebody about. You might be a good

'old pal and give me a chance.’

‘YTiat do you wish me to do?’ Tresscott asked

quietly.

‘Oh, just clear everybody away, and let me
have a talk with her. It isn’t like you to be a

dog in the manger.’ Challoner spoke aggrievedly.

‘It would be a different thing if you wished the

girl yourself’

, ‘And how do you know that I don^tV Tommy
asked, stopping short, and looking him straight

in the face. The revelation of an intensity of

purpose in the honest blue eyes for the moment
struck Challoner dumb.

‘ Oh, that ’s it, is it ? ’ he retorted lamely after

a pause. ‘‘Well, I’m afraid you can’t have much
of a show. You see,’ he added, with a burst

of unworthy confidence, ‘all this perversity on
Lucie’s part is simply because she is j)iqued at

me. You know how dead gone she w'as on me
in Auckland. Well, I don’t suppose she told you

;

but on the voyage home’
‘Thank you,’ Tommy said, ruthlessly cutting

short the proffered confession
;

‘ I don’t wish to

hear anything, and I am content to abide by my
chance, whether it prove good or bad.’

And Challoner, recognising unflinching deter-

mination in the quiet tones, saw the futility of

attempting further protest, and departed without

having achieved his purpose.

The summer, like the river, drifted slowly by,

and life at the Bombast pursued the easy pleasure

of its way. The Commander, with Minns in in-

terested attendance, fished with varying success
;

Aunt Sarah placidly knitted the long sweet^ours
up into her work

; and Tommy and Lucie, who
found their affection for their surroundings in-

creasing, passed much of their time on the water,

preferring to punt about the quieter reaches to

seeking more fashionable haunts. They had gone
by rail to spend an excited day amidst the

feverish gaiety of Henley Eegatta
; but, though

they enjoyed the experience to the full, nightfall

found them thankfully returning to the rest and
shade of the bungalow.

To Tresscott’s surprise, Challoner had not

returned. Lucie, he knew, had received a letter

from him. Tresscott had recognised the writing

;

but as she did not speak of it, and Tommy did

not care to question her, he remained ignorant .of

its purport.

Though Challoner did not revisit the Bomhccst,

to everybody’s amazement Mr Muter did. Lucie

and Tommy, returning from a long happy after-

noon sjpent at Hampton Court Palace, found him
seated on the veranda -with the Commander and
Aunt Sarah, in Avhose unaffected society he had
lost much of his shyness.

‘Mr Muter is such a clever gentleman,’ Miss

Tresscott, who belonged to the old-fashioned type

of lady that esteems it rude to refer to a male

friend baldly as a man, confided in Lucie that

evening as they brushed their hair. ‘ We took a

walk to the end of the island—it is quite a public

path, you know, dear—and he says it’s a ca2)ital

2)lace for botanising. He has promised to come
some day—although I told him how stupid and

ignorant I am—to give me a lesson. And, Lucie,

he told me—the Commander was digging ’svorms

for bait at the time—that the notion that if a

wmi'm is cut in two the halves will grow into

two worms is merely a popular delusion. The
head-end, he says, has power to develop a tail,

but the tail-end cannot ^Dossibly develojD a head.’

‘ His conversation must be very interesting,’

commented Lucie with due gravity.

‘My dear, it is extremely interesting. I don’t

think I ever met so entertaining a conversa-

tionalist,’ Miss Tresscott answered with certitude.

Then, introducing a to^jic that a2)peared divergent,

though 2)^c>hably it owned some afiinity to the

subject on hand, she added :
‘ And can you tell

me, dear, what ]phis 3-011 use to give 3mur hair

that |)retty ’wave at the back ?
’

It was soon after this time that Lucie began to

suspect Aunt Sarah of harbouring a little mysteiy.

The socks she was knitting—one of half-a-dozen

pairs she -was preparing against Tommy’s depar-

ture—though much in evidence, made but slow

progress
;
and once Lucie, coming suddenly upon

Miss Tresscott, surprised her hiding something

under the black satin apron ’which always formed

j)art of her home attire.

The clue to the enigma Lucie discovered one

night, ’when, chancing to awake at midnight, she

was startled to find a faint light burning in the

tiny room that she shared with Miss Sarah.

Bearing that lady might be ill, she looked

stealthily over the front of her berth.

In the bunk beneath, sup]ported by her ^Dillow^s,

Aunt Sarah was sitting up, busily engaged by
the light of a solitary candle in the completion

of a somewhat large-sized white silk sock.
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method of animal locomotion ex-
cites more interest than the flight

of birds. The jDower of flight is

possessed by many other animals
besides birds to a greater or lesser

extent
; bats and insects possess it

in a very high degree, flying-fish are capable of
it to a very limited extent, whilst several of the
reptiles, such as tree-frogs and lizards, can use
their membraneous wings simply as j)arachutes.

We know also that some jDrehistoric monsters
were capable of flight.

A good deal of attention has been given of late

years to aerial navigation and the problem of the
flying-machine by inventors and scientists

; and in
this connection the flight of birds has been care-

fully studied. Some extraordinary performances
by birds are given by Mr J. Lancaster in a letter

to Tlie Engineer (December 20, 1901) on ‘Travel
in Air,^ from which we extract a few notes.

.Some species of birds, such as the condor and
frigate-bird, may be said to practically live in the

air. The condor will carry its twenty pounds
with an additional ten pounds of freshly gorged

carrion to an Altitude of three miles, and serenely

wait for an empty stomach before returning to

earth. It will then alight on a carcass after being

perhaps six days in the air, and go to work as if

it had enjoyed a long rest. The frigate-bird vdll

not touch a rigid su^Dport for a month, stealing

its food from fish-hawks, and floating in great

circles to the height of a mile or more while it

is digested. The great whooping-crane wiE stretch

its wings at Winnipeg, and at the altitude of a

mile will migrate to some lone island on the

shores of the Gulf of Mexico. Yet close and

long attention with a field-glass will detect no

wing-motion in its straight-line flight, nor in the

endless circles of the condor and frigate-bird.

Anywhere about the shores of the Caribbean

Sea great buzzards can be seen three hundred

days in the year floating in the sea-breezes over
i

the beaches looking out for dead fish, yet without

a wing-motion for hours. The frigate-bird can

move vertically upwards for half a mile at a

velocity of one hundred feet per second with no

visible wing-motion whatever.

The sailing of the albatross in the air at a

great pace with no apparent movement of the

wings is a . well-observed fact. A traveller on a

steamer, wondering how this could be, took an

instantaneous photograph of an albatross which

had thus been following the steamer. The photo-

graph was taken at a distance of only about

fifteen feet, when absolutely no movement could

be seen with the eye, yet the plate on develop-

ment is said to have shown the wings, each about

five feet in length, raised high over the back,

apparently to make a down-stroke for purposes

M OE FLIGHT.
of propulsion. As this motion was invisible to
the eye, the only conclusion to be drawn from
the incident is, that a wing-motion of such
extreme speed was used so as to give a stationary
appearance—as, for example, in animated jDhotog-

raphy, where pictures exhibited separately yet
following each other at a very high speed give
the correct effect of continuous motion. But no
bird could sustain such a tremendous expenditure
of energy -for such a length of time, and also the
structure of the wing could not withstand the
enormous strain. In calm weather albatrosses

may be distinctly seen to give a slow, lazy flap

of the wings occasionally
; in a breeze they do

not find it necessary.

Observe the uniform motion of fixed wing-
flight. A bird does not gather speed when saE-

ing in the air, as a falling stone would
;
neither

does it lose in pace. The speed varies from
about thirty -five feet to seventy -five feet per

second, averaging about fifty feet per second. Its

wing- expanse, including body and tail feathers,

forms a plane, and its impetus is probably

obtained by this kite-like slope, slightly inclined

upwards from the level, and highest in front.

Those who have flown one of the very ingenious

toys known as box-kites, to which I referred in

the article ‘A Bengali Kite^ (vol. iii. p. 615), will

know exactly how the plane is presented to the

wind. In that case, of course, the string puEs

the jflanes of the kite against the wind, and by

IDulling against the cross current keeps it afloat

in the air.

What, then, is the motive-power of a quiescent

bird that moves it through air resistance and

keeps its heavy body from falling? We are

absolutely baffled when confronted with the

problem of a soaring bird. It does not move

its wings when it has once got well started
;

its

moving parts seem to be of use merely to get it

off some unknown dead centre
;

it has infinite

capacity for taking advantage of balance
;
and all

this is done while violating every known mechani-

cal law, holding up a heavy body in the air,

and overcoming strong atmosjDheric resistance at

a rapid rate without discoverable expenditure

of energy. Yet weight is absolutely necessary

for flight, and the relative area of wing-expanse

diminishes as the weight of the bird increases.

For example, a gnat, which possesses a very

light, fairy-like body, has about eleven times

the vdng - area of a swallow in

the weight of each.

Mr Lancaster’s description of his great dis-

covery as to the soaring force of birds is

extremely interesting. Here it is in his own

words

‘

I have been ti’ying to discover the

exact structure of a bird’s surfaces which enables

it to get the soaring force from the air-pressure
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xmder its ^^dngs for tlie jDast fifteen years. The

task seemed hopeless until accident settled the

case. I had located in the foot-hills of the Flat

Top Mountains of Colorado, in the dry air of

that -region, to prosecute my task, where the

yellow-tailed hawks that were admirable soaring

birds were abundant. A precipitous cliff one

thousand feet high was near, from which I

floated all sorts of surfaces, and year after year

the quest went on. A furious forest-fire had

filled the air with smoke and ashes, and the

odour of burning wood was in evidence for

months. I had killed a large hawk, aixd was

examining its feathers when a stain was detected

on the sides of the quill, between the spicules,

that was not before seen. A small magnifier

gave it the appearance of discolorations about

the throat of a dust-exhaust in a planing-mill.

A microscope was at once procured, with an

outfit of objectives from sixty to six hundred

diameters, and in an hour’s time I knew more

about bird-flight than twenty-five years of study

had given to mo. The discolorations extended

along each spicule between the plates. The
downy filaments filling the double wall structure

of the wings were stained in the same unusual

manner. This stain, when scraped off and ex-

amined, resembled soot from a stove-pipe, showing

that the air had been going through the wing in

an incessant stream, carrying the smoke and
carbon i^articles of the fire with it. I had been

the slave of preconceived ideas. And this brings-

me to the device that soars the bird. MTiat is

a feather ? It is an air-engine, and the bird

surfaces are made of them. They have been

looked on as a light, flexible material for making
an extended surface impervious to air, that would
readily fold upon itself, and their exquisite

mechanical structure has been overlooked. They
consist of a quill and two vanes, made uj) of

sjDicules, between which are the plates. The
plates cross a channel about one-fortieth of an

inch -wide, made by the spicules. There are

about one thousand of them to the inch, being

practically innumerable, and they are located at

the outer surface, filling about one-fifth part

of the depth of the channel. They are about

the twenty-thousandth part of an inch thick, as

nearly as an amateur with the microscope could

determine, so that nineteen-twentieths of the space

of the channels is open to the passage of air.

They are beautifully curved at their outer edges.

The mechanical service of the plates is obvious.

The curve impinges against the air - current

through the feathers, and drives the bird to the

front. Pressure produced by the normal factor

of weight is thus made to serve as the motive-

I)ower of flight.’

FINDING- OF THE WHITE LAMA.
PART II.

N looking round Gillmore discovered

that he was in a narrow gorge, with

sides rising perpendicularly for ap-

parently several thousands of feet

;

down this he and his attendant

slowly wended their way, arriving

shortly after dusk at a huge gate in a massive

stone wall built across the end of the gorge, and

completely blocking the exit.

Once more the jackal-signal was given, and the

gate was opened. Several large mastiffs strained

at their 'chains, and two armed lamas received

the travellers, who were at once conducted to a

small serai on the inside of the gate. Here, in

an inner room, as on the previous night, Gillmore

was accommodated with food and a bed
; his

guide on the day’s march set down the baggage

which he had carried down the gorge, and after

a little while brought in the guide for the

following day’s journey.

Fresh ponies were provided in the morning,

and, as usual, an early start was made. Hothing
of interest occurred for several hours, the way
lying for the most part across an open sandy-

desert, over which ever and anon arose a succes-

sion of mirages
;

Avhile occasionally a herd of

antelope was to be seen scampering across the

plain, the animals’ bodies projected by the shim-

mering heat-waves to a height of several feet

above the ground. The hills were reached again

at noon
; and in another hour the guide halted

on the summit of a snow-pass, and, pointing

down the valle}', exclaimed, ‘Yonder stands Tscho
Pangi, our destination.’

It was a most striking view that presented

itself to the eyes of the Englishman. From where
he stood the country sloped gently down into a

wide valley, the perpetual snow-line ceasing half

a mile below, when its place was taken by a long

stretch of cultivation, now bright and green with

sx^ringing corn. Beyond lay a lake of vast

exx)anse, bounded on two sides by mighty moun-
tains, its farthest extremity, however, being

imdsible. The scenery was not altogether unlike

that of the Golden Yalley, except that the lake

was of far greater extent, and the picturesque-

ness was increased a hundredfold by the strangely

situated goinpa, standing perched, a thousand feet

above the water, on a rocky islet in the lake.

On the margin of the lake they were met by
a small body of armed men, who, after taking

charge of their ponies, led them to a large barge

quaintly painted in red and gold. This the

whole party entered
; and the lamas, bending to
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the oars, soon covered the mile of water which
separated the island from the shore. Landing-
place there was none

;
one huge solid rock rose

out of the depths of the lake, its sides being round,
perfectly smooth, and perpendicular for a height
of two or three hundred feet; above this ap-
peared fissures and clefts, with here, and there
a gnarled and twisted juniper-bush; then fol-

lowed further lofty jDrecipices, surmounted by
massive projecting rocks and built-out platforms,
on which stood the lamasery itself. No more
impregnable fortress could be devised, as Gillmore
had every oiDportunity of judging for himself
during the ten minutes that he was suspended
over tlie water by the rope which had been
lowered for him.

The end of the toilsome journey had come, and a
strange feeling of suppressed excitement took pos-

session of the man who had undertaken to fulfil the
wishes of his dying countryman. A large number
of solemn gehtpJcas^ or lamas of the yellow order,

with shaven heads, stood on the platform by the

prayer-mill windlass which was combining the

double office of rope-vdnder and prayer-maker;

and, as Gillmore was released, they formed them-
selves, without uttering a word, into a procession,

to precede him along a dark rock-hewn gallery

ending in a flight of steps. Up these they

moved until they reached the topmost chamber

of the gompa—a square and spacious apartment,

with windows opening from all four walls and

letting in the long golden rays of the setting

sun. In the centre, on a low wooden couch, lay

the dying man, clothed in yellow robes. Within

easy reach of his outstretched hand was a hea’sy

jirayer-wheel, pivoted between floor and roof,

and slowly revolving—the only sign that life

still flickered in the othervdse motionless body.

Silently the lamas knelt round the cot, and vdth

bowed heads muttered a prayer; then one of

them gently touched the prostrate form, and whis-

pered that the Englishman had arrived. The

effect was electrical ;
the man raised himself,

and, shading his eyes vdth his hand, stared at

Gillmore ;
then, motioning to the lamas, he mur-

mured, ‘Brothers, leave me for a s^mce.^

The two Englishmen were now alone, and Gill-

more, kneeling by the bedside, took the thin bony

hand in his and kissed it. The face before him,

pale, wan, and wrinlded though it was, still had

the unmistakable features of a European ;
other-

wise there was nothing to show that the dying

man was not an ordinary Bhoti lama.

‘Thank you a thousand times for coming,’

began the English lama, clasping GiUmore’s hand.

‘I had the wish, and my brethren were good to

carry it out. I believe they love me, as I also

love them ;
but they know that though I am

their head I am not of their people. My time is

short. I cannot talk much,; but I have secretly

written out my history on scraps of paper which

I have here under my jiillow. Take them; but

be careful that they are not discovered on you.
Promise me that you will remain with me till I
die, and hold my hand in yours. It will not be
long now. Om manV
The opening words of the sacred verse were

uttered in a loud, clear voice. Gillmore heard
hurrying footsteps on the stone stairs

; and, just
in time, he secured the papers from beneath the
pillow and thrust them into his breast. The
priests entered the chamber and took up the low
wailing chant, ‘ Om mani paclmi hum^^ liiit too
late; the soul of the white lama had flown to

prejiare for its re-birth on the morrow.

Eour daj’s later Gillmore was seated ^vith

Keane and the Wuzir in the latter’s house at

Leh, engaged in answering questions, after an
enthusiastic greeting on his safe return, and at

the conclusion of a general description of his

extraordinary experiences.

‘You have not told us the name of the white
lama.’

‘ For the very good reason that I never learned

it
;
but I dare say it is in his confession, which I

have been afraid to' look at as yet. I carried the

papers next to my skin on the return journey,

and hardly slept a wink, fearing that they would
be stolen from me. Here they are. Let’s have

a look at them.’

‘Not now,’ said the lYuzir. ‘Take my advice,

and keep them safe until you get out of this

country. I am as much interested in the story

as either of you
;
but I know what a hold their

religion has on the lamas. Probably the m3^stery

of the white lama is knovm well enough in the

country, and if it were suspected that the secret

was discovered Buddliist fanaticism might rise to

the occasion. I am certain that in a similar case

we Mohammedans would stick at nothing.’

So it came about that Gillmore continued to

carry the papers on his person during the march

back to Srinugger
;
and, as the Wuzir was as in-

quisitive as either of the Englishmen, he con-

trived to find some urgent business which required

his immediate presence in the Kashmir capital.

It was a month later that the two friends met to

open the mysterious manuscript—a month every

night of which had been a sore temptation to

Keane and the Wuzir
;
but Gillmore guarded the

treasure jealously, arguing that he had midergone

immense toil and severe hardships, and that it

would be a thousand pities if the white lama’s

history should run the risk of being lost for ever

b}^ impatient curiosity.

Never did three conspirators meet with more

pent-up expectancy ;
and as Gillmore laid the

packet before him on the table the others stood

round him to assist in the reading. It proved no

eas}" matter. The writing was in parts barely

legible, the English was faulty, and now and again

failed altogether, the writer passing into Hindu-

stani and Pali. With the latter he seemed most
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familiarj and here tlie Wuzir came to the front,

translating^ the jDassages readily. Before midnight

the whole manuscript had been deciphered and

converted into English, Keane carefully writing

it down, and finally reading it slowly and aloud

:

Sariputra, Priest of Buddha, S^Diritual Head

of Tscho Pangi knowing that I am about

to pass hence to my next re-birth—Avhether in

this world or in another jDlanet no man can tell

—desire to make known the story of this worldly

passage which is just closing. Why should I

have this strange desire ? It is because of a

vision that has appeared to me. By reading my
somewhat strange history, the people of Avhom I

was born may be drawn towards the beautiful

religion which has brought knowledge, calm, and

peace to one who formerly was ignorant, sinful,

and without merit. The way of the Noble

Eightfold Path is long and accompanied with

endless trials and vicissitudes
;

but there lies

beyond it the acquirement of the knowledge of

the Four Noble Truths of the Lord Buddha, by

which alone the number of re-births can be

reduced and the attainment of Nirvana hastened.

Listen, 0 ye men of the outer world ! to the

words of Sariputra, once living in the downward
course, but now dying to enter on a more meri-

torious existence. Listen and take heed
;

live

^
apart and meditate, so that the knowledge of

the miseries of your existence may be given

you.

‘Let me begin at the beginning. I write for

my fellow-countrymen, and to attain my object

I must be clear throughout
; but they must

remember that I write under difficulties and
secretly, for my brethren would never permit

the communication. I have devised a plan for

placing my story in the hands of the outside

world. Wliether it will succeed I cannot say

;

but if it does succeed, and if these writings be

read, then shall I have made an endeavour to

arouse the world to a sense of its sinfulness.

‘The name by which I was knovui for the first

thirty years of my life was Harold Breakspear

—

how strange it sounds 1 My father was an Indian

General, and commanded a brigade in the Sikh
war, where I myself was his aide-de-camp. Sub-

sequently I entered the Bengal Cavalry, and for

several years lived solely to enjoy myself, being

devoted to what was called “sport.” When a

young captain of thirty I visited this country on
a shooting expedition, and through thoughtless-

ness committed a crime which led to the commis-
sion of a second crime, for both of which I was
s^viftly condemned to pay the penalty.

‘The first crime, as I have said, was committed
thoughtlessly, yet it was nevertheless theft and
sacrilege. I was travelling into the valley of the

Changchenmo River, and camped for the night
in the fields beneath the gompa of Chimray,
close to several cliortens containing the bones of

sainted lamas. In a niche in one of these I

observed a tiny image of Siddartha Gautama,

studded with precious stones
;

and in an evil

hour I set my heart on adding it to my collec-

tion of curiosities. In the stillness of the night

I crept silently to the cliorten, and after some

difficulty managed to find my prize, which I bore

back in triumph to my tent. Closer inspection

told me that it was of great value, since it was

composed of solid gold, in which were embedded

what were undoubtedly the richest gems, though

rudely cut. The theft troubled me little, as I

had frequently taken part in the looting of

temples in Indian warfare
;

and,

image away at the bottom of a hilta which I

kept locked, I forgot the whole incident.

‘ Three months passed, and the time came for

my return from the wilds. I camped again at

Chimray, and visited the cliortens in hoi)es of

further booty, but without • success. Then I

travelled through Leh towards Srinugger. At
Leh I repacked my baggage, taking care to

j)lace the precious image at the bottom of the

Icilta containing my books and private papers.

Two days later the hilta was stolen from my
tent

\
but, disgusted as I was, I was afraid to

make a commotion in the village. The recovery of

the stolen property would have disclosed my own
theft

;
and under the circumstances I thought it

best to let the matter drop. On arriving at

Basgo I was visited by a Bhoti shikari, who
talked much of shooting, and who assured me
that he would show me good sjDort if I would
accompany him next day across the river. This

I agreed to do, and shortly after daybreak we
were making the best of our way up a stony

ravine on the far side of the river. Then we
’ descended into another ravine, at the bottom of

which four lamas suddenly appeared from behind

a rock ; at the same time my shikari turned to

me with a grim smile and said, “ These men
have come to take you for stealing the Golden

Gautama of Chimray.” Seeing that I had been

entrapped, I placed my back against a rock, and
raising my loaded musket, told them that I would
shoot the first man who a]Dproached. Nothing

daunted, my shikari seized a large stone, hurled

it, and rushed in on me. In self-defence I shot

him dead. The four lamas saw their opportunity,

and, before I could reload, overpowered me and
quickly bound me with cords.

‘We were then some miles from the monastery,

to which it was evidently not intended to convey

me until nightfall, for I was carried by two of

the men to a cave about half a mile distant,

whither also the corpse of the shikari was

brought, and laid by my side. Here I lay,

bound hand and foot, all day
; and at dusk the

four lamas formed a solemn procession, two
carrying myself and the others carrying the

corpse. I asked to be allowed to walk
;

but,

evidently fearing to unbind my feet, they refused

my request, and it was some hours before we
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rGciclicd tli6 gcito of tli6 lciiiin.s6ry. Hp 3, 11cvor-
ending flight of steps, through labyrinths of long
passages dimly lighted with flickering oil-wicks,

now passing along galleries half-open to the night
air, up further steps, and down again into more
passages, my jailers bore me weary and worn
out. At length we arrived at a solid door in the
side of the rock. The heavy iron bars and bolts

were raised, and my aching body was put down
on the floor of the dungeon. A small portion of

food and water was placed in the corner of the
cell, my cords were unloosed, and, to my horror,
the corpse was set down by my side. The lamas
withdrew after lighting a lamp, and I heard the
bars of the door fall into their strong sockets.

Was this to be for ever? I wondered, or would
the morrow bring release, or fresh horrors?

‘Whether I slept or fell into a state of stupor
I cannot say

;
but after a lapse of what must

have been many hours I was aroused by the

clanging of the bars, and the door opened to

admit two men with drawn swords. I was in-

formed that I was summoned to my trial, and
forthwith was conveyed through a succession of

long dark corridors to a large hall, where I found

assembled the cliagzot and a number of high

lamas.

‘The trial lasted for several hours, and I need

only say that I was found guilty of sacrilege and

murder, and sentenced to be tied to the corpse

and to be burned with it. The stolen image

was produced at the trial, as well as all my
books and the remainder of the contents of my
hilta.

‘ I was taken back to my cell, but later was

reconveyed to the hall of trial, where I was in-

formed that my sentence had been reconsidered
;

that the teaching of Buddha, as set forth in the

Dhamma-pada, forbade returning evil for evil

;

that I had sinned grievously, but that it had

been decided that I should live to be taught

the knowledge which alone led to salvation. To

remind me of my sin, the Golden Gautama was

to remain always in my presence, and several

lamas were appointed as my teachers. The cliagzot

read from the holy books a lengthy exhortation,

and admonished me that although the death-

sentence had been remitted, I would have to pass

through many trying ordeals, lasting throughout

a period of many years
;

that I might abandon

for ever the thought of escape or communication

with the outer world
;

but that, if I proved

myself studious and desirous of atonement, I had

before me in the remote future a life of peace

and spiritual comfort.

‘ I was scourged before the assembly with

sharp-cutting thongs of raw hide, and then handed

over to my gioru to commence my novitiate,

which, though it lasted for a space of^ time

covering fourteen annual festivals, remains in my

memory not so much by reason of the hardships

that I underwent as for the eventual knowledge

that I acquired. I passed through the ordeal of
fire and the ordeal of water. I practised, for
months at a time, liathayoga, hluiJctiyoga,

and the like
;

I sjjent nights in the bottomless
pit. I studied deeply of the Pitakas, and became
proficient in Pali and Sanskrit

;
and all this time

I was daily scourged in the j^resence of the stolen
image. I received much praise from my teachers,

and was eventually permitted to take my j)lace

.
as a working lama within the precincts of

the monastery. After a while I obtained leave

to practise dJiycma^ and became renowned in
miracle-working, or loJcotlira. So great a power
did I develop) that the cliagzot assembled his

lamas and initiated me into the priesthood.

‘All desire to return to the world and my .

former life had long since left me, and I begged
to be transferred to some secluded spot where I

might be able to devote myself entirely to study

and contemplation. I said that aU desire to re-

turn to the world had been abandoned
;

yet this

is not quite the truth, for during my novitiate I

once took part in the Dance of Death at Himis,

whereat an Englishman was present, and I was
sorely tempted to disclose my identity and seek

his aid. But the temptation passed
;

and, from

fear that I might be again exposed to its influ-

ence, I was ever anxious to retire into the more

inaccessible parts of the country. My opportunity

soon came, and after lengthy negotiations with

Lhasa, I was moved across the border into Chinese

Tibet, where I was received into the yellow priest-

hood as a minor lama of the Tscho Pangi gomya.

‘That was nearly twenty-five years ago, and

from that day to this I have resided within the

walls of the ' island . lamasery. My story went

with me to Tscho Pangi, as did the Golden

Gautama, which I had long since come to regard

as my saviour. It lived before my ej^es to remind

me of the past, and is still ever present in my
mind

;
by day it rests in its niche in the wall,,

by night it lies clasped in my hand. There is

little more to say. I acquired grace and know-

ledge, and I rose in the priesthood, until I be-

came the head of my holy brethren. The

expiation of m3’ crimes was complete, and the

pardon of the Delai Lama was conveyed to me

b}^ a special deputation of the highest . lamas of

Lhasa. I. have begged and been granted one

request—that when after death my body is con-

sumed in the fire, 1113’ ashes shall be enclosed in

an image resembling that of the Golden Gautama

of Chimra3^ Om Mani Padmi Eum. Oh! the-

jewel in the Lotus. Amen.^

It was midnight when the Wuzir retired from

the Englishmen's room; but an hour later he-

returned, looking worried and excited. Keane was-

asleep, but GiUmore stiU sat smoking
;
and the

Wuzir on entering noticed that a great change

had come over him
;
he was paler than usual, andi

his QjQS wore a strange, hunted expression.
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‘Why didn't you tell us that you had taken

it V asked the Wuzir, coming to the x^oint at once.

‘Taken what?' demanded Gillmore roughly.

‘The Golden Gautama of Chimray.'

Gillmore grew livid, and trembling violently,

said in a whisper, ‘ For Heaven's sake don't speak

so loud ! How did you find out?'

‘In this way,' slowly answered the Wuzir. ‘I

have spent the last hour with three men from

Tscho Pangi, who accuse you of stealing the

Golden Gautama from the monaster}^ They

demanded that you should be sent back to Leli

for trial. I have, however, arranged with them

that you shall return the image and j)ay five hun-

dred rupees to the monastery as comx)ensation.

‘All right,' said Gillmore, thrusting his hand
into the front of his coat and withdrawing a

small packet
;

‘ there 's the beastly image
; but I

haven't got enough money to x)ay the fine.'

‘I will lend you that, and you can send it to

me when jmu get back to India.'

‘ Thanks, you good old Wuzir
;
jmu have seen

me through a very bad business, ami I shall be

ever grateful. Honestly, I could not help taking

it
;

it looked so tenix)ting lying on the ground at

my feet when the white lama died
;
and of course

I did not know its history then. You won't catch

me in Ladak again, for I don't feel inclined to

take over the Tscho Pangi district—even with

the x)rospect of Nirvana.'

PIONEER EAR MIN

a

CH has been written about x)ioneer

farming in Australia, New Zealand,

and the Western States— three

countries with which the writer is

XDersonally acquainted ;
but com-

paratively little is known about

this form of enterprise as it is carried out in

the River Plate, the part of South America that

appeals most to the average Englishman. Indeed,

the works published about fanning in the River

Plate generally refer to stock-raising, which is

the staple industry of the country, and not

to agricultural pursuits, though pioneer farming,

as we understand it, comes under this latter

heading.

The object of this article is to give some

idea of the life of a x)ioneer farmer in the

River Plate countries : Argentina, Uruguay, and

Paraguay.

In Uruguay the Government has never made

any special efibrt to^ encourage immigration, and

the country is mainly given u^) to estancias, or

cattle-farms on a large scale.

In Argentina, where the pastoral industry is

still x)redoni inant, agriculture increases yearly

in comparative importance, owing to the rap)id

increase of
)

cattle-farming of the

estanciero type being
,
only x^racticable in a thinly

peopled country where large tracts of land can

be* x)urchased for a mere trifle. In Argentina,

also, the Government no longer encourages im-

migration on the same liberal scale as formerly,

though new arrivals are still given free passages

from Buenos Ayres to the Government ^colonies,'

and also special facilities for settling in them.

The word ‘colonies’ is used in this article in

the South American sense of special agricultural

settlements made either under the auspices of

the Government or by x^i’ivate entei’XDrise. These
colonies consist of suitable tracts of ground of

considerable extent, which are surveyed and
divided into lots, these lots being sold at low

IN SOUTH AMERICA.
!

x^idces and on easy terms to intending settlers.

The colonies are formed mainly of European

immigrants, some being of a cosmopolitan char-

acter, though there is generally a x^i’^pouderance*

of immigrants from some particular country,

which gives an individual character to the settle-

ment, besides encouraging an esprit ' do corps.

Thus there are German, French, Italian, Swiss,

and English colonies, in which new arrivals from

Europe, ignorant even of the language of their

adopted country, may find a home in a township

where their own language is spoken. The English

colonies are but few in number, the greater part

of those formerly founded having been failures

and collapsed after a brief existence. These

colonies have, of course, no political connection

with the mother-country of their founders or

settlers, though much heart-burning has been rife

of late in the United States on account of a

rumour that the Germans , were about to found

colonies in South Brazil. As a matter of fact,

German colonies have existed in a flourishing

condition for more than a generation in the

southern states of Brazil, and similar colonies

exist even in the United States, though not so

designated.

Regarding Paraguay, the third country *of the

River Plate, our descrix)tion of pioneer farming

will refer mainly to it, not because it necessarily

offers greater inducements to intending settlers

than the neighbouring and more x^j^'o^perous

Argentina, but because the terms offered by the

Paraguayan Government to settlers are more

liberal. The climate is warm and genial, but not

tropical, many x^roducts being grown here which

could not succeed in the latitude of Buenos

Ayres
; and with the exception of Chubut, which

is strictly speaking a Welsh colony, the only

English colonies in South America, so far as we
are aware, which have obtained even a partial

measure of success are situated in Paraguay

—

namely, the settlements of New Australia and
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Cosme. Lastly, we may add that we write of
pioneer farming in Paraguay from personal ex-
perience, having lived for two years in a Govern-
menfc colony iu that country.

Pcaragnay has never yet fully recovered from
the disastrous war which ended more tlian thirty
years ago, in tlie course of which that formerly
prosperous country was ruined, and the able-
bodied male population almost exterminated.
The Government has long been aware that the
•only means of recovering the lost lu'osperity is

by the introduction of foreign capital and labour,
and have enacted very liberal laws to give this

effect. Not only is fertile land given practically

free in the Government colonies, some of which
-are close to river or rail communication, but
free passages are granted from Asuncion and in

some cases even from Buenos Ayres or Montevideo
to the various settlements. In addition to this,

free rations are granted to the settler and liis

family for six months
;
and implements, seeds, &:c.

are also advanced. We believe, however, that the

Government is not now so liberal in this respect

as formerly, as these generous measures, intended

to assist poor but industrious and deserving

agriculturists, were found to lead to much abuse.

The system of giving rations, &c., free was found

to attract numbers of ne’er-do-weels, who, though

calling themselves agriculturists, had no know-
ledge of farming, and were quite unfitted for the

life of a pioneer. Many of these people took up
Government grants, and lived on them so long

as their rations lasted
;

but as soon as their six

months of sustenance at Government expense ter-

minated, they removed to other quarters, having

done no work in the meantime except perhaps,

to cut down and sell any valuable timber to be

found on their holdings.

As an example of one of these Government

colonies, it may be sufficient to describe the

Goloiiia Nacional, formerly known as the Gonzalez

Colony, which was founded about ten years ago.

It is situated on a line of railway about one

hundred and sixty miles from Asuncion, and

consists of a large area of rich land, partly

covered with primeval forest containing much

valuable timber, mostly now cut down, and partly

consisting of open prairie land which forms an

admirable natural pasture. There are good roads

and abundance of pure water—in fact, every

requisite for forming a successful settlement.

The colony is laid out in sections of about sixty

acres each, the roads intersecting each other in

perfect squares, and being numbered in American

fashion.

The natural advantages could not be better,

and tlie Government has ,
been lavish in its

expenditure and generous in its treatment of the

settlers. In view of these facts, one might expect

to find, after the lapse of ten years, that the colony

. had developed into a prosperous community ;
but

such is scarcely the case. It still maintains at

best but a struggling existence, and would long
since have succumbed iiad it not been for Govern-
ment assistance. The cause of this state of things
IS easily explained. The system of finding the
settlers in everything had tlie effect, as already
pointed out, of introducing an undesirable class
of colonists, who acted only as a drag on the
community. Among the settlers, however, were
a few industrious men who were at the same
time practical farmers. These men, commencing
without capital, were soon able to make for them-
selves a comfortable home and a certain living

;

but once this stage had been reached, they found
it was not easy to make any further progress,
owing to the lowness and uncertainty of prices
obtainable for their produce, difficulty in getting
sufficient or suitable labour, and other causes.

Nearly all the colonies maintain a struggling
existence during the first few years

;
but if they

survive this critical period their circumstances
may improve.

Let us take the case of a pioneer farmer who
has just received a grant of land in a Govern-
ment colony. After being conducted free of

expense to his new holding, he is left to his own
resources. His first care is to run up a small
shanty for himself and his faniil3% If he is

a novice this will prove no easy task, though a

native of tlie country could put up a very

comfortable structure of wattle and daub, roofed

with straw thatch, in a few days, and at no

expense beyond the labour employed, ail the

material being found in the neighbouring woods

and swamps. If put up by contract, a two-

roomed shanty can be built for about six

or seven pounds, -native labour being .very

cheap.

Let us suppose that the new settler, having put

up his house .and dug a well—though the latter

operation is not always necessary—proceeds to

hew a clearing for himself out of the primeval

forest This is a gigantic task, and not easily

accomplished by any one but an experienced

backwoodsman. The forest is composed of im-

mense trees, many of them six feet or more in

diameter, and some almost as hard as ii’on
;

as,

for example, the quebracho (literally, axe-breaker),

whose name sufficiently attests its qualities of

resistance. After all the trees have been felled,

the}'- are allowed to dry for a few weeks, and

fire is then run over the debris, which is thus

partly consumed ;
the smaller branches and twigs

burning readily, and here and there a whole

trunk being consumed, but often occupying

more than a month in the process. However,

comparatively few of the fallen monarchs of the

forests will thus burn readily ;
• and stupendous

though the work has been, by far the greater

part of the task is yet to be accomplished. The

remaining trunks have now to be laboriously sawn

in pieces, then split up and Leaped together,

before tlie torch can make any impression on
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tliem. After these have been burnt, the nuunmoth

tree-stumps still remain in the ground, rendering

the use of the plough impossible, and entailing the

painful drudgery of hoe-work to till the clearing.

There are some colonists, however, who are not

content witli clearing their land in this fasliion,

but proceed to destroy the gigantic stumps that

remain, and also the roots, which are as thick as

an ordinary tree. Even then the ground, though

apparently clear, still contains a perfect tangle of

smaller but still considerable roots, which reach

to a depth of several feet below the surface.

As these liave not been destroyed by the fire,

it is necessary to eradicate them, or they will

form a serious obstacle to the hoe, besides

showing a tendency to throw off upward shoots

and form new plants. When we say that we
liave seen clearings belonging to settlers in the

primeval forest as free of roots, stones, or other

encumbrances as a well-cultivated English garden,

some idea may be formed of the herculean labour

required to accomplish such a result.

After the ground has been properly cleared, it

is necessary to fence it before sowing or planting.

This is done by natives in a primitive manner,

by means of posts of hardwood, to which sap-

lings are bound crosswise by means of a creeper

which grows abundantly in the woods and forms

a kind of natural rope. These fences, like the

shanty, cost nothing beyond the labour required

to put them up. The new arrival, however, will

probably find it necessary to surround the holding

with a post -and -wire fence, which costs more,

but is also more durable.

The settler may now proceed to sow his corn

by simply dibbling holes . in the ash-covered

ground and dropping a few grains in each. In

conjunction with corn, the main staple of the

native is manioc, and Europeans also take kindly

to this root, which forms an admirable substitute

for both bread and potatoes, and is to be obtained

all the year round. It abounds in starch, and

many food preparations are made from it, includ-

ing the tapioca consumed in this countiw. It is

a curious fact that tapioca is scarcely known in

Brazil and Paraguay, though manioc, the plant

which produces it, is the staff of life of the

natives in both countries.

We have mentioned the colonies of Hew
Australia. Both of these are situated at no great

distance from Villa Rica, in the centre of

Paraguay, though in different directions. These

settlements are progressing slowly. Cosine,, a

Socialist settlement founded by the real leaders

of the Hew Australia movement a few years ago,

suffered considerable hardships at first, but has

now passed the most critical stage. The colonists

have taken to the cultivation of the cane and
manufacture of sugar with some success. In Hew
Australia—formed b}" a secession of the original

members who renounced Socialist principles and
allowed free individual action— the principal

industry is stock-raising, for which it is admirably
• adapted.

Owing to its distance from the railway and
consequent cost of transport, agriculture is not

found to be profitable here. In Hew Australia

the Government gives a free ' grant of one

hundred and five acres of land to each settler,

besides a large extent of open pasture-land which

is held in common.

Let no one imagine, because of the facilities

offered by the Government, that Paraguay
,
is an

elysium for the poor man. There are few—very

few—persons who can make even a . comparative

success of pioneer farming
;
in fact, the only ones

we have known to do so are men who, in

addition to a practical knowledge of farming,

have been used to hard work and driulgeiy from

their earliest years, for only such can endure

contentedly the endless round of toil and liard-

ship which the life entails. In Paraguay, as in

every other new country, educated men with

little or no capital, who have to rely entirely

,

upon their own labour, make the worst pioneer

farmers. Cattle-farming, doubtless, is more pro-

fitable ill the River Plate than agriculture
;

but

it also requires a larger capital, and the life

generally has the drawback of lonesomeness, as

estancias are necessarily at some distance from

towns and usually at a considerable distance apart.

On no account should any one think of em-

barking in stock-raising, however, until he has

acquired the necessary experience by living at

least two years on an estancia.

AFTER SUNSET.
Over my head the skylark singeth,

Though the sun hath set and the night draws nigh ;

What is the message that sweet song bringeth ?

Is it a hint that a day gone by

—

Gone by—gone by—may return again,

And the time of waiting go past like rain ?

The lark still sings as he upward flieth

Through the dusk-blue air, and the notes drop down
To the listening earth, and my heart that crieth

For the breath of spring and the summer’s crown.

Ah ! crown of summer, dost hang as far

As over the skylark that lone white star ?

Oh, lonely star ! But the song hath ended,

The purple mountains grow darker yet

;

Soon will the crimson and gray be blended,

And nought to tell where the sun hath set

;

The blue dusk deepens, more stars there be :

What is the promise ye hold for me ?

Where the hills drop down to the sea which spurneth.

For ever and ever, the patient land
;

Where the blue hills melt to the blue sky, burneth

A distant fire like a love- lit brand.

My steps descend, and it goes from sight.

But I know it is strong for the coming night.

Oh, stars and fire ! is your inward meaning
To tell of hope for the days to be ?

Of an hour when Time shall go backward leaning

To pluck white roses and red for me ?

And the joy which is past come back—come back

—

With a threefold strength that shall nothing lack ?

Clara Singer Poynter.
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By a Londoa'er.

^0 know briefly the most important

things about Isfew York City yon
may take the encyclopaedia

;
to

know something of its history it

would be the best plan to read a

volume on the subject by a person

no less gifted and distinguished than the President

of the United States himself—Theodore Boosevelt.

The notes that follow, written in a random way
and almost planless, cannot and do not attempt

to intrude upon such fields. With this warning

we may o^ce into the stream ; for,

although we should forgive ignorant peojAe, we
can never entirely forgive a dull person, and

XDrefatory remarks are usually so tedious.

Unlike London, which in a sense is equivalent

to all England, and so singly dominates it, New
York is by no means such an essence of, or such

a capital to, the United States. To a poxmlation

in the Mississippi valley, Chicago is metropolis

king
;

to the miner and the farmer in the

, central west, Denver is the great city
;

and

in the far west, San Francisco is, of course,

the dominant centre. Washington, again, and

other cities, each quite self-important, serve to

subtract from the importance of New York as

the one town among all in the United States.

Thus, to the San Franciscan, New York appears

quite remote and unimportant
;

it may be all

right in its way, but he does not think much

of it or respect it particularly. Wliereas most

Britons, as I suppose, respect London ;
if they

do not—at least in the abstract—it is simply a

reflection on their intelligence.

For these reasons, xDer]iax)s, foreigners to the

United States are told that it is impossible to

form a right opinion of the country solely from

New York City. This rule is ap^flied particularly

to those who have formed adverse o]}inions. How-

ever, a well-knovm American critic asserts, on the

contrary, that New York alone among the cities

of the commonwealth produces an American, and

not a localised American citizen, as do the other

No, 238. -VOL. V.

cities
;
and this critic proves his statement in a

very thorough manner, as most critics do—to his

own satisfaction. In view of this uncertainty as

to whether New York is typical of the United
States, or only typical of the Sandwich Islands,

it is fortunate for us that we are humble people

who are not going to form any opinions whatever.

It is not every one who knows that the city

proper of New York is an island. Imagine an

unrolled ox-tongue : that is the shape of the

central city. The business district is at the tip,

and the residential district at the back, of this

tongue. Wliat the result of this must be is

fairly evident. London, Paris, and other capitals

are points drawing on a practically imlimited

surrounding area, the main arteries feeding them

being so many radii of a complete circle
;

but

business New York '
has, putting tlie matter

simply, only one radius, from the tip to the

back of the tongue. In the morning, then, there

is a concerted rush from one direction, and in

the evening a similar movement in the opposite

direction. YTien a number of people all start from

the same place at the same time, along the same

path to the same destination, there is apt to be

some inconvenience. The problem of satisfactory

X^assenger transportation is therefore one of some

difficulty in New York. The immediate effect

of configuration and position is that, although

there are four railways and at least half-a-dozen

fast-running electric trams laid down side by

side within a mile’s breadth along the length

of the island, it is difficult to get more than

standing-xflace in the conveyances during the so-

called rush-hours, and this, too, with trains and

cars following each other in close succession.

The normal sx^ectacle with this traffic, night and

morning, is that of a bank holiday excursion-

train to Margate ;
and no limit whatever is put

on the number of passengers entering cars or

comx)urtments. The result is a crush and an

overcrowding that would not be tolerated in any

other civilised community; there is no UuU

Reserved.} June 21, 1902.
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inside E or ‘full up,’ and passengers are actually

allowed to support tliemselves on outside ledges

and to block gangway and steps without restraint.

Passengers, however, are not allowed to occu]3y

the smoke-stacks of the locomotives or to travel

on the roofs of the carriages ! The Hew Yorker

defends this wretched state of affairs by a

peculiar argument. ‘Y^e are hustlers,’ he says,

‘ and we want to get there. Sooner ' than wait

for an uncrowded car we would rather endure

any inconvenience.’ This, of course, is all very

well for the man who crowds into a closely

packed car ;
but it never seems to occur to him

that prior passengers have a right to comfort.

His attitude is that of a man who, entering a

crowded omnibus, calmly sits down on the first

person’s knees and explains, ‘It is very uncom-

fortable sitting dovni on you, sir
;
but j)ray don’t

apologise. I happen to be in a hurry, and I

would rather endure the inconvenience you put

me to than wait for the next available cushioned

seat ’

!

These remarks, I am sorry to say, border on

heresy
;

for one prominent idea of happiness in

America is to get from a given place to another

very quickly and without exertion. Bapid transit

is the catchword expressing this ideal, for which
they will sacrifice so much

;
and rapid transit in

Hew York, for all I have said, approaches such

a degree of perfection that Hew Yorkers ought

to be very happy people indeed. This explains,

too, why Americans are usually unhaj^py in

London, and why they are for ever itching to

lay down electric tramways and underground
and overhead railways along the busy streets of

our old-fashioned caintal ;
but, somehow or other,

, they are not able to convince us immediately that

well-being is in direct ratio to miles per hour.

Byron very truly observed that man’s control

stops with the shore. As up to the present time

only one single bridge spans either of the two
broad rivers that confine central Hew York, the

city has not been easy of expansion. As a direct

result of this position, the ‘sky-scraper’ reared

its monotonous expanse. Hot easily able to

spread itself, Hew York greAv upward. These
tall buildings are quite outside any artistic con-

sideration. When men shall grow forty or fifty

feet tall, it will then be logical to pass an opinion

on thirty -story buildings fronting a fifty- foot

roadway
;
but, of course, these places were built in

the very last place for beauty. After six months
in American towns it comes as a positive relief

to look upon a two-story house, be it never so

shabby and sooty. The nature in man revolts,

in the' end, against these gross disturbances of

the proportions. It is' interesting, however, to

watch the building of the high houses in Hew
York. Americans rightly claim to know the
value of the scrap-heap, and they will not
hesitate to pull down what we should call still

modern and useful buildings in order to put up

larger and thoroughly modern houses in their

place. lYhen I left Hew York last October, a

block of substantial-looking six-story houses was
being pulled down, and notice - boards were

already put up announcing that offices in the

new twenty-story building which was to be erected

were for lease, and that they would be ready for

occupancy by the following April. In London,

I imagine, that building would take two years

to complete. YHien an American says that his

workmen and artisans do twice as much work
as the British working-man in the same time he

speaks the truth. There is no doubt at all about

this matter : we are at least twice as slow in

our movements, expeditions, and enterprises as

the Yankee.

Hustling is the particular speciality of Hew
York City. The air of it, atmospherically and

physically, is wonderful. It whips one into

activity. It is positively difficult to be lazy in

Hew York. The city is a youth of disturbing,

superabundant energ}’-
;
London is a comfortable

old gentleman, genial and tolerant, who has

found out that, after all, matters that once looked

so terribly important are in reality of small con-

sequence. Energy is a fine quality, but it needs

direction
;
and while in Hew York we are at first

quite carried away by a grand activity, upon
closer examination we find that, although people

are so energetically busy about putting money in

their purses and expanding their trade, they do

not appear especially concerned about putting

anything into their heads or expanding their

hearts. In remarking this, I make no contrast

with London—which in its certain aspects is a

material, wretched, disagreeable city— but point

out that hustling in itself is nothing to boast of.

I do not, for instance, wish to praise an energetic

burglar or an energetic murderer. This thing,

at any rate, is quite certain : it is impossible for

Hew York, under x^i'^sent conditions, to produce

any truly capable thinker. Hew York people,

collectively, resemble nothing so much as ants

:

there is such a commotion and such a bustle

and running about
; and every ant is so busily

and individually engaged in dragging and push-

ing about its respective little seed, and
Which, after all, is exactly what they ought

to be doing, and are meant to be doing. So
why a slight tone of resentment should have

crept in here is all the more inexplicable.

Hew York—and the United States generally

—

is an excellent tonic for an Englishman. It

braces him up and takes away the cobwebs. In
the first place, he will very soon learn that

curious old London is sleepy and wants waking,

and that England itself is no better off, being

of not very especial account in the scheme of

things. Of course, he may correct or ignore these

radicalisms
;
but, in any case, it is refreshing and

illuminating to rise to a fresh view-point.

The democratic or fraternal spirit, too,, so well
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exemplified in the United States, should rub' off

some corners of a visiting Briton’s insularity. Let
us take a single illustration. An Englishman, going
alone to a restaurant, Avill invariably choose a vacant
table, whenever that is possible. For him to be
f[uite happy, his table must be the very farthest
away from other diners

; the most favourable and
prekrable position is a corner, or at least one
against a wall. The American has no such
desires. lYlien he goes alone to an eating-house
he will deliberately seat himself directly opposite
a fellow-creature, let there be never so many
free and unoccupied tables. This is but a single
instance

;
in a hundred other little ways he con-

stantly shows belief that man in a natural and
useful state is a gregarious animal.

If the visitor is a tourist who goes about in
the European way looking for churches, he will

very soon arrive at disappointment. The United
States is not the place for churches

;
but there

are some very beautiful factories ! It is good
amusement to see over these, because in America
there is no fuss about introductions

;
people and

places are open and accessible. For this reason,

and no other, undoubtedly, we are apt to consider

Americans who visit us forward in manner. Bred
in this freedom and equality, they cannot under-

stand our restrictions and formalities. They move
naturally in a free and open air

;
and so long

as they do not throw over all respect nor dis-

regard all authority, I am bound to think that

they stand upon sure ground.

The strata of respectability are curiously well

defined in New York.
.
As will be well known,

Fifth Avenue, running straight up the centre of

the island, is the trade-mark for an amateur

aristocracy of moneyed people. Banged on both

sides are other strata, merging into one another

with the imperceptible gradation of a shadow,

.and descending in the social scale in proportion

as they remove from Fifth Avenue and approach

the water’s edge. The East End of London, then,

becomes in jSTew York the East Side, or, for rough

purposes, the Outside Edge. It comes about thus

that for a certain class of people—an upper class

—New York ' forms a fairly ^ffeasant though

restricted prison. For tliese people, a walk or a

drive must be confined to a small central portion

of the city
;
and it must frequently happen that

inhabitants pass many months without a sight of

the rivers or harbour, although within a hundred

yards’ length of these for every day ol this time.

As to walking : nothing could possibly be more

monotonous than the straight regularity of streets

in cities laid out on the American chessboard

plan. This applies especially to New York,

where foliage is rare, shop display uninterest-

ing, and overhead railway plentiful. In Central

Park pedestrian New York finds some^ release

and a refuge ;
but your typical New Yorker

rather resents this as a place where one may

momentarily lose direction. It bothers him, I

know, that the pathways are winding; he finds
it irksome that in the park he cannot make
straight and short for any given point.

I have hinted above that the aristocracy of
New York has an amateur air. This, at least,

is how it strikes a Londoner. In New York it

amoimts almost to disgrace to be without occupa-
tion. A man must be up to some business or
other, or he is regarded as somewhat of an out-
cast. The English ‘gentleman of no occupation’
becomes in the New World capital a ‘loafer.’

So much is this the case that our ‘How do you
do?’ is replaced by ‘Are you busy?’ and
friends and strangers will vie with each other

in anxious inquiry as to whether you have plenty
to do. It is exactly for this reason that one
misses among New York’s avowed aristocracy

that Jlair^ that good-humoured and graceful in-

dolence, that air of superior boredom, and that

geniality which distinguish the well-to-do London
loafer : affairs are not of immense importance

to him
;
he endures life rather than lives

;
he

drifts through it in half-amused indifference
;

in

short, he plays a part with ease and distinction.

New Yorkers rather bungle their parts : they

offer resistance to the current of affairs
;
they are

rich awkwardly
;

their ducats are a means rather

to flamboyancy and vulgarity; they have little

distinction—they are amateurs.

Speaking of a larger whole, New Yorkers are

not far removed from gypsies. A residence of

more than a couple of years in the same flat

is considered a long time. The business of re-

moving has been reduced to an easy art, and

the people, being of an unstable and roving dis-

position, take every ^advantage of this. Even

clerks and those of no particular pretensions will

make three changes within the year. Thus, for

two or three winter months they uill live in the

city itself
;

for July and August they will go to

a boarding establishment in some near-hand seaside

resort, coming to and returning from business by

steam ferry-boat ;
while as a more or less per-

manent home they mil live in some neighbouring

suburban district, involving but a small journey

to and from business. Besidential Fifth Avenue

and contiguous thoroughfares remain double

boarded, deserted of occupants, and inliospitably

vacant during six months of the year. In this

given time it is ordained that the out-turned

people should make a pilgrimage to Europe;

whereby, it may be incidentally stated, the most

of them make an economy. Similarly with

London, however. New York gets on just as

well, if not better, when forsaken by its

‘ society.’

In these few lean notes there has been eyerv

possibility for omission, but very little possibility

for detail. Critically considered, indeed, there may

be some inaccuracies, but in the main and in

the rough the facts are as stated. We find New

York very much like any other large city. We
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find it provincial and busily self-occupied, as in

tlie end we find most cities. However, this is

exactly as things should be. The principal con-

cern with us is that we do right and are done

riglit by at home ;
and if we manage this toler-

ably well, why should we occupy ourselves with

other ifiaces and other haj)penings? A great

many travellers profess to find all manner of

extraordinary novelties and diversities in foreign

places. But these exist largely in imagination
;

’

for it will be found that the larger grasp a

person has upon the principles of human nature,

and the wider his outlook on life, the fewer

actual differences will he find in different localities.

CLIPPED Wines.
[Copyiight in the United States of America by Mary Stuart Boyd.]

CHAPTER XXIII.—TRESSGOTT ON THE TRACK.

SULTRY Sunday evening in the

middle of August found Lucie

still in Punter’s Island. The fort-

night she had ]ii'oposed sx5ending

there had stretched into a month.

When, near the close of July, she

had suggested returning to Queen’s Gate, her

entertainers had exhibited such genuine dismay

that Lucie gladly agreed to prolong her visit

until her uncle and Honoria returned from their

projected cruise to Norway
;

a trip which, as

Lucie shrewdly guessed, was to be taken in the

same steam-yacht that numbered Mr Ruddenheim
and his boys among its passengers.

The time of respite had flown past. Within a

week Lucie would be back in town.. Aunt Sarah

—the perils of travel by water (across the ferry)

safely over—would be again ensconced in her

Surrey cottage
;

and the Commander and the

Lieutenant would be on their way north to join a

shooting-party.

So on this hot Sunday Tommy and Lucie,

knowing that but few days of river-life remained

to them, set off, in company with a tea-basket,

with the avowed intention of visiting a tributary

stream a mile farther up the river.

The afternoon sun beat fervently on the glitter-

ing water, and a short trial showed the folly of

voluntary exertion. With one accord relinquish-

ing their purpose, they rounded the end of the

island and sought the shade of the backwater
;

where, mooring the skiff under an overhanging

willow, they boiled their kettle and were happy.

They were too good friends to require to talk,

and save for an occasional comment on the

passage of those who like themselves sought

retirement in the quiet backwater, they rested

idly on their cushions, and, themselves unseen,

let the golden hours slip past.

^Well—time goes,’ Tommy observed suddenly,

apropos of nothing but his own thoughts.

^Tiine stays—we go,’ amended Lucie, with a

sigh. ‘In another month I shall have said good-

bye to everybody, and be on my way back to

the other side of the world. I sometimes wonder,’

she added, looking with wistful eyes at the

willow-bordered water, ‘ if I shall ever see this

dear lazy old river again.’

Tresscott did not reply at once, and when he

spoke there was a husky tremor in his voice.

‘I haven’t spoken about it yet, because I’m

waiting to hear from the Admiralty
;

but

I’ve applied to be reappointed to the Australian

Station
;

and, if the powers that be agree, we
might return in the same ship’

‘ Oh ! see, see !
’ in a fierce whisper interrupted

Lucie, who liad been gazing so intently through

the kindly veil which the drooping willow had

drawn round the boat that she failed to gather

the meaning of his words. ‘ Oh, do look ! That

woman—over there in the boat with the man,

and the roses in her hat—that’s she—Honoria !

Oh ’—impatiently—
‘
you know whom I mean !

’

Fearful of being seen, Lucie held down her

Japanese parasol so as to conceal her face, and

tearing a slit in the flimsy paper, was through it

intently watching, her breath coming in little

gasps, a couple who had drawn their boat up

close to the opposite bank of the backwater.

‘Are you sure that’s really the woman? She

looks quite nice,’ said doubting Thomas.
‘ Of course she looks nice— those are my

clothes she has on. I knew them at once,’

replied Lucie in an indignation that was neces-

sarily muffled. ‘That rose-pink satin foulard was

one of my prettiest frocks, and that hat—only

she has ruined the hat by sticking in those vulgar

flowers. Oh, what can we do ? I won’t let her

go this time. What can we do ?
’

‘Wait a moment,’ Tommy answered. ‘Ah, I

have it ! First thing, you must get away. She
hasn’t seen you yet, and , they won’t suspect me.

If you step out of the boat, keeping that

umbrella between you and them—though, even

if you didn’t, they couldn’t see you well for the

trees—I’ll lie close in here, and follow them at

a distance.’

‘ And you won’t let them escape ? ’ Lucie pleaded

anxiously.

‘I pledge my word I shan’t lose sight of them
until I see them into a house, though it takes

me all night
;
and then I ’ll come back and fetch

you. By-the-bye, have you any money ? ’ Tress-

cott had been examining the coins in his j)ocket.

‘Oh 1 I haven’t a penny,’ Lucie answered almost

tearfully. ‘Not one. I never carry money here.’
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‘ I Ve got plenty, I think
; ahont fifteen shil-

lings. Oh yes, cpiite plenty. Quick! They’re
busy now

; they won’t see you. Go !

’

Catching the moment when the couple were
engaged over the opening of a champagne bottle,
Lucie slipped quietly out of the boat, and, well
sheltered by the big Japanese parasol, stole away
tlirongli the bushes.

Tommy, affecting to be indulging in a nap,
waited patiently, lying back among the cushions,
his straw hat, with the naval crown on the
ribbon, drawn over his eyes. The day was stiU,

the backwater almost deserted. The champagne
loosening the tongues of the unconscious objects
of his interest. Tommy gathered that the make-
believe Honoria was enamoured of her com-
panion, whose taste in dress was probably akin
to hers, for he had supplemented the scarlet

and 3mllow of his blazer by a pale-blue satin

cummerbund and a green-and-crimson hat-ribbon.

He wore several flashy rings too, and a flagrant

watch-chain.

Tommy devoutly thanked his stars that at

any rate there would be no difficulty in follow-

ing them
;
and their pronounced choice of tint

undoubtedly gave him a decided advantage
;

for,

no matter how far he let their boat get in

advance, he could easily distinguish it by the

gamboge hue of Honoria’s dyed hair and the

strident note of her swain’s blazer.

Shadows were beginning to lengthen when
Tommy heard the man say, ‘By Jove, we have

cut it a bit fine 1 If we don’t skijo at once all

the fat’ll be in the fire.’

‘A da}^ too soon,’ the false Honoria replied,

with the foolish giggle that used to grate upon

Lucie’s nerves. ‘That wouldn’t do. To-morrow’s

soon enough for that.’

In making his calculations as to the proper

distance to keep behind the boat pursued,

Tommy had not reckoned upon the merely im-

pressionist knowledge of rowing possessed by the

blazer who manipulated the oars, or on Honoria’s

erratic use of the steering-ropes. In the journey

between the island and the landing-stage whence

the pair had hired their boat, they achieved

more hair-breadth escapes than even Tommy,

with all his knowledge of matters aquatic, could

have believed possible.

When at length they disembarked, Tresscott,

lurking under the lee of a barge fifty j'ards distant,

noticed that they made direct for the station

;

and, swiftly guiding his boat in, he left her in

charge of a man, and went speeding on their

track.

Looking through the glass doors of the station

refreshment-room, he saw the couple standing bj’’

the counter drinking stout. Then, finding them

enter the train for London, as he had expected,

he took a seat in the next compartment.

During the short journey up to town Tresscott

took the opportunity of making an alteration in

his dress. Knowing that, however suitable a

I

costimie consisting merely of a white flannel
shirt and trousers may be for a hot afternoon up
the river, it could hardly be expected to pass
unobserved at night in town, he gladly put on
the long waterproof coat that Aunt Sarah,
fearful of rain, had insisted upon his taking in
the boat. There was a dark cloth cap in a
pocket of the coat

;
that also he put on, leaving

his straw hat on the rack. This done, he felt

assured that even did Honoria and her lover
meet him face to face they would fail to associate

him with the boating-man of the backwater.
The train had puffed into Yauxhall Station,

and in the customary diversion made by the
entrance of the ticket-collector Tresscott did not
see that his quarry had left their carriage until,

as the train was slowly moving out of the

station, he caught a glimpse of the flamboyant
blazer on the platform. Springing to his feet,

Tommy leapt from the train, narrowly escaping

knocking down the porter who advanced to shut

the door. He was congratulating himself on his

imomptitude, when a sudden dread that it might
be the man alone who had alighted turned him
sick. The train was gone

;
so, hurrying after

the dispersing passengers, he reached the exit

in time to see the tad of the foidard frock, its

dainty velvet-edged frills a good deal crushed

by the day’s excursion, disappearing into the

street.

‘Ydiew!’ whistled Tommy; ‘that was a close

shave.’ Kor a moment the very proximity of

failure almost shook. Ids steady nerve. An
instant after, he had cleared the station and was

hot on the trail, warily kee2:)ing behind a famdy-

party who were returning from a countr}^ holiday,

bouquet-laden.

Honoria and her squire, now evidently in a

huriy, simplified the pursuit by boarding a Cam-

berwell car. Seeing them mount to the top,

Tresscott got inside and sat sweltering in his

waterproof, keeping a sharp eye the while on the

steps till he saw them descend at Camberwell

Green, when he followed.

‘Too much of a fag. I’m not going to walk

up that hill to-night,’ he was near enough to

hear the lady say as she hailed the only hansom

on the rank.

‘Hor any other night either. Hext time you

descend that hill you won’t go up it in a hurry

—eh, my jnetty?’ the man responded as he got

into the cab beside her.

Ho other hansom was in sight ;
and, failing to

catch their instructions to the driver. Tommy

determined to follow .on foot. As ,
the cab

ascended the bi’oad sloj)e of the hill it was

easy to keep up with it; but the summit gained,

the cab hastened dovm the steep beyond at a

jDace that would have left a walker far in the

rear, and Tommy was obliged to run his hardest.

The night was dark, and the road being a
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secluded one, tliere were few to marvel at the

young man who, clad in an unseasonable water-

proof, followed swiftly in the wake of the

hansom. His rubber boating-shoes made no

noise, and he kept close in the shadow of the

hedges. Hastily doubling a corner, he cannoned

off a couple of lovers, but they were too engrossed

in each other even to marvel at his erratic be-

haviour. Panting heavily, he was just beginning

to wonder when the chase would end, when the

hansom stopped abruptly.

Drawing back into the shelter of a gate-post,

he watched the pair alight, and the cab drove off

empty. There were some whispered words of

farewell, a furtive embrace, then the lady turned

along a side-road. The man, returning by the

way he had come, passed close to the watcher.

He looked sharply at Tommy as they met
;
but

Tommy, moved by a sudden inspiration, raised a

whistle api^arentl}^ levelled at an adjacent kitchen-

window, and, his suspicion lulled, the blazer

passed on.

A little run brought Tresscott within sight of

the lady. It was qiuite dark now
; but her

white chiffon hat, staring through the gloom,

proved a guide, though the rose-pink of her

frock had faded to dullness. He was near the

gate of a modest half-villa, and within earshot,

when she rattled peremptorily at its knocker.

‘It's you, is it, at last?' said a harshly dis-

approving voice when the door had opened,

revealing the gaunt figure of an old woman on

the threshold.

‘It's me, sure enough,’ the younger woman
answered defiantly. ‘Who else did you expect?'

Then the door closed ,with a bang, and

Tommy’s chance of further eavesdropping had
vanished.

One thing, however, he had learnt for certain

—that the two women were together
;
probably

the man was there also, for he caught a glimpse

of a tall hat on the rack in the hall.

‘Queer joLce to harbour a band of thieves,'

tliought Tresscott, seeing the quiet respectability

of the house, with its scrap of lawn bordered

by hardy shrubs. It was No. 12, and the name
painted on the gate was Abbotsford. The occu-

pants of the other half of the villa, revealing

diversity of taste, had called their house Diddums
Lodge. Walking to the end of the row of a few
villas, Tresscott discovered, and recorded in his

note-book, that the road had been christened

Travennor Road
;
but of the name of the district

he had no idea.

Taking a further look at Travennor Road the

better to impress its features on liis mind,
Tresscott set off to retrace as best he could his

steps to Vauxhall Station. The suburb was quite

unknown to him. It was half-past ten ; and in
most of the houses the lights were already out.

In serio-comic despair. Tommy looked along the
dark tree-shaded lane that lay before him. It

was deserted save for a maid-of-all-work who had
overstayed her leave, and, fearful of the reproof

awaiting her, was scuttling homewards like some
frightened rabbit. When Tresscott tried to ques-

tion her, she uttered a stiffed scream and ffed.

‘Funny if I have found the thieves only to

lose myself 1
' he thought ruefully. ‘ I never saw

a j)l^ce without even a “pub.” before. What
would the good folks think if I rapped at a

door and asked politely to be told where I was.

They'd think they had got hold of some bally

lunatic !

’

A vagrant ray of light, will-o’-the-wisp-like,

flickered about, turning to vivid green the .black

herbage, and brought a ray of hope to Tommy,
who, thanking his stars for a policeman, accosted

the Iantern-bearer.

His interrogator’s incongruous costume puzzled

the officer
;
but there was a note of authority in

his voice, a suggestion that its owner was accus-

tomed to issuing orders and having them obeyed,

that compelled his resj)ect.

The locality was East Dulwich. Yauxhall

Station lay—^pointing vaguely—in that direction;

but it was a long way, and Constable P. 93

shook his helmet over the possibility of getting a

cab at that hour. ‘Best walk over the hill till

you come to Camberwell High-Road, and take a

car there,’ was his parting advice.

. Thus instructed, Tresscott set off at the best

of his speied. He had had no opportunity of

consulting a time-table ;
but, remembering that

there was a train near midnight, and that it

was not yet eleven o’clock, he calculated upon

doing the distance easily. Then the fact of its

being Sunday evening occurred to him, and a

grave doubt as to whether he could reach

Punter’s Island that night assailed him. Know-
ing how anxiously Lucie must await his return,

he hurried on. At the foot of Denmark HiR
he secured a stray hansom, and reached Yauxhall

only to discover that the last train had gone,

and that he must j)ossess his soul in patience-

till early morning.

YTiile Tresscott was j)assing the hours of wait-

ing as best he could between walks across the-

Yauxhall Bridge and short rests on the hard

benches in the station, Lucie, consumed with an
agony of impatience, awaited his return to the

island.

During the early hours of the evening the

Commander and Aunt Sarah, who symjDathised

with her anxiety, kept her company in her-

watch. When Lucie insisted on spending hours,

in the punt that was moored at the edge of the

tiny lavnu to be in readiness to hurry over to-

the opposite bank and ferry Tommy back the

moment he appeared, they humoured her impa-

tience
; but when midnight had come without

bringing any sign of him, Lucie induced Aunt
Sarah to go to bed. She tried to persuade the

Commander to retire also
; but the gallant sailor-
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absolutely refused to permit Lucie to keep watch
alone.

So, seated on the veranda that was directly

opposite the bank where the field-path ended,
Lucie,, with a soft shawl of Miss Tresscott's over
her white frock, kept vigil through the long
hours after midnight. The Commander, who
had fallen out of the h^ibit of watch-keeping,
was fast asleep in a lounge-chair. Alone with
her own thoughts, Lucie foimd that her anxiety
ceased to be for the capture of hei* defrauders,
and centred itself round the safe return of her
champion. Sometimes she pictured Tommy going
far afield in the track of some mistaken identity

;

but more often she dreaded that his object in
following had been discovered, and that he had
been lured into a trap. At length her fears

became so aroused that her only desire was for

his safety. Did he but return in security, she
felt as though nothing else mattered.

Night waned
;

and, sitting in the stillness,

with the great silent river flowing by, Lucie felt

as though no creatures on earth were awake but
herself and the array of bats, that, conscious of

their shortening tenure, danced a mad saturnalia

in the warm, moist air.

As a pink flush in the eastern sky brought
the first promise of davm a welcome hail caught
her ear, and she saw Tresscott’s figure on the
opposite bank, silliouetted against the faint
light.

Porgetting the proximity of the slumbering
Commander, Lucie flew down the veranda-steps,
and, getting into the punt, quickly propelled it

across to the farther side. It was a limp, tired,

out-all-night sort of Tommy who. leapt into the
boat as its bow touched land, but the satisfaction
of his achievement lent momentary vigour to his
words.

‘WeVe got them. At least, I've tracked the
two women all right. Ban them to earth at
some God-forsaken place called East Dulwich.
But you shouldn't have , stayed up like this,' he
said, in concern for her j)ale face. ‘Bemember,
there's a lot for you to do to-morrow when we
go to confront them.'

‘ My part was nothing, only waiting
;
but you

must be exhausted. Oh Tommy, how can I ever
tiiank you?' Lucie said, heartfelt gratitude in

her tone
; then added with feminine inconsis-

tency, ‘You're quite sure it was the right people

you followed, aren't you?'

THE ^GHNGA^ OHESE IH THE WEST INTDIES.
N indigenous weed, which grows in

wild profusion in the tropics, gunga

is usually to be found in j)atches

;

and when ripe it is often gathered

by the lower classes, dried like

tobacco, and smoked. The weed is

even cultivated by those who are addicted to its

use, and they grow it without any fear of inter-

ference, for very few of the West Indian colonies

have a law against the habit. As a proof of

this, I may add that a short time ago I saw

the noxious weed being cultivated in the grounds

of a Government establishment in Jamaica ! Of

course, gxinga is never grown for mere amuse-

ment or for healthful employment.

The smoking ,of the weed exercises a malign

influence on its devotees, Avho, unfortunately, are

very much on the increase in the West Indies.

When a man wishes to commit some deed from

which his better nature would shrink, he smokes

gungcv to harden himself, and to arm his soul in

the darkest passions of human nature
;
or he may

use it to stimulate him for the performance of

a task requiring, he thinlcs, superhuman physical

or mental strength. It really causes insensibility

to fatigue, but it weakens the brain. The habit

also induces unnatural ferocity, which amounts

to temporary insanity of the worst kind, and

inevitably brings about complete demoralisation.

Tliis was amply proved by the Indian Mutiny

of 1857. The mutineers were much addicted to

the smoking of hhang, wliich is practically the

same as gunga—also spelt ganja—a preparation of

Indian hemp. The Malays also smoke hhaxig.

Some time ago the question of guxiga smoking

was discussed in Jamaica. It was said that the

habit had been introduced by and was confined

to the East Indian 'Tioolie immigrants, of whom
there are large niunbers in the colony

;
but in-

quiries elicited the fact that the practice was also

prevalent amongst the creoles. The coolie immi-

grants, it was further discovered, only revived,

strengthened, and encouraged the habit. The

aborigines of the West Indies—the Arawaks and

Caribs—were devoted to the use of gunga^ as

were certain African tribes
;

thus it may be con-

cluded that the objectionable habit, which had

smouldered so long, was only fanned into actiMty

on the arrival of the East Indians.

The weed is smoked in a peculiarly shaped

pipe. Its devotees invariably congregate in an

insanitary mud hut or under a sjDreading tree in

the bush, and pass the pipe from mouth to

mouth. Tliis savours very much of opium-dens ;

and, as the evil habit of smoking gimga extends

more rapidly than the opium habit, the West

Indian colonies certainly have cause for alarm in

the knowledge that, unless some stringent mea-

sures are adopted for its suppression, this terrible

habit may spread widely amongst the lower

classes. It has been said that legislative measures

would, not eradicate the evil, but that a vider

difl’usion of knowledge would, be helpful in doing

so. I think that education would be a powerful
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factor in abolishing the 2Dractice ;
but I also think

that strict measures should immediately be taken

to siqDpress it. Preventive measures should first

of all be apx^lied to the East Indian immigrants,

as more than half of the evil would thus be

stamped out. I would emphasise this by stating

that a large majority of the crimes committed

by East Indians are due to the temporar}'' insanity

caused by smoking gimga. If space permitted I

might tell of the underlying incentives of a

large number of the almost forgotten criminal

offences committed by coolies.

TOien the coolie smokes gunga it affects him
in much the same way as alcohol affects the

North American Indian : he is no longer respon-

sible for his actions ;
he develops an inclination

for ill-treating those whom he loves best, and

will even indulge in a crime notoriously pojDular

amongst coolies—chopping at the arms of his wife.

An incident in which I j^layed a modest part

will illustrate this. It is not necessary to S23ecify

the part of Jamaica in which the aflair took

place
;

let it suffice that it happened on one of

the many banana properties in that island, where

such things occur almost every day. The overseer

was riding through the banana ‘ pieces ^ one

morning, when a pretty coolie woman rushed out

and extended her arms to him, with a scream for

protection. Immediately behind her followed a

^im^a-intoxicated Hindu, with blazing eyes, a

Cuban machete glittering in his hand. The
moment the latter saw the overseer he darted

back into the shadows of the banana apiece,’ and

the woman clung, sobbing, to the astonished wit-

ness of the scene. The overseer soon compre-

hended the occurrence. During the night he had

heard the gunga maniac screaming, and fully

expected that ‘ So-and-so would break out ’—which

is an everyday remark amongst planters who
have indentured coolies on their estates. For

several days the overseer and bookkeeper, riding

about the property, one with a gun and the

other with a revolver, occasionally saw the dis-

tressing sight of a woman flying before an

infui'iated slave of the gunga weed. Fortunately

the coolie has a wholesome res]3ect for fire-

arms, even if they are not loaded, and nothing

happened. Peace was at length restored. The
man, now perfectly clear-headed, came to the

planter’s house and begged pardon in ‘ pidgin ’

English. This is only one instance
;

there

are others, veritable 4iair-raisers,’ which almost

any overseer can tell
;

but the foregoing will

convince those who are not on the spot to see

for themselves how serious is the gunga smoking

habit.

Although up to the i)resent nothing has been

done in the way of repression, the local -press is

very much alive to the dangers of the j)ractice.

The following is an extract from one of the

leading newspapers in the West Indies :

‘It is a difficult question, and there are many
—especially the planters—^^vho are better able

than we to offer suggestions for the suppression

of gunga smoking. We know for a fact that the

planters would be only too delighted if this, one

of the worst drawbacks of coolie-labour, were

removed, and we do not doubt that we shall

have their support in making the following sug-

gestion : Let an inquiry be made into the per-

centage of gunga slaves amongst our indentured

coolies
;
and if the Government is satisfied that

they are. required—as we know it will be satisfied

—^let stringent measures be taken to suppress

the practice.’

Up to the day of writing the Government of

Jamaica—where the habit is, I believe, most

prevalent—has not adopted the above suggestion,

simple and efficacious as it undoubtedly is. The
fact has been pointed out to those in authority

in the colony that in some other countries there

are restrictions upon the sale of liquor to savages.

It seems plain that the local Government should

acquaint itself with the extent and effects of the

habit of gunga smoking—which is even more
disastrous than the smoking of opium—and should

enact measures for repression, instead of resting

content with merely hanging a man who has

committed murder under the malign influence of

the weed.

MT MIDNIGHT VISITOR
A SOUTH AFRICAN STORY.

F. B. Fouester, Author of Lone Star BlocJchouse, Held to Bansom, &c.

PART I.

ALKING of Natal ’ began

Captmn Winchcombe suddenly.

Nobody was talking of it,’

murmured an ensign sotto voce.

‘ No,’ cut in another officer,

who had heard the whisper

;

‘but we’re located in it at present, and’
‘And abusing it pretty roundly,’ chimed in

some one else, ‘so it’s a good deal in evidence

just now.’

‘ Oh, shut up, I say, you fellows ! Winchcombe ’s

got a yarn to give us.—Go ahead, Winchcombe,
and let’s have it—there’s a good chap.’

‘Nothing of the sort,’ rejoined the officer ap-

pealed to. ‘You take things a good deal too

much for granted, old fellow. Wliat I mean to
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sa}’’ isj it s no yarn of mine. I was only
going to ask if none of you liad heard that
queer adventure Carleton had when he was out
here nineteen years ago. Youh^e not? Well, it^s
worth hearing, then, that^s all’ And having in
this way laid a match to the train, the speaker
lay back and waited for the explosion.

This brought into public notice a tall, dark
man stretched on the grass somewhat in the rear
of the group round the camp-fire, who looked up
to remonstrate. ‘Oh, come, I say! Too bad to
give a fellow away like that, you know. I had
only just joined then.'

Winchcombe looked round at his comrade, and
laughed as he asked, ‘What on earth has that
got to do with it? The yarn’s worth telling, so
come along, and don’t make any more excuses.’

This was quite enough for the group round the
fire, eagerly waiting to welcome anything in the
way of novelt}^ and a means of passing the time.

‘Come on, Carleton! Don’t be bashful, old
chap! Never hide your light under a bushel,

you know. Fire away now,’ came from all

sides.

Thus urged, the Major resigned himseH to the

inevitable.

‘Well,’ he declared, turning to face the group
of his brother-officers, ‘of course I’ll give you
the yarn with pleasure if you care to hear it.

There is one thing I must ask you to bear

in mind before I start, please : the whole country

was very different nineteen years ago from what
it is to-day. Of course, even now it is wild

enough in parts
;

but I can tell you it seems

quite settled and civilised by comparison with

former days. Game was a good deal more

plentiful, too : no end of antelopes, and even

elephants might be occasionally heard of away

in the thick bush near the coast. Not that my
yarn has to do with antelopes or elephants either.

I only instanced them for the sake of reminding

you that what would be utterly imjDrobable, or

impossible even, in these days would have been

possible enough then.

‘But if tlie countr}", in many of its aspects

and conditions, has changed pretty considerably,

there is one thing that has done nothing of the

sort, but is every bit the same as it was in the

old times, and that’s the British character. We
were exactly the same then as some of us are

21QW— rash, incautious, utterly reckless—and all

our mistakes have failed to teach us wisdom,

since we seem just as likely as ever to walk

blindfold into a hole.’

The speaker was warming to his work, getting

fairly into his stride, and one or two of his

listeners began to wriggle uncomfortably as they

heard him, wishing that he would not be quite

so severely pointed in some of his remarks.

Yeiy possibly that same consideration also oc-

curred to him, for his story was interrupted by

his good-humoured laugh
;
then he added apolo-

getically, ‘I say, that’s a hit too iiard on some
oi you youngsters, though—isn’t it? But I only
meant to show myseK up this time, not to poke
lun at any of you, for the most reckless ensign
in the whole British army could not show him-
self more rash than I was then. The incident I
have to speak of will gi-\^e you a pretty strong
proof of that

; for although it was only another
example of treachery on the part of the enemy,
that in no way exempted us—I mean to say
myself—from blame.

‘There was another officer with me, a subaltern
just joined, younger than myself by a couple of
years, and a special chum of mine. Poor lad !

his career was short enough, and it never fell

to his lot to experience much of either the
light or the dark side of a soldier’s life,

thanks to our being just about the most verdant
jiair of innocents that Sandhurst ever turned
out. At a farmhouse to which we had been
sent in command of a foraging party, while our
men were busy with the hay, an old Boer woman
took us aside to tell us in a low, furtive whisper
of a convenient ford by which it would be
simplicity itself to cross the Bietbok Eiver in

the valley below. The thought of possible

treachery never so much as entered our heads.

On the 'contrary, both Wilson and I reckoned

ourselves most commendably astute and far-seeing

because we decided to send back our j)arty to

camp, under command of the sergeant, and start

off to ascertain the exact position of that ford,

since we knew that our commanding officer would
be ready to give the very eyes out of his head to

have a ford for crossing the Bietbok pointed out

to him. True, we liad forgotten that the river

was within so short a distance of camp
;
but

maps are uncertain guides at best, and the courses

of most of the sjDruits and rivers were not so

accurately indicated then as now. So we saw our

party well on the way back to camp
;
and as our

horses were fairly fresh, we expected to, overtake

our men before more than a mile or so had

been covered. Then the pair of us rode off to

reconnoitre in the direction pointed out by the

old Boer lady.

‘We rode on and on until several miles must

have been j)ut between ourselves and the farm-

house, but never a trace of the river was to be

seen. Even the countiy, arid and parched as

ever, gave no sign of change in its aspect
;
nor

did it reveal, as we had expected, any oMhe
unmistakable proofs of the near neighbourhood of

Avater. On the contrary, our route Avas through

as nasty a bit as Ave had seen yet, not unlike the

country to the Avest there: a Avild, barren region,

AAuth these interminable kopjes rising everyA\diere,

and the Bietbok about as far aAvay as Spitzbergen

apparently for all the signs of it that Ave coidd

see. Taking things one AAuth another, I Avas not

a bit surprised when, ha\dng reached Avhat Avas

perhaps the most unpromising spot Ave had seen—

a
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narrow rocky defile ending in a deex:) Idoof some-

where below, with nothing but bare and apx^a-

rently inaccessible ridges rising beyond—Wilson

suddenly XDulled ixp and faced round to me. I

had been wondering he had kept on so long

;

but what did surprise me was the queer, set look

on his face. I had never seen it wear such an

ex]Dression before. Look here !
” he broke out

—

and his very tone had changed to one of un-

wonted sternness—“we’ve been had, Carleton !

The whole thing’s nothing but a plant, meant

to decoy us into some cursed traj)!” “Non-

sense 1
” said I, with a laugh that I tried to make

soimd lilce a natural one. “She said beyond the

kox3je—didn’t she? We’ve not got to it yet,

that ’s all ; but it can’t be far off now.” “ I tell

^
you I don’t budge another stej) !

” retorted he

warmly. “She’s an old hag, and she’s had a

brace of fools to deal with. Come on, and don’t

act the mule. Let ’s get back to our j)arty before

worse comes of it. If anything has gone wrong

there, we’re”
‘ He never got the sentence finished. Before the

last word was past his lips the stillness was rudely

broken, and p/wi I jMt I a couj)le of rifle-bullets

whistled through the air and were flattened against

a rock on our left. Our horses, startled by the

sudden volley and the x^rolonged rattle as the

. sound of the shots echoed and re-echoed from rock

to rock and hill to hill, reared wildly, the other

pressing so closely on mine that, as I thought, the

off forefoot in rising caught me above the knee.

I heard Wilson gasp out a word like “Ambush,”
but my horse was gi^ung me all I could do to

bring him dovn, and for a moment I noticed

nothing more, Wilson gave neither cry nor groan

;

and only Avhen—before my horse had so much as

brought his forefeet to the ground—I saw my
poor chum reel in his saddle and fall over side-

ways did I realise that he had been hit. He
was gone when I reached him, after I had
managed to get clear of my horse— the poor

brute, after rearing his full height, having

drox^jDed under me like a stone.

^ Well, I need not say what I thought regard-

ing the occup)ants of the farmhouse as I knelt

there beside poor Wilson. However, my first

duty was to attend to him
;
but it did not take

long to find out that he was dead. Then, as

soon as I knew nothing could be done for him,

my next duty stared me in the face
; but there

was an awkward stumbling-block in the way, for,

on attemx^ting to get on my feet, I dropx^ed down
again faster than I cared about. I too had been
hit, just above the left knee. The camp) lay at

least a dozen miles off, and now an awkward
hobble at best was all I was good for, as my
good beast lay stone-dead, and Wilson’s, after

gallop)ing madly for a hundred yards or so, had
succumbed and dropped in his tracks. All things

considered, the turn of affairs was a p)retty

awkward one.

^ There was one thing I was bound to do with-

out loss of time, however
;

that was to get out

of sight. I knew that the fellows who had fired

on us would be very likely to come, sooner or

later, to ascertain results. I glanced up at the

kop)je from which, as I judged, the shots had
come, and seeing that it looked too steep) even

for Boer horses, shrewdly guessed that our

assailants were even now p)robably on their way
down by an easier if more circuitous p)ath. I lost

little time after that idea had struck me. Having
bound 'up my wound to the best of my ability, I

started to climb the rocks on my left, never

calling a halt until I had reached a sp)ot so

rock-strewn and forbidding in asp)ect as to hold

out a fair p)rosp)ect of cover. Not a bit too soon

either, for scarcely had I concealed myself there

before a dozen mounted Boers showed themselves

coming down in Indian file from the rear of the

op)posing kop)je, and making straight for the spot

where p)oor young Wilson lay.

‘ I don’t care to think much about the next

quarter of an hour. Of course, my p)osition

was not the most dignified for a British officer,

skulking there among the rocks like a rabbit in

its burrow
;
but unluckily there was no choice.

To come out and smrender was hardly in my
line, and I had too much to give in the way of

explanation at headquarters to be ready to throw
away my life just yet. So there was nothing else

for it but to sit tight and look on at what
would happen next.

^Down they came straggling one after another,

a dozen or so of dirt}", unkempt, bearded fellows,

of exactly the same stamp) as they are now—not

a whit of difference in them either for better or

worse
;
and I, crouching there behind the rocks,

watched them as a leopard watches a buck. The
next quarter of an hour, as I said, was a pretty

bad time for me, for I could scarcely hold myself

in check as I .saw the scoundrels turn young
Wilson over and begin strip)ping the poor lad

of everything he had on him worth taking. I

sat there, looking on with staring eyes, till I

could bear it no longer—till every other con-

sideration had gone from me, swep)t entirely out

of mind by one overmastering torrent of wild,

passionate indignation. Then my fingers clutched

with set pmpose at my revolver—in search of it,

I ought to say, for the revolver was gone. How
I had lost it I did not know, though most
p)robably the case had been wrenched away when
I crawled out from' beneath my dead horse. It

was gone, sure enough, so there was no choice

but to keep in cover and look on at what was
being done below. The notion of burying a brave

enemy decently never seemed to enter the fellows’

heads
; and by the time they had taken every-

thing they reckoned of value on him, as -well as

on my dead horse, they had done with both, and
the hyenas and vultures were welcome to see to

the rest. However, the sight of the second dead
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horse in the hollow below, which they had not
at first noticed, evidently gave them pause

;
and

to judge by their gestures, they were in some
doulit as to what had become of the presumptive
rider. I could see them scanning the flanks of

the koiije pretty closely with those keen eyes of

theirs
;
but they had no notion of the direction

taken by the fugitive. Good though they might
be at following the spoor of buck or leopard, the
ground was too rocky to have left any- trace of

my footsteps.

‘The next thing that displeased me was the
evident intention of the Boers to call a prolonged
halt there while squabbling over the loot taken
from poor Wilson. So long did they take over the

business, in fact, that when at last they did get

to horse—to go back to their laager for the night,

I suppose—it was already so dark that I knew the

chance of finding my way to camp would be a

poor one. By the time they had disappeared, and
I crept like a rabbit out of its burrow, the dark-

ness of night was already settling down on the

desolate, barren landscape
;
and I can tell you

fellows that when I had hobbled down and stood

in that lonely donga by the side of all that was

left of the gallant, cheery comrade who barely

two short hours ago had ridden gaily and light-

heartedly shoulder to shoulder and knee to knee

with mej full of life and hope, well, I felt solemn,

and I have never forgotten it. I have been in

action a score of times since, and have seen more

dead men to right and left of me than I could

well count, but this was my first experience of what

war meant, and it made a deep impression on me.

It went to my heart to leave the poor lad’s body

lying there, exposed to every bird and beast of

prey, for after nightfall there would most likely

be hyenas about
;
but I was too weak from loss

of blood to lift or carry him. All I could do

was to pull some stones together in such a way

as to raise a sort of hollow cairn over him, until

I could hobble back to camp and return with

some of our fellows to bring him in. To build

that cairn took a long time, and it was all but

dark when I had finished it.

‘I meant to make straight for camp, of course,

since it will readily be understood that I had had

enough of the farmhouse for the present i besides,

our fellows must have got back long ago, and
very probably a search-party might be on the
lookout for us. During the hour spent in cover
I had had ample time to get the bearings of that
ill-omened spot

; and as soon as my melancholy
duty was ended I started on my journey back.
It was slow work, since an awkward shuffle was
about all I was good for

; and when, before I had
covered more than half a mile or so, night came
down and blotted out the surrounding landscape
in a thick cloud of darkness, it was pretty clear

that I stood but a poor chance of reaching camp
before morning. Besides the darkness, the night
was not exactly suitable for a tramp, as the rain

had begun to fall heavily. Wlien, after staggering

on for another ten minutes or so, my leg suddenly

struck work altogether and refused to carry me
any farther, there was nothing for it but to make
up my mind to the inevitable. After having

hobbled along from rock to rock, vith many a

slip and stumble, it is not wonderful that I

should have reckoned myself in luck’s way for

once when I came upon a sort of recess or hollow

that gave promise of shelter till morning. I

should be in order in calling the place a cave as

far as actual depth went, although the entrance

was a inere hole
;

it was a narrow passage, with

a roof so low that I could not stand upright, but

it was shelter anyhow, and I crept in gladly

enough.

‘Of course, there was no chance of seeing any-

thing inside, since the farther I went in the

darkness became more intense. I groped my way
forward pretty cautiously, not knowing what

might be at the far end. Nothing was there,

however
;
the floor of the cave was dry, soft, and

sandy. Fairly dead-beat by this time, I tlirew

myself down without thinking twice about it. I

was too well used to hunger for that to trouble

me much
;

thirst tormented me most, till I got

some relief by means of spreading my handker-

chief on the rock outside the mouth of the cave to

catch the rain. My knee bothered me a good deal,

and you may well believe that my thoughts were

none of the most cheerful. Though the day had

been a pretty trying one, I was young ;
therefore,

in spite of everything, I was not long in dropping,

off to sleep.’

no QXJEBEUFE; THE PIRATES’ STRONGHOLD.
By Maorilanda.

?^ENS of thousands of British subjects being enacted—a drama that has iiifiuen^d tbe-

li travel vear by year bo the Con- world for nineteen hundred years . A hat is

y tinent to spend a ‘season’ on the that curious collection of ^dllas and hovels up on

i Eiviera and visit that seductive ,the hillside?’ the American, athirst for knou

-

I S will ..t •Ttat! m.y, Bo,-™.

yet 'how many Of these are aivare a dirty little hole, don’t you know? And

that above them, on the mountain-side, in the questioner and questioned turn again to the whi

quaint Uttle viUage of Eoquebrixne, a drama is Casino.
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However, Roquebrune lias a history well worth

reading, and a population of hundreds, though its

territory occupies but a quarter of a mile, not one

foot of which is level ground. The j)eople are

the descendants of the pirates of old. Succes-

sively controlled since the days of the Saracens

by the Italians, French, and the Monagasque

princes, on the fall of Hapoleon it was again

retaken hj the Grimaldis of Monaco
;
and they so

ground the people down by taxation that many
were forced to eat herbs, grass, and even the bark

of trees. The narrow, arched streets were filled

with men, women, and children on the verge of

starvation, when their murmurs gave place to

threats and their threats to deeds of violence.

The turbulent young spirits became leaders
;

the

people formed themselves into a rejniblic, flung

off the yoke of the Grimaldis, fought for their

rocky territory, and proudly proclaimed Eoque-

brune a free town. France came to the assist-

ance of the villagers, took Roccabruna (as it was
then called) under its protection, together with

]\Ientone, and the Grimaldis six million

francs.

Even in these later days care should be taken

not to offend the populace by any thoughtless-

ness, for the people of the Mediterranean, not-

withstanding their charming ways, are quickly

enraged, especially when their religious feelings

are stirred up by the strange annual ceremony
of the Passion Play that is a part of their very

lives. Excited faces, threatening fists, and the

strange, unknown jxtiois are not pleasant, par-

ticularly to those who are but imperfectly

acquainted with the exit from the strange col-

lection of hovels.

Early in the twelfth century a x^irate chief

built himself a fortress on the to]3most j)G3,k of

the sj)ur of the Alj^es Maritimes, below which
stands the village of Roquebrune. His followers

huddled themselves together outside the castle

wallj under his protection. The cobble-stone stair-

ways are narrow and crooked the better to rex>el

the attacks of invaders, and the windows are

mere slits in the walls of the cave-like hovels.

This Saracen pirate was a x)agan. He roamed
the seas, and grew more and more jjowerful, until

he became the terror of the Mediterranean.

Hone could stand against him, and he seemed to

bear a charmed life. Those of his captives who
were young, strong, and beautiful, and therefore

lOcely to fetch a good x)rice, he sold as slaves in

Algiers
;
the old or weak anR ugly he flung over-

board to the sharks.

Amongst his captives was a Christian maiden,
fair and beautiful. She attracted the chiefs atten-

tion, and he carried her to his fortress above
Roquebrune, intending Ro make her his slave.

However, she slowly but surely conquered him,
and he fell completely under the sway of her
beauty and goodness. Then by her efforts he
became a convert to Christianity, his people

finally following his examx)le- To commemorate

the miracle of the pirate chief’s conversion, the

inhabitants of Roquebrune undertook to perform

the Passion Play, and the x)erpetuation of the

]
3erformance has been handed down to generation

after generation as a sacred duty.

For those who care to witness strange sights,

and who can rejoice in the sunlight, heat, and

sj)arkling sea beneath a deep-toned sky, the

Riviera is well worth a visit in the unfashionable

days of early August, when falls the fete of Hotre

Dame des Heiges. On the last occasion there

were not three English-S23eaking persons present

in an audience of hundreds.

The beautiful church is in striking contrast to

the homes of the peo]ple, the peasants having evi-

dently given well-nigh their all. On the fete-day

the walls of the church are hung with crimson

and gold
;

scores of tall candles are burning on

the principal altar, those of the various saints

all down the chancel being variously decorated.

In the dimness of the alcove containing the

ba]3tismal font are seen two wonderful figures

which stand out so marvellously that it is diffi-

cult to believe that the x^ainting was the work

of an unknown artist. To the left hangs a great

picture of the Judgment Day : a Michel Angelo,

rex3uted to be the gift of Hapoleon.

A vista of the blue dancing waters of the

Mediterranean can be caught from the side-door,

and the scent of orange-blossom pervades the

church until it is stifled by the incense brought

by the scarlet-robed attendants. The notes of

the deep-toned organ roll out, breaking the silence,

and the peasants begin to enter. Then come

white-robed novices in charge of nuns from a

neighbouring convent, black-gowned x^idests, and

others in brown, with sandalled feet. The women
cross their babes with holy water, and silently

X^ass on. Then the organ ceases ; and in the

silence the children cling, wide-eyed,, to their

mothers. Something is hapx3ening.

Suddenly trumpets blare forth, the huge doors

are thrown open, and the tramx3 and jingle of

armed men sound on the tessellated floor, the

sunlight striking on their brass cuirasses and

helmets as they pour into the church. Pontius

Pilate is at their head, and in the midst of the

band stands Jesus, a crown of thorns ux3on His

brow. A groux3 of women follow—the Yirgin

first, then Mary Magdalen, with loosened, waving

hair
;

the apostles cluster together, fear on their

faces
;

the x>riests come hurrying forward. The

X3lay has begun. The faces of the onlookers are

blanched and terrified in the semi-darkness of

the church
;

to them the spectacle is a reality.

Above the deej) notes of the organ mysterious

voices rise, clear and flute-like. Jesus moves up
the aisle among the people, helx3ing to carry the

great cross, as the hidden voices chant.

So symbolised, the spell-bound audience witness

the Tragedy of the World
;
the petty tawdrinesses
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that jar upon more critical and less devout
minds are mercifully hidden from the worshij)pers.
Wlien the iday is over, and the life-size figure
of the crucified Christ, covered by a black veil,

is carried out into the Italian sunlight, many are
-weeping. The realism of the scene is so marvel-
lous that it is impossible to watch unmoved.
Men stand aside in the streets with hared heads

;

women wait, with bowed heads and quiveriiif^

lips.

One looks again at the homes of these people

—

at the lower rooms of their hovels occupied by
donkey, goat, or fowls, and at the broken, irregular

steps leading to the cheerless, stuffy dens above

—

then glances back to the beautiful church, with
its organ and clear-voiced choir. It is well to

toil still higher to the ruins of the banqueting-
hall built by the Saracen pirate, with its huge
stone fireplace

;
then to look down on the wild

tangle of trees—of the olive, orange, and fig—^in

the broken moat below.

Roquebrune was once at the top of the moun-
tain

;
now it is a considerable distance doAvn. It

is curious to notice the great blocks of stone

hundreds of feet distant from the niche Avhere, to

judge by their formation, they once fitted. An

earthquake started the village on its downAvard
career

; but—sb the j^easants say—a holy monk
prayed

. for it to be saved from destruction, and
by his intercession Roquebrune stopped Avhere it

noAv is.

The best vieAA'' of the village and the surround-
ing littoral can be obtained from the parapet of
the banqueting-hall. The rookeries built by the
Saracen’s folloAvers are in curious shapes, the
better to deceive the eyes of' those at sea. BeloAV
these Avarrens are a fcAv pink-and-Avhite houses
for the rich ones of the earth, avIio dAvell here
heedless alike of the tumultuous past or the pre-
sent Avretchedness of the peasants above them.
The green-shuttered AvindoAA'-s are closed against

the misery of the people and the brilliant sun.

An exclamation of horror brings forth the usual

remark :
‘ Oh, but they are born to it !

’ and Avith

a shrug and a laugh they point to the luxuriant

vines and the abundant fioAA*ers and fruit in the

garden of their pink-Avalled villa. And the Avomen
of Roquebrune come doAvn in the daAAui of the

morning to the market, carrying heaA^y loads on
their heads, then spend the rest of the day
kneeling by the river-side, AA^ashing in the eddying

stream the fine linen of the rich.

MRS HIJaH MILLER’S JOIJRKAL.
Edited by hePw Granddaughteb.

(Continued from page 372, Part 54, Ohamhers's Journal,)

^p|HE AAUsest of our resolutions are, like

makers of them, only mortal

;

and it AA^as not long after Hugh
Avrote to j\fiss Dunbar that

he had changed his thoughts of

celibacy completely. Yet it may be

noticed that he never departed from his resoh^e

not to make any lady his Avife until he could main-

tain her in a higher position than his OAAm AA^as

then. His estimate of himself aa'US alAA^ays a curious

mixture of pride and humility. Although in some

Avays he underrated himself and Avas diffident

about his capacity for doing this thing or the

other, yet he AA^as perfectly conscious at the same

time that he possessed extraordinary poAA^ers
;
and

no sooner did he acknoAAdedge his loAm for the

lad}^ of his choice than he determined to AAun a

position he could ask her to share. Before that

time came, hoAA^eA^er, he had difficulties to conquer,

and the first of these AA'as Mrs Fraser's opj)osition.

Naturally enough, she took alarm at the idea

of anything more than friendship betAA^een her

daughter and a AAmrking mason, lioAveA^er remark-

able he might be. She Avas a lad}^ of a strong

AAdll and an unusual force of character, and

ruled her children, and her grandchildren after

them, both by love and by fear, so that her

opposition AA^as likely to have been both strong

and decided.

The manuscript continues, referring to this

time :
‘ I had been forbidden to continue the

acquaintance of Hugh Miller by my mother.

She had taken alarm at our increasing intimacy;

and this is not to be AA^ondered at. There is

no mother—least of all one aaIao had con-

ceh-ed hopes perhaps unreasonably liigh for her

daughter—^AAdio AAmuld not have done the same.

This interdict stunned me considerably. Hugh

Miller AA^as a friend of a higher order than I had

CA^er even conceived, and under his guidance my
mind, such as it AA^as, began sensibly to develop

itself. I felt like a poor little parasite AAEich

has succeeded in laying hold of some stately tree,

and AA'hich a poAverful blast has laid prostrate in

the dust. I AA'ept much, Avhich confirmed my

mother in her suspicions. She feared I meant

to content myself AAutli the station of a mason s

Avife. She painted to me the narroAv space, tlie

rude meal, the sAveat-and-dnst-coA^ered mechanic

returning to his poor home. In secret I aa as

amused, because I had not yet made up my

mind to be Hugh’s Avife under any circumstances.

The faintest conception of myself in such sur-

roundings as these had never crossed me. It
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seemed as if she were talking of some one else.

My poor mother ! she could not quite forget

cv smother traditions of family pride. Foolish

thoughts, perhaps
;
but at any rate, from natural

affection, she must have suffered much as she

pictured for me a lot of hardship and povertjq

with j)<^i'sonal toil for which I was not con-

stitutionally iitted. Never till I was myself a

mother did I sufficiently understand all this.

Yet, could I have seen the end from the

beginning— that noble intellect shattered under

a weight of toil compared with which the daily

task of the mechanic is but that of a boy who
fatigues himself with play—I would have become

the mason’s wife, or have been content to the

end of my life—had his change of position de-

pended upon me—vdth being his friend merely.

Two scenes belonging to these early days of our

acquaintance are indelibly impressed upon my
memory.

‘One evening we encountered each other by
chance in a wooded path of the hill, above which

slope a few cultivated fields skirted by forest.

Hugh Miller persuaded me to accompany him to

a point which commanded a fine view of the

firth and surrounding country. We sat dovui to

rest at the edge of a pine-wood, in a little glade

fragrant with fallen cones and ankle-deep with

the spiky leaves of the firs. I sat on the stump

of a felled tree. He threw himself on the ground

two or three yards from my feet. The sun was

just setting, and lighted up the j)illared trunks

around us with a deep copper-coloured glow.

Hugh took out a volume of Goldsmith. Wlien

did he ever lack a companion of that descrip-

tion ? He read in a low voice the story of

Edwin and Angelina. It was then I first sus-

pected that he had a secret which he had not

revealed. The other incident was of considerably

later occurrence. It was late on the evening of

a very hot summer Sabbath, during the time of

interdict, that, feeling listless and weary, I crept

out a little to breathe the air. I had no inten-

tion of Avalking—did not even put on bonnet or

shawl. I stole down the grassy garden-path and
listened to the murmur of the sea, whose waves

beat on the shore at a stone’s-throw beyond. But
the night was still and sultry, and I imagined

that by getting to the top of some eminence I

might find the cooling breeze for which I longed.

So I found myself, I scarcely knew how, at the

ancient chapel of St Begulus. There the trees

which line the sides of the ravine by which it

is surrounded waved the tops of their branches;
the blue sea looked forth between

;
and as the

twilight gave place to night the stars began to

twinkle forth.. I stood on the edge of the hill,

enjoying the slight breeze and the soft brightness
of earth and sky, when suddenly I perceived that

Hugh stood beside me. He spoke of the sweet-

ness of the evening, the beauty of the landscape,

and so on
; but his speech was cold and reserved.

and he made no allusion, to our peculiar position.

Possibly his pride was touched by it. At that

very time, however, as he afterwards told me, he

cut a notch in the beam which crossed the roof

of his cottage for every day on which we had
not met. He stayed but a short time there,

leaving me standing where he had found me
;

but there was no notch that day. I, on my part,

knelt at a cold gravestone and registered over

the dead a vow, rash and foolish perhaps, but it

was kept.’

Things had now become serious. Love is ever

unworldly, and no considerations of wealth or

position had any effect upon Diliss Fraser
;
and

so her mother, although doubtless with many a

sigh, at last gave way and allowed the lovers

-to become engaged. But there was no thought of

marriage on Hugh Miller’s part until he should

be able to give his intended a better position than

that of a mason’s wife. He who had never been

ambitious for himself now became ambitious for

the sake of another. ‘I am not now indifferent

to wealth or power or place in the world’s eye,’

he wrote. ‘I would fain be rich that I might

render you comfortable
;

powerful, that I might

raise you to those high places in society which

you are so fitted to adorn
;

celebrated, that the

world might justify your choice.’

But with all his newly developed energy and
ambition, it was a long time before Hugh Miller

could find that opening into the ranks of the

brain-workers which he so much desired. There

were few professions he felt himself fitted to

enter—only one, indeed, for which he thought

himself at all qualified. He believed he might

‘make an editor’ with some little preliminary

effort
;

but although circumstances afterwards

showed that he was right, he could not at first

get what he wanted. Some years passed. Scenes

and Legends was published, and won for him
no little praise and recognition

;
but still he

seemed as far away as ever from any such post.

There was, indeed, an offer made him during

this time of the editorship of an Inverness

paper, but under conditions which he could not

accept.

At length, after it seemed as though nothing

suitable was to be found for Hugh Miller in this

country, Mrs Fraser offered to set free some little

money of her daughter’s of which she held the

liferent
;
and with this the lovers resolved to go

to America, and, trusting to Providence and hard

work, to face life together somewhere in the

backwoods. ‘ It is curious to speculate,’ Mrs
Miller writes, ‘ on what Hugh’s career might

have been if this scheme had been carried out.

He might have begun with felling trees, but cer-

tainly would not have ended there. What a vast

field the New World would have opened up for his

genius, with no sujDerincumbent social weight p>ress-

ing upon him ! But such dreams he never had.

He often told me that his beau-ideal of happiness
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liad been a very small competency wliicli liis own
labour might realise—a sort of hermit-life devoted
to literature, broken in upon only by an evenino-
or a day occasionally with a true friend. “See”
he would smilingly say, “ what a good philosopher
you have spoiled.” I do not think he relished
the idea of going to America. His temperament
was the least sanguine I ever knew. For me,
I looked upon it with tlie buoyancy of ten
fewer years and with a disposition naturally
more hopeful; but he seemed to feel himself
condemned to a life of perpetual labour, to fell

trees and dig and plant, a sort of toil he did
not care for. Then his amor 'patrico was deeply
seated in his breast. He loved to feel himself
every inch a Scotsman. It was from Scottish
histor}^ he drew his earliest insj^iration. The
scenery, the traditions, the very soil of his coun-
try were inexpressibly dear to him. They were
an immense part of himself, of his inner life;

and his affections, his predilections, his pre-

judices even, were strong, constant, unalterably

firm. To root them up and transidant them else-

where was a kind of painful death. In these

days when cultivated men are so much citizens

of the world it is rare to meet with this in such

a degree.’

Then, just as it seemed as if the old country

had no place for Hugh Miller, the tide turned,

and a place was found for him—modest enough

certainly, and yet it made him turn back gladly

from these American plans into which he could

never put his heart.

‘We were both humbly thankful,’ Mrs MiUer

says, ‘ when Banker Ross’s kind and generous

offer of the accountantship came, and Hugh could

not but be flattered with the implied confidence

placed in his integrity. Yet I dare say that in

, his inmost heart he anticipated many of the evils

which must flow from this change of life. Posi-

tion he valued not a farthing—he never did
;
and

for his own solitary happiness, his philosophical

dream, being but the refracted light, as it were,

•of his ovm character and predilections, embodied

that which was most likely to bring him un-

ruffled happiness. Had it not been for the attach-

ment which had sprung up between us, he most

certainly would never have become a bank

•accountant. I believe, all the same, that the

struggle for the ecclesiastical rights of the Scottish

people would have found him and brought him

out
;
but it would have been the same sacrifice

to his convictions that he now made to liis

affections. The leaving of his chosen mode of

life and betaking himself to a profession alto-

gether sedentary was the grand disruption of

his life.’

The difficulties in the way of Hugh Miller’s

marriage with Miss Eraser were now smoothed

•away. The five years of waiting, with all their

•discouragements, had been years of progress, and

the stone-mason of Cromarty, who had become

nothing greater than a bank accountant, was
regarded by many as a man with a great future
before him. In January 1837 they were married
amid the love and goodwill that even at this
date clings roimd their names in the little

northern tovm. For their honeymoon they went
no farther away than Elgin, where they spent
a few happy days. AYe were somewhat bored,’
continues the manuscript, ‘by a little man,
the editor of a newspaper, who was mad upon
Germanism, and poured out sentimentalism by
the hour. He^ said he meant to go and visit

the tomb of Goethe, and there die. Hugh
despised that sort of thing intensely

; but he
was very good-natured Avith the little man.
‘When we returned to our OAvn home for the

first time aa^’c found that an aunt of my hus1)and’s

had just died Avhile Ave Avere aAA’^ay, so there was
no iDarty to welcome us; only, I think, Uncle
Sandy to take tea.

‘Our iflenishing was not very great, but AA^as

“bien” and comfortable. I had taken no great

thought for saving, having been during the first

three years of my residence in Cromarty some-
xAvhat extravagant, I fear, in dress, and during

the latter tAvo in boolis. Hugh, on his part, had
not had time to save much

;
but we managed to

furnish a parlour and bedroom and kitchen pretty

well, and one of the attics had sheLes put up
for booivs and fossils. They AA^ere the nucleus

of A\diat afterAA^ards became a large library and.

a

fine museum. A table and chair were set there

by the fire, and Hugh sometimes AATote or studied

in it
;

but his times for study AA^ere noAv very

rare. He AA^as not au fait at counting, although

he perfectly understood the banking system, and

he took longer to the summing up of his columns

than an ordinary accountant woidd haA'e done.

Consequently his hours Avere very long, at the

time of a balance extending till near midnight ;

and at other times, after coming home at nine or

ten o’clock, he often set to writing for an hour

or tAVO. It Avould haA’-e been a sad thing to

abandon his literary habits altogether. Besides,

his salary being only sixty pounds, he found

it convenient to earn the feAV guineas Avhich

came to him from Messrs Chambers and Wdson’s

Tales of the Borders; the bank salar}' Avas for the

maintenance of the little household. He earned

his new suits in this way, and I mine by still

retaining two or three pupils. He certainly did

not err on the side of paying too much attention

to the outward man. In fact, on that score he

AA^as someAAdiat impracticable. To the body of the

better and' more intelligent working-men he AA'as

deeply attached. It was his order

^

to AA'hich he

clung AAdth chivalrous tenacity, all the more that

he had perhaps felt keenly in former times the

mean contempt of others graduating upAAnrds from

the position into Avhich he had noAv risen. It

AA-as this failing leaning to Aurtue’s side which

laid him open to remark on carelessness in attire
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from outsiders. If lie head a weakness, it was

that he liked to the last to carry some trace of

a working-man about him, not from personal

vanity, but from attachment to his old associates

and respect for their grade. He loved the robust

dignity of labour. With a working-man he could

never bear to assume the airs of a superior. Yet

I believe he honestly sought not to disgrace his

new position
;

and his motive for writing late

and painfully, as he did, was first, after the

necessity of literary practice, to provide himself

with decent and suitable axiparel.

‘ Our menage consisted for the first twelvemonth

at least of but a single servant
;
but there was

often to be seen in our kitchen an idiot lad

named Eoolish Angie, who had the strangest and

strongest attachment to Hugh. If the latter

happened to be across the ferry, as was now
frequently the case on his bank journeys to

Tain, Angus would watch for hours about the

ferry-side to see if there was anything to carry

or to accompany “ Miller,” as he called him, home
in triumph. A carpet-bag of his was a tro^iliy to

Angus
;

to rub away at his shoes, if he could get

tliem, his heart’s delight. I used to propitiate him
with halfpennies

;
but I think he never entered

quite into an understanding of the conjugal

relation or found any use or necessity for me.

The functions appropriate for a partner in life

were rather performed, to Angus’s apprehension,

by the servant, whom he promoted to the dignity

of Miller’s wife.” It was a great source of

amusement to my mother-in-law and other friends

to ask Angie when he left our house, ‘‘Wliat was
Miller’s wife doing?” when he would answer,

“Fr}dng flukes,” ‘‘Washing potatoes,” or some
such employment. “And what was Miller’s lady

doing?” “Sitting in the parlour.” I don’t know
whether there was not the least grain of conteinjit

insinuated, as if “the lady” were a personage

who could be done quite well without, but his

replies on this head used to amuse us very

much.

‘Notwithstanding the long weary hours of bank
labour, and the more restricted home intercourse,

we had, as Hugh narrates in his autobiography,

glimpses of very bright enjoyment. A rare after-

noon’s boating, a walk in the woods—very rare

now-seemed to compensate for a great deal of

toil.
' And sometimes, besides the Cromarty circle,

and our pastor’s long and delightful visits already

mentioned, we had visits from friends at a dis-

tance, some of whom were brought by Hugh’s
growing reputation. Dr Malcolmson, from Madras,

came across from his temporary home at Forres

as often as he could. The deciphering of the

PterichthySy the putting together of bone and
plate as they happened to turn ixp^ was the great

work of the evening then
;
and spare evenings

had to be made when Dr Malcolmson came, even
if they were to be paid for by late hours after-

wards. I am afraid I found these endless dis-

cussions rather trying. I didn’t see just then
how these dead bones were to live. I sat at my
work listening, wishing often that there would
be a change of topic

;
but the interest of the two

gentlemen was unwearied, their discussions un-
flagging. We had, too, a very delightful visit

from Dr Fleming, Professor of Natural Science

in Aberdeen. His views and conversation were
greatly more discursive than those of Dr Malcolm-

son. He did not shut himself up in learning

;

he gave out clear, wide views on scientific sub-

jects of general interest to a tyro like me,

but fed by the intimate hard-earned knowledge

within him, all the dry bones of which he kept

to himself.

‘Dr Chalmers’s visit was a short one, a fore-

noon call. Nevertheless it was the first time we
had seen that great man in private, and we were

struck, like every one else, with the goodness, the

large humanity, which only a near interview in

private made one fully sensible of. His call, his

address in the church, and the sail with Hugh
round the entrance to the bay were altogether a

charming bit of sunshine.’

IN AN OEOHARD.
Somewhere there’s a cuckoo calling,

Somewhere a capricious breeze

Sends a thousand petals falling

From the flowering apple-trees.

Somebody is idly dreaming

(G-lad her dreams, too, one might think)

;

And the bough above is gleaming

With its wondrous white-and-pink.

As she sleeps, half-resting on it,

She ’s a figure wholly sweet,

From the curls and cottage bonnet

To the little hanging feet.

Petals pink-and-white are lying

Undisturbed upon her dress

;

Still she sleeps on, sometimes sighing

With delicious weariness.

Every fitful wind that passes

Seems to whisper, as it were,

To the swaying meadow-grasses

All the joy of rocking her.

How her hair, unfettered, lingers

Tendril-wise, about her chin,

Curling through the soft white fingers

That her cheek is pillowed in.

I know the way her e^^es shine under

Her two lids, would she but wake
;

Hare I break the spell, I wonder,

Just for that sweet glance’s sake?

Still I hear the cuckoo calling

Where the water laughs and leaps

;

Still the pink-and-white is falling

;

Still I linger
;

still she .sleeps,

A. L. T.
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^IXTH ^ ERNIES,

A BIT OP APIERIOAF LOST PROPERTY.
Bj' Halliday PvOgees.

HEIIIIj have been few more histori-

cally interesting stories of literary

treasure-trove than that of the
losing and finding again of the

Bradford History— the record of

the very earliest beginnings of the
American people. Some four or five years ago the

subject was on the lips of nearly every educated
person

; but for the benefit of those who have
forgotten or who never heard the rights of the

stor};, it seeiiis worth while to tell it from the

beginning.

Everybody who was in the least interested in

the subject knew that a book had been written

by Governor Bradford, one of the first group of

Pilgrim Eathers, giving an account of the causes

of their expatriation, and a detailed history of

their little colony of Hew Plymouth for the first

twenty-five years of its existence. The parch-

ment-bound, manuscript volume 4'it by govener

William bradford & given to his son mager

William Bradford and by him to his son mager

John Bradford’—to quote the flyleaf—remained

extant for many years, and sustained much
scratching and scribbling at the hands of the

earlier generations. The author his last

touch to it in 1646, and for half a century or so

it remained in the possession of his family. In

1703 it found its way into the Hew England

Library, and Avas still accessible in 1767, Avhen

Governor Hutchinson quoted it in his History of

Neil) England. Then it unaccountably disa23peared.

When the loss Avas discoA^ered the historians

AA'^ere in desjiair. Instant search AA^as made, and

for a century America SAvept her house diligently.

Clouds of dust rose from every library as its

secrets AA^ere dragged from its shelves. Hot a

crevice in the .continent AAdiere literary lost pro-

perty might lodge but AA^as ransacked. All in

A^ain ! The book AA^as gone—destroyed no doubt

during the AA^ar. The bereaA^ed historians returned

to their studies uncomforted. It seemed, indeed,

that HeAV England had lost her certificate of

Ho. 239.—Yol. V. [All Eights

birth. Other communities might point to their

early records, and claim an honourable parentage
in the old country

;
Hcav England had no longer

any account of her origin to offer but Topsy’s

‘’Specs I groAved.’

A century later the document Avas discovered

—

of course in the very last place AAdiere anybody
AA^ould ever haA^e thought of looking for it—in

the Bishop of London’s library at Eulham ! Hoav
it got there nobody knoAA's. Various conjectures

have been made : that it AA^as carried off from

Boston as booty in 1775 ;
that Governor Hutchin-

son took it to England as part of his baggage in

1774
;

that it AAns sent over during the pre-

Bevolution attempts to establish an American

Episcopate
;

that But AAdiy continue ? The
last-gh^en of these explanations seems the most

probable, since Bradford’s account of the ecclesi-

astical ‘fundamentals’ of the colony AA’ould natu-

rally be of importance in such a discussion
;
but

there is no certainty. xSomehoAV or other the

book got into the Bishop’s library, and aa'b knoAv

only that there it AA^as found, and that there it

still remained till it AA’as returned to its owners

five years ago.

Hoaa", then, AA^as it discoA^ered Eortunately that

question can be ansAvered. If one English Bisliop

had it lying perdn in his possession, another

English Bishoj) AA-as the indirect means of bring-

ing it to light. In 1844 the late Bishop Wilber-

force j)ublished his History of the Protestant

E])iscoiMl OJmrch in America. It is not a book of

entrancing interest except to such rare souls as

take a special delight in ecclesiastical politics.

Probably nobody in either continent ever read it

through. But Bishop Wilberforce, in gathering

his materials, had rummaged deeply in the Bishop

of London’s library, and had lighted there on a

curious old manuscript entitled by the man aa'Iio

AATote it ‘Of Plimoth Plantation.’ Some other

man, Avho apparently had not even read it, had

catalogued it as ‘The Log of the Mayfloiveif and

by that misnomer—for its account of the voyage

Beserved.'\ JUKE 2S, 1902.
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is tlie least of it—it has since become known.

Ill this curious old book Bishop Wilberforce

found matter closely bearing on his subject, and

his chapter entitled ‘Other Early Puritan Settlers^

contains many quotations from it. Had but an

intelligent New Englander lighted upon that

chapter he ivould have seen instantly that a

certain footnote (to be found on page 56 by any

curious reader who may care to verify the refer-

ence) referring to a ‘MS. History of the Planta-

tion of Plymouth, in the Eulham Library,^

contained something that touched the Common-
wealth nearly. The intelligent New Englander,

however, did not trouble about the book, and for

eleven years the secret that all literary America

was - eager to know la}’^ about on bookstalls and

booksellers’ shelves unnoticed.

It was not till 1855 that the distinguished

literary antiquary, the late Mr J. W. Thornton,

chanced, while waiting idly in a bookstore, to

pick up and run over the leaves of Wilberforce’s

Histonj, His eye happened to rest on the quota-

tions, then on the footnote
;

and a sudden

thought flashed through his mind. ‘ The Bradford

History ! In London !
’ He secured the book

forthwith, and sent it to a friend. Instantly

this friend too was on the scent, and soon a

group of American historiographers were in eager

correspondence with the greatest English authority

on New England history—Josej)h Hunter. He
went to the Palace, compared the manuscrix^t

with an autograph letter of Bradford’s sent from

America for the purpose, and at once identified

the long-lost work. The mystery was solved, the

lost found, and the historians had now a new
treasure in their hands

; for the Massachusetts

Historical Society, without loss of time, had a

transcript of the document made, and the follow-

ing year saw it printed in their collection.

It was very naturally felt that the manuscrix3t

belonged to America, not to England
; and soon

Massachusetts began to make efforts towards its

return. It was x^roposed that King Edward, then

Prince of Wales, should carry it with him in

1860 when as a youth he visited the States. That

was not done, ' however, and each time the sug-

gestion of return was repeated the Bishop of

London shook his head, saying that the x^rox^erty

could not be alienated without an Act of Parlia-

ment. It was not till 1896, when Senator Hoar
himself called on Bishox) Temx^le, and assured

liiin of America’s eager wish to x^ossess the docu-

ment, that the claim was considered. The Bishox:)

remarked that he had not thought America cared

anything about it. ‘If there were in existence a
history of King Alfred’s reign for thirty years

written by his ovui hand,’ said the senator, ‘it

would not be more precious in the eyes of

Englishmen than this manuscript is to us.’

By the time the formal ax)x:>lication for return

of the book arrived from America, Bishox^ Temx3le

had become Archbishop of Canterbury and Dr
Creighton had succeeded him in the see of

London. As it happened, the matter could not

have fallen into better hands, for Bishop Creigh-

ton, as is well known, was not only deexfly

cerned in historical learning, but was in very

close sympathy with America. It only needed

that all things should be done decently and
in order. The Queen, the Archbishox), and
the Bishop consulted together

; the Consistorial

Court issued a decree
;
Ambassador Bayard signed

a receipt, then he set out for America with his

treasure to deliver it into the hands of the

Governor of Massachusetts. In May 1897 New
England had her ovm again.

Whatever mystery may linger about the cir-

cumstances of the book’s first transference across

the ocean, assuredly there was no secret about

the second. The congratulatory speeches were

rex:)orted in every newsx^ax^er, and the neighbours

honestly rejoiced when the lost ipiQOQ was not

only found but restored. In 1899 the publication

by the Commonwealth of the complete text of

the History, together with the report of the pro-

ceedings incident to its return, renewed an

interest which, in America at least, had not had
time to die out.

To us on this side the book is hardly known,

and there is not space here to give much account

of it. Yet surely we have no less right than

America to value it and take pride in it. For,

after all, the men of whom it tells were English-

men—a little colony of our own people from

whom one of the greatest nations of the earth

has sxnung. It is a heroic record, a story of

perils by sea and land—peril from sickness, p^^ril

from famine, from ‘ salvages,’ peril from

unfaithful friends. Yet there is never, from

cover to cover, a timid or a complaining word.

We may call it in jest America’s certificate of

birth
;
we might also, and with a deex^er mean-

ing, call it America’s x:)atent of nobility. For they

were great men these Pilgrim Fathers—indomitable

men whose high x:)arx30ses were set where no storm

could shake them. Though they were harried,

persecuted, driven to and fro, their hearts re-

mained unmoved. ‘They knew,’ says Bradford in

this inimitable History of his, ‘they were piL

grimes, & looked not much on those things,

but lift UX3 their eyes to ye heavens, their dearest

cimtrie, and quieted their sx^irits.’ It is good to

think that Britain and America join hands at

this brave level
;
and that, casting back to the

point where the two strains diverge, it should be

found that courage, righteousness, and the un-

flinching service of God are the stuff they have
in common.
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CLIPPED WINGS.
[Copyright in the United States of America by ilary Stuart Boyd.]

CH.VPTER XXrV.—THE WO^iTAX TEMPTED ME.

E must consult Mr Lorimer first,

of course,^ the Commander said

decisively as, over the breakfast-

table, they discussed the plan of

campaign.

‘But must we consult Uncle
Andrew before doing anything ? ^ demurred Lucie,
whose secret desire was to accomplish the matter
with no aid but that of Tommy. ‘Do you think
it quite necessary 1 You know he wished no
action taken about the recovery of my things, and
Honoria was hot against it.^

From' the keen interest the Commander had
taken in the case, they knew the old war-horse
would be seriously hurt by any suggestion of

excluding him from participation in the fray

;

but both Lucie and the Lieutenant strongly

objected to adding Mr Seton-Lorimer to their

number.

‘It is absolutely necessary,’ the Commander
replied, with authority, to Lucie’s question. ‘For

one thing, while you are in England he holds

the place of your guardian
;

for another, it was

he whom the man impersonated. It would be

impossible to leave him out. Our best plan,^

announced the Commander, who, to the annoy-

ance of the young folks, had assumed—probably

by reason of senior rank—the conduct of the

party, ‘ will be to go direct to Mr Lorimer’s office

—in Chancery Lane, isn’t it?—and from there

drive to East Dulwich.’

In the early stages of the mission fortune

was against them. To begin with, the exertion of

the previous night had so fatigued Tommy, and

wakefulness and anxiety the others, that break-

fast was late. Then they had the mortification

of seeing the train they hoped to catch steam

out of the station, and a couple of dreary hours

had to elapse before they could get another.

When at length they reached Chancery Lane,

it was to find that Mr Lorimer had just left

business and was not expected back that day.

His clerks thought he might have gone home or

to his club.

‘Is Mr Elgood in? He might be able to tell

us the best place to look for uncle,’ Lucie said,

remembering having heard her uncle mention his

chief clerk.

But Mr Elgood, they were informed, had just

gone out for lunch. It was later than his usual

hour, because, as he started to-morrow on a

month’s holiday, Mr Lorimer and he had been

closeted together a long time arranging matters

with regard to his absence.

‘ Lunch. Come now, that ’s not a bad idea

!

said the Commander briskly as they descended

the stairs. ‘Suppose we follow this Mr Elgood’s

example. It’s no use letting one’s strength get
exhausted imnecessarily. You’ll get a bad head-
ache if you go without food in this heat,’ he
continued in rejily to Lucie’s protest, ‘and after
a delay of nearly five months, a few minutes
sooner or later won’t matter a straw.’

Agieeing reluctantly, Lucie found that her idea
of a hurried lunch, which was ice-cream and
cakes, differed greatly from the Commander’s,
which was a meal of several courses served hot.
Like many another man whose home-tastes are
simple, the Commander was hard to please away
from home. When at the Bombast^ Miniis’s

rough-and-ready method of cooking a chop or

steak over a jiaraffin stove satisfied him, yet the

chef at his club knew Coimnander Tresscott as a
member whose approval it was well to gain. .

So Lucie, her soul waxing warm within her,

tried to eat curried lobster the while she longed

for a straAvberry-ice and the resumption of her

quest. Visions of arriving just in time to find

the birds fiown filled her mind. Even Tommy’s
unspoken commiseration failed to soothe her per-

turbed sjiirit.

But everything comes to an end. Just as she

felt that another instant’s delay would bring her

to screaming-point, tlie Commander, jmshing aside

the cheese, declared himself ready to go.

Mr Seton-Lorimer was at home when the trio

reached Queen’s Gate. Ushered in, they found

him alone in the dining-room reading a financial

paper
;

and, in spite of her own worries, Lucie

was distressed to see how careworn he looked.

He Avas keenly interested in their story, and

promptly telejihoned to the stables for the victoria

to be sent round at once.

‘East Dulwich? East Ah! I was certain

I had some association Avith that district. It’s

there that Elgood, my chief clerk, lives. If he had

been at hand he might liaA^e helped us. But

come into the draAving-room and have a cup of

tea from Honoria Avhile Ave’re Avaiting for the

carriage.’

Mil Euddenheim, looking more rubicund than

eA^er in a Avhite pique AAmstcoat, Avas Avith Miss

Seton-Lorimer. A glance shoAved Lucie that the

room had neAv and becoming rose-silk curtains,

and that her cousin Avore an elaborately girlish

AAFite muslin frock. But her thoughts being too

en<^rossed AAith her OAvn affairs to enable her to

look beneath the surface, she failed to notke

Mr Euddenheim’s deprecating glances or the sig-

nificance of Honoria’s conscious manner and her

attempts at coy blushes \
the latter unfoitunately

rendered futile by a concealing layer of violet-

poAvder.

It Avas A'ery hot, and to Lucie, aaJio ayos fresh
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from the fragrant country,. London smelt like

some vast stable. Seated beside her uncle in the

victoria, which swiftly followed the hansom con-

taining the Tresscotts as it sped in the direction

of Yauxhall Bridge, she could not help noticing

afresh the harassed exi^ression that had replaced

her companion’s customary air of complacent

benignity.

‘But you don’t look well, uncle, in spite of

your voyage to iSTorwa}^,’ Lucie exclaimed, in-

voluntaril}" struck by the change. ‘ You are

thinner, and you have lost colour. You are ill.’

‘Am I ? Honoria hasn’t remarked it,’ Mr
Seton-Lorimer ansv-ered dryly. ‘I suppose she’s

too happy to be able to think of any one but her-

self. You know she’s going to marry Euddenheim?
Yes

;
they only arranged it on the way back from

Norway. I thought it would have been settled

earlier.’

‘ I am sure they will suit each other beauti-

fully,’ Lucie said, thinlving demurely that she

knew the reason of the trifling delay. ‘But tell

me, have you really been suffering ?
’

‘ Only mentally. You know, that big robbery

has been a great trouble to me. The want of

the ready money and the loss of the securities

have inconvenienced me more than I care to con-

fess, and investments have depreciated so greatly

in value lately that I don’t wish to part with

any stock I hold at a loss. But I sux^pose I

must make up my mind to do it,’ he added, with

a sigh, ‘for there is little ho^De of recovering the

stolen prox)erty. Either the thief has burnt the

whole lot on finding neither the notes nor the

securities negotiable, or he can afford to wait till

he thinks it safe to circulate them.’

Keeping as closely as possible in the wake
of the hansom, they had overtaken the length

of Camberwell New Eoad, and, having slowly

ascended the heights of Denmark Hill and
descended through Grove Lane, were. ax)x>roaching

the outskirts of East Dulwich. The rigid back
.of the coachman in its tan livery coat seemed to

Lucie to express wordless astonishment at his

master straying so far from his usual haunts.

‘Wliat is the address?’

‘ Abbotsford is the name of the house. Traven-

nor Eoad, East Dulwich,’ Lucie answered glibly,

for the long-sought address was written in letters

of fire on her . memory.
‘Travennor Eoad?’ I wish we had had an

ox)portunity of consulting Elgood. He must know
the district, and would have helped us.’

Eollowing the tactics of the wicked Honoria,

Tommy had stopped the cab at the end of Traven-

nor Eoad, and there the victoria also drew up.

‘Here we had better divide forces,’ instructed

the Commander. ‘You, sir, and Miss Lucie, can
enter the house. I shall accom]pany you. Thomas
will patrol the road, and watch that no one
escapes. The coachman and driver are at hand
if we require aid.’

‘Excuse me, father,’ Tommy interposed in re-

sjDonse to a whisx)ered word from Lucie, ‘but I

think the more im^Dortant task of Avatching the

outlets of the house should fall to you. Besides,

I must see if the woman I tracked is here.’

Travennor Eoad Avas not deserted as it had
been on Sunday evening. Several children on the

outlook for home - returning fathers scamjDered

about. The occupant of Diddums Lodge, in shirt-

sleeA’-es and a shady hat, had already begun his

eA^ening occupation of trying Avith the aid of a

hose to drown existence out of the half-dozen

melancholy geraniums that adorned his front

j>lot.

Abbotsford jDresented an as]Dect of such common-
place resx)ectability that it seemed an insult to

raid it in quest of thieves. To Lucie’s mind, a

X)air of gaudily x)ainted flower-pots in the draAving-

room AvindoAV stroke eloquently of the Avicked

Honoria’s taste in bnc-d-hrac

;

but the doorstep

AA^as sx)otlessly clean, the brass knocker shining.

‘ But AA'hom are Ave to ask for if a stranger ojoens

the door?’ Lucie AAdiispered to Tommy as the

crucial moment arrived. ‘Y^e haven’t the most

remote idea A\diat the right name is.’

‘Trust to chance, and let nothing keep us out

of the house,’ Avas Tommy’s laconic advice.

Lucie’s knees Avere trembling foolishly under her

as they AA^alked quietly uj) the little tiled jDath

leading to the front door, and AAdien Mr Seton-

Lorimer, raising the knocker, played a gentle

tattoo her heart seemed to stand still. But a re-

assuring cough from the Commander at the gate,

and the knoAvledge that Tommy, keen, alert, and

strong, AA^as by her side, lent her courage.

There AA^as little time for sus^Dense
;

before the

mt4at4at had ceased to eclio through the house

some one hurriedly crossed the hall and threAV

the door open.

‘ Oh ! ’ gasped Lucie as her quondam uncle, a

scrap of rumx:)led pai)er in his hand and the flash

of an uiwonted excitement in his eyes, stood

before them
;

but, to her amazement, it Avas not

upon her his attention became concentrated, but

ux)on Mr Lorimer.
‘ YTiy—Elgood !

’—Lucie AA^as appalled to hear

her real uncle greet her false one in tones that

AA^ere distinctly friendly— ‘you must think it

queer our iiiA^ading you like this
;
but Ave seem

to haA^e tumbled ux)on your house by mistake.

We’A^e come out here in connection AAuth the

robbery of’

Evidently his employer AA^as the last person the

clerk had anticq^ated seeing, for at the sight of

Mr Seton-Lorimer an ashen pallor had crex>t over

Mr Elgood’s face
;

AAuth the last Avords his aspect

AA^as that of one AAdiom ho]De has abandoned.

‘It’s no use. EA^erything is here. Come in,’

he said mechanicall}", leading the Avay into a

sitting-room. Lucie aa^s certain he had not eA^en

noticed her.

‘Is this the right man?’ Tommy AAdiispered.
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‘My mail? Yes, quite right,’ answered Lucie,
dazed by this unexpected reception.

Then your wicked uncle has been your real
uncle’s right-hand man all the time !

’ Pursing
up his lips, Tresscott relieved his feelings by in-
dulging in an inaudible whistle, as was his habit
when taken by surprise.

‘I don’t understand it yet, and I’m sure Uncle
Andrew doesn’t,’ Lucie murmured as they followed
into a hack dining-room, where an untouched
meal for one lay on the table.

Unheeding Mr Lorimer’s explanation—which,
indeed, he did not hear—of what liad led them to
his house, Elgood opened a bookcase, and, draw-
ing aside half-a-dozen volumes, took from behind
them a flat paper parcel neatly tied up with red
tape.

‘ There
! you ’ll find it all there,’ he said wearily,

laying the parcel before his master, ‘excepting a
twenty-pound note. You know what became of

that.’

‘But I can’t see—how did you come to lay

hands on’

‘ Oh, uncle, don’t you see 1—it was this man

—

this Elgood who pretended to be you. It was he
who took my money.’

‘Elgood,’ Mr Lorimer said slowly, though even

now the fact was beyond his compreliension

—

‘Elgood—you ?
’

Elgood, who had sunk into a chair, surveyed

the scene apatheticallj^, as though his interest

therein was jDurely perfunctory.

‘Then this is your propert}’, Lucie. See that

it is right,’ Mr Lorimer said, breiiking a silence

that seemed long, as he handed the parcel to

Lucie.— ‘ But, Elgood, I can’t believe that you

would stoop to this. What led you to it?’

‘ The usual guide,’ Elgood replied curtly
;

‘ a

woman—my wife.’

‘But I thought you were a bachelor with no

thought beyond your work?’

‘So I was, but like a fool I married. It was

five years ago. I didn’t make money fast enough

to please her. So I speculated—then I stole. It

was all for her; and to-night ’—his lethargy had

fled ;
he sat erect, an angry scarlet flush dyeing

his brow, though his cheeks were gray and his

mouth drawn— ‘ to-night I came home to find her

gone, like a rat leaving a sinking ship. To-

morrow I should have been away for good

;

she was going with me. I had kept two hundred

pounds for the purpose. This morning she

slipped away Avith her lover, and took the money

Avith her.’ Stop23ing abruptly, he broke into

mirthless laughter that AA’as unpleasant to hear.

‘Uncle’—Lucie, AAdio had been examining the

contents of the j^arcel, spoke in an excited under-

tone
—

‘ there is some mistake. This can’t be my

money. I had only four hundred pounds. Why,

there must be thousands of pounds here, AAuth a

lot of other papers. I don’t understand’

Mr Lorimer had turned at her Avhisper. At the

sij^ht of her lajAful of treasure Lucie saAA’’ his eyes
dilate. Starting to his feet, he seized the bundle
of^notes, and hastily calculated their A^alues.

You’ll find them all right—except a tAv-enty-
2)ound note that I tried to change at the Post-
Office, and failed,’ Elgood repeated.

‘But—but do you mean that yoi\~you Avere the
thief Ave liaA^e been in search of?—that it Avas

you who robbed the safe?’ Even now, with the
evidence of the man’s confession and the actual
money before liim, Mr Lorimer’s tone expressed,
incredulity

; for o^iinions, like manners, are
matters of habit, and after trusting a man im-
j)licitly for tAA^eiity years it is difficult to entertain

doubts of him.

‘Yes, I am the man. I took the money, and I

might just as profitably have lifted the stones off

the street for all the good that it has been to

me,’ Elgood said bitterly. ‘Hoaa" did you find it

out?’

‘I didn’t find it out. I should ne\"er have
found it out if you hadn’t brought out the money.
It AA^as my niece, Avho, Avishing to trace her stolen

property, had the Avoinan that masqueraded as

your daughter tracked to this house last night.

That AA^as the robbery Ave AA’ere after.’

‘Oh, that, Mr Elgood said Avearily, as though

the defrauding of Lucie AA^as too unimportant to

be considered in comparison Avith his greater

defalcation.

‘I don’t knoAV AAdiat you’ll make of your life

noAA", Elgood,’ Mr Lorimer said AAuth judicial grirn-

ness. ‘You’ve had a good chance, and it seems

you’A^e made a mess of it.’

Elgood shook his gray head indifferently. His

expression AA^as calm, but the startling flush on

the forehead remained. ‘It doesn’t matter noAA^,’

he said stonily.

‘ But I AA’as not a bad master. If you had only

come to me’ Mr Lorimer Avas beginning.

‘Oh! if—if’—again came the painful ironical

laugh, that made Lucie shrink closer to Tresscott

—
‘ if I only had, but I didn’t. If I had confessed

to foolish speculations I should have lost your

respect, and Avith it my daily bread. I never

meant to take the money until I did it
;
then it

AA^as too late to undo.’

‘But I can’t understand hoAV a man'

‘It’s simj)!^ enough. My AAufe was extraA'agau:..

I AA’as in difficulties. Ton handed me the jiarcel

to put ill the safe. It was easy to slip the paci!.eL

under my coat instead of putting it in the draAAer,

then to lock the safe, and hand you the key.
^

lu

was only after I got home that I disooverccl_ ttot

the securities were aU in registered stock and not

negotiable. I meant to replace them in the sate

before the loss was found out. But I was^ too

late. You had come in early, discovered the tn«t,

and already the numbers of the notes were po=LeQ

evervAAdiere.’

Eigood’s voice had risen, he Avas speaking

quickly, excitedly. ‘Then one day, vhen a on
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happened to be out of town, in the ordinary

course of business I opened a New Zealand

letter. It spoke of a bank-draft for four hun-

dred pounds. That suggested the means of escap-

ing from England
;
but when I had got the money

my courage failed. I began to think the clerks

suspected me, and that if I were missing detectives

would instantly be on my track. So I waited —
waited’ He seemed unconscious he had ceased

speaking. ‘To-morrow I should have been free

—this morning, my wife—for whose sake ’

his words became unintelligible mumbles. The
arm he sought to raise to his head fell powerless

by his side. His body sank inert in his chair,

his features strangely drawn to one side.

While they were gazing in horror at the man
thus stricken down before their eyes there came

the sound of a slight scrimmage on the doorstep,

followed by a stifled scuffle in the hall
;
and the

Commander, breathless but triunij)hant, escorted

the old woman into the room.

‘This lad}^, number three of the gang, I pre-

sume, was quietly slipping out by the side gate,

when I invited her to join the little circle

inside.’

The Commander, proud of his capture, looked

round for approbation but got none, for the

others were watching the old woman, who, catch-

ing sight of the helpless figure that Tresscott was
carefully supporting in his chair, ran over, and,

sinking on her knees beside it, burst into a

heart-wrung cry of ‘ My son 1 oh, my son 1

’

‘ But she was the cook—they called her

Martha,’ Lucie said in a low voice to the Com-
mander, who was trying to gain an idea of what
had ha^Dpened.

‘ I am his mother. He is my son—the only

child ! ever had,’ the old woman said, looking at

them with e3’'es that defied them to deny her

the motherhood of her erring child.

‘ It ’s all so confusing,’ Lucie was saying.

‘ They said Honoria was his daughter. Now she

seems to be his wife 1

’

At the name the old woman glanced up, her

sallow cheeks aglow with passion. ‘ Her ! She
was a curse. She took him in with her wheedling

ways—said she was an actress.. Hell is full of

such actresses I
’ she hissed between her teeth.

‘It was she that got him into trouble. Before

she came he was the best—the best ’ She fell

to stroking the hand that fell limply by his side,

crooning over it soft inarticulate mother-words.

With the help of the Commander the invalid

had been lifted to a couch, and Tommy had run
out to look for a doctoi\

‘His father was taken in a stroke like this,

but he was a heavy drinker ’—the old woman
spoke with dreary resignation, as though she
were inured to both sin and suffering—‘and he
never, spoke a word after—leastways not a proper
word. Oh, sir, you won’t charge him now ? ’ she
pleaded, her worn face working piteously.

Charge him ! At the words Lucie, whose desire

for condign vengeance on her defrauders had

within the last few minutes changed into acute

pity, looked anxiously at her uncle. But she need

not have been alarmed. Nothing was farther

from Mr Lorimer’s intention than to add some

human penalt}" to the chastisement of one upon
whom the hand of God la}" so hea^dly.

With a few sympathetic words he . reassured the
.

mother, and, taking her aside -while the local

doctor who had been hastily fetched by Tresscott

made his examination, kindly questioned her

regarding future ways and means.

She was not destitute. There was a small

pension—contemptibly meagre, it is true
;
but if

her helpless son were only moved to the little

Essex village where he was born, Mrs Elgood

Avas convinced she could support him on it.

Her one cra^dng appeared to be to get her son

back to the scene of his innocent childish days.

Eeeling herself in the way, Lucie had joined

Tommy, who, unwilling to crowd the small room,

was lounging on the door-step. So much had tran-

spired since she entered the house that it surprised

her to find the occupant of Diddum’s Lodge still

busy with the hose, and certain of the juvenile

poj)iilation of Travennor Eoad yet on the watch

for the return of the City fathers.

Believed to escape from the depressing atmos-

phere within, though indeed the outer air was
hot and lifeless enough, she drew a long breath.

‘ Oh Tommy, isn’t it too awful ? What a

fearful judgment, to be struck down like

that 1

’

But even the Lieutenant’s generous nature

could not regard any penalty as too hard for one

who had injured Lucie. ‘I’m sorry for the

beggar, of course,’ he admitted
;

‘ but he deserved

all he got and more—far more.’

‘The only grudge I have now,’ Lucie acknow-
ledged, ‘is that that detestable Honoria, who was
at the root of all the mischief, should get off

scot-free.’

^She a voice behind her said threaten-

ingly, and Lucie started to find the old woman
standing in the narrow hall, her dark face filled

with sullen menace at the mention of her daughter-

in-law’s hated name.

‘While ni}" son lives I’ll nurse him. When
I ’ve buried’ him I ’ll seek her out, though it takes-

ni}" lifetime and I have to beg my bread to

reach her. She won’t go unpimished.’ Then, her-

ominous threat uttered, the old woman went
quietly upstairs to prepare a room for her

invalid.

Their mission accomplished in so unexpected a

fashion, the party re-entered the carriages, and
were returning townwards.

‘How am I to thank you for what you have
done to-day, Lucie ? ’ Mr Lorimer said, and, to-

the girl’s astonishment, his voice was tremulous.

‘Although, naturally, I am grieved and hurt to
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discover that it was an old and trusted servant
wlio defrauded me, the return of the stolen pro-
perty is an incalculable relief, and my mind is

at ease for the first time for months.’

‘Then you haven’t been altogether a loser by
the foolish Colonial niece whose visit opened so

badly ? ’ Lucie replied, trying to impart a lighter

tone to the conversation.

‘Lucie, though you had crossed the globe for

nothing but to render this service to me, the
journey would have been repaid a hundred
times.’ li^Hiile he spoke Mr Lorimer held the
precious packet carefully in both hands, as if

afraid even for a moment to let it out of his

grasp. ‘ But what will you do with your thousand

pounds ?

’

‘ My thousand pounds ? ’ Lucie queried, puzzled.

‘ Yes
;
you know I ofiered a thousand pounds

reward to any person who helped me to recover
the money and securities

;
and you have earned

it fairly.’

‘I w'ould never dream of accepting it. Of
course not. I am only too glad to have been
of use. But really, uncle, if any one deserv^es a
reward it is Mr Tresscott, for it was he who
had all the trouble. He should certainly take
the money if any one does.’

‘ Suppose you and Tresscott agree to divide it.

Or better still,’ added Mr Lorimer, who prided

liimself upon his astuteness, smiling kindly into

the uj)turned eager face beside hun, ‘suppose you
decide to spend it together !

’

But Lucy, looking with disconsolate eyes uj)on

the future she had planned out for herself, found
no place for Tommy therein.

{To be concluded in our next issue.)

A LITTLE HOLIDAY IN SUSSEX
By Kate Bueuess.

E you wish for an ideal holiday—

a real rest and refreshment of mind

and body, and an escape from all

the shams and trammels of society

I —just pack up your oldest and

most comfortable clothes, and go to

one of those delightful Elizabethan cottages which

are ‘to let’ in the beautiful little village of

Crothorne in Sussex.

Eew people realise how perfect mental and

bodily recreation can be in a simple cottage such

as the one I am about to describe ;
and those

who work from morning to night in our great

cities—especially the brain-workers—little know

the benefit and enjoyment to be derived from

a week-end or a few days spent in one of

those pretty Milages that lie not an hour’s

distance from London. The expense is nothing

compared with the cost of spending a week-end

in town. The cottagers do not charge hotel

prices
;

they provide you vdth the freshest of

fruit, greengrocery, and dairy produce; there is

glorious soft water supplied by Hatine’s own

waterworks ;
to say nothing of the bracing air

and beautiful landscapes thrown in gratis !

Ah, wearied town workers !
you will never

know what real rest is unless you seek it for

yourselves in the green fields. The good Creator

has given us these sweet country places of rest

;

and but comparatively few of us ever find them,

simply for the want of looking a little farther

than our own front doors. We are very apt to

forget that ‘God made the country;’ and we

delude ourselves into thinking that relaxation can

be found in our busy, crowded towns.

A friend of mine had put this theory into

practice, and had bought one of those little

cottages for a wee ‘country residence; and it

was to this abode I found my way one hot

August afternoon, at her kindly inMtation to

‘ come and recruit.’ It was three miles from

the station, and a funny little village trap had

been sent to convey me and my ‘old clothes’

to our destination. The road lay through a

beautifully wooded country; and the driver, who

was exceedingly civil and loquacious, pointed out

the largest houses and gave me the names of

their respective oiniers as we jogged along. Wliat

he did not point out were the delightful old

cottages, vdth their gay, old-fashioned gardens

;

but the chief charms of the country in my eyes

were the sweet-scented pines and the piuple

heather, then in full bloom. ^

Presently the road lay across a small moor

called Crothorne Common, which was covered

vdth heather, and delighted me beyond every-

thing. We turned into a small lane off the

main road
;

and here, tucked awa}' amongst

beautiful trees, chiefly oaks, yews, and elms, and

invisible until you reached its very gateway, stood

my friend’s charming little cottage, which she

had rightly named ‘Pella,’ a veritable ‘Haven

of Best.’ The sight of its loug, low brovm

roof, white latticed vdndows, and oaken fence

with ivy, jasmine, and roses creeping over it,

and the heathery meadow in front of the

cottage, had an instantaneous fascination for me.

It wns as charming vdthin as without. Here

were no fashionable wall-papers with impossible

dados, no gas-brackets and modern tiled stoves,

no bamboo gimcracks or papier-mache chairs and

fiddlestick tables; but genuine old heart-of-oak

settles with cosy red-cusliioned seats and carved

backs, ancient rush-bottomed chairs, an old corner-

cupboard with glass doors, containing queer old

china
;
plain plastered walls of creamy whiteness,
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hung with imfranied dainty sketches in oils and

water-colours ;
white ceilings with dark oaken

beams, and floors also of oak black with age.

In the kitchen was a lovely oiDen fireplace, with

a high mantelshelf of solid oak
;
and there were

quaint old sconces hanging about the rooms.

The doorways were low, and one had to stoojD

slightly to avoid crushing the latest thing in

hats, if not in craniums
;
and the ascent to the

bedrooms consisted of a staircase of only seven

steps, so tliat there was no occasion to deplore the

absence of a lift ! The roof, being a lean-to, was

a trajD for the unwary, and I more than once

narrowly escaped concussion when dressing. It

was just as well not to study too much deport-

ment in Pella
; a gracious and continuous bending

of the head j)revented unnecessary additions to

one’s phrenological bumjDS.

The most modern article of furniture was a

little —a thing indispensable in a home,

be it ever so lowljq where music is loved ; and

we had some very cheerful hours of singing and

playing when it became too dark to roam about

the grounds. Then, from outside, the little house

would look very cosy and fascinating, having its

quaint windows lit up . and framed with warm
crimson curtains.

A fine large garden and lawn lay to the back

of the house and at both sides, well planted vdth

trees, fruit, and vegetables
;
with here and there

some beehives, for my friends greatly appreciated

‘growing’ their own honey. The flower-garden

lay chiefly in front of the cottage, and roses

climbed in great profusion all about the windows
and doors, while one ambitious Gloire de Dijon

had made its way to the top of the roof, and

blossomed there gloriously. It was a garden of

great possibilities
;

but, as my friends were not

always there, it was somewhat neglected by the

local labourer who acted as gardener in their

absence. In , spite of that drawback, it was very

beautiful in a wild way of its own, and qn'0-

duced far more than sufficient greengrocery for

the needs of its owners.

Any one desirous of purchasing a similar

‘country residence’ would find it an excellent

investment for his money in every way; it

would be easy to let when one could not be

there, and there would always be that increasing

delight of improving one’s own freehold until it

became a place absolutely after one’s own heart.

It was in little Pella, with all its dear

rusticities, that my friend found more rest

and. outward peacefulness than in her com-
fortable, well -furnished, and interesting house
in London. Hot being particularly strong, the

bracing air of the Sussex Downs was sj)ecially

advised for her
;
and her days were chiefly sjoent

in her own garden and meadows, or on the

heathery common, sketching the beauties of Pella

and its sweet surroundings
;

for she was a clever

artist,, and those were her paintings which adorned

the cottage walls. Her sister sujDerintended the

housekeeping, which she carried on somewhat in

picnic style, or after the fashion of ‘ camping out.’

A fierce but very lovable Scotch terrier comj)leted

our party, and considered it his special dut^q in

the absence of his master, to terrify the butcher

and the baker, and to keep them from setting

foot inside the meadow gate
;
and very rarely was

aii}^ one else seen to pass along the little lane.

The ‘latest thing in hats’ was sj^eedily laid

aside for a cotton sun-bonnet, and the old clothes

were gleefully donned, and absolute enjo^unent

commenced for me. I once more assumed tlie

pigtail of my youth and felt about sixteen,

though I must confess to being several 3"ears older,

and a married woman
;
but you have no idea how

young you can feel till you have lived in Pella

and played the rustic heathen as I did. It is

marvellously health-giving to go back, as it were,

a few generations, and become utterly primitive

in every way, when you are feeling jaded and

weary of the pomps and vanities.

The weather was excexDtional, and we had all

our meals out of doors, in comiDany with wasps,

who seemed to think jam was provided specially

for them. "We varied our salle d manger^ some-

times dining on the lawn or breakfasting under

the yews, and having tea amongst the roses
;
but

the wasps found us out wherever we went. Our
supper we took in very informal style by the

kitchen-fire, for the evenings grew chilly when
the sun went down

;
and the little village maiden

who came daily to sweep and tidy the cottage

generally went home early, so we had the

jfiace completely to ourselves. The freedom of

being without servants was delightful
; I am not

sure that it was not one of the chief joys of

Pella

!

It seemed impossible to believe that we were

only a few miles from gay, fashionable Brighton,

and that less than an hour’s journey would land

us in London
;
yet so it was. It is not always

so easy to get far enough from the madding
crowd ; but we had succeeded this time.

Occasionally we went to a little farm close by
to fetch butter and eggs, or to the post-office to

replenish our store of jam and biscuits and such-

like, though one does not usually buy groceries

at a post-office
;

but in this case it was the

village shop—a sort of Universal Provider, like

Wliiteley’s in miniature—where we became objects

of gasping interest to the villagers, although I

was mindful of my pigtail, and always turned

it up beneath my hat before visiting the Cro-

thorne Emporium. The j)ostmaster was a man of

one e^^e and decided ojDinions
;
when I inquired

if I could'Send a telegram on Sunday, he replied,

‘ You can, by walking seven miles to the next
telegraph - office

; there is nothing of that sort

here on Sundaj^s, and I ’in glad there ain’t !

’

which made. me feel snubbed. Hor was there any
posting or receiving of letters on that day

;
and
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the postmaster added that information with
distinct joy. But he was a good sort of

and had brought up a family of sixteen children
exceedingly well; therefore it was not to be
wondered that he enjoyed the restfulness of the
Sabbatli and had decided opinions.

The butcher’s shop had a holy fascination of

its own
;

it was so utterly unlike a shop of any
sort, and must have been designed by an architect

with a strong religious tendency, for it resembled
a Wesleyan chapel more than anything, and had
decidedly ecclesiastical windows

;
but I discovered

that it had once been a national school, forty

years ago, before it became the only butcher’s

shop in Crothorne.

I did not go far afield during my week’s sojourn

in Sussex. Pella and its neighbourhood were

sufficient attraction in themselves, and I needed
no other society than that of iny friends and the
Scotch terrier. I gave myself up to the delights
of the moment, did a little gardening, sketched
a little, idled a great deal, and enjoyed myself
immensely.

It required an effort to give up the sun-bonnet
and pigtail, and become once more a properly
dressed, civilised, and everyday being

;
and it was

with feelings of sincere regret that I saw the same
funny little village trap and fat pony coming
up to convey me and my belongings to the

station en route for London. My last sight of

Crothorne was a long, purple streak of moor

;

beyond which, through the thick trees, I could

faintly discern two white handkerchiefs waving
me a fond and lingering farewell.

MY MIDNIGHT YISITOE.
PART n.

DON’T know how long I had slept

—^jDOSsibly it might have been two

hours or more—but I woke with

a start, the impression strong upon

me of having felt or heard some-

thing move beside me. No, it

was no fancy, no dream
;

there it was again,

<a stealthy, subdued rustling sounding close at

hand. Something was moving at the mouth

of the cave, too— that was certain ; for I

could see against the clear night sky the dark

outlines of the long grass and brushwood that

masked the entrance swaying and bending. The

moon was up, and by this time the rain had

ceased. Yet, in spite of the certainty of some

living presence at the opening, there was none

the less plainly audible an odd sound within a

yard of me, as of some creature moving about on

the sandy floor. It was exactly as if the thing

causing the disturbance had been in two places at

once—at the mouth of the cave and yet in there

beside me. The mere notion had something

almost uncanny about it, when one came to think

it out. To add to the mystery, while the noise

at the entrance gave unmistakable proof of the

presence there of a creature of considerable size,

not a trace of it was to be seen, not the faintest

outline of any body blocking out the patch of

sky, as from the presumabl}’’ enormous bulk of

the brute such an appearance seemed unavoidable.

Truly there was something paradoxical about the

whole thing, and, think as I might, no plausible

exjfianation suggested itself. I may as well plead

guilty to being not too well up in the fauna of

the country ;
but I knew, at least, that there

were a lot of those ugly, savage-looking baboons

about, and the kopjes in the neighbourhood, it

struck me, were an ideal haiipy hunting-ground

for the brutes. There were both hyenas and

jackals in the district, too, and opportunities had
not been wanting to me of becoming acquainted

with the aardvark or earth-hog of the Boers ;

hence I knew to my cost, or rather to that of

my poor horse, that the last-named gentleman,

besides being nocturnal in his habits, had a

decided liking for living in holes and burrows.

In common fairness I ought to add that he

generally excavates his lodgings for himself
;
but

siqiposing he found them ready made for once

in a way, there seemed little doubt as to his

willingness to make use of them. Yet, aardvark,

hyena, baboon, whatever it might be, it could

never have made all that stir among the grass at

the entrance without showing itself, surely ! Nor

could it have been in two places at once. Perhaps

there may have been more than one of the

brutes
;
but in that case they must have betrayed

themselves in one way or another. I could make

neither head nor tail of the mystery; and the

only thing clear and beyond doubt was that,

whatever the creature might be, it was at the

present moment in the cave beside me
;
and con-

sidering that I was so literally in the dark

respecting its identity, that certainty was not of

the most pleasant kind.

‘For fully a minute I lay there, leaning on

my elbow, wondering and waiting for what

would happen next. I had no means of striking

a light ;
and perhaps it was just as well that I had

not, for the double reason that a man scarcely

feels himself in the best position to show fight

when he is lying prone on the ground, and that

the creature, whatever it might be, was evidently

unaware of, or else indifferent to, my presence.

I therefore decided to wait for sunrise—an ex-

ceedingly wise resolution on my part, considering

that I'^had no choice in the matter. For a few

minutes longer the mysterious rubbing sound I
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had at first noticed went on, now apparently at

least a yard away, now close at hand—so close,

indeed, that at one moment I was certain I felt

something touch me softly * and although—or

perliaps I should rather say because—I was in

ignorance of what had touched me, I was con-

scious of a sudden sense of aversion, a feeling of

such loathing horror that it would have been

hard to put it into words. I felt as if in the

presence of—brought into close contact with—

•

something that was in its very being directl}^

antipathetic to myself
;

and that consciousness

was quite enough to banish sleep. However,

as the minutes went on and neither sound nor

movement now came from my mysterious fellow-

lodger, I felt somewhat ashamed of my late

mieasiness, and called myself a senseless fool for

having allowed it * to get the upper hand. To
cut matters short, before many minutes had
gone by I drojDped sound asleej), and did not

awake until the sun, looking ^in at the cave next

morning, sent a stray beam flickering right across

my face. Then I knew what it was that had
passed the night in there beside me.

‘Feeling tolerably stiff, and a good deal dazed

about the head as yet, I—I was going to say

jumped to my feet, but that I didnT do, as, my
leg and the low roof of the cave both gave a

very distinct “No” to that. Instead, I sat up
pretty cautiously, and looked eagerly towards the

opening, my heart beating faster in glad, respon-

sive welcome to the light of the glorious sun.

‘But the sunbeams were not the only things

I saw, shimmering and dancing in golden glory

on the dark rock-walls of that narrow, den-like

cave. What was that lying huge and motionless

in the shadow barely a couple of yards away?
The sunlight came darting in, striking in gleams

of glimmering light on the dark, damjD, sub-

terranean wall of rock, but it was not at these

I was gazing so fixedly. Something was there

in the gloom beyond their reach, a coiled-up,

motionless mass, an object huge and dark, except

where a single shaft of light flickered on and
caught the surface, and then there flashed back

a shimmer of glistening gold. I stared until

my eyes had taken in every detail of the object

before them. Then I saw that the tiling was
alive

;
and knowing by a sudden flash of intui-

tion. what it was in reality, I don’t mind owning
that I drew momentarily back under a sense

of shuddering aversion.

‘I don’t know if any of you fellows have ever

seen one : most likely not. Of course, they are

a good deal scarcer now than they used to be

;

and even nineteen years ago you might live in

the colony for years and never set eyes on the

creature. I mean the rock-snake, the python,
the big serpent of Natal—inliVwatiy the natives

call it. As most of us know to our cost, there

are plenty of smaller snakes about—puff-adders,

those venomous brutes of mmibas, the sort the

Boers call by the name of “spitting snakes,” and
all the rest—but I don’t mean' them

; and in

comparison with those I have named, the mhkuati

is like a giant among the pygmies. There is one:

thing to be remembered about the python, how-

ever, in connection with its a^iparent scarcity,

as was jDointed out to me very pertinently by

a man to whom I was talking lately : six days-

at least out of every seven are S2:)ent by it in a

state of toiqijor. Sometimes the siesta extends to-

two or even three weeks, and during the whole

of this period the great rej^tile lies concealed in

some hole or cave of the rocky or jungly ground

it frequents. Only at the end of its prolonged

sleep the creature wakes up pretty lively, and on

the outlook for a fresh su2)ply of food
;

hence,

taking into due consideration these j^^^idods of

repose, the, serpent may still be fairly abundant

even in j^arts of the country where it is now
reckoned extinct.

‘ However, other considerations besides these

were occujDying my thoughts as I crouched there.

I knew now the meaning of the mysterious

rustling—^Icnew too what it was that had touched

me in the night—and there was no longer any

need to wonder wh}^ my nocturnal visitor had

seemed to be in two places at once. That same:

rustling among the grass and brushwood had
been caused by the long length of the gigantic:

ser2)ent gliding in foot by foot, while . the rest,

of it was moving about on the floor of the-,

cave, until, the whole of its extensive personality

having reached its accustomed shelter, the great,

reptile had Anally coiled itself up in a heap*

within a couple of yards of where I had been

lying. The mere thought nearly turned me sick ;;

for if there is one living thing in creation con-

cerning which I feel a loathing amounting to-

positive horror, that thing is a serpent.

‘I looked at the creature lying there, its scaly

skin glittering where the sun caught it, and

fancied I could almost detect the swelling in its-

huge biilk that told the whereabouts of the:

(as yet) undigested meal. Then, as I crouched

there watching it, another consideration, over-

looked before, came home to me with sudden

force : how was I to get out ? For the only way
lay in yonder narrow passage through which the

morning sun came streaming in so joyously
;
and

there, right in the entrance, blocking the path,

with me barred in behind it, lay that snaky

heal) !

‘I had to get out somehow, and staring at

the reptile was not likely to hel]p me. Of course,,

the great reptile was torpid now, and for several

days it would |)robably remain so, before waking

and moving out again in search of food. A
capital arrangement, no doubt, for itself

;
but the

very reverse as far as I was concerned. I could

not afford to wait in there until it should ^Dlease

the python to move and clear the way ;
and even

had that been |)ossible or probable, the serj)ent,
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when it did awake, would most likely turn
up pretty lively and correspondingly savage, in
which case the awkwardness of the situation for
myself would he most decidedly increased. There
was yet another consideration, which dwarfed all

the rest into insignificance—namely, that I, an
officer wearing Her Majesty’s uniform, was not
going to he harred in there for any serpent on
earth, even though it might turn out to he *as

hig as the monster mentioned hy Livy, that gave
Regulus and the Roman aiuny so had a time of

it in the Punic wars.

H got to my knees cautiously, and scanned
the sleeping,’ motionless mass that I knew had
to he passed somehow or other. For you have to

rememher that the great reptile was lying right

in the entrance, with, a space of harely a couple

of feet between its hulk and the low roof of the

cave. Of course, had the latter been anything of

a height, a running jump, in spite of my lame
leg, would have enabled me to clear the python
heap without thinking twice about it. But a

running jump, or a jump of any kind, indeed,

is out of the cpiestion when one is crawling on

hands and knees along a narrow passage not four

feet in height
;

and, in place of jumping, the

only thing possible to me was to creep. Un-

armed as I was, I should have literally to crawl

over that great heap of serpent, not knowing

whether at any moment the sleeping reptile

might not wake and fling its coils round me
in an embrace that would crush out life and

breath together. I knew, of course, that the

creature was not venomous; luckily, none of

these huge serpents are ;
but it had enough in

the way of advantage on its side without that.

It is true that the python is, as a rule, inclined

to shun contact with man
;

but instances have

not been wanting of its having crushed and

strangled even adult natives, and all the stories

I had heard in that connection were tolerably

certain to come to my memory now. Then my
imagination—an inconveniently vivid one—began

to do its part in adding to the unpleasantness of

those few minutes. Possibly the serpent might

not be torpid, or even sleeping, after all, but in

reality aware of my presence, and watching vdth

its fixed, stony eyes while I, its destined victim,

crept unwittingly nearer, foot by foot, inch by

inch, in the vain hope of making my escape.

Upon my word, the mere recollection of those

few minutes makes a fellow feel a bit imcomfort-

able even now. .

'But I knew it had got to be done—the sooner

the better, too—and there was no good funking

the thing. I pulled myself together, dropped

over on hands and knees, and began slowly,

cautiously, to creep up nearer and nearer to the

scaly, motionless mass. How large was it—eh?

Weil, you see, I had never any chance of know-

iim accurately ;
but, to judge by the size of the

heap, it must have been a fairl}^ big specimen
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large enough to satisfy all my aspirations con-
cerning this kind of big game, anyhow. As I
crawled nearer the outlines of a coil or two
showed themselves more 'clearly, and the girth
of. the biggest was every bit equal to my ovm.
Don’t think that I ’m drawing the long-bow here

;

it is a genuine fact that serpents of this kind
have been killed measuring, five-and-twenty feet

in length, and as much round as a man’s body.
The Kaffirs declare that they have known some
to reach even thirty, and the evidence which has
come to hand from various quarters is strongly

in proof of what the natives say. At all events,

this sample of the breed, whatever might have
been his exact length, was a tolerably promising

specimen, without a shadow of doubt.

'I was within a couple of feet of the sleeping

serpent now, and the sense of loathing increased

with every inch I got nearer. Kor was it that

alone. A sickening sensation, probably due to

the strong musky odour emitted by the creature,

fully perceptible in that confined atmosphere,

but in part owing, no doubt, to the instinctive

aversion, the antipathy of the human being to.

the serpent, was so strongly present with me
then that only by sheer force of will could I

compel myself to go on. Added to that, I could

not get rid of the notion that the creature was

in truth aware of my presence, and merely

biding its time till I should come within its

reach, and the consciousness that I was actually

creeinng nearer every moment was a pretty

strong tax on all the nerve I had got.

'I was barely twelve inches distant from it

now. Surely never was man so close to sleeping

serpent before. Of course, I knew pretty ^vell

what I had to do
;

there was little enough

choice, or rather none at all. The heap was

fully four feet across
;
and I, unable to stand

upright, and vdth only that amount of impetus

to be obtained from my crouching jDOsition, must

play a sort of leap-frog game over, propel myself

with a sudden dart across the snaky mass, and

risk the chance of a lightning stroke and the

flinging of those terrible coils round me as I

cleared” it. Lightning? Ay, truly. I’ve heard

many a man, far better acquainted vdth snakes

than I can claim to be, say that hghtning itself

can scarcely compare vdth the striking of a sei-

pent and the flinging of the array of muscular

coils round the body of the victim. Suppose,

too, I should miscalculate the distance and come

dovTi in the middle

!

'How I did it I don’t clearly remember.- I

have an indistinct recollection of bracing myself

suddenly for the leap ;
of rising from the sandy

floor—not the best taking-oft' place in the world

;

of the passing of some object bright and shining,

^listening with the wet lustre of freshly painted

odcloth, beneath my eyes ;
of feeling the toe of

one boot dig distinctly and unmistakably into

something that felt horribly firm and living;
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and tlieii I was in tlie fresh, x^nre air outside, on

tlie slojDe of the koi^je.

‘ I never took time to juni^) to my feet
;

I

simxDly rolled down the slope, over and over, and

the more way I got on me the better I was

X)leased. Brom all that I learnt later, there

was not much danger of the serpent’s following

me in the open, even if iny flying leap across

and parting kick had roused the rex)tile, which I

doubt a good deal
;
but I knew nothing of the

habits of the x}ython then, and, to my thinking,

the more space I could x>ut between myself and

that oxDening among the rocks the better ;
hence

I was in no hurry to ^duU \\p. A nice mark

I should have made for any roving Boers on

the opposite height then.

‘Not a trace of life was visible on the kox)je

in the rear when I turned to look behind me

;

nor could I get so much as a glim^Dse of the

mouth of the cave in which I had ^Dassed the

night. To say truth, I caught myself begin-

ning to wonder if I hadn’t dreamt the whole

thing
;
but my dreams next night, after I had

got back to camp, fully disabused me of that

notion, their vividness assuring me that the cause

suggesting them had been a good bit too real

to be xfleasant. The fact is, I didn’t exactly look

forward to turning in for a good many nights

afterwards ;
the whole thing had such a wretched

trick of repeating itself the moment I was fairly

asleep.

‘ I never saw any more of my midnight

visitor
;

but I heard something only the next

day, when we were coming back to camp after

burying poor Wilson. An old Kaflir we chanced

to run across declared by signs that he had

something to tell us, and as soon as we had got

hold of an interx)reter, it came out that he had

lost a calf in the night, and that he laid the

loss at the door of a monster inhlwati. He
had been on his way to his kraal when he

encountered the huge serpent gliding along
;

but being unarmed, he had chosen the better

X)art of valour, and given the great re^Dtile a

wide berth. By the time he had run to the kraal

and got assagais and assistance, his unwelcome

visitor had gone, and the calf had gone too.

Hence the a]Dpeal to us : we were wanted to

shoot that python and put a stop to the raiding

of cattle-kraals in future ;
but we had something

more important on hand just then, and the

inhlwati was left unmolested, at least by the

British. To judge by the locality in which the

old fellow had seen it, however, there was little

doubt as to his specimen and my midnight

visitor being identical
;

and, to go by the

measurements he gave, after making due allow-

ance for exaggeration, the rex)tile could not

have been far off thirty feet long. A nice

sort of fellow-lodger to j^ass the night with !

‘ I saw one campaign out from start to finish

;

and with regard to this one, as far as it has

gone, I may fairly lay claim to having been

in the thick of it. I have never encountered

another x^ython ;
and, all things considered, I

don’t much fancy that I should care to do so.

There’s one outcome of that night’s experience

that will hardly surx:)rise you to hear, however.

Whatever fancy I had as a lad for cave explora-

tion and the like has completely vanished, and

I always feel inclined to give dens and caves of

the earth as wide a berth as x^ossible.’

THE MONTH: SCIENCE AND ARTS.

THE ST PIERRE DISASTER.

HE awful volcanic outburst Avhich

in a few minutes burnt up the

prosperous town of St Pierre, in

the West Indian island of Mar-

tinique, has been comxoared to the

eruption of Yesuvius which de-

stroyed Pompeii and Herculaneum in the year

79 ;
but according to the accounts which have

up to this time reached us, the two calamities had

little in common except that they both were the

result of volcanic activity. It is the common, but

mistaken, notion that Pompeii was overwhelmed
by, a flow of incandescent lava; but this was not

so. The doomed cit}^ was first covered many
feet in depth with fine ashes, and this was
followed by a terrific rain, caused by the con-

densation of vast volumes of steam emitted by
the volcano, so that Pompeii was buried in a sea

of mud. At St Pierre it was fire, not water,

which was the princix^al agent of destruction.

AxDX^arently a mixture of red-hot stones and

mex3hitic vaxDours came down from Mount Pelee

and killed the terror-stricken x^eox^le before they

had time to realise their danger. According to

one account, the awful tragedy was complete in

less than three minutes, and was due rather to

a volcanic exxDlosion than to what, is generally

known as an eruption. A somewhat similar

convulsion of nature took x^lace in 1883 in the

Straits of Sunda, at Krakatoa
;
and in minor

degree may be named the outburst of two years

later from a sux^x^osed extinct volcano in New
Zealand, which devastated hundreds of miles of

fair country and destroyed the famous pink-and-

white terraces.

ELECTRICAL POWER DISTRIBUTION,

Ever since it became known that the dynamo
was caxiable of transmitting x^ower to a distant

X^oint without very much loss in transit, it has
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been the dream of electrical engineers to burn
coal at the pit-mouth and to distribute its energy
in various directions by means of conducting
cables. The first British scheme of the kind
was inaugurated at Newcastle last year

;
but the

foundation-stone of a far larger installation has
since been laid by that distinguished engineer,

Sir Erederick Bramwell. The South Wales Elec-

ti’ical Power Distribution Company, whose birth
is thus signalised, will have a network of wires

over the county of Glamorgan and part of the

county of Monmouth. Situated in the midst of

the great coalfields of South Wales, the company
will distribute power over a vast district, includ-

ing the important towns of Cardiff, Newport, and
Swansea, besides many busy inland towns lying

north of the Bristol Channel. The company’s

ffrst station is on the banks of the river Taff,

and the powerful electrical generators with which
it will be furnished are of the three-phase alter-

nating type, and are built by Messrs Ganz & Co.,

of Budapest. Other schemes of a like nature

are under consideration in different parts of the

country, so that in the near future we shall

see the steam-engine and gas-engine largely super-

seded by the electric motor.

SHIP-LA-UNCHING.

visited it during the year 1900. This is greatly
owing to improved facilities for getting to the
island, three steamers running there daily from
Naples. It should also be mentioned that new
roads and footpaths have been constructed, and
that the hotel accommodation is far better than
it used to be. There is a small resident British

population at Capri, who have been attracted

there by the equable climate, the beautiful

scenery, and the comparative cheapness and sim-

plicity of the life. Capri has always been famous
for its wine

;
but it is losing its reputation

because of the crude methods adopted. Each
small farmer makes the wine according to his

own notions, and often of unripe grapes
;

more-

over, the island-grown wine is often mixed with

a quantity of inferior wine from the mainland.

The consular agent suggests that British capital

might be advantageously invested in a manufac-

tory on the Californian system of contracts with

growers for a term of years. There are two

communes on the island, Capri and Anacaj)ri, the

latter being the higher part of the island, and

more -primitive and undeveloped. Land is cheap

here
;
and as there are many good building sites,

in a few years this part of Capri, it is thought,

may become a popular summer resort.

The usual method of launching a ship practised

in this country is to slide her down the highly

greased ways stern ffrst. An exception was made

in the case of Brunei’s monster steamship, which

was launched broadside on, and stuck fast in the

attempt to get her away from terra firma. This

broadside method of launching is, however, com-

mon in America, especially on the shipyards of

the Great Lakes, and is dictated by limitations

of area and depth of water. The broadside method

would appear—according to an article in the

Scientific American—to be more economical
;

for

the groundways, instead of exceeding the length

of the ship to be launched, as is common in

Britain, need not be more than about 5 per cent,

of the length of the vessel. Eor example, a ship

five hundred feet in length would require,' for

broadside launching, groundways of from twenty

feet to twenty-five feet only. These ways are

generally built of yellow pine, and their slope is

about one in six. Precautions have to be taken by

means of stays to prevent the vessel from heeling

over too much during the launching operation;

and on the rare occasions when a vessel sticks on

the ways, hydraulic rams have to be employed to

urge her forward. A broadside launch is a most

picturesque sight, for a large tidal-like wave is

thrown up by the advancing mass.

THE CHARMS OF MUSIC.

‘Music hath charms,’ sings the poet, ‘to soothe

the savage breast
;

’ and as if to test the truth

of this oft-quoted passage, some most prosaic ex-

periments have recently been carried out at the

German Zoological Gardens, as was done in London

some time ago by Mr Cornish. The object in view

was to ascertain the actual amount of influence

exerted by music upon various animals in cap-

tivity ;
the violin was the instrument employed,

and one Herr Baker was the performer. The

puma appeared to be most sensitive to the sounds,

its moods apparently changing as the melody

became joyous or sad. The leopards were quite

unconcerned. The king of beasts seemed to suffer

fear ;
but the cubs showed an inclination to dance

when the strains became lively. The hyenas Avere

terrified; it was evidently no laughing matter to

them. The monkeys Avere curious and interested,

as were also the AA^olves. The experiments are to

be continued with other instruments, and it will

be interesting to note the effect of some of these

gay the bassoon and the trombone on the

beasts. It may be mentioned that in^tlie London

Zoological Gardens a military band plays during

certain hours, and that the caged inmates appear

to be utterly indifferent to the music.

formation of pearls.

CAPRI.

The British consular agent at the beautiful

island of Capri reports tliat it is fast increasing

in popularity as a health and pleasure resort,

no fewer than thirty
.

thousand travellers having

A paper on ‘The Mechanism of the Formation

of Gem' Pearls ’ was recently submitted to the

Academie des Sciences by M. Eaphael Diibois. The

particular organism dealt with was the

edulis, the edible pearl-bearing mussel of European
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waters; but tlie conclusions arrived at doubtless

apply to all molluscs in wliicli pearls are found.

M. Dubois asserts that tlie formation of tlie pearl

is due to a little parasitic worm of the genus

Distomum, These small creatures attach them-

selves to their host, the mollusc, by suckers, and

are from one-fortieth to one-sixtieth of an inch

in length. The young encyst themselves in their

host, and if watched under a microscope the sur-

face of their bodies appears to be strewn with tin}''

particles of lime. The worm is gradually covered

with this calcareous deposit, which continues to

grow by accretion of nacre which it draws from

the body of its host. According to other ob-

servers, the nucleus of the pearl is found in some

tiny piece of sand or driftwood that finds its

way into the shell of the mollusc, which has

the power of covering the irritating x^article with

layer upon layer of nacre until the pearl is formed.

Sometimes a lithodomus or other boring creature

will make its way through the shell of the mol-

lusc, and layers of nacre are poured out by the

occupant of the shell as a defence against the

intruder. In any case, the formation of a pearl

seems to be an accidental occurrence.

THEATRICAL SCENERY.

A most interesting series of water-colour draw-

ings has just been acquired by the Victoria and

Albert Museum at South Kensington, and they

bear the following explanatory label :
‘ Drawings

of Theatrical Scenery and Pro2:)ertins made for

Charles Kean, E.S.A., the Actor, as a Record of

Shakespearian and other Plays produced by him
at the Princess’s Theatre, London, from 1851 to

1859. Presented by P. M. Paget, Esq., and Mrs
E. M. Paget, niece of Mrs Charles Kean.’ Charles

Kean was the first among theatrical managers to

mount the plays which he produced with attention

to correct detail and costume. Before his time

the most terrible incongruities were permitted, as

any one can see by a reference to old j)ictures

of stage characters—for instance, the role of

Cleopatra played in a ball-dress extended with

crinoline. Chailes Kean changed all this
;

and
these pictures— carefully executed water-colour

drawings—are a proof of the great pains he took

to have everything correct, from the architecture

of a castle to the shape of a helmet. Stage

managers may feel' thankful that these beautiful

works of art have been secured for. the nation,

as the}’’ will form a reference library to the

proper mounting of Shakespeare’s plays for all

time. Although we have reason to our-

selves upon modern theatrical ]}t‘oductions, it is

evident that the playgoers of half a century back
were very well catered for by Charles Kean.

EGG-PRESERVATION.

In many neighbourhoods, and mostly in our
large towns and cities, eggs which by any stretch

of the imagination can be called fresh are not

procurable during the greater part of the year.

.
Many are the recijDes which have been j)ut for-

ward for preserving this valuable article of diet

so that it shall ‘assume a virtue though it hath

it not;’ but most of these methods are ineftec-

tual, or give a taste to the egg which is im-

pleasant. A new system of egg-preservation has

recently been put forward which- is said to have

no drawbacks and to ensure an unchanged condi-

tion of ‘the egg for about twelve months. It has

the further advantages of being extremely simple

and very cheap. The preservative solution is

comppsed of water-glass to which is added about

fifteen times its bulk of boiled water
;
but some

say that the solution is effective when its

strength is reduced to as little as 3 per cent.

The eggs are placed in stoneware jars, and the

solution is x^o^^^ed upon them so that they are

all covered. It may be necessary to place a

saucer on the tojD of all to ensure that the

eggs of the up>x)er layer do not x^i'oject above

the liquid. The x^rice of the water-glass is about

half-a-crown a gallon, and the solution can be

used over and over again.

FISH-HATCHING.

In a letter to the Times, Earl Grey gives some
particulars of the success which has attended the

work of the United States Eish Commission,

which will be interesting to those in this country

who are endeavouring to make our rivers more
Xn’oductive. In the year 1896 five thousand

small fish, ‘ fingerlings,’ were released from the

Clackamas Hatchery (Oregon), after having been

carefully marked by the removal of x^art of the

dorsal fin with a razor. It ax^x^ears^ that no fewer

than four hundred and fifty of these fish were

secured in the second, third, and fourth years

following their release
;

which means that, for

every thousand ‘fingerling’ salmon liberated on
the Columbia River, two thousand pounds of

adult fish were caught for market a few years

later. The cost of x^i’oducing and planting young
sahnon is under one dollar per thousand, while

the minimum value of the fish caught is five

cents per x^ound, or one hundred dollars for the

two thousand x^ounds actually taken. Salmon at

five cents a x^ound is likely to make the mouths of

the multitude here in Britain water, as we regard

salmon as cheap when it can be had for one

shilling a pound. But the experiences of the

United States Commission lead us to hope that

there may be a better time coming, in which
salmon will be as common in this country as it

was in days gone by.

THE MAMMOTH.

A s]3ecimen of the huge extinct hairy elex^hant

has recently been found near the river Ebrosowka,
in Eastern Siberia, by Dr Hertz. As in former

discoveries of the kind, the body of the animal
has been found in a perfect state of x^reservation
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embedded in ice, tlie flesh having been saved
from putrefaction by the intense cold. The body ,

was found in a peculiar reclining position, with
the legs bent imderneath, as if the creature had
fallen down some declivity and had been killed.
The hair is said to have been rubbed from most
•of the body by the action of ice, and what little

remains is of a reddish-brown colour. Except
for a few pieces bitten from the body by bears
•and wolves, the flesh is cj[iiite complete. In
the stomach of the beast was found undigested
food, and on its tongue was the herbage
which it ate on the day of its death, possibly
•eight thousand years ago.

SOUND-SIGNALS.

The Eev. J. M. • Bacon, whose experimental
balloon ascensions have of late years attracted

much attention, has been writing on the subject

•of sound-signalling. His aerial experiences have
taught him that a bell is not the best thing to

employ if the sound-waves are intended to cover

any distance, and that the lower the pitch of

the bell the more inefficient it becomes for this

particular service. Upon one occasion, when his

balloon ascended from Woolwich, it had been

•arranged that the bell from the old church

should be set ringing, so that it might be found

how far away it was audible to the balloonist.

‘Within, however, what should have been quite

•easy sound-range, the ringing was quite inaudible,

while it was noticed that at the hour of noon,

when a vast number of clocks must have been

•striking around us, not one was distinguishable,

though we were but half a mile in the sky.^ Mr
Bacon is in favour of employing for sound-signals

.some contrivance that gives a more distinctive

noise than any instrument which produces a

,

musical note, and calls attention to a drum-like

implement employed by the natives of the Gulf

of Guinea for conveying messages over consider-

•able distances. He also teUs of an experiment

in which a twelve-inch beU was pitted against a

smith’s anvil as a sound-producer. The beU was

effective enough in a still atmosphere
;

but its

discordant competitor had by far the larger range

when there was disturbance and noise in the air.

The high-pitched note obtained by striking the

‘beak’ of the anvil made itself heard above all

other noises, and as • the ‘beak’ and body of the

mass of iron gave two distinct sounds, it was

p)0S3ible to convey messages by means of the

Morse code. j\Ir Bacon thinks that an instrument

on these lines would be more serviceable for

lighthouse use than the large bell usually em-

ployed at such places.

THE CONQUEST OF THE AIR.

M. Santos Dumont, whose adventures in the

air have roused the admiration of all lovers

of perseverance and pluck, undeterred by the

•sad fate of -M. Severn, has lately announced his

iiitentioii of settling in Loudon, and has inti-
mated tliat lie may possibly some day indulge
ill an aerial trip round- the dome of St Paid’s
Cathedral. In the meantime Ids efforts to navi-
gate the air have, as a matter of course, resulted
in the inauguration of many rival schemes. At
a so-called ‘World’s Pair’ to be held in St Louis
next year we are promised a kind of tourna-
ment of air-ships and flying-machines, at which
prizes amounting in the aggregate to forty

thousand pounds will be offered to competitors.

Half of this sum will be given to the man who
succeeds best in operating a craft successfully in
the air, and one-fourth will be allotted for races

between air-ships. The destination of the re-

maining ten thousand pounds is not stated
; but

doubtless there will be no lack of inventors

who will be anxious to exhibit the results of

their ingenuity. In the meantime, through the

liberality of Mr C. A. Pearson, the Aero Club
of our own countr}" is able to offer a prize of

four thousand pounds to the man who first suc-

ceeds in travelling through the air from London
to Birmingham, a distance of more than one

hundred miles. With a favourable wind the

accomplishment of this feat should not be more
difficult than what M. Santos Dumont has already

achieved in Paris. It will rather be a test of

endurance.

A NEW DEVICE IN RAILWAY SIGNALLING ON THE

NORTH-EASTERN RAILWAY.

The system of railway signalling by daylight

may be said to have reached a stage verging

closely upon perfection
; but signalling by night

is still of a somewhat erratic and uncertain

character.' In the ‘double block system,’ which

is now used on all main lines, the main adjimcts

to successful signalling are the two signal-posts on

each section: the ‘distant’ and ‘home’ signals.

The ‘distant’ post is the one first reached; and

if that signal is down, the dri^^er knows that

he will find the ‘home’ signal, the one nearest

the cabin, also down, giving ‘line clear.’ If,

however, the ‘distant’ signal is against him,

the driver knows that he has to puH up at the'

‘ home ’ signal. In the daytime there is a dis-

tinction observable betw^een the two arms. The

‘distant’ arm has a fish-tailed cut at the end,

whilst the ‘home’ signal has a plain end. At

night, however, both signals show merely a green

light for ‘line clear’ and a red light for ‘stop.’

Unless the driver knows his road very well, he

has to pull up at the first signal to find out

which it is. Recently, however, the Horth-Eastern

Railway Company have been experimenting with

a device, designed and patented by one of their

engine-drivers, which it is claimed enables the

signal-arms to be as easily discerned during dark-

ness as in the daytime. The apparatus is simply

a new glass for the signal-lamp, facing along

the same°way and throwing a powerful beam of
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liglit over tlie, whole' length of the* arm, thus

enabling engine-drivers to see its . shape aiM- dis-

tinguish . between ‘ home ’ and ‘ distant ^
: signals.

The glass is a double one, and is let into the

front of the lamp, the top half reflecting the light

straight, and the lower portion throwing the beam
of light diagonally down, thus illuminating the

arm when dropped. The device is inexpensive

in construction, and can be fitted to all the exist-

ing glasses with but little . alteration. . The. adop-

tion of the apparatus, in addition, to promoting

greater safety, will result in a considerable saving

of time, as . drivers, will not require to . stop

en route . to find out . whether the signals are

‘home.^ or .‘distant,’ whilst during periods of

fog the beam . of light will clearly indicate the

position of each signal. •
.

BLACKWATER FEVER.

It has long been known that one of the most

deadly maladies which attacks Europeans in

Central Africa is the scourge called blackwater

fever. A couple of. years ago the British consul

at Pemba called the attention of a firm of

chemical manufacturers in London, Messrs

Christy & Co., to the reported virtues of a

certain root, which was alleged by . several Arab
traders to be .a remedy for the fever, and which

was much extolled by the natives of the interior.

A supply of the root, which turns out to be a

new variety of cassia, was obtained- and for-

'

warded to London, and from it was made an
extract which was returned to Central Africa

for purposes of experiment. The Lancet has

recently reported upon the cases treated with

this decoction, half-a-dozen in number, and all

quite successful
;

and, in order to gain further

knowledge of . the, remedy, the manufacturers are

now sending out, free . of • charge, a quantity of

the medicine to medical men. who are likely to

be brought into contact with sufferers from the

disease. It has been . ascertained that the plant

grows freely, in the district where the fever is

.
most prevalent

;
and should ' it prove to be a

specific for blackwater fever, a great advance

towards the civilisation of the country will have

been achieved. , .

A JEDBURGH LADY WHO KNEW SIR WALTER SCOTT..

The Scotsman recorded the death, early in 190^,

of Miss Forrest, Abbey Place, Jedburgh, at the

age of eighty-four years.. She was a woman of

vigorous intellect, and retentive memory, and she

possessed a great store of local history and know-
ledge of afchocological subjects.. One of ' her

cherished memories. was .the fact that Sir Walter
Scott, said a few kindly words to her when she

was -at play! as.: a girl; in Eriars, Jedburgh. ‘ Her
-father was' a gunsmith in High Street, and Sir
' Walter often visited his . shop, both on business

and friendly pursuits. Many of. the antiquities

which Sir Walter; collected,, and which
, are now

preserved at Abbotsford, were repaired in Mr
Forrest’s shop. Among . the people of distinction

with whom Sir Walter usually visited Jedburgh,

and called at Mr Forrest’s shop and at Inch-

bonny, the residence of Mr James Veitch, was Sir

Humj)hry Davy. Miss Forrest’s grandmother sang

old Border , ballads and Scottish songs that they

might be. taken doAvn b}’’ a friend and sent to Sir

Walter, 'and from the appearance of some of these

verses in one of the Waverle'y Novels, the mem-
bers of this family were led to surmise that Sir

Walter was the author before the'jpublic acknow-

ledgment was made. Mr Aaron Forrest, who
survives his sister, has . a distinct recollection of

Sir Walter Scott’s last appearance in Jedburgh.
'

THE RETURN OF THE SWALLOW.

Fi'om the Original Gi'cek,

In tLe days of long ago,

Came tbe swallow from the South,

With a message in his mouth :

‘ Spring is here ! the soft winds blow !

’

Thus the happy children sang

In the days of long ago,

And the island city rang : Rhodes

‘ Spring is here I We know ! we know !

’

Flowers from dust forgotten grow;

Yanished are the •children' all; / ”

. But, once more the- swallows call

As in days of long ago ;

* Spring is here 1 the soft winds blow I

Spring is here ! We know ! we know !

’
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